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Smoking is for adults - a very personal decision. You choose to smoke. 

A non-smoker chooses not to. And both choices should be respected. 

A little courtesy is all it takes to make life easier for all concerned. Always ask 

people before lighting up. And avoid smoking in crowded places. 

These thoughtful gestures will play a major role in helping smokers and 

non-smokers live as they always have. In harmony. 

This message is brought to you by the Tobacco Institute of India in the interest 

of promoting courtesy and mutual accommodation. 
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The Wrong Writer 
The otherwise excellent story 
Women Without Men (Decem¬ 
ber 21) was marred by a serious 
flaw. While enumerating writ¬ 
ings sympathetic to lesbianism 
in India, you've mentioned 
Ajeel Cour's Lesbian as 'an 
unam1)iguously iesbian love 
tale between two ho.stelmates'. 
But the story {X)rtrays the les¬ 
bian character quite clearly as a 
monster out to seduce the str¬ 
aight protagonist with gifts 
and unsolicited favours. In the 
end, the straight guy very cru¬ 
elly tramples the lesbian prtv 
position before walking out ot 
the room. I he lesbian charac¬ 
ter is depicted not only as a 
deviant but as a near rapist. 
The story's regressive and may 
well have iH'cn written by a 
Shiv Sainik. It clearly doesn't 
belong in the tradition of Ismat 
Chughtai, et al. 

Kadha Anuresh, 
via e-mail 

It’s common knowledge that 
lesbianism existerl in the past, 
exists today and will tomorrow. 
If soniemie wants to lis't* a lesb¬ 
ian life, it's their clioite. But I 
sulrscrilred to Outlook neither as 
the promoter of lesbianism nor 
as the mouthpiece of gay rights. 
Everything that existed in 
ancient soiiety needn't be good 
or acceptable. If it were v), we 
should accept polygamy, sati, 
the caste system... 1 sincerely 
hope your efforts to legitimise 
lesbianism and homosexuality 
in general do not raise Delhi’s 
status as the lesbian or gay cap¬ 
ital of the planet. 

folce foseph, 
via e-maU 

Object of Ridicule 
Your cover story Knight in Fad¬ 
ing Annour (December 28) hit 
the nail on the head. While 
discussing Maharashtra’s polit¬ 
ical situation, most Mumbai¬ 
kars talk of only two things; 
how irrespective of whether or 
not the airrent Shiv Sena-Bjp 
government completes its 
term, the former doesn’t have 
a chance of winning the next 
state elections. And, Mumbai 
will again be re-named Bom¬ 
bay by popular will. 

H.G. Deodhar, 
Mumbai 

m 
Just about everyone agrees 

! with what you've said in your 
cover story. It's very true that 
Thackeray has now become 
an objea of ridicule—even 
among Maharashtrians. He's 
the singlemost important fac- 

i tor responsible for the present 
state of Mumbai and for the 
sense of insecurity among its 
residents. The earlier we have 
a change of government in 
Maharashtra, the better! 
Pnf. GJL Raladhyaksha, 

Mumbtd 
m 

i Hypocrisy, Thy Name Is 
i To prevent being criticised as 
i merely hypfxritical. John Ellurtt 
i should follow up with a balanc- 
j ing opinion on the liehaviour of 
' sveslern diplomats in Delhi 

(Cun Hindus he Ambitious?, 
December 21). Why do western 
diplomats residing in Diplo- 

I matic Enclave, for example: 
j • Park cars on footpaths, forc- 
i ing elderly pedestrians on to the 
j road with fast-moving traffic; 
i • Permit their vehicles to be 

I congratulate ‘Tiger’ Thack¬ 
eray for achieving lesbian pub¬ 
licity for hiiiLself, through the 
controversy he created for Fire. 

Kamal, 
Bangalore 

m 
Maharashtrians feel really let 
down by Tliackeray's broken 
promises, corruption and his 
increasingly vulgar, irrational 
remarks. Bombay has always 
been a vibrant, cosmopolitan 
city. One can’t believe one 
man could ruin it so much in 
such a short time. When two 
ministers in the state govern¬ 
ment are believed to be associ¬ 
ated with gangsters by the 
police, how can there be law 
and order in the city? Thacke¬ 
ray Is to be solely blamed. 

Swtite PUke, 
Mumbai 

m 
With the Shiv Sena resorting 
to some really outrageous tac¬ 
tics to stay in the limelight, it 
really reflects the frustration of 
Thackeray at the dmbbing the 
Sena got in the elections. It's 
indeed ironical that the once 
unchallenged king of Mumbai 
is today i^uced to being its 
laughing stock. The manner in 
which his actions contiadief 
his statements is itself baffling. 
With criticism for him coming 
from all quarters, Thackeray 
should accept his faults and 
ensure he doesn’t repeat them 
in the future. If he does, an 
inglorious end to his political 
career stares at him in the face. 

YaslrAbbasi, 
NewDeUd 

■ 
Ever since the Sena-Bjp govwn- 
ment came to power three- 
and-a-half years ago, Mumbai 

parketl in front of their neigh¬ 
bour's gate obstructing the 
entrance to his house; 
• As.sume that only a problem 
to them is important, not the 
one they create tor another 
person. For example, seepage 
of water through my boundary 
wall to my side was not impor¬ 
tant to my neighbour because 
it was my wall that was getting 
damaged, not his. 

C.an Elliott please tell us what 
religious or other background 

has declined in every way 
imaginable. A survey of cities 
conducted by Asiaweek showed 
that from an eminent position 
among cities of the world, 
Mumbai now ranks 40th out 
of the 40 cities surveyed. 

Numerologists agree this is 
because of the change of name 
from Bombay to Mumbai. The 
single/compound numbers of 
Bombay are 8 and 17 respec¬ 
tively. While 8 is a difficult 
number, destiny number 17 is 
highly spiritual; the person/ 
place it represents has risen 
superior in spirit to the trial 
and difficulties of life or career. 

On the other hand, the sin¬ 
gle/compound numbers of 
Mumbai are 9 and 18. The sin¬ 
gle numlter 9 shows difficulties 
in early years, grit, strong will, 
determination with difficulties 
arising out of foolhardiness 
and impulsiveness in word and 
action. However, destiny num¬ 
ber 18 is generally associated 
with bitter quarrels, war, social 
upheavals, revolutions, mak¬ 
ing money and gaining posi¬ 
tion through or by wars. 

Sarabfit Sandhu, 
Mondial 

m 
A great psychiatrist died and 
went to heaven. At the pearly 
gates, he was given a r^ car¬ 
pet welcome and received by 
Christ, Krishna, Buddha and 
others. When asked what all 
the fuss was about, he was 
told: "We've been waiting for 
someone like you. We want 
you to examine a patient 
called God, who thiiiks he's 
Bal Thackeray, and wants to 
ban Fire even In hell." 

Brig. JtS. Gnmt, 
Pune 

makes western diplomats iK-h- 
ave in this maniror? 

Iyer, 
New Delhi 

■ 
Elliott’s theory of Hindus being 
less ambitious than followers of 
other religions is hard to digest. 
Will the wise man explain that 
if religion does affect the devel¬ 
opment of society, the way he 
thinks, why is it that after fol¬ 
lowing Christianity for so many 
years, the African states are 
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wone than Indian ones? Does 
this theory of the impact of reli- 
}>ion on development hold true 
for Pakistan, Bangladesh and 
other countries where Hittdu- 
ism is not followed? 

Vikas GhUdfyal, 
Meerut 

■ 
In the guise of an India-walch- 
er, Elliott seems to be an India- 
baiter. Hindutva, as interpreted 
by the Supreme Court, is a way 
of life and a part of India's civil¬ 
isation. Social stratifications, as 

before commenting on Hindu¬ 
ism, India and the world-reno¬ 
wned Swami Vivekananda, the 
Hindu 'illiterate' must study all 
the aforesaid. 

fhendra N. Mlshra, 
Lucknow 

m 
No other world civilisation has 
been plundered, humiliated or 
conquered as many times as 
India. It's because of Hinduism 
that India exists today. There's 
tnith in what Allana Iqbal said; 

Where Would We Be Without Elliott? 

interpreted by eminent sociol¬ 
ogists lixe M.N. Srinivas and 
Aiidre Beteille, form a part of 
the process of modernisation 
of India's tradition. The global 
outreach of faith inherent in 
Hinduism was propagated by 
Swami Vivekananda in modern 
times. Hindus are i\ever fatalis¬ 
tic, tiiey don't im|K)se their 
ambition on others. 

Elliott should have spared ns 
the overswet ping analysis, and 
tile artificial compression of 
India's vast and rich philoso¬ 
phy, tiistory, society and econ¬ 
omy in two pages. 

Runhir Sln^ ChhlUar, 
Mew liethi 

■ 
Elliott, who's bc-en reterred to as 
'a long-standing India watcher', 
seems to be totally illiterate as 
far as Hinduism and India are 
coni erned. It was India, whose 
religion was lliniluism, that 
discovered the 7cro, preceded 
Newton in propounding the 
laws of gravitation, the science 
of Yoga, the knowledge of .Ayni- 
rved, which Chri.stian America 
has been surreptitiously paten¬ 
ting. It's only Hinduism which 
is liberal enough to say that all 
mligions lead to the same God, 
and speaks of universal peace. 

The writer is not to be bla¬ 
med for his ignorance, but 

"There is something about the 
entity of our civilisation that 
has defied destruction despite 
persistent onslaught by its ene¬ 
mies over the centuries." 

San}eev Nayyar, 
via e-mall 

Rite Memories 
Dhruva f.haliha's efforts (Mak¬ 
ing a Di/fmihi’, December 21) 
reminded me of a tradition we 
followed while studying at 
D.N. High School Anand (Guj¬ 
arat) from I9.S0-.S2. Our hostel 
had made arrangements with 
the missionary Or Cook's 
Hospital for helping “ 
needy families to carry 
out the last rites of their 
dead. We were a team of 
eight students, mostly 
14-IS years old. svho'd be 
allowed to go to the cre¬ 
matorium. 1 remember 
having attended to at 
least 50 calls. Our inspira- 
tion was a senior who'd 
attended to earlier calls. 
The service was free and with¬ 
out any distinctions. We had 
even performed rites on a 
Muslim patient who died 
without any relatives around. 
Then there were Hindus, Jains, 
Marwaris, Punjabis, es'en Kho¬ 
jas. Chaliha deserves to t>e 
congratulated as he still con¬ 

A million thanks to John 
Elliott for opening our eyes 
(Con Hindus he Ambitious'/, 
December 21)! What fools 
we've been for centuries to be 
led astray by a defeatist 
faith. Thank God (and cer¬ 
tainly not those Hindu 
gods...) that . 
Western satellite k A 
TV Is going to lead L J 
us to Salvation. 

SJK. Menon, 
KoM 

We all wondered v—^ 
why we were not I -J \\ 
able to drive a 
BMW, live in a 
luxurious pent- 
house, have a sip 
of French wine, smoke 
Havana cigars and spend the 
night with blondes and 
brunettes (mind you, we 

tinues his crusade after more 
than 9,500 cremations. 

H.C. Shah, 
Mumbai 

We Are Not Alone... 
Thanks to your dogged pursuit, 
the iilack sheep in cricket are 
tx;ing exposed {Higger than iiody- 
liiic, December 21). rhe Waugh 
and Silane affair confirms two 
things-the lure of filthy lucre 
is not a trait confined to greedy 
coloureds like us alone. Two. 
racism lives. Otlierwise, bow do 
we explain tile ice's attitude? 

One can imagine the accolades 
Sachin would've got if only his 
skin wasn't brown but a saintly 
wliitc. A cricket No1k*1, jwhaps? 

Deepak Shivas, 
via e-mail 

m 
Apropos the "new revelations" 
on cricket betting, 1 don't think 

Indians don’t have any aspi¬ 
rations) and here comes the 
answer from John Elliott 
which will change the lives of 
90 crore odd Hindu Indians. 

Now we should shed Kd Ambition 
religion 

by follow- 
ach sought 
n that gives 
; to the 
materialis¬ 

tic posses- 

(obviously 
john Elliott 
ill name the 
eliglon). 

tehalf of 
an my fellow 

Indians ,1 am very eager to 
embrace that religion. 

N.V. KarOOkeytm, 
via e-mail 

! investigative journalism means 
picking up any material and 
arguing like a petty pleader in a 

! mofussil court. Your article has- 
i n't established anything and 
I has left eveiydliing to the realm 
I of conjecture. Revelations by R. 
! Mohan and .Sakyasen Mitra, 
; without actualiy revealing any- 
I thing, are but .stale jokes. 

Varghese Koshy A., 

i Chennai 

! Virtue of Being Indian 
, It's indeed good news that 

Indians base outstripped Paki- 
■ stanis and Bangladeshis in per 

capita earnings in the US ('/./< 
■ Indian (lenie, December 14). 

Whereas a majority of I'aki.sta- 
■ Ills and Bangladeshis are work- 
: irig as cab-drivers and ruimiiig 
I Indian balti restaurant.s, Ind- 
j ians are comfortably anil resp- 
i ecTablv settled in business; are 
, solicitors, managcmerit/finan- 
; cial consultants or are engaged 
I in the meilical jirofessioii. It's a 

matter of pride that a number 
I of them—be it laxmi Niwas 
i Mittal, Lord Swraj Paul or the 
; Hindujas—are ruling UK's fln- 
I ancial market. Kudos to the 
I hardworking, intelligent and 
I determined Brit Indians. 
I Rohit lain, 

! London 
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I Protest... 
Your covLT story (kwl in 
KitliytiK (December 141 was a 
very unfair rcpresi’ntation of 
the youth today. I’m 19 years 
old and resent bein}> Ciillcd a 
'eonsunier' instead of a dtizen. 
How can you completely neg¬ 
ate our role as citizens of India 
by lalK'lling us as nothing but 
an eager market for mni .s? 

1 also object to lx*ing called 
“conscrvative"—an assuinpt- 
ion based on very extreme 
viewpoints of a few people, 
mostly on the issue ol mar¬ 
riage. I refuse to fx'lieve young 
women today are characterised 
by "an obsessive, often desper¬ 
ate craving to get married". 

We’re also called "jiro-estalj- 
lishment'' as our ‘idiom ol 
protest is dead'. I think it's time 
soniclwdy redefined protest— 
we don’t have to Ik? Marxists 

out on the streets bringing 
down governments and fomen¬ 
ting revolution—has anybody 
ever considered that our appar¬ 
ent indifference to the political 
situation is a form of re)ection.’ 

I'm sure that not a few but 
m )st of my generation will 
agree with me. After all. how 
would you like tr> be descritred 
as a "temple-going, bhajan- 
siitging disco baby".’ 

Shal liewan. 
Mew Delhi 

■ 
Your cover story deserves only 
brickbats. Not too long ago you 
had a rover storv titlr'd Kaimi 
Ckao\. Is it not ironical that 
you alleged that the same 
youth were promiscuous and 
that pre and extra-marital sex 
w'ere becoming increasingly 
common.’ I just can’t under¬ 
stand this ilrastic change from 
indiscriminate promiscuity to 
trendv conservatism. 

Raghusimha, 
via e-mail 

Nothing Fiery About It | 
The Shiv Sena’s fascist attack on i 
lleepa Mehta’s Fire and theatres i 
exhibiting the film must not Ire i 
confused with the intrinsic i 
merit, it any. of the film {Wlhit’s \ 
Ifiirninx'/, December 14). Fire \ 
trivialiscs a number of issues: ot | 
feminine desire, lesbianism. : 
sexuality and most of all cre¬ 
ativity. 'Ihe lesbian relationship ; 
Iretween Shabana and Nandita • 
is not a matter of choice at all. j 
It’s bound up with the stated | 
acknowledgement ot their mid- | 
die-class moribund lates—or i 
rather sexual tales, leminine i 
desire is a much larger issue, so ! 
is Icsbo-erotic impulse to be I 
reduced to mere fat.ility of this ' 
kind. The film moves like a j 
card-board effect. Performances | 
are below average. The scene : 
where the old woman spits at | 
.Shabana is a blatant lift from ' 

Rajan Khosla's diploma ' 
film Wisilum Tree. 

Nowhere in the film is i 
homosexuality a political, ' 
socio-cultui'ai or even ' 
existential articulation. 
The metajrhor ol fire, if 
any, fails to lixik beyond 
the biological domain. 
One only has to compare 
it to a film like Wong Kar- 
Wai’s Happy Toxetliei to 

know how shoddy Mehta’s 
position is on homosexuality 
or even feminine desire! 

Chandrlka Ghosh, 
via e-mail 

Misconceptions Galore 
I’ve three things to add to the 
story ,1 (iiowini; ProNein (Dece¬ 
mber 14). Des])ite the impto- 
vement in crop-specific and 
overall prices for agriculture, 
neither the growth in new 
technological inputs nor agri¬ 
cultural growth lias improved 
in the (jost-reform periiKl. Tiiis 
suggests that price sujipi ts 
and reducing trade restrictions ' 
arc ’misconceived’ instruments : 
tor stimulating agricultural gro- i 
wth. Two, this need not justify ' 
reducing proteclion to industry | 
as it’s required to improve com- : 
pefitiveness. And 'hree, achiev- : 
ing agricultural growth requires | 
it to be technology aivd infra- i 
structure-led. More sixt ifically, j 
it needs governments to shift : 
their ’relative’ priority from ! 

Frankly for You, Simoes 
Any piece by Frank Simoes is 
read with great anticipation 
and his review of Busybee’s 
collection of columns lives up 
to expectations 
(Miinihai's Bos¬ 
well, December 
28). It bears the 
stamp of the 
characteristic 
Simoean style. It 
is contemporary, 
lively, elegant out¬ 
spoken... I can't 
find suitable words 
to adequately com¬ 
ment on his writ¬ 
ing—my thesaurus 
is Irritatingly not at 
hand. 

However, I could¬ 
n't understand how 
any train can be 
pulling out of Victoria Termi¬ 
nus (now renamed Chhatra- 
pati Shivaji Terminus) for 

price supports and trade liberal' 
isation to cxjienditure on agri 
cultural Kiii), irrigation, iiower, 
seeds .ind fertilisers, selective 
input subsidies, rural roads, rtg- 
ulated mandis and cold stor¬ 
ages, laesides rural credit, conso 
delation of land fragments, sel 
ectively liberalising tenancy 
and enforcing ceilings im land 
ownership. Many of these are 
slate subjcH.'ts. But the (.entre's 
pioneering role on them would 

make it the '’techno-organisa¬ 
tional leader" rather than “price 
leader" which hasn't In-nefited 
farmers or traders, besides hurt¬ 
ing consumers. Experience- 
based learning ot the post¬ 
reform fX'riod with the ’miscon¬ 
ceived’ policies for agricultural 
growth is moie than sufficient 
to justify this shift. 

Bhupat M. Desai, 

Ahmedahad 

Borivlli which is on the 
Western Railway. 1 believe 
any Borivili-bound over¬ 
loaded nightmare of a local 

must ncccs.sarily start from 
Churchgate. 

Regarding the 
novel ic«r«- 
moiKhe, which 1 
enjoyed reading 
in my youth, it 

has been written 
by Rafael Sabatini, not 

Alexander Dumas {Three 
Musketeers, Twenty Years 
After, etc). I've Ixen read¬ 
ing Outlook since its inc¬ 
eption and look forward 
to it every week. Without 
seeming to be patronising 
I must congratulate you 
on its excellent journalis¬ 
tic lineaments. Keep up 

the lively pace. 
Albert C. deSouza, 

Bombay 

A Case of OverReliance 
As the old dictum goes, one 
(read Reliance) can fool some 
pe()|)le tor all time and all peo¬ 
ple for Some time, but one 
can’t fool all the people for all 
time. Cietting ahead ol business 
rivals is one thing. But acquir¬ 
ing classified government doc¬ 
uments through dubious 
means and using them tor 
business gains unscrupulously 
doesn'*- augur too well for t.ie 
.Ambani group. 

What with their ’media man¬ 
agement’, the Indian pritti 
media has been reduced to e 
bunch of s|)ineless sycophant 
clowns! If it was somebody 
else, the same media would 
have sensationalised it. 

Outlook stands out in the 
crowd by its bold article, No 
I onyerAlnivc tin Law (Noveinlxr 
30), when others downplay c»r 
do not re|K>rt it at all. 

K,M.G, VIvekanandam, 
Madurai 

Corrigendum 
In Siulhir Vahlya's statistic .Stay¬ 
ing Power daiiuar}' 4), the num- 
her of Te\ts played by Sunil 
(iavaskar should read 02, not 34 
as published. The error is 
regretted. 
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C R VENKATESH 

HM. Chandrashekhar helps Handlgodu battle its unique waladg 

Diminutive h.m. iihandra- Byb.r.s 
shfkhar is a man with a pur¬ 
pose. As (lawn Itreaks over Karnataka's Handigodu village, he 

wts out to visit 20 families before boarding the first bus to neigh¬ 
bouring town Sagar, where he has to tend to a dozen patients at 
the government hospitai. That done, he prweeds to haunt gov- 
entment offices where he pursues his missives from desk to (iesk. 

He's no vaidyci, nor is he a health worker. C.handrashckliar’s 
merely a matriculate who's come up with his own anodyne to 
alleviate the agony of a people afflicted liy a puzzling ilisease 
that has claimed at least l.tKK) lives in the last two decades, and 
reduced many young men and women to mere zombies await¬ 
ing death. .Most of the victims are scheduled caste lal«)urers liv¬ 
ing on the fringes of the Western Ghats. It's known as the 
'Handigodu syndrome' because Cliandrashekhar noticed it first 
in this village in 1974; now it's a malady found in some 42 vil¬ 
lages of Shiinoga and Ghikmagakir districts. 

The se.vagenarian is a walking encydopaedia 
on this .syndrome witli ocstinct attributes: dwa- ChSndfSS 
rtism from birth c>r deformation of tlie limbs • h i * 
after age seven, e.scrucialing pain in the joints, VlSIlBu I ,i 
and death as early as between 2.S and 30 years Jg QQ|jQQf 
or even younger. His curiiisity about the illness . 
has prompted him to visit 1.2f)0 villages four CIIS63S6 I 
times each in the last two decades to classify dWSrflSIIl 
data on fatalities, dwarfisni, the eating habits . . , 
of those alflitted, and the famik tree. 3110 rPSlf! 

Hie scourge has battled mediial experts on $080 tO 
both tlie cause and the cure .Says l)r V.K. ^ 
Chandni. medical officer at the Sagar govern- —«•— 
ment hospital: "Many theories have been put fortli on vs hat 
cau.ses this syndrome. One is that those people cat dead crabs 
(which, perhajis, have high levels of pesticides); another is of 
consangumous marriages but none has been proved and 
there's no special treatment " And so when neither his own 
efforts nor those of teams sent by the Indian Council of Mcxiical 
Research (k mr). New Delhi, the National Institute of Nutrition, 
Hyderabad, and National Institute of Mental Health and Neiiro- 

By B.R. SRIKANTH 

Chandrashekhar has 
visited 1,200 villages 
to collect data on the 
disease that causes 
dwarfism from birth 
and restricts the life 

span to 30 years. 

IKANTH sciences. Bangalore, helped explain 
the ailment, Chandrashekhar 

evolved his own palliative. First, a subsistence allowance of Us 
7.S a month from the government’s fund tor the physically 
handicapped Next, he convinced the district administration to 
sanction houses for them. Recently, his untiring efforts for a spe¬ 
cial treatment unit at the Sagar government hosjiital; an ambu¬ 
lance to carry' the ailing to haspital, and a residential school for 
fis'c-year-olds of Handigodu, have all borne fniit. 

C lhandrashekhar also heads the Handigodu ('.otton Haridloora 
I’roduclion and Marketing Society, an organisation with 175 
members being trained to weave bedspreails, pillow cases, tow¬ 
els, and shirt lengths. They earn an average of Rs 35 a day. His 
intentions are multi-pronged: employment and wages for the 
patients, a sort of physiotherapic treatment because the hand- 
looms have to be operated with hands and feet, ami all Inmefits 
like insurance, housing loans and subsidised power supply, 

which are part ot government schemes for 
ikhar has 'weavers. "My objective is to make them realise 
_ ... they earn money and feel better because of 

ID Villages continuous exercise of the limbs." 
ata on the ^ years, c;handrashekhar and his kin had 

survived on the income from a one-acre areca 
at causes farm managc'd jointly by him and four brothets. 
rOin birth rc*cent employment at the ih: office in 

. ... .Sagar has helped this man spend more on cotre- 
tS the life syKindeme and travel on behalf of the people of 

D years. support the hand- 
^ * kwm coofrerative scKiety tor at least five years. A 

trust calk'd Parivarthana will also be in plate 
soon with the entire sex-d money coming from a Rs 10,000 cash 
award in 1998 from the Karnatata government to him for his ser¬ 
vices for the disablc*d. But even the trust will not be the end of his 
mission. He plans to spend at least a year with victims of this syn¬ 
drome in the neighiwuring dlstritt of C'.hikmagaiur. 

And it you wish to help, write to: H.M. Ghandrashekhar, 
Handigodu, PO: Malve, .Sagar Taluk, Shimerga PIN: 577401. Or 
call 08183-30124 (PP). After eight. ■ 
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CBI chief R.K. Raghavan finds himself in the hot seat with a long list of sensitive cases at hand 

By MURALIKRISHNAN RACiHAVA Krishnii%wanii Raghavan hears nn gnulge that 
it has taken liim seven years to fimlly gel to where he 
should have been a long lime ago—a plum (Central post¬ 
ing. It was a eiuel twist of fate which forced the newly 
anointed cm director to wait in tile wings. Along the way, 

Ragiiavan has weathered his share of storms—he W'as first charged 
l)v tile Verma i.oinmission with tailing to control access to Rajiv 
(iandhi, then denied promotion, refitscd empanelment lor selec¬ 
tion to any ( entral government post, and further rebuffed by not 
tielng awarded the I’resiilent's I’olicc Medal last year. 

So when the government selected Ragiiavan of 'b.i vintage as the 
19th (111 directoi Irotti a panel comprising .Andhra I’radesh police 
(hiel 11.|. Dora and othciating directoi Trinath Mishra last iort- 
night. theie wa.s a feeling of disbelief. "The system is cruel and 
wtMHien But then me position has heen vindicated and I haroour 
no rancour," he said, soon aftei assuming charge. But also didn't 
forget to mention: "Some ot iny juniors have even bypassed me." 

The Mylapore Brahmin trom Madras may have been held "con¬ 
structively responsible" lor the security lapses at Sriperumbudur 
by jusliceJ.S. Verma, but his (ontcmporarie-S 
firmly believe that he performed reniaikably. 
Till now, the laingress has not reacted to his 
elevation as t.iii chief. 

.As director of the 'famil Nadu Fire .Service, 
Raghavan was asked to supervise security 
arraiigetneiits at Sriperumbudur on May 21, 

1991, for Rajiv (iandhi's election rally when the zonal Inspeclor- 
Cicneral went on leave. “Having worked in the Intelligence Bureau 
and also being involved earlier in vie .security malters, I tewk upon 
the job readily," he says. But the suicide bomber, Dhanu, had 
other plans. When the site turned into a bloody mess by lO.HO 
pin, Raghavan did not know what tiad hit him. it was the begin¬ 
ning of the downslide. Many thought it would be curtains for this 
doctorate in police management ironi Karnataka I hiiversity, but 
he has managed to breach tlie restrictions. 

"He did not panic or flee the spot. In fact, he displayed a great 
presence of mind under the circumstances and saw to it that noth¬ 
ing was moved,’' says D.R. Kartikeyan, former chief of the Special 
investigation leani (sirt probing the Rajiv assassination. ( Ji.cial 
evidence such as the camera belonging to amateur photogra()her 
Haribabu (recovered front the site), which led the trail to key con¬ 
spirator Sivarasan, was collected due to Raghavan's initiative. 
"Stir*-, he was sidelined Itecause of Sriperumbudur but the investi¬ 
gations into Rajiv's assassination may have not really taken off 
easily if it tiad not been for him," adds Amod Kanth, joint com¬ 
missioner of Delhi I’olice and a former sii member. 

An "intensely religious" person, thanks to his "upbringing", 

Raghavan’s promotion was kept on hold after 
he was pulled up by the Verma Commission 

for failing to control access to Rajiv Gandhi. 
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Ka^havan prays live times a day—he is a steadfast devtrlee ot Lord 
Veiikateshwara and os'en carries a photograpli vvliereser he goes. 

RagJiavan is the first (m director to be appointed under the 
procedures laid down by the Supremo C ourt. I'he court had 
carved out a greater and rnme crucial role for chiet vigilance 
commissioner N. Vittal along with the secretaries of Home and 
I’ersoiinel ministries in the selection of the < bi chiet. "That is 
why 1 feel that the superintendence by the vigilance commission 
ol the t Id is a novel e.xperiment.'' says Itaghavan. But even if it 
appears that the appointment was not a political decision, his 
future actions may bear that out—alter he os’ersecs the slew of 
sticky political cases at hand. 

So how does he feel about |)olitical interference in ttie < iii’s tun- 
ctioningV “I am used to handling political pressure, but it is not 

the onlv piobleiii. We also lace several huidles created by ccilain 
people and then non-cooperation by the same people as well," 
says Kaghavan. SOUKi.ls (loiiii out 'lilt a precipitating lactoi in the 

ihuitibs-ilowii loi Ins piedecessor, rrinath \lisliia, was per 
hajis In', .iclion against the tiu)arat-bjsed industiialist, 

Susliil \tlani. lor his alleged iinolveineiit ccilh H.iwood aide 
Romesli sharnia. .A cliecpie lasomiiig Adani lor Rs SO lakh wa'* 
recovered Iroiii Sharma's residcii. e. When raids isere cairieu out 

on tdam's business ptemises in Kiilch, it led to the rec'overy ol 
Ks 27 lakh co'inlerleit viirn ncc and a huge coiisigiimcni or 
onions, brought iii from the Midille l.ist. .\ vocal section ol nil' 
Ml's protested against the action, even reportedly taking its 
grouse to bottle minister l..k. .Aclvnii 

\ similar late avs.iiteci 'liger' logindci Singh, who was abiu|)tly 
remos'ed when he clc-cidecl to dig deeper into l(.■'•nel Bihar chiet 
minister laloo Prasad Yadav's involvemeiil m Hie lodcler scam 
Ttien, Vijaya Rama Rao's retu.sal lo allow his investigators to pui- 
.sue former prime minister Wiiasimha Rao's connections in Ihe 
hawala scandal cost him dear and lie leti under a cloud. 

Before liis present appointment, Raghavan was the director- 
general ol Tamil Nadu’s State Vigilance Directorate for six years, 
overseeing the corruption rases against aiaomk leader J. 
Jayalalilha. " I'licre were long liours of work and all of them were 
well-documented,’' he says. But tlien, the dmk government was 
solidly behind him and he managed to proceed without any 
trouhic and with great liaste. 

In his 15-year stint witii the Intelligence Bureau, he has been 
posted lo Shillong, Delhi and (ihennai. Having al.so worked with 
tlie Crime Branch ot the c lo ot the Tamil Nadu Police, Raghavan 
was in cliarge of Hie sensational case involving the death of the 
film actress, Shobha, in IffiO. "It took me over a year to conclude 
Hiat Shobha’s death was a ca.se of suicide and not otherwise. And 
it was a case which ewryone followed very closely because of her 

r NARAYAN popularity,’’ iic* remarks. Aiul as superinten¬ 
dent of police in Madurai, lie was instrumen¬ 
tal in putting down a spate of communal riots 
which engulfed the town in the laic ’7()s. 

Ragliavan, also a visiting fellow at Rutgers 
University in tlie US, has tlie distinction of 
being one of the few police officers to lie 
ap(Hsinted i iii cliief without any previous 
experience in Hie investigating agency. Tlio 
others being Vijay Karan and Vijaya Rama 
Rao. ’’But I do not think that is a disadvan¬ 
tage. For one, 1 do not come in with set ideas.” 

So wliat are his immediate priorities'' Ihe 
technology-savvy cliief, who loves America, 
replies: "Get the i.iii website operational. ;\ lot 
ot work has already gone into it and I want it 
set up as soon as possible." 'Iliese earnest 
intentions noiwilhstaiiding, Ragliavan reali¬ 
ses that he has to act firmly in two cases, 
which will come up Itefore him shoitly. .And 
Ixith will give him a strong feeling of deja vu. 

The first relates to investigations into tlie 
.$ f(X),(KXrreieiv«i by vivomi. general secretary 
layalalillia as a loreign conlrihution when she 
was cliiol miiiistei. I'he lase was transfeired to 
Hie I III aiul a verdict is awaited. I he seiond and 
tlic more important one is the iiiulti-rliscipli 
nary monitoring ageiuy looking into the 
Action Taken Report on the lain Goinmission 
report. This jKilitically sensitive case, not tie 
least iK-idiise It harks liack to Hie Rajiv Cci.se. 
may be too hot to liatiille tor the new i ni ch.el. 

"Raghavan is one ol the joint diretlois along with R N. Kaiil on this 
case and it will Ih.' interesting lo find out wlial the ageiicy has to 
say,” save ,11'vio offitial. Hie polilicat piessiires are slowly huilding 
up Adiiiils a seerelaiy in the government- "Tliis mav lie the aeid 
lest and his t-.-nure in Hie ( m (liiefs office will hinge on how lie 
condiuts himselt in Hiese lases.” 

Bill Hie Ua|iv case should not unduly hotlier him. Alter all, wlien 
vinviv Mipiemo, Vaikci's son, Durai Valyapuri, got married in 
( liiniiai on Novenilier 2‘) last year, mi- leaders, including liome 
minbter .\dvani attended—a ceremony also graced ly irri syni- 
palhiscis Besides Advatii. there vvas Akali Dal leader Suijit Singh 
Barnaia. delence niinister George Fernaiules, l.ok Sabha Sjieaker 
(i.t Baiayogi and, ol course, ini symiiathiserc .siieli as Kasi 
Anand.iii, tlie poet laureate of the rebel outfit, Velu Pillai, father of 
1 f 11 cliief I’laniiakaran, and M.K. Felavcnthnn, general secretary of 
tlie laniil t elam 1 iteration I ront, a supiiorler of tlie militant out¬ 
fit. But It also must bo said that the ban against the irii was 
extended Ity anoHier year liy Hie u|i' governmcnl last year. 

Raghavan is no novice to |«)litical pressure. He knows lliat road 
well. And it is sonieitiing which lie will iiave to contend with, 
maylic in larger closes, in his now avatar. ■ 

Trinath Mishra apparently upset BJP MPs for 
raiding Romesh Sharma (*rony S. Adani and had 
to go. Raghavan could fac(* similar problems. 
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UTTAR PHADBSH 

Kalyan Singh’s critics are 
again clamouring for change. 
How long can he hold on? 

By SUTAPA MUKERJEE in Lucknow WHAl remains if 40 goes out of 
224.' Ask Kalyan Singh, Ui' 
chief minister, for llie last 
couple of weeks as his allies 
taiseii the pitcli against his 

coalition, this siniple equation must have 
given flint sleepless nights. But if Kalyan 
fias given his critics another stick to beat 
him with, he has only himself to blame, 
after he o|XMte<l up the Pandora's Ixi.v 
when he announced that any attempt to 
change the leadership wouid push the 
state into a mid-term election. 

The mention of mid-term polls normally 
has a numbing effect on any of tlie elected 
members, sftetially in a .state which has 
had a severely fractured verdict in both the 
I99.t and 1996 asseinlily elections, hut this 

‘I give a lot of 
time to my 
ministers’ 
L'vf/j (IS siHfCukition is nfr ahmt his future, 
Kalyan Singh brushes iisUte all talk of a 
change. "Enough water has run since then. It 
is a mutter of the remote past. ” he says, refer- 
ring lo his threat of a mill-term poll if he is 
ilestahiliseil. (Outlook caught up with the UP 
chief minister. Excerpts: 

What is the futnre of this coalition? 
The government is {lerfeclly stable. 
There is talk of a change... 
The question of dissolving the House and 
hoiding a mid-term poll do not arise. 1 tail 
to understand how such issues arc still 
being debated. Nobody wants a mid-term 
election when the state is in such a deep 
financial crisis. I am certain that the people 

have full trust in this government. And 
they want us to complete our full term. 
Senior ministers are questioning 
your .style of functioning. 
1 doubt tl any othei cliicf mini.ster gives as 
much time to liis ministers, sii.vs and peo¬ 
ple as I do. But there has to be a system of 
appointments and meetings so that the 
work of governance d(H-s not suiter. 1 hate 
breaking apimintments for somclxxly who 
wants to gate-crash. So if 9.30 to 11.30 on 
Mondays are fixed for 'janata darshatT I 
expect {leople to meet me within the 
scheduled hours. In the same way, mus are 
called for a meeting every Wednesday and 
Thursday, I meet only those who take prior 
appointments, provided 1 am not busy. 

Tlien why are they unhappy? 
Ihal is their problem, not mine. I feel 
sorry about their a.ssuinptions and can 
only hope they grow up. The reason for 
their annoyance is best known to them. 
Arc you the only alternative for CM? 
Many party leaders have worked hard to 
bring the party to its present high. 1 would 
like to humbly state that I too have played 
some part. But the central leaders have the 
option of changing the leader, i’ll abide by 
their decision like a disciplined soldier. 
So you do not role ont a change? 
It you are asking this question even after 
the central leadership has publicly denied 
any change of leadership in either UP or 
Gujarat, what do 1 say? 
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UtTAR PRADESH 

time the triek iMKtinc- 
ranged. Suddenly, he 
found leaders all around 
him voicing their "stiffo- 
cation” at his leadership. 
And though he got the 
central leadership to say 
it wasn't considering a 
change, the ailies arc 
unwilling to give in. 

Most of his senior party 
colleagues and other 
ministers were cons|)itu- 
ous by their absence at 
the dinner hosted by 
Rajvir Singh, son of the 
chief minister, to cele¬ 
brate his father’s birth¬ 
day on lanuary 5. 
Interestingly, though 
most of them were in 
town, each one offered 
an alibi to e.'tplain his 
absence. Then, all four 
ministers of the Jan- 
tantrik Rahujan Samaj 
I’arty (lase), a key ally, 
iKsycotted a Cabinet meeting last week i 

Says one of them, Markandey Chand; 1 
"We will only attend meetings after he I 

deals with the gnos'ances of each of our I 
party inemlters." Yashwant Singh, iHst min- ! 
ister ol state for technical education, | 
alleges Kalyan has bifti side-tracking them | 
from day one; "The ctiief minister has ! 
direct dealings with administration otfi- ■ 
cials, who in turn bypass the ministers 
concerned. The opinion or suggestions ot ! 
the ministers are never taken. It seems we 
are here just to give him heads to be c oun- , 
ted duiing a vote of confidence.” 

Tm- chiel minister met prime minister , 
Vaj|)a>ee last week. Accom|tanied by ; 
leaders ol allied parlies, Narendra 

Si.igli (iiisi’i and Naresh ,\garwal (I.oktantrik 
t .ongress), kalyan later sitid ho would have 
a meeting of aisi’ mi \s this week ti* sort out 
the problems Hut even if allies are placated, ; 
he will still tiavo to contend with the oust- 
Kalyan demand trom ceitain upfK*r caste 
sections ot tlie iiir. riiey took their grouse to 
Vai|)avee wlien lie visited Lucknow. 

In a stale riddled with caste politics, the 
so-called iiip discipline has been i lacking at [ 
the seams time and again. While it’s true 
that kalyan has licen the 'm'’s most potent 
and emphatic answer to Mtilasam Singh 
Yadav’s backe.arcl politics m UP, being a ; 
natural upper-caste plaltorm, the lai’ has . 
lived with a dangerous mix of lK>th classes. ; 

With Kalyan becoming the inevilatile 
choice for the pri/c’d [losition, tiie uihxt i 
caste state leaders may have had every rea- , 
son to feel "sutfcKated'. For someticjdy as ! 
politically savvy as Kajnath Singli, being ; 
restricted to \ irtually a ruliber stamp (xjsi- , 

JITWER CUPTA 

tion of state parly president must tie frus¬ 
trating. As lor Kairaj Mishra, who remains a 
Cabinet minister of little consequence, he 
must be finding it dilficult to present him¬ 
self as tlie torch-bearer of Biahmins. 

Wlialever games a couple of senior [larty 
leaders, obviously backed tiy key central 
leaders, might Ik' playing against Kalyan, 
the ii)i’'s disciiilined face is just about 
restraining sortie senior leadeis from going 
public. Bui almost every iiiiiiister outside 
the n|f fold seems quite comfortable m air¬ 
ing their grievances against Kalyan. 

And jxiiiit at the Balia Itliaiaiudas episcxle 
to itighlighl how diflercntly they are trea¬ 
ted. Ithaiamdas, chief trustee of Ram 
Jamuabhoorni, spewed venom on Kalyan 
wlieii tlie chief minister refused to mi'el 
him wlien lie had called on liini to sort out 
some [irohlems regaiding a bridge project at 
Molaiiapur iti Piatapgarli district and the 
constriution ol tlie Itiiii maiulir. Kalvaii, 
eager to amei'd malters, ilestiatclic-d district 
m.'igislrate Sadak.ml Vlishra to appease tlie 
sadliii. Iliis placated liic malianl, w'lio soon 
after met the rhief minister at his othiial 
lesidence. Kalvan duly apologised and 
promised tiiat t ■ .t re would be a special vvait- 

“I hope God makes me a 
sadhu in my next birth,” 

says a miffed Naresh 
Agarwai, after Kaiyan 

reserved ali his attention for 
an irate Ayodhya mahant. 

Kalyan is trying to keep the sadhus happy 

ing room for sadhus at the CM's residcnt'c. 
He explained to Dharamdas that the mis¬ 
understanding was created by some of his 
officials, who prevented the baha from 
meeting him despite prior appointment. .An 
inquiry has also been ordered to Identify 
the eifljig officials. Not only this, on orders 
ol the cliief minister, state minister tor irri¬ 
gation Dtianraj Yadav accompanied tlie saf¬ 
fron contingent all the way to .Av'odhya. 

This incident clearly reflects tlie accom¬ 
modating polilician in Kalyan, but only it 
he so wishes. The ibsI' and ioktanirik 
t ongress Parly in .i’i ministers say they are 
yd to see this side of the chief minister, 
bays i( I' leader and power rnini.sler Naresh 
Agarwai: "We want something as small as 
a coordination committee and we are not 
getting it, 1 hope tiod makes me a sadhu 
in my next birth." .Senior iiif leader and 
uriwn development minister I.uiji Tandon 
also voices similar sentiments, thougii he 
words it carelully: "It is most imperative 
lor an able administiator to he accessiiile. 
\n eflicionl leatler is one who tries to 
minimise any form ol coinmunication 
gaps with his men." 

Rainath Singli, who has always Ixx-ii con¬ 
sidered a possible alternative to Kalyan, has 
coweii down lor now. He feels that the issue 
of change of leadership has licen blown out 
of pro|X)rtion. "We can always talk it out 
with the supixirling parties and handle the 
grievances." And given Kalyan's fighting 
spirit, tlie allies, despite their aggression, 
will have to keep trying. After all ixith sides 
know fairly well thtd the only logical choice 
is to stick on. ■ 
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Between lessons in history, 

you'll need a recess. 
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You scream, abuse, lose your voice. 

but can’t fire anyone. 

Because they are all machines. 

Computerized systems! 

On which you spend lacs. 

So, you start thinking,* ^ 

is technology a better alternative 

to humans at all? 

And lose your sleep again. 

> 

ell, are you in a mood to discuss color printers? 
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BULL'S EYE i 
feofkjmhfunf^ l>y tin cmmtrylt mviil. crisis. Nobody 

.bWinlim to todileU. Nobody knomh^ 
btaittse nobo^. hum what it is. Att that peofk^wm taM 
vm that da Ministry of De^na was being converted into 
^MbdsirytfDelSmice. 

The adrrMi wifs made a pMicy statement. New diare day 
satkberiwbtaiifH^ dare tiay albrw the rmyiobeedn- 
tnHed by a^ peddlers and communalists? The ^ admi- 

. reJi w^fMofted with her cm prdicy statenant. Now daa 
day by.ta si^iatsede her htrdmd? Didn’t day know da rules 
orMcdmeUdimspomfirignavyprenK^ 
.. B^fusedfi tndt pnvlves us ad, da newspr^ piasuing da 
famiaHsik'ff domi^ snarled In its editorkd ^t da prime 

, ; . trdtAdra diadd sb^hidtagbditnd innuendo and reveal 
.pdanadonda whole tniditiboindtls<yisis.Theprbne 
rtdtdsler remained he^less. Had da ptirne mirdster a wl^ 
She would saelyhave^m da newspaper a fitdng reply! 

^Semebureiaasats asked hew dare da admindreadi 
Ihefakistatdsitaectiy taglvedam a message widmt 
injbrmbig da Ministry (fDefetux? The adndmTs 
dt0n^ sidd thatpWh^ ^Ministry of Defence was 
fiM apptoadad because it was considered tali a bigger 
enemy dm Prddstan. 

The d^ence mMst& cotaplaitad dot da adMircd did 

mi disaas naval problems with him but discussed diem 
with Ms wife. TIa rMmtral's defenders said that da admi¬ 
ral's wife was accessible to him but dianks to the defence 
secretary dx defence minister was not. 

The defence minister said that it was Maolute nonsense to 
suggest dot the Akali party took any interest In die appoint¬ 
ment of die vice admiral. 

Akali MPs said, "Jo bole so nihaL.1" 
Some pecpk asked what was wnmg with da wives of tfie 

admiral arid da iKe admiral naming die navy throu^ remote 
control ifLaloo Yadov could run his wife's government by rem¬ 
ote control. Rabri supporters warned that ^artybody suggested 
diat Rabri was not iar own boss she would break that person's 
legs along with da legs of Governor S.S. Bhandari. 

Opposition leaders and retired army generals wrung their 
hands in d&pair and mid for God's sake think about what 
this crisis could do to the nav/s morale! 

A naval ratir^ put down his beer, belched, and said that as 
lor^ as BoUywaod dancers continued to display tiieir beliy- 
buttons they would be no nav^ crisis... 

Qjueseta, sera, 
Whatever will be will be, 
Defence files aren't otm to see. 
One sen, sent 

"Bal Thackeray told us to do an; 

■ The irrepressible Laloo Prasad Yadav 
spent Christmas in Beur Jail playing 
Santa Claus. As an orchestra 
churned out the latest 
Hindi songs, the inmates 
danced to merry tunes 
and then sat down to a 
sumptuous lunch, com¬ 
prising mutton and chic¬ 
ken curries and pastry for 
dessert. So floored were 
kaloo's cellmates that they 
are praying that fodder scam 
or not, they are treated to .such cheer every year. 

RANOOM NOTES: Soon after Harvtdn Joevan fCrtefina 

bocanM fbe fin* woman prlnehml Irtformation otthar hr tha 

Eraaa httomaUan Buraau, aha dU har bH to and mala dom- 

fnanoe. Tlte rat ealandar tamturaa 12 Indian saite. 4niong 

othan ara tha PaHhanaa, JatmUml, PaMa, Kartehipuram, Cr 

Zarl broeada, Moga, Chandarl, Balueharl, Pochampalll. 

M.»KnimwmmBiKri^ 
taitsw wnnw*e-W¥ wuxiino jwawy 

■ .So what did Delhi CM Sheila Dixit do after 
putting the bip in the dock? Watch Kuch Kiich I lota 
Hat, that's what. At Delhi’s plush Anupam pvr. And 
liked it so much that she saw it a second time when 
she visited Bhopal. liar detractors, of course, are 
fuming that she shouldn’t have left a fogged-out 
Delhi, especially when the capital was overtaken by 
an unprecefienled crime wave. 

■ Want to catch tlie eye of the iieta? Buy a 
video camera. As jxfliticians clamour for 
the lights, some enterprising scribes, 
who work for any of the 1,2(X) big 
and small dailies in Madhya 
Pradesh, arc hiring cameramen to 
get a soundbite. Tiie netas, taking 
them to tie TV journos, are keen 
to oblige. The job done, excerpts 
are sold to local cable networks or 
transcnijcd lor publication. 

'mama 0aif’r prcac^h 

JAYAUlJTHAiscosyingup 
to the media. After filing over 
160 cases against newsper¬ 
sons/newspapers for misquot* 
ing/misinterpreting/misun- 
derstanding her (and with¬ 
drawing most of them) the 
amma of all media wars is 
changing tack. Starting with 
interviews to lanala ki Adalat 
on Star Plus, and Editor's 
Choke on DD Metro. 

"JayalaUtha is an tetro- 
vert—shy, senslUve, 
b^Ind-Ae-scenes," she 
told Rajat Sharma. But 
thanks to her "family dta- 
ation," (her fatha she said 
had squandered what his 
father, a surgeon in the 
Mysore nudiaraia’s palace, 
had made), she had been 
forced into the limelight— 
films and politics. 
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Itoing to prevent the match. We did so." •ai.s.idt. 

POLSCAPB 
after digging up the Kotia pitch in Delhi 

■ At the recent nji’ national 

executive in Bangalore, l&B 

minister Pramod Mahajan saw 
red when he watched 
Doordatshan feature J. 
Jayaialitha ahead of PM 

Vajpayee in its news bulletins. 

Jayaialitha scored over bip pra- 
mukhs with her statements 
on the attacks on churches in 

Gujarat. A string of abuses 

later, Mahajan rushed his sec¬ 

retary to DD's Bangalore 

kendra to correct the "blunder”. 

& Five years after Shiv Sena charged Congressmen 

with connections to Dubai-based dons, Kolhapur Mi a 
Digvijay Khanvilkar ric'led off a list of Dubai tele¬ 
phone nutnix'rs called from a Sena minister's line at 

. the assembly. A colleague leapt to his defence, "How 
* do you know that tliis number is Dawcxxl's?" Point 

taken, l)ut there's egg on tlie faa* of tile Sena. 

IN0IIEWEEK:a^;^AU.INDIAHI’98;1@S | 

.r.’i'C.' • ic la Chaadrababu MaUu doing a Jarala- 

llUia? So It sooma, going ^ tho hoardinga, compfoto whh 

huga Babu mugs, that dot eybor Hydorabads "Stop annk- 

Ing, ghn tbe momy to fight eancor," or "Stop cfifM labour". 

Only, aoma are wondering whether HaUu ahouU have 

donated tho money apont on the hoardinga lor tho cauae. 
\ 

• tft For Dingko Singh, India's golden king of the 
Ljli ring it is a cruel dilennna. A Iranned militant outfit, 

the Revolutionary Peoples' Front, has pledged to 

; give him a cash Ixioty for has ing brought glory to 
I Manipur, his honiestate. A promise which has cer- 

i tainly not pleased his Ixisses in the Indian Navy— 

■ Dingko has lieen recently promoted to the post of 
i chief petts' officer. Me has beeirwarned against 

I accepting the money, a prize Dingko's impiiver- 

I i.shed family could well have done with. More than 

i the holiday the state government announced. 

Cartoons by IRFAN HUSSAIN 

If not, "rtf have been a 
star on the legid firma¬ 
ment like Nani 
Palkhivala, Bam Jethma- 
lani antf Hall Nariman,” 
she cooed In stunningly 

identical lines in her convent 

school English on both 

shows. Ironically, the judge 
on one show was her inter¬ 

viewer in the other: M.D. 

Nalapat, the The Times of 
Wirt's contributing editor. 

By 1 R A N H U .S S A I N 

® 'Is the government damaged 

Ix'vond rejiair or is it about to resur¬ 
rect itself/' 'Ihat ivas the topic F'aran 

'I'hapa'r chose for his DD show Or; 

the Recortl. And to give a fair hear¬ 
ing, Tliapar invited R. kumaraiiian 

galam and K.!.. Sharma; licsides I’.A. 

iangnia aiidjaipai Reddy. But DD 
refused to air the epi.sode. Thapar, ' 

in London, Iriccl 10 times to get in 

touch with DD, bill no official 
would even (.ome on the line. 

Clearly, Amina’s come a 

long way as us hacks go. Last 
year, jaya had accused a 
".senior ioumali.st of a natio¬ 
nal daily" for the transfer 
of M.iC Bezbaruah from 
the Enforcement Directorate 
to get his publisher out of the 

ED lixip. The transfer was 
latei annulled by the Sli. 
Surprise, surprise, Be/baruah 

got the shove this time as 
Jaya went on air last week. 

“Hindus have the 
power to reduce 

the whole world to 
ashes. The power 

is to be kept 

under control. 
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freedoms ifsiDlANSA’ 
IS OUR f 
RIGHT 

By BHA\ 

ET 
MADNESS I 

Bui, will 
has taki 

The Sangh parivar guns for Congress president Sonia Gandhi, thought 

but it is the innocent Christians who are at the receiving end Sn! 

By BHAVDEEP KANG 

Wcstcni forces utc not inUrcstcil in n strong 
niitioihil gwannu'iit in lihlin. They ■.nmt to 
hriiiv in n fiorthnlnr hnlivUlnol of u lerlnin 
potty who will he monogeahk hy them. The 
('.him h is woikin.ti luworits iluit eiul. 

—I’raveen Togadia, \mi' geni-ral st'i rotary Tilt minuscule Christian minority 
in India ap|.K.‘ars to iiave reirlaml 
the Muslims as the Sangh parivar's 
favourite whipping boys. At first it 
seemed like isolated incidents of 

violence by hardline saffronites against 
Christian institutions all over the country. 
Bui, with a string of high-pitched c*venls, it 
has taketi on the sharp c'dge of a well 
thought-out prrjpaganda offensive. An old 
Ixrgcy, updated and lent focus in the sha|K' 
of a .singular (lerson selected as target; none 



other than (.;oiisrcss i hicl Sonia tiaiiilhi. 
riic ilcliniU' sliill !iom Muslims to Chris¬ 

tians as the otiject of paranoia (('incideil 
vsith Sonia’s i-ntrs into active |.)(ilitii s.*lt was 
in late '97. wlu'n it itcvaniv clear that site 
was poiscHl to lake ovei the ('onen'ss, that 
MU’ leaders b«>^an lar,uelinjt Christians with 
a new arjtencv. With llie ('onjtiess lum on 
the npswiii);. the tempo has lieen stejipid 
tip. Ilie VIII' now has it that C.liristiaii and 
\iiisliiii miitovilies are colludin); in a slohal 
conspiracs aimed at the installation of a pli¬ 
able indis'idiial iiead .Sonia Candhi) as head 
of stale, an effort which picked up steam 
after I’okhran II. So when the torching of 
churches in Cujarat sparked off a global fur¬ 
ore, the Sangh parivar accused the Church 
ot "internationalising the incident to 
defame the Indian government". 

Anotlicr rea.son toutc'd tor the focus shift¬ 
ing to Christians is that Muslims are already 

Christians protest in Mumbai; a destroyed church in Uangs; praying for succour 

reads to give the (iongress a second cliance 
and sustained antagonism might not lielp 
matters. Not that tlie Sangli's stand against 
Chrislian conversions is leieiil; it's oiilv 

auiuirt'd a new iisetulness and fils in wtli 
the iiii'N lonfi-staiidiiig agenda. Yet .inothei 
iiioloe IS the (.oiigress' renewed clout in 
trihai areas particularly in Madina Pradesh 
.ind (tuiar.it. which llie Sangh parivar hopes 
t. (oiiiileract bv enlisliiig noii-ioiiverls 
iiiloa iK'iligereiit IliniUi armv. 

In the process--and tins is a crucial p^i't 
ot ihe Sangh’scaiiipaign—lor the first lime, 
the liallle lines hetwcrii i luisliaii and non- 

' Christian trihals have been dearly drawn, 
i Says Madhya Piadesh mi s and tribal leader 
' Subhash Yadav: ‘’'I'he tiibals are In and 

large pro-tCongress. Ihe missionaries has'e 
lieen more succcsstiil in the Iritial lielts. It is 

' a readviiiade e\cus«> lor llie Kir to divide tii- 
I lial society In drh'ing a wedge l)etween 
I Christians and non-Cliristidtis”. 

,'\ll the wliile, the saflronites play on a 

23 



'THEY COME AND INDULGE IN LAND-GRABBING, AND WHEN TH 

'THE SANGH PARIVAR IS TRYING TO DIVIDE TRIBAL SOCIETY BY 



Missionaries 
are separatists’ 
Swami Aseemamnd, arignally from 
Bengal, arrived in Dangs two jvars i^a. It was 
in late 1997 Oral attacks on Christian insti¬ 
tutions began. He set up a series of ashrams 
and began ‘'reconverting'' Christian tribals to 
Hinduism, a project which he claims is suc¬ 
ceeding. Excerpts from an interview: 

Why the commanal tension in 
Dangs? 
TObals who had become Christians want 
to come back to Hinduism and the mis¬ 
sionaries are not happy about this. So 
they are harassing tliem, trying to stop 
Hindu prayers and breaking Hindu idols. 
They have created tension in the area 
which exploded on December 25 when 

they stoned a peaceful Hindu procession. 
It was the Hindn Jagaran Manch 
which attacked the churches. 
They are simply trying to defame us. Not 
a single church was destroyed. None of 
the burnt buildings was IHted as a church 
in the revenue records. That is a fact. Ask 
the administration. 
What is their agenda in your 
opinion? 
It is an international conspiracy to divide 
India. They articulate anti-national senti¬ 

ments and encourage separatism. When 
this incident happened, they sent a mes. 
sage to the Pope. Is that not anti-nation¬ 
al? Wherever they go, they create anti¬ 
national movements. Go to the north¬ 
east, Mixoram in particular, and you will 
see it is more like a part of the West than 
a part of India. Laldenga, with whom 
Rajiv Gandhi signed an accord, conspired 
with the British to break India. Why don’t 
they go to Bangladesh and convert 
Muslims instead? 
How long will this tension 
continue? 
So long as a single tribal remains 
Christian, so long as a single church is left 
standing, there can be no peace in Dangs. 
So say the people. 
What about prime minister Atal 
Behari Vaipayee’s statement con¬ 
demning what happened in Dangs? 
He did not know what he was talking 
about. 

exhumed in Kapadvanj, a mission-run 
school attacked in Ainkhwav and Cliristian 
assemblies m Barnda and elsewhere attac¬ 
ked. It retiised to wake tip. ( uriously, it was 
a full eight hours after the clash in Ahwa 
lh.it (jandhinagar was inforineil. 

Tile administration was clearly (partisan, 
unaiile or unwilling to prevent the week- 
long orgy of violence in Dangs, 
which leit BO churches destroyed. 
District magistrate B.N. Joshi, who 
allowt'd the ni\i tunc tion on CBiris- 
tmas, was jiresent on the dais as 
slogans of "Hindu jago, Chri.di 
hhago" wer.' raistxi. When mattCTS 
got out ol hand, nsi' Manoj Shashi- 
ciliaran, known for his efficiency 
and integrity, was hrouglit in and 
loshi leluctantly traii-ferretl. Chief 
minister Kesluihhai Patel dismis¬ 
sed the burning of chutclies ns "a 
S’ery minor incident" since tlie 
damages were only Rs -1 lakh. (tnly 
stale home minister I lareii i'anclya 
was prompt, rushing to Dangs on 
ftecemlM'r 2() itself. 

P.iwar claims (he nisi is .ipolilkul ,md has 
nothing to-do witli the .Sangh. But the 
Sangh’s oifice-lwareis were present at the 
HIM function on Christmas which sparked 
off tile violence in Dangs. A.seemanand, in 
fact, came in for fulsome jiraise as the chief 
"protector of the dlianna" in Dangs. .Says 
Bhambri: "That the central and tiiijarat 
governments has'e been soft towards 
Hindu vandalists is reveali>d by Vajpayee-’s 
statement that ‘while the incidents did 
luirt us, we apprehend a conspirac-y behind 

I tile whole thing'. Reminiscent of Indira 
. Gandhi and her famous foreign liand". 
! l.ikewise. in Karnataka, the .Sangh parivar 
; may di.sclaim res|)onsibility for the attacks 
I on mission schools in Mysore, Maiidya, 
' llubli and Bangalore, but ihe fact is tiial 

they were led by Bajrang Dal activists. I.ast 
year, saffroiiites forced their way into a 

Dharma Raksha Samiti posters in Nasik 

coiivc'iit and pul kumkum on the fore- 
beads of ihe students. In anoilier c.ise. 
they threw Bibles iiilo wa.sle paper h..skels 
I-oliowing a protest marcii in sonic- .su.dOd 
Chiistians, 40 men fenced iheii uay into a 
(Tiiircfi and lirutally assaulted ihe pastor. 
Bit' .MP .\nanth Kiii.iar tiegde is m fact fac¬ 
ing trial for damaging a creiss at I lonnavar. 

In Bitiar's Koliittoii village, a diaiH;l was 
destroyed last August. A 14-year-olcl boy 
was sacrificed and a priest beheaded. "Peo- 

■ pie are being brought in to foment trouble 
i in Bihat," says student Beni Kkka. The 
I Sangh was entboldcncd when the bip won 
, 12 ot the 14 south Bihar wals. "Tne church 
; has a definite agenda in converting tril'- 
■ als," says the kss’ Ciurusharan Prasad. The 
i VKP is particularly active in Madtiya Pra- 
■ desh, sfiearheadcxJ liy iijp MP Dilip Singh 
111111 iiKt ludeo who clamis to liase "recon¬ 

verted" l..Slakli tribals. 
"We've been in Dangs tor I'K) 

yeais. Onlv B.s.iKlO tribals of 1.7 
lakh arc ( bristians. Our mission 
is sc-rs-icc. not c-onversion. if see¬ 
ing our spirit ol sets ice pt-ople 
ccant to adopt l.liristiaiiily. how 
c.m ue clem them.’" asks Bishop 
Vinoci Malvisa of -Muuedabad. Of 
the 211) students it the hostel in 
Subir village attacked liy tlie misi, 
I.SO are lliiuhis, ne points out As 
foi bc-ing anti-national, he says: 
"We are Indians, working lo biiiid 
the nation." C hristian missions 
have made invaluable coiitrilni- 

tions toediic.ition and healthcare, he says. 
\ lact wliich cuts no ice willi the sin-. 

Ri'actmg to Aniartya Sen's slatemeiits on 
poverty and illiteracy, Kishore says-. "Ihe 

■ ( hristiaiis aie going to nenefit from wtiat 
he has said, in (he name ot illilerac-y and 

, poverty, they will expand their activitie.s. 
■ The prime ministei has announced 2IMX) as 
' the vear ol Jc'sus G.lirist to cool down the 

Gliristians. But in a secular nation no a4i- 
I g!on slioulcl be given preference". ■ 

With Raiesh Joshi. Soulik Biswas, B.R. 
Srikanth, Neeraj Mishra & Nitin Gokhale 
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O understand the ()n}!oin}> atriKities against 
Christians vve need to situate both the acts 
and the victims in their wider contexts. 
Broadiy speaking, religions in India can be 
divided into six categories based on tlie sowves 
ot ilieii presetue and perceptions about them: 

(1) The primal vision ot itic pre-.Xryan peoples—Adivasis 
and Dalits; (2) Aryan Hinduism: (H) Dravidian Hinduism; 
(•I) Religions whicli emerged as results of protest against 
Aryan Hinduism—lainism, Buddhism and Sikliism, 
Migrant religions—Juilaism, Zoraastrianism and Baha'i 
faith and tm Religions which are stigmatised as products of 
conc|uest and colonialism—Islam and (.liristianih'. 

While tliere liave lieen and are tensions lietvveeii the first 
four categories, the basis for this was never cons'ersion as 
they are all perceix'cd as iK-longing to the body national. 
And one ot the recurring causes of conflict betsveen .Aryan 
Hindus and those who belong to the last two categories 
have lieen actual or alleged con version by them as they do 
not belong to the "nation". That is. the ongoing attacks 
against (diristians is a manifestation ot a deep-seated wedge 
in Indian society—those who profess religions of Indian 
origin and 'hose svho follow religions ot "alien" origin. 

Hinduism too has tried to add to its 
numbers—attempting to alisorb lowei 
castes through the process ot sanskri- 
tisation and encouraging adivasis to 
cast aside their primal visions. But the 
biggest convefsiem in indejiendent 
India occurred from Hinduism to 
Buddhism on October 4, 19,S6, when 
B.R. Ambedkar took Diksha in Nagjnir. 
t.onsequenlly. ihe increa-.e of Bud¬ 
dhists during 1951-61 was 1,671 per 
cent! Tile neo-Buddhists, .is the new 
converts are called, celebr.iled the 
2Stti anniversary of Ambedkar's Dik¬ 
sha when an estimated 1,5 to t lakh 

einhraced Buddhism. I'hese conversions, though, didn't 
create .my conflict ot the kind iH'ing witnessed because thev 
were seen ,is conversions to "national" religions. 

In c ontrasi was the violent response to Ihe conversion tif a 
handtul ol Dalits to Islam in 1‘tBl at .VIeenakshipuiam, a vil¬ 
lage in lamil Nadu, i uriously enough, the vii!', which e,x,s- 
ted since loiH iinliati’d a programme to reconvert Muslims 
and c’iirisiians back tc. Hinduism after theMeenaksliipur.ini 
conversions. \nc1 conveision to Hinduism by Muslim and 
( hrisiiaiis is Ivgilimaie in the Hindu nationalist percc'ption 
as they are letuimng to theii oiiginal religion. 

I he value orientation which intorius this was ttroiiounted 
by '(iiiru' tiolwalker in 19.<9; "In this country, Hindus .ilone 
are national, and Muslims and oihers (read those protessing 
religions ot alien origin) it not actually anti-national, are at 
lc'a.st outside the body ol the nation." But this pronounce¬ 
ment is against the Iclicr and spirit ot the Inctian (Icmsti- 
lutioii, which guarantcH.‘s to all cili/.ens the right to freely 
prolcss, practice md propagate one's religion subject to con¬ 
ditions of public order, motality and health. Ihe state can 
inlei venc' in the conversion prcKc ss only if fraudulent means 

0 0 

are employed. .And there have been attempts in the past. 
The Freedom of Religion Ads was passed by Madhya Pra¬ 

desh and Orissa during 1968-69. Similarly, tiic Freeciom of 
Religion Act was passed in 1978 by Arunachal Pradesh. In 
contrast, two attempts at the Union level did not succeed. 
The Indian (lonverts (Regulalion and Registration) Bill in 
1955 was rejected and the Freedom of Religion Bill in 1978 

JITENDER GUPTA 

Faith under siege; the perils ot prosetytisation? 

withdrawn. In other words, I’arliameni so tar u|)lielcl the 
conslitulioiially guaranteed {jc-edoiii of religion. 

But there are two vital aspects lo the maintenance of soc¬ 
ial order. First, the belief that the state is impartial in tlie 
event of disputes between two scxial segments. This belie) 
seems to have eroded of late. Among tlioso who incliilge in 
communal violence there seems to be a fcx'ling that tlie gov¬ 
ernment will not punish them for ihci; acts as it is "our gov¬ 
ernment", and a sc-nse of despair among tlie vie tims tiecause 
tlie government is "not emrs". Both [lercepticms are capable 
of shaking a deitiocratic polity lo its very toundations. A 
liarlisan govermnent, whelher il objectively exists or is sul> 
jecUvely perceived, is ihe surest invitation to fascism. 

Ihe second is Ihe relaliatory power of the actual or imag¬ 
ined acivcisary. .Although ihe sec.cind largest religious minor- 
ily in India, ( linstiaris constilute barely 2.5 pcT cent of the 
)iopuiatioii hirlher, 90 (xir cent of the Iheni are disliibutod 
into throec;iulaves- south India vvitli 65 [kt cent, the norlli- 
east with 11 (K-r c out and Hie Uhhotanagpur hell with 11 per 
cent. North .ind wesi India, with iwarly 60 |ht cenl of ihe 
po|)ulation, has haiely one (xr cent ot India's ''hristiaiis. 
lhal IS, Indian Christians are mainly drawn trom the 
peripheral nation.ilities ol I Iraviclian India and the sulialtern 
iiationaiities ot tribal India. All tliese reiidc'r tliein not just a 
miiioiity, but obscure marginals in the political context. 
Indeed, Christians do not liave any striking power. 

To rehabiiiratc Christians and other religions minorities, 
we need a comtiination of two forces. First, an impartial 
stale winch not only verbally asserts tint actually imple¬ 
ments its legitimate constitutional authority. .Scrond, an 
enliglilenecl and vibrant civil society whic h interrogates tlie 
aberrant slate in tavour ol tlic hapless victims. As of now, 
hotii tliese forces are in disariay in India. ■ 

(".hristians are 
not just 
minorities, but 
marginals in 
the political 
context. They 
lack striking 

\ power. 
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simple wairta get 
the right attitude. 

(t is,th^ result of combining thought with aclion It is the starting point of any 

rfaSI achievements. If you've seen a beaver build lis home, you 
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stems from inherent strengths and values Teamwork Dedication Vision. Badred 

by infrastructure and a commitment to high standards. 

Pricol has addressed a wide spectrum o! indust, les with its sophisticated range of precision 

equipment 

Association with the Rs 60.000 crore Denso Corporation. Japan wodd leaders in automotive 

components, has fcriitied us further 
ft « 

Today we are geared for the future. To take on nev/ challenges 

To explore new avenues. To realise new dreams. ^ jpflOOl ■♦• 

Tomorrow is here. And we're right in it. pToPLET TEdflTOLOGY 
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le-oppMiug of flte sub- 
Uiarine coiisfniction [iro- 
gramme to builn new subs 
rtie approximate cost. 

Rs 1 000 croie foi tour 
subs For tnis project, eguiprnenf ftrnis could have 
ireen iobbving for contracts v.-hich the former 
chief may nave opposed 

Naval project where an alternative base is 
being built m three phases At an estimated cost ot 
Rs 2 000 ctor-e Ptiase i ot the project is approxu 
mate!',' Rs 300 crote Here as well arms lobbies 
could hu've been active m ir.ui'tg to 'bur' officers 
agaii: a practice Bhagwat was tivmg to stop 
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Fiercely independent, Admiral Bhagwat paid the 
price for taking on arms dealers and the MOD 

By WITH PILLAR NO one could have perhajK Iwcn more gratified at the sinking 
of Admiral Vishnu Bhagwat—etfedC'd via a dramatic govern¬ 
ment order on December HO—than a hunch of arms dealers 
and their dubious middlemen. Also, an entrenched lobby in 
the armed forces, the bureaucracy and the (xililiial establish¬ 

ment that sup|X)rts them. As more and moa- murky details arc washed 
ashore, the picture that emerges is that of a fleaely indeiicndenf and 
tem|ieramental navy chief—defiant, brash, arrogant, opinionated, one 
who would mince no words even at the risk of embarrassing others— 
being pushed off the ship simply becau.se the bureaucracy lound his 
style too abrasive. More important, he was fast proving to bi> a genuine 
security risk—specifically for those kern to rake in the moolah by ensur¬ 
ing India maintains its status as one of the world's biggest arms buyeis. 

Bhagwat's swadeshi lilt, which detractors say borders on the , 
extreme, made him highly and sometimes needlessly suspicious of 
every arms purchase, lie liked to go through every deal with a tooth- 
comb and was .scathingly critical of arms dealers. “Don't buy, when 
we can manufacture,” was the credo he used against many deals. 
With the government keen on acquiring arms, Bhagwat was proving 
to be a spanner in the works. Take these cases; 
• When plans were mooted to buy the Russian aiicraft carrier, AMral 
(imlikov, the naval chief made his unhappiness clear. His explanation: 
the dockyard in Kochi is jierlectly caiiabte of building an air defence 
platform, so why invest over Rs 2,0(X) crore on a Russian carrier? 
• Bhagwat was against buying frigates and destroyers. He felt both 
could be built indigenouslv. 
• The chief made his displea.sure known in the [lurcha.se of six 
Scor(iene submarines from France. 
• Bhagwat invited the wrath of arms dealers when he (Miinted out 

BHAGWAT'S CRITIG MAY DUB 
HIM A 'CRAHK' BUT THEY ALSO 
SAY HE'S HOHEST TO THE BOHE. 

that missiles and not torp'does slunilo Ix’ imporli'd sime the latte' 
were likely to be supplied with a commission. 
• He was against projiosed pun h.ises lor the nuclear submarine projer t. 

.So. the lijsy chief clearh n anted to cut down on the iin|iort lull. His 
critics point out that Ibis dsa obsession was sometimes imprcutKal, 
since the country is far tiom Kuiig sell reliant To liiither stoke tlie ire 
of (he mip<irt lol'bv, Bliagv.ii actively barked the three tor-general ol 
naval design (ih.ni>) ami pressed the government to sanction Hie 
indigenous consliiKtion of an aircraft carrier as well as approve long- 
pending schemes to replace aging ships in the naval Heel. 

At the Or toller 2K (onferetice ol senior naval officers, hr* marie his 
plans clear. We ho(>e the govemment sanction for the indigenous 
construction of an air defence ship w ill come. Tliis and other iiidige- 
iious projects will give a tremendous impetus to the spirit ot swadeshi 
in temis of pulilic investment, development of skills and self-reliance 
in cutting edge technologies. Capacity utilisation of our shipyards is 
presently at less than .SO |X'r cent." 

In the same speech, Bhagwat fired a salvo at bureaucratic control 
which rubbed the Ministry ot Defence imod) the wrong way. "The 
management of a nation's sec urity cannot be undertaken by general- 
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‘No arms dealer 
George fenunules cannot stay 
too far from when; tite action is, in 
this case, his ohti ministry. But the 
feisty socialist leader says the sack¬ 
ing of navy chief Admiral Vishnu 
Bhagwat is beirtg blown out of pro¬ 
portion b}' 'interested parties'. "It's 
basicaUy a disciplinary matter," he 
claims. His priority now is to 
restructure the Deferice Ministry so 
that a Bhagwat-iike episode can be 
awided. The of the hour is to 
look ahead, he told RatifU Bhu- 
shon in an interview. Excerpts: 

Where does the Bhagwat 
incident leave the Defence 
Ministry and yon? 
look, I am just following the 
rules. It is a question of rules 
being followed to the book and 
discipline enforced. Rules of 
business flow from the Consti¬ 
tution of India and not a specific 
ministry. If we cannot enforce 
discipline and the rule of law, we would 
be failing in our duty. 
Could the sacking have been avoi¬ 
ded? Was there any other way the 
problem could have been solved? 
We have discussed the issue thrcadtuire 
and anything I say on this subject would 
be tantamount to speculation. The 
removal of the navy chief is a well 
thought out and a conscious decision. 
Tile government Has applied its mind to 
the problem and arriv^ at a conclusion. 
Can sneh happenings in mod be 
attributed to the nature of coali¬ 
tion politics where the prime min¬ 
ister may not have a decisive role? 
I think not. I tiiink there is too much of 

political colour being attached to a matter 
which is purely disciplinary in nature. 
Now all of a sudden everyone seems to be 
more than interested in defence matters. 
What is the 'security threat' aqiect 
you have been referring to? 
That is a question that deals with national 
security and I would not like to answer it. 
Surprisingly, the same people who 
unleashed the new economic policy on 
the country in without even taking 
Parliament into confidence now want that 
a highly sensitive issue like national secu¬ 
rity be discussed threadbare. That each and 
every aspect of the sensitive is.sue be laid 
out for the benefit of the public at large. 
As for the arms dealers, do they 

have a big role to play in mod? 
No arms dealer has come near me. I have 
been doing whatever I can with total trans¬ 
parency in my deaiing.s. For people who 
complain that they cannot publicly speak 
against big arms merchants, we have 
placed a dozen complaint lx>xes in my off¬ 
ice. Let them inform us, we will take act¬ 
ion. Till now, no one has formally or infor- 
mallY«,made a complaint to me about 
either the mod or the forces regarding any 
kind of nexus between buyers and sellers. 
What about the morale of the 
defence forces? 
f am confident abrrut the morale of our 
men. There is need for total discipline in 
the forces. 

THE EX-NAVY CHIEF SPEIT OUT TO FERNANDES THE 
NEED TO KEEP A CIOSE WATCH ON ALL DEFENCE DEALS. 
ist adininistralors in a vacuum created by excluding tlie .irmvd 
lories -especially in the era whicli tws dawned ujHin us." 

Bli.igwdt's critics may dub tnin a 'Trank"—but they also say lie is 
lioncst to tile bone, and wears tiiis virtue on his sleeve. Tile tak no- 
nonsense navy chief set his siglits on arms dealers as soon as he 
tcxik office. Witliin days of tjec<rge Fernandes taking over as dcfenc-e 
minister, Khagwat told him about what he tell was a "disturbing" 
phenomenon- naval [lersonnei being drawn into cosy arrange¬ 
ments by their own retired seniors who s«*t up firms supplying 
equipment and spares and ojn'rate as agents tor toreign firms. 

The activities of two firms-—the tirown ('orprvaficii, run by for¬ 
mer navy chief Admiral S.M. Nanda, and Makahi Lngintvrs, again 
set up by another senior naval officer—came in for specific men¬ 
tion. Bhagwat s(X'lt o; t to Fernandes the need to keep a close 
watch on all defence deals. Tlie minister agreed and also said he 
was all for the naval chief s indigenisation drive. 

1 tie luire.nicracy, understandably, was ne\ er overly iond of lliis 
outspoken man. But it look a familiar tlicme tor matters to come 
to a liead: appointments. The naval chief struck down as ‘unim- 
plementable' the api«)irUnients cornmitlec of tin cabinet's choice 
for deputy chief oi naval staff—Vice-Admiral Ilarinder Singh. 
Bhagwat made it clear that lie found Singh un.siiitable for the job. 
in a letter dated Dcceiiiliei 10, l‘)98, to tiic prime minister, home 
minister and the delence minister, lie sjH'll out tlie rea,sc)iis. 

A key one was that the vice-admiral, his wife and son had 
cnjoyc’d tlie hospitality of Commodore (retd) V.K. Chaudhary', 
Clrown's agent in Moscow, and Commander (retd) D.S. Dagar, 
Makalu tiigineers' representative in .St I’ctersburg, during his two- 
inontti tioliday in Kuro|)e in May '97. ('haudliary incidentally 
accompanied the Singhs during their stay in l,ondon. 

An official report on .Singh's visit to London—filed lo the Naval 
Headquarters by India's naval attache there, I’ommodore D.R. 
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THE BHAGWAT CAMP ASKS If THE DEFEHCE MINISTER 
HAS EVIDENCE WHY ISH'T HE MAKIHG THIS PUBLIC 
Franklin, which has been made available to Oiillwk—reveals that 
the vice-admiral and his family enjoyed the hospitality of Suresh 
Nanda, son of Admiral Nanda and also an agent for f jown. When 
contacted, Admiral Nanda refused to be dragged into the contro¬ 
versy. But he said he did not know of any Harinder Singh. 

Singh has observed in his rcdressal of grievance's application that 
the two retired naval officers with whom he stayc-d were family fri¬ 
ends. Wlial's curious is that in his February 20, '97, application foi 
foreign travel submitted to won, which was shown UUMluok, Singh 
stated he proposetl to stay with his cousin in Manchester during the 
I'ngland holiday. In .Moscow, the vice-admiral said he would stay at 
"tourist hotels". There was no mention ol Chaudhary or Dagar. 

SINtill also declared ho was taking Rs 20,00(1 in foreign curren- 
ry, an abysmally low amount given the cost of living in Russia 
and I'ngland. 1 le also gave an undertaking he would notify any 

changes in tlie tour programme to the ministry and would not acc¬ 
ept hospitality which would "put him in an embarrassing position". 

At no point did the government give any credence to ttie evidence 
against Singh- or the adverse remarks the naval chief put on 
recoid. I he government also jiaid no luH'd to Singh's headlinc'-grab- 
bing aiuisation- that Rhagwat was communal. Ironically, the day 
.ifler Hhagwat was sacked, the prime minister, his foster daughter 
.ind son-in-lavv s|K‘iit New ^ear's eve at the home of Vice-Admiral 
Harinder .Singh in Port Blaii. I’sn) olficials described the dinner as a 
routine one, but admitted the timing had set people talking. 

Hie government initially saiil Bhagwat's intransigence on Singh 
had led to his sacking. But it was later revealed that this was merely 
the last straw -there were other spurs for this extreme act, includ¬ 
ing one that hinted Bliagwat was liecoming a securitv’ threat. 
Neither the delence minister nor the prime minister would go into 
the specihi s of this chaige. The Bhagwat camp sees no truth in it. 

Says Niloiilei Bhagw.it, his wife; "As lor allegations of breach of 
the Official Secrets .Act, the tad is there was not a single lomnmni- 
cation trom the ministry, in writing or orally, about any such 
breach. It toey had such evidence, wh\ did they not c'oiimuinicate 
It to the admiral?" Those who know him well admit his oiits|io- 
kennc'ss may have hastened Ins downfall, lie believed tlw' armed 
forces were being given a r.iw deal hv the bureaucracy and he artic¬ 
ulated this in no uncertain terms. This is what he said at tlie senior 

ATliLlilKE 

'INS Delhi’: the Indigenously built, tworldclass destroyer 

H s BonnE 
Admiral Nanda at a Navy ball in 1996: cosy arrangements 

naval officer's conference on Novemix'r 27. '98. which hurl the 
liureaucrats no end: "It suits the civil services to have the public at 
large, and |Kjliticians in particular. Ivlieve that the military mind is 

somewhat dull, liide-bomKl, hawkish, inflexible and, Iasi hut not 
least, ignorant of subtleties of issues other than the militars'. Thc7 

sliy away from the suggestion that if is the geneialist adniinistration 
which ceases to grow intellectually, since tiiey undergo very- little 
formali.sed training, and tlie major portion of their time is devoted 
to the lecluiicalitics of rules and the dictates ol (Kililicians.'' 

No chief of staff has ever In’eii so scathing. Bluigwat once said the 
bur<’aucrat> find the ci)nce[it of intelleclual officers ditfii ult to acc¬ 
ept. "It (intelligent officers) is not palatable to .idminisliative and 
foreign services, whose entire c !aim to power is li.isecl on the assu¬ 
mption th.it they arc the best .ind the brightest in the land. Never 
mind tliat tlus a.ssumptioii is h.t-sccl on the rc'sult ot a single exam¬ 
ination, whicii a large miinhei ol military officers did not even 
undertake." With the hureaucaev up.set Bhagwat was running on 

iKirroweel time. .Seiiic'r naval officers contacted by OiilhMik siv' 
that given the chiet s hiiii.illv lioiusl ways, there were appre¬ 
hensions in certain ijuarters lii.it Btiagwat, who was slated to tie 
thee hail man of ihcvhicisof stall loirimiftc'e, would h.ive raLscxI 
uncomforlable cjiiestioiis .ihout cletence deals. 

'file aliair doc' not look like dying out so easily. It Cjcn (Retell 
I’.N llonn IS tiling a fit in tlie Bonitwy High t.ourt, scvking that 
the government spell out its cliargi's against Bliagwat. "What an* 
Itie nj'iein;il sei iinly re'jsons for wliich Bhagwat was disniis.sed.' 
It Bhagwat w.is indeed a national security risk, dismissal was not 
enougti. I he iiiaii should tw tried lor treas.)n. What do Vajpayc'O 
and Fernandes mean by s<iying that they will hold no inquiry.^" 

Both retired and serving officers have l)c*en shcKked by the 
Bhagwat ca.se. Some officets feel a dangerous prc'ccxleni lias 
bi'c-n set. up.si'tting the balance iK'twecn the fnireaucracy and 
tlie ariiu’d forces. In the tussle between the Mon and the service 
cliiefs, Itie bureaucracy has won round one. But the Bhagwat 
camp says that ttie figfit is rot quite over. Perhaps the govern¬ 
ment would do well to reveal the act ol treason which piomie 
ted it to dismiss the nan' chief. ■ 

With Sagarika Ghosh and Sujata Anandan 
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COVER STORY . .. .. 

UNHAPPY CO-EXISTENCE 
As the ministry of defence sends a signal to the forces, the relationship is put under severe strain 

r NARAYAN 

By RANJIT BHUSH^ __ _ IN <1 land where the furies have scrupulously kept to the barr¬ 
acks, any friction v\ ith the governtnent is ixiund to cause coni- 
ern. But the Ministry of IMence (mod) seems to liave bitten off 
more than it can chew in its handling ot the navy chiel's case. 
And thanks to the slew of allegations tiiai lias followed Admiral 

Vishnu Bhagwat's exit, the already fragile link Ix-tvrei-n moo bureau¬ 
crats and detenie irersonnol has been [uit under a severe strain. 

Having a healthy relationship has not been easy ■ it scarcely is 
when it comes to bureaucrats vs the held worker <S[)eiially 
because jockeying tor turf is an essential ingredient lor survival. But 
then, service chiefs cannot be Ireateil on a par with oilier deparl- 
inental beads, as lias been the ia.se in tile Bhagvsat episode. 

Well-placed observers say the troika that constitutes the delCTue 
establisliiiieiit is a delicate orie--at the top is the irolilical leader¬ 
ship; at the base the civil servants and defence (x-rsoiinel. i'he equa¬ 
tion betwicn tile three is supiiosed to be iom(ilementar\- but even 
when there have been difterem es in I he past. deleiu e ministers and 
I’Ms have seen to it that the situation doesn't get out of hand. 

Some of it can lie traced to the verv nature ol national pi itics 
tiKiay. Iji the days of Indira Cjandlii, even Rajiv (iaiidhi In an e.xter’t. 
fMiwerful detence chiefs were kept in check by the authority ot the 
prime minister's othie wlieie the I’M was perceived to be several 
notches higher than other members of the (^aliinet So, the prime 
minister could easil) call the defence ciiiet and toji civil servants in 

case of a bnucii of trust and mediate. 
riiings are not so simple in coalition pol¬ 

itics. At a time when the defence minister 
akso happens to lie the government’s key 
trouble-shooter in all and .sundry domestic- 
affairs- apart from being a coalition part¬ 
ner—it will be always difficult to rein him 
in. This despite the fact that tieorge Fer¬ 
nandes has perinted out lime and again 
that the prime minister was ke])t well- 
informed about the developments and 
Atal Behari Vajpayif has reiterated that 
indi.scipline could not he tolerated. 

The charges against Bhaewat are wide- 
ranging: 
• That he went against the decision of the 
appointments committee of the ( abinet 
by refusing to post viie-admiral Haiiiider 
Singh, fortress comniaiulei at Andamans, 
as deputy chief of staff. 
• That after refusing to olK>y tlie c abinet's 
directive, Bhagwai went jiuIiIk to annou¬ 
nce he had defied the government order. 
• Ihat there was an ojien slanging match 
with the new nas'al duel Susliil Kumar 

after he filed a statutory complaint against Bhagwat to the defence 
minister when Bhagwat thr«»tened him with court martial. 
• That Bhagwat is a confinned litigant, ever willing not to tall m 
line with the ministry, often mos'ing court the did so in 199(i| 
• lhat he re[H'atedly relused to listen or even meet the deleiice 
minister on crutial matters. 

Defence souries allege that Bhagwat has overplayed his haiul- 
they say he changes Ins stand as the situation demands. And teler 
to his writ in the Bombay High ( amrt in 1990 in which the for¬ 
mer navy chief had said iiuite the contrary of what his lawj'er wife 
.N'ilouter is now saying on 
who should have the final New navy chief Sushil Kumarwith 
word on appomtnieiits. In the PM (top left); Harinder Singh: 
the '90 petition protesting 'The case has been twisted' 
agatnst his nori-appointment 
as fleet coinmaniler, lihagwat 
slated that "in esery demoi- 
ratic country the military 
forces always tunction under 
the overall superintendence 
and direction ot the min¬ 
istries i.e. of civil authonlies 
which at the higliest level 
includes the defence miiiis- 
tet and/or tlie head of re,sp- 
eettve ministries". 

3 JAYACHANOHAN ! THE WEEK 
DEFENCE SOURCES SAY BHAGWAT 
OVERPLAYED HIS HAND, CHANGING STANDS AT WILL 
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According to the |)etition, the superintendence by civil authori¬ 
ties over the military is extremely essential and vital for the func¬ 
tioning of the government as absolute autonomy of the forces has 
the potential of subverting the rule of law and democracy itself. It 
event further: "Appointments to decision making/iiigher com¬ 
mand jKists have always existed on the principle that while the 
chief of navy staff may recommend, it is the government at the 
level of the defence minister and the appointment committee of 
the Cabinet which must exercise its judgement, decide and put its 
st'al of authority 'based' on certain principles, nonns and criteria 
like merit cum seniority, sea reports, professional leadership qual- 

unpleasantness. Now the present incumbents are hecxllessly com- 
munalising the forces and without any reason." 

Added to this are Bhagwat's own gems on tf le bureaucracy. A sam¬ 
ple; "It is the cxinlention of bureaucrats that having livc*d in a clois¬ 
tered environment, service officers lack broad-based knowledge, are 
blissfully unaware of the nuances and sensitivities of the issues of 
the day, and even hint at the lack of basic intelligence. In effect, the 
anhetypal bumbling of who can be counted upon to commit a 
series of gaffes, if allowed to mix with academics, dipioraats, media- 
men or even administrators, Ix' they Indian or foreign, and tliereby 
project a negative imago of the government of India." 

According to ministry sources, Biiagwat's major probiem 
lay with former defence secretary Ajit Kumar, who 
.sources say was 'negative' in his approach wtien it came 
to dealing with defence jiersonnel. "Ajit Kumar was a 
master of putting objections. That to Bhagwat was like- 
putting up a red rag Ix-fore a bull," says an official. 

I'he former nasy chief literally opened up a can of 
worms when he suggested that arms dealers were calling 
the shots, and that some of the top naval offices like 
fortress commander Hannder Singii were guests of arms 
dealers abroad. While that entry had been made in 
Singh's annual coiifidc-ntlal re(X)rl (.u r), (later to be 
expunged by the defence minister) it became a bone of 
contention between the navy chief and the ministry. 
When contacted in .Andamans, Singh said the "whole- 
case had been twisted out ot context". 
Says Singfi: "I have raisc-d genuine- issues. Unfortunately, 

no one is intc-rested in that. All they have pickc-d up is <i 
stray line on the communal aspect in the entire (Ktilion 
and blown it out of profKirtion." As for his fx-ing a guest 
of arms dealers in Russia, Singh says the permission was 
taken well in advance from the Western fommand, 
which had cleared his trip. .Says one official; "Bhagwat had 
raisc-cl similar charges in his 1000 jx-tition. But after he was 
appointc-cl the fleey.'otnmander then, he quietly dro[)jxd 

PRASHANT PANJIAR 

'^0 BHAGWAT, AJIT KUMAR'S OBJiaiONS WERE 
LIKE A RED RAG BEFORE A BULL." ATUL '.OKC 

ity and assignment in ccunmand ot ships. This is c-ssential for Ihe 
\ .-ry functioning of the parliamentary democratic system." 

Ihe Bhagvsat camp is now toeing the opposite- line and claims 
power .should flow the other way. Says a minisiry official; "He had 
i)een opposing es-ery move of flic- mod on liighly spec ions grounds, 
(me can undeistand it there is substance in rt)cclmg a proposal. 
But m his case, it became inifierative to challenge decisions." Till'. Civilian ire with Bliagwat is undi-rstanilable. Unlike some 

of tiu- previous chiefs, Bhagwat was all for reforms, and 
reforms tliat dealt directly wall the tu-arl ot the matter- ivil- 

ian control over de|f-nce, a matter ttiought well settled wh<-n 
prime ministc-i Nehru backed bis iioine secretar) H.M. I’atel in thc- 
early '50s when he made the armed iorces directly answerable to 
the siori. The structure has reiriainc-d somewfiat lopsided. Whilc- 
techmcally, service chiefs are on jiai with the (.abinc-t secretary, 
tile higiic-st civilian post, in aehial terms, they only have powers 
to propose, which means the proposal can be rejected or oiijeeted 
to by a middle-rung mod man. 

.Says I.t. (ien. Prem Natli Uoon (retd): "We have learnt no le.ssons 
from our |)a.st. Ihere w.-rc ample occasions in the past when army 
generals could have been dismissed by then prime ministers. But 
their stand-offs were resolved amicably, or at least with far less 

them. And if theio are 
aritis dealers, then what 
was he as naval chief 
doing about it?” Another 
officer jxiirits out: "In this 
city almost every otfier 
arms clc-aler is an e.\-gener- 
al or an adiniral." 

Bhagwat's sc-lf-reliancc- 
through indige-nisation' 
drive has Ix-eri laudc-d. ttt- 
oris arc on to coricentrate 
oii UNO witti the sup|Kirt 
of DRixi's latxiratories and the weapons and c-lc-cfronit system engin¬ 
eering estdhlishnic-nt. These include piojects for selling up uticler- 
vvater ranges, airc raft design capability, sparc-s/weafions systems, pre- 
scrvalio 1 ol ships. To be Mire, a number of vested interests would he 
affected if the projerts begin to liear fruit. Ihe ex-navy chic-f's insis¬ 
tence cm sla.sfiing iin[K)rts would have certainly hit some interests. 

Bhagwat's supixirters want him to seek legal redres.sal, which 
means trouble for the government, lor it the courts begin to hear 
sensitive defence iSMicss, it will open up an altogether new vista in 
political litigation. ■ 

George Fernandes with ousted 
defence secretary Ajit Kumar (left); 
the Navy: flagging morale? 
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“ A Very Dangerous Man 
N a DD inteniew on January 1, two days after t reat¬ 
ing history by dismissing a serving naval chief, defe¬ 
nce minister (ieorge Fernandes gave three reasons 
for his art. The first was that Adniiiai Bhagwat had 
been responsible for 'so much defiance of the (sic) 
Authority over a period of time', that he couldn't 

continue. Second, that he'd Inen displaying 'certain distur¬ 
bing tendencies' of which Fernandes had apprised tlje I’M, 
and that aittiough the PM and his principal .secretary had 
both spoken to him, his l)ehaviour hadn't changed. The 
third reason was on an altogether different plane. "There 
are other reasons and one of them is far too serious for the 
security of the country—I am .sorry I can't speak about it. I 
don't think I will lx- able to speak about it, not for a long 
time." In short, Fernandes accused Bhagwat of defiance ot 
civil authority; of being mentally disturbed; and of treav»n. 

Well, these charges are complete fabrications—Fernandes 
has deliberately misled the country. Telling lies is not his 
monopoly. All of us do it from time to time, and sometimes 
reasons of state make it necessary for a jxrlitician to do so. 
But there are no extenuating circumstances here. Fernandes 
is, therefore, a dangerously irresponsible man who, in the 
post of defence minister, is a threat to the nation's security. 

let us begin at the Ix'ginning: Fernan¬ 
des claims Admiral Sushil Kumar had 
made six representations to the chief 
of naval staff (c;ns) against his being 
denied an operational command, bef¬ 
ore his lormal statutory complaint to 
the defence minister on November 24, 
'98. Fart is, Kumar wrole tliree letters 
to the I NS on August 14. .September 
14, and September 22. As a former 
chief of personnel, he knew a letter to 
the (NS was not a statutory complaint. 
The first such he sent on .September 
29, the second on October 7. On Oct¬ 
ober SO, after a meeting of the chief 

with fleet commanders, Bhagwat asked him to stay behind 
After discussions, Kumar agreed to withdraw the complaint 
and abide by the chief's decisions. Bhagwat thereufxsn 
asked the vice chief, and the Western command fleet com¬ 
mander to return. Adm. Kumar then lepeated what he'd 
said, and the c.ns entered a notation upon the file. 

Fernandes' claim that when Kumar nonetheless sent him 
a statutory complaint on Novemlser 24, Bhagwat threatened 
to court-martial him; that in panic Kumar rang him up on 
November 27 Ix'gging for protection; that he assured him 
that he 'was still alivc...so don't worry’, is a magnificent 
piece of drama concocted either by Kumar or Fcnia;,dcs. To 
begin with, Bhagwat was in Bangladesh from November 22- 
28 and there will be records of any phone call. Bhagwat 
denies having made a call. On his return to Delhi, he wrote 
to Kumar on November 30, ".Since your first statutory com¬ 
plaint is dated Octolier 7, it is incorrecT to claim an applica¬ 
tion dated August 14... can be treated as... your first statut¬ 
ory complaint. Accordingly your addressing the Hon. Rak- 
sha Mantri on 7 October...and your latest direct representa¬ 
tion...are violative of provisions of tlie Regulations, Navy, 

and arc therefore actionable." Nowhere was a hint or mfer- 
ence to a possible court-martial. 

Asked about the communal slur made by Vice Admiral 
Harinder Singh against Bhagwat and his wife, Fernandes 
ducked skilfully. Then, he couiiterattackc*d Bhagwat for 
having gone to court against then < ns Admiral Nadkarni's 
decision to overlook him for western command, and mak¬ 
ing wild allegations against all 
and sundry, including V.P. Singh, 
then PM. But Fernandes twistc-d 
these facts too. Then tcxi minis¬ 
ter ot state Raja Ramanna had 
overturnwl Nadkarni's word in 
favour of .Admiral 'Tony' Jain 
and recommended Bhagwat, but 
V.P. Singh, who was also defence 
minister, had reinstated Jain as 
jx-r the cNs' recommendation. 
Bhagwat approached the courts 
only after exhausting all admin¬ 
istrative proccxlures for redress, 
on the grounds that his confi¬ 
dential rejMirt for August '88 to August '89 had Ix-en repla¬ 
ced with a forgery. The government eventually reversed his 
decision and appointed Bhagwat. 

Fernandes may consider the charge that Bhagwat breached 
national security frivolous enough to be appended as a ccxla 
to a .succession of other, trivial allegations. I will not coin- 
IKiund that mistake. If Bhagwat has bmac hed security know¬ 
ingly, he deserves a court-martial. Now that he has tn-en di.s- 
misscxl, this must lie taken up by high civil court. The coun¬ 
try owes It to him to clear his name if the c barge is false, and 
owes it to itsell to punish him il it is tnie. 

A close analysis of Fernandes’ res[xmses on DD .show the 
charges Bhagwat and a succession oi service chiefs have 
made against the bureaucracy are tme lake his sentences, 
"He (.Adm. Kumar) was in the iiormal course reciuired to hold 
an o|X’rational command so he could lx- in the reckoning to 
become chief. The matter was taken up by the ministry for 
giving him a command. The ccNr.maiid was not given”. 
Recpiired by whom.' tVtio ordamisl that he should remain in 
the rc-ckoiiing for the clii<-f's post.’ And how' did the ministry 
take this up with mio when tlie Navy Act explicitly says the 
flow of recointiiendafioi should be the otlier way? 

Now consider what the ministry is capable ol doing for a 
favourite like Harinclei Singli In ( Rs for '96-97 and '97-98, 
the INS gase threi reasons for not considering him lor a 
Principal Stall cftficer’s |x>st; that he was an average coin- 
matider; thal I’e was less than adecjuately motivaied to do liis 
job; and finallv thal he'd admitted to accepting the hospital¬ 
ity on a grand scale over two months for hiinselt and his 
family in London, Moscow and St Petersburg, of two well- 
known arms dealers. In all, there were therelore six adverse 
entries in Harinder Singh’s (',R.s, oven before he cast commu¬ 
nal slurs against his chief and wife. On .August 12 the min¬ 
istry order^ that all 12 adverse remarks lie expunged. 

What Fernandes and his secretary .Ajit Kumar have done 
in the name ot civil authority is to take civil authority for a 
ride. What the country deserves to know is why? ■ 

'! Fernandes has 
s deliberately 
I misled the 
I country. As 
I raksha mantri 
I he is a threat 
j to the nation's 
\ security. 

IRFAN HUSSAIN 



RAJA MENON [ 

Cap'n Walks the Plank WHY was 'Ulniirdl Y'isliitu Bliagwat’s si-i- 
vUi-s tiTinin.iti'd.’ What is UTlain so 
lai is only fii.it liiert' must h.ive Iwn 
a Rsison l-.vi'n tlic Ministry of l)ol- 
onci- ilofs not sack a naval liiiel with 
out rs-ason. But Ivf us exaniini- tin- 

ones given, in a series of progressive ministerial leaks. Doe: 
a I’akistaiii airiiali oserllii's an Indian Irigate. (Kerllying is 
not allowed; thing n.isi is legitimate. The naval sliief tells 
the Director o( Vasal Intelligenie (i>m| to Imlge a piolest. 
I he iim's stall offii ei writes out a protest aiul sends it to the 
Pakistan High (.omniission, andtopies to the sionand stis, 
inste.id of louting the original through them. The minister 
tells the nation that a I leiilenaiit (.onimander's mistaken 
hit of halnigiri is reason to sack a diiet 

i'wo: the chief crilii ised Rws, saving it was inept. The 
statement itself would surjirist* no one, not even the ininis- 
tei, hut the tnith is that the /UInmal wrote to the minister 
on Decemhei Ls that the iii'wspaper re|)orl of Deiemher 1 
is not atlnlml.ihle to him, and usu itsel! appeartsi to lake 
no notice. So now the chiel is s.Kked lor an erroneous 
news|iaper leporl. three: the chiet lied ahi'ut real admiral 
S.\ I'uri.nr. I’urohit, as the whole nasT knows, is the 

nav>''s best known logistician Any 
1 hief would want him .is the chief ot 
logistics. But an anonymous letter 
reaches the i’\ui with allegations 
against Purohit. Despite clear govern¬ 
ment rules th.it .monvmous accusa¬ 
tions are not to he aited upon, the 
gowrnment demands a probe. N.1C.1I 
lleadiiuarters conducts a probe and 
lincis Purohil innocent \c>' satislied, a 
|omt Mc'o/iiavil IK.) |)rohe 1. conduct¬ 
ed which finds Purohit in the clear. 
Not s.itisfu'd, 'soniec'iie' initiates .1 < le 
probe. Vy'hich has so tar piodu.ed no 
rc'sults In the iiieainvhile, Purohit 
recovers troiii a hisiil .itt.ick. 

loin, ibc duel leaked out matters .illecling n.itional 
sec uritv It ll'.e iiuef did so, then llic-v .ne obviously secrets 
till lo;i,gei So I i.ulit the liich.iii nation he told what these 
are. siiiie itie tnijibi an.ms is th.it Palislan ,ind ( hina 
.lire.Ills know’ licc- itiediiel did not implement the 
c ahuiet c onii'iittee OP \ppollllIl1ellt^ order on the depuls 
cinef ot iiav.il si.ili Icii.igw.it iias nesei reliised to imple- 
mi'iil Hie oiclc‘1, he has ir.i 'ely sl.ited lli.it the order vv s 
'.iiiimplc nieiitable since- tiie legiilatioiis lor tile Indi.in 
lias V, the sole docuiiiep* relevant to the case. s.i\s 
■■ . appoinimenls shall be made b\ the ijoserimient oil 
tile recoinmendation ot the chi -i ot the naval sl.itf” 

c'liK the naive would believe tiiai it is a slr.iight contest 
between Ihe ( abinet 'oinnnttee and the naval chief. Lur¬ 
king in the wings is the d.iik iierjicnrator, the evil mnnshi 
ot Hindi iiK'vies, the defence ministry t)iirc.iucrat, already 
lacing coiUempl c harge's before Ihe Delhi High (..oiirt tor 
niisrc'|)rc''i‘ntmg 'acts on a different promotion case to the 
cc'mmittee. L'aii Hu- leopard change its spots.’ Ot course, 
the gcisernnierit older states that the c hief was dismissed 

Lurking in the 
wings is the 
perpetrator, 
the evil 
munshi of 
Hindi movies, 
the defence 
ininist.ry 
bureaucrat. 

for 'detiance of ('abiiiet authority over a pericKl ot time'. 
Serious indeed; liut liow will a reasonable jH'rson describe 
the five detailed ones.’ I'rivial, [lerhaps frivolous foi the 
first two. ridiculous foi the third aiul fourth, and jireposter- 
ous for Ihe filth. Why should seniority be more important 
than merit.' \'a|Kileon, when promoting a young clashing 
otficc'i to the' rank of Marshal ot Cavalry, said, it semiorify 
were the sole criteria, 'mv baggage 
mule would be the Marshal. He's 
iK-en with me tor IK years". 

ilic ( nil Service rules says 'selec¬ 
tion is based on the criteria ot meril 
and competence’. So wliy stiould 
the navy chiet and the promotion 
hoard not decide who has merit and 
echo doc'sni.' .Alter all seniority and 
merit are like maternitv .ind pateriii- 
Iv, I he first is obv ious to c-veiyone, 
including Ihe bureaucrats; hut pater¬ 
nity, like merit, is mil so obvious— 
and is belter left to nav.il olheers. 

So ccinie back to the original (|uc's- 
tioii—vvhal IS the reason.’ During the- 
last one year Vislimi Bliagwat got 
together a llimk tank at naval lieadciuailers and published: 
• The personnel police tor Ihe navy in Ihe 21st century. 
• Hie teclinology jiolicv lor the iiavv in Ihe 21st century. 
• Intormation warfare in Ifjj; ?lst century. 
• The energy securitv police ol India (he first mcilti-dis- 
ciplinarv leport on the critical issue ol energy shortage 
likelv to lave India in 2(1 ye.irs. 
• I lie vjIiIici uikI till which descrihes the unwarrati- 
ted dvsluiutioii belween the armed lorces and the govern- 
nieni, caused by keeping the soldier out ot goveriimenl. 
• (fc ill the wiLlt'iHM A compilation ol indictments by 
Ihe iiarlianientaiy standing tommillee ol dc'leiice, and Ihe 
paili.iment estiin.iles i.omniittee on the nialliinc Honing of 
the delence iiimisliy ovei a nunibei of years. 

lo cap all ot Hiis, al tin- annual comtiiaiiclers' contereiu'e 
III (iclober he delivered a stinging speech hetore the PM 
and R.iksli.i M.iiitri statii.g that a nation with Ihe hierar- 
cliv that Inclia jiosses-.es will he i.ipidlv shut out ot the 
c meigiiig world competition in the teclino-imlit.uy field. 
Ml lie poiiiledlv, he st.iled that in the national sc'Ciirily 
milieu ol till- 21stivnUir\. .1 geiu-ialist bureaucracy simply 
has no plaie anywheie in the security iiieiarcliy of any 
nation { learly a chiet willi a vision, whose goals chart a 
route lo India'' greatness, that excludes c'ven a non-speak¬ 
ing role foi Ihe hureaiicracy. Hence revenge. Hiosc who 
have seiveci in the torces lor -10 yc-ars know the signs. I he 
hiirc'iiuc lacy largely exercises control ol the armed forces 
hv inlerveniiig in promotion boards. But, why did the 
mirnstei thiow in his lot with the hurcaiicracy'.' 

One day (leorge leriiatides must tell the nation; hut 
Admiral Vishnu Bliagwat out ol ollice has already 
achieved what 48 chiefs before him could not--restruc¬ 
turing of the ministry, a process, which could start by 
denying any bureaucrat access to the confidential reports 
ot service officers of any semiorify. ■ 

JAYACHAMDRAN 
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Silt runs seven huxury 

hotels that epitomize 

ek-gance and style. 

She ha.s a wide choice 

of exceptional suites 

and sumptuous riKinis. 

Her business amenities 

are outstanding 

Her distinctive bars and 

restaurants arc amongst 

the finest in India. 

Her heritiige is king. 

Her efficiency is complete. 

Her care is remarkabk'. 

.She is the laj. 

I 

TAJ 
Luxury Hotels 
Nobody cates as much. 

Catt Tnj Rftervanon 
NfttUOi4t in vaur /'ifv rii 



|.N. DIXIT r~ OPIN'tON 

A Bit Too Combat-Ready The last two months have witnessed the 
depressing phenomenon of the most vital of 
our institutions, the defence establishment, 
being affected try public controversies, culmi¬ 
nating in the dismissal of chief of naval staff 
Admiral Vishnu Bhagw'at. The slanging match 

l)etween Bhagwat and defence minister tieorge Fernandes, 
the accusations about civilian and defence piersonnel being 
involved with arms dealers, the rash of representations and 
protests about [xistings, indicate a dismal and dangerous 
state into which our defence establishment has descended. 

The controversies attending the posting of general officer 
commanding at the Eastern Command (I t Gen. Kadiyan vs 
11 Gen. KaJkat), the unseemly and indisciplined activities of 
Vk-e-Admiral Marinder Singh, Fortress Commander, Anda¬ 
man and Nicobar Islands, and the barely avoided crisis reg¬ 
arding the transfer of deputy chief of army staff, Gen. M.R. 
Sharma, manifest trends of ineptitude in defence manage¬ 
ment which should be of profound national concern. 

One wonders whether the navy' chief's dismissal could 
have been avoided. Regardless of the differences of opinion, 
could Ilarinder Singh not be given an appropriate post after 
he conipleled his tenure at Port Blair, not necessarily at 

naval headquarters? Would it not 
have btH*n appropriate to advise both 
Singh and Bhagwat nut to go to 
court? if the ministry found Bhagwat's 
recommendation for the post of dep¬ 
uty chief of naval staff unacceptable, 
could not the ministry have asked 
hitn to recommend another officer? 
Instead, the Cabinet Committee on 
Appointments, on the recommenda¬ 
tions of the Defence Ministry, deliber¬ 
ately chose Bhagwat's Ixite noire, 
Harinder Singh, for the post. 

The whole affair smacks of .icrim- 
ony, intrigue and e.vercises in scoring 
points. The man-management and 

promotion polities affecting senior etiielons of our defe¬ 
nce forces are matters of national imiaortance and should 
not liave degenerated into a theatre of the absurd. 

Whatever the merits or demerits of Harinder SingfTs 
case, lilatant itisuiiordination against tiie chief of the ser¬ 
vile shotild not have been tolerated. Harinder Singh mer¬ 
ited immediate disciplinary action. The latest act in this 
tegretlahle drama came when the chief of naval staff 
refused to imi'lement the Cabinet Committee’s order 
appointing Harinder Singh, quoting regulations stipulated 
by the Ministry of Defence that "apptrifitnieiits of officers 
of all branches of the rank of C.aptains and above shall be 
made by the Government on the recommendations of the 
chief of naval staff". He questioned the authority of the 
Cjibinet to appoint senior military officers, adding the cri¬ 
tical dimension of a service chief questioning the autho¬ 
rity of the supreme civil executive institution of the gov¬ 
ernment—the Cabinet Committee—on appointments. 

It is necessary to go beyond event-specific or personality- 
s|x?dfic implications of these cases. The challenges affecting 

the cohesion and integrity of our defence establishments 
need to be .s))elt out specifically. First, that the harmonious 
and synergic interaction between civilian authorities and 
the armed forces headquarters stands disrupted is a matter 
of i>ublic knowledge. Second, then.* is an increasing tenden¬ 
cy towards questioning the validity of civilian control over 
military authority publicly by the senior echelons of our 
armed forces for which the services 
headquarters alone cannot be 
blamed. There must have been 
thoughtless abrasiveness on the part 
of the Defence Ministry also which 
lirought matters to this pass. 

The Indian armed forces are a 
voluntary force—there is no con¬ 
scription or compulsion. It has 
remained completely apolitical 
despite functioning in a volatile 
political atmosphere for five deca¬ 
des. It is the most secular institut¬ 
ion of the government and has 
managed to remain comparatively 
unaffected by factors of caste, religion, ctliniclty. It has 
maintained high levels of professionalism despite the 
constant resource constraints from which it has suffered. My personal interaction with colleague.sin the 

armed forces has left me with the distinct impre.s- 
sion tliat compared lo the average member of the 

Indian Civil Service today, officers ot the armed forces are 
more knowledgealile, more in tune with latest technolo¬ 
gies and management procedures. Our armed forces have 
fought wars successfully and carried out peace-keeping 
tasks ami other tasks even at short notice and without a 
clearly thought out set of objectives. They are perhaps the 
only institution in the govcrnmenl of India which have 
maintained their integrity in a situation where the rest of 
our institutions have frayed and deteriorated. Credit for 
this has to go primahly lo the successive chiefs. 

A clinical analysis of the critical decision to dismiss the 
navy chief ami related developments clearly indicates that 
while Admiial Bhagwat tend^ to be mechani.stically rigid 
though his stand might have been a principled one, the 
defence minister singularly failed in restoring communica¬ 
tions between civilian and military wings. It is clear that 
defence secretary Ajit Kumar found himself unalile to main¬ 
tain necc-ssarily levels ot communications with the Forces 
Headquarters. It is strange that the prime minister, while 
visiting Andaman and Nicobar Islands, socialised with 
Harinder Singh, whose indisciplined Ix^haviour sparked off 
the whole controversy. The prime minister could have kept 
aloof from this officer, regardless of his official position. 

This whole episode clearly indicates an absence of initia¬ 
tive in political leadership in the Defence Ministry. At the 
end of the 50th year of Independence, we have much to 
worry about in terms of the quality of our politics, our 
economy and the negative quality of our life. We could 
have done without anxieties about one of the mo.st inqxir- 
tant institutions of our polity, the defence establishment. ■ 

There must 
have been 
thoughtless 
abrasiveness 
on the part of 
the ministry 
to bring 
matters to 

t such a pass. 
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IN TIME, YOUR EMPLOYEE STRENGTH 

COULD DOUBLE, YOUR OFFICE SPACE COULD HALVE 

AND YOUR TURNOVER COULD QUADRUPLE, 

THANKFULLY, OUR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WILL 

EASILY KEEP PACE. 

Just about every businessman 

in the worid harbours ambitions of 

taking his business where few others 

have. And you, we daresay, are no 

exception. What you must take into 

account, however, is that as your business 

keeps growing, so will the complexity of 

your communication needs. 

Preciseiy why you'll note that 

all our business communication solutions 

are designed to keep pace with growing 

capacity and coittplexity levels. In other 

words, you can choose from a key 

telephone system of, say, 20 lines to 

an ISDN hybrid system of 2000. And 

in time, right up to a universal 

multimedia platform of 20,000 lines! 

And beyond systems, you can expect 

a host of solutions such as CTI, 

Networking, Video Conferencing, 

MultimedKt Messaging and Call 

Centres, among others. 

Indeed, you'll find our entire 

range of communication solutions 

being put to the test every day by over 

five million u.sers ir the 

country. Should you too 

want to accelerate your 

business growth, Just get 

in touch with us. 

TECHIES H 

Rpvt Tfle'oni 
Comp itiy 

Bps! tPABXs 

f.PABXs/KTS 
(8-?S,000 iineO 

Call Centre 
Solutions 

Interactive 
Voice Response 

Systems 

Voice Mail 

Audio & Video 
Conferencing 

CTI / Networking 
Solutions 

Hell I. il>‘ Hjs 

on an Avf • 
one piiipp.t every 

ifUbinr^s das 

Luewit Tachnolpgwc 
T B I. g C O (M Bell Labs liwvaliofts 

THE LITELtNE OF YOUR BUSINESS 

1 
'ftr’moreifclEfe, contact us at NwOHN Tel 6««I7; to 64405«^i^ 49304!B.te4wi)G44Cli»iM«l Tot. 823226S/5. Fax. 82^18 CilrjittaTS 24S89IO/l. hB 2454742 Btaigitom tel, S540911. Fax 5301642 



S3 years of life. 

4 years of engineering 

and ^ year in «Japan has 

got us where we are. 
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MALAYSIA 

Is it a Frame-Up? 
Anwar is charged but did the police and the judiciary play honest? 

ney-general's office agreed to reduce the 
death penalty a businessman friend of 
Anwar faces in return for fabricated evi¬ 
dence of the ex-deputy PM's guilt. To top it 
all, Mahathir's inept handling of the whole 
affair has damaged the prime minister 

irrevocably. Anwar, detained under Wl lEN prime minister Mahathir 
Mohammad sacked his dep¬ 
uty Anwar Ibrahim in .Sept¬ 

ember last year, he defended the deci¬ 
sion by saying that his morals made 
him "unfit to be the leader of an 
Islamic country". Ust week, the pros¬ 
ecution charged Anwar with four 
counts of corruption and one of 
.sodomy, amid widespread belief that 
there’s been a frame-up. The trial has 
redefined the basis of leadership iti 
Malaysia, with Islam intruding into 
politics indelibly. Now, every leader's 
|)ers(mal life will be under semtiny. 

And quite unlike Bill Clinton who's 
in the dock for an inappropriate rela¬ 
tionship but could get away. Anwar 
could spend 20 years in prison if con¬ 
victed. This, despite the fact that the 
pro.secution's case is disjointed. Two 
men, Sukma Dartnawan and Muna- 
war .Ahmad Anees, who were convic¬ 
ted for being s<>domised by Anwar, 
have both ap|x.>dled their sentence. 
Even the police chief investigating 
Anwar’s case Abdul Rahim Noor 

the draconian Internal Security Act 
and beaten up so that he sported a 
black eye when he first appeared in 
court, continues to spew defiance, 
accusing his former mentor of being 
a dictator, demanding that he be 
investigated for corruption. 

To defuse the situation, Mahathir 
appealed thrice to Anwar —first on 
September 21 after his detention; 
then after he was beaten up; the 
third the week before Christmas—to 
leave the country for five years of 
exile. But Anwar has spurned all 
offers, and has strengthened his posi¬ 
tion iH'cause the Islamic community, 
at which the charges against him 
were aimed at, is still with Anwar. 
Before he crossed swords with 
Mahathir, Anwar had ably strength¬ 
ened Islamic institutions to counter 
the growing assertiveness of the 
Party Islam Malaysia. 

The wide perception that Mahathir 
moved against his former deputy for 
fear of what iie would do against the 
growing nepotism, cronyi.sm and 

resigncHl last week. Rut just like the US 
president, jx'rceived victimisation has only 
boosted Anwar's popularity, amid wide¬ 
spread distaste at the way charges of sexual 
misdemeanour have been fleshed out for 
public consumption in what is still a con- 
sers'ative sexiety. Critics say Malaysia wili , 
never be the same again. | 

And though Azizan Abu Bakar, a one- ! 
time driver of Anwar’s wife and an alleged I 
sixlomy victim, svas produced in court as [ 
a orosccution witness, and Ummi llafilda ; 
Ali, sister of his former private secretary, 
accused Anwar of sleeping vs'ilh Sham- i 
siilar I'aharin, the secretary's wife, the i 
shifting mass of evidence suggests that 
Anwar is a victim of a political vendetta. 

The prosecution did produce ona evi¬ 
dence to "prove" tliat semen and vaginal 
stains found on a mattre.ss in an apartment j 
owned iiy a businessman were those of j 
Anwar and that of his former special assis- I 
taut’s wife. But the dna .strains were taken , 
in stealth in detention, twin a lilood sain- [ 
pie, despite Anwar's objections; and stains ' 
were found on a mattress kept in a store I 
nxim at the police HQ foi months. 'Hiis j 
throw.s doubts on the prosecution case and j 
.strengthens public [lerception that heas7- 
handed behaviour is the norm. 

The jMslice has not countered Anwar's all¬ 
egations that he has been assaulted in 
detention; nor the charge that the attor- 

As defence picked holes in 
the case of Ahu Bakar 

(above), there was much 
ire over ali the dirty linen 
being washed In public. 

financial mismanagement now becomes 
more^believable. The courts too refused, 
wrongly, to apply one hitfierto unknown 
constitutional amendment--until a retired 
Supreme Court judge mentioned it in a 
newspaper article—that deprives the civil 
courts of jurisdiction in matters Muslim 
personal law. Anwar iasists he fie tric'd on 
the sodomy charges under Shariah law. 

I he court refuses to take cognisance ot 
the defence claim of a political conspiracy. 
Bui Mahathir now finus he cannot go to 
the poils, as he had intendc'd to, without 
iosing ground. His advisors arc even urging 
him to bring bai k Anwar at least until gen¬ 
eral and party elections are over; that he 
should give him the benefit ot doubt. 
Because the jK'opie, fiy and large, do not 
teel he has been given a fair hearing. 

The confrontation is stark and vicious liec- 
ause Mahathir, in force feding the Malay 
into business and commeac on taking 
office, built up an edifice on ncpoti.sm and 
corruption. So much so that Ixitli the urban 
and rural Malay feel they have been short¬ 
changed. PniscHrution witnesses highlight a 
con.sistcnt devaluation of Malaysia's institu¬ 
tions: the judiciary, the civil service, the pol¬ 
ice. “Tlie institutions were devalued consist¬ 
ently under Mahathir," notes a former high 
court judge, "but the Anwar trial brought it 
irrevocably into the public domain". ■ 

M.G.G. Pillai in Kuala Lumpur 
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"...At no time did the US work with anyone at UNSCOM to collect 
information with the purpose of undermining the Iraqi regime." 

Slute department spokesman James Rubin, denying reports that Washington had used UNSCOM intelligence to unseat Sadduiii 

Ttad: 

dli^matfc 
Enquiry 

{He comes from a 
world of quintets, 
grand operas and 
Viennese waltzes. 
Where a study of 
Latin and Greek along 
with learning the 
piano is a normal part of growing up. 
It is a world more reminiscent of the 
Austro-Hungarian empire than the 
global village of today. But Austria's 
ambassador to New Delhi, Herbert 
■hraxl, is keen to be viewed as progres¬ 
sive and cosmopolitan. After all, one 
can't remain a conservative while 
being married into a small family from 
Bihar. “My wife's family was tradition¬ 
al. So was mine. The acceptance (by 
both sides) was remarkable," says Traxl 
He says he was intrigued by a woman 
who was a classical Indian dancer on 

the one hand and 
a physics graduate 

_ on the other. Now 
^ Tkaxl eats chap- 
« atis and dal and 
1 tries to accompa- 
f ny his wife 

Shovana 
Narayan when 

she performs in variotis Indian 
cities. It's a ailtural khlchri, but Draxl 
has no intention of losing his own 
identity. “It would be a lie to say that I 
am anything but an Austrian." He 
laments the demise of the old-fash¬ 
ioned European culture and reminisces 
about the days when he accompanied 
his sister, who is a singer, on the piano. 
While TVaxl has imbibed a lot of the 
Indian traditions, he has introduced 
Shovana to European music and art.' 
“She's got a lot of pleasure from that,” 
he says enthusiastically. 

Janaki Krammar 

mSYDNEY 

Asuks nr Amus 

Australia recorded a sixtli con- 

sciutive Ashes win this week, 

and spccuiation grew over cap¬ 

tain Mark 'Tubby' Taylor's fut¬ 

ure. The skipfter's confirmed 

his availability for the West 

Indies tour in Manh Init woul¬ 

dn't say whether he'd play on 

next summer or retire and 

become a commentator on 

Channel Nine. Taylors relucta¬ 

nce to commit is said to be the 

resuit of the shadow of scanda) 

cast over his tavoured succes- 

st)r, Silane Warne. Taylor's pub¬ 

licly backed Warne, saying "he 

trfade a mistake and evers'one's 

entitled to a mistake." 

KSYDNEY 

.SmOM'ON rni Il.SRBOtIR 

Sydney's traditional New year 

fireworks display on the iiarb- 

our were clouded in a giant 

pall pi smoke. As the first 

round of 20,tK)0 fireworks was 

set off by lOl) pyrotechniiiair., 

low cloud, a drizzle and a burst 

ot black smoke disrupteil the 

revellers' view. A pity, since tlie 

display was hilled as a dress 

rehearsal for next year's extrav¬ 

aganza marking the new mill¬ 

ennium ami the Olympic year. 

it KARACHI 
BuMiNt. im. Bi’si.sri) 

There seems no escape for the 

over 160 houbara bustards 

who were saved by Pakistani 

customs trom being simigglixi 

to the Gulf Stales where their 

meat is valuerl for its presumed 

aphnxiisiac properties. These 

birds were handed over by the 

.Sindh Wildlife Department to 

tlie I ioubara Toundation to be 

"released" into tlie wilderness. 

Only tlie n»,o has chosen to do 

s(> at the periphery of the pal¬ 

ace and Irinting grounds oi 

liiill ruler, r\F's Shaikh Zayed 

liiii Suitan Al-Nahiyan, in tlie 

(.ticilistan desert. 
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REFUGEES 

The Devil’s Alternative 
They come here looking for a better life. But for many, it’s a leap from the frying pan into the fire. 

By RAMANANOA SENGUPTA I I was an arduous [)assa}>i‘ to India, in 
the epic mode. Their faliier and brot¬ 
her had )ust been executed i»y the 
Saddam tlus.sein regime in 19‘t1 when 
Anwar and Ha/.im I lussain fled to Iran. 

After two years in jail and another four 
traumatic ones underground, they sur¬ 
faced at Bandar Abbas |M)rt to tH)ard MV 

Ratnadeep, an Indian vessel said to be 
Europe-bound. Since lla/im, tfien 2b, had 
a jXTfunctory knowledge of big engines, he 
was made to work in the engine room. Six 
years his junior, thougfi sickly, Anwar 
sailed as a deck hand. After five days on the 
high seas, living on vitamin pills and 
water, they were told they had reached. 
Only, it wasn't a European 
|K)rt they were IcMsking at. It 
was Vasco, Cioa. 

And there was no warm 
reception either -the broth¬ 

ers spent their hrst one-and- 
a-half years on Indian soil in 

tamiliar fashion; in jail. 
Meanwhile, their con.stant 
petitions to the U\' High 
Giminissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) and noos working 
with refugees paid otf. The 
I'NHCR issued them a certific¬ 

ate and askerl them to regis¬ 
ter with the Foreigtiers' Reg¬ 
ional Registration Office 
(iHR(>) in Delhi. Oiue there, 
just a louple of papiTs away 

from security, the duo were 
ai rested all ovct again. 

They were then sent to 
what lixals call "the mad¬ 

house". Home ministry olfi- 
cials deny knowledge of its 
existence. On [lajier, it's a 

beggar's home. Yet the 
S|)ravvling campus ot the 
faim|>ur Seva Sad.m, near the 

northern Delhi-Haryana 
fKirder. heavily guardexi by 
paramihlary {x'rsoniiel. is 

whcK- refugtvs of uncertain 
.status, or those who ate to 

lx; deportal, end up. Here, 
Hazim's hand was broken fry 

.security guards lot protes¬ 
ting against the ill-treatment 
of his brother. On January 6, 

the camp had six male refu¬ 
gees, though just a wwk ear- 

I lier there were over 7.S. The fact that all but 
I one of them were Muslims spawned hints 
I tliat the home ministry had ordered a crack¬ 

down on immigrants from Islamic coun¬ 
tries, particularly Afghans who arrived after 
the Taliban tixrk over Afghanistan. 

"Some of them have twen shifted to 
Tiliar Jail, but I don't know where the Olli¬ 

ers were taken," says camp sufierinteiident 

I’.K. Mehr.t. He tcxik pains to explain that 
his brief was to hold all refugees sent to 

him by the i-URo till further orders. His job 
was to provide food and fiasic amenities. 

The six current inmates—thrix' Afgfians, 

a Sri l.ankan, a Burmese and an Iranian- 
had no complaints about the way they 
were treated at the camp, fiul ragcxl against 

the officers of the iriio, accusing them of i 

extortion, blackmail and intimidation. 
"They ttxik Rs 7,(XX) from me, evc'rything 
that I had," says an inmate. 

The Hussain hrnthers are just a dro]> in 
an ocean. According to unik r estimates, 
India is fiome to over 2..S million relugcx’s. 
And vet, it has no law that so much as 
defines a refugee, leave alone stipulate 

what to do witli them. All foreigners are 

Ireatcxf cinder the Foreigners .Act ot l‘)-tb, 
wtiich basically culls lor the detention and 
deportation of anyone entering tfie coun¬ 
try without valid pajxTS. 

The limited mandate given to the u.nik k- 
which deals mainly wiifi Atghans, tx-sides a 

tew Iranians, Somalis and .Sudanese' tur- 
ther complicates the issue. They are lecog- 

niscxl as refiigtes. [xiid Rs 1,2(X) a month. 

Photoyraphs by GAURI GILL 
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but cannot work in llic tounlry. Ttic lO.tXK) 
Til)etans and 64,0(K) Sri Uinkans in India are 
trcatfd under S|Krial le8islalion^ and ttie 

govenunent undertakes resjKinsibility lor 
their vvell-lx'in}’. Most ol them have luvn 
given work pe niils. 

But what the absence of law in India leads 
t«), at the ground level, is a carte blanche for 
ad-hoc, arliitrary decisions—not to men¬ 

tion enough sio|k- lor coriu|ition at the 
expense ol ha{)less nobodies. Hunger- 

stricken emigre, )Kililical refugee, exiles 

Irom war or potential saboteur,, the verdict 
hinges on whim, the lines of distinction 

can disap|K-ar actoiding to lonvenience. 
AIkIuI Taliiri left Ma/ar-e-.Sliarif in Afgha¬ 

nistan lor Dubai. But he was soon deported 

to Kabul, where the laliban jailixJ him. He 
escaped from a hospit.il and walked lor 
two days to Peshawar, Pakisian. Iiom 

there, he took a tram to l.ahoie. Hied, 
atraid and hungiy, he trudged toi a day 
towards (he Indian border, reaching the 

Inmates at the Lampur camp; protests 
outside UNHCR; waiting tor the handout 

high haibed wile ieiue at dusk. 

Atter a night ot rebults, iisi |awans took 

(iity on him and allowed liini in But he 
went sti.iight to .Aniritsai |ail, where he 
s|K‘nt the ne.xt six months. He was then 
Ireed. onlv to tie told that hi would he 

deported. .\ lawier who notiied him iic¬ 
ing III the loiridois ol the .Aniritsai ciniit 

loiitaited tlie i Mh i,. wlinh Hew clown 
some olliieis lo iiitiiiogate him Satistied 
atioiil Ins anleieiliIlls. iluV tnialK issued 

him a certitii.iti He was a 
tree man in India 

Hossain lliialiinii. an lian 

iaii. still dieams ol tluit. He 
sneaked into India on a 

loigccl \lgiiaii passjiorl But 
.illei l.iiidii'.g III Muniii.ii. hi. 
Illlew It ,iw.i\ isiiue le- iisil 
ised It loakl land line, in 

tiouiiiel iilld well! to Biill 
galoie. But lie loiddil'i i|U',te 

toilMiiie the ;snii- 

his bona lutes. He came to 
Dellii. and slagisl .1 dliain.i 
outside the , mi, i, otlin 

I'li.il didn't woik .Vi he 
siitihed up his lips u. eiitonc liie liungti 

strike Blit lli.it iluhri woik eillKi and he 
was taken to 1 ani|iui. I inalK, tie was l.jkeii 
lo the .lirport to he deporled “I know liie\ 

will kill me It I go to lian Vi wlien they 
gave me tlie papers lor niv travel. I tore 
them up at tile airport.’ I le is now back in , 
I ampur A new set ol papeis aio being pre- i 

paied But s.r,s it >.shi, 
■ 1II 1 lit invsill litsi 

Ha/ini and Anwai il,.s 
sain, attei stmts in I ,iiii|.'.' 
and I dial, wen- lin.iil, 

relcsised on liail. In Dei 

emlier. they gatlieied .1 lew 
Ollier lrai|is and sl.igi d a 

hunger strike oulsiik I'u 
! M:, i; ottice iliinaiKliiig 
thal 'lie\ he lesettk-cl in a 

third UHiiitn. But the pi.i- 
tc'sts were evivialK against 

the iirhitiaic tuiutioniiig 
ot the 1 sill 1: ottiie. vstiicli 
leaves in.iiiy retugees Inis 

trateii and harassed. Savs 
Kavi ,\an ol ihe.Soiilli .Asia 

Hiniian Rights Dik'iiiiu-ii- 

tation i enirc, " I he 1 m„ i; 

otten tre.its asslnm-scvkers 

with an indilleieiui or 
disdain that tutihei dehli- 
niaiiises lluin Ri tiigees 

feel thee aie Irealeil as 
pests liy i "mh h ottiu'is, 

I'here art- cases ol ; \!ni. 

arhitiarih suspending tlie 
siilisisteniv allowaiue ot 
leiognised retugees Ihe 
fs'li I has lost the lOlll! 
denie ol tlie lelugees m 

India" In tact, some deserilH' a senior 

I'MU I, offner as a 'hliHidsuiker'. Hie\ even 
have a larliion on tins ottmi wlmli was 
.sent to the I Ml. 1; lle.hli[U.irlers in l lilies a. 

Dismissing allegaiioiis ol liigh-haiKleil- 
liess .ind l.iiK ol IniiispaieiK}. ■ Mli l. ilnef 
ot mission .\iigiisliiie I’ M<iliu,'i points out 
th.it Ins orga!ns.iiioi! has siniigeni eligilnl- 
ils proiediiies "in Indi.i there is 110 law toi 
reliigeis Hii onus i.ii deieimilling retiigcv 
status ri'siv Mjii.iien onus Bui vse also li.i\e 

ininiili iiiecii.imsiiis loi 
those wlio teei llies have 

hem uiilaiilv tre.ileil lliec 
.lit .'Howell lo apiX'ill lo ns 
twooi Ihiee tunes We make 

Itpoint toespiam loecery 
reliigee whs Ills petition has 

01 has not lieeii jnepled 

Bill it sure e.ouid help it Ihe 
Indian goveinmeiii eiuuied 
.some law 01 g.ise li, some 

guidelines on eliglhihts 

But the giiveriinieni is in 
no linns to olslige It svatils 
Ihe SltliatKill to renialll ll.C'S 

law IS lU'iessais o'-.ls 
when it IS neicssaiy says the oiimal ssho 

prutessed igiioianie about the I jiii|’i.i 
lamp, "so tar. the foieigiurs' .Ail li.is 

p.'osetl adc'i|uate. Do vse nivd ,1 nesv law'" 

Mc-aiiwlule. Ihe Hussain hroiherv-and 
thousands ol others like llieiii -coiitiiiue 
to lise witli the constant die.id ot arrest 
and de|Kiriaiion hanging ovei ttiem ■ 

The refugees 
allege regular 
blackmail by 

the FRRO, and 
describe a 

senior UNHCR 
official as a 

“bloodsucker”. 
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By RANVIR NAYAR in Paris IT'S finally here. On the aftet- 
ntwn (it IXHcmt)er 31, finance 
ministers of 11 member coun¬ 
tries of the European Union 
(EU) signed an agreement free¬ 

zing the exchange rates of their 
res[x.ttive nrrtencies to the Euro 
and thus heralding the biggest sin¬ 
gle event ever on the gloltal money 
markets. And there was euphoria in 
the European stock markets. Antici- 
(Kiting huge Itenefits of a single cur¬ 
rency for the 11 prtici(Kiting eco¬ 
nomies, the European bourses shot 
up by an average of 5 per cent on 
January 4, the first trading day of 
the new year. Elsewhere trx), the 
creation of a truiy unified economy 
with the worid’s largest trading sur¬ 
plus was greeted with enthusiasm 
as most companies see huge oppor¬ 
tunities in the unified market. 

Indian companies have also been 
watching the developments in the 
Eurozone (as tlie 11 countries are 
now referred to) with great interest. 
In fact, the first deal in Euro was 
arranged by the Standard Chartered 
branch in Mumbai, the only money 
market in the world trading on 
January 1. Indian firms by and large 
are enthusiastic about the Euro, 
which has several obvious benefits. 
For one. a relatively strong Euro will 
impart a higher purchasing jxiwer 
to previoasly weak currencies, mak¬ 
ing Indian goods chca|x^r. 

The Eurozone countries account for nea¬ 
rly a tnird of India's total exports and so far 
Indian exporters had to deal in 11 different 
currencies, making hedging against fluctu¬ 
ations a complicated task. "With the intro¬ 
duction of the Euro, the risk of volatility in 
ANOOP KAMATH 

Tne £i’ro s conversion rates—rn the case 
at the It European currencies, the rates 
remain hied for three years 

1 Euro IS worth 

JO 339 Betgtufh Franc 

1 955S3 Deutsch Mark 

166.386 Spanish Peseta 

5 55957 French Franc 

13 7603 Austrian Schilling 

200 J82 Ftirtuguesf Escudo 

0 'STSSJ Irish PunI 

4C 3399 Linembou'g Franc 

1936 27 (tahan Lira 

2 20371 Cijici' GL'iiper 

5 9J5^3 Fsnnrsh Ma-k 

• ' ~ J i 1- ^ ^ ‘ 

■- A - . >• *' 0 3 " c. ^ C'P 

I the currency markets will be reduced tre¬ 
mendously on two counts," says a senior 
official of the .State Rank of India (sui) in 
Paris. "First, the Euro is expected to be a 
stable currency unlike some of the previ¬ 
ous II like the Italian l.ira or the Irish 
Pound. Second, the task of arranging cover 
for one currency is definitely easier and 
simpler tiian doing it for 11 currencies." 

It will also make the movement of gcnids 

Eurokal EU ministers at the launch 

of and it will facilitate the intra-Euro()ean 
movement of goods. That will prove a huge 

I plus point for the Indian exporters." 
! Vijay Phadke, a Paris-based corporate law- 
I yer advising European investors in India, 

feels the biggest advantage would lie access 
! to a unified market of 290 million affluent 
; customers. Nina Mitz, spokesperson of the 

Earcs msilc.es in^mn goods cheaper In 
some oncompatitive markets. 

within Euroland far easier. This will cut dist¬ 
ribution costs as goods can be .supiilied 
from one point of entry. A banker (xiints to 
an added benefit: ''F.arlier, if an exporter 
had contracted to supply some grxxls to, 
let's say France, and due to some reason the 
contract was broken after the gexxis had arr¬ 
ived. It was then nearly impossible io move 
it to a buyer in another European country, 
due to the currency risks involved. But with 
a single currency, th«tt problem is taken care 

French ministry of economics and finance, 
agrees. "What companies in Asia and India 
should look for in thi.s unprecedented 
development is a huge opportunity. They 
.should look at the £uro7.onc as a potential 
investment area with a tremendous poten¬ 
tial from well-to-do consumers." 

But that also means a whole lot of transi¬ 
tional training. Most Indian exporters have 
so far been used to making quotes in dol¬ 
lars or a handful of select other currencies. 
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Rp( tniS'" when i!'s a Citizen, you are acc;uinng a 

^imepii.'ce bom o( /5 years ol watchmaking expertise. 

Oi levolutionary technologies and unmatched quality 

A watch crafted by the world's No. t watchmaker, 

for people in over a hundred countries worldwide 

Now, can you really afford not to hove one? 

©CITIZEN 
How the world tells time 

Rs. 1500 onwords. Available in select cities. 
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Ni'vv. h)r <1 largi' thunk nf their exports, 

the) will have to tteiich to (.)iK)t<itions in 

the t.uro. And with the associated I'hanses 
like interest rates, value-added lax and dir¬ 

ect taxation levels, Indian tonip.inies will 
need to retrain their staff to iiiiderstaiid 

these i halites better to iH'iiel'it. 

Kuro streriRthens further \ rniinber of 

external commercial borrowiiif’s will now 

he expedited through the l iiro route." 
lint exporters need to he laiitioiis. In a 

I'lirilerless. single uirreiu)' in.irket, exports 
ol non-lraditional liKlian products will lace 

greater iom|H‘tilion as inanulaehirers both 

’vithin the ru and outside will si ramble lor 

conimitted to creating a strong alternatise 

t<i the dollai and sen as a globally actepted 

international curreiicv. And a highly lK)iiid 

and deep bond market is essential lor that. 
With the formation ol a l-.uiohond mar¬ 

ket, Indian ii’inpanies c.in ho|ie to raise 

money from this source .is well. "Ves, the 

hiirobond market will be highly litiiiid and IMI’tiRn-.KS too stand to gain. I-iiro-based 

im|)orls will Ih- costlier to liegin with. Bill 
with .1 iinitorm tiirri'iu v. imporl'Ts .an 

soinp.ire .(notes ttoin .itioss the continent. 
.\nd increased competition will |)ush (irices 

lower. But I’ti.idke .idvises (.iiition l.sen 
most liiropean companies still d<> not 

unde rstanci the 1 tiro and its iinplu ati. >ns In 
such a scenaiio, a nutnber ot liidi.ui busi¬ 
nessmen could ilso stand to lose bv not 

being able to uiicleisl.ind the process ot con- 
sersion lioin the individual currency to the 
l.liro. Ihey need to iinderstand is.sues like 

costs ol bank guar.iiitcrs .iiici the ditterential 
inteiest .ind tax rates that still pievail in the 
r.iiro/one I hey could lace iiu reased (iroces 

sing charges due to the l-iiro .ind even pi ices 

impCfd’ers to need to 
oi th-i? conversions. 

giCMler niarketshares It Indian prodweis are 
to g.iriu-i .1 largei sh.iie, they will haw to he 
1 oiiiix'titiye in terms ol c)ii.ility and (iiu e. 

riie 11' has also shown itsell to he jiro- 
tecliimist when its iniliistrs is hit. Ap.irt 

lioiii aiiti-cliimpmg duties, the 11' lias in 
the (la.si erected iion-taiiff harnc'rs as well. 
But l-.uro/oiif protagonists don’t see the 

need for alarm 'There is no conte|)t of 
(irotecting trade. We pist want to locus on 
enhancing consuiiicT demand within the 

• it will henelil countries to shill some ol 

ttieir foreign eiiiiency asw-ts to the l-.uro as 
i it’s a very good op[iortuiiit\,'’ says tic- 

' \’.iul,s. Mil officials .igree, lint fc-el interest 

' tales will be ciiicial. "It the luro|H‘an 
(’eiitr.il Bank is able to keep the rales down 

' lo the t (ler cent level that tliev are eoin- 

, milled to, then ot course it would be a 

i good o|)|)oriiiiiity for ihe Indian eoni|)a- 
nies to raise cbe.iji cn|)ital from the 
l-'iiKVone. Rut ves, there is clefmitelv an 

A dealer with Eurocheques; a participant 
at the pageant for the Euro launch 

tba* thc-i! sii[i(ili.Ts < barge i oiilcl move up .in 
.111 irtre.'-1 uroCK- lakes sha[H- ’ 

I hat s liu biggest llire.i't" 'loii-l’l’ firms 
B\ then- own iilmissifui iuioland C'>un- 

Iries will fust l-'iii-, on setting tiu-ii osvn 
house 'll ord',-;. ' 'i this nionic-iil. iiacic* is 

not oui piuiiiis .111 a I lie top pri.ints ot the 
I-uro.'oi!.-1 oiinines light imw w to pomi.ite 

growth ill the eionom'. ind l.n kle uneiii 

[ilovrnenl which h.is rc-.icii'-d ui'.ai lepl.ihle 
levels ill the last lew vi-jis Vc liade o not 

the locus for us right noss',’ s.ivs Mil,' 

K.N. l)ey, senior vie e-|ji-'sicleii at Me.- 

kill! l-'inancial and ('omi!U"'( lal Xerviees, 
doesn’t see an\ serious imiiait on iiade m 

the toreseeahle future "But 1 do heliece 
tlial coriroiates will h iw lo fi,ick the 1 iiro 

on an hourly basis," he sacs, "rnhedged 

liabilities are best redeemed iH-fore the 

1-uio/one ,uid tliroiigli tins growth tackle 
the [irohlem ol iiiiem|)loyiiient l-.uroland 
will he the engine ol growth in world 
ir,idc' rather th m a handicap or a hiiidle 
10 It. ' savs Mit,' \grc-i-s Il.-rse Oe 

ic e-pii'Milet'i ol Bancitie N’.itional de Pans: 
'Liii'"l.ind IS serv open lo the- glob.il mar¬ 

ket and iliere ,ir' ii'i spei il'u Ir.ulc' haineis 
\nd 1 iliofind will be ,|'||,K li' e lo Ihe lest 

ol the vcorli* dll.' to the slabilitc ol its 

m.Kto-ecoiumiic timil.im. nt.us ' 

Iheie IS .inotbei ■ids.ullage l(>i a laipital 
slarvc-cl coimtn like India So !,ii, corpoi.ites 
base Ivc-n raising cniit.il l.ugcsly Iroin the 

New York and l.o'iclon bond inaikets. I'.uro 
pean markets base nesc-r leaBv been eilliei 

I'lg ericHigli or h.ive l.ickcxl the licjuidity to 
II...fell them But with the uniiicalion ol the 

11 economies and Iheir ca|)ital niirkets, a 

new bond niarkel has been boin. 'Ihe 
l’.iiro|ic’aii t.enlral Bank, whieli will run Ihe 
iiionetarv [loliiy for l.iiroland, is alre.idy 

lidded o|ilion now loi Indian coifiorales,” 
says .in olfuial ol the haul. 

tin the fust day o| ii.icling in the Kiiio. 

’.he woild’s newest cuiieiuy o[)eiied at I.IS 
to the doll.ir, slightlv higher tliaii the J.IT 

that li.id neen |)iedicl'd In iiioiiev in.irkets 

the world oxer ihe l-tuo|H-.in (.entiai Ban>- 
s.ivs It will kee[) ;i dose l.ili on tin move¬ 

ment ol the ciiireiicv and will not hesilale 
lo iiilersene It it rises shai|)l\ "It is a verv 

Ihin line, li.iving the cenlr.il hank lillle 
loom lor m.moeiivri. II Ihe I uro gets too 

strong, liiropean ex|ioils gel uiu<im(ieti 
five. But neilhei is a weak I'liro gt'oei for 
investor confidence," sass de Viulx 

With India tiadi<ioiially eiijoying a lu'ga- 

live Ir.icle balance wilh Ihe I.U, a weak huro 
could boost c-xiiorts, but vcoiild also make 

iniiiorls from the continent more expen¬ 
sive, ('.learly, Ihe sLibiliiy ol Ihe l-.uro is tar 

more imporl.int tiiaii its relative slrcMigtti 
oi weakness. ■ 
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I Tour window merges into the sky. 

Aur floor into the ocean. 

The freshness of the bree2e blows your cares away 

^ While the music of the waves lulls you to sleep. 

I If this isnT nirvana, what is P 

Ytiui nun ftiiiv/it fviu/i /It tin Knvaliim A\lii>k Unit h Keuot 
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Anil peace fur the mind. And, ol loiirsc, whenever 
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SANDlPAN DEB 

OF SEN AND NONSEN... 

Dedr Dr Sen, 
Right in the beginning, let me assure you that I am as 

proud of your Noix‘1 honour as arjy other Indian, maybe 
even any other Bengali. Deeades ago, when it was unfash¬ 
ionable and wholly ixrlitically incorrect to do so, you 
steered your own lonely and courageous path away from 
an economics driven by c.dp and per capita income. Kven 
as the Chicago School reigned, both in the minds of poli¬ 
cy-makers and the Royal Swctlish Academy, you perse¬ 
vered as a singular voice of conscience (or, to l';e precise, 
with Mdhbub-ul-Huq, one of two voices). Today, even the 
World Bank and the imf talk your language. You should 
have won the Nobel 20 years ago, right after you pub¬ 
lished your Collective Choice and Social Welfare. 

It was not to be. The opinions of the economics power 
elite had to change, the East Asia meltdown had to hap¬ 
pen, George Soros had to turn against frcn: market capital¬ 
ism, Tony Blair had to come to [xiwer to find in you the 
perfect Master of TYinity for his rebranded Britannica, the 
Nobel Committee had to be embarrassed by the collapse of 
US hedge firm Long-Term Capital Management which used 
the models that won Rolrert Merton and Myron Scholes 
the Noliel Prize for Economics in 1997. You could not have 

got the Prize earlier. Sadly, by the 
time you did, you had spent LS years 
saying nothing new And when you 
got it, you willingly made yourself a 
leading light of a vapid morality- 
.statement-driven politically-correct 
establishment. Your triumphant tour 
of India only confirmed this. 

Sir, no one disagrees with what you 
have been relentlessly saying, that 
education anil healthcare are cruiial 
to development. No one would argue 
alxiiit that, from Atal Behari Vajpayee 
to Rabri Devi. Nosv can we go Iwyonil 
that a bit, take one step down from 
morality to reality? But there, sir, you 

are superbly vague. You say that democraiy and a free 
press are crucial to the removal ot inequality, but in the 
next breath you tell us to emulate t'hina in the way it has 
lai kled its soi jal problems. As tar as I know, ihe.se prob¬ 
lems were not solved in China though deinofratic means 
or w'iih the help of a free press When we ask you about 
agtkultural subsidies, whether they sfiould In- removed, 
you refuse to answer our questions. In lune 19U7, you 
famously said in Delhi: "l.el me make it clear. I'm saying 
nothing about agricultural subsidies." Ihis lime, people 
wanted to know what you thought should be done about 
the publii sector, a burning issue—and a morally diffiiult 
one—if ever there was one. You evaded the questions. 

Instead, you stepp'd back into the comforting anteriKim 
of moral generalities: India should cut defence expendi¬ 
ture. Ot course it should; just as humanity should become 
mature enough to abolish war. ('an India cut defence 
expenditure toriay? Ot course it cannot. But you wish to 
concern yourself only with those nebulous areas whii h are 
of no corrsequence to hea- and now. We don’t nec*d yon to 

say these things. Dr Sen. We have enough politicians who 
have lK*en telling us all these for five decades now. 

But when we a.sk you to help us formulate policy, you 
make it clear that that is not your job. When we read your 
btHiks to kxik for any solutions that you may have to the 
problems you are pinpointing, we find vague exhortations 
to Ntios, citizens' groups and panchayats to be the engines 
of bottom-up development. You 
yourself have in the last fortnight 
been a victim of the confidence 
tricks that can lie easily perjietra- 
ted within the fuzzy Ixnindaries of 
these solutions, tricks no less dan¬ 
gerous than what the Indian state's 
inefficiency and corruption have 
done to our innumerable poor. 

Yes, Dr Sen, you have been 
duped. The statistics that reach 
you across the seas about India 
often have little connection with 
the ground situation. I’ll give you 
the example of only one state, 
since that is your home state, and 
because here you have Ijeen du|Kxl by the same leftists who 
viciously opposc-d your appointment as a 2.t-ycar-old as 
Head of the Economics Department of Jadavpur University. 
The same people who stixxl up in the West toigal assem¬ 
bly and said that you got tl\e post liecause your father was 
then the chairman of the West Bengal Public Service 
('.ommission, and your uncle the Education .Sc-crelary. 

W'hen you praised the We.st liengal government for great 
strides in land reforms, vou did so witliout bothering to 
find out what every villager knows. Tliat the land reforms 
gave the till-now marginal fanners land holdings which 
wore too small for e<onomic agriculture; that over time, 
these holdings have lieen merged by resourceful men who 
have formed a whole new rich agricultural class in the state. 
Of course, the titles to the land holdings stili Ix'long to the 
small farmer, but he remains what he always was. marginal, 
and a ixiorly-jiaid employee of the big larmer. And tixlas s 
big farmers are all yeste'day’s jxior i I’i(m) cadre. 

You also piaiseii the way West Bengal has decentralised 
deinixracy, clown to the panchayat level. Dr Sen, it you 
bothered to cycle clown 20 kin from your Shantiniketan 
home, you would have found that this panch.iyat system 
has been marked by the dc'cenlralisation of rampant cor¬ 
ruption, along with brutal intimidation of dis'cnting voi- 
cci. You would flaw sc'en the palaies that pane hayat-level 
leaders have built, and noticed the roads and health facili¬ 
ties and |>rimary schools that aren't there, riu* |x;ople who 
own these jialaces were at one time poor ciutM) cadre. 

By getting carried away by accolades, by not bothering 
to chei k the ground reality, by cleverly evading every 
issue where the moral high ground was not easy to find, 
and by opting to have the best of both world.s—preaching 
without substantiating—you have done yourself and your 
country a disservice. Two decades ago, you broke new 
ground in your field. Today, it's high time you told us 
something we don't know already. ■ 

I Two decades 
i ago, you I’ broke fresh 

ground in 
^ your field. It's 
I now time you 
I told us 
I something we 
I don't know. 

JAYACHANDRAN 
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ACE BEGIHiS... NOW 
Tata launches Indica; Maruti slashes prices. Does that generate enough heat for the car mart? 

By ARINDAM MUKHERJEE TWO 1‘wnts last fortnight could 
lead to a radical restructuring of 
the Indian small car market. 
Hours before Telio announced 
the price of its miKh-awaited 

small car Indica on December .fO, Maruti 
Hdvog slasht'd pritis on it.s workhorse— 
and the cat that created the Indian small 
car markel--the Maruti 800. And ofiened 
up the full game again. 

katan Tata kept his pricing promise fiy 
tagging the .standard tnon-AC) petrol 
Indica at Its 2.59 lakh (in Dellii). Two 
hours before tliis announcement, in a clas- 
sK attack on the Indica from both Hanks, 
Martin Dclyog brought tiie price ol tfie 
basic Maruti 800 down from Ks 2.09 lakh 
to Rs 1.8.5 lakh, and introducc’d a sub-Rs .1 
lakh model of its Zen. Of course. Maruti 
bossc's claimed that tfiis was no panic reaC' 
fion to Indica, but a tresh marketing strat¬ 
egy to fight the extreme downtrend the 
automotive market lias bc-eii facing for 
some time. In Mumbai, Katan Tata jokcM 
that not only had Telco hilhlled its 
promise of a low-priced small car, but 
had also hul|)ed people who were not 
thinking of buying an Indica, by getting 

Maruti to lower prices. 
What seems cleat, though, is that 

Maruti's dream nin as a near-monopoly 
faces the strongest threat evei. 

The market is down. The auto sc'ctot's 
growth plummeted from 25 jier cent in the 
early 1990s to alniut 7 per cent in 1997-98. 

I In the first six months of 1998-99, growth 

I was zero, and in the last quarter (October 

I to Decemberi, demand has dipired a whop- 
I ping 18-20 per cent. Meanwhile, 
I Maniti IJdyog has raised 
I capacity drarnaticallv in the 
! Ia.st few yc'ars to .150,0(K) 
I cars in its two plants. 

t:apacity will further 
increase by 100.000 cars 
wlic'n its third 

Daewoo and 
Hyundai are 
unperturbed by the 
price tussle. Actual segmentation will 
begin now and quality, not price, 

they believe, is what’ll see 
the Matiz and Hie 

Santro through. 

plant gcH‘S on- 
.stream this l-'eb- 

ruary. lliec.rm- 
pany was 

forccHl to cut prcKluclion by 20 per cent in 
November and December. 

Acid new ccim|H*litic)n to the market 
slump. I lyuiidai, the first to take on Maruti 
in the small cai market, priced its standard 
999 cc .Santro at Ks 2.99 lakh, equidistant 
Irom the 80(i Delu.v and the upper-end 
Zen \'.'c. Itac'woo decided to stay away 
trom the slrip|H'cl-down standard economy 
miHlei, pricing its Matiz at around Rs .1.5 
lakh, on par with the Zen VX. Now comes 

the Indica. 
Says Maruti Uclyog managing 

director R.S.S.T.N. iliiaska- 
ruclu: "Maruti has not cut 

prices in isolation. Whc-ii 
tile market is depressed, 

you have to 
I move witli it 
I and adopt a 
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AUTOMOBILES . 

strategy that will work in that situation. 
There was a need to stinnilate the market 
and as the market leader, we had to do it, 
although the benefits will in* enjoyed iiy 
all players." lie feels that Maruti's new 
priees will t)e instrumental in reviving 
demand and ex[)etts the market to start 
looking up by mid-1999. 

But it wiil be a new-kwk market. As of 
last fortnight, the small ear 
market stands reelassitied 
into four distinct seg¬ 
ments; 
• The Rs 1.86 lakh to 2.5 
lakli segment: tlie Maruti 
80t), the new Maruti 80t) 
T.K (which has radial tyres 
and a rear coil su.spension 
as against the standard's 
leaf springs) and the four- 
gear Indica; 
• The Rs .f lakh segment 
with Zen L.K, Santro stan¬ 
dard, Indica four gear 
deluxe and Fiat Uno; 
• The Rs 3.5 lakh seg¬ 
ment with Matiz, Zen VX 
and Santro Deluxe; 
• 1'he Rs 4 lakii plus seg¬ 
ment with Indica five- 
gear deluxe and Zen and 
Uno in their diesel 
incarnations. Says Daewoo .Mot¬ 

ors managing director Shiv 
liopal Awasthi: "Actual seg¬ 

mentation will take place now. 
And with the benchmark based 
on value, the customer will start 
demanding more and nu»re for 
the .same price." 

He, however, does not agree 
that future strategies will have to 
Ire liingtHl <>0 price. In his view, a 
price-leil market will be a serious 
iiandicnp to product develop¬ 
ment. Vivs he. "I cannot foresee a 
situation where an ob.solete 
product will survive only f 
beiause of a prise advantage. 
You cannot lie a winner b\ 
exploiting the priie-seiisilive 
a]rproaih i)f customers. Price 
is a factor, hut not the dend- 
ing one and customers now i_ 
pav mote attention to tech¬ 
nology. features anil service uither tlian 
the price.” For "obsolete product", read the 
14-year-old Maruti 8(KI. 

Awasthi’s theory stems Irom the fad that 
despito a higher price, over 40 per ce,it of 
the fust 3,0(X) Matiz cars have iHen bought 
by first-time car buyers. 

Santro too claims to be doing weli. 
Against a target of 20,0(X.) cars in the cur¬ 
rent financial year, the company has 

received orders tor 16,(X)0. With its second 
round of order acceptance having ofX'iied 
on January 4, 1999, the company may sail 
through the target. In 1999-20(X), Hyundai 
ho|x-s to increase Santro sales threefold to 
60,0(K) cars. Matiz quotes a simikir figure 
for 1999-2(XH), Indica's Ixxikings will open 
on January 17. 

How big is the threat to Maruti? 
Nothing at all, says analy.st Veeresh Malik; 

when you don't even have the conditions 
to use these features?" 

Bhaskarudii too echoes his sentiment: 
"We are not afraid of or threatened by 
anyone even if we announced our price 
cuts simultaneously with the Indica 
launch. We are merely repositioning our 
pricing structure in accordance with the 
new capacity creation in the market. We 
are the market leaders and will continue 
to be so." He feels that demand for small 

ZEN: Proven 
efficiency standards 
and full national 
distribution are 
Maruti’s advantage. 

"Notlimg will diastically 
change in the next two to 
three years as no other 
car is geared up for full 
national disiribution in 
ihis period," he says. He 

-: feels that the si'iiiation 
lias I hanged from fren¬ 

zied buying lo iieeil-based purchase when- 
cuslomers will rely on tlie proven efli- 
ciericy jiaramelers ol Maruti rather than 
going in for iicw, unproven technology 
on Indian roads. Malik feels that Maruti's 
piouucts are by far the best for Indian use 
as the condition of Indian fuels and roads 
were tar below international standards. 
"What is the use of Alts braking systems, 
air bags oi even satellite tracking in India 

MARUTI 800. The price 
slash isn’t a reaction to 
Indica, say mul officials. 
A cheaper car will only 
stimulate the market. 

cars will go up 20 lo 25 per lenl 
in the next few months ,is a 
result of the price cuts. In antic¬ 
ipation, the com()i:iiy has 
resumed production at lull 

capacity Irom laiiuary. Willi tlie gewern- 
nieiit-Mariiti tu.ssle having been resolviHl, 
Ihe company is also gearing up lo l.juncb 
ni'w models, which amongst otheri, mav 
include a new' incarnation of the Maruti 
800 later this year. 

So, with the price lactor deep-rociti'd in 
the Indian |)syche, Maruti's goodwill and 
available etiiciency parantelers, will the 
new competitive threats remain just 
that—lhrcats--to tlie company that has 
82 per cent share of the Indian car mar¬ 
ket? Dr will India's other auto giant, 
Telco, be the one lo tinally give Maruti 
Ddyog a run lor its money.' Beds are being 
taken on both sides. And all eyes are now 
on how the Indica performs on actual 
Indian roads. ■ 
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Pure Intel technology. Exceptional value. 

- ..Xdk Whether yon re buying a computer for the tii.-il time rtr want an aiklitional c<rmputer. the new 
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POLICY 

REFORMS FOR REAL: IT’S 
With the PMO and North Block planning to work in tandem, things could look up for the economy 

By PAROMITA SHASTRI ON January 5, the Centre promulgated ordinances to allow 
share buyback, re|x-dl the Urban land Ceiling and Heguia- 
tion Act (i'i('R.\), and amend the Patents Act to meet wn.) 
commitments. I'lie ne-xt day. the group on telecom 
promised a comprehensive, forward-looking telecom pol¬ 

icy by end-Febniar>'. A few days ago, the C^abinet derided to give 
automatic nod for 100 per cent foreign investment in ixrrts and 
roads, unveil the Insurance Bill allowing foreign stake, and disinves¬ 
tment in ma|or public sector units designed to net Rs 7,000 trore. 

Rarely have so many far-reaching clecisions lavn taken in so 
short a time. Rarely, except during the first brush with refonns in 
IWl, have been so many of these been spearheaded by a prime 
minister's (KTSonai initiative. 

Blame it on the recent electoral reverse suffered by 
the Bje. Or the nc'ed to generate urgent cash to save 
the first ii)i’ government's first budget from kxiking 
like an esoteric algebraic tonnula where nothing 
adds up. finally the party seems to have read, and 
memori.sed. people's lips: It's reforms, folks! 

It's a fc'eling that has the high-profile Prime Minis¬ 
ter's Office O’MO) all charge-d up. Principal secretary to 
the prime minister Brajesh Mishra recently told repew- 
ters: "We need to remove the |ierception that the 
government is not perlorining." The bu//word in the 
l■^U) from now on, he hinted, would Ix' "the economy". 
Agrees N.K. Singh, former revenue sc-cretary and now a 
sc-cretary m the imo: "Reforms have baoine a principal 
precx'difulion. Ratlier, it h.ts become an obsession." 

file reasons for this newfound obsession are 
obvious. A change in the mi' adminislration's 
image from a disoriented, faction-ridden 
coalition to an integrated, agreeable, for¬ 
ward-looking (larf) was long overdue. As 
was the need to reinforce the erixling tx-lief 
that the prime minister evas in control as the 
supreme cesmmander, ewn while remaining 
open to all dissenting views. To wliich end 
Vajpayee formed his own two advisory councils as far 
back as ,\ugust—one on industry and trade which 
spilt tfiemselves into six scc tor-specific subgroups, 
and one on the wider issues lacing the econoinv. 

A dec ision which manv fell was aimed at gatfieririg a wide- 
ranging consensus on the tiow-to of reforms rather tlian Ihe 
what and which. Says Ashok Desai, lormcr chief eccsnomic ac./isor 
who's on the economic advisory 
council (i w ): "The prime mini.s- 
ter should be concerned with ail 
policy matters and economics is 
only a part of policy-inaking. 
Otherwise, where is the need to 
have a prime minister unless h« 
provides leadership? Tliis govern¬ 
ment got into so much trcsuble 
early on that presumaiily, it felt a 
need to take more advice from as 
many ex|X’rts as [Xjssible." 

But was there a need for another council of advisors, which is said 
to be the brainchild of Singh, when the finance ministry is already 
chcxkfull of them? Says Mohan tiuruswamy, advisor to finance 
minister Va.shwant Sinha: "Basically, we wanted a breatfi of fresh air. 
There are all .sorts in the councils. Some are durbaris of the Con¬ 
gress, some are hostile to the Bjr, but we wanted all [xissible views." 

A more important reason for the I'Mci to be galvanised into action 

IWAN HUSSAIN 

“Reforms have become 
a prime preoccupation 
with the government. 
Rather, it has become an 
obsession.” 
N.K. SINfiH 

is tfie state of the economy, over 
which even the prime minister, 
Ix'sidcs Sinha himself, is believed 
to be lo.sing sleep. At the first 
me'eting of the trade and indus¬ 
try council on September 18, 
Vajjiayee had indulged in routine 
pep talk with businessmen about 
the inherent .strength and resi¬ 
lience of the Indian economy in 
the face of the Asian crisis and 
believed it would be growing at 
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El BLITZ 
dose to seven per cent from next 
year. However, at his first meet¬ 
ing with the r.A( on October 15, 
he had pared dt>wn his (.ni’ pro- 
jations to 6..3 per cent. Foll¬ 
owing the Reserve Bank's report 

"There are alt sorts In 
the counells...Congress 
durbaris, up^batters. But 
we wanted all views, a 
breath of fresh air.” 
MOHAN QURUSWMHY 

tin currency atid finance, which proved a fitting finale to a gloomy 
1998, the 01)1’ projection has come down to a more down-to-earth 
5.5 per cent, confirm high-level sources in the pmo. 

Pespite the RBi's toned-down look at the fiscal deficit—it just says 

vention for six-edy resolminn n! 
the pniblems The finanie 
istry is not a rival power centre " 
And here is the tlrird and ilit' 
most im]iOTtant reason lor thi 
I’Mo's nesv jireoicupation with 
refonns: coordination and sup¬ 
port. Says Singh: "The I’sio is latil- 
itating the synergy which can 
come from coordinated artion ot 

... 111.■ill various ministries. The prinie 
minister would like to take an 

active interest in all economic iKilicy decisions. And so far, we have 
been able to carry out his agenda—depoliticising the reforms." 

To he fair, past prime ministers have taken great interest in the 
economy. As FjU: momlH*r economist Arjun Sengupta points out, 
the reforms first started with Indira Gandhi sfH’lling out the con¬ 
tours of the delicensing policy in 1980-81. Rajiv Gandhi's olcses- 
sion with telecom was the forerunner to sin liooths in village*. 

And few would have known Manmohan Singh <is a 
reformer were it not for Narasimha Rao's supjmrt. 

Secondly, t<n)-lcvcl souaes admit, despite several 
years of reforms, the most resistance—esix-cially 
what goes by the name of socialist concerns-is 
deep inside the bureaucracy. As Lord Meghnad 
Desai famously told a gathering last week; " The 
poverty-CTeating machinery in India is still bigger 
than the poverty-destroying machiner)-." Says 
Guruswamy: "The commanding heights of the 
economy are basically.the commanding heights of 
the deputy secretaries." .As a rc-sult, ministries are 
often in overt conflict about the priorities of 

reform.s, to solve whiih the rsio's intervention is 
the easiest way out for the finance ministry. 

Si 

V, 

I 

the target of 5.6 per cent can't be met—slow-flowing revenues have 
prompted the Centre to siieed up insurance and infra.struclure ref¬ 
orms. That's where the money can start flowing in, believes the pmo. 
As also with disinvestment, where in its haste to achieve a slippery 
target the government commissioned the share buyback route. In 
fart, these are the areas where the finance ministry had sjxx ifically 
sought the prime ministers intervention to hurry things along, 
contrary to the general impression that the mo was fast usurping 
what has traditionally been seen as North Block territory. 

Says Guruswamy: "Oi«r prime ministerial system works like the 
presidential system. In telecom, disinvestment, buyback, even the 
highway projert, we had the initiative, we wanted the pmos inter¬ 

AYS former finame minister I’. Chidam¬ 
baram; "Since 1995. there's Ix-en a lack 
of governance." lake the latest spate of 

reforms. Most of these are long-|x;ndiiig 
decisions. The Patents Bill was jirepaied in 1995 but 
lapsed. The 1996 Patents Bill was never introduced. 
Amendments to the cim\ was piojMised by the first 
UF government m 199fi. Buyback was proposi’d by 
the second b'F government in 1997 as part of the 
Companie; Bill ameiulnunl. The IR\ Bill was intro¬ 
duced in the I ok Vibha in 199/ and, to ipiote Cliid- 
amharam. "Twelve clauses were ))assei.l, then the Bill 
was stalled at the third reading of the Mth clans.." 
Clearly, some furious gosemaiice by \'ajpayce was 
needed to ftiialls- get these reforms through. 

As of now, the pmo's agenda is hectic Tire councils' 
reports are in. a meeting on the i v recommenda- 
rions IS sdictiuleil next week. Soon to come: an air¬ 
ports (lolicy and an aviation policy, a tourism fiolicy, 
a transport policy, and decisive action on the finan¬ 

cial health ol hanks and step* to encourage cajiital market reforms. 
All this, even as the finance ministry coneentrates on the budgrt. 

But experts wonder whether the pmo is biting off more than it can 
chew. The hurried disinvestment has already earned a lot of flak. 
Says c;hidambaram; "If family silver lie disixcsed of, let it lx- in the 
liunds of tire |x;ople, and not the pawnbroker.'' ITie several policies 
on anvil harken uncomfortably to the days when the .state decided 
what the private sc’ctor could do and how. 'Whereas reforms arc 
basically the withdrawal of the state from prrxluction areas. As Lord 
Desai said: "Fxonomy is not a controllable machine or a predictable 
vehicle. It's a living organism, it's all its jieople.'' The p;ai> must 
guard itself from the grand lilusion of controlling enterprise. ■ 
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LIQUOR INDUSTRY 

HIGH ON THE 
SOCIAL SPIRIT 
Liquor advertisements become messages of moderation 

2dnohslaiBr 

■ 9 ^ • ' I - . 

i 

ByNEERJAPAWHAJETLEY 

• “Tonight, when it's imc for the rivnl, moke 'Hire it's cof¬ 

fee." 

• “Kat. drink tuid be merry... hut... If yon drink, please 
drink responsible." 
• "We don't want bread money. Lliiuor is one of the lux¬ 
uries of life, to be NniylU and enjoyed only after the 
neces.silies are provided. Whm’ver needs bread for himself 
or his family, should not buy whisky." 
• "When you drink tmi nuich you can't handle a car. You 
can't even handle a pen." WISF words. And surprise, surprise, they 

come nol Iroin any pulrlic healtli depart¬ 
ment, but from the Tempters theni- 
sebes. Liquor companies, in a burst ot 
seit-rishteousness, are now advocating 

restrictive drinking. “1 used to feel that drinking is 
the mark ot a man. Now 1 feel more like a man every 
time I turn down a drink,” proclaims a reliali'litated 
alcoholic in an ad published by Seagram, the 
American multinational liquor giant. Back home, 
Vijay Mallya of United Breweries makes a personal 
appearance telling drinkers: "I love ti) party as much 
as you do. But 1 believe you should know your limits 
and has'c the courage to .say no." 

Whatever happenc'd to skull-and-crossbones style 
•Statutory warnings? Why’re liquor companies no 
more relyi.ng solely on the proxy of soda, snacks, min¬ 
eral water oi designer glasses to 
promote their prrxlucls? Why are |n|| S ^ - 
tliey opposing their selt-interest? l(|U( 

Because it's serious business ^ ^ 
now. licpior companies see no drinkii 
contradiction lietween advocat¬ 

12.5 per cent of females J p. o? 
had committed suicide 
because of maladjust¬ 
ment with alcoholic 
husbands; I • ___ 
• TcKlay more than 25 
per cent of the admission to the fristitute of 
Mental Health in Madras are people with 
alcohol problems. A decade ago this figure 
stocxl at 0.1-3 |X!r cent; 
• A study comparing the family budget of 
drinkers with those of non-drinkers 
revealed that non-drinkers spc'tid H per 
cent more on fwid, 30 [ht cent more on 
clothing, 168 per cent more on health care j 
and, significantly, .300 per cent more on I 

c hildren’s education. I 
Besides, guesstimates reveal that some | 

60 per cent of liquor sales in the country | 
are of illicit liquor. In high-consumption 
states like I’unjab, this figure goes up to a 
dangerous 86 per cent. Result: about 3(]() 
people die every year of alcohol abuse; 
many more deaths go unrecordcxl. "The ■ 
irony is that the organised sector has to j;, 
pay for the sins of the unorganised sec- limpi 
tor. But we acknowledge the need to 
make consumers aware of the neexi of responsible 
alcohol use," says Vijay Rekhi, president, UB group. 

I'raditiorial attitude's towards alcohol have been 

'llllli 

Qiquor barons feel promoting moderate 
drinking isn’t against their self-interest. 

ing restrictive drinking and sell¬ 
ing their proilucts. "We've been promoticig responsi 
ble drinking since as lar bac k as 19.H. It’s not against 
oui self-interest to counsel moderation, tin the con¬ 
trary. it would be a tollv to do otherwise-," says Ashok 
Swamp, v'ice presicivnt, Seagram. 

Soii|ib Mukarjee, wtio has worked clcxsely as an 
entry strategist for liquor companies in India, is in 
complete agreement. "Whet; you deal in a prcxiuct 
like alcohol with wide-ranging implications for 
health, family life, family 'luciget, work life and vio¬ 
lence. you ju.st have to factor in social responsibility 
costs. Or else, you end up paying millions of dollars 
in legal settlement as hapficned in the case ot the 
tobacco industry in the West." 

Consider this: 
• A study of 87 suic ide cases in Madras found that 

amliis’alent ranging from pro¬ 
hibitive and negative to actually 
idealising ■ntoxication as a rul¬ 
ing class privilege. Alcohol con- 
suiiqition then-fore lias nc-ver 
bcfoine intc-gratc-cl into normal, 
everyday lile. A recent nine- 
country survey conducted by the 
World Health Organisation 
revealed that Indian respon¬ 
dents had "trouble conceptualis¬ 
ing normal drinking". 

Alcohol policies in the country 
have so far swung from total 
prohibition to unrestricted sale 
with no controls. Mass move- 



meiits like the anti-arrack agitation by jkkh neo-lit- flashes in sponsorships. 
erate women in Andhra Pradesh and Haryana led to The uabc has also set up a tour-memU-r pam l tu 

total prohibition, and revocation soon after. The ensure that all advertisements adhere to the athA.- 
excuse; loss of revenue, cost of policing, corruption axle. "The idea is not to give anyone a chance lu pi. t 
in enforcement and illicit distilling. holes," say's l*ramnd Krishna, 11 mv sc\ ret.uv-genei.il. 

More and more liquor companies are realising that In another first-of-its-kind initiative, eight leaiiin,, 
if they want a stake in a mammoth industry that con- alcohol makers in the country have joined fiands in 
tributes a staggering Rs 18,(XX) cTore to the exchequer fund a Society for Alcohol and Sixial I’olicy Initiativi 
and is growing at a steady rate of l.S per cent, they (s\si>i) wliich has a three-point agenda: research, edu- 
need to build a stake in public concerns like teenage cation and awareness-building on alcohol issues, 
drinking, alcoholism, drunken driving, domestic vio- Says s.ssi’i secretary general Moyna Singh: T or fat too 

Qeenage drinking, aicohoiism, drunken 
driving are a few issues being addressed. 

wm/i, 

ir... 

, NewTfear^ 
&e. 

carried wagr* 

lence and financial disruption. The 
confrontationist relationship these com¬ 
panies have shared with tlx' media, com¬ 
munity health bcxlies, social welfare 

r groujis and the government has to be 
i eascxl if growth has to take place. 

K ■■ ENCE a Hurry of scTtdisciplining 
■ ■■and scTt-policiug initiatives from 
■ 11 the industry. 1 he t'ontederation 

n K of India Alcoholic Beverages ( ompa- 
((i\iM), has in fact ratified a 

K practice vsliich stipulates that 
B no marketing communication fen 

alcoholic Ix'verages will liri'ak the fol- 
&«»>•■ lowing rules: 

... • Encourage excessive intake of alio 
hoi or show abstinence/moderalion in poor light: 
• Use minors as mcxlels or consi.mcrs; 
• Use high alcohol content as an enticing factor; 
• Show corielation of alcohol with sexual success; 
• Link drinking with driving or hazardous activity; 
• Project alcohol as a stimulant esr a sedative or hen- 
eficial for mental or physical jirowess; 
• Suggest correlation to religious activity; 
• Feature bottle's or people drinking alcohol while 
promoting items with brand names; 
• Be aired IxTore 9 pm with the exception of brand 

long we've been taking a reactive approach to alio 
hoi abuse in the form of crisis intervention after the 
damage has been done. What wc need is a more 
proactive approach in tackling alcohol use so that a 
crisis situation is prevented." 

So tar the only source of information on alcohol 
abuse have lieen mental morbidity surveys or sporadic 
studies on specific groups and areas. s.asi‘i would work 
on multicentred collalxirativc research on widely rep¬ 
resentative .samples in a more holistic approach and 
collect more robust data to enhance. It has alre.idy 
commissioned a pilot study to ascertain attitudes on 
alcohol use. "We have tended to follow an abnormal 
mcxlel of alcohol consumption Ixcause no child in an 
average Indian family is taught how to drink ni’r- 
mally, " say's Singh, sxsri would work towards jironiot- 
ing a healthy awareness in attitudes towards alcoliol 
and problems stemming from mi.su.se. 

sASi'i would endeavour to develop policies, practices 
and inters'entions so that the country has a compre¬ 
hensive national policy .sensitive to the cultural n'jii- 
ties. the history of drinking practices and at the same 
time protects the various legitimate interests. "You 
need a middle path strategy involving popular sup¬ 
port and professional lOoiH'r.ition,” says Krishna. 

Ihe detractors, as is tiieir wo.it would disagree. 
' Faced with a stagnating inarkc! abroad with growtii 
linqhng at 2-,f pei cent, the pio-liiiuor li'liby is puiiqi- 
ing lug mones into India wliere the liquor market is 
growing at a fast clij) ol 12 to l.S [x-r cent Hence ti c 
social initiatives," says one sceptical social activist. 

l.iquor companies may also.be fearing a llireal to 
their aiTivitu's trom the cultural /e;dots and puritan¬ 
ical c'lenients that are resurfacing under the new nil' 
regime, feel a few others. After all. alcohol abstinenc e 
is ,1 deep-looted value in tlie Indian culture; ilrinking 
something associated with a "Western way ol life", 
liiere's no dearth of political busylHidies lor whom 
li.’inning of liquor is a convenient vole-gralibing 
catchel Former inlormalion minister Sushma 
Swaiaj's recent move to a total ban is a case in iioint. 

y'Yhatever the motives Inthincl the liquoi barons 
social turn, these initiatives, it they create a height¬ 
ened awareness on moderate drinking, enable the 
industry to grinv in consonance with government 
policy and protect public interest, there's no reason 
for complaint. Haven l the Portman Croup in file UK. 
the Centiiry Council in the US, crealt'd an effective 
system I'f checks and balances? Wliy can't we? ■ 
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PROFITS VISIBLE Guess 

who’s making hay when the 

sun has not been shining, 

partKularly in the northern 

part ot India? Ihc luxury 

hotels, whiih servo as homes 

away Irom homes to airline 

I rows in rev ess. ,\s one Might 

after another was grounded at 

Pelhi airport beeause of zero 

visibility in the past tew 

weeks, the air trallie con- 

JAVACHANORAN 

trollers and baggage handlers 

were not the only ones left 

without work. The flight 

crews sutfered a similar fate, 

being left twiddling their 

thumbs and having lo stay 

pul al their hotels. The 

e,\lended stay of the airline 

Clews could not have come at 

a better tiiiu- tor the hoteliers, 

plagued as they are with low 

occupancy with stagnating 

overseas tourist traffic, liven 

the hashes lined up to ring in 

the new year al most of the 

liotels were non-starters. 

■'VVisii we were in Pelhi" 

iiiust have been the New Year 

vsisli ol the owners of most 

hotels wlio were not blessed 

willi the atter-eftects ol the 

northern India fog. 

DILLI DOOR AST Is there an 

end to these gloomy times? 

\mong India's many impon¬ 

derables, surely that’s the 

toughest question to answer. 

.Ask finance minister 

acute angle by jAYAt:nANi>r!AN 

mrU 
N 

fiS(ql Pefici^ 

/4 

.. .. ■' 

ref! iRMS 

x'li' 
) " 

ri 
Yashwant Sinha, the one with 

the highest gag score on this 

account. Trust therefore the 

white men to steer miles 

away from a field where 

angels are daring to tread. At 

a recent press conference held 

by a renowned consultancy 

firm, its global chief was wax¬ 

ing eloquent about the 

tremendous potential of busi¬ 

ness in ln<lia. But a fesv lis¬ 

teners remained uncon¬ 

vinced. Where, oh where, 

were the ever-elusive signs of 

buoyancy? Pressed for details, 

the chief reluctantly mum¬ 

bled: "Well, three to seven 

years from now, assuming the 

reforms progress." So much 

for high hopes! Any com¬ 

ments, Mr Finance Minister? 

TIGER'S MEEOW A Korean 

"tiger" is poised tor a strike. 

Chaebol offspring Samsung 

India Rlectronics is launching 

an ambitious drive, code- 

named Operation Tiger. But it 

has nothing to do with the 

company suddenly discover¬ 

ing the advantages of an envi¬ 

ronment-friendly image. 

Company executives say that 

it has been rather downbeat 

in their marketing approach, 

whiih tailed to deliver results. 

.So in Its newtound vigour, 

.Samsung is ready to strike 

with a mote aggressive 

approach. While co-player 

Daewoo is at the top ot the 

(iiapll.i.:, in ANOUP KAMATII 

list of developing country 

SIM s preparc’d by the 1008 

Unctad Insestmeni Ro|>oil, 

Samsung is placed I.Sih. .Still, 

tne South Korean majors have 

had a hard time hattling their 

lapanese competitors in 

India’s coiisumer durables 

market, and liave a long 

way to go. 

^tfrortStetw 
to (MjWet ctwnpaffliss 
{flguret in fh croreji 
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CBSCKET 

“I was confident I’d return” 
Classy, sparkling strokeplay, impeccable in defem e, awesome ptrwers of 
concentration—the masters of the game, Sunil Gavaskar, Richard 
Hadlee, Ian Chappell et al, couldn't stop gushing. But, how else could 
you describe Rahul DravUl's career-best 190 at Hamilton, a knock 
that not only saved a Test, but helped him emerge from a niggling sha¬ 
dow of doubt. A doubt that crept into—and threatened to ovens'helm— 
the 26-year-otd's batting ewer since he was eased out of India's one-day 
plans. No longer. Dravid has silenced his critics with a 490-minute gem 
in the first innings, and followed it up with an unbeaten 103 in the .sec¬ 
ond to become only the third Indian batsman after Vijo)' Hazare and 
Sunil Gavaskar to hit two centuries in a Test. Aniruddha Bahai 
caught up with the stylish Dravid at Taupo, New Zealand, last Friday 
on the eve of the first one-dayer, where he talked about his cricket, 
Sachin Tendulkar, his high average (54.67). Excerpts. 

How Hitlsfying was your 190 at Hamilton followed by a 
second century? 
It was a good knock, not as satisfying as my first century in South 
Africa but close enough. The first one is always mucli more emo¬ 
tional. In pure batting terms, people tell me I jrlayed much better 
here than in South Africa. But these are things that you can never 
judge yourself in a way. The second innings century was the easi¬ 
est I have ever scored. But you have to take whates cr runs you can 
get. When things are going in your favour it’s better to capitalise. 
Recently you have been in and out of the one-day squad. 
How does it affect you mentally? And you did bat in 
Hamilton as if yon had a point to prove. 
I have never gone out to prove a point. 1 haw just tried to do my 
best. 1 accepted not being in the one-day side as a challenge. Not 
being in the side was obviously not a very comfortable situation 
to be in. But it didn’t shatter me or anything. I had the confi¬ 
dence, however, that 1 would return. 
But surely it must be tough mentally. Anybody's confi¬ 
dence would take a few knocks. 
I have done well in one-day cricket earlier. 1 have some ver\’ good 
knocks to my credit. It’s just that when I came back I didn’t get 
any good games and since the focus was on me I prjssibly came 
out the wfffse. That’s all that there is to it. These games can hap¬ 
pen to anybody. 
Your average In tours abroad is one of the highest by any 
Indian batsman. Even higher than Sachin’s and Sunny's. 
How do yon account for that? 
Maytre it’s because 1 en|oy louring. 1 relish the special challciige of 
coining good in alien conditions. It’s also just the beginning. It’s 
just these three years that have been good. I hoiM-1 lan keep this 
record going. 
How do you prepare yourself for a game? What's your 
gameplan? 
I start doing it from a couple of net session i before the game. 
Basically, you come to know which bowlers are going to bowl and 
what I do is try to practise what I am going to come across. If it’s 
a wicket that will aid seam I will play tight, fhe wicket might be 

“PEOPLE TELL YOU HOW TO HANDLE SUCCESS, 

NEVER FAILURE. TVE LEARNT NEVER TO TARGET 

NUMBERS BUT TO ENHANCE MY CONCENTRATION” 

PhotoQraphs by fifP 
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A BOUTIQUE HOItl HAS NOTHING IF 11 HASN'T GOOD TASTE BUT THE HAND PICKED ARTEFACTS AND CAREFUllY 

CHOSEN FURNITURE All PALE INTO INSIGNIFICANCE WHEN COMPARED WITH YOUR EUTLER A GENTI.EMAN OF MANY TALENTS, 

INCLUDING THE ABILITY TO READ YOUR MIND. SOONER OR LATER YOU WILL BEGIN TO HARBOUR THOUGHTS OF SMUGGLING 

HIM OUT IN A LARGE SUITCASE. WELL. WE CAN ONLY HOPE WISER COUNSEL PREVAILS AND YOU SETTLE FOR AN ASHTRAY 

t(i« filcA iclcnvc.- ai The Park 

V 
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CH^CKET 

one whore I might have to cut and pull more. You have to keep 
into account the kind of bowling you will face and the strategies 
they might have used against you in the past. Like if I was to play 
rhris ('.aims and Simon Doull I would keep in mind my experi¬ 
ence from the second Test, that this particular bowler tried this 
initially and then graduated to that. What 1 have to go through 
mentally is what I can do on that ty|H‘ ot wicket against that par¬ 
ticular attack and what I cannot do. I try to simulate a 
similar howling attack in the nets. I might tell Srinath 

“IF YOU TRY SOME OF THE STUFF SACHIN DOES, 

YOU’LL END UP MAKING A FOOL OF YOURSELF I 

CAN’T BAT LIKE HIM; I SHOULDN’T TRY TO 

to howl me more ot a particular line and length. 
Is that all? 
What I Irv to do basically is enhance my focus and con¬ 
centration. I have a small diary and stuff in which 1 
have some motivational ejuotes that 1 keep referring to. 
Like? 
That's personal. 
How did you react to your one-fiay failures? 
People usually tell you how to handle success, not fail¬ 
ure. That’s even more important. You have to treat 
every innings as a fresh beginning but that's easier said 
than done. If miu have scored a zero there's no law 
that says that you will score another immediately 
after. But the thing is tfiat it cannot l)e learnt. It has to 
be e,Nperiented. If it happens 2-.^ times you improve in 
your handling of the situation. Like, for instance, now 
I have learnt never to target numlK'rs while I am bat¬ 
ting but just to fie conscious of how rny concentration 
IS going and whether I fiave prepareci enough. 
The best bowlers you have faced? 
I find Srinath the toughest to play. .Also Donald and 
Wasim They have all been k venkatesh 

challenging. 
How is it like to bat with 
Sachin? 
He is quite cic’rly the best. He is 
going to go down as the liest of 
this era and ot many more. He 
may ultimately have the same 
impact on the game as Brad¬ 
man. Both he and A/.har have 
always been helpful to me. But 
playing with him you have 
always to lie rareful not to atte 
nipt viine of tfie stuff that he 
diH's. .All you will liid up iloing 
IS make a ffnil of yc-urself. What 
I haw always ronsdously done 
IS tried to mas'iinise mv poten¬ 
tial in the areas that I think I 
has'c a better chance of succeeti- 
ing. I cannot bat like Sachin and 
I shouldn't lie trying to. 
What about sledging? 
I haven't facetl iruKli of it to tw 
Irank. Whatever little banter 
ttiat giH's on is hne by me. You 
(oultl even say I enjoy it. You 
have got to have a human ele- 

inent to the game, (iood, natural banter is always welcome. But I 
have learnt not to react. I mean that's the best for my game. 
Have you given some back, so to speak? 
Yes. Games can be frustrating. If someone gets into a long jiart- 
nership it can be irritating. 
A year ago you had .said that you would try to convert 
yourself into a match-winner. 

That’s .something I have always 
aspired to do. 
Would that mean getting 
to be more aggres.sive? 
Not necessarily. In certain situa¬ 
tions you have to be (aggressive), 
not in others. You can change 
the course of a match willi a 
catch. You see the joy is more if 
the team wins and not when you 
do well but the team loses. 
Why does India fare so 
badly abroad? 
You can only really guess. The 
kind of tecliniqiie you need to 
succeed in India as a batsin.iii is 
totally difteront from what you 
need to get runs abroad. In 
19‘)7 we went from Kanpur to 
play within 10 days at ifurliaii 
where tlie wit ket was the one ot 
the fastest I liave ever plasisl 
on. In Kanpur I would be get¬ 
ting my lell foot .icross without 
thinking, so the ball didn't 
squeeze Ihrougli it it stayed low. 
At Durban I had to be on (he 
back fool right away Dtis iously. 
how quickly sou adapt to the 
situation delermines your su<- 
cess or faihiie. 

“ What kind of bat do yon 
use? How do you choo.se it? 

Generally, a 2 pound nine ounces hat. Sometimes, a 
slightly heavier one in one-dayers. Sas' a 2 bs 11. Most 

cricketers ch.rose bats liv feeling. It's soiiiethiiig vou 
can't t'.xpiain to a non-professional. I guess the l)al.iiti.e 
and everything just feels right. S(. is usually ver\' good 
at making them. 
What is yonr ambition in cricket? 
To be aide to play as long as 1 can. To be a pan ol sin.- 
cessful Indian teams abioad. 
Your favourite music? 
Slow rock. Sting, Phil Goilins eU. In Indian I like old 
Hindi songs Kishorc Kumar. I normally lioriow cas¬ 
settes on tour. Hardly carry JO myself. It gets diltkult to 
lug around stuff on tour. 
Your childhood idols? And now? 
Sunny (iavaskar, Gundappa Vishwanath, Kapil Dev. 
Now they are .Sachin, Azbar, Srinath and Kumble. from 
other teams, Steve Waugh. ■ 

“SRINATH’S THE TOUGHEST TO PLAY. AND DONALD 

AND AKRAM. I OFTEN TRY TO SIMULATE BOWLING 

AHACKS IN THE NETS, WITH SRINATH’S HELP’’ 
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INDO-PAK TEST 

Digging Up Troubie 
The pitch can be readied but will the Shiv Sainiks play ball? IF the first liidia-Pdkistaii Test match to be 

jilayeU in IT years is to fructify, Atal Beh- 
ari Vajpayee and the Delhi and Districts 

Cricket Association (dtw’a) will have to pass 
a simple, yet stern test. The former will, 
once and tor all, liavc to stand up for the 
rule of law even at the expense of antagon¬ 
ising his coalition partner in Maharashtra; 
the latter will have to meet a vicious, but 
not unexpet tc“d, bouncer with a fearle.ss, 
full-blcxxlcd hook. But will the stroke be 
timed sweetlv enough to clear the fence? 

Ihe timing has iH-en all awry. Tlie four 
Shiv Sena goons who inflicted extensive 
damage on the I'ero/eshah Kotla pitch on 
the mght of January 6 have Ix'en arrested 
and the arena cordoned off by Provincial 
Armed Constabulary and Delhi police per¬ 
sonnel, .A few hours too late. T’he three cops, 
one sub-inspector and two constables, who 
stood by when the grave-diggers of cricket 
went about their reprehensible task have 
been suspender* Again, a trifle too late. And 
senior dlk a olhi lals have swung into action 
to ensure that the badly churned-up strip is 
repaired in time for the lest beginning 
January 28. Once again, far too late. 

So, can the harm done to the confidence 
of the Pakistani team be repaired? Says Fero- 
/.eshdh Kotla pitch curator Radhey Shyam 
Sharma: "If it doesn't rain too much in the 
next lew days, the Test match wicket will be 
fit lor play v,'ilhin a week.” The damage to 
the pilch has been rather severe: at least 70 
[)er cent of the square has bc-en dug up, 
some of the holes ate up to nine inches 
dcH.-p. Luckily, a daylong drizzle on January : 
h had softened up the surface anyway and, i 

therefore, binding the soil shouldn't be dif- | 
ficult once the groundsmen resume rolling ; 
tile |)itcfi, says Radhey Shyam. j 

In any case, as nu \ president and former ! 
lest umpire Ram Babu Ciujita points out, 
the preparation cif the pitch had only just 
begun. .So, desjiite tlie ugly, soggy look tfiat 
the kotla square wears after the attack, the 
situalion can be retnevc'd quickly enough, i 
'■'Ihere is no leal danger of the first India- j 
Pakistan Test being shifted out of Delhi," 
he says. Itie Bcrarci ot t.ontrol lor Cricket 
in India agrees with him. As things .stand, 
the board is not contemplating any change 
in tile sc hedule of the Test seric’S. 

Yet the damage to the pitch, although 
only su|H‘rficial, has set the curator back by 
sevi'ral crucial days Tlie result: Radhey 
Shyam has shelved the original plan to cre¬ 
ate a lively, greenish pitch. Normally, a Test 
venue is handenJ over to the ground slafi at 
least 4.S days iK’fore a match. But, in the 

case of the first Test between India and 
Pakistan, Sharma got only a month's notice. 
And now, he has barely two weeks to get the 
strip back into .shape. The pockmarks will 
first have to be removed, the surface smoo- 
thened and h'ts of heavy rolling resorted to. 
.Since there's no time for tlie grass to grow, 
expert a ty'pical, flat, low-lmunce surface. 

But the playing surface at Kotla is not the 
greate.st worry, confess dixa sources. The 

i next move of Pakistani cricket authorities is. 
i The fear is that the Pakistan Cricket Board 

(I'cu) might call off the tour, as it did in 1991 
after Sainiks struck at Wankhedc Stadium, 
Mumbai. The Sena had then called up 
newspafier offices well before thc7 attacked 
the pitch and {xiured oil on it. The police 
were the last to know. Sounds familiar? 

Although the pi:b chief executive Majid 
Khan and the reappointed Pakistan captain 

i Wasim Akram are confident that they can 
go ahead with the tour, Islamabad's envoy 
in New Delhi, Ashraf Jehangir Qazi, is not 
so sure. He told a news agency: "The threats 
issued by certain political parties cannot be 
taken lightly We are extremely concerned 

1 about the security of our cricketers." 
I And not without reason. The threats .seem 
j ominously real. Shiv Sena's Delhi unit chief 

Jai Bhagwan Goel says: “We will stop at 
nothing to prevent the Delhi match. What 
will they do if S,0(X) Shiv Sainiks buy tick¬ 
ets and enter Kotla?" That is precisely what 
the Union home ministry has to figure out. 

With less than three weeks to go, fool- 

Kolla: Policemen stared as Sainiks ran wild 

pr<K)f scKurity measures will have to lx- 
devised so that the game doesn't succumb 
to such terror tactics. On orders from home 
minister L.K. Advani, Union home secre¬ 
tary B.P. Singh convened a meeting of the 
Delhi police top and IB top brass on Friday 
to finn up plans to keep tiie Sainiks at bay. 
They owe it to cricket. And to everyone 
who values the norms of civil society. ■ 

Saibal Chatterjee 

ARVIND YADAV / INDIAN EXPRESS 

Though at least 70 per cent of the square is 
damaged, the holes are only up to nine inches 
deep. Curator Radhey Shyam has sheived the fjS'f 
originai plan to create a lively, greenish surface. Kf' 
With barely two weeks to go. there is no time 
for the grass to grow. So. after smoothening 
the surface and heavy rolling, the pitch will 
made into a flat, low bounce one 

Ambedkar Stadium End 

ANOUP KAMATH 
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Limilej lime... unlimileJ aJveniure 
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How to reaoh , Sambalpur is well 

connected by train from Calcutta, 

Bhubaneswar, Chennai and Delhi. 

Avail bus services from Bhubaneswar, 

Rourkela and Kaipur, Ushakothi, 

Debrigarh, Hirakud Dam, ifradhanpat, 

Nrusinghanath are accessible by 

road. 

Contact Tounst Officer; 

Sambalpur. Ph.;(0663)?.031B. 

Tourist Counter (0663) 21661, 

Panthaniwas: (0663)21462. 

1' 

w-' 41, 

Welcome to 
Sambalpur. WildlHe 

at close <|uarters. _ 
Sambalpur, evokes the || 

adventurer in you while 

answering the cali ot the wiid. ISO k,ms. from 

Rourkela, it is the gateway i-o a wide variety of 

fauna, flora -ma avian population. Explore wildlife 

at tishakothi ana Pebngarh Sanctuaries. As 

the evening .draws, have a tete-a-tete with 

clepharls, •jamnar. leopards, tigers and 

panth' i-r from watch towers near the watering 

hole;.. A trip to Huma's leaning temple or 

l.rL-.. iglianath fills your heart wh h mystlcjue. 

cu'oor to your sight-seeing by including a 

picturesque view of the Pradhanpat waterfall 

or the architectural splendour - tne Mirakud 

Pam, one of the world's largest. Respond to 

unlimited adventure. Come to Orissa. 

c/a^emai/ /o /leanen 

ftr me infjntjtBn cmtacl: Director, Tourism; Paryatan Bhavait Wiubanewwr 751014, Orissa (INDIA) Ph. • (0674) 432177, Fax: (0674) 430667, 
a mail; ortour®dte.vsiil.net.in weMta; orissa-tourism.com Chamil: 42)18. Mourt Road, {2M Floor), See Gee Complex, Pn - 600002, Pk.; (044) 834080, Teh: 04-8400 lOiiR IN, 

Calcutta: Utlal Bhavar, 55 Lenin SaniiL Pm 1700013, ?b.; (033) 2443653, Nw Mil: Ltkalika, 8/4 Baba “vliarak Singk Maig, Pm - "0001, Telefax (Oil) 3364580, Tk: C31-6'090 0T5M IN, 



CINEMA 

CHARGE OF THEG 
Why see evil only in C-grade films? The small-time Sultans of Sleaze question the di 

By SAIRA MENEZES 

UDITY is not vulgarity, it is gifted by God, 
runs the introduction of DU Pe Likha Nmm 
Tera, a "high voltage drama of sex and reve¬ 
nge with action and thrill" which will fea¬ 
ture the "beauty queen of Burma". Along 

similar lines, Deepak international's DU Deewana 
Mane Na blades; "The female body is the most beau¬ 
tiful thing in this world." And then there arc other 
promos fur under-production films which read; “Aaj 
ki tareekh mein, first-hand ladki milna mushkil hai." Or 
this: “Pyaar sex enjoy karne ka learning licence hai." 

Now the licence to thrill is in some danger of being 
revoked. Films that run a shade of deep blue are in 
deeper trouble. In the past two months, over 15 
small-fnidget films are Mieved to have Ireen banned 
by the Censor Board of Film Certification (c:Btc). The 
four-pronged objections being bandied around are: 
vulgar, obscene, anti-national and derogatory to 
Indian womanhocxl. And Asha Parekh, chairperson, 
CBFC, has made it amply clear: "The present rules do 
not permit adult fare." 

fraught in the heat of what is being perceived as a 
puritanical movement, the producers are trying to 
save their skins. First, by demanding an amendment 
to the Indian (anematograph Act of 1952. And sec¬ 
ond. by pressing for an extra classification that can 
cover adult fare and the implementation of the three- 
decade-old Khosla Committee report. But above all, 
they arc increasingly questioning the functioning of 
the ('.ensor Board: why do some films rouse its pav 
sions and whv others get the slip? 

"There is no justice here," says Tarun Wadhwa, pro¬ 
ducer and director of the controversial Anyay Hi 
Anyay. The film raised some sirzle over its 'anti- 
national' dialogue marked by .sentences such as "The 
law is the mistress of rhe moneyed". Apparently, the 
onc-and-a-half-year delay in the film's release cost the 
Rs 70 lakh project an additional Rs 20 lakh. Finally, 
the .15 cuts ordered by the tensor board were whittled 
down tiy the ap{)ellate tribunal to five minor dele- , 
tions. "1 wasted my time,” fumes Wadhwa. "I should 
have gone straight to court because there is no uniformity 
in the fiensor Board guidelines." 

Equally tut up by the procedures ot the scissorliand cen- 
.sors is B. Prasad, director of the bilingual Aagusli, the story 
of a nubile young thing who weds an old man for his —- 
money. Titled The Naked Truth in English, the film has been 
categorically banned by the Censor Board. In true-blue tradition, 
Prasad, who has another bare-all film. The BoJi, in the pipeline, 
ap|)ealetl to the tribunal and the first hearing is scheduled later 
this month. "Memtiers of the board apply a subjective approach 
instead of adhering to the guidelines. How can the choice of five 
people iM* imposed on an adult audience? According to the l.aw of 
Precedent, they must take into cognisance films with similar- 

if' 

C P IsINC'H ,‘1 6AMAUUP SHARMA 

PAPU nAHRU7 

Low costs, small schedules and a small | 
cast of struggling actors make C-grade 

films more feasible for small producers. | 

scenes that have been pa.ssed previously. Because, when it comes 
to the crunch, their rulings hold no water in the judicial format." 

Prasad's im|>assioned plea to the Delhi-based appellate tribunal 
will use Raj Kapoor's Ram Teri Ganga Maili, Jagmohan Mundra's 
Monsoon, B. Subhash's Divine Lovers, B.R. Chopra’s Insaafka Tarazu 
and Feroz Khan’s Yalgaar as fighting material. "I am not criticising 
these films, but the discriminatory attitude ot the fkjnsor Board 
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BRIGADE 
riminalory attitude of the Censor Board. 

only hope of surviving in a fiercely competitive market lies in 
churning out films that exploit the sex-and-horror formula I ilms 

that rely on nudity and steamy sequences to woo the audicme, 
they say, could be given a special ‘strictly for adults only’ ilasi.ifi- 
cation so that they are out of bounds for under-18 vicsvers. 

Today, nearly half of the Hindi films currently under production 

are C-grade, both in terms of cvsntent and execution, ijirgeiy shot 

in 16 mm, most of them have .sex-horror themes because, savs 
Sinha, "it is easy to incorporate sex into a horror film." These spir 

ited films, which have a proclivity for pulling the clothes off 
women, have small budgets of Rs 12-15 lakh, small schedules that 

L. r 

has to be fought," says Prasad. "You can't have a separate set of 

rules for Hindi and English films and different yardsticks for dif¬ 

ferent filmmakers." 
That the big daddies of Bolly¬ 

wood can get away with mur¬ 

der—or for that matter any¬ 

thing else—seems to be the 

biggest grouse of these small¬ 

time printers. Manoj Sinha, 

scriptwriter of Yauwan, 
Aakliri Raat and to (lyan, 
grumbles: "In Manoj 

Kumar's films, the camera 
always travels through the 

legs of the heroine." 

Further, the makers argue 

that the changing nature 
of the filmmaking business • 

has pushed them into the 
arms of adult movies; 

namely, the spiralling costs 

of star-studded films and 

their subsequent battering 

at the box-office. "It csssts 

nothing less than Rs 4-.S 

crore to make a big-budget 

film and there arc no guar¬ 
antees of succe.ss. A 78 per 

cent ojK'ning of a sex-horror 

film fieats the ;18 per cent 

opening (T Ciovinda's IVui/csi 
liahii. The profits of sex-horror films might be limited but even if 

the film runs tor two weeks, one can easily make Rs .1-4 lakh," says 

Suresh Sharina, producer of Yaumm. PRODUCERS and directors of sex-and-slca/,e quickies argue 
that there is a sizeable adult market out there whose needs 

can be met only if the censors display a degree of leniency. If 

the censors crack down on C-grade films on grounds of vulgarity, 

it would be unfair to both the audiences, who would be depriveid 

of the adult tare they crave lor, and the small filmmakers whose 

Nearly half of Hindi films currently under 

production are C-grade. Each film ensures 
employment for 300-odd industry people. 

SWCnWGSnpNS M JANUUW W BURMA 
LA6WCO OP - --- - 
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run Into three months at most and small casts of willing strugglcrs 

drawn by the lure of big-time exposure. The titles are unabashed¬ 
ly titillating. "The distributors 
are very clear," says Kumar 

Jay, director of Kothewali. 
"They don't want titles like 

Bhabhi Maa; they want titles 
like Balatkari Chmiail. We are 
helpless. Our posters show a 

woman with her bra 
unsnapped but the 

shot does not exist in 

the film. We have to 
do tiiis to keep the dis¬ 

tributors and exhi¬ 

bitors happy, to keep 

the viewers happy." 
The language, too, is 

tailored to send tre¬ 
mors through the clew¬ 

ing masses. Justifies 

Jagdish Bharadwaj, pro¬ 

ducer of Kothewali: "It 
is natural for the villain 

to call the heroine kali 
or raswalai. Is he going 
to call her ImlienV His 

“Biuaar iiieiti tlialo)^i to 
" Ihiiuliiokeitt thalengi" 

line in Kothewali was 

axed by the censors. 

And rightly so, feels Bhawna Somaya, editor or (I magazine and 
member of the censor board. She argues: "We arc not against sex," 

she argues, "hut against vio'ence and vulgarity. There is every 

endeavour on the part of the censors to avoid putting producers 
in a mess but at the same time, the sensibilities of the audience 

cannot be crushed, in any case, most ol these (iroducers has'e no 

con.sistent7 and credibility'." 
According to censor boaid sources, these plot-boilers indulge in 

Aagosh’, Yauwan'. ‘Anvay hi Anyay': supporting the small cast 
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Ms Scissorhands 
Asha Parekh reserves the unkind cuts not only 
for C-grade films but also for mainline producers DEEPA Mehta's controversial Fire did not provoke her ire. 

Nor did Ramgopal Verma's Saty-a, despite all its graphic 
violence. But, make no mistake, it isn't C-grade sleaze 

alone that is in the line of cbfc chairperson Asha Parekh's fire. 
Her frontal assault on obscenity, violence and provocative 
themes in Hindi cinema has landed several frontline Mumbai 
filmmakers in deep trouble in the past few months. 
ZAKHM; Mahesh Bhatt's semi-autobiographical swan song, 
which revolves around the 1992-93 Bombay riots and deals 
with a Hindu filmmaker's illicit relationship with a Muslim 
woman, dared to show a policeman aiding and abetting rioters 
as well as a mob donning saffron headbands. Asha Parekh pan¬ 
icked and referred the film to the home ministry for approval. 
The release of the Rs 2.5-crore film had to be deferred: it cost the 
producer over Rs SO lakh in interest. The film is now running to 
half-empty halls, minus the 'offensive' portions. 
GODMOTHER; Scriptwriter Vinay Shukla's directorial debut has 
Shabana Azmi playing a character modelled on a real-life 
female mafioso in Rajkot. That apart, this Gramco-produced 
film is 'too violent' and 
has a long sequence of 
an unbridled bacchana¬ 
lia involving women. 
Not on, says Asha Par¬ 
ekh. So the film still 
awaits the censors' nod. 

No favours for ‘Godmother’; 
Ananya in 'Jahan Tom Le 
Chalo’—the one that got away 

MOTHER ’98: The mother, 
played by Rekha, belongs to 
1998, but the film to 1999, 
thanks to the censors. Asha 
Parekh objected to a crude 
song that describes a 
woman as a "sajawat ki 
checz". She felt the lyrics 
were demca.Jing to 
women, for once, she was 
right. And producer-direc¬ 
tor Saawan Kumar Tak has 

had to release the film without the song but 
not quite in the year that it was meant to be exhibited. 
JAHAN TUM LE CHALO: The one that got away. But only by a 
whisker. Directed by first-timer Desh Deepak and produced by 
an ayun'edic physician from Holland, Anil Mehta, the film is 
about a woman who is trapped in a loveless live-in liaison and 
gets drawn into an affair with a much younger man. It set the 
censor board thinking, but it managed to get through perhaps 
because it treads the thin line between sensuality and vulgarity 
well, based as it is on a story by Hindi litterateur Shivani. 

Salbal Chattariea 

I McpunnDiVftM 
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STORY SCREEN PLAY 
PROCHJCEO BY ft DIRECTION 

PARESHSHAH B.PRASAD 
twiaaMLarrr 

The biggest grouse of small producers is: 
if the Big Daddies of Bollywood can get 

away with anything, why can’t they? 

script-tease and are action-packed in every sense of the term. 
Here showers, skimpy shorts and the act of se,\ injoy greater 

footage in the films than the protagonists themselves. Most 
often, a separate reel is shot with the steamy sequences which 
is not submitted for censorship. Instead, it finds its way into the 
rural interiors, into the hands of distributors and exhibitors who 
have to supply their audiences with unadulterated sleaze. "Of 
course, there are bits circulating in the Indian market," says 
Prasad. "In Bihar, UP and Rajasthan, the audiences demand it 
and you even have highly-placed government otficials patronis¬ 
ing these shows." ON the flip side, 300 industry people find employment [wr 

film. More than 90 per cent of the second-level actors make 
additional moolah through these films. These include names 

like Shakti Kapoor, Kader Khan, Archana Puran .Singh, Kulhhu- 
shan Kharbanda, Mohan Joshi, Paintal, among others. 

"Do you think everyone can depend on these four or five block¬ 
busters a year to give them bread and butter on a regular basis?" 
asks S. Raj, director of Rakshas and Vil Pe Likha Naum Tern. "Our 
quickly-made films ensure that everyone in the industry has 
enough work. And our films have sex because sex is easily saleable. 
Sex has no language." 

As it .stands, the icicsois do have a language problem. So, to beat 
the babel, more producers are flying South to gel their films oka¬ 
yed. "Some of the prereijuisites ate that you need a residence, an 
office and a lab address there. Only then can you have your film 
examined by the censors in Hyderabad or Bangalore. Tlie trouble 
is worthwhile when you consider how rea.sonable they are," says 
Kesar Matharu, who.se l.afdaa is due for release and whose film 
lyaasi Nijiahen was banned twice in January 1990 by the cbfc. 
"But," he concedes, "at least today, the censor board is willing to 
discuss the problem." 

Concessions like thc.se are far and few. On the contrary, in a di.s- 
play of steam spirit, the .Sultans of Skin have unsheathed their 
swords Some tike Prasad plan to move the court, asking for .stric¬ 
tures to be pa.ssed against the censor board. The board, on the 
other hand, is keeping its scis.sors ready. To inaugurate initiatives 
to censor sateliitc and cable-beamed fare. Also, to set up a parallel 
organisation which will monitor and ensure that censored cuts are 
not reinserted during screenings. If that happens, C-grade ped¬ 
dlers will suffer yet another ixrut of the blue's. ■ 
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Wildlife Crime; 
An Enforcement 
Guide 

■ Wildlife S(H Kiv of India 

lU V’lwk McivMi and 
WhoK Kiiniar 

SatrJi Piiblislu’iv 

Rs !5t» 

>- 
OC 

«c 
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rill-, illegal trade in wildlife and its 
products continues to I'lourish 
despite several laws. Ilierefore spe- 

( I <1 I i s e d 
e n I o I c e in e n t 
plays a crucial 
role in the con¬ 
servation of sp- 
eiies. The aut¬ 
hors are both 
honorary wild¬ 
life wardens of 
Delhi and have 
been involved 
for the last 
decade in wild¬ 

life consers'afion efforts, particular¬ 
ly anti-poaching and anti-smug¬ 
gling. I he guide is meant to help 
enforcement personnel who are 
concernf-d with controlling poach¬ 
ing and trade in wildlife. To make 
this an easy exercise, the book is 
generously illustrated, witli written le.xt 
kept at a minimum. It pins ides an over¬ 
view ol wildlife trade with sections on law 
enioicement techniques, sfiecies ovoi- 
view, legal and policy matters as well as a 
list ol uselul addresses. Highly informa¬ 
tive and produced svell. it is a useful 
handhook lor the conseivationisi as well 
as the amateur. Maybe it will help keep 
(ho .Salman Khans at hay and ensure black 
bucks are neser shot at again. 

Source: The Complete 

Directory of Kitchen 

and Bath 
■ Sr^'iite* rill»l»%|iCtS 

i.fiJ V- 1M. KlMf i\\>. 
I'.t.I'P liitli'r'K 
I ti- III sfurcc '’iHim.’ 's. I ii> I 

ArtFoUo 
■ Omtre f6r the Arts, 
ChAiuUgarh 

ART Folio, the Centre for the Arts set 
up by the Winsome Foundation, is 

__ the hrst of its kind in Chandigarh, 
Punjab and Haryana. Designed by 

weil-known architect Namita Singh, the centre aims to 
encourage multidisciplinary activities—poetry reading, 
film appreciation, music, dance and provide a firm plat¬ 
form for artists. The Centre houses an art gallery, a cafe, 
bookshop, framer's comer and an open-air auditorium. 
Inaugurated on December 20 by artist Satlsh Gujial, an 
installation 'Rxrtprlnts on the Canvas' conceived and 
choreographed by Naresh Kapuria featured roiowned 
dancen Raja, Radha and Kaushalya Reddy, Shovana 
Narayan and Sharon Lowen. Scheduled on the centre's 
calendar of events; printmaker Balasubramanium’s 
.show and workshops opening on February 1; music 
apisreciation and flute jugalbandi by Indian and British 
flautists in March and pottery workshops in April. 

Film India 
■ BIK. 
WnJilvsday'.. lu |mi 

STARTING Jan¬ 
uary 6, uTv's new 
show Film India 

has actor Victor Banerjee as host. 
The show's usp is its critical pre¬ 
views informing the viewers about 
the films releasing every weekend 
around India. "The Idea of the 
show," informs executive producer 
Anita Horam, "is to provide the 
viewer critical, witty and informed 
opinion on the world's largest film 

>- 
,T.' 
a. 
•sjr 
iX. t *1 
o 
o 
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In Every Grain of Sand 
■ cvoi.itimi of liUinkh, ImiidS 
li'*iiticr\viklenK‘Sv 
rii<»l(>Kr.tphs Iw rtalMidtlhd Pj> 
t.iijifd. VVntiiiKln Amin Sen 
\ IV- »\ IS drt and d* si|;ii t fniif. 

Khiiki siltajif. I'anthslUTl 
\itiiti Ni'U IH'lhi. Iill ijiiiidit 

industry. I'he show include.s films 
from all over India—regional, par¬ 
allel as well as English, besides 
Bollywood films. This also includes 

international films released in Indian the¬ 
atres, with features like the lop five films 
ol J*v.e week, star interviews, on-location 
reports and nostalgia. 

-a. 

nil-, directory aims to taLiiitate .uchilecls 
.md designers access mlmm.ition about 
the sources of various materials, products 
and services recpiired at ditlerent stages 
ol wiirk, tn-ginning with design and spec¬ 
ific alion Recent years have seen the entry 
of a vast array of items and tlie tree avail- 
af'ility ol imjiorled products has also 
addeci to the creativity of the designer. 
The compilatum offers in a single cata¬ 
logue information for Ituyers to identify 
their rccjuireinents and locate it with ease. 
Iiom acTcssotics and fittings to paints, 
polishes and artificial |>lants. 

l‘RF,ShNrhD by Discovery Ghannel, this 
exhiliit is an exploiation by a |)hotogra|)h- 
ei and writer in the direction ot redi.seover- 
ing whal we’ve lost against ttie t)acfcdrop ol 
I.aclakh's vast and disturbing landscape, 
India’s last wilderness and final stronghold 
ol the old fibelan Buddhist way of lile. The 
work is licit reportage or dcKumentary in 
nature, rather a deeply personal, psyche- 
delii journey through a tortured and beau¬ 
tiful land, in seareti of a metaphysical 
eiiibiac'c, that rc'veals to us the secrc-fs of 

our inner land¬ 
scapes. Stark 
and evocative, 
a puddle of 
water on the 
desert floor ret- 
lecting the 
sunlight 
Ixwmes a cos¬ 
mic embryo, 
-Stirring memo¬ 
ries of the first 
life on earth. 
Highly recom¬ 
mended. 

I 1-. 

Contemporary 
Bengal Art 
■ V)ii-t*(-l umicri' Art i»allcr>‘ 

|(‘hangii Villa. 107. VViMlehousc 
Rd.l oljha 

litl January ?? 

(.QNnammMK 
BDfCALAR 

THIS show promises to 
lie interesting. So far art lovers have on 
and off had the oiiportunity of attending 
solo showings by Bengal artists. This 
sliow. however, 
brings together on 
a single platform 
14 contemporary 
artists from Ben¬ 
gal. I'he exhibition 
includes works bv 
Alok Bli iltacharya, 
Ganesh llaloi, 
jogen Chowdimry, 
l.alu Prasad Shaw, 
I’aritosli Sen, 
Rabin Mondal, Shuvaprasanna, Shyamal 
Dutta Ray, Somnatii More, Suhas Roy, 
Sunil Das, Vecna Bhargava and Wasim 
Kapoor. It's a pity though that works by 
Ganesh Pyne, Shanu Lahiri and Chi- 
ttrovvanu Majumdar have not been 
included in this stellar line-up. 
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GENDER 

By NEERAJ MISHRA in Bhopal PRKtri ShrivaMava's crime was 
that she protesh'd too inucli. 'lite 
retrihutiou: the I7-year-olil Rirl 
was simply mowed down by tier 
i‘nr,i);od evu-teasers, four jeoj)- 

txrrnc teenagers, l itis one crime, arresting 
for its sheer easualness, put tiie small town 
ol Ainitikapur on tite headlines—this, 

! had overtaken that figure, in 1997, there 
j were 14,215 rapes reported countrywide, 
i of which 3,479 cases had been registered in 
; Madhya I’radesh. The slate has seen the 
i incidence of rape rise by more than 100 
I [>eT cent in just the last 10 years. Why raite 

alone, Madhya Pradesh currently accounts 
for almost a third of all cases of crime 
against women, topping the list with nea¬ 
rly 15,tX)0 cases every year. Bihar in com¬ 

parison looks almost utopian with an aver¬ 
age of S.OfX) cases. 

A clearer understanding can be had from 
the fact that more rapes arc committed in 
Madhva I’radesh than Uttar Pradesh, 
Rajasthan and West Bengal put together. 
An additional inspector general of police 
in the state capital attempts an explana¬ 
tion: "Apparently, in Bihar and Uttar 
Pradesh cases are registered only under 

when the jhabua ra()es were still iresh on 
cs'cryone's mind. In the vast outbacks of 
Madhya Pradesh, unrelated events seemed 
to be answering to <i pattern. 

The pattern exists. I'act is, for one 
Ambikapur, theie are numerous other, 
equally numbing crimes against women 
that do not hit the lieadlines. Real life con¬ 
firms what statistics suggest—Madhya 
Pradesh is a man's world, at its chauvinis- i 
tic, feudal worst. Hveiy second hour of the | 
day, a woman is raped. A woman is beaten, | 
molested or set afire every ten minutes and i 
the rate of increase in such an overt, j 
unabashed show of brute masculinity is 
ses'en per cent a year. I 

In a state where women's einixrwerment | 
is being discussed and implemented with 
greater than usual enthusiasm, about a 
dozen em[)owered women—sarpanchs of 
their villages—hjve been paraded naked 
by men intent upon showing them their 
place in the scheme of things. On Nov¬ 
ember 18, 1‘>9S. the sarpanch of Saldana 
village in Raigarli district was disrobed by 
the local mi a himself. A year earlier, 
Mullobai of Madankhedi village in Vidisha 
district was ra[)ed by two men who still 
loatn free. She'd had the temeriry to get 
elected to tlie village council. 

There's apirarenllv little retuge to be had 
m the law either. The state's men in uni- | 
form have committed some of the most : 
heinous acis o\er the jrast five years. Por i 
instance, a l4-yeai-old 
gill was raped iiy lour 
policemen in Inlampui 
cillage. svhicti incidental¬ 
ly lalls in chief minister 
f)i.evi)ay Singh’s home 
district ol Ciiina In capi¬ 
tal Bhopal itcell, police¬ 
men raped the csileofone 
Bhagwandas alter enter¬ 
ing his house m Rahcil- 
garh on the piete.xt of 
some inquiry. 

1-igiires are but cold sta¬ 
tistics, yet tell their own 
story. .Around tlie silver 
jubilee year of indepen¬ 
dence, the total mitnlH'r 
ol rapes committed in the 
country stood at 2,962. 
Hoevevor. by tile golden 
juhiUv year, rape cases in 
Madhya Pradesh alone 
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political pressure. Consider the case of ias 

officer Biswas. In Madhya Pradesh, we 
have special police .stations not only for 
women but even for the scheduled caste 
and scheduled tribes categories, which 
treat the cases on a priority basis." 

Brutal irony, (or the state has the dubi¬ 
ous privilege of being the clear leader in 
crimes against women in all these seg¬ 
ments. With tribals constituting 36 per 

KVBKE 
OFIHE 
PIGS 

cent of the population and constant 
debate over whether to have a tribal chief 
minister, one would expect at least tribal 
women would be well protected. How¬ 
ever, of the 312 instances of tribai women 
being raped that were reported in 1997, as 
many as 211 were registered in Madhya 
Pradesh. The same year, the state account¬ 
ed for 31,S of the 1,034 rape cases of 
scheduled caste women. 

“It is not simply a question 
of registering more cases," 
says state bip spokesman 
Prabliat Jha. "How many of 
those guilty are punished 
eventually? Tlie govern¬ 
ment has been unable to 
fulfill its first contract with 
(seople—that of providing 
security." laxmibai would 
agree wholeheartedly. The 
daughter of a retired police 
havaldar of Nejiali origin, 
she was railed by a person 
she had never seen in her 
shanty town. Laxmibai 
reported the matter and fol¬ 
lowed it up it in court. 

rape case and Khanwaribai's (.l e 
have us believe that Ra)astlian ,s 

worse ofl. But at least tiles liavi- vi ■. 
NCOS and social activists to put the gt.. 
ernment in the doiK. What ahoiii ih.' h 
anyone listening?" 

A()parently not. Seventy-one |K'r cent lA 
child rai.)e cases are coinmiited in |usl tiv, 
states in the lountrs. Madhya Pradesh is 
only marginally heiund Maharashtra hen-, 
with H)7 reported cases in 1995 out ot a 
nationwide total ol 747. The disturbing 
news is that forced incest is on Itio rise, in 
an infamous case in Bhopal, nine-year-old 
Poonam’s ciiildhcMid was destroyed liy tier 
stepfatlier. Tlie little girl in tattered elotlies 
plays outside her liouse like anv other 
clnld her age. But tlie pain beneatli the sur- 
lace is vented in harsh language: " I he lias- 
tard would do dirty things to me and later 
scare me in disguise.'' 

XPI.AINS inspci toi Sadliana Singh of 
the mahila lhana. "I'lie stepfather 
would disguise hinisell as a monster 

with painted nails and a blanket over his 
head to .scare the girl. She discoverd his 
idenlitv accidenlallv when out of tear she 

However, the culprit got | threw a vessel at him and tlie lilaiikol slid 

With over a third of the cases, Madhya 
Pradesh tops in crimes against women 

Rape victim Farida; 
Poonam was raped by her 
steplather; two young 
victims ot rape; grisly toll 

away because of the Ian 
guage barrier that made her 
appear uncertain of the 
identity of her tormentor. 
When told the outcome of 
the case, she was devasta¬ 
ted. "What was the point of 
the whole exercise? I went 
through so much humilia¬ 
tion lor so long for noth¬ 
ing," she says. 

Says Sudha Malaiyya, edi¬ 
tor of Ojuswini, a women's 
magazine: "All the media 
glare in the Jaijiur hostel 

AWHI"' KAMA.' 

JUST PAPERWORK? 
Mo. (V/ape cases per year In Madhya Pradesh 

off." 'lb add to the tragedy, PoisnaiiTs 
mother now wants to vvitlidraw the case a^ 
her absconding husband was the family's 
sole wage-earner. 

(.'hifi minister Digvijay Singh accepts 
that the high Iroqueiicv ol crime against 
women lias liim verv uorneil But he Icels 
that the law alone cannot tackle liic men¬ 
ace. Instead, he hopes lo tight il through 
greater empowerment ni wonieii. Singh 
has devised his own polia on uomeii but 
is depending on liie existing liureaucratic 
machinery lo mipi>-iiu ni it. 

But wli\ so m.iuv allot tics agaiii.st the 
weakei sex. -eid is In Madhya i'radesli? A 

xl.ilt nhiili IS o;i the surlace 
,aim. lelatixely vwll gox'ernetl 
and iPiii'h less chaotic than say 
Hihai. "Women contimie to I c 
iiialed as clialtel in the cow 
licit In the south and tlie 
norlli-east. women have tradi¬ 
tionally lieen treated as equals. 
So atrocities theie ,ire mi.tli 
less," stivs .\.N. Singh, additio¬ 
nal director geiieial ol police 

Social aclivisl \'iiu>dini ol 
Kaipiir, lioivevt r. leels that the 
current phase may cmlv he 
transitional. "Men are only 
beginning to realise lhai niore 
and more vxcmieit will he aro¬ 
und in pulilic life, away tinm 
home and lieailli, getting edu¬ 
cated and holding office whe¬ 
ther thev like it or nc't.” she 
says. Right now. there are lesv 
who share her optimism. ■ 
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BOOKS 

Melting Greasepaint 
A memoir of an eccentric and nomadic childhood in India 

WMTECAIIfiO 

byMIeityKMidal 

MlctmlJasaph 
ItsSSO. Pigis:319 

ByFEISALALKAZI 

ALl, furry and coconut rice, chotta 
haaari and chutney sandwiches on 

I the verandah, little old English 
teachers in tatty rickshaws... 

Anglo India. 
From our vantage point in the closing 

year of the 2()th century, the term Angio 
India conjures up images of nostaigia, 
of looking at the confused and complex 
world of relationships between India 
and England through rose-tinted glas¬ 
ses. And Felicity Kendal's autobiography 
White Ciirgo successfully recreates and 
adds to those many images of Anglo 
India that we are familiar with. 

Felicity is of course Jennifer Kapoor's 
younger sister, and their parents Geo¬ 
ffrey and I^ura Kendal were almost an 
institution, when in the 'SOs and '60s 
they travelled the length and breadth 
of India with their theatre group .Shak- 
espeareana. While Jennifer moved on 
to Bombay after her marriage to Shashi 
Kapoor, Felicity returned to England to 
carve out a special niche for herself on 
the professional English stage. 

The book starts with tremendous 
promise—Felicity tending to her father 
Geoffrey Kendal who has slipi^red into a 
coma for three years in cold, contemixrrary 
London. Their many-layered, emotional 
relationship is well captured at the opening 
of each subsetjuent chapter. Belongingness, 
guilt, how to re-relate to a jwrson ^11 of life 
who is now reduced to a vegetable existence 

are the themes that she explores. And 
explores well and in depth. From here 
Felicity travels back in time from the bedrid¬ 
den Geoffrey ol the present tense, to the 
larger than iile Shakes|X'arean actor father 
that she remembers from her childhood. 

Felicity grew up on the move and her life 
as a little English girl leading a nomadic 
exi.stence with a traveiiing theatre group in 
India—in and out of schools and theatres, 
Maharaja's palaces and crowded cities was 
one of a kind. And it is because she led such 
an unconventional childhood, traipsing 
around India with her parents performing 
Shakespeare, against the changing fabric of 

Kendal with Courtenay: the world’s a stage 

a newly independent India, that one 
expects something unique, different. 
Questions of who docs one identify with, 
the coloni.ser or the colonised? Where does 
one belong? Issues of transition-Irom 

childhood to adolescence to adulthood, 
and how does one cope/struggle with these 
transitions? Questions of cultural spaces, all 
of these themes lie dormant—almost unex¬ 
plored. For Felicity Kendal's book is very 
conventional. She creates several Images of 
Anglo India that are evocative, but one 
misses any telling insight or observation. 

To be fair, occasionally Felicity does suc¬ 
ceed in creating moments of true drama 
and (xrignance as in the juxtaposition of 
the strange electric cremation that Jennifer 
has in London, with the family hysterics 
over her marriage to .Shashi Kapoor several 
decades earlier, and the ritualised beauty ol 
an open air Hindu cremation. 

But on the whole, with few exceptions, 
the promise of the opening pages remains 
unrealised in the first half of the book. 
Most of it is made up of a kind of dinner 
table anecdote, charming yet anaestheti¬ 
sed, worth a smili^—but nothing more. But 

halfway through the lxx>k things begin 
to look up. it is when she turns 18, after 
her role in that marvellous, motxly 
Merchant-Ivory film Shakespearewallah, 
that Felicity comes into her own. Back 
in England, a country she left when she 
was only six. she struggles with her 
identity and with making inroads into a 
competitive profession. 

And from here the book .soars, both in 
style and emotional depth. The sc*cond 
half is therefore a pleasure to read, 
almost erasing the weaker first hall 
from one's memory. The wistful, dra¬ 
matic, memorable end has Felicity scat¬ 
tering the ashes of Geoffrey from a boat 
otf the Gateway of India. 

The IxKjk has some amusing i-ditorial 
oversights. Ludhiana is described as 
being in Rajasthan, the actress is 
Vijayanthimal and the mountain, Kin- 
chingjunga! 

This book brings to the tore the pro’o- 
lem of writing a theatrical autobiogra¬ 
phy, such as the recent ones by Zohra 

Sc'hgal and Saeed Jaffrey. The que.^tion is: 
how much to reveal? Should one remain 
nice and polite to all those still alive and 
the memory of those dead, or should it be 
a bare-all, tell-all bio? if Saeed goes over¬ 
board in one direction. Felicity occasion¬ 
ally errs on the other. ■ 

my book of the century 
's ■,;! I ' I ^ i..\. 

■' A century is too short a time 
span to put books in perspect- 
ive, but one of tny favourite 
books of this century is All 
About H. Hattetr (r.Vl 

Desani. This is quite s’mply a book That 
defies definition, let alone explication. First 

published in 1948, this classic of modem 
Anglo-Indian literature has been seminal in 
its influence and its acute precognition of 
the apprt^riation of the Fuglish language by 
the voices of the subcontinent. It is a subtle 
and satiric work, mad, fwmy and irreverent. 
I think this is a hook written on the very 
edge of genius. Desani, a distinguished Pro¬ 
fessor of Philosophy, had studied "mantra- 
yoga". Accordingly, he knows the prrwer of 

words, sounds and irn antations and his is a 
profound and mystic book, a metaphysical 
folly, a crjftic, confounding, absurd, endear¬ 
ing excursion into hyper reality. This is the 
hmk that liberated the English language of. 
its geographical constraints, restoring it to 
chaos, letting the demons of myth and 
mania loose on an unsusp^ing Occident. It 
is good to see the book back on the stands. 

tNamita Gokhale is a writer:) 
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BUCKS 

Of Inner Courtyards 
Old-fashioned yet nuanced, this tale of female suffering compels 

usnmiiG NOW 
by AnJaM Appachan 
tndiaink 
Rs39S. Pages 510 

By MEENAKSHI MUKHERJEE HFR carlkT btKik Inamtulum and Of/itT 
Sloiics was marked by iiriderstate- 
mont and a laconic humour, in List¬ 
ening Now Anjana Appachana exper¬ 

iments vvitii exadly the op|>t)site quaiity: 
excess, t he sustaitred emotional intensity of 
this S(K)-pagc novel and the profusion of 
dramatic moments sweep the reader off his 
feet by their very abundance. Tlie number 
of narrators who unfold the story are as 
many as six Olie llonie and the World had 
three narrators; so did The Sound and the 
Fury), each person bringing a different per¬ 
spective on tfie core events ttiat .s|)an some 
16 years and abrnit which each r)ne has only 
partial knowlc>dge. The narraU)rs are all wo¬ 
men—mothers, daughters, sisters, friends— 
who have listened to each other carefully, 
shared laughter, swapped memories and 
fears, who can sense even lire colours of 
each other’s darkest secrets. "So were stories 
born. Untold, so did stories die," thinks one 
ot them, except that not all untold stories 
die, some fester anil rot "(iuilt stains our 
thoughts like sweat under the arms." .Alth¬ 
ough essentially it is a love story, men, even 
the iH’st of them, are out of this magic lir- 
tie, liecause their ways of listening, rattier, 
not listening, are singularly diflerent. 

While trying to come to grips with the 
protagonist I'adma's storv each narrator 
also reveals a lomplex world ol her own, 
permeated with desires, adjiisimcnts and a 
quiet despair. Alter peeling oil all tlie lay¬ 
ers when we reaih the kernel we find it is 
familiar enough to be the slult ol a popu¬ 
lar film; young love lilighted by parental 
disapproval. In fact the novelist lonstantly 
plays with as well as mocks at the filmi 
cliclies: the hero and the heroine separated 
by cruel siKiety, the trauma and trial of 
unwed motherhood, the coimidences and 
mistaken identities on which hinge the 
twists in the plot. In one climactic 
moment I’adina realises how she sounds 
like the heroine of a movie and nearly 
bursts into hy.sterical laughter. 

We do not get to the story ot Padma and 

Karan until we are half-way through the 
novel. Till then the narrative circles around 
it, suggesting and foreshadowing. Padma's 
preciKious pre-teen daughter invests her 

j mother's (last with the aura of a romantic 
fantasy even though in saner moments she 
knevv: “.Alas, no stories in the lives of our 
mothers. So much more juice in the stories 
we invented." The novel begins with lier 
version—high-strung, colourful, the Ixsund- 
ary between the real and the fiitive 

I smudged, followiHl by the matter-of-fact 
versions of two average middic-ciass Delhi 
housewives—Padma's neighbours and 
friends, who have nothing exciting in their 
lives, yet their accounts are the most mov¬ 
ing and consummate sections in the novel. 

the men who take their time coming to the 
table, expressing preference for the sons 
through the almonds to the table, dimin¬ 
ishing themselves in the impo.ssible atte¬ 
mpt to please everyone, coping with ass¬ 
aults on their bodies, finding strategies of 
survival in joint families. Much of this has 
been said before', but not with such vivid- 
nc'ss and urgency, the cumulative imftact of 
which is quite extraordinary. The author, 
the jacket tells us, now lives in Arizona, 
after having been educated in Gwalior and 
Delhi, but there is very little in the novel to 
sugge.st that she has ever been away. The 
novel moves betwc'cn Bangalore and Delhi 
witi) a crucial part set in l.ucknow', and a 
sensitivity to the three languages— 
Kannada. Hindi and F.nglish—that the 
characters speak is conveyed unobtrusively 
without being stilted or quaint. 

Despite easy readability and a seemingly 
romance format Listening Now is a nuanced 
reflection on gender relations and the high 
price of noii-conformity for women. It 

1 Appachana: not kneading new dough 

Padma’s own story is an eseryday one: 
j the cliance meeting of a boy and a girl in a 
I Delhi Unis-ersity bookshop and love spr- 
I outing over long walks in the cam()us, end- 
; less cu[>s of coiiee, plates of dosa and gulab 
I jamun—followed eventually by betrayal 
, and parting ol ways. It is the vets’ ordinari- 
i ness of the first two-thirds of the novel 
i which makes it compelling. The high 
I drama of guilt, curse, passion and retribu- 
j tion that creates suspense in the last part 

dees not succei>d in the same way, App¬ 
achana can imbue the texture ot women's 
quotidian existence with solidity and sub¬ 
stance; kneading dough while sharing 
thoughts with friends, reheating food for 

takes courage to write a book like this 
loilay when novels about naari jeevan ki 
peeda have reached saturation point. Also 
to ignore the nation and the backdiop ot 
history when a good part of the novel is .set 
in the Fifties needs a certain amount of 
defiance in the current climate. Appachana 
takes a risk b\' writing a massive old-fash¬ 
ioned novel alKiut the private lives of peo¬ 
ple, mostly women, whose richly textured 
histories suck us in desfiitc our initial resi.s- 
tance to yet another saga of female suffer¬ 
ing. I'ho gamble pays off amply. At the end 
of the novel one expc*cts all the stories to 
come together like a jigsaw puzzle, Init we 
find that they cannot fit any more after 16 
years because stories keep growing and 
changing with time as do people. ■ 
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EXHIBIT.._ _ _ _ _ _ 

Baroda’s Injured Soul 
Bureaucratic carelessness might kill the spirit of a 3,000-year-old mummy in the city museum 

Photographs by A8HIJI1 RHAll EKAR 

SHAMEEM AKTHAR in Baroda Has the tgy'pliaii liod Dsins. 
taken a break trout his guard 
duty? The 3,(MtO-year-c)ld prin¬ 
cess under his protection is 
wounded, her deep sleep distur¬ 

bed by a perturlted bureaucracy fluttering 
around. As her shadow Ka’ is chased by 
wintry sunlight piercing the glass cham¬ 
ber at the Baroda Museum and ricture 
(.iallery. the pink gash on her dessicated 
toe glares like an immediate injury. The 
fallout of a careless moment, grumble 
museum officials, who intend to set things 
right through e.xpert advice Irom the land 
of her origin. On December 11. R.N. 
Vagnik, collector of the newly-formed 
Narmada district who holds additional 
charge of the museum, signed papers 
inviting Cairo’s director general of antiq¬ 
uities and conservation. Dr Nas.ser Yusuf 
Sikander, to Baroda. To diagnose the mal¬ 
ady and prescribe a cure tor Barmla's 
proud possession—the Egyptian mummy 
dating to 1300-600 BC. 

I The inch-long cut has widened into a 
i deep, ugly gash that's dividing museum 
I administration. The imimniy',s ailment 
; flared up, according to museum cuiator 
! .Satisli Sadashivan, on an unusually 
■ humid day last summer when an 
, over/.eaious official opened her air-tight 
i case and applied a heavy-duty vacuum 
1 I leaner di'ectly on the papyrus-fragile 
I skin. "No one can open the case withouf 
j all six members of the museum's commit- 
I tee-including the curator, his assistant, 
I head of security and the carpenter (who 
j has two sets •.! keys)—being present. I'ho- 
; ugh the others tried to dissuade him, the 
I official's position won him the argument. 
I ".See flow the linen stiip from the knee 
; has detached itsell. You find it on the arch 
I of her feet," Sadashivan points out. Her 
i Ixidy, he adds, has risen visibly troin her 
I wooden re.s1, even as it puffed up a lew 
1 millimetres before finally subsiding. 
! "Moisture, it appears, has entered the 

body. We cannot guage the extent of the 
damage svithout some scanning," says 
Sadashivan, The city's pride was bought in 

! The ravaged mummy, one of the six In 
i India, at the Baroda museum 

! 1935 for a sum of $1,000 from Caiio by 
I Maharaja .Sayajirao III. 
I The blue-green layer of asphalt and bal- 
; sam, meant to preserve her centuries-old 
j bcHly, has split in parts. The mud-paint is 
' jieeling ott; the linen strips—said to run 
! into 375 square metres of cloth that could 
■ easily cover a basketball court—hang torn. 

The borers (a wood-attacking pest) have 
I been os'eractisT in her elaborately-cleco- 
I rated woixlen coffin, a fine dust even now 
j constantly dripping on to the showcase 
I lloor, their presence underscored by a 

thii k smattering ot fine holes. Officers fear 
the fumigants hidden strategically to soak 
up the moisture have this time failed to do 
their duty. A gaggle of curious locals peers 
Into her face where the touch ot wretchc'd 
death has bexm prettified by her ancient 
preservers who've masked her face with a 
replica of Osiris, her protector in afterlife. 
At her foot is a marble 'canopic' jar, 
shaped like a falcon (representing Sun 

i 
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EXHIBIT_ 

God Horus). Her internal organs nest 
inside, since Egyptians feared that should 
Ka' decide to revert to the body, every¬ 
thing had to be readily available. 

Most museum visitors overlook an ama¬ 
teurish oil painting. Hanging opposite the 
showcase, it explains the embalming 
process through which the Princess has 
beat rustled up from her subtenanean 
resting place by grave-diggers, who must 
have stripped her of protective amulets 
caged wiftin the linen. But visitors lap up 

body with aromatics. The leathery 
skin-tone was battled with oils, giving it 
a soft feel. Surprising in one who has b^ 
dead so long. 

Finally, a resin-coat acted like a water¬ 
proof cape holding together the paint, 
linen, and salts. And in case such material 
attempts failed to hold back the axe of 
death, the body and its case were strewn 
with sacred, protective symbols—the ram¬ 
headed God Khnum who is the sculptor of 
both Ba' and Ka'; the Ba' itself restlessly fly¬ 

its survival. "The problem," explains 
Yagnik, "is that though there are six 
mummies in the country (including ones 
at Calcutta, Mumbai, Lucknow and 
Hyderabad) there has been no co-ordina¬ 
tion among the various agencies on their 
conservation. In fact, suggestions made 
by other centres had been turned down 
since we do not have any expertise 
to even check if the proposed treatments 
are feasible." 

Raj Ratna Goswami, the former curator 
now transferred to Bardoli I museum, who has been under 
fire for attempting a cure, 
insists he had only applied the 
vacuum cleaner on the glass 
case and not on the body itself 
as accused. He counter¬ 
charges the current adminis¬ 
tration with having started a 
whisper campaign against him 
to block his posting at Baroda. 
But archaeologist and advisory 
officer (state museums) 2 
Dharsinh F. Barot, and lecturer 
Shailendra Singh (of the 
Baroda University's history 
and aesthetics department) 
insist that no damage had 
been noted during the two- 
decade tenure of the earlier 
airator S.K. Bhowmick who 
had instituted, as per rules, 
tegular checks on the 
mummy’s condition. While 
an inquiry into the mishap 
continues, the officials wring 
their hands over the recent 
spurt in damage. 

Local papers spend reams of 
newsprint space on the problem, even as a •« 
dozen Reiki experts huddie over the inert * 
princess try'ing to dam the damage. Led by 
Reiki grandmaster Vinayak Chhaya the 
experts are trying to halt deterioration by 
roping in cosmic energy. Sadashivan is 
also streaming taxes to the Paris 
Internalionai Consul of Museums, 
American conservation agencies, and the 
National Conservation Bureau at 
Lucknow, with respective embassies hav¬ 
ing been contacted to facilitate visits by 
any foreign experts. "The state is willing 
to spend as much as is required. But 1 
know that even if we are faced with a 
financial crunch our citizens will start a 
voluntary hind collection drive to save 
her—that's how strong sentiments are 
here,'' says Barot. 

Even a slow-moving bureaucracy gears 
up to gallop in the face of such lively 
interest. But in a country unused to 
her kind, this stranger lies under a shadow 
of death which may be more fatal than 
the one she experienced thousands ' 
of years ago. ■ 

information on how her soui Ba' may wan- ! 
der off from her body, as if by o.smosis i 
through any material (in this case just i 
glass). At night, when the museum gates ' 
clang shut Ba', having traipsed around, j 
would have returned. i 

i SINCE the Egyptians mistakeniy i 

thought the brain's only function i 
was to produce snot they drew it out i 

through a nostril, rinsing the skull with 
chemicals. The body was then snipped 
along the abdomen to draw out the 
intestines, preserved in four canopic 
jars—with heads of a falcon (Ciod llorus 
protecting the intestines), jackal (repre¬ 
senting Duamutet guarding the dead's 
stomach), the baboon-headed llapi look¬ 
ing after lungs and the human-headed 
Imseti safeguarding the liver. Clearly, 
when the Ba' of Banxla’s princess returns 
to life, it will find her stomach, lungs and 
liver missing. Some damage-control was 
attempted by her ancient preservers who 
laboured for 70 days to give her afterlife, 
stuffing her cavernous natron-treated 

ing about on wings, the Wedjet or the lost 
eye of God llorus that had lieen restored to 
him, signifying restoration of the soul to 
the body; and geometric signs representing 
variously life, strength--all essentials 
when the soul decided to return—after 
enduring the pitfalls of afterlife such as 
demons and disasters, fire and biimsfone. 
Where all t!ie tests of survival of the soul 
were directed not at the intellect, but at 
the heart. Which, if it faltered, was con¬ 
sumed by a feline creature that was part 
hippo, part croc. 

But just no., the immediate threat is to 

Ths mummy’s injury is the 
result of an overzealous 

offlciaf applying a racuum 
etaaner direetly on the 

papyrus-fragile skin. Borers 
and mo^re did the reel. 
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Homesick for Delhi WHEN two-thirds of iniddlc<lass India is queu¬ 
ing up to leave Bharat Mata ji, how come I got 
hitched to a woman who prefers Khan Market 

to Oxford Street, would rather live in Nizamuddin 
than Knightsbtidge, and feels more comfortable in 
Delhi taxis than the Ixindon underground. Anuradha 
knew when we married at Tis Ha/ari four years ago, 
that one day, the long fingers of the bbc would fx-t- 
kon, and the Auntie who must be olxyed would sum¬ 
mon me back from Delhi. But back then, life in 
London seemed a distant prospect. La.st September, it became a 

stark reality. After five-and-a-half 
years of expatriate life. 1 passed 
through Heathrow with a reluctant 
wife, and two tired an<l irritable 
children, in tow. 

A lot had changed in my time 
away, in truth, I had only the hazi¬ 
est idea of what Tony Blair's 'cool 
Britannia' entailed, could name no 
current chart-topping band Ixjyond 
the Spice Girls, and was woefully 
behind on the plots of every' TV 
soap. Football teams which were 
also rans—including Blackburn 
Rovers, can you believe—had 
enjoyed a miraculous resurrection. 1 

couldn't even venture a firm opinion aix>ut pub opening hours, 
or the likely cost of a hamburger. 1 still can't. 

Still, 1 waxed lyrical to my begrudging family about the joys of 
reliable power supply, dean air, the heaths, and Britain’s fabled 
National Health ^rvice. Anuradha was not convinced. Alas, her 
sceptidsm deepened when in our first month back, we suffered 
two power cuts. The papers were full or sUxies about diseases 
from leukemia to asthma wliich were on the rise as a result ot 
pollution or reckless bespoiling ol the environment. Fhe autumn 
proved much hx) wet and mucky for regular trips to the park. 
And the family dortor system is so over-streKtud that a routine 
appointment at our IcKal surgery involves a vsait of up to a week. 

It makes even me a little homesick for south Delhi. 

Sylheti Citadel 
The backwash of Empire is still swirling through Britain's 

cities, making for a much more interesting sixietv than tiie 
largely mono-cultural England of my thildhtxjd. It is now not 
only more cosmojxrlitan but more comfortable with its cultural 
and ethnic diversity. The Asian presence is irureasingly pro¬ 
minent, and certainly hasn't yet reached its high water ma'k. 

1 live across Lxtridon from the .Asian citadels of Southall, 
Harrow and Wembley, but es'cn in an area which has no moic 
than the average proportion of people from the subcontinent, 
Asian faces arc all around us. Our local doctor qualified in 
Patna; the optidan is Sikh; our newsagent is Gujarati, as is the 
owner of the shop wltere I pop in for a packet of sweets tin my 
way to the tube station; and our IcKai Indian restaurant, which 
boasts of genuine Punjabi food, is run by a Sylheti. Our local 
children's library has books in Gujarati and Bengali (though not 
Hindi), and every primary .school has welcome signs in a bewil¬ 
dering array of mother tongues, including almost as many 
Indian languages as are on a rupee note. 

Cry for Fish ‘n’ Chips ’ The news that the curry has taken over from fish 
and chips as the dish most often bought by Brits 

eating out must be seen as another sign of Aslan 
penetration. Tliough the fare dished up at thousands 
of Stars of India and Bombay Tandooris—stodgy 
onion bhajis, limp chapatis and insipid lumps of 
chicken in dubiously pungent sauces—would hardly 
excite anyone accu.stomed to Indian home cooking. 

I've always wondered why the Bangladeshis who 
dominate the curry industry prefer to dole out dis¬ 

hes nominally from the far side of the subcontinent rather than 
offering truly Bengali cuisine. But let that pass. To my mind, the 
eclipse of fish and chips should lie the occasion for national 
anguish. When cixskcd well, that means in Yorkshire style 
(Haddock not cod, with the fi.sh skin removed, then dipped in 
freshly-made baiter and deep fried in good cooking oil) rather 
than the more slos’cnly southern manner, it can't b<‘ bettered. 

I have, happily, been able to renew mv acquaintance with my • 
favourite haddock, chips and jieas (which undercuts in price a 
chicken tikka masala with gooey alix) gohi and overcooked pulao 
rice at a high street curry house). But other of my prized dishes 
remain off bounds. I was able to indulge in black pudding sand- 
wichc's liefore my wife found out what the pudding was made 
from (pigs' blotxi). It is now banned. .And niy craving for fillet 
steak—grai ely diminished by mad cow disease-is now indulged 
only outside the home, in tlie interests of communal harmony. 

Personal associations with India ]x.‘tsist. After all, my in-laws 
live there; my wife will forever regard herself as Indian, howe¬ 
ver long sfie's in exile; and botii our children were born in 
Delhi. Happily, jrrofessional links with India also endure. .After 
many years oi reporting On India and neighbouring countries. 
I'm now going to tx’ co-presenting a new tliree-hour daily pro¬ 
gramme on Bw. World Service radio, the World Tihlciy, which is 
aimed particularly at listeners in the subcontinent. 

The programme is launcTied this month, and will be on air 
five days a week from six to nine in the morning Indian time. 
It's a new rieparture for the World Service—towards a livelier 
and bolder way of delivering news, witliout compromising on 
authority, and making still belter use of the Biu's unrivalled 
reporting network across South Asia and around the world. 

If Mars Ahacks BBC... My return to Ihe bb(,'s Bush House has brouglit one of rhose 
broadcasting moments never to be forgotten. The radio 

microphone was live, and the studio's red transmission light was 
gleaming. The producer told me in my earphones that reports 
were coming through that aliens had landc'd on earth, and we 
were going live to a jxilice ins{)ectf)r in South Africa at the scene. 
For the next three minutes, a gentleman with a genuine South 
African accent explained that a flying saucer had landed in the 
city. He described the scene as a trou|x' of little green men walked 
down a plank from the .s|)accship, and set foot on eartli, unfurl¬ 
ing a banner reading: "We come in peace!" 

You didn't hear about it on the news? Well, that's because the 
programme was a training exercise, a pilot for the new brcakfa.st 
programming, and the presenters were being tested on how they 
would react to a dramatic, and unexpected, breaking news story. 
I can’t promise quite such sensational news items when the 
World Today gets on air for real. But I do hope you'll tune in! 

(Andrew Whitehead is a former BBC Delhi correspondent) 

JAYACHANORAN 
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LETTERS ... 

Year of No Hope 
Prem Shankar Jha rightly calls 
1998 The Year Hope Died Qanu- 
ary 4). The year showed how a 
country as quirky as ours can 
slip deeper into despair. The 
economy is in a mess, the bou¬ 
rses are in a bear embrace, infla¬ 
tion was at its highest in 2S 
years; and to top it all, our great 
"leaders"—the political comm¬ 
unity, specifically the Sangh 
and its offshoots—displayed 
their pea-brained, Jurassic thin¬ 
king. Give me one politician- 
just one—who speaks and lives 
infrastructure, povert>’ allevia¬ 
tion, illiteracy eradication, upli- 
ftment of women. No, wo don't 
believe in any of these; instead, 
we have time and resources put 
firmly behind Ram temples, 
destroying cinemas which sa- 
een films we (publicly) don't 
like; teach our children Sarasw- 
ati vandana and Vande Mata- 
ram (not real education); dest¬ 
roy churches and mosques; put 
Pepsi and Coke down drains; 
explode nuclear bombs we had 
anyway and generally make big 
issues of complete non-issues! 

Sanfeev Mehta, 
via e-mail 

m 
Jha is right when he says the 
most delicious situation fur 
any country is when it finds 
the armed forces of its enemy 
country in complete disarray. 

While our own forces may 
not exactly be in disarray, the 
skinnish between the service 
chiefs and the bureaucracy 
doesn't indicate any level of 
defence preparedness, which 
our service chiefs have peren¬ 
nially been proud of. 

M. Shahid Abdulla, 
Surathkal, Karnataka 

Who Needs Prudes? 
•Sunil Narula's write-up Bomba¬ 
stic! (January 4) was a superfi¬ 
cial, illogically argued article. As I 

the writer seems to have been 
carried away by emotion rather 
than fact.s, I must point out sev¬ 
eral .shortcomings in the article. 

1 thought the nuclearisation 
of the subcontinent began in 
1974 rather than on May 11, 
1998. Should we, like the Vic¬ 
torian prudes, keep the bomb 
under covers and refuse to 
acknowledge it despite the 

Batty over Sachin 
Perhaps Tendulkar is best cha¬ 
racterised by what mathem¬ 
atician Mark Kac said about 
Nobel prize-winning physicist 
Richard Feynman (The Last 
Hero, January 4): "There are 
two Idnds of geniuses, the 
'ordinary' and the 'magician'. 
An ordinary genius is a fellow 
you or I would be just as good 
as, if only we were many 
times better. There's no mys¬ 
tery about how his mind 
works. Once we've under¬ 
stood what they've done, we 
feel certain we too could've 
done it. It's different with the 
magician. Even if we under¬ 
stand what he has done, the 
process by which he's done it 
is completely mysterious... 
Feynman is a magician of the 
highest order." Just so, Sachin 
Is cricket's magician genius. 

G.S. Clumdy, 
Mumbml 

m 
Your special issue probably 
contained everything one 
could be curious to know 
about The Last Hero except for 
'anything' from his childhood 
chum and team-mate Vlnod 
Kambli with whom he shares 
a record partnership. 

Besides, though Sachin is a 
king of a batsman in one-day 
cricket, he still has a long way 

to go in Test matches. 
Technically, he's a class apart, 
but he ne^s more poise and 
patience if he has to cross the 
double-century barrier. 

Ambar Prakash, 
Chennai 

m 
Your latest issue devotes more 
than SO per cent space to one 
individual cricketer. India's tri¬ 
umph in Asiad hockey has 
been devoted only half-a-page. 

Hlmmat Kalhore, 
via e-mall 

■ 
Tarun J. Tejpal shouldn’t hold 
his breath waiting for a knigh¬ 
thood for Gavaskar and Ten¬ 
dulkar (The Buzz of Greatness). 
Since independence, the Ind¬ 
ian government has decreed 
that India doesn't accept 
knighthoods for its citizens. 

Also, one is not sure whom 
Krishna Prasad is referring to as 
no one by the name of Rahul 
Parkar has played Test cricket 
for India. Perhaps he's referring 
to Ramnath Parkar who played 
two Tests against the mcc in 
die 1972-73 home series. Also, 
Raju Mukherjee mentions 
Sunil Gavaskar as having sco¬ 
red 36 centuries. 'That should, 
of course, be 34 Test centurlsik 

OuhtExekbd, 
DOM 

■ 
All that was missing In the 
Sachin special was a full-page 
ad from Outlook wishing him 
and wife a Haj^y New Year. 

All this sickening adulation 
by your panel of pretentious 
writers, with those rare 
exceptions, will only put him 
under more pressure. 

MniMiR JUnlw; 
Gmpiau 

m 
Thanks a lot for the grand 
finale to the Tendulkar-maala 
that you dished out through¬ 
out the year. After idl it does 

help to increase your circula¬ 
tion without paying a penny 
to Mr Mascarenhas. 

Thanks are also due for not 
wasting much space on Jyotir- 
moy Sikdar and Dingko's feat; 
who in India cares about The 
First Heroes in athletics or a 
violent game (in a non-vio¬ 
lent country) like boxing? 

Sanfeev WpaOtl, 
Demia 

■ 
The Outlook team deserves 
congratulations for a marvel¬ 
lous issue. Sachin's interview 
by Amrit Mathur was excel¬ 
lent. The year-end issue is so 
good that I've sent 10 copies 
to my cricketing friends in 
England. Outlook compares 
favourably with any magazine 
in London or New York. This 
issue will occupy permanent 
place in my alcketing library. 

SMrIsh f. Budi, 
Akmedabad 

m 
1 love 'the little giant' and am 
proud of his achievements on 
the world stage, but as games 
go, aicket is an enigma. In no 
other sport except golf will 
one And potbellied players 
like Ranatunga at the top end 
of the ladder. And what about 
other sportsmen that have 
made India proud, such as 
Vlshy Anand in chess and 
Geet Sethi in billiards? 

C. CastxHno, 
via e-mail 

■ 
There's almost a sub-coUe^te 
level of missionary zeal In 
Outlook's attempt to deify 
Sdchin. I'm beginning to won¬ 
der if there isn't something in 
the Tumours I've bemi hear¬ 
ing: that excessive coverage 
^wen to Sachin has its roots 
in his promoters’ "media 
management". 

H.ftiyaBeva, 
An^farr 

whole world knowing Ixjth the 
countries ptwsess them? Even 
the Americans acknowledged 
the fact in '87, after a Benazir 
Bhutto TV interview, that 
Pakistan had it, triggering sanc¬ 
tions under the Pressler Law? 

Tarun Panikkar, 
via e-mail 

Revolution Going Grey 
Punjab today is on the verge of 
an ecological disaster (Land of 
Fhv Tears, December 28). The 
adoption of unsustainable far¬ 
ming practices has entailed 
huge environmental and social 
costs. Ihe rapid expansion of 
the area under water-intensive 
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crops like rice and sugarcane 
disturbed significantly what has 
always been a fragile water bal- 

I ance. As the tube-wells go dee¬ 
per, the life of poor and margin¬ 
al farmers gets more miserable. 

We need an immediate solution 
to prevent the Green Res’o- 
lution from going grey. 

Sheel, 
Delhi 

Juicy Ranikhet 
* Gautani Rhatia's Rimikitet Diary 

(December 28) makes no men¬ 
tion of one of the finest fmit 
gardens in Chaubatia, some 12 
km from Ranikhet. The gladioli 
and flower shows are seasonal 
but the sprawling fruit garden 
boasts of the finest variety of 
apples and pears. Fmit, pulp 
and juice are regularly supplied 
by Chaubatia to several agro¬ 
industries in UP and elsewhere. 

Mustafa K. Sherwant, 
Hyderabad 

Oops! 
1 read with interest the article 
Virtue of Bciiig an Insider 
(December 28). But the caption 
under a photograph of mine is 
factually incorrect. I .im not an 
advisor to the multinational 
power company Enron and 
have never bi-en. In fact I have 
never been associated with 
Enron or its affiliated compa¬ 
nies in any capacity. 

S. Eaigqpal, 
former cabinet secretary, 

Mundra! 

Mocking The Tunic 
I’m amazed to sec Adml 
Vishnu Bhagwat wearing his 
winter uniform tunic over a 
striped shirt and greyish-blue 
trousers in the photograph by 
Gauri Gill {Enter the Citizen 
Soldier, December 28). It’s tan¬ 
tamount to a mockery of the 
uniform—that too by a chief! 

An Army Officer 

With Due Apologies 
An item in Downtown (Dece¬ 
mber 28) that says ‘‘the stunned 
parishioners are still reeling from 
the asking price of Rs 4 lakit by 
Remo" is factually incorrect. For, 

Remo himself quoted a red¬ 
uced price of Rs 3 lakh to us 
and the organisers were 
happy with the price and 
accordingly went ahead 
with the preparations for 
the musical nite. We consid¬ 
er this distorted fact has 
caused loss of credibility to 
the celebrity and on behalf 
of the parishioners and the 

organising committee we expr¬ 
ess our apology to him. 

hletliySmua, 
All India Soverdia Sangam, 

Mumbai 

A Cover for Thackeray? 
1 find it amusing when some¬ 
one like Bal Thackeray bec¬ 
omes the cover story of a mag¬ 
azine like yours (Knight in 
Fading Armour, December 28). 
People like him shouldn’t get 
any importance. He has really 
lost his credibility among the 
people, the results of which 
will definitely show up in the 
next election. Just wait. 

Saflth, 
via e-mail 

■ 
As a subscriber of Outlook and a 
lover of the F^ngUsh language, 
I’m disappointed to see the 
lypos and errors that mar the 
excellence of content and pre¬ 
sentation of your newsmaga¬ 
zine. A blurb in the cover .story 
reads: "To protest the Bir's inde¬ 
cision, the Sena executed a 
mock hanging of Vande 
Mataram." The transitive use of 
the verb pnrtest is not accept¬ 
able (or 'incorrect’ before it 
yielded to 'not acceptable'). 
The verb protest is u.sed only 
intransitively. 

Mohan IV. Pal, 
Mumbai 

m 
It's sad to see Ba! Thackeray 
behaving like a 'gtxl of small 
things'. Art and culture are 
meant to uplift human spirit. 
When Saraswati is painted in 
the nude, or the lesbian charac¬ 
ters of a film are named Sita and 
Radha, even a blind person 
would know that the pain- 

The Wrong Reference Points 
The article Women Without 
Men (December 21) had an 
incomprehensible and mis¬ 
placed interpretation of his¬ 
torical art and architecture. It 
has been argued, by 
referring to a Chola 
bronze, a Rajasthani 
painting and a 
Khajuraho temple, 
that lesbianism is 
not aiten to Indian 
culture. The 
Khajuraho temple 
espedally has often 
b«n dted by 
many as an example of how 
liberal Indian society was as 
far as sexual attitudes and 
{itefetences were concerned. 
But these per^ fatget that: 
these carvings, sculptures and 
tehipte art were a celdwMon 

in their time and place. As 
someone rightly said; ‘It was 
unknown artistes celebrating 
a community's worship of the 

life force as Issuing 
from their gods and 

goddesses.’ But it was 
never able to sustain 
its popularity as the 

society disapproved of 
it, and one finds no 
copy of nrch art forms 

in later years. As a 
result, we have moved 
away in virtually every 
respkt from die values 

these temples represent 
Therefore it is mendacious to 
say by just referring to ancient 
art forms diat tesbianlsm was 
common Jahmian sode^. 

^ Jt VnaudKOb 
dwnawt 

ler/prdducer is aiming at cheap 
publicity. Public demonstrati¬ 
ons of the 'chaddi morcha’ kind 
only lend force to that publicit)-. 

r.S. Chanda, 
Mohall 

Hard Facts 
Aprojios Darktwss in tlw liedriKmi 
in Vinod Mehta's Delhi Dior)- 
(December 21), if M.O. Vlathai, 
at one time sixvial assistant to 
Nchm, is to lx? Iwlieveil, Nehru 
fathered a son by a woman cal¬ 
led Sharda Mata (assumed 
name) who gave birth to the 
child in a convent in Bangalore. 
'T made discreet enquiries repe¬ 
atedly,' writes Mathai, "about 
the boy but failed to get a clue 
of his whereabouts." Ointinues 
Mathai: "Had I succeeded In 
locating the boy, 1 would have 
adopted him. He must have 
grown up as a Catholic Chris¬ 

tian blissfully ignorant of who 
hisYather was." (Reminiscences of 
the Nehru Age by M.O. Mathai). 

Madan Gupta, 
New Delhi 

Not Stormy Enough 
What Outlook descritx*s as Ope¬ 
ration Shiv Sliakti was only a 
storm in the teacup compared 
to similar operations during 
World War II. We may have an 
edge over Pakistan in every¬ 
thing. But the history of the last 
Indo-Pak wars proves that 
Pakistan always enjoyed the 

I advantage of initiative. The 
I article rightly concludes by say- 
' ing that the army wouldn’t hes¬ 

itate to attack if war breaks out 
: (at the initiative of Pakistan). 

K.C. Sugar, 
Ahmedabad 

Graveyard of Ice 
I agree with Tarun lejpal when 
he says the men on the front 
are victims of criminal neglect 
when the defence ministry fails 
to provide the best equipment 
for those risking their lives in 
the Siachen area (Delhi Diary, 
December 14). Such failure 
demands a public outcry but so 
callous have we Indians bec¬ 
ome that the matter won’t 
even come to notice. 

Harfl MaUk, 
NewDelM 
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Your husband has just returned 

home... tired and hungry. 

He bites into a second 

home-made samosa - and 

clutches his tummy in agony. 

You don’t know it yet - but the 

adulteration in the loose oil has 

begun to take effect. 

And is this the oil you’ll continue 

to use for your family? 



IDil in a Tetra Pak package. 
I The best way to safeguard 
I your family’s health. 
I Adulterated oil can cause abdominal complications and health hazards. It's time 

you took precautions - which is where oil in a Tetra Pak package comes in. A Tetra 

j Pak package is the world's most trusted packaging for liquid foods Here's why 

I • Reassuringly, oil in a Tetra Pak package is tamper-proof. 

I • What's more, the opaque Tetra Pak packaging keeps sunlight out and prevents 

I oil from turning rancid, Itiereby keeping oil as pure as when packed 

I • And finally, Tetra Pak's 6-layer packaging ensures it retains the original 

I freshness and purity longer than any other packaging form 

t * 
■t. 

6-layer Packaging 
Purity Sealed In 

1. Polyethylene: Seals liquid in 
2. Polyethylene Adhesive layer: 

Gives extra strength. 
3. Aluminium: Keeps flavour in and 

light, odours and oxygen out. 
4. Polyethylene: For adhesion. 
5: Paper board: Gives rigidity and 

strength. 

6: Polyethylene: Keeps moisture 
and germs out. 

Tetra Pak 
More than the package 



ABHiJIT BHATLEKAR 

If they don’t have mmiey, IAS aspirants go to Vraj Patel’s library 

HE’D like to change the ByMANl 
world but he has to catch 
the 10:37 local. And go to work. That's the problem with 

the world. There is a 10:37 local in the lives of our best men. 
.And it takes Vrajlal Patel to Churchgate from where he treks to 
a cobwebbed government office. As an inspector in the central 
excise and customs department, he tries to keep the strictly 
horizontal line in his career c hart moving through the grid. 
But, like all good Mumbaikars, it is what he dues outside his 
office that keeps him going. He is a librarian. He has 25,000 
books at home, eminent men brushing shoulders on his 
shelves. Rare, common, expensive, affordable, all kinds of aca¬ 
demic books. He lends them, free. 

He is the last stop for all civil service aspirants, candidates who 
have a dream but no money, who cannot pay for guidance. Vraj 
Patel has al! the books, consultants and advice one needs to take 
the killing tesi of the civil services. And, the man is doing this 
•’aause he didn't make it. He is searching for a 
bkxxllcss vengeance against a system that cast P3t0| CQU 
him to a nook in a government office. 

"1 come from a small village in Saurashtra. I inB lAi 
tried to get into the iss but there was no one to bSCSIlS 
guide me. 1 had no money to buy all the books 
1 needed. Now, since 1 have lost, I think I no one to 
should help those who want to succeed." It is a To hell 
logic that Mumbai has long forgotten. , ' 

Patel joined the central excise and customs 06 OOS 
department in 1981. Now. even at 40, not a 25,001 
day pas.ses without the blurred image of the lAS ’ 

baton slipping away from his hands. So, in an 
inexplicable contest with nobody in particular, he opens his 
doors from 7 to 10:30 in the morning and 6 to 9 in the evening, 
keeping Saturdays for buying and arranging books, open again 
on Sundays, making himself available when someone walks in 
and asks for his books that are collectively worth over Rs 10 
lakh. "I've been doing this for over 15 years now. I keep buying 
bcxiks all the time." 

How can he afford it? A careful explanation: 

By MANU JOSEPH 

Patel couldn’t clear 
the IAS exams 
because he had 

no one to guide him 
To help others, 

he has collected 
25,000 books. 

OSEPH _ "See...I don’t drink, I don’t smoke. 
I J ^ 

lot of money to spare." 
Doesn't the wife object with a broom in her hand? 
"She understands." 
But this year, he had a problem bccau.se the demand has 

increased after he sent hand bills to all colleges advertising his 
services. “So my friends gavejie Rs 50,000 to buy books." 

He also organises free coaching classes for the exams, an emi¬ 
nent panel of professors on his li.st making time to give advice 
to all the hopefuls. He has books for other government exams 
too, even in, mb\, cimat and c;rk. 

A few years ago he was shifted to the CBi. "Those four years 1 
had to travel a lot. I couldn’t concentrate on the library," So, he 
got himself transferred back to the excise department, "to be 
available". 

And, as a reward, till now he has lost about 1,000 books. The 
lact that l«x)ks can Ire pinched from a former 

In’t clear hispector tells you how enterprising the 
great Indian middle-class is. 

exams That’s why this year he decided to have a 
he had deposit system. He takes a deposit of Rs 500 anc 

returns it at the end of the year. The value of 
Uide him. most of the books is far more than the deposit 
Dthe rs equations. "There are 

' many who cannot afford the deposit too. So, 1 
llleCted tell them that they don’t have to pay." 
hooks 1,000 students have enrolled 

with him. "Last year it was 400. And four of 
■ them made it to the ii*s. This year 1 am sure 

some people will make it to the ias." 

Of course, he has regrets about his own failure to clear the 
exams. A stray lump in the throat because when he was young 
he too had a dream. But he prefers to share it than let it die. 

For details, contact: 
Vrajlal P. Patel 
4-Palm View, 1st Floor, opposite Swami Narayan Temple 
Dadar (E), Mumbai 400 014 (Phone: 022-4125174). ■ 
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in jMmuf 0^}!^ 
<4019', XbiM, ^ripf^ 

fMtfjrabM 
Aieor^k>Clmhrmim^1}»hmiii 

tttfiwt^<Mu.Aem^t»JS(i^,Mni 

N 

j^iatfimistcmtkmM^ititiHijjhfotlm 

aMtA!a(M»l>es0iii^wlih^ WtiboiM 
ftAnyi^ rqlte CMm) pU 
/iblfAiftfBrttbkinfehiffun^WisttaiM 
outp^OAiiseMM^amexeiPgfOCliisqkm 

£Mheie lenttoiy aNI!p 

>fe0sfb JftitlwribV Wt 

R 

mtB every Mr of territory Mmffie'62 
Wi» ms redttitMftMiubl^irirmiy beet! made. 

biiBraGmuOii Stowed hffrnotul courage in disawtring her 
fiiriter^pi^hytesumb^r^ikmdkrelatkmwiOiCMru 
ip 1976. /bUowed rite lead ihm by riwtffeat prophet of 
peace, Henry Kissinger. Kissinger was given the N(M peace 
prtu for ending the napahn bamUrtg of Vktnanase children 
after escalating it ^estMIshbig America's relations with 
Chbu, Kissb^er laid the path fn Mrs Gartehii, 

Most bt^mtant, riugownwientmustrievercon^raHriseon 
its territorial dhputes wUh China, As a civilised l^-rdridng 
narion we nncst of cwrse withdraw fim rite Chinese terriWry 
lllegaliy occupied by la. But we must insist on ^ecandirions. 

WhUehatuling over Anaadud Pradesh and SBddm to 

ph Hvhtf hr the area woidd haverin'choke to rhflfttoe to 
Indaiftoey wished. Oidy a iarghpodmw^edsmtosb 
tog peace between CMttotoidftl^ 

AWjllM of iXHMM 

KwPlrtdstadk1t”]l9«M(mH'f « , / 
i)Ml)^*lHWQlile]^, \ ; 
TiiCids*«M!l9Di«r4inirI '» " 

"We did not know December 2 

■ The Congress, steadily mak¬ 
ing inroads into Sena fortresses 
in Marathwada, has some¬ 
thing to look forward to: 
Shaiad Pawar's adorned head. 
For, the former CM has sworn 
not to wear a /rfiefo—Maratha 
headdress—until he wir« the 
poll. At a farmers' rally, he 
even risked their ire by refus¬ 
ing the headgear. But Pawar 
would rather have their 
votes—BO per cent of 
Maharashtra voters are farmers. 

tUMDOM MOTES; Hotna mlnlator L.K. Advanl aurprltad 

JawmtM atUtaaer aeadamy In Tokanirur In Madhya Pndath 

whan ha End hatt-a-doxan ahota from a atan gun, hitting 

bull’a aya iwlea. And wfifle thara, the am vateran also drove 

a 1930 Ford for about a Ulomatro at the eantral seftoo/ at 

mater tranaport. Aa avaryona gawked at hie driving akIUs. 

■ B.L. Sharma 'Prem' never misses an opportunity 
to trash the minorities. But recently, he failed to 
turn up at a press conference for the Masihi Hindi 
Praehar Parishad which is threatening to protest 
against convent schools which fine students for 
speaking Hindi. The ?tTibcs who turned up were 
turned away after snacks and press releases in 
Hindi, and surprise, surprise, in tnglish. 

■ Many MPs' aspirations have soared after ^ 
the Bjp government announced the 
Cabinet was being expanded. Many 
allies handed over a list of hopefuls ^ 
to PM Vajpayee. But aupmk MP C. 
(iopal of Arkonam constituency 
takes the cake. So sure is he of 
landing the minister of stale tor ^Ls^K , 
itriance portfolio that lie took his 
son around North Block and MMw 
showed off his prospective office. '••V’JSHB 

Om, Naimatt’s sudden 
taigrijirion as Gufarat govern¬ 
ment counsel in die Narmada 
dam case in protest against att¬ 
acks on Qiristfans in diat state 
came as a'bolt from the blue 
for the an>-]ed coaiitlon at the 
Centre. But did the "indepoi- 
dent" Star News bend back¬ 
wards to black out the news? 

Yes, says The Indian Express. 
Rupert Murdoch's 24-hour 

news diannel went on the 
hHnk for 20 minutes when 
Stiff News Sunday went on air 
on January 10 at 10 pm. And 
sure enough, tongues began 
wagging that the “sarpaach." 
of the global village was up to 
his old tricks: doing the gov¬ 
ernment in power a tavour to 
earn one in return. 

The blackout, implied 
Express, quoting unnamed 
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POLSCAPE 
)^d.S ChriStUldS cld.y. JanubhalPawar, president, 

■ Even as his own raj 
tilak seemed to lose its 
iustrc, UP chief minister 
Kalyan Singh chose to 
apply a 'tiW on an ele¬ 
phant on his birthday 
recently. The animal 
stands to symbolise the 
god of prosperity. As 
the priest chanted out 
the mantras, an observer 
quipped; "Does this have a political 
connotation?" The elephant is the bsp's poll symbol. 

■ George Fernandes is no stranger to controversy. 
This gem dates back to 1978, when as industry min¬ 
ister he visited Nagaland in the company of a certain 
lady from Assam. They stayed at Raj Bhavan, where 
'Mrs Fernandes' was feted by all. Only after 
Fernandes left was it discovered that she was not, in 
fact, his wife. So offended was the church-oriented 
Naga assembly that it wanted Raj Bhavan renovated. 

Hindu Jagaran Manch, Dangs district, in Sunday Mid-Day 

RANDOM NOTES: Unlike Delhi, where wonnn fueH hmn to 

bear K, women paaaengera In Bhepalb dif bueea wM hate 
none of (fw ehoving, puahing, Caching. An aeaoelatlon el 

women paaaengera haa perauadad the eltifb top cop 

Sanleet Singh to ban the loud minlc In cMy buaea, Eapeela- 

Ilf the llkea of Daler Mahndl, belleted to act aa eatdgata. 

* Tire i.« is notoriously expansionist. Last month, it 
targeted the hapless us (Indian Information Service) 
whose toughest spokesman, S. Narendra, was 
removed from the post of principal information offi¬ 
cer. TTie mo then decided that an i.as officer of addi¬ 
tional secretaiy rank should ail as nodal information 
officer—rendering the IDs redundant. Curiously, 
Cabinet secretary Prabhat Kumar has been sitting on 
the proposai. His reluctance, say colleagues, might 
have something to do with the fact that his daugh¬ 
ter, Priya, is an us officer currently posted ivith DD. 

Cartoons by IRFAN HUSSAIN 

0 J. Jayalaiitha's honeymoon with the 
media continues. Her latest interview 
is with Siini Garewal, whose sugary 
Rende/fvtis is slated to return tc .Star 
Plus soon. Two elaborate sittings, 
numerous deletions and inclusions 
later, Garewal got a call from laya's 
.staff that she wanted to include 
one more question, delete two, 
Garewal said no, and shot 
back that she had enougli 
material for three hours. 

xwsti, a^ have sottUtOting 
to do with EHnst Tb Home 
(otH) televiston. The govern¬ 
ment is said to be on the verge 
of allowing OTH, a potential 
moneyspinner for Murdoch, 
and he in turn had repaid the 
favour in advance by snuffing 
out the embarraisment caus^ 
by Nariman's exit. 

Murdoch, of course, had 
almost sneaked in nni soon 
after Star News had been 

launched from I.K. Gujral's 
prime ministerial residence. 
The DTH moves had been the 

of a Dootdarshan doc- 
. umentary after the bip came 
to power. There seems to be a 
shtft in the bip stand on dth— 

hence the buzz on the black¬ 
out. Star officials, on the other 
hand, blamed the missing po^ 
tion on a technical glitch in 
Hong Kong, their base, but 
then the grapevine has it that 
"they" were emphatic, right 
from 7..T() pm, that the 
Nariman item be dropped. 

“Jo is mulk mein 
jail natiin jayega, 
uska zindagi safal 

nahin hoga.'' 
(Those who don’t 

go to jail can't 
succeed in India.) 
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SLIDE INTO MARCHY.' 
Foil Nariman, one of the eountry's leoilinx I Ing Ls scheduled for January 26? ; the minorities or a ilisailvantaseci class not 
Icgtil lights, hui been known to take a prind- i 1 quit in anguish, it wasn’t an act of hero- i able to assert itself. When one community 
pled staihl whenever there has been (I violation ; ics. It was not a sudden decision, 1 had i is not Ix-ing {iroletted. does that mean 
of human rights. In keeping with this, be reg- | thought il over for a period of time. When | they cannot voice Iheir insecurities.’ Wliat 
istered a protest against the attack on Christ- \ chief minister Keshuhhai I’atel called on : needs to he dom is to think how Ix'st to 
ians in (iujarat by handing over the brief to i me three months back, there was trouble ■ protect minorities, the'r lives and pro[)er- 
a’^gue the Narmada case-poised at a critical J already brewing and I informcnl him of tie.s, not harass them in this fashion. 
stage—bask to the state government. It is not i those developments. I remember a Bible j What do you make of this conver- 
the first time he has done so. In 197S, he \ being burnt somewhere in the state and ' sion theory? 
resigned as additional solicitor-general, \ the chiel minister promised to look into [ India has been full ot conwrsions, they 
protesting against the im/wsition of Emergency the incident. But then these sporadic inci- haw been carrying on for tenturies. Right 
by Indira (iandhi. In an inters'iew to Murail | dents iiureased. tdiurches weie being from 5tK) IW. to 800 AD it was being carried 
KrLshnaii, be explains why he felt the need ; torched and they don't burn down on ■ out by Buddhists. But by a quirk ot fate 
to bulge a personal protest, and .says he is \ their own. Ultimately, what ha|)pened in • and preaching by Hindu religious leaders, 
upptehetrsivc that this offensive against i that Cihristmas week convinced me that ' like Adi Shankaracharava, tbe\’ cons'erted 
Christians niuld be symptamatk of a greater | things had gon. out of hand. ! back to Hinduism. This is a process which 
damage to society. E.scetnls: j What do you think provoked these i has Ireen on lor ages. I caniiot understand 

, Incidents? ; this bogey being raised ot forced conver- 
Why did you quit as counsel for the j The business of conversion lieing raised is i sions. During the so-called Muslim inva- 
Gufarat government in the Narmada 1 stupid and disapfiointing. It is a reflection ■ sion, many who converted continued to be 
case, especially when the final hear- i of what the government .says it is doing foi i governed by Hindu laws of succession, 

"THE VIOIENCE AGAINST CHRISTIANS IS DISTURBING. 

I QUIT IN ANGUISH, IT WASNHT AN AQ OF HEROICS." 
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INTERVIEW 

though they may have been Muslims. 
Look at the Koradias in the Western tihats. 
What is more relevant is that nothing 
stops tltcm from re-converting. 
Earlier, the bugbear of certain ele¬ 
ments in the Sangh parivar u.sed to 
be Muslims. Now it is the Christians. 
Precisely. This is exactly what 1 told 
Kesiiubhai Patel and that is something 
which is worrying. 1 do not like wliat I am 
seeing and tlie situation could slide into 

j Do you feel enough has been clone? 
I Have any other groups or individuals 
i raised their voice ag^nst the attacks? 
! I think so hut I would like to see a bit more 
I of reaction. And from these protests, I 
I want people to act more responsibly. It 
i they continue saying that conversions are 
i bad they rub the minorities the wrong 
' way. Don't you think so? 1 feel even more 
I disturbed that it is liapjrening in a state 

anarchy, which is happening fast. 
What did Keshubhai tell yon? Did 
he hold out any assurances? 
He told me that these incidents were 
lieing carrieti out by miscreants and 
had no pattern. So, I believc'd him... 
after all he is the chief minister of the 
state and he spoke convincingly. 
Subsequently, matters only got worse 
and obviously there is a design. 1 have 
made a |K)int by my quitting but much 
more needs to tx' done to quell tfie.se 
acts. It I was the attorney general of the 
state, 1 would have quit. 
Do you see a motive behind these 
attacks in several other states like 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra 
and Karnataka? 
All I can say is that it is disturbing. 
Genuinely disturinng. For centuries we 
tiave harbou'od Christians in this 
country. St. Francis of .\ssisi died here 
as well as other important evangelicals. 
I'hc (^hrisiian community has con- 
triouled immensely to Indi.ui culture 
and it is a pity that these acts are being 
committed. Christians, Jews. P.irsees 
and Muslims, who protessixl a religion 
()l non-lndian origin, have become dis- 

i The remains of a church In Gujarat 

No. India has the resilience to get over this. 
I would not like to point an accusing finger 
at the Bjp but 1 hope they realise soon what 
is happening to society. It does not make 
for good politics. Let's take the legal system 
in this country. Till now, foreign observers 
liave been sent to Malaysia, Pakistan and 
even .Sri Lanka to comment on their trials. 
But that is not the case with India which 
has its own remedies. 
But If unchecked, don't you feel that 

I these attacks may develop into 
something more frightening? 
Yes. But 1 hope that will never hapi»en. 
1 ho|X’ some sense will prevail. The mis- 
.sionary's job is to convert. In this con¬ 
text, they are giving succour and salva¬ 
tion. People arc happy because they get 
education, food and support as well. 
What is wrong if a little amount of reli¬ 
gion is also administered in the pnxess, 
it is a sugar-coatexi pill and they are 
doing it willingly. One needs to be 
more tolerant and that is wliat India 
lias always prided itself about. 
From your reading of the situa¬ 
tion, do you think the harassment 
of minorities is going to increase? 
I sincerely hope it docs not. Fhere 
must be an end to these liartiaric acts 
and it has to be dealt witti swiftly. 
Wily don't tliese periietrators of vio¬ 
lence read Nehru’s IJi.ttvmy of huiin 
whicli is most germane to what is liap- 
pening. He (Nchrul rightly poiiils out 
that those who professed a religion of 
nan-lndian origin or, coming to India, 
settled down there, fiecame distinc¬ 
tively Indian in the course ot a tew 
generations. And within its fold, the 

"A CIVIIISED STATE PROTECTS MINORITIES, ONLY 
TOTALITARIAN REGIMES ARE VINDiaiVE TO THEM." 

tinctivi'ly Indian in the loiirse of a few i 

generations, they liave never ceased being | 
Indian on aciount of a change of their , 
faith. Lsers'one In liulia alisorfis all cul- i 

tiires; these altai ks really hull 
What di» you think needs to be dune? ! 
’I'liere should lie a movement, not mere ; 
protes's by individuals. Violence of this ' 
natiiie is distressing. 1 liate it and will not . 
acce|)l il. threats lik'-, “Do this or else'' ! 
cause considerable woriy. ; 
Do you feel the Gcntre has not acted? . 
1 honestly ho|H‘ they take action promptly, i 
It is higli tune something is done other- ■ 
wise it will destroy llie sixial I'aoric of | 
Indian society. The Bajrang Dal may have | 
its point of view. Very well... but it has to j 
be resolvisl by dialogue. 'I'he Constitution i 

guarantees the right foi every individual to ■ 
preac h, profess and [iropagate any religion. ! 

like (lUjarat wliicli is known to be more i 
tolerant. 1 liave liad a deep association ; 
with tile state and am disturbed thai this i 
madness continues. ' 
Do you think minorities in this ; 
country arc safe? 
One has to make a bit ot noise lo make ; 
[X'ople watchful, Ttuse attacks are dep- 
loiahlc and vt y unpleasant. Right think- ■ 
ing people have lo stand up and make j 
their positions known. 1 honestls' feel tlial : 
eternal vigilance is the prue of liberty. If \ 
the Pope in Vatican was to make a state- i 
inent on these attacks in India tomorrow, 
it will show us in a bad light. l’:otection of I 
minorities is the lialltnaTk ot a civilised j 

slate, only totalilarian regimes are vindit- ; 
tivc to minorities. | 
Are we then heading towards that ! 
(totalitarian state)? i 

widest tolerance of beliefs and customs 
was practiced and every variety acknowl¬ 
edged and even encouraged. 
Will yon accept the brief again from 
the Gujarat government ur even 
reconsider your decision if these 
attacks slop? 
I will never go back and I will stick by my 
decision. I do not believe that an)one is 
indispensable. Sure, the case is poised at a 
(ritical stage wlicre the Supreme Court will 
decide whether the project should go 
ahead or otherwise. It is going to be the 
final hearing of the case on January 26. But 
I returned the briel well in time as it was 
playing too heavily on my conscience. 
Though I hold the seniorniost brief, there 
are other counsels such as Harish Salve and 
Anil Dewan who are equally competent to 
handle the case. ■ 
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ENVIRONMENT, 

The tribals of Jadugoda derive little benefit from the ore in their area, but suffer all the hazards 

By AMARNATH TEWARY Patna_ _ Eat uianiurn, breathe uranium, 
even drink uranium...even the 
blackest ol twists to catchy slogans 
can’t tully express the dark facts of 
lile in Jadugoda. 1'hi.s area, in 

south Itihar's last Singnbhum district, has 
reserves of some of the wtsrld's finest ura¬ 
nium ore, magnesium diuraninite. But this 
feixlstot k tor the coun¬ 
try’s nuilorir re.ictors is 
also the bane ot the 
tribals inltabiting the 
area, mans cil whom 
have been kiih-d or 
crippled by untreated 
effluents and pollution 
from the tninmg facilities. 

l,axnii Samiin Muran, who resides in 
Chatikrxha—one of the worst-aftected vil¬ 
lages—has a one-year-old son. The first 
signs that something could be wrong with 
him was that his tear glands did not work. 

A medical check-up revealed that he had 
tulwiculosis of the brain. Unable to bear 
the pain her child is suffering—and strug¬ 
gling to mi’et the high cost of his treat¬ 
ment -Laxmi almost wishes he were dead. 
"It would be liettcr now," she chokes out. 

In nearby Btratin and Tilaitant villages, 
both of which are within a kilometre of the 
Jadugoda mines, there is hardly a man, 
woman or child who is not suffering from 

Says Ghanshyam Baruli, president of the 
Jharkhand Unemployed Tribal Sargh, 
"Recently, a Channel Four docuinen'ary 
tor BBC confirmed our fears that due to the 
uranium radiation from the Jadugoda 
mines the women of the area find it diffi¬ 
cult to bear children. And even if they do. 
the babies are born deformed.’’ Ttie deputy 
commissioner of the district, Sanjay 
Kumar, admits that there is a problem, and 

Seven villages! fail in the danger zone of the 
tailing ponds; even those outside are at risk. 

! radiation-related diseases like cancer, 
: leukaemia, impotency, tuberculosis, or 
] physical deformities. Constant fes’ers and 
. pain is normal, says .Surumajhian, a miner 
i who has been running a temperature for 
! the last six years. 

that he is aware of it. 
The local population is almost entirely 

tribals, and about 50,000 people living 
within a 10-kilometre radius of the mines 
are said to he suffering from a host of radi¬ 
ation-related diseases. "The reality is that 
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ENVIRONMENT . 

Hic whole ared ha.s l)ecoiiu* unfit for habi¬ 
tation." says a doctor at the Tata Main 
Hospital at Jamshedpur. 

Naturally, even the employees ot the 
Uranium Corporation of India Ltd (rtii) 
have not been spared. Every year, af least 
10 residents ot the i ( ii colony are reterred 
to the ('hristian Medical (iollege af Vellore, 
near Chennai. According to a recent sur¬ 
vey conducted by the environment com¬ 
mittee of ttie Bihar legisJatis'e councii, 
there iias been a disproportionate rise in 
radiation-related cancer cases in the area. 
In Itie last decade, aliout 100 persons in 
the IN It colony have died ot lanier. 

Again, that's not the only complication 
that can accrue from living in tlie danger 
/one Almost 90 (xt rent ot the residents 
suffer from acute arthritis. The baleful air 
plays no favourites—it is not only the min¬ 
ers, miilhands and other hands-on workers 
who have hetomc victims but the clerks, 
surveyors, Olivers and even the teachers at 
the local school. WHILE conceding 

ttial those sui¬ 
tering from lan¬ 

cer are sent to Vellore, 
IN II chaiiman and 
managing diriitor J.L. 
Btiasin says iliat the 
fatality figures are not 
targe enough to be 
alarming. "I'he rate of 
cancer deaths among 
our employees is well 
below the national 
average," he stresses. 

But his company is 
widely held to be res- 
ponsiiile for the degra¬ 
dation ot the local peo¬ 
ple's heaitli and the 
environment. .Majiii 
Kasiaj I'udu, a local 
politician and former 
ininistei, claims that 
beloie the arrival ol 
iN.ii lierc ill 19i)2, iiard- 
iy any Irib.'il had anv 
lieallti prolilem in 
ladiigoiLi. "But ti'day. 
sec the ettei.i- every 
faiiuly has a sUk pei- 
son." he save. 

sidered goexi," he points 
out. People also say that 
the tree How of untreated 
waste into the Subarna- 
rekha river has killed off 
large quantities of tish. 

Otliei water sources ttave 
also been contuininated. 
But without any other 
option, vilJagers continue 
to use the water from pol- ' 
luted |)unds for bathing as 
well as tor wastiing clothes and vessels. 
"Even the vvell and liandpumps from 
which we draw our drinking water are con¬ 
taminated with radioactive wastes, wliicli 
has turned the water blue," says Tuldi 
Marandi, tii ailing miner. 

One ol tile sources of contamination is 
tile tailing, the leftover after tlic uranium 
Itas licen extracted from the ore. Ilie 
.■Moinic Energy .Act clearly states tliat there 
should be no habitation within live kilo- 

The area has a 
high percentage 
of people with 
acute arthritis, 
leukaemia and 
other uranium- 
linked ailments 

BIHAR 

ANOOPKAMATH 

would still be at risk. 
Employees at the facility 
are supposed to be sup¬ 
plied sfKicial non-poTous 
uniforms, but are instead 
kitted out in ordinary cot¬ 
ton garments, which they 
wear home. 

However, the locals have 
to contend with another 
danger. After the ore is 
mined and prcKesscd, it is 

sent to the Nuclear Fuel t\)mplex (Ntc:) in 
Hyderabad. Following an outcry against 
the radioactivity in 1980,5|)ent luel is sent 
liack to jadugoda. Bhasin maintains that it 
is reprocessed liere, but not many buy this. 
"Since the rrilials are seen as poor, illiterate 
and not (Kilitically active, the wastes are 
dumped here in ladugodu." claims Vyas 
Tewari, a trade union leader. 

Some years ago, the Atomic Energy Com¬ 
mission had proposed some drastic correc¬ 
tive steps. But ttie inliabitanls ot tlie area 
claim that it has remaineil only on paper, 
witti notliing substantial coming of it. The 
report ol the environment lommittec of 
the state legislative louncii descrilied the 
situation at Jadugoda as "deploraliie". It 
then laid out some norms to Ik* followed 
by ri II.. For one, the effects and strength ot 

the radiation was to 
be got surveyed by 
the Biiuhha Atomic 
Research Institute, 
Troinbay. Two, lail- 
ing ponds were to 
be carefully moni¬ 
tored and main¬ 
tained pioperly. 

The report also 
called lor the atlei- 
ted tribdis to lie 
provided imniei’iate 
succour under the 
national rehabi'ita- 
lioii policy and 
added that they 
siiould bi‘ iirotected 

About 50,000 locals are said to be victims 
of radiation—hit by cancer, TB, impotency. 

I lie tragedy doesn'l end ttiere; loi the : 
i<M als, it's as it then wlu'le world lias taken ; 
on a noxious. Iielhsh tiiigv. Tudu elabo¬ 
rates: “It is not only the luinian beings 
who have been hit tiard but tlie urdniiini i 
pollution lias affected everytliing liere - 
theplanf.s, eartli, water, lisli. iood .. every- . 
thing." Another loial leadei. Suresh : 
Hansda, buttresses the point. "Earliei, 2i) i 

quintals of paddy could be [iroduced from ' 
an acre but today even five quintals is ton- I 

melies of duiin'ing grounds I'r t.iiling 
ponds. But as many as seven villages fall 
within a oiie-and-n-halt kilometre radius 
ol tlie danger /one, Furtlier, tliere are no 
fences or signs demarcating tlie ri-stricted 
area. Tliis ine.iris that people like lo-year- 
old Muiru freely go in to gather fodder 
and firewood, and beiome (lotential vic¬ 
tims to radiation. 

Even if Hie families of in ii workers 
resided lieyond the containment area, they 

and extended proper medical facilities. If 
' piompi steps to lontdin the deadly radia- 
^ tinii were not taken, the committee held, it 
; would Ih' compelled to rc*commcnd the 
; closure of the niine.s. Committee chairman 
I Gautam Sagar Rana is categoric: "ui.ii. has 
i not liccn following the guidelines formu- 
\ lated under the Atomic Energy Act to pro- 
! tecl the innocent trilials residing near the 
I mines," he says. That's a charge the com- 
: ]iany will have to live down. ■ 
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!.ook like a prince 
when you tie the knot. The traditional Indian j 



The crash of its aircraft is a body blow to the AEW project ON January II, an Avro transport air¬ 
craft belonging to the Defence 
Research and Development Organisa¬ 

tion (t)Ri)t)) plunged nose-first into the 
ground at Arkonam, about 60 km from 
Clicnnai. Four crew members and four sci¬ 
entists of r>Rno perished. Apart horn the 
near-irreplaceable value of the human los¬ 
ses, the crash has also dealt a body blow to 
a vital project of the Indian Air Force (i-u). 

At air force bases like the ones at Amritsar 
and Pathankot, pilots have Ireen indoctri¬ 
nated on the pivotal tenet of war games: 
reaction time. Take off in three minutes to 
fight off an attack from across the Iwrder. In 
rt*cent years, briefings have ended with a 
promise that sooner rather than later, a lone 
Sentinel would patrol the skie*> and raise the 
alarm at least 20 minutes before the attack¬ 
ing fighter’s arris'al on the horizon. 

But the clock on the Airliorne Farly War¬ 
ning (.\nv) aircraft has bc'eii turned back by 
at least two years. The crash ot the alw's 

protolyiK.' has distressed peers at the imno 
and the lu alike. For. an akvs has been a 
lortg-telt need of the i \r. It is iiiunatchi*d in 
providing real-time information on tactical 
dir strikes or functioning as a communica¬ 
tion cliannel between the command sta¬ 
tion and the i.vi s fighters. Besides, “an ai.w 

is the most essential cover in a nuclear 
environment betausc it will identify the 
aircraft < arrying ntu lear arsenal and help in 
its destruction even before it enters our air¬ 
space," says a senior combat pilot of the iaf. 

The diTision to buiid the afvv was taken 
by then drdo chief V.S. Arunachalam in the 
late '80: prompted by America's eagerness 

to equip Pakistan with its Airliorne Warning j 
and Control System (avvacs). Apart from 1 

leaving India's forward bases open to con- | 
stant spying, it would have also altered the 
balance of power, with jwssibly disastrous 
results. In his bo<ik aivai .s; TIw New Ikstabi- 
liser, Jasjit Singh, director of the Institute for 
Defence Studies and Analyses, says: "An 
■AW.Acs capability would provide Pakistan 
with a major qualitative supenority over tlie 
Indian Air Force, Navy and Army. What is 
worse is that perceptions of .such suiieriority 
may provide the incentives for launching 
yet anotlier military aggression against 
India... aw u s would also lx> critical for a 
credible nuclear weapons delivery by com¬ 
bat ain'raft, even with a very small arsenal." 

I The prelect has suffered a 
I setbhek net Just In the toss 
I of the teehnotooy 
! demonshator, hot more hy 

the loss of the scMists. 

To counter the threat, Airborne Surveill¬ 
ance and Control —an organisation under 
the DRrxi—was set up. Renamed the Centre 
for Airborne Systems ((',\iis), it was able to 
get its first aircraft off the ground only in 
1990: the Avro, given by the iaf fitted with 
a rntodome on its back to hold the anten¬ 
nae and other sensors. In Ihe process, the 
teams from cm, Bharat Electronics and the 
F,lectft)nics and Radar Development Estab¬ 
lishment had to overcome a host of proix 
lems. The team also had the e,\acting task of 
fine-tuning tlie radar to spot aircraft flying 
over land ot water. During tests, the afw sys- 
cem liad prov(>d itself equal to the task. 

All that progress has been wijied out with 
the crash. More than the loss of the tech¬ 
nology demonstrator, the project has been 
hit hard by the deaths of the scienti.sts, all 
experts in their field. Such is the loss of the 
aircraft and the men that Arunachalam’s 
successor, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, broke down 
several times during his visit to Bangalore 
last week, c .uis director K. Ramchand is dis¬ 
consolate every time he walks past the 
empty hangar. For, on completion of the 
tc.st flights, the radar and accompanying 
gadgets were to be fitted on a Russian-built 
11-76. This aircraft is a far better platfomi, 
capable of remaining in tlie air for 12 hours 
at a stretch at an altitude of 30,000 feet. 

DRUG scientists say it will take at least a 
year for cabs to resume test flights. But 
should the Indian scout fructify, It will be 
an awesome feat, nafo memlier countries 
and Saudi Arabia have been flying the E-3A 
Sentry of the US. Russia and Israel have the 
11-76 AEWS. And, India would only be the 
fourth country to join this exclusive club. ■ 

B.R. Srikanth 
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CONVERSIONS 

PILGRIM’S 
PROGRESS 
REVISITED 

Social and economic factors are the main 
reasons for tribals to embrace Christianity 

By BHAVDEEP KANG, and NEERAJ MiSHRA in Jhabua and Ohar; 
Photographs; PRASHANT PANJIAR Dry <ind barren, Ciulripada was until 12 years ago {ust 

another tniserable village in Ihc vast outback oi the tri- 
bal-dominated fhabua district o( Madhya Pradesh. The 
animistic Bhils scratclji*d a bare living from the unfrien¬ 
dly soil Alojig came Father Peter and his team of dedi¬ 

cated missionaries who dug a pond and taught tliem a thing or 
two about irrigation. Now, the whole village is Roman Catholic. 

Gulripada's children go to sshool, a mobile dispon.sary trundles 
in to look after the sick and the police no longer harass the vil¬ 
lagers. For tlie Bhils, their new-found prosperity is the work of 
"Mala Maiiam" and they have embraced the new religion with 
fervour. For the viii*, it is a firime e.\ample of conversion through 
pialMim (inducement). 

"Where is the conversion? F-vcn those who are becoming Hindus 
are primarily being converted," says Father Peter, who has spent 
18 years in the village. I he tribals haven't abandoned their tradi¬ 
tions. (iattii, son of (lO-year-old Kanji who converted after work¬ 
ing at the mission farm, is getting married and struts uround coa¬ 
ted in iiirmcric powder. Rupin, who has the distinction of being 
the first missionary from the village, says his (larents arc proud of 
him although they themselves have not converted. The lact that 
they did not embrace Cliristianity didn't prevent Rupin, at the 
time called Uumal, Irotn hnding a place in the mission sihool. 

In neightiouring Dangs district, wliirh tails in Gujarat and lias 
been Hie fouis of the Sangh parivar’s anti-conversion campaign, 
tile picture i\ not substantially dil'ten-iit. Budbra Dukhbadia ol 
Suliir villiige roiiverled to Cliristianity 2.S years ago after ttie parire 
cured liiiii ot a debilitating illness. "1 am being llireatened by the 
mukhiva and tiis men to become a Hindu. I am 
afraid, lint 1 will not leave the taitli which gave me 
life," he says. His family toriciirs strongly. About 
lialf Ihe village is Christian but there has never 
bcTii any gliettiMsation. in many a trilial family, 
some biotlieis ,tre ( liristian ami some Hindus. 
Filey (oe.xisted peacelully lor decades until the 
Sangh parivar unli-aslied its campaign ot terror on 
Christmas Day last year. 

I.ike in Gulripada, luTe again mission scluiols and 
dis[H*iis<iries liave improved tiie quality of life of 
the villagers. Says Mohan of lamlapada: "Tlie padre 
prayed tor my father and he was healed, so we all 
converted." In the bargain, the old man followed 
the priest's suggestion to send his children to the 

“Vajpayee has 
strippad off his 

own pseudo¬ 
liberal mask by 

eaiiina for a 
national 

debate on 
conversions.” 

mission sclimil and Mohan now has a difiloma in agricultural 
fechiioiogy and a good job. There are many similar examples; 

Flizalieth oi Panchkuiii village ot MP's Jhabua dis¬ 
trict who bore eiglu children, all siiitalily well- 
einploved, or Yakoob and Martha ol Naw,tpada 
whose d.iughter works as a nursing attendant. 

Thus, social and economic empowerment are [iri- 
mary reasons wliy tribals and Dalits convert to 
(;iirislianity, says Congress leader P.A. Sangma {Sev 
intervinv). Once educated and freed from the bonds 
'if the caste .sy.stem which branded them untouch¬ 
able, tliey become upwardly mobile. Nowhere is 
tile contrast between Christian and non-Christian 
tribals more evident than in Madhya Pradesh's trib- 
ai-dominatecl Sarguja district, where (’liristian trib- 
ais are doctors, lawyers and government servants, 
while the non-C'.hristians still struggle to survive. 
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Residents of Gulripada village in Jhabua district, where almost 
the entire population has converted to Christianity, at the grotto 
of Mariam on a hillock near their village 

And it was htw that llio Vanvasi kaKan I’arishad had lomontra- 
ted its ^htir vtiirni (raonviTsioii) pro^rdiiiinf, It-d b> bii' Ml’ Dahn 
.Sinf>h ludoo, oritvvliik' raja of jashpur. 

BUI It was UariRs whkh si-t alarm bolls rinsing in tho Sangh 

paiiyai. I hero s boon a sharp incroase irr convorsioiis to 
(-hristianity in tho last do(:.»do- -as much as 416 per cont, 

according to Avinash of tlie Ixsk Adliikaar Samiti, a Loft-orionfocl 
tribal welfare organisation based in Ahwa. IVen so, tribal 
Christians in Dangs, the focus of an anti-conversion campaign in 
the last three weeks, numljer just 2S,(KKI to ;f(),00() in a total J)o[^ 
ulatiim of 1.7 lakh, although Christian missions have iwen work¬ 

ing iliore lor nearly a century. Likewise, altliuugh tho mission in 

lhabua is l.sO years old. the district has less than 2.S,tMK) 
C hristians, points out I alhor I’racK-ep Chorian of tho mission hos¬ 
pital in Meghn ig.r. 

1 lie MU' iias It that the tat ilities pros idod by tho church amount 

to "forced'' cim ersi u) because the inntHont tribals are being vir- 
tu.illv hiibed to cli.iiige their religion. "There are a tew who join 
tlio lohguni lor st'iiio perceived gains but tfien. no one dews an\ 

thing without miiiluh (imitis'e). The viif svould not bo doing all 
this if It diti not liase one too," observes I'alhor joc Porringalloor, 
priest ol a mission in I’anchkuin. Another charge matie by tlie 
Kajraiig Dal is fiiat the padres focrl people into converting Iry 
promising to cure them of variisus diseases. "We should not us'e 
lactics like laitli healing. I am also against it," savs Bishop Karim 
Masih of the (hurch of Nortli India (c m). 

(•rven tire tact tliat tliere is no coinpulsion to cons'erl and mis¬ 
sion facilities ate open to all, it is the novelty of an organised reli- 

gi')n, the example ol service set Iry tire missionaries and the ntate- 



CONVERSIONS 

rial improvement brought about by 
their efforts which attracts tribals to 
the faith. Or so Bishop Vinod 
Maiviya of Ahmedabad frelicves. 
"The first Gujarati grammar text, 
the fint Gujarati dictionary, the first 
press in Gujarat, were introduced by 
missionaries. During the famine in 
Saberkantha, our mission fed 10,000 
people a day. During the 198.S 
drought, we installed handpumps, 
looked after cows. Where were the 
VHP and Bajrang Dal when the trib¬ 
als were mired in misery?" he asks. 
Another senior church functionary 
points out: "How many lepers has 
Ashok Singhal embraced?” All this appears to have been 

lost on prime minister Atal 
Behari Vajpayee, who called 

for a national debate on conversions 
during his visit to Ahwa. The state¬ 
ment attracted flak from non-Bjp 
political parties which described it 
as unbecoming of a prime minister. 
In a transparent effort to provide a 
sop to the R.SS, still piqued at 
attempts to sideline it during the bjp 
national executive in Bangalore, 
"Vajpayee has succeeded in tearing 
away his own p.seudo-liberai mask", 
says Janata Dal MP S. Jaipai Reddy. 

The Church was quick to pick up 
Vajpayee’s gauntlet. Both the Cath¬ 
olic Bishop's Conference of India 
and the cni issued statements 
endorsing the suggestion. "Let the 
facts come out. if the Christian po{)- 
ulation accounted for 3 per cent in 
1951, it is 2 per cent in the 1991 
census. It is in actual fact falling. 

vfiwwiiilrom 
^vt0iita%eMn 
vliUMNfR, wbicli 

■ Jloli 

■ CNrclttettvItin 
tor a ralnNiresd 
Sanaa of Idantlty 

NAME: Elizabeth. Once called Jahali, her eight children 
have all managed to secure reasonably decent jobs thanks 
to their education at the mission school in Panchkuin 
village of Madhya Pradesh's Jhabua district 

NAME: Christopher. Originally Paar Singh, the Gulripada 
farmer benefited directly from the pond dug by the 
missionaries, as his field is right next to tt. This meant he 
was the first to own a piece of arable land In the area. 

Why not target the neo-Buddhists, who have been converting in 
large number ever since 1950?" asks the cni's Bishop Masih. He 
dismisses as "bakwaas" (nonsense) the viip’s contention that con¬ 
versions of Dalits and tribals are not being shown on paper, so 
that converts can still take.<iadvantage of reservation and other 
concessions not open to Christians. 

Church authorities point out that missionaries have ireen in 
India for 250 years. They were the first to open schools and offer 
healthcare to the poor. Practically the entire Indian intelli¬ 
gentsia-including home minister I..K. Advani, an alumnus of St 
Patrick's, Karachi—is a product of mission schools. “Not one of 

them can claim he or she was asked to convert. And even dur- 
mg the British Raj, was a single temple e\'er damaged by a mis¬ 
sionary? We have educated all of India; have we converted 
everybody? Agar hamari niyut ktumh hoti (if our intentions 
were bad), would this not have been a Christian nation?” asks 
Masih, who is also chairman of Delhi's St Stephen's College, 
alma mater of many a central services officer. “DU ki haat liai 
(it is a matter of the heart)," he adds, challenging the vHr to 
cite one example of a "forced" conversion. 

Tribals were not even considered as Hindus for innumerable 
centuries, points out Bishop Maiviya. It was the missionaries 
who first weni to tribal areas, facing enormous hardship to 
bring them education and medical care. "We are Indians. We 
are also working to build the nation, just weigh our contribu¬ 
tion to the development of the country against the small num¬ 
ber of conversions," he says. 

Sangma admits that prosyletisation was used as a political 
tool by the British in the northeast. Unable to subjugate the 
fierce head-hunters of the hills, they sent in missionaries, divi¬ 

ding the region between the Presbyterian and Baptist churches. 
The first missionaries were killed but others followed and con¬ 
quered the hostile terrain through the gospel. So much so that 
communists in Nagaland could make headway among the local 
population only with the slogan "Nagaland for Christ". 
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CONVERSIONS_ _ _ ___ __ 

‘I owe everytiiing to the church. It educated me.’ 
A Christian, a tribal, u senior Congress leader 
and possible prime minister, Pumo Agltok 
Sangma spoke to Outlook on the attacks on 
Christian institutions. Excerpts: 

How do yon react to the prime min¬ 
ister's suggestion for a national 
debate on conversions? 
How can a prime minister make such a 
statement without any basis? Look at the 
facts. The Christian population, accord¬ 
ing to the census, is going down. In 
Kerala, it has fallen. In the northeast, it is 
static. If there is a sudden increase, 1 can 
understand. On the other hand, it has 
fallen. The prime minister Is just being 
pressurised by the Sangh parivar. 1 know 
Vajpayee as a reasonable man. The church 
has welcomed the debater let the country 
know the facts. In a nation of one billion, 
we ate just 2 per cent. 

The church has a very proud record of 
dedicated service to the nation In educa¬ 
tion, medical care and service to the poor. 
Why has it become a target of attack and 
atre^ty? What disturbs me is that the sec¬ 
ular image of the country is being tar¬ 

nished. India will get fur¬ 
ther isolated internation¬ 
ally—it already is after the 
nuclear tests—and we 
cannot afford this. 
Why this campaign 
against conversions? 
They (the Sangh parivar) 
are panicky. Iliey are act¬ 
ing without thinking, 
bringing fundamentalist 
issues. They wanted one 
chance from the people. 
Now they ate afraid it will 
be their last chance. They 
are failing on all fronts; economic policy, 
foreign policy, law and order. So they 
become more fundamentalist. 
Do yon think the San^ parivor's 
campaign Is a peUltlcal one targeted 
at Smla Ganmil? 
1 don't know If Soma Gandhi is a practic¬ 
ing Christian. Even if she is, is there any 
ban on a Christian, or any minority, 
becoming prime minister? The Constitu¬ 
tion guarantce.s equal opportunity. 

I have been in politics for many years. I 

have been a minister 
under Indira Gandhi, 
Rajiv Gandhi and P.V. 
Narasimha Rao. No one 
branded me as a Christian 
then. Now they do. I am 
an Indian. Religion has 
nothing to do with my 
patriotism. I was born a 
Christian, 1 could just as 
well have been a Muslim 
or a Hindu. If people say 
Sangma is anti-national, 1 
am not worried. My con¬ 
science is clear. 

Why is It that tribals convert in the 
first place? 
Conversion brought social change, it 
brought economic change. It gave them 
education and health facilities. I owe 
everything to the Church. I was a 
dropout. The church authorities picked 
me up and gave me free education. 
How will the Congress react to this 
campaign? 
If things don't improve, we will have our 
own plan of action. 

In |jost-independence India, the flhurth has iieen steadfastly 
apolitical. Even in Mizoram, wliere it enjoys tremendous social 
clout, it’s been prett)' much non-parti.san. An attempt to set iij) a 
Christian jiolitical party in Mumitai two years ago fell flat when 
tlie Church refused to back it. The Cliristians have, however, In'en 
traditionally Congress su|)porters. .And trilral C.hristians doubly so. 

NAME: Rupin. Formerly called Rumal, he is now the first 
ChrisVan preacher from Gulripada. His mother (In the 
foreground) has not converted—mixed families are often 
the norm and have coexisted peacefully for decades. 

It is tills that piques the Sangh parivar, claims the ('ongre.ss. Ry 
setting triital against tribal, it is attempting to cement a Hindu 
votelrank in tribal areas by using Christian-bashing as u unifying 
factor. The missionary {Jenefrant for educating tribals—Hnulu and 
Cliristian—boosts social awareness and tlireatens tlie liir’s upper- 
class votaries. On the Sangh parivar's open attack on (.’ongress 

(landhi, the party said: “it is jiathetic to observe 
tlie parivar suggesting tliat conversion by 
('hristians is a direct consequence ot support iiy 
tile Congress." 

l-'or tile government, the jxissibility ol the Sar.gli 
parivar’s campaign willy-nilly fuelling (Tiristian 
militancy ought to be a source of worry, say 
senior politicians- especially given the fact that 
tile traditionally peaceful community has trem¬ 
endous access to funds aliroad. The issue, in fact, 
ligured lor the first time in a meeting of heads of 
police organisations last week 

1 he \ UP has raised the deiuaiid for a specific law 
to check conversion. In the fith Lok Sabiia, O.I’. 
Tyagi moved the Ererdom ot Religion Bill, l‘t78, 
along the lines of the Arunachal Pradesh Ercfciom 
of Religion Act, whkii was meant to protect the 
religion of the tribal sun-v\drship|)ers. Both 
Madhya Pradesh and Orissa passed similar laws in 
l‘)ti8, purporttHlly to prevent forced conversions. 
Under these Acts, the district collector has to be 
informed alxiut any planned baptism or conver¬ 
sion. The Church's contention that the laws are 

violative of .Article 2.S of the trmstitutlon which guarantees free 
profession, practice and propagation of religion was struck down 
bv the Supreme (’.oiirt in 1978. Tyagi's Bill didn't find enough tak¬ 
ers but two decades later, Vajpayee's call for a debate seems to 
have paved the way for its revival. ■ 

president Sonia 
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OPINION 

Hindutva's Last Gasp 
The attacks on Christians and their places of 

worship in the Dangs tribal district of Gujarat 
arc deplorable. But the wholesale condemna¬ 
tion being heaped on the bip will not further 
the cause ot secTilarism in India. It might do 
the exact opposite. The outcry among intellec¬ 

tuals and the media creates the impression that the entire 
Sangh parivar, including the bip, is indulging in or abetting 
the attacks. Since the bjp is in power in Gujarat, it is being 
assumed that the state itself is terrorising the Chnstians. 
For obvious reasons, the Congress is doing its Iwst to prop¬ 
agate this view. This is a grossly distorted version of what 
actually happened and what the bjp's response has been. 

Let us free ourselves from the rhetoric of secularism and 
ilindutva that the media, the vhp and political parties 
have loaded on the conflict and examine what really hap- 
jwned. Tile violence at Ahwa and elsewhere has been per¬ 
petrated by groups of Hindu and Christian tribals on each 
other. The police and the district administration made 
mistakes initially, but once they had clear directive.s, took 
swift action to bring the situation under control. 

Turn to the national level: the virulent condemnation of 
Christian missionary activities in Dangs and threats against 

Christians elsewhere in India by the 
VHP drew strong criticism from prime 
minister Vajpayee and home minister 
Advani. At the bjp's national execnitive 
mc'eting in Bangalore. Vajpayee 
announced his intention to visit south 
Gujarat, and did so a few days later. 
Home secretary B.R Singh criticised 
the state government and district 
administrahon for allowing a rally of 
the Hindu jagaran Manch (iijm) on 
Christmas day. Nowliere in this pat¬ 
tern of events is there any lapse from 
the correct and established procedure 
for dealing with social disturbances. 
Thus, any charge that the state admin¬ 

istration and more s(»cifically the central leaders ot the bjp 

have encouraged, let alone in.stigated, attacks on missionar¬ 
ies and Christian communities is completely unfounded. 
Tliose who are making such charges, like the Congress and 
now I jIoo Yadav, are doing so to harvest political capital at 
the bjp's expense. Hiis is onlv to lie expected in a competi¬ 
tive dcnuK'racy, but it will not help the cause of secularism. 

We can further the cause of secularism only if sve iden¬ 
tify the true rout of communal intolerance and help lAose 
fighting it. The root is not the bip but the lunatic fringe 
within the Sangh parivar, the cup and the Bajrang Dal. It 
does not take much acumen to identify the iijm as an off¬ 
shoot of the former, and the arsonists wlio are burning 
churches and prayer halls as cohorts of the latter. These 
people are monsters who, it they had their way, would 
plunge India into a sea of blood and inakr. it disintegrate 
svithin less than a decade. But tlie threat they pose lias 
been recognised liy the leaders of the b|p. And they have 
not minced words in condemning their actions despite 
tile fact that they all spring from the same stable. 

Ever since the bjp came to power, its leaders have been 
marginalising this lunatic fringe and the pace has picked 
up in recent months. Today, its economic prescTiptions 
have been decisively rejected. Its members have been 
scrupulously kejrt out of government bodies like the 
National Security Council and the prime minister's councils 
of economic and industrial advisors. No vhp or .Swadeshi 
Jagaran Manch leader has been 
appointed governor or ambas¬ 
sador. And that is the true cause 
of the attacks on ChrisUaas, the 
burning of Husain's paintings, 
the sporadic crusades against 
inter-communal marriages, and 
the so far unsuccessful attempt 
to revive the anti-mosque agita¬ 
tion in Matliura and Varana.si. 

These are not signs of 
Hindutva's revival hut of its 
imminent death. By revealing 
its innate lunacy and bankrup¬ 
tcy, the lunatic fringe is destroy¬ 
ing itself. We should help it to 
do so. Lumping the bjp, Vajpayee and Advani together 
with the Singhals, Katiyars and Gurumurthys ot the Sangh 
parivar weakens the former and strengtliens the latter. 
When the (xmgress, in particular, goes on the rampage 
against the entire bjp and starts washing the country's 
dirty linen in front of foreign leaders, it pushes the mod¬ 
erate leaders of the bjp into the arms of the lunatics, lends 
respectability to tlieir raving and, worst of all, turns Sonia 
Gandhi~the best leader the party has had in a long 
time—into a vulnerable target of Indian jingoism. Those who imly wish to serve the cause- of secularism 

should do the following things. First, highlight tlie 
schism between the moderates and the lunatics in the 

Sangh parivar and strengthen tlie hands of the former in 
dealing with tlie latter. Second, concede that the violence 
has not Ireen entirely one-sided. At Ahwa, the actual stone 
throwing was begun by f Christian youths. This does not 
exonerate the iijm, but neither does it the youths. Third, 
conci-de also that the jijm wouldn't have got its chance had 
tnc church in south Gujarat not bc-cn playing with tire by- 
con verting minors to f;hri.stianity. This opened it to the 
charge tiiat it was doing so without taking the jKimission 
of their parents, which is in any case a violation ot the law, 
and gave tin- hjm the springboard it needed. Fourth, affirm 
and insist that conversion, per se, to any religion is an indi¬ 
vidual's right, and rc-niind tiie {leople of India that 
Christians arc as Indian and as patriotic as any i lindu. 

One has only to look at the manning of the armed 
forces, and to think ol the people who have laid down 
their lives for this country to realise that a disjiroportion- 
atc nunilx-r of tlieni are, in fact, Christians. Add to this 
the missionaries' contribution to education and their pio- 
grammes for swial uplift in a country where the ca.ste sys¬ 
tem insulates most people from humanity towards the 
poor, and we have much to thank Christianity for. ■ 

The root of 
communal 
intolerance is 
not the BJP, 
but the 
lunatic fringe, 
the VHP 
and the 
Bajrang Dal. 
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ORISSA . 

The Politics of Crime 
A gang-rape is used as a ruse to gun for J.B. Patnaik as conflicting reports add to the mess 

By SUPARNA DAS ORISSA chief minister 
J.B. I’atnaik i.s no stra¬ 
nger to allegation.s of 
sexual miseontiuct— 
but tile charges have 

never .stuck. 'Ilie latest, the 
alleged gang-rape of Anjana 
Mishra, a 29-year-()ld house- 
wile, by Patnaik's men on Jan¬ 
uary 9, i.s threatening hi.s sur¬ 
vival, with even his party rivals 
joining hands with the Opp¬ 
osition t(s demand his ouster. 
That C.ongress president Sonia 
(iandhi is taking the charges 
seriously is evident from the 
lad that she summont'd him to 
Delhi for an explanation. 

Fact is, the law and order situ¬ 
ation in Orissa has taken a turn 
for tlic worse. i)n that same 
.Saturday, four other cases of 
ra|»e were reported. But while 
the Patnaik government has 
come out in poor light, the dis¬ 
crepancies in Aiijana's own 
account have cast doutits on her 
credibility and strengthened tlie 
lielief that her ciiarges may lie ‘“'f 
politically motivated. I 

.Anjana had carliei rocked the adminis- i 

tratioii wlien she accused former advocate- i 
general Indrajeet Ray of attempting to lape . 
her—she liad implicated Patnaik and is j 

still fighting a legal battle against Ray. i 

riie police are liglit-lipped about tliis 
case; tile ctpposition and Patnaik rivals are 1 
trying to politicise it to tlieir advantage; ; 
tile witnessi-s are giving divergent acco- ’ 
unts. .So, vvlial happened on the night of | 
lanuary 9? Anjana says she was rajwd by : 
thiee men. claiming to be Ray's sujuiorters, I 

at Barang near ( uttack, .Acciimpanied by j 
close Iriend Shutanu (mru. news editor of j 

C'rissa r\', a local cable television channel. : 
she was driving to (.attack to discuss hei ' 
ca.se with her lawyer in a hired taxi. 

In tier nine-page im, An|ana alleged that 1 
the veliicle was intercepted liy armed inis- , 
creants near a dhalia on the Barang- ; 
('utlacl' road. Dnu of them got into the ; 
back scat and held her while another : 
accused, called ‘Sahu’, tiMik over the vsiiecl. | 
The third drove a scooter, and forced the ■ 
taxi driver to ride pillion. 1 

Anjana says she was then taken to a I 

deserted spot, stripped, dragged for some 
distance and ra|K‘d repeatedly. One ot tiie 
rapists then left on ilie sccKiter. while two 
otliers got into the vehicle with tier—and 
llic witnesses, Ouru and dris'er Rout. In the 
luck seat. Anjana was allegedly raped 
again by Sahu. ,\t 7..J() am on Sunday, .\n|- 
aiia lodged her complaint with tlic niahila 
police station at Baxi Ba/aar. I'uttack. 

She alleges that lite accused were reterr- 
ing to her hy lier nickname (Roily) and 
repeatedly shouted thc'\ were Ray's men. 
“Roily, why don't you become l.B. Pat- 
naik's quec-ii?" was one ot the taunts alle¬ 
gedly llirowri at her. Vv'iiile Anjaiia's acco- 

There may be gaps in 
Anjana’s story but the 

Patnaik administration has 
come out in poor light. Law 

and order is had, say 
Patnaik-baitofs. 

, Anjana Mishra filing her FIR 
I 

I uni IS liarrowing, sceptics say there arc sev- 
1 eral gaps in her story, 
i She claims tliat she left her liouse at 8 |)m 
j after security was denied to her. However, 
i the entry in the log book ol the security 
! camp outside lier Nayapalli house nuts the 
i time of her departure for (Cuttack at 10.0,5 
; pm. Her pecsoiial security officer Cmi) 
i Itishree Das, wlio has since been .sus|K>n- 
! ded, claims lliat she "asked madam" 
■ whether she wanted to go anywhere at 8 
! pm and left only when she was told that 
! Anjana was going to he at home. But 

Anjana maintains that she liad tx-en asking 
I for an escort since 4 pm and finally left at 
i 8 when the jrolice did not Imthcr to com¬ 

ply. By her account, she then asked Ciuru 
to accompany her as she wislied to discuss 
iter case with lier lawyer, Dchashis I’anda. 

When the taxi driver, Nilakantha Rout, 
and the owner of the dhaba near which the 
incident (xcurred, were questioned, the>' 
did not corroborate Anjana's .story beyond 
the fact that she had been waylaid by some 
hooligans. Both claim that the car stopped 
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ORISSA_ 

at the dhaba at 10.30 
pm. Anjana and Gum 
had tea and snacks and 
left at around 11.30 pm. 
The three miscreants, 
who hequcnt the dhaba, 
had their dinner and left 
at 11.15 pm. Rout says 
he was forced off the car 
and can't say what tran¬ 
spired. Guru, of course, 
is sticking by Anjana's 
story but stayed off-lim¬ 
its to the media. 

The Barang road is an 
unsafe route, generally 
avoided at night. In 
view of the absence of 
security, the police are 
baffled why Anjana 
chose to take the road at 
all, that too at night. 
What’s even more intr¬ 
iguing is the fact that 
Anjana's lawyer was at 
Bhubaneswar, not Cut¬ 
tack. So why was she on 
her way to meet him in the first place? Her 
explanation is that she intended to catch 
him off-guard as he had been eluding her. Last Tuesday, one of the three assail¬ 

ants, Padia Sahu, was arrested from 
Godi Sahi near Barang but the other 

two are still to be traced. They have been 
identified as Tuna Mohanty and Bipin 
Biswal. Sahu was identified by the drivci 
and dhaba—and late Friday by Anjana her¬ 
self. A medical examination of the victim 
was carried out by a 10-member team of 
doctors who didn't mle out intercourse but 
pointed out that she had no injury marks. 
Anjana dismi.sses the re|wrt as "concotled” 
and claims that only one doctor examined 
her. The inve.stigation, meanwhile, has 
been handed over to the crime branch 
iieadcd by IG, crime, Indrajeet Yachuk. 

The police have announced a reward of 
Rs 25,000 to anyone who discloses infor¬ 
mation leading to the arrest of the guilty. 
A judicial probe has been ordered. But 
Patnaik has refused to step down or own 
moral responsibility for the attack, though 
he admitted it was a security lapse. And 
swiftly removed the insjx-clor of Nayapalli 
police station, Premanjan Parida. Ask^ at 
a press conference whether he would step 
down, Patnaik countered. "Should 1 resign 
every time a woman is gang-raped?" 

In Delhi late Friday, he reiterated that 
there was no cjuestion of him quitting; 
“Why should I? What is the reason?" in 
fact, he said he was so incensed at the dis¬ 
sident activity that he warned the rebels of 
disciplinary action. He said the Congress 
dissidents' behaviour was worse than the 
Op|X)sition; and that their "indiscipline" 

A BJP demonstration: raising a voice 

would be conveyed to the high command. 
And while he admitted that personally he 
wasn’t against a cat probe, he told the 
media that a judiciary probe would be 
"more transparent and impartial". Asked 
to comment on the Opposition demand 
for a CBi inquiry, he quipped: "They will 
demand a judicial probe if I order a rai 
inquiry and sTce-vetsa." 

Anjana's latest salvo had given Patnaik's 
rivals in his own Cabinet an excuse to gun 
for him. Soon after Saturday’s incident, 
deputy chief minister and aspirant for the 
chief minister’s po.st Basant Biswal rushed 

to Delhi to demand 
Patnaik's ouster. He was 
accompanied by six 
other dissident minis¬ 
ters. Another batch of 
dissident Congress lead¬ 
ers also proceeded to 
Delhi seprately. In the 
second batch was pcc 
president Hemananda 
kswal, who told Sonia 
that the incident was 
likely to tarnish the 
Congress government's 
image in the state. 

The conflicting reac¬ 
tions from party lead¬ 
ers, Sonia apart, have 
only added insult to the 
injury. Madhavrao Scin- 
dia, who is in charge of 
Orissa, was on a visit to 
Patna when the oust- 
Patnaik campaign gai¬ 
ned momentum. He 
first dismissed the cha¬ 
rges against Patnaik as 

"ridiculous"; but then later admitted that 
Patnaik's fate would depend on the out¬ 
come of his interview with Sonia Gandhi 
and the decision taken at the cwc. But 
prty s|rokesperson Girija Vyas ruled out a 
change of leadersfiip in Orissa before the 
report of the judicial inquiry is submitted, 
giving the much beleaguered chief minis¬ 
ter a much-needed respite. 

While Anjana claims that the rap is the 
latest in a series of moves to intimidate 
her, Patnaik dismisses the charge as "non¬ 
sense". With charges and counter-cha^ge^ 
on both sides, the case has catapulted the 
sleepy state to the limelight for all the 
wrong reasons. The Opposition, quick to 
ca.sh in on the situation, called a bandh, 
which was quite a success. ri>i(M) politburo 
member Sitaram Yech’iri visited Anjana on 
Friday and said the chief minister had no 
moral right to remain in office. The 
National Commission for Women blamed 
the administrative machinery for its lax, 
insensitive handling of the case. A three 
member team, which toured t)rissa for 
three days, took umbrage at Anjana being 
e.xamined by male doctors, instead of 
female gynaec ologists. 

Whatever the facts of the case, the 
Anjana story is by any reckoning a messy 
one. From the day she was rescued from 
the Psychiatry Institute at Kanke, Anjana 
has charted a bizarre course, in a ptition 
filed before the high court, the victim has 
said that nothing less than a cbi probe 
would satisfy her. The case has already 
been politicised to the hilt and there is 
every indication that the outcome of the 
investigation txiuld well decide the fate of 
the J.fi. Patnaik government. ■ 
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SPOTLIGHT _ 

ncil, BMSH Ml KMIIV 
Poor traffic enforcement, loopholes in the law encourage the bratpack to flout rules with impunity 

THE DEATH RUN 

?> 
LOOSE ENDS 

Accused have no registration papers for the car 
Main accused Sanieev Nanda has no driving licence except an 
international one which is not valid in India 
Alter the incident a police posse Is made to wail an hour outside GoH 
Links house helore owners open the gates 
Far from an; remorse, inmates start dropping names and threaten 
the police after they enter the house 

How a car with a foreign number plate was allowed to move in the city 
lor a full month remains a mystery 
The Initial FIR was tiled agalnsi unnamed persons as there was 
no way to identify the killers. The names were Included later In the FIR 
Kith and kin at those who died on the spot are still iaoklng for 0 lawyer 
who can file a preliminary compensation claim lor them 

By K.S. NARAYANAN THK [wrty endetl in a flash—in a 
sudden, strcccliing, high-velocity 
impaa between metal and tiuman ; 
flesh. The three inebriated, su[H-r- j 
riili IX'llii brals were zipping home j 

from a late-night-out in their sleek hmw. It j 
•vas the wee htrurs of )anuary 10 when the ! 
script went itornlily wrong. Five persons— i 
one r.Bi'i jdwan, two Home (.iuartls and two | 
livilians -were mowed down and two oth- I 

ers critically wounded as tlie stalc-rrf-the-art | 
liitto blastwl into a I odi Road police picket. ! 

Far fioni being slnii k liy remorse, simjeev j 

Nanda sped assay to (ompanion .Siddiiarth | 
(iupta's residence in tioll Links, one of tlic ‘ 

poshest liKalities in town. Ther., the lat- i 
tor's father Rajiv (jiipta lielped get the ! 
bloc’dy evidence wasiied off the car. ! 

f ommon criminals? The youths hail from j 

highly affluent backgrounds. Main accused ■ 
Sanjeev Nanda is the grandson ot former unaware of the lavs'. Question is, will justice : Accused Sanjeev Nanda and Manik Kapoor 
naval chief Adml S.M. Nanda. and studies at tx' dune? (liven the vagaries oi the judicial > being produced In Patiala House courts 
the lATiaiton Sc tiool of Business, (lupta, j system and tlie might of money, one's not j 
third accused Manik KajKwr. and just about j sure, tven if it's such a cul-aiul-dried case, i on long hauls. But, significantly, incidents 
everyone else involved in what has Ix-come j Till now, all the demonrsation has been I of affluent children causing fatal traffic hit- 
a high-profile legal case are cxjually well- i reserved for maniacal bus-drivers and i and-runs is on the increase in metros, 
heeled. Hardly the kind who would lie ! highway trucks blazing through city streets ! Fast car, fat wallets, big names... Behind all 
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SPOTLIGHT __ 

the easy stereotyping lie some hard truths. 
The nouveau-riche are not just aggressive 
on the roads, but arrogant towards the law 
too. The BMW crash is a classic ca.se. It look 
an alert sub-inspector, Jagdish Pandey. and 
a posse from the Lodi Road thana to trace 
the car and the accused to Golf Links. What 
they ran into was a typical wall of snobbery. 

Says Lodi Road sho Vimlcsh Yadav, who 
led the |K)s.se; "When we did reach Golf 
links, they refused to open the gates. We 
were made to wait an hour which, as we 
later learnt, was to allow one of the accused 
to escape.” It was only after the cops got 
'tough' that they were led to the Gupta res¬ 
idence. "Once we were in the house, we 
found no remtjrse. Instead, names were 
dropped freely and we were threatened 
obliquely,” adds Yadav. 

Investigations into the 
case revealed the sheer 
arrogance with which the 
rich treat the law of the 
land. Sanjeev Nanda did¬ 
n't have an Indian, but 
an international driving 
licence, which has no 
legal validity in India. 
The BMW also had no reg¬ 
istration papers; worse, it 
had a foreign number 
plate which had gone 
unchecked till then. 

SINCE the accident 
and their subsequent 
anests, two of those 

charged under sections 
304 (culpable homicide 
not amounting to murder); 338 (causing 
grievous hurt by act of endangering life or 
persf>nai safety of others); and 210 (causing 
disappearance of evidence of offence or 
giving false information to screen off- 
enders) have lieen given bail while Sanjeev 
Nanda awaits his tom. 

Police aiui legal officers say there're too 
many loopholes in the Motor Vehicles Act 
(MV\j, 1988, and the four traffic-related sec¬ 
tions of the Indian Penal Code (ir-c) for any 
good law^ei to miss. And the accused have 
only the best. The act is weak and outdated 
and is held responsible for widespread traf¬ 
fic violations and accidents. 

Says Amod Kanth, joint commissioner of 
police, southern range: "Delhi has over 33 
lakh vehicles. This is mon- than the total 
vehicle population of major metros—Mad¬ 
ras, Calcutta and Bombay—put together. \ 
The average spe-ed in Delhi is not less than 
60 km per hour except in congested areas. 
Traffic management has become difficult 
in view of the weak law. The Delhi police 
has often told the Centre that the mva's 

provisions need to be beefed up but noth¬ 
ing has happened, since any amendment 
needs the concurrence of the states too." 

Given this, more and more kids—of very 
affluent parentage—are breaking the law 
with impunity. Points out Kanth; "This has 
become a thrust area for the Delhi Police. 
More than 93 per cent of heinous crimes in 
south Delhi are by first-time offenders. 
Most of these boys come from middle class 
or affluent families—with sound financial 
backgrounds, enjoying social and political 
clout and exploituig weak laws." 

Not surprising. Penalties for violating traf¬ 
fic rules are negligible. Jumping a red light 
or violating the stop line invites a fine of a 
paltry Rs 100, Even if someone's booked a 

Abdul Jabbar and Mohammad Laddan, 
relatives of the three civilian victims, 
standing next to the killer BMW 

ORIVINe MAO 
Hit and run olfemxs by the bratpack are 

only on the rise. Consider a fyw: 

m In Delhi last year, a youth drhdng a 
Ford Escort lata at night rams into a 
pailee picket, in|uring a cop. The youth 
speeds away. A passing autorickshaw 
catches ap with him; tha youth tries to 
bribe tha driver with a cellphona, fails. 
w A young woman driver is stopped by 
a traffic cop at the AllMS Intersection. 
She revatses the ear, rams into the 
officar, wounding him. 
a In Mumbai, aelor Raajlomiar’s son 
Puru runs over a few people on the 
pavement and k^ moving. 
w A Manrtl hits a lady iogger down ttio 
Marino Drive, killing her on the spot. 
The car speeds away. 
a In Madras, on .lanuary 14. a high- 
spaod vahicio hits 28-yaa^eld 
Challamal and her hatband as fhay'ia . 
crossing the padaoMan Has. The lady 
dies ImtaaGy. j 

second time for reckless driving he coughs 
up a fine of Rs 2,(XX). Sections 279 of the ipc 
(rash driving/riding on a public way), along 
with other sections like 337 (causing hurt 
by an act endairgering life or personal safety 
of others) and 338 attract a fine of Rs 1,000- 
2,000 and imprisonment for six months 
while section 304 A (causing death by a rash 
and negligent act) has a Rs 2,000 penalty 
and two-and-a-half years imprisonment. 

More disturbing than poor legislation is 
the abysmal rate of conviction, ^ys Akshay 
Kumar, a lawyer in the Patiala House 
courts; "Offences under these sections are 
bailable, even if the driving has resulted in 
the death of one or more persons. The acq¬ 
uittal rate in accident cases is about 90-95 
per cent. Rarely does an accused get con¬ 

victed.” .Senior defence 
counsel in the bmw case, 
Ramesh Gupta, waxes sar¬ 
castic. "Why only convic¬ 
tion rate? Even the app¬ 
rehension rate of traffic 
violations is very low." 

Clearly, the rash of new 
swanky cars on the road 
with fast pickups and 
heavy bodies have spaw¬ 
ned these speed demons. 
Says one official; "Unlike 
the Maruti 800s which 
were easier lo control, 
the surfeit of big and fast- 
moving vehicles—Tata 
Sumos, Sierras, Pajeros, 
BMWs—has altered traffic 
patterns, particularly in 
the metropolitan areas." 

I Also altered is the value system that's res¬ 
ponsible for brats going berserk on the 
roads. Says traffic expert P.S. Pasricha, a for¬ 
mer special inspector-general of police, traf¬ 
fic, and now joint commissioner of police, 
law and order, Mumbai; “Money inflares 
your ego. Rich people have no control over 
their children. This is why we sec more in.s- 
tances of rash driving—instances where the 
driver's mowed down a pedestrian but kept 
on going." Psychologists also refer to the 
wrong attitudes parents encourage in chil¬ 
dren. Adds Pasricha: "Mothers gloat over 
how well their 14-year-old son drives the 
car. ITiey should feed commonsensc and 
humility into their children." 

But that may not happen too soon— 
especially if the bmw accused manage to 
get away. As for the victims, the pros and 
cons of police trafficking are being debated 
more than their compensation. Abdul 
jabbar and Mohammad Laddan, kin of the 
victims who were swept and dragged by 
the BMW for over 100 mts, are too illiterate 
and poor to even find a lawyer who ran file 
a preliminary compensation claim on beh¬ 
alf of the deceased. Clearly, in a rich man's 

I world, justice is the poor victim. ■ 
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PAKISTAN. 

Tiles of Evidence 
Was Jemima smuggling precious antiques to England? 

AFrER Imran Khan, it's now 
his wife's turn to be 
harassed by the Muslim 

League goveriunent. The Cust¬ 
oms authorities in Pakistan have 
registered a case against Jem¬ 
ima Khan on charges of violating 
the Customs Act, 1969, by trying 
to export precious antiquities—a 
pile of tiles—to England. 

The case was lodged after the 
archaeological department fur¬ 
nished its report to the customs 
authorities, declaring these tiles 
as antiques. Imran Khan has, 
however, dismissed the allega¬ 
tion that the tiles were being 
smuggled out of the country. 

When approached by Outlook, 
a furious Imran maintained that 
the fMi. government wants to 
intimidate him for exposing 
Nawaz Sharif's corruption. "This 
is sheer political victimisation. 
My political opponents have 
stooped too low. The ceramic 
tiles were purchased from a shop 
in Islamabad that had issued a 
certificate to Jemima that they 
were a replica of the original and 
were not antiques. Such tiles 
were imported by the shop from 
Iran and were being openly 
sold," he said. 

Imran's aides blame the latest crisis on 
Sharif and allege that whenever Imran 
attacks the prime minister over his "cor¬ 
rupt" practices, he hits back with “personal 
scandals". The Tehreek-e-lnsaaf's Punjab 
president, Farootj Anijad Mir, was quick to 
highlight Imran's side of the story: "Last 
October, when Imran staged a protest 
demonstration outside Sharif's London 
property, the League government laun¬ 
ched a malicious propaganda campaign, 
giving an impression that the Jemima- 
Imran marriage was about tc be over. And 
now, when this baseless propaganda has 
effectively backfired, Imran's political 
opponents have made another nasty move 
by implicating his innocent wife in a 
smuggling case." 

According to the government, the cus¬ 
toms authorities confiscated the tiles, 
being shipped by Jemima, on December 8 
in Lahore. A shipping bill (No.0.?162 dated 
December 5,1998) for free goods was filed 
by M/s Razziq International Pvt. Ltd, dec¬ 
laring *23 wooden cases containing 397 
ceramic tiles gift items of no commercial 

Jemima Khan: by design or accident? 

value". The name of the exporter was Jem¬ 
ima Khan, 2-Zaman Park, Lahore, while 
the consignee's name and address was 

*1M g9t tilfi tflas 

Lady Annabel Goldsmith, Ormeley l odge 
Ham Gatye Avenue Richmond. Surrey, 
England. The value for export purposi's 
was declared as Rs 3 per tile. 

"The tiles in question are of paramount 
archaeological interest and Itelong to the 

Islamic era. These tiles bear str¬ 
ong affinity with the ones found 
at Makli Hills, Thattha and otlier 
Islamic centres like Isfahan. The 
tiles thus are definitely antiques 
in terms of the Antiques Acl, 
1969," the department's report 
said. "The export oi antiques 
without obtaining a licence 
from the federal department of 
archaeology is illegal. Had these 
tiles gone abroad, it would have 
been termed as plundering of 
cultural heritage." 

Sources in the archaeology 
department claim some precious 
tiles, about 700 years old, were 
stolen from Uch Sharif in 1972. 
"The tiles impounded from the 
export bill of Jemima Khan may 
finally turn out to be from the 
same old stolen stock from Uch 
Sharif," says the source. Arshad 
Mughal, an assistant director at 
Lahore's archaeology' depart¬ 
ment, told Outlook that Jemima 
may be tried under section 26 or 
27 of the Antiques Act, 1969, 
that provides for a maximum of 
six months rigorous imprison¬ 
ment or a fine of Rs 5,000 or 
both. "The case against her may 
be heard by a magistrate or a 
special judge, customs." 

The customs officials, meanwhile, did 
not rule out stern action against the 
proprieiors of the shop in Islamabad from 
where the tiles were bought. Imran, of 
course, challenges the archaeology 
department’s report that descrilred the 
tiles as antiques: "1 will get the tiles exam¬ 
ined by foreign experts. I don't think a 
case against Jemima can be made on the 
ba.sis of evidence, the two government 
departments have produced." 

In the first instance, he said, the nistorns 
department levelled allegations against his 
wife without soliciting expert opinion. A 
month later, another government depart¬ 
ment (archaeology) came out with a simi¬ 
lar concoction. "I have gone through the 
report, it only talks about an affinity and 
says they jtiles) look like originals. It does 
in no way say the tiles are antiquities," 
Imran observed, adding, "the government 
is once again up to my character assassina¬ 
tion". Quipped one observer: "Imran may 
have been the lord of the cricket field, but 
the political arena is proving to be quite a 
different ballgame.” ■ 

Amir Mir in Lahore 
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CANADA . 

It’S a dream gone sour. Thousands of Indian immigrants who land up in Canada are, more 
often than not, greeted with unemployment, racism, culture shocks... 

By SOHAILA CHARNALIA in Toronto I didn't come here to be a chowkidar. I 
came here believinR It to be a land of 
opportunity; a country that has never 
known the nepotism, the corruption, 
the shortages of India. I hnd I have 

only substituted one country for another... 
certainly not one set of values for another, 
as I hof^." For Dr Gurdial .Singh Dhillon, 
who was made to believe his qualifications 
would land him a good job fast, Canada 
was a real disappointment. When he did 
find work, it was that of a security guard. 
This, when the United Nations has decl¬ 
ared Canada the best country to live in. 

Some 2{X),000 people migrate to Canada 
every year—-a majority from Asia. Hong I 

Kong heads the list, followed by India, 
China, Taiwan and the Philippines. Accor¬ 
ding to the f ;itizet\ship fct Immigration Can¬ 
ada report, 21,249 Indians migrated to Can¬ 

Dhillon's disappointment is echoed by 
others. "1 should have done my own home¬ 
work before I applied," rues Aparna Shiro- 
dhkar, an architect from Mumbai, working 
as a saleswoman in a department store. "My 
husband is unemployed. I am the sole ear¬ 
ner for a family of four. Sometimes 1 fcel like 
running back." For Kaheela Wasim, who’s 
gone from being a schoolteacher in India to 
a telemarketer here, the experience was 
"very discouraging, very 
disheartening.! started los¬ 
ing confidence in myself. I 
felt I was not capable of the 
job market here". 

Jobs—the sore point with 
Indian immigrants. The 
irony is, they are often 
more quaiified than their 
Canadian peers, yet they 
end up with either no 
work, or with entry-level Rahetla Wasim: iost horizon 

H ndian doctors, engineers, teachers are 
often forced to work as drivers, guards, maids. 

ada in 1996 alone. (The high commission in 
Delhi, however, put the figure at 17,682). 
For many of them, especially those who are 
qualified professionals, dreams die fast. The 
life they face is never quite as rosy as made 
out by money-raking immigration lawyers. 

Is the UN report the only reason for the 
incTease in Indian applications for immigra¬ 
tion? "That, and the fact that it is easier to 
get entry into Canada than any other west¬ 
ern country," says a Delhi-based immigra¬ 
tion lawyer. "Also, the fastest way of getting 
immigration to the US is through Canada." 

jobs that have no hiiure. "I was not told 
that you requi* .* a Canadian degree to get a 
job here," says Paramjeet Parinar, a post¬ 
graduate in biochemistry from Bombay 
University. Parmar works as a telemarketer, 
which has turned her "from an elite profes¬ 
sional to an unskilled, daily wage labourer". 

Ditto Opinder Khosla, a mechanical engi¬ 
neer from India, who has ended up as a 
salesman. "I found it difficult to even get an 
interview call," he says. The Canadian 
authorities are non-committal about the 
social and economic devaluation that the 

country imposes on immigrants. "You can't 
come thinking you can just walk in atul get 
a job in your profession," .says Isabel Basset, 
minister of citizenship, culture and recre¬ 
ation, responsible for handling immigrants' 
woes in Canada's largest pnwince, Ontario. 
But .she admits that the licensing todies reg¬ 
ulating the professions "need to be more 
accepting of people trained elsewhere". 

That effort could only come from the gov¬ 
ernment, argues Demetr¬ 
ius Oriopolis, co-author 
of Access, a government- 
commissioned report on 
assessing qualifications 
of newcomers—a 10- 
year-old report whose 
recommendations have 
still to be implemented. 
The report suggests cer¬ 
tain rules of equivalence 
should be made binding 
on the regulatory bodies, 

which are "exclusionist" by nature. 
But Basset won't even hear of making the 

regulatory bodies accountable: "We believe 
in private enterprise with a minimum of 
government checks." Besides, she argues, 
the exercise would cost millions of dollars. 

Needless to say, the organisations are glee¬ 
ful. "Only professional bodies have the abil¬ 
ity to determine what constitutes compe¬ 
tence in a particular profession," was the 
cold response of the s|X)kespcr$on for the 
Canadian Institute of Chartered Account¬ 
ants, an institution that's responsible for 
the unemployment as well as under-emplo¬ 
yment of hundreds of qualified chartered 
accountants from India. They do not grant 
licences for professional practice, because 
Indian qualifications are "not acceptable". 
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"What kind of sociuty are we creating? Is 
it a new form of slavery?" asks an irate 
Khausaheb Ubale, Canada's former human 
rights commissioner. "Qualified immigrants 
work as drivers, guards. If this isn't job dis¬ 
crimination, what is?" Dr Ubale lobbied 
intensely before Indians were accepted in 
the media. "They now 
hold jobs as reporters and 
anchors," he says, "but a 
lot more lias to iW done". 

While skilled men may 
not he able to find jobs, 
their less qualified wives 
find it easier—liecause 
tliey accept whatever 
comes then way. In several 
cases, the wives earn and 
support their imsbands 
who are busy "upgrading" 
themselves, by study¬ 
ing for a Canadian 
degree. The working 
wife sometimes slogs 

BHAUSAHEB UBALE: FIGHTING IT OUT 

away at three jobs. Sumitra starts at 7 am at 
her first job. teaching immigrants English; 
her second job as telemarketer starts at 4 
pm. .She gets back home around 8 pm, after 
which she begins selling cosmetics and 
household goods dcxrr to door. Till midn¬ 
ight. Sumitra supports three students—her 

husband and two school¬ 
going children. 

The other problems 
Indians face here are the 
high taxes, high mort¬ 
gage payments for new 
homes and the son of 
hideIxTund laws that the 
benign anarchy back 
home hardly prepares 
them for. "You can't run a 
red light, you can't escape 
from a hit-and-run site 

liat kind of discriminating society are 
we creating, is it a new form of siavery?” 

even if you are just the witness, you can't 
smoke in public. Too many rules, so differ¬ 
ent from home," says Harminder Singh. 

I'wo 'Indian'.practices that do exist here, 
however, cause immigrants the maximum 
trouble. They are sifurish baa/.i (nepotism) 
and mufut ka kaaiii (free work). The Canad¬ 
ians, of course, hiive given them .sophisti¬ 
cated terminologies—the former is referred 
to as 'networking' and the latter, 'volun- 
teerisiiT. In a country where you are never 
encouraged to 'drop in' to meet someone, 
where the fax, the computer (»r the phone 
is used to complete most transactions, a 
job-seeking immigrant often has the phone 
put down on him. I’oiite Imt firm secre¬ 
taries hlix'k acce-ss, unless the caller can 
drop a inagiL name that can help him gain 
entry. It takes at least a year for even the 
most enterpr'sing immigrant to gel to 

know somebody who 
can help iiim, beh.re 
lie can get a job at all. 

'Networking' gtws 

HIDESGN BOUTIQUES IN INDIA'. • BANGAIOBE • 5587697,5582864. • CHENNAI. 8213111. • DELHI ■ 3327642. • MAMAUAPUBAM -42122.* MUMBAI - 2025757- EXTN 6636, 
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CANADA 

THE FAMILY’S EXILE IN HELL 
The job insecurity has led to suicides—and other social upheavals UNEMPLOYMENT has caused uphe¬ 

avals in several immigrant toUies. 
Cases of wife abuse and suicide by 

teenagers have been reported where 
adjustment to the new society is lacking. 
Most maladjusted families have a violent 
background. Organisations like the Nati¬ 
onal Indo-Canadian Council (nic), the 
Association of Women of India in Canada 
(awic) and the Kesri Ribbon Project have 
been helping the victims and their fami¬ 
lies articulate their woes to the Canadian 
government. 

The Kic and awjc recently organised 
national seminars on abuse against 
Indian housewives, in which leading 
Canadian counsellors, psychologists 
and abused women ^ke up. Kesri 
Ribbon is carrying on a door-to-door 
campaign trying to solicit support 

hand in hand with 'voluntecrism'. 
Many immigrants put in a year of free 
service before iliey are given the job. 
Mo.st writers and anchors of Asian ori¬ 
gin are given only part-time jobs, paid 
by assignment and with no fringe ben¬ 
efits. The comiwny insists on the word 
'freelance' on their business cards, to 
make it clear they have not been hired 
by the company, and lienee can't 
demand higher pay or any benefits. 
They can, and often are, fired at will. 

Perhaps the greatest problem in 
Canada is the one that is least articu¬ 
lated-racism. According to a diversity 
report on Toronto (said to be the most 
ethnically diverse city in the world), 
Che year 2000 will see 
its minority becoming 
its majority—that is, 
54 per cent of Tor¬ 
onto's population by 
the end of the millennium will be 
non-Whites. Keeping that in mind, it 
warned, if the discrimination against 
them in education, employment, 
income and housing, or incidents of 
hate arc not addressed, it will lead to a 
growing sense of frustration. 

"All our problems exist Iretause of 
racism," sums up Anita Ferrao, who 
works in a firm. Anita has worked for 
them for three years and has got nei¬ 
ther promotion nor raise. "As an 
Indian immigrant, you can never reach 
the top. They'll see to that. It's better to 
bring in some money here and start a 
business. It’s the only way you'll do 
well here and be respected." 

for tlieii project that aims to reduce the 
rate of suicides amidst disturbed immi¬ 
grant teenagers. 

According to Gita Morar, nic president, 
bread-winning wives are particularly vul¬ 
nerable in traditional families, esp^ally 
when the husband is unempio^. It's 
this role reversal which apparently caused 
an otherwise sane man to stab tils work¬ 
ing wife to death. In yet another case, a 
doctor shot his employed wife and then 
committed suicide. 

For Baldev Mutta, community develop¬ 
ment officer with a regional municipality 

ou can 
in and get 

MINISTER ISABEL BASSEC NOT DOING ENOUGH 

’t come thinking you can just waik 
a Job in your profession.” 

ANOOP KAMATH 
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vdio answen a lot of calls from abuse vic¬ 
tims, it 1$ really racism that is the culprit. 
An Indian husband takes out his frustra¬ 
tions on his wife when he isn't accepted 
in the new society. Doctors, lawyers, 
chartered accountants, the cream of the 
professionals who come here, are not 
allowed to practice by the regulatory 
bodies. They are denied the licence and 
have to go back to university to get their 
Canadian degree. Similarly, 'Canadian 
experience' is demanded, even for a dish¬ 
washer's job, he says. 

Mutta also faults the Indians' lack of 
resume writing and interview skills for 
their poor showing in the job market. The 
other problem with Indians is that they 
are always on the lookout for quick and 
easy money, he says. The long waiting 

period to start a practice is given up 
in favour of a job as a cab driver or a 
waiter, where the tips are an addi¬ 
tional attraction. Then, one gets 
stuck with it, because money 
becomes the sole objective. 

But tiieii if life is so tough here, why 
do people give up everything liack 
home and come? The answer is the 
rosy picture of North America, incul¬ 
cated rigiit from childhood. Everything 
'American' is considered superior. 
Better food, betlei lionies, better life. 
Fach potential immigrant pays at least 

Iks 2 lakh chasing that dream. Multiply 
that by the thousands ot Indians 
admitted eacli year, and further, by tire 
number of immigrants accepted from 
all over the world, and you hit uixrn 
the most lucrative business today in 
Canada. According to a leading White 
immigration lawyer here, who prefers 
to remain anonymous, his own fee is 

K,(XX) Canadian dol¬ 
lars, which comes to 
Rs 2,38,000. T he gov¬ 
ernment levies extra 
charges. 

What do immigration lawyers advice 
potential immigrants? Do your home¬ 
work, Irefore deciding to go ahead 
with your application. Arm yourself 
with facts about Canada. And when 
you do apply, stick to the truth your¬ 
self. You won't be in for unpleasant 
surprises, then. The rest is up to one's 
initiative and optimism. Indians need 
that, says one lawyer, as many of 
them fall into depression—the 
changes are just too much. But, he 
clarifies, "Canada is the best. Where 
else will you find a land of opportuni¬ 
ty, that still cares about its people?" 
That's what the Indians come looking 
for. And haven't discovered yet. ■ 
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"Because the Western calendar starts with Year I, and not Year 0, the 21st 
century and the third millennium do not begin until January 1, 2001." 

Arthur C. Clarke, author of2001: A Space Odyssey, clarifying why the next millennium will not start till the year after next. 

. excet' 

Wkltiier is 

TKit>»t||^ted Wit6 a 

.Y<^. prooiw" 

says he, with « 

glint In his eyes: 

I is ah egaiitarh^ \ 

5 society wt^ 

aoss-courttty 

skiing ate com¬ 

mon of 
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need- 
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mote fortnaL But 

^ diiMtt moee tot the exen^, liot to 

a Ihilhg. ^;have never ashed my 

p^^.me anywhere, but he 

ati|^i|eiftiijld that one day I wHl," 

getthig around, hobnobbing with 

Delhi rickshaw wallahs would be 

toking it a bit too Ian He nii^r even. 

%ave to ieam how to spit tobacco. 

However, 'Walther's friends Include a 

aoss section of Indian society. “I enjoy 

l^e company of Indian journalists . 

becaiw I luve a sedet dream of beco¬ 

ming a joonulist,* says he. For many 

hidians, Norway is associated with 

^Qtds and smoked salmon. And the 

ambassador is selling the hl^ly prized 

fish to Indian restaurants, who cook it 

fimdoori style. All very digestiUe. 

Jimaki 9. Krsmmer 

■ LONDON 
SIAM) .\ND BE COUNTED 

Why docs India have no inler- 

esting surveys? Trends in Brit¬ 

ain show tiiat married [teople 

will lie a minority in 10 years. 

Presently at 55 per cent, their 

population will go down to 48 

per amt by 2011. Numerically, 

spinsters will rise to one in 

three, and bachelors to two in 

five. Another survey on drink¬ 

ing (India was excluded) revea¬ 

led that Euto()eans drink the 

most: Czechs top in beer at 

158.8 litres a head, as do the 

Russians in vodka. If India had 

lx«n factored in, the results 

might have been different. 

■ NEW YORK 
NO ROOM FOR I HE MU.UTY 

"I've written 22 books, wa. a 

staff writer at the New Yorker 

from Iffil to 

1994, I've 

nwer Iwd a 

tion," complained author Ved 

Mehta as he searched for office 

space. Despite being fired in 

1994 by Tina Brown, when she 

was New Yorker's editor, Mehta, 

who's blind, was permitted to 

retain an office. No more. This 

has fuelled a feud between 

Mehta and the New York Pub¬ 

lic Library, where he was 

denied .space on the grounds 

that rooms were meant only 

for scholars on .study projects. 

■ LONDON 
SAFE AND SOUND 

Chennai-born Engleltert Hum¬ 

perdinck is crooning again. At 

Illustrations by JAYACHANDRAN 

62, the man who once beat 

even the Beatles in [xipularity, 

is rejigging lire Last Waltz to 

blast UK discos. Will Indian 

teens fall for the new charm of 

the old romancer too? 
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BUY A SET OF 2 HANGERS & GET I FREE 

i)i 

• Great space saver 

[• Compact hanger 
(or compact homes 

nviH 

I 

Clottisi hanier, from Ro. 129/- / 
Plastic Uothgs hanpar with 8 clipb AvaHable in assorted colours 
Get 1 ciotties hanger free on purchase of set of 2 Diameter 28 cm 

Single piece 8M189 9, Rs 129/ Two piece set + Mree SOS 883 9. Rs 250r« 

[ 
^ • Dynamically styied tor 

comfortable hang-holdhig 

„ • Piiab-button keyboard 
tor oat pulse dialling 

• Mamory radial butlnn- 
raeall last iwmbar dialed 

• RIngar ihut-o(( button 
wWi muta facility 

399/' 
• Compact and 

ideal for 
travelling 

• IS pieces 
including 
this bag 

'Rivol^ lor min (with contaiiS^Wm/- 
Travel kit for men includes shaving cream brush razor soap dtsh 
toothbrush tvnn blades talcum powder ear buds mouth wash 
nail cutter comb scissors toothpaste and minor 
Size 12i20i5Scm Itemcodo 607 7133 

Cwnpitar pkoM, Ita. aW- 
Oynamcilly itM lor comtorMito 
iiiniHwIdino PuMititlon koyMird 
laioiit|)u<wiliilling Motnoiy ndiol 
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Ringar Mnit-otl Miito button 
Longib IlM ttomcodo ni«7S3 

Its/J 
Compact and handy 

Easy to carry 

With two attachments 

Relievos stress 

Plbritlni imssiDir, Rs. 149/' 

jMwves stress Battery operated 
lAbrating massager 

Length 12 em Item code 771881 

Made of 
tough ABS 
plastic 

Sharp light 

Automatic 

‘ Can be fitted on 
the wall / door 
tor quick access 

^ Automatical y 
lights up when 
lifted off st?nd 

Requires only 

Z battened 

.Compart 

imniati re torch 

AuloiiiiUc torch, from Hi. 12V- 
Autuiutic torch Switches on wtwn litud 

fiO'n ttw stand Binary onsrsted Avallabis 
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I CUNTON'S NEW niBDV ■ 
By exposing affairs of a string of Republicans, porn king Larry Flynt comes to Clinton's rescue^^^^^f 

By NARAYAN D. KESHAVAN in New York 

‘There’s mthinn more political tlum sex. The Church has hail its haml 
oil our crotch for more thuii 2,(XX) wars, and the gowniment is inovina 

ill that direction. I think Americans lose si.y)if of iiidmdual rights and 
what our Constibilioii means: an unrestricted right of free choice.’'— 

I.arry Flpit, publisher of Hustler PRESIDENT Bill Clinton's liammeT against many of the 

moral-spouting Republicans arrayed against him is a smut 
peddler, who unabashedly enjoys his trade. Lawrence 
Ciaxton Flynt, 56, simply called Larry Flynt, is America's 

flamboyant king of raunch and today has emerged as a 
terror for many philandering Republican politicians as the nation 
convulses under the no-holds-barred politics of slash and bum. 

With typic.il panaiiie. Flynt announced on January 11 that his 
investigation to expose hypocritical Americati politicos revealed 
that the passnrnale c,linton foe. Republican Bob Barr of Georgia, 
had an affair while maiTit'd and paid for a former wife's abortion. 
Flvnt said this showed the "hypocri-sy" of those seeking to oust 
Clinton Irsm office in an impeachment trial revolving around his 
aflair with tormer White House intern Monica S. Lewinsky. 

flynt doc'sn't obfuscate his political loyalties, saying: "I love 
Clinton. I voted for him in '92.1 voted for him in '96. Sure, the 

guy had an affair and he lied about it. But how much punishment 
should he receive?" 

Barr accused the White House of "scarcely concealed glee" over 

Flynt's spree of disclosures of sexual misconduct by congressional 
Republicans. Republican Party chairman Jim Nicholson dubbed 
Flynt a Clinton "buddy," who was acting in concert with a White 
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us_ 
House campaign of "sexual terrorism" against its political toes. "By 
refusing to condemn the actions of Flynt and others like him, the 
White House has proven that its lofty statements against the poli¬ 
tics ol personal destruction are no more than empty words,” Barr 
said. Flynt said his information was the opening salvo of his bare¬ 
knuckle etiorl to ex|Kis(> politicians with double standards and .said 
he had an even bigger "fish" than Barr to exixjsc along vs'ith seven 
lessor Kepublicans. His next expose, says I'lynt, will include a 
videotape of a politician holding hands with a woman, not his 
wite and going into her house. "I feel very .strongly that if jlhis 
materiall materialises, the 
Republican party will lx? in a 
shambles," claims I'lynt. "My 
reason for getting involved was 
that I saw the |X)lls showing a 
majority of the ireople weie 
against impeachment,'’ he says. 

I.ate last year, Louisiana's 
Republican (Congressman Bob 
Livingston abamloned his bid 
to become 1 louse Speaker after 
learning (hat I'lynt planned to 
exfjose several affairs he had. 

■file cigar-smoking Flynt Iras 
been confined to a wheelcliair 
since I97B when ire was sliot 
by a White gunman angered 
over Hustkr pliotos of an inter¬ 
racial couple. Incidentally, that 
same gunman also admitted 
sliooting and wounding Ver¬ 
non Jordan, the Washington 
lawyer and ('linton confidant 
who is a key figure in tile 
I.ewinsky ii ivestigation. 

Aithougli Flynt made his for¬ 
tune and fame from publishing 
tile pornographic Hustler, he 
entered the histori- books In 
having the IJ.S Supreme ( oiirt 
decide in liis taicnir that satire 
and perods should be protec¬ 
ted liy the first Aiiiendnieiii 
securing tree si»'ecli. 

The Flyni expose comes as 
tile Senate tries (' liiiton on two 
c. nuts relating to tlie l.ewiiiski 
perjiirx scandal. I lyiil's investi¬ 
gation began in September 
when he pulilisbed a full-page 
.uiverliseiiumt in /'»V Wiishhixton I'asl otferiiig .SI million fi'r doc- 
umenlaiA evideiue ol aii\ ndulteious atiaii witli a politici.in or 
liigli-ianking government oflicidl. flynt says lie paid nis intorm- 
ers according tlie importaiKc ot tlie iiulivuliial coveied- those 
liriiiging 111 inroimation atviiil loiv-loxel [Hiliticians recened 
lietweeii S.'sD.iMK) and SKlO.tKMi. U is not tlie ftisl lime that ! ynt 
has oflcreci liouiitv money lor dojic- on subjects llial inleresl him. 
He oiue olfered .Sim lor new iiitoimatioii on the assassinations ot 
lohn f. Keiuiedy, Holier! Kennedy and Martin l.iilher King 

fhiit. a Kentnekv native, now lives in Beverly Hills, (.alifornia in 
opulence. iHirii into cnisliing Appalaciuan (Hivertv, l lyirt started liis 
career as porn ciiln preneiir, owning a string ot .Vraled strip joints. 
In liis now oiit-ot piiiii auloiiiography. ,^rl Uustvinlv Man: My Lift'as 
PoriHriniphi r, I'wulii ami 'hhuiI tUiUast, flynt di.scloses that liis first 
sexual exjwneiice w.is witti a eliickcm—wliieh he Itien killc-cl. .Askc'd 
wliy lie liad adniiiied K. liavuig liad se.x with a chicken, I'lynt told 
a reporier: "I always iiu‘cl to be lionesi and 1 have always looked foi 

it in other people." Paul Krassner, who served briefly as Hustler's 
puliiisher in 1978, says: "He (Flyntj always wanted to be a political 
player." Krassner now mns tlie alternative paper The Realist in Los 
Angeles and points out that Flynt "wanted to play a part in (Xilitics 
and In the culture of the country. And he got what he wanted". 

And this has left political analysts worried, if not squirming. 
Sherry Bebitch jeffe, a political scientist at (Uaremont Graduate 
University, told a reporter: "It’s almost as if we as a scKiety have 
fallen through the looking glass. This is dangerous to democracy. 
It's dangerous to the First Amendment and it only adds to the cyn¬ 

icism we see out there. This is 
sexual bounty hunting." Adds 
the famed Harvard University 
law professor and author of 
^xiial McCairthyisrti, Alan Ders- 
howitz: "1 don't like l,arry 
Flynt. I don't like what he does. 
I don't like his magazine. 1 
don’t like him outing people. I 
don't like tliis at all." 

"When politics becomes porn¬ 
ographic, poriiograpliers bec¬ 
ome pundits," remarked Robert 
Lichter, president of the Q-nter 
for Mcxlia and l>ublic Affairs in 
Washington, D.C. Everett Den¬ 
nis, a journalism professor at 
Fordhani University in New 
York, explains: "The media rea¬ 
lly goes ballistic on matters of 
hypocrisy, if you can find some- 
!)ody who is anti-gay wlio's 
himself gay, or someone who's a 
great moral leader wiio's a wom¬ 
aniser, it makes for lietter copy 
than someone who's regarded 
as a sleaze in the first place." 

Flynt gained some respect 
when the 1996 movie. The 
I'eriplc I’s. Larry Tlynt, portrayed 
him as a f irst Amendment war- 
rioi. Flynt, wtio put naked lac- 
kie Onassis in a famous '75 Hus- 
tlei issue, doesn't have nmcli 
rc'spcxl tor the "respectable" 
nicxlia. "Till' media is driven by 
economics. I want to vomit 
when 1 hoar some of the grand 
old men of journalism step to 
tile podium talking about 

integrity." Hynt’s magazine was so shocking that it even drew 
buiiis from tile likes of Tentlunist' puliiisher Bob (iiicckme. It oul- 
lagecl Icininists, stunned tlie religious right and [irompted court 
cases across tlie country. Counters flynt: "We never had any pre¬ 
tensions alioiit what we did. We gave people what they wanted." 

I'lynt now operates a niulti-million dollar company that pub- 
listies n "trilnite" to Princess Diana one montii and a fetish maga¬ 
zine (leclicated lo "llie toc'-siickers ol tlie world" the next. "We’re 
into a little liit ot everything," lie told a reporter. .And gets angry 
when |wopl(- call iiiin ")ust a smut pcckller". "i demand that they 
call me 'Mr Smut Pcxldler' because I’ve earned it." Flynt has been 
otten quoted as saying, "Smut is my vocation; politics is my liobby." 

The |>orn publisher describes Hustler, which is 25 years old, as 
"niy baby" and adds: " l liat’s where 1 got my .start. .. I’m not Icxik- 
ing for resjx'ctability." Tim Bostic, editor of The Salyersville 
Independent, .says of l lynt: ''There's an old saying in the moun¬ 
tains—the rascal inighi be a damn rascal, but he's our rascal." ■ 

JAVACHANORAN 

Asked ! why he had admitted to having sex with a 
chicken, Flynt said “i always tried to be honest and have 

always looked for it in other people. ” 

want to vomit when I bear some of the grand old 
tnen of journalism talk about integrity. The media is a 

monster, it's out of control. It's proid driven.' 

IuMI told a leporter he gets angry when peopie can 

htm “just" a smot peddler. “1 demand that they caii me 

ivir Smut Peddier' because i have earned il." 

“Smut 
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THAT RUMOUR-DRIVEN, Sf 
In the tussle between the bulls and the bears on the bourses, It’s stalemate for the moment 

By SHEKHAR GHOSH ir^Mumbai WHEN the Sensitive Index of the 
Bombay Stock Exchange (list) 
welcomed 1999 l)y shooting 
up by over 6(X) points, it was 
as if 1998's pent-up sizzle had 

finally found a way out. As Coopers Sc 
l.ybrand executive director Sharat Bansal 
says, "The Indian stockmarkets might well 
have skipjied 1998." 

The reasons were all there. With Congress 
refusing to form the government, mid-term 
elections seemed distant. Mandates like 
infrastnicture development, 
share buyback and demateriali¬ 
sation of shares appeared to Ire 
on track. Third-quarter results 
were largely encouraging. And 
many foreign funds were to get 
their fund allotments for emerging 
markets only in January. So, wen 
as the foreign institutional inves¬ 
tors (nis) were on their annual vac¬ 
ation, the bulls at home decided 
that enough was, weil, enough. 

As a result, the Sensex—which 
closed at 2963 on December 24— 
touched 3515 on January 11, a gain 
of over 550 jxrints in 14 working 
days. On January 8, volumes on the 
HSF. and the National Stock Exch¬ 
ange (NSf) had reached Rs 4,830 
crore. On January 11, the volume 
zoomed to over Rs 5,4(K) crore. 

Sat'S Parag I’arekh, a Mumbai- 
based broker:" lypical teji rumours and tips 
are flying thick and fast, and werybody in 
Gtapinc by JAYACHANDHAN 

the market seems to have become an expert 
with tips to offer. The entire rally seems to 
be based on the ‘greater fool' theory. Most 
people agree that a rally is unwarranted at 
this stage, but there are more people buy¬ 
ing stocks at a high price in the hope that a 
greater fooi wiil buy them tomorrow at 
even higher prices. At such times, it is nec¬ 
essary for investors to exercise utmost disci¬ 
pline, not feel left out of the rally and not 
run after every stock in the hope of making 
a fast buck. It is important to stick with the 
right stocks with proven fundamentals and 
better-lhan-average growth prospects." 

*’Th» entire rally appears to be based 
on the ‘greater fool’ theory.” 

Photogriphs by ASHkllf SHATIEKAR 
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cent devaluation of its Real had world mar¬ 
kets reeling. Along with New York's Dow 
and London's Eootsie, Indian kerb deals also 
felt the tremors, with many market 
favourites having lost substantial amounts. 
Even the Skindia gdr index shed 5 per cent. 

There's no doubt that rumours have again 
played a key role in the current rally. Says a 
senior rse official: "Quarterly results have 
become a regular phenomenon. The com¬ 
pany's performance and exjiectations of a 
bonus are discussed openly, which spreads 
across the market. The tallout is the volatile 
price movement." Says bse broker Neel 

Dalai: "Technically, the market 
seems poisixl for a rally and by 
end-January the index should 
be in the 3S(X) zone. A techni¬ 
cal resistance is expected at 
3280 levels. But if institutional 

support comes in as expected, the 
rally would continue for a longer 
period." Fii inflows in the first week 
amounti'd to $20.4 million. Clnxss 
purchases were Rs 213.8 cTorc, sales 
Rs 127 crore. a net investment of Rs 
86.8 crore. The cumulative net 
investment in dollar terms at the 
monthly exchange rate stewd at 
Rs 8,670.4 crore as on January 8. 

I'his is far more than the ii 
inflow for the week to December 
25. During the week ms brought in 
$4.4 million to the Indian capital 
market. For the entire month till 

3110.41 
DEC 30 

MAYBB 
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HAVE LEFT I / 3054.73 
DEC 28 

2936.92 
DEC 16 

2973.37 
DEC 21 

2976.58 
DEC 22 

2962.50 
DEC 23 

2963.45 
DEC 24 

2864.44 
DEC 17 

2875.09 
DEC 18 

As if on cue, the slide began on January 
12, with the Sensex losing 80 jxrints, and 43 
jroints more the next day. On January 14, 
the Sensex ended at 3253, nearly 200 points 
below Monday's clo.se. To make things 
worse, the crisis in Brazil following the 8 per 

December 25, net m inflow was at 
Rs 230 crore, which translates into 

$54.3 million against a net outflow of 
$172.1 million. The nis had purchased 
equities worth Rs 1.109 crore, while their 
gross sales were at Rs 765.3 crore. 

But addressing the golden jubilee conven¬ 
tion of the Institute of Chartered Accoun- 
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CUUT1VE ANIMAL AGAIN 
tants of India, .sebi chainnan D.R. Mehta 
said that the fib’ response and investment 
in the capital market had been almost sta¬ 
tic during the past four years—$8.6 billion 
at present against $9.3 billion in 1995. 

Yet, a big reason for this rally Is the imp¬ 
ending Fii inflow. .Says a dealer at a foreign 
brokerage; "Expectations arc that about 
$100 to $150 million worth of fresh alloca¬ 
tions would be made by foreign investors. 
If this happens, we could see the market 
rallying to levels of 3,500 points; if it does 
not, then it's back to 2,800. The market is 
also anticipating glowing quarterly results 
fioin the software and pharma .sectors." 

Brokets point out that speculators are also 
cashing in on fears of a liquidity squeeze 
because of the low volume of demat shares 
available. According to the rro of ii,SB( 

Securities, Fergus Fleming, foreign investors 
will now be able to manage their jxirtfolios 
of demat stocks. "These sfrx'ks are going to 
be more attractive for foreign investors as 
trading in a demat mode has been their 
long-standing demand. They will be able to 
switch positions more often now given the 
safeguards that .—^ 

SLTS /WwX 
ment provides / THE Fils \ 

ARE THE 
THE Fils 

Burner 

\^ARE Burner 

loading. Depending on the declarations of 
the budget, the market skyrockets or nose¬ 
dive's. According to brokets, the bears and 
the shortsellers are also party to it. Even in 
1998, the market had reached 3500 levels 
only to fall after the budget. Says Deena 
Mehta, bse director: "The market should 
continue to move up until the budget." 

To turf) such unwanted volatility, sfbi has 
banned 'all or none' trades, currently prac¬ 
tised at most stock exchanges. The decision 
has been based on the feedback received 
from the use and the nse. It was felt that the 
segment is being used by operators to 
include kerb trade transactions. ‘All or none 
trades' is specifically available on the bolt, 

THEFIIs 
ARE Burner 3433.21 

JAN 11 , 

3299.09. 
JAN 7A 3397JM 

JAN 8 

3205.68 
JAN 6 

3149.06 
JAN 5 

3122.04 
JAN 4 

3060.34 
JAN 1 to them," he says. Most of the 

pivotals which entered the 
mandatory demat trading 

mode on Monday registered nuKlerate to 
heavy gains. However, considering that 
most of them rallied, the fact that the 
shares went into mandatory demat mode is 
unlikely to be the single biggest reason for 
their gains, say brokers. It could at best be 
one of the rea.sans. 

Another factor influencing the sp«ulators 
IS that budget time is close. Each year, the 
bulls start shoring up the markets before the 
announcement of the budget. Then, when 
it is a week or so awa>, they slowly start off- 

the use's on-line trading 
system, were trades can get 
matches at a predeter¬ 

mined price and quantit)'. 
The field was introduced . 
by the bse in 1997 to regu- rroSII 
larise kerb trades. On the lAWAle* 
BSF, the outstanding trades IBweiSj 
are also made available, 
which enables brokers to route in the tranv 
action. However, this facility is not available 
on n.sf;. According to sources, loopholes in 
the system of reporting and settlement of 
negotiated deals were also di.stussed at the 
meeting, sfbi has also introduced a new sys¬ 
tem where all negotiated deals would have 
to be necessarily settled in seven days. 

Clearly, the recent flash was primarily due 
to speculation, though the lundamentals 
appear encouraging at least till the budget. 
Says Ashok Kumar of the Mumbai-based 
Lotus Strategic Consultants: "The absence 
of the FIB and the hesitation displayed by 
the domestic financial institutions to press 
sales seem to have given the bull operators 
the upper hand in the market. The bear 
operators, whose stranglehold over the 
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FII Inflows couM see 3500 
if not, It’s back to 2800.” 

market has suddenly loo.sened, have been 
Iradly trapped. cspcTially in the counters of 
software scrips like Pentafour Srjftware and 
Satyam Computers.” Not for long, though. 
Profit-lxxsking and subsequent bear opera¬ 
tions have indeed stalemated the ongoing 
war between the bulls and the beats on the 

I Indian boutsi's. ■ 
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COALFIELDS The mood is unusually 
black these days at Eastern 
Coalfields Ltd (icj.). One of 

West Bengal's oldest companies 
running 50 mines in the state 
and another 14 in Bihar, it has 
an accumulated loss of Rs SSO 
crore. The Centre has recently 
put off a proposal for closing it 
down. But for the company 
which holds the lifelines of 
nearly 73,000 employees, the 
postponement is like a reprieve 
before facing the firing squad. 

.Several eci, mines are beyond 
redemption, say sources at Coal 
India Ltd (cii.), the holding 
company for public sector coal 
mines, quoting an icici study. 
And the huge los.ses are unsus¬ 
tainable. But West Bengal is 
against eci.'s closure because of 
its huge stake in it. 

Bengal stands to lose the live¬ 
lihood of 11 lakh people. In this 
worker-friendly state, such esti¬ 
mates are not too difficult to 
make. The employees' family 
members numbering 2,86,240 
and another 7.5 lakh .small tra¬ 
ders in Bihar and West Bengal 
are affected. .Around 200 small 
factories supplying to these 
mines would also close, affect¬ 
ing 40,000 workers, 5,000 petty 
suppliers and 60,000 casual 
labourers. Entire small town¬ 
ships around the mines might 
turn into ghost settlements. 

The concern is palpable but 
sympathy is hard to come by. 
For one, by deciding to shut F.ci, 
r:iL seems to be jettisoning its 
responsibility of running its mines effi¬ 
ciently. As a trade union leader put it, "it's 
like beheading a patient to cure his head- 
jches". The icici study, which admits a 
"lack of ininewise technical information 
and detailed estimate of investments requ¬ 
ired", nowhere suggests closure. Even the 
R.N'. Mishra Committee, recommending in 
1993-94 stetK to improve E(.l, had not. oil 
itself had earlier estimated that the mines 
could he viable for the next 166 years. 

In a letter to mines minister Dilip Roy, 
< ri(vi) MP and trade unionist Dipankar 
Muklierjee (rointed out that just before the 
cii. board meet of October 22, the ministry 
had sent a reix>rt which said: "Six mining 
areas of the eci empioying 71,516 workers... 
lost about Rs 422 crore in 1997-98. These 
areas should be completely closed down. If 
there are any mines which can bt* revived, a 
definite action plan for their revival may be 
prepared." This suggests tliat the ministry 
had already decided to wind up ecx. 

But if closure seems inevitable, ecl has 

K.M.KISHAN 

Driven into 
the Ground 

Labour and management together ruin ECL 

only itself to blame. For years, it did little to 
stop pilferage of coal, which is as high as 20 
per cent, it argued, wrongly, that the high 
cess imposed by the state on coal had made 
its product uncompetitive, forcing the state 
tt) halve the levy. In tmth, coal is sold at a 
state-set price which includes the cess. 
Offtake has rarely been Irelow 85 per cent. 

Two, since nationali.sation, investment 
has Ireen just Rs .sO a tonne a year, one third 
going to welfare and infrastructure. As a 
result, replacement of machinery and mine 

The managemeRt may be 
guitty of inefficiency, but a 

mlHtant labour la aiao 
responsible for inflating an 
afiea# bli^ wage bfll to 

unr^^ble levels. 

ECL worinra: and of tiia line? 

development suffered, as did 
productivity. Even a marginally 
higher investment could have 
buoyed prcxluction, say experts. 

Several expansion plans with 
foreign assistance backfired. The 
Rs 96.67-crore Kajmahal Open¬ 
cast project, in collalroration 
with the Canadian Commercial 
Corporation, suffered as a hig¬ 
her capital investment tcxrk the 
average coal-stripping ratio to 
1.57 cubic metres per tonne, 
against 2.6 in indigenous mines. 
Rajmahal is seen to make a loss 
of Rs 90 crore this year. The 
Rs 400-croTe Khottadih project, 
approved in June 1989, did no 
work till 1992. And then, sus¬ 
pect methods and equipment 
used caused an accident killing 
five workers and injuring one. 

Three, ex:l could never cash in 
on its unique advantage—the 
premium-quality Raniganj coal. 
It is extracted under ditficult 
conditions which add to oper¬ 
ating costs, but administered 
price increases deflect attention 
from the quality fartor. 

c;ii., though, compares the per¬ 
formance of It 1., where 85 per 
cent of the mines are under¬ 
ground, with others like Nort¬ 
hern C,oalfields—another huge 
lossmaker—where most of the 
mining is opencast. Rut coal 
handling projects now operate 
at 25 pet cent of capacity. The 
lack of parts cripples crores 
worth of equipment. First-gen¬ 

eration computers at collieries are out of 
order. “Tire burden of a management fail¬ 
ure is sought to be passed on to ordinary 
workers," allege unions. 

But workers arc no saints either. "The 
cumulative production loss due to labour 
militancy would amount to hundreds of 
crores of rupees," says an official, eci. 

accounts for 30 jicr cent of the total cii. 
workforce, but 50 per cent of the c:n wage 
bill. Against 556 fatalities through accidents 
in recent years, around 11,000 next-of-kin 
were hired, against the norm of one replace¬ 
ment for each victim. The total number of 
employees taken without reference to vac¬ 
ancies was estimated by the Mishra aim- 
mittee at around 62,000 m cn., .39,000 of 
them in ec:i. Worse, most of the deadweight 
is in relatively unproductive areas, so that 
for underground work, there is a definite 
shortage. A sordid saga of an unholy collu¬ 
sion between the ministry, management 
and labour, causing the ruin of the mines. ■ 

Ashis K. Biswas 
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second, video viewing will be 

smoother. In addition, the chip 

will support additional multi- 

media instructions, taking the 

average computer user further 

towards visual computing. 

ns; 
WHAT does a reliable tele¬ 

phone network have to 

do with the sale of an 'intelbg- 

ent' microwave oven, complete 

with an Internet connection? 

Samsung has developed the 

friendly appliance which integ¬ 

rates a bar code scanner direc¬ 

tly into the microwave, adjust¬ 

ing the heat and time to pre-set 

levels determined by the man- 

ufachirer. The user can progra¬ 

mme the microwave to comm¬ 

unicate with the company's 

website to determine the 

optimum cooking time, 

ilie product was 

demonstrated at the 

International Housewa¬ 

res Show in Chicago last 

week. Imagine, if the 

phone goes dead, there 

may in: nothing to eat. 

INTf.I, (;orporation, 

which controls over 80 

per cent of the global 

chip market, named its 

new generation of 

Pentium 111 processors as 

Katmai last week. The 

processor will be avail¬ 

able in the market in a 

few months. .Since the 

chip will be able to 

churn more frames jwr 

Illustrations Oy JAYACHANDRAN 

WANT to plan your daily 

schedule five days in adv¬ 

ance? New computer and sate¬ 

llite technology could give 

metereologists the ability to 

make forecasts more precise. 

That the forecasts can now be 

done for a longer peritxl comes 

as an added bonus. Computers 

with higher speed are now 

helping .scientists map weather 

patterns in greater detail. It’s 

now expected that from the 

present three-day forecast with 

year revenue growth in the 

last three years. A turnaround 

for the Cupertino, California- 

based company, analysts say, 

is close to complete. The surge 

in sales has been helped gre¬ 

atly with sales of just under 

one million I-Mac desktop 

computers. Apple's study says 

that nearly 32 per cent of 1- 

Mac customers were first time 

buyers of a computer. At pre¬ 

sent, nearly 55 per cent of 

Birthday 
Bounty 

www.boulell.com 

www.birthday.c9i 

This one's for all Aose birthday boys, whose ulti¬ 

mate thrill in lifels to receive heaps and heaps of 

cards on ttelr birthday. Except that these will be 

e<ard$. Reid^ter at www.bouteil.com or 

www.birthday.cgi and receive birthday greetings 

from just about all and sundry surfing the 

Internet. Just jn case you don't remember some¬ 

one's birthday, there's a solution thrown in too. 

Registering here will send you reminder mail to 

send birthday cards to your loved ones. There's 

also an everyday listing for today's birthday, 

where those who have registered have the option 

of leaving their home page addresses too. So, pen 

friends can be a thing of the past. If you access 

the site, just send a few cards to those who you 

want to wish. And, well, enjoy! 

70 per cent reliability, forecasts 

can lx* made for five days with 

the same accuracy. 

L»-. 

Riding the I-Mac boom, 

Apple has recorded a $152 

million profit fur the fourth 

quarter of '98, its first year-on- 

.Apple's shipments is the sleek 

new machine. 

The DS .spends over $7 bil¬ 

lion annually on fighting 

terrorism. For 1999, the 

Federal Aviation Authority 

has received $100 million to 

ByAprR19tl,tiwi«tilttlw 
S46.S milllOR twh pagM. 

Tkitltl paj^per 
SwII persons M Mrtk. ; 

buy advanced security sys¬ 

tems and is lobbying for the 

funding to continue over the 

next five years. Devices being 

developed include high-speed 

gas chromatography and ion 

mobility spectrometry—a 

portable vacuum cleaner-like 

device which can be used by 

an inspector on the exterior 

of a bag and slide the sample 

into an analyser to find 

^ out whether the luggage 

contains explosives. 

WALT Disney Com¬ 

pany and Infoseek 

have partnered to lau¬ 

nch a website which 

combines the features of 

Iniertict directories like 

Yahoo with unique con¬ 

tent from Disney. The 

network offers 18 sites 

featuring all the familiar 

portal fare, besides including 

big name and high traffic 

volume sites like espn.com 

and disncy.com. So, while 

you surf, you can hear the 

favourite Donald quack 

before moving on to a 

new page. 

A
>«r;0P KAM

ATH 



DISINVESTMENT 

DEFICIT FI 
THE OILY V 
Allowing crossholdings 
between oil PSUs has come 
as a last-minute reprieve for 
the finance ministry 

By BHARAT AHLUWALIA _ WHOOSH! I hat's the speed at 
which time was running out 
for finance minister Yashwant 
Siniia as he prepared to design 
Budget 09. He had set himself 

a Rs 5,0(XKTore disinvestment target for 
1998-99, and was falling woefully short. 
Short by as much as Rs 4,77S ctore, in tad. 
With the result that, by his own optimistic 
admission, the fiscal deficit this financial 
year was—and maybe still is--threatening 
to touch 7 per cent, instead of the budget¬ 
ed 5.6 |)er cent. 

But .Santa C'.laus paid Sinha a Iselated visit 
on January 13. us the Union cabinet gran¬ 
ted him all his wishes. Not only can Sinha 
now expect to meet his disinvc.stinent tar¬ 
get ol Rs .S.tXX) crore. but even e.xcci'd that 
and make up for the other revenue short¬ 
falls this year. 

On that day, the cabinet gave (wrmission 
to a clutch of public sectisr oil companies 
to sell a poition of the gos'ernment’s eeju- 
ity in these companies to one another, 
while .srrNi and \s.ni. have lieen permitteci 
to buy back their shares from the govern¬ 
ment. In addition, Indian Oil Cor|H)ration 
(UK ) is also expectcxl to sell a further five 
|H‘r cent ot government-owned equity in 
the Indian market. It .Sinha can get all 
the.se companies to exercise their options, 
then, according to some estimates, he 
could net uj) to Rs 8,(K)() crore. 

The finance minister's convoluted plan— 
which is expechxl to be fine-tuned by the 
end of this month —envisages two public 
sector companies, kx and the fias Autho¬ 
rity of India l.td (i.ui), buying 10 per tent 
and 2.5 per cent respectively of the Oil and 
Natural lias Commission (osict). oNta, 
would in turn buy out 10 per cent of iiw, 
and a similar amount ol tiMi's t'quity. All 
this is in addition to (.aii's domestic otter¬ 
ing of 10 |)er cent ev;aity (which could 
bring in anywhere between Rs 550 crore 

I Sinha: a belated Christmas present 

i ami Rs 700 crore), roadshows for which are 
i currently in progress. Tlien, there's also 
! \ s\i's (,i)K issue ot 10 million shares, with a 
I greenshoe option of another million 
! shaies Olial is, it there's enough demand, 
1 \sM can sell another million shares), 
I winch should fetch the finance minister 
I somewhere in the range ot Rs 8(X) i rore. 
I But getting the initilic sector companies 
I to agrei* to this has tHvn hard work for 
i .Sinha. in lact, he lias Ireeii knocking on 
I many doors since September last, when he 
i realised that his clisinvestment targets 
; wouldn't lie i. el due to both Idiklu.stre 

I HOW THE CASH REGISTERS 
Payment to Government 

(Ps crore) 

I Indian Oil buys t0% of ONGC 2,900. 
0N6C buys 10% ot Indian 011 1,500 

I ONG0 buys,lO^of GAIL e 700 

j GAIL buys 2.5% of ONGC 700 

ANOOF KAMATII 

I international equity markets and the lack 
! of political initiative on the government's 

part, i'ltus the finance ministry first m<xi- .| 
ted a proposal where financial institutions 
(FIs) and banks would buy the govern- 

‘ ment's equity in putilic sector companies, 
; and then oftload tliem at a profit when the 
; market situation improved. But by late 
! December, that plan was shelved as Sintia's 
I team at Norlti Blixk and chieftains of the 
j Muinliai-based ITs couldn't sch* eye-to-eye 
! cm liow much the in.stitulions would be 
I paid for such a service, and how profits 
j from the es'entual sell-off wcsuld be sliarcd. 
i Next, the finance ministry tlioughi it 
i would be best if the public sec tor compa- 
I nics liought back their own shares from 
; the government. I'hal rneritcxl a mixed 
; respcjiise. The oil companies refused out¬ 

right. And not without reason either. Says 
J.K. Jain, director (finance), c:.\u.: "Buybiick 
reduces a company's borrowing capacity, 
since its net worth comes down." 
Reduction in equity is something loc, 
which tias an equity base of only Rs 389 
crorc, definitely didn't want, Specially 

! since the recently promulgated buyback 
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T. NARAYAW 

ordinjiKi- |)ruhil)its any flesh issue tif exil¬ 
ity till two years alter Imyhack. But tlie two 
teleioin a'l.ijianies diiln't seem to mind. 
"Both the \SNi and mini hoards met and 
decided tlial lliey were agreealrle !<' the 
luiyhack opticjii," says a senior mim offi¬ 
cial. But tliat wouldnt raise much money 
for the government, since the govern¬ 
ment's slake in mini, is already dovs^n to 
.S6.4 per vent, and tfie governnient would-, 
n't like to rediic'c it iielow “si per cent. I’lus, 
2.22 per cent of the company's ecjiiitv Iras 
been reserved tt>r employees. Thus, at 
best—with a pro-rata tniyback—the gov¬ 
ernment can exjiect to raise soinewliere in 
the region of Its i St) crore and Us ?{K) c rore. 
And as it's working towards a turolloat. 
ssNi caiTl l)uy back a portion ol goveiii- 
ment-owned ccpiity, since c.hr issue guide¬ 
lines mandate a 6()-clay cooling pericxl. 

Just as time and options seemed to Iw 
running out for Sinha, the oil companU"., 
if you believe them, proposed the equity 
.swap route themselves. And the oil compa¬ 
nies claim to have strong reasons for get¬ 
ting into these interlinkages. Says t,\ii 
chairman C.R. Prasad, "It is important for 

us to have synergy with unc.c, 
liecause in any ca.se our ofieratioris 
are in tandem with theirs. They pro¬ 
duce the gas, and we transjKKt it 
through our pipelines, in 200T, 
when the hydrocarbon sector is 
opened up and oNca: has other com¬ 
panies vying to transport its gas, we 
will lie able to synergise belter with 
tliem, since we will have a place on 
the oNc.c board." I'he arguments are 
rouglily the same for the ick -oni,c 

equity swap. "toe. has been wanting 
to backward integrate for some time 
now, while oNi.c wanted to get into 
upstream operations. This equity 
swap will cater !•) Iioth their ambi¬ 
tions," says Sanjeev joslii, .senior 
analyst at mis Securities. SlN'tl.A liimself may lieave a sigli 

of relief now, Init there ari-n't 
many patting liiin on (he back, 

for, to iiegin svith, the puiilic sector 
is being forced to fork out liuge 
sums of money to liankroll the gov¬ 
ernment’s non-plan expenditure. 
Ask any international expert on pri¬ 
vatisation (which is wliat disinvest¬ 
ment should have bc'cni called in the 
first j)lace), and he’ll say tliat that's a 
strict no-no for tile use of sales pro- 
cevds. Next, hy no stretch of imagi¬ 
nation can this be termed disinvest¬ 
ment. Says a Mumirai-hased invest- 
nienl banker- "Equity swaps mean 
tliat the government will stay in 
total control and tliese pulrlic sector 
companies will remain accountable 

JliraiHR GUPFA 

\.J) 

“It’s important to build 
synergies with ongc,’' says 

mi chief C.R. Prasad. 
“When the sector is freed 

In 2003, a presence on 
their board will help.” 

to no one Iml the government llu gi.c 
ernment, in fact, wants to avoid selling lo 
institutional investors hc-cdusc- that u.i.ild 
force the public sector to shape up an; 
answer to investors." 

But vvliat's causing greater worry is the 
huge amounts of money that these gov 
ernment-owned companies will liave to 
shell out to help Iialancc Sinha's inidget. 
file scenario, thouglt, may not l)c all tliat 

liad. Take kk's purcitase of 10 per cent ot 
oNiic, for instance, onoi lias an eciiiily base 
of Rs 1,425 crore, 10 pei cent of whicli 
amounts to Rs 142..5 erme. But die 4 [x-r 
cent ol its etiuity wliicli was dismvested 
earlier has bi‘en quoling in the range ol Rs 
200 a share on the boursi's. Ilial would 
mean thai xx would face an outgo ol a 
whopping Rs 2,800 crore. How- is tliat 
going to affect xx's financial heallti.' "xx 
sliould have a cash surplus of Rs 2.70() 
crore to Rs 2,8(X) crore next year. Ihus, 
most oi tile funding lor tliis purciiase can 
come via internal accruals." says loshi of 
PBS .Securities. Adds .-Vrup (ianguly, research 
analyst at Anand Rathi Securities: "Most of 
xx:'s iiiiniecliate investments have tx-en 
taken earc of." 'I'hat's true. loCs capital 
exjumditure of Us T,0(K) crore lor this fisial 
and the next has more or le.ss been 
accounted lor.’If unytliing, if just might 
stop xv from going ahead witli its anilii- 
tious (letrochemical veiilures, whicli any¬ 
way lias had some analysts worried. 

Then, there' is iism's Ixiyiiig into ux 
which, hack of tlie envelope calculations 
indicate, should cost ihr ccimpany Rs 
1,5(K) crore. .Add tlie it) per cent stake it 
will t)e aiqiiiring in and its gross 
investments sluxild be iii the lange ot Rs 
2,200 crore. How -vvill th.it afleit osoi'' 
“EiiiaiKidlh, en w nmeh stronger than 
iis'ia. S.), usi.i IS busing inlo a heallbiel 
iPinpanv, svIiiJi .ilsi> has rt-fining opera¬ 
tions th.ii Ills been wanting to get 
into for long, ‘''.ca is gelling to kill two 
birds sviili oiu- stone," says (ianguly. 

.\nd wli.ii .ilxnil (.'II's purchase ol 2..5 per 
cent ol., svliicli should cosi soinewlu-re 
in tlx- lange ol Us 7(X) crore? "We are not 
vsdsiiiig alls money and are six-nding only 
•IS null li as sse can alford to We lias'e loin- 
pl.ied most ol our expansions, and sse liave 
,1 loss ilet)t-«iuity ratio ol 0.4.V1. So. aixsut 
li.ilt this transaction can Ix’ lunded thnnigii 
delA." Stiysc.sii chairman Prasad l-'s'enMiNi 
is putting up a brave front. "II lite govern 
meiit wants, we can do a iniytiai k tins fiscal 
Dm ecpiity is only leveraged to the tune ol 
0.24:1. So there’s a lot ol sco|K'." says sriM's 
finance advisor, S D. Saxena. 

Btit wiilt the oil companies smgk’hand- 
edly—and ho(H'fully without getting too 
bacily scarred—taking on Yasliwaiit Sinlia's 
disinveslinent burden, the likes of mini 

may gel away unscathed. Ihai, ol course, 
depends on how greedy Sinlia gets. ■ 
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The Pakistanis are coming. Will 

the first home series in 12 years 

bring us closer? Or is it a mistake? 

KAMM.JULKA 

FRIENDSHIP: 
Gan. Zia pays 

a lurprlta 
visit. Jaipur,' 

1887. 

By imSHNA PMSAO in O^i and AZHAR ABBAS in Karachi 

"A kitui of primitiw behaviour had taken over, raw emotions had 
been unieashed, people as if possessed went into a trance, their 
eyes glazed. These were not people going to a iricket match. Thi-se 
were people going into battle." 

—Pakistani commentator Omar Kurcishi on Indian spectator 
frenzy at the quarter-hnals of the 1996 World Cup, Bangalore. That was before match-fixing hit the ceiling in both 

countries. Hiat was before the Bharatiya Janata Party 
came to power here. That was before the Pakistan Mus¬ 
lim League came to power then*. And tliat was before 
the two nations went nuclear nine montiis ago—and 

before Baiasaheb Thackeray went ballistic nine days ago. 
The big question, now that it Icxrks certain (or does it?) that 

Wasim Akram & Co will play here, is: will the tour go off 
smoothly, "incident-free", paving the way for peace, harmony 
and friendship between two peoples torn asunder by a carto¬ 
grapher's scalpel in 1947—and bigoted politicians since? 

Or, will the two-Test match series only serve to fuel bellicose 
chauvinism, belligerent nationalism and competitive jingoism 
t)n either side? .Sapping, in the process, the energies of our (and 
their) overworked aicketers to do 
battle in the 1999 World Cup—just 
120...119...118... days away? 
Touring under siege: Very few on 
either side want the tour postjxmed 
or cancelled. India and Pakistan may 
be in a state r.f "undeclared war" 
over Kashmir, but as Kapil Dev says: 
"If |X)liticians have a problem, the> 
must battle it out on the political 
front, not oti the cricket field." 

After all, cricket s just a game. And. 
more importantly, buckling in mm- 
to what historian Mushirul llassan 
calls "the proto-fascist tendemies" of 
the Sena—the digging uf> ol tnc 
Bombay pilch in 1991, the Delhi 
pitch now, and the f irmatioii ol '^ui- 
cidc-squads" to disrupt the man It— 
would sc*nd out all the tvrong signals. 

S.-iys a former Indian legend now in New Zealand: " Till yester¬ 
day, Th.ickeras seeiiifO to lx: on the back f<x>l. Now he seems to 
be jumping outsiile the crease." Adds former Pakistan interior 
minister Naseerullah Babar: “If a hatitlhil of people are allowed 
to disrupt the tour, there would lx* no end to this. Intolerant ele- 
nieitfs in Pakistan can follow suit, thus making cricket imix>ssi- 
ble Itetweei. the two ettuntries in times to come". 
Player pressure; Indian players have clammed up after coach 
Ansituman Caekwad's rejjorted reservations of "some seniors" 
against such a pressure-packed series backfired when w 11 sec¬ 
retary J.Y. l,elc issued an ultimatum: "Those who don't want to 
play ;tgainst Pakistan won’t be picked for the World Cup." 

After the Pak tour, the two teams are joined by Sri lanka for an 
Asian Test Championship followc'd by a tri-nation one-day 
scries. Says journalist Rajan Bata: "I get the feeling senior players 
for once don’t want to play at home. Ihey want some rest. Ihe 

I WHY WE MUST PLAY 
I • It's just a game: you win 

some, you losa somo 
• Political battles have to 
be (ought at political lavol 
• If cancelieii or put off, It 
will be a victory tor bigots 
• One step forward to 
improve relations 

WHY NOT 
• Players will bo under 
severe pressure 
• Will cause spurt in 
jingoism and chauvinism 
• Tired cricketers may 
crack up on World Cup eve 
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COVER STORY 

‘Play the game to fight the goons’ 
Pakistani fans are all spunk as they see India on the backfoot TMKKI, is an odd mix of l<'ar and 

i-nihusiasni on the streets of 
Pakistan. People, by ami large, sup¬ 

port the upcoming cricket tour to India. 
But many are apprehettsivo alxuit the 
guarantees given by the Indian govern¬ 
ment for the safety of their heroes 

"I hate Bal Thackeray and his g(K)ns, 
and 1 don't want him lo tcel even for a 
second that we ilid not come otit ol 
fear," says Shaukat Mahmood, a sales¬ 
man. Adds banker Vluinuddin Khan: 
“F.ven it vve lose, we will be deteatiiig 
lunatics like I h,i( keray by going there." 

Many reali.se that the iijr-led coalition 
has painted ilseli into a corner 
by allowing the .Shiv Sena to 
dictate terms to it. 

As llammad Oha/nasai, a 
businessman, says: "Our team 
slinuld go to achieve I he moral 
high ground. If things worsen 
and Pakistan returns wilhoiit 
playing a single ball, it will Ire 
politically iH'iieficial tor us." 

An opinion |)oll conducted 
on the teleptciyiie by the mass- 
circulation Urdu Haily Inns in 
five cities showed ttiat a vast 
majority of people are in favour 
of the tour. And most rc'spon- 
clents lelt that a cancellation would be a 
victory tor Hindu extremists. 

"Unless we go thc-re and prove, t'S'cn at 
tite cost ol defeat, that we'l! not let anv 
extremist ruin the game ot cricket, 
threats of this nature will continue," 
says I'arocKi Meinoii, an officer. 

But many lake the threats seriousK 
and fear foi llie safety of the players. 
.Savs Shiia/ Haider, who playecl rc-cenlly 
tor the- uiuler-Ut team: "The players will 
nc>t be able to peilorm hilly wc-ll unclei 

this pressure. And even if one player gels 
hurt in any inciilenl inside or outside 
the stadium, it will mean an end lo 
cricket between the two sicl«-s in either 
country for a long lime to come." 

But ihc chattering classes are sure 
cricket is the best way forward. Says 
|K)litic'al analyst lintiaz Alain: "tTickcl 
can do itnicit to cast oil some of the 
inherited prejudices plaguing relations 
iH'twecn tile two countiics." .Adds Dr 
•Akliai Aiidi, a Karachi intellectual: "The 
tour will IcMcl to heltor economic and 
political niidcTslanding." 

Shorn ot the hypc‘, though, everybody 

PREPARATION: Akram & Co, Karachi,'99 

rc'alises Akram K l .0 are going to "play 
tile game, not lo wage war." As sports 
writcT /afar Sainclani says: "If both tlie 
coniuries can play liockey series every 
year and if Indian goiters can come here, 
wh.it is wrong in playing ciicket there'' 
Allei all, il's just a sporl- ancl in sport it 
cioesiTt inatier il ♦he other country has 
.in atomic nomh or not." 

Azhar Abbas in Karachi 
and Amir Mir in I ahorc 

last thing they want to do is play Pakistan." 
The pressure of playing the arch-rival can 

affect the sternest. Sachin Tendulkar’s Test 
match average (54.77) is a full 1K..S4 points 
higher than his record against PaWstan. 
Wasim Akram's overall bowling average 
(22.86) is below his record against India 
(31.10). The fear of failure Is daunting. 
Home advantage: it India lose* to Pakistan 
at home, there will be licit to pay, having 
lost to Zimbabwe and New Zealand away. 
And if Pakistan lose, there will fw hell to 
pay for them as well, having already lost to 
South Africa, Australia and Zimbabwe, 

i Gackwad says witli the home advantage, 
1 the. pressure will Ik‘ on the Pakistanis. But 
I Ratnakar Shetty of the Mumbai Cricket 
I Association says: "II we lose* to Pakistan, it 
i will t)C‘ a setbac k lo our World (aip hopes." 
I Privately, some Indian players admit tou¬ 

ring and playing with and agai¬ 
nst the Pakistanis will exact a 
heavy toll, with sceuritymen 
bu//ing all over. "A senior pla¬ 
yer toki me the other day, 'Pie- 
dsc keep us out of the hotel 
where tlie Pakistan team will be 
put up. I mean it'd be a jail'," 
says joiirnali.st Asliish .Sluikla. 
Playing under siege: Wasim 
Akram, eagei to put maleh-ti.x- 
ing charges liehind him, says 
the Pakisldiiis are used to play¬ 
ing under pressure. Adds bats¬ 
man I jaz .Ahmed: "1 receive a lot 
oi fanmail from India and (H'o- 

1 pie ask me why we do not play there... It’s 
I time we counter sucli threats." 
i C'himes in paceinan Aacjuih Javecl: "I'or 
I me getting Sachin out is more important 
I than any othei batsman. I used to abuse 

him lelt and riglil. At Toronto, he came up 
, to me at the non-striker's end and said, ‘Itni 
I .x’lrii kyon Mu liai w'. Since then I have 

stopiied doing ih.it I only glare at him.' 
i But not all their colleagues are gung-ho 
; at the pros|M‘ii ot "playing in trout of seeu- 
; rity peo|)le". and looking all the time over 
: their shoulders for missile's, mischief, and 

PAKISKIil ON TOUR 

Jan 21 

Ortilii 
Feb 4-8 

laA 23-25 

^Mia-Pak series 

» Asian Test 
Championship 

•Calcutta 
'feb 1.6-20 

s Four-five Diainclothes policemen from the "elite 
commando force" v>'ill guard each player in every 
venue and every city: and wherever they go/stay. 
• If the security threat to any particular player is 
higher, die secu^^y cover will be increased. The 
same shield will be nrovided by each host-state. 
• A home ministry otficial of the rank of director 
will be with the team right through the 75-day tour. 

Jliennai 

Kochi V • 28-Feb 1 
Feb 10-12% 

Tests Chennai. Delhi, Calcutta, hahexa, Thcee-day matclies. Gwailoc. Kochi 

K A group of six commandos will accompany the 
players in the team coach. Escort cars with 
policemen will be ahead and behind the coach. 
■ At the team hotel, one commando will guard 
each of the rooms where the players stay. 
■ All security measures will be demonstrated to 
the Pakistan team before they embark on the tour. 
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THE VIEW FROM THERE 

who knows what else. "Do you expect us 
to perform when every place is out of 
bounds except the ground ai\d hotel," asks 
one player. Also, "You don't just play crick¬ 
et. You visit friends, sightsee, do lots of 
other things. The Pakistan team might find 
that difficult," says Sunil Gavaskar. 

Tests were draws, but the one-day game, 
es|x:cialiy at Sharjah, where Pakistan estab¬ 
lished a lasting stronghold, and later Tor¬ 
onto and Dhaka, was reshaping relations 
between the two countries—on the ground 
and off it, and turning Indo-Pak encounters 
into overheated cauldrons of national pride. 

JITENOER GUPTA 

OVERTURES: Batting for India, Delhi ’98 

Before the 16-meinber squad was annou¬ 
nced, loach laved Miandad said he would 
not be surprised if some key players kicked 
out. ■' I he IK < I has sent guarantees to the 1 

KII. But if Ihey’ie so sure about their guara- | 
ntees, why don't they keep a match in i 
Mumbai? I'd liki> to play there." i 

"The Ik'sI way to deal with Pakistan is to 
defeat them—whether at war or in sixirt," 
says B|i‘ minister lYamcxl Mahajan. 
• Players have uprooted stumps to protect 
themselves from ram])aging fans (Imran 
Khan, .Sartra/ Nawaz: '82); 
• One captain's shirt has been torn (K. 
.Srikkanth: '8‘)); 
• Aiiolhci captain's house has been 

ftlUL lilHIIOOD,.«x<aptala; "Indian 
and Patdsataid crlcketets must be given 
anotlw chance to prove that ttt^ can 
do ihore to btiiigflK two countties 
closer thaii thetr tdgoted poUtidans." 

WULANA HAFIZ MANSOOR: "Why 
diould we play vddi Hindus when 
theii soldlm are killing our youth, 
rafdng our women and are Involved in 
all kinds of atrodties In occupied 
Kashmir?" 

GHWHTIIMUMflO, commentator. 
"Abandoning the tour would be 
encouraging dre insane elements of 
society—and abandoning edeket 
between the two countries for years 
and years to come." 

ARIF ABBASI, ex-administrator "If mil¬ 
itants can dig up a pitch in the capital 
i^ht under the nose of the Indian 
government, where does the players' 
safety stand?" 

FARESHTA GATt-AHJlM, journalist: 
"The tour must go on. If you give in to 
these lunatics, there is no end to It. It 
will happen in Pakistan as well.” 

OmAR KUI^SAl, commentator "There 
is no such thing as foolproof security. 
If there was, Indira Gandhi and Rajiv 
Gandhi would not have been killed, 
and there would be no terrorism.” 

SWANDER BAKHT, cx-cricketer "Going 
there is important, and can be very 
embanasslng for the Indian govern¬ 
ment.... A nuclear power, and they 
cannot control a person like Bal 
TTiackeray!" 

CRIGKF.T relations between the two j 
countries were normal tor nine years j 
after the bloody Partition. But they i 

were rujituced in 19Su, as the Goki Wai i 
resha|ied the geopolitics of the subconti- i 
nent. Between 19.S2 and 1990, 3.1 ol Ihc 41 I 

Gr.iphics 

attacked (Wasiin Akram: '96); 
• Pitches has'e been dug tip lOystal 
Palace, Bonib-iy, Delhi); 
• Fans manhandled (Inzumam: '07); and 
• Brickbats and, firecrackers have been 
hurled into the grounds during play. 

“The tiigging up of the Delhi pitch is a 
TOP KAMATK. iHxt MURALIKHISMNAN SOURCt' Homp MinJS'rp 

• When the team coach arrives at the stadium, 
a security ring will be formed to enable them 
to enter the ground without trouble. 
■ Commandos will man the dressing room. 
* Bomb disposal squads will be on 24'houi 
call at each stadium. Each ground will be 
screened, frisked and sanitised before play. 

■ Spectators will have to report at the ground 
2-3 hours before start of play at major centres for 
security reasons. Handbags will not be allowed 
■ Security personnel in plainclothes will mingle 
with spectators to prevent missile-throwing. 
• Preventive arrests to crack down on Sena 
threats like "suicide-squads'. 
■ If situation gets out of hand, army will be called Hi. 

HAROON RASHID, ex-coach: "Politics 
and cricket are two different things. If 
we have differences on political issues, 
we must not drag cricket into it." 

HANIF MOHAMMED, ex-captain: "The 
tour must go on. Otherwise, it will seal 
the futuriT of cricket between the two 
l)e.st teams in the world. At least in 
India and Pakistan." 

KHIZAR HAYAT, umpire: "It is not a 
matter of courage or scoring points; It is 
a matter of life and death for cricket.” 

NASEERULLAH BABAR, politician; "Our 
team must go to bidia. That is the 
only we can fell the world who is 
more demoaatic." 

IMTIAZ AHMED SIPRA, journalist; "It 
may help overcome the gr^t period of 
illusfori the two countries have forced 
on thepselves ^ going nudeai." 

HASM AttHUlr ftoher. Kkct^ 
will we a^eve g^og when we am OUTLOOKa January25.1999 



AIM. BEHARI VAJMYEf, prime minis¬ 
ter: *There is nothing brave in digging 
op a pitch under the cover of dark¬ 
ness. If they (Shiv Sainlks) want to 
fight, they should go to the border." 

KAPIL OEV, ex-captain: "If we don't 
want to have anting to do with the 
Pakistanis then their embassy staff 
should be asked to pack up and go." 

V.V. MNSMNAN, cricket photographer 
"What's the point? It'll be like matches 
in Punjab during the militancy—with 
15,000 policemen as spectators." 

OimjQOKmflHIlELSOHSOITCSIKODEO^ 

76% SAY YES TO TOUR 
Should Paldstan play ki India? As Bal Thackeray's Shiv SalnUe threatened to queer the pitch, 
OuWook-Taylor Nelson Sotres Mode conducted a poll in Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, 
Hyderabad and Calcutta between January 12 and 14 to gauge the mood. 01 the 1.231 respondents, 
an overwhelming 69 per cent say India and Pakisian should play each other hi India or Paldstan. 

ttMMWHMprDpoiadPaklstaa DoyiMiponoiialiytsalinora Should latia A nurtaa play 
tawMliidiahaealMeHlR hapwiiMdlaliaritPafelitafl criekat hi India A PakMH 
vliw of the Shhr Sena threat? than any othar nmtry? ghren tho Kathnir diapalo? 

SAURAV GANGULY, cricketer "We look 
forward to playing them anywhere. 
The two sides mix very well In hotel 
rooms and dressing rooms. It's always 
good to meet them." 

RAJAN BALA, cricket writer: "For the 
fint time, senior players don't want to 
play at home. Hiey want some rest 
and the last thing they want to do is 
to play Pakistan at home." 

No: 76% 

Vte:23% 

Cant sar^%_ 

Mumbai Yds: 25%; No: 74% 

- 

N^.20%-Npj.29%__ 
- 

; 25%: No; 74% -- 

Oo you hoi It Is a hatter Has ttio rstumirtlofl of cricket it the BJP was noth power, 
Maa h play tho sarhs h ties been made more dittlciill weald this series have been 
a aaatral vaaaeT by the noehar lasts? less thraahned? 

HARSHA BHOGLE, commentator: 
"Sport should reflect popular taste and 
not that of the political leadership, or 
of specific political organisations. 
What constitutes patriotism should be 
left to the people. We can't give them 
definitions of patriotism and ask them 
to see If they dot in." 

PILOO REPORTER, ex-umpire: "If the 
series doesn't happen, it'll look as 
though the Shiv Sena has won. But if 
we lose to Pak, it'll be a big blow to 
our confidence before the World Cup." 

ACHARYA 6IRIRAJ KISHORE, politician: 
“By playing sports, two countries will 
only come together. We should not 
confuse the isi's designs with the 
Pakistan cricket tour." 

No: 55% 

Ybs:42% 
ClWWS*_ 

56%_ 

Vbs: 28% _ 
__ 

Doyontupporttbn wayttin Who shooM decide the htn Am riots a possibility In India 
Shhr Sena has tried to stop of this cricket sarlecV A Pakisian dependbig upon 
the cricket series? the result ot the Tsst series? 

No: 86% 

Yes: 13% 

c»ya)r: 1%_J 

Mumbai Ytes: 23%: No: 77% 

Ciickfd BiM'd 7b 

! 
Politiqlans 12% No: 63% 

11%; Yes: 31% 

fML 
Cairt_saj(|_6%_ 

Cant say 
Yes: 39%; No: 59% 

SYED KIRMANI, ex-cricketer: "Whoever 
is in power and whatever the political 
pressures, the constraints must be for¬ 
gotten when it comes to cricket. 
Cricket fosters peace and friendship." 

B.S. CHANDRA8HEKHAR, ex-cricketer: 
"We shouldn’t set a trend of playing 
on neutral soil. Or else, the threats of 
disruption will start coming at the 
slightest pretext." 

JAWID LAIQ, columnist: "Now that he 
Is losing popularity, Thackeray's only 
purpose is once again to Incite erunlty 
between communities, a criminal 
offence under the irc." 

P.R. MAN SINGH, administrator: "1 
don't know why they are picking on 
only cricket.Why aren't they disturbing 
other games like volleyball, hockey?” 

symptom of a deeper malaise," says analyst 
Achin Vanaik: "Represented by a fnistraled, 
immature. Indian elite displaying belliger¬ 
ent nationalism for the last lO-iS years 

I 

I 
i 
I 

including the demolition of the Babri 
masjid." Which is why, the fear that this | 
series, against the backdrofi of the threats of i 
vandals with t -o hardline governments in j 
charge, may whip up comrnurul passions. 

"We should spare a thought for the safety 
and well-being of Indian Muslims," says 
Omar Kureishi. "The lives of these Muslims 
will become a niglitmare as the series goes 
on. In all conscience, we .simply cannot say 
this is none of our business." 
Path to peace: Author Mike Marquscc poi¬ 
nts out it's too much to expect cricket alone 
to heal wounds and make peace between 
two rivals: "The path to peace is through i 

politics—including the |X)liHcs of nuclear 
disarmament. Playing cricket is an impor¬ 
tant part of normalising ties. But cricket in 
itself is no guarantee of a more rational or 
generous approach on cither side." 

But the irony of the Bje playing second 
fiddle to the Sena is stark. For a coalition 
which claims to represent the wishes of the 
majority, here is the classic spectacle of a 
minority of cricket-baiters holding a whole 
nation—a whole subcontinent—of cricket- 
lovers to ransom. Which is why, says 
Marqusee, India should go the extra mile 
to ensure the tout is a success: "To do oth¬ 
erwise would be to sunender cricket and 
democracy to the bigots’ veto." ■ 

With Anlniitdlia Bahai, Manu Joaeph, 
Murail Krisbnan, K.S. Narayanan, 

M.S. Shankar and B.R. Srikanth 
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OPINION M.N. SKIMVAS 

Mix Sports with Politics 
During the last week several prominent ind¬ 

ividuals, including sportsmen, have said 
that the Indo-Pak Test matches should go 
on, for "sports should not be mixed up with 
politics". I agree with them, but for precis¬ 
ely the opposite reason. Namely, that it is in 

India's and Pakistan's political interests for the matches to 
be played, and in a peaceful if not pleasant atmosphere. I 
am convinced that the linkage between sports and politics 
is strong and many-stranded in modem nation-srates, and 
not easy to sever even if one wanted to. This phenomenon 
is compounded by the media, print as well as electronic, 
and In particular, television. For every penon actually wit¬ 
nessing a match, lakhs will be watching it on TV, and prob¬ 
ably getting a better and more comprehensive view of what 
is going on. Sportstars are national heroes—it may be foot¬ 
ballers in Latin America and Europe but in the Common¬ 
wealth, cricket is a close rival. In South Asian countries, in 
particular, cricket is phenomenally popular with the middle 
classes, and rapidly spreading to the others. 

It is well-known that international matches rouse 
national passions to feverish levels, as witnessed in last 
year's football World Cup in France. We saw how citizens 

of Latin America prayed in churches. 
Football fans in Britain are notorious for 
their riotous behaviour. Cricket fans are 
peaceful by contrast, though the tende¬ 
ncy to hurl bottles and other missUes at 
Beiders near the boundary, is increasing 
In South Asia and the West Indies. 

Apropos of the linkage between politics 
and CTicket, Star Plus is rc-telecasting 
Bodyline, which narrates the story of the 
successful effort made by tire F,nglish cri¬ 
cket team led by D.R. Jardinc in the early 
1930s to regain the Ashes from their tra¬ 
ditional rivals, the Australians. lardine 
devised a strategy in which his team of 
fast bowlers including the great Harold 

Larwood, and W. Voce and W.E. Bowes, bowM bumpers to 
Australian batsmen with three or four fielders standing 
close by. Batsman trying to protect their bodies from the 
menacing sizzlers offered ea.sy catches to the fielders. The 
entire strategy was aimed at preventing the great Don Brad¬ 
man from making big scores. Bradman was able to score 
only one century, in the second Te,st at Melbourne when he 
scored 103 not nut, and Jardinc and his team won the 
scries. In the process, the enormous tertsiun soured rela¬ 
tions betwc'cn Britain and Australia, and efforts were made 
by the British government to persuade Jardine to give up 
“bodyline” bowling, jardine refused. He was a tough man. 

Tlic long and the sliort of it is that sports, including cric¬ 
ket, cannot he separated from politics, and it is my con¬ 
tention that precisely because of this linkage India has to 
make sure that Shiv Sainiks are prevented from sabotaging 
Test matches between India and Pakistan. 

The situation between India and Pakistan changed irrever¬ 
sibly in May 1998 when both sides exploded nuclear devi¬ 
ces. A full-scale war between the two is now unthinkable 

for the simple reason that it means the destruction of 
towns and cities on either side involving death and damage 
to millions of innocent people. Both sides must do their 
utmost to prevent such a situation. Steps have to be taken 
to de-escalate. Prime Minister Vajpayee's offer of a "no first 
strike" to Pakistan at the saarc; meeting in Colombo in July 
1998 was indeed wise. The fact that talks are going on 
between India and Pakistan is welcome. The lowering of 

PATRICK EASAR 

ABIDING TIES: Cricket buffs from Amritsar walk across the 
border to Lahore for the 1978 series, the first in 17 years 

trade barriers, and easing visa restrictions, arc the other 
steps. The bus service betvffen Delhi and Lahore must ire 
regarded as symbolic of the new turn in relations. 

We must view the forthcoming Indo-l’ak Tests as a confi¬ 
dence-building measure between the two. For those who 
may be tempted to laugh at this I would like to point out 
that the thaw in Sino-US relations in the 1970s began with 
ping-pong (table tennis) matches between the two. Since 
the VVest tends to admire everything the Chinese do, this 
was hailed as "ping pong diplomacy". Ixt us also remember 
that South Africa's emergence from the darkness of aparth¬ 
eid was symbolised by its re-entry into international cricket. 1AEN years from now—if not earlier—South Asia may 

be a free trading zone, just like Western Europe. India 
must make every effort to make this hap|)en. This 

cannot be done without peace being establish^ with Pak¬ 
istan. We must also not forget our long-standing demand 
for universal nuclear disarmament. Our acquiring nuclear 
weapons must make us work determinedly for the goal. 

I come back to my main point. It is precisely because 
sports and politics are intimately link^ that we must make 
sure that indoPak Test matches take place. The governm¬ 
ent must provide .security to the Pakistani players and fans. 
The B(,.a should publish and telecast messages requesting 
fans to allow the matches to take place in an atmosphere of 
peaceful competition. When the players and others accom¬ 
panying them return to Pakistan feeling that they have 
been treated well by their Indian hosts, the gain Is not mer¬ 
ely emotional but also political, and to both countries. ■ 
(India's best known sociologist M.N. Srinivas bawled legspm and 

captain^ ‘Bradman XI' as a teenager in Mysore in 1928-30) 

"If the 
Pakistanis 
return home 
happy, the 
gain is not 
merely 
emotional 
but political, 
and to both," 
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COVER STORY 

“It’s important we play against 
Pakistan. It’s our Ashes.” 

Ever since Mark Waush ami Shane Wume 
admitkd making immey off the pitch, match- 
fixing has come hack to haunt the game. Anl- 
ruddha Bahai cornered bi xi president 
Singh Dungarpur in Christchurch, who, for 
ante, didn't attempt to hedge questions on 
match-fixing, and in a free-wlu-eling chat, also 
held forth on the recently-installed la: judicial 
commission, imd tlw Indian team. Exceipts: 

Why are we playing so much cricket 
with the World Cup around? 
We arc playing a little in exira perhaps. 
But, Pakistanis arc coming to India alter 12 
years. It is important wc play them because 
it has the same value for us as the Ashes 
have for Australia and England. If you miss 
the slot now, the next might come after 10 
years. The Asian Test championships are 
also important If you have to run the 
game in India, .specialiy with Ranji having 
gone to super league, you need money. All 
the exfwnses are on the Bi,i i. You have to 
generate funds. We need $2 million plus 
just to kcc]) the momentum going. If you 
don't play cricket and it’s not .seen on TV, 
then you have to dip into your reserves 
and that's not healthy. So there's very little 
o|)tioii but to play. Even the Australians 
have played as much as us. I know our 
hoys are tired... but you feel fatigued mos- 
tK when you are not winning No winning 
team has complained about being tired. 
We don't do well abroad. Why? 
By sheer aicitient I happened to be the 
inanager of the winning Indian side in 
i'ngland. Right troin IWZ to 1999, which 
IS the gamut ol Indian cricketing history, 
we liave not played well collectively. 
Wlien mil battingliasilkked, our iKiwling 
hasn't and vire veisa. Right now we have 
calibre in S.uhin, A/.har and Sidhu and 
there's the resurgence of Itahul Dravid. 

lor instance, in tlie second Test match, 
Siiiiatli kept bowling 
short consistently. 1 he¬ 
re's .something wrong 
with his technique 

'^0 GENERATE FUNDS, YOU HAVE TO PLAY. N 
whic h is a pity because 
he can do so much more with the hall. ; opener. People tell me he's shaping well. Now, to the icc commission. Was 

The biggest problem is that the standard j You must be happy with Dravid? there any signiheant change in the 
of our Ixmc h is very poor. We spent Rs 40- j Yes. He's a fine player and a gcxid student draft paper Dave Richards snbmit- 
.SO lakh on the A team's lour to West i of the game. But Sunny played 125 Tests ted and the one that was adapted? 
Indies. No names came up. Agarkar apart, and faced the best and biggest battery of Absolutely not. The commission was presi- 
Any other promising player? fast bowlers. .Sachin is a match-winner, dent Jagmohan Dalmiya's idea. There was 
There’s this Kamesh who is Tamil Nadu's Perhaps the best since C.K. Nayudii. an exchange of ideas, but no disagreement. 



I 
criokatl)ossj^ t)«b9ye like gentlemen? Aniiudilha Bahai finds out at the ICC meet inChristchumh 

• • - . WHAT do 20 G1 Job df Intemadonal cricket do bi Christ* 
cbutch, New 2eiidand am two days, anuiddng cookies 

and eachangiiig pondBous suggesticms over tables the 
size of aircraft c»rim7 Weil; fkce the vandals (press) for ohe. 

Having gather to discuss in grave det^ this mouse of iiiatd>- 
fiodng that seems to be rtuinitig in ciicies under their feet, they 

couldn't quite keep the media tarantulas at the gate. 
So, they start off with a sideshow of forced bonhomie-^here 

Australian Cricket Board chl^ Dennis Rogers shares the podium 
with hlstPakistaid counterpart Khahd Mahmood, in a p^pous 
baritone,' Rogen tries to contdnce the 2&odd prim and tdesfsion 
commandos that "we are not bitter enemies. We know, each 
other for seven months now". Ihen follows some soulful lan¬ 
guage: "lyranny of distance and 
time leads to certain evils"; "We 

want to reassure the Australian 
public there is no bitterness." 

Then, a Tomahawk missile from 
Mark Roy of The Age. "Did the 

Australian board apologise to the 
Pakistan board for keeping to 
themselves the fact that Mark 

Waugh and Shane Wame had 
been fined?" Rogers is forced to 
reply: "The relation we had we 
didn't have to apologise." When 
his turn came, Mahmood threw 
in this nugget—that he had met 
Rogers for the first time in 
London last year. Then, the pre¬ 
dictable: “The misunderstandings 

have been removed. We hope to 
continue to work together." 

At the conference mom, much 

more interesting things were hap¬ 
pening. la: president Jagmohan 
Dalmiya was addressing the board 

through teJe<onferences, For how 
long? There was considerable spe¬ 
culation in the absence of any 
press briefings on the first day. 

What jiggery-iKikery were the 
20 memters up to? The only fact 

to chew on was that the represen¬ 
tatives from England and Pakis¬ 
tan had strong objections to the 

di.scussion paper passed on to 
them on the match-fixing issue 
by Dave Richards, chief executive 

officer, ICC, overnight. 
The search for conflict is an eter¬ 

nal media obsession. But in Chris¬ 

tchurch the la; troops were roam- 

JAYACHANDRAN 

f^ Uke tdlinghbn tint with a name like that he could make a 
serious due for football career. But you are grateful that he does¬ 
n't look at you like he was humouring a lunatic (Dave Richards 
has perfected that ioo^ and also Lord Maclauiin of the EngUsh 

board). In fact, he throws yon a scrap of meat. He tells you, In 
^ite of die media blanket, that Mr Dataniya was on the phone 
for 20 minutes. You revel in that intelt^ience. Another tells you 
that Sii Lanka had won lts bid for hosting the under-19 youth 

Worid Cup. From another comes the info that Australian 
umpire Darrell Hair's broth was about to be cooked for his com¬ 
ments on Muralitharan's bowling action. 

Then comes the much-awaited session In which Richaids is 
going to be pounced on by 20 kx honchos. The spirits and sus¬ 

pense of die press corps is high, ucssa 
chief AU Bacher has informed sections 
(d the roving maniacs that their visit 
to Qulstchurth wouldn't have been 
'unwarranted'. So maybe some heads 
were going to roll. Maybe the icc had 
convinced Bob Woodward «id Carl 
Bernstein to take on the probe. 

Richards performs well. He doesn't 
flinch when asked whether he had 
informed president Dalmiya about 
the fines on Wame and Waugh. He 

calls it a 'private matter’. Mayt^ he's 
following the Clinton saga a little 
too closely. l|c goes through the five 
sheafs of paper that he dumps on the 
media. And announces the setting 
up of the ICC judicial commission— 

its three members are not yet known. 
To be fait, as Malcolm ^nn from 
The Australian puts It, "it's a step for¬ 
ward. But a lot depends on potential 
actions downstream." 

But is any Indian politician serious 
about it.^ Already, within an hour of 
the document's release, a board mem¬ 
ber confided in cmspiratorlal tones 
about the inquiry going on in Paki¬ 
stan, "Off the reaird, nothing is going 
to hajipen till the World Cup. They 
don't want to spoil their team." Com¬ 
plementing tins revelation was a sta¬ 
tement from m Cl president Ra) Singh 
Dungarpur that he was satisfied with 
the Justice Chandraebud inquiry and 
saw no reason to Order another. 
The most relevant clause in the doc 

ument in light of such attitudes, 
Iwcomes section C ot Article 8: "In its 

absolute discretion, if it is not satis¬ 
fied that any cricket 

MIHG TEAM COMPIAIIIS ABOUT FATIGUE." 
ing with opaque eyes and frozen starev—keeping every press ter¬ 

rorist who stalked the hotel lobby and even the loo at bay. 
Of course, the basics had already been done. Messages left In 

the voice mails of an 20 kx: members. Sir Clyde Walcott is the 
only otie who reaches' out to your desperation. And H.R.H. 

Hmka (Peter) Inufan, who is on the board fmm Malaysia. You 

requested to the .sat¬ 

isfaction of the ICC commission, the icc commission may carry 
out its own review." The standing of the judicial commission 

might hinge on this single Artide, for so far no cricket board, 
including Austratia, has been antiseptic enough to earn the 
confidence of millions of fans on an issue that, for ali the inso¬ 

lence the cricket boards have brandished, is a relevant one. 
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COVER STORY 

Exchanging Charges 
More murkiness as New Zealander Danoy Morrison gets into the act 

N! I£W Zealand paceman Danny Mon- 
Ison, itonkaliy, is weatbennan for 
the television diannel he now works 

ia Soon after Marie Waugh and Shane 
Wame admitted to accepting a fee horn a 
bookie for divulging pitch details, 
Morrison went public with his own stray. 
He claimed that during the Indian team's 
tour of 19{i4, an Indian player approached 
him for his expert com- t.iwrayan 
molts on the pitch and 
weather for a fee (rf $1,000. 

No dllutloii in the text? 
No. In fact, checks and bal¬ 
ances have been beautifully 
brought about—the ambit 
has bwn widened to drugs. 
And members? I believe 
the legatl member will 
be from the UK? 
Since the icx: is situated 
there, it's convenient. The 
appointments will come in 
two weeks. We spoke to 
Dalmiya on speaker pho¬ 
nes three times in two 
days. He wasn't able to 
make it because of a personal tragedy. 
Are the subcontinent boards more 
Interested in protecting players than 
letting the tenth come out? 
It's not that people are trying to protect 
players but it is a natural tendency. If you 
are the principal of a school you will pun¬ 
ish the ix>ys, and protect them even if they 
do anything outside. But the current com- 

He identified the name to New Zealand 
radio a few weeks ago. According to him, 
it was the former Indian all-rounder 
Mano) Ptabhakar. When Outlook con¬ 
tacted Morrison, he said: "Look, it was in 
the corridor that we bumped into each 
other. It was just in the passing. He asked 
wheriier I would be willing to do it and I 
was Uke 'what for?' At that time nobody 

Prabhakar, Morrison: foul replay? 

I’rabhakar, he is finished with cricket, lost 
his de()osit in an election and now wants 
to be in the limelight. Why didn’t he tell 
the n’.anagement then? 
He says be was told to keep quiet. 

I Then he should have said so to Justice 
Chandrachud. What is the fear? It's put a 

had an idea about these things. It's only 
after the Australian incident involving 
Mark Waugh and Shane Wame that 
these things are swelling up. Actually, 
the Incident was so much in the passing 
that I'd hate it if some hann were to 
come to the player now." 

In Delhi, without responding to 
Morrison particularly, Mano| Prabhakar 
had this to say; "Hie facts first narrated 
by me have proven true by sifose- 
quent events and disclosures made all- 
over the world. This obviously is hurting 
a lot of vested interests. People have 
therefore been trying to get even with 

PRAOSPMANOHANI Hic." Hls lawycr Nidhesh 
Gupta, however, refused 
to comment. 

Why wasn't the full 
report released? 
No good would have come 
of it. Lverybody would be 
quoting portions freely. We 
placed it before the working 
committee and they said it 
would be very dangerous to 
release it. 
It would have given cre¬ 
dence to allegations? 
it would only have fuelled 
unsubstantiated things 
iwing written. 'So and so' 
said this. You see two lines 

andtnake 14 out of it. 
In a hypothetical situation, if the 
Aussie board punishes a certain 
player, fans may feel some subcontl 
nent players got away with murder? 
Well, wasn't the Indian board the first to 
conduct an inquiry? Look, it's like this. 
SomebrKly comes up to me and asks about 
the pitch. 1 will say it's dry and will turn etc. 

''THE WORKING COMMinEE FELT IT'D BE DANGEROUS 
TO RELEASE THE ENTIRE CHANDRACHUD REPORT." 
mission has a larger ambit and it there is j 
an unfair prolection it will balance it out. 1 
Evidence is a much-bandied about I 
word. Do you think there is going to 
be video records of malpractices? 
We don’t have the legality to take action 
otherwise. Shane Warne and Mark Waugh 
admitted to it and ivcre nned. lake the 
recent story of the journalist corr.)borating 
Manoj Prabhakar's stoiyc The gestation of a 
human i.s nine months and in tliis case the 
story gestated for four years. If 1 were play¬ 
ing cricket and somebody approached me 1 
would catch him by the scruff of the neck 
and take him to the manager. As for 

■ cricket-loving nation into shame, tie went | 
I to TV sometime back and said if you pay ! 
1 me Rs 25 lakh I will tell the name. He sat | 

in the IV chair and then walked away. 
Was the inquiry a whitewash? 
Chandrachud is a retired chief justice and 
this man (Prabhakar) had the gumption to 
say he wasn't aske-d about the allegation. 
Chandrachud told Pralihakar he could give 
the name or names and he wouldn't write it 
in the report. Prabhakar says he wa.sn’t 
asked. Would you believe a retired chief jus¬ 
tice or a retired, frustrated cricketer? 
Arc you satisfied with the inquiry? 
Yes. 

I will not ex|)ect any payment. One young¬ 
ster approached me during tiic first Twt and 
asked me 'what do you think?' I said lioth 
teams were evenly balanced. He said 'no, 
Bombay bookies say it will be a draw'. The 
game was abandoned. Rookies rang up the 
Met office in Dunedin and found out about 
the rain. You don't ncisl a player for that. 
Exactly. These things are obviously 
baits for future use. 
Look, I talk to so and so and 1 say the toss 
is very important. He turns it around to say 
that whoever wins the toss will win the 
game. The money then goes elsewhere after 
the toss. You know how rumours fly. ■ 
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H OW 'rO imp ress 

CLIENTS AND PUl’ 

pressure ON PEERS 

Personal grooming for Corporate effects 

This is rlic age of power grooming, power-dressing, power-writing, power-image etc. The new look 

that make clients look at yon with respect while peers are put under fierce pressure of competition. 

A few tips to enhance this feeling (if you’re not using them already). 

Down Collars Three - Button; I 

A subtle statement of being j 

in conunand of the sitiiat it)n. ! 
I 

i 
i 

i 

Power dressing at its sartorial best - j 

complements a snowy white .shirt. ! 

Back in vogee after a decade, 

three covers more than two. 

J’rcmiun. Business Stationery at par with 

global standards. The perfect corporate 

acccssorx to stay ahead of compcririt)n. 

Ipaff links & Tie pins 

Executive Bond 

PREMHiM BUSINESS STATIONERY 

An expression of your corporate personality. 

IJilf Qaliarpur lndu:>trici Limited 
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WILDLIFE___ 

Exodus from 

the Wild Side 
The tigers of Corbett and Dudhwa follow their 
food chain into Terai cane fields, some to die 

By SUTAPA MUKERJEE in Lucknow Raja Anand wasn’t exactly surprised when he found two 
dead tiger cubs on his sugarcane farm. "We're becoming 
accustomed to tigers straying on to our ficids," is all that 
he said. As for the cubs, they had merely come out for a 
walk out of their jungle habitat with their Mama. .She left 

them nestled cosily among the stalks while she went i)ut for a 
hunt. And never came back. For two days the mbs huddled toge¬ 
ther. Starvation and the chill claimed their lives on the third day. 

The denizens of the Dudhwa and Corbett National Parks are 
struck by an odd wanderlust. Increasingly, they're straying out of 
the deep woods and prowling through the neighbouring sugarcane 
fields, in some cases making it their habitat. But these adventures 
usually meet a gruesome end. Witness the UP forest department’s 
inventory of 12 cases of tiger deaths in cane fanns adjoining the 
parks. The death of the two cubs is only the latest in tire series. 

Winters have always been cruel to these felines who now form a 
whole new breed referred to as the cane tigers. I'he first such death 
occurred on the night of December 2,1997, when a poac her killed 
a tiger living on the Central Seed Farm, around the forest near 
Bahraich. Then again, on January 30, 1998, one tigress in tlie cane 
fields of Santoshpur village, 9 km away from Ramnagar, was 
re|)urted dead due to poisoning. Poison also consumed four tigers 
on January 24, 1998, on the periphery of the C;orbett Park, On 
December 31, 1998, a tigre.ss and her three cuIjs were poisoned to 
death in cane crops in Kalupurwa village, near Dudhwa. Says chief 
wildlife warden Dr R.L. Singh: "It’s becoming a serious problem 
and we’re working very fiard to settle it”. 

According lo researciiers Rahul Shukla, a history lecturer, and 
Yogesh Kumar, an i-\s official, there are thrc>e kinds of cane tigers. 
Tile fiist kind comprisc-s the casual visitors. Among them there are 
those who choose to stick to the cane farms. And those who've 
lived in these fields for m<>re than a generation. 'Die duo claim to 
have done the first established research on this category of tigers. 
However, savs .Shukla, "It has not been possible tor us to give any 
specilic census regarding these tigers." Singh and Rupak He, direc¬ 
tor, Dudhwa Park, disagree. They opine that only the first c-'tegory 
evisls. Says De: "In case the other two types evi.stcd, we would've 
heard of tliese wild cats throughout tlie war." 

Cane farms in the Terai region have always been a temjitation for 
predators c"’er since organised plantation replaced the older grassy 
marshlands. Over the past decades herbivou'S too are leaving the 
forest in searc h of fodder. The gra.ss in Dudhwa has turned unpalat¬ 
able. In fact, unwanted coarse and inedible grass is fast covering a 
vast surface area of these forevsts. l antana (commonly referred lo as 
Ban Maruwa), ThemcHla and Amndo are fast replacing tender sweet 
grass and herbs. Mo„t of the swamp and liog deer and wild boars 
have strollcxl outside the forest range to settle in nearby cultivated 
fields. Also the elephants who’ve left the neighbouring forests to 

Cane tiger, a whole new breed now: fragile existence 

feed on the cane shoots. Left with little choice but to follow their 
prey, the tigers too have landed in the cane fanns. 

Once in the cane farms, the tigers seek refuge in the tall cane 
shoots, which they find a good substitute for the tall reed grass of 
the dense jungles. "The tigers happily settle down in these farms 

An Adoption Drive 
Man and beast learn to live in happy co-existence IF you can't get rid of them, adopt them. When the UP forest 

department discovered the existence of 26 cane tigers, they 
tried to drive them back into the jungles. Since they couldn't, 

tltcy appointed nine, then 17, farmers as guardians to nine cane 
tigresses and 17 cubs. Not only were these guardians to protect 
the tigers, they were also to ensure that haif-eaten carcasses 
wouldn't be poisoned. In fact, the farmowners have been pro¬ 
mised Rs .3,0(X) compensation for cattle which falls prey. 

Simultaneously, an eco-developraent programme has been 
instituted to protect the tigers. After seeking special advice from 
the US forest department and the Wildlife Institute of India, the 
UP forest department has started various management techni¬ 
ques to make the forest area suitable for the herbivores and thus 
the tigers. Besides planting more trees, coarse grass will be des¬ 
troyed and replaced with a better variety. Villagers are also 
being Inttodui^ to business options like fishay and bee-keep¬ 
ing to prevent them from felling trees or enga^ng in other 
activities with harmful effects on the forests. 
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YOSESH KUMAR 

considering them to be an extension of their original ht)iiie>, ’ 
expiains Raja Ranjit Bhargava, fomier ciiainnan of the l;P ^ hapier 
of the World Wildlife Fund. The thick growth of vegetatii ii .it ii: 
levels and the flowering fronds filter the direct sunlight, leavii-.j- 
the area comfortably soft-lit for the.se tigers. There are also as 
many blue bottle flies, a constant irritant to the tigers in tiuse 
farms as in the forest. The moist soil all round the year also lemis 
comfort to these big cats, who have least tolerance lor heat. 

These tigers therefore adapt themselves to the fluctuating heights 
of sugarcane strands, feeling relatively undisturix'd until the start ol 
the harvest. Even then, these jungle cats stealthily move on to 
another bettcr-equip{x*d farm. "They have a tendency to move 
ahead instead of retreating," c.xplain environmentalists. But their 
comfort is short-lis’ed and their lives in constant danger. The fear of 
felines, if not the lure of easy money, drives men to kill the Ivasts. POISON is the preferred mode of revenge for the villagers 

whose cattle these tigers kill for lack of other prey. Instead of 
reporting the frequent attacks on cattle to the forest depart¬ 

ment, the fanners take the law into their own hands. Aware of the 
beast’s instinct to return to their kill, the villagers spray substan¬ 
tial amounts of {x.'sticides like B-G Gama, I.inloff and i’aradon, on 
the half-eaten carca.ss. The hungry tigers con.sume it and die. Only 
in cases where the villagers do not properly dispose of the preda¬ 
tor's carcass does the news reach the forest officials. 

The officials on their part, for reasons best known to them, liad 
been sidetracking the issue for long. It was only in April 199H that 
the state’s princijial forest secretary. P.I.. Punia, conceded that such 
a breed did exist: "The study of sugarcane tigers is a fascinating 
revelation of a shocking fact." And sinjre that revelation, the for¬ 
es! department Iras launched a series ot initiatives to protect the 
tiger (.sec hi)x). .After all, the cane tigers are the face of a myopic 
conservation policy gone awry. ■ 
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R ECOMMENOATIONS 

•1 
1 1^* 

Stone the Crows: - 
Live In Concert 
■ HMV; Rs 9.'i 

_ WHENEVER that 
book of rock trivia 
is written, Stone 

the Crows will figure in it as the 
band which folded up after the on¬ 
stage death of lead guitarist Les 
Harvey, electrocuted just before a 
Swansea concert In 72. It was an 

abrupt end to 
one of the most 
promising Brit¬ 
ish rock-blues 
band. The 
Crows, fronted 
by Maggie Bell, 
didn't play the 
overworked 
'60s cliches but 
chartered a new 

course playing hard drive blues with 
the right dose of soul. Bell came to 
be described as a cross between Janis 
Joplin and Aretha Franklin, but with 
their sophisticated, rounded sound 
the Crows were also much more 
than that. Never released in India 
before, this album culled from bbc Radio 1 
sessions is the band at its best. Grab a copy. 

Festival of 
Workshops 
■Jindal Art& Creative 
Interaction Centre 
Rehearsal Room, Tata 
Theatre, m m, Mumbai 
HU Febniary 7 

GET a crashcourse on the apprecia¬ 
tion of classical music, dance, myth¬ 
ology and opera, thanks to jaoc of 
the NCPA and Sabrang. The month¬ 
long series includes courses on: dhr- 
upad and thumri; Carnatic music, 
covering its famed trinity; classical 
dance; mythology; taal-vadya; west- 

'hetwveh ^24,'iKi^' 

edtlbltod 

tiielr 
wlflbei 
vidt tihe ( 
dwi 
Ida. Pori 

f and 
1 contact .dni):^fi3ailB^,18e73t 

<s» 
Flowers of Silence 
■ By Abhimanue Vadakixit Oovindan 
Ciallery Espace. 16, Community 
l^ntrc. New Friends (Adony. Now 
Delhi; 1111 Kcbrudir>‘ 4 

Zl—- CURRENTLY a lecturer 
in Painting at the 

College of Art, New Delhi, the recent 
paintings by Abhimanue reflect the 
Bashoii and Kangra styles of paintings and 
in general various Indian miniature tradi¬ 
tions and that of the Tibetan tankha. In 
his creative act, more than referring to 

them, the artist 
evolves a reflective 
imagery from the 
earlier visual texts. 
The reflective 
imagery Abhim¬ 
anue formulates 
visually is that of 
love—love in its 
pure or conceptual 
form At the pri¬ 
mary level, these 

works denote the passionate romantic 
form of love. Metaphorically, they .%tand 
for a serene, uninhibited human love that 
harmonises with nature. He uses a strong 
and dynamic juxtaposition of bright 
colours and symbols to create works 
which must not be missed. 

Bharat Parikrama 
■ rmi'ntvd by Nau|awaiM‘*Hind 6i 
Kankabali 
January 2J to Fi'bniary A 

~ 'BHARAT Parikrama' is 
an ambitious street play 
project aimed at spread¬ 

ing awarene.ss about aids. Bharat Petroleum 
is sponsoring the first log of this project 
which will weave its way through five met- 
los with 27 irerformances—teeing off in 
Mumbai and reaching Delhi via Bangalore, 
Chennai and Calcutta. Produced by Prasa- 
nta Kundu and directed by S. Ramachand- 
ran, the play titled Pnitikmdh highlights 
the scourge that aids is. A dramatist docu¬ 
mentation, it aims to educate and clear mis¬ 
conceptions about the disease. A doctor will 
be present at the performances to educate 
the masses about precautions against aids 
which has no cure. A local group from 
Calcutta, Amra Sabai, will aid the project 
with three performances. For details con- 
Uct: (022) 4111101/4020445. 

em classical; opera; ballet; the baro¬ 
que, classical and romantic periods 
in the arts. There's a classical dance 
show on February 6 and 7 from 9.30 
am to 6 pm. Per session: Rs 75; per 
course: Rs .350. Timings: 6-8.30 pm. 

Contact: (022) 2833737/3838, ext. 204. 

Le Golf Experience 
■ Le Merxiien Hofeh N 

LE Meridien Hotels and 
“ resorts is launching its 

_ first ever golf package 
offering golfing holidays 

at 22 Meridien hotels in 21 countries. The 
package includes a round of golf per day, 
accommodation based on standard rooms, 
breakfast, golf fees, transportation to ihe 
golf course, club storage and golf club and 

shoe-deaning service. Tee-off times can be 
booked while making the reservations. 
Guests will receive a gift bag which includes 
golf balls, polo shirt, tees, .shoe bag and a 
mini drink-holder. Designed to appeal to 
professional golfers and novices alike, there 
are facilities at some courses for children's 
golf. Reservations can be made via Le Mer¬ 
idien (0800-317006) or local travel agents. 
For details contact: (022) 4920503/4960343. 
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PROFILE 

By SUNIL MEHRA Adaade ago she was mere adjunct, musical 
maatra. i'he diffident Mudgal bahu from 
small town Allahabad who "also sang". At 
Delhi's cultural watering hole, the Gandharva 
Mahavidyalay, that boasted of formidable in- 

house talents like father-in-law Vinayciiandra, vcKalist 
brother-in-law Madhup, dancer sister-in-law Madhavi, 
that "also" prefix was hardly coincidental. Rather it was 
the central fact of Mudgal's life. 

One she changed drastically eight years ago when she 
walked out of a marriage. And into a Diva De.stiny she 
intuited rattier than knew awaited her. 

That Diva status certainly stands confirmed. Not just by 
audience's, standing ovations from whom arc the norm 
rather than the exception at Mudgal's concerts Indiawide 
(the most recent of which, a virtually impromptu jugal 

bandi with visiting British jazz pianLst Nikki Yeoh at 
Delhi's Habitat Centre last fortnight, elicited near- 
hysterical endorsement from rapturous rasiks) but 
also from critics, sponsors, recording companies. The 
lady with a distinct, searing, husky, high-octane voice 
musicologist Nandu Dhyaneshwar calls "rare, com¬ 
pelling, reminiscent of Kumar Gandharva gayaki in 
the way it's projected"; whom music critic Raghav 
Menon terms "an intelligent, nuanced singer with a 
voice that holds you in its thrall with the very open¬ 
ing sa, to listen to whom is a journey of discovery and 
delight" is a top-selling performer texlay. 

Going rate for the big public concert: a rumoured 
Rs .S0,0(X). Raj Barjatya, owner, Rajshree Film’s newly- 
launchcd music division, industry grapevine has it, 
paid Mudgal a record price for each of the eight songs 
she recently recorded with them for a forthcoming 
(top music album. He paid her more than playback 

singer Kavita Krishnamoorthy 
who's paid between Rs 8,000- 
20,000 per song. In a tacit 
acknowledgement of Mudgal’s 
soaring brand equity, Magna- 
sound, the music company that 

_ultiple masters forged her 
unique, individual identity 



paid Mudgal a ridiculously low Ks 35,000 royalty on her best¬ 
selling AH More Angmi album apart from retaining copyright in 
'97, ate humble pie this January. They had to cough up a 
rumoured Rs 2 lakh as one-off payment for each of the two clas¬ 
sical and thumri/daadra cassettes they've recorded with her. 
"It's unprecedented," admits company vice-president Sunil 
Menghrajani, "but when you have an artiste who's already a 
star it's worth our while to do so." At Mudgal's determined 
insistence they also ceded her copyright. No mean achieve- 

i ment, that, in the traditionally exploitative Indian music mar- 
j ket where aeators feed off cnimbs while corporations skim the 
I cream. In the offing: the album of popular music she's record¬ 

ing this month with Virgin Records at Bombay. 
In between all this Mudgal manages to keep a hectic concert 

schedule. .Sample her January calendar: she sang with Yeoh on 
the 13th, will record at Bomtray with Virgin till the 24th, sing 

sical tradition. 1 learnt with Bhaiji, nty father-in-law, with )itendra 
Abhishekhi for two years, with Naina Devi for five years," recall.. 
Mudgal. Probably the finest input the "student of voice" as she cai's 
herself, received was from the legendary Kumar Gandharva. " nio 
way she enunciates, draws out the word is a delight. Vintage Gan¬ 
dharva," exults her frequent tabla accom|ianist Aneesh Pradhan. 
The young singer used that eclectic training under multiple masters 
to forge her unique and individual musical identity. Turned a dee¬ 
med weakness (non-gharana gayaki) into her biggest strength. 
"Gharanas can put limits on your imagination, innovation. Shubha 
remains unshackled. It's a strength," comments fellow-vocalist 
.Shruti Sadolikar. Thus it is that in Mudgal’s gayaki one can find the 
silky caress that was the hallmark of the late Naina Devi's thumri 
gayaki, the raagdari that was the staple of Abhishoki's music, the 
haunting spirituality and tremendous {xrwer that was Candharva's 
defining quality. It's a combination that can n-duce mature audi- 

Diva of the Soul 
{ 

She belongs to no gharana, yet Shubha Mudgal has made that an advantage. 
A fact that’s landed her a stupendous deal with recording company Magnasound. 

for Delhi Tourism on tire 26th, for a serial on 
classical music al laipur on the 27fh, sing at 
Jaisaimer on the 29th. She packs much more 
into that schedule: consults with Music 
I'oday, composes music for serials, dance, 
films (Kaina\utra, Stnig of the Witui), teaches, 
travels, researches and yes, tends her website. 

The transition from humble housewife to 
czarina of the concert circuit was circuitous. 
The daughter of two Allahabad university 
F.nglish literature teachers, Skandgupt and 
Jaya, she learnt kathak for 10 years before 
giving it up for music. Unsurprising, recalls 
Jaya, for the girl who responded to a dance 
'e.xaininer's' routine query "imp kis nhuraiu’ ka 
naachti hain" with a fart “hum upiie gharane 
ku iiauchti hain". Mudgal came to music 
through the bhajan-Binaca Gcefmala-bath- 
rooni singing route, the wish "to do some¬ 
thing wiiere I didn’t have to depend on cos¬ 
tumes, musicians, lightmen". First guru: Ram Asrey Jha, kxal music 

department head. Jha remembers her 
determination: ".She'd travel eight miles 

alone to come, learn everyday. Raw voice but 
she had musical intelligence. Samujh kc .\aath 
aawa/. hhi mklutrguyi" Riyaz was invariably, 
reluctantly done, laughs mother Jaya. "She'd 
go into the riyaz room with our bitch Poil in 
her lap and insist Poll's nose twitching was 
an indicator she'd got her sur right!" 

Marriage to Mukul, eider son of the musical 
Mudgal family, at 23 marked her initiation 
into a more rigorous riyaz routine. "Gandha¬ 
rva Vidyalay was nurturing. Excellent train¬ 
ing ground. Prom obscure Allahabad sudde¬ 
nly there 1 was right in the vortex of the clas- 

ences to tears. "To hear her sing Padmavat's Ekai swig dhai, Nuiulhil 
aur gulcial is to experience transcendence," says sr'miolics profes¬ 
sor/musician, Madangopal. Purshottam Walwalaakar, harmonium 
player who accompanies Mudgal often, sums it up best: “Aaami/ 
imin chaain hai, piikaar hai, nispiuda karti luii." 

Yet anchoretl as she’s in tradition Mudgal's not mired in it. The 
woman who travels to Vrindavan, Allahabad, Indore, Dewas tirelcv 
sly researching Kabir, Tulsi, Vaishnav, Meera, Nirgun, .Sufi texts is 
also one who "connects seamlessly with the Western music tradit¬ 
ion," quips jazz pianist Yerrh who confessed to being ama/ed by her 
"easy felicity, improvisational skills". Bombas-baserl iiiusidan Ran- 
jit Barot who worked with Mudgal on her Uala-Kanika produced fai 
ltd Mdtunim video currently being beairirtl on televi.sion piles lavish 
praise. "Her voice has pas.sion, expanse, volume. Her mind’s opetr. 
Refreshing in a hicrarchy/category-ridden ilassicai circuit." 

But then this stormy, 40 almost, petrel oi lliruiustani music whose 
music moves frenzied youngsters to boogie in iliscos, adults to quiet 
goldenglow cathartic content in auditonums has ahvays defietl cat 
egorics. Lived her life, sung her rmisn cm her own terms. Ckmipclled 
admiration for her unall-ryisl ( l.issicjsin even as she challenged and 
subverted classical categories vvitli A.XA brand jxip. .Successfully. She 
is probably the only Indian |X'rlonru r who employs a professional 
manager, Irene liman Aihillc l o> ler; displays whal Foyler calls a 
"willingness to slick tier i.eck out for performers' rights" in pursuit 
of which she’s fought and uc/i court battles. Beneath tin* silky/stei-ly 
businesswoman persona is a gentle soul capable of immense iisc ai, 
emotional largesse. Slic sang gratis for the Uphaar I'ragedy Victims 
Foundation in a cliarity cona-rt that raised Rs 9 lakh. Another fri¬ 
end recalls liois she tetdierl up .it a prayer meeting for his mother 
to sing the deceased's tavourite bhajans saying quietly—"at least 
you'll be able to mourn in peace". Through the living, tlie loving, 
the singing, the woman who could well liave been a stand-up 
comi*dienne (she’s a drop-dead party mimic who can have friends 
rolling on the floor in mirth; the French accent imitation deserves 
an Indian F.miny) retains her puckish sense of humour. Raja, the jiet 
sfxitted Dalmatian, sits in on her riyaz for the very reason Poil once 
did! Future ambition fiivently expressed after seeing DU to I'aagal 
Htii; "Ek film mein Shahrukh ki amma laroor baiuiiia hai." ■ 
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MUMBAi_ 

aerologist Or Rajan Joshi cites a survey in 
Thailand that places Siamese births at 1 to 
every 60,000 deliveries and quotes from 
William's Obstetrics to identify the cranio- 

, . , . . . , ...... .. j X pagus twins that's joined at the head, pygo- 
A pair of conjoined twins evoke curiosity, challenge the doctors pagus (at tlic ramp), thoracopagus (at the 

upper-half of the trunk); ceph- 
alopagus (upper 
faces away. 
sharing a heart), ischlopagus 
(body’s lower half), ompha¬ 
lopagus (mid-trunk). 

Since no preliminary tests 
have been allowed in this case, 
the fraternity can only attempt 
guesswork. Paediatric surgeon 
Dr J. Kirtane advi.ses separation 
surgery only in emergencies. 
"If they share a cardiovascular 
system where one baby is in a 
superior position we must ope¬ 
rate immediately since the 
blood would drain off one 
child." Where they co-exist 
with normal functions, they 
may be operated on later. 

Dr Kannnrkar recalls a pair of 
20-year-old American Siamese 
girls melded at the head, "both 
heads facing away. If one was 
reading a book, the other was 

NATURE'S freak earns instant celebrity. 
Even divinity. The two-headed Sia¬ 
mese twins torn a fortnight ago in 

Mumbai are at once a medical challenge 
and a divine gift to their parents. 

.As the Dr Kishore D. Patll Nursing Home 
in the Nallasopra suburb discharged the 
twins, ridding itself of curiosity-mongers, 
parents Jawahar Gupta and wife Kamal refu¬ 
sed even preliminary investigations. They 
also rejected magnanimous offers from 
local hospitals Wadia, J.J. and Sion—of free 
medical investigations, surgery, post-opera¬ 
tion care, all worth Ks 10-lS lakh. 

The wailing babies weighing a mere 4.8 
kg. with soft cotton to cushion impact bet¬ 
ween the heads, have two arms, two legs, a 
rudimentary' arm and leg and arc, in text¬ 
book terms, tluiianhumlialopasus (conjoined 
from neck downw'ards;. "The sonography | 
showed twins. They (the parents) came to ( 

Shared body, shared future? 

gaping locals has already surged into a flood 
blocking traffic off the hospital, requiring a 
police presence, while a neighbouring xerox 
centre has reportedly made photocojjies of 
the babies' photo to earn a fast buck. 

The term Siamese twins probably dates 
back to the Chang-Eng duo born in 1811 in 
Siam. The two, merged at the chest, earned 
their living as freaks in the famous Barnum 
fi Baily Gircus, living to he 68, fathering 21 
children. The mo.st recent, widely reported 
case, also occurred in Mumbai last year— 
Siamese twins among triplets, sharing a 
heart membrane. Wadia hospital paediatric 
surgeons Dr lla Meiseri, Dr Karmarkar, with 
Hinduja Hospital heart surgeon Dr N. Man- 
dke surgically separated the boys, joincnl 
from neck to waist. Though the operation 
was a success, the twins died within a week, j 

us very late into pregnancy," says Dr Patil, 
still distressed over their rejection of med¬ 
ical aid. Charity organisations have offered, 
from CT scan, sonography (Rs 8,0fX) and Rs 
500 res|)ectivcly), U) ambulance service. 

You get identical twins if an embryo splits 
at the two-cell stage; conjtrinetl twins if the 
.split stops midway. Ahmedabad-based gyn- 

"We didn't tell Kamal directly, but have j 
hinted at slim chances of survival." Thougli I 
tht7'te normal, he fears the babies may 
have seizures later it the blood flow falters 
under pressure of supplying to two brains. 

Dr Santosh Karmarkar, paediatric surgeon 
at Wadia Hospital who tried to convince 
Jawahar, is worried th" children might end 
up as exhibits in local mclas. The trickle of 

Tbttr mn mottier insists 
siisnt “tidijiiBftiiniUis 

.'‘a.'’' 

scanning a magazine. One was a 
dwarf; the talier girl would carry her 
around. Separation wasn’t attempted since 
it might have damaged the brain tissue." 
Siamese births aren’t as rare as imagined, he 
adds^.Most major medical institutes in India 
sc'e a case every two-three years. Even sepa¬ 
ration costs aren't as phenomenal; a four- 
hour surgery toting up a bill of Rs .50.0(X) 
"Today we’re technologically progressed 
enough to handle such cases. Fre-and-post 
op mortality is very high." Even if the bab¬ 
ies are allowed to live conjoined, they need 
medical intervention later. 

"Not all twins are intricately linked. Com¬ 
plications arise only when the organs are 
fused," says Dr Karmarkar. In which case, 
the disadvantagcHl baby (in terms of body 
functions, organ placement) is often sacrifi¬ 
ced for the infant with greater survival cha¬ 
nces. If allowed, the surgeons will look for 
shared organs in the Nallasopra twins. 
Immediate intervention would be needed if 
they share a common heart cavity, or liver. 
Some respite is allowed if they share a gas- 
tro-intcstinal system or a kidney. 

But {jacdiatric surgeon Dr Anirudh Shah 
believes the twins can’t be separated since 
they share a trunk. "I know of several cases 
abroad where Siamese twins live joined for 
life. A case like tiiis may interest doctors, 
but the choice is more than that of life- 
and-death. Even if both survive, one will 
have to live without limbs. The parents ate 
wiser." Maybe. But just now. ■ 

Shameem Akthar 

i 
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BOOKS 

Shadow 
Lines 
These gossamer stories linger 

I INEBnOCEOF 
I CMMM 

' byltoiywMaaiHl 
KaHu 
ns ITS, nuts 2S7 

By SUDIPTA DAHA i think ouf^ht to read only the kind of 
books that wound and stab us...," Franz 
Kafka once wrote to a friend. The fic¬ 
tional world of Urdu and Persian schol¬ 

ar Naiycr Masud—who has scribbled 22 
short stories in 25 years, and in the same 
period translated 20 Kafka parables (Kakfa 
kf Afsanei—would more than qualify. 

A world which ma> not Ire as nightmar¬ 
ish as Joseph K's in the Trial, but is not 
any le.ss elusive. Life and death, expe¬ 
rience and being, the whirligig of 
time—each of his stories is metely a 
variation of a single theme. Intangible 
and eternal, his fiction has no fixed 
boundaries. There's no beginning or 
end. Rc-cause life is like that—circtilar. 
Vlasud stays off the expected, the effa- 
ble and the ordinary in each of these 
st(.>rics and lends an air of unreality to 
the real ISIursha Ghat): a sense of tiine- 
lessness to the temproral [Interregnum). 

Faih nariative evokes old-world 
Lucknow, wliere he has lived all his life. So 
you have intricate details of some grand 
Avadli mansion, may be a single carved 
door; or some insiglit into the life of 
hakc'ems {Nosh Dartii. Incidentally both his 
parents hailed ironi families of hakeems. 
What adds to the beauty is his measured, 
unesaggcraled prose A prose which is not¬ 

hing like what the Urdu symbolists or 
abstractionists had envisaged—there are 
no "verbal pyrotechnics" but for a string of 
delightful Persian/Urdu quotations: Gar 
nau-bahar ayad-o-pursad ze dustan/Gu ay 
saha keh an home gulha gaya shudand (If 
spring comes asking after friends, .sweet 
Breeze,/Say that the blossoms—ah, the 
blossoms turned to straw)". 

In The Essence of Camphor, Mah Rukh 
Sultan is under the spell of a kafoori sparrow. 

"A lot of people are scared of it." 
"Of the kafoori sparrow?" 1 asked aston¬ 

ished. "Of kafoor (camphor)," said Mah 
Rukh Sultan. "It makes people think of 
death." "Kafoor?" I repeated. "But kafoor 
is a cure for many pains." 

"Death too is a cure for many pains," 
(she said). This ephemeral tone is typical of 
Masud's stories. 

The Myna from Peacock Garden, a tale of a 
myna and a little girl who share a name, 
Falak Ara (ornament of the sky), moans the 
passing of an era; the nawab of Avadh. Like 
kafoor, whose fragrance lingers, each of his 
characters, jahaaz, Parya, Mah Rukh Sultan, 
Lai Chand, Kale Khan abides in memory. 
Masud wrote his first short story, Nasrat, in 
1971 and Shamsur Rehman Famqi, that 
sensitive Urdu critic, published it. Faruqi 

Masud: wielding a wounding pen 

once told Muhammad Umar Memon— 
who has edited the collection with an 
inspired flock of translators—that Masud's 
stories go nowhere, "they’re like dreams". 
Go. submeige yourself in his fictional 
maze. Mis stories, fragments of a dream rea¬ 
lly, work—as Kafka would say—quite like 
an "axe for the frozen sea inside us". ■ 

n.K GUPTA 

The Good 
Earth 
A paean to composite culture 

By SAEED NAQVI A quest for the colour of Indian natio¬ 
nalism betrays a realisation that it is 
not quite yet an identifiable quan¬ 
tity. From this perspective, is the 

hard saffron of the hip merely a prescrip¬ 
tion or an established identity? If the 
Sangh parivar has identified hard saffron 
as the only colour which defines Hindus¬ 
tan, then it devolves on the parivar to spell 
out how it arrived at this conclusion. It 
will have to substantiate the claim by solid 
scholarship and not fall back exclusively 
on folklore and myth. Its claim, for exam¬ 
ple,-ttat Ram was born exactly at a partic¬ 
ular spot 5,000 years ago docs not qualify 
the test of scholarship. 

If, on the other hand, the parivar has set¬ 
tled for liard saffron as a prescription to 
glue the nation together from Kashmir to 
Nagaland and Kanyakumari, forcible 
administration of it will lie resisted by the 
various regions and slates. This aggrava¬ 
tion of the centrifugal pull is a conse¬ 
quence exactly the opposite of what the 
parivar intended. 

The remarkable achievement of Amare.sh 
Misra's book, Lucknow: Fite of Grace, is pre¬ 
cisely this: without In-ing overtly |K)litical 
the book, sometimes by hint and innue¬ 
ndo, raises these important questions. 

The affection with which he appmaches 

my book of the century 
M ■ Li !■ ;, 

I have many favotnile hooks, 
hut there is one book to which 
I'm particularly gratefld. It 
covers a vast and complicated 
subject in less than one hun¬ 

dred pages. It was written by a renowned 
scholar but is accessible to anyone. It's Dr. 

S. Radhakrishnan's The Hindu View 
of life. The blurb on the hack of my 
paperback copy says: "To Western eyes, 
religion in India appears as a confusing 
tangle of myths, vrtth many different gods 
and goMesses worshipped in countless 
farms." That described my confusion—a 
confusion I though I would never be able 
to clear. 

Radhakrlshnan would be the last person 

to suggest that this small hook was a 
complete guide to Hinduism, he wwte 
many much deeper books himself, but 
for me it was a key which opetted the door. 
It gave me the courage to make a begin¬ 
ning, read more deeply, and come to some, 
I repeat some, understanding of a religion 
so confusing to those brought up in a 
Semitic faith. 

(Mark 1\tlly is a journalist and a writer) 
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his theme speaks volumes for his inten¬ 
tions. He sees Lucknow both as a metaphor 
and fact, once a living tradition, now lost 
in the haze of change; something with ele- 
ments that deserve to be rediscovered and 
emphasised and not simply relegated to the 
realms of nostalgia. Indeed, without saying 
it in so many words, Amaresh Misra accepts 
the proposition that the soul of Hindustani 
civilisation must be divined, its hard core 
found. He then proceeds to offer his com¬ 
pelling thesis that this critical equilibrium 
of the Indian soul is best represented by tlie 
composite culture which was, and to some 
extent still is, Lucknow's strength. 

"Lucknow's richest spoil," Misra writes, 
"is its composite culture: that cultural 
strain which, for centuries, welded toge¬ 
ther diverse communities, religions, ways 
of life and thought to finally showcase an 
idea and praxis of Indian-ness.” 

"Ironically, the composite harmony, pro¬ 
jected by the Indian ruling elite as the basis 
of national unity and secular temper, 
found an echo in the Indo-dangetic plain, 

? a perceh’cd centre of religious discord." 
The story of Lucknow is told from its ear¬ 

liest phase to the contemporary period 
witli special emphasis on the period 1722 
up to 1V>47, the beginnings of the Nawabs 
of Avadh (Burhan-ul-Mulk: 1722-17.18), 

Scholars may find flawrs 
with the book because In 
some instances Misra has 
taken recourse to the oral 
tradition. But no one can 

^ question his sincerity. 

past Wajid ,Ali Shah (1847-1856) to inde¬ 
pendence which, sadlv also happened to 
be the partition of India. 

Kekhta, gha/.al, qasida, viz, nauha, luar- 
sia, naztn, nibayi—all forms of Urdu poetry 
are informiHl by that certain Indian-ness 
which was the essenie of .Avadh, Lucknow, 
Urdu. The trageily ot Karbala was Indiani- 
sed by the great epic pent Mir Anis in his 
marsias. The ladies ot the Prophet Molia- 
mmad's family wear sandalwood in the 
most un.selfconscioiisly Hindu fashion. 

Likewise in music—thumri, dadra, kajri, 
chaiti, khayal expressed the very .soul of 
liindustaniat or “indian-ness" and were 
enriched by Hindus and Muslims alike. 

Scholars may find flaws with the book 
because in some instances Misra has taken 
recourse to the oral tradition. But no one 
can question his sincerity in searching for 
an Indian identity neither in Nehruvian 
secularism nor in hard saffron but in the 
more eclectic traditions of Hindustan. ■ 

Pastiche 
of Piffle 
An awkward rite of passage 

By NAMITA GOKHALE EVERYBODY'S got a novel to write, a 
story to tell, and even if they don't, 
what the hell, Indian publishing is 
on the roll. New kids keep aowding 

the block, the more the merrier. In the 
ethics of reviewing, honesty outweighs 
compassion. We have to be democratic in 
that the pursuit of fiction, of the novelistic 
construct, is a pastime free and open to 
anyone who ventures to use or abuse it. 
And yet, when a book is bad, when it just 
cannot pass the critical 
test, it is important not 
to err on the side of 
compassion. 

What does one say of 
an author who has the 
following comments to 
make about his writing; 
"For me, writing is like a 
wave. Almost like nau¬ 
sea. You never know 
what food is inside you, 
or when it's goihg to 
come out. But it does. 
Slowly, but surely, bits 
of stale meat rise up to 
choke you, and you 
release them into the 
sink. Words are exactly 
like that. They just keep 
pouring directly out of 
the hand, and you 
never know when they'll stop." That he's 
read TYainspottingl That he is digestively 
challenged? 

A Short History of Ewrything Is in august 
company In that it is titled provocatively 
like A Short History of Vine by Stephen 
Hawkins or A History ajf the World in 10 t/2 
Chapters by Julian Barnes. The author al» 
owes a self-confessed debt to The Catcher in 
the Rye. That is not enough to absolve the 
book of its adolescent awkwardness, its 

pomposity, its appalling cuteness. 
Ever since Arundhati Poy (like G.imam 

Bhatia an architect by discipline) wrete 
The God of Small Vtings, adolescent incest 
has become a rite of passage for aspiring 
bestsellers. The plot of this inane and 
juvenile narrative is a reductive "chalia 
hai" melange of memory and desire. The 
Holden Caulfield look-alike lives in a New 
Delhi bureaucratic colony in the sixties. 
India's age of innocence coincides with 
the protagonist's, and we journey with 
him through the uncrowded roads and 
bylancs of a saner, kinder Delhi, l.ndhi 
Road, Khan Market, Janpath, watching 
our pasts unfold. This portion of the book 
is an effectively realised, sepia-tinted nos¬ 
talgia byte, with some hilarious adoles¬ 
cent pornographic pastiches thrown in. 
"Sarita had heavy full buttocks. As her 
eyes fell on Suresh, she eased them out, 
one by one, from .10 per cent nylon, 70 
per cent terricot, cotton bra and let them 
fall provocatively across her chest.” 
Heavy stuff, man. 

The trouble begins with the plot, or the 
lack of it. At some stage the hero 
abandons his healthy and acutely normal 
pornographic urges, his love for Anita and 
sundry other fantasy figures, and in 
faux-tragic passages gets down to hump¬ 
ing his sister Sita. The original B.C.:., as it 
were. However, it is never really clarified 
whether this portion is sibling fantasy, 

as with the brother 
Shiv, or an integral part 
of the narrative. A sniv¬ 
elling young lovechild 
called Ciitj makes a few 
random and mysterious 
apijcarances, and then 
that's it. Time's up. 

The puDlishing lioom 
and ttie surfeit of man¬ 
uscripts which make 
little distinction bet¬ 
ween self-expression 
and literary discipline 
have led to inucli la/y 
and complacent writ¬ 
ing and publishing. 
With tile correct edit¬ 
ing inputs, this gtKHi- 
natured and well- 
meaning book miglit 
well have lietn knocked 

into shape. There is surely room m the 
market for sly and funny hooks, in the 
traditions of vintage Anurag Mathur. 
However, finely-honed slapstick is quite 
different from slipshod laugh routines. 4 
Short History of Ewrx thing is a hyped up, 
pretentious smatter of clever words. 
Given the state of things, it would be 
no surprise if the book became a bc'st- 
scller. As they say, where there's hype 
there's hope. ■ 

TRIBHUVANTIWARI 

Bhatia; happy not to plot 
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CINEMA 

It^ Coronation Time 
If 'Flizabeth’ bags a Golden Globe, the Oscars may be next in line 

worldwide, and sent cash counters jingling. 
“Elizaheth was, at best, expected to be an art- 
house phenomenon in the US. Surprisingly, 
it has broken out of the mould and is a hit," 
.says Kapur. A Golden Globe, or better .still 
an Oscar, if it does come, will be the icing Wll I Flimheth able 

to assert her will on 
the Academy of Mot¬ 

ion Picture .Arts and Sciences 
on 0.srar night thi.s year? 
That que.stion won’t he answ¬ 
ered until the third week of 
M.arch but January 24 could 
provide a clear pointer. I’hat's 
the day the l.os Angeles- 
based IlollywoTHl Foreign 
Press Association gives away 
the coveted Golden (ilobes— 
Shekhar Kapur’s critically 
acclaimed, pulsating histori¬ 
cal epic has Ix'en nominated 
i'l three categories: best film, 
best director and best actress. 
The Golden (J lobes may, as 
they so often do, presage the 

on the cake: a stamp of app¬ 
roval from his global peers. 

But weigh the odds stacked 
against him: FMatbeth, produ¬ 
ct by Polygram Filmed Ente¬ 
rtainment, England, lacks the 
backing of a giant Hollywood 
studio; since the name of the 
director is clearly not Anglo- 
.Saxon, the film will be seen 
as a 'foreign' product; add to 
that its defiantly individualis¬ 
tic attributes and It is obvious 
why Kapur's film might not 
turn out to be a popular 
choice. Not .surprising, since 
the film did not attract rave 
reviews in the US as it did in 
the UK. "The problem that 
the American press had with 
Eli/xiMh was that it didn’t 

.Academy’s s’oting mrxxl. 
But the competition for Kapur—the 

Mumfiai film industry’s most successful 
cx|x>rt es er- -vs ill be stiff. In contention 
lor a best director (lOlden Globe are 
Steven Spielberg for his powerful anti¬ 
war statement, .S’uvin,? Private Ryan; 
Robert Bedford foi the gentle but 
engaging I'he Hone Whisperer, Peter 
Weir for the thematically startling The 
rnman Hhow and |ohn Madden for his 
innovative view of the Bard of Avon, 
’^luikespeare in love, which has two 
things in common with Elizabeth: the 
(b.T-acter ot the Virgin Queen and rising 
'.r;.<r loseph Fiennes. Kapur, whose eagerly- 
aw.iited period drama was premier^ in 
Indi.a on the o|x-ning night of the BOth 
intornational Film Festival of India, knows 
how loiiHh the going ((nild get in LA: "If I 
win ag,unst smh a formidable field, it’d be | 
gre.tl But U'i\ ix- re.ilistic, it won’t be easy.’’ 

I rue Ap.irt fioni the sheer cjuality of the 
'•ontenders, K.ipur in.w have to reckon with 
.1 sol of preiiidKos that l■li/al'cth might have 
provokeci in the woild's filmmaking nerve- 
centre "F/'/i/M/i IS an irreverent film, shot 
in a sule '.inericans .iren’t too comfortable ! 
with s.\vs Kapur "It's too ilr.nnatic, t<x) 
volaple, it doesn’t have the form il discipl¬ 
ine ot the Ivpical historical epii." But that 
isn’t worrying him. "I’m happy that the i 
film has got this far I'm on to my ne.st pro]- i 
ect." he says, with the confidence that J 
come, •laturallv to a man who’s aware that ' 
he’s proved his point, awards or no awards. ; 

Kapur has achieved what no Indian film- j 
maker before him had even dreamt of. 1 le’s ! 
brok»*n into the global mainstream with a i 
SI s m'llirMi film that has wowed the critics 1 

Shekhar Kapur and a still from his critically | 
acclaimed epic: awaiting the crown I 

have the basic structure of the epic per¬ 
iod costume drama," he says. 

"What might go against Elizalwth," 
says Janet Fine ot New York’s Vhleo ,4x<’ 
tntenuitional magazine, "is the fact that 
it has been overhyjx'd. The glowing 
reviews have raised exix-ctations to an 
unreali.stic lewl." One must remember. 
Fine points out. that the Academy is a 
conservative body, made up, as it is, of 
li’l old ladic>s who aren’t enamoured of 
non-American dirmors. So even if Eli/- 
abeth docs win tiolden Globes, Kaput 
can’t be sure ot bagging any Academy 

awards. "The llollywoocf Foreign Press Asso¬ 
ciation, given the profile of its membership, 
is often adventurous in the way it votes, but 
the Academy isn’t," says Fine. 

But she believes that Kapur has all the 
makings of a director who could, in the 
long run, endear himself to the American 
filmmaking establishment. “He might not 
win this time, but I’m sure he’ll bag an 
Oscar some day. May be with Mamlela; The 
Long Walk llvine," says Fine. Indeed, with 
Morgan Freeman in the cast and a real-life 
tale of heroism in the face of daunting 
odds as its thematic core, Kapur’s next pro¬ 
ject, entailing an investment of $50 mil¬ 
lion, could, a la Sir Richard Attenborough’s 
(laiulhi, hit the jackpot at the Oscars. 

Until then, Kapur is showing no signs of 
impatience. "1 know," says he, "that life has 
given me a rare chance to make a mark as a 
director on the global scene. I’ll try to make 
the most of it." But will he win? His admir¬ 
ers in India could keep s[)eculating, Kapur 
isn't letting it all clutter his mind. The walk 
home might not be too long for Mr India. ■ 

Saibal Chatterjee in Hyderabad 
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TELEVISION_ ______ 

THE MIGHTY RUL THE REAL 
Admen revise the rules as a 
special instrument to track 
viewership finds ‘popular’ 
shows aren’t really so... 

By SHANTANU 6UHA ^ WHEN India's market research 
industry decided to change the 
method of monitoring televi¬ 
sion viewership, a lot changed. 
Including the ratings of almost 

all television programmes. Many of the 
mighty have fallen. And fallen hard. 

Take a look at these figures. Before the 
new "peoplemeter" method came into 
force, TVS Sa Re Ga Ma on Zee TV boasted 
an ail-lndia viewership of 25.7 per cent. 
Today, the figure is 2.9 per cent, an 88 per 
cent drop, fai Hanutmn, the most popular 
serial on Doordarshan, had a viewership 
figure of more than 40 per cent in June 
1998. In the week ending November 28, 
the figure was 14.8 per cent. The suppose¬ 
dly hugely popular Close-Up Antakshari was 
apparently seen by 26.2 per cent of viewers 
in June. Now, only 4.7 per cent see it. 

What's going on? 
Traditionally, TV viewership data was col¬ 

lected through the “diary" method. The 
market research agency would get people to 
maintain a diary of their viewing. Every 
week, the agency would collect the data and 
ask the respondents if they had watched the 
programme for at least five minutes. If the 
respondenr said yes, that would rate as 
viewership. Tlie problems with this mcthrxl 
were obvious; one, you had no way to check 
if the respondent had indeed watched the 
programme for more than five minutes, and 
two, by definition, anyone who watched 
any programme for only five minutes was 
assumed to have seen the full programme. 
Tlius, advertisers lould never really know 
that their ads were actually Ix'ing watched. 

Today, this method lias Ih-en replaced by 
"fieoplemeters'', introduced by Imth orc.- 

Marg for its Indian National TV Audience 
Measurement (imam) and iMRH-Nielsen for 
its newly started IV Audience Measurement 
(TAM). This is a small instrument att.uhc'd to 
the TV. Any viewer who wants to cliannel 
surf uses a special tuner and the [xsipleme- 
ter records the time when it’s done. So the 
research agency knows exactly how long 
the viewer has wah hcsl a programme. 

In fact, the data collected now goe,'. even 
beyond that. For example, if somebody 
switches from Zee to Sony at 10 pm, the 

TVS Sft RE GA MA 

Previous rating: 25.7 

Current rating: 2.9 

SEA HAWKS, 

Previous raling.^ 
Curreni rating; 11.2 

JAI HANUMAN 

Previous rating; 40.7 
Curreni rating: 14.8 

THE TOP 20 
(For females 15+) 

No. Programme Channel TRP 

1: Aihainat '■''''' ae'tv ■;&4 
2 Hasratein Zee TV 15 4 

:i- : -v-' ,:,8eily' V'laJ: 
4 Shapath Zee TV i:i.: 

5. i&aciMf. - 
n Nirma Hum Paanch Zee TV 11.9 

.•' ■ZwTV 
i; X-Zone Zee TV Vfi 

3. 
to Aashirwad Zee TV io:t 

1'2 JustMohabbat Sony 9 8 

14 Closs Up Antakshari Zee TV 93 

16 Colgate Top 10 Zee TV .89 

2C CIO Sony 8.3 

ANTAKSH- 

Previous ralir 
Current f alt It! 

BAD NEWS 
(Fbrfemales 15+) 

■ Soap/serial: 15 - 
n Sitcom: 15 
□Thriller; 9 
■Game show: 5 

I ^Countdown: 1 
I.FIInVfilm based: 2 

In Mythology; 1 
loNewKl 

■ Cartoon: 1 

Out of the Top 50 programmes. Zee TV has 34, So.; 
and others 5 
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TETEST 

Peoiilemeter A small instriiinenl is 
allacliBil lo the TV. Any viewer who 
wants to ctiannetsiirt uses a special 
timet anil the peoplemeter recnrits 
the time when it s done So the 
agency knows exactly how long a 
viewer has watched a proyrainnie 

1 THE PEOPLEMETER 

MASSACRE 
(All viewers) 

Diary People- % 
Pmgrmm TRP meter Drop 

fllttfiHtuittHIm m 16.4 OO'. 
Jal Hanuman 40.7 14.6 70 

ipmUiiwh ni% .99.4 18.4 66' 
Sea-Hawks 34.9 11.2 70 

s\ Jt 

Antaksluri 26.2 4.7 85 

' M’'’” ■ 

SaReGaMa 25.7 2.9 B8 

m 

agency can record the exact picture that 
moment on Zee and the new picnite on 
Sony. Every week, the agency downloads 
the coded data in palmtop computers and 
decodes it. And by studying the patterns, 
the advertiser can know exactly at what 
point in a serial, he can have maximum 
viewershlp for his advertisement. 

If the data shows that most viewers tune 
out of a news programme after the head¬ 
lines, the advertiser must advertise tight at 
the beginning. Says Gopinath Menon, 
executive director, rBWA Anthem: "Bulk of 
media planning today is done through 
analysing gross rating points (orp) that 
help you evaluate the total noise level 
each ad campaign gets on a channel." 

With this scientific 
tracking method, what 
is clear is that the audi¬ 
ence is increasingly get¬ 
ting fragmented and pri¬ 
orities are shifting. Age¬ 
ncies are being able to 
track viewers of differ¬ 
ent ages and economic 
classes far more closely. 
In news and cunent aff¬ 
airs, the theory goes 
that news as a segment 
has registered impres¬ 
sive growth over the last 
one year. It could be 
wrong. In the top 50 
satellite TV programmes 
among Indian women 
aged 15 years or more (a 
key target for many adv¬ 
ertisers), there was only 
one news programme in — 
the week end^ Novem¬ 
ber 22: the latt>-night Zee News. 

In the Socio-Economic Classes A and B 
(standard classification for the two broad 
upper-income and educated Indians), 
many more m^n above the age of 25 
(another .segment very high on advertis¬ 
ers' wish list) watch the Hindi news pro¬ 
gramme Aaj Ttik than the 9 pm Slur Nms. 
In fact, SiiMi Aaj Tak, svhich comes on 
DD2 at 7.15 am is seen by more than 
twice the number of men who tune in to 
Star News at prime time 9 pm. 

"It's just niche advertising with limited 
viewetship for new.s," argues Menon. Not 
more than 10 per cent of the total esti¬ 
mated ad revenues of Rs 2,200 croo of 
the programming budget is reserved lor 
news. "In India, target-specific channels 
are feeling the enmeh. It's not easy to 
build up ad revenues. News is no longer 
time-specific, and a person has a chance 
to catch up with the news 24 hours. This 
has caused tremendous fragmentation in 
vlewership. Hence, the gradual split of ad 
revenues," says Sajal Mukherjee, vice- 
president (media). Rediffusion dv&r. 

^enoti^iiMt 

fntarast and poiiita 
to a fragmonted 
viowership base. 

Adds Mukherjee: "Today's data reveals a 
whole lot of shift from news lo entei 
taininent. People are preferring short 
capsules of news that tell you all." 

Agrees Santosh Desai, senior executive 
vice-president (strategic planning and 
consumer insight), McCann Erickson: 
"There are genuine reasons for such 
splits in viewership [xatterns. Current 
research by imrb and ono-Marg shows 
that barring a handful of programmes, 
the channels are somewhat losing their 
newness. This is more in news and cur¬ 
rent affairs as also in serials." Both chan¬ 
nels and advertisers have accepted that 
the Mf^iabharata days of 80-90 per cent 
viewership are gone for good. 

Today, if a programme 
gets a 15 per cent view¬ 
ership, it's considered 
phenomenal. Adverti¬ 
sers are concentrating 
more on the view'ership 
figures of their own tar¬ 
get audiences. Though 
Zee TV's Amaanat has 
only 4.7 jicr cent all- 
India viewership, it i.s 
watched by 22.4 per 

* cent of women aged IS 
or more. Again, it would 
have Ixeen logical to 
assume that this segm¬ 
ent enjoys countdown 
shows a lot. But, in the 
top .50 satellite pro¬ 
grammes in the week 
reviewed, there was 
only one countdown 

mmmmammm sIlOW, CoIgdlC Tdf 10. 
That t(X) clocked in at 

only 16tl', with 9.2 (ler cent viewership. 
“In the end, what is emerging is lots and 

lots of segments tor all age groups, which 
make's things easy lor the agency to make 
its own assc'ssmenl, and that's why you 
see this slow shilt for more entertainment, 
family programmes on channels which 
are bigtime money spinners,” says Sanjay 
Chakravarty, assrKiate vice-president and 
media services director, iua. “for exam¬ 
ple, ■ he adds, "trxiay's data shows that 
Star News is best at 9 pm, because it's a 
prime time viewership. That |>rogramme 
is generating some revenue. But if you see 
the rest of tlie news on the 24-hour .Star 
News channel, you will realise that a 
whole lot of it is refiackaged because oth¬ 
erwise, it needs a tremendous amount of 
investment. That would mt'an a high ad 
rate, which advertisers would not accept." 

Sums up Ambika Srivastava, senior 
vice-president (media services), McCann 
Erict^n; "Channels ate lieing forced 
to reshape their strategics." And a lot 
of assumptions are suddenly being 
questioned. ■ 
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MADHYA PRADESH 

The Draw of Death 
Lottery is a fatal attraction for Bhopal’s low-income group 

Mi 
ANStlARAM was a regular guy. He 
worked hard, drank little and loved 
his wife and three kids. Till Bhutan 

Lotteries entered his life a month back. A 
life he lost in trying to recover a Rs 50,000 
debt through the only means he knew of 
getting rich fast. On January 12, he ended 
up killing his three children, his wife and 
hung himself with Rs 6,000 and some lot¬ 
tery tickets in his pocket. 

In the last one-and-a-half months, Bhopal 
has witnessed 14 lottery-a'Iated suicides. 
But the political establishment, 
district administration and 
even the judiciary are yet to 
react .sanely. An c.stimated 
60,000 people of the nearly 2.5 
lakh living in the slums and 
low-income houses of Bhopal 
are believed to be players in the 
lottery market which has taken 
the shape of organised satta 
and matka in a legal garb. 

Bapurao, 25; Surendra, 30; 
Joseph, 40; Niraj Patil, 18—all 
tried to rise above their low- 
income background and strike 
It rich. They succeeded in dou¬ 
bling their investments ini¬ 
tially, but as that turned into 
heavy borrowings, lottery bec¬ 
ame a desperate, fatal passion. 
Bapurao became its first victim 
when he hung himself with 
with a mbber cycle tube in 
early December. 

Even though lottery's been 
banned in the past, and lot¬ 
tery of other states isn't allo¬ 
wed in Madhya Pradesh, the 
Indo-Bhutan jiact on the sale 
of that country’s lottery ens¬ 
ures Bhutan Lotteries does 
roaring husine.ss. The Jabalpur 
High t;ourt has been approa¬ 
ched several times Imt the 
pact seems to help distributors 
obtain stay orders. I'he latest 
was obtained onK three days 
before Maasharain's suicide even though 
Blioi>al SP Sanjeev Singh gave the court a 
list of nine lottery-related deaths till then. 

Armed with a stay order from the high 
court restraining tlie administration from 
banning lottery sale, local agents have 
been rolling in i sh while daily labourers 
and petty busine' .men invest hard-earned 
cash in daily draw.' The addiction is so 
widespread that nearly all other trades are 
suffering. The lower income group no lon¬ 

ger goes for movies, eats at roadside joints, 
works as daily labourers at building sites or 
even seeks daily employment. There have 
been representations from all trades to state 
excise and law minister Satyanarain Sha- 
rma to ban lotteries immediately. 

"This has become such a nuisance that , 
we’ve been forced to shift vendors to 
points outside the city," says Singh. 

Mansbaram kills his wife, ^ 
thrae childran and himsall , 

The biggest prize on a daily draw is a mere 
Rs 1,000 but if one gets the last digit of a 
series right he can multiply his investment 
10-fold. Thus if the digit 8 is drawn on a 
particular day, then a Rs 10 investment bec¬ 
omes Rs 100—the possibility of the last digit 
being right is infinitely mote than the 
whole series of six-odd digits being so. 

Insiders in the police establishment 
concede that lottery has deteri¬ 

orated into satta. The sale of 
tickets itself resembles a 

satta structure with 
the sole selling 

agent at the top, five 
sub-agents under him 

15 vendors at the 
bottom rung. The sole 

pays a minimum guar¬ 
anteed amount to 
the Bhutan Lotte¬ 
ries agent in 
Delhi; in turn he 
recovers it and 
profits from his 
sub-agents. At 
least four draws 

are held every day between 
9 am to 12 noon. Legitimate 
lottery becomes a satta when 
a particular digit is in heavy 
demand and vendors run out 
of stocks. Then they simply 
book numbers and amounts 
against the players' names 
with no actual sale of tickets. 
An hour before the draw the 
most favoured number is rela¬ 
yed to the sole agent who ens¬ 

ures it doesn't open. 
The remarkable thing about Bhutan Lott¬ 

eries is that the craze and deaths are con¬ 
fined to Bhopal. It confirms allegations of 
a well-organised network. The sole agent is 
the owner of a Urdu daily and is believed 
to be netting in close to Rs 10 lakh daily. 
Money is all that matters; who cares for 
deaths of innocents who believe in the 
legendary fairness of illegal deals? ■ 

Noaral Mlihra 

LENSMAN 
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ON January 12, His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama fomiklly announced 1999 as the 
Year of Compusion. Making Hie ann¬ 
ouncement from the fdc- 
turesque DrepuUng 
Monastery In Mundgod,. 
Kartvataka, he said ttot a 
“sense of caring and con¬ 
cern for othm are the 
pillars for the develop¬ 
ment (if a happy and sta¬ 
ble society". 
The initiative for the 

Year of Compassion has 
been taken by the 
Karuna Foundation, a ttamllldnl 
non-sectarian Buddhist RlnpoclM I 
organisation headed by 
Dr Kagyur Rlnpoche. Set up in 1992 to 
further the Tibetan cause, the 
Foundation so far has been actively 
engaged in humanitarian work among 
the underprivileged in Delhi and other 
parts of the country. Forriicoming pro¬ 
jects Include an ^care centre and 
Tibetan holistic centres In Delhi and 

ttanmidnliMlIlw 
RlnpoclM In Tibolin aflira 

Maharashtra. As part of the year-long 
celebrations, a fund-raising concert 
with popular Indipop stars will be held 

In Delhi on March 27. 
The Foundation has 
taken great strides, more 
so due to the tireless 
efforts of Dr Rlnpoche. 
Not many know that he 
was recognised by the 
Dalai Lama as the tei- 
ncarr»tion of Kagyur 
Lama, who was reincar¬ 
nated as the 13th Dalai 
Lama. Dr Rlnpoche 

t Hm spent 20 years studying 
tbolin aflira Buddhism at the Dre- 

puling Monastery but 
renoottced monkhood six yeans ago to 
marry actress Mandaklnl of Ram Heri 

Main fifune. The couple has a slx- 
year-ohlMm. 
$0about her alleged links with 

underworld dtm Dawood Ibrahlmf "I 
alwiys denied any connections svlth 
htan,* shrugs die actress. Says she: *I 

help my husband In his work now and 
and go wherever he goes." One last 
nugget: The Rlnpoche is none other ' 
than the famed Murphy Baby Of die 
'60s Murphy radio ads who was rumo¬ 
ured to have died mysteriously. The 
truth Is that he was studying furiously 
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T. NARAYAN 

Jharkh^d^allmg^ 

FROM the civilised living rooms of New 
Delhi to the hurly-burly of Jharkhand 
politics, Jehanara Jaipal Singh is emi¬ 
nently qualified for toth. But it's the 
Jharkhand movement that is the focus 
of her attention. Her late husband, 
Jaipal Singh, was the founder of the 
movement in the late '30s, in addition 

I to ca|)taining the Indian hockey team 
which won its first gold medal in 
Amsterdam in 1928. Now Jehanara, a 
three-time Rajya Sabha MP in her own 
right, says she's going back to Biliar to 
organise the movement. Hosv will she 
succeed wlien others have failed? Her 
reply: "You'll see the results." 

tt> M^ieve his elevated kMus of 
today. Actor De^Ndt PuKhar, vdio 
wisibo piesent tt die fflonisteiy as 
(Mef guist, ^MnttalstbQecocdtteig 
twotloaen gtaget eggSi fcw lig of 
kanon dddeen utd 

t ona twQddilpfdrdte^nnfirdMKii^l 

tft 
PAUL FRANCE 

CNBC Asia's chief talks about the grit 
behind the glam, and future plans 

You were fcneml naiugcr of New Zealand TV. 
How did yon fransfena the government-owned 
media larodiictlon into a commercial entcrinrlse} 
The organisation was steeped in public service culture, 
with little profits. We changed the perception that pro¬ 
grammes should be made not just because we have a stu¬ 
dio, but to attract audiences. 
Do yon enjoy being a Joaonudlst or cbo amre? 
I think I oijoy bdng a ceo, even though I miss the excitement of a journalist 
Yon've worked for newq^t^er, radio and TV. Wblcb Is better and wby7 
TV is the most challenging of all media. For the print medium, one needs to write, 
express, interpret. For radio one should be able to write for the spoken woid and the 
skU of interviewing is a must. For TV, you need afi those things, jdus the need to per¬ 
form. TV 1$ not just gjamour, but a lot of hard work. 
So for cmk's ^ogranunm are commlsslinied by TV-18, Do yon plan to set 

yonr own prodncUon vadt? 
We have excdlent relations with TV-18. I'm here to talk about our future plans. 
How do yon nuumge to bnmdcast glidnd news with an Asian perspecHveT 
CN8C Asia produces programmes for Asia, but with additional Intematioiul Inputs. 
Do yon tblnk the growth of foreign media Is stunted dne to the bar im 
foU equity partlcipatlonT « 
We don’t think it's necessary to have cent per cent equity participation. 
Why did yon bring Jny Leno and Conan O'folen to ooc Ada? 
There is a coiutant stream of enquiry and demand for such programmes. 
How do yon compare CNBC with the commercial news of IK? 
We exist in the market parallel to bbc, cnn etc. I don't think we can be compared. 
What Is the viewers^ of cmbc in ln^7 
We are increasing our vfewership manifold. 
What new plans do yen have to broaden the vlewership In India In the 
new millasnlnm? 
For the last six months, the advertising revenue has doubled. We're also planning 
more programmes. 

K.S. Narayanan 

Hollywq^od Bound _ 
• 

AWARD.S are now almost |)art 
and parcel of Mira Nair's repert¬ 
oire. No surprise then, that her 
latest offering My Own Country 
is up for the Peabody Award For 
Excellence in Media Journalism. 
Ihc film based on the Indian- 
born, Ethiopia-based Dr Abra¬ 
ham Verghese, is a moving 
story of Africa's battle with aids. 

Says Nair: "The film is not a 
downer. It's a testimony to the 
human spirit." The Berlin Film 
Festival is the next stop. Come 
summer, she'll focus on her 
next project. The Woman Next 
Door, a romantic US $20 mil¬ 
lion plus tale of obsessive love 
about a couple who can't live 
with/without each other. 

TRIBHUVAN TIWARI 
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Take Your Bite New York still remains a party that plenty of peo¬ 
ple want to crash. More than 40 per cent of New 
York's population is foreign-born—which sug¬ 

gests that the city's hold on the imagination of the 
rest of the world is as strong as ever. When a child¬ 
hood friend from Calcutta moved there in the mid¬ 
eighties, she wrote to say that "New York was bi^er, 
brighter and more beautiful than I ever imagined. I 
obviously didn't dream hard enough." Part of the rea¬ 

son New York still seems a tinsel 
town in which the glitter is real is 
that it remains extraordinarily 
hospitable to outsiders. Call me 
parochial, but I get a special thrill 
from knowing that somewhere amid 
its skyscrapers there is an Indian 
(Victor Menezes) trying to put 
together the pieces on the corjwrate 
finance side of the megamerger 
between Citibank and Travelers and 
another (.Shashi Tharoor) working 
with UN secretary-general Kofi 
Annan to make the world a less mis¬ 

erable place. There is even an Indian leading the taxi drivers' 
union in its battle against the Mayor's capricious diktats. 

This is a city that prides itself on throwing open its doors to 
all comers. When I asked the chief of reporters at Fortune mag¬ 
azine whether it would be willing to sponsor me for a green 
card, she sent a note along to the then managing editor. 
Minutes later, my boss, who combined Lauren Bacall's glamour 
with Bette Davis' deadpan delivery, said 1 had better look at his 
e-mailed reply myself. Fearing the worst, I jieered at her com¬ 
puter screen, which read; "Re; Rahul’s immigration problem; 1 
could adopt him or we could many him off to my daughter. 
Please do whatever's necessary." 

Freudian Fables 
A metropolis where opportunity knocked, often and 

insistently, was inevitably prone to what the travel writer 
Jan Morris identified as “the needling and hallucinatory pres¬ 
sures of Manhattan, the prick of ambition, the feat of failure". 
A few months ago, the lone polar bear in the Central Park Zoo 
seemed to have lost some of the spring in his step. .Since this 
was New York, it seemed only natural to consult a psychiatrist. 
It turned out the bear didn't like receiving his fish on a plat¬ 
ter. I.ife had ceased to be a challenge. The story seemed a 
metaphor tor Manhattan's melancholia. People routinely 
chucked up comfortable and interesting jobs for others in the 
hope—almost immediately dashed—that the next one would 
be more fulfilling. Personal lives followed a similar not-so- 
merry-go-round. Evenings sometimes seemed like an unend¬ 
ing cocktail party, made tolerable by the illusion that there 
was someone brighter—and certainly more beautiful—in the 
next room. I his restlessness usually ended in an orgy of intro¬ 
spection. Trouble is, in trying tcj make sense of the lottery that 
Is life. New Yorkers invariably ascribe tiw little to Fate and 
turn totr readily to Freud instead. At least it provided plenty of 
tragic-comic material for Wwdy Allen. In a city as theatrical 
as New York, art could only imitate life. 

Marco Polo Rerun 
But if half the population seemed permanently 

locked in a tower of psycho-babel, there were oth¬ 
ers whose catholic curiosities made them perhaps the 
most engaging conversationalists in the world. A cou¬ 
ple of afternoons before 1 left New York, I visited my 
ophthalmologist. An eye<heck up with him is as lik¬ 
ely to include an outlandish parallel between Athens 
and Sparta's ancient animosities and some modern- 
day conflict. My last evening in the city was spent 

catching up with a Spanish friend whom 1 hadn’t seen since I 
moved away three years ago. He had since visited India almost 
two years ago, but it might have been yesterday. In an odd role 
reversal, he spent much of the evening telling me about Varanasi, 
but also filled me in on some of the allusions to Spanish history 
in Rushdie's The Moor's Last Sixh, which had passed me by when 
1 read the book. Now, new horizons Ireckoned. A PhD student at 
Columbia, he was planning a trip to Senegal over the winter 
vacation and was already exhibiting the stirrings of the passion 
he had for India. It is hard not to ^ enthralled by a city where 
people demand so much of life—and sometimes get it. 

Wall Street Angel 
IF there is a guardian angel for stock markets, he appears to 

have taken up pennanent residence on Wall Street. From 1995 
through 1997, the market was up by about a third annually. 
This year. Wall Street has in quick succession shrugged off the 
spillover effects of the Asian crisis, the Ru.ssian debt default and 
even lacklustre profit growth in the US to increase by more than 
10 per cent. Nothing, it itppears, can shake this Icarus-like con¬ 
viction that markets go up and up and never come down. Rec¬ 
ently, an analyst increased his sales forecast for Amazon.com, 
an Internet b^kseller that is already up nearly ten-fold this 
year, despite never having made a profit. That was all that was 
needed to propel the stock 20 per cent in a day. 

You don't nets! to be a student of the market to understand that 
this mania, especially for so-called Internet stocks, has everything 
to do with sireculation and little to do with investment. Just 
about everyone wants to get into tlic market, which is usually a 
good time to get out. Artsy architects, wlio just three years ago 
were moving their savings from under a mattress into a savings 
account, now rattle off their three favourite investments at din¬ 
ner parties. This is no casual interest. Nearly 40 per cent of .New 
York City's cop now conies from financial services and real estate, 
increasingly. New York's fortunes wax and wane with the stock 
market. Economists call this the “wealth effect"; when the mar¬ 
ket is soaring, consumers feci richer and are more inclined to 
s|K’nd. It’s as if an entire country has come into an unexpected 
inheritance and intends to spend it all before it’s withdrawn. 

The Great Gatsby II 
SlCrNS of excess are everywhere. Plush 20,000 .sq foot houses in 

affluent suburbs are being tom up to make loora for 40,000 sq 
ft palaces. Nannies with the right pedigree come for Rs 800 an 
hour. Even midweek, every Manhattan restaurant is full. On a 
recent Sunday at the ungodly hour of 11 am, we had to wait one 
hour for bmneh. As a columnist observed, it's hard not to be 
reminded of another period of siieculative excess captured so well 
in The Great Gatsby. A grand party that promises to end badly. 

RAHUL JACOB 
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Letter from the Editor 

YOU must have noticed how all political parties express concern over the use of money and muscle pow’cr 
during elections. They join public figures, academics and legal experts in loudly deploring the neta-crimi- 
nal-police nexus which dominates India’s polity. But when push comes to shove, few parties deny tickets 
to those with criminal records, or even those convicted by lower courts. 

Parties justify their anti-social nominees by describing them as victims of political vendetta or merely by 
saying they are "innocent until held guilty". Indeed, in the eyes of political parties, they are iniuKent until 
they have exhausted every possible avenue of appeal, rigid up to the .Supreme ('ourt. 

The !• lection Commission has staled that it will pro.scribe the candidature of those already convicted of 
tlu crimes specified in the Representation of People Act. However, it cannot cross the bounds of existing 
electoral law to reject the nominations of those who have multiple criminal cases pending against them 
but remain at large by exploiting legal loopholes and delay in the judicial proce.ss. 

Outlook has (lecideil to take up the issue of criminalisation of politics in the context ot the 19% elections 
through a committee of eminent and apolitical |uibiic figures. This panel would examine, acro.ss the hoard, 
the lists of candidates i)ut out by political parties and would shortlist those nominees it coiisiilers unril to 
contest. The panel's list would then be made public, leaving folUnv-up action to the discretion ot tlie ton- 
cerned political iiarlies. 

I'he iMlook panel consists ot: 

# Justice Kuldifi Singh 
iretiretl Supreme Court judge) 

# Mr C. Subramanitim 
(former governor of Maharashtra) 

# Mr Madhav Godholc 
(former home secretary! 

• Swami Agnivesh 
(social worker' 

Besides, the noted Gandhian Dr Usha Mehta and the social activist Ms I’la Bhatt are with us in this project. 
I apjK'al to all concerned citizens to send us any information they have on dubious l,ok Sabha candidates. 

This will help us in our own investigations. We will, ot course, authenticate the information supjilied to us. 

- VINOD MEHTA 
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I ETTEBS 

Dishonesty Wins 
P. C'.hidambarain calls vois a 
resounding success {Hut Where s 
The Money?, January' lb). Yes, it 
was resounding victory lor div 
honesty. I’errple who hadn’t 
paid taxes (or almost 1.S years 
and who had accumulated 
black money worth crores were 
painteil honest overnight. A sal¬ 
aried |K‘rson like me has paid 
income tax to the last penny 
while others were busy gather¬ 
ing wealth worth Rs 740 crore. 
What had happened to the gov¬ 
ernment’s so-called "revenue 
intelligence" then? l-.xcept sub¬ 
mitting a list detailing the 
names and amounts ol top inc¬ 
ome-tax delaulters to Parlia¬ 
ment year after year, the gov¬ 
ernment does little to realise its 
tax dues. In India there arc 
amnesty schemes for every¬ 
body—dacoits, criminals and 
tax evaders—making honesty a 
h ighiy-discounted commodity. 

The New Poll Eves 
Women are victims of the 
promises |)oiiticai parties make 
before all elections—promises 
which are soon forgotten (Hk 

j ned him this distinction, 
i But I svas dismayed at the sha- 
i l)by treatment accordwl by your 
i selectors to the leader ot the 

Bihar Malia, the inimitable 
] laloo. Is it fair to dump the 

■ jj leader r)t the Rs 1,IXX) crore 
scam—the man who instal- 
led his wife .ts Bihar ('M 
and who might now 
become our PM—in the 
'Worst of the Rest' list, 
aimigsicie petty criminals.' 

P. Govitularafan, 
Bangalore 

Here, the catch|)hrase seems to , 
he: "Pay iff) per cent tax to get 
1(K) [wr cent iwace »>f mind, but ■ 
pay lilt) per tent tax to lead a . 
miserable life." i 

D.V. Madhav Rao, i 
Chennai | 

Gentle Prank 
I couldn’t lontrol my laughter I 
seeinj’ ll)e plight ol Villain 
kesii on your lanuais .S enter. 1 ' 
aiin.iils iiad to move iity fin¬ 
gers ,11 lo^s ihe totet toronfirm 
that n u.iMi! ■) prank lit one ol 
nn k,d- 'veil Mr Vajpayee 
ajipeais to la- laughing ivliole- 
hearteiilt al Kesri's plight. 

5. Shashitihar, • 
Bangalore 

m 
Kesri, the an hvillain who out- ' 
shone all other scomulrels in ■ 
’47, has at last won an elec¬ 
tion—in the Villains of the Ye.ir ; 
contest! .Sheer hard work over ! 
sleepless scheming nights ear- i 

To quote laved .-Xktliar, creator 
of file Amitabh Bachchan phe¬ 
nomenon: ' llislory is witness 
to file lact tlial people tend to 
celebrate the tall of icons". Your 
correspondent's done exactly 
that. But iijion what authority? 
Can she name a single actor 
who can matih Bachchari’s 
range, s’ersatility, dialogue deli- 
vc’ry or ste.idv stream of hits 
since/i/Hiir; in’7.1.' j 

We’s'e seen the last Mi|X'rstaT ! 
or as .Amit Khanna once put it- - 
"Baciiclian is like the lone tree | 
ol the Iroy legend." And kg- i 
ends never die, lea.'-t ot ail b\ I 
the elforts'of an officious media. 

Kafir Shukla & Sheelu, 
Mumbai 

m 
How could you list Amitabh 
among the villains’’ (falling the 
piece yellow would be an und¬ 
erstatement. tiuni Dutt's Kagaz 
Ke I'hool, Raj Kapoor's Men/ 
Niuim joker, Subhash Ghai's 

Vettkile Principle, '98, January 
19). I’he uip's new-found love 
tor women, as Zoya Hasan 
points out, is sheer hypocrisy. 
Women should only vote for 
those candidates who believe 
in gender equity, particularly 
.'f.l per cent reservation. 
Without such reservations all 
talk of equity is meaningless. 

Shiela Mvedi, 
Lucknow 

■ 
After reading your story on 
wooing the woman voter, 

people may start singing 
'Pardesi Pardesi jana nahin' to 
counter the bjp’s ‘Pardesion se 
na cikhiyetn milana'. 

£.S. WaUace, 
Kmpal 

Trhnnrti, Kainaal Amrohi's Razin 
Sulton, K. Asif’s Son of Indio et al 
were unqualified disasters. But 
they don’t diminish (he leg¬ 
endary .stature of lho.se gentle¬ 
men. Similarly, Mrityiidoolo 
dcxjsn’t in any way lessen the 
Big B's numero uno position in 
Hindi cinema. If Ms World 
proved to be a losing pro- 
|iosition for .uii i., it’s ridiculous 
for the .Spastics Society to 
demand fat donations. ^ 

Bachchan’s been the most 

jiopular ireter Movie opinion 
poli ’97) ailor since tiie early 
'7i)s. Till the lime you find an 
actor will.) can equal his track 
record, lie remains king. Amen. 

S.M.M. Ausafa, 
Mumbai 

u 
Vinod Mehta makes the perti¬ 
nent point that the Gujral 
government w,is brought down 
by .Sonia Gandhi; Kesri was 
only the .stooge. 

I’hc Indian electorate has 
lieen spending huge amounts 

Finally the democratic wheel 
has turned full circle with the 
realisation tliat the country’s 
women are a substantial vote- 
bank. foday, more than ever 
before, our country needs the 
upliftment of women who 
have hitherto been treated as 
second-class citizens—victims 
of dowry, rape, molc.station, 
female infanticide and gender 
discrimination. Women's iss¬ 
ues sadly have never found 
their way on the national 
agenda. It's ironical that even 
women leaders like Indira 
Gandhi, jayalalitha, Lakshml 
Parvati ct al did precious little 
for women. 

LaUma Anefa Dang, 
Sew DelM 

to keep .Sonia and her family at 
10, Janpath. In return she only 
encourages her sycophants to 
withdraw sup|x>rl to the HI' 
government and force another 
election on this poor country. 

Do wc need this Bofors-tain- 
ted Italian with friends like 
Ottavio (iuattrfxrchi to lead the 
('.ongress or the government it 
her party gets a majority.' 

Annie Thomas, 
Chennai 

■ 
Your year-end issue gives a fair 
jiicture of the year gone by. Tile 
achievers coscred in the issue 
are worth their weight in gold. 
’Hie ciioice ot villains, howes'cr, 
makes one wotuier at the omis¬ 
sion ot some of the obvious 
ones. The 1.1 chosen ones do 
not include Kanshi Ram or 
Mayavati, l.aloo Yadav or jaya- 
lalitha, Mulayam Yiiclav or even 
Air Marshal Sarin despite the 
fad they held centrestage dur¬ 
ing Ihe year. Surely they deserve 
more attention than Amitabh 
Bachchan or Salman Rushdie. 

K.P. Luke Vydhlan, 
Bangalore 

No One’s Afraid of BJP 
It’s heartening to note that the 
Kii' has finally realiscnl that Ayo- 
dhya. Article .170 and the uni¬ 
form civil code can’t give them 
a majority {The Towing of the 
Shrew, January S). I'heir rethink¬ 
ing on the minorities issue has 
led Muslims into thinking of 
giving the b)I’ a chance since 45 
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years of Congress misrule has 
only given them untold miser¬ 
ies. "nte minorities fear that 

1^ tmce the bjp comes to power, 
^ they’ll become victims of com- 

munaiism. But In fact, the ajr 

will not risk the chance of los¬ 
ing such a hard-won battle. 

As for the Congress, Sonia 
may attract crowds, but ttot 
necessarily the votes. It's a 
shame that in the 50th year of 
inde|.iendence, the Congress 

^ has to depend on a foreign nat¬ 
ional to win votes. 1, as a Mus¬ 
lim, would rather prefer a "Ram j 
Raj" than a "Rome Raj". 1 

A. Sht^qur Rahman, > 
Chennai \ 

The Metre Gauge | 
Apropos my enidite friend ! 
I’avan K. Verma’s I’he Demis<.’ of ; 
Mhi Oanuary 5), a slight corre- j 
ction is called for in the last line i 
of tile iK'tiultimate para where j 
/iauq’s ini\ni-f-<iiini—lhe second j 

line of his s/icr has been quoted | 
as 'Ktiiin jciyc par ah Dilli ki ! 

nalivaii chluut kaiit’s not only | 
^ grammaticali" iniorrect but 

also falls short in metre, an egr¬ 
egious mistake /.auq was inca¬ 
pable of committing. 

In tact this misra i:, derived 
from the inaipa—last couplet ! 
of a ghazal—in which Zauq the ! 
poet unmistakably uses his pse- i 

udonym which reads thus: 
In ditto gan hay Deccan mey hai 

bari qadray sukhan 
Kami jaye /.aiiq par Dilli ki 

galiyan chhotl kar 
1 hope only the printer's devil 

is responsible for this. 
Reza Pervaiz, 

New Efelhi 

Devil in Disguise 
All Amit Khanna in his Nirvana 
is Here, It's TV (January 5) seems 
interested in is selling program¬ 
mes to foreign media. Cultural 
invasion is indeed a reality, as is 
evident from the changes in our 
outlook since '90.1 quote from 
the book [nvisihle Crises: “A 
child trsday is bism in a home in 
svhich television is on an aver¬ 
age of over seven hours a day. 
For the first time in human hi.s- 
lory, most of the stories about 
prople, life and values are told 
notliy parents, schools, church¬ 
es, or others in the 
community who 
have some¬ 
thing to tell, 
but by 
some dis- ’ - 
lant cong¬ 
lomerates 
who have 
something 
to sell." 

Amar Setttl, 
New Delhi 

Viva Espana 
Vinod Mehta's Delhi Diary (Jan-- 
uary 5) made interesting read¬ 
ing, though 1 am not clear why 
1997 should have the zodiacal 
sign of Cancer. 

i have always rued the fact 
that* the Spaniards failed to 
successfullv colonise India. If 

Brighter Side of Saffron 
Glancing through some of 
the articles in your magazine 
and allured by your "Power 
Drive Offer", 1 was thinking 
of registering myself as a sub¬ 
scriber. Your December 15 
issue, however, became a 
dampener on my intentions 
when I read the “Six reasons 
why India is afraid of the sip". 

■nte reasons are a childi.sh 
analysis of the Indian mind 
and a blatant tirade against 
the idP. As an Indian, often 
described by anti-an* forces as 
a member of the 'minority' 
community. I'm convinced 
the Bjp is the only party which 
is effective in safeguarding the 
interests of minorities. The 
selfish and corrupt leaders 
belonging to the Congress 
and 14 other polltlcil parties 

they had, we 
would at least 

have had a 
F few grand 

Baroque 
churches 
to add to 

our architec¬ 
tural heritage. 

VVe would also 
learn the right use of the 

definite article for in all Utin 
languages, unlike English, it 
changes with the gender. IT 
Nifto (pron. ninio) is a little 
male child and has a wiggle, a 
diacritical mark, on the lower 
case n. Perhaps your typeset¬ 
ters could incoriH>rate tiie til¬ 
des and accents to beroiiie 
more international. FnglKli 
letters unfortunalelv look Iwr- 

forged a fragile United Front 
to hoodwink the Muslims and 
are quite incapable and Inept 
in safeguarding the interests 
of Indian Muslims. It would 
be proved in the forthcoming 
election—whatever support 
you may muster against this 
nationalist party by such ill- 
conceived articles. 

M.D. Raaak, 
24 Parganas, WB 

! ren and are never crowned. 
D.C.V. MalHk, 

s Bangalore 
■ 

Vinod Mehta is envious of 
Mr Vajpayee when he says that 
the latter can't Ire very mature 
if he gets impressed b\' the 
media blitz launched on his 
birthday. The Congress has 
been using public tTioney to 
celebrate the birth and death 
anniversaries of Gandhi, 
Neliru and his family. The 
uppei classes arc not liolhcred 
alroiit the common Indian, but 
are interested only in playing 
ssvophant to the one family 
solely res|H)nsiblc lot the mess 
tins country is in now. 

K.SS. Rajfitavaii 
Bangalore 
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SWllT S1LI;N I. VIGILANT, A .SYMBOL I NHRI LY 

In MX of our luxury hotels from Delhi to hrom the start, you'll know you're pan of 'You’ll be met and chauffeured from the 

BanyMlore, (Calcutta to Ghennai, (and stwn India's business elite to iM'nelit from the airport in your exclusive Mercedes. You'll 

to include Mumbai), you’ll find that mast 

classic of Indian symbols - the tiger (with all 

that it stands for) - representing our world 

class business lltKirs, The Taj Club. 

tountry’s most outstanding business club. 

Although there are no membership fees, 

you’ll enjoy an unsurpassed range of 

services and facilities. privileges, 

/v_ 
have a private check-in. You’ll enjoy the 

most opulent rooms with brilliant views 

from the top flours in each Taj Luxury 

Hotel. You'll have 24-hour access to the 

THF TA| GROUI*. INDIA'S ftru SOUTH ASIA'S JimM 
a*«WMIN-||.KF|i|.M 

ll«^{|0UHon•l)YAitffV)nl I*(<k >Hb 



Al’PROI'RIATL FOR OUR BUSINESS CEUIV 

personalised and professional range of 

business services available anywhere. 

They •include in-nxim fax, data port and 

complete connectivity, plus a (ilub Lounge, 

Business .Service Unit and a Private Meeting 

Rotim which are exclusive to The Taj (ilub 

Most nxims liave tacilicies 

that will surprise you. 

For example, rhe way 

the television automatically 

goes mure whenever you 

receive a telephone tall. 

So now, whenever you do 

your business from The Taj 

Hotel, you never h-ive to 

leave 'Fhe Taj Club. 

There isn’t a business 

flw>r anvwhere to match it. 

I be hushieyi flmr that'> utirlcl ihiu. 

Till 1A) MMIAt HnrE! NtwDelhi TA| I'AtACr HOTII Nm Dilhi TA) PCNCIAI Caltmia. TAI COROMANUD Chmnai. 

I Mf TA) \V1 SI FNI> TUf TA| MAHAl HOri I Mumlui (ftpais Ft* '<)«). Ftw hnthtn «r nxrMtm.. tMIThe 'Ijj 



! the untouched. 

MTONIGHT’S ORPHANS 
Fifty years after, thousands of poor Sindhis still live in refugee camps across India. 
Continuing our series on people untouched by elections, Outlook visits the oldest... 

By SHAMEEM AKTHAR in Ulhasnagar (Maharashtra) A broken blade filide^ over ealiouied fingers as Bhagwanti 
slices bottlecaps into sha(K’. A 1,000 caps later she would 
have earned exactly Rs 2. But she is among the more lor- 
tunate ones. Her neighbour, 80-ycar-old t'hanchal 
Sugunamal, is knoi kisl about by her mentally disturbed 

sort. In rare moments ol sanity, he steals her Rs 2S0 monthly dole. 
She latches the tin door within her sheti, to protal herself from 
him and the pigs rushing in from the nearby garbage dump. 

Welcome to Shanti Bhavan, the shelter of remnant Sindhi 

refugees who came to India during Partition. Sugunamal, among 
the oldest here, arrived in Bombay from Shikarpur in the erstwhile 
Sukkur district of Upjrer Sind, seeking a home. Fifty years later, all 
she has is promises. The government is marking time. Her death 
would release into its liands the tiny asbestos-concrete shed it had 
pledged to her. "Don't worry abmit them," comments one govern¬ 
ment officer, "the politicians will be back, distributing chits of 
paper with signatures that are supposed to legalise their homes." 

Sundar Khatri, 40 has tliese chits. But there exists a yawning 
gap between intention and realisation. "For 20 years I have lived 
on hope. 'Hie government neither says 'no' to our demand, nor 



'yes'. It has been, still is, a long struggle against red-tape. 1 go to 
a Mumbai office, they send me to a Pune department, that sends 
me back to Mumbai.* His mother, Meera Khatri, who had left 
Karachi, died believing that her chosen country will keep its 
word. Like her neighbour, Sugunamal, who now awaits her turn. 

Sugunamal was a young, three-month pregnant widow, when 
she came to Bombay with others of her flock. Unable to accomm¬ 
odate the gush of Sindhi refugees, the government shifted most 
of them near suburban Kalyan, into five camps now called Ulhas- 
nagar. On November 22,1948, a storm ripped apart the sheds of 
Camp 5, killing many. In 1950, the government categorised the 
one-iakh refugee population into non-destitute and destitute. 
The latter, mostly widows and older men, were handed a blue 
card that branded their pathetic status. 

The homeless were herded into Shanti Bhavan, representative of 
the hopeles.sness shrouding 25 Sindhi settlements all over India, 
according to Mangalram Siphahi Maiani, chief of the Sindhu Res¬ 
ettlement Corporation. These include, among others, the camps 
al-Nashik, Nagpur, Deoiali, Pimpri, Ihine, Adipur, Sardamagar, 
Sabarmati, Ahmedabad, Wardha, Ajmer and Bhopal. "There are 70 
lakh Sindhis in India today. Of them 40 per cent live below the 

ABHUITBHATLEKAfl 

poverty line. TVo years ap, at Bhavnagar in Gujarat, the govern 
ment demolished Sindhi sheds because it wanted to expand a 
road. No compensation was given. We Sindhis are homeless, after 
having made the sacrifice of giving up our homeland on the word 
of Acharya Kripalani who had vowed to give us a linguistic state,' 
rues Kundandas Rohera, World Sindhi Congress president. 

For Bhavan residents, such larger Issues are outside their imme¬ 
diate concern. They are more hassled about Shanti Bhavan not 
being the promised harbour of peace. Take the case of 70-year-old 
Bhagwanti Mohandas Chanchaliani, among the 1947 driftworxl 
widows from Sonmiani, still surviving, but only through govern¬ 
ment charity. After she dies, her deaf-mute daughter, now SO, will 
have neither home nor income. "The widows received Rs 18 
monthly, with free food, after Partition. Food was stopped after rai¬ 
sing the dole to Rs SO. In the '70s 1 protested in the Maharashtra 
assembly that the money was insufficient," says cx-mla Sital 

Harchandani (bjp), recalling that by 
the time he pushed his proposal 
through, over 200 widows were 
dead. A saffron government may 
be in the saddle, but he is struggl¬ 
ing to convince them to hike the 
dole to Rs 500 a month. He may 
find it more difficult to explain to 
Bhavan’s people how a governm¬ 
ent, which has promised ftee hous¬ 
ing to 40 lakh slum-dwellers, can 
throw out residents from their 50- 
year-old homes. This despite tena¬ 
ncy laws, introduced by the Cong¬ 
ress government, conferring own¬ 
ership rights to long-term tenants. 

"The promise of roti, kapada and mak^n remains an empty one. 
Uny Mizoram, with just five lakh residents, has more representa¬ 
tion and funds. Anglo-Indians, who are even less, have represen¬ 
tation. Today these politicians are apologising to Muslims. Though 
there are 15 lakh Sindhis in Maharashtra alone we have nothing. 
We should have a reservation for three MPs in (he Lok Sabha, at 
least Rs 300 crore annual funding. But our poor, scattered all over 
the country, are not a collective vote bank," laments Rohera. 

In a land-hungry city, Bhavan's sheds arc now goldmines, esti¬ 
mated at Rs 1 lakh at least, explaining the government's reluctance 
in handing them over. The shadow of a plan to construct a gover¬ 
nment hostel hovers. On May 31, 1993, the state government 
backtracked on its deal with the Centre, ordering closure of all 
refugee colonies in Maharashtra and dissolving the screening com¬ 
mittee scrutinising their cases. It decided to apply the Land Reve¬ 
nue Code instead of the Displaced Persons Compensation and 
Rehabilitation Act (1954), proposing that the money realised Ly 
property sale no longer be recycled into the colonics. Sindhi repre¬ 
sentatives moved court to win an interim injunction, says Anand 
Bijlani, Congress councillor who penned a book on Ulhasnagar. 

But Shabir Sheikh, mir'ster and local mu with the ruling Shiv 
.Sena, offers, "1 am a resident ot Ulhasnagar. 1 know of Bhavan, we 
have }X)sted a development officer there. The residents will cer¬ 
tainly not be thrown out on the streets." 

Meetings and representations to several important leaders, 
including A.B. Vaipayee, Sitaram Kesri, V.N. Gadgil, Narasimha 
Rao, even Rajiv and Indira Gandhi, were in vain. "We tried to con¬ 
vince Pranah Mukherjee to start some grants, upliftment yojanas 
to help those Sindhis below the poverty line. How will Shanti 
Bhavan be highlighted if there are no Sindhi representatives? 
Recently, Bal Thackeray agreed we were justified in asking that 
Ulhasnagar, among the largest Sindhi settlements in Maharashtra, 
be renamed Sindhunagar. Even that simple promise has not been 
kept," complains Rohera. Sugunamal sees the absurdity of it all. 
For, token gestures can't alter a lifetime of deprivation. ■ 

"We Sindhis 
sacriSetdour 
Irainsland on 

Krtfialanrs 
promise that 
wa'igata 

linguistic state 
In India.” 
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■ The Rajniata ut 
Gwalior. 
Vijayaraje Scinclia, CWM 
is in a ('atch-22. 
Daughter Sim 
Yashudhara who pOlml, 
has nursed Guna ' 
since 1989 wants 
to go to the 15. 
But Sambhaji Kao aiu chi 
Angre, the Scindia ffliiirac' 
family's Kasputin, 
seen as the cause t)f the rift 
between her and son 
Madhavrao, is adamant the 
Rajmata should contest. Tlie 
rival groups came to blows 
recently. But the daughter 
will have to wait her turn. 

inAR MENU 
COMIRESS 
anvrKSmrtn 
Biryini.niullaneuny, 
shurma/nomallraUs, 
pNrni, nsogolla^—^ 

mSf 

Samosas, eashew% 
aiu chat, pdwas, sHvar 
ffliliraaiatadmithals 

^'^tlfUnchi 

if KMII *** Gandhi or 
nEini Vadra? faced 
' with the problem 

posed by the 

frtallroUs, surname, 
Congress poll 
managers are opt- 
ing for plain 

ihnlmuS^ Priyanka. 
fas, sHvar Mtsintime, 58 per 
Imithals cent in an opin¬ 

ion poll conduc¬ 
ted by Tfw Velexriiiih, Calcu¬ 
tta, say Priyanka accompa¬ 
nied Sonia to Sriperumbudur 
to prepare for her own entry 
into politics; 60 per cent feel 
her family background makes 
her specially qualified. 

■ Ral Thackeray thinks zilch 
of vnis. The Sena chief says 
the ideal way to mop up 
black money is to allow Swiss 
banks to open branches here. 

■ "She's an unopened enve¬ 
lope. No one knows what's 
inside."—Pramod Mahajan 
on Sonia. 

By IRFAN HUSSAIN 

til 

1 

t>ffcr open llll I’Cb Bpf* poll mcr- 

cluHidlw: stlckm Mi-W) paKr cdtc-h, 

ID curdA/lNMlge <in«r ru|Hv, keychain 

Rf 2, .iungi«5M& Rf 2, catfndar Ra 

wallet Ri a, cap Rv IS. riilikcr sun 

guard Rf \2, t-shlrl lU 3^. All prices 

tleUil; local Icadm' taxes extra! 

Cometh the hour, someth the godman: Astrologer B.V.N. Rao of 
Guntur, AP, says BJP will bag 54% seats, roughly 290. Other 
predictions: Congress will come second, UF wilt break up. 

Can we afford one more 

election? The EC expects to 

spend Rs 700 crore this 

time. For a 60-crore elec¬ 

torate, the cost per voter 

works out to Rs 11.66. Add 

to that the Rs 1,000 crore 

parties will spend canvass¬ 

ing at Rs 18.33 per voter. 

And the total cost comes to 

Rs 29,99, the cost of two 

litres of full cream milk or 

a donblepack of cigarettes. 

ITENDER GUPTA 



'M■l!g■ret Ahw dM • 
doaUctakc when told 
tlMt Sttwooi Kesri 
was ■ttcndiBg Smila's 
awet to Bangalore 
incognito. It tamed 
ont to be Thlmasalah, 
a lookallke, who says 
he's been Invited to 
)oln the Congress. 

■ Assam Chief Minister 
Prafulla Kumar Mahanta 
appears to be doing a Laloo 
Yadav. If the fodder scam top¬ 
pled the Bihar strongman from 
the gaddi, the letter of credit 
scandai is proving to be 
Mahanta's nemesis. And if 
Laloo found way to per¬ 
petuate the family 
rule by appoint¬ 
ing Rabri Devi, 
Mahanta has 
nominated his 
wifejayashree 
Goswami to 
fight the Lok 
Sabha seat 
from Nagaon 
at the cost of 
three-time MP 
Muhiram Saikia. i'or one who 
so vehemently criticised prede¬ 
cessor Hiteshwar Saikia for 
imposing family rule, Mahanta 
sure has a short memory. 

■ Is blood thicker than what¬ 
ever? Gegong Apang, who 
broke away from the Congress 
in Arunachal to form his own 
party, has nominated his eldest 
son Oniak, 26, to fight one of 
the two 15 seats. I'arooq 

Abdullah is to field his son. 

■ So, the fastest 
way to access 
information on 
the elections is 
the Internet? 
Think again. 
Not one 
search engine 
has any 
matches for 
the ’98 polls! 

■ Why did Sonia's second 
meet come four days after the 
first? Buzz: she was advised by 
a Tamil Nadu cop-cum-sooth- 
sayer to do so. 

Voters in Erode, TN, soy they 

will boycott the poll If dty 
authorities do not put an 

end to the monkey menace. 

POLIGLOT 

Kesri tuad SmiUi: the view from Modfa.s. Modon In AnanHa Vikatan 

In her 27>niinute speech in 
Hyderabad on Jan 16, Sonia 
referred to Pandit Nehru twice, 
Indira Gandhi thrice, Rajiv five 
times. There was no mention of 
Mahatma Gandhi or Sanjay. 

\ Ct'CC'CCCCC' 
The Secret Diary Of Sonia Gandhi 

Jodhpur. January 
BelliBBina mia diarial Till now I had taken 

oewrta (the vow of ailence) but now I loook 

and loook for vendetta. Do you think I will 
be first pasta the post in this oh so long, oh 

so dusty canipania? There is sinply no dolce 
vita in thees beeg kaantree vdiich only has 

people, where the garlic is not as good as it 

is in Mia Italia nor is there any vino bal- 

lissino. Already I have spoken seven lan¬ 
guages in different states-even Chatisgarhi I 
mastered, not to aantion malyaalam, kazmada, 

telly-goo, taandl, XI Papa John Paul (my max- 

imo leader) knows how many more. I've been 

learning nv one local line every time I have 

to apik to those crcMds of different people. 
A few more languages and I will be equal to 

that old telly-goo bidda who ia bragging he 

knows 14. 
And niff voice? Even Pavarotti would like how 

I Intone, although Z am baritone, although 

Priayanka, mia beautiful cbica she is sopra¬ 
no. Ny clothes will give designers in Milano 

a run for their couture-I have worn moondoo. 

kaanjevaaram, hyderaabadi-how can these 

Btoopid newspapers say Z am not an Indian? 
And Z hope Ottavio realises I an doing so 

much for him, all for his’mills lire. Bofors 

gun, they are saying, insulting the glorious, 

splendiforouB, hallowed and sacred name of 
that god, sorry, man «dio I married. I have 

made clean breasts of it all now, what will 
they bring against me, those people who have 

no fasiily background, what do they know of 

traditlone de la familla? Hhat do they know 
about the seminare ultimo organised by the 
Rajiv Foundation? ...yes, interdependent some¬ 

thing in a glitoal something. Yes, that's what 

it was. 
But they are nucho disrespectful to the most 

important family in India. I told papa when I 
was getting married. Papa, don't worry, he 

may be Indian, but he's not like other 
Indians, he is The Most biportant Indian. Ho, 

10 Jaiqiath is certainy not the third world. 
But mia diary, it's so dusty: aametimas I 

wish I could junp into a Ferrari and be back 

there eat my lasagne, watch Marcello 
MSstzoianl on veedeeo. How, Remi is advising 

am well: he told me Babri Mssjid in 
Baangalorey, Bofors in Hyderabado. Sorry, 

Mssjid in Hyderabado and Bofora in 
Baangalorey, (I am so confused, it's worse 

»han Silvio BerluBconl's balanoesbeet) and in 

Hanchi, be said spik on, uno momento, what 

what is it he told me to spik, yes reforms, 
aa»ey, lira, sorry, roopoas. 

Hell, mie diarla, I will show these 8t^pidoB 

a ttaeang or two. After all, X am from the 
land of the mafia, wbare th^ take blood feude 

tooo too seriouely. Vendetta, you know, is an 

Xtaliano traditione. Bastal 
To be continued 
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CONGRESS 

Picture Perfect Priyanka 

Sonia’s imprint is evident 
in the party’s selection of 
candidates and manifesto 

By YUBARAJ 6HIMIRE SITARAM Kesri spent three 
hours waiting for an alternate 
tliglit to catch up with Sonia 
Gandhi in the much publi¬ 
cised joint election meeting 

in Ranchi on January 21. lie ini.ssed it. 
But in the process, he also saved him¬ 
self troin tlie likely ignominy of being 
lost in the shadow of Sonia and her 
daughter I’riyanka. 

But Kesri did go back to Delhi's Palam 
airport again that day receive Sonia. 
And tlie elected president of the Con¬ 
gress continueti to play second fiddle to 
tlie party's de tado leader, gushing that 
he was overwhelmed by the enthusi¬ 
asm she had been able to generate 
among voters. Indeed, Sonia now leads 
the party in the fight against the bjp. 

"It was not an individual who killed 
Mahatma Gandhi. It was a thought and 
the same thought threatens to divide 
the society today,' Sonia said in Bardoli 
(Gujarat) and Jodhpur on January 2.1, 
echoing the anti-aiP sentiments voiced 
in the party manifesto. 

While .Sonia hopped from state to 
state to garner support tor the party, 
Kesri remained holed up in Delhi. "Me 
has to chair meetings of the party's 
election committee and cannot leave 
Delhi before finalising the list," expl¬ 
ained Ghulam Nabi A/ad, Sonia's lour 
coordinator and ex-Kesri aide. 

Hut the message that has gone across 
is dillerent. Maliarashtra ecc chief 
Ranjit Deshmukh rt'i]ucsled Sonia to 
take over the party leadership immedi¬ 
ately iis she 'alone' could revive it. In 
other Words, there is a perceivt'd lack 
ot lailh in Kesri's leadcrsliip. Sharad 
I’awar who joined her during her poll 
campaign in the .state's Naiidurbar 
oi-.Mitc.eiuy, annouiicecl that the 
paiiv wiuilii lake a ‘pragmatic app¬ 
roach' I'ii till’ leadership issue after the 
eleitiiiii Ihi impliiaiion is clear. 

Desliiniikn's apfK'al is also cjuite at 
vaii.mu' uilh Kesri's dc-ciaralinn on 
leleviMoti tlial tlie Congiess would 
not pi"|eit Sonia as its prime ministe¬ 
rial candidate to avoid controversy. In 
fai t Soma's giowing clout has liecorne 
increasinglv apparent with senior 
parly leadeis-A'ijayalihaskara Reddy, 
Arjun Singh. I*rdnab Mukherjec and 
J.B. I’a laik besides Kesri lutnselt—vis¬ 
iting !'• (.inpatli last week to ostensi- 

THF. Morhabadi maidan in Ranchi, Bih¬ 
ar's dusty rust-belt town, once used to 
be a sprawling, manicured, verdant 

turf where polo games whipjied up heady 
excitement among the natives. Today, this 
green carpet has turned into an unkempt 
patch of brown earth and dry grass, and the 
thrill is gone. Not e\ .n noisy political jam¬ 
borees turn on the people. 

But when Sonia and Priyanka Gandhi flew 
into Ranchi to address a rally, some 20,000 
people turned up on a grey, squally day. 
What happened? Rally-goer Satish Sahay, a 
matriculate from Hazaribagh, echoes the 
mass sentiment: "We've all come to see 
Priyanka. She looks good, doesn’t she?" 

f^learly, 26-year-old Priyanka could turn 
out to be the Congress's crowd-puller of the 

season. During the 28-minute Morhabadi 
show, Sonia's vapid drone in Hindi lasted all 
of eight minutes and evoked little applause, 
but Priyanka's frenetic hand-waving added 
up to a cool six minutes and sent the crowd 
into raptures. Working the crowd like a 
cheerleader, she played to the gallery joy¬ 
ously, smiling, turning around and waving, 
while gleeful Congressmen captured the 
moment on their pocket cameras. 

But only time will tell whether the moth- 
er-and-daughter rallies will turn out to be a 
shot in the arm for a beleaguered Congress, 
a personal triumph for Sonia, a dress- 
rehearsal for Priyanka or just simply 
whlstlestop gigs on a Return of the Dynasty 
tour churning out tired remakes of old hits. 

Soutik Biswas in Ranchi 
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bly consult Sonia on tour programmes and 
the party’s list of candidates. 

She reportedly did not endorse Kesri’s 
views, as the party's election committee did 
not announce R.K. Dhawan’s candidature 
from New Delhi constituency despite Kesri 
having made a public announcement earl¬ 
ier about his candidature. (Dhawan had 
switched loyalties from the Gandhi house¬ 
hold to P.V. Narasimha Rao after the latter 
fell out with .Sonia.) Dhawan went ahead 
and hied his nomination papers on January 
23 without waiting for any clearance, with 
an assurance that he would withdraw his 
nomination should the party (read Sonia) 
decide in favour of somebody else. 

The manifesto, which was released on 
January 24, also indicates that the .Sonia 
loyalists’ line on the Jain Commission re|> 
ori has prevailed. In what appeared like a re¬ 
written version of the lain Commission rep¬ 
ort, the manitesto says that a "seelion of the 
DMK supported the int, giving them a base 
in Tamil Nadu". Signiliiantly, Kesri had ear¬ 
lier said that the Jain re|H)rt would not be 
made an issue But the manifesto asserts 
that it "is a moral as wiJI as emotional issue 
for the party'". Atjun Singh, considered very 
close to 10 janpath, went a step further and 
declared: "l.K. Gujral, by not supplying the 
full documents to the Jain Commission, 
was party to the cover-up." 

Kesri’s diminishittg clout was also wident 
when members clashed on the criterion 
applied for denial of tickets to sitting Ml’s. 
Mukherjee, Jitendra Prasada and Palnaik 
opposed the move to deny a ticket to Rat) 
from Behrampur in Orissa as it would be an 

WliHe the growing oioiit of 
Sonia ioyaiista Is eviitent in 
the manifesto, it is silent 

on her claim that the Babri 
Masiid woulii have been 
safe if Raiiv was alive. 

'unparallelled departure’ from the prty’s 
tradition. Yet, no one left the issue to tlie 
party president, which used to be the 
Congress practice in case of disputed seats. 

Madhavrao Scindia, the aicc general secre¬ 
tary in charge of Orissa, was the most vocal 
against Rao: “It was he who had denied tick¬ 
ets to chargeshceted MPs. He should at least 
follow his own rule." And (ariq Anwar, 
another general secretary, added that the 
denial of ticket to Rao would bring Muslims 
back into the Cxjngress fold. Others in the 
party argue that Rao should be denied a 
ticket on the ground that he tried to sabo¬ 
tage the probe ii..o the Rajiv Gandhi assas¬ 
sination. So, .says a .senior aih functionary: 
"Now only Sonia’s intervention and noth- 

1 ing else can decide Rao's fate." 
But Sonia’s growing, albeit quiet, as.sertive- 

ness has created problems not only for oth¬ 
ers, but also herself. Sajjan Kumar, a key acc¬ 
use in the 1984 anti-Sikh riots and a Gan¬ 
dhi loyalist, remains an adamant claimant 
for renomination from Outer Delhi. He is 
chargesheeted for a more heinous crime 
than Rao—genocide. Party leaders are try¬ 

ing to downplay the squabble on tickets. 
“In any election, there will be some hitch or 
difference ever certain individuals while 
deciding candidates," says Anwar. 

So the focus is more on catchy slogans 
and diluting the Congress’ rigid stand t)n 
centre-state relationship in the manifesto; 
"If thrparty comes to |X)wer, the 12th l in- 
ance Commission will l)e asked to review 
the entire gamut of centre-state relation¬ 
ship.'' The party has always been a votary 
of a strong centre, but is aware that it 
might need the supiK)rt of regional parties 
to come to power. 

Meanwhile, Sonia's claim that tiie Babri 
Masjid would have been sate, were Rajiv 
alive today is not echoed in the manifesto. 
It simply pledges to abide by the Supreme 
f;ourt's decision rejecting any out-o*-court 
settlement. In fact, the parly considers Ind¬ 
ira Gandhi’s IS-point programme for mino¬ 
rities and reservation to educationally and 
socially backward Muslims a more efletlive 
way to win the minorities back, compared 
W) apportioning the blame on ,Ayodhya. 

The Congress has also emphasised stabil¬ 
ity, integrity and progress. “I'mire Bharat .sc 
mta hai, sarkar thaiam aata hai (we are 
tied to all ol India, and we know how to 
run the government),’’ is the key slogan. 

Of course, the party is clear that the man- 
ife.sto will not by itself get votes. "She will 
lead the party against communalism and 
corruption." Kesri said after .Sonia drove 
the 150 yards between her home and the 
AICC headquarters and spent five minutes 

i to pay homage to Gulzarilal Nanda on 
I January 22. Now, the home stretch. ■ 
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nobody in India without the 
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His was a peculiar kind of 
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The 250-page SIT report on Bofors lying with the government 
could be used to launch a prosecution, certain to embarrass Sonia 

ByRANJITBHUSHAN IF Sonia Gandhi can get away by 
demanding that the names of the ben¬ 
eficiaries of the Bofors payoffs be made 
public, the responsibility for such 
audacity must surely lie with the 

United Front (UF) government. Because 
Rajiv Gandhi's name, along with his key 
former aides Gopi Arora and S.K. Bhat- 
nagar, figures in the cai's Special inves¬ 
tigation Team (sir) status report submitted 
to the government last year. The report, 
which is roughly equivalent to a provi¬ 
sional chargesheet, was ignored by the UF 
government, surviving as it did on Ckrng- 
ress support. Now, given the post-poll 
compulsions, Sonia's bluff has virtually 
gone off unchallenged. 

Welt-placed sources in srr told Outlook 



was merely a com 
money... he was ji 
backing of 
contract with Bof 

CBI’s SIT Report, 199i 

that Rajiv’s name appears—not as a 
beneficiary—but because as prime minister 
and defence minister, he was involved in 
one of the swiftest government decisions 
ever of awarding a hefty defence contract. 
And, of course, for the subsequent cover- 
up operation, which was handled quite 
clumsily by the prime minister's office 
(PMo), leading to the suspicion that Rajiv 
Gandhi had a personal stake in the matter. 

The SIT report points out that on the basis 
of the Swiss bank documents, it is clear 
that AE Services—the firm in whose name 
part of the Bofors kickbacks was paid—was 
represented behind the scenes by close 
Rajiv aide Ottavio Quattrocchi. The bank 
papers show that an equivalent of Rs 24 
crore was moved into the account of AF, 
Services: Quattrocchi's bank account num¬ 
ber 254.561.60W was later moved from a 

Swiss Bank to an account in Guernsey in 
the Channel islands. Last fortnight, the cbi 
sent letters rogatory to the bank in an 
effort to retrieve more nama and trace the 
route to tax-free havens where Bofors ben¬ 
eficiaries have accounts. 

According to sit, the Italian connection 
evolved between October 1985 and March 
1986 and calls upon the government—if it 
is interested in getting to the bottom of it 
all—to re-evaluate the meetings between 
Rajiv and Swedish prime minister Olof 
Palme. "Quattrocchi Was merely a conduit 
for siphoning off money. He was not a 
regular arms dealer. His company Snam- 
progetti dealt in fertilisers and petrochem¬ 
icals. He was a nojxrdy in India without 
the backing of Rajiv Gandhi. Even in the 
early '80s, when Rajiv was not in the gov¬ 
ernment, Quattrocchi had free access to 

senior officials of*ihe Finance Ministry." 
Who introduced Quattrocchi to Bofors? 

According to details available, the contract 
between Bofors and AE Services was pecu¬ 
liar. It was signed in November 1985 and 
terminated in March 1986. One of the 
questions thrown up in the sii report: 
"What did AE Services do for Bofors in just 
five months?" Says the .sii report: "A new 
performance-related commission agree¬ 
ment was concluded by Bofors with AE 
Services with only a short term validity till 
March 31, 1986." It was almost as if AE 
Services had assured Bofors that it would 
get the gun deal—the Swedish company 
clinched the contract by Match 24. 

Admits a senior official connected to the 
sir team: "The investigation by the obi was 
leading directly to Rajiv Gandhi and his 
coterie. Though the sit did not have access 
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COVER STORY 

Former cu dtrector Jugbider Sbif^ is 
now cocooned in Ms home town of 
Jalalabad, kilometres away from tM Indo- 
Pak border rum Feroapore, Purdah. Free of 
the pulls and pressures of Delhi, Tiga' 
Joinder is worldng overtime on a botdc 
which details the beMnd-Ow'Scenes happen' 
ings of some conmnmial cases, including 
Bofirrs, he had to handle during Ms tenure 
as m chief. The names of the retpients of 
the Bofbrs kickbacks was officially revealed 
during Jr^nder Strip's tenure. The 250- 
page SIT report on Me gun deal was also vet¬ 
ted and submitted fy him to the govern¬ 
ment. AfMi JPUlof cmght up wiM fogin- 
der Singh in Jalalabad. Excerpti: 

Docs Ra|lT Guidlil's BUBe figure io 
the SIT report? Various Bcwspapers 
have hlBted that he was faivolvcd 
Ib the cover-up? 
I wouldn't like to comment on this. In 
any case I can't react to what is being 
reported in the press. AH 1 can say is that 
there cannot be smoke without fire. 
Does the cat have evidence agalBst 
auy redpleat (rf the Bofors payoff? 
Well, the names we have are of Ottavio 
Quattrocchi and his wife. Win Chadha 
and members of his family. 
Do you thlBk that the sir report 
should be nadc public? 
I don't think the cbi should or will make 
it public. The sir report is a document 
which we submitted to the ministry of 
personnel. It is now for the government 
to decide what to do with it. If they want 

to any direct evidence naming Rajiv, whic¬ 
hever lead they pursued ultimately poin¬ 
ted to Rajiv and his coterie." The sit light- 
heartedly termed it "the highway of the 
deai making a U turn" at a particular stage. 
And at that U turn stood Rajiv and his 
cccerie; (Quattrocchi, Gen. Sundarji, Bhat- 
nagar and Arora. “Whoever dealt with the 
Bofors flies at the highe.st level had collu¬ 
ded in the payofis. But the deal was made 
to seem like it was a natural decision with 
the involvement of ail senior bureaucrats," 
says the former sir official. 

Interestingly, tlie sn was very keen to 
interrogate Sonia as that would liave been 
the natural corollary to the entire inv¬ 
estigation. But apart from sending her a 
questionnaire, the sn could not have pro¬ 
gressed to the stage where they would 
need to question her. 

The sir report is culled from Swiss bank 
documents that were handed over to the 

CBI last year, statements made by a host of 
former generals and officials connected to 
the Rajiv administration, interviews with 
a clutch of Defence Ministry and pmo offi¬ 
cials and the revealing personal account 
of former Indian ambassador to Sweden 
B.M. Oza, who had a riiigside view of how 
the Bofors con ract was swung and the 
pMo's vital role in the deal. 

The SIT makes a distinction between 
those who directly received Bofors monies 
like Quattrocchi and wife Maria, former 
Bofors representative in India Win Ghadha 
and family, and those who 'influenced' the 

decision to award the contract and the 
subsequent cover-up operation "engi¬ 
neered" mainly by Rajiv, former defence 
secretary S.K. Bhatnagar and Arora, then 
principal secretary in the pmo. 

By all accounts, it's an explosive subject. 
.So why has Sonia raked up the Bofors issue 
just when it had seemed to quieten down? 
According to political observers, Sonia's 
calculation is based on the view that the 
current lot of UF leaders would certainly 
need the Congress or vice versa once the 
electorate throws up a fractured mandate 
and so would be wary of angering her by 

Quattrocchi’s Swiss account no ^54.56X1 
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playing the Bofors card. By now, it is quite 
clear who calls the shots in the Congress, 
.^s Prime Minister l.K. Gujral seemed to 
confirm last week when he granted anot¬ 
her extension to cat chief R.C. Sharma, a 
man regarded as the ultimate softpedlar in 
the Bofors case. Sharma is regarded to be 
close to the Congress in general and Sonia 
in particular and has publicly remarked 
that "there is no evidence to connect Rajiv 
or Sonia to the Bofors payoffs." 

But more importantly, is Sonia's broad¬ 
side on Bofors premature? According to 
well-placed sources, the second set of doc- 

to rubbish it, It is up to the government 
to do it As to as the cat is concerned, it 
has completed its report. 
There Is • view If the repmt is 
ouMle pahik It woold go ogalost 
the agreeaieBt aniecd «t wttii the 
Swiss authorities and that this nay 
haasper the traasfer of the sccoad 
setof docuiBCiits. 
The agreement with Switzerland was that 
the documents they han¬ 
ded over to us would only 
be (ued for the purpose of 
Investigation. It would cer¬ 
tainly be improper to make 
those documents public. 
Abo, the government can¬ 
not reveal what b in the srr 
report. It carmot table it in 
Parliament. But if prosecu¬ 
tion is launched against 
the guilty then the srr 
report can be produced in a 
court of law. No under¬ 
standing with the Swiss 
authorities would then be 
breached. After all, the 
documents were handed 
over to us so that the cn could investigate 
and then prosecute those Involved in the 
payoffs. 
Do yo« think that tiierc is enough 
evidence In the report to |wosecnte 
tile guilty? 
Yes. As far as the cbi is concerned, prose¬ 
cution can be initiated. The case has 
been dragging on for years but it needs 

uments contains the vital Hinduja acc¬ 
ount. According to what the Swiss author¬ 
ities have told the cbi informally, the 
Hindujas made the mistake of channelling 
monies horn other deals through the same 
account into which the Bofors payoff was 
transferred. The main cause of worry for 
the Hindujas is that the account would 
expose many of their illegal gun deals with 
Iran and Contra rebels. Therefore, since 
1991, the Hindujas have been protecting 
their Bofors account by imposing legal 
hurdles in the form of appeals and so on. WHILE there may be no evidence as 

yet of money being paid to the 
Gandhis, there are varied accounts 

of how Rajiv pushed the deal with the 
help of his cronies in the mo and the 
Defence Ministry. The sit report refers to 
the letter issued by AB Bofors to the gov¬ 
ernment of India on March 10, 1986, 

the go-ahead from the government. The 
CBI does not act on its own. 

b tile second set of docnincnts vital 
for cwnpletlng the Investlgatloiu? 
U is because it has the names of other 
recipients. If all goes well, the papers 
should be coming any time now. In fact, 
it was on this very day, January 22, that 
I had put in the request for the second 
set of documents. Rudolph Weiss, chief 

of the Swiss Interpol, 
assured me that the 
Swbs government had 
set a deadline of one 
year for fulfilling our 
request. So unless there 
have been some other 
hurdles, the papers 
should be released 
soon. 
Was there any pres¬ 
sure on yon to go 
easy on Bofors? 
In most high-profile 
cases there is bound to 
be pressure. It was not 
just Bofon. In the imm 

case, in the fodder 
scam... they try tp influence you. It's not 
just politicians who approach you. 
Fdends, relatives and former colleagues 
also try to put pressure on you. But I 
refused to yield. That's why when Sukh 
Ram wanted to meet me 1 refused. Those 
In trouble always try to find a way out. 
But all these cases form part of the book I 
am currently writing. 

telling the Indians that no middlemen 
would be allowed in ihe deal, as per the 
Indian demand. So, who would the com¬ 
pany deal with? Technically, any deal is 
signed between two countries, but in 
practice, it is helped along the way by 
some individuals -middlemen or bro¬ 
kers—whr) are not only resourceful but 
extremely influential as well. 

According to sir, five days after AB 
Bofors issued the 'no-middicmen' certifi¬ 
cate to India, Rajiv was in StcKkholm to 
attend the funeral of Palme. He met the 
new prime minister, Ingvar Carlsson, 
"and came straight to the point. He 
(Rajiv) told Carlsson that he had recorded 
his decision on the file approving the 
award of the contiact for the Howitzer 
gun to Swedish company AB Bofors sub¬ 
ject to certain clarifications from the 
Swedish government regarding the finan¬ 
cial terms of the contract." 

“I wouldn’t likt 
to comment 

whether Raliv 
Gandhi’s name is 

in the SIT 
report... but 
there cannot 

be smoke 
without fire.” 

iOW was moved to the Channel Islands 
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The SIT termed it 'the highvray of the dea| 
that U-turn stood Rayiv and his coterie ' 

On March 16, Rajiv left Stockholm. The 
SIT report says "things started moving very 
fast after Rajiv's return to India. Bofors files 
started flying at breakneck speed.... The 
approval of minister of state for defence 
Arun Singh was sought and obtained orally 
on Match 21 as he was about to board a 
flight to Bhutan. It was recorded on hie. 
Then the approval of Rajiv Gandhi as 
defence minister was sought and received 
the following day. Finally, the approval of 
Rajiv Gandhi as Prime Minister was sought 

and received on March 24,1986." 
The SIT report traces the chronology of 

how the Bofors offer even came into reck¬ 
oning. Palme came to Delhi in January 
1986. Till then, AB Bofors was not even in 
the picture. Not surprisingly then, the hist 
PMO note equating Bofors with French com¬ 
pany Sofma emanated around this time. By 
February 1, 1986, Gen. Sundarji was 
appointed Chief of Army Staff. On Febru¬ 
ary 17, Sundarji, who had earlier opposed 
the Bofors Howitzer, revised his opinion. 

clearing the ground for approvals leading 
to the final awarding of the contract. 

SIT sources claim that the investigation 
carried out until they appeared on the 
scene was shallow. For instance, an under 
secretary in the Ministry of Defence had 
been examined on 30 different occasions 
over five years with little or no reason. 
Their officials say It was not just that the 
CBi could not work against the diktats of its 
political bosses: there were serious moves 
afoot to seek the extradition of Quat- 

The Vajpayee Angle 
The lyp's prime ministerial hopeful 

A.B. Vajpayee has close links with the 
Hindujas, among the alleged reci¬ 

pients of Rs 64 crote payoffs in the Bofors 
scam. The details of the Hinduja account 
are expected to figure in the second instal¬ 
ment of papers the Swiss authorities are to 
release shortly. Despite this, Vajpayee's 
party has taken a strident stand on Bofors. 

In fact, Vajpayee did his bit to save the 
Hindujas. In 1992, the brothers 
had o^red for scrutiny by the 
Indian authorities one of the 
Swiss Bank accounts Into 
which the Bofors payo^ had 
allegedly been made. (It was 
later learnt that the account 
was not the one related to 
Bofors.) For his part, Vajpayee 
wrote a letter to the then PM 
Narasimha Rao stating that the 
Hinduja offer should be taken 
up. The letter kicked up a con¬ 
troversy as the issue came up 
for discussion in Parliament. 

The Hindujas have also hel¬ 
ped bring Vajpayee's statesman¬ 
ship to the fore in diplomatic 
circles—like at the UN Human Ri^ts 
Conference in Geneva in 1993. The bjp 

leader and the then external afiairs minis- 
ter, Salman Khurshid, represented India 
and faced much flak over the Kashmir 
issue from Islamic nations. But the Hindu¬ 
jas came to their rescue and reportedly 
used their influence with Iran to get its 
ambassador to support India. They also 
played host at a banquet where the nego¬ 
tiations with Iran were conducted. 

Vajpayee's closeness to the Hindujas also 

became apparent once again when he was 
the guest of honour at the inauguration in 
Mumbai of the Indus Ind Bank owned by 
the Hindujas. As he was at a Ellwall ban¬ 
quet hosted by the brothers in London. 

In fact, London was the site of 
Vajpayee's most revealing interaction 
with the Hindujas. In 199$, he was part of 
a parliamentary delegation on board 
along with the Hindujas on what became 

How clON Is Vajpayso to tho Hinilujai? 

an eventful boat ride on the Thames. 
Somnath Chatterjee, ci>i(m) MP, said after 
the boat docked after three hours up and 
down the river that he had no idea the 
cruise was a Hinduja affair. "Suddenly 
these two brothers appeared and took 
over," he said in Calcutta later, adding 
that he felt like jumping overboard (he 
did not). Vajpayee expressed his feelings 
just as eloquenfly with his silence. 

Interestingly, election expenses surfaced 
on that boat. Tlie MPs from diflerent part¬ 
ies were the Parliament in miniature, and 
the Hindujas were telling them what the 
Indian government should seek to accom¬ 
plish. India's policies, Chatterjee pointed 
out gently, could not be decided on board 
Silver Dolphin. If Vajpayee, as leader of the 
Opposition, thought the on-board advice 
was not in order, he didn't say so. 

Srichand Hinduja was candid in the 
changes he wanted his passenger leaders to 
ssving: the MPs, he began after lunch, must 
get India to introduce "transparency and 

accountability". And brother Gopichand 
told his guests what they should do: "You 
must agree on a single economic policy.” 

Through those hours on the Thames, 
one question stood out: what gave two 
Hinduja brothers the confidence to get the 
leaders into a boat and inshuct them on 
what to do with India? As the seniormost 
leader on board, Vajpayee found nothing 
wrong wdth the Hinduja attempt to guide 
Indian policy on the Silver Dolphin. It was a 
noticeably indicative silence. 

tNARAYAN 
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making a U-turn’ and at 
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trocchi from Malaysia, but they had to be 
dropped as the UF government developed 
cold feet when it came to pursuing the case 
to its logical conclusion. 

The SIT has come down heavily on the 
role of the pmo—and by extension the man 
who headed it—for gross violation of the 
conduct of business rules. “The major 
irregularity committed by the pmo was vio¬ 
lation of the allocation of business rules. 
These rules define the 
scope, content and juris¬ 
diction of work of each 
individual ministry. 
These rules are not just a 
technical formality. They 
are intended to draw a 
clear demarcation line in 
the working of min¬ 
istries, avoid overlap and 
ensure proper coordina¬ 
tion. The PMO is not sup¬ 
posed to deal directly 
with substantive matters 
which fall in the purview 
of other ministries." The 
Bofors deal seems to have 
changed the equation. 

INDIA'S then ambas¬ 
sador to Sweden Oza 
recalls in his book 

Bofors: The Ambassador's 
Evidence that the Min¬ 
istry of External Affairs 
was constantly bypassed 
by the pmo and its joint 
secretary Ronen Sen, 
who claimed to represent the interests of 
Rajiv—always verbally, never in writing. 
“The disadvantage of making the pmo the 
nodal point in dealing with the Bofors 
scandal was that it got interpreted as m 
indirect acknowledgement of the role of 
Rajiv Gandhi as the prime suspect, long 
before the media and the public and, late¬ 
ly, the CBi accused him of complicity," 
Oza points out, saying that all his instruc¬ 
tions came over the telephone. 

"In spite of. my repeated pleadings, 
nothing was put down on paper. Most of 
my telephonic contacts were with Ronen 
Sen.... In the course of my recent interac¬ 
tion with the CBI, I asked why Ronen Sen 
was not summoned for questioning. 1 was 
told that the cbi works on the basis of the 
availability of written evidence. They did 
not hnd his signature on any paper on 
the file," adds a peeved Oza. 

In an Investigation spreading over a dec¬ 
ade, some questions remain unanswered. 
Who, for Instance, is Virginia de Rodrig¬ 

ues? According to some former investiga¬ 
tors working on the case, much before 
Sonia became the political heir apparent to 
the Indian throne, she was managing dire¬ 
ctor of a firm called Marutl Technical Serv¬ 
ices, which once collaborated with a US 
company called Tribute Caskets. One of its 
key employees was Virginia de Rodrigues. 
Not coincidentally, a Virginia de Rodrlgua 
also happens to be vice-president of Sven- 

ska, the code name of 
one of the accounts 
where Bofors paid its 
commission; the identity 
of the account holder, of 
course, is under wraps. 
When lawyer Ram Jet- 

hmalani released details 
of this equation and the 
role played by Rajiv aide 
Satish Sharma in liaising 
between Marutl Tech¬ 
nical and Tribute Cas¬ 
kets, the ex-MP from 
Amethi hit back, saying 
that the documents were 
fake and produced letters 
from Tribute Caskets to 
buttress his claims. 

Clearly, the last word on 
Bofors Is yet to be said. 
The final bunch of papers 
are lying in the Swiss 
courts—with one power¬ 
ful appellant trying to 
stop them from reaching 
India. Well-placed sour¬ 
ces say a government not 

interested in the case can seek shelter in 
the excuse that prosecution can be launc¬ 
hed only after all the documents are han¬ 
ded over by Switzerland to India. The sir 
report had strongly recommended that 
prosecution should be initiated since the 
case had dragged on for too long. But the 
UF government did not budge due to its 
own political compulsions. 

The coming days are going to be interest¬ 
ing. After Bangalore, Sonia has so far not 
broached Bofors again. The bjp is trying to 
turn the issue to its own advantage. Gujral, 
after some hedging, said as he fiM his pap¬ 
ers from Jalandhar—where the bjp, in a ges¬ 
ture of reluctant goodwill, is not fielding a 
candidate—that he would consider A.B. 
Vajpayee's request to go public with names. 
One thing is cleat. If the Swiss papers don't 
reach India soon and its contents made 
public, interest in the celebrated case will 
turn even mote cynical, even if for politi¬ 
cians of all hues it continues to be a favou¬ 
rite battering ram, especially on poll-eve. ■ 

C.R.VENKATESH 

L. Revannasiddalah, ax-joInt 
diractor, CBI, haadad tha proba 

Evidence tdiat: 

big 
'^coiiie in 
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OPINION 

This Gandhi Too is for Reai 
Anew twist has been added to Indian politics. It is 

the advent of Sonia Gandhi as a crucial factor in 
the emerging political scenario. There is good 

reason to believe that the Italian-born widow's deci¬ 
sion to plunge into the election campaign could influ¬ 
ence events well beyond the polls. 

Already, Sonia has effectively pushed out other 
contenders from the public limelight, if one were to 
accumulate newspaper and television clips on her 
over the past few weeks, they are likely to far exceed 
the entire clippings file for the past six months on 
Atal Behari Vajpayee. Indeed, regardless of what she 
does for the electoral fortunes of the Congress, the 
1998 elections will be remembered as the event that launched 
Sonia Gandhi into politics. 

Make no mistake. Sonia has not stepped out ot the gates of 10 
Janpath merely to become a cosmetic Congress icon. Otherwise 
she would not have (some say foolishly) raised highly controver- 
.sial topics, like Bofors and Babri Masjid, from which the Congress 
has shied away for so many years. Such aggressive postures on 
issues where she and her party are vulnerable may well, in the 
end, turn counter-productive. But by doing so, Sonia has under¬ 
lined her intentions of being far more than a face on a poster or a 
name in a slogan. For better or for worse, the lady has decided to 
make the battle for the survival of the Congress her own. 

It would also be wrong to assume that Sonia's calculations 
entirely hinge on the Congress managing to cobble together a 
coalition government after the polls. 
Despite the surface bluster, she appears to 
be a shrewd and cautious penon unlikely 
to underestimate the daunting task of 
breathing life into a political fossil. Sonia 
knows that even if her barnstorming cam¬ 
paign across the country does revive the 
party's prospects in areas where it still 
retains a potential base and organisational 
infrastructure, there arc vast regions—most 
notably the two largest states of Uttar 
Pradesh and Bihar—where the Congress is 
beyond artiticiai resuscitation. 

(Clearly, her game plan must take into 
account a possible, if not probable. Cong¬ 
ress defeat in the elections. She cannot but 
be aware that the exfKfted gains for the 
party in the polls are likely to be at the cost of constituents of the 
United Front—and need not necessarily halt the march of the bji> 

juggernaut to prtwer at the centre. It is quite possible that even as 
Sonia seeks to head the (Congress to victory at the hustings, she is 
also preparing tor a stint in the Opposition. 

In any case, there are enough indications that Sonia is not 
really interested in the kind of patchwork alliances being Curlier 
crafted by Congress president Sitaram Kesri with regional 
warlords like Laloo Prasad Vadav, Mulayam Singh Yadav and 
Kanshi Ram. In a matter of a few weeks, she and her party aides 
have quietly sabotaged these arrangements—all of which were 
dependent on a weak Congress down on its knees and begging 
for outside help. Not surprisingly, there has been little scope in 
advancing such negotiations after the return of the dynasty to 
the helm of the party. 

Sonia has also erased any remaining doubts about her inten¬ 
tions of being far more than a star campaigner for the (Congress. 
In the course of her campaign so far, she has made no' ^nes 

about drawing a direct link between her present role 
and that played by her husband and mother-in-law 
in the past. There has been no ambivalence in her 
public announcement that she "would not be 
deflected from my chosen course to restore the 
Congress party to its historic destiny". 

On the face of it, this metamorphosis—in just a 
couple of open-jawed weeks—of the introverted 
widow long hidden behind the gates of 10 Janpath, 
into an aggressive, gesticulating soap box orator 
makes little sense. Having spumed the leadership of 
the Congress in far better days, it would have been 
logical for her to stay away at a time when the party 

appeared set to perform its own funeral rites. Even a noted Gandhi 
dynasty-baiter like Cho Ramaswamy observed in a recent newspa¬ 
per article that Sonia's decision to take up the reins of the 
Congress at this point of time was more akin to "bearing a ctoss" 

than to "wearing a crown". 
Yet behind her veil, the Gandhi widow has, ever since the 

assassination of Rajiv, been teetering on the edge of joining 
active politics. Despite flatly refusing the party's offer to wear 
the mantle of her slain husband, she had assiduously kept alive 
her links with the Congress and the political legacy of the 
Gandhi dynasty. Over the past many years, Sonia had, with 
remarkable skill, managed to use the C:ongress and the Gandhi 
title to retain a larger-than-life identity without actually plung¬ 
ing into the uncertainties of day-to-day politics. 

However, this balancing act was possible 
so long as the Gandhi dynasty continued to 
be a potent symbol which in turn was 
dependent on the Congress remaining a 
relevant political force in the country. 
Despite her {personal aversion to dipping 
her hands in muddy political waters, Sonia 
had a vested interest in the survival of the 
Congress if only to preserve her own iden¬ 
tity. The fact that the patty—even after 
being deposed from power in the last elec¬ 
tions—still retained the position of a major 
player in making or breaking the govern¬ 
ment at the Centre, allowed her to continue 
playing this game of hide and seek. 

Unfortunately for Sonia, the fall of the 
Gujral government—orchestrated by quar¬ 

ters close to her—introduced a new alarming catalyst to the 
steady decline of the Congress. As large chunks of the Congress 
threatened to fall apart, the consequences of still spurning lead¬ 
ership was grim. One section of the parly was queuing up to join 
the Bip. A remaining rump led by Kesri was headed towards an 
alliance with regional chieftains. In the emerging political 

i scheme, there would be no value, even symbolic, for the repre¬ 
sentative of a dynasty that once ruled India. 

By jumping into the political arena, Sonia has quickly halted her 
potentially rapid marginalisation. Aiwrt from hijacking the 1998 
poll agenda, .she is now ensured of the status of the undisputed 
leader of at least the second largest political party. Her real role 
may untold only once the elections are over. 

V/hat all this means for the country is anybody’s guess. Like her 
mother-in-law—a potent and available model whom she is clearly 
emulating—Sonia has unpredictable capacities for both good and 
evil. What is certain at the moment is that Indian politics should 
be prepared for the imprint of another Gandhi. ■ 

TIig matantorphosis of 
tha iiitrovartafl widow 

into a gasticttlating soap 
box orator throws up a 

fow signs. Sonia is claarly 
omuiating hor motlla^in‘ 
iaw, and lika har sha has 
an unpradlctabia capacity 

for both good and avil. 
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL 

Ishan Joshi and photographer 
T. Narayan hop on to Vajpayee's 
aircraft and trail him around THIS is tht' Atal Bt'hari Vajpayw whom hts siipiwrtus bel¬ 

ieve India newls, even il a section of the San^h parivar may 

not retoRiiise that. There is a sense of prajtmatism -at 
times flirting with statesmanship—in the ii|i''s prime min¬ 

isterial candidate as he leads his party to the hustings. 

Because in the end. for the iiie, everything seems to be boiling 

down to this one man. Whose popularity and appeal tar out¬ 

strips that of his party. In fact, at a tints* when populai support 

for various political lormations in the country seems to have 

peaked, give or take a little, the ii|i’ has pinned its hopes on 

Vaipayee to make the crucial difference between getting close o 

and achieving power. It is time for the best man to be groom 

That, in ,i sentence, is the kevnote of the Bie's election campaign 
for the 12tti Lok Sabha. 

Vajpayc" set the tone for this move himself as he launched his 

campaign in Uttar Pradesh from Ciorakhpur on January 22 in 

trademark stMc, playing to a padsixl ground on his Itachelor sta¬ 

tus, and linking it to his desire lo lead the country: "1 came to 

Gorakhpur nearly 40 vears ago Hot a marriage. No, it wasn’t mine. 

It was my elder brother's. I came as the best man. Once again I am 

Vaipayee at Malerkotia, Punjab; reaching out to the country 
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL 

'Can Sonia deny the Quattrocchi link?’ 
Takti^ time off from a hectic xchedule, Atel 
Bduui Vafpayet spake at length on a 
wide range of issues to ishan fodtl on 
board the aircraft ferrying him on the cam¬ 
paign trail in Uttar Pradesh. Excerpts: 

There seems to be a change in your 
tactics vIs-a-vis Sonia Gandhi, whom 
yon had retrained from attacking 
personally till now. Is that because 
her campaigning for the Congress 
has begun to have an impact? 
There is still no personal attack, in that 
sense. But the point is that she is leading 
the Congress campaign and has herself 
raised Bofors. So all three have become 
intertwined. Now that the Bofors 
issue has been raised, we are not 
going to leave it at that. Who 
received the kickbacks in the 
Bofors deal? The name that has 
been mentioned is that of Ottavio 
Quattrocchi. Can Soniaji deny her 
family's links with Quattroexhi? 
Why Have successive governments 
adopted such a casual attitude in 
trying to secure his extradition? 
All the Bofors papers need to be 
made public and that is what 1 
told the prime minister both times 
I met him. If the Swiss govern¬ 
ment objects to making the papers 
public, the government should at 
least begin the prosecution of 
those suspected to be involved by 
filing chargesheets, on the basis of 
the i.Bi's 250-page report submit¬ 
ted to the government during 
Deve Gowda's regime. Instead, we 
have the specious plea of the 
United Front government—obvi¬ 
ously with one eye on a post-poll 
alignment with the Congress— 
that it can do . nothing! As for 
Sonia Gandhi's impact, 1 doubt whether it 
will f)e significant as far as the nation is 
concerned, though she may help activate 
despondent Congressmen. 
So, do you see the Congress as your 
main political opponent? 
In the main, that is the case. Though there 
are states where regional |>artics will be our 
main rivals because the Congress has no 
significant presence there. Samajwadi 
Party in UP, for example. At the third level 
are the regions where the bjp is weak, but 
our aUles are strong. 
If yon had to put your finger on the 
one crucial issue before the country 
what would it be? 
Universal primary education. Including a 

special emphasis on education for girls. 
'The root of most of our problems—be they 
of economic deprivation, social tensions 
or political ineffectiveness—is the lack of 
infrastructure. That is why this election is 
crucial. And what makes this election dis¬ 
tinct is that there is virtually no govern¬ 
ment at present. What little government 
we has'e had ova the past 18 months has 
been completely ineffective. The first thing 
the people have to do this time around is 
to ensure that they elect a government 
which governs. And that is just what I 
promise a ajMed government will do. 
Fairly, and without prejudice. Hils is why 
we have made stability our central issue. In 

At a Dellii Iftar: sending the right message 

fact, if elected as prime minister, I will 
work towards a consensus on all major 
issues before the nation. There is much to 
be done in the field of healthcare, educa¬ 
tion, infrastructure development, fighting 
corruption, genda equality.... 
But bow can you reconcile the 
issues yon have raised with the 
contentions issues, Ayodhya, the 
onlform civil code and the aboli¬ 
tion of Article 370 among others, 
on the tjr agenda? 
There is no problem...it will be OK. This is 
not an issue. We will provide an inclusive 
government which will work towards the 

prosperity of ail segments of society. Hindu 
and Muslim alike. TTie wp will work on 
these specific issues in its own way. 
But isn't this a delicate balancing 
act—on one side the "hardliners", 
on the other, the politics of "grand 
gestures"? 
(Pauses) It would help if the siege mental¬ 
ity goes from Muslim minds. Already, 
that is hapjsening and we too are working 
towards helping this along. It may take 
some time due to historical reasons as 
well as forces which do not want to see 
this happen, but 1 am sure it will happen. 
There will be justice for all. 
Will it also be seen to be done? 

Yes, that it is equally important. 
Also, the unity between various 
communities and castes is much 
more and far stronger at the mass 
level than it is on the top. People 
have been living together peaceful¬ 
ly for centuries. Even the Ayodhya 
issue, if left to the local people, 
would have been worked out. 
What yon are essentially say¬ 
ing is that your priority, if 
elected, will be effective gov¬ 
ernance sans ideolo^cal 
interference? 
(Nods in agreement)... Yes. 
What about your strategy of 
alllancm? What effect will 
the lakshmi Parvathl and 
Mamata episodes have? 
In both cases there have been 
problems over seat-sharing. But 
efforts are still being made. 
The indications are that tiie 
next government svill be a 
coalition. What is your stand 
on the demand from some of 
your allies for a Common 
Minimum Programme? 

We hope to get a decisive verdict in 
favour of the bjp and its allies. And we 
have entered into a pre-election alliance, 
not like UF which was cobbled together 
after the 1996 elections. One of the main 
reasons we are contesting together is 
because we want to see in place a stable 
government which can administer the 
country effectively and fairly. Some com¬ 
mon programme will be worked out. And 
I would like to emphasise that regional 
parties have played a very positive role 
and are developing a nationtd outlook. 
Jyotl Basu seems to be emerging «s 
the lIF's prime ministerial nominee. 
They should declare it. 1 would welcome 
it. It wrill be a good fight. 
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL 

With grand-daughter Neharika; seeing her off to school 

in ciorakiipur hut this time for a consummation devoutly to be 
wished fur." Tlie thousands who came to hear him tittered, th«.n 
laughed out aloud and finally broke into sustained applause. The 
message liad gone tlirough. 

I hc content of his $|K‘eches on his two-day tour of UP i.s equally 
significant; the emphasis was on issues of healthcare, infant mor¬ 
tality, rising prices, stability, corruption, the em|K)werment of 
women, and what he termed the panacea to these ills, "good gov¬ 
ernance without prejudice". No mention of Ayodhva, a uniform 
civil code or .Article 370. Only that the "Kauravas (his political 
opponents) are on the other side and I have come to you to help 
me win the battle against them." 

But to stretch tlie Mahabharata idiom, the Vajpayee in the fray 

this time is not the brave Arjun but the more introspective 
Yudhishtir. And he has, in effect, put himself at stake to give the 
final push to w'hat is being termed the bjp's "final assault". 

IN the ovci 40 years that I have been in public life, I have stri¬ 
ven to keep my record clean. From Nehruji to Gujral, I have 
seen all the prime ministen Independent India has had, nearly 

all the time as part of the Opposition. You have all seen my behav¬ 
iour and character as a memfrer of the Opposition. I have tried to 
work for tne country in whatever po.sition I may have had. We 
always accepted the fact that we did not have the mandate in the 
past. But our opponents seem to be having trouble in accepting 
change," he told a mammoth crowd at Allahabad. 

At close quarters, Vajpayee shows no signs of the pressure he cer¬ 
tainly must be under. This is, after all, the second time he has been 
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projected as prime minister, the first sjretl having lasted only 1,< 
days. With the Sonia factor beginning to show signs of having 

some effect and the possibility of a "secular gang-up" bcconung 

more likely in a [K)st-jKill scenario, he has chosen the high-risK 
policy of [Macing a wagei of his record in public life as the counter 

to these developments. 

AS elections draw nearer, however, there does seem to a shift 
in Vajpayee's .stance. The earlier, "ignore Sonia" tactic has 
been replat\’d by a frontal attack on Sonia, the [larty she re()- 

resents, .md, of course, Bofors. In fact, many of the rip’s senior 
leaders ,ire convinced that Sonia's decision to campaign was a 
direct result ol the growing acceptability of a Vajpayee-led hip gov¬ 
ernment and the corresinmding decline in Congress prospers. 

But he still sleeps easily. Even on the tiny eight- 
seater bcechcraft airplane that ferried him on his 
campaign tour to UP, even as his co-passengers 
fight hard to keep the food down as the plane hits 
an air pocket. A few minutes before the plane is 
to land he wakes up, pojM a couple of pieces of 
mishri in his mouth, glances through his pocket 
diary and is ready to speak. Extemixtm, as always. 

Known to be a stickler for punctuality at public 
nu>etings, he gets mildly irritated at the fact that 
he is running late. '‘AneAtnlji, clialta hai. Workers 
thoda late start hee cluih rahe the," pipes up UP bjp 
president Kajnath Singh who is accompanying 
Vajpayee on the four. "Sab chalUi hai kyon? Wah!" 
is his muttered response, only half-jokingly. 

At meeting after meeting, Vajpayee holds the 
attention of his audience despite speaking of 
issues that don't easily lend themselves to hy(x;r- 
bole. Using a technique he .seems to have perfec¬ 
ted, he leads with an anecdote and, having got 
his audience's attention, suddenly changes tack, 
connects it with a serious issue. .Sample this: 
"There was a cow which landed up in court and 
conveyed to the magistrate tliat she was appre¬ 
hensive that policemen would come and arrest 
her. She had heard that the constabulary was on 

it’s time for a snooze on the aircraft in between 
the campaign; a meet-tbe-press in Delhi (above) ■ the lookout for those who eat trrdder and liad 
come to apply for anticipatory bail! (laughter) B.it 
cornurtion is not a laughing matter. Because this 
is tiie money which can ire used for building hos¬ 
pitals to ensure infants do not die as soon as they 
are born and the ill can be heated." 

As his campaign moves into the last stretch, it 
is becoming apparent tliat Vajpayee is to be 
projected as tlie moderate, middle-ot-the-road, 
balancing force; which is a persona he is very 

comlortable with. The question is whether the goodwill 
Vajpayee has generated will translate into votes. He is certainly 
in demand, with iiii* candidates falling over each other to try and 
get him to pay a visit to their constituency, believing that he 
will give them ttie winning edge. It would be fair to add that his 
party too has not been sniping at the difference in "emphasis 
and priority" that have marked Vajpayee's campaign till now, 
for the same reason. 

Becau.se the campaign has been built around Vajpayee, this elec¬ 
tion has also willy-nilly become about what he stands for. "'trust 
me... I am there... I will handle it,” were some ol the general reac¬ 
tions from Vajpayee when questioned on the possibility of con¬ 
frontations and social tensions if the bh* comes to power. If he 
becomes prime minister, the burden of belief will be upon him. ■ 
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Carrier Man today about your air conditioning needs. And rest assured in comfort. 

I 
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Cwrtf M«b 

Comfort Service 
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KARNATAKA 

Bet It’s Hegde 
The party is over for the only JD government in the country 

B^y.P. RAJESH TURKE dim after six mi \s, induditi}; 
three senior ministers, crossed over 
from the J.H. I’atel government to 
the llamakrishna Hegde camp, the 
longtime agnostic Karnataka chief 

minister was deep in prayer. Stale Janata 
Dai president B.I.. Stiankar who nor- 
maliy brushes aside dissent in tlie 
party as "intrinsic to the Janata ail- 
ture", was iivid. Fstrmer prime minister 
and the ntan in the eye of the storm, 
H.D. Deve (iowda, refused to com¬ 
ment. And senior ministers wh«) eari- 
ier gave the party an optimistic chance 
of retaining 12 of the 16 U)k Sahha 
seats they won in '96 (of the total 28) 
are now reluctant to haziird a guess. 

the decision of R.V. Deshpande, 
I’atcl's high-profile industries minister, 
and others to cross over to Hegde's so- 
called aiiolitical Rashtriya Navanirm- 
ana Vedike (knv), couldn't have been 

timed better. With barely three weeks left 
before the state elects its Ml’s, the crisis has 
extinguished the party's confidence, already 
threatened by a rejuvenated Congress and 
the Rji’ alliance with Hegde's Lok .Shakti. 

A known Hegde supporter from noitliern 

Patel with Gowda: beginning of the end? 

Karnataka—like the five others who crossed 
over—Deshpande stayed with the JD des¬ 
pite his mentor's expulsion by (Jowda in 
June '96. .Several ojten calls by Hegde to join 
him were met with silence, io when he did 
announce his decision to quit the I’atel gov¬ 
ernment—though not the JD, to ensure 
retention of the assembly seat—and join 
the K.\\, it was as if the floodgates had been 
opened. It was the most scathing public 
attack on Cowda by a party colleague who'd 
also worked with him as a minister. 

Deshpande minced no words when he 
said JD had become Gowda's fiefdom. He 
also pointed accusing fingers at Gowda's 
Man Friday, union civil aviation minister 

C.M. Ibrahim, for bliKking his pet 
Bangalore International Airport pro¬ 
ject, which is now to be executed by 
the Tatas and a .Singapore consortium. 

Gowda has always eyed Hegde sup- 
ixirters in the jrarty with suspicion. He 
never lost any op|X)rtunity to needle 
them about their loyalty and, accord¬ 
ing to sources in the JD, he more than 
once pressurised I’alel to remove 
Hegde followers trom the ministry. 

Then there was also interference by 
Gowda’s two pohlician sons, both in 
the government and in the party. 
During the 11 months wlien Gowda 
was prime mini.ster, H.D. Revanna — 
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Patel's cabinet minister for housing—and 
H. l). Kumaraswamy—a first-time MP— 
acted as Gowda’s antennae in Karnataka. 
Whiie their influence over the party in 
I. ingayat-dominated nortli Karnataka was 
ncgiigible, they held fort in Rangalore, sit¬ 
ting over I’atel, and exercising a tight grip in 
the Vokkaliga-dominated areas of south 
Karnataka. They’re also held responsible for 
alienating some senior.ID leaders and turn¬ 
ing tliem against Gowda. While peace has 
been made with two such leaders, deputy 
chief minister Siddaramaiah and transjxrrt 
minister P.G.R. Sindhia, Union textiles min¬ 
ister R.I.. Iaiap|)a is stiii unap{)eased. Among 
his several complaints agaiii.st Gowda was 
that his sons worked to defeat the official JD 

Hegde with Deshpande: a naw beginning 

candidate, a Jalappa man, in the assembly 
bypolls after he moved to Delhi. 

However, despite the tensions there was 
no immediate provocation to trigger the 
detections. Deshpande’s move had gained 
momentum over the last few weeks. Patel 
and senior JD ministers admit in private 
that an effort was being made to wean away 
the required one-third mi as to the Lok 
Shakti to avoid dis(]ualiticatiun. JD minis¬ 
ters told Oulliiok that Deshpande was under 
tremendous pressure from his constituency 
in Uttara Kannada district to join Hegde. 

Anotlier factor might be the JD’s poor 
prospects in the coming |K)I1s. The Linga- 

yats in north Karnataka wero iound ii. in- 
moving away from the ID towanK .he m: 
the ’96 lx)k Saiiha elections I he i.m ili-gii- 
alliance has further lioosted hopes iliat tin \ 
may completely dump the JD this tiim. 

To the credit of JD’s crisis inanageis, t(ie\ 
averted further defections tlunigh 
lore was abuzz with man) more names 

waiting to join rnv. Whiie two more su ss 
announced their decision to tollovv suit, 
there's no confirmation yet. Meanwhile, 
{.ingayat pontiffs exerted pressure on tlie 
majority IJngayat mias to stay put in the 
Dal and not cause the downlall ol a l.inga- 
yat chief minister. And in what ID leaders 
consider a splendid move, Patel called for a 
vote of confidence on January 27. 

But while he might win the conlidcnce ot 
the house*, it’ll certainly not indicate wliet- 
hcr the JD enjoys the confidence ot the 
electorate. In the 11 assembly by-polls since 
May '96, the party lost five of tlie nine seats 
it held. In elections to 2.S legislative council 
.scats from IcKal authorities last month, the 
party won 12 (40 per cent votes) while tlie 
Congress got 11 (37 per cent). 

Indeed, cause for concern even without 
the defi*ctions, considering the JD rules 19 
of the 20 local authorities in the state. 
Gowda, Patel and friends sliouldn't be siir- 
pri.scd if voters tlon't repose the same con¬ 
fidence in JD as they did two years ago. ■ 
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ELECTIONS 

THE ISSUES NO ONE 
Power-crazy politicians hardly care for the real problems facing India: health, population, education 

ByASHUTOSHKUMAflSINHA _ 

• More than half the world's 842 million illiterates are Indians. 
• Over 170 million Indians—one in every six—don't have access, 
to safe drinking water. 
• Nine Indians are born every ten seconds. WHO gives a damn? Not the power-hungry (lolitician. 

Not the career bureaucrat. Not even the suffering 
masses themselves—they have got used to their 
wretchedness. Orave problems. But when did you last 
see, hear or read about your local mi a or MI’ silting 

on a hunger strike when the hospital next door did not have a 
doctor for six months? Or when the primary sihool functioned 
without a teacher. Or when... 

I hese are the real issues the Indian electorate faces, election after 

election, year after year, day after day: water, health, education, 
security, jobs—life. Issues that are bom within the 1 billion mass 
everyday, that are highlighted on the election platform, and that 
die with every election victory. Lip service: yes; real solutions: no. 

Andre Beteille, professor of sociology at the Delhi -School of 
Economics, says that the lack of proper focus in these areas is 
inherent in democratic politics, where interest groups sway poli¬ 
cies to suit themselves. Naturally therefore, it is easier to raise a 
collective voice for .say, women's reservation in Parliament, than 
ensure increased allocation of resources for primary education 
for the girl child in villages. Echoes .Syed Shahabuddin, former 
parliamentarian: "Parliament is too preoccupied with .survival or 
internecine slmggles to Ixrther about these issues." 

Outlook presents the real issues that the Indian electorate faces 
today, that it has been facing for the last 50 years, and that lie 
buried deep in the chasm of apathy. 

EDUCATION: While jwlitical parties are unanimous in 
their commitment to literacy, five decades after 
Independence, the state has failed to ensure primary 
education for all children. In fact, the Indian govern¬ 
ment had been given all the raw material to implement 
this way back in the 196()s by the Kothari Commission. 
The rejwrt recommended that the government should 
spend 6 per cent of the c.ni' on educatiem. Thirty years 
later, we spend a little over half that much on it. 

Accuses Abusaleh Shariff, principal economist at the 
National Council-^f Applied Economic Research 
(NCAtR): "Sometime.s, it is intentionally done by the 
government." Reason: in the business of result-oriented 
politics, where the returns on governance have to be 

“THE STATE SHALL ENDEAVOUR 
TO PROVIDE FREE AND COM¬ 
PULSORY EDUCATION FOR ALL 
CHILDREN TILL THEY COMPLETE 
THE AGE OF 14 YEARS." 

(Oiri:clive |)iiitciiilHS iil slate pdlicu) 

Teacber-Studenl Ratio f 
at Primary Level 
Students per tifacher) i 

Par Capita Expeniliture Per Capita Expenditora 
on eligible population on enrolled popuiattan 
up to elementary level 

(mUs) 
up to elementary level 

(mRs) 

ivai 1986 1991 1994 
-82 -87 -92 -95 

1988-87 1993-94 1966-87 1993-94 
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seen in crores of rupees, or constihiency-S|H'tific projects, an 
investment in education will not bear fruit within the stipulated 
five-year sjran of an MP or an mi a. it is, therefore, in the interest 
of the elected politician to go in for populist scheinos—rice for Rs 
1 a kg, or tree meals for the girl child in primary schools—with 
short-term, five-year gains in mind. 

It is the inadequacy ot resources, coupic'd with denial of opixrr- 
tunity at tire rural level which Imrts the lowest seilions most. This, 
in turn, pushqs them into a vortex of poverty and unemployment. 
Or else, what can explain the fact that in only five districts in Bihar 
has the percentage of literate scheduled caste (St.) women in rural 
areas touched double digits? According to the 1991 census only 
O.f) per cent Sf women ate literate in Varanasi, and 3.6 per cent in 
the country's first prime minister's hometown, Allahabad. 

At the time of framing the Constitution, the chapter on the 
directive principles of state jxrlit^ providc>d the only quantifica¬ 
tion in the case ot providing children with free c'ducation up to 
the age of 14. "Not living up to the promise made to our children 
is our biggest failure," says Shahabuddin. No wonder that the 450 
million illiterates in the country are the biggest mass of its kind 
on the planet. And since the problem is not teing addressed at the 

root, it can only get worse in the iinning years. 
Says Sharitf; “Whenever we talk ahinif development, it should he 

seen as a process." He laments ihe tai t that the importaiKe ot edu 
cation was ncs’er thought of as something tundameirtal to devel¬ 
opment. Be.sides, there is also Ihe need to take care ot related lac- 
tors—electricity, water, ro.ids -to improve general Ic-vels of litera¬ 
cy. As iKith agriculiLire .iiul industry now need a minimum level 
of education for ellii\ni returns, the need for an educated India 
is more vital than e- er Ix'tore. And equally ignored. 
HEALTH: Intrinsically linked to the problem of public health is the 
education ot the girl child. High infant mortality rates and low 
rates of imiriunisation are some ol the ills that result because of an 
illiterate girl child, who grows up to Ire an uninfonned mother. Yet, 
the focus ot the state apparatus has somehow Ireen blurred on thic 

in a rexent study by the United Nations Development hrogramine 
(I'Mir), it was found that the poorest tenth ol the population in edu¬ 
cated Kerala spent 10 paise for every ruiree ot e.xfienditurc on 
health. In contrast, the figuie sUxkI at lls 2.30 in illiterate states like 
UI’, Raja.sthan, Bihar—people are borrowing money, simply to live. 

Statistics state that India sfH’nds alHnit 7 [xr cent of its onr on 
health. But 7.5 per cent (»f this comes from individual households. 
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T. WABAYAM 

“THE STATE SHALL 
REGARD iMPROVElVIENT 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
RAISING THE STANDARD 
OF LIVING AMONG ITS 
PRIMARY DUTIES.” 

inirective |)iiiici|ilKS o( stale iiolic 

Exclude that and the real figure—government si^ending on 
health - plummets sharpiv to 1.3 per cent, below China's, which 
crjmmenced on its path of growth around the same time as India. 
While agreeing that the performance of f^hina has tK*en better 
than Inriia in the social sector, Beteille says that the Chinese have 
paid a bigger price for it: siKial liberty. 

But you lorget social liberty when you Isear your child in a slum, 
when your ihild doesn’t survive, when you can't get her immu¬ 
nised. Only one in e very four deliveries takes place in institutions. 
More than twi> million infant deaths occur every year. Just one in 
every three children between ages one and two years arc fully 
immunised. Six out of every 10 children are anaemic. The sole jics- 
tification offered to explain these miserable figures is the abysmal 
lack of facilities at the rural level, which accounts for nearly 70 per 
cent of the Indian population. 

With 3,33.3 people to a nurse, India is far behind Lesotho's 
2,(MX), Cameroon's l,8.S2 and Zimbabwe's 1,639. As for the 
amount spent on the health sector as a percentage of its onp, India 
at 1.3 per cent follows Zambia (2.2), Zimbabwe (3.2) and 
Nicaragua (6.7). (iiven these figure*, it is not surjsrising that lift 
ev|tectartry in Honduras (68.4 years), Algeria (67.8) and Morocco 
((>.^.3) is better than India's 61.3 years. 
POPULATION: Give the policy makers another 2U years, and India 
will have earned the dubious distinction of being the most popu¬ 

lated nation on earth. 
Not that planners are uninformed. Population growth simply fo'- 

lows fKxtr Mutation and health. The moic literate and healthy sta¬ 
tes have witncssetl a marked fall in the rate of growth of population. 
f;oinparcd to intimidating growth rates of Rajasthan (24.8 per 
cent). Bihar (22.t) and Uttar Pradesh (24.4), it is states like Kerala 
(11.3) and Tamil Nadu (11.1) that have managed to pull down 
India's overall fxipulation growth. Likewise for infant mortality: I’P, 
at 88 deaths per 1,(XK) born, Rajasthan (84) and Bihar (66) are 
among the highest in the country, while Kerala (16) is better off. 

As usual, it is the implementation that holds the key. It might 
come as a surpri.se, but India was the first country in the world to 
have a government-s|Kinsored family planning programme. But it 
doesn't shtwk to learn that the government's largest department 
has achieved everything but its objective—the rapidly-growing 
numbers bear testimony to that. 

Population could have been an asset, but jobs—laigely in urban 
centres—are simply not keeping pace. The resultant migration to 
the metropolitan centres is bursting cities like Mumbai, New 
Delhi, Chennai among others, at the seams. This has given rise to 
a paradox where the growth of cities have attracted more people 
from the villages, which has in turn put a strain on whatever 
social services that are available in the cities. 

Next step; poverty. According to the 1997 Human Development 
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Report of the undi-, India ranks 47 on the human poverty index 
well tielow Mexico (7), Mongolia (16), Botswana (29) and Lesotho 
(35). India's human development index, at 138, is below Ghana 
(132), Vanuatu (124), Gabon (120) and MortKco (119). These 
shameful figures continue to dog the nation at the national level 
too. Nearly 1(K),0(X) women die every year—majority in the niral 
areas—during pregnancy and childbirth, i'or the newborn too, 
destiny lies in economic geography—since infant mortality is 52 
irer cent higher in rural areas. 

Who is to blame? Those who have invested in large families as 
support structures for their old age, or those who have failed to 
provide the social infrastructure so that children are not required 
to serve as evening crutches.' 
ENVIRONMENT A WATER; It is the imbalance of development 
which is now rearing its menacing head in the form of a polluted 

ATUL LOKt 

cns’ironment. Wl\ilc .state governments have altogether tailed to 
pros ide drinking water to some jreople, the quality of water when 
provided, is a cause for worrs’. 

Recenl tests carried out by the Central I’ollulion ('ontrol Board 
(us i() at 2.50 locations in Haryana, llelhi and Uttar Pradesh 
revealed dangerous levels of toxic substances in (he groundwater, 
large amounts (4 pesticides were found in 65 jkt cent of the sam- 
()les, apart from the presence of tlourinc and iron in It. These can 
cau.se digestive disorders, skin diseases and dental problems. 

Txcessive use of s'ehicles in nelhi—2.8 million—is contributing 
(••) clouds of {Killution, and the accompanying diseases, in its own 
Way. The industries which have cropped up even in non-con- 
ti lining areas are adding further to the pollution. India's fa.stest 
growing metropolis. Bangalore, has nearly 1.9 million vehicles— 

the second-Iargc.st number in the country. The result: no roads to 
drive, no fresh air to breathe, no clean water to drink—you inhale 
what your car exhales, you drink your own treated urine. 

Meanwhile, the pressure on the cities continues to build up as mil¬ 
lions migrate in search of jobs. With unplanned growth, the qual¬ 
ity of living conditions and drinking water is the first casualty. 
While the national scenario is dismal, at the international level, 
against 81 per cent of Indians having access to safe water, Bangla¬ 
desh lias 97 per cent, Botswana 93 per cent and Ihnisia 98 per cent. 

Things have begun to move; only, the country has to take the last 
resort: the courts. In August last year, the Gujarat High Court 
ordered the immediate closure of 1,200 dyeing and printing units 
in jetpur. Since these industries arc highly polluting, they have been 
banned in the west. As a result, the business—and the mess—has 
inaeasingly moved towards countries like India. The much needed 

order, however, had to be revoked. 
Reason: along with nearly 500 

other allied industrial units manu¬ 
facturing chemicals and dyes, thc.se 
units provided employment to 
nearly 30,000 people. What the 
employees chose to overicxik was 
that these industrial units had 
completely contaminated the gro¬ 
undwater and local river. Tlie court 
order was not quite a victory for 
the local population because a 
month later, the units were 
allowed to reopen, on a petition 
before the court tliat the livelihood 
of .30,000 [KKjple was at stake. The 
court revoked the order, but on the 
condition that effluent treatment 
plants would be installed—a physi¬ 
cally impossible feat. 
THE WAY OUT: To bring about a pos- 

-*ttive change, Beteillc suggests that 
policy makers "need to decide that 
some ol the social services should 
be universally available, irresfieclive 
of caste, creed, sex or age." in other 
words, merit or need should not lie 
a consideration for basic, social 
infrastrucutre. He furtlier says tliat 
if in the course of pros'iding thc.'e 
services, the state contributes a lillte 
to the increase in inequality among 
the middle and upper .segments, it 
should not be a cau.se for woriy. 

5haliabuddin tallcs of unis'ersali- 
sation of national resources since 
part of the national genius is lost in 
deprisnng a section of the popula¬ 

tion of the benefits of development. According to Dr Manmohan 
Singh, it is the people who have to vote tor these issues, lie con¬ 
cedes that tlie country lacks the resources for tackling these prob¬ 
lems, but "if the public finances are mismanaged as they have 
been tor the last tew years, then tliere is no liope for India.” 
Renowned management thinker I’eter Drucker wrote that today 
there are no underdeveloiied economies, only mismanaged ones. 
He could well have lieen referring to India. 

If management of scarce resources is the only issue, then the can¬ 
didate you should vote for is someone who stands for these issues, 
it might start as a trickle, but if some heads among ail the contes¬ 
tants for the 12th I,ok .Sabha jxills want to truly sers'e the teeming 
mass called India, they will have to look at managing a tired econ¬ 
omy and go in for a real policy rethink—not merely realpolilic. n 

' va 

'mmMmmmi 
% population^«ritli acceu to 

Haanii services Safe water Sanitation 
India 85 81 29 

Bangladesh 45 97 48 

Congo 83 34 69 

Egypt 99 79 32 

Algeria 98 78 91 

Mongolia 95 80 74 
RtHM* UNDi* Human Dev9k)fini0tHffeport I 

"THE STATE SHALL 
ATTEMPT TO PROTECT 
AND IMPROVE THE 
ENVIRONMENT TO 
SAFEGUARD FORESTS 
AND WILDLIFE.” 

lOirecliue iiniKi|iles ii( sliile policyl 
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MITSUBISHI OIL CAME ALL THE WAY 

TO JOIN US. 

UNDER THE BONNET OF A CAR. 

TIDE WATER OIL HAS TIED UP WITH MITSUBISHI OIL TO PROVIDE 

TECfHNOLOaiCALLY SUPERIOR LUBRICANTS. When Mirsuhishi Oil, one of the 

world’s technolo'gicat giants, came to India, they were looking 

for ^ partner as advanced as they were. Their search ended with 

Tide Water Oil. Today we produce Mitsubishi brand lubricants 

for all the new generation vehicles in India. To add to the wide 

range of other lubricants we’ve made since 1928. 

Perhaps the next time you’re looking at lubricants, you should be as 

particular as Mitsubishi Oil was. Tide Water Oil Co. (India) Ltd. 
LIVINO WITH LUSMICANTS. SINCC 192*. 

Y A member of til. Andrew Yul. Group. AAokers of Veedel and MITSUBISHI OIL in Indio. 



SHIV SENA 

The Tiger Purrs 
The Sena and BJP adopt a conciliatory stance towards Muslims 

By LEKHA RAHANANI T HERE'S change in llie air around 
'Maloshrn*', Shiv Sena chief Bal 
Thackeray's suburban residence. A 
number of Muslim leaders are kno¬ 
cking on a door they earlier avoi¬ 

ded. That, and the unprecedented visit last 
week of Ashral Jahangir Qazi, Pakistan's 
high commissioner to India, spoke volumes 
about the new Thackeray line. One which 
seeks to win over the minorities and pul 
behind the militant brand of Hindutva that 
has in the past converted elections in Mah¬ 
arashtra into a display of saffron muscle. 

From threats and derogatory references, 
Thackeray now suggests Hindus live "ami¬ 
cably" with Muslims. This from a man who 
six years ago when the Babri Masjid fell in 
Ayrxihya, praised his boys for a job well 
done. Now it's the iirand the more militant 
members of the Sangh parivar who're out¬ 
raged at his suggestion that a national mon¬ 
ument-including a temple, a masjid and a 
memorial to freedom fighter Mangal 
Pandey—be built at the disputed .site. 

Thackeray speaks of a tremendous respo- 

I nsc, not only from within Maharashtra, but 
also from Arab nations to both his changed 
approach and the nearly three years of riot- 
free government under the Sena-Bjp {.see int¬ 
erview). The BJP state unit too claims that 
Muslims have become less cautious and 
mote open to them. "For the first time, bip 

leaders were invited to not less than 100 
Iftar parties here. Till now no one was will¬ 
ing to even accept our greetings on Id," 
says city unit president, Kirit Somaiyya. 

According to Somaiyya, in a 2,000-sample 
survey conducted across Mumbai by the bjp 

last fortnight, about 3.t per cent Muslims 
were willing to consider the bjp. "This does¬ 
n't mean they'll vote for us. But at least 
they're not shutting us out any more, bjp 

posters, banners and we ourselves are gain¬ 
ing aaess to them and their areas," he says. 
Another survey on a similar-sized sample 
conducted in Mumbai Northeast, Pramod 
Mahajan's constituency which has a size¬ 
able Muslim and Dalit population, showed 
25 per cent of the Muslim electorate knew 
him and 10 per cent may even vote for him. 

In Mumbai itself, Muslims form nearly 10 
per cent of the electorate. While the Dalit 

“No More Fanaticism” 
Hal Thackeray speaks to Outlook about the reme Court which has been scratching 
Sena’s chang^ attitude towards Muslims. the Babri bite for five years. How long can 

riots, bloodshed continue? If Vajpayee's 
How has your tough oaU-Muslim building the Ram mandlr—go ahead. But 
stance, held for so long, changed? 11 no one can do anything, turn it into a 
How long can you sastain this enmity? national monument. Build a mandir. 
There were 2..5 crore Muslims in '47, today masjid and a martyr's plot—not for Indira 
they’re 20 to 25 crore—much more than or Rajiv, we’re fed up of them—but for 
Pakistan. Where're you going to drive them Mangal Pandey who fired the first shot 
out—Pakistan won't accept Aem. Will you for fmdom against the British, 
shoot them like Hitler killed the Jews? I.«t Is your changed view on Ayodhya 1 told him (Qazi) unless Pakistan proves its 
us stay amicably. No more fanaticism. No beuuse of the delay or Is It concilia- bonafidcs for good relations with my 
more, mine is mine and yours is mine. tlon with the Muslim community? country, 1 can't allow them to play here. I 
1$ this a new' colour and tone? I'm not wooing Muslims for votes. 1 told told him they must stop two things: the isi 
You can't keep sewing old chappais and George Fernandas this and asked him to sabotages—bomb blasts, extremists corn- 
wearing them. You have to get new ones, announce it. He did, but none took notice. Ing to Kashmir, even here to kill me. And 
Do yon still maintain there should be Hie vhp, iss and others In the Sangh seal the border—the extremists are roming 
a natiimal monument at Ayodhya? ]Nuivar have criticised your stand... in and creating havoc with Pakistan's ble- 
It's a very clear-cut statement. In'92 when Why bother about the Sangh parivar? 1 ssings. Unless you stop this and change 
Babri was demoll.shed, the Muslims got up only bother about my parivar (Shiv Sena), your attitude why should 1 allow the Paki- 
and said it was theirs. There were riots in My views are not based on parivars. stan teain to play here? 1 found him (QaziJ 
Mumbai. It's a religious and political ptob- How was your meeting with the nice. He conveyed the desire of his people 
lem. It was religious—it became political. Pakistani hi^ commissioner? and prime minister for change. I spoke of 
It was the government's responsibility to I'm not a fool to allow the Pakistani cricket Kashmir and said enough is enough. He 
solve it. But it passed the buck to the Sup- team to play here as some papers reported, said it would take time to solve but acc- 
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DURGAPRASAD 

epted what I said is right. 
Many Muslim leaders from the 
North are meeting yon. Is there a 
change In their views of you? 
They've underwood. Even Arab countries 
are sending me letters. They're very happy. 
It'll pay me dividends. Many Maslims are 
coming over to the Sena. There'vc been no 
communal riots here for three years. 
Won't this pale shade of saffron 
annoy yonr militant supporters? 
Till I am here, and after me, the response 
will always be there. 
Is It hccause milttant Hindntva may 
invite de-recognition from the EC? 

vote's been divided among factions backing 
different political parties, Muslims have 
mostly stood by the Congress, except in the 
last perils. In the post-Ayodhya riots that 
rock^ Mumbai, the Muslim community 
was mostly targeted by Shiv Sainiks, 
Memories of the blood.shed remain. It was 
the serial blasts that followed and the repre¬ 
ssive measures—including indiscriminate 
use of TADA—by the Sharad Pawai govern¬ 
ment that weaned Muslims away from the 
Congress. They've since found an alterna¬ 
tive in the Samajwadl Party (SP). The Cong¬ 
ress places its hopes on alliances to raise its 
seat tally from an ali-time low of IS out of 
48 seats in Maharashtra in the last elections. 
A poll understanding with the SP this time 
in Mumbai offers it hope of winning back 
the Muslim vote. Pacts are also being firmed 
with the Republican Party to brirtg the 
splintered Dalit vote within its fold. 

But the HU* and Sena too have trained their 
smiles on the Muslims. Not all are convin¬ 
ced. "Their claims are nonsense. Bal Thack¬ 
eray is never firm in his statements and eve¬ 
ryone knows their history. The (kmgress 
has done its best to st*e the secular vote isn't 
divided. They've realised the SP’s strength," 
says Sohali Lokhandwala, SP mu and can¬ 
didate from south-central Mumbai. 

Clearly, the Sena will have to do more than 
signal a mere change of heart. Whether its 
new line under a mellower Thackeray gets 
votes or not, it would mark a beginning in 
an area long vilified by the party. ■ 

It is a rule, what can we do? After spend¬ 
ing so much money, out candidates get 
disqualified. Why jump in the ditch? 
Don't you think a Congress-SP tie 
will consolidate Muslim votes? 
We never used to get Muslim votes. Now, 
there's terrific appreciation from them. 
What’s the m^ issue in your cam¬ 
paign this time? 
My suppliers are in })elhi—the main issue 
is the unauthorised leader that's .Sonia. 
Yon question her citizenship? 
It doesn’t mean people get a green card and 
do what they want. Therc're Bangladeshis 
here with voting rights—can you accept 
them? Why has she taken citizenship after 
20 years of marriage? We're not shameless 
to accept a whiteskin. I'll marry an Italian 
girl—will they make me president of Italy.^ 
Congress isn't protecting her as PM... 
They need not say it. This is the beginning. 
You can't avoid the thrill of ovation. I'll 
accept Rahul, Priyanka or Subhash Chan¬ 
dra Bose—but not Bose's German wife. 
What about the response she's got? 
The crowds are coming to see her. Let her 
go again to the same places—that would 
be response. The Sonia factor's zero, except 
to the leaderless, laddcriess Congress. 
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Drawing on o century of experience that spans 150 notions, New Holland, the 

world's leading manufacturer of tractors and ogriculturol machines, oims to help meet 

the new challenges posed by Indion agriculture. 

At our Design and Engineering Centre in Okhia, the 13lh in the world, we ore 

adapting our leading edge agricultural machinery technology to products ideally suited 

to Indio. Providing the best possible service, we have olreody launched premium quality 

Eord traJor parts to meet the needs of over 200,000 existing Ford tractor owners. 

Mew Holland Tractors (India) Pvt. Ltd., 210, Okhia Indaatr 



NOW WE'RE COMMITTED TO MEET 
THE CHALLENGES IN INDIA. 

Currently in the process of setting up our world-class manufacturing plont at 

Greater Noida (U.P), we aim to cater to the growing demond for high performance 

quality troctors. Offering the Indian formers the most advanced veisions of the populor 

Ford tractor, backed by new stondords of customer service. 

We ot New Holland aim to further develop our 25 year old commitment to Indian 

ogriculture. To help enhance form productivity by bringing world-class technology ot 

affordable prices to the Indian former. 

Area, Ptio-te III, New Delhi. Tel. - 011-6932207. Fax: 011-6932208. 
Making global technology 

work for the Indian farmer. 



UNITED STATES___ _ _____ 

Alleged affairs with White House aides makes Clinton’s position in the Paula Jones case shaky 

By LUOWINA A. JOSEPH in Washington. DC IS this just the beginning for US 
Presidenl Bill Clinton? The sexual 
harassment case against him has taken 
a turn for the worse with allegations of 
an affair with a twentysomething 

While House intern, Monica lewinsky. 
While in a deposition in the Paula Jones 
case on January 17, ('linton denied an 
affair with Lewinsky, he did admit to giv¬ 
ing her personal gifts. 

Jones has accused Clinton of unwanted 
sexual advances towards her in a Little Rock 
hotel room in 1991. And when Jones' lawy- 

also to liis attempts to prevent a more 
un.savoury portrayal of his private life from 
being etched into the pubic consciousness. 

The case against Clinton took another 
twist on January 21, with the sensational 
disclosure in the Washington Post and other 
newspapers that independent counsel 
Kenneth Starr has broadened his investiga¬ 
tion into aileged wrongdoing by Clinton 
to include a possible affair with a young 
White House intern. 

Starr was authorised to extend the probe 
into charges that Clinton and his advisor 
Vernon Jordan instructed the former 
intern, Lewinsky, 23, to lie to Jones' attor¬ 

neys about an affair with the president. 
While Starr's original mandate was to look 
at the complicated Whitewater deal involv¬ 
ing real estate transactions during Clinton's 
tenure as Arkansas governor, it has been 
expanded several times by the court to 
cover other incidents involving the presi¬ 
dent, including the firing of White House 
travel office employees and the improper 
collection of fbi background files on former 
Republican White House officials. 

The White House denied the latest alle¬ 
gations involving lewinsky and Clinton 
himself said in a January 21 interview: "1 
did not ask anyone to tell anything other 

M0NIC3A 

Clinton denies the affair with Monica 
Lewinsky but says he gave her gifts 

ers questionctl (3inton lor six hours 
on January 17, he bexame the first 
US president forced to testify while 
in otfice in a court case in which he 
is the defendant. These lawyers 
have investigated numerous rumo¬ 
urs of alliances and pro|X)sitions by 
the president. "We think tiiai it 
would he iiighly relevant if we were 
to prove at trial that there were other 
instances ol similar conduct," said 
Jones' attorney lames A. fisher on 1V. 

Attorneys on botii shies are now 
[(reparing arguments over whether 
tales of Clinton's pa.st should be 
revealed to jurorv-and, by extension, 
to the American public when the case 
goes to trial by jury in late May. The 
judge in the case, district judge Susan 
Webber Wright, is expected to rule on 
this shortly, flow she rules may prove 
pivotal not only to ti'.e (tresident's 
chances of staving off a civil verdict but 
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Samsonite presents 
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UNITED STA1ES 

than the truth. There is no improper rela¬ 
tionship and I intend to cooperate with 
this ir'quiry." Asked to elaborate, Clinton 
said: "It means that there is not a sexual 
relationship, an improper sexual relation¬ 
ship or any other kind of improper rela¬ 
tionship." In re.sponse to allegations that 
his friend Jordan may have told l.ewinsky 
to lie, Clinton responded; "He is in no way 
involved in trying lo get anylwdy to say 
anything that's not true at my request." The latest accusations rentre around 

tape recordings of conversations for¬ 
mer White House aide Linda I'ripp had 

with U’win.sky, in which the intern, who 
was 21 when she started working in the 
White Hou.se in 1995, descril)ed graphically 
her relationship with Clinton. Tripp worked 
in the Bush White House in an administrat¬ 

reckless, irresponsible nonsense." 
According to sources familiar with the 

case, some of the testimony collected so far 
focuses on the pre.sident's extramarital rela¬ 
tions. Gcnnifer Flowers, whose public acc¬ 
ount of an affair with Clinton rocked his 
1992 presidential campaign despite his 
denials, has testified about their relation¬ 
ship. Kathleen Willey, who once worked at 
the White House, testified against her will 
about a reported romantic encounter just 
outside the Oval Office, sources said. 
According to a news report, Willey was sub¬ 
poenaed by Jones' lawyers and tried to 
resist testifying but ultimately was forced to 
tell lier story' under oath. .She allegedly 
went to Clinton seeking a better job and he 
grabbed her, started kissing and groping her 

I 

Paula Jones on way to Clinton’s testimony I 
ive capacity and in the White 
House counsel's office in the 
early years of the Clinton 
administration. Iew]n.sky was 
a White House intern until 
spring 1996. Starr reportedly 
authorised that Tripp record 
the conversations with Lewi¬ 
nsky by wearing a hidden 
wire. News reports said there 
were tajies of more than l.S 
such conversation.%. 

A.sked in an interview if he 
was concerned about Starr's 
role in the allegations, Clin¬ 
ton said: "Well, that's a ques¬ 
tion the American people 
will have to ask and answer 
and the press will have to ask 
and answer, the bar will have 
to ask and answer, but it’s 
inappropriate for me to com¬ 
ment on it at this time." 
('.hallenged about the perc- 
eptions of a president lacking 
in moral leadership, Clinton said: "Well, 1 
think there is a lot of scrutiny and there 
should be; 1 think that’s important." 

White I louse reactions ranged from shock 
and disbeliet to glum resignation that Clin¬ 
ton was tacing pt'rhaps the most serious 
charges es'cr aimul tiis ctiaracter, on which 
Americans already liave doubts. Meanwhile, 
trom Hie time ot the deposition, several 
media stories detailing allegc-d C.linton [)ec- 
cadilloes have apiieared. i bs reported that 
four women had told lawyers of unsolicited 
sexual advances by Clinton. Sm'sweek 
weighed in with details from the account of 
one such witness, a former White House 
aide, ('.ommentators on aim discussed rep¬ 
orts that Nvmwek killed a more sensation¬ 
al story alleging a long-running tryst involv¬ 
ing Clinton while he has been president. 
Clinton’s attorney Robert Bennett angrily 
dismissed the torrent of talk as baseless. 
“Absolute nonsense," he said. "Absolute, 

Fomitr Clinton advisor 
Stopiianopouios says tiia 
latest charges, if true, 

could be politically 
damaging and may sat off 

an Impeachmont bid. 

and said: "I’ve always wanted to do that." 
State Trooper Danny Ferguson has also 

testified that he escorted one Arkansas 
woman to.meet C.linton at least four times 
after he was elected president in 1992, 
including once at an early morning hour 
just day's before he took his presidential 
oath. Yet the sources said the woman main¬ 
tains the encounters were all innocent. 

How Clinton responded to all of this dur¬ 

ing his January 17 deposition is not reli¬ 
ably known. As he did in court papers, he 
denied harassing Jones and maintained he 
could not recall meeting her, sources said, 
although he did not dispute Ferguson's 
account of bringing her to see him in an 
office suite he rented at Little Rock's 
Excelsior Hotel during a state conference 
on May 8, 1991. Ferguson testified last 
month that Jones wanted to meet Clinton 
and later offered to be “the governor's girl¬ 
friend", which she denies. 

Speaking on TV after the deposition, 
Jones' lawyer said she might accept an artf¬ 
ully worded apology in addition to $2 mil¬ 
lion to settle the case. "We are not asking 
for the President to grovel," he said. "But we 
think there should be some accountability." 

The impact of the latest allegations on 
Clinton's reputation and credibility and on 

the presidency is far from I clear. While late-night talk 
show hosts are still making 
much of his reputation as a 
shameless adulterer, a recent 
Gallup poll showed him tap¬ 
ping the public's list ol men 
they "most admired". During 
the 1996 presidential camp¬ 
aign a Post pull found a solid 
majority saying Clinton did 
not have "high personal 
moral and ethical standards," 
even as he was coasting to re- 
election. A more recent Post 
poll showed that 52 per cent 
were uncertain whether they 
belitwed Jones. The other halt 
was split between those who 
believe Jones and those who 
think she is lying—but that 
78 per cent said the allega- 
tioirs had not affected their 
opinion of Clinton. 

Will Clinton's celebrated 
ability to prosper amid sexual and finan¬ 
cial controversies someday falter? The dif¬ 
ference now is that the Jones case, as it 
heads towards trial, promises lo put much 
of his Arkansas past in a forum where it 
may not be pirssibic for most Americans to 
ignore. The allegations regarding Lewinsky 
and Willey have further muddied the 
waters. Privately, some White House offi¬ 
cials express dismay about having lo 
defend Clinton against allegations of an 
affair with a woman just a few years older 
than this own daughter. 

George Stephanopoulos, political analyst 
for aik; News and one-time senior counsel¬ 
lor to Clinton, said about the gravity of the 
latest charges involving Uwinsky: "These' 
are probably the most serious allegations 
yet levelled against the president. There's 
no question that if they're true, they're not 
only politically damaging but could lead to 
impeachment proceedings.” ■ 
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Graplms by ANOOP KAMATH 

Phonies Stay Underground 
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When’S Paytime? 

REMEMBER Rajesh Khanna, 
the superstar of the 1970s and 
the y-a-w-u of the '80s? He 
has almost become the star 
defaulter of the '90s, and 
threatens to steal the show 
from the list of big-time defa¬ 
ulters. Credit card companies, 
income tax authorities and 
even his day-to-day purchases 
from corner shops, are all fac¬ 
ing problems getting their 
dues from the former roman¬ 
tic rajah. Add to his list of 
creditors the directorate of 
estates to which he is to pay a 

substantial sum for his exte¬ 
nded stay in Delhi when he 
was allotted an official resi¬ 
dence in his capacity as a 
member of Parliament and a 
retail outlet from which he 
recently walked out with 
eight pairs of shoes. Wonder 
who tile former superstar pur¬ 
chased his doors from since, 
given the number of people 
banging on them, they still 
haven't given way. 

The Rebel Niche 
CRACKING the Indian con¬ 
sumer psyche has proved to, 
be a tough nut for multina- 
tiorfal companies, many of 
wiiich arc still trying to gel 
their act together. The latest 
reinvent ion is an aggressive 
marketing strategy to tap 
young rebels, by positioning 
brands for the irreverent, defi¬ 
ant, ruthless and cool guys— 
that is, the 18-24 year olds. 
Bausch and bomb has recen¬ 

tly launched the Killer Loop 
range of eyeglasses, with 
brand names like Pandemon¬ 
ium and Revolt. Costing 
between Rs 2,660 and Rs 
4,450, they are aimed at the 
weird and the well-heeled. 
Not too far behind is Bene¬ 
tton, with its own range of 
glasses. These brands are not 
aimed at those who aspire for 
foreign brands Imt those who 

are 'already there’. While llic 
mass market has slumn ;iic 
thumbs down to llu-sc prod¬ 
ucts, both coin(Wiiii's insist 
and arc confideni that a 
niche market exi.sts. Call it a 
.strategy with a rebel yell. 

ECONOMY: After policy' 
ftiiwe In power, tel^m 

and ports, now lt*s the ship- 
buUdhik Industry that waits 
for Godot, last wedk, the 
govtfnment set up a bi^- 
powa—whatever ttoit 
means^-commlttee to evo¬ 
lve a stflp4niikling policy. 
Its terms of reference: impr¬ 
ove the industry's order 
boede portion, recommend 
steps to modtfnise and ana- 
nge soft loans to sMpyards. 
But Ute all committees, this 
one too might end up as a 
hee, hlj^-ptofile lunchyard. 

COWORATE: The fortu¬ 
nes of the Bhubanesh¬ 

war-based, state-owned .alu- 
minium leader National 
Aluminium Company 
(NAUX)) are in for a ^endld 
turnaround: by September 
*98, this compiuiy's debt 
will be zero. As a result of a 
(fouble devaluation of the 
rapee In early ’90s, naico's 

long-term borrowings jum¬ 
ped from Rs 1,679 ooie in 
'89 to Rs 2,603 crore In '93. 
That it survived in an open 
market is remarkable. That 
it did so without going into 
the red, and is now going 
ahead with a Rs 4,000-ctore 
expansion plan, even better. 

M.ARKEIS: sebi plans to 
regulate unsolicited rat¬ 

ings—buy, sell, hold—given 
to companies by publica¬ 
tions. A welcome change, 
given the number of rags 
which in the garb of press 
are misleading investors. 
sEBi's problem: comments 
on stocks by publications 
are treated as information 
by investors. What needs to 
be done is to differentiate 
between information and 
opinion and the latter con¬ 
trolled—'freedom of the 
press' notwithstanding. 

Almost two out of evwy five people travelling by Indian railways do so without a tic¬ 

ket. In a rocant 3.8 per cant increase In checking ticketless travelisis, the railways 

garnsred Rs 58 crore, by fining 48 lakh freeloaders. Had the checkings increased to 33 

per cant, the Rs 500 crore ralsad could have serviced its additional wage burden. 
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ChaitanVa 
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Presenting Shantiniketan. 

An environmenlally controlled, fully integrated Ujwnship, rising imposingly 

on the lush green plains of Whitefield. That is in every which way 

a true paradise. And just a pleasant drive from the hustling 

city of Hangalore. 

This state-of-the-art township has been envisioned by 

Chaitanya Properties Pvt. Ltd and Unitech Ltd. Arcop As.sociate.s, are the 

an hitects of Shantiniketan. And the land.scaping is exclusively designed 

by Paul Fricdbuig, the man who transformed New York. 

Now thal you have an inkling of the impressive names behind 

Shantiniketan, let's take a guided tour of its infrastructure and facilities : 

• Ultra modern apartment complexes • Commercial complexes 

• Convention centres • Multiplex cinema halls • Mini auditoriums 

• Schools • Hospitals • Five star hotel • Shopping malls • Landscaped 

gardens • Senior citizen's club • Swimming pools • Clubs • Close lo 

the Singapore Technology Park, Container Depot and Export 

Promotion Zone 

You've just browsed through the kind of infrastructure that w ill make any 

city proud. The fact that all these will Ik* anaind your apartiiK iit, shout.! 

make Shantiniketan the best place in the Solar sv.siem. lot you 

and your family. 

Shantiniketan 
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- 
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-^Bookings for Residential & Business Complex open.- 

Call Mr Ka|a.shi'karan (mnliilc) 9845(1-Mi LnshnakuinarliitoliilclWiSO-IKTiii 
ShantInikcUui. Sadaramanital, Wliitcficld Ruad. Mahaclov-ipiir.i PO. ll.inRaloi'.--5()0 (mh iMi (OHOiH-iloWi, TelcLi.x H'ilo3>)| 
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Yes. tell me more about 
Name:.Address., 
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GOLD 

WHAT ARE YOU LUSTING 
Gone are the days when the yellow metal could hedge you against inflation or bad times 

By GAUTAM CHIKERMANE 

• Gold price touches 18 1/2 year low.— 

Newspaper headline, January' 12,1998 

• Gold may go down another 10-IS per 

iCMi.—Mark Faber, known as Hr Doom, a 

Hong Kong-based investment consuitant 

• ITte question for 1998 is not if the price will 

rehound, hut when it will rpfwund.—Williams 

de Broe, member, London Stock Exchange 

• Buy...huy...buy...l—Huge queues outside 

Indian gold shops I T started on August IS, 1971. As India 

was celebrating its 24th Independence 

Day, on the other side of the globe, US 

president Richard Nixon was changing 

the rules of the global economy. Faced 

with a massive negative trade balance and 

a high unemployment rate, Nixon, sweat¬ 

ing visibly, announced that he was taking 

the US dollar oft the gold .standard. No 

longer was the value of a currency depen¬ 
dent upon the country's gold resers'cs. 

Within two years of Nixon’s historic step, 

mo.st other countries had followed suit, 

floating their currencies. India too. Mean¬ 

ing, the value of the Indian nipee was jud¬ 

ged against a basket of currencies, and not 

on the tonnage of gold held by the rbi. 

The Death of Mystique: The price of gold 

should ideally have crashed right then. 

That it has taken more than two-and-a-half 

decades to fall is actually amazing. In the 

sub-continent, the issue is more serious 

tlian money: it involves sentiments. The 

iiiangalsutra is of gold, every housewife 

measures her net wortli in gold. Pawning 

gold bangles, and the accompanying emo¬ 
tional upheavals have been the pivot-point 

ol Indian commercial cinema. Even as you 

read these lines, thousands in Chennai are 

celebrating Pongal by buying gold: up 

north, the marriage season is in heat; all 

over, a child is born; the gold rush is on. 

“Gold has been associate with our civil¬ 

isation since time immemorial," said com¬ 

merce secretary p.p. Prabhu, last August, at 

a conference organised by the World Gold 

Council. “And notwith.standing all import 

restrictions, we seem to have accumulated 

high stocks of gold over the centuries," 

India, however, is not alone in restricting 

gold trade. According to Bannock Cons¬ 

ulting's An Overview of Reguiatory Barriers to i 
the World Gold Trade, there arc only two 

genuinely free gold markets in the world; 

Dubai and Hong Kong. 

India banned the import of gold in 1947. 

In 196T, the Gold Control Act was intro¬ 

duced, which put limits on gold holdings, 

Thtra are only two reasons 

for gold grioes to rise: a 
return to the gold 

standard, and the closure 
of gold mines. Both are 

equelly unlikely. 

and licensed all gold transactions. This 

drove the industry underground, and by 

putting the clause that all dealers needed 

to operate from one Uxation only, fragm¬ 
ented it. As a result, there are 2;f lakh small 

dealers ()]X'iating in the country today, and 

no large players, no wide di.stribution. 

As a result, Indians generally pay about 

10-1.S jx-r cent higher price tor the gold 

they buy—tfie unofficial hawala prentium 

has to be factored in—an excess that adds 

up to Rs 4,fKM) emre every year. With prices ] 

failing, the traditional Indian psychological 

.security linked to it is going haywire. A 

hedge against inflation? Not gold: against a 

rather low inflation rate of under .S per 

cent, the price of 10 grams of gold is cur¬ 

rently quoting at Rs 3,985, down 18 per 

cent over the last year. Adjusted for infla¬ 

tion, the fall is as high as Zi per cent. 

After the stock debacle, the fixed deposit 

defaults, and falling real estate, the last 

investment standing? Not gold. Gold is 

more like a pariah fur investors right now. 

i Which is what gold analyst Richard M. 

Plomboy, no, Phrmboy Capital Corpora¬ 

tion, stated in October at an investment 

conference: "I have found that when 1 talk 

about gold, some peirple walk out, some 

take out their newspapers, others wonder 

what’s for lunch. In short, it's not politica¬ 

lly correct to have anytliing good to say 

about gold." Ihe last 12 months has seen 

the international price ot gold tall by 25 per 

cent to $287 per ounce. 

Banks Have Mora Fun: The major reason is 

tliat central banks across the planet are 

planning to sell their gold holdings. 

Australia hopes to sell 167 tonnes, Latin 

America is waiting to take the lead, and 

mosMmportant, Switzerland tias announ¬ 

ced plans of putting its 1,4(K) tonnes of 

reserves into the market, for which the 

country will vote in 1999. There's a formi¬ 

dable 36,000 tonnes of yellow metal titat 

the world’s central banks own. If they 

clUKise to sell, there wouldn't be much dif- 

fc,''cncc Iretween gold and gravel. Accord¬ 

ing to Williams de Broe, member, London 

Stock E.xchange, central bank selling is 

"clearly the largest worry hanging over the 

gold market". 

Curiously, banks selling gold has been a 

regular feature of the bullion bazaar for the 

last two decades, and on an average, these 

] banks have been putting around 400 tonnes 

! of the yellow metal in the market every 

I year. Two obvious questions arise: one, why 
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FOR, A COMMODITY? 
is the price of gold plummeting so sharply 
today, when the central banks have been 
sellers for 20 years? And, how long and how 
low before the downtrend peters out? 

The second question first. According to 
Plombuy, the central banks have sold much 
of what they want to sell, and sentiment is 
at its worst—jwsf fhe right catalyst, for 
investment demand. And Williams de Broe 
concludes in a recent report: "We expect 
the gold price to Iwunce to the $360-400 
range during the first half of 1998." 
PromiSB to Pay; Behind Plomboy and de 
Broe is the one most compelling force that 
should push the price: faltering paper 
markets. Nixon's greatest contribution to 
society has been just that: the creation of 
an entirely difterent financial system— 
completely alienating gold. As a result, 
gold in Its historical role as a currency is 
iundamentally incompatible with the 
modern worldwide financial system based 
on a 'Promise to Pay'. Take that Rs 100 
note out of your wallet, and look at it 
closely. Is it Rs 100? No. On it, the rbi gov¬ 
ernor simply stales, "I promise to pay the 
bearer the sum of one hundred rupees." 
The promise is not backed by anything 
material like a gold reserve. 

niis currency system depends for its func¬ 
tioning on taith. A faith that this debt that 
the Kill owes you will be paid srrmeday. 'I'ril- 
lions of dollars of such debt is being issued 
world over. This system was set up because 
i-conomies grew faster than gold could fina¬ 
nce. More money than was available was 
nealiil to fuel the financial system, which 
in turn financed businesses that produced 
everything from cars to combs and emplo¬ 
yed millions of pc^ople in scores of nations. 
What Gold Really Is: The crucial |X)int is: if 
gold is not money anymore, then it’s*just 
another metal, a commodity. And that’s 
the way you have to Itxtk at it. If you yet sec 
gold as another name for money, you'll 

have to wait for the unlikely .scenario when 
the world returns to the gold standard. 

Or when the gold mines close down, 
leading to a shortage of the metal. Already, 
miners are feeling the pinch; their cost of 
mining gold Is higher than its selling price. 
At stake are hundreds of thoasands of jobs 
in South Africa, Australia and the US—a 
politically unviable proposition. Will 
Uncle Sam allow it? Unlikely. 

Whether its price rises—as the gold min¬ 
ing companies through their mouthpiece 
the World Gold Council would have you 
believe—or whether it falls—as others are 
convinced—is only a minor detail. Spe¬ 
culators are picking it up, thinking it's 
touched its nadir. Smart investors are 
tracking it closely, just like they follow 
stocks, bonds and other commodities. But 
in India, the world's largest gold consumer, 
economics has no place: you just go to the 
market and satisfy your lust. ■ 

Graphic by AWOOPKAMATH 
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Mathrubhumi is by far Kerala’s finest paper for content & style. Attracting 

63,44 lakh readers. The Mathrubhumi profile is intelligent, cultured, social. This 

high potential audience can be targeted far; far more cost electively. 

To the media planner, we are a more precise vehicle. Region specific editions 

including a Gulf edition allow you to target your high sales region in colour 

Icirget Group Readership per '000 Cost per '000 (Rs.) 

Mathrubhumi Nearest 
Competitor 

Mathrubhumi Nearest Competitor 

Col. B&W Col. B&W 

All Adults (RS.3001+) 651 627 2.27 1.20 3.11 1.56 

Industrialists / Businessmen / 
Small Businessmen/ Professionals / 
Sr. &Jr. Executives 245 240 6.04 3.18 8.13 4.06 

Ail Adults (25*44 yrs.) 2272 2655 0.65 0.34 0.73 0.37 

SourDes:IRS^&NSS(U-t-fQ 

Our other publications : Mathrubbuini Illustrated Weekly, GribaIakshini,.Chjttbrabfanmi, Madinibhuml ThozbU vartha, Mathj 



with no wastage. But that’s not all, Mathrubhumi has a far deeper relationship 
with readers. A unique one of a kind database in the world! It covers 4.5 lakh 
reader households (out of 6.5) in minute detail including ownership of durables - 
TV, AC, Refrigeratoi; Music System, Kitchen Equipment, 2 Wheelei; Cat, Ttelephone, 
Generatoi; Credit Card... even ownership of properly. So it’s going mass with direct 
precision. Add all this up and you’ll realise why our circulation grew by 1.6 lakhs 
over the last 3 years - by comparison our nearest competitor grew by a 
more modest 1.3 lakh's (ABC Jan/June ’94 - ABC Jan/June ’97). 

For 75 years, we have been the real Kerala. Where readers go, shouldn’t 
advertisers follow? 

Don’t go to Kerala. Without Mathrubhumi. 

Vtdyaraagfcm. 
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...and the power to preserve the peace 



ELECTIONS '98_ 

The Congress is no longer 
on the defensive about the 
reforms and says it sticks 
by what it started 

ByNEERJAPAWHAJETLEY 
with ARINDAM MUKHERJEE_ The end of guilt. If there is one 

message tliat the Congress elec¬ 
tion manifesto communicates 
about the party's thought proces¬ 
ses on the economic agenda, it is 

this. "The Congress is no longer defensive 
about economic reforms," .says Congress 
joint secretary Jairam Ramesh. "For a long 
time, the Congress believed that it had lost 
the 1996 elections because of economic 
reforms. Actually, it was not the reforms, 
hut corruption and bad {xrlitical judge¬ 
ment in states like Tamil Nadu." 

On most economic i.ssues, the Congress 
manifesto is explicit; full steam ahead with 
reforms. Compare this with the 1996 one 
which hardly said anything on economic 
policy. One reason for this was that the man 
who was sup^wsed to write the chapter on 
the economy, P. Chidambaram, had left to 
form the fni while the manifesto was still 
lx?ing written. But the deeper reason was 
growing doubt in the Cxmgress leadership 
that the economic reforms had alienated 
the common voter from the party. For the 
last hvo years of the Narasiinha Rao govern- 

“Our politicians 
money grows on 
Former finance minister Manmohan Singft on swadeshi, pop- How were the CF’s reforms different from yours? 
ulism, economic vision and prime ministerial aspirations. Eighty per cent of the common minimum programme was a car¬ 

rying forward of what we had done. The Bje, l.eft and UF' talk of 
The left and the H|P say that your reforms have led to an alternative paradigm. They have none. Tfiey arc just dotting 
fohlessness, scams, rural-urban divide. the i's and crossing the i s. 
There is no evidence to suggest that liberalisation has led to job- How do yon rate the LF government's performance? 
lessness. Planning Commission data suggests that jobs have been Although they put their names to the common minimum progr- 
increasing es’ery year since 1991. Oitics, therefore, are mouthing amme, some of the 14 parlies had reservations. So when il came 
their prejudices. As for scams the securities scam had its origins to implementing some ol me reforms, they got togged down, 
in 1986. h was the by-product of over-regimented, unenfoneable One of the biggest faiinres of reforms has bwn the ina- 
systems in jvhich banks were restricted from lending to more blUty to kkkstarl private investment In infrastructure, 
profitable areas. Reforms have actually improved the terras of The infrastructure problem cannot to solved only by private inv- 
trade for agriculture. A 1 per cent improvement adds Rs 8,(X)0 estment. We need strong public sector prewnce. But it will never 
crore to agricultural Income. Even the Incidence of poverty has have the resources if it runs at a loss. 'Eariff reforms are a must, 
declined. The national sample survey 1993-94 substantiates this. People mast pay. Politicians think money grows on trees. 
What about the anxiety that mes will swallow np But isn't Congress the high priest of populism? 
domestic companies and brands? The Congress might have created it but the time has come when 
In a.dynamic economy, there will be some buyouts. We have a we no longer can live with this competitive populism, 
transparent takeover code to take care of well-managed compa- Your name has been mentioned for prime ministership, 
nies. Managements cannot take for granted that they have a There are many senior and comjietent leaders in our party. I am 
franchise for life. However, to prevent monopolistic islands, we only a newcomer into politics. 1 am content where 1 am. 1 am 
need strong anti-monepoly legislation. not aspiring for the PM's job. 
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ELECTIONS '98 

tTiL’nl, ever situe the Congress fared badly in 
four assembly polls, reforms had been more 
O' less on hold; economic policy concen¬ 
trated instead on curbing money supply lo 
slash inflation and bring down prices, and 
so win the l‘>96 lx>k Sabha elections. 

The result: prices did not come down, 
throttled money supply caused a credit 
squec^e and slowdown in industrial 
growth, and the Congress did 
not even make it in the jiotis. 

This time round, the parts' has 
freed itself from the mid-'9()s 
ghosts and decided to be specit- 
ic about most i.ssues. If voted to 
power, it will delicense all indu¬ 
stries except those important 
for defence and strategic pur¬ 
poses. It will make the Insura¬ 
nce Regulatory Authority a stat¬ 
utory' bixly. It will ofien up the 
health insurance and pensions 
businesses to Indian companies 

lx)th in the public and private sector, and 
lile insurance over the next two or three 
years. Joint ventures will be allowed with 
majority equity with Indian companies. 

It will give full autonomy to the Reserve 
Bank of India to maintain prices. It will "ser¬ 
iously and systematically implement the 
recommendations of the Disinvestment 
Commission". Disinvestment proceeds will 

not be u.sed to meet gaps in budgetary reso¬ 
urces. Says former finance minister Manr lo- 
han Singh: "We have had a disinvestment 
commission to identify areas to be priva¬ 
tised up to 74 per cent. I would tike an aui- 
otiomous body like that to have the man¬ 
date, authority and power that ensums that 
the recommendations arc implemented. We 
need an expandcHi programme of privatisa¬ 

tion to find resources for the 
social sator, to retire part of the 
public debt and to fund high- 
priority public sector activities." 

Observers am taken aback. "I 
am surprised that the Congress 
has decided to push the econo¬ 
mic reforms in its election man¬ 
ifesto," says economist Bibek 
Debroy. "And the programme is 
well detailed and fleshed out. 
Sir Humphrey Appleby would 
nrrt have approved." 
The important change that the 

“I'm surprissd tlia 
Congress has decided to 

push reforms in its 
manifesto,'* says 

ocoiiomist titiek Oabroy. 
“And tile programme is 

well detaiied.'' 
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JITENOtR GUPTA 

«Foi«i^ hwwtmmt No resMe^s on imiusttles that foreign 
\ investors oan get into 

•hnoraiiWfifintisatiM Health Insurance to be openM up ’ 
Immediate life insurance in 2-3 years. 
Majority Indian controi in joint ventures 

a Full rupee convertibility Yes. but at India's own pace 

■ Subsidies To be retargeted so that only rich 
farmers do not benefit 

■ Ftftrign trate Export thrust; follow WTO norms 

aAgrfduRitre Grant industry staUis; increased 
investment rural Infrastructure 

manifesto inake.s in the direction of reforms 
is in taking liberalisation to rural and agric¬ 
ultural Inciia. Saysjairam: "F.arlicr, the refo- 
rras wete addressing the inelficiendes ot tlie 
modern sector. The need now is to focus on 
rural areas." So the Congress .says il plans to 
give industry status to agriculUirt. It will str¬ 
engthen the agriailtural c'edit system to 
increase the flow of credit to farmers. It will 
also launch "a massive programme of aeat- 
ing rural infrastructure”, including building 

AMOOPKAMATH 

all-weather roads connecting all villaws In 
2(XX). "Investment is the key to coi.iinis' d 
agricultural growth,” says the manilislo. 

"We nec*d to project that jxiverts cannot 
be eradicated through mid day meal sche¬ 
mes and mixar yniiitis." sa\s lairam, 'but 
only by increasing inve tinent in rural inf¬ 
rastructure, credit, agricultural research 
and extension." But the manifesto is silent 
on the modalities of this increased invest¬ 
ment. Will it be through the state govern- 

iMviiis; nui iiiey nase no moms, tnd .'.i 

way, the principal problem widi s 'cli go... 

intentions has always bevn ,it the .■ ;i. 
tion stage, when petty cormption u\\- 
over and the schemes ciegenerate. 

, "The Congress irackage is courage ous, ' 
says Debroy. He lists several sections ol .son 
ety which will be angered by the manifesto. 
One, some sections of Indian induslr). I'he 

manifesto is rather vague on what a 
Congress government will do to look alter 
domestic industry's comfietitive interests. 
All it says is that "the Congress will ensure 
that Indian companies are given every sup¬ 
port to compete effectively with foreign 
companies at home and abroad”. Also, the 
manifesto's promise that the Congress gov¬ 
ernment will help Indian comjianies estab¬ 
lish their brands abroad is unlikely to cut 
any ice. After all, dozens of Indian brands 
have already been bought over by transna¬ 
tional corporations in India, so talk about 
establishing Indian brands iilvmi could 
look like plain lip service to a lot of people. 
"The swadeshi flavour, which indastrs’ has 
been lapping up," says Debniy, "is niLssing.” THK Congress says it does not believe in 

allowing foreign direct investment in 
some industfies and not in others. “We 

prefer investments in infrastructure, hi-tec- 
hnology and export-orienled industries,” 
says Manmohan. "Bui as the economy exp¬ 
ands, tix) many restrictions will only make 
it difficult to police them. There is the argu¬ 
ment against loreign investment in con¬ 
sumer goods. The question is, if these indus¬ 
tries arc tii-tech and create jobs and export 
opjwrtunities, why not'/ 1/xik at China, It 
has become a glolial pl.iyer on the slR'iigth 
of simple consumer gixids exixirts." 

But what alxiui a level playing field lor 

domestic .nid loreign industry'/ "I underst¬ 

and and emp,i!liiM with ilie demand,” says 

Manmoli.m ''Douiestic players have limit¬ 

ed staying i ap.k 'l\ i he need therelore is in 

ptisli linaiK i.il leloi'Missotluit liKal industry 
c.iii get 'o.iii'. .It low rales of mieiesi ane 

(.o-npee v. ;!h loieigii companies. Also, 

inlMsUe-iiiii- needs to lie improved so that 

ti.'-'i .1'. iirst-class rotids, |X)rts and (Kiwei 

•. ...rms. I esel playing field is llierefore not 

. ri ..igumenl tor pusiiing back to the pie- 

dierulisation era but to push reforms and 

greater transparency. I.iberalisatioii, proper¬ 

ly calibrated, will give Indian imiustry more 
ellKiw room to survis'e and flourish." 

(.an'l argue with tiial logic, at least in tlie- 
ory, but will that satisfy Indian industrial¬ 
ists.' Organised laiiout tix) may be aiisel liy 
the manife-sto’s views on delicensing indus¬ 
tries, hanking sector relonn and opening up 
insurance. Urge tanners will (lossihly be 
incensed by this sentence in llie manitesto: 
“Farm prosfx'rity cannot be sicstaiiied mer¬ 
ely on the basis ot subsidies that iK'iielit a 
small section of the farming community.” 
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Cvery time you walk down the 

corridors frequented by some of 

the world's most distinguished people, 

you hear history whispering around 

every corner. 

Ashok tlitf* Hotels .it ; New Delhi : Ashok Hotel & l-lotel Samr.il. Bangalore : Hotel Ashok. Calcutta ; Hotel 
For Resci v.mon CoriUe t Ashok Insl-iiil Reservation Service it ■ • New Delhi : Ph.: 91 I I - 3 344^29 f.xtn. 18S4, 18S6, 573S5.S/. Fax ; 91 
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The hull where Helmut Kohl dJdressetl :in auui 

giilhcring. Or Fidel Castro raised a toast to liido Ctihati 

friendship. Or the room from where Julius Nycrerc 

got the first glimpse of the world's 

largest democracy. Or where 

Barbara Cartland conceived another plot. You'll find 

.stories about the world's distinguished people at every 

step in the regal corridors ot the Ashok. \ tradition that 

continues to this day. And why not, when we are used 

to playing host to the world everyday, it's only natural 

that we measure up to the finest standards. In the luxury 

we offer, the cuisine we create, the care we lavish and the 

courtesy we extend. It's all theic foi you to c.xperiencc 

at any of the Ashok Elite hotels. At New Pelhi, Bangalore, 

Calcutta, Kovalam and Mysore. .Step in. and you'll 

he tre.ited like royalty. 

After all. it's a habit with us. 

9 
_AslK)k_ 
ELITE 

HOTELS 

The l^oyal Life Continuo. 

• Iipoit Ashok. KovF.lam : Kovalam Ashok Beach Resort. Mysore • l.alilh.t Mahal Palace Hotel. 
I 3345167. Bangalore : Ph. : 91-80-2269462, 2250202, fax : 91-80-2250033 • Calcutta : Ph. ,91-33 2825254, 2^5208. fax 91-33- 
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ElECTIONS ’98 

TTiough the bjp's economic agenda is still 
unclear, given the pressure groups within 
the Sangh piarivar, the one thing the bjp 

seems to be adamant about is renegotiating 
the World Trade Organisation (wit)) treaty if 
it comes to power. The bii’ fwls that the win 

is a First World weapon to establish a total 
economic stranglehold on developing cou- 
ntrii>s and wants to link up with like-mind¬ 
ed nations and pressure the wio to change 
many terms and conditions of tlie treaty. 

THK Ooiigress is ei|uaily clear about 
what it will do on this issue if it comes 
to power. "Ttrere is no question of 

renegotiating the wio. We have made inte¬ 
rnational obligations and we have to fulfill 
them," says Jairam. "The Congress stand is 
as simple as that. We have to change our 
patent laws, intrmluce product patents and 
we have 10 years to move in that direction." 

“Where are these like-minded countries 
the RIP is talking about?” adds Manmohan. 
"Asian countries were supposed to argue 
along with India on labour standards and 
other issues but they went ahead and signed 
the vvio at tlie Singa|)ore summit. Persona¬ 
lly, I think India has much to gain from lib¬ 
eral market access. If the world trading envi¬ 
ronment becomes more protectionist, it will 
hurt our ex|)orts. When fieople talk of rene¬ 
gotiating wro, they think we will tie able to 
restrict imports while others will continue 
to provide market access for our exports. 
That world existed in the '.SOs and '60.s. It's 
dead and gone tixlay. Our bargaining power 
is anyway very low considering tlic tyjK of 
goods we export: garments, textiles, leather. 
They can be imixirted from anywhere. Peo¬ 
ple who talk of renegotiating haven’t really 
thought of the consequences. If there is no 
WIO. the law of jungle will prevail. Big eco¬ 
nomic powers will control the world." 

Where Manmohan advocates caution is 
on full convertibility of the rupee. Here, a 
c ongress government would tread a lar 
more wary path than Chidambaram may 
have it the UF government had lasted its 
full term. "We iu*ed to take measured steps," 
he says. T 'niess the fiscal system is in gotxl 
shajK, tile balance ol payments situation is 

Above the Rest? 
The Congress manifesto has nothing good to say about its rivals ON Rigional Partin: "By their very larly bad (in the Left-ruled states).... A 

nature, regional parties...can never cadre raj has been established destroy- 
rise above local ethnic considera- ing the established administrative 

tions,... They incite narrow linguistic or machinery." 
ethnic sentiments. Very soon, these On thn Janata Dal: "it is a collection of 
agendas become a recipe for economic disparate groups and embittered individ- 
disaster and social turmoil.... In the uals driven by egos. It can hardly be 
event of a conflict between national called a serious political formation, 
and regional or local interest, teg- Like an amoeba, it lives on splitting 
ional parties will choose the latter itself into smaller and smaller 
to the detriment of India as we |y^ groups, its platform of social justice 
know it and cherish it." The i$...just a misleading cover for 
manifesto mentions three the practice of divisive 
parties by name—the caste politics." 
inp, the Aop, and the On tin bjp: "Wc must 
Shiromani Akali Dal. warn the people of 
Not the Rjn and the 
Satnajwadi Party. dom-loving country 
On the Left Parties; that fascist forces 
"The Left Front has |B capture power 
ruined West Bengal )■ through democratic 
that was one of the processes at the ini- 
premier industrial tial stage.... The rss- 

states in the country controlled, VHP-dri- 
prior to 1977 (when the ven, Bajrang Dai-influ- 
I.eft came to power in the enced iijp is...manipulating 
state). Most industries are sick demcx;racy to subvert it fmal- 
and obsolete. New investment is ibfan hussain ly.... The kk and the bjp are the 
a trickle. Doublespeak is (the Left's) exemplars of the politics of hate.... The 
characteristic, it opposes all sensible similarities with the Nazis of the 19;t0s 
policies in Parliament but its state gov- arc strftdng. The campaign methods arc 
ernments try to attract new businesses similar. The slogans are similar. The 
from abroad and other parts of India.... approach to winning support from the 
The law and order situation is particu- educated is similar." 

heallhy, intlation is under control and the 
banking system can take the rigours of a 
comjK'titive and open economy, you can¬ 
not move to capital account convertibility. 
There can be no pre-delermincd time [K'ricKl 
tor this." So, given that India is set for either 
a KiP-lcd or a ('ongress-led government, it is 
highly unlikely that the Tarapore commit¬ 
tee recommendations of lull convertibilitv 

by the year 2001) will be followed. 
As things stand, the t’ongress's economic 

think tank is making all the right noises. 
"Tile state ot piil)lic finances is horrend¬ 
ous -both at tlie Centre and in the slates," 
says Jairam. "The pro|Kirtion of develop¬ 
ment e.xjx’tiditure lias bwH dwindling over 
tile years. Tlie fiscal deficit is very high—il 
miglit have been bmuglit down to 4 fH‘r 
cent ttirougl) vots, etc, but tlie real wav to 

For the last two 
years of the Rao 

government, 
reforms hafi been 
put on hold. Now 
the party has rid 
Itself of the mid- 

’90s ghost. 

SWAPAN NAYAK bring it down is to rc-orient ex[)enditure 
i Iroin consumf)tioii to investment. The 
: problem is ttiat the Indian politician does 
I not believe in fiscal pnidence. 1 le thinks the 
' state is a kamdlienu and you can keep milk- 
i ing it. .So the cornerstone of any economic 
I policy for any goveriimenl has to be fiscal 
I discipline. This level of government borro- 
I wing and spending is unsustainable." Cons- 
1 picuous by its absence in the maiiife.sto is 
I Sitaram Kesri's j)ei scheme of a Rs .S(K)-[)er- 
I month dole to all unemployed Indians. 
I The question of course is: How likely are 
I these good intentions to i)e translated into 
i government policy.' ■ 







Sketch bv RANI '. 

EXCLUSIVE 

Kanu Gandhi; Bapu's great-grandnephew, close disciple and 

personal photographer, captured the essence of the Mahatma. 

A rare chronicle of images, some never seen before... 

The Mahatma 
An Intimate View 
Kanu Gandhi was always there. With a Rolliflex camera. Capturing 

on film Bapu's most public and most private moments. Gandhi 

only imposed two restrictions: don't use 

a flash and no requests to pose. 

The pictures speak of the incredible access 

Kanu had to Bapu's life. Having come into the 

ashram at age 10 to improve his health, Kanu 

never returned home. It was here that Kanu, 

nicknamed Bapu's Hanuman/ was later mar¬ 

ried—at Kasturba's command—to one of 

Bapu's devoted followers Abhabehn, known as 

"one of Gandhi's walking sticks". 

As Kanu's iove for Bapu grew, so did his fasci¬ 

nation for those who photographed him. I ill 

one day, young Kanu summoned tiie courage- 

to ask Bapu for a camera. No money, .said 

Gandhi. But industrialist G.L). Birla oliliged. 

Ironically, the photographer who chronicled 

such a full life, couldn't chronicle aiu' last 

moments. As Bapu sat with the d>'mg Kasturba in his lap, he forbade 

Kanu from capturing it on film. Kasturba's Ia.st moments escaped Kami's 

camera. So did Bapu's death—Bapu had ordered Kanu to stay in Noakhali. 

And only once after Bapu's death and before his own in 1986 did 

Kanu pick up the camera to shoot: for a picture of his granddaughter. 

Kanu Gandhi and wife 
Abhabehn with Gandhi 

Gandhi engrossed in a telephone conversation at Sevagram 
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At Sevagram (above) 

Tagore bailed Gandhi as 

the 'Mahatma' but called his 

noncoqpcration movement 'neg¬ 

ative'. Gandhi retorted that 

"noncooperation is intended to 

pave the way to real, honourable 

and voluntary c(K)peration". 

Tagore was not convinced, lie 

said "the Mahatma had won the 

heart of India... so he should not 

champion noncooperation or 

merely say 'spin and weave, spin 

and weave'' Gandhi had a reply 

lor this too, "...the hungry mil¬ 

lions ask for one poem—ins’igo- 

raiing f(K)d.... 1 hey must earn it. 

Atid they can earn it only by the 

sweat of their brow. I do indeed 

ask the fxxT to spin and weave." 

With Tagore at Shantiniketan 
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Mourning Kasturba's death at Poona in 1944 (above) 

THK camaraderie, warmth and laujjhter 

between Gandhi and his wnmen co-workers, 

according to biographer Kajniohan Gandiii, 

inevitably hurt Kasturba. Hut over time, she con¬ 

quered her feelings, until she became a fellow 

worker, a fellow-fightei with him... 

Kasturba washes Gandhi's feet as Patel looks on 
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During a train {ourney in 1939 

Fasting is in my blood and niy bones. I imbibed it with my moth¬ 

er's milk.... How can I, her son, do otherwise?" 

"In spite of being all alone I am experiencing an ineffable inner joy... as if 

God himself was lighting my path... and am able to fight on..."—Gandhi 

Midnapore 1945 

Gandhi being weighed during a fast at Birla House, Delhi 
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Then a young 
UPl reporter/ 
Sallen 
Chatter|ee 
was fust a 
few steps 
behind 
Gandhi on his 
last walk. 

WITNESS TO A 



1 

By SAGAHIKA GHOSE; Photographs: PRASHANT PAWJIAR_ RAGHU maali was the first to act. The old gardener was 
guarding his precious Sower-patch from the jostling 
crowds at the prayer meeting when, at 5.17 pm, the 
three shots rang out. Raghu sprang to the defence of his 
beloved "Gandhi baba". Singing his khurpi (grass-cutter) 

at the assassin, roaring with rage, as he strong-armed Nathuram 
Godse to the ground. Gandhian businessman Nandlal Mehta, 
shocked into abandoning all precepts of non-violence, twirled 
and slapped Godse hard, twice on both cheeks and once again. 

Young ui’i (United Press of India) correspondent Sailen Chatterjee, 
foUowing just a few steps behind, saw Manu raise her hand, saw 
Gandhi M and rushed into the fray. The Mahatma was soaked in 
blood. Chatterjee was faced with a dilemma: should he stay here or 
relay the news? in a flash he knew he must do a reporter's duty and 
ran to the telephone, through the screaming, running crowds. 
Manno Devi, wife of the Biria House sweeper, who used to warm 
Gandhlji's bathwater, heard the commotion and rushed to find her 
five-year-old son. Gathering him in her arms, she ran to her hut 
through the chaos, whispering numbly to the wide-eyed little boy. 

"maardiya, re, Gandhi/i ko maardiya." 
"We didn't know what would liappen 

next," says Manno Devi urgently, frail, 
almost blinded with cataract, an 84-year- 
old great-grandmother who used to watch 
from a distance as Gandhi sat spinning in 
the Biria House garden. "It was everyone 
for himself. Would the police come? Would we be arrested? Would 
my husband be put in jail...the world had turned upside down, 
anything could happen." 

In far away Bahawalpur, Gandhi’s personal physician Sushiia 
Nayar was alx)ut to sip her tea. Suddenly a woman came running 
in: "Mahatma Gandhi has been shot dead." Nayar’s cup trembled, 
she went to the High (Commissioner's house to request a car. "1 
kept telling myself, nothing will happen. Once I get there, I will 
look after bapu." Then the air broadcast Nehru, tremulous, hope¬ 
less: "The light has gone out." Nayar, in tears, flew back by the first 
flight, arriving just as the cortege was leaving Biria House. "Nehni 
pulled me up on the gun carriage. 1 wept. I buried my face in his 
body. He was like my father." Nayar recalls. "Then I walked all the 
way to Raj Ghat Isehind the body." 

On hearing 

the three 

fatal shots, 

Manno Devi, 

wife of the 

Biria House 

sweeper, ran 

to collect son 

Mangey Ram, 

then iust five 

years old. 

MURDER 
Time stood still at 5.17 pm 

on January 30,1948, for 
those present at Delhi's Biria 

House as Godse's bullets 
found their mark 
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Now a heart patient, unable to walk unsupported, with thick 
glasses and shaking hands, Nayat, twice Union minister for 
health, once went to Birla House alone to pray on January 30, 
years after Bapu's death. She heard a sound and turned. Jawaharlal 
stood behind her, without any security guards, head bowed. "We 
both prayed, fur ourselves who were alive and for our young coun¬ 
try for which Rapu had given his life." 

Kirpal Kaur, daughter of Sir Datar Singh and today a 74-year-old 
devotee of Ma Anandamayee, arrived at Birla House an hour after 
the a.s.sassination. "There was a hush, crowds everywhere, everyone 
was dumbfounded, the hysteria was over, there was only sorrow, 
deepest sorrow." A few minutes ago, Gandhi's body had been 
brought in from the prayer site, one of the aides had been tele¬ 
phoning the hospitals; "riease...a doctor? Gandhiji is injured." "It 
was so very different in those days," Chatterjee recalls. "There were 
few hospitals, even fewer doctors." Finally, after what seemed like 
an interminably long time, civil surgeon Bhargava from Willingdon 
hospital arrived and, deadly quiet, he announced: ‘Life has gone." 

Kirpal remembers the long line of people. Nehru walidng in 
quickly, putting his head in the lap of political adversary Sardar 
Patel and weeping like a baby. "I met you in the afternoon," said the 
prime minister. "You never told me you would leave me." "They 
took his body in to be bathed," Kirpal recalls, "and I thought, my 

God, it is so cold, will they bathe him in cold water?" As the frail, 
old body was lift^, Chatterjee saw the injuries. "From the back, all 
the bones had come out. There were two bullets in the chest, one 
in the stomach. Blood, blood everywhere." 

Political leaders, the Birla ladles, other officials, Gandhi's trusted 
secretary Pyarelal (and Nayar's older brother), his aide Bishanbhal 
all walked in and out of his room. And outside in the silent, griev¬ 
ing throng there was not a skirmish, no anger, not one raised voice. 
"Indira's son said when a big tree falls, the earth shakes. Gandhi was 
surely a bigger tree...but the earth didn't shake," Nayar says. 

Through the night there was singing, Chatterjee remem¬ 
bers. Manu and Abha sang bhajans. Kirpal and others recited 
the Sukhmani Sahib paath. The body was taken to the roof so 

that people could see it better. "We shivered in our huts," Manno 
Devi remembers. "We could not eat. Nobody ate that day and 
night at all. How could we?" Manno Devi and her husband used 
to look after the goat which provided the milk that Gandhiji 
drank. That night, as the dough for rotis lay untouched, the ani¬ 
mal wandered into the kitchen and ate up all of it. The goat died 
at night, its belly swollen, its eyes popping out. 

The next day, Indira Gandhi arrived with huge amounts of flow¬ 
ers. She and aunt Krishna Hutheesing decorated the body. "What 

"I thought, 

my God, It's 

so cold, will 

they bathe 

him in cold 

water?" 

recalls Kirpal 

Kaur at the 

spot where 

Gandhi fell to 

the assassin's 

bullets. 
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Gandhi's 

personal 

physician 

Sushila Nayar 

recalls his last 

days in the 

room in 

which Bapu 

stayed at 

Birla House. 

a job, cleaning the lawn!" Manno Devi exclaims. "Chappals, jho- 
las, papers, everything strewn around and people just kept bring¬ 
ing more and more flowers." Thousands collected as "Raghupati 
Raghav Raja Ram" was sung. Sucheta Krlpalanl sang “kar le srinxiir 
chatur albele, tujhe saajan ke paax jaana h(^a (dress up, faithful 
devotee, you must go to your god)." Thin the gun carriage rolled 
away, with Nehru, Patel and Maulana Azad riding on top, to Raj 
Ghat where Devadas Gandhi performed the last rites. Nobody knew how much he suffered at the end," raalls 

Chatterjee, once a dashing young journalist, now one of 
Gandhi's last living associates. In Noakhali and in villages 

like Chandipur in West Bengal, in the freezing cold, clad only in 
dhoti and barefoot, he wandered among the villagers, sleeping on 
a bori, performing ablutions in the dank fields. He was sick, he 
vomited, fainted, contracted fever but went on travelling, old, 
lonely, with only two Bengalis, Chatterjee and Nirmal Kumar 
Bose, for company. Once when Nehni came to see him in one of 
the villages, he exclaimed, "What is this, Bapu. why are you liv¬ 
ing like this? You will die!" Gandhiji only smiled. "1 have 
promi.sed the villagers that 1 will meet them," he later told 
Chatterjee, "even if 1 die my body should be taken to them." 

In Delhi, at Purana Qila, angry refugees gathered to heap their 
resentment on the Mahatma. He was not scared. Says Nayar: "The 
car's driver suggested we turn back. But he thumped the car dash- 
Iroard. No, he had shouted. I never saw him in such anger." The 
fasts had taken a toll on his health, he suffered from high blood 
pressure and weakness. "We used to tell him to rest," Nayar says. 
But he wouldn't listen 

On the day of the assassination, had he almost had a premoni¬ 
tion of death? l-or, he had insisted on completing all his corre¬ 
spondence. When .Sardar Patel came for a meeting at 4 pm, he had 
insisted on linisiung all his business, even delaying the prayer 
meeting a bit. "It was getting late so we sent Manibehn Patel into 
the room where Gandhi and Patel were talking to remind her 
father that Bapu would be late for the meeting," Chatterjee notes. 

And so began the fateful walk to the prayer meeting. Manno 
Devi, waiting at the back, saw him go through the trees, his nieces 
on either side, the followers a few steps behind. "It was like it had 
always been, 1 thought it would .ilways be like this. But across the 
lawn somewhere Nathuiam was waiting, with sin in his heart." ■ 

With Rajesh Joslil 
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By SAGARIKA GHOSE 

C)l lANDAS Karanic hand Gandhi may have founded a 
modern nation-state init was eertainly no believer in 
founding a poiitical dynasty. His political heir, 
lawaharlai Nehru, headed a "democratic'' royal lami- 
Iv, yrme ol Ins elosest followers brrrught their sons 

and daughters into politics, hut (landhi said, "1 have many sons, 
some of whom bear the name Gandhi and some bear other 
names...count how many crores of sons and therefore daughters- 
in-law such a man is likely to have." 

So strict was he 'hat achievement and dedication rather than 
birth and lineage wmild Ik* the route to his heart, so convinced 
that it was the family of the ashram rather than that of kin which 

was the ethical mcKiel commun¬ 
ity, that his own blcKxl family, 
rightfully India’s first fatr.ily, is 
also India's forgotten family. 
Their names do not make news- 
pafser headlines, their experim¬ 
ents with their ancestor's truths 
are unknown. They were, in an 

act most un-lirdian and most progressive, shoved determinedly 
off centrestage by the man whose name they carry. 

Yet the fairtily is extraordinary in its range—Irom young comjKi- 
ter experts and feminists to older social reformers. The four sons, 
llarilal, Manilal, Ramdas and Devadas, are dead, their children are 
.senior citizens and their grand-children are professionals in a glob¬ 
alising world. There are lecturers on post-colonial theory at the Uni- 
versi«y of Melbourne like great-grand daughter lx*ela, cardiac sur¬ 
geons in Kansas, US, like great-grandson Shanti Kumar, marketing 
executives in telecom companies in the US like another great-gran¬ 
dson Pradeep, philosopher-academics like grandsons Rajmohan 
and Kamchander, candidatc*s for the office of President of India like 
grand-daughter Sumitra Kulkarni, activists for khadi like grand- 
(laughter Tara Bhattacharje-e, politiciarw like great-grandson lushar. 
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Great grand-ilaug^ter Leela (left); only living 
daughter-in-law Nlrmalahehn, at Sevagram; US- 
based great-grandson Shanti Kumar and family 

And there are valiant and ageing keepers of the Gandhian flame like 
Nirmalab(?hn, widow of his third son Ramdas, who still lives in the 
Sevagram ashram established by her father-in-law in 1936, travels 
third class and cares for the sick and dying. 

A degree of spiritual and social consciousness marks them all. 
"When we were-growing up," Rajraohan recalls, "we were taught 
that deeper issues could not be swept under the carpet." l4?ela 
speaks of the doctrine of "non-harmfulness" as a universal ethical 
value, the principle that family need not be one that is tied by 
blood; that life need not be governed by utilitarian career choices. 

Shanti Kumar says he lives with the memory of his great-grand¬ 
father at all times—is enriched by the fact that "an ordinary sim¬ 
ple man could capture the dreams of an entire nation". Rajmo- 
han, Devadas' eldest son, was drawn to the dodrines of "moral re¬ 
armament" when a student at Edinburgh. "Gandhi taught me not 
to worship him but to honour my deepest conscience." When 
Rajmohan contested against Rajiv Gandhi in Amethi In 1989, 
there could not have been a greater visual contrast between the 

Courtesy SHANTI KUMAR 
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PRASHANT PANJIAR 
to fail. One day she went to visit Gandhiji during 
Diwali and he asked her, "What gift will you give 
me?" "Anything," baby-talked Kuikami. "Well then, 
give me your hair," he demanded, and sat het on his 
lap and proceeded to shave her head with his own 
shears. He was convinced, Kuikami recalls, that “my 
eyes were bad because my hair was falling over them 
and he was not wrong." 

Similarly, when British l.abour leader Sir Stafford 
Cripps came visiting with his mission of handing 
Dominion Status to India, adolescent Tata Bhatta- 
charjee trotted in her grandfather's wake. "How do 
you do", inquired Cripps of the young girl, to which 
Bhattacharjee responded with a detailed account of 
her day. "My grandfather was angry," Bhattacharjee 
recounts, "he told me that when an Englishman 
asks 'how do you do', you are only supposed to say 
'how do you do' in return." So there was love but it 
was stern, a grandfatherly concern dove-tailed with 
a greater philosophy of life. 

His grandchildren were instructed never to waste 
paper, to wash their own dishes and to not be greedy 
about material acquisitions. "Once in Bhangi colony, 
he asked me, why do you wear so many rings and • 
bangles? Advice which, 1 am afraid, 1 did not follow," 
Bhattacharjee laughs. Yet all of his grandchildren say^ 
they have tried to bring up their children not only 
according to the dictates of their own conscience but 
also according to their vision of society and politics. 
Bhattacharjee's cousin Usha Gokani, a swirl of khadi 
silk and gold, is hardly an example of Gandhlan aus¬ 
terity. Yet she brought up her sons to excel in their 
professions—Anand is a top doctor and Sanjay man¬ 
ages the family textile business. She has pursued her 
work In child welfare and a.shram activity all her life. 
"1 don't war^ to pretend to be something I'm not," 
Gokani says. "1 have chosen grahasta and I am true to 
that without exploiting anyone or engaging in a vul¬ 
gar display of wealth." Leela says that although she 
was taught not to talk about her family, the discouise 
of Gandhi was more accessible to her than anyone 
else. "He made a culture of pure ethics available for 

ATULLOKE ' 
Grandson Ratmohan, son of Devada.s; 
Harilal's grand-daughters Sudha, 
Neclam, Urmi: battling myths 

two descendants of India's founding fathers. Rajiv 
roared around in a jeep, his impatient gang raising 
dust and scattering people, Rajraohan walked alone 
with a jhola. going from door to door sjwaking 
directly to villagers, tireless and low profile. 

Rajmohan's elder sister, lara Bhattacharjee, member 
of the khadi commission, comjKiser of spiritual poe¬ 
try and an artist, says she inherited her love of beauty 
and of languages from Gandhi. "Today I live by the 
philosophy of khadi which is self-reliance, fearless¬ 
ness and cleanliness, to me Gandhi and khadi are 
admit (one)." And Sunntra Kuikami, member of the 
Madhya Pradesh civil service, India's representative at 
the United Nations and a recent candidate for presi¬ 
dency, says that in her life, the (iandhian example of 
freedom from fear, service to the community and an 
unconventional attitude to one's family have all been 
important. ".My grandfather may not have rumpk‘d 
our hair, but we constantly lelt his caring." 

When Kulkarni was four years old, her eyes )H‘gan 
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PRASHANT PANJIAR 
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me a culture that life can be a seaich tor universal moral values 
As for Tara she claims she has tried to bnng up her two chil 

dren—Sukanya who lives in Delhi and Vinay who lives abroad— 
as her grandfather would hasc wanted Oandhi \sas aicoiding to 
her the mother ol the nation one who was never limited b\ his 
masculinity tdueate the male and give literacy to the female 
says Bhattachaijee Ciirls aic taught the right things lo lx kind 
to be manageis but why are met not taught to be kind to be 
clean or non violent' Boys ate brutalised bv their mothers fenced 
to be macho Rajmohan savs (jandhi s notion that life and pol 
itics was a search for truth has left all his descendants with a pre 
cocious conscience Three of his four sons understoixl that for 
Gandhi to demonstrate to tlie British that India was a united lam 
ily he eouldn t simpl> be the caretaker of his own lhat his vision 
of politics required a negation of family ties Hanlal lecused his 
father of sacrificing his sons at the altar of ambition 

Yet empathy for the tour is another current that runs through 
the family today When Gandhi died Hanlal came to the house of 
Devadas where Bhattacharjec was alone Hanlal kaka aren t you 
going to the cremation'' she asked It is not my place Hanlal 
answered lowards the end Hanlal w is accoiding to convent o 
nal wisdom the bruised alcoholic the rcjecte 1 convert to Islam 
loday his three grand daughteis Neelain I’snkh Sudha Vafariva 
and Urmi Desai have formed a three woman army to battle t le 
misconceptions about Hanlal in the play (tcmdhi iirudh Gandhi 
Ncelambehn is well into 200 pages of the true story of Hanlal 

Manilal—given nature therapy In Gandhi and to which he 
apparently owed his superb health —remained behind in South 
Africa He ran (landhi s newspaper Indian Opmum with his cle 
gant wile Sushila and looked after lolstoy farm and other South 
African interests Ramdas the self ctlacing third son spent his 
entire life in scKial work and Gandhi once remarked of him 

Ramdas is my best son His wife Nirmalabehn has lived in 
Sevagram for three decades Bapu would scold his sons but he 
would never scold us she smiles and Kasturba used to often 
pick up tights with him Ba was child like and open hearted 
recalls Nimubehn a woman who has never worn silk Ramdas 
faithful partner in idealism 

And then there was the charming and miscfiievous Devadas 
the youngest who became editor of I he Hindustan Times wiote 
and spoke the Queen s English although the four of them had 
never received a formal education Devadas waited for hve years to 
marry his sweetheart lakshmi daughter ot ( Rafagopalachan 
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PRASHANT PANJIAR 
"Rajaji was totally opposed to the marriage 
on grounds of caste,” Kulkarni relates, 
”how could an Iyengar Brahmin marry a 
bania?” And Gandhi too felt that Devadas 
should not have cast an eye on the good 
looking and intellectual Lakshmi, daugh¬ 
ter of his close associate and therefore 
almost a cousin. But with Gandhian tenac¬ 
ity, Elevadas persisted and after they were 
manied Kasturba would ensure that the 
Tamilian Lakshmi was given rice at the 
ashram although everyone else would be 
eating rotis. 

Another common feature among the 
Gandhi clan is a coastant re-interpreta¬ 
tion of the Mahatma's message, a healthy 
pragmatism so famous in the merchant 
communities of the Gujarat coast with 
their “outward gaze" and no-nonsense 
approach to the tasks at hand. Says 
Pradeep who went to the US in 1977 and 
has not returned to India for 16 years: 
*We should not be too hung up on him. I am sure he too would 
have changed with the times.” Bhattacharjee says that, like 
Gandhi, she never wastes time. Gandhi's prescription for India 
would have been, take up a broom and sweep the streets, never be 
clumsy about the way we eat, look neat, even have a clean home. 

The maverick Tushar, great-grandson, Samajwadi Party candi¬ 
date for Mumbai north-west, says he is not a clone of Gandhi. 
“It should not be expected of me to be a spitting image of his 
psychological and physical capabilities." Son of the US-based 
Arun who lectures extensively on the merits of non-violence, 
Tushar has taken the TV show Nikki-Tonite to court, undertaken 
a 30-hour dharna against Bal Thackeray, wrested the Mahatma's 
ashes from a Bhubaneshwar bank and immersed them in 
Allahabad. Today the bearded, jeans-ciad 100 kg self-confessed 
"foodie" seeks his own place in the sun. "Even Bapuji found his 
vocation late in life," he says realistically. 

Sumltra Kulkarni: Idealistic like father Ramdas 

Vocations have come easily in the family. Rajmohan and 
Ramchander have written several books between them. Rajmohan 
is not only his grandfather's biographer but also of Sardar 
Vallabhai Patel and Rajaji. Ramchandcr’s facility with Sanskrit and 
ancient Indian texts has led him to intervene in contemporary 
debates on the rise of religious fundamentalism. Then there is 
Nirmalabehn at Sevagram, Tara's work in khadi, Kulkarni's in gov¬ 
ernment service and Arun's in non-violent studies. Yet this is a 
family for whom achievement lies not in celebrity, hut in making 
the most of their talents—spiritual, social or pcsiitical. Publicity 
was never the aim, being in touch with the conscience was much 
more important. As Gokani says: "Our parents never promoted 
themselves so we never promoted ourselves." ■ 
With Saira Menezes, Rajesh Joshl, Ludwina A. Joseph, Yogen Daven 

Bapu*^ Laxmi The inner circle, including Kasturba, 
shuddered when Gandhi decided to 
adopt Laxmi, daughter of the harijans 

Dudabhai and Daniben Dafda. Gandhiji's 
daughter by choice created a social flut¬ 
ter—and consequently history too. A repe¬ 
ntant Ba nurtured the child as a daughter 
and the Mahatma married Laxmi ofl to a 
Brahmin in the ashram itself. I,axmi, the 
mother of Haridas and the late Kalpana, 
passed away on January 31, 1984, a day 
after Gandhiji's 36th death anniversary. 

For Laxmi's son Haridas, the memories 
are in sepia tone, especially after a paraly¬ 
tic stroke in 1993. "My mother told me I 
was named Haridas by Vallabhai Patel. Ba 
objected as she thought I would follow in 
Harilal's footsteps. She preferred 'Purusho- 
ttam' but Bapuji insisted on Haridas." 

Bom on April 23, 1934, in the Swaraj 
ashram at Bardoli, Haridas' recollections of 
the Mahatma are limited. A walk around 
the ashram with Ba and Bapuji is resunec- 

Harldas, Laxnai's son, and family 

ted through the family album. One inci¬ 
dent is vividly etched. “1 had in jest called 
an ashram friend sala. When Bapuji heard 
about it, he punished me by observing two 
days of silence himself. Since then, I have 
abstained from swearing," says Haridas. 
Other things were subconscioiuly stored. 
The love for swadeshi, the dignity of 

ATUL LOKE 
labour, and above all, an 
uncompromising respect for 
others. Wife Rasila, niece of 
the late Gujarati poet Nathalal 
Dave, recalls how Shriman 
Narayan, a former Gujarat 
governor, invited Haridas over 
and kept him waiting. “He 
walked off because he wanted 
to convey the message that his 
time, or for that matter any¬ 
one else's, is as important as 
that of the governor." 

Above all, the Gandhian 
association with khadi remai¬ 
ned. He retired from the Guj¬ 

arat State Khadi and Gramodyog Board a 
few years ago. Yet neighbours—the 
Sharmas live in a modest flat—are oblivi¬ 
ous to his lineage. The values run deep 
but family ties do not. Communication 
with the rest of the Gandhi clan has come 
to a halt. Thus, Laxmi's family has drifted 
back into the shadows from where the 
Mahatma had once iifted them. 

Saira Manazaa 
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‘I regret I wasn’t the / / 
man to kill Gandhi’ 
The circle of hate still grinds for Madanlal Pahwa, would-be assassin of Mahatma Gandhi 

BySAIRAMENEZES ON January 20, 1998, exactly SO years after having explo- 
detl a gun cotton-slab 150 feet away from the Mahatma 
at Birla House, Madanlal Pahwa is at peace. He waits, 
however, for accomplice (lopal CtKlse's call from Pune, 
"at quarter-rate timings, only to inquire alxnit personal 

things”. Thus the 71-year-old who runs Commercial .Services, a 
poky placement agency in Bombay, mourns not the passing of an 
era. Nor for that matter, the passing of Gandhi. 

Ik The fire has indeed flickered low. Ravaged by advancing age and 
renal failure, Pawha marks out his days by a twice-a-week dialysis. 
If proddeti, he haltingly walks the past, throwing up glimpses ot the 
original angry young man. "I'm happy I've done something for my 
country and I am still proud of it," lie says. The resolution to exec¬ 
ute the first warning to Gandhi was borne out of the Mahatma's all- 
eg«l posturing to please Pakistan. "1 had another hand grenade in 
my hand," recollects Pahwa, “but our intention was only to convey 
the message to Gandhi that Pakistan did not deserve Rs 55 crorc.” 

The severe stance adopted by Pahwa, as a young former warrant 
t)fficer of the Indian Navy, was a direct fallout of the shocking 
sights and sounds of Partition. Born in Pakpattan in district Mont¬ 
gomery, now in West Paki.stan, Partition compelled Pahwa and his 
family to flee the horrors that descended upon his hometown, 
twenty members of the Pahwa clan who chose to travel by train 
met a tragic end at Dhundia—massacred by marauding hordes. 

4 Pahwa and a maternal aunt, who trudged 60 miles to enter India, 
• escaped. But by then, he was already a prisoner of Partition. Haun- 
jted by the ghosts of the immediate past, 
Pahwa emerged as a reactionary—rejecting 
the study money sanHioned by the gov¬ 
ernment after his voluntary retirement 
from the delence and refusing to consider, 
angling for the post of a sub-inspector. "By 
then I hated the Muslims so much, I just 
wanted revenge," he rememlx-rs. 

Revenge and the compelling thirst lor if 
transformed Pahwa into a man on the 
run. Having joined the Hindu Raj .Sena 
headed by hr D.S. Parchure, life revolved 
.iround a one-point agenda: "To light the 
•Mohammedans". A warrant for his arrest forced him to flee to 
Bombay where he enlisted with a refugee group in suburb.an 
Chembur. Throughout, he never forgave Pakistan—and after the 
Noakhali massacre, Gandhiji was included in this circle of hate. 

"I met Nathuram Godse for the first time on December 14,1947. 
By January 17, 1948, all of us had assembled in Delhi. On January 
18,1 was arrested because 1 had disrupted Nehru's s|)eech at Subzi 
Mandi with anti-Pakistan slogans and had dared to touch Indira's 
hand. Nehru was furious but I told him: 'You are disturbed 

Pahwa with wife Maiifari: ghosts of Partition 

because I only touched your daughter's hand—what about us who 
have .seen our mothers, sisters and daughters raped before our 
eyes?"' Pahwa was arrested and released, only to be arrested two 
days later in the alsortive attempt to kill Gandhiji. 

Pahwa recalls a complete absence of apprehension as he readied 
himself for the act. His co-conspirators had already milleci around 
for the Mahatma's prayer meeting—Narayanrao Apte, Nathuram 
Godse, Gopal Godse included. "For 10 days after my arrest, I was 
tortured in police custody. I kept repeating that I was a Punjabi 
and 1 didn't know anything about these Maharashtrians they were 
looking for. My father, a Gongres.sman, had already disowned me, 
so information from that source was sealed. I was the only son ol 
my father's first wife and since I didn't get along with my step¬ 
mother, my father's attitude did not bother me. Of course, I did 
not tell the police this: that Gandhi's days were numbered. Revo¬ 
lutionaries who visited me in prison informed me that within 10 
days Gandhi would be dead." 

To the present-day generation, the failed attempt of lanuary 20, 
1948, has made a blip out of Madanlal Pahwa. "In my opinion 
Gandhi ruined this country. I regret I wasn’t the man who killed 
him. I lost that chance." 

Sentenced to life, Pahwa claims that in the Punjab jail he was 
treated like a hero. "The Punjabis had experienced the pain ol 
Partition—but the Maharashtrians hadn’t. Gopal l/odse had a 
rough time," he remembers. Wtien finally released on Nos-ember 
14, 1964, Pahwa emerged with an MA degree in hand Irom 
Allahabad University. That qualification palwl in comparisop with 
his police record. After a short stint assisting the (lU)arat Hindu 

Mahasabha president Maganlal Ilirji Vyas 
in his lege! |ir,iitite at Masjid Bunder, 
Pahwa veiitiirid into sinall-timt* business. 
Along the wav. lie look the matrimonial 
plunge: set up home and business at Dadar: 
but alums h.nl the jiolice shadowing him. 
"Whenever presidents and prime ministers 
rame visiting to Mumbai, the police would 
land up at home," says wife Maiijari. 

11'day, Madanlal Paliwa is a man without 
a mission. "By the time 1 got back from 
piison, everything had changed. The 
Hindu Mahasabha was finished and I 

wanted no part ol il. Also, a generation that loved the nation was 
replaced bv a Uesiernised one. I rejected politics and have left 
Gojial Grxise to do all the talking. The Bir-Kss disasscKialion from 
our act has not disillusioned me... they have their own (xilitical 
interests. I am an old man nirw and every time I return from dial¬ 
ysis, it seems 1 have been given a new life. These are bonus days." 

The man who, 50 years ago, had exploded on to the tront 
pages of newspapers across the nation, now simpers in appeals 
to fund his dialysis. Then, he drops a quiet bombshell: "If the 
deed were to be repeated today, all the Congressmen and Leftists 
would have to be bombed out.” ■ 

“When I got back from 
prison things'had changed. 
The Hindu Mahasabha was 

finished. A nation-loving 
generation was replaced by 

a westernised one.” 
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Ashes For Posterity 
At 78, the last of the Godse brothers keeps alive the spirit of their cause 

By SAIRA MENEZES in Pune The Mahatma will 1k’ mowed down once more. On lanuary 
.10, 1998, 78-year-old Ciojral Codse, sibling ot Mdhatma- 
a.ssassin Nathuram Godsi*, will ire in Hyderabad lo do the 

deed. Releasing Dr T. Sitaramaiah's btxrk (Hiihllti, Ihc Mimlmr of 
Ctumihi, the la.st of the Godse brothers will warm up to their theme 
chant: that Gandhi was his own murderer. 

For decades now, from his Sadashiv Peth flat in Pune, tioiral 
Godse has been defending the memory of his brother. Besides writ¬ 
ing lxH)ks (Jamthi Hcityu iini Me (Gandhi’s as.sassination and I) and 
Piiiichchimiii Koticha Bali (the 

Narayan did little to crumble his cause. If anything, it reinforced 
the quest for Karachi and an unmitigated abhonence for the 
minority Muslims. Even now, in the winter of his life, Gopal Godse 
does not feel the chill of his brother's act. tiandhiji was 79 when 
assassinalc’d and tJodse believes that his 40-year-old brother and 
the .19-year-old Apte were senlencitl to be hanged so that the sum 
of their ages equalled that of the Mahatma's. "The joke was that it 
was the only way the judge could balance the scales of jastice. 
Gandhi’s empathy for the Muslims and decision to empty Rs S.S 
crorc from our coffers for Pakistan's benefit shows that he was truly 
the Father of Pakistan. The fast announced on January 12, 1948, 
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sacrifice of 55 crores), he has 
also made claims to 'Hindu' 
heritage sites; Shah Jahan's Taj 
Mahal is a Shiva temple and 
the Qutub Minar a Vishnu 
Dhwaja, intones (irwlse. Exc¬ 
ept for Hindu Maha.sabha 
members, his theories don't 
have many buyers. Yet a con¬ 
tinuing interest in the 'Gandhi 
vs Godse' story has spun out 
the 12 edition of (iamlhi Hatya 
atii Me, first banm'd in the late 
’60s. Thai is the good news for 
Gopal Godse. 

"Look, my generation is 
practically over and the cur¬ 
rent generation might not see 
it. But the next one might see 
Nathuram Godse for the (wtr- 
lot he was." To this end, the 
Gotlse clan and the 'Nathuram 
Godse Ichchafiatra Nyas' com¬ 
memorate Novenilx-r 15, the 
(lay ot Narayanrao Apte and 
Nathuram's 'martyrdom', as 
'Ichihapatra Punar Vachat Diwas' (re|K-tition of the svill day). As (K-r Gopal God.se: no truce, no repentance 
his coinm.ind, Nathuram's ashes arc lo be immersed in the Sindhu 
river only when it flrjws under the Indian flag. Till then, the foun¬ 
dation is to ensure it is passed on from one generation to the next. 

Will fiovver keeps Gopal (lodsc going. .Aware that he does not 
have "too much lime", he writes luriously to reveal the 'truth'. 
Alternately, his (arise has been used and abused defrending on the 
passing fancies of political parties. Of late, the (iodse cult is out in 
the cold. A rosy future, a diluted salfron stance-and ardent 
Naihuram admirers lomprismg the Shiv Sena, the ii|i’ and the icss 
have slunk out through the back door. "Ihc b|p would shudder to 
support someone like me. I'liey don't want to ds.s(x:iati’ thein- 
.seK'cs with Gandhi's assassination or anyone connected with it. 

for llindu-Muslim unity was a tame. We had to kill him because il 
he had lived longer, we probably would have lost Hyderabad tcHs." 

While the passage ol time has tempered the cause of 'Akhand 
Bharat', it has also paled the villainy of Nathuram Godse. Even 
members ol the Mahatma's family view him through kinder eyes, 
tioiial tjodse's thesis written in prison 'as a life convict to die In 
prison under Indian law' was propped up with information culled 
from the limes tjuestion bureau. Ironically, the otficer in charge 
was the Mahatma’s grandson, Arun Gandhi, who was later to s’isit 
him with a journalist friend and gift him the Mahatma-authored 
My Nim-violenee. "Arun Gandhi's mother visited us Ux) and stayed 

They call themselves a nationalist parly, not a Hindu party," he 
says. Godse himself had stixtd lor election twice—once from 
Meerut and the other time from Ranchi where his slogan was 
'Aapke jitav Ranchi sc. Agla chunav Karachi se'. 

Eighteen years in prison and the hard times tliat befell wife 
Sindhu, daughters Himani and Vidyulata and adopted son 

will) us overnight," adds Godse. 
However. fxxJsc opines that a truce of re(x*ntancc would amo¬ 

unt to distorting history. With daughter Himani, now the wife of 
Veer Savarkar’s nephew, heading the Hindu Mahila .Sabha, and 
son Narayan caretully guarding the ashes of Nathuram, it will be 
a long time before the Godses stop gunning for (iandhi. ■ 
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Gentleman Latif Iimasnud that u Uelitatc tnoment for me would be 
breaking ice with I’akistani skipper Rashid Latif. I 

had last mol him in luly in l undon, where he had 
given me an explosive interview alM)ul the nexus 
belween suheontinental triekelers anil bookies. He 
had subsequently sent in facsimiled denials to a few 
cricketers regarding the interview. It turned out that 
I had lH‘cn needlessly worried. Latif is probably the _ 
most gentlemanly cricketer around. He doesn't get 
easily tiassled. Wliether the Benson & Hedges that 
he chainsmokes have got .something to do with that, 1 don’t 
jAYACHANnRAN kiiow. Rut I.atif was eltiisive in 

the first meeting we had—break¬ 
fast at Sonargaon Hotel. Later 1 
had several chats with him in his 
room, some extending late into 
the night, ('.urrently, he is toying 
with the idea of writing a book 
about his cricketing experiences. 
Obviously, it he gets down to 
doing so, there might be some 
very embarrassed cricketers. The 
night before the final he said to 
me: "Kal (hinftnly ku wkki’t jtiUi 
mil }(ii to mijii tia jaye. Ye wicket pe 
ink jatii hai to iiak mein liiim kor 

ilehi liiii (it would be great if we gel fianguly's wicket fa,st. Once 
he gets stuck, he can be trouble)." I wasn't impressed. I thought 
S.ichin renduikar w'ould be Pakistan's main danger man. I said 
so. I le kept quiet. Rut in my iast meeting witti him at Dliaka, 
after India's victory, he had a very 'I told you so' approach. He 
also presented me with his bat, a birthday gift. 

A Handy Footrest 
RHI'RNING by British Airways to Delhi the evening ot the 

liistoric victory at Dliaka were 10 members of the Indian 
I riikel team. .Saurav (ianguly, Robin Singh, Javagai .Srinath and 
Debashish Wohanty stayed overnight at Dhaka to catch the 
morning (light to Calcutta instead. I’or his boundary tliat won 
India the game, World lei chiel Mark Mascarenhas surrendered 
to llrisliikesh Kaiutkar his first class seat. The others sal in the 
business il,iss wTiere the}' were thronged for autograplis. Azha- 
ruddin and wile Sangeetu Rijiani were understandably jubilant. 
I here was, lioivcs'er, a brief moment of indiscretion when Riji¬ 
ani was esiiied bv players using the Cup i trophy) as a footrest 
wliile taking a wink. 1 uikils, no photographer was around. 

Feud with the Coach? 
Wtlll.r awaiting his turn at the nets on the eve ot the third 

final, Bengal tiger Sauiav (ianguly sal talking with a jouma- 
lisi even alter doctor Ravinder (.diadha called Robin Singh's last 
turn Apfureiitly, Robin was balling with Cianguly's pads. But 
this prompted a burst of temper from coach Anshuman 
Caekw id. Shouting at (ianguly, he told him to stop chatting and 
go to bat or wait till Nayan Mongia had his turn. He also ticked 
oil the journalist concerned. But, apparently, there are wheels 
within wheels and according to some sources Gaekwad's been a 
little milted with Ganguly ever since the India star questioned 
bis judgement in shuflling Hie batting order in a Sharjah match. 

ANIRUDOHA BANAL 

Airport Anecdote \ STUCiK at Delhi airport, because of fog, the day of 
the opening match of the Dhaka tournament, 

along with several journalists, was Sunny Gavaskar. 
■ One of the stories he told us was about Pakistan 

spinner Abdul Qadir. Both Mohinder Amamath and 
Sunny himself would shout 'Googles' and step out 
of the crease the moment Qadir bowled a googly to 
them. This would cause Qadir great consternation, 
provoking him once to .say: "C.lmika maw aannn ve 
par (fCKig/es bol ke hei/zat mat karo (you can hit a four 

if you want but don't insult me by shouting Gixigles). 

ACCREOfTATION BlUES 
WORKING for Outlook can be a harassing experience, 

especially it you are covering cricket. The organisers of the 
Indeiwndencc Gup at Dhaka, a rather lo.st bunch of workers 
headed by Ashraf Ul Haq, decided in their stupid sort of way to 
teach an Outlook reporter a lesson. So, in spite of the fact that 
six of us journalists submitted accreditation ri^quests together 
upon arrival, I found that mine was the only press pa.ss that 
didn’t get delivered. Enquiry elicited different reasons. At the 
lowest rung, the reason offered was that the pass had been mis¬ 
placed. At the middle level, that it had been delivered to 
another journalist. At the top, a person called Bobby, whose 
chosen role at the stadium was to stand around with a mobile 
and hand radio and look important, said it had been delivered 
at my hotel. 01 course, my hotel denied any such thing. 
Having a photograph handy, I put in a request for a duplicate. 
At which time our friend Bobby got really angsty. “Duplicatel" 
tie said. "We have u polity of no duplicates." I his was news. 
Dhaka with two-and-a-half tournaments in its entire interna¬ 
tional cricketing history had a policy in place whereas other 
subcontinent boards had Ireen blundering along tor decades. 
Since I had been entering the stadium, courtesy my Outlook 
press card, I adopted the argument that I was an illegal as I had 
neither a press pass nor a ticket. So their only option was to 4 
have me thrown out of the stadium or issue me a duplicate ? 
pa.ss. After much argument sanity jirevailed, though on the 
third day. An examination of the photograph on tlie pass lev- 
ealed that it was the original one given in. I think the Bangla- 
desh (Ticket Board owes an explanation, an apology, or both. 

Overheard 
A/HARIIDDI.N to a journalist in one of the league matche.s, 

referring to his return as captain: “Mam diya lui humpei." 
Nas'iot Singh Sidhu to .Sairaj Bahutule the day after the .match 

in which In/amam uI-Haq hit the leg spinner for three sixes: 
"Til tension mein hilkul mat kliela kar. Ektiam hiiidaas kliel." 
Bahutule’s reply: "llaaii ab mein yalii kartinya. Kal meri mummy- 
daddy .sc luMt hogtiyee. Ah koi tension italiiii hai." 

Rahul Sanghvi muttering at the nets: “Haale nets mein itna 
marte hain ki morale down ho jata hai." 

Gold Grapevine 
The wife of a cricketer making a Rs 8..S lakh purchase from an 

upmarket jewellery shop In Delhi and walking out without 
paying after the owner received a |)honc call that someone else * 
would take the tab. 
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WHAT DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN 

MIRROR OPTiaUGHTING 
AND 

MIRROROPTiaUGHTlNG 

The difference is Baial Mirror Optics Luminaires. 
Because at Bajaj, we don’t produce Mirror Optics 
l.uminaires that merely light up your interiors. ■ What 
makes Baiaj Mirror Optics Lighting different from 
others is the fact that it creates a comfortable working 
ambience, wherever they shine. Their light does not 
glare at you like an irritoted boss, rather has a 
comforting effect on anybody working underneath 
them. While the luminaires save valuable energy, the 
employees feel more energetic. ■ How do we bring 
about such a big difference? ■ Well, Bajaj Mirror 

Optics Luminaires are computer-aided designed 
and complete with highly polished, brightened and 
anodised aluminium mirror like reflectors. We achieve 
the same light output with lesse-" number of luminaires. 
The batwing light distribution ensures wider spacing 
possibilities and yet better uniformity. ■ Not to 
mention, quality of illumination as also savings on 
energy bills, capital and running costs. ■ For moro 
information wnto to: Bajaj Luminaires Division, Bajaj 
Electricals Ltd., 15/17, Sant Savta Marg, Reay Road, 
Mumbai-400 010. Tel.:3724192. Fax:022-3730504. 

Bring life tn light 
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I^ETTERS 

No Hang-ups Please 
Your cover stor>' Kir 3S Skvt of 
Miijorit}’ (January 26) was tho- 
ughl-provnking and informa¬ 
tive. it is really disappointing to 
note that the result might again 
be a hung parliament, which is 
unsuitable for the healthy func¬ 
tioning of democracy in India. 
Ihe National Front under V.l*. 
Singh and the United Front 
proved to be failures. The sin- 
gle-j)arty rule under P.V. Nara- 
simha Rao endenj in a full term. 
But the Congress may not get 
there this time. It is high time 
that the bii> is given a chance to 
rule. It is necessary for jterspie 
to bring a single party to jxjwer. 
If the result is a hung (rarlia- 
ment again, no aseful purpose 
will be served by an election 
incurring heavy expenditure. 

Jt. SivakuHtaran, 
Chennai 

The choices bcfV»re the electo¬ 
rate; Ram Raj, Rome Raj, Kam 
Raj, Nam-kc-Vaaste Raj, Farm 
Raj, Traffic jam Raj, Uncle Sam 
Raj, Sham Raj, Yam Raj. 

Som Senegal, 
New Delhi i 

Same Old Fetish 
Your continued obsession with 
Sonia tiandhi iScllinn Soniit, ; 
lanuary 2hi bailies me. I suit- , 
ched o\ et to ()utlook hoping tor ; 
something better. Hut it is sad ’ 
to see that your esteemed mag- i 
a/ine is as obsessed with Soni.i ; 
as the lest ol print and IX' ■ 
media. Do try and find some- • 
thing beltei to wiite about. 
Col Vlswanathan (retd), \ 

Chennai \ 
m 

Sycophants in the C'.ongress 
once coaxed a |)olitical green¬ 
horn, Rajiv tiandhi, to crash- 
land on the pathway of dirty 
politics and steer them to vistas 

Witch-Hunting? 
It's quite unpardonable that 
you have carried on the front 
cover a picture of Sonia Gan¬ 
dhi in an ugly and witch-like 
image {All Roads Lead to Rajiv, 
February 2). FIxeept being the 
wife of a former Indian prime 
minister, she has done noth¬ 
ing wrong to the Indian peo¬ 
ple. To tell you frankly. 

Outlook itself became ugly due 
to this ugly cover. 

S. Saghunatha Prabhu, 

Alappuiha 
■ 

The name of Ottavio Quatt- 
nxchi and his wife receiving 
kickbacks in the Bofors deal 
is now a known fact to all, 
including Sonia Gandhi. 
And so are her close rela¬ 
tions with the Quattrocchi 
family. Now that the Oppo¬ 
sition is targeting Sonia 
Gandhi as a 'foreigner', 

why not her patriotic instincts 
be put to test through a 
nationwide appeal to use her 
good offices with Quattrocchi 
and recover the loot pocketed 
by the Quattrocchi family? If 
site agrees, then she really 
belongs to India and has its 
national interests at heart. 

RJi. Vaswant, 

Mumbai 
m 

What’s common between 

Sonia Gandhi and the Bofors 
gun?—shoot and scoot! 

VImal Kapoor, 
Dehradun 

■ 
Isn't it ironic that the once- 
mighty party which freed 
India from foreign rule is itself 
coming under a foreign 
hand—that t<X) in the golden 
jubilee year of Independence. 

P. Chandra, 
New Delhi 

m 
1 wonder how you could stoop 
so low—like yellow journal¬ 
ists—to put the future prime 
minister, Sonia Gandhi, in 
such an ugly pu.sturc. 

1 have been a regular reader 
and suhscrilier of your maga¬ 
zine since its inception. You 
have maintained a decent jou¬ 
rnalistic approach so far. The 
Sonia cover was in bad taste 
and 1 didn't expect it from you. 

A. Ralendran, 
TlrucMrapalU 

ol power and [lelf. Now Sonia ■ 
Gandhi is being used by them i 
for the .same purpose. It won't j 
be long belore the octopus ol 
political troubles will grasp her 
ill its merciless tentacles. And 
tliere'll be no escajie. 

R.C. Khanna, 

Amritsar 

I ■ 
■ The greatesi qualification .Sonia 
I Gandhi has is that stie's the 
I wile ol late Rajiv Gandhi, son 
! of Indira Gandhi. I'hal’s how 
I she came to be inducted into I 
I the Nehru dynasty. Though she | 

declares herself to be the ! 
daughter ol India, the truth is | 
she's Italian lirst and then j 
Indian. And that's why Italians I 
are keenly walcliiiig how imp- ; 
ortani she becomes m Indian ■ 
alfairs on the strength ol hav- , 

ing married an Indian. 
Perhaps they too are sur- 
[irised at the Gongres.s- 
men's attitude of jiros- 
Irating before a foreigner 
to come and save their 
country. It won't lie sur¬ 
prising il she becomes 
(irime minister (though 
she strongly denies any 
such intention, as of 
now) in the event of the 
Congress (God forbid) winning 
a majority. Indians will then 
live under Italian rule 50 years 
after getting rid of the British. 

I wonder it any Indian marry¬ 
ing an Italian and settling in 
Italy will have the .same opp¬ 
ortunity and will Italians also 
pro.strate belore the Indian- 
Italian as Indians are now 
doing licfore .Sonia? 
r.5. Rama Chandramurty, 

Hyderabad 

What a Bloody Deal 
It's indeed a shame that in a 
country ot one billion, so 
many arc Dying for lilood (Janu¬ 
ary 26). liven if one per cent of 
tliese gave iilood once a year, 
the coflers of blood banks 
would be overflowing. 

1 appreciate Ms Renuka 
C.howdhary's idea of making 

armies donate. But 1 have a let¬ 
ter one. I know a class of people 
who're healthier, wealthier and 
growing fatter doing nothing— 
the Politicians. Why don't they 
donate blood? it would also 
help their election campaign 
even though it would happen 
only once in five years! 

1 also have a question for Ms 
Chowdhary. Wisiild she have 
donated ewen a single unit for 
the army if they were at wai? 
Or would site have .said that the 
lie; has banned such action? 

Dr laldeep Chandra, 

Lucknow 

Tata Don’t Teach 
In his interview “Importedsmall 
cars caii’l work" (January 26) 
Ratal! Tata says—"The team 
had to keep the passenger car 
customer, not the truck driver 
in mind, that we'd deal with 
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Leave Azhar Alone 

individual, civilised, urban cus¬ 
tomers." The insinuation that 
truck drivers arc an uncivilised, 
barbaric breed is one I didn't 
expect from an industrialist of 
his stature. Especially when 
you consider that this same 
uncivilised, barbaric breed has 
helped his company grow all 
these years. 

DrVilayS., 
Ttruppur 

Biased Barbs 
Although I don't have any 
sympathies for the bip, I believe 
that the party docs not deserve 
the maledictions that have 
iiecn meted out to it by 
Rathin Roy in his column A 
Hundred Million Losers 
(January' 20). 

All political parties are 
guilty of putting economic 
issues on the backbunier. 
I he author himself admits 
that the lack of a colierent 
economic policy is the hall¬ 
mark of all political parties. 
So why does he lambast the bip 

alone? Issues like liberalisation, 
disinvestment of I’sus don't 
attract the necessary voles. 
1 hat's why issues like Bofors 
surface during every election as 
politicians try to discredit each 
other to stay in power. 

IS. mnd, 
laluntUuir 

Apropos the article Back to the 
Future (January 26), it was a 
part of the typical hate-Azha- 
ruddin campaign being car¬ 
ried out by you and the lob¬ 
byists of Sachin for the past 
two to three years. These idi¬ 
otic lobbyists have done 
immense harm to Indian 
cricket in general 
and Sachin Tendu- ' 
Hear in particular. 

Azhar's success as a , 
captain is attributed 
to sheer luck by these 
sick minds. Calling Azh¬ 
ar's batting under Ten¬ 
dulkar's captaincy "lac- 

His Bat Says it All 
Sachin's bat in all three innings 
of the Independence Cup has 
given a fitting reply to the five 
wise men of the bcci who had 
the cheek to 'advise' him to 

kadaisical", when he'd scored 
close to 2,000 runs in both 
Test and one-day cricket in 
'97, is sinister, to say the least! 
This simply is not cricket. 

Ashok Jt. hfundhada, 
Amntvatt 

I play lower down in the batting 
I order {Back to the Future, 
! January 26). 
i S.M, SMrodkar, 

I Pune 

Just an Honest Soul . 
Sandipan Deb is quite mistaken 
in claiming that Abraham Lin¬ 
coln hid the truth about his 

income as a lawyer (Flijthted to 
Deceive, January 19). He didn't. 
There was nothing secretive 
about Honest Abe. Nor was his 
income large. Lincoln practiced 
law in Springfield, Illinois. It 
was just a small town, with no 
scope for a highly-paid legal 
career. In fact, Lincoln was only 
a middle-level attorney, with a 
moderate income. The charge 
that Honest Abe was a railway 
company lobbyist is also with¬ 
out foundation. Sandipan Deb 
ought to re-read Carl Sand¬ 
burg's exhaustive biography. 

G.5. HIranyappa, 

Bangalore 

Criminal Intent? 
! It was distre.ssing to read about 

Badavat Mangia's suicide and 
the fact that his dependents 
have not received the promised 

] Rs 1 lakli compensation Irom 
; the state government niie (iriiii 
i Rch/w Strikes, January 3o). But 

compensation lor suicide, a 
aime under the Indian IViial 
Code, amounts to alietment ol 
the offence, and is punishable. 

It's unpardonable that the 
i state government, instead o* 

providing sucamr to the affec¬ 
ted cotton farmers, is encourag¬ 
ing them to commit suicide as 
an easy way out of their predi¬ 
cament. This, so far, has led to 
the loss of 44 precious lives. Is 
the Supreme r.:ourt listening? 

Prakash Rag^avan, 
Flavl Mumbai 

Recycled Gold 
Your January 5 is.sue was truly a 
collector's item. But 1 wish you 
had used different photo¬ 
graphs for the 1997 yearly 
round-up. Being a regular rea¬ 
der of Outlook I had already 
seen these photographs in one 
issue or the other. 

K.M. Jindal, 
Udaipur 

, Corrigenda 
In I’ictuies U'llh Resolution 

: ihiviiaiy ‘*1 the /i/iofovni/j/is of 
diri.liin /imi/.iii/. lestie l.iirvalho 

■ Hiijiin Khosii were inudwrten- 
l! mixed u/>. In the uiivr sUir\' 

; In Old Hands, /’. t.hiu 
ii iilhmim was listed under the 
{ engress. The errors are legrettal. 

GRANtWe.'Nein,'l7l 
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the untoucheil a«a SSTUBBED-OUT STICKS 
The bidi barons and the politicians play with the law. And two million labourers 
live and work in slave-like conditions, earning nothing but chronic ailments... 

By R/UUKUMAR KESWANI in Sagar (Madhya Pradesh) The family of Chokhelal, 70, who rolls bidis for a living In 
the Sant Ravidas ward of Sagar district, is in a dilemma as 
to who should be taken to the doctor first after they sell 
off their 'tapariya', localese for a hut. For, both Chokhelal 
and his S5-year-old brother Khemchand are suffering 

from several respirator)’ and stomach ailments as a result of being 
in the bidi-making business for years and need help immediately. 

"I have been suffering for more than 10 years. I vomit whatever 
I eat within minutes," says Chokhelal, who has been reduced to 
a bag of bones. He says doctors at the govern¬ 
ment hospital have never treated him properly 
and private doctors, besides charging exorbitant 
rates, have only told him that handling tobacco 
for years has damaged his liver and digestive sys¬ 
tem. While the thought of losing their home 
upsets his wife Phool Rani, Kliemchand's svife, 
Sakun Bai, is more troubled because her husband 
can't roll bidis like before. “Haath mein bilkul 
taakat mhin hai isliye kam biJi ban paati bai (he 
has no strength left to roll bidis)." 

Their story is no ditferent from that of more 
than two million bidi rollers in Madhya Pradesh. 
But the worst off are those in Sagar district which 
has the largest bidi workforce, estimated at bet¬ 
ween to 4 lakh. Most suffer from respiratory 
and stomach disea.ses, malnutrition, stiff joints— 
because they have to sit hunch-backed for long 
stretches to roll the bidis—and poor eyesight. 
According to Dr K.K. Jain of the Bidi Workers' 
Hospital in Sagar, apart from tuberculosis, ast¬ 
hma, scabies, these workers often suffer from 
bronchitis, cervical spondylitis, lumbago. As 
most parents work at home, the children are also 
atflicted with similar disea.ses. 

What makes matters worse is the living condi¬ 
tions in their shanties, slums or ghettos which 
don’t have basic amenities—safe drinking water, 
sanitation, health care. The result: most bidi 
workers liave an untimely death. This after slog¬ 
ging 12 hours a day every day of their life; rolling 
800 to 1,000 bidis and earning a measly Rs 15 to 
Rs 20 for them. But even if they do work 365 
days a year, their annual salary wouldn't be more 
than a pathetic Rs 8,100. 

Why is a bidi worker s life such a disaster? Well, 
a nexus of manufacturers, contractors, bureau- 
aats and politicians has successfully short-cir¬ 
cuited labour laws to clamp down on the work¬ 
ers. When the Minimum Wages Act and Factories 
Act in 1948 provided for bef.er working condi¬ 
tions, the factory owners decided to close the 
work^eds because it the bidi-workers remained 
•n the factory campus, they would have to be 
paidijetter. The entire bidi-rolling work was shif¬ 
ted to domestic homes. To make matters worse. 

bidi barons introduced a sattedar or a middleman who would col¬ 
lect the bidis from these workers' homes and ferry it to the man¬ 
ufacturers. This "small satrap's" word soon became law. 

When the Bidi Cigar Workers Act, 1966, listed the home-bred 
bidi-worker as an employee—and hence deemed it essential that 
he should get all the bmefits—it didn’t work either. Thirty-two 
years later, only eight lakh out of an estimated 22 lakh bidi work¬ 
ers have been issued identity cards. Which, of course, doesn't guar¬ 
antee proper wages—because the sattedar ^ves out the wage slip at 

Tha ailing Cliokhalal can’t baar to look at food, a |owar rotl 
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random. And since bidi workers are mostly illiter¬ 
ate, the sattedar often changes their names in the 
register without their knowledge. No wonder then 
that despite efforts by Anuc and cmi, there are just 
f-20 lakh workers who have a provident fond 

' account—the number was just 22,000 till 1992. 
This, despite (he foct that the sattedar deducts 

the PF money from each listed worker every 
month. "It is being deducted from all the 22 lakh 
workers but is deposited in just 1.20 lakh accounts. 
Of them, 25,000 to 30,000 are packers and labellers 
in the worksheds or are on the personal staff of 
bidi seths," says Ajit Kumar Jain, aituc president, 
Sagar District Bidi Worker's Union. 

Recently, on the recommendation of the Minimum Wag« Act 
Committee, the state government decided to fix a dearness 
allowance for bidi worl^ at the rate of 2 paise per 1,000 bidis 
rolled in accordance with the price index. The rate would be 
revised every six months. Bidi barons promptly challenged the 
decision in the high court; chief minister Digvijay Singh went into 
a huddle with the bidi sefos and agreed to bring down the rate to 

1 paise and they withdrew the petition. Now. ui; 
has challenged Digvijay's decision in court 

The ruthless exploitation of the worker lieijins 
from stage one itself. He is handed 6.S0 gm iv! 
tendu leaf and 2.S0 gm of tobacco to roil l.dt ;i 
bidis. The new rate: Rs 22.50. Most of the time 
the tendu leaf is not enough for the bidis, whir h 
means the worker has to supply the material him¬ 
self. At the end of the day, the sattedar unleashes 
his whip and cheats the worker. Sometimes, he 
refuses to accept some bidis, saying they haven't 
been rolled properly, which means the worker 
has to pay from his pocket. 

In 1993, the National Commission on Rural 
Labour drew the government's attention to this unbridled form 
of exploitation. Five years later, nothing has changed. Virendra 
Kumar, the local aje MP, pleads helplessness; "The workers are 
being exploited. They are dying an untimely death. 1 know that 
they are in a bad shape. But I couldn’t do much because I got very 
little time and the government at the Centre was not ours." 

AtTuc's Jain blames bidi seths and the political parties funded by 
them for the plight of the workers. "Using their 
clout, the bidi seths have .stalled the industrial 
development of .Sagar and ensured that there is no 
alternative job opportunities for the workers.” 

In 1989, Vitthal Bhai Patel, a minister in the 
Motilal Vora government and a bidi baron him¬ 
self, suggested that the bidi industry should be 
turned into a cooperative. But other bidi seths 
rejected it. "I agree that the workers are living in 
a pathetic condition. But the Centre is to be 
blamed for it, not us," says Sunil Jain, Congress 
MU from Sagar district and one of the owners of 
the Khemchand Motilal Jain Tobacco Products. 
He claims that the government has been charg¬ 
ing cess of 30 paise on every 1,000 bidis from the 
owners for the workers' welfare fund. "If they 
have not been able to uplift the workers despite 
having crores of rupees at their disposal, why 
should we be blamed?" he asks. 

Jain has a point. The Welfare Commissioner's 
office at Jabalpur which controls the cess money 
showed us its track n-cordv out of nearly 2 mill¬ 
ion workers, it could lind |u.si seven eligible for 
distribution of specl.iiles in lW.t-94: it traced 20 
cancer patients and 178 TIi patients in three years 
despite the fact that medical surveys have shown 
aim.ost ^0 jx;r ceiil o.' the wrrrkers suffer from TB. 

A fesv years rgo, a I’lu i. report revealed that sat- 
tedars in labalpur were deducting a rupee from 
workers on each 1,(KX) bundle of bidis, ostensi¬ 
bly tor a '.harity fund". The money, admit sev¬ 
eral satledars, was paid to government officials 
so that labour laws could be bypassed at will. 
Tilings have reached such a pass that the work¬ 

ers appear resigned to their fate, "We will accept 
the job even if we are paid less. We have nothing 
else to do," says Chokhelal. At this precise mom¬ 
ent, Virendra Kumar of the bjp trooped in with 
his men to solicit votes with folded hand.s. in a 
rare outburst, Chokhelal muttered that the 
politician is the enemy—foote marne chahiyen 
netaon ko. Congress, bip dom milke humko ulloo 
banate hain. As Khemchand's wife prepares the 
evening meal out of the cheap jowar, she blurts 
out: "Babuji, we eat food no animal will touch. 
What have we done to deserve this?" ■ 

AfUr ^fini 12 
iMHiiiadiy, 

HnlfltBiorttra 

minnv iRifK. 
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PROFILE 

Politician-in-waiting, playboy or regular guy. Who’s the real Rahul? 

By SUNIL MEHRA That image seared itself into this 
nation's collective psyche. The 
poignant television image of a 
young, devastated Rahul Gandhi 
sobbing Into his father's waist as 

he stood next to his slain grandmother's 
body recalled the tragic one of the young 
John F. Kennedy Jr saluting his father's cof¬ 
fin two decades ago. 

You next met 19-year-old Rahul on your 
morning paper second page; there he was, 
our gawky, stocky, bespemcled, Dilton Doi- 
ley iookalike at Delhi's St Stephens, where 
his admission had caused a furore: a 61 per 
cent aggregate in his school-leaving exam, a 
miserable 49 in Economics, a 41 in Math. 
Family friend Suman Dubey had to defend 
the teenager in print: cite his eight shooting 
medals, fourth rank in the 32nd National 
Shooting Championship as justification for 
his admission under the sports quota. 

Long hiatus thereafter. Primarily because 
young Rahul wasn't there. He quit Stephens 
a year later, went off to the US for a degree 
in economia. And then ano¬ 
ther assassination, another 
appearance. A grim-faced, 
newly lean, more angular 
Rahul sat on his father's 
funeral carriage. Intense, set- 
jawed silence for the most 
part. Then pent-up emotion 
got the better of him and he 
clambered off, ran now 
ahead into the cortege, now 
behind. Once again, destiny ] 
permitted only a private grief 
extending into a public space, • V J/' \ 
for a nation's prying eyes. 

Images, yet more images. ; - 
Ihat's all we have of this 
>"sung .scion of the chari.s- g 
malic Nehru-Gandhi family. . '4-. w- 

So who is the Real Rahul? 
Below-average student keep¬ 
ing the family record of Rahui Oai 
undistinguished stints at dis- nt u MocIg 
tinguished institutions? A School pi. 
degree in economics from politics is 
Harvard, anolher in develop- clowninn 
ment economics from Trinity, at Gu 
freelance assignments with 
British management consultancy firm? Or 
playboy with ted car, London address, 
Colombian girlfriend and corporate ambi¬ 
tion? Or politician in waiting with Amethi 
Today, All India Tomorrow ambition? 
Neither. By all accounts, Rahul is your reg¬ 
ular 27-y,>ar-old, naturally loyal to both his 
lineage as well as a life of his own. 

Super-status has been both the boon and 
the bane of his life. At Delhi's Junior 

Modern School, Rahul was once humi¬ 
liated in a public assembly by a principal 
whose sense of duty triumphed over her 
sense of discretion. Modern alumnus 
Monsoon Bissel, 27, recalls with some dis¬ 
taste; "As monitor, I used to match down 
the line during morning assembly and 
confirm whether everyone was wearing 
a vest as per stipulations. I'd raise my hand 
each time I encountered an un-vested 
torso. Rahul squirmed as 1 reached out to 
touch him, raise my hand... Mrs Chandra, 
the principal, boomed out: ‘What does 
Rahul Gandhi think? Just because his 
grandmother is the prime minister, he 
doesn't have to wear a vest to school?' It 
was insensitive." 

Just a child "who loved nothing more 
than playing langdi taang" (trip-a-leg) with 
other kids. “He clapped gleefully when his 
father tripped and fell flat on his face in 
the Papa's Race held one pta Day," recalls 
fond teacher Manju Khullar. By all acco¬ 
unts, Rahul tripped right along through 
his school and college days in India. 

The one year at Doon School, alma mater 

T] 
Ni 

ifi 
Rahui Gandhi, r, 

it) a Modern 
School piay: 

politics is no 
clownlnn matter; 

and at Guntur. AP 

thi, r, to father Rajiv and uncle 
, Sanjay, was not altogether 
i; trouble-free. Though he sub- 
lo mitted cheerfully to 'Dosco' 
iattor; rites of passage. "I believe he 
kur, AP wa' locked in the bogs and 

chaps poured mugloads of cold 
water on him," recalls school senior, Delhi 
businessman Ratan Kapur. Run-of-the-mill 
schoolboy fun? Spitefol schoolboy envy 
for a child celebrity status? Pure fluff or 
pure Freud? Gandhi ambled right along. 
"Chaps that committed misdemeanours 
had to wait on tables. Rahul waited on 
tables quite often," chuckles Kapur. 

At St Stephens, conscious undoubtedly 
of the resentment generated by his jump- 
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ing the admission queue, he tried to swi. 
ten the opposition by passing 
chocolates around, gamely ann-wresilin;, 
mates in the college canteen. ■'He w.i', 
slight in si-hool," remembers Kapur, I ut 
he'd started weight training, shootii.c 
become much chunkier in college.'' No; 
weights alone. Also harpooning, golling 
squash, badminton, tennis. And lately women. Or so whispers the 

Delhi grapevine. I here's unsubstanti¬ 
ated rumour about the Colombian 

girlfriend he intends marrying, the party 
circuit he inhabits with friends Abhishek 
Bachchan, Satish Sharma's son Sameer 
and Suman Dubey's s<m Amitabh. London 
gossip rags talk of the red car, the some- 
body-else's-girlfriend he's occasionallv 
seen with in Hampstead. "If only he was 
three inches taller he would be devastat¬ 
ing," sighs a college contcmiiorary. Long¬ 
time family triend, Delhi art restorer 
Rupika Chawia breaks what she calls "the 
Gandhi friendship code of conduct" to 
laugh out just one line-—"He does have the 
most delicious dimples." 

In July '95 the wise men of The Timex of 
India categorically .stated he was fighting 
elections from, Amethi. 1998 now, he's 
back, but perhaps only temporarily—to 
"help out", fuelled by a sense of family and 
duty and at the behest of the sister he’s 
close to. “They grew up in isolation, under 
stifling security cover,” says a family 
friend, "which explains their closeness. 
Sonia as a mother has never interfered 
with his life and career choices" 

Meanwhile, the media attention contin¬ 
ues. He appears by .Sonia's side in .Amethi. 
“Ekdtmt Rajivji ki moorut liai (looks exactly 
like Rajiv)," roar the crowds. In Rajasthan, 
he says: ''Couvros ko role do, ilexli ko tagda 
banao (vote foi the Congress, strengthen 
the country)," and all Daiisa turns deliri¬ 
ous. Next he surlaces in (Juntur. "He 
belongs to thi family that once ruled the 
nation. Ii's Ins right to rule," declares a 
poliiirian. And what of Priyanka? "She, 
yes. Hut only if he, the son, refuses." 

I .Simple logic, wrung out in just three 
j appearances. I’artymen have joined the 
! ibiiriis. "He should become the Youth 
. Congress president. That's what we all 

want," savs a starry-eyed Congressman. 
.No one, of course, asks Rahul Gandhi 

■ what he wants. As college fresher he once 
] sportingly jumped up and down in accurate 

imitation of a tennis ball when being rag¬ 
ged by a gaggle of female St Stephens sop¬ 
homores. Indications are he might be a lit¬ 
tle less than willing to jump through hoops 
at the bidding of Congress lackeys who see 
him as their passport to an elertion victory. 
For now, Rahul seems content to follow 
rather than lead his illustrious family into 
the mined terrain of Indian politics. ■ 
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43 per cent prefer Congress-led coalition with UF; 
38 per cent favour BJP and allies. 

Sonia Gandhi narrows gap with Voipayee as most 
preferred prime ministeriai candidate. 

CONGRESS RESURGENCE 
A nationwide opinion poil conducted for Outlook by the world’s largest market research 

agency A.C. Nielsen shows Sonia’s campaigning has Improved Congress fortunes 

Graphics by ANOOPKAMATH 

% votes 

\arao 
Korecasl 

seats 1998 
May 1998 

■ actual 
Kcb 1998 
forecast 

BJP & allios 23.3 29.7 
Congress & allies 1 'J 28.1 29.3 
United TVonl/liF i i;! 28.3 22.8 
Others 19.9 18.0 
mTAL '■ i 1 

S\\iii« 
, r. ■ 

^ ( 

lYirty Name North South kast Wr-sl 'ibtal Note: The above hgms have taken the lollomng 
alliances into account: 

BJP & allies 103 18 42 68 .>‘i 1 m BJPs allies Include TDP(Nm), Hi/P, U* Shakti, 

Congress & allies 27 54 46 45 17::' 
Shiv Sena, BJD (Bi/u), Thnamul Congress (Maniata). 
Akali Dal (Badai), AIADMK Samata Party 

United FVont/LK 11 58 48 1 HO ■ Congress's ahies include SP i HP! (Maharashtra), 
HID (Bihar), BSP (Puniab), Bm> (UP) 

Others 10 2 6 4 m United FrootUn Front includes TDP(N), mP. JO, BSP 

132 
JMM, CPI, Cn(M), SP, DMK. TMC, Forward Bloc 

B.
 

w
 131 142 118 31;>, m Others include BJP (i/aghela) and BSP (Kanshi Bam) 
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ISmIi list 12 lerceitiit wills lekiii 

WliH i! [K'li'ix is is^i>si « ol proxidiiif^ a 

staijii'iioNciijOifiii iliai viii Iasi li\t‘u'ai's’ 

BJP 
& allk^ 

✓ ✓✓ 
CotlfiTOSS 

Gallics 

}C )( )C )C o( ii|(. ai)ov<* i 
^ Don't know/can'l say ?)'*<> 

Seat fortTasi for the 10 most populotis suites 

SlitUtseosnmd Total t' . Its;' ; 1 
by |H)II sealk ... .i.,- . iiihrs \ II f )i(>< 1 

LUar lYidt^ih , 1 (58 8 3 

Kiliar It) 30 5 1 

Miihiirashlra 25 23 - - 
Andhra Pradesl' 30 0 9 I 

W<>si Bongal ! ■ 3 1 .38 - 

Madhya I’radcsh l|' 10 27 1 2 

Tamil .Nadu - 3 38 - 
kaniabika 12 13 3 - 
Gujarat *{» 8 18 - - 
Kajastlian r> 10 15 - - 
Sub hilals 12:1 120 200 100 9 

Other states S Llls II1 52 31 18 13 

>:i'.iii<l Tm.n ■ !( |7J ;'!i ;i;t -' 

STATESCAN 
• MAHARASHTRA (Seats 48); The Congress tie- 
up with Si’ and Kit is likely to make it a tormida- 
ble combination agtinst the Hii'-Shiv Sena and 
help improve Its tally from 15 in 1996 to 25. 
• UTTAR PRADESH (Seats 85): With Congress, 
SP and ij.M> likely to contest on their own in most 
seats, the b)I' will .sweep the state. Tally: 68. 
• KARNATAKA tSeats 28): Tlie mi 's alliance 
with Ramakrishna Hegde's l.ok Shakti will help il 
emerge as the single largest grou|> lollowi'd clos¬ 
ely by Congress. Tlte ,)l) will have to Iw content 
with only three seals. 
• BIHAR (Scats 54); The split in ID will In-nefit 
the Bii'-.Samata alliance, improving its tally Irom 
18 seals to 30. The laloo-Congress alliance will 
get 18 seats; the |l) five. 
• ANDHRA PRADESH iSeats 42): I'he B)i> pact 
with Ukshiiii I’aivatlii may help Ciongress wean 
away some votes Irom Naidu, thereby increasing 
its tally Irom the 22 il won last time. 
• WEST BENGAL (Seats 42): The Congress split 
will be to the advantage of the 1 elt parlies whii h 
are hkelv to increase their tally to 38. 
• MADHYA PRADESH (Seats 40): Congress 
likelv ti' gam its [Mssitinn but the mi’ still ahead 
and I’spccted to keep its 1996 tally of 27 seals. 
• TAMIL NADU (Seats 39); The Bji'-Ai,M)sik 
alliance unlikely to make a targe dent in dmk-isu 
which will end up with 36 seats. 
• GUJARAT (Seats 26); The Bir will make 
inroads into Shankersmb Vaghcla's Kie at the 
expense of the Congress. Ihe bii> is now exixtted 
to get 18 seals instead of its earlier tally of io. 
• R^ASTHAN (Seats 25): The Bji’ is likelv to 
improve its position vis-a-vis the Congress and 
win IS seats against the Congress' 10. 
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The BJP-Seia healei far a reversal 
al fartmes fa Maharashtra 

Sliotihi f^i'K.'rrrkt) CiriKilii 
('rU('i' ixiiilics? 
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Priyantca Gandhi: An overwhelming 43 per cent say she should take the plunge 

Most impt)rl;i!il issues faciu/E: 
fht: ('(lUUll’V 

Curbing prict' rist* , 1> I", 

Jiislirt' for poor 

laiw and order . i-i'*. 

Kcilnce corriiptitni • 

Slalilc govcrnini'iil al ceniri' 

I'linplo.Miicnl opporliinilh's 

Ki’diicing coinniiinal lonsion V. 

Xillagt' iinproscnu'iit .'‘'n 

\\iial is ill* 1)< si soliiirt'D 
for ii.ii)i'i \iasii(l issrif ’ 
llosi'ilnl lor poor sliuuld Im' Iniilt ‘ r*' 

Ram inandlr should Ih* Iniill ' 

Vlasjid and inandir slionid he 
Iniill sid(‘l)y side • 

\cw ninsjid should he (■rccli'd .. 

\alional inoniiincnt )' •. 
should he Iniilt 

Don'l know'/can't sa\ " > 

METHODOLlKiY; Ihr A( NidM.‘n ()uti(K)k poll was umdiiital ii 8‘> 
coiistituiiKii's .KToss l>i stall's bi twccri laniiars' 24 and ti-bruarv 1. 
lau' to laic inimicivs were (artied out with It),412 rcsjviiidciits. In caili 
lok Sahha sisit lliiiv .issciiibly (onstitucniics were loscri’d and a mini- 
timni of SIS sillaj'cs .'md three towns wen- cosered. Ihe lonstitneniies 
covered bs the |H)I1: <\iiillira Pradesh; .Anakapalli, l-.luru, Onxole, 
Kurnool, \.iv,arkurnool, Ni?;niabad, IVddapalh. Assam: NaoRaon, 
■.akhimpur. Bihar: Reltiah. Siwan, Mii/affarpur, Kishanijanj, Ik'gusarai, 
Sasarani, Koderma, Kanchi, Singhbhum Delhi: last Oelhi. Deltii .Sadar, 
Karol Bagh. Guiarat: lainriagar, .\nircli, Saharkantha, Dohad, hharuch. 
Haryana: Kurukshetia. Mahendragarh, Uohlak. Karnataka: llellarv. 

llangaloie Noiili, c:haniarn|anagar, Mangalore, Ohar'sar N'orih, ilijaptir. 
Kerala: Ko/hikode. Muknndapurain, Alapii/.ha, Ihiiuvananlhapiiram. 
Madhya Pradesh: llhind, Sagar, Kewa, Uaigadi, Mahasainund. labalpui, 
Khandwa, Indore. Maharashtra; Kagapur, Mnnihai (South Cetitrali. 
MiiinKii (Noiih ( enlial), Dluilia, Kiildhana, Washiin, Kaintek, dhimiii, 
llhir, I’une. Oris.sa: kendrapara, Bolangir, Keonjliar, Punjab: Amritsar, 
I’hiliaur, Sangiur. Rajasthan: C.huru, Dausa, innk, jalore. I'amil Nadu; 
Chennai ,North, Krislinagiri, Coimlratore, Karur, Mayiirani, lininelveli 
Uttar Pradesh: Bijnore, Kampur, Sitapur, Mohanlalganj, Siiltanpur, 
(iorathpiir, launpiir, Kohertsgani, Allahabad, lalaiin, llatiiras, Hapur. 
West Bengal: Jalpaiguri, Calcutta South, ladavpur, hankura. 
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PhoKhjraphs by F NARAYAN 

By YUBARAJ GHIMIRE The Delhi rally where Vajpayee issued his ‘denial’ A TAh Ik'hdri Vajpjyct* ma\ bi- a l<)rniklal)le dralor when 
critiquins the Rovernment, but when he finds himself in 
a Sitaram Kesri-like predicament he cuts an equally 
pathetic fiRure. Just that last aRunisinR bit short ol the 
finishing line, willy-nilly he casts himself in the "old 

man in a hurry" mould—full of urgency, even a touch of despera¬ 
tion. Which IS exactly what hapfrened at the l-'ehruar}’ 2 rally by 
the Bjr and its allies at Delhi's Ambedkar stadium. 

"Certain mischievous elements are trying to project the rift 
between me and (bjp president) .Advaniji, that he will be the prime 
minister immediately after elections," lie blurted out. ,Vfaking the 
situation curiouser, Advani avoidc*d addressing the rallv, but 

released the p.irt\ manifesto the tollowing day otfici.aliy project¬ 
ing Vajpayee as the party's prime ministerial candidate. 

Ilmveser. the iiir's official announcement that Vaj(>avee would 
be at the helm it it forms a Rovernment at the Centre had not 
scotched speculation on why he felt compelled to issue the clari 
licaiion at the rally. "The tad that Vajpayee icit the need to con¬ 
tradict the rumour only proves that there is something to it," sas's 
((ingress spokesperson V.N. Gadgil. Sure enough, next dav the 
papers promptly took the cue with reports on the 'feud'. 

BM' general secretary K.N. (iovindacharya brushes away the brou¬ 
haha: " I his controversy ithe alleged rift ljetwc“en Vajpayee and 
.Advani) lias been floated by adversaries for the la.st 30 years. I'tiey 
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can't comprehend the unity and solidarity in the hip." 

Though, a high point in the 'dichotomy' in the party 
was supplied by Govindacharya himself when he 
famously described Vajpayee as a 'mukhota' (mask)— 
that he denied it later did not lessen the damage. 

But it is increasingly being argued that Vajpayee’s 
public testimony and the attendant media atten¬ 
tion-coupled with the party manifesto—have 
reduced him to the figure of a helpless pawn. The 
message is clear: the bjp is seeking a mandate on its 
traditional issues and not a referendum on Vajpayee's 
prime ministerial candidature. That it is he who has 
to accept the Sangh-B|P line, not the other way round. 
As a party functionary declares: "As far as the bjp is 
concerned, Vajpayee is going to be the prime minis¬ 
ter, should the party come to power. Now it is for 
Vajpayee not to let the .Sangh down." Tub hardline manifesto—which talks of undilu¬ 

ted commitment to a Ram temple at Ayodhya, 
abrogation of Article .170, a ban on cow slaugh¬ 

ter and fomiulation of a uniform civil code—is at 
variance with Vajpayee's assertion at public meetings 
that these issues would be bypassed by a more prag¬ 
matic common minimum programme in consulta¬ 
tion with the party's allies. 

In fact, many kvs hardliners saw a dangerous drift in 
Vajpayee's 'vote for me, make me I’M' 
campaign—that it might amount to 
the Sangh playing second fiddle to an 
individual and that he might wield 
power in the party akin to the Nehru- 
Gandhi dynasty's charisma-driven 
hold over the Congress. Sangh ideo 
logue K. Sudershan, who is in charge of 
its (K)litical division, held a closed-door 
meeting with senior full-timers at 
Surajkund and resorted to the e.xtreme 
step of warning the bii> not to dilute its 
stand on Hindutva and related issues. 

In an interview to PtitKhiijanya—ihv 
Sangh's mouthpiece—immediately 
after the .Surajkund meeting, Suder- 
shan warned that any dilution on core issues would 
endanger the very existence of the bjp. He according¬ 
ly appreciated Advani's assurance that the bji’ would 
n )1 forsake its principles. Indeed, if Vajpayee is the 
projected face of the bjp, .\dvani is the hidden face— 
as subtly evidcticed in the party manifesto, which 
had a portrait ol Vaj[)ayee on the front cover and one 
of the party chiel on its hack cover. 

In fact, it was .Advani who had unilaterally 
announieil in Octolier 199.S that Vajpayee would b<‘ 
(Uime minister it the itjp laine to power. But he 
remains a emnmitted votary of a hardline manife.sto 
and a continued role lor the .Sangh in policy formula¬ 
tion even it it entails jtiaying down the Vajpayw card. 
According to .Sangh insiders, whenever Advani is in 
New Delhi, he frequents the Sangh oJfice in 
Jhandewala and discusses policy and ideology. 
Vajpayee, on the other hand, is hardly ever seen there. 

It is signilitant that Vajpayee, tlie most 'credible' 
face of the iiip, has met with failure whenever he's tried 
to dictate the agenda for the .Sangh or the bjp. There are 
about 42,(X)0 regulur rss shakhas, with an average of 
100 participants in each and the bjp depends on these 
volunteers for its grassroots organisation. Moreover, 

there are 134 ass pracharaks (full-timers) engaged in 
the party organisation in crucial capacities and 
nearly 90 per cent of the 160-odd national execu¬ 
tive members have an rss background. And they 
consider Advani their leader. As a senior party func¬ 
tionary says: "Vajpayee might win a referendum in 
the country for prime ministership, but within the 
Sangh he would be a miserable loser.” After all 
these years, the man remains a loner within his 
flock—with virtually no unambiguous support 
except from Rajasthan chief minister Bhairon 
Singh Shekhawat. 

Other Sangh organisations too are not well-dis¬ 
posed towards Vajpayee. "Ask each of the candi¬ 
dates whether they are for Ayodhya, Kashi and 
Mathura being handed over to the Hindus and 
vote accordingly," is the advice offered to voters 
by Vishwa Hindu Parishad (viip) supremo Ashok 
singhal, who is op)X)Scd to the Sangh supporting 
Vajpayee. Another .Sangh ideologue working in 
the swadeshi and trade union front of the .Sangh, 
Dattopanta Thengri, echoes the same, undiluted 
opposition to Vajpayee. But he is equally against 
the VHP's increased interest in bjp affairs. 

Given this scheme of things, Advani's suprem¬ 
acy is undeniable. While he was forced by the 
Sangh to continue as party chief beyond the stip¬ 

ulated two terms, it is still not clear 
whether he would join a Vajpayee 
ministry. "It is for the party' to 
decide,” is all he would say at a 
press confeience in Jaipur last 
week. But he is likely to relinquish 
the party presidentship at the 
National Council meeting to be 
held after elections. Here, 
Vajpayee's attempt to ^project 
Shekhawat, who does not have an 
RSS background, as party chief was 
vetoed by the Sangh, which prefers 
senior pracharak Kushabhao 
Thakre. And in Delhi, fearing that 
Vajpayee might comiiromise in his 

quest for power- almost a now-or-never situation 
for the 74-year-old aspirant—senior Sangh leader 
Manaji Deshmukh called for a more principled 
approach, not a ))ersonal agenda. 

All this has cume as a blighter to Vajpayee's 'prag¬ 
matic approach’ at a time when .Sonia Gandhi is 
conduciing a whirlwind electoral campaign. The 
Sangh agenda which has neon incorporated itt the 
bjp manifesto could checkmate Vajpayee's overtures 
to the Muslims—organising an iftar party at home 
and calling Urdu journalists for a briefing in his 
etforl to proj'.*ct a 'friendly face'. 

But Sudershan. in an oblique reference to the 
move to 'secularise' the bjp, argued that the "pres¬ 
ence ol .Muslims inside docs not mean that the 
party has become secular". A disheartened 
Vajpayee camp, which was angling for the minori¬ 
ties and confused Clongress supporters, felt 
Iretrayed and gave up the move. To compound 
matters, Sonia seems to have stemmed the exodus 
of the floating Congress vote. 

"Vajpayee is a spineless felkrw. He cannot rebel. 

Advani: the unchallenged leader in the BJP 

Vajpayee 
remains a loner 

among his 
flock, with no 
unambiguous 

supporter 
besides 

Shekhawat. 
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“The UP is not going to 
give up on Ram mandir” 
The BiP manifesto—when the Ram Janmabhoomi issue. Article Vn 
and a common cMl code figure prominently—is primf that the 

party's “moderate voice* was shortlived. And though the kss denies 
It played a role in shaping the “hardline* manifesto, its joint gene¬ 
ral secretary Madam Das tells Rajesh Josh! that it was wrong 
to think the bip would giw up its "basic agenda". Excerpts: 

\ 

The QfP manifesto is being dnbbed as the rss mani¬ 
festo as it brings the Ram mandir issue to the fore. 
Says who? How many pages are there in the manifesto? The 
media projects only one point out of proportion. There are a 
number of things about the minorities which are never high¬ 
lighted. As far as the Ram Janmabhoomi is concerned, no one 
has ever denied that it's on our agenda. The reality is that the 
Bjp is not going to give up its basic agenda to fight an election. 

TRIBHUVAN1IWARI 

Don’t yon think that the profection of contentious 
issues like Ram Janmabhoomi and a common civO 
code will further alienate Musilm.s? 
How wiil they be alienated.' When did (we) tell Muslims that 
these issues do not exist? Now, Muslim piTception on these iss¬ 
ues is changing and Vajpayee hasn't said Ayrxihya is not an 
issue. Misinformation is being spread about the Janmabhoomi. 
it's not Meaa or Madina but it's the birth plaa* ol Ram. 
Several criminals figure in the hjp's list of candidates. 
What does the rs.s have to say about it? 
The RSS does not go into the spisifics and internal things. What 
we feel is that this is the tieginning of /wrivartan (change) in the 
country. A beginning is a beginning, so why expc-ct everything 
to hapfxin right now.' l et 's cross the bridge when we come to it. 
But the RSS will delinitelv expect the government to be clean. 
With criminals on its list, do you think the iijp fits 
into the "moral yardstick" of the ass? 
Instead of talking alioul this point now let's see what hapjiens. 
Why is there a perceptible difference between Vajpayee 
and Advani, despite the same ideological background? 
This is all media projection. Things can be said in two different 
styles. But it's wrong to say the b)i* is anti-Muslim or the rs.s is 
anti-Muslim. We are for justice for ail and appeasement of none. 
Under pressure of allies, will the igp have to give up 
issues like Ram Janmabhoomi and the civil code? 
We will see. I'hi'se are all detailed issues. But after the formation 
of the Obinet a common minimum programme will be chalked 
out. Bss apna dream apne bharose se pura kame ja raha hai, apne 
prayason se ( I'he rss is going to accomplish its dream on its own). 
The state will help us, it is not our enemy after all. 
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COVER STORY 

Strained Bedfellows 

He wanted to present me as a hardliner, as an 
uncompromising Hindu chauvinist and him¬ 
self as a healer and humanist, a progressive 
arid liberal who would bring the political 
process to immediate fruition. I was shocked at 
his approach and tactics. In the process, he 
harmed me immensely. What is worse, he har¬ 
med the country a great deal." —Jagmohan 
on George Fernandes in his book My Frozen 
Hirbulence in Kashmir in 1991 POLITICS makes for strange bedfel¬ 

lows. Fernandes and Jagmohan, the 
Bji> candidate from New Delhi con¬ 

stituency, shared a common platform at 
an election rally on February 2, 1998, in 
New Delhi. And, surprise, surprise, the »|p 
manifesto released a day later unambigu¬ 
ously called for abrogation of Article 370 
that gave special status to Jammu and 
Kashmir. Clearly, Jagmohan has prevailed 
over George on the vexed Kashmir issue. 

I'he manifesto, however, has already 
attracted protests and cries of apprehen¬ 
sion from the bii>'s allies, who fancy them- 

Badal, Fernandes: Impractical optimism? 

selves as a moderating Influence. "Wc will 
oppose the bjp on Issues related to Ayo- 
dhya, Kashi and Mathura," aiaomk's J. Jaya- 
laiitha asserted, adding her party woul^'t 
allow the bip to deprive the minorities of 
their rights, an allusion to the proposed 
uniform civil code. And lakshmi Parvathi 
refused to join the bjp and its allies at a rally 
in Delhi so as not to offend the sizeable 
nuntber of Muslims in Andhra Pradesh. 

It is .significant that the 1998 manifesto is 
virtually an antithesis of the presidential 
address, drafted by the Vajpayee governm¬ 
ent, before the joint session of Parliament 
in May 1«96. The address had put most 
contentious issues on the backburner. 

Indeed, the allies arc still charmed more 
by Vajpayee’s projected ‘moderate image' 
than by the compulsion of his having to 
act in accoidance with rss diktats. "Sonia 
Gandhi, by apologising for Operation 
Blucstar, is only shedding crocodile tears. 
Instead, wc trust Vajpayin;. We will give all 

14 Punjab seats (that includes prime min¬ 
ister l.K. Gujral's) to Vajpayee," claims 
Punjab chief minister Parkash Singh Badal. 

Like Fernandes, Badal beli¬ 
eves in the relevance of anti- 
Congresslsm. “To the extent 
of lighting for public good 
and national security as well 
as against corruption, we 
have a unity of purpose with 
the BJP,” says Fernandes. 

In fact, what cements the 
allies is each party's compul¬ 
sion in its respective areas of 
Influence. In Haryana, Bans! 
Lai, who is pitted against the 
Congress’ Bhajan Ul and the 
Devi lal-Om Prakash Chaut- 
ala duo, has only the bjp to 
fall back upon In Punjab, to 
sell their social harmony 
plank Badal and his Akali 
Dal, which holds the Cx>ng- 
ress responsible for a 15-ycar- 
long spell of terrorism, needs 
the bjp, which draws its 
strength largely from the 
non-Sikh population. 

In Tamil Nadu, after a soured relation¬ 
ship with the Congress, Jayalalitha's hope 
of participating in national governance 
hinges on an alliance with the bjp. For 
Lakshmi Parvathi, her tie-up with the bjp 

is the only chance of wreaking revenge on 
Chandrababu Naidu for betraying her 
husband N.T. Rama Rao. 

In mhar, Fernandes' Samata Party's main 
concern is its fight against Laloo Prasad 
Yadav, for which it is dependent on the 
Bji’’s support. And they profess full faith in 
their voice being given due con.sidcratinn 
In the saffron scheme of things. "We are 
convinced that the bjp will take its allies 
into confidence even if it gets an absolute 
majority," says Fernandes. 

But Vajpayee's predicament in the bjp 

could mean that Fernandes' optimism may 
once again be impractical. After all, he was 
in the forefront of the demand for the Jan 
.Sangh's ouster from the Janata Party on 
the dual membership issue. The situation 
may not change this time around, but 
maybe the veteran socialist leader has. 

In fact, lie is a boneless chicken to be eaten by .Advani and Pramod 
Mahajan," sacs lanata Dal secretary general Bapii Kaldatc. who 
otherwise shares ;i good personal rapport with Vajpayee. 

As for Advani, it is not that lie is hankering for the PM's slot or 
wants to stage a coup against Vajpayee, his friend since 19.S7. He 
is simply executing a delicate balancing act, given his re.spect and 
weakness for \’ajpayee and an undiluted commitment to the 
Sangh. In other worcLs, his ‘tend’ with Vajpayee stems merely from 
a political compulsion, not a jiersonal clash of egos. Advani also 
seeks to give an impression that the hip in a way is like the 
(’.ongress, but with principles. “We are trying to prove that we are 

tile true inheritor ol all that Gandhi, C. Rajagopalachari, Sardar 
Patel and P.D. Tandon stood for," he told Outlook. 

But it such assertions are an inducement for Congress MPs to 
(ross over in the event of a hung Parliament, thei may count for 
little with Sonia lightening her hold on the party. It is here that 
Vajpayee could play a key role. With his 'secular credentials', he 
enjoys a fair degree of acceptability among Congressmen. 
•Accordingly, in post-manifesto election speeches, Vajpayee harps 
more on dynamism, principled alliances and an honc.st and trans¬ 
parent government. But if he wants to reali.se his prime minister¬ 
ial ambitions, it seems he cannot stray fat from the Sangh line. ■ 
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UTTAR PRADESH 

Mandir Feeds On Mandal 
' As Sonia’s Amethi circus winds up, the reai scenario emerges—a shrewd BJP hijacking the caste vote 

TNARAYAN T NARAYA^ 

MMlayam ind Kalyan Singh: in dangly poiartsnd UP, tha Samaivadi Party may ba tha laat trua obstacle to a saffron swoop 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN in AmethI Narain Dutt Tlwari, Jitendra Prasada and wave' theorv’ helongs to the realms of polit- 

Pramod Tewari 'holding hands under the leal analysis of a different era. At the Musafirkhana Chowk ki the aiclights and media glare. Ixwk at it another way. Tlie real benefid- 

Amethi parliamentary constitue- But once the dust billowing from the two ar>' of the Mandal recommendations in 

ncy, Congress candidate Satlsh private choppers carrying Sonia, Priyanka Uttar Pradesh has been the bjp. While the 
Sharma makes it a point to urge and Rahul Gandhi had cleared, Amethi Janata Ual last week re-asserted its claim on 

voters to elect him so that he can remained at best an oasis for the Congress i Kiandal, it is the bip which seems to have 
keep the seat safe in antidpation of Sonia in Uttar Pradesh, once a bastion of the Con- got Its act together, carefully looking at 

Gandhi's dedsion to enter Parliaraent gress. Indeed, the state Congress, which res- | caste equations in each constituency and 

Sharma, for long a Gandhi family servitor ides at Lucknow's Mall Avenue, makes for a allotting tickets on that basis. So even while 
In. the highest traditions of the Uttar most uninspiring sight, rvith the only visi- the party invoka Lord Ram in its mani- 

Pradah Congress, is more than aware that ble signs of impending elections being three fato, the groundwork seems to suggat due 

his electoral chanca depend on the Gandhi stalls crammed with posters that could have consideration ha been given to {wwerful 

name. He ha distributr^ largase in Amethi well belonged to any old campaign. caste leaders and influential candidates, 

artd represented the family well. The rally In fact, the real gnawing battle may well The 'historic' nature of tlie campaign is 

organised in honour of Sonia lat fortnight be fouf^t elsewhere—between the bip and also not lost on the two main rivals. At a 

near Amethi was a grand success; well over Mulayam Singh Yadav's .Samajvadi Party rally in Chandauli near Varanasi, Mulayam, 

a lakh locals, eager to hear more about the (SP)—far away from any weak and uncon- while committing himself to 'Pakistan, 

exploits and sacrifices of the Gandhi clan, vincing Congress as.sertion that Sonia will Naujawan and Musalman'—an appeal to 

turned up for Sonia's address. And, purely as win them a poll. In a state where the float- the youth and Muslims and a reference to 
Congress tallies go, it was a rare sight to see ing vote is shrinking rapidly, the 'Sonia his call for an Indo-Pak confederation— 
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UTTAR PRADESH _ 

A Dynasty Without a Kingiloiii 
WHti the Congress organisetion in UP in a shambles, pampered Nehru-Gandhi bases are a thingdlibu past ' The dedine of the Congress in Uttar 

Pradesh is best epitomised m the tra- 
dtUonal NduO'GantBd constituen¬ 

cies, wbm thets candidates once never 
really had to canvass, diw (ust paid a 
GOititesy call. And won wds down. 
Jaiwahadal Nehru at Phoolpur, Indira 
Oandhl at Rae Banil (where she lost in 
J977) and 8a)iv and tnothei Sanjay at 
AmetM. Sonia was quidc to acknovdedge 
dre poiRt at her Amethi rally *1 am 
deq^ greteful to ail of you vdio have tra- 
dtttondly voted the Congress.* 

in Rae Baieii, for instance, the local 
Congress and the man who organises 
successful rallies tn Amethi, Al^esh 
Singh, says the current elections are like a 
senu-final. "Watch the Congress zoom 
bach next time here ” The seat is currentiy 

held by the sir's Ashok Singh, who won 
convincingly last time By the looks m it, 
die seems to be on a good wicket this 
time too. Reason- the Congress ticket has 
been allotted to Deepa Kaul, a cousin of 
Indira Gandhi and daughter of housing 
scam-accused Shelia Kaul. While the fam¬ 
ily connections are impeccaUe, tire abPity 
to deliver is perhaps not. Cmnpounding 
Kaulk problems is the total la^ of miy 
patty organisation, vduch has veered 
towards tiie sjr, Iflce everyi^ereelse In UP 

At Amethi Itsdf, the newest of the 
dynastic constituenaes, Congress candi¬ 
date Satish Sharma would certainly have 
been m trouble, but for the fact that Sonia 
paid a visit and that the nr candidate, 
Sanjay Singh, is so discredited that he 
prefers to campaign within the quiet con¬ 

fines of tuspalaue. 
In fact, Amethi is not qidte the 

pered constituency it once wb. 
fialtv gone tor close to sfvkn yeaq^ 
Amethi itself is tn • bit pf a toiqt. 
indHstries-^rtdch enqitoye4 
of voters end ^iNr famlwSHledo^ 
down Of shilFting out, HAt the.'EY 
Natasiinha Rao govetomepit £(Oae 
funds for the condttuency. Then ckme a 
number <tf state govermnetits not iMuticu^ 
larly endiused ^ the GantOil c&L The 
result, some Industries Itte die 
jagdlshpur oii plpdine may be shifted. 

Take the change tiiat has come over 
Ihoolpur, once Jawaharlal Nelintk con¬ 
stituency. Changing caste equatlcms have 
ieft die Congress In a lurch. Important > 
castes are attached to political parties of 

readily admits that his fight with the bip will 
be extremely significant A sentiment 
echoed by aahnval Murli Manohar [oshi in 
Allahabad "This hght is truly momen¬ 
tous all we need is a good pitch ' The campaigns therctoie arc similarly 

placed ^ys Ram Saran Das president 
of the state SP “Our emphasis this 

time IS on a clever use ol the caste equation 
We have analysed constituenaes, seen what 
equation suits us" Accordingly the SP has 
positioned its undidates Nowhere is this 
emphasised better than in Mirzapur, Bandit 
Que-en' Phoolan Devi's constituency Das's 
prognosis "Phoolan will have the Muslims, 
Yadavs Binds and the othei backwards, 
who aie large n numbers 

Or Varanasi where the SP has left its scat 
lor Dinanath Singh of the < ii(m), who will 
git the bentht of the same caste equations 
that ail going to have a raa|or impact on 
voting p.itti*ms in eastern I ttar Pradesh 
which accounts for over 40 st us In fact, in 
constituency aftei coiistitiicnc) it is the 
saint pattern In Phixilpur onit represent 
edbv iawahailal Nehni the tight is retween 
a Dalit and two Brahmins Kcni Madhav 
Bind of the bii against ) R Patel of thi SP 
and Ranip(X)|an I'ati I ot the bsi Kampuo|an 
Patel was elected trom hi le in Wl on a |D 
ticket defeating Bind then ol the bsp 

I he I mstitueiicv prohle is pretty rtpresc 
ntdtivi ot most of eastern I P the patent 
age of Brahmins Kurmis, Yadavs and Musi 
ims IS almost equal so that only a combina 
tion ot castes lan return a candidate to the 
I ok Sabha lor ■nstanc'', in Phoolpur the bii 

candidate eniovs the advantage of saffron 

sympathies in addition to the one lakh Bind 
voters in the constituency Hence, often a 
high caste man is pitted against a backward 
01 Dalit to corner caste votes more blatantly 
than has been the practice till now 

In the neighbounng Chayal constituency, 
sitting BIP MP Amritlal Bharti says the 

party's caste equation is in order “Soma will 
have no impact here Some emotional 
appeal for upper caste voters, but not 
enough to upset well-established a|^le- 
carts " This optimism cuts across party lines 
Says SP worker Raiendra Yadav m Jaunpur 
“We will win not )ust Jaunpur but Saidpur 
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choijre and are therefore predictable; 
Yadavs back the Samajvadi Party, 
Brahmins the bjp while the Dalits will go 
with the BSF. hi Phoolpur, says Awadesh 
Sbukla, a 68-year-old who voted and 
worked for Nehru in 1957: "These times 

are different. Just the appearance of 
Pandit|l would have pumpa adtmallh.* 
The times have obviously changed. 

But Amethl still has its Gandhi loyalistsl 
Come the dynasty and Amethi bard 
Jagdish nyudi swin^ hito adtkm. Hte lat¬ 

est two-liner about Rahul Gandhi: 
"Congress ki dhaal hoi, naya /awaharlal hoi 
(Rahul is the Congress shield, like a brand- 
new Jawahatlal).” Gushes Ryush: "With 
Rahul and Priyanka^ Nehru’s roses are 
ffesh agidn.” But for how long? 

and Machlishahr. This triangular region has 
a majority of Yadavs, Muslims, Patels and 
Pasis and they are aU coming to us." 

On the flip side, upper caste constituenc¬ 
ies only have upper caste candidates. Allah¬ 
abad, for long regarded as a dty of the 
white-collared intellectual, will see a tussle 
between the bjf's Joshi and the SP's Shyama 
Chaian Gupta; even the bsp has field^ an 

ANOOP KAMATH 

upper caste nominee, K.1* Shrivastava. A 
similar situation prevails in Gazipur. 

in such a scenario, the minority vote is lik¬ 
ely to go mostly to the Samajvadi party, 
notwithstanding bjp claims that Muslims, at 
least some of them, are going to vote for 
them. As for the Congress, Sonia and Madh- 
avrao Scindia's apology on the Babri Masjid 
demolition is described as laughable, to sav 
the least, it was best reflected in the Luck- 
now-based Urdu weekly Nidii-e-Millat which 
declared that Congress attempts to win 

back Muslim votes with the help ot Sonia 

were just not good enough. 
Another influential Urdu paper .W/w/irt, 

on the other hand, perceived some clear 
trends in the bjp victory at the council elect¬ 
ions in January: the bsp and Mayavati ate on 
the decline, the spectacular bip victory is not 
an accurate assessment of its real strength 
and the SP remains the only potent force in 
the state to take on the bjp effectively. 

However, the optimism in the bjp camp is 
understandable. Says party observer for UP 
S.S. Bhandari, who is pr^cting an 8 per 
cent swing in favour of the bjp: "We ate 
looking for a sweep, somewhere in the reg¬ 
ion of 70 seats." What of the upper caste 
votes that have swung in for the bjp and 
Sonia's likely impact, given the success of 
her Amethi rally? "Sonia's trip was surely a 
shot in the arm, but what does it mean? You 
have a good doctor, but the patient is incur¬ 
able. She will come three ot four times to 
the state then go back," he replies. 

So polarised is the vote in this politically 
crucial s.ate, that there is little to camp^gn 
for. Congress flags, for instance, are not vis¬ 
ible at all. Articulates party spokesman 
Rainesh Dixit: "We are trying to revive an 
organisation that has been damaged badly 
by casteist and communal forces." DixH, 
like most other Congressmen, feels that 
Sonia's trijis to Ul’ are going to revive the 
organisation. But where is the organisation? 
.Says Sunil Pandey, a former Congress wor- 
kci in the Rajiv days In jagdishpur, now a 
supporter of the bjp: "If Sonia had contested 
the elections herself, it would be different," 
And since that was not to be, interest in the 
Congress remains purely academic. 

Meanwhile, anti-Bjp forces can draw solace 
from the fact that Ajit Singh’s party is 
expected to take some seats in western UP's 
Jat belt, bordering Delhi. Singh has made 
the right noises ^ut going along with for¬ 
mer foe Mulayam, once his father Charan 
Singh's protege in the UP politics of the '60s 
and '70s. But whether this would be enough 
to help the SP stop the saffron juggernaut, 
only poll results will teii. ■ 
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BJP hardliners are as rigid as ever—espousing Hindutva and spewing hatred for Muslims 

By ISHAN JOSHI in Gorakhpur 
Photographs; JITENDER GUPTA This H the hardline Hindutva 

heartland. The liberal, reasonable 
and relatively responsible Vajp¬ 
ayee campaign—having already 
been undermined by the bjp man¬ 

ifesto—is beaten to pulp here. By the njp’s 
Hindutva v, ..rriors. These are the parly can¬ 
didates who have little time for even the 
facade of ''Kiusiveness. And the shrillness 
of their agenda i,s, at times, matched only 
by the inti msic obscurantism that provides 
the impetus to their {Kilitics. The interfer¬ 
ence of mainstream politics with their 

world finds only a faint echo in their atti 
hides. Almost as an afterthought, if at all. 
For the record, so to speak, as if to provide 
those who have selected them as bjp candi¬ 
dates a face-saving device in Delhi. 

if Ayodhya was the launchpad for the bjp's 
Hindutva campaign over the past decade, 
one of the main control towers was situated 
in the bustling town of Gorakhpur in north¬ 
east Uttar Pradesh. Because this is the lx)k 
Sabha seat represented by the bjp's sitting 
MP Mahant Avaidyanath, head of the 
multi<rore Gorakhnath Temple Trust with 
its huge following, for a total of four terms 
(apart from the five terms he has served as 
an mu). Before the birth of the bjp, he has 

been a Hindu Mahasabha candidate. 
But for all that, it was as a leading light of 

the Ram Janmabhoomi agitation that the 
Mahant, revered locally, became a nation¬ 
ally-known figure for his uncompromising 
stand on all issues linked to the "Hindu 
samaj". In his words, “from 1980 till I con¬ 
tested the parliamentary elections again in 
1989 because the Hindutva agitation was 
at a crucial stage and the bjp asked me to 
return to the fray, I was working with, all 
my might for the Hindutvawaadi issues 
that are of concern to all of us. The impe¬ 
tus was a large-scale conversion of lower 
caste Hindus to Islam in south India in 
1980 and I was worried that this trend may 
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Lessons in Hindutva: Avaldyanath, his ilhpil 

spread to the north.” 
This time arotmd, recovering from a by¬ 

pass surgery, the Mahant has decided to 
held his 26-year-oid shishya and heir-appar¬ 
ent Yogi Aditya Nath for the forthcoming 
polls in his plice as the bjp candidate. And 
master and pupil, not surprisingly, speak an 
identical language. ”A1I this talk of dilution 
of the sip's agenda is nonsense; this is what 
has.brought the b|p from two seats to over 
190 (with allies), though they may have 
some compulsions. Vajpayee may have his 
own approach and eiqrresses views which 
are sometimes like those of old Congress¬ 
men... some differences we (in the Sangh 
parivar) have with him are known," says 
Avaldyanath. As for the projection of 

Vajpayee's "liberalism”, the faithful pupil 
and B|P candidate for Gorakhpur replies: "It 
is this llberaiism and generosity that is 
responsible for what is happening in 
Kashmir, Assam and the Northeast.” | 

According to Aditya Nath—who desc- ; 
ribes himself "only as my master's voice" - , 
"though there are some local issues that wc 
have raised during the campaign, Hindu¬ 
tva is the only real issue. In fact, the [x-o- 
ple do not want to hear too much alwut 
what I will do for the development of the 
area because they know that I will do my 
best with my gutuji's blessings." 

Avaldyanath and his pupil are dear about 
the Issues that need to be tackled by a 
prospective bjp government: "The appease¬ 
ment of Muslims must stop. Today's casteist 
leaders are playing the same role as that 

played by Muslim leaders in subjugaitHh 
the Hindu samaj which led to us being 
under foreign rule for over a 1,000 years. 
Some of the ills of Hindu society suih as 
diild marriage ate a direct result of she 
Muslim invaders and these must be recii- 
fied. Under Muslim rule, Hindu parents had 
to marry their daughters off before she 
became a woman, otherwise any girl who 
caught the fancy of a Muslim would be car¬ 
ried away and put into his harem. In fact 
there is a deep-rooted conspiracy to make 
the Hindus a minority in their own land by 
increasing the Muslim population. That is 
why they are allowed four marriages and 
even some poor Hindus who want to take a 
second wife ate being forced to convert to 
Islam or fa* arrest "niat Is why we want a 
common civil code." 

Aditya Nath is clea that the repeal of 
Article 370 that gives special status to 
Jammu and Kashmir needs to be tackled on 
a priority basis to protect the unity of India. 
Ihs guru adds: "If it weren't for this, the 
refugee problem after Partitton would have 
been solved by settling all migrants in Kas¬ 
hmir.” Both are also agreed on the need for 
a complete ban on cow slaughter: ‘There 
are other animals for the Muslims to eat." The status of Muslims is another aspect 

which troubles master and pupil alike. 
"Yes, I know of the three ways of han¬ 

dling Muslims—t/rasfair (rejection), puraskar 
(appeasement), and parishkar (cleansing). 
Hie Congress and other so-called secular 
parties have followed a policy of puraskar. I 
believe that a blend of tiraskar and parishkar 
would be more appropriate," .says Avaidy- 
anath. His shishya agrees. 

"The Ram temple will be built as soon as 
the BJP government takes power. The gov¬ 
ernment will clear the path and the vhp 

will begin construction under the guid¬ 
ance of the religious heads. And a mo.sque 
can only lie built outside the panchkosi 
parikrama (traditional five-mile-radius) of 
the Ram janmabhoomi. As for Kashi and 
Mathura, they are on the agenda too," says 
Avaidsanath. Aditya Nath too promises 
the electorate to work for the “liberation" 
1)1 these two shrines. "The bjp may say 
today that these two are not on the age¬ 
nda, but that is what they said about 
/lyodhya when the movement began. 
Whatever Vajpayee may say, politicians arc 
not always accurate,” adds the Mahant. 

Promising to launch an agitation against 
"even the bjp” if at least a Ram temple is 
not built, Avaldyanath strikes a politically 
slightly more realistic note at the fag-end 
of the conversation: "Kashi and Mathura 
may not be possible till the bjp gets a sim¬ 
ple majority on its own, but the Ram tem¬ 
ple we will insist on." As for the bill on 
reservation for women in Parliament the bjp 

manifesto highlights, Aditya Nath says the 
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Saran: ayiryons wants a Ram tampla 

party must do a serious rethink on the issue 
for, “if all the mothers leave their homes, 
who will bring up the children?" 

The bewilderment is writ large on the face 
of Vinay Katiyar, the bjp candidate from the 
Faizabad Lok Sabha seat (under which Ayo- 
dhya falls) and former Bajrang Dal chief, 
one of the key players in the Babrl Masjid 
demolition in Ay^ya on December 6, 
1992. In 1991, he had won the seat riding 
on the Ram wave and in 1996, scrambled 
home with a margin of 20,000-odd votes, 
still going hammer and tongs on hardline 
Hindutva. But caste calculations, his own 
performance as MP and other such "periph¬ 
eral issues" now seem to liave an equal 
Impact on the electorate, even though there 
is "no dilution" of his stand on any issue. 

"I want to emphasise that Hindutva and 
the distinct identity of the bjp will be the 
definitive factor this time around as well. 
The issue remains that of ixtnstructing a 
grand Ram temple at Ayodhya and usher¬ 
ing in Raitvrajv. by voting bjp. Also, stabil¬ 
ity becau.Withe .Jther parties are n<'t capa¬ 
ble of providing it and a stable govern¬ 
ment is the only way we can f»ogress," he 
siqrs ;)As for the soft-peddling of con- 
terii ous issues by the Vajpayee campaign, 
Kgflyu is dismissive; "Atalji has his own 

way of speaking. But let me tell you that 
not only will a Ram temple be built at 
Ayodhya—it is a matter of Hindu identity 
and pride and that of the nation—but even 
the Kashi and Mathura issues will be 
solved." He doesn’t specify how, though it 
could be "through talks". 

Furious with Sonia Gandhi for having 
raked up the Babri Masjid demolition is.sue 
and at Mulayam Singh Yadav for "pander¬ 
ing to the Muslims", he spews venom 
against "people like Sonia and Mulayam 
who nin after the Maslim vote. There is no 
place in India for Muslims who have a 
Babrl mentality. Of course, those who 
want to follow the path of Ras Khan are 
welcome. Mussahmm ke live pwaskar kce 
neeti samapt honi chahiye (Muslim appease¬ 
ment must endj." Katiyar's way of "joining 
All with Bajrangbali." 

According to him. Ram Manohar Lohia 

Aditya Nath says 
Valpayae’s liberalism is 
raipofistliteforwhatls 
happenliHI In Kashmir, 

Assam anil the Northeast. 

also considered "Babar to be a videshi 
(foreigner). So why do his followers object 
if we eradicate the structures he has left 
behind after demolishing temples? Our 
agenda is the same as always and our 
strength (shakti) is growing. Shakti ke mge 
sab jhukte hain. Muslim samaj bin (Every¬ 
one, including Muslims, bows before 
might). This reality accepted, the basic 
problems of the country will be solved in 
tune with our ideology." He adds as a 
parting shot; “1 want that Hindus should 
help in constructing a masjid once the 
Ram temple is built. Outside the 
panchkosi parikrama." 

Katiyar is adamant that the recent move 
by the Kalyan Singh government in Uttar 
Pradesh to withdraw cases against kar 
sevaks in the temple movement, despite 
the legal difficulties it has run into, is 
"only the beginning. All these cases will 
be withdrawn and we will hold public 
felicitation ceremonies for ail kar sevaks. 
Those apologising for failing to protea the 
Babri structure should actually be apolo¬ 
gising for ordering the police to open fire 
and Idll scores of Ram bhakt kar sevaks." 
For him, politics is about "making the 
Hindu samaj united and strong and by 
doing so, ending casteism within it." 

Among the other issues that "worry* 
Katiyar are the "rampant conversions horn 
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Hinduism” which will be stopped if the bjp 

comes to power. "Religious conversion is 
not a matter of individual choice because 
the very identity of our nation will change 
if this is allowed to go on,” he adds. But 
the priorities of the bjp candidate from 
Falzabad are perhaps best summed up by 
those who address election meetings on 
his behalf now that Advani has come and 
gone: vhp chief Ashok Singhal and "hope¬ 
fully” Sadhvi Ritambhara. As for Vajpayee, 
"he is busy in other meetings so he may 
not be able to make it." 

of which cannot be found in UP", Saran 
had asserted: "The QP is the same. Muslim 
jhiA raha hai. Human taraf." Not only the 
Ram temple but even the Vishnu and 
Krishna temples at Kashi and Mathura have 
to be built. Teem Hindu samaj se juda hua 
hai. Ail of these issues will be resolved once 
the BJP comes to power." The missionaries 
on a "conversion spree have to be stopped," 
he declares. A ban on cow slaughter is one 
of the main talking points of his campaign. 
Of course, there are local issues. But none 

bigger than the Ram temple next door 
Ayodhya. "i am more cx)nccrned about win¬ 
ning the Ayodhya seat for the bjp than tn\ 

own seat.” he declares. 
These are the bjp candidates who li,;ve 

won over half-a-dozen Lok Sabha elections 
between them (including Avaidyanathj. 
Whatever that may say about the prefer¬ 
ence of the Indian voter, the question is 
how much does the feedback from this sort 
of candidate influence those who plan the 
party’s policies and tactics at the centre. Of 

course, the contentious issues that For the parliamentary seat of 
Gonda, former tada detainee, 
local don and the man credited 

with bringing in the maximum 
number of kar sevaks to Ayodhya 
on December 6,1992, Brij Bhushan 
Singh Saran is in the fray once 
again. His wife, Ketaki Devi, won 
the .seat in 1996 when he was in 
jail. "My opponents will say that 1 
run a maha, but I am only a fighter 
for Hindutva and against rich land¬ 
lords," is his defence. Representing 
a constituency adjoining .Ayodhya, 
he brushes a.side any need for "play¬ 
ing down any issue which gives us 
our distinct identity. Maybe it is 
needed elsewhere where we have 
allies, but here there is just the bjp 

and out opponents," he adds. 
Saran insists that a Ram temple at 

Ayodhya is the demand from all sec¬ 
tions of people: "Ram to Dalit se bhi 
juda hai or Muslim bhi iske khilaf 
nahin haltt. (Neither Dalits nor 
Muslims are agaiast Ram)." And cru¬ 
shes a Muslim voter in a bear hug as 
he campaigns in the main bazar, ask¬ 
ing: "Kyon? Ram mandir se koi itraaz 
hai?" nte man shakes his head vig¬ 
orously and the chant is taken up by 
Satan's supporters: "Jai Shti Ram”. 

the BJP espouses—Ayodhya, a uni¬ 
form civil code and re|)ealing Article 
370—had to be stated clearly in the 
manifesto, as bjp president L.K. 
Advani has maintained through the 
campaign. But while the Sonia effect 
may have upset the calculations of 
the B|P thinktank's projection of a 
precariously balanced duality, and 
they seem to be veering towards pro¬ 
jecting the more uncompromising 
and "distinct" face of the party, 
there does seem to he a miscalcula¬ 
tion by the party leadership. 

That of underestimating the effect 
on the electorate, especially in a 
large pa^f of the country where the 
core Hindutva support is missing, of 
this upping the ante. Because the 
choice offered then would seem to 
be between the aggressive Hindutva 
brigade and the comparatively non- 
ideologica! orientation, despite the 
potentially fatal counter-pressure 
from within the party, a prospective 
BJP gcjvernment under Vajpayee. 
Shorn of the "Ram wave" witnessed 

in the 1989 and 199] campaigns on 
the edifice of which was tniiit a lar¬ 
ge.-, sophisticated Hindutva thesis by 
the Bip under Advani—"in response 
to the Shah Bano case” claimed the 
BiP president in a recent interview— 

Earlier, over tea and mithai made iu . - ■" ‘'''y underbelly of Hindutva is 
from "fresh milk of my Jersey cows the likes SMWnQ trotas In Ram’S nama expo.sed. And it isn't a prett)’ sight. ■ 



POLITICS 

Spent Cartridges? 
Changing political formations leave Seshan and Aiyer stranded 

STRIPPED of their bureaucratic carapa¬ 
ces, T.N. Seshan and Mani Shankar 
Aiyer are having a hard time dealing 

with the slings and arrows of realpolitik. 
Seshan, who sought to ride the Shiv Sena 
tiger to the Lok Sabha, 6nds himself uncere¬ 
moniously dumped. Aiyer, cast adrift from 
his (Nehru-Gandhi) djmastic moorings, is 
fighting a lone battle as an independent in 
Tbmil Nadu's Mayltaduthurai constituency 
which he represented from 1991-96. 

Seshan could well reiterate his comment 
on politics in 1994: "The only patty to 
which I belong is my wife’s. Together we 
have a coalition against the world". The 
master at doublespeak—once asked if he 
wanted to be president of India, Seshan 
replied: “I will not like to be president even 
of Bhubaneshwar Rotary Club"—got a taste 
of his own medicine from the Shiv Sena. In 
1997, when Seshan made a pitch for 
Rashtrapati Bhawan, the Shiv Sena support¬ 
ed him. Nobody else did and he eventually 
withdrew (to universal relief), but 
was encouraged to suppose 
that the party would one 
fine day give him a ticket 
for the l,ok Sabha poll. 

ills excellent personal 
equation with Shiv Sena 
supremo Bal Thackeray 
ought to have guaranteed a 
Sena ticket for him from 
Mumbai North-Central, a 
constituency with a sub¬ 
stantial South Indian (par¬ 
ticularly Tamilian) electo¬ 
rate. Especially with sitting 
Dalit MP Narayan Athavale 
not keen on contesting. But 
the Tiger was to change his 
stripes. After much dilly-dally¬ 
ing, Thackeray eventually gave 
the ticket to Athavale. 

However, with Seshan in 
mind, he kept the Khed (a 
Congress stronghold in western 
Maharashtra) and Washim 
(Vidarbha) .seats pending until the 
last moment. Seshan himself was 
not interested in contesting outside 
Mumbai. So the Thane seat, which 
has a sitting Sena MP, was also kept 
pending. Finally, Thackeray decided 
that no scat was "safe" enough for his 
pal and it was announced that the Sena 
would not give the feisty ex-bureaucrat a 
ticket from the state. Thackeray did offer 
him one of the 36 seats the Sena is contest¬ 
ing outside Maharashtra, but Seshan 

declined. The rather vague promise of a 
Rajya Sabha seat was the sole consolation. 

The stand of the bjp, which at the very out¬ 
set cafegorically stated that it did not want 
to give Seshan a seat, was vindicated. The 
Congress, which had hinted it might 
accommodate Seshan, did not follow up on 
that. At the end of the day, there were no 
takers for the man who once titillated 
Parliament with his one-line advertisement 
for Safal peas: "I chomp politicians". 

Unlike Seshan, Aiyer has 
decided against craven 
withdrawal from the fray 
although reports suggest 
the results may be scarcely 

IRMN HUSSAIN 

less ignominious. Having burnt his boats 
with the Congress and the qp and getting 
no support from Congress rebel Mamata 
Banerjee, Aiyer hasn’t a raft to stand on. 

The die-hard Rajiv Gandhi loyalist parted 
ways with the Congress, upset with its fail¬ 
ure to tie up with AiADMK leader J. Jayalalitha 
in Ikmil Nadu (or rather, with its Mure to 
prevent her tie-up with the bjp). No sooner 
had Sonia Gandhi announced she would 
campaign for the Congress than he descri¬ 
bed her decision as "half-cocked". He threw 
in his lot with Trinamul Congress leader 
Mamata Banerjee, whom he hailed as an 
"undisputed leader". At a rally kicking off 
the Trinamul campaign, he was announced 
as one of iti 10 candidates and was hoping 
for a ticket from South Calcutta. It was not 

to be. Banerjee decided 
against experimenting with 
a non-Bengali. 
She then suggested Darje¬ 

eling. Aiyer was keen on 
the seat and knocked on 
uNLF leader Subhash 
Ghising's door for support. 
He spent two days harping 
on his role in bringing 
about the gnlf accord (as 
Rajiv's aide), but was 
roundly rebuffed. Under 
pressure from her storm- 

troopers, Banerjee was by 
then reluctant to give Aiyer 
even a general seat. Left high 

and dry, he couldn’t—unlike 
former colleague P.R. 
Kumaramangalam—appr¬ 
oach the BJP whose leaders 

he has consistently atta¬ 
cked in his writings. His 
subsequent meeting 

with Sonia proved fruit¬ 
less—after all, he had 

expressed his "deep disap¬ 
pointment" in her. 

In a huff, Aiyer declared Mam¬ 
ata "did not know the worth of a 

person" and went off to file his 
papers as an independent from 

Mayiladuthurai. He will now face 
TMC stalwart S. Krishnamurthy 

and PMK nominee C. Arulmozhi. 
However, Mayiladuthurai does not 

seem to be reciprocating Aiyer’s interest. 
While Aiyer had succeeded in convincing 

some of Delhi's businessmen to invest in 
his constituency, they had all chosen the 
seafood industry. A consequent Supreme 
Court judgement ordering closure of the 
units has nullified the efforts. Now, regard¬ 
ed as a foreigner (who speaks accented 
Tamil) and bereft of the Nehru-Gandhi 
family’s patronage—which had catapulted 
him into politics in the first place—Aiyer 
appears to have got his comeuppance. ■ 

Bhivdmp Kang 
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KASHMIR_ 

‘Our best f 
is with Ind 
Farooq’s son is full of plans but 
the Valley isn’t interested, yet 

ONE of his earliest brushes with |)owcr 
was pushing the siren button on 
grandfather Sheikh Abdullah's jeep as 

it zipped around Srinagar. That was in the 
'70s when convoys weren't worried about 
lobbed grenades. Today, Umar Farooq, 27- 
ycar-old son of Jammu <s Kashmir chief 
minister Farooq Abdullah, is the National 
Conference nominee* Irom Srinagar and 
takes up his new vocation more because of 
his lineage than any perception of merit. 

Eldest son of the chief minister, Umar 
shifted to Srinagar from Ixrndon in 1975 
when he was five years old. In 1981, 
Farooq shifted him to Sanawar, the elite 
boarding school near Shimla. Finishing his 
12th in 1989, Umar joined St Stephen's for 
15 days, where he enrolled in Philosophy 
honours, but left for Sydenham college in 
Bombay for a 8 Com. That over, he Hew to 
London, where he has the right of abode 
because of his UK birth, and found himself 
hunting lor employment for a full 18 
months in vain. In his own words, he sent 
"70 resumes to companies and tried and 
tried". Ultimately, he got fed up of apply¬ 
ing. Says Umar; "Initially, you take it in 
your stride but then you begin to think 
that S(jmething might be wrong." 

In the summer of '98, he was back in 
India, in a sales and marketing job at Obe- i 

roi, Delhi, lie spent a year selling hotel 1 
rooms, a process which has "acquainted i 

(him) with nearly every office on Barakha- j 

mba Road". He soon jumped to in (ilobal I 
Holding tr>'ing to sell coffee, tea and pulses, ; 
movc-d to landbase, an es'ent management i 
division in the ru , and finally to marketing j 

real estate from where he put in his jrapers ' 
three wc*cks ago to "provide a helping hand ; 
to father, to make him see reality instead of 
what others might tie feeding him". 

Meanwhile, he met Payal Singh, an 
Olreroi colleague, tied the knot in '94 and 
had a sun, Zamir, two months ago. He's 
candid enough to admit that he did pon¬ 
der a bit about the conspicuousness of hav¬ 
ing a Hindu wife in polarised Kashmir. "I 
don't know whether it will impact me poli¬ 
tically but if somebody brings it up they 
should be exposed for what they are." The 
Abdullahs have quite a line-up of inter-reli¬ 
gion marriages—Umar's mother Is English, 

ami grandmother half-English. 
His own political baptism came about in 

1996 when the people of Jammu gave a 
reception to the democratically-elected 
government in the state after years of 
strife. I'he organisers suddenly announced 
his name as a speaker. Says Umar: "Both 
my father's and my wife's head went 
down. They thought, 'God, he is either 
going to stammer or speak in English'. But 
I spoke for three minutes in Urdu and I 
guess that's when I felt I might Ik* a natur¬ 
al. That it was in my blood." 

His own political agenda, or the one tliat 
he is starting off with, is rather simplistic. 
He would like to buiid a rapport with the 

Parliament both as an opjxirtunity to make 
political friendships that will stand him in 
good stead and also as a means to spend 
some time in Delhi, because otherwise it 
"could be too big a di.slcKation for my wife". 

He's also brimming with some passed on 
wisdom. "My grandfather told my father 
and he tells me that no matter what you do 
for (leople in the cities they will never be 
behind you hut the \illagers are difterciit." 
A bit o.' ri*cent histtirs as well: "My father 
didn't see 1989 coming or he would have 
done something. Aligning with the Gongr- 
ess in '87 was a mistake. Earlier, you were 
eithei with the NC or the tiongress. Ihere 
were no i.m.ilical elements. When the two 

youth in the state, a segment that he thinks I aligned, the disgruntled had nowhere to 
is no longer enamoured of the N(L Says , g'* i his element is now with the Hurriyat." 
Umar; "We have a lot of sup|xirt in the !or someone starting with a clean slate, 
older generation but not the young. I would i'lii.ir, one would have thought, would gen¬ 
like them to feel that I am accessible. M.ike • uiie some ho|K*. But the pcxiple view him 
them more comlortable with the idea thai 
our best future is with India. You se»* die 
grass is always greener on the othei siilt liii 
you cross over." And ho sees enuring 

The people of the Valley 
view Umar Farooq as 

another dynastic 
Imposition who has to 

be suffered. 

.IS another dynastic imposition to Ik* suf- 
lered. And the opjwsition is armc'd with an 
allegation lie might find difficult to counter, 

i Says javed Mir of the ikij-; "Where was he all 
j these years when the Valley was burning?" 

Apparently, Mir posed this rpiestion to 
him at a meeting and Umar didn't have a 

1 satisfactory answer. And though Urnar is 
likely to win from Srinagar, he's going to 

I nec*d a lot of imagination to enthuse tin* 
! Kashmiris. For someone whose lavourite 
j authors arc Tom Clancy and Collin Forbes, 
! that shouldn't be all that hard. ■ 
1 Aniniddha Bahai in Srinagar 
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Welcome to the spectdcuiar v\orld 

of sight diid sound Sec it, he.ir it and still 

vou wouldn't believe it We're discussing the 

one and only Ba/ooka collection from Vidcocon 

f'eatniing the wo'Id's finest IV technology t)dck 

liont 

lo begin with, let us explain what this Ba/ooka is 

S'inply pul. It's a diarnatic breakthrough m Wootei 

!e.''nnology aiul design Low liequency sounds a^e fi .cred 

iiom the audio broadcast and sent lo the Ba/ooka 

sVootei Here a unuiue Reverse Bass hffcct almost 

■iiav'ic illy b'-ings to life even the lowest tones and 

amplifies them. Together with the Space Surround 

system, this creates a realistic 3 D sound environment 

of a large concert hall, creating 300W of pulsating sound. 

Might sound sligiilly complirated But once you 

experience it you'll know what we mean 

Now the picture Oi shall we say, the perfect 

picture With its advanced Hat and full Square 1 uoe*. 

the Ba/ooka maxtmiscs viewing area and drastically 

reduces glare Giving you a dear, distortion free 

picture tdge to edge We are discussing perfection here. 

By the wav, have you heard about the Bazooka's 

Hyper band tuner? It is capable of receiving all 

LD 
VCD 

\pvty. VOEOCM 
ttirofuo PP 

lYtiMiMRfMNrv 

HD 
»Mrt kMKOUNO 

tfridr-'rwn.if TCVj»flHAinWOIlAHi‘)N ;j|Mn ft; • s'«nv*i» 



technology back to front. 

14 

channels your cahie operator offers you today and in 

future. Don't blame irs for making you a couch 

potato. 

The Bazooka is loaded with amazing features. To 

discover them, you )ust press a button on the remote. 

The inbuilt micro processor automatically demonstrates 

all the features screen by screen. 

In fact, so advanced is the Bazooka that it comes 

And one last piece of advice. Please explore other 

televisions in detail. It'll help you understand how the 

Bazooka is so superior. 

m 
THE VIDEOCON 

L E Cl I 

eatu'^d here from tcfi to 

The 25 Dofs(6400 R). The H4200i>a21 (5412 R). The 21 t'npact(5419 R) 
iit'd The Bi^ooka W Pnv^te (985* R) 

VIDEOCON 
BRING HOME THE LEADER 

iB*W/ViL/DS/97/156 
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL 
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It’S a bumpy campaign ridf as 
laptop-happy Chandrababis 
Naidu hardsells the TOP to 
an often angry electorate 

By AJITH PILLAI & M.S. SHANKER in Hyderabad 

EVER does he ever liud^e from 
his stony, 'all is well' front. Vet 
Chandrababu Naidu’s cup of elec¬ 
tion woes brimmcth over. As he 
moves into the final leg of cam¬ 

paigning, the World Bank-friendly chiel 
minister of Andhra Pradesh seems to be 
paying the price for pushing liberalisation 
and downsizing the populist policies of his 
father-in-law N.T. Rama Rao. 

At meeting after meeting hecklers— • 
mostly women—cavil against Naidu's 
brand of economy: lifting prohibition 
and taking N I R's famed Rs 2-per-kilo-rice 
beyond their reach. Naidu tries his Irest to 
go about his business unruffled. But add 
the dramatic 'cotton suicides' to all the 
protests and the buzz is that the under¬ 
current of resentment against the laptop- 
happy chief minister might make the 
going tough for the ini'. 

And Chandrababu Naidu is central to 
the ini* campaign. Every banner and 
poster has the chief miinsler’s picture 
alongside NI'R—tbe late lounder ol the 
ioi> who Naidu dethroned to become 
chief minister. At ail lor rallies, the chief 
minister’s cutouts lower over that of the 

I local candidate. 1 he chorus line of all the 
I election songs ol ihe ini', set to popular 
i film tunes, insokes Ihe name of the 
I gritty lederal l-iont muscleman, lie is 
i s'ariousiy desaibeil .!s the hardworking, 
j honest, non-ioriupt saviour of the lelugu 

people, wlu alone tan bring prosperity 
i to the stale Every ini' campaign begins 
I and ends with I'handrabalni Naien. 

vVImli '■> wliy, should Naidu fail in thi 
; h.iitlsili ol his controversial jjolicies, the 

IS unlikely to improve on its lb-seat 
l.ills lout ol 42) in 19%. 

•saidii. however, is depending on tlie 
early organisation to help him "sweep ihe 
polls". If tfiere is a slight misearriage there, 

. It won’t be for want of effort, l or, Ihe ini-'s 
: one-man army has |)ushed his campaign 
j on to full throttle. '1 work 16 to 18 hours 
j a day tor all of ytiu. Now it's your turn to 
j reward me with your votes"—that’s his sig- 
! nature tune at all election rallies. Talking 
I macro-economic compulsions to an angry 
I electorate may Ik* an unenviable task, hut 
I Naidu does his best. He lakes pains to e.xpl- 
j ain how he had the long-term interests ol 
j the state w'hen he took certain decisions. 
I He reminds everyone of how he, with the 
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‘No tie-up witli the BJP’ 
NTR’s portrait at a Naidu campaign 

help of the United Front government, 
managed the allocation of Rs 3,000 crore 
from the Central pool for development 
projects in the state. He dwells at length on 
the success of the Janmabhoomi progra¬ 
mme which took the government to the 
people. He implores everyone to vote for 
tile UF and the tup. The Congress he dis¬ 
misses as a party of the corrupt. I he ajr, he 
jioints out, is communal and has no place 
in Andhra Pradesh. 

A few weeks ago, the political pundits in 
Hyderabad were only too willing to bill the 
nip as the jiarly which wouid make major 
gains in this elections. The Congress 
looked weak and crippled by factionalism. 
On the other hand, it was felt that Naidu, 
who is rated as a top-tlighl organisation 
man and an efficient manager, would tide 
over the criticism he generated as he rolled 
back some of NTR’s populist schemes that 
were taxing the exchequer. It was also pre¬ 
dicted that his scheme to widen roads 
throughout the state, which led to the 
demolition of scores of houses constructed 
on government land, his closure of loss¬ 
making iws and a series of suicides by cot¬ 
ton growers caught in debt traps would not 
severely affect the inr. 

However, as campaigning took off, 
Naidu was straightaway confronted with 
the wrath of ilie electorate. At Markapur 

Chief minister Chandrababu Srddu took 
time out from his hectic election campaign to 
speak to Outlook. Excerpts: 

How do yon a5.<tess your party's 
chances as the countdown to elec¬ 
tions begins? 
Very good. You have seen the oowds 
which have been coming to my meetings. 
The response has been very encouraging. 
Will the Sonia factor tilt the s^es 
in favour of the Congress? 
One cannot judge the outcome of elec¬ 
tions on the basis of the crowds which 
turn up at meetings. Sonia is attending 
one or two meetings in the state .so there 
are big crowds. But her campaign does not 
involve moving from place to place and 
holding meetings in the interior. 
Yonr detractors say that lifting 
prohibition and revising some of 
the populist schemes introduced by 
NTR may have a negative inipact. 
What has been ycnir feedback? 
I had to take these painful decisions keep¬ 
ing in mind the overall interests of the 
state. I have explained the government's 
financial difficulties and held several dis¬ 

cussions with the Opposition and a cross- 
section of people before reviewing the 
subsidies. So there is no reason for anyone 
to crib. Since my detractors have no other 
Issues to raise they are bringing this up. 
Despite facing hostile crowds at 
some of your meetings you feel this 
will have no Impact? 
Absolutely no impact. 1 saspect these pro¬ 
testers were sent by the Congress. 
Why the emphasis in your campa¬ 
ign that you work 16 hours a day? 
1 am trying to promote a work culture. It 
is true that I am working 16 hours a day. 
1 want the people too, to devote more 
time and cooperate in working for the 
betterment of the state. 
There is speculation that in tiie 
post-poll scenario you will tie up 
with the mr. 
There is no question of any tie-up with 
the BJP. We are fighting the communal bjp 

on the one hand and the corrupt Con¬ 
gress on the other. 
Will the VF support a Congress-led 
government at the Centre? 
The question doesn't arise. 1 am confident 
the UF will form the next government. 
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CAMPAIGN TRAIL 

TOP workers try to calm women protesters j 

in Prukasam district, a si/eabic group of | 
women sitting up front in the crowd | 
began heckling the cliief minister as soon ! 
as he got on stage. They were raiding agai¬ 
nst Naidu for having reversed NTR's pro¬ 
hibition policy. "Why do you campaign 
witit NTR's posters when you were the 
person who destroyed iiim?" one of the i 
woiiten shouted out. Naidu chose not to 
answer allliough iie later referred to those 
disturbing tlie meeting as "people planted 
by tile (Congress". 

i'.ut this was not true. Women, particu¬ 
larly fr(jm the weaker economic sections 
throughout the state, are very unhappy \ 
with the lifting ot prohibition, it was 1 
NTR'.> promise of declaring .Andhra Pra- ■ 
desh a dry state which helped him sweep i 
the assembly elections in January 1V95. | 
Now, the supporters of NTIt teel cheated ; 
by Naidu who is also trying to cash in on . 
the N1 It legacy, riie women who protest- , 
cd at Markapur said they were supporters 
ol the ini'. But they were upset with the | 
policies of the chief minister. ■ 

The drama did not end there. ,\ cotton | 
farmer present at the rally, Mutyalapati ! 
Subbiah, questioned the chiet minister j 
even as he .s|K)kc of the assistance his gov- ! 
ernment was giving to cotton tarmers. I 
Subbiah clauned in* had not received any ! 
assistance from the state and whipped out i 

a can of pe.sticide and consumed it right 
before the chief minister. Panchayatraj 
minister Kodela Siva Prasada Rao, who was 
sliaring the stage with Naidu, was quick to 
whisk Subbiah away from the reach of 
photographers to the local hospital. But 
the incident only seemed to reiterate wliat 
Naidu's detractors have been saying—emo¬ 
tionally, the lur has lost ground. Adding to Naidu's woes is the large 

crowds lhat Sonia Gandhi has been 
atiraciing in the districts. The trow'ds 

seem to be swelling with each meeting and 
Mrs G's second round ol campaigning has 
visibly litted I lie (.ongress spirits a few 
more notches. Over-enlliusiastic support¬ 
ers of the Neiiru-tiiindhi family lum speak 
of improving on the 22 seats that the 
Congress won last lime. The Congress 
o)>timism is iiased on the premise tlial the 
resentment agmnsi the lui' would Iranslato 
itito voles tor their parly. With Ijkshml 
I’arvati not likciy to base ,my significant 
impact, the fight is between the ini’ and 
ttie (Jongress. The Bie is in the rc'tknning in 
three constituencies, tiui it is likely that 
the party's Hindutva hardline in its mani¬ 
festo will deter tloating voters. 

However, it is too early to write off 
Naidu. Those close to him fiomt out how 
he has done a detailed conslituency-to- 
constituency analysis betore embarking on 
his campaign. They say Naidu has cliarted 

out a methodology to counter the negative 
impact of some of the decisions of his gov¬ 
ernment. The Naidu camp also points out 
that at the end of the day tlie ini’ will do 
well the hustings because the parts 
organisation is solidly behind their leader. 

One factor that may work to the ads’an- 
tage of Naidu is his tie-up with the I'om- 
munist parties in the state. This has made 
available the disciplined and committed 
Left cadre for n)i' campaigns. And has also 
made the ini’ campaigns more visible anil 
colourful. Street plays and dances form 
pari of the campaign. Besides wliich, the 
TOP has film star Jayaprada campaigning 
for it. On the other liand. Hie Congress 
campaign, which only took oif after .Sonia 
Gandlii's visit, employs more conventional 
inodes of attracting voters. 

Bui no one is clear about which direc¬ 
tion Naidu's campaign may take in tiie last 
few days before elections. The chief minis¬ 
ter is a toner who docs not reveal his plans 
early. He travels alone in his chopper and 
does not have partymen on board. As he 
shuttles Irom one constituency to the 
next, he leafs Ihrough his papers which 
give him a profile of his next halt. iTir 
Naidu a good performance by the ii)i> is 
vital. Should the party sweep, it would be 
a virtual referendum for Naidu's style of 
governance and his economic policies. It 
would also be a hard-won victory for the 
lone ranger ot the tki’. ■ 
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Out here, only the salads need to 
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I N D I A|/s/ G R A F % T I 
■ For onct?, hiN 
silver tongue 
deserted Atal 
Behari Vajpayee. 
At a meet-the- 
press after filing 
his nomination papers, 
the Bjp’s prime minister¬ 
ial candidate was asked 
by a htimlla scribe ai)Out 
the al»ence of a level 
playing field in his lair, 
Lucknow, in spite of 
his firm commit¬ 
ment to swadeshi. 
•Stumped, Vajpayee’s 
eyebrows shot up, 
till the retTOitcr drew him 
aside and explained the para¬ 
dox; bachelor Vajpayee versus 
his much-married Sainajwadi 
Party rival, Muzaffar Ali. 

IjihHi iwtalii ycb aandhl 

bain, Bihar ka dumra 

bandbk halo: 1^1) .doyan 

Giaptiics hv ANOoe kamai h 

a Thirty-three per 
cent zindabad. 
National women’s 
panel head Mohini 

Girl’s boast of 
putting up a 
woman candi'^ate 
to raise women’s 
issues has fallen 

Hat. Ranjana 
Kumari was chev 
son to stand 

from New Delhi 
against tlie air’s 

lagmohan and 
Gongre.ss’ R.K. 
Dhawan. But at the 

time of filing pa(XTs, Giri did 
an alxiut-turn. Now tongues 
are wagging about a (iiri- 
Jagniohan deal: "She ditched 
us like no man could have." 

■ It seems as if a chimin Rajiv 
is in our midst--Andhra 
ilongri’ss leader T. .Subbiraini 

Reddy on the white kurta- 
pyjama and tricolour 

UHgiiViistnim Rahul G wore. 

Indcr Kumor Go|ral Is leaving no tomi- 

unturned In his bid to gel 

elected from Jfalundhur. 

According to 'like Wtuiu, on 

the eve of hling his nomi¬ 

nation pliers on January 

21, the prime minister 

attended prayers at the 

Golden Icmpie In Amritsar, 

and then proceeded to its 

filndu-n^ilca, the Purglana 

Mandlr, after which he went to 

Ihr Saint Mary's C'hnrch in 

Jalandhar having paued 

through the portals of the 

[A -ADWNi fi£C7m omiqH | 

Devi lUh Mandlr on the way. I'he woo 

thcra-all efforts continued the next day. 

After filing hH nomination papers, 

Gntrai was a guest at an Iftar party 

with I'arooq Abdullah In tow, aft«r 

whU-h he called on cop-turned-god- 

man Baba Kasbmlra Singh, besides 

visiting a Sufi shrine controlled by 

Baba Murad Shah. In the nin-up to the 

poll. Informs the paper, Gu|ral Is slated lo 

call on Haha Kashmira Singh again, 

besides meeting Sant Ballanwale and 

visiting the Baba fakht Hal. Will the 

secular saint who said 'Sah ka mallk 

anek bain' please stand upf 

a lyoli Ba.su mav k' seen as the 
ciimu ntc grist* aiiuing national 
Icatlcts, but rcvvrciuc lor him 
in Bengal slops tills siilc ot idol¬ 
atry. At a Saraswati |)uja paiulal 
in Midnapoic, the ycs-l-will-lH*. 
no-l-won’l-lit* I’M was dressed 
up as a political courtesan, 
(omplele with choli and .ciJ. 

.All III" IS 3 party Ai't.'in? ur-f:>L;ai- WaiiraQaits fastinaAiiiiiai.i 
•.■.a''lp(! nit in the Janata Parly ;■* ipp latij 7u; jiiiivat;ii ovur i« the 
Tfiliiija UssaiTi when u was foiaiej in '83, inmeti the snortlivcd 
Xapii Nadu, then hnpned sy?.' tht t.'<nyics.s Padmanahtiam 
ixceiiliy joined Hut B.^iarativa josaia Part,. 
Ditto ir>anarashtra's Chandrike Xeiiia Onse Bat Thaeki 
blue-eyed qiri she left the Sena and golned Hie Cengress. 
wbicn she has now left to inin the Samajwadi Party. 
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After journeying through 12 time zones and three continln i^, 

Insignia finally arrives at its destination. 

The hall of fame. 

CeleFriiteJ in niiropc, fiMiured in Vociie, 

written about in wuteli piiblicattoiis, '1 nun's 

Insi^iii range is like nothiiiK you've seen Itctbre. 

vAwatch creatiii by two of EuroiX''s distinpiiisheil 

^.designers. Painslakingly caressed into 

by machine and buffed by hand to a 

brilliance. The In.sigiiia is summoned from 

allergenic 'leel, .ui>l "s iiiipeccable dial 

bxownetl with 'i st r.ilch'resistanl sapphire 

? crystal, (.'uated sparingly, a measured 100 are 

made c.idi d.iv and specifically minibcred - 

a lag of individu.ilily. llte Insignia colleclKHi. 

burrender lo ihe experience. 

m 
TITAN 

INSIGNIA 
A MARK or KTtRNIl'Y. 

The Innignin collet non prued from Ra.)750 u* R<.7500. Available ar TMawgm.oof rtTAH showrooms, i r.ind orber select oiiilets 



iNjji Aiv/ GftA^FlTl 
JlIENDtR GUPTA 

<fitm and pcncv: the tamajuMlI ParlyS LamptiiKn for Mn/jiffttr All agdinrt Aliil 

Brharl Vnlpoyce under In 1 in;kiiOH. Rqmrh UKy SI* ^iiprvmv Mulayam 

Slnsk Vaclav wanted to put up Priyanka hut %va% turned away by Ml Janpalh. 

a After her luishaiid did the 

unthinkable bv liling his nom¬ 
ination papers during mini 
kiiiil, t'.henamma Deve Ciowda 
is out to propitiate the gods. 
In the .spare ot 10 hours on 
lebruary I, the wife of the lor- 
mer prime minister made a 
whistlesto|) pilgrimage of five 
holy shrines in two coastal 

districts ol Karnataka. 

a Rabri Devi does not have 
only nine childu ii. All of us 
are her children —former Kerala 
high court chief justice I i.l’. 
Singh, hO. the R|i> candidate 
from Itu.xar, on the 4t)-vear-ol(t 
bihar chief minister, in Liloo 
Vaclav's presence. 

UPCunurevMhief N.IK llwarl 

du/ed i»ff during u puwwow 

with an Italian vcribc on the: 

eve of SonlaS Amcthi trip, 

according to The Telegraph. “So 

why h&% .\hc bnomv \uch b hlg 

leader," u.\ked the |<nirno. No 

reply. Woken up toy a lackey. 

IlwHrl atked: “ShonUI I amwer 

that from an Itnliun, Luropvan 

or Indian perspective^' 

POLIGLOT 

"l*lvaw' don't lease. Mudam will vpeak av soon a\ the wript arrivcc." 

Suchll Kaira In UlHiluUan 

The BJP has hired 18 helicopters at a 
cost of Rs 20 crore for its leaders to 
flit around, accotding to The Tribune, 
Chandigarh. In addition, the party has 
set aside its 8-15 crore for an ad blitz. 

The Secret Diary Of L.K. Advani 
KBrinaanj (A—anc), gOamay 4 ' 

Thank Ram! It's mostly done. 'The filthy talk 

that. Atalji and I are engaged in akhara poli¬ 

tics! ACter all these years, who can deny we 

did things in such style— not a spot of mud, 

the most dignified faceoff in Indian folklore 

since Bhislima and Shiklieurdi ! (Now, don't ask 

me who's who.) That eternal damnation, the 

ghoshana patra. We'd had too much whinpering, 

goody-goody talk, bad for my diabetes. A good 

sant once told me gentlemen prefer pseuds and 

never make good supermen. And we knew super¬ 

men wear theii knickeis on t.op. .So hero goes. 

Good ol' ayodhyarasayanam, one drop before 

polls, three after, shake and .stir the pati¬ 

ent. wel1 out of his wits before and after 

use. Bitter, better than all the pseudo- 

a.savac. Don't I know whijt India needs? A ll'l 

bit country, a li'l bit rock n' roll. Swades¬ 

hi mid Schwarzenegger. Karraa-cula, go get it. 

Ju.st a lev/ of my favourite things. Should bo 

everyone's. Tliere's too many ideas of India 

going around. Fools! Can't they make out fra¬ 

ctured verdicts are just the beginning? I, 

Lrii Kishinchand urf lal Krishenchand urf Lai 

Krislina Advani, won'! let t.hat hapiien. This 

time I've got my battering ram well in place. 

IjCt those pundits (not the suvarnas, but the 

unctuous, pen-pushing Lwit.s—sorry Kancluin) 

figure it out. Bhajapa has a mediocre...sorry 

moderate mukfiauta and a hardline core, or a 

medium-range line and a po.st-moderate, upper- 

middle brow, pre-atavistic core. I mean, if 

those ninnies in the media just stop angling 

for scoop.s playing ilpoon (supply own transla¬ 

tions), they'll )tnow the Dish is one and the 

same. There was even this gent from the lit 

crj t gang who suggested I go around saying 

Bobri was an act r.f Deconstruction. Holy... 

A denial wafj tlie least AB could've done for 

his Ram Avtar. Ah, how [ love it when he 

calls me that! Un’’ike mfrdia conspirators who 

still call me Runchod Das for shying from the 

liattle afl.er Ayodhya and Hawala. But a-ha, 

saffron is for over! I mean, here we are, a 

prirty of two seats in '84, just one opinion 

pol1 away from stopping short of getting hung 

tetore the end of the sahasrabdi, yet, guess 

who'll climb the gaddi everyone and his edi¬ 

tor say.s we'll get? Not me who went around 

Bharat in my Toyota rath, but lie who slept 

thru all the heat and dust! Yet, they say 'Ab 

ki Isari...' is a red herring. Why, Bapu 

Kaldnte says AB is a boneless chicken for me 

to ajt. Well, I'm a veggie, cmly satvik ahar. 

But what 's this? (Jne more pretender? Mrs G 

the Second? (C'hikni chachi, did someone say?) 

She of the fourth-hand suffixed honorifics, she 

who grows fifth-hand broccoli in her bac)tyard? . 

tximti 'em all in the Adriatic. I )<now how. Cut 

out t.his moderate-shoderate business. Bad for 

iiy sugar, anyway. Ab to Ram hi paar lagaye... 
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Torture them on tarmac, 

them on gravel, 

slide’em through slush 

Lud they 11 look better. 

% ' 

L 

J 
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<--<'l-ixv II Hiyh porfot ui.iiu.c runriKU} shoo Rt, ;> jtjq 

til* aezisat 10841^ sports s]io«s 

fpoa^ th* pW^S-^tx-fpes Oollootlpa* , 

XXf^ 9svs«for|t Spitfire ^4 

^ii;if84^^r lil->perfox8»8o*« ' 
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■ The other Gandhi, 
Tushar, was asked by 
a TV channel to rope 
in his SP supporters in 
Bombay for a "walk¬ 
about". But when the 
crew arrived, lushar 
was sitting alone. 
Worse, his con¬ 
stituents couldn't 
recognise him and 
cared little for his usli 
linctige. At over 100 
kg, Mahatma or no, 
Tushar is coming to 
terms that he is still a 
long way from 
becoming a poiitical 
heavyweight. 

Gopinath Monde 1% 

like « public tele¬ 

phone. He does; not 

retpond nnlcss a coin 

is Inserted— 

Maharashtra Congress 

leader Chhagan 

Bhulbal on the 

deputy CM 

a Five sons of 
CMs, past and pre¬ 
sent, are contesting 
in Haryana; Rao 
Birendia .Singh's 
son Inderjeet, Devi 
Lai's Ranjeet, Om 
Prakash Chautala's 
Ajay, and Bans! 
Ul's sons Ranbir 
and Surendra. 

a There's no differ¬ 
ence between Sonia 
and Rabri. One is 
white, the other is 
brown—(^hitra 
Subramaniam in 
Sfli'vy magazine. 

■ lA)ttery king Mani Kumar 
Subba's papers as the Congress 
candidate from Tezpur have 
been okayed in spite of the 
A.som Gana Parishad's charges 
on his nationality. But is the 
EC listening? The Sikkim 
OhstTOT quotes Sikkim 
Democratic Front leader 
Pawan Chamling as saying 
that Subba, a lliteswar Saikia 
crony, offered Us 5 crore for a 
seat from Sikkim. Subba's lot¬ 
tery operations extend to six 
of the seven northeast states. 

---I 

PRASHAN1 PANJIAR 

Tlw numtwr of candidates in the fray 
has phimmeted this election after tlie 
2,000% hike In security deposit by 
the EC to ward off non-serious 
candidates. In 330 constituencies, 
the number of contesttants has fallen 
from 9,993 m 1996 to 3,164. 
■ In Bihar, there are 469 In the 
ninnlno, down from 1,448 in 1996. 
■ In R^asthan, there are ,'\ 
229, down from 677^. .--^X I 

—■ <5-. 
I DEPOSIT [ 

[Rs_10,000. 

■ Guess who won't be caught 
wailing about dynastic rule? 

1 Ram Vilas Paswan is who. The 
F railway minister's third and 

y«)ungcst brother Kamchandra 
Paswan is standing from 
Kosera. Mantriji himself is in 
the fray in Haijipur. And to 
prove that purivtintul is not the 
privilege of the (Jandhis alone, 
Paswanji's second brother 
Pashupati Nath, brother-in-law 
Punit Rai, his cousin lagdish 
Paswan are all legislators. And, 
rumour has it, so arc six more. 

■ Because only Chandrabdlrii 
Naidu knows how to use a lap¬ 
top, a sliovel and a br(K)m— 
actress Jaya Sudha on why siic’s 
campaigning tor the ine. 

Only one in four prostitutes in the country is a 

registered voter, according to the Bharatiya 

Patita Uddhar Sabha. Tliere are 275,000 

identified 'kothas* and 2.3 rniiHion sex workers, 
mostly in urban areas, involved in the trade. 

( 
^ > •< 

A paradox of India's democracy Is that the long 
ruling Congress party has survived less by keeping 
faith with Its Ideals than by keeping alive the 
dynastic flame lit by Jawaharlal Nehtu.... If the 
next generation of the Nehru dynasty is to do better 
than the last. Ihl have to capitalise on Its name to 
build an organisation standing for more than 
Its own peipetuation in power. 

—The New York Times 
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OPINION 

How to Reform the Reforms 
Those who say political uncertainty was good for the economy are talking through their hats 

Now that the country gears itself foi yet another 
general election, the salon circles and the chat¬ 
tering classes have started brooding on the 

nature ot our development process aird the factors 
that can accelerate growth. Not surprisingly, what 
should have been rigorous introsiH'ction has ended 
up in inane navei-gu/ing. 

Among the intriguing irotions Ix-ing propagated in 
the media is the thesis that unstable governments (read 
"coalition regimes") in India have dorre tetter than sta¬ 
ble ones. The immediate reference is to the track-record 
ot the t.'l- government in the last 18 months, comp<ired 
to the last 17 months ot the Rao regime, but the idea 
dex's not stop here. In one case, Swaminathan Aiyar's purple prose 
would have us think that a "man with a steady hand often believes 
that he nc-c'd not fire at all". Worse follows—"noise does not equal 
inaction, nor silence action". I'ox-luinting allusions ajrart, the bot¬ 
tomline here is that political instability is a gcxid thing for econ¬ 
omic development and the great Indian public should not be wor¬ 
ried about such trivia as steady governance and social consensus. 

This is a line of thinking that leads to a dead-end at best; at 
worst, it is a recipe for disaster. An easily understandable analogy 
would be a postulate that the current traffic system in Delhi is 
the most efficient, since the fevcrisfi crisis situation at all times 
prompts every player to take decisive and quick steps (just to 
stay alive). Also, there cannot be a broader 
coalition than one which includes the Blue 
l,ir>e bus and the scooterist. 

This summarises the irrelevance of the debate. 
What the authors of the "instability equals etfi- 
ciency" dictum have done is to lay down a pro¬ 
totype liberalisation .igenda, eles ate it to lire sta¬ 
tus of a heas'cniy potion and es'aluate every pol¬ 
icy measure from the pers|)cx tive ol this magic 
formul.i. I'nderstandably, no ineaningtui dialo¬ 
gue is possible with these tervent evangelists on 
the internal consistency and logic ot their agen¬ 
da: anyone- who has the temerity to question 
their commandments is sent to the stake. .At this 
stage, we need to urgently restore- a semblance ol 
reality to the discussions. I'hc pcrtinc-nl issues 
which iiucst tie addiessed during these weeks are the lollowing; Ml 
the social and ixilitical pi'e-requisiies for sustained economic di-\el- 
opiiic-nt; ibi the experience ami record of other coiintries; (I'l the 
institutional safeguards nec-deci tor .1 successful transition from .1 

controllcsl eccinoinv to a iiiarkel-driven svsteni; and (ctl (he best 
wavs to |X‘rsii,ic1e Indian political (larties to recognise these ground 
realilic-s and incoi|H)rate them into their programmes. 

On the first item, there- is inconiroveitihle ex’idence and research 
in the (Kisl-wai pericHl that siiccesslul and sustained economic' 
developiiic-nt lequirc-s a broad degree ol soeiai eonsc-iiMis and a 
liiglt level of |K>iilical iiarticipalioii. It must lie stressed that Hie 
social consensus must lie genuine and vciluntary, rather tliaii 
enlorcc-d and induced liy feai .Mass partieipation is also essential, 
though the two lactors jgemiine consensus and participation) are 
logically linked and possibly inseparable. VV'lial is ii-eing .suggested 
is that a eolintry's population needs to sliare a vision of the 
future. A li ic lions and divisive ethos leads to lower participation 
in econoiiiic lile and an attendant lack ol zeal and efneienev. It is 

surprising that many people who take this for grant¬ 
ed in the arena of sports do not recognise its validity 
in economics and the scxial sciences, ted by Irma 
Adclman and (Tiarles Morris from the 196()s, there 
have been numerous studies on this subject which 
corroborate our line of thinking. 

■fhe c.vpericnce of otlier countries stares us in the fatx’. 
The .Scandinavian trio (Sweden, Denmark and Nor¬ 
way). Switzerland, France, tiermany, Canada, .Singap¬ 
ore and japan are ail nations which m<iy te said to typ- 
ily the principles enunciated here. Broadly, they have 
all done- very well from the late 1940s (Singapore from 
the late 196t)s) till the late 1980s. All of them can te 

said to have adopted Hie general social-deiniKralic mcKlel (with the 
arguable e-xception of Singapore) in which the state has the respon¬ 
sibility of providing the appropriate infrastructure for business and 
an adequate social welfare net for the citizen. Also, tliese countries 
have high levels of political participation by their citizens, with 
Switzerland at the lop c'l the (X-cking order, since it decides impor¬ 
tant issues through rcferenclums. Finally, these countries have a rel¬ 
atively egalitarian distrihution ol income and wealth. 

Taking Hie debate now to a related field, w-e should also study 
the experience of other countries which have, like- us, tried to 
shift from a command regime to a market economy. .At one 
extreme, there- is the horrendous example ot Yeltsin's Russia, 

ruled by mafia gangs and rapidly regressing to 
Hu- 19th century—surely this is a model which 
even tiu- most avid liliertarians will not recom¬ 
mend. More relevant comparisons would bo 
the CzecTi Republic on the one hand and 
Hungary on the other, with I’oland in between. 

On ail acc'ounts, the Magyars with their 
"(ioulash capitalism" have made the most effec¬ 
tive transition, although their earlier "Uoulasti 
communism" macic the whole pnx-ess easier, 
since it was almost a half-way hoii.se. What the 
Huiigurians did was to design an eflcctive scK'ial 
security net for those who would liear the bruiit 
ot the change. This meant that dissent and t.-ii- 
sion were minimised and tliere was reasonably 
wide-spread siqiport for the nc-w' order. Ttie 

( z.eehs under Vac lav Klaus went about the jot) with obtuse ham- 
liaiuiediiess and corruption and soon found their capital ma ket 
and financial sector on the brink of collapse. I’oland tended to fol¬ 
low the Hungarian iiukIc-1 and has c-ncic-d up with a pc-rformaiice 
rc-iord closer to I liingary's rather than Hie Cizecli Republic's. 

All this slioiild have been ot critical significance to our (X'litical 
panic's at ihi.s juncture. Sadly, they sirm to ignore the linkages tx’t- 
wceii social factors and economics. Tile only relevant comment 
one has heard is the promise ot one major national party (the mr) 
lo ‘'u-foriTi the reform process". But there are no specifics behind 
this rhetoric-, unless tlic-y have teen left lo iiulividuiil candidates to 
act 111) at rallies. Other national (lartic-s so far have not even attem- 
|)ted to touch this sensitive issue. The whole apjiroach is yet anot- 
liei c-xuiiiple of the way our political leadership has let us clown. 
Surely, ihe electorate should now grill the principal players and 
comi)c-l them to spell out their specific stand on a subject which 
will determine this country's evolution in the next few decades. ■ 

(Till’ iiiilhoi is If sUickbrokt’i and airpaiati’ aiuitysl) 

Sustained economic 
development requires 

a broad degree of 
genuine and voluntary 

social consensus. 
Sadly, this has been 

ignored in India. 
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ECONOMY 

INVERIH) PYRAMID 
With industrial stagnation and a slump in exports, the economic fundamentals have weakened 

Bj^ROMITA SHASTRI 

The wind slams the windm panes 
The times change 
Sc< does the will to cfumge 
—I’rom a song by Bengal bard Suman Chatterjee I r'S that dcja vai time of the year again. Inok at the poll 

promises and then the growing "things-lo-do" list and you 
feel the economy has sto^ still i/i the last three years. But of 
course, it hasn't; it only grew worse. Industr>' stagnates—man¬ 
ufacturing sector output growth quartered in April-Seplember 

'97. over the figure of April-September ’9,S. Kxjrorters have given uj) 
hope, banks arc as tightly silting on money as they did after 
I larshad Mehta, foreign investors arc alinosl scared away and the 
real ecotiomy is (Kwrer. The ni ara business ccmfidcnce index has 
dropped 10 per cent from its .August level. Everything and cv«*ry- 
IxHly seem to he waiting tor some giant kickstart U) get it all chug¬ 
ging along again. I'hc billion-rupee question; can the new govern¬ 
ment pack in the punch? 

More important is how lethal the piituh can be. Eor, the figures 
are chilling. .Sa\s S.P. tiupta, chief executive, Indian Council for 
Research in International and Economic Relations (k.kiir); “The 
government is trying to present a rosy picture, but there are clear 

Reform indirect taxes, introduce 
valuB-added tax to boost industry 

Make education of the girl child 
compulsory to alleviate poverty 

signs Ihat the economy is going into a recession. I he fundamentals 
are not grKxl anymore." Forecasts for 1997-98, (XHiring in from 
indu.strialists. investment bankers and institutions, fHnnt to a fiscal 
deficit of way alxwe the target of 4.5 per cent. Industrial growlli is 
feared to be under 5 per cent—profits fell across the board las! 
year—and agriculture growth perhaps less Ihan 1 per cent. Export 
growth has been a paltry .T.tl per cent in the first hall of I his year, 
the target was five times that. Im|x)rts? .\t less than 8 per cent, 
growth was half its target. Despite historically Imv iH'troleum prices, 
the trade deficit nudged $4.5 l)illif)n in the nine months of die ctir- 
rent fiscal year, 40 per cent higher over the same period In 1*^96. 

(;apacity use in the capital goods sector, the barometer ol indus¬ 
trial activity, is almost negative. At the end of NovemtH’r, foreign 
institutional investors had actuall\ taken out Rs 412 crore. And, 
year-on-year, bank credit tell over 1! per cent in l)cceml)cr. As tlte 
impact of la.st year's [wmr larm output sets in, wholesale prices, 
caged lor long, are trudging Uf) lo loiich a close to 6 per cent infla¬ 
tion rale in mid-laiiuarv. I rue, some money has been prised out 
of the black econonis atid that'll balance the Isooks litis year 
despite a s'ery poor customs levenue and huge pay commission 
payouts. But overall, th • i.oi* will grow tar less than estimated. 

Experience lias also laiighl Indians Ui view all jtoll promises with 
deep suspicion. Iioniiatly, it matters little which parly combina¬ 
tion will grab the hot seat—die (.ongress with the most relorin- 

THE BURNING ISSUES BEFORE THE GOVERNMENT 

^'-..V.-is. s.'- 

' / j inienniifionnotiiMdadtiflitrawtmssyRsifl stabRitywHIwswestMtfyfhw 

BUTru|iN«ttbllity(ttnbaB«fliyip<riM,'t(Meu^ BUTpolMcsantfliidutirylaAMaspravaiil 
I need, doss tuntefring . tasldeelthMt 

Graphics U,? ANOOP KAMATM 
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ECONOMY_ 

I 
giHAlhere^ryissMST^detaitsii^ ^ifertihiddrs&dt^sti^fatetf -- 

take care of revivai 

S detail a^ 
. layers will 

ensure investnient flow. 
BUT ’VMHflrst' •tlRude plagues pihraia industry. Some 

govemmani spending must to lure atlmr ptayers 
BUT monay ramains light, will to Unrest sobiect to 

political Instability :SI>^ 

oriented inaniksto, or the Rii’ with its sw'adcshi nationalism, or 
the socialism-mouthing Front coalition. The new government has 

very few choices from among the many issues on the backburner. 

Says .Shubhasis Gangopadltyay, professor, Indian Statistical Instit¬ 

ute; "The most important issue today is to carry on with the r'Torm 

prrxess in the right direction. Which means |»rivatisation has to be 

siwcded up and infrastructure strengthened so that the state is left 
doing what it ideally should—look after the social sectors." Adds 

ll.H. Pai Panandiker, advisor, hk, Group; "Industrial recovery is the 

crying need. Second is laying down a policy road map for the future 

so as to b<K)st infrastructure and investment, private and foreign." 
Infrastructura and investment: ehlcken-and-egg? is inlrastmcture rea¬ 

lly the magic pill for the economy? Yes, liecause infrastructure is the 
ba.se for all reforms to work. More important, over time, it allows 

reforms to percolate to the ni'cdy. Says Gangopadhyay; "Reforms 

are not aimed at creating jobs or reducing ixwerty. It’s about provi¬ 
ding the right infrastructure efficiently for everybody to work Iret- 

ter. Infrastructure is not only what the urtran voter kwks at; power, 

telc'corn, |x)rts. It's also roads, water and irrigation, rural markets.” 

.And all these areas need huge investment, which a cash-stars'cd 
government has not been able to provide for so many years. Making 

It a vicious circle closely linked with the country’s inability to attr¬ 

act toieign iinestmenlon at least a medium scale, if not like China. 

( aips cvonomisl-consultant Uilx'k Debroy; “It is easy to laiix.it 

tile lack of mscstmenl but iioIkhIs in the government has really 
l.ilked about the real issues. User cfiaiges, lor instance. We talk of 

big (lower and telecom (rrojects, but ignore the losing slate (X)wer 

hoaids. We talk c'f roads but liaven't .sorted out the toll issue. It's the 
same wnn jxrrts. Pecentralisation of administration, giving power 
to states, also s|Keds up new (irojects." 

.Adds viupta of n intR; "Provided one has the will and t^ne allows a 
level plasii'.;.; Held to private sector along with the government, 

such issties can Ix' sorted out or specific concessions made. For 

instantv. lor uninlerrupled (jower sup|sly. tran.smission lines can lx* 

made sefrarate with higher user chaigcs." And as long as clear rules 

and guidelines arc absent, subjectivism anu contniversy abound. 

For instance, suggests Gangopadhyay, small, easy-to-iomplete (wo- 

jects should immediately replace fast-track (xojects, whose clear¬ 
ance is often clouded by secrecy and subject to vested interests. 

Uck of clarit)' is also a inajof factor that's obstructing the flow ol 

foreign investment in big projects. And talks ol Irxk-in perirxis, or 
identification ol high-priority sectors don't hel]). Says Gupta; "The 

Bjr manifesto in effect says to foreigners; don't come." Adds Debroy: 

"Seleilivity is unimplementable. It becomes highly subjective and 

arbitrary. Once you decide to liberalise say, consumer g<x)ds, let’s 
do it. No more hedging or .selection." 

Should the government spend? But how? On the ground, in toreign 
inve.stracnt it's really a question of snxwthening the procedural 

problems in the areas that are already ojjeji. The rest, fce.s 
(iangopadhyay, “will be taken care of by the investors themselves 

once they are assured of political stability and no periodic tinkering 

with niles”. But it's the domestic industry whicli needs some (Mrtent 
salves to assuage ttieir injured health and (wide, a feeling which has 

now found a syni[)alhetic car in the bii''s economic nationali.sm. 

Iclxxs I’anandiker of ris.: "Relorms are not only about opening iq) 
tile economy, it also means strengthening the domestic industry." 

F.v|X’rts are not unanimous on any formula lor industry to revive. 

Wliile the common solution (xoffered is on the lines ol Keynesian 
sup|ily-sidc economics-ie, the government sliould ease money 

supply, spend more and create jobs to stimulate deiriand—the exist¬ 

ing e.K(X'niiiture scenario puts paid to that luqx. Defence and inter¬ 
est payments, the two largest outgo.s, cannot be cut, except by using 

putilic sector disinvestment to retire old debt—and therefore reduce 
the interest burden. But then, there has never Iteen any supporter 

for the government's past actions on the imi disinvestment front. 
Both the pnxess of disinvestment and the planned use of its pro¬ 
ceeds—to finance curtenl expenditure—have come under heavy 
artillery, and rightly, ewen front the bjp. 

Wliat remains are administrative exfx'ndilure, which is adiially 
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Corporate life, today, demands economy r,--. 

flexibility of time. And power of accessibility evo' ■ 

to the places not linked normally by air. Nottiing 

can provide these better than a helicopter. 

So, these days, more and more helicopters are used in the corporate world. As India's largest helicopter operator, making 

profits consistently, Pawan Hans Helicopters has been contributing substantially to the corporate world. Equipped with an 

operational fleet of 28 helicopters and an unmatched maintenance infrastructure. Pawan Hans has scored an unparalleled 

j record of over 2,00,000 flying hours. With a fundamental belief in safety, Pawan Hans is in the 

jolutjoj js! 
If 1 •' fleet strength to meet the new challenges ahead. Thus, no wonder, when 

AfSTY 
India's mega corporations and government agencies require 

helicopters for their long term and customised requirements, they simply rely on 

Pawan Hans. And now. knowing ail about us, so would you! 

PAWAN HANS HELICOPTERS LIMITED 
(A Government of India Enterprise) 

SAFDARJUNG AIRPORT. New Delhl-110 003 Delhi: Tel.: 4632273 Fax: 011-4602596, 4611801 Mumbai : Tel: 6106210 Fax: 022-6113812 



ECONOMY 

Privatise transport, end all state 
subsidies to inefficient enterprises 

set to rise with the latest pay commission, and the subsidies—footi 
and fertiliser Says IJebroy: "With iietter targeting, food subsidy can 
actually go up, because the really poor right now have no aixrt'ss to 
the pps.” What can reduce is the government's holding cost of grain, 
were the Food Corporation of India to be wound up and were the 
government to quit the procurement business. That would only 
^fect the rich farmers, who continue to get the price they ask; the 
average farmer has very little surplus grain to sell anyway. As for fer¬ 
tiliser subsidy. It does benefit the comparatively worse-off farmer 
and overall agricultural productivity, says Gangopadhyay. 

With expenditure an immediate dead-end, raising earnings 
becomes vital. With vnis success creating the right work atmosphere 
for tax collectors, income tax collections can go up wiili effort, feels 
IX'broy. As for customs, he feels while effective tariff rates could 
come down from 70 per cent now, there is no external compulsion 
for reducing tariff further on manufactured items for some years, 
except for the quantitative restrictions on garments and textiles and 
the global infotech pact. The fears of Indian industry arc quite 
unfounded on that count. But indirect ta.xes need to be streamlined 
urgently. Cribs I’anandiker: "Kxci.se is crying out for reforms. Input 
level taxation has to go. Ihen there are taxes like octroi wliich 
encourage division of the country." Tax problems also plague for¬ 
eign trade, a major source of income tor government. And it is ihe 
volumes that git revenue in the long term. 

Bereft ol funds, industiy also feels that a boost to the lacklustre 
capital markets would be timely. But the chiefcen-and-egg .syno •omc 
seems to be at play liere too. The financial system is flash with 
lunds, but the right givers or takers are absent. Counters Gangopa¬ 
dhyay; "Capital markets is the effect, not the cause. If stimulating 
markets was tlie answer, we'd have had the highest growth rates in 
’9.1-94 and '94-95." It is here that the government's consers'ative 
monetary policy of holding the rupee by the neck comes under fire. 
Let the rupee gel I,aments I’anandiker; "The kbi has used big guns 
to kill small fry. If it feared speculation, that could have been 
checked by giving the banks a freer hand." Instead, says Gupta, "it 
is negitvting the goose that lays the golden eggs". There is a clear 

consensus that having arrested the fall, the rbi should now let the 
rupee drift to find its own level in the market, which would prob¬ 
ably be around Rs 42. Debroy feels intervention should come only 
when it dips Irelow Rs 45-46. Argues Gangopadhyay; "If the rupee 
is open to speculative attack, the solution lies in deepening the 
market by allowing futures and contracts. If we had 30 Harshad 
Mehtas, we'd not have one Harshad holding the market to ran¬ 
som." Clearly, an immediate market-induced depreciation would 
provide the much-needed boost to exports and correct the excha¬ 
nge rate anomalies. The fear of repeating the South Asian experie¬ 
nce seems to be more of paranoia as, empirically, a democratically 
elected government has inner checks and balances to avert any 
major catastrophe. Example: the public outcry- during Enron. 

Finally, the real economy which gets lust in the poll ado. Fur it, 
only the empty shells of promises. Why does the reform process 
founder when it hits the poorer rural economy? For it is there that- 
the government has to spend and also show a steel will. Pending 
land tenure reforms and rural infrastructure like markets and water, 
tlie agriculture economy, throughout the reform years, has shown a 
poor trend rate of growth. Tlie answer, of course, is well-known. As 
Gangopadhyay says: " The slate should immediately stop providin;; 
infrastructure e.xcept .social. Why should the state be in steel and 

Pull up loss-making power boards, 
prioritise small &? medium projects 

incur losses instead of providing rural water or sanitation, or even 
belter, rural health and education? Why even in banking or insur¬ 
ance, where government enjoys undeserved monoyxily? In fact, 
education of the girl-child should be the one-fxiint programme of 
the new government, but nobody even refers to it." 

More power to the states can allow them to correct various admin¬ 
istrative loopholes tor better treatment of social sectors. For insta¬ 
nce, a primary school teacher does not attend school because he/ 
she has to report to the district administration, and not to the pan- 
chayat. Of course, you can argue that land reforms, a state subject, 
remain the most neglected area till date. But any government worth 
its salt knows that these are the smoking is.sues that can ignite any- 
day and tender even a 10-year-long reform process useless. ■ 
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As the car market faces sweeping changes, the Maruti-Suzuki impasse sticks out like a sore thumb 

By ARINOAM MUKHEUEE _ ISN' r it liitK* they hurried up and reso¬ 
lved tiieir dispute, the two lending 
partners in Maruti Udyog I.Ul? I'lii-ck 
the company's sales figures for January 
I9‘)K, (Jtiile unprecedented. Sales of 

the Marut‘ 800, the best-loved Indian car 
of all time, liie small car that changi-d a 
nation's lilestyle, dippetl last month, coni- 
p;ired lo the figure for January 1997. The 
8(M> sold l7,ri.S2 units in lanuary 1998, 
down around l,00t) from last year. I'lie 
Mariiti I steein loo met a similar fate. Jan¬ 
uary sales were l.Sh.S cars, com|»ared to a 
target ol l.noo w’ilh heavy dealer discou¬ 
nts, (oinp.ired lo 1.629 sold last January. 

rile competitive scenario in the Indian 
c,ir market has been poised on the blink of 
.sweeping V hanges lor some time now. The 
Januarv statistics uiuld be the fiisl sign 
that a slow metamorphosis has begun. 

The reasons could lie several. Industrial 
stagnation, which Maruti has iK'en majesti¬ 
cally iuiimine to till now, may tx' i atching 
up svilh the com|)any. .As far as the Esteem 
is concerned, Oaewioo .Motors' slashing the 
( lelo prises t)y a quarter may have had 
sou.', effei I As for the 8tK), the announcem- 

j ent of several new small car models at the 
I Auto tjt|X) last month—Hyundai’s Santro, 
I Oaewrxi's tl'Arts, anil above all Telco's all- 
I Indian car--may have got buyers to po.stp- 
I one cai purchases. Add to this, the free fall 
I of second hand prices. For Rs 1.5 lakh, you 
! can pick up a ix-rfect working-condition 
j Estwin, and for Rs 1.S lakh, a p-w-c (acTo. 
I Yet, at what is possibly the company's 
' most critical lime, the two partners of Mar- 
j uti -the (ioverniiient of India and Su/.uki 
I Motor Corporation—remain eyeball-to- 
1 eyeball, with neither willing to blink first 
. on any of the issues they disagree about, 
i Only the two resident lapanese directors 
i of Maiuli attended the comiiany's lanuary 
I .11 board meeting. The l•'eb^lary 5 meeting 
' tixi found the other lapanese directors abs- 
I ent, even tho gli Suzuki top brass—Y. Saito 
i aiici K. Saito, directors on the \faruti Ixiard, 
; and former director J. Sugimori—were in 
j Delhi. As a result, the board could not take 
I up vital issues. Post-board-meetiiig, Maruti 
! announced it rcachcxi an agreement with 
I Suzuki on technology transler. Hut this 
i pertains to the current .Vlaruti engines, a 

noil-disputed issue. The only step forward 
was the government agreeing to take act¬ 
ion about settling the issue of royalty pay¬ 

ments to Suzuki for supplying tcciinology. 
The two sides’ arguments and counter¬ 

arguments have loo|xxl around one another 
to form the mythical snake swallowing its 
own tail. Suzuki refuses to discuss su{)plying 
new technology to Maruti—and Maruti 
needs it badly with all the new rival ni'xlels 
set to hit the roads by year-end—since 
Suzuki has not tieen jiaid its royalty siiicv 
April I, 1997. The governnienl .says it will 
pay up as sixin as the royalty agreement 
iiegintiing 1997-98 is signed, but there's a 
precondition to tliat signing: Su/.uki must 
agree to start making Maruti gearboxes in 
India within two years. Suzuki flatly refuses 
to make gearboxes in India, preferring to 
bring them in Irom Japan. Stalemate. 

Suzuki has complained to the Internatio¬ 
nal Court of Arbitration in Izindon over the 
government’s appointment of R.S.S.L.N. 
Bhaskanidu as managing director, since it 
did not consult Suzuki, as it is bound to on 
every major decision. The government says 
this was its turn to appoint an MD tor a five- 
year period. Suzuki challenges the govern¬ 
ment muscling in lo appoint the Maruti 
chairman tixi, since according to the agree¬ 
ment, one partner is supposed to appoint 
the MO, and the other the chairman for five 
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THE TECHNOLOGY STALEMATE 
RHASKARUDU 

■Are you committed to Maruti's growth? 

K Oo you agree Maruti's growth needs new 
technology? 

■Give us technology 

■ So you'll wait for the arbitration court t^ 
judge the MD appointment case before 
you give technology? 

■ But arbitration takes tltee years; Doni you 
think by then iril be too late for technology 
upgradation? 

■ So let MaruH get technology Trbm 
somewhere else 

K Then give us technology 

Yes 

No. because we dont recognise you as 
of Marub. 
Yes . 

Yes 

No 

No. because we don't recognise... 

MD 

ycar>. I'hi' government says it had the right 
to ap[)oint its chairman in IW2, but dec¬ 
ided to do .so only in Ihh.S, so the Indian 
cliairnian’s term should end in 2000. 

lo complicate matters, current Maruti 
chairman, Prtrbit .Sengupta, is no longer 
the secretary, heavy industries, who has 
usually treeii tire government-appointed 
chairman of Maruti. He is now |)etroleum 
secretary, and there’s a new licavy indus¬ 
tries secretary, I’. Shankar. So dws Suzuki 
speak to Sengupta or Shankar? I'he Japa¬ 
nese have finally decided on the lathjf, and 
Su/uki's No 2, Y. .Saito, has quietly met 
Shankar several times over the last month. 
But no light at the end ot the tunnel. 

Apiwrently, the goveniiiient is willing to 
give Maruti’s chairmanship t.i Suzuki, pm- 
viilni Su/.uki withdraws the Bha-skarudu- 
reiated arbitration case, and transfers gear- 
Irox technology to Maruti. No, says Suzuki, 
on Ixsth cenints; we want Bhaskarudu out. 
Well then, see you in court in Ixindon. says 
the gos'ernment. OK, says Suzuki, let's then 
rUn Maniti by a lour-member committc’e, 
Bhaskanidu and executive director (market¬ 
ing and sales) Jagdisii Khattar, and two 
Japanese nominees. No, says the govern¬ 
ment. Anyway, we're confident the arbitra¬ 
tion court will rule in our favour, replies 
Suzuki But, small catch: the government is 

not Ixuind to accept the court's ruling if it 
feels it will go against the "public gcxxl" a 
term ol extremely malleable meaning. 

At tlie centre ot all this sits a short tubby I 
quiet man with twinkly bright eyes; ■ 
R.S.S.L.N. Bhaskarudu, the man Maruti ; 
calls its M[>, and the Japanese refer to as the ' 
"acting MD". And he's supremely confident i 

it'll be resolved in the next month or so. | 

WHY does .Suzuki dislike Bhaskarudu ' 

so much? .So much that it's lacing ■ 
off resolutely against the gowrnm- . 

ent of a country in which its cars have an . 
incredible 82 jx'r cent marketshareV Who's 
this man? His career is illustrious, loining 

I public .sector giant mill in l%2asont oMt.s 
first engineer trainees, Bhaskarudu rose last 
and may have Ix'en on the way to nlll^^ 
chainnaaship. But in 198.f, Maruti no \. , 
Krishnamurthy convinced him to liieially 
cross the road--Delhi's Kasturba t.mdhi ; 
Marg—and lake charge of setting up the ; 
Maruti plant. In 1988, he beiaine a Maruti ! 
director, and in 1990, < i o R.C. Bhargava rec¬ 
ommended his name for the )oint manag- ; 
ing director's |X)St. The gowninient rejected ; 
that on the plea that it would set a bad , 
precedent in public sector undertakings. ; 

Finally in 199;i, after the government i 
had diluted its holding lo give Suzuki an ! 

equal stake in Maniti, and the c. ii,i',. 
was no longer public sutoi. Hha^!. mi . 

Irecdine joint MD. And last sear. ii< i km 
charge of the MD's otike owi i. ,, 

protests from Suzuki. 
Suzaki's antipathy towards Bhaska.,1! 

may have its sc-eds six years ago when :ti. 
government and Suzuki were talking ali.m; 
turning Maruti into a 50:.S0 joint senttii. 
from a 74:26 one. Bhaskarudu felt the gov 
eminent did not need to allow .Suzuki an 
equal stake since apart from the teclinol 
ogy—which could be bought easily against 
a payment—the country was capable ot 
running Maruti profitably. And Suzuki was 
already being paid a royalty for the tech¬ 
nology. Though Bhaskarudu did not sjx-ak 
against the deal, his opposition did not go 
unnoticed by the Japanese. 

The next misstep in the mating dat.ee 
came in 1992, when Bhargava was schedu¬ 
led to retire. Bhaskarudu told Suzuki presid¬ 
ent Osamu Suzuki that he was willing to he 
considered for the managing directorship. 
The Indian saw nothing wrong in this, but 
to the Japanese mind, this could have Ix'en 
an unforgiveable crime: Bhaskarudu was 
seen a.s putting his personal ambitions 
ahead of his company’s interests. 

Since then, allege .Suzuki sources, Bhaskar¬ 
udu has been plotting with friendly bureau¬ 
crats against Suzuki and is to a large extent 
responsible for turning the government 
against Suzuki. Apparently, among other 
things, Bhaskarudu brought to the notice of 
the Indian government allegcxl ca.ses of 
over-invoicing tif imports from Suzuki to 
Maruti of over Rs .S(K) crore, something 
Suzuki has vehemently ilenied as hasele.ss. 

Many think that as lar .is aibilr.itiori 
goes, Suzuki has a stronger case. But no 
one believes that Suzuki will lx* able lo 
oust Bhaskarudu. "I’liblit goiKl" apart, rec¬ 
ords show that arbitration cases, on an 
dveragi', lake anvihii,g lielween 18 months 
and thivc vears t<> Ik- settled, so the dispute 
could stretch lo the end ol the millemi- 
ium. Uc-sKles. Suzuki has made a (atal mis¬ 
take III tiirrii'ig it all into vvlial looks to the 
puhiK filially as a war between a giant 
Japanese 11 irporation and one Indian man- 
.iger. (iiiess which side the )nihlie —and 
e ISerniiieni—sympathy will he oil'' 

Mi/uki could do well lo learn Irom the iivi- 
in dispute. All other issues forgotten, it 
1110X11 into a fight Ix'tween a giant toreign 
cor|)oratioii and one Indian manager. I he 
Indian manager—Y.C. Deveshwar—won, 
and ii.si ap[x*ars quite happs with him, 18 
months after the matter came to tlashpoiiit. 
Bhaskarudu's--like Deveshwai's - capahili- 
ties have never been in doubt, and ol 
course, any (to would want his t oiniwny to 
do well under him, and that can hapix'ii 
only when the foreign partner is happy 

Meanwhile, the dies for the Maruti 8()ii 
are wearing out. ■ 
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IN THE NEWS EARSAY 

Graphics by ANOOP KAMATH 

The Well-heeled One 
THE 'winds of change’ that Laldo 
Yadav and Rabii Devi have let loose 
In Bihar {ost ml^t turn Into a typ¬ 
hoon. That the state government 
has failed to provide even the most 
basic services in villages and towns 
1$ a known fact. What, however, 
comes as a surprise is the difference 
that exists between the spend by the 
Tatas in Jamshedpur and the state 
government. The Tatas spend nearly 
Rs too crore annually in the upkeep 
of the steel city of Jamshedpur, 
which includes subsidised electricity 
for a population of less than half a miilioh. Against this, only Rs 17 crore is recovered 
in revenues. The state government, on the other hand, spends Ks 24 crore for 100 
million people. Half of that sum is reserve for Patna, despite which, it is sometimes 
referred to as the garbage dty of India. Wdnder how much is spent on the maintena¬ 
nce of Anne Marg, the street which houses the residence of the chief minister? 

A Yank too Young 

I'AMll.Y values, it ap()ears, are 
more important to the Japan¬ 
ese than promoting business 
interests. I•■ven at the cost ol 
adopting d more bureaucratic 
dpprodt h A middle-level e-xec- 
utive from ai. American tele¬ 
com giant touched down at 
Tokyo last month with the 
briel to strike a deal with a 
well-known lapanese comp¬ 
any. The .American company 
representative, a man in his 
•tOs, got the sliock (>f his life 
when his l.ipanese counler- 
parl. nearls' double liis age. 
relused t(> go atiead witli the 
busines.s talk alter tle ir first 

meeting. Reason: the Japanese 
would not do business with 
someone half his age, and pos¬ 
sibly, because he thought the 
American wasn’t senior 
enough. Unruffled, tlie 
■American executive promptly 
took the next tliglit to India, 
and forgetting the few days 
tliat had been ear- 
markt*d tor a business trip, 
liad iiimself a grmd lioliday. 
Lesson, courtesy the Japs; Wait 
till you're 7.S to become a c lol 

Wi^tojGo_ 

WHAT is the successful road 
to pris'atisdtion? II '.he experi¬ 
ence ot the National 
Highways Authority ot India 
(M i.si)—tile i mplement ing 
agency under the Ministry of 
.Siirlace I'ransport- -is any 
indication, the answer is to 
keenly observe (he bloomers 
of your cousins. And remove 
all road-blocks. Entrusted 
with the task ot ptivalisl ig 
highvs'ay expansion and 

building, mi/\i has done just 
that. It has observed all the 
obstacles that private entre¬ 
preneurs faced in the power 
and telecom sectors, and 
modified its privatisation pro¬ 
gramme accordingly. Today, it 
has a well laid-out plan, with 
the tiniest detail in place. No 
wonder private road-rollets 
are set to make a mark in the 
country’s only efteclive—ami 
the most low-profile—lian- 

dover ol public business to 
private parties. It's lime the 
ministry ol power and the 
department ot teleco¬ 
mmunications look a hint 
trom this success .story and 
attempted going the miai way. 

For six months, starting 
February 9, Hoffland 

Share Shoppe Ud won’t be 
dealing on the stock excha¬ 
nges as a stock broker. Rea- 
srni: the market watchdog, 
SKHi, has suspended the 
company for rigging the 
share price of jvc Departme¬ 
ntal Stores Ltd. 

}vu hit the capital markets 
in June 29,1996, with a 
Rs 11-crore public Issue of 
shares at par. On September 
12,1996—a weak period for 
the stockmarkets in gene¬ 
ral—the share was listed on 
the Mumbai, Delhi, Hydera¬ 
bad and Magadh stock exc¬ 
hanges. On the first day its¬ 
elf, the ,ivu saip recorded 
high volumes and prices. 

According to i*bi, the first 
trade transaction was initia¬ 
ted by Hoffland Share, trad¬ 
ing 5,000 jvci shares at 

Rs lOT apiece. Over the 
next month, Hoffland Fina¬ 
nce Ltd—a group company 
of Hoffland Share—bouglit 
6.51 lakh ivc, shares. So 
high was Hoffland's interest 
in jvci, that during this jreri- 
od, it purchased four out of 
every five shares being tra¬ 
ded. Two months before ihe 
purchases started, Hoffland 
Finance had deposited 
Rs 5.5 crore with Hoffland 
Share, all of wliich financed 
tlic JVC. purchases. 

A small amount, if Hoffl¬ 
and had .sold even half the 
6.51 lakh shares. At half the 
rigged price, it would've 
made a cool Rs 1.6T crore. 

IN an attempt to tide over a currency crisis of an entirely different sort, 

the RBI has imported 276 million coins of Rs 1 and Rs 2 denominations, 

and 999 million notes of Rs 100 and Rs 500 denominations. By May, these 

should be in your wallet. 
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Now even better music 
for your ears! 

First ISO 9Cl02 in Indian Music Industry 
for HMV Manufacturing Unit 

From K L Salsal to Kumar Sanu, from Lata Mansestikar to Kav/ta 

Krishnamoorthy; film, classical, ghazal or instrumental, HMV has always 

brousht you solden moments of pure masic. 

M 
©iMiw 

Now we are proud to announce a golden moment of our 

own : the coveted ISO 9002 certification by Det Norske Veritas. 

Certifying that your favourite singers and musicians are available 

in some of the world's finest cassettes. 

Now isn't that golden music for your ears? 

HMV 

Ttiougtilshop CPL 



I he unique Chilmun Hir,Mini at one of the .tpeiialil\ re.itauranti 

<^''o"~:th.O,,«.«788B«2572H,r„.,, 4.-,272,86. 



Take in the opulence. 

Qet used to the grandeur. 

Sample the fare. 

Savour the fantasy. 

Only, this is for real. 

Palace.s that reflect awesome power, (iraim- '..) 

that transcends time. And as you step in. the fani.t.\ 

starts becoming real. So what if 

you are mesmerised by the 

magnificent halls. Or overawed 

unending corridors. Or entranced by the luxury ot your 

room. Its space, its decor, its view Rut wail, the llnal 

course is yet to come. The delectable choice of cuisines 

from the world over. Chinese. Continental, f’lench. 

Japanese. Or closer home, the North West I'roniier. In 

fact, just following the floor plan in any ol the Ashok 

Elite hotels at New Delni Bangalore. Caleiilla. Kovalam 

and Mysore will lead sou to ..uch an infiiiile vaiiety of 

food and drink, that you will hardly want to sample 

by the seeminglv 

anything ouisule the hotel. In whichever city you choose. 

i 

9 
_Ashok_ 

ELITE 
HOTELS 

The Qoyal Life Continue^. 

'tpoft Ashok Kovalam : Koval.im Ashok Beach Resort. Mysore • I alith.i Matial Pal.ice lloloi 
-JJ-ta 167. Bangalore : Ph. ; 91 a0-2269d6i. ?250?02. Fax : 9 l-80-J2.')003J • Olcuna . I’h 91 ■ 3 J ;a2b2r)'t.;87‘;7()B t ix 91 33- 
ernet. hilp;(/www.dsholfgroup.com OR tittp://vvww.indianhotels.com OR http.//vvww.indialounsin com. i. mail. reservation iv. indi.tlourisni.rom M
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PERSONALITY 

By Y.P. RAJESH in Somanahalli BanRalore, is today an unavoidable pit- j go the strenuous training schedule devised 
slop for tile indian army, paratroo[)ers, I by Freddy and his team of a dozen train- THF contradictions are stark and paramiiitary, police and outfits like the Nr <, | ers—all sanyasis and sanyasins, Indian and 

rather haflling. The recommenila- and scouts, youth from adventure inst- | foreign—there is a huge demand lor Frcd- 
tion for his Indira Gandhi award itutes, de-addiction organisations and ! dy's "hody-inind-character" schrx)! ol thou- 
fr)r national integration describes slums. The objective: motivating the mind I ght. “As a guru," says Freddy in his 
him as "an engineer b\ iiualilicat- and building character througli adventure | European-accented English, "I need to 

ion: a sanyasi dedicated to character train- and physical conditioning. | address problems leaiiing to the decline of 
ing”. His sisiling card proclaims "Never j "R(Hk climbing and mountaineering are , our society. And the three basic issues here 
Gise In, Never (Jive l.'p". "If I was an Ind- I the best melhiKls lor character training as ; are character of the youth, de.struction of 
ian 1 woulil have broiiglit some glory to j they need .strong individual etfort. And tfie ! nature and national integration." 
my lountrs,” says tiuru Freddy, the scrag- | collective effort involved leaches co-ordina- i And the serene 16 ac.res over which the 
giv '.sanvasi' who dresses in olive green j tioii and co-operation,” explains Guru FTe- : gurukula is spread in Smnanahalli's Silent 
overalls and saftroii. And who wields a | ddy, 61, nee Freddy R.M. Van Der Borght, ; Valley Isordering the Bannerghatla National 
double-barrel gun and an Olympic bow ' aka '.soldier-swami' and 'English-swaiiii' to ! Park and sundry hills seem cuslom-inade 
With the same ease with which he holds ; the villagers of nearby Somanahalli. "If the | for the course. Participants are lodged in 
loilh on the Gita and Vedanta. mind is strong, then tfie body automatica- ■ hutments, witlt each hutment having just 

Yet, lie is a naturalised Indian who in the ! Ily IXTomes strong and vice versa. That's ; one participant from a particular state, 
last decade has trained 2.S,(XK) people in one of the reasons why gurukulas trained ' Tliosc who want to live with friends from 
rock climbing, river crossing, trekking and disciples physically before the shastras were ' tlie same state are given a ticket back home, 
night na\ ig.ition tlirough jungles. And taught. 1 low could they teach the shastras ! For the big boys from the armed forces 
his Nataraja tiunikula Nature .Awareness to people who have no discipline?" i and police, Ihcre is an obstacle course des¬ 
and Adventure .Academy, .'{fl km south of Gciing by the numbers who seek to under- i critwd by more titan one senior army offi- 
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cer as oik- of ifie Iwst in the countr)-. Besi¬ 
des wfiich, all participants have to plant 
saplings around the gurukula, a progra¬ 
mme that has resulted in ;«),0(H) new trees 
that liave converted the once barren (latch 
ot earth into a veritable jungle. 

"We have lieen successful in attracting 
the armed torces because 1 know the psy¬ 
chology ol training." says Freddy. "They 
train [leople like a bunch of slicep withou* 
activating the minds ot individuals." He 
explains that-the lorces most often succeed 
in group effort in the line ot their duty but 
an- in trouble when thc'v need individuals 
to volunteer tor s|KXific tasks. Hi.S methods to overcome the problem: 

boost individuals by complimenting 
their abilities. Or abuse people, make 

them angry and motivate them negatively. 
Says Freddy: "Everyone svants to be some¬ 
body. And these are the methods Krishna 
used to get Aijuna out of his lethargy and 

‘God can look 
after Himself’ 
A few of the soldier swami’s 
singular sayings COMMUNISTS are lovely people. I like 

them though I am not a communist. 
Ihey have more human values than 

those from the free market economy." 
"Don't lecture people that trees are 

good for the environment etc. Tell them 
they can eat mangoes throughout the 
year if they planted enough trees, and 
they will do it." 

"Today, our swamis are teaching spiri¬ 

j resignation in the Mahiibluinitfui." 
I The Belgian multi-discipline engineer had 
j come to India in 1%9. F.mployed in a ship¬ 

yard and working for insurance companies, 
Freddy, third of seven sons, was sup|X)sed 
to join the Catholic clergy according to 

i Belgian custom. But since the "church was 
I interested more in criticising other religions 

than teaching their own", Freddy left, and 
in 1960 was attracted by the philosophy of 
Narayanaguru, a Kerala-based ascetic. 

Frr^tiy drove to India in his Volkswagc ii 
minibus doing l,(K)f) km a day and %penl 
years studying Indian .scriptures and i -ach- ; 
ing students in Kerala's Kannur dotriit. The ; 
flowing white-bearded lnd(>phile was i 

forced to move out of Kerala in 198:1 as the j 

gurukula there was acquired by the govern- i 

ment for a naval base. Freddy and his first 
18 disciples zenK-d in on the barren patch | 
of land in .Somanahalli. And, while living i 

in a cave for several years, went about i 

developing the place into a self-sustainable ! 

tuality to loafers. Character training in 
gurukulas those days was through physi¬ 
cal difficulties which develops strong 
character, increases willpower and self- 
confidence." 

"The worst enemy of man Is fear. Once 
you do away with it, so many things 
become possiWe." 

"The spiritual and the adventure co¬ 
exist as all good qualities co-exist. All 
human qualities are spiritual qualities. 
Spirituality is not different from life." 

"People talk about God and spirituality. 
Let God Ire left alone. He can look after 
Himself." 

"Killing is not bad. If my dad is in the 
wrong and in front of me I'd blast his 
head off. i‘d prefer any stranger with 
human qualities to my dad." 

I economy. Whii h in it .elf is a story of nat- 
i ural faiimiig. forestry, low-cost housing, 
; mechanical workshops, gobai gas plants, a 
, dis|H-nsar\, library, and a mini-reservoir. 
■ \ sell-iauglit inventor with a lull-tledged 

workshop on Ihe campus, Freddy has built 
a metal bullockcart with brakes, a grain 
feeding machine, a water pump that works 
O', wincl-energy and generates 6,f)tKi watts 
of electricity, and also a jc-ep built around a 
.Mahmdra i-ngine. And, with his [renchaiit 
for adventure, Freddy and his disciples took 
mountaineering and rcK'k climbing courses 
from the Indian MouiitaitUH-ring Foun¬ 
dation and the Himalayan Mountaineering 
Institute before starting the youth camps. 

The rest, it seems, is the story of an effort 
to live happily ever after. Or as Freddy says: 
"I don't calculate or see anything I've done 
as an achievement. The only goal 1 have is 
to be happy. No one wants to he unhappy. 
And, ol course, I am happy, otherwise I'd 
not be sitting here." ■ 
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CONTROVRRSY 

Arthur Clarke’s paedophilic ‘confession’ mars his knighthood and Lanka’s independence festivities 

By WARUNA KARUNATILLAKE in Colombo SRI I.anka's 50th Independence 
Day celebrations seem to have 
be<*n jinxed from the very begin¬ 
ning. First .South African president 
Nelson Mandela, wiio had con¬ 

firmed participation as guest of honour, 
postponed his visit to the island nation by 
a month. Then with two weeks to go, 
Tamil rebels struck with a devastating 
bomb blast at tlte country's most sacred 
Buddhist temple—the Temple of the 
Tooth—in the hill station Kandy, proposed 
site for the Independence Pay festivities 
on February 4. This forced the government 
lo <ihift the venue to the canital Colombo 

after millions of nipecs had already been 
spent on giving Kandy city a facelift. 

And since sufierstition has it that bad 
things come in thrm, Sri lankans were 
reconciled to the probability of another 
disaster. It came in the form of a contro¬ 
versy Involving British-born science fiction 
writer Arthur C. Clarke, who has lived in 
Sri lanka for more than 30 years and is one 
of the country’s favourite sons. 

Less than a week itefore Independence 
Day, BO-year-old Clarke decided to go pub¬ 
lic with a confession most people in 
Colombo had known for decades. In an 
uncharacteristic interview to the British 
tabloid The Sunday Mirror, Clarke allegedly 

admitted that he was a paedophile and 
then went on to defend paedophilia, argu¬ 
ing that if the child had consented, it 
should be no one else's business. 

That did it. The international media, 
which had arrived in Colombo to cover 
the Independence celebrations and chief 
guest Prince Charles’ vi.sit, found it had a 
better story to chase. Anyone who knew 
Clarke was hounded while the writer 
locked himself up in his house in the 
exclusive Colombo 7 residential area. 

The alleged confession was especially 
puzzling, given the fact that while in .Sri 
Lanka, Prince Charles was to carry out an 
investiture ceremony in Colombo to con¬ 
fer knighthood on Clarke making him Sir 
Arthur. Clarke was among 25 knights and 
four life peers named by British prime min¬ 
ister Tony Blair in December. But Clark, 
who is confined to a wheelchair due to 
po.st-polio syndrome, could not go to ■ 
Ixjtidon where Queen Elizabeth normally 

carries out the ceremony. 
With the British media giving wide 

publicity to the remarks, there was no 
way Prince Charles could go ahead 
with the ceremony and a diploma¬ 
tic way out was found. Clarke, 
without denying outright what he 

had said in the interview with The 
Sunday Mirror, issued a denial of sorts. 
1 am outraged by The Sunday Mirror's 

allegations and I am seeking legal 
aavice," he said in a statement. "In view 

of the nature of this story, 1 have askc'd 
that my investiture be (wstponed in order 
lo avoid any embarrassment to the Prince 

of Wales during his visit to Sri l.anka.’’ 
Within hours of the statement being i.s.s- 

ued in Colomlx), a spokeswoman for the 
prince in Ixmdon confirmed that Buckin¬ 
gham Palace had accepted Cilarke’s request 
and jxjstponed the ceiemony. There was no 



^ CHISELS OUR MARKS, 

FRANCS AND LIRAS 

. 1 he craA of carving in India is as old as the land itself. 

The profession is inherited, and the crafts people take great pride in 
their tradition. The culmination of their art, so intricate and exquisite, 

takes shape into beautiful forms which are much admired md 

appreciated by the international visitors. 

Department of Tourism 
Government of India 

fxnt Bhawan, Parliament Street, New Delhi-110 OOt. (India) 
mpV/WWW.touniidia.com. e-mail; totmBffl@x400j)icgw.nic.in 
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CONTROVERSY_ 

Prince Charles: postponing Clarke's investiture 

word as to when it would be held. But cha¬ 
nces are that it is unlikely to happen at all. 

“1 do not know why Arthur had to make 
these remarks at this jioint of time. J le has 
Ix’cn sexually inactive for over a decade. His 
activities were well known among pc'ople 
in Colombo. It would lx* a pity if C'.larke 
ends u)) being knowm for pai-dophilia rather 
thari for his visionary scientific predic¬ 
tions," says a spokesman lor ('olombio's gay 
community. However, he added that he has 
known Clarke tor well over two decades and 
could (.onlirni the story. "Ot course, it is 
tpae. He preferred young boys up to alamt 
14 years oki," he stated. 

WHU.1% the international media 
gave wide publicity to the all¬ 
eged remarks, Clarke found a 

friend in the Sri kankan nevsspapers. 
None of the I nglish daily newspapers car¬ 
ried the story and the lattguage papers too 
played down the issue to such an extent 
that for 48 hours senmr cabinet ministers 

were unaware of the 
controversy. In fact, the 
Knglish newspaper The 
lihiiiil, which never 
published The Siimlay 
Minor allegations, car¬ 
ried his denial in an 
inside page. 

But there is no gain¬ 
saying that the alleged 
confe.ssion has put the 
Sri lankan government 
in a tight spot. Last year, 
the country had intro¬ 
duced some of the tou¬ 
ghest laws in the world 
against paedophilic act¬ 
ivity to counter impressions that .Sri l.anka 
is one of the favourite destinations for 
paedophiles. Said a senior police officer: 
"Wc will inve.stigatc the allegations and 
decide the next move once we find out 
whether it is true or not." 

Activists against child abuse too played 

Last year Sri Lanka 
introduced tough 
taws to counter 

impressions that it 
is a hot destination 

for paedophites. 

down the incident, pointing out that it is 
better to go after active paedophiles and 
paedophilia rings rather than waste time 
on confessions made by a man who has 
been our of it for decades. "I can say confi¬ 
dently that none of the activists have any 
evidence against Clarke. If we had we 
would not have been idle," said Arun 
Thampoc, legal counsellor for Peace, the 
country's premier organisation campaign¬ 
ing against child abuse. But he clarified 
that misdeeds by a famous person do not 
make similar misdeeds by others less seri¬ 
ous. With both the media and activists 
soft-peddling, the police also can be exp¬ 
ected not to show too much enthusiasm in 
investigating the allegations, which could 
send Clarke to jail for up to 20 years. 

Arthur C. Clarke is not only a famous sci¬ 
ence fiction writer but for the fjast half-a- 
century he has been making accurate sci¬ 
entific predictions. He iiecame world- 
famous when a network of geostationary 
communications satellites came into being 
in the late 196()s. When he outlined the 
possibility of this in 1945, few took him 
seriously. An Intelligent computer "h\i 
9000" which he envisioned in his 1968 
book 2001: A Spuce M'ssiy bc'came opera¬ 
tional on January 12 last year at the 
University of Illinois in the Unilcxl States. 

He shared an Oscar nomination with 
Stanley Kubrick for the 
l)est screenplay for the 
film version of 2001: A 
Space (Myssey. He fol¬ 
lowed it up with two 
sequels 2010 and 2061. 
Last year he wrote what 
is likely to be his last 
book 'mK)I: The Fiiuil 
Oilyssey which became 
an immediate best¬ 
seller. Launcliing the 
book in Colombo last 
March, Clarke made a 
few more predictions. 
He said petroleum 
products would be 
replaccxl in the early 
part ol the next cent¬ 
ury by other forms of 
energy and, Icwking at 
a glass of orange juice 
he was holding, added: 
"The amount of ene¬ 
rgy in a glass of orange 
juice is infinite and we 
will lie able to tap it.” 

Sotne feel that the 
master of science fiction is entering the 
twilight of his career both as a writer and a 
man who can see the future. Maybe Clarke 
has a clue about how the world will 
remember him—that is, whetlier remarks 
made in a moment of indiscretion could 
overshadow all his achievements. ■ 
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Isn’t it necessary to experience and 

assert one’s self-worth in order to 

realise meaningful relationships? 

s 

Most of us have been brought up to believe that 
selflessness and self-sacrificc are touchstones of 
noble behaviour. We are also told self-realisation 
and self-fuiniroent are the legitinute goals of life. 
As a result being a selfless, seemingly caring 
father-figure or mother-figure comes more easily 
than being a "selfish”, seemingly unciuing father 
or mother. 

Being a good parent necessarily requires the 
assertion of one’s identity to build meaningful 
relationships. The coimnon fear that the assertion 
of one’s identity with one’s spouse will damage 
that vital relationship, is quite unfounded. Fm, 
assertion of identity is not being superior to the 
other in any manner but being true to one’s own 
emotions. And when those emotions express a 
genuine commitment, they encourage the spouse 
to reciprocate and reinforce the mutual trust in the 
relationship. 

Asserting our emotions 
involves having a sense of 
self-worth. Our self-worth is 
initially derived from the 
self-worth of our parents as 
determined by the extent of 
respect they were able to 
cam from us. This respect in 
turn is dependent on the 
relative contradictions they 
had reflected in their precept 

and practice of selflessness or selfness. When we 
are unable to come to toms with the limits of that 
respect, our attempts to realise or assert our 
self-worth betray a lack of adequate foundation 
and therefore remain unfulfilled. 

It has been an exciting revelation for Alacrity 
that by encouraging its managers to realise the 
limits of their self-worth and assert their emotions 
with their spouses, it is possible to enhance the 
self-worth of not only the family but the 
community as well. 

Realising the key roi<x.the home plays in 
human development. Alacrity works sensitively, 
purposefully and productively to keep the family 
together - the Alacrity way. 

If you would like to share with us your views 
and experience on this subject or just tell us you 
are interested, concerned, excited or plain sur¬ 

prised, you could write to us 
at Alacrity (OL-9), Post Bag 
No.8578, Chennai 600 017, 
or flu us at 044-8259406. 
We will share with you, 
both the exhilarating 
and disappointing mo¬ 
ments of our own efforts so 
far. And carry on the 
process of building 
successful homes together 
with you. 

Home is Key. 

ALACRITY. 
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Moving Mexican 
Mania 
■ WdcomgnHip 
Jaipur: 10 to 19 
Baruda; April 24 to May 3 
CbeniML- February 20 to 
March 1 
Bangalore: March 27 to 
Aprils 

AFTER Delhi, this food festival moves 
across the country, serving up the 
best of preconquest Indian cooking 
with a large dose of Spanish flavours. 

Not the usual 
Tex-Mex flav¬ 
ours which 
are dished up 
by various 
Mexican out¬ 
lets in the 
country, the 
food, be war¬ 
ned, can be 
exceptionally 

fiery. EnchUadas, nachos, fajitas, tor¬ 
tillas, chilaquiles, tostadas, salsas and 
a variety of Mexican desserts—pesca- 
dos and pinados—specially prepared 
by Welcomgroup chefs from Mexico, Chef 
Sergio and Chef Roiierto. The latter has been 
a guest of the royal houses of Udaipur and 
Rampur, where he has demonstrated his tal¬ 
ents. Besides culinary skills, his artistry finds 
expression in painting too. 

Affinity Cant 
■ WWI-C.Wbuik Via Oni 

'EACH Time You Use the 
Card, Nature Stands to 
Gain', is the slogan for 

India's first cause-related Affinity Card 
programme—the World Wide Fund for 
Nature and Citibank Visa Card. The colour¬ 

ful credit 
card which 
features a 
photo of 
one mf the 
most endan¬ 
gered spec¬ 
ies, the Ind¬ 

ian tiger, will have the same privilega as 
are available on Citibank Visa Oassic credit 
cards. In addition, card-holders get value- 
added benefits such as 10 per cent dis¬ 
counts on wwF-India products and invita¬ 
tions to wwF-lndia's extensive range of 
activities—wildlife camps In India and 
abroad and seminars. It works on a simple 
concept—a portion of the annual card fees 
will be donated to this ptx^gramme and in 
addition, each time the card is used to pay. 
Citibank will automatically donate a per¬ 
centage of the retail transaction to the 
environmental Initiatives of wwr at no 
extra cost to the card-holders. 

'"122 

Tht Assignment 
■ Triumph Films 
Stairing: Aidan Quinn, Ben Kingsley, 
tkmaJd Sutherland 
IMrected by Chrtstain Duguay 
Releasing In the third week uf 
February 

THE Assignment is a grip¬ 
ping espionage thriller that delves deep 
into the minds and souls of spies and ter¬ 
rorists even as a nail-biting cat and mouse 
game unfolds. One man must 'become' 
the enemy in order to snare the enemy, 
inspired by the true-life two-decade search 
for Carlos Sanchez (Aidan Quinn), who 
worked for almost every major terrorist 
group in the world and killed by the dozen 
across continents, the film is a complex 
journey into the intricacies of espionage 
and the divided mind of a man posing as a 
killer. As Annlbal Ramirez (also Quinn), 
the look-alike recruited by the cia to 
impersonate Carlo gets deeper and deeper 
into his role, the line between his life and 
the man he impersonates blurs to the 
point of danger, threatening his marriage, 
the safety of his family and ultimately his 
very sanity. High adrenalin stuff. 

Mystic Fires 
■ t' Kiuliiiiali \ Ki', 
diKl Sons 

( ommen Ml St. ■ 
Bangaiois 
liti Mtruarv .*8 

IN collal>uration 
with De Beers, the world's oldest 
and largest mining company, this 
exhibition is a unique collection oi 
the replicas of 100 of the world’s 
legendary dia¬ 
monds. The 
most famous, 
the Kohinoor, 
Regent, Orl- 
off. Idol's Eye 
and Hope, 
each unpara¬ 
lleled in the 
aura, mysti¬ 
que and his¬ 
tory that surrounds them. "The 
original masterpieces are scattered 
in over 18 countries making it imp¬ 
ossible for anyone to see all of 
them. 'Mystic Fires' will provide the 

unique experience of viewing the world's 
most exquisite diamonds all at the .same 
time," says Vinod Hayagriv, director, C. 
Krishniah Chetty. Adds Prasad Kapre, all 
India manager, De Beers: "On the occasion 
of the 50th anniversary of India’s 
Independence, it's indeed a fitting tribute 
to et^ibit some of the legendaiy diamonds 
of Indian origin." 

India Attar Independence 
■ Ciilltry FieedfNU, VoUiutarv’ HeaUh AssdiwttKin of Indm 
40, (bitab InstitutKifMl Aro.i. IX’lhi 
TUI l-elwuaiy 16 

IN a ccmmendablc effort to rai.se money 
for a good cause, the Voluntary Health 
Association of India (vhai) has brought 
togetlier well-known names in this exhibi¬ 
tion. A national organisation formed by 
the federation of __ _ 
22 state voluntary 
health organisati¬ 
ons, VHAI links over 
■1,000 grassroots- 
level organisations 
and community 
health program¬ 
mes all over India. 
Its objectives; to 
promote commu¬ 
nity health, social 
justice and human rights related to provi¬ 
sion and distribution of health services in 
India. This is its inaugural exhibition at the 
new gallery and showcases works by 20 
artists—Gogi Saroj Pal, Manu Parekh, 
Niren Sen Gupta, Paramjeet Singh, Sanjay 
Bhattacharya, Ved Nayar, Phalguni Das- 
gupta among them. 

% ‘ 
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Filling hearts with happiness and minds with memories. 

It has been 50 glorious years and thi 



journey* 
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ByRAMSHKALMIANinAlwg Photographs ATUl LOKE_ VISITORS to inter at their own nsk' The Dantean caveat 
stares you m the face as you near the guarded iron gates 
But you have to go behind the iron curtain to discover 
the untold tales of desperation and disease death and 
destruction, biavado and fatalism fear and oppression 

greed and exploitation Yet from atop a promontory on the west 
ern edge of the Bhavnagar coast in iiujarat the sight is breathtak¬ 
ing Over 200 discarded ships of various shapes and sizes parked 
in IKS plots along a 10 km stretch make up Alang the worlds 
biggest shipbreaking yard with an annual turnover of Rs 2,000 
iron and a labour fone of 40,000 

Fnter the surreal world of Alang, a latter dav labour camp with 
echoes of the infamous Russian vanetv Fxcept lor the fact that 
the State here is a willing accomplice and not the chief inquisitor, 
the lour horsemen—fear disease boredom and death—are very 
much there Ihis Dantean hell remained obscure till April 22 last 
VI It when SO worketv were reported to have perished in an explo 
sion on an oil tanker in plot 48 OfBaals of Gu|arat Maritime 
Bi ird (c MB) the custodian of the yard put the figure at 16 And 
on I inuary 21 this year workers allege a cylinder burst m plot 10 
t'limed another five lives like many more before however this 
sitiill accident went unreportid 

I he \pril 22 diSc jtcr exposed to the outside world a little of the 

Alang slilpbraaUng yard with a riotous assembly of broken ships 

hell that is Alang How many pensh in a year or even how many 
died smee the yard came into being in 1982 is anybody's guess 
Reports vary from one death a day to a couple in two months Hie 
truth probably lies midw^i-two or three every month Given the 
perils the workers are exposed to, as well as the lack of safety mea 
sures and their lax enforcement, the figure may not be too wude 
off the mark Dr D B Parekh, who often treats Alang patients in 
his Bhavnagar hospital puts the annual death figure at 20 Says 
Mite Ram, a worker who was cnppled for life when a steel pipe tell 
on him ' In a month 10-15 maior accidents occur m the yard ” 
Accordmg to the International Labour Organisation, India has the 
third highest number of fatal aaidents in the manufactunng sec¬ 
tor—about 25 for every lakh workers Winch makes the Alang 
death rate thnee as high as the national rate 

It isnt )ust the stench of death that has hit public nostrils 
Several se^y truths about the workers' plight have come to light 
m the last year (or instance even though this mdustry falls under 
the I actories Act, Qamamddm 40, started work here in 1987 on a 
daily wage of Rs 20 for eight hours After 10 years of gruelbng and 
dangerous work he gets a measly Rs 60 per day—accordmg to the 
Minimum Wages Act it should be Rs 70 Fven now, when the yard 
IS open to media glare, novices are paid as low as Rs 40 a day 

The more dangerous the work, the higher the wages Among the 

Annual death rate: 20 
per 40,000 workers. 
76 



It won't get you a promotion 

But it certainly 

SIMPLY SOLIDS 

brightens 

COLLECTION. 

the prospects. 

Available in just about every shade of you. 



cup of tea... or coffee... 

<ls 

I 
or taklk... or juice or... 

Switch on the daily potpourri 

of news, sports, health, 

fitness, cooking, travel, 

leisure, lifestyle... and morel 



With few safety c 
risk often equals decti 

workers, gas cutters earn the most, ranging from Rs 70 to a grand 
high of Rs 130 for an exhausting eight-hour day. Theirs is the 
most dangerous work: dismantling the engine room which hous¬ 
es the fuci tank or cutting the topmost portion of the ship. Not 
surprisingly, most deaths occur due to gas explosions in the ship 
or cylinder bursts on ground. 

Shockingly enough, till June last year, the <aib had no worker 
safety guidelines whatsoever. Though shipbreaking is covered 
under various statute.s—the Explosives Act 1984, Explosive 
.Substances Act 1908, Petroleum Storage Act 1976, Factory Act 
1948, among others—the industry had been operating without 
any guidelines for over 15 years! And, without safety guidelines, 
risks rapidly translate into death. Helmets, gloves, gumboots— 
mandatory in any hazardous industry—were unheard of in Alang 
till last June when tlie Clujarat and Sosiya shipbreakers associa¬ 
tions signed an stoc with omb to provide, and enforce, safety mea¬ 
sures, The McH' expired in .August last year and the expert coni- 
mittcH; constituted to draw up a detailed list of safety rules and reg¬ 
ulations is yet to deliver its report. 

In the meantime, many workers can still he seen working with¬ 
out helmets or glasses. Shipbreakers argue that the workers aren't 
used to helmets—not surprising, as the workers say helmets 
haven’t as yet been provided to them. 

A ship's exposed engine room—^the scene of many accidents 

The apathy on the part of the shipbreakers often proves tatal. I oi 
instance, all ships mast be certified as gas-free before they can In- 
lieached. But often it is not possible to make the ships (ompleti lv 
ga.s-free, and deadly fires often result. Likewise', after the ship is 
beached the shipbreaker is sup|)o.sed to pump out the fuel oil anil 
remove the sludge—which is unfortunately often duin|Ted into 
the sea—before they can lie dismantled. However, the laik ol 
knowledge, negligence, and sheer callousness on the part ol the 
shipbreakers often lead to explosions. 

Of late, environmental groups like Crcenpeace and Delhi-based 
Toxics-Link have taken up the issue of breaking sliips that liase 
toxics like ix bs, asbc-stos and lead. An issue tliat is likely to In come 
worse in the near future. A recent report in the US dailv Hullimou' 
Sun stated: "With its American scrapping programme entangled in 
worker-safety problems, criminal charges, bankruptcii-s and suits, 
the US navy may drop its old policy and simplv ex|)ort its oliso- 
lete ships laden with toxics to India* Bangladesli oi rakistan." 

While death lurks too cirrse for comfort, life is made tougher lor 
the workers by the presence of slave-drivers called muqadams. fhe 
inuqadam, the shipbreakers' loyal right-hand man, runs the entire 
show at the plot. To meet deadlines fos breaking the shi(), workers 
say the muqadams often make them work harsh liours. According 
to Ramesh .Sankhli, 24, he was forced to work lor six montlis tor a 
paltry Rs 40 for 12 back-breaking hours. "As a result, we often end 
up working at night, risking our lives. The explosion on Man ii .31 



LABOUR -_ _ _ 

350 leprosy cases 
were detected in ’97. 
last year which killed seven workers <KCurrod because a drunk 
muqadam torced a worker to cut a piite suspected to he full of 
gas," says a worker who was luirnl in the accident. I.ittle wonder 
then tiiat accidents are cotninunplace. According to one estimate, 
an average of 2,(K)() workers are treated lor injuries every montli 
at the Red Cross hospital at Alang. 

injuries besides, the general state of iiealth ol the workers is very 
|H)or. According to the Red Ooss, .f.SO leprosy cases were detected 
last year, besides stray cases of niv and 'I'B. riie liigli ;ate of illness 
can be gaugetl from the tact that there are more than 200 ayurve¬ 
dic physicians in Alang, l)ut most dispense allopatliic medicines. 

A ship's bowels—a death trap for unprotected workers 

Dr Asmal Siddique says he treats about l.S to 20 patients every day. 
And routinely prescribes antibiotics for malaria and pneumonia 
which, he says, are quite common. As are respiratory probierns 
caused by ojaen burning of huge amounts of soiid waste such as 
broken steel pipes, asbestos, glass wool, loam material, rubber 
pipes at the plot. 

Alongside the industrial lia/jrds, Alang has all the ills common 
to groups of workers living in makeshift chawls—including inad¬ 
equate supply of power and water. "At times we have to go witli- 
out a bath for days together," says Sitaram. And w'hen the tanker 
water runs out, workers are fortvd to drink water from nearby 
wells, which are often saline. Human waste is anotlier health haz¬ 
ard. There are no proper latrines and the sewage is generally 

dumped directly into the sea—the (.mb and the 
shipbreakers arc currently in court over who should 
install a treatment plant for human waste. 

Jastifies Ajay Melita, honorary secretary of the 
Sosiya Shiplrreakcrs Association; "C.omparcd to 
tlieir lives back home, this is heaven. They ate the 
highest-paid unskilled workers in India and should 
have no cause tor complaint." 

Yet, if Alang is one long unending nightmare, why 
do hordes of workers from Orissa, Itihar and HI* 
flock to it? Poverty drives them to desjieration, ttiey 
say. Gas cutter l,ahri Singli, .10. explains that he is 
not happy here, tmt is hciple.ss. "I know my life is 
always in jjangcr, but this is tlie only way 1 can sup¬ 
port my fariiily back home." 

(iMB has drawn up a master plan lor tlie develop¬ 
ment of Alang which includes i|uarters lor workers, a 
check-dam to create a reservoir for drinking wat<>i, a 
trauma hospital, and |K)wer supply. But Mctita is 
cynical: "Tour years ago, they charg^ tlie shipbreak¬ 
ers Rs 2,700 per square metre for a jaeriod of 10 years 
witti the promise that they would build roaJs and 
other infrastructure. But, liarring the bridge connect¬ 
ing Sosiya and Alang, ttiey tiave done precious little." 
Mehta alleges that (.mb has fostered an atmosphere 

of cormption in this industry. Till 1994, ..inylKidy in 
princi|)le could lca.se a plot from (.mb tor Rs 200. 
"But only those who could grease the palms of omb 

officials got the plot," s.ays Mehta. 
Between the politics ol i;mb and shipbreakers, the 

ordinary worker is completely forgotten, even as 
Alang has risen to a pie-eniinent position in the ind¬ 
ustry Today, directly or indirectly, Alang supports .S 
lakh families through ancillary industry. And lor the 
state and Central government, it’s a golden goose 
that earns handsome revenues through sales tax, 
customs duty and Central excise, liesides providing 
much-needed steel (2.6 million tonnes between 
1996-97). And, possibly the biggest visible sign of its 
being a milch cow, the industry, according to 
Mehta, spends about Rs 5 crore each year as bribes 
for politicians. A sum that could surely go a long 
way towards aiieviating the ltelli.sh existence of the 
workers behind tlie mega-industry. ■ 
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Encased in gleaming sterling silver and 

generously accented with 23K gold plating, the 

PARKER SONNET Sterling Silver - Fougire is, 

without question, a valuable personal 

possession. But what makes this pen truly worth 

its weight in precious metals is its remarkable 

ability to shrug olTtiine, defy age and otherwise 

do what humankind has attempted to for 

thousands of )-ears: remain eternally young. 

(Sorry, but we c.iiinot divulge our secret.) Suffice 

it to say, like .ill of our writing instruments, the 

PARKER SONNET has a lifetime guarantee. 

A PARKER IS IN THE DETAILS PARKER* 
PAkKlMv jii I sONNI 1 aiff iitiUiiitrk^ i»t PAKKi K IVn Piviluctv, V'Jk 



FILMS 

The Mistry of Humanity 
Parsi colours go universal as a Canadian interprets Rohinton Mistry’s ‘Such a Long Journey’ on film 

Thakore's choice. Razdan is outside this 
Parsi milieu. But, she says, "I did not want 
to do a caricature.” 

Soni was intuitive as Dilnavaz, the axle of 
so many relationships in the script, raves 
(.lunnarsson, addins, "There is something 
sexy in the (lustad-Oilnavaz relationship. 
Something left over even after procreation 
is over. (Jetting that across on screen is 
essential." .Scriptwriter Sooni Taraporcvala, 
who has worked on Suhiaiii liimihuy and Dr 
Ambnikiir, lias been loyal to ttic Booker- 
nominated novel, working on the fourth 
and final draft with the Toronto-based 
Mistry. "Unlike other scriptwriters wlio 
retain the spiritual essence of a novel, I 
retain the literal. Its humour, too, add|)ts 

I excellently to the cinematic medium." 
The novel discusses the tribulations ol a 

raiddle<lass Parsi family, against tlie social 
text of India’s wars witli China and 
Pakistan, having as its taut spine the Nagar- 
wala episode which rocked the Indira Gan¬ 
dhi government in 1971, Nagarwala, a 
State Bank chief accountant, witlidrew Rs 
60 lakh on the orders of someone over tlie 
phone. Nagarwala claimed it was Mrs 
Gandhi. Another theory says Nagarwala, 
playing a prankster, pretended lie was (ail¬ 

ing from tile PM's office and 
By SHAMEEM AKTHAR under a'bald'wig and nostrils Director Sturta withdrew the money himsell. 

" . bristling with hair, looks so Gunnarsson The novel swerves from reality. This chicken is halt-dead,” the 
walkie-talkie crackles. A hiccup in 
the shooting of the film Such /I 
/.iM/e loiirney, based on the Rohin¬ 
ton Mistry novel. "Water for tlie 

cliicken, please,” the voice shouts. The cri¬ 
sis of the lialf-decid chicken is averted. But 
anotlier one starts. 

l ie iKwn-shifl sweepers at Mumbai's spr- ' 

much the part of sickly Dinsha- on the sets: since the mystery remains ■ 
wji, tiiat a crew hand liovers ‘The novel has unsolved. The tictionalised 
about anxiously. been my bible’ Nagarwala (tJapt. Billimoria) is a 1 

The shooting of the crucial kaw agent w'ho reroutes Rs 10 

‘cliicken scene’ is on, where Noble's son ! lakh from embezzled funds, since lie 
Sohrab rebels against his father's expecta- | belies'es Mrs Gandhi has betrayed liim and 
lions and his iii relrain. Getting the eiiio- i the Mukti Bahini cause. But references to 
tive moment just right is making him ; tlie scandal as the lilm's plot kindle verbal 
cranky, (iuiniaisson (onfes.ses. But the ! circumambulations. But, explains (Jint- 

awlnigliiin(jty are clanking their bins and I frown smoothens out as he eulogises his | narsson, the hunianil) is more important 
whacking their brooms, unmindful ol the | immensely satistying cast, lire redoubtable ; than the novel's social context, 
walkie-talkie's hvsterical call for ".Silence, | Na.scerudcliii .Snali and Oni Puri play Jimmy In the novel, the heated tather-si>ii 
please", l-or Canadian director Sturla (lunn- | Billimoria and Ghulani Mohammed respec- exchanges are spiked with Sohrab's disgust 
arsson this has indeed lieen a long journey lively, Sam Dasloo,- is Dinshavvji with his i over Inclira Gandhi's ne|Kitisni. digs at her 
of similar crises. But this we<‘k tlie Indo- carious mo. ih and ciass jokes. Soni Ra/dan I .son Sanjay (iandhi's Mariili experiment, 
(;anadiaii-Brilish crew, shooting at a fewr- is the jiivotal Diliiavaz (Noble's wiie). Pearl Swiss bank accounts, (iiistad's tirade on Ihe 
ish pace since last [une, will jiack up the Padamsee acts as the witch-like Miss ' Hitler-worshipping Sena, while his friend 
cameras. Before the editing room grapple j Kutputia, Dinyar (Jontraclor is the carping i Malcolm Saldanha's take-off on Ix’ef-ealers' 
Ix'gins, readying lor a Septemiier relea,se. i Rabadi, tiny Shazneen Darnania (VVhirl|M)ol ; cvonomics graze other such holy-cow lop- 

Roshan Seth, in the fulcrum role as 
(iustad Noble, ambles out ot the card¬ 
board-recreation of Khodadnd building, 
where Mislry's human drama |)lays itself 
out. I le flops into a chair, warily eyeing the 
canteen-prepared cnai, settling for a bot¬ 
tled Pepsi. A wan Dastoor, his hair trussed 

ad child-model) [days Noble's adorable 
daughter Roshan and PersJs Khambhatta 
enacts Noble's mothc in flashbacks. The 
rest of the list is [ireponderantly Parsi, to 
underline the idiom of Mistry's novel. 

"Not type-casting, but quality casting," 
Seth qualifies casting director Dolly 

ics. Tricky when translating into screen, 
with the cciisor'i shadow lingering t)>'. 

"1 low do you mean, tricky?" barks .Seth. 
friendly bark, yet a warning. "Kveiy civilisa¬ 
tion will Ik* judged by its social satire. We 
Indians are unable to laugh at ourselves, but 
will brush under the carpet what we cannot 
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FILMS 

swallow, using censorship lo do it." 
'I'araixrrevnla emphatically shtxis away the ! 

six-ctre of censorship. "I did not censor ! 
myself, hut when one translates a novel I 

into a 12()-pagc ftlin script, one e.saniines i 

the weights and balances." Detailed poliii- | 
cal references were dropped—like an over- ! 
wrought public's guesswork on l.al Bahadur | 
Shastri's death, Noble's reflections on ! 
Nehru's distrust of son-in-law l-'ero/.e 
(iandhi, his ranting against saffron rowdy¬ 
ism and the ‘Palung-tode’ I’aanwalla's pub¬ 
lic caricature of war-mongering Pakistani 
leaders as Drunkard and Buttliei. But not in 
anticipation of censorsinp. To underscore, 
rather than detract Iroin the emotional rela¬ 
tionships more vital lo the stor)''s fabric. 

"Mistry himsi-lf sleparted from ttte Nagar- 
wala episode, with Bilii- 
moria e.xtracting Ks IP Roshan Seth, 

lakh fur fiiinself. Nagar- child artiste 

wala never did that. Shazneen in 
Mistry has only fiction- tt»e key ‘chic- 

alised esents, e.vpioit- ken scene* 
ing his liberty as an 
autlior. It is a work ol fiction, not a com- I 

ment on events,” vouches laraixircvala. i 
In anottier digre.ssion wliile transcribing, ' 

the character of Malcolm Saklanha has : 
been drop|K‘d. l-'or (iunnarsson, whose | 
films (jc/T/V mill louise, Ditiry of 'liwiyn I rite, ! 
lUploiihitic liiiimiiiily. After the /t.vf and i 
Fhitil Offei dealt with scripts with iiiiiited 
characters, his experience with Mistry'’s 
novel was unic|ue with its offei of a larger ' 
canvas with its interspersed relationships, i 

"For Roshan and I, Mistry's novel has ' 
been a bible. Fhe issues central to it like j 
family, friendships, loyalty, humour even i 
in tragedy, betrayals, disillusionment and i 
tlie humanity arising 
alxwe social chaos are At Mumbai’s 

so universal. We decid Film City: 

ed to toe us on two creating a 
relationships, (justad's Pars! 

with son .Sohrab and ambience 

vsitli friend Billiin<<ria. 
I he film IS structured around this dramat- , (enacted by Vrajesh llirjee) returns to him. films and cannot provide bulk dales. The 
ic spine. We had to sacrifice .Saidanha," ; " I’hat is tile film's most moving scene. As Mumbai-centric novel needed to be shot 
explains (iunnarsson. i he embraces Soln.ib. saying,'Yes','Yc*s'. A primarily on-location. Faithlul reprcxluc- 

I he cliii'.K tic liot scene, vshere the mimic- ' litting end," recalls (,nnnarsson. tion of Mistry's House of Cages means set- 
ipalitc l)iilldo/es the w,ill oi jiainted gixis, I he film, .is the novel, weaves such poig- ting it in the red-light area of Kaniathipura. 
ruining a pcMcelnl protest into a five-foi-all nant moments with rib-tickling shots. Miss The mohalla ambience was captured in 
that kills (lust.ids .idopted son, the menta- Kutputia with her li/aicl-tail recipe tor the i Navjivan .Sixiefy. tfther IcKations inciudeci 
l!\ let.ifded lehmul, .mil returns Ills |)riKli- ' evil eye, neighbour U.ibadi with his ove- i Chor Bazaar and the topsy-turvv C.r.iwforcl 
gal son Sohiab are s.ilnr.ited \siih emotion. rfed dog an'* danghter, Dinshawji with his j Market from where tiustad buys that tale- 

I he iimpingVtiH()l<iymg(iustacl) picks ' licinor-m.irinatecl liver', his wife .Alamai's fui chicken that, instead of ceiebraling 
up the iiloocl iMthed Ixxty ol lehmul : histrionics at his funeral, the staple I’arsi Rivshan's birthday and Sohrab's in admLs- 
iplased h\ K Dehooi, leremoni.illy plat- jokes and their legendary eccentricities. sion, leaves a bad taste ali around, 
ing by Ins side the doll that lelimul vio- ! I he lilm-maki.ig, tixi, left the crew not Dc-spite (iunnarsson's complete identifi- 
latecl alter ste.iling it from lus daughter. , knowing ' whether we were laughing or cation with his other novel-based films, 
tiii.stad had long torgivn lehmul that . crying". Three nationalities, brought working on Mist.y's book has Ix’en sixfcial. 
violation, inoved tiy the plight of a ■ together by joint tunding by Canada's Its social context may be foreign but its 
'■child's mind with a man's urges". As Ire : lelefilm and < m , India's ui\, Britain's human context is not. "1 am doing the film 
sits, weeping not only over lehmul's ; British Screen and BSkyB, worked under Ix’cau.se the bcxrk maffirms my belief that 
death but the snuffing out ol illusions ol . one umbrella. Scheduling was a nightmaie, each of us is on a similar journey. The quest 
t.in ;v and triends, his estranged Sohrab since Indian artistes sign up for lix) many to be a moral pervrn in a moral world." ■ 
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SOME OF THE 

BIGGEST NAMES IN THE COUNTRY 

WON’T MOVE WITHOUT US. 

Tide Water Oil. custom-makes lubricants for the best 

KNOWN VEHICLES AND MACHINES. Among our committed getulinc oil diMomers arc a 

diversity of vehicles like Mahindra tractors, hicluT tractors and LCVs 

•and Hero Honda motorcycles, as well as various industrial machines. 

After all, who else could give you the benefits of 7 decades of single- 

minded lubricant engineering? 

■ And as machines have developed over the years, our technology ha.s kept pace. Getting 

more sophisticated, more complex, more foolproof. 

So the next time you change your engine ■ a j 

Tide Water Oil Co. Qndia) Ltd. 
oil, allow us to offer you a smoother drive. i.iving with lubricants, since iseb. 

T A members me Andrew Yule Group. Moksrs of VeOdol and MITSUBISHI OIL in India, 
o 
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Anybody Know 
Who Wattal Is? 
He’s the man who’s made music for Baba Sehgal, Daler Mehndi and Sonia Gandhi 

By PRITHA SEN _ EARI.Y OIK' morning last year, a 16-year-old Jaipur school¬ 
boy played truant, took the first bus out and arrived at a 
nondoscrijrt house in south Delhi. He had received a mes¬ 
sage from his God—the W set—to ask a young man 
named Jawahar for a wish. Stardom. Jawahar smiled unde- 

rstandingly, told the boy to complete school and come back a few 
years later. Just like he had told another young man, Daler 
Mehndi, when he had come knocking on tiie same door in 1988. 
Mehndi came back in 1994 and the rest is history. 

W for wizard? Well, it's more like W for Wattal, literally the lw>y 
next dtxir who, with tliat uncanny feel for popular music, cata¬ 
pulted the unknown Daler Mehndi to stardom with the scores of 
Itolo Ta rn ra. Dimli Rab Rah and more recently, Balli' Bulk, three 
platinum discs in a row. Had teenagers, from Delhi to London, 
ecstatic over classical vcxTalist Shubha Mudgal's sufiana pop album 
All More Angr/rw. Orchestrated pop singer Shweta Shetty's come¬ 
back with Deewane to Ikewaiw Hain. Persuaded sitarist Shujaat 
Khan to sing lor a folk-pop album /.«//« Ltijo. Remixed Manna 
Dev's soulful /!(’ Mire Pyaare Wulun for a commemorative patriotic 
album. More recently, set the tune for Sonia Gandhi’s campaign 
ivitli remixed versions of popular Hindi film tunes .set to Party lyr¬ 
ics. The compo.ser Shetty swears by and Miidgal insists has an une¬ 
rring ability to come up with what will touch the masses. That'* 
lawahar Wattal, producer and com|Xiser, the self-proclaimed [KH)r 
man’s (Quincy Jones who, as he says, "single-handedly put Delhi 
on the Indipop map but never been given any credit for it’’. 

But iK'ople arc beginning lo read the fine print now and Wattal 
is making sure they do. "Why not?" he asks gently, betraying sup¬ 
pressed anger only by chewing a trifle harder on his paan masala, 
“lust the other clay I was caught in a traffic jam on my way lo the 
airport and about 10 cars all around me were either playing Bolo 
hi ni ra, or Durili Rab Riib or All More Ati<(atia. I'hat's when 1 said 
to invself, ’lawahar, stand up now Iwy or it will be too late’.’’ l-air 
sentinu'iils fiom a ’,6-year-old who set an .sib\ degree aside to 
devoii-17 years lo just music. "I don’t come from a family of musi- 
ciaiis but aUsays wanted to make 
music my career". His lather 
Dr B.i. Walt.il. lormer director of 
the National Institute of Gomin- 
unical’ii' ihsease' and presently 
witli the unu, encouraged him as 
did Ins uncle, s'eteran journalist 
M.I.. Kotru. tile main source of his 
inspiration. “Both my parents were 
supportive but because 1 t ame from 
a Ka>hmiri Brahmin family where 
education is a must, I Itacl lo finish 
college and do my sni.v I did it, but 
have never had any use for it. It’s 
lieen music all the wav.’’ 

“I’m the poor 
man’s Quincy 
Jones. I’ve 

single-handedly 
put Delhi on the 
Indipop map but 
never been given 

any credit. ’’ 

mm 

The only formal training he's ever had 
has been in the classical guitar and once 
out of Mount .St Mary's school, along 
with studying Zoology at Ueshbandhu 
college he began playing for commer¬ 
cials, singing at a coffee shop in Delhi, 
recording with mmv as a sessions musi¬ 
cian and prcxlucing inflight music for 
Indian Airlines. In 1984, he set up 
Adcamp, a 24-track digitalised recording 
studio which soon had the likes of Pan¬ 
dit Ravi Shankar recording there, as well 
as Delhi's top-notch television produ¬ 
cers. But jingles and commercials 
remained his bread and butter till, he 
reminisces, "Sometime in 1989, in wal¬ 
ked a guy in blue jeans looking for a 
break. I produced his album Dilruba and 
sold it to Magnasound with w'hom I had 
built up a goexi relationship, doubling 
up at times as Artistes and Repertoire 
Manager, and that's how Baba Sehgal 
came to be." But Baba’s rareer has taken 
a nexsedive. "He's not recording with me 
anymore," is Wattal’s brief but loaded 
statement. As for Baba, he dismisses 
Wattal as "just an arranger". 

Tlie story of people walking in out of 
the blue, hoping for a break, keeps repeating itself. Is he really a 
'Breaks' artiste? "f have given tiim a break and made him a star," 
pronounces Daler Mehndi loudly, who even while admitting that 
the tracks Bolo Hi ra ra and Balk Balk were entirely Wattal comp¬ 
ositions says, "he's just a music director, arranger and mi.xer and 
has no ability to compose. It’s only becau.se of the love I feel for 
him that I allowed him to use his name alongside mine as com¬ 
po.ser. In three years, he has done 4d albums, but which are the 
ones you hear atwut? Mine and All More Aiigana. For that too, the 
credit g<x;s to Shubha Mudgal." Mudgal certainly does not agree 
with the reigning king of Punjabi jwp. "Ttie concept oi All More 
Anxaiia was entirely lawahar’s. I wasn’t convincerl, but he was 
right, and how. While there were some existing compositions, the 
title track AH MoreAii^ana which is a runaway hit was composed 
entireiy by Jawahar." Wattal himself minces no words when he 
says: "I just want the facts to be presented in the right perspective. 
Without me, who would have es'er known there was somclKrdy 
called Daler Mehndi?" A classic chicken-and-egg situation. 

Wattal remains unfazed by megastar Mehndi or for that matter 
Sehgal’s attack on his credibility. He’s content chewing his paan 
masala and working on albums with well known names like Penaz 
Masani and .Shweta Shetty and lesser known ones—his forte—like 
Sudeep Bannerjee, Bhupindcr Chawla from Delhi and Avril from 
Bangalore. He’s reluctant to talk alxiut his work on the Congress 
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It aside safely as a favour for a 'friend', edge he has over other composers (jI Ins ilk regarding style. The 
o vvia IS S’. Ialentcd musician or shrewd businessman? A bit ot way he manages to balance bis conipositio-.s with the singer’s 

both jirobably with his finger firmly on the pulse of the popular style ol singing, producing son.ething liiat everv hi/wr/ can hum." 
music wave and at th.’ same time now choosing to work with only If there are hits, there are bound u, be some misses along with 

ose worth ms time. And doing all of it rather quietly. The bun- more than a fair share of criticism. c)ne contention: his music is 
ga ow in soiith Delhi which houses hw studio betrays none of the beginning to souml repeiilivt. "So ioes A. R. Rehman's," shot.is 
I activity inside. The .stark, rather futuristic back a diehard Ian. Hiil Miidg. l agrees- "Ihere is a tendency to 
l ack-and^tceldecorof his office reflects the personality of a man sound similar. His instiumeiitation nc’eds to change." I’enaz 

who has his wires firmly plugged into the future cif the music Ma.sani explains: "Kvery aiiiste has a certain image which is car- 
industry. Mark my words, Bh'upinder Chawia is going to be the tied through in each al!)i.'ii and so they are iHnind to sound siiti- 
next ‘town prince of I’unjabi |iop," he says smugly. Who would ilar. He's mainly worked with Daler and Punjabi pop will always 

^ wager on that.' Especially when Shweta Shetty gushes: sound similar hcv.iiise ol the hhangra beat." 
He s brought out the best in me. I call him my guru." Dne can pick any numtier of holes in these arguments but at the BUI how does he do it? "I believe in simplicity and what 

apixals to the masses. The whole idea also is to make some 
body out of nobody provided he has the talent. Melody has 

to be original. And if you've got all these things together along 
with the rather special team 1 work with, you've got a hit." His 
methods are simple. He creates a tune and then interprets it 
according to the style—bhangra, sufiana, camatic, hindustani 
classical, whatever, and lielieves that if after that you can bring 
yourself down to the level of the common man on the street 
you've succeeded. His ultimate strength, as Shetty says, “is the 

end of the d.iv he's got a string ol megabits. Peter t iabriel has been 
sending leelers. I le’s got otters for I lindi feature films and has grand 
plans of setting up a music bank. But his first choice remains play¬ 
ing blindman's tilutf with tre.sh talent, family and friends. His past 
retxTtoire includes gha/als, lamil pop, bhai’ans, remixes, patriotic 
songs, shabads and (.hristinas carols, l-'or the present, he has eno¬ 
ugh work on his jilate, scoring encores for his stars apart from work¬ 
ing out regularly at the gym and setting a wedding date. What does 
he see for himself and himself alone in the future? "Retirement," 
he says with i mischievous grin. "I started early, nh raha dikhaw 
kor. But ask the man on the street and he'll say "plenty". ■ 
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ALL RESIDFNTS GET ENOUGH PARKING SPACE 

Lifts can't go below the basement, right? Ditto for 

property prices. Property prices are 50% lower in 

real terms thon they were 3 years ago. Be realistic, 

at best they a fitife more. But it's more likely 

fhot the reverse wHl happen. Wait and watch a good 

For further information contact Ms Shefali at Rahcjas Corner of Main Avenue an' 



bit of reel) estate slip out of your hands. We 

discussing .-iOiriH of ''he swonkiest flats in iowr,. m'v 

$ome h/e Poking buildings around. 

men cnH io1 that went into making these don't 

^co?ru'-'; rrffy.,;}’ i-u olf,o tolking about more carpet *o 

4 

super budf-i.ir arr-o than the others. Which means 

/our 2000 sq ft will look more spacious thar? your 

irnfnd's. Things like these set us oport Iron* 

I 

market oioce. net video camera security olo*-- h-; 

honestly, whsen take possession tomor; ov.'. 

you considrn selling at current market 

R R AHFJA PROPtRTItS 

P Road Santacruz Wesl M ii m h a i Tel « 4 6 4 4 4 5 64644 58 6 4 644 69 Pax 64 98 559 



D r 
PERSONALITY 

AViUageLad 
& the Ni^t Sky 

Avtarjeet Dhanlal 

ON January 21, 
1998, the Ins¬ 
titute of Inter¬ 

national Visual Arts 
in London released 
a monograph 
which had special 
significance fur 
India. Titled simply 
Avtarjeet Dhanjal, 
the monograph is 
an elegant 
presentation | 
of the expat j 

Punjabi sculptor’s work. 
Says Dhanjal; "When I was a 

young student! remember being 
influenced by a number of Indian 
masters. But now it is my own lived 
experiences which feature in my 
works. I remember the first time I 
came to England and saw a six-inch 
layer of autumn leaves spread on the 
floor. 1 stood on them and soaked in 
the whole scene. That imagery came 
into my contemporary collection." 

The 50-year-old, who now lives in 
Ironbridge, England, was txrrn in 
Dalla, a little village in Punjab. His 
alma mater, the Chandigarh College 
of Art, has a couple of Installations 
which he’d ntade during his student 
days. The sculpture park opposite 
the Government Museum and Art 
Gallery in Chandigarh has a set ol 
stone scats sculpted by him. 

.Since 1980 Dhanjal's works have 
been reflecting his environmental 
concerns. Critical of over-urbanisa¬ 
tion, he takes his visitors into parks 
to relax in seats sculpted by him. In 
all his work, his muse is the village 
in which he grew up. Fascinated by 
modern ftrrms, he says: "I always like 
to use something that belongs to tlie 
area." He started using slate in Mar- 
gam, Kngiand, but also works with 
concrete and aluminium. His arti.stic 
journey is "in search of harmony 
and an at-oneness with nature has 
been partially achies'cd: from child- 
ho(Kl staring up at the night sky in 
Punjab, to Ironbridge symbol of the 
industrial revolution; from Chan¬ 

1 

digarh, quintessence of modernism, where 
he adopted the superficial transfer of 
abstract images from another culture, to 
the England of Ixindon, Birmingham, Wol¬ 
verhampton or Leeds where through a 
kind of osmotic pressure, his Indian cul¬ 
ture seeped into his site-specific commu¬ 
nity-base public sculpture, finally fusing 
with the West in the triumphant piece de 
resistances of the slate sculptures", sums 
up Brian McAvera in the monograph. 

Right now Dhanjal, as project director 
of The World Beyond 2(XK), has his hands 
full. The week-long world symposium, to 
be held in Stockholm in 1999, will exam¬ 
ine the role creatis'e people have played 
in shaping the world. And Dhanjal's role, 
we know, has been no minor one. ■ 

Alka Pande 

TRi\lL itllVlSORV 

■ EVENT MANABEMENT 

Magic Mantras 

HP realises techno-magic’s potential 

F 
’"1 

SHILON RESORT 

At a height of 7,200 feet, 
set amidst the Himala¬ 

yan peaks, the Sliiion Res¬ 
ort is a great holiday des¬ 
tination. About 24 km 
from Shimia and 16 km 
from Ghail, the resort is 
designed to resemble a 
Himachali village, and is 
part of a 40-acre apple and cherry orchard on the 
Kufri-c;hail road. 

For lurttiar intarmalion eoatact: UG Hotel and Resorts Ltd 

Tel toil) 573 1806 571 8300. 578 5703: fax fOII) 5785642 

Golf holidays arc the thing to do socially. And if 
you're a golf freak, the 1998 St Andrews Golf 

Week from April 19 to April 25 is just the chance for 
you. Established in 1974, here's where golf greats 
like John Daly, Nick Faldo, Jack Nicklaus et al sto¬ 
red some of their most memorable wins. For com¬ 
pany you'll have two pros, Peter Tupling and David 
Blakeman, to help you sort your game out. 

For furlbar loiormallon coniac*: Links Golf St Andrews. 7 Pllmour 

Links, St Andrews, Pta, Scotland KY16 9JG 

Tel: (01334) 478639; tax (01334) 47Q486 

SINGAPORE Tourism Board, which successfully 
continues to attract tourists from all over the 

world, is now on the web. Contact them on 
hnp//www.sQ>.c(m.si and get information on the 
board as well as business opportunities in 
Singapore. And that isn't all. Get advice oti careers 
in the tourism industry as well. 

! 

OR Shiv Shankar Moitra, laser shows 
are passe. His New Delhi-based Event 
Engineers Limited has taken cor[)orate 

eventing to a much higher plane, with a 
creative blend of laser rays, music, choreo¬ 
graphy, magic, technical wizardry and the 

.simple rules of communication. 
"At the end of the day, a laser show 
is only a two-dimensional wire- 
mesh display. If you’ve seen one, 
you've seen them all," says Moitra. 
So techno-magic is what he con¬ 
jures up for his corporate clients. 

Besides disseminating loads of 
data abou a product or a company, 
techno-magic shows provide cam¬ 
ouflaged entertainment. Says Moi¬ 
tra: "Our attention sjrans are limi¬ 
ted. Nobody's willing to sit through 
a two-hour presentation, esjx.'cially 
because communication techniques 
are rather poor in India. So proper, 
concept-driven eventing is a must 
to keep (H’ople's interest alive." 

While no Indian corporate house 
has turned to Event Engineers Ltd 
as yet, mncs like Hes/lctt Packard 
(HP), Nokia, MicTosoft, Nestle, LG 
Electronics, among others have 
lieen quick to rcali.se the power of 
techno-magic as a communication 
tool. At its last product launch in 
New Delhi, HP employed Moitra's 
expertise to mount a high-voitage 
show that brought together a rock 
opera and dazzling techno-magic 
effects to sell a new line of printers. 
"Our target is the dealer. It’s he 

who has to be convinced," explains 
Moitra, whose shows have lieen all 
over India, even small towns like 
Agra and Surat. Says Moitra: "This 
is an eyeball-to-eyeball exercise. If 
you're caught blinking, you're fin- 
ishetl." And given his swelling list 
of MNc clients, it’s obvious Event 
Engineers Limited has never been 
caught napping. ■ 

Saibal Cliatter)ae 

1 
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TIME 

■ TELEVISION 

Jay Leno Hogs 
Couch Potatoes 
WHO the hell Is Jay leno? Nobody 

in India asks thai question any¬ 
more. We all know who he is. 

Of course, being the undisputed star of 
the only exclusively English-language TV 
channel currently beaming into Indian 
homes has helped no end. "That, indeed, 
is our esp," grants Br^'an A. McGuirk, vice- 
president and director (distribution) of 
NB( Asia. The one-year-old US channel's 
viewership in India has climbed to a 
healthy 4.2 million homes. "Our initial 
target was only 1 million households at 
the end of the first year. What we have 

TV-18's ‘India Talks’; on a new pitch 

now is lour times more," says Mcfiuirk. 
.■\s A result, it’s not Jay Ix>no of I'hc 

I Might Show alone who's got the bu77. 
There is another hugely lalentwl stand-up 
coinedum who holds his iwn on mk's 

immensely po|)ular prime time “laugh 
bkKk". (onan (>'Brien. In terms of his 
on-screen style, he is dilftrent, hut he, 
t(K>, keeps the ch-inruTs niche audience 
in s|ilits every eseiiiiig on late \ight With 
Oman O'hricn. That's the way sw's Inisses 
intenil their channel to be. "The profile of 
our audience in India is such that we can¬ 
not go in for programmes in local lan¬ 
guages," says McGuirk. 

It's a myth, says McGuirk. that the mar¬ 
ket Inr international pmgramming isn't 
l>ig enougii in India. At present, the seg¬ 
ment that watches biiglish-language jiro- 
giamming in India adds up to million 

viewers. "That's a huge num¬ 
ber," says Achal Mehra, nbc’s 

distribution chief in India. "Our 
main universe in India is made 
up of 23 cities with a popu¬ 

lation of over one million each. If these 
ate saturated, we'll have seven million 
households by the end of the century," he 
adds. The demand for the channel has 
also begun growing In smaller towns, 
especially in south India, claims Mehta. 

Following the merger of nbc's separate 
business channel, cnbi;, and the Dow 
Jones-controlled abn—a move that has 
resulted in the creation of a new 24-hour 
service, i nbc A.sia Business News— 
McGuirk's team has a.ssumed additional 
charge <if the joint venture channel's 
distribution. The new channel already 
has a (tenetration of well over 5 million 
Indian homes. 

To strengthen its presence further, nbc's 

distribution team is organising a technical 
conference in Mumbai in the third week 
of February. Gable operators who have 
NBC and CNBC, on their carriage have been 
invited to the meet. "This, of course, is a 

continuation of the 
concept of a techni¬ 
cal club that was 
introduced by I'V- 
18's distribution 
team to provide assis¬ 
tance in terms of 
knowhow to cable 
operators carrying 
abnI prominently," 
says McGuirk. 
"We will provide to 
CNBC Asia Business 
News the .service that 
we give to nbc," 

announces McGuirk. 
TV-18, which hith¬ 
erto produced pro¬ 

grammes for ABNi, will continue to deliver 
shows like the long-running India Talks to 
the new service in its capacity as the sole 
franchisee for India. "( .nbc will provide 
news, NB( will remain an entert-iinment 
channel," says McGuirk. 

And why not? McGuirk admits that 
,nbc's progress in .Asia has been boosted by 
a couple of strokes of luck. For one, .Star 
Plus' lndiani.sation made nb( the only 
English-language channel in India. 
Moreover, the failure of the new satellite, 
,Asiasat-3, to take off and the imminent 
expiry of Asiasat-1 has placed Asiasat-2, 
the channel that carries nbc. and its sister 
channel, cnbc Asia Business News, in an 
unexpectedly strong position. ".Asiasat-2 
has emerged as the hotbird for digital 
channels," says McGuirk. Not surpri¬ 
singly, a sizeable chunk of India's couch 
potatoes are watching nbc.. ■ 

Saibal Chatterjea 

■ ART 

Site to See 
P PANJIAR p PANJIAR 

Gujral and Anjolle Ela Menon: now online 

M.F. Husain, Satish Gujral, Laxman 
Sreshtba, S.H. Raza, Deepak Shinde, 
Prabhakar Barwe, Anjoiie Ela 

Menon, Sanjay Bhattacharya and N.S 
Bendre. All webbed into one site: www. . 
skyserve.com/.spear. "Skypak's Project for 
Enhancement of Art Realisation (splak) 

emlHxlies the latest developments in Inter¬ 
net technology and is a sliowcase of Ind¬ 
ian art," says Dilip Kulkarni, chairman, 
Skypak Service Specialists I.td. 

Already visitors from home and abroad 
are increasing by the day. There were 770 
heads loggeti on to the site when it first 
ojH'ned late last year. The head count on 
January 23, '98 had reached 3,8(K). This 
burgeoning interest has thus awakened art¬ 
ists to tile possibilities for their art beyond 
musty galleries. "It's made a serious impact 
on the art community and many of them 
are now talking of the Internet and art 
coming together to e.xploit this (xstential," 
says Rohit Bafna, CyberAds Studio. 

Credited with putting the acts of the var¬ 
ious artists together on this site, Bafna and 
his team delved intensively into the past of 
the chosen masters and worked right up to 
their present. Ihe site not only traces the 
different works of an artist but also his 
evolution over a period of time. ‘ The 
museum section is updated as new works 
of artists come in and simultaneous cxlii- 
bitions are po.ssible in the gallery section," 
says Bafna. So if you've missed Anjoiie Ela 
Menon at Mumbai's lehangir Art Gallery, 
you can catch the opening on this site. 

There's more! Besides an art panel to 
judge the worth of an artist and his work, 
SPFAR also plans to hold online auctions, 
on the Christie’s format. "As it is, the site 
is an invaluable research tool for students. 
But the final achievement would be mak¬ 
ing art accessible to everyone—schools 
and colleges especially," says Bafna. 

Since both the gallery and the museum 
are non-commercial ventures, it's indeed 
promotion of art for its own sake! ■ 

Saira Manezes 
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■ 80LF 

A Classic Story 
i A golf course spread over 320 acres, 

designed by the king of the game 
Jack Nicklaus and a group of 70 gol¬ 

fers who have charted the Concorde just 
to play golf in some of the best locations 
in the world. The Classic Golf Resort off 
Delhi, one of the finest in the country, 
was chosen by the golfers who’d decided 
on 12 countries in all to play golf. 

The tour, held twice a year, was open to 
anyone who enjoyed golf and could pay 
$50,000 per head for an average of a three- 
days stay in each country. A professional 
coach on board was to assist in every 
aspect of the game. 

The tour was stopping in India for the 
first time. Among the major attractions 
were the golf course itself as also the cha¬ 
nce to sec the Taj Mahal. Admits Baron 

k Olaf Von Reitzenstoin, who runs a resort 
’ situated on I.ake Konstanz; "Taj Mahal was 

a definite attraction." 
In all, five tournaments were played, the 

final being in Dubai which is where the 
prize-giving was to be held as well. ■ 

Archana Jahagirdar 

■ CYBERSPACE 

In the Room 
of Desires 
INDIA hasn't 

seen anything 
like this bef¬ 

ore. For that 
matter, according 
to one of the 
organisers of the 
show, even in 
France there's 
never been any¬ 
thing like ‘A 
Virtual Gallery', 
an exhibition of 
state-of-the-art French image technology at 
Delhi's Pragati Maidan. The exhibition hail 
is pitch-dark but for the giant floor-to<ell- 
ing video screens (the largest 25 m x 5 m). 
Giant installations and cubicles display the 
latest in image techrwlogy expertise—3-D 
scientific and art movies, technological 
experiments and interactive modules. 

Especially fascinating is the Paris-New 
Delhi tunnel, a virtual tunnel that has one 
end at the Cite des Sciences et de 1' Indus¬ 

trie, Paris, and the other at Prjg.iii Ma c n 
New Delhi. Images rash by on .i !<\rgi 1' 
screen as you find your s>f.iy througli tl . 
tunnel by manipulating the cosurols. A 

person at the Delhi end wanting to lo ich 
someone at the other side has to dig tin' - 
ugh masses of matter made up ol imagev 
belonging to the common past ot India 
and France—historical sites, liuildings, art 
objects, etc. The two visitors can taik to 
each other, share interest in the same site 
and at times even see each other in a shad¬ 
owy image in the turmel space. The sub¬ 
jects covered are as diverse as prehistory, 
civilisation, archaeology, rcconstmcted sites 
that have disappeared, philosophy, muse¬ 
ums, paintings, architecture, cinema and 
environment. Visitors to the Cylwr Cube 
installation, inspired by the new geometry 
of chaos, are physically transportcxl into a 
fascinating infinite and tran.spirent world 
of cyberspace, made possible by computer 
technology, video sculptures and virtual 
simulations like fractal images and chaos 
patterns. There's also the Room of IX'sires, 
a dark room that like a magic mirror pro¬ 
jects a person's thoughts in the form of 
images and music on a screen. 

In short, it's mindboggling technoiogy 
adding a fourth dimension to the way we 
view the univer.se and life around us. ■ 

Pritha Sen 

T. TIWARi 

See your tbougMs 

AWARDS FOR RURAL R£P(ffiTING, 1997 
In 1979 The Statesman instituted three prizes of Rs .50(X), R« 3(K)0. and Rs 2(XX) foracellencc in rural reporting to encourage 

a better awarene.s$ of the soci^, political and economic change.s taking place in our villages. In view of die encouraging 
enthusiasm and interest shown by journalists in this Award each year, in 1992, The State.sman raised the prize money to 

Rs 70(X), Rs 5(XX) and Rs 30(X), respectively. We invite journalists to send in investigative article and 
reports concerning niral India, in Engluii or any regional language, and pubIMied dunng 1^7 in any newspsqier or 
periodical in the counmy. Hntries will be evaluated on the criteria of social relevance, factual accuracy, piDfes.sional 

dedication and stylistic merit. 
The con^tiiion is open to Indian journalists. AU entries should be mariced 'Rural Reporting' and sent in the fwmof iTriginal 

clippings (photocopies wiD not be iiixepted), clearly shewing the date and name of the publication, to: 

THE AWARDS COMMITTEE. 

THE STATESMAN LTD.. 

4, CHOWRINGHEE SQUARE, 

CALCUTIA-700 001, 

Closing date for the 1997Awards is FEBRUARY 28,1998. 
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Survivor’^ 
Canvas 
Satish Gujral, the storyteller 

A BRUSH WirM LIFE: 
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

by SatM BiAial 
Vllano Pongum 
Rs69S: Pages P6S 

By GEETI SEN WRiri'EN with unusual candour 
and earthiness, this is the story of 
one of India's most versatile art¬ 
ist's fortitude in shrugging off dis¬ 

abilities in the sudden loss of Sfx^aking and 
hearing. Never is there a moment of self- 
pily; on the contrary, there is pungent hum¬ 
our and a s[)iked playfulness ciiaractcristir 
of .Satish Ciujral, telling stories (sometimes 
fables) almut bureaucrats and diplomats, 
artists and critics and charlatans who are 
often namexi, sometimes anonymous, occa¬ 
sionally fleshcxl out into full personalities. 

'I'his remains an impassioned encounter 
with life, oi a man who has lived and 
savoured his e,xperiences deeply. Perh¬ 
aps it was that lall into the river in 
f^shmir that led to a loss ot commu¬ 
nication with the world; perhaps the 
sudden irreversible loss tsf his brother 
Raj and the arrest in a conspiracy case 
ol foster btother Onkjir intensified the 
loneliness of his cbildhtxjd years; per¬ 
haps it was the brutality ol riots in 
Jhelum during I’artition which arc 
imprinted in his early paintings. All 
these seemed to strengthen his will to 
survive and to succeed vsiiere many 
would liave given up. 

I'oclay, acknowledged master as 
muralisi. painter, sculptor and archi¬ 
tect, (iiijral’s writing adds another dimen¬ 
sion lo Ids e.spression. .As his second 
attempt at autobiography writing, it has 
taken several years for completion. It has 
tliat very disability whicii perhaps Itas int¬ 
ensified Ills powers ol vivid recall—his 
desire to communicate with the world. 

The prcKCSs whereby he was encouraged 
Ijy his father to become an artist, his train¬ 
ing at the Mayo College of iVrts in Ijhore, 
his encouniers with profc-ssors B.t;. Sanya), 
Master Ata Siohammed, artist Roop Krishna 

and critic Charles Fabri are spiced with deli¬ 
cious anecdotes. Initiation into the J.J. 
School of Art led him into mastering the 
Engli.sh language and friendships with P.N. 
Mago, F.N. Souza and Gaitonde and (later) 
the critic Rudy von Leyden. The book dis¬ 
appoints only by the fact that it describes 
his sundry meetings and adventures, but 
never really gives us his views on his art or 
that of his contemporaries. 

Gujral's career was shaped by accidental 
encounters; but they are also a comment 
on his tenacity. An accidental meeting 
with the poet and diplomat Octavio Paz 
resulted in his being chosen for a scholar¬ 
ship to Mexico—a course which changed 
his life. Young Gujral had the opportunity 
to meet an assorted mehpl of poets and 
great artists working in Mexico. 

On returning to India Satisii narrates his 
encounters with almost every significant 
person in the art world: Mulk Raj Anand, 
Kiiandalavala, von Leyden, Barada Vakil, 
Charles Fabri—but curiously he hardly 
mentions artists or their work. Almost imm¬ 
ediately his portrait of Lala I.ajpat Rai invo¬ 
lved him in a controversy, where he was 
finally rescued by Pandit Nehru and which 
resulted in portraits of the prime minister 
and daughter Indira. The last raised issues in 
the press decades later during the Emer¬ 
gency, causing what the author saw as a per¬ 
manent estrangement with Mrs Gandhi. 

Controversies seem to have dogged 
Gujral, or perhaps they were also his 
choice. He revels in describing the furores 
cau,sed—by his comments on Husain's 
paintings which led him to be branded as 
a Hindu communalist; by his building the 

JITENOER GUPTA 

An intense 33 
desire to express 

Belgian Er bassy when he was not a trai¬ 
ned or licenced architect, bringing severe 
criticism. Even when lie finally fractured 
the leg that had afflicted him all his life 
and was threatened by amputation, he 
mentions tlie advantage of being helped 
out by his son in the construction. 

It is this very attitude of rugged determi¬ 
nation which becomes Gujral’s trumpeard. 
While one would like to liave seen more 
reflections on art practice, we discover 
instead the man himself. ■ 

An Archival 
Journey 
An account of the Salt March 
made duller by the writer’s diary 

ON THE SALT MARCH 

HarperCotlms India 
Pnee not stated: Pages: 594 

By PARTHO OKHA_ WHEN Gandhi announced the 
Civil Disobedience movement in 
1930 with the breaking ot the 
infamous salt tax, the then 

Viceroy. Ixwd Irwin is reported lo have said, 
"the prospect of a salt campaign does not 
keep me awake at night", only to have to 
eat his words in subsequent months. Even 
since then the .Salt Satyagraha has pas.sed 
into the mythology of the Indian national 
movement. Anybody who has seen 
Nandalal Bose’s 19.30 woodcut of a sinewy 
Mahatma, stick in hand .stepping purpose¬ 
fully towards freedom, can imagine the 
contemporary imiiact of Gandhi’s decision. 

More recently, the young biographer 
Patrick French has recounted his lirstliand 
impression ot Dandi. He walked part of the 
way following the Gandhi trail (the full 
route was all of 241 miles) and, like any 
other Angrc/, arrived hot and irritable aflet 
an arduous trek on an empty beach front 
marvelling at Gandhi's indefatigable energy 
to attempt such an enterprise when he was 
well over 60. French tlien prcxei-ded to vent 
his ire on the state of the loos in Sabarniati 
Ashram with a vinilence which would have 
done Katherine Mayo proud. Thomas 
Weber too attempts such a jruirney, thougli 
not quite in the same spirit. He is suitably 
worshipful, scrupulously fair and hugely 
empathetic. His enthusiasm for the Dandi 
march should in tact make most nationalist 
Indians ashamixi of themselves. But where¬ 
as French is contentious and spiky, Welwr 
alas tor all the wortliiness of his subject 
comes across as rather dull. 

The problem first of all seems to be tliat, at 
.S94 pages, the bonk is far too long and is 
not justified by the material that Weber pre¬ 
sents. The sources he uses are the usual pub¬ 
lished reports from those times, supple¬ 
mented by oral interviews and conversa- 
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Z.H.LM t. ; 

ECO-FRIENDLY ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN 

H U I .K.>. • 

I THE PROJECT SHOULD HAVE... 

• Been completed after 1990. 

• Used eco-friendly materials. 

• Adopted tc*chniques that are eco-friendly. 

• Made innovative use of natural resources with a view to comerve them. 

• Caused least environmental damage. 

• Satisfy functional needs as well as have aesthetic appeal. 

II ALL ENTRIES SHOULD... 

• Give name and address of the firm/designer 

• Provide brief write-up of the firm/designer (not more than 500 words) 

• Submit a write-up giving information about the project (not more than 1000 words):- 

• The write-up should be typed preferably on A4 size sheets 

• Information regarding contractors, consultants, total area, cost of project, etc... .should be 

precise and to the point. 

• Clear colour photographs: 10 prints of the size 8''x6" and 10 prints of the size 6 "\4" taken 

by a professional photographer. 

• At least two site and floor plans and relevant elevations ol any special 

structural/architc*ctural details should be included. 

I !! p i; [ M g ■ 

• All entries will be judged by a panel of judges and INSIDE GirrsiDF 

• The decision of the judges will be a final and binding on the participants 

1 have read the above rules and criteria and hereby agree to abide by Ihem 

Name:. 

Signature:.Date: 

PLEASE SIGN THE ABOVE DECLARATION AND INCLUDE THIS WITH YOUR COMPLETE 
MATERIALS AS SPECIHED ABOVE. 

Please send all entries by registered post or courier to. Sarita Vijayan at the editorial office, INSIDE OUTSIDE: 
5th floor, 10 Pearl Mansion, 91, Maharshi Karve Road. Marine Lines, Mumbai-4{)0 020. 
Last date for receiving entries extended to — February 28th, 1998. 



BOOKS . 

tions with volunteers who are still alive. 
Disappointingly, the interpretation is rat¬ 

her conventional and, as the chapter head¬ 
ings show, the archival material is merely 
grouped around functional headings—"The 
Battle in the Press", "Women Join the Stru¬ 
ggle", etc. Weber, it seems, cannot make his 
material 'speak' in ways that will make it 
interesting to readers more than 60 years 
after the event. The historian Sumit Sarkar 
has pointed out, for instance, that Gandhi’s 
genius lay in concertising Givil Disobedie- 
ttce around seemingly innocuous but speci¬ 
fic issues, and pitching the agitation around 
.salt linked in a flash universal peasant griev¬ 
ances with the goal ot .Swaraj. Similarly Biv 
wamoy I’ati's study of nationalism in Drlssa 
has suggested that it was in fact Hare- 
krushna Mahtab, who keeping in mind Ori¬ 
ssa's long coastline had first argued alwut 
building the agitation around salt to Cian- 
dhi. But in Weber’s txMik, which claims to 

Sceptics will be pleased to 
ieam that an advance team 
marched ahead to ensure a 
goat was ready for Gandhi’s 

daily quota of milk. 

be a hisloiiograpiiy, neither is there a tull- 
lledgetl discussion ot availalile secondary 
material nor any new suggestions, 

I lie bulk ot Ihe txwk is a necHlless day-liy- 
d.iy account of Weber's own journey to 
l>andi along tlie same route as tiandlii. 
Wily sliould anylMKiv lx‘ interested in sudi 
a detailed .iccount? Weber's gorxl faitli is 
never in douirt, Ind at liis Ix’st he comes acr¬ 
oss only as a lonscienlious clironUler of 
events. .Ail tite same, liis painstaking arclnie- 
ology does tlirovs up some interesting nug¬ 
gets. Sceptics will lie pleased to le.irn that 
(Tatidhi carefully as'oided Muslim-dominat¬ 
ed villages during liis march, tlial most of 
Ills supixirt along the route was provided by 
ricli and middle peasants, tlial while a strict 
dietary regimen was imposed on the volun¬ 
teers, Gandhi did not forgo liis dates and 
lemons, and an ads'ance team marched 
ahead to see tiiat a goat was ready to supply 
the Mahatma's rlaily quota of milk. ■ 

Food Tales 
A recipe book with a difference 

TICilM»iOF 
AUBEIKmES: Stories 
of Ktomofl aed Food 
by BhIIwI Shaniia 
Kail tor Women 
Rs 130. Pages ISP 

By IRA PANDE Tills Ixwk is olrviousiy written by a 
vvoniau of taste. That Bulbul .Sharma 
is a [lainter of distinction, a bird-lo¬ 
ver and a writer ot children's stories 

one liad prool of. Tliat she is equally a styl- 
isli ccxik is an interesting discovery, l oad is 
an obsession in India and it would not lie 
wrong to say that along with Kashmir, 
Kanyakumari, the laj Mahal and, lately, the 
golden jubilee celebrations, cooking is wlial 
has gone into creating the idea of India. It is 
so witli all ancient civilisations. 'I'here is a 
great deal that ncals to be written and dis¬ 
covered about social liehaviour and racial 
characteristics from a study of cooking sty¬ 
les and techniques. This may provide frxid 
for thought to sixial anlhrojxilogists, 
liut more likely to give pleasure to the 
ordinary reader is tills warm tribute by 
Sharma to the women in her lamily— 
a reci|K.' Ixxik witli a ditference. 

In 12 short stories, with a hors d'oeu- 
vres piece, Sharma brings alive cliarat- 
ters and reci|K;s. Tliere is the unforget¬ 
table grandmother Dida, who "liked to 
circle tlie tabic ” as her family ate, drop- 
ping delicious Irxx'his and misliti onto 
tiieir plates. "She always strxxl a little 
awav, taking care not to touch the 
table" because it reeked of all file 
things she liated -iwl meal, curries lashed 
with onions and garlic and where her sons 
entertained strange non-Brahniins. 'lliere is 
the intimidaiing Buaji, wlio liad a daily 
conference with lire kitchen staff that could 
leach a tiling or two to ,m army general. She 
doled out: tions Irasi'd on gender, class and 
caste. Ghildren and servants were given 
liall. women a little more Inil it was tlie 
men who got generous amounts of everyth¬ 
ing. Bala (famed tor tier spinach pakiSras) 
was the (xuir relative tossed from one liou- 
seliold to another, forever ctxiking, living 

>11 charily but always chc'crful and helplul. 
in this strange world of spices, ingredie¬ 

nts, ritual and rules, it is not uncommon to 
find that food assumes a tiiiman character 
while human faces are reduced to lifeless 

objects. Aubergines acquire a malevolence 
that induces dysjiepsia and flatulence, the 
di-scarded wife who makes bharta for her 
sullen husband is a (lale figure beside the 
plump, glossy, purple aubergines she cooks. 
In this top.sy-turvy world, dead men are fed 
vicarioasly while living widows are forced 
to starve. In "Constant Craving", a widow 
dreams of choley and crushed samosas. 

Written with the characteristic detachm¬ 
ent of a gCHxi story-teller, the book is never¬ 
theless a ruthless indictment of the cruelty 
perjK-trated on Hindu widows. .Set in contr¬ 
ast to it is "Food to Die For" where Sharma 
de.scritws the frenetic preparations tliat her 
grandmother made to celebrate her dead 
husband's shraddh (death anniversary). The 
family has to hunt collectively lor the priest 
who could cat the most. Watching him pol¬ 
ish off a vast mountain ol hxxi. the 
grandmother "wept tears ot joy", confident 
that her dead husband had imbibed tliis 
least of love by a complicated transicr. 

Tile ilesscrt served by Stiarma ("Sweel Not¬ 
hings”) is a modern tale of love and betra¬ 
yal. Tliere is Resiima, whose hiisbund .Ajay 
has a mistress alvi calk'd Restima. So that 
when he called out file name in jiassion, tlie 
wife tortured herself liy wondering whitli 
one he was addressing. Iteshma has a wei¬ 
ght (iroblein and is lorever on a diet, sonie- 
thing Amah tier maid and Kaha the cixik 
cannot understand. As slie dix-s aerobic e.\e- 

For some food is a spiritual ingredient 

'I® 
SWV'AN NAYAK 

rcises in her Ix'droom, .Aniali and Ralia 
cower in the kitclien downstairs a'.raid tlie 
liou.se is going to fall on (heir tieads. Finally, 
when .Ajay dc'eides (o go oti on a secret liol- 
iday with the mistress, Resiima decides lo 
go on a binge to .stxithe her liruised ego— 
stutted paralhas, dal inakhni, klieer, halwa, 
mountains of hurfi, ladduo, cashews, alm¬ 
onds and rasmaiai. l,ibc'raled at last from 
die tyranny of selt-control we see her in tlie 
end, dancing like one demented amid die 
bursting firecrackers, stuffing laddous into 
the mouth of tlie bewildered Atnali. 

More than the recipes and the stories that 
Sharma has written, it is the eternal story ot 
this country's cotniilicaled hut abiding love 
for forxi that she celebrates in this book. 
Kali has once again pulilished a winner. ■ 
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Pillows A Soft Furnishings 
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KURLON LIMITED 
® : 080-5587168/235 

Fa* ; 080-5587189 

LKG to STD X - CBSE / STATE / MATBIC 

UNIOIJK BrSINFSS OPPOKH NITV 
Wanted Business Associates to promote Innoware Educational 
Software to Home PC users. Schools & Prospective Franchisees 
wishing to setup Hi-tech Computer Aided Teaching/Learning Centres. 
Investment Bs. 50,000. ^ 

ConUct: 
^ _ The Managing Director ^ 

INNOVATION SOFTWARE EXPORTS LIMITED 
581, Mount Koad, Chennai - 600 006. Ph . 434S984, 

Pax : 434950S / 8262828. E-mail ; innowaretf hotinail.com 
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Season’s Flavour_ 
SHAFQAT Ali Khan, llu- famous 
Pakistani classical signer, seems 
to have the mannerisms of a 
pop singer (he has one eye 
trained on the mirror to ensure 
that every hair is in place;. 
Kuan is in town to put the fin¬ 
ishing touclies to his second 
album, Setison, which surprisin¬ 
gly is classical in genre, lie's the 
latest Pakistani singer to try and 
make a dent in India's huge 
music market. And with his 
classical training and near 
perfect vocals, he just might 
leave Indian audiences begging 
for more. 

w 
m 



SCREEN 

Fame Becomes Him 
SHARANCi Dev has had his hands 
full ever since lie baffled his grand¬ 
father with his genius and went on 
to become the youngest Indian film 
music director at the age of 13. And 
more recently, with musical hits 
from the Rckha-starrcr Aastha. But 
he wants more. So, he's teamed up 
with sister Durga for the grecnie 
album Saw this Mother Earth. This 
will be followed with 'an original 
recording studio' coming tor a 
whopping Rs 8 crore. Then a cou¬ 
ple of international albums with 
Pandit lasraj founded on the trans¬ 
lations ol W.B. Yeats and the nine 
Vfhinisiubh. Ambitious? Well, you 
can't lx‘ anything else if you are 
the grand^')n of the legendary 
V. Shantaram and the son ol 

w stions 

KUNAL DASGUPTA 
Sony’s chief operating officer unveiis the 
entertainment channei’s pians to go newsy 

Isn't It m trifle strange for an entertainment 
channd to air election news? 
During 1997, Sony Entertainment Television did extrem¬ 
ely well with Its serials and other entertainment shows. 
One thing that was missing was news. We were looking 
for an opportunity. The elections gave it to us. 
Win tbe '98 election coverage be a one«ff foray? 
No. Our long-term view is that news and current affairs 
are a must on the channel. 
Vlnod Dna and Mark lYiUy arc anchoring your election programmes. 
Does that mean that Sony's talks ivlth aac have fallen through for good? 
No, we haven't closed our options. 
So win aac's Hindi news be seen on Sony when It launches a news segment? 
'The feeling is gaining ground that we don't need anybody. We can do it in-housc. 
In that case, won't you need a fnU-fledged base In New Delhi? 
Yes, we will. In two years, we intend to set up a base in Delhi, plus camera units in 
other parts of the country. 
What are yon doing for your ongoing election coverage? 
We're using Vinod Dua's facilities, his network of correspondents and camera units. 
Do yon plan to launch a separate news channel la the near future? 
No decision has been taken regarding news, but we're iooklyg at the possibility of 
launching several new channels, including one devoted to movies attd sports, anot¬ 
her to Tatnii-language programming. 
What's holding them up? 
We're waiting for the Broadcast Bill. 
How will Sony's news and current affairs segment be different? 
We will concentrate on Issues of public interest, issues that get crowded out of oilier 
channels by hardcore political news. 
Do yon hope to generate substantial advertisement revenue from your 
election coverage? 
Advertising is our only source of income. We will welcome sponsors but imt at the 
expense of the service elements. 

Saibal Chatteriae 

I Pandit Jasraj. 
1 
U. 
t 

Team England_ 

PHI-; last two years have seen 
the rise of Team England, a 
group ot specialists who take 
care ot aP matters for the Engl¬ 
ish cricket team. The IVhUeii 
Cricket Monthly, the bible of cri¬ 
cket, puts .sjiecial focus on Ind¬ 
ian-born Medha l^ud, whose 
official title is 'administrator'. 
David Graveney, chainnan of 
selectors, has bron quoted in the 
Wisden: "The whole English 
operation has been held toget¬ 
her by what she does. Only 
recently has everyone come to 
appreciate her importance.* 

India’s Boy Wonder 

ROlitU I \ ij.iv (oipt.i, all ol 
to, "was never a child", acco¬ 

rding U) diUl, \'iia\ iivipta. No 
exagger.itiuii, considering the 
llengali l)o\ Ironi the I S 

began plat ing the ' iolin at 

the age ot three, v\,is inv ited 
to studs imisie h\ Sehndi 

Stentihin at his school in l.on 
don, has appeared on the 
tiprali W'inirev show, has per 

lorined even at the W hite 
tionse. His dream: to perform 

w ith Dr, I , Siihr.imaniain, 
.molhei Indian violin \ irlii 

oso settled in the I. S. 
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Rule of Thumb FOK the better part of a month most of us have 
been eating crow increasingly as Sonia Mainu 
Gandhi bla/.es a trail tluough the countryside, 

tiring ruthlessly from the li(), such Jyoti Bane Jwala 
dialogues tiiat leave us hungering for the identity of 
her speech writer. (Could it possibly be some 
Amitabh Bachchan recommendee from Bollywood 
whose thunderous peiinings once abetted the angry 
young man legend?) So why did we all gel it wrong? 
i)id we underestimate the lady, and her ability to 
cast aside the strateev of silence? Or did we overestimate the 

masses, and their ability to sift 
the phoney Irom the real? 1 
would say it's mostly the latter. 

Over the last two decades, in 
a display of some kind of misty- 
eyed, son-of-the-soil sentimen¬ 
talism, political commentators, 
mostly urban, have iH'en invest¬ 
ing the toiling masses with more 
and more sagacity. Every election 
result has been seen as a display 
of wonderful wisdom on the part 
of the teeming voter, whose 
unerring acumen has kept the 
l)ad guys out, ushered the good 
guys in, and taught a lesson to 

the errant. It that is the case why have things ba-n steadily 
deteriorating, with bad governance giving way to worse? 

Sonia's success suggests that we arc basically still a raja-praja 
people, and divine right to rule washes better with us than cold 
cak Illations of ability and track-record. Reporters covering 
Sonia's rallies assert that (Kople come to just catch a glmnise of 
her, and are not at all interested in what she has to say. I'hey are 
there for the darshan, in fine feudal tradition. It seems that 
many teel that these arc the rightful rulers, who iiase been 
untairls' dethroned, and it is time lor them to resume power. 

Literate cynics who have been writing off Rahul liandhi 
as a tritie uncharisniatic and doltish when compared to his 
sister I’riyanka, whom everyone agrees is reminiscent of Indira 
wandhi, may also be in tor a surprise, litis odious comparison 
IS e.xactly what the design editor and I were making, while scan¬ 
ning a batch oi campaign pictures that had just come in, when 
one of the office hoys showed up heliind us, and e.vulted, "Wtili 
kyii /uhmhist pmoihilUy hui Rahul ki\ Looks e.xactly like Rajiv!" 
l-'reshly Sonia-chastised, both of us .swallowed our opinion, and 
agreeci with him. 

A Bedroom Election 
Fill' ordinary citizens this is one election, at lea.st in the cities. 

lluit seems to Iw taking place only in the bedroom. Ihal is, 
on television. Since there arc no banneis, loudspeakers, or 
posters, there is little sense of the frenzy of elections. Most of 
the electoral mood you get is from the telly, whose tubes seem 
to lie crammed to bursting with (Hiliticians duelling it out with 
anchorpersons. 

Occasionally it makes for good soap opera, but most often it's 
deathly dull with the same cast of characters repeating' 
themselves endlessly. And it's all cheap, studio-based stuff, with 
virtually no exciting campaign .stories. It all goes to create the 

impression of an election being worked out in living 
rooms and not on the field. 

The pity is that it's not terribly informative either, 
some of it getting as raucous and noisy as loud- 
siieaker-blaring maidans. In tact, amazingly, one 
panel on a Doordarshan show was so aggrc.ssive and 
unshutdownable that it even left that master self¬ 
publicist, I’ritish Nandy—who was anchoring it—• 
goggling in silent stupefaction, unable to quieten 
anyone, unable to get in a word cdgewi.se. 

The Enigma of Arrival 
WHAT is it about the uii’ that continues to make so many 

people uncomfortable, even though their leaders seem 
cleaner and less venal than most others? Is it iK'cause, as a civil¬ 
isation, we are conditioned to tolerance, and an inclusiveness 
that sits poorly with the Hie's cxclusionist noi.ses. Ot is it, as a 
friend puts it that the party is a bit of an optical illusion, its 
maze-like structure leaving you uncertain about who hnally 
calls the shots. Vajpayee, Advani, the Rss, the viii’, the Bajrang 
Dal. Who is the grandmaster of this Masonic Ixrdge, and what's 
his gameplan? 

In comparison, the other parties, including the various Janata 
Dais, the Left, the bsi', and the Congress wear their chaotic hearts 
on their sleeves. It is easy to empathise with their mcKKl swings, 
their sycophancy, and their confusion. Whatever the reason, the 
fact is that each time you lx*gin to feel comlortable atxrul the bii’, 
and adually argue the virtues of their coming to power at least 
once, tht7 go do something hugely unsettling. Hiis time around 
it's their loaded manifesto, totally untem|)ered by any of tlie soft¬ 
ening noises they have bi-en making of late. (Tearly, tlie 
unknown grandmaster continues to have his will. 

Hip India 
Two friends of ours from London, both arlists. Angus 

Eairhurst and Sarah Lucas—she a rising young star of the 
British art scene—just last week wound up a three-month hol¬ 
iday in India. Having s'isited Rajasthan, Varanasi, Gujarat, 
Kerala, (ioa, Mumbai, they were fu'l of praise for Indian hos¬ 
pitality, and awed and charmed by all they had seen. Ai my 
quizzing Angus declared that Indian women were very beauti¬ 
ful, while Sarah thought Rajasthani men had a certain seduc¬ 
tive dignity, "particularly the older ones". However, what left 
them puzzled was not Indian philosophy, but Bollywood 
films. They saw Niq in Mumbai and several others while trav¬ 
elling on video coaches, and thought they were lu'rribly 
puerile and obscene. " Thev are so lewd," said Angus, "they 
may not be remotely as e.xplicit as lilms back home but they 
are so much lewder." And both Sarah and him did the hip 
grind to drive home their (loint. 

But guess who were the writers they felt served them best in 
understanding India and imbibing it? Good taste there, two of 
our finest: .Salman Rushdie and Amitav (ihosh. 

Clinton Eastwood, Eh? Here go my two Clinton favourites: What dws Bill say to 
Hillary after he's finished making love? Darling, I'll be home in 

20 minutes. 
What's the difference Ivtwecn Bill Clinton and the Titanic? Only 

200 women went down on the Titanic. 

JAYACHANDRAN 
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letters 

Give it to Sir, With Love 
It’s indeed disheartening to 
iearn that a great visionary like 
Arthur C. Clarke (1998; A Stni- 
ngf Odyssey, February 16) could 
have his knightluxjd noniina- i 
tion forfeited merely rm the i 

basis of his sexual preferences, I 
and that too, for something | 
that happened decades ago. | 
This reminds me of a classic | 
Shakespeare quote; 

“Men's evil manners live in 
Brass, 

Their virtues tve write on water." 
Debran/an Dutta, 

Calcutta 

Kohinoor, the Car 
Apropos the item All Fame, Yet 
No Name (Hearsay, February 9) I 
suggest the name ‘Kohinoor’ for 
Tata’s Indian car. Kohinoor used 
to be the pride of India till it 
went to the British. In the 50th 
year of Independence, we can 
bring that pride back to India by 
calling this indigenously prt)- 
duced car ‘Kohinoor’. My other 
suggestion is ‘Pushpak’, the 
mythologica'i cliariot wliich 
brouglit Rarna back to Ayodhya 
after he vanquished Ravana. 

Shikha Gupta, 
Delhi 

■ 
The new Tata car should be 
christened Tata-Suvarna’. Since 
our country is celebrating tlie 
50th year of freedom, we should 
have an Indian name for a pur¬ 
ely Indian product. Right, Mr 

Hear no Hearsay... 
Apropos the cover story 
Rumblings at the Top (February 
16), A.B. Vajpayee has denied 
the rumour tliat there's a rift 
between him and L.K. Advani. 
In response, V.N. Gadgil of the 
Congress says; "The fact that 
Vajpayee felt the need to con¬ 
tradict the rumour only 
proves there's something to 
it." The article also says, "Sure 
enough, next day the papers 
promptly took the cue t^th 
reports on the feud," 

Now all I have to do is start 
a vicious rumour about, say 
Vinod Mehta, and when he 
denies it, claim there has to be 
some basis to it. To say such 
logic is the work of a sick 
mind is an insuit to the men¬ 
tally delinquent. 

Aidurk V, Chmvgule, 
Mu^al 

The recent euphoria created 
by Sonia is a great cause for 
concern for any patriotic Ind¬ 
ian. How can we trust a 
woman, whose only link with 
India is through her late hus¬ 
band, to lead this country? 
How can we be conned into 
believing that, after living 
the life of a super-vir for a 
decade, she has suddenly 
awoken to the plight of 
Indians? Can we expect 
toothless Congressmen to 

fulhl the promises made by 
Sonia when they can't even 
fight an election on their 
own? It's plainly evident that 
rather than the national inter¬ 
est, Sonia is looking to safe¬ 
guard her family's interest 
which is possible only if the 
Congress wins a majority. 

Harshad S. Kale, 
Thane 

■ 
Stories about Rutnblings at the 
Top in the ajr were going on for 
a long time. Denials of any rift 
were made from time to time. 
But with the reiea.se of the 
party's manifesto, which keeps 
the 'Hlndutva' line intact, it 
has become clear that the 
hardliners don't even _^ant 
Vajpayee to put on a mask. 
Whether in power or out of It, 
is Vajpayee in the bjp going to 
be like I.K. Gujrai in the JD? 

A. Jacob Sahayam, 
ThlruvanatMuipuram 

Ratan Tata? 
K Srtdhar Murtky, 

Beliary, Karnataka 

Tough to Swallow 
it was extremely disturbing to 
know that an ayurvedic doctor 
"routinely prescribes antibiotics 
for malaria and pneumonia ” at 
the shipbreaking yard in ,\lang 
(Dante's inferno, February 16). 
No doctor who knows his stuff 
would think of treating malaria 

with antibiotics. F(■r one, how 
can he know for sure it’s pneu¬ 
monia and not some inflamma¬ 
tion caused by toxic agents, 
or pneumoconiosis caused by 
the inhalation of itarmful dust, 
glass wool, metal fumes (from 
welding ojrerations) etc, or can¬ 
cer produced by inhalation of 
asbestos dust? Tlien again, viral 
pneumonia (pneumonitis) 

would not resfiond to 
common antibiotics. 

TS, Raman, 
New Delhi 

Killer Justice 
I would call the sending 
of all 26 accused to the 
gallows (/I Croup Sen- 
knee, February 9) for 
the assassination of one 

\if, Rajiv Ciandhi, the most bar¬ 
baric sentence ever. Especially 
since the vii> killers of 3,000 
Sikhs in 1984 are still roaming 
scottree. That's vti- justice: kings 
(read vii*s) can do no wrongs, 
l.ong live double standards. 

R.N. Vaswani, 
Mumbai 

Vinod Mehta's apology—what 
else can one call it?—for mis¬ 
judging the Sonia impact is 
nothing short of pathetic. You 
fail to state that even before 
.Sonia entered politics, you'd 
decided she was bad news and 
that she'd be left holding the 
baby when the Congress is 
wip^ out in the polls. The sto¬ 
ries you carried only tried to 
.substantiate your premise that 
Sonia was a disaster. I'm no fan 
of hers but at that time it see¬ 
med anyone wito had any¬ 
thing to say against Sonia's 
entry into jaolitics could join 
your anti-Sonia bandwagon. 

The sad thing is that you 
refuse to learn from this disas¬ 
ter and in your latest issue you 
have very clearly stated, based 
on a couple of public and quite 
a few private statements, that 
Vajpayee's been reduced to a 
helpless pawn. Your cover 
story has only two direct 
quotes from the Sangh parivar 
on him. it's a sad commentary 
on the level of journalism 
practised in Outlook that the 
first quote is attributed to a 
'party functionary' and the 
second, which dubs Vajpayee a 
"miserable loser", to a ‘senior 
party functionary'. Outlook is a 
magazine your reader buys out 
of discerning choice. Do not 
disappoint him. 

NUtn Padte, 
KpdaUcaual 

Your February 9 and February 2 
issues carried articles on the 
assassination of two Gandhis— 
the Mahatma and Rajiv. TVvo 
people—Godse and Apte—were 
sentenced to death for tne kil¬ 
ling of the Mahatma; for killing 
Rajiv, certainly no mahanna, .no 
less than 26 people have been 
awarded the death sentence. 
Docs this mean that Rajiv's life 
was mute precious than the 
Mahatma's? Or that the culpa¬ 
bility of all 26 persons was as 
much as Godse's? Also, can 
death sentences be so freely 
awarded to such large numbers? 
And do courts also play to the 
gallery/whims of the oldest 
party in the country? 

R. BalaH, 
Muscat, Oman 
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Abstainer by Choice 
I'm 23 and I've never cast a vote 
in my life [The Lost Electorate, 
February 9). 1 feel it's the only 
thing 1 can do to heip a system 
which has gone to the dogs. 

1 

! ^ 

There was a time when the | 
Indian youth had leaders like | 
Gandhi, Shastri and Nelaji to j 
look up to. Today, with the likes 
of Jayalalitha, laloo and Nara- | 
siniha Kao, the Indian youth ! 
feels totally disillusioned. | 

Our leaders .ilso si*eni lo have 
jjft no stone unturned in divid¬ 
ing our youth on the basis of 
caste and religion. No wonder 
then that the '90s youth is 
more religion and caste con.sci- 
ous than the '6()s or '705 youth. 

Manlsh Mohan SInha, 
Allahabad 

Expiosive intent 
The BiP's nuclear weapon age¬ 
nda is only a populist posture 
at election time [We'll do Nuc¬ 
lear. February 9). By exercising 
the option lo induct nuclear 
weapons, the bip thinks it tan 
make India a dei'Iared nuclear 
weapon power like US or 
China. But the party doesn’t 
say if its government will con¬ 
duct nuclear teiLs, for fear of 
sanctions under npi and ciki. 
Does the bjp h«)pe it can pro¬ 
duce nuclear weapons and use 

them as warheads for Prithvi 
and Agni without testing? 

Instead, India's nuclear age¬ 
nda should lie to sign a treaty 
to make South Asia a nuclear 
weafxrn free zone, to which all 

SASRt members, including 
Pakistan, are agreeable. 
Nuclear disarmament is a 
goal dear to us, but can’t 
be attained by our ptrs- 
sessing nuclear arms. 

IV. Kunfu, 
Delhi 

Missing Branches 
The article Keepers of His 

I'latne (February 2) alxiut the 
Gandhi famiiy was extremeiy 
informative. It once more 
under-scored the fact that 
Gandhi didn't found a dynasty 
like the other (iandhis in poli¬ 
tics who claim to have sacri¬ 
ficed all for this country. 

However, there am a couple 
of omissions, which should be 

Laughter Is not a Bitter Medicine 

(Hiinted out. There is no refer¬ 
ence in the narrative to the 
South African descendants of 
the Mahatma. And in the fam¬ 
ily tree, Gopal Krishna and 
Tara are shown as childless. 
They have two lively daugh¬ 
ters, Divya and Amrita. 

> Yasudha Vhagamwar, 
New Delhi 

The recently-mported burning 
of your February 2 issue by 
some members ot the Youth 
Qmgress objetling to its cover 
cartmm of Sonia Gandhi, 
brings to mind the fate of ' 
another cartoon that 
appeared in Tlw MotIurlamI i 
on April 8, 1972, depicting 
Mrs Indira Gandhi as a hip¬ 
pie; her pipe dream an 
ancient castle called 'Pro¬ 
gress'. Behind her flapped a 
ragged (xrster with the leg¬ 
end 'Garibi Hatao'. The cart¬ 
oon made such an incisive 
statement that I immediately 
telephoned the newspaper to 
congratulate its creator, Rajin- 
der Puri. I was shocked to find 
them apologising for having 
used the cartoon. But I did 
succeed in reaching the car¬ 
toonist to convey my appreci¬ 
ation of his work. 

We are, by and large, a hum- 
ourlc.s$ people. We react in 
anger when we or objects of 

It’s been 50 years since the bul¬ 
lets of a Hindu 'nationalist' 
found their mark and killed an 
apostle of peace. 

Fifty years hence, the 'real' 
Gandhi is but a forgotten man. 
His once-avowed ideals have 
had an ignominious exit in 
modern India. Non-violenct 
has lx.*en severely trounced; vic>- 
lence is touching monumental 
proportions. His dreaiu of a 
caste-free India lies m the back¬ 
yard of self-styled politicians 
who claim to be the inheritors 
ol the (iandhian legacy 

our adoration are at the rc*cci- 
ving end of barbs hurled in 
|e.st. Fhere's no dearth of laug¬ 
hter wlien the joke isn't on us. 

• -t-V 

Purl'i cirtooR on liriln. elica 1972 

We need to cultivate a sense 
of humour since it's an essen¬ 
tial ingredient of balanced thi¬ 
nking. Robert Bums writing to 
a louse in 1786 wrote: 

'Wad' [would) 'some PowY 
(Power) tlu-giftie gie' (give) 'us, 

'To see ourselves as others see 
us.' 

JamUa Vatyheu, 
* NewDdhi 

Gandhi, Louis Fischer's biog¬ 
raphy says, wanted to live up 
to 125 years. Thank God and 

j Gcxlse he never did. 
i MidtU Duhey, 
i Dhenkanal, Orissa 

j Errata 
.S’.5. Pamalii wa\ wiongly identi- 
fkil as Budiil in the cuption for the 
lom star}' Im (Strained Bedfell¬ 
ows. lehiuiiir lb). Also, West 
Bengal Uanspoit minister Subhas 
Oialirayarly was referred to as 
Adiok i hiikravart}' (The Impor¬ 
tance ol Being a Ixibbyi.st, Peh- 
iiiary Oi. The errors are regretted. 
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the untouched... 

SALT IN THE WOUNDS 
Gandhi’s historic Dandi march has bypassed them, Gujarat’s salt workers are 
caught up in a maze of abysmal living conditions, Ignorance and neglect. 

ByJAIRA MEMEZES in the Little Rann of Kutch For more lhan -{(i.fMM) inland salt workers of the Little 
Rann of Kuteh, lis inn on tin- edge is a way ol tile. Here the 
sounds ol Pakistan uiikle tvith clarity over tlu rundown 
transistors; here the aiid Rann inches them out when the 
monsoon pushes the relentless sea in; here their vision of 

freedom heRan with a handful of salt—and ended with it. 
Here, among the many things unchanged in the vsastelands of 

Surendranagar, Mehsana, Banaskantha, Rajkot and Kutih, are the 
lyrics of an old folk song. A Ivreft hride mourns: “O mother, why 
did you give me in marriage to an 'agario agnani’ (ignorant salt 
worker). He digs a well and vs'hiles away his time. I le does not oil 

his hair and breaks the comb es'eryday...." The salt worker seems 
unmoved. In this sTJst expanse, wells are still being dug. Combs are 
still being broken by salt-infested hair. The salt worker ha.sn't been 
able to rise above his ignorance. From October to May, the agaria 
family members take turns at "whiling time"—pumping out brine, 
charting channels to let flow the liquid from one pan to another, 
raking through the crystalline solution and finally sifting it out. 

In this unforgiving terrain, home tor the backward Thakur-Patel 
agaria comprises a flim.sy tempttrary dwelling which has a few ves¬ 
sels a 'razai', earthen pots filled with water sparingly sftent—and 
in the case ot a fortunate few, a battered bicycle to pedal 2.S km 
into the nearest town. I.adling out sand-dott^ khichdi, standard 
fare twice a day, Jyotsnaben laments, "our homes in the village are 



no better." Admits Ashok Mehta, additional col¬ 
lector of Surendranagar; "You could say that most 
of them are way below the poverty line." 

Then again, things have changed. In the '50s, 
.^.diesel pumps replaced bullock carts to draw brine 
“and remain in use to this day. Moneylenden have 

given way to equally wily salt merchants—who do 
not charge an exorbitant interest but have evolved 
a system whereby the unsuspecting salt worker is 
a contracted slave for life. Dashrathbhai, a fifth 
generation salt worker from Kuda village, is one 
among 4,000 workers engaged in the pursuit of 
futility. He has not seen a school and is not sure if 
his children will. As promised by the 'Agari Kalyan 
Yogna', drinking water, rubber boots for calloused feet and glasses 
to protect their eyes have yet to reach them. "For seven months, 
we are stuck in this place. There is no water, no electricity, no hos¬ 
pitals, no schools. Every month, the salt trader gives me Rs 3,000 
as advance to produce the salt—Rs 2..500 is spent on a barrel of 
crude oil for the diesel pump. We have to pay Rs 500 a season for 
drinking water brought in tankers that belong to merchants. Fina¬ 
lly, if the salt company buys us rubber boots, they deduct it from 
the amount due to us. In the end, we have nothing left." 

ATULLOKE 

i 

in an attempt to pay back the advance, Oashrath 
like others, helps in loading and transportation ol 
the salt. Ensnared in a debt trap, the agarias of 
Kuda village are compelled to sell their salt to the 
same merchant and then work in the salt industr¬ 
ial units till the advance is paid off. Salt ctwirera- 
tives, which were set up to safeguard their inter¬ 
ests, have not been spared this raw deal either. 

Says former mij\ Arvind Acharya who set up the 
first cewperative in 1952: "Gandhiji's historic salt 
march and the subsequent Gandhi-Irwin pact 
absolved salt erwperatives and 10-acre agarias 
(those owning lO-acre salt pan.s) from paying cess 
and royalties. Trxlay only 32 of the 117 coopera¬ 

tives ate functional. These cooperatives owe over Rs 6 crore as 
arrears to the district bank and hence they have no choiev but to 
avail of the advances given by merchants. The price is fixed by 
traders and sometimes there is a nexus between the office-bearers 
of the cooperative and the traders." A1996 study conducted by the 
Ahmedabad-based noo Janpath reveals that salt workers earn Rs 
40-Rs 50 pet metric tonne of salt while salt merchants fetch Rs 150- 
Rs 200 for the same. "Fifty years after India's Indeiwndcnce, the- 
agaria earns six paise for a kilo of salt while profit margins for mer¬ 
chants have gone up by more than .500 per cent," rues Acharya. 

Salt merchants protest that the overheads are high: transporta¬ 
tion of the salt from the remote Rann, wastiing, iodisation before 
being finally packed in fwlythene bags and sold with fancy brattd 
names at the marketplace. "The agarias have no pos.scssions what¬ 
soever—^no land, no livestrxrk. Banks refuse to give them loans 
and merchants give it to them interest free. If there is unexpect¬ 
ed rainfall or some natural calamity*and the salt crop is destroyed, 
the advance is written off," says Navinbhai jobenputra, president, 
Salt Producers' Cooperative in Surendranagar district. 

Salt traders have further encashed on the helplessness of the 
labourers. To evade cess, salt merchants owning tracts of salt pans 
for generations have opted to advance loans to cooperatives and 
purchase salt from them. According to the 'crxle of principle' dat¬ 
ing right back to Independence and now revised every four years, 
part of the salt cess proceeds is to be pum|)ed back for the welfare 
of the agarias. "21.66 per cent comes back as welfare while 64.99 
per cent goes into administration expenses," adds Acharya wryly. 
"There are funds available to them, including such ridiculous ones 
as granting rewards to meritenous children of agarias tor purchase 
of books. Kharaghoda's high school canre up only last year. Fin¬ 
ally, how can you make an rlliterate lot aware of their rights?" 

Political awareness, like water, is scane. Ratilal and Vasant 
Thakore Kharaghoda remember a mrrrcha organised by Congress 
leader .Sannat Mehta in .Si'iitember '97. 15,0(JO agarias were t;»ken 
to Ahmcdabad to protest against the revoking of their licences 
since their pans fell under tlie wild a.ss sanctuary zone. "A govern¬ 
ment that cares for asses rather than human beings must be con¬ 
sisting of asses itself. I hese netas, supposedly fighting for our rig¬ 
hts, are doing it only to benefit merchants," says Vasant Thakore. 

Yet, most want to exen ise their franchi.se hoping for a Mahatma. 
Sixty-year-old Kakaji of Kuda village is wistful: "I went with my 
father for the Dandi manfi and saw Gandhi ji there. Then, salt was 
given respect, so much so that every salt worker could not leave 
the salt pan area without a body-search. Our salt was in much 
demand in UP, Bihar and even Nepal. Ttxlay, there is no value for 
this salt tliat shook a nation. There is no value firr the people who 
make it. This 'mithu' is still the same as it was 50 years ago. Maybe 
the people who rule us today don't remember its worth." 

For a people who live on the fringes of a free country—both geo¬ 
graphically and otherwise—even death brings no salvation. "Our 
profession is an accursed one. When we die, our feet do not burn 
because there is so much salt in them,” says a tearful Ladholren. 
There seems to be no respite, either in this life or the next. ■ 
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By RANJIT BHUSHAN in Patna AS tlw sun rises over 10 Anne 
Marg, official residence of Bihar 
chief minister Rabri Devi and the 
de facto ruler l,ak)o Prasad Yadav, 
the political priorities of the 

Rashtriya Janata Dal (aim come into focus. 
To keep the bip out of power, I aliw says, he 
is willing to do aiivthing. And lor the b)!' to 
form a government at tlie (Centre, it is ttec- 
essary to win hulk seats in liihar. 

Ostensibly, however, laloo claims that 
he is against tlie use oi strong-arm tactics 
and will depend upon the fortes of social 
justice to see through the Kip-Samata 
Party gameplan. As a lesson in political 
correctness, this tactic is without a paral¬ 
lel—and was very much in evidence on 
February 16 when polling to i4 con- 

I stituencies took place in Bihar. 
! And there were complaints lodged with 
j the Election (k)mmission of widespread 
I electoral malpractices from all .14 constitu- 
1 elides. Within hours of the iioll being com- 
j pleted formally, Janata Dal chief .Sharad 
i Yadav at Madhepura. Congress nominee 
j Krishna Sahi at Begusttrai, bip candidale C.P. 
i Thakur at P-'.lna and many others like them 
j were sitting on dharnas before their resj^- 
j live returning officers protesting against 
• largescaic rigging and booth-capturing. So 
; what Ukx» Itxiked to have squandered 
i comprehensively hy way of popular man- 
1 date will now Ik- achieved hy a clever juxta- 
I iHi.sition of constitutional misuse and old 
I fashioned siroiig-arm tactics. 

Indeed, allegations of booth-capturing 
and rigging gained credence on February 
20, when in a most unu.sual move, tlie 

Electoral officers with mutilated papers 

Election Commission cancelled the 
I February 16 poll in Patna. Thu EC said it 
i took the decision following a report by 
! commission .secretary K.J. Rao, who was 
I deputed to inquire into complaints of 
I malpractices. This sparked off specuiation 
I that a similar fate would befall the 
I Madhepura election. The commission also 
i deferred repoll in .584 booths of nine con- 
I .stituencies scheduled for February 24. 
1 There is little doubt as to where the popu¬ 

lar mandate in Bihar lies. The mood has 
been jxisitively anti-Laloo. His once infalli¬ 
ble combination of ubc and Muslims is not 
as strong as it used to be. Acutely aware of 
his own drawbacks, Laloo has introduced a 
new combination this time—Yadavs, 
Muslims and Rajputs, thanks to alliances 
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James Bond’s 
Choice 

To mark 007’s return, Omega brings to India a limited edition 
of 50 Seamaster Professional watches - his preferred comrade-in-arms. 

Available exclusively at select Omega dealerships. 

Tomorrow IMei/er Dies 
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BIHAR 

with sii> leader (/tiandra Shekhar, the m-opt- 
iiig of Kajput ehieltaiii Anand Mohan, wlio 
cverv’bmly ttrought was virulently anti- 
l,al«H> until the elwtions wore annourued, 
and a series ot local level arrangenu-nts. 

Hie mass rigging and \iolence have 
shocked everyone. In a statenuiit. 16 
prominent (htsoivs, including tormer Ml’ 
Devendra I’rasad Singh and lormer I’atna 
mayor K.N. Sahay, attacked the farce ol 
"blatant rowdyism, show ol muscle power 
and dereliction of duties". 

Till’ iiif-Sainata alliaiue in normal situa¬ 
tions would he a surclire draw at the box 
oftice, with the lonihiiiation ol upiK*r 
castes expeited to go willi tlu' itif and huge 
segments ol the oit> slicking with the 
Samata I'ariv. ( learly, the lormer Bihar 
chief minister is more apprehensive afmut 
the Samata I’artc emerging as his real 
threat r.ither than the me, which does not 
necessariU >hare the same mass base as he 
does And he makes no bones about it. 
"I vers outsider (from Bihar) contesting 
here will sit on a dharna," he told Oiitliwk, 
rather ominously, referring to .Sharad 
Yadav's dharna at Madhepura in protest 
against rigging there. 

Samata chief (leorge Fernandes, who is 
contesting from Nalanda, has already 
called upon the Flection Commission to be 
vigilant in 'iew of what happened on 
lehruary 16. Nitish Kumar, Samata leader 
and the man who I aloo really fears, is up 
against Bihar minister Vijay Krishna in 
Barh. Oniy his (Kilitical stature as well as a 
huge Kurmi presence will ensure that he 
wins, but even that may not be too easy. 

Ministers in the UF government who i 

Returning 
Offences THK Flection Commission lays down 

the policy. Its implementation on 
ground is the prerogative and discret¬ 

ion of the t’ate government. Rigging in 
Bihar goes niucli lieyond the pale of stere- 
oty|x.d hoodlums handling guns with 
cloth lied around the face to prevent iden- 
tilication. That comes later. Tlie first stage is 
tile role played by the returning otficer, 
wlio is also the district magistrate. 

In fact, as the Flection Commission can¬ 
celled the I’dtna poll, it tiMik the almost 
uprecedented action of transferring the 
I’atria DM Amir Subhani, who was also 
the returning officer, the pic; (range) and a 
host of o'her lop district police officials. 

The dllocation of central forces is decided 
by the returning offirer, who has absolute 

have assiduously cultivated tlieir consti- 
luencies are sweating. Chaturanan Mishra, 
(iriion agriculture minister fighting from 
Madhubani on a ci>i ticket, is visibly ner¬ 
vous and called I’rime Minister l.K. Gujral 
last week to his constituency, impressing 
upon the officials in attendance, that vol- 
ing should he fair. ON the other hand, Union railways 

minister Ram Vilas Paswan from 
llajipur says he is confident of a win 

tieraiisc of the work undertaken by him for 
tfic constituency. To him goes the credit of 
setting up a new zone in Hajipur; a Rs 6(K)- 
crore railway bridge on the (Janges from 
I’atna; a diesel shed in Samastipur; another 
railway lirklgc in Munger; new Rajdhanis 
between Delhi and I’atna and so on. "I am 
prepared. The people are with me. 1 have 
helped them, irrcs|)ectivc of their caste," 
Paswan says, as he travels in a specially 
reconstructed rath in a constituency which 
has sent him to Parliament four limes. 

Fitter l.alix> and his realpolitik and the 
equation changes rapidly. I'or every 'rival' 
contesting in Bihar, I.aloo has Ills hand¬ 

picked minister sitting in the constituency. 
Against Paswan he has Ilyas Hussain; 
against Sharad, he used Kavindcr Charan 
Yadav to good effect; against Nitish he has 
already pitched Vijay Krishna; against 4 

Ghaturanan he has put up Kajkumar 
Mahaseth. That is not all. mi as have been 
asked to go back to Ihcir respective con¬ 
stituencies and 'ensure' that the Rjn wins. 

In the prelude to rigging that tiwk place 
on February 16, tlie violence and the 
means used were something straight out of 
a civil war situation. In Palamau, a police 
party was killed in a landmine blast. In 
Bokaro, a rsi personnel on duty was killed 
in another mine blast, while in Madhepura 
Samata candidate N.K. Singh has listed a 
total of at least 8CK) polling booths where 
rigging was total and voting (XTientages 
siiiralled up to W per cent. In state capital 
Patna, where polls have now been coun¬ 
termanded, armed criminals openly went 
to the boottis, fired in the air and drove 
off. Whatever else happened, the voters, 
were certainly scared away. K.P. Sinha of 
the Samata Party points out: "If this is 
what hapfiened in the state capital, it is 

KM KtSHAN 

'Helping' women vote 

disaetion in the matter. So a pliable officer 
just posts the paramilitary forces around 
txioths that the chief minkster or whoever 
in the government wants. A posse posted at 
a rival caste booth will ensure that voting 
there Is ordered—if you can't get their 
votes, at least they cannot rig it. On the 
other hand, the lack of forces around 
friendly booths will ensure that the stamp¬ 
ing of ballots can go on unhindered. 

Something like this happened in Gaya. A 
local Rjo MU Binod Kumar Yadvendu was 
busy capturing booths there. He was 
picked by security officers and handed 
over to the returning otfim S.M. Raju. But 
Raju, to the horror of those present, 
ordered that Yadvendu be released imme¬ 
diately. Raju was subsequently suspended 
by the Election Commission. 

As for the Patna DM, bip candidate C.P. 
Thakur had alleged that despite repeated 
requests for help when polling btKrths were 
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JITENOEH GUPTA 

difficult to imagine what may have hap¬ 
pened ill tlio rural areas." 

With the Election Commission hinting 
at gross irregularities in Madhepura and 
Patna, can rigging become an issue 
nationally? .Atcording to l.aloo, it cannot 
because wlien the opposition talks about 
rigging "it is an insult to the voter wno 
has cast his lot with us". The electioneer¬ 
ing itself has become more focussed. 
Candidates opposed to Laloo Yadav are 
warning their voters to watch out lor the 

being looted, the returning officer decided 
to lieconu' incommunicado. 

Says Laloo's rival Sliarad Yadav from 
Madliepura: "The returning officer has to 
be taken to task. He is the administration's 
handpicked man and was under instruc¬ 
tions not to let voters cast their ballot." 
Sharad, in fact, went a step ahead, rte said 
that while the use of government machin¬ 
ery was not new, he had never before seen 
such naked exhibition of muscle power. 

In real terms, the Election Commi.sslon 
may have no role in enforcing booth dis¬ 
cipline. Ihere are central observers, but 
since they come from outside the stale, 
their understanding of the situation 
remains at best superficial. In any case, 
their assessment has to be based on the 
.reports made by the returning officer. In 
some cases, the observers have been too 
apprehensive about their own movement 
and need security at hand. In Giridih, for 
instance, the central observer's car was set 
afire by an irate mob protesting against 
the death of some polling agents. 

Nitish Kumar, Ram Vilas Paswan 
and Sharad Yadav are among the 

leaders trying to take on the might 
of Laloo’s nominees. 

next phase ol [Killing in the state. 

The moixl in tlie njp is much more upbeat 
than could be imagined in a situation 
where rigging ha.s taken place on such a 
large scale. Says the young iiip MP from 
Chapra, Rajiv Pratap Rudy. "Dur campaign 
IS going on as usual. The meetings are 
being received very well. The enthusiasm 
ol voters has to be seen to be lielicved." 
Quite understandably, lailoo is keen to win 
the Chapra seal and make a point that the 
issue could be clinched again.st the hip. Says 
Rihar leader of opposition Sushil McHli: 
"Rigging is not new to l.aloo. We are used 
to it. In our l.ivour is the huge turnout that 
has turned out to wfe for us." 

Ca.ste equations, always refeired to in 
the context of Bihar, may turn out to be a 
littl*' more unpredi'table. While the 
Muslims are regarded as en bloc soti'is, it 
is a much too simplified situation. In ; 
Oarbhang.i for instance, kid taiuiislate .\..\. , 
Eatmi is battling the Janata Hal’s (ihulam 
Sarwar who has used the 'backward' ' 
Muslim card to unsettle I'atmi, who had to , 
request Laloo to make an apjTearance. | 
Laloo told pco|)le there that there was no 
point in dividing Muslims as it would only 
help the hip. While the Rajputs could vote 
for the BiP in Chapra, in Madhepura they 
went along with what Anand Mohan had i 

i to say. While Bhuniiars are generally going 
I to vote against 1 aloo. in Mokameh they 
I will listen to the diclats ol state minister 
j Oilip Singh. 
i The stars of the elections have been 
: doing the rouiid>. Sonia (i.indlii’s rally in 
! Kancni was a flop In Ptirnea it was 

received well, as sb.' was in a scries of ral¬ 
lies in other parts ot the state. I he itip has 
roped in st.ii Ldiii|)aigner Shatrughan 
Sinh.i, who IS much in demand. Not sur- 
(irisinglv, Sitaram Kesri has not lieen invit¬ 
ed l>\ tile (.oiigre,ss to campaign. But then 
the Congiess itself has been more depen¬ 
dent on l.aloo Ilian Sonia to pull their 
ciiestimls out o| tlie fire. Anordiiig toindi- 
lalions asaildhie. tlie Congre.ss is well 
poised lo get more than tlie tsvi* si-ais it 
won last time. 

According to observers, a lot is going lo 
depend upon what hapiwns in tlie next 
round of polling, tx’eause if more [Kills are 
countermanded or cancelled titan Itiose 
already on the cards, the political players 
involved would have a battle on tiieir 
hands. As it is, last week repolling was held 
at 2.18 booths in l,'lofthe.2l constituencies 
which went to the polls cm February 16. 
But it the election in Madliepura is coun¬ 
termanded, it may take much longer to 
resolve tlie ensuing political stalemate. ■ 
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With the setback to the BJP in Uttar Pradesh, the Congress mood is upbeat especially after a 
high turnout of women, Muslim and SC/ST voters in the first phase of polling 

By YUBARAJ GHIMIRE that it could emerge as the single largest party), this 
v\lun c\u\c)tK ln(] thought the ( oiigiess \\« siiikiiig into im 

HI Ihi mt\ not like it hut slu (ouki will end up \iiMbl«.dtn\ Ihionlv priii the Iddv ol 10 lanpath has had to 
nil iknuntinj, tnti noiK P\ Niiasnnhi Kios ictndi ot pi\ is th it with her plunge into polities she has nude hirself more 
\1 IS l‘>% stop the I I tioni leirniing the goveinineiit b\ eulnenble to eiitieisni from opposition Itadeis 
hone be eiiHik \ndilthei|i indallies tail toget to the I «n not sure about what the ( ongrtss will elo but I am pret 
111 igii il ’ to mark whe i the\ e m think eil making a bid tv eeitain ibout wli it we will not elo I hat i> wt will not allow 

loi I ower the ereelit will go largeh i( Soni iswhiilwind eleetonl them to‘orm the government Raonad isstrtedin Wb to slop 
tei 1 iteh d peihipsonl) b\ hiana iiid Ri|iv liinelhi i nil onsi.light I’toppiiig up the H It Devt oowda goveinment 

In uih sienari) she would also bi solelv lesponsible'or the troin outsiile was a natural eoioHarv to thit deeision Despite the 
surge ol I ptimisni that is sweeping the ( oiigress (conservative laet that he has been denied a lieket this lime aiound Raos 
partv estimates put the tally above 16^ with even talk words h ive beeume i m mtia lor the (e ngress whieh is ehanted 
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on every occasion. Sonia foliowed the kati agenda cinite 
vigorously, and if the high turnout in the first phase of polling 
in many states benefits tne Congress, she would have more 
than done her job. 

Sonia's high-profile campaign has already reduced party presi¬ 
dent Sitaram Kesri to a non-entity. But ironically, this has also 
iKKisted the party's electoral prospects. Almost in keeping with 
the turnout in her election meetings, a large rurmber of Dalits and 
Muslims slood in long ciucues to cast their votes on February 16. 

iiU'-ruled Rajasthan registered a record 61 per cent polling—17 
|Ter cent more than in the 1996 parliamentary elections. 
According to the state's chief electoral officer, Sucihir Varma, the 
larger turnout was due to "enthusiasm shown by women, sched¬ 
uled castes and the scheduled tribes voters in the state". The 
female turnout—largely attributed to the Sonia factor—was up to 
.S5 per cent compared to J7 per cent last time. 

PM HOPEFULS^ 
Tiwari and Setndia lead the pack of contenders 

The two leading frontrunners for prime ministership from the 
Congress are on the surface, quite literally, as different as 
chalk from cheese. N.D. Owati, the old Nehru-Gandhl fam¬ 

ily retainer, in the evening of his political career, is one, while the 
urbane, comparatively young Madhavrao Scindla is the other. But 
what is common to both is that they are spoken of by the party 
as the ones most likely to get Sonia Gandhi's nod. 

Tire first choice, however, remains Sonii Gandhi. The unani¬ 
mous Congress plea is that only she can hold the party together. 
Party chief Sitaram Kesri will propose her name, but it's almost 
certain that Sonia will refuse. 
MaRimriian Singh: As the party needs a clean Image, the next best 
choice would be Manmohan Sii^h. But there are some hitches. In 
the CTent of a hung Parliament, the non-ajp parties’ views will have 
to be taken into consideration—some of them do not particularly 
favour Maiunohan. The Left Front could object to Kbtunohan's 
candidature on the ground that be is an imf man and is backed by 
file industries lobby. Not surprisingly, Man- 
mohan's most vocal lobbyist is Murli Deora, 
and he extenfively campaigned in Maha¬ 
rashtra and Gujarat, the states which boast 
of the highest forei^ investment. Coalition 
politics is a complicated affair and many in 
file party feel Manmohan's seven-year polit¬ 
ical stint isn't enough to handle it. 
SRnnm Katrl: The party chief might have 
said a thousand times that he is not an 
aspirant, but his band of loyalists will root 
for him. Sonia's views are crucial but those 
close to her claim that though Kesri is 
heard, he is not trusted. 
Arjun Singh, Madhavnn Scindla and N.D. 
Tlwatl: All victims of P.V. Narasimha Rao's 
wrath, they were rehabilitated in the 
Congress under Kesri. Arjun Singh's prox¬ 
imity with Sonia, if that is the sole criteri¬ 
on, gives him the best chance among the 
trio. But he faces .stiff opposition from a 
section of the party—Sharad Pawar, 
JItendra Pra.sada and Digvljay Singh besides 
others. His Image of being a 'mani|)ul.itor’ 
goes against him. 

Scindla fits the bill perfectly but needs 10, 
Janpath's blessings. Ho has won six straight 
terms to the ink Sablia, is known to be an 
able administrator, and is a (Kipuiar mass- 
based leader. 

Tiwari, the innocuous-looking Brahmin from the Uttar 
Pradesh hills, is no less qualified. .Sonia's interest in UP, and 
hopes that a prime minister from there would help revive the 
truncated party, all go in his favour. His seniority in the part)’ 
hierarchy and ability to win over people from other parties, if 
necessary, give liiin an edge. More Important, the political ambi¬ 
tion of Sonia's chUdren, Priyanka and Rahul, will only be boos¬ 
ted if the UP house is set in order. 

All the probables will, of course, have to withstand the con¬ 
ventional 'whisper campaign' in the party—and Sonia Gandhi. 
This, in fact, is the first time that the Congress is still in the dark 
about who will lead the government if the party comes to 
power. In the first three general elections, Jawaharlai Nehru ied 
the way; in the next four, it was Indira Gandhi. Rajiv Gandhi 
was the obvious choice in 1984 and 1989. Sonia’s favouring Rao 
in the middle of the 1991 election after she declined to step into 
Rajiv's shoes, legitimised Rao's chances then and also in 1996 
despite the party's defeat. Sonir faces an equally tough task 
now—another test of her leadership, 
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BJP’s Election-eve Jinx 
The political crisis in UP could not have come at a worse time The blow to the Kalyan Singti-Icd bip 

governinetrt in UP on the eve of the 
second round of elections hit the 

party where it hurt most; undermining its 
stability plank and consolidating non-Bjp 

forces on Atal Behari Vajpayee's home turf. 
Across the tord, non-«iP jrartics fell tfiat 

shock waves from I 'P would affect voters 
country-wide, giving them, and particula¬ 
rly the Congress, a lillip. "If Ul' represents 
the nuxlel of stability l«‘ing offered by the 
HIP, voters will definitely think again," said 
janata Dal general secretary Mohan 
Prakasli. And < iv(, member Ghulam Nabi 
Azad declared: "It is the impact of Sonia's 
campaign." These leaden agree that the 
damage would have been greater had not 
the majority of seats in UP and Bihar and 
otiter northern states, already gone to 
polls. But SO-odd seats in the two 
largest states and ail of MP and 
Maharashtra were still left, 

And the hip's prospects at the 
Centre may suffer, as the Luck¬ 
now experiment, which it was 
planning lo repeat in New 
i)elhi, hasn't succeeded, poin¬ 
ted out AtuI Anjaan of the cpi. 

general secretary H.K.S. 
Surject added the develop¬ 
ment was only to lie expected 
when a party chose to fomi a 
government without popular 
support. "This is the result of 
horse-trading,” he said. 

K.iriiiital«i, where 18 of (he 28 
consiitiK'iicies weni to tlie hus¬ 
tings on li-l riwr> 16, also regis¬ 
tered a 6(i„S |H'r cent turnout, up 
4.6 iK't cent Irom the 19')6 figure. Like Rajasthan, the higher 
lurnoul is twing atlrilnited to tire women and Muslim voters. " Tire 
mirease is due lo the stare created try the lUP manifesttr." says 
Cii.igress Uajya Satilia memlHr K. Rahman Khan. "The manifesio 
sbowi'ii the nil- vviuikl nin si)ft-|)eilal issues concerning minorities 
and esposeil ine Mipposeilh moderate .A. It. Vajpayee." Sit tii.iiged lip was (lie lominiinily that Muslim organisations 

duelled the fold not to waste their voles. These oigairisaiioiis 
atliialls toin'iicied intnrnial surveys in most ccrnstitiiencies lo 

/.ero dim I! on tile i andidates vvitli tire iK'st chanee of deteatiiig the 
HIP. "in IWh, iheie was very little enthusiasm in lire conmiiinity as 
it was known that no party would gel a majority. Bin this lime with 
the thre.il m1 the me forming a goveriunenl, tire community was 
a.sked to sole im the r.ongress or lanata Dal tandidate depending 
on vsiu) stood a Irelter chance in llicir resix-clive con.stituencies," 
Nasser ,\limed, a ( ongress leader and iornier minister, told Outlwik. 

With till (an.ita Dal ravaged try lactionalism, the Congress clear- 
iy stands to gain tceording to an estimate, lire Muslim turnout 
was between 6t) aiul 80 per cent in the fust phase. A tiongress sue- 

While the bjp hoped that the episode 
would engender sympathy as a "stable 
government" had been altacked, indica¬ 
tions are that it will work against the 
party to an extent. Speculation in politi¬ 
cal circles is that the Brahmins, who have 
been voting bjp in the last three elections, 
may have softened their attitude vis-a-vis 
the Ca)ngre.s.s, thanks to Sonia. 

Azad felt the very fact that the mutually 
antagonistic si* and bsp had pledged their 
support to a Ixtktantrik Congress govern¬ 
ment heralded the possibility of a new 
anti-Bjp equation In the country. The bjp's 
Independents-supported minority govern¬ 
ments in Rajasthan and Maharashtra 
would suffer similarly, he speculated. 

As far as the short-term impact goes, SP 
spokesman Amitabh Adhar was confident 

that it had improved his party's 

Loktantrik Congrais stymies Kalyan 

prospects In UP, not only by exposing the 
hollowness of the bjp's grandiose claims 
but also by ensuring that the state admin¬ 
istration remained neutral. "One would 
have otherwise expected it to facilitate rig¬ 
ging in favour of bjp nominees," he said. 

in the second round of polls in UP for 
33 seats, it is argued that the election-eve 
withdrawal of support neated a slight 
swing against the bjp. UP Trade Union 
Congress leader Vasudev Pandey predic¬ 
ted a 5 per cent swing against the bjp—if it 
didn't cost the bjp nominees any seats, it 
would at least reduce their margin of vic¬ 
tory. 'The morale of the hitherto upbeat 
BFP workers across the country would have 
been affected by the incident, he noted. 

However, Prakash maintained that the 
withdrawal of support by the Loktantrik 
Congress leaders should have been anno¬ 
unced three days before the February 22 
poll, to allow time for the development to 
pick up momentum. " The impact is more 
outside than in UP," he observed. 

A similar SP-BSP-Congress formation had 
been proposed by Congress president 
Sitaram Kesri last year, when Kalyan 

Singh broke the party's back in 
UP by winning over 22 of its 
33 Mi.,\s. He had suggested bsp- 
SP support to a Congress chief 
minister. At the time, Mula- 
yam Singh Yadav rejected the 
formula, in the hope of assem¬ 
bly elections, instead, Kalyan's 
government survived. "It has 
always lieen very clear that if 
the SP and bsp get together in 
UP, the Bjp does not stand a 
chance," said Anjaan. 

cess would, liowever, largely 
depend on wh-tiier the jiarty 
retains llie votes it secured last 
time. A similar enltuisiasm from 

the slum population, iiuUiding women, indicates a pro-Congress 
mood. But in tlie final count, llu* Congress gain will laigclv come 
from erstvvliile supjKirters of the faction-hit Janata Dal, a jiarty 
even the iiii' has been eyeing. 

JITf NDEfl GUPTA 

Slums are largely plagued with illiteracy, but by apeirig Indira 
Gandlii's campaign style, Sonia may liave succeeded in convinc¬ 
ing tliem tliiit they should be grateful lo ttie Indira and Rajiv .\was 
Vojana for tlieii overhead sliciters. .And tier ‘’incw siiliw; i\ iiiitli 
iiii'in mila lidhi" tiialoguc also liad the desired impact, specially 
among the targeted crowd-the rural womentolk. 

Besiiles Kesri, the Sonia phenomenon lias alsti shaken V.l*. Singh, 
a iXTSona non grata in the Gandhi household. Sonia lias spoken ili 
alKiul V.l*. Singti and Vajpayc-e in her “reveal ail on Bofors" speech. 
"I will not react to it now. At least, there should K' some scope lor 
dialogue after tlie results," said V.l’. Singh, paving the way -for a 
(.ongress-i tnitwl Front alignment, especially after most opinion 
(Kills warned of a hung Parliament again. I'iu* JD veteran lias also 
ap(x*aied to l.'F constituents and the Congress to prop up the 
strongest candidate against the bjp in the election. 

Saniajwadi Parly leader Muiayam Singti Yadav, wiio lias aligned 
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with the Congress in Maharashtra, even instnictcd his party units 
in some constituencies in Uttar I’ratlesh to work for the Clongress 
as part of the anti-R|P campaign. 

Tile Congress also banks on tlte UF's anti-Bir stana- and counts 
on its supjxrrt in the post-poli .scenario on tlie assumption that 
the UF is going to be the iargest secular grouping. "We expect 
them to support a ('ongress-led government," K. Vijaya Bhaskara 
Reddy, t'ongress Working Committee mem¬ 
ber, told the Hyderabad press last week. His 
sentiments were echoed Ijy V.N. Gadgil, the 
party spokesperson, in i'une a day later. 

Yet, the actual exercise in this direction will 
begin only, and if, the results indicate that tlie 
Bii’ and allies fail to muster less than 2.t0 seats. 
But the exploratory moves are indeed heading 
towards a possible remarriage between tlie 
Congress and the UF. 

Prime Minister I.K. Cujral, who contested 
from Jalandhar with ;\kali sup|N)r!. and his 
number two in the cabinet Ram Vilas Paswan 
miglit have certain reservations on such a tie- 
up though. Cuiral lambasted the Congress for having puiied down 
his government on the Jain Commission issue "though it was actu¬ 
ally to sto[) names in the Botors case from coining out”. 

But tiujrai does not didate the UF’s agenda as much as the l.eft 
Front oi its bigger constituents do. While the l.eft is certain not to 
pariicipate in a (,ongress-ied government, they hate tlie ii|i’ inucli 
more tlian the t'ongress—and might in the end prop it up. 
Mulayani, through his ailiance with tiie t'ongress in Maliarashtra, 
lias indicated iiis wiliingess to Iw part of such a government. 

But the Congress faces probiems from regional parties. Despite the 

anti-HiP posture of the omx and ivk in Tamil Nadu, the loi’ ;i. 
Andhra Pradesh and the Asom tiana Parishad, tiie liongiess si,nice 
on the Jain Commission vis-a-vis the nwk on the ICijiv case-, and its 
resolution at the tlalculta plenary that the growth of regional pat¬ 
ties was in detriment to the national interest, are major hitches. 

"We are confident that the rxu. will merge with the t'ongress 
soon after the elections. I'or them, it is tiie now-or-never chance 

to get into the motherfold,” claims an sn.i 
generai secretary. But for the omk, the 
Congress will liave to make a major come- 
dosvn, dropjiing the Jain Commission issue 
Irom a pos.siblc common minimum pro¬ 
gramme. But again, will hardliners like Arjun 
Singh agree to that.' 

As for the ini* in Andhra, which is striden¬ 
tly anti-t'ongress, it is most likeiy that it will 
opt for the r.|p should the parly need them 
and if it has to make a choice. Ditto tlie \t,i'. 
This could make things difficult lor the 
United Front. The Congress, of cour.se, has 
played a big role in disturbing UF ecjua- 

tions—first by bringing down the goveriinieiit, and then by diu 
tating the alliance terms or the altiliation of all its allies, includ¬ 
ing the l.cit Front. Now, the latter seems to be reconciled to the 
dynasty if the only option is “conmiunaliMi;". 

The Congress has come to occupy lentrestage in secular jKili- 
tics once again. Sonia's success iies not unis m the fact that she 
might garner a few more seats for the parts but that she may iie 
able to formulate a largely acceptalile common miiiimuin pro¬ 
gramme to motis'ate the anti-B|i’ parties. ■ 

' With Y.R Rajesh 

The high female 
turnout in Rajasthan 

anil Karnataka, 
largely attributed to 
the Sonia factor, is 
likely to raise the 

Congress tally. 

Contradictory 
Compulsions 
UF constituents may go different ways after polls 

By BHMDEEP KANG _ _ _ • _ AS tlie IWK l.ok Saliha election resolves into a straight figlit 
between llie bip's Atal Behari Vajpayee and the t'ongress’ 
•Sonia (iaiidhi, the United Fnini’s lonstituents are iMisition- 

ing tliemselves individually lor the posi-fioll scenario. UF leaders 
liacl contemplated lliree alternatives: the liesl-case one in vshah it 
forms the govcriiiiieiit will' the t'ongriss supporting it from out¬ 
side; tile second in which the Congress participates in a UF'-led 
coalition; and the third, in wliiih a numerically reduced UF plays 
tile role of constructive opposition. Tlie lourlh alternative, the dis¬ 
integration ol tlie UF, is tcilked aliout strictly oft tlie record. 

Senior leaders admit that out ot ixiwer, tlie Ul' cannot easily hold 
together, given its iiilierent north-south contradictions over the 
question of anti-('ongrc*ssism. In the event ot a hung Parliament, 
with tlie ('.ongress and tlie iiip emerging as the largest two blcKS, the 
UF is liound to faa- a dilemma, senior loaders admit. .Already den¬ 
ted by scat-sharing problems countrywide, it could well crack up. 

riie A<ip's I’rafulla Kumar Maliarita was the first to break ranks and 
publicly announce that he would quit the UF if it chose to join a 
Congress-led government. Even participation of the Congivss in a 

ANOOP KAMAIH 

UNITED FRONT: THE COUNTDOWN 
Given indications of a hung Parliament wffi the Congress and 
BJP as the two largest blocs. United Front constituents are 
up for grabs: 

l eft Front (CPM CPI. R.5R 

Forwsiu Bioci Issue-based 

support or tactical opposition to 

facilitate a Congress government 

Ja'iata OaF Uncertain, but may toe 

the Left Front line in view of its own 

internal contradictions 

1 bP. May go with BJR provided it is in a position to form a 

government 

.AtiP- May go with BJP 

Ti.'iC Likely to support or join a Congress-led coalition 

1/MK May support a Congress-led coalition, as regional 

compulsions appear to preclude a tie-up with BJR if Congress 

climbs down on Jain Commission 

BKKP: Could go either way 

M-Pjc Could go either way 

Naitiiii'ii i'.oaletence' Committed to United Front, so may support 

Congress 

San.a!'.vadi Party. Will go with Congress 

Aturiacha! Congress May go with BJP 

OTHERS 
RJD Wilt go with Congress 

RJP. And-BJP 

MIM: Anti-BJP 

SJP & Haryana Lok Oal Anti-BJP > 
(8SP part of Conorass Woe in UxHiya Pndnh and Put^lHPI In MahafasMra) 
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UK-lcd coalition would Iw hard to justify; in 1W6, Mahanta attrac- 
tc*d criticism just tor joining a govcrninent supprited by the Con¬ 
gress. Indications are that he would not lx* averse to a tie-up with 
the Bii’ if the party apfx-ars poised to form a government. The uje has 
proved friendly in the jsast; in June 1995, the party's 10 legislators 
in Assam hel|X‘d elect the .•u.i’'s I’, t'haliha to the Rajya Sabtia. 
Mahanta's affettion lor Vajpayee is well known and their parties 
came close to a tie-up in 1996. On a more practical footing, throw¬ 
ing in tiis lot with a bip regime would mean protection lor tiis gov- 
ernmenl trom the threat of dismissal by the Centre. 

The ini’, which might take a drubbing from the Ciongre.ss in 
Andhra Pradesh, is also likely to favour the bii- over its main rival, 
the Congress, i ni* chief Chandrababu Naidu has publicly anno¬ 
unced that he wants neither a tiongress-led government nor a bii*- 
led one. But UP leaders admit that if the bip can form a govern¬ 
ment witti ri)i’ support, "Babu" would not be averse to a tie-up, 
provided he is given a good deal, lor the moment, liowcver, 
Naidu must satisfy his substantial Muslim electorate which 
appears to lie turning towards the Congress. Till', alliance partners in Tamil Nadu, the isk and hmk, would 

prefer the Ciongress over the b|i-, especially in view of the lat¬ 
ter's tie-up with Jayalalitha. The perception of the bip as a 

"Hindi party" precludes a tie-up with the hmk. \is-a-vis the 
Congress, the Jain Commission report is the main stumbling 
block. In return for its tacit support to a (iongress-led government, 
the nsik wiiuld demand that Sonia Gandhi drop the issue and give 
it a cU‘an chit. 

l-aultlmes in the UP were evirlent even before ik)I1s were annoim- 
led, with the S unaiwadi lv.i ty dec taring it would not tix the UP line 
of maintaining an equal distance from the bip and the Congress. 
Vlulnyain Singh Vadav openly negotiated a tie-up witli the Congress 
in Staharashtra while going in for a tacit understanding in UP. 

I he SP's post-elwtoral agenda is the clearest of all. If t’ ? party 
manages to gel t,> to 40 seats countrywide, Mulayam will tx* in 
the running lor prime minislei ol a UP-led coalition with the sup¬ 
port or |)arti('ipation ot the Congress. SP soimes say Mulayam is 
hoping that tile I,eft Pront, which is likely to be the single largest 
constituent ot the I'P, will back trim tor the post. The fact that he 
would be .■uceptable to the Congiess land 10 janpath) goes in hi.s 
favour, tiles arid. But the ' pi is not too keen on Mulayam anil 
would rather that the < ri(\ii, as the single largest party in the UP, 
have its own i.indidale. While lyoti Basu had indicated his will¬ 
ingness to take on ibi* [xist, the i piImi lias ycl to make up its mind, 
rtic second alternative tor the .SP, if it gets upwards of 20 .seats, 

HotN long with they stay together? 

could be deputy prime ministership in a Congress-led coalition 
with the participation of the Uls A third alternative, in case the .SP 
performs poorly, would be ministerial bertlis in a Ckmgress-led 
coalition with the UP', or at least, with some of its constituents. 
"Our tie-up with the Congress in Maharashtra has sent a clear sig¬ 
nal," says party spokesman Amitabh Adhar. 

The I.eft Pront will play a pivotal role in the post-jioll scenario 
if the Congress is not in a position to torm a government with 
committed allies like the Samajwadi I’arly, the rjd and the imi,. 
"At this point, no member of the UF wants a (xmgrcss-led gov¬ 
ernment," says the i pi's Shameem Ikiizi. Plven C^ongress partici¬ 
pation in a UF government would be "difficult" lie says. How¬ 
ever, if the Congress emerges significantly larger than the UF 
and appears better placed to form a government, then the l.cft 
could well assume the role oi "constructive opposition" and 
render issue-based support. "P.V. Narasimha Kao's minority g(*v- 
ernment passed two budgets with Left suiiport," Faizi points out. 

Whatever the outcome of ihe poll, Ihe Janata Dal appears 
resigned to coming off badly. FA'cn it the UF somehow manages 
to emerge as the second largest liloc, I.K. Gujral is unlikely to he 
prime minisler. Firstly, because the Janata Dal is expected to per- 
loriii poorly and, secondly, because he is not acceptai'le to 
Mulayam and tlie l,elt. The JD would face its own dilemma vis- 
a-vis the Congress, with some members willing to join a govern¬ 
ment led by tile party and others preferring to sit in inc opposi¬ 
tion. "I only hope Ihc [larty may not break again on this point," 
sighs a ID general secretary. Differences liave already come to the 
fore with senior leader .Siirendra Mohan criticising V.l’. .Singh’s 
pro-.Sonia statements in tfie press. 

Among ihe original constituents of the UF, Laloo I'rasad Yadav 
and iiis breakaway Bin are compelled to sujiport the Congress 
which is backing the Rio government in Bihar. Ajit Singli's bkkb is 
undecided about which way to go, as is the Maharashtra 
Goinantak I’arty (Mi;i*). "y\t this point, I do not want to go with the 
Bir," says Ajit .Singh but refuses to commit himself one way or the 
otlier Till' National Conference’s Saifuddin So/ describes the 
Congress as a "secular party". Indications are that the NC will sup¬ 
port and perhaps even join a Congress-kd coalition at the Centre 
to keep the bii’ out of power. 

Tlie Uniteii Front sacrificed its governmenl to stay united 
(rather tlian droji the dmk trom the government as the (-ongress 
demanded, Gujral resigned). But now, as the prospect of a return 
to power recedes, so dix^s that of unity. ■ 
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JUDGEMENT DAY 
As the number game begins, the BJP’s bid for power hinges on post-poll deals 

BylSHANJOSHI _ _ _ ___ THR stale ol the ini'- i)ie t>drt\ that honestly believes it is closest to power—bears an uncanny resemblance 
to the Sangani. Iiule< il, as the party awaits the final results ol the 12th Lok Sabha elections, the three broad 
scenarios tliat loulil emerge are akin to the Ganga. Yamuna and Saraswati—the third, subterranean, even 

mythical tor some hui one that cannot Iw ignored anymore. While major opinion poll projections have been 
taken as the broad basis lor possible post-poll scenarios, one thing is clear beyond any doubt: that every seat will 
count. And as the party thinktank prepares for its bid tor jxwer in New Delhi, it is equally clear that its success 
deiH-nds not onlv on its pre-poll alliances, but also on striking key post-result deals. Unless, of course, its wildest 
dream comes true and it secures an absolute nrajority. But things get murky for the party if it fails to cross the 
crucial 2.t5-seat mark. And anvUiing less than 21.S could dash all hopes. 

BJP’s Best Case Scenario: A Majority or 250+ 

WITH its allies, the bip will get a simple majority is the 
party's official stand. It it happens, then the kip's "burning 
desire" to rule India will come to pass. The problem, how¬ 

ever, is that no opinion iwll worth its name shows the bip and 
allies crossing the magic 272-mark, liven bip leaders cannot ejuan- 
tify this claim in private conversations, sjieaking only ol "the 
undercurrent in favour ot Atal Behari Vajpayee as PM and the peo- 
l»le looking tor a cohesive and stable government”. It will be a 
major surprise though, even to the bjp. 

That the party will cross the psychologically im|Jortapt 2.S0-seat 
mark is the dominant theme within the b|P. In fact, the same opin¬ 
ion [Bills rubbished by jiarty leaders when it is [Kiinted out to them 
that none ol them give tlie bip and allies a majority, are quoted back. 
"liveivlKHly agrees that we will get around 2Sl) seats. And this is not 
taking into acccuint our assessment of the silent supjKirt for a Vaj- 
[layc'e-led bip government," says party vice-president K.L. Sharma. 

liut even if the bip's ojitimism is borne out by the results—wliich 
is liy no meins certain—winning the sup|)ort ol eacii ot tlie 20- 
ockl Ml's whose suinxirt will be needed tor the B|p-led coalition to 
come to power will involve a lot of "blcKKt, sweat and tears". 

Here, according to nip sources, two calculations will come into 
plav, Rrst, since iinly a C'ongress-Uniled Front deal around the 
"kc'.’|) ilie BIP out" slogan is the alternative, the two of them are 
e speded to plunge into a tortuous and acrimoniotis process ol 
hammering oiii .i compromise. Which will mean that they may 
not lie able to stake a siahle claim to form the government fast 
enough alter llie results (like vvlial happcnc-d atter the 1W6 polls); 
and since ilie kii' will be both the single largc-st party and K* lead¬ 
ing the largest group, it will be invited first to take a slicit at gov¬ 
ernment formal ion 

.Sources say that m this scenaiio, the hip's task will be made a lit¬ 
tle easier, espec ially as its target will iirinitiiily be smaller parties or, 
perhaps more iinportanth, any s|)linter groups from these [rarties 
along with liide()endenf Ml’s. I’arties sucli as the asp, mc:p, 
Aruiiaciial t.on.gress, Haryana lok Dal, bkkp, laloo's kjd (only if it 
can he split) and even sip fall in this categoiy, according to b|p 
.sources. "\'e can ask lor issue-based su|)pc)rt Iroin even leaders 
such as C.haiulra Shc^kharji (sip) who will recognise that it will be 
a travesty ol ;tie verdict if the kip dews not form a government in 

this .scenario,” says a senior leader. 
By this logic, notes a section of the parly, 

even Farooq Abdullah's National tam- 
ference "may support us. Article .170 can¬ 
not be repealed without a constitutional 
amendment and the b|p would be leading 
a coalition, so this will not be on the gov¬ 
ernment’s agenda". Though reports ema¬ 
nating from Srinagar ar^^categorical that 
despite the "good equation" Farooq shares 
with some of the b|p and its allies, lliere is 
no way he will risk losing support among 
the Muslims iti the Valley. Overall, though 
the task is likely to tie difficult, tlie hip will 
protiably succeed in torming a govern¬ 
ment es'entually. But it will involve a lot 
of wrangling. 

BJP’s Second Best Case 

Scenario: 230-235 seats 

This is Itie figure reached by taking the average of the seats 
given to ilie iiip liy the major opinicjn [mils including the ones 
ccmducted liv A.(.. Neilsen for OutltKtk. And ttiis is wlierc tlie 

real problems licgin. Bc-caiisc if the hip and allies hover around this 
mark, the first thing they lose is the moral advantage of no longer 
being dcfirived ot power wlik li is "ju.stifiably" tlieirs, but are firmly 
in tile no-holcls-barred game of making up numbers—the same as 
the other parlies. In which scenario, apart troiii the smaller parties 
already mentioned, the bip will have to target a section of the 
United Front. Since they are only in striking distance, no more, of 
their target, even the support of the smaller parties will have to be 
worked for twice as liard, bec ause the.se parties will have the option 
of an alternative in a Coiigress-UF deal ot some description. F.ven if 
the B|p-led tronl is invited first to lomi the government. 
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no means certain. How will he rec¬ 
oncile the loss of minority support; 
and if It all goes to the Congress and 
the Bin's growth continues unaUited. 
won't he get squeezed out? It is these 
fears that the bjp has to allay. 

Then there is the aop, which nearly 
fought the elections with the bip in 
1996, thanks to a similarity of views 
on immigration in As.sam till a last- 
minute switch to the third front. Led 
by Akaii leader .S.S. Kamala, the hip 

has begun to wck) the ac.p. The aop, 

though saying nothing officially, is 
keeping its options open. In fact the 
sup|X)rt base of Ixith parties—primar¬ 
ily middle-class Assamese' and uppr- 
caste Hindus—is largely the same 
and an alliance cannot be ruU'd out, 
say Bjp sources. Besides, the .\op, 
under prc>ssure on the law and order 
front, wants the Centre on its side. 

Both the 11)1' and the ai.p, however. 
would consider lending support to 
the [larty, say sources in their resiiective states, only if with them 
the BIP would hit 272. And with both these' parties not expected to 
do well, the numlwrs won't Ix' t<K) many. Both parties are likely to 
"wait and .see" and ac.p is a (Xjssibility in scenario 1 as well. 

As tor the lutk, which was Ix'ing looked ujxrn as a potential ally, 
prospects arc not trxi bright. In fact, after the recent ('.oimbalore 
bomb blasts, the bip top brass retrained from blaming the dmk gov¬ 
ernment for three days, but that had no effect of softening the umk’s 

stance towards it. It 'was only on k'ltruary 18 that b|p president and 
other senior leaders laid the blame at the dcKsr of the Tamil Nadu 
government. Highly placed sources in the imc; have even indicated 
tltat it will be a patcli-up with the Congress !or them, and the omk 

too is vec'ring around to that view, provided a "clean chit" vis-a-vis 
the i.rit and Rajiv (iandhi assassination is forthcoming. 

The BIP under Advani lias for some time now, been saying tiiat 
"unlike the Congress” it is for greater autonomy to the slates anci 
Irelieves that the emergence of regional parties is a ixisitive devel¬ 
opment. The rewards of this stand, however, seem to be a mixed 
bag. Ill this scenario, the bip and the Congrc.ss will to a large extent 
be vying for the same sup[X>rt. But unlike the C,oiigress—laloo, 
Vaghela'j rip, Mtilayam, ivic, possibly nxik, even the Left which 
though anti-f'ongress will find it nc'ar-im|X)ssiblc to let the hip in l)y 
default -there will bc' no easy pickings for the hip. 

ANOOP KAMA1H 

BJP HAS 16 ALLIES IN THIS ELECTION 

Haryana 
Haryana Vikas Party 

Pufliat) 

Akaii Dal (Badal) 
. ) Uttar Pi adesi; 

libktantrik Congress, 
Jantantrik BSR 

This is the lowest numlrer ot scats given to the bip and allies 
by any major opinion poll. .And it would seem to be roll over 
time for the parly it tliis happens. Tltis is also the claim of 

Congress leaders who say that increased participation of women, 
tribal and Muslim voters in many states where the Congress is 
expected to do well, are indicative of the Congress's social base 
returning to it. Naturallyjhcrc are not many takers in the bjp for 
this argument. But in tins scenario the only hope for the bjp to 
form a government would be to get the support of most of the par¬ 
ties mentioned in scenarios one and two, and split the Congress. 
With Sonia at the helm, that seems extremely unlikely now. 

I'.ven Bji' insiders admit that there is a marked change in the 
Congress from when the Gujral government fell, and the present. 
"Their mother is back," claimed a party activist at the itjp's l^elhi 
hvadqiiarters. Also, there are no leaders aniund whom any ftoten- 
tial defectors can rally as.suming there are some in the first place 
who would leave a resurgent Congress nearly certain of forming the 
government lor tiic itir. F'lspecially because in lliis case the decrease 
in tile riuinlKr of .sr-ats in the bii' kitty would, to a large extent, go to 
tile Congre'.s. In tact, t ven the battle for the single largest part)' sta¬ 
tus could he a closely fought affair betwc'en the two. 

I'his scenario is a possibility the bip is not even willing to con¬ 
sider as d hypothesis at the moment, with party leaders like Aron 
Jaitiev and Venkaiah Naidii insi.sting that "the gains will bc ours 
because ot tlie pro-BiP undercurrent". However, those who support 
tliis Congress-is-gaining thesis maintain it is llic Sonia effect. 

And with 16 parties in tow already, tliis scenario would mean that 
that is where it stays post-poll. .And a reiieal of the 1996 situation, 
with Vajpayee asking for support but not getting it a distinct jxissi- 
bility. Vajpayee's attack on the l,eft in Calcutta last week for "trying 
to cheat the bjp out ot power by attempting to cobble together 
another (iongress-Uf- experiment" can be seen as a pointer. In fact, 
the BJP could even lace tiie prospect of desertions from the ranks of 
its allies; the pmk in Tamil Nadu which is known as the "b.sp of the 
.south" and is poised to pick up a couple of seats, could lx just one 
example if the tempo starts flowing the other way. ■ 

With Nitin A. Gokhale, M.S. Shanker and A.S. Pannaeraalvan 
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Investigators see a Dawood stamp in the 27 blasts which have widened the Hindu-Muslim, divide 

Rv A.S. PANNEERSELVAN in ^oinihatoin II (V.is SI \ .iS'I'.iif'Ml.iv \ il,i\ Mi.irki'ii 

mu liii tl’i . 1 Irlii.iliitii m liHv. .ittu- 
liim .iiiii ,.'1 I'onhiimu- 'ii-t. Ihi- 

U’'.tili‘iit\ m I iM -ili.Ut'nmv.is ilt'sliiK'il 

lo' .1 iiol 111 vl.iikii aiiititimls. \l <.Sl) 

ppi. |ii\t .iImuI III til'!,'Ill,", hi'lmi.' nil’ U’.kIi.'i 

1 .K AiUa’ii w.l^ Ui .i^llll•■^^ ,1 |nil)lu. iiktI- 

in;;, i Ixmih vm iU i-il ,.i ilu' oili’ sljiul ol 

i|ii- <'iiinih,.t()ri- m Iv\.i\ ^l,ltllln killin.i; si\ 

!'i‘ijtli'. Iliis ujs |ihl III'. liivHiniiiK III .1 

SiTKS 111 I ’lllll lll.tst' ullH.ll ,uul!lll|l^ t-i 

liii;!il\-|'l.ui'il Millin'- li.iM’ ,1 ilisiiiut 

DjuomI st.iiiip In liul, in'-i^liij.itions 

ill,Hill MVi-i,il pdiMlIi’ls hi'twvcn tlu' 

l<i‘).’-n{ InMlllM’. I'l.ist's ,mil Ilu- si'ri,il 

liDiiiln III I iiinitvitiiii' 
(>nl\, III llih I’lisi- ihi' n.niiln r ni hl.isis 

U'Ti’ niiuh iii'iif. Ii't' minims ,illi'i ilic 
i'll si lil.isl, .iiul I'M'ii hclnri- tin nnus i.nilil 
mull Iho piiliii, jiiotlKi hoiiili t'.\plmli‘tl 
111 till' tii'.iil 111 till'Ills, killing thii'i pi'iipli' 
ill K.iji'ililiM 1 Inlll shiip. At I.SS, ,nu»lln-i 

K M.iii.11 '2 I9;)H 

inmi' possi'iliil limiii) smiiI oil .it Shan 
iiiu;;li.ini Ko.i.l in the U S I'niain aii’a, 
is Ill'll'.\il\am iv,is silH'iliili'il In .ukiii'ss ilu' 
nii'i'link. killiii;; Imii. .\t t.sH, a hmnh 
plan'll ill an ambassa>lisr .•'Dll vaitls limn 
till dais killi'il anntliei nini' pi'()|ilc 
Siiiuillani'ims hlasis imik iilau' mar 
IliiiiisvnKasssanis Rnail. al (ikkailain .mil 
alS.l'. lovsi'is. 

•\i 4 pin, a I'l.isi at tiaiKlInpiiram, tiu' 
ti’ssn's busy tmiiiniTi lal aiva, killed lour 
iTuiri'. .As people hcKaii ruiuiin;; in panii, a 



Fringe Fundamentalists 
Jihad Committee; To (xtuiiUT tlu* HituUi 
Munnaoi’s halo campaign, woll-knowii 
Muslim jiroacher Palaiii Baba floated the 
Jihad (Joinniitteo in 1986. In tlie lato '80s, 
wlien Itanidas founded tlie I’atali Makkal 
Kalchi, and was looking for a Muslim to 
be its treasurer, I’alani Bal)a deputed Jus 
Lonlidant, Kunnankudi llanifa, to take up 
the task, i’al.mi Baba's refrain: "itii’ is the 
political arm of the uss; i’MK is the politicai 
arm ol the liliad Committee.'' I'ho 
Muslim leader could hardly have known 
tiiat the I'MK and tlie ii|i' would one day he 
alliance partners. I’alani was arrvsted four 
times under the National .Security Act and 
once under i \i)A. .After I’alam was killed 
on lanuary 28.1407, llanifa look over the 
leadership. When the government 
banned the Jihad, he was arrested and is 
cuirenth in jail. 
Al-Umma: In 1481, S..A. Ilasha, a kxal 
Muslim, toi'k on the task of refuting the 
arguments advanied bs the Hindu Munn- 
ani at its tiist-eser Hindu \wakeiiing 
(.onieieiuc in l oimbatore. At that .•vtage 
Basha was seen as a scholar ot Islamic 
scripuiies. He was later arresti'd in con- 
neition with the minder ol Hindu Munn- 

I'owerliil bomi) ueiit oil ill the basement 
patkii'g .in.i IP the biic;( lomiPr'iiial coni- 
pli \ ol Kaiai.iitswau lowei lor the next 
li'.e n.muti's llie ills w.is loikeil i'\ the 
sound ol sonbiiuoiis bomb blasts 

\l a (Is pm, .uiuilier i.ii bomb exploded, 
Ibis liiiH ,il the eiibaiue ol die gitieial 
liospp ' luo Millses wen loin lo picies, .i 
pabein was silled and .i dot lo, was sei n 
imimn.v in Haines I he bl.isl iie.Ueil .1 ir.i- 
tei, lour leet ill diameter Hie she is I'.ait- 
K where a sins'.m uuitli w.is sliarrs'd Ui 
de.nli In goond.is in (lie eailiei mils 
liewiiness lo ilU' \osembei siilnae.e sav 
that N'iiislim \oulli bad sow-.sl to kill I'd 
people in letall.ilii'll to Ibe de.llli I'l 17 

.\t 4.1(1. motlii'i I'Xplosion look plue .i( 
tile I'lmlii'i Marl b-llouei' hs (liiee bombs 
III,i( sli.itli led llleiils's Vain (\ ll,ill ind a 

ani activist Veera (janesh in 148(>. .Alter his 
release in 1487, he launched the Al- 
Umma. Initially, he could not mobilise 
enough support. But things changed after 
the demolition ot the Babri masjid on 
Hecenilier 6,1942. Al-Umma started func¬ 
tioning as a iiarallel (xilice force as well as 
a court where instant justice was dis¬ 
pensed. By 1494, Al-Lfmma establishi-d 
links with Muslim groups across the coun¬ 
try. Their nexus willi the (Julf was net¬ 
worked throiigli fringe groups in Kerala. In 
1444, it mastermmeied the iiss office lilasl 
in (Jiennai along with oilier fringe groujis. 
While Ikisha was arrested on tlie day of tlie 
blast, aiiothei group menilxT Ansari, a 
prime sus|X'ct in the recent C.oimbatorc 
iilasts, escaix'd the police dragnet and is 
believed to be in Malaysia. 
Hindu Munnani: Dieliard Hindutva propo¬ 
nents Shatimlingam and Kamagopalan 
lorined tlie Hindu Munnani in 1481, to 

moliilise people against iht iiilUieiKi ..i 
the chinches in Kansakuniari distn. i 
Iheii inflammatory s|>trclies resulled li¬ 
the tirst-ever religion riots m the stale In 
1488. Mandaikadu, a coastal vill.ige in 
Kapyakumari, witnessnl .i gruevmie Ixiltie 
lietween ('hristiaii lishermen and Iik.iI 
Hindus. Ill the subsei|ueii1 general elei- 
tions, tile Hindu Mtimii'ini landidale won 
an assembly seal. Mnce then, ttie Hindu 
Munnani lias hivii training its guns on 
iKith Muslims and Clirislians. Wlien l>alils 
at Ma-nakshipuram converted M Islam, 
tile Hindu Munnani tried to woo them 
back into tlie lold tw o)H'iiing a Vedii 
I’atlishala bang next to the mosque. Since 
1487. Itie Hindu Munnani tias heeii orga¬ 
nising the annual (lanesli Chaturthi fi-sti- 
val proiessioii tliroiigh streets wiiieli have 
prominent mosc|iu‘s. But, in 1404^ .tiler 
the i;S'. olfu’e Ixunl) l>lasi, ,1 section of the 
leadeisiiip revolted .igainsi UamagopaUii 
and formed a rival group-Hindu Makkal 
Katdii under its piesi-.lent Arjim Sampath 
Roth o|X‘rato out ol i iumlialore and have 
filaxc'd a major roie in .ilionating Muslims. 

bl.ist at I’nompiigar killed iwo people. Hie 
itaik ilai eiiilid with Iwo ipon bl.ists. at 
8 .SO pm at karimanutlu N.ig.ii, and at 10 , 
pm III Ra/aar Street. Wilhm six houis 
i oimbatore liad witnessed ’.7 explosions 
and the death ol .so people. 

I he situation was made esen woise with 
I'lmumis that a human bomb w.is to elimi- : 
Date .Advani. Sangti p.niv.ir goond.is altae- i 
ked people at landom. l’io|)eities iielonging , 
to Nlustims or niemlvrs ol tlie I inited Trout ! 
were ransacked. The house ot M Itamana- ; 
t)it.n, who leprese.ited Oiiiiihatore 111 tlie ■ 

1,1st lok Salilia, w,is assaiiileil and he- tai 
hoi lit Xml at (i.mdliipuram. .iii ^■^s cioop 
att,icked Hotel k\', owned b\ tin-ills m.i-,or 
Ciopalakrislinan. ihe not-, wen- tuibed 
onis when the.unis was nroii.elil in 

.Xildressing a press lonlereiiie. .Xdv.im 
leinloned tlie tl,iim lh,ii tlieie was ,1 

liuiiian homb 10 ,iss,issin,ile imii Ihoiigli. 
if he h.ui lieen Ihe birget llie Human bomb 
coiilsl li.ise easils luu luxl Oh d.iis willioot , 
the cJlliage tiial spread all osei llie tits. 

Xnolher rumour doing the lonnds was | 
that the enlire Muslim popul.’tii’ii ol 

( (iiiob.:!i>ie Was awan- ot Ihe mipeiuliiiv. 
bl.isis ,md had .ni-ed ilieir ibildn-ii lo 
leuiiii home beloie 1 pm I Ins is milil-els 
,is till blast took pl,iie on .1 sn and S.tlnid.is 
.iiiil all llie SI bools remained. i losed. 

Hie tliiid nmiour- bei nisi ol ilieir 
ad.ante inloimation, no Miolm.-msned 
li.is'eiiuni sliops ssere open .iiid less in,m 
five Muslims visited tin general liospibi). 
Ihe tnilli was that tiu pasemeiil b.e.ske:-. 
Ii.ifl not pul up then wares m the nioiii!i'. 
tollowing the Nosi'iiibei no's \iii dm-s 
die geiieial liospii,il iiijmlain .ms reioub 
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of the rclij'ioii or i j'.tc ui ttu' otit patients. ; 
In a sense, the mi' is eashin); in on the i 

traced;, in Uie same manner in vviiieh the i 
MMiMK-Coiifiress did in fWl after the I 
assassination ot Kajiv (iandhi. liindutva , 
lories had entered tlie lainil Nadu as.sein- 
bl\ lor tile til St lime try lapitalisiii)’ on 
the Vlandaikadu riots in Kanyakiimari in 

ihis time around, the death of 
tliese .Sh Hindus mas lielp the ii|i’ win a | 
ir.irliaiiieiitary seat troin raiml Nadu tor '■ 

the fust lime. 
iiii' state general seiretury, II. Kaja, stres¬ 

ses that the serial bomb was meant to kill 
■Vivani "Hi authorities have eautioned | 
.‘Malji and .Advaniji to be raretui of human ' 
bombs. I he liigh-power mr team which i 
visili'd the city has contirnied the presence : 
ot a human bomb. I he government can- j 
not play down such a lisk to national lead- ] 

ers. nsir's pseiido-seculaiism and vole bank ; 
politii s IS pieventirig the government trom j 
liiiding out the entire truth," he says I he ' 
iili' leader holds the dmk's "solt approach to 
the .Muslim terrorist" as the sole leasoii lor 
the tragedy. 

Till'. OMk had lemosed the checkposts i 
outside the Muslim area ot Kottaim \ 

edu when it same to power in IbUo, 
on the grounds that it was urilair to treat | 
the entire i rromunity as criminals and , 
tliat It went against the idea ot an indc- ; 
pendent secular nation. Ua)a is ot a ditler- 
ent opinion; "11 the entile community 
has hi'Come criminal, then we should ; 
have the courage to sav that they have 
become criminals If the seiiirits ot the ■ 
country torcc-s the state to barric.ide a part 
of the city, then it should be barricaded. It . 
the place (4 worship becomes the |)lace 
lor storing arms, tlien it has to lie raided." 
\ccoiding to Raja, the Kottaiinedu aiea 
has hecoiiie tlie neive Cc-ntie tor anti 
iialion.i' adiviiies and there should be a 
thorougli dieck n) all houses in the area 
as these liace al> hecime "virtually an 
arms and amiiiiiiiition factory ". 

Ihe iiT lead'.'! heheves lhat the 

entire Muslim ■ oniiiiiimls is 

hcfiind die' liolocausi' And tiiat 

dies knew .it'oiu the prejiara- 

lions |oi itu'hl.isls Iheirremsal 

III ml inn llie oiihi e he leel'. is 

.10 dlusii.iiioii thill dies ahelted 

dll' cimie 

Hk' oidin.irv ' luslini is cauglil 
hetcceeii eslreme toices Says 
/akii liiiss.imot Koilaiinedti "We 
lace Ihiee kinds ot threats. Inst, 
Iroiii ihe lundaiiu'iil.ilists within 
(Mil coiimiumls In 1**04, uI.lii 
Koattai .\uieei', a leading laiiala 
Hal leadii. laised Ins concein 
aiiout Ihe 'luAliodc adopled by 
some oi ihi Musl'ni groups, he 
was killed in oui own biolheis. 

PRASHANI PANJIAH 

Jayalalitha on the campaign 
trail: hoping to cash in? 

Second; the backlash from the Hindu 
fanatics. Hiey liave issued notices and , 
small liooklets asking people not to buy ; 
trom Muslim shops; not to rern houses or ; 
shops to Muslims and to be vigilant alrout 
Muslim youth I'liere are posters urging us 
to go to I'akistan or (lulf. I hird; a large sec¬ 
tion of the police is communal. Tiiev arrest 
oiir bos's wiltunit [irovocation and beat ! 
them up in custody. Hut lor the commu- ; 
nalisrri ol the [lolice, tlie l.slaniic fimda- 
nienlalists vs'ould not have gained accep¬ 
tance with our youth " 

ii’Ksn district committee secretary K.t;. | 
Karunakaran agrees. "While at the ii'c level 
the police IS seculor, at the lower level they 
have lallc'ii prev to the poison ol coniimi- 
nali'iii, Ihc'iiotsm November were etigi- ■ 
iieered by the ]iolice." he says. 

.According to a senior police otficer, the 
honib blast would have been averted it the ' 
police at die grcHind level liad acted m i 
time. "On lebriiars 12. there was a ines- 

KarmtjHiidtii and 
Moopanar in SalepT’^^*' 

sage from idiennai to check lor potential 
bombs. The local police deliberately con¬ 
ducted the checks in the w rong places and 
reported that tlie situation was under con¬ 
trol." The officer added: "'(he control 
Chennai can cweicise ovei Ihe (a)iinbalure 
police is similar to that ot the conttvil New 
Delhi can exercise over the Northeast. Ihe 
lanus-tacecl nature of the Coimbatore 
police is going to boccmie an unsurmouni- 
able problem il the' stale government does 
not act at once". 

.Howc’ver, sut)sec|uent iiivesligalions and 
combing operations have levealed that 
some ol the perpetratois ol the carnage aie 
beyond the borders of I'aniil Nadu Says 
home secretary R 1‘oornalingaiir "VAe 
have uiioaitheci a deep rooted conspiracy. 
I he police have mounted a massive opera¬ 
tion and has sought the coopc-r.ition ot the 
concerned state govern.nents " i hough 
the government had banned two Islamic 
groups -Al-Hmiiia and the lih.id < oirimil- 
PAN.)IAH N't'—ai'ci ordc'ied the airest ol its 

leaders, scmie haidcoic members 
slipped out ol the slat.; even 
betore the blast, Aiisaii, geiic'ral 
secretarv ot M-Hmiiia. w said to 
have lied to Malavsia llirougli die 
Kerala-tiiilt route 

Ihe route for Hie explosive's 
appears to he. Uoinhay, Nagpur, 
Mangalore. NcirHi Kerala. I’alghal 
and linady (Aiiinbalore. I'hc 
bombs, which look like crude 
country devices, are in reality 
sophisticalc'd explosives with 
timers and auto-explosion mech¬ 
anisms. All the evidence points to 
the tact dial the serial blasts could 
not have been carried out by 
Iringe groups, but are jiart of a 
larger conspiracy. ■ 
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SPOTLIGHT 

No promises, no bravado. Asia’s largest slum, Dharavi, wants none of 
that. Its residents are too cynical to warm up to vote-seekers. 

By SHAMEEM AKTHAR HI-.Y Alhawalay, tell your Thackeray," one 
Dharavi-dwellcr carefully lobs this verbal 
missile, "1 pay Ks 20 per k>> for onions. Is 
the price rise tiere to stay?" It cuffs sitting 
Ml’ and Shiv .Sena nominee Narayan Ath- 

awalay, zipping through A.sid's largest slum on a 
padayatra. Hut his posse of supjrorters, shielded by 
unarmed [)oliiemen and stengun-wielding guard, 
steams ahead, stopping only when a train chugs 
through Hharavi where it hems the tracks. 

As the poll date—Tebruary 28—draws near, Hha- 
ravi's voters are allowed this lu.xury of potshots at 
vote-iadgers. But gripes Sheikh Usman, a cassette 
stall-owner in Muslim Nagar: "All these abuses will 
be lorgotlcn on poll day. They'll tamely tolli w 
whichever party, offering each a packet of hiryaiii. 
i)r offer them a free ride to the poll hooth." (.)r 
simply be 'persuaded' by mohalla 'leaders’. "Do 
these voters have a choice," asks another friend, 
“since they have to depend on these 'leaders’ tor 
everything— from illegal electricity, water supply, 
to intervention when the municipality or the 
police visits them? They’ll take Rs 2(),tX)0 or some¬ 
thing, and oromise to 'deliver’ the votes.” 

It 's a mini India with macro problems. I he census- 
delying slum houses six lakh estimated residents on 
its 4.t4-aca- sjjrawl, of whom 2.6 lakh are legistered 
voters, fanning out of North-central Mumbai, Dh.i- 
ravi's fingers inch restlessly from Sion and .Mahim 
areas; Hank the .Mithi river, relentle.ssly choking it. 
'I his malarious stretch, on which squats the original 
slum of the Matunga kahour Camp, has now 
ex|)dnded to innumerable />iis//s. 

Campaigning here is a challenge. I’olitical loyal¬ 
ties are as varied as the residents’ origins. But their 
needs are similar. The contestants—Sena’s \thawa- 
lay, Ki'i’s Kamdas .Ythavale and iise's Kainprasad Jai- 
•,\val go slow on the promises. Instead, thev rels- 
on the goodwill generated by party workers in look¬ 
ing after their most basic need, |sroteclioii Irom .lut- 
fiorities. he ii intercession in a [Hilice case, oi deflec¬ 
ting threats ol demolition. Don’t ever tell a Dharasi 
’otei this concerns onlv a coiporator. not his MP. 
(ircv-haired ,\thawala\ knows charisma alone 

doesn't wo.k 111 Dharasi. "I'm no Shah Rukh jiin- 
iip, Ihey'll vole because ot the Sena workers’ work; 
heiause I visit Dhar.ivi rcgiilarh." As he follows the 
das's itinerarv ot .\mhedkar and I’anchsheel .N'agars, 
his team tollows him stoicaliv oxer mounds ol exc¬ 
reta. plastic waste, box ’shops’, open gutters and 
detritus. \o promises, no bravado. Only the plea— 
111 .Marathi, lelugu. Hindi, liujarali and Tamil— to 
"remember the Imw and a.^row" large cutouts of 
the svmhol float in the air, beside fluttering Sena 
flags, itii' workers leave their lotus behind, but don a 
sal'troii how-and-ariow pin fringed with silver dots. 

On the other side, off Sion-Mahim Link Road 
where Dharavi’s original industry of leather gives 
way to |)osh outleis in the Muslim pocket, the stage 
IS set for kamdas Athavale’s public mc-eting. The ki'i 

team has repeated its 'advertisement' here, winding 
up its ai1 just laelore namaz when the stretch will be 
(KCU|)ied by the devout, oblivious to traffic snarl- 
ups. (>r candidates soliciting votes. 

Outside .Sion station, a blue elephant symbol ann¬ 
ounces Jaiswal's jiandal. Longtime resident and 
hrush-manulacturcr, Jaiswal has been a familiar face 
in Dharavi. Tixlay he’s curtailed by the lack of a pol¬ 
ice cover. "Can’t enter some spots without protiH.t- 
ion," he says, even as he promises to make "i)haravi 
safer for my sisters". Alongside, flunkey Satyaram 
Jaiswal smirks: "We have a .strong pre.sence among 
UP migrants in Nayak and Prem Nagars. Which is 
why l^mdas Athavale keeps running back to us, 
begging us not to split the Dalit vote." 

I he split in the Dalit vote is "a bit worrying", adm¬ 
its RPi election leader S.S. Yadav. But damage-control 
measures include slogans advising you against 
"going after the wrong Athawalay”. The ’right’ 
Athavale reassures Dharavi that "(iongre.ss, SP and 
JD all support me.” Sharad Pawar will display sup¬ 
port in a rally, Athavale will attempt furtlier build- 
u|> through jxidayatras, street-comer meetings and 
harp on Rajiv (iandhi’s Rs lOO-crore Prime Minister 
Grant Project (iwic.i') "to uplift Dharavi". What bet¬ 
ter way to underscore the Sena's inability to meet its 
jiromise of free housing tor 4()-lakh slum-dwellers? 

.Dharavi is unimpressed by the him campaign; it has 
rejcHTted the gos’ernment otter of multi-storeyed 
housing. .Sheikh Usman |K>ints to the multi-storey 
growth blocking the skyline off Muslim N’agar. 
"Who can pay Rs 2.S0 on maintenanccavhen we pay 
Rs 21 as rent now? Ihe only adsantage would he 
toilets, cleanliness. But now we divide our 120-11 
tin-asnestos shed into two floors. 1 he builders have 

Sena's Athawalay campaigns in Dharavi (below) 

AtUl lOKI 
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duR up llu'ir driiiiKiRf amuiiil mir sheds s.i 

their Kuntriiclion waste lUms into our alii.,'.;-. 
ovcrflovviiiR Riitters. into which on: balws krs;. 

lallinR.Just before catnpaiRM time, the iiuiniii|i.il!ts 

will come lor .some decorative clean-u|i." 

But .Alhavale, who’d rather be sonteslitiR lion, 

the I’andhJiriMir reserved constituency th.m tins 
alien slum which tails within the Mumbai Non it 

central constituency, will harp on the I’su.i’ hasin.c 

spent Rs .14 crore on Oharas i. Nevei mind it those 

who were Riven houses have sold out aiul returned 

to the gutters of Dharavi, bceause its vibrant, tho¬ 

ugh disorganised, economy re|iortedly generates 
Rs I cioie daily. |.eather. plastic lecyding. Im. 

pa()er, soap, paint and IikkI are all b.ised heie. 

"We hase everything here," savs .S. Btilakrishniin, 
a IcK'al commercial artist. 'The politicians can't 

make any fresh iiromises. We only uant cleanli¬ 

ness. That’s unrc.ihsiic. I'heie are no clashes on 

political ideologies. II trouble breaks out. a rejire- 

.sentative hoin everv parts will be oiu. since his 

political survival depends on that “ 

Oharavi’s festering pustule has hurst m.inv a time, 

worst during the f riots Dharas i’s seven mun¬ 

icipal wards arc a cauldron o. regional seiisitivilies. 

Haryanvis in Valmiki Nagii. (.maratis m Kumirhar- 

wada; dominant lamils spie.id out in kalvaii -ind 
Kuttywadis. ttic‘ h(l-tt and '<0.|t loads, New Iraiisil 

and Kajwali t amps and Netaji Nagar, Kolis m Koli- 

wada, and Dalits ip Aiiihedkar .Vagai. 

I'.x-councillor Kisan Mehta, ot .Save Mumhai c oin- 

rnittec, says Diiaravi's campaign battles arc- not loci- 

glit out on its streets. Alhavale lias had sil-ms svilli 

Tamil leaders like \ ij.iy Ballain, ( '. Piasad and ti M. 

Kumar lo counter the aii' inlliience. I he opposition 

smears Atliavale’s imiige as 'messiali ol Dalits' hv 

recounting how he was roughecl up !>> his own 
communityaltci theUaiii.ihai \agai nol-i ttli.icale 

reclaims honour with talks ol oppositu.ii dire.ii 

calls", (jov.irdhaii Cli.isaii, nil's Ic.ider In Dhaiavi, 

warns against (.ongress’ peiu liaiil loi (uillmg down 

gos'ernments. )ai.sw.il leverls to Ih-- 'h.ii k-hoiiic' 

ap[H'al of Kaiishi RamN iiplili.nc-iii vojan.is m I’I’. 
But the seihal lug-ot-w.is li.ive the voters cold. 

Babci lal. a letired janaii tioiii liu local nvidarvi. 

criiinples up jioll p.implilets sasmg- "I sac vrs to 
each |)olilic Kill who (limes begging " ,\ fippU-i sings 

’'\nlc toi me" eseii as K.mi.iial'.ii in Kiimhii.. - -ad.i 
rants 'Von sh.imeless coti-heggais. 'lour slcngnns 

wciii'l liighten votes Irom us" lopi ni.ikri N.iis.in 

Kaivi isn't sine it he's Inc'kv to have leci-ived the 

padav.itris' iiiipiomptu older lor 20 s.i;iioii caps 

\ellv. M.mdmg beside a Raimkant tail inandai. 

wants to knosv how ilie Sena will "impiose the sit¬ 
uation (it tive toilets tor .lO.tHKi lesidenls in vvanl 

-IS", ctiilv S<irita Moliite serms content. 'vi'-Seiia 

women, she says, aie regulars heie, ' helping when 

the deinolilicin squad" comes. .-Vtliawalay's woikei' 

were here iK'fore, telling others tliai he h.is ear¬ 

marked Rs ,1s lakh troiii the .Ml' tun-.l lor Dli.iravi. 

What is nol said, since the voters already know il. 

IS tiial work on these is yel to start. 

Slithering through the muck, the padavatris wind 

up at their I'ratiksha .\agar shakha. In a biirsi ol sio- 

gan-sluvutitig tlie silting Ml' is whisked awav m .i 

ric illy-decorated rath. Wisely, il did not eniei Dh.i- 
ravi. Such trimmings will ncvei garner vi'tc-s here. ■ 
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BOMBAy RIOTS 

"The voluminous evidence 

produced before the 

Conniission strikingly brings 

home the stark reality that 

the beast in man keeps 

straining at the leash to 

junp out; frictions, 

irritations and disputes 

based on colour, race and 

religion are but excuses." 

-Justice B.N. Srikrishna in 

his report on the riots 

STILL UNDER WRAPS 
Wary of the Srikrishna report’s damning evidence, the Sena-BJP regime suppresses it on poll-eve 

By LEKHA RAHANANI I T 'S curaiilly the slate >>‘>vernme- 
nt's most closely giiardiii secret. 
The 70()-page tivo-volunie Srikris¬ 
hna Commission re|rort— submit¬ 
ted on l ebruary 16 after a live-year 

probe liilo the Bombay riots ot 19‘I2- 
9.f- -IS Ix'iiig ke|)t under wraps, for the 
.Shiv Sena, which led the attacks on 
minorities, the report is not a hapiiy 
eleition e.vhibit at a lime when it is 
downplaving the strident saffron look. 

strict instructions—and re(K)rtedly a 
threat that any leak wouki mean remo¬ 
val Irom the juist of chiel setrelary— 
have hem issued to ensure that the 
reiK)il lemains where it is: m a sealed 
cover 111 the ottiie ot ttie clnel secre¬ 
tary Within 24 hours of submitting 
the icport—12..ln pm lai lebruary 
1(1—luslice i;.N. Srikrishna, the man 
wlio vs-role it. left town on a week's 
sacatiori to an unknown destination. 

VS tiicti has not left much o)i!ioii for 
political iipponents. lawsers. activists 
and otliers determined to make the 
reiKirt public tiefore I'ehruary 28 when 
fxills are field tor tia' six Mumbai coii- 
slituencies. '"the taiminission’s find¬ 

ings are recommendatory, vi the only 
thing that can force the government to 
ac’t is (Hiblic 0|)inion—and this is the 
best time. In the fight to make itie 
rejxirt public we are conleiti|tlating a 
writ petition on the ground that every 
citi/en has a fundamental rj^fit to 
information. It is ciucial for voters to 
see tfie candidates as tfiey are,” says 
senior advocate Yusuf Muchhala, who 
has represented over 110 riot-affcx:led 
vidims before the ('.ommi.ssion. 

For the government, the secreev is 
es.sential to ensure the well-oeing of 
tile Shiv Sena candidates, particularly 
Madhukar Snrpoldar, who was the 
parly's cliief whip in f’arlianient. With 
the inquiry report now complete, the 
general expectation is that Saqxrtdar 
the most prominent Sena leader to 
play an active jxirt in the riots, has 
been severely indicted by the tiommis- 
sion. Sarjxrtdar is among the party's 21 
candidates and is seeking re-elec1ion 
from Mumbai Northwest. Ills main 
rival, lushar tiandhi, grandson of 
Mahatma (jandhi and Samajwadt 
Party candidate, is already propping up 

The Srikrishna report: hiding skeietons 
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Activist Mucbhala at a press meet 
demanding release of the report 

his catnpaign with mention of 
the Sena leader's roie. "The man 
should be behind bars for what 
he said in his deposition Ix-fore 
the Commission. lx;t alone what 
he did during the riots," he says. 

Depo.sing liefore the (;onimiss- 
lon in '96, Sarpotdar had justified 
his party's use ol "retaliatory vio¬ 
lence". Asked whether he justi 
fled the killing of iniHKent Mus¬ 
lims in South Mumbai in retalia¬ 
tion for the slaughter ol innocent 
Hindus in suburban Jogeshwari— 
the .Sena had cited this as a reason 
for the riots- -Sarpotdar described 
it as a "ntituial process", lie 
upheld retaliatori' violence and 
delended it as party [xilicy. 

Sarpotdar liad, in lact, made an active 
contriliution to the riots. Houses were loo¬ 
ted, burnt and several people killed on 
lanuary 12, when Sarjiotdar, then an 
sii.i, told his lollowcrs outside the police 
station in his suburban constituency that 
not a single Muslim house should be left 
intact. .A day earlier Sarpotdar and two ol 
Ins asviriates were detained by the army 
and lound to be carrying three pistols and 
two hockey sticks. .\ case was registered 
.igainsl him under the Anns .Ai t and nearly 
a month later he was detained under ss-v. 

Other depositions have tiirt her tarnished 
the .Sena's image. Chief Ministei Manohar 
loshi, lor instame, inloriiied thet.omniis- 
sion that the use ol the word Iwulwi—n 
derogatory reference to Muslims— by the 
Shiv Sena liad to be uinlerslood in the con¬ 
text in which it liad been used. 

Howe' -r. till' leeling in nir-Sena circles is 
tliat the report cannot do them any hariii. 
mi'-Sena candidates from Mumliai, where 
the riots took place, are confident, know¬ 
ing that the report won't be publishc-d 
before I’etiruary 28. "This report is not yet 
published, riiere is no point sp^ulating 
about what it can do. Right now the 
kiongress may trv to use it as they liave 
nothing else to attack i:s with." says 
laywantilien .Mehta ol tlie nil- who r 
engaged in a tough tight 'vitli Murli Deora 
ot the Congress to retain South Mumhai. 

In its long five-year innings the C .omniiss- 
ion lias continuously embarrassed the iiie- 
Setia regime. Defwsitions that laiigc'd from 
embarrassing to outrageous had lawyers 
and civil rights ac tivists examining the |X)s- 
sibilities of having the Sena discjualified as a 
political party with no right to representa¬ 
tion in Parliament or (he state legislatures. 

Rather than facing the prospect of party 
chief 8al lhackeray heing summoned just 
before the 1996 general elections, the state 
government had refused an extension to 

i the Commission when it's three-year term 
i came to an end. But when the government 
j scrapped the Cximmission in January 1996, 
I it ran into severe public criticism and three 
I writ petitions It was revived in May 1*^96— 
i the lil-day A.B. Vajpayee government 
' fcMred tile state governmc'nt could later be 
j dismissed by the United Front -two days 
' betore the liigh court could give a decision. 
■ Serious (iroblcnis croj)j.ied up again in 
; March 1997. .After a public conlrontalion 
I with the (Commission, the state was forced 
i to extiibit files citing ntficiai reasons for 
j withdrawing riots-riiated cases against 

In his deposition, 
Sarpotdar justified killing 

innocent Muslims in 
retaliation for the slaughter 

of innocent Hindus as a 
‘natural process’. 

ABHIJIT BHATltKAR 

Tliackeray. Tlie files reveakxl that the stale 
initiated the process that led to the witlidra- 
wal ot cases Uxlged against 1 hackeray follo- 
w'ing an a|)peal h\ a Shis- Sena leader to 
Deputy CM (jopiiiaiii Muiule wlio holds 
the home portfolio. Muncle had been askcxl 
to (irove his "patriotism" by withdrawing 
the riots yases filed against Tliackerav. 
Following the apiieal, the law and judiciary 
department's reasoning—noted in (lie 
files—says: "In view of tlie changed situa¬ 
tion at present, it would not Ix' worthw'hile 
to iiroceed further with the prosecution of 
Mr Thackeray." Hie department also no'ed 
that tlie police cimmiissioner at tlie lime 
(1996) R.H. Tyagi had c'(>mmuiiic.ited a sim- 
ilai view to the home cle|iarlmc'nt. 

I'Oiir cases weie lodged against Hiackeray 
ill 199;t, alter the (xilice commissioner at 
tlic time, A.S. Saniia, sought ihc sl.ile's (X'r- 

iniss.on to take action .igaiiist llie.Sc-na chiet 
for iiillammaiorv ••rlicles published in his 
newspaper SiUiimui. cluring tlie riots. Four 
cliargesiieels weie filed against lliackeruy, 
wlio edits Sthimiiii, and others mvolsed m 
its puhlication. Tlie Smiiiiui tirade ac.used 
Muslims, among other heinous dctivitic-s, oi 
amassing weapons to nnniliilate Hindus. 
But tlie cases specihcallv refer to lour arti- 
iles and editorials published ewen alter a 
)xjlicc' warning that such writing he stoppcxl 
as they svere inflaming cominunul passions. 

rtic ( ommission also .stood its ground 
when it refused to let tlie chief minister 
claim privilege in order not to depose ivt- 
ore the (Commission, joslii had to enter the 
witness box and depose on esents relating 
to the riots as the judge argued that the 
(ommissiesn's discretion could not be res¬ 
trained wilii rcsiK'ct to any witness. 

Hut. at the end ot the five-year-long tussle, 
the Commission’s intrepid findings have 
bceii safely filed where they can’t do the 
guilty any harm. And the state government 
seems to have won tlie final round. ■ 
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Despite Karunakaran, the Church is likely to once again offer tacit support to the Congress 

By VENU MENON CliriU H liMilL'ts in kiT.iln iirc an 

niiir.iRi'il Itu'ir provina- 
lion ( oin'ii'ss Ifitdor K. Kariinaka- 

i.iM umsiirii’ ol thf (andici.iture ol 

Mtliiii; ( DMKlfss Ml’, I’.l'. (.liaiko, 
(VI th(. ^Miinds lii.ii ■'l(('mdii c ath((li(.s con- 
siiiutf .1 iMKKcr voivhjiik" than the liKohitec 

ii< the Makii uliiptiiaii) In!. Sahha constitii- 

(ii() nl (vnti.il isci.ila, (.'ii.icko had to vacate 
the scat 'n lavniii I't a l atlmlic caiididatc. 

"Karu'.iakaran'c (oininent. coming from a 
svnioi Ivadei ot the ( oni't (“s', wimli claims 

to hj'hl (omiminalisni, shames even the Rii* 

.n that It .ittempts to make a candidate'', 

((smimimt) a poll weaiKin," Metrojmlitan 
Viih.inon M.n I’hilovinos. hisliop ol the 

Mal.inkkaia lacohile Svrian C hurch, told 

ite'ssman " 1 his.” he added, "is an attempt 

to dnide the ( hnstian community." I’redic- 

tahly. kamnakaran did a cjiiick backtrack. 
1 lie episode underlines the impoitance ot 

a (liiirch that is seen to he increasingly act¬ 

ive in the st.ite’s political scenario. I-roin 

iK'liind its customary curtain of silence, a 
(ihurch authority has stepjied out to make .i 
political pronouncement. .Signilicanth, it is 
also the first lime that the (dnirch authori¬ 
ties have come out with an open slateineni 
against the Congiess- a parts- tha' has his¬ 
torically been favoured by the clergy. 

Ilosves'er. the sote ol the tihrislian com¬ 
munity svhit h constitutes user 21 per cent 
of the state's 2.‘) croie i>opulalion--ijoes luil 
always hang on the diktat ol the Church. 
According to f alholic .Vrdibishop Kiseph 
Mar I’osvathil. " riie (.hurch is not commit¬ 
ted to any party, (.atholics are tree to make 
their < hoice The coiniimnity has its vital 
interests, such as minoiity rights in the 
education sector and leligious freedom." 

In past asseinbl) and parliamentary 
polls, the Christian community h.is see¬ 
sawed hetvveen the two (oalitions—the 
r.ongrcss-led United Oemociatii Iront 
(I j)i) and the ruling Lett UemcHralic Iront 
(mil. Most of the present activism, too. is 
(onfined to the premises of the Church. 
Issues critical to the community—the 

slump 111 rubber priies and the (I'lisi)- 
sponsored campaign against the levelling 
ot jiaildv fields lo laise substitute cuips- 
will help determine the direction of the 
sole. .\nd these are issues that are likelv to 
reflect against tiie niling belt front 

Moreover il is unlikely thai the clergy 
will deviate loo tai Irom the l ongtess. I he 
liireat perception of the wr is never tai 
from the minds ot ( hurcli leadeis. In 
recent vears, conventions held by I lirist- 
ian groups such as the I’enlecost have hoeii 
disrupted by kss activists in Mavelikkara 
and elsewhere. Tins may create an oiH'ning 
lor the .Marxists lo step in, plav the protec¬ 
tor role—iisnally cornered by the Con¬ 
gress—and tap the sentiment ot tlie Chris¬ 
tian religious tringe. 

but the Bii’, t(Ki, i.s now keen to project a 
secular image. I he party has four Christian 
candidates in the tray and points to the pre¬ 
sence ol otlicc-bearcrs drawn from the min¬ 
ority communities, 'litis cosmetic veneer 
has done little to cjuell minority anxieties. 
In their searcli for |iolitical options, tiliristi- 
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A Congress by-poll candidate is blessed by 
a bishop; (above) led by priests, a village 

J'oycotts the polls on developmental issues 

aiis as \vfll as Muslims are lorn between an 
aiiaithU I niU'd I ront at the Centre and an 
apolofttlK ((mjtress under Sonia (landbi. 

Sttll, the Sonia appeal eannot be under¬ 
stated, however miuh resentment the state 
Coiij’iess leaders may >;e:ierate. Her liist 
lampaieri rally in Koiln generated main- 
ninth irowds. .\nd the lollow-np eainpaign 
toms across the state aie expected to 
ili.ns eqiialh large iiiinihers. Whether this 
will iianslate into voteis is debatable -hut 
Hie inipait, p.iitiLulaily among the 
( hrisliaii lonmiuiiity. is stiong. 

Over the years, the (.liu- 
rih has displayed a |K‘n- 
Jiant to- toalition polilics Th6 VOl 
Irom till lir't e\|)loialoty ... _ 
steps n| St I hoinas 1)11 kei- OT 1116 1 

ala shotes in the Inst leii- COITiniUI 
tiirv .\1). the (hurdi has 
grown to Its present posi- per c 
lion 111 the ei'onomn and the POP! 
political landscape ol tlie ^ 
sMte. \nd has now eiiierutd Will 061 
as a pressuie tone, com- fate 
petiiig against other eioups 
suili as the Muslim league SlnUlJ 
the NairSeisice Soviet! and 
the K/ltava community's 
Srei Narayan Dharma Paripalana Yogas. 

I'aih ot the live majoi church denomina¬ 
tions -t citliolic, OrlhiKlox, lacobite, Vlart- 
homa and the Church of South India- -lias 
its own presiding pontilf, hierarchy and 
structure. .\nd also has its distinct but tle.s- 
ihle iKilitical affiliations. Yet. in times ot cri¬ 
sis the various bishops' councils pool their 
ideas and resources to safeguard Ifie wider 
interests ol the clergy and community. 

In the C.hristian hcsirtland of central Ker¬ 

The vote swing 
of the Christian 
community~21 

per cent of 
the population— 
will decide the 

fate of six 
sitting MPs. 

ala, the C.atholic hierarchy influences 
much of the eleclorate. Here, the domi¬ 
nant group is the Kerala Congress headed 
by K.M. Mam, a I'Di constituent, followed 
by the rival Kerala Congress faction led by 
I’.l. Joseph, a ini ally. Each has been allot¬ 
ted a seat by the respective fronts: Mani's 
party is contesting from Muvattupu/ha 
and Joseph's candidate from Idukkt. 

The key to tlie Thiruvananthapuram Lok 
Sabtia constituency is held by the Nadar 
community, whicli forms a large jrarl of the 
tlock of tltc Church of South India (csi). 
I his year, the uni lias cleviatc-d from past 
practice, Iry fielding Karunakaran, an out¬ 
sider to the community, as its candidate. 
Yel, tlie first gestuie of the Congress leader 

was to pay his res[K’cts to i si 
bishop ).W. (iladstone in 

{ swing fs<dning th(‘ 
... goodwill ot the Nadars. 

iriSIlan \v a |n(|i tadic, Ihith fronts 

ity—21 traditionally deploy Cltnsl- 
I I ■ ian candidates in tlie cen- 

"* tral Kerala con.stitiiencies. 
Stion*— im|sortant consideration 

i'i the Cliurch denoniinat- 
lue me ion Ji^. vaiuliclates. In 

f six Maseiikkara, tlie i iii is dep- 
MPe ending on I’.l. KuHen to 
IVIrS. rope m Martlioma soles, 

.. while rhe lui is hacking 
Ninan Koshy who is expe¬ 

cted to win civer Dalit Christians. .\iul in 
Idukki, PC f;hacko is targeting tite l.ivobite 
community', wtiile his l,eft adversary l-ranc is 
(icorge liones in on C’atholic voters Catho¬ 
lics liave tiecn fielded by both trouts in Eni- 
akulam and Muvattupu/ha in tlie hope ol 
gleaning the consoli-latcd comniunitv vote. 

Which way the (Christian vote swings 
will decide the late ot about half-a-dozen 
silling Mi’s—and the final tally of the two 
coalition trouts. ■ 
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GUJARAT 

Saffron Country 
Jawid Laiq travels through five constituencies iM 
to find a well-organised, deep-rooted BJP 1111 
cadre and a Congress banking solely on Sonia THI' lone iKilitical (K'rsoniility in (iujarat ol any national Mg- WM 

nihtatKC in the I.ok Sabiia elections is iijp president I..K. pj|ll 

Advani. who is contesting from Gandhinagar, bordering 
Ahinedabad. The Congress candidate, retireil tKiP I’rabhat "S; 
Kumar Dutta, is a novice in |K)litics, and constituents of ^ 

the LIF are almost invisible. The most significant comjietition for 
the man svho made llindutva a brandname, is from Chaitanya * 
Maharaj, an e.xtremist sadhu, shrewdly fiekkxi by .Shankersinh J 
Vagliela, mi’ renegade anil leader of tlie Rashtriya Janata I’arly (kir). \ 

"l■ftectivc religious roadblocks” are paVt of Maliaraj's plans to 
counter Advani. The ;t4-ycar-old sadhu has attacked the hip's reli¬ 
gious hypocrisy: "On the one hand they talk about Uindulva and, | 
at the same time, they seek the support of the Muslims..., Dharina ' 
is not the hip’s exclusive property.” Vaghela. known to have a per¬ 
sonal animus lor Advani, has slated: “Shivaji was a sinall-statured tion headqu 
man but could take on a person like Af»il Khan. We will show that tor of Ciujars 
(’haitanva Maharaj will prove to be a Shivaji against Advani." paign. Anotl 

Advani’s strategy is to ignore Maliaraj’s barbs and never mention unit, monil 
Vaghela by name. The kip supremo has largely left the (landhin- llimluhnt in 
agar campaign in the hands ot his su(K’rbly-organised party cadres a colleague i 
as he canvasses across the country, there is some resentment in appears neat 
(iaiulhiiidgar—from where .Advani won in 19‘M with a large mar- The stratej 
gin ot 1 2.S lakh voles and ,A.B. Vajpayee in l'W6--thal it is being Sheet loiirihil 
treated as a hip [Kseketborough. Hut the hip's juggernaut will ensure bility, law ai 
a comlortable triumph for .Advani. see Vaghela i 

■|'tie snUHjth efficiency of the juggernaut is evident in the hip elec- (AI with thi 

g lllu iraiions by .lAYACHANIIRAN 

lion headquarters in Ahinedabad. .A clean-cut, young British solid- “tf 
torof (lUjarati origin 'helps out’ in the inanagernenl of the hip cam¬ 
paign. Another, a designer-shirtc>d young man in the jiarly’s media 
unit, monitors Shashi Iharoor’s smug column on Hiiiiliitrii cs 
lliinhihw in a Sunday newspaper, while a third urgently summons 
a colleague on his mobile. Giippie globalisation ol tlie hip in Gujarat 
appears neatly encapsulated. But tins is only part ol the picture. 

The strategy ot the hip, says Yam.il Vyas, forniei editor ot Diikil 
Sheet loimuil and a key hip fiinclionarv, is to push three issues - sta¬ 
bility, law and order, and 'Vaghela's u>iru|)l practiies’. hip loyalists 
see Vaghela as a traitor wl^o split their ruling party in 'ho to become 
( AI with the support of 4.S ('.ongress \ii \s and 4.S defei ling hip mi \s. 

A Gujarati-firitish solicitor helps out in the management o! the BJP campaign, a tiesigner- 
shirted young man monitors the media unit, a third summons a colleague on the cell. 
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GUJARAT 

Despite Congress hopes, only levj among 
the scheduled tribes and the IVIuslirrs ase 
expected to he swayed by Sonia’s appeal. 

U liilc V;ifilu‘l.i--who isii'l pci vMiall) sl.iiuliiis for clivlioti— is a 
l<JU(.'lul pi’isiinalitv. ho fias liUlo grassioots organisation aiul has 
lurn trying to uinlorcul llio political lioid ol tlio povwriul I'atcl 
rasti gioup -rich agnciilturisls vvitli ontropionoiiiial talonts |i\ 
pioniising s(H lal and ooonoinn. ssi llaio inoasuios to I lalits, trihals. 
Miisinns ii’sli'i’.' s. riio Kif's onls loadoi vvilli pi'pnlai support liaso 
IS Its prcsidi iil Madhusudli.in .\Iistr\, who lias dono inin li woik 
loi till trih.ils Moioovor, \'aghola has ahonatod follow lai- inoin- 
hois \s has tlio '.ill's ilnol oloition org.inisor Narondra Modi who 
has iuhh(.d Ills I ollo.iguos tlio wiong was' Vol. in this laso, jiio-poll 
sk.miishos ail iinlikols- to afloil tlio pads’s solid suppoit haso. 

Tit W'l 11 iMi tliioiigti li\o I ok .Salilia oonstiliionoios Vlinu'd- 
aliad. (laiiillnn.igar. Itliaiidiiiika, Sniondranagai .ind Kutih -• 
it I'oi oiiK's apnaiont that os on opponont', logaril tlio inr as an 

ins'iiHihli tori'o liiioiostingls. p.irlianiont.iis and asson>*ils oloi- 
tioiis will hv l-'id togothor toi tho Inst liino siriio I‘)(s7. 
I'pitoniising the didication ol tin* I'.io activists is Iakhdirsinh. a 
rotiroil laitorv inanagor, ssho has In-on woiking lor tho iiir tor 
duados III I inihiii. Siirondran.igai distrul. Dospilo hoing iloniod a 
ticket, lio has iiooii addrossmg ono oxliaiisling lalls altor anoihor, 
osalling tho sirtioas ol his parts' and ol Bh.isnalion liaso, tornioi 
inasur ot ;\hmoii.iliad and ilioson hii' I ok Sahlia larididato. 

lioth Kani Snoiikitaji and liivaraj laidoop-mliji ol I inihdi- 
sshoro the lorinorly printolv lainily is still lospoitiulls rofeirod to 
hv thoir litlos—ss'loi aro not supporters of any political laction, 
havo oxpiossod llioir .idntiralion tin 1 akhdnsinh s dos'otion to his 

parly. And on tho night bus to Bhiij, the inain tosvn 
of Kutch district, lasvvant Patol, a gas pipolinc toch- 
nician who travels all over (iujarat, also talks of 
''Hluijpii ka /or” (strength ol the iiji*). 

In contrast, ('ongressinon in Ciujarat, as elsewhere 
in tile toiiniry. aro lamely banking on Sonia 
(^aiidtii's last-iniiiiite lorays to improve their prosp¬ 
ects. Only a fesv sections of schstdiiled Irilies—14 per 
cunt of (iujarat's jHipulation—and Muslims (10 (K*r 
cent) aro o.\pocti>d to he ssvayod by .Sonia's appeal. 
Muslims seem to be cynical of tlie political process as 
(lii|arat's political parties, especially tho iiii* (earlier 
the Jana Sangit). have done their best to mobilise 
tIincUis against Muslims through a series of anti- 
Muslim riots ovci the past 2.S years. Ahmeciahad has 
been the epicentre ot these riots which have not as 
yet destroyed the rcm.irkable cultural and linguistic 
atfinily among the slate's Hindus and Muslims, 

Yasmiii Rehmani, a psychology graduate and mem¬ 
ber of the ‘W per cenl-iilerate .Sunni Bohra mercan¬ 
tile conmuinitv, is still recovering Irom the trauma ol 
seeing her husliand's industrial inks lactory loulecl 
and burned in l‘19l), and once again in lanuary ItW.t. 
alter it had been re-l;uilt. VVitli tiue (iii|arati giil, tier 
husliand lias managed to construct his lactory tor 
the third time. In the Rakhial and Oclliav industrial 
areas ot .Mimedaliad, all tiie 1(> or 17 Muslim-owned 
laclories were destroyed in IW-i. Not sur|)nsingly, 
the Muslims arc unlikely to vote mr tliougli the parly 
has now been making friendly advances. 

Cynicisni also iiresails among the lliree lakh 'Aomen 
members ol (iujarat's largc*st cooperative ventuie, the 
renowned .Self-l'‘.mployed Women’s .Association isi w \). 
Bharati Bhavsar, siws's co-ordinator fcir land and 

water, says: "We have to struggle with eacli governmc*nl, regardless 
ol llie party, to get results. I'here is no dilterence between litem” 

I he only ccinstituencv' in (lUjarat vs'here Muslims lorm over 2(1 
per cent ol the electoiate i.s Kutcli, also the third largest con 
stilueiicv m area in the country, after l.adakh in l.immu and 
Kaslimir and Banner in Rajasllian. About 2l),()(K) sejuare kiloiii'*- 
tres ol this area becomes a shallow inland sea duiing the i.mn- 
siions. In the cliy season, it turns into a marshland know:! as the 
Kaiin of kutch, inhabiteci only I v wild asses, thousands ot pink 
flamingos and the lough men of Ihe Border .Seiurily Force, as it 
liordeis the I’akistani pros into ol Sindh. 

Silling in the i:ii’'s Bliii) olficc. khacli-dacl and courtly in i.ianner. 
till' solt-spoken I’ushpacian (iadhavi, the sitting ini' Ml’ toi Kutc h, 

could be mistaken lor an old-style, (landlii.in ( '.ongressman. tiad- 
hasi has been loblwing lor Ihe expansion ol Kandia j'ort and lor 
pluugliing hack some ol Inc clores earned li'om the iignile mine*— 
the port iind the mine ate two ol kutch's major emplovers into 
tile ileselii[)ineiii ol Kutch. tiadh.'ivi is conficleiit of returning to 
the l.ok Scililia witli an even bigger majority. Ills reason: the ■if’s 
cast ('rganisation 11 saimti members in every village, '2S e.xecu- 
tise memlieis iii I ( maiidals in Kutch. Tlie ( ongress, on the otliei 
liaiid, IS iiiiMiie ot retaining it’s cential (lUjarat stronghold. 

Ill Blmiodi sillage. It) kilometres trout Bhu|, the Winkers, a tra 
ditional caste- ol weavers, liave handed together to sell their bril¬ 
liant tiand-woven tc.xtiles directly to buyers in Calcuita, Delhi and 
Mumliai. riiey linve grown relatisc-ly prospeious in recent years, 
moving Irom itiatcheci lints into solieJIv-huilt houses. .And have 
even p:iid for the construction of a c ivered drainage system in 
their village, Dayalal A'ankar, a master weaver who has won nati¬ 
onal awards lor excellence in his craft, perliaps typilies the ccmi- 
mon man's mood in (iujarat towards the elections. He shows lit¬ 
tle interest in wliicli parly comes or goes. I he master weaver is far 
too busy pertecting his skills and earning a decent living. ■ 
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snug. The upholstery weaves its magic over you. The soft, moulded dashboard 
seduces you. with controls within easy rc.H-h. And the engine responds lo 
your merest touch. The IWS Lsteem. Get set for sighs ol admiration. 

lU' < mi;; 
•»< V- ("kl'i. ■ 

'lit' f Diffi'iof 

New serodynntnic 
iVoitt with sleek {grille 

ami feline hemllifEhts. 

•New sUlish 
hiKli-visibiiU) 

laii-liglil eliiAter. 

New Itiok 

flushlxmrd with 
eas\ lo-mirh rontrol.s. 

New erKoiiumieall) 
designoct M*HtK 

lor eiiliunced coinforl 

KedeaiKiuHl New took moulded 

iiirnowlousers door trlius with 
lor laster cabin cooling:. easv aece.ss luiekets. 

• 1 1 ‘ ' li • vt Im a New lat'lior.ieler In imlicale enpinc KI'M • New inleriuitl> inljuMable onlMde 
tear view mirrtirs New Int'kable phwe hn\ ' UedcMpneil <*oiisrde Imx with nip holder and ashlra\ 

The I'Nleein \\ and \ \ are also eqintiped vviih Power slcei inp * HetietipiitMl coiilrols fur eenirH) Inekliig and 
power wnidiwvs 4 speaker Keiiwtind Manili slereo s>>leni wllh new, e\lra large .spoakris 

■A 
■'tJ 

UiM •t’s'li um; 

6 SUZUKI 

New ventilated diw brakes New riillapsHile aleerinK 
tu enhaiii e slnpiMnis lamer. eolunin to .safraiianl ilriver. 

tddiiiMii.i' (thilil primf Im’ks • Hiweil ni(iniHtK|iip 
chiiuU Wllh built .iii' ruiiipir /.unei ‘ Sicrl siili'-iiiipat-l iH-iiiiis 

For Huprriur pick-up. 
fuel rlTloiriicy 

and inanniMiiraliilil). chauU willi built .iii' ruiiipir /.unei ‘ Sicrl siili'-mipat-l iH-iiiiis | and inanniMii raliilil). Move ahead in luxury 
Riiiknl b}: Uidia's \d\vK, vcnin mid viHtr-s iirinurV • 0o>r tfiO sdItvnuDrIs .iiitl IDTil vfrwor rcnlrov»(ruAV 4it < iiiis»(htf irumrtl x^nttf pi^. nni*} • Tlir < ni>riilci‘rt »l prnvrn JapAnrM' tfchttbiuiD 

‘llitr tttOR Ruefm iv dvailuhic in ^ vananis - ihc l.\ anrt Ihc \\ «ill» Miir«t»ili-4uftinp t->pi‘cd iiiauiMl IraitMiiiwion •nid the t\ with dir I'tmvrnicnl ^-sprrtl Ji|Miirsf .lultimatir trinniniuiori. 
f «r Y9ur sufrly. \hrult Wfir^ vom /» ffnl in/r fifth KtUF at vorci/i orrr 4ti kiHfth f'tr tpentyr fuft (fftrunn ifW'M'fo'v vluinii *irr mn jwn ol vlatiiUni rijuipmt'nt 



OPiNiON 

No One’s Above the Law 
I am indeed t-xtremely upset that a sf)ecial corre¬ 

spondent of Outlook was assaulted by l.eila 
Abdaoui, wife of Alsselhamid Abdaoui, counsellor 

of the Algerian Embassy, in New Delhi, on February 
J6. For, though there are diflering sersions of the 
brawl, the fact is Ixila Abdaoui did assault Ms Sagarika 
Ghose and abused Indians as a whole. And it's time the 
Indian public is made aware of an unpleasant as|tect 
of diplomatic behaviour, Indians included-when 
they take their special status for granted. It's my duty 
to inform the people of ^he po.ssiblc remedies ttm. 

What intrigues me is the fact that the polite did not 
even register an hr because Abdaoui has "diplomatic 
immunity". It would be pertinent, therefore, to separate the 
myths from the legal realities regarding the concept and imple¬ 
mentation ot diplomatic immunity. 

First, why are ceremonial privileges and immunities accorded to 
diplomats? The primary reason is that diplomats represent their 
governments and these privileges and immunities arc accorded to 
them not ixTsonallv but as reiwsentatives of their governments 
and their ix-oplcs. Second, the privileges and immunities are 
accorded to them so that they tan deal with the highly sensitive 
and cotnple.x issues involving relations between their countries 
and the country in which they are posted—without political inter- 
lerence and without any possibilities of coercive presssure or inter¬ 
ference of ans Kind. Third, the sivcial status is granted to them so 
that they ran be ,i.s objectis-e as possible in their assessments with¬ 
out Iwing apprehensive of any kind ot personal maltreatment in 
the country where they are posted. 

These privileges, hioadly speaking, surround the diplomat and his 
*amil\, Iris communications, his premises, official and residential, 
his tiles and his archives. Diplomats are also entitlcnl to jurisdictio¬ 
nal immunities, c ivil, criminal and in relation to automobile accide¬ 
nts, tax and <.ustoms exemptions, etc. These immunities and (irivil- 
eges origin.iled in one of the 
.Xgreenients signed at the (Tm- 
grcsssol Vienna in 18I.S, known 
as llu 'First \'ienn:i Reglem- 
ent" riio >..xond Vienna Con- 
vc'iition articulating the privi¬ 
leges and immunities tor cliplo 
mats titled "Vienna t'oiiven- 
lion on Diplomatic Kelations'’ 
was liiialised in 1%I and came 
into torcc in April, l‘>()4. 

The point to remeiiiber, 
howwer, is that these immu¬ 
nities are not gianted as sover¬ 
eign and uiu|ii.ililied endow¬ 
ments to diirloin.its. "I lies are 
granted only to jirovide them 
a secure environment to |X'r- 
forin their ecmiplex and varied 
tunc tions. Second, the diplomats are obliged to abide by the rules 
and regulations of the local lavs s of the country where they reside. 
Ttiere is an imperatively reciprocal obligation on the part of diplo¬ 
mats not to indulge in criminal activities or disrupt the law and 
order. It any diplomat violates these obligations deliberately itie 
local authorities have every right to take preliminary legal 
action—take cognizance ol the crime commiltecl and inform their 
own Foreign Ministry of the misconduct. 

The Ministry of External .Affairs Imla) is then supposeil to 

approach tiie embassy concerned, infoim them u! 
tlie violation ol law, and ask the ambassador eilhei 
to waive the immunity of the person concerned so 
that legal action may Ik- taken against the iiulisid- 
ual. The other option; the ambassador i.s, and should 
be, aski’d loi an assurance that the person would he 
sent back and tried tor the offence in his home 
country. Declaring somebody jicrsoiia non grata is 
an extreme step. Embassies ot countries with diplo¬ 
matic traditions and a sense of responsibility either 
waive the imimmity of the member of the embassy 
wlu) has committed an ofleiice, or give an assurance 
that the person will lie piosecuted back liome. 

Mentioning the names of ernliassies and individuals would lie 
invidious, but there has’e liecn more than one case in India, ol 
which I have personal knmvledge, where either the immunity of 
an offender has been waived or an assui.ince has been given ot 
prosecution—and, of course, he h.is lieeii sent back home. Inis 
is what tile Vienna Convention and International I.aw'generally 
require, specially when the offence is cogn,/ ilile under the crim¬ 
inal law of the country ol posting. 

So, the Delhi Police authorities didn t do the right thing by 
refusing to take cognizance of the assault and registering an hr. 

They should have taken note of the offence and rcjiorled the 
matter to the Ministry of F.xicynal .-Mtairs Ihrough the Delhi 
government--thus helping the ministry to take ac tion. I lie 
reported statement of N'areshwar Dayal, mi \ secretaiy least), that 
"appropriate action would he taken'’, presiimahly means this is 
what will he done. 

Iluriiig my foreign postings in goveriimcnt service, I base also 
had several occasions to waive the iminiinitv ot some meiniHTs ol 
my staff for eriminul olfeiices—of course with the appnival ol the 
government of India. 1 had them promptly sent hack to India 
where legal action was taken against them. 

ARViND YAOAV iNOiAN fcxmss Wliaf is woriisoiiie Is that for¬ 
eign eiiiplosi-es (i| emhassios 
ap.iri, iveii loi.il Indian recr¬ 
uits aie iiu'liiied to airogaiit 
misl> h.niour Specially the 
liiiiiaii dii'.eis ot diplomats 
c\tio li.ive .1 mistaken belief 
lliji ihvv aie a class apart. 
Dipioma'it iiiimiiiiit; does 
not extend to local recruits ol 
toie-gii I'liibassies in any coun¬ 
try I.iiiImssic's heie would do 
well to take note oi this (act. 

As fi'r Itie iH’haxiour of the 
Algerian lady, one t.in only 
conclude that she suiters Irom 
some kind ol violent maiik 
depression with schizophrenic 
lenclencics. She beats up peo¬ 

ple*. iiiilmtmg her husband, otters an apology to the person she 
has olteiiUecI -in this case Ms Ghose -and then spits on her car. 

I he .Algerian anih.iss.idor would lx* well adviscxl to send tile ccnin- 
sc llor and his wile hac k home and provide rnccliial treatment to 
I eila Alxlaoui. I do sympathise with the .Algerian ambassador who 
has had to face an embarrassing situ.itiori vis-a-vis the government 
ot India. 1 alvi teel sorry |r,r the Ciounsellor of the Algerian embassy 
because la.*ila .Alxiainii was impartial in committing violence. Not 
'inly did she txat u() Ms (Jtiose but thrashed her husband loo. ■ 
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HEW HOLLAND'S STRENGTH OOES BEYOND 
ITS WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY. 

New Holland, the world's leading manufacturer of tractors and ogricultural 

inochinery, hos a proud record of innovotion in ogricultural mechanisotion to meet the 

growing needs of farmers the world over. 

Our 25 years' experience in India has given us an in-depth understanding 

of the needs of the Indion farmer, guiding us in the adoptation of our technology 

N»w Holland Traeton (India) Pvt. Ud.. 210, Okhio Industrial 



IT EXTENDS TO A PROFOUND UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE INDIAN FARMER'S NEEDS. 

to suit local conditions and making our products versotilc, reliable and 

economicol. With our manufacturing plant being set up in Greater Noidc (U.P), 

we will soon be bringing to India the most advanced yet affordable 

version of the ever-populor Ford troctor, helping the Indion farmer maximise 

his farm productivity. 

Area Phase III, New Delhi. Tel.: 01 i-6932207. Fax: 011-6932208. 

Moking global technology 

work foptho Indian farmer. 
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L TRICK I^^^^ATUUOKE 

Elections '98 is all about numbers. 

60vS,307,962 voters. 4,693 candidates. 
850,000 polling booths. Nearly 2 

lakh paramilitary forces and 13.5 

lakh state police personnel. Estimated 

expenditure: Rs 3,000 crore, Rs 700' 
crore spent by the EC, Rs 1,700 crore 

by the Union and state governments, 

approximately Rs 1,000 crore by 

political parties. This, when every- 

body said—"We can't afford another 
election." When everybody said 

nobody is interested in another elec- 

tion. Ashutosh Kumar Sinha finds 
out for whom the polls toll. 

Ballot boxes being taken out of a store in Old Customs House in 
Mumbai and a Muslim woman offering prayers before casting 
her vote in Chennai; getting ready for the secret ballot 
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AIJ. ABOL'T GEOPOIJTJt S 
THERE'S no dearth of hurdles when faced with an elec¬ 

tion. Insurgency in Jammu and Kashmir and the 
Northeast; booth-capturing in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and 
Andhra Pradesh; allegations of the state administration's 
partisan attitude and rigging. 

These are the predictable problems. Imagine the surprises. 
In 1991, for example, a ballot box fell into the sea while 
being transported from one island on the Andamans to 
another before counting was to begin. Luckily, an alert secu¬ 
rity officer jumped into the sea and managed to retrieve the 
ballot box. "Imagine what would have happened if more 
than one box had fallen into the sea," asks an officer. 
Thank God he didn't have to find out. 

But other problems remain. One polling post in one of 
the Islands in tribal Andamans is in a jungle. Polling offi¬ 
cials have to walk more than SS km to reach Palobeda, a 
poiling centre in tribai Bastar in Madhya Pradesh. Voters 
and otficials would have had to walk in knee-deep snow in 
Kargil in Jammu and Kashmir, but mercifully polls here 
were rescheduled. 

"It is not the human factor but geography which makes 
conducting elections here difficult," says P.K. Tripathi, chief 
electoral officer of Andaman and Nicobar islands, entrusted 
with the task of conducting polling in '.iS islands spread 
over an area of 800 sq km. In Bihar, geography is certainly 
no problem, but the human factor is. For reasons of secu¬ 
rity, polling material here was airlifted—not taken by 
train—one week before polling. 

Then again, it’s a human factor of a different kind that 
faces the Flection Commission when it’s allotting symbols. 
There are 1,033 contenders for a limited number of 128 
symbols. Apple, banana, computer, aeroplane, bangles, 
boat, belt, sewing machine, pillow, necktie—you name it, 
and some or the other contestant has already laid claim to 
it. So desperate do things get that in the last elections in 
Tamil Nadu, one candidate was allotted a comb as his 
symbol, another was given two combs to woo the voters 
with, while a third urged voters to vote for three combs. A 
lesser number of contestants this time provided a breather 
of sorts. But that didn’t stop The HiiidiisUw Times from 
quoting an unnamed official as saying: "If you have a 
good idea for a symbol, do tell us and we will incorporate 
it ne.vt time." 

Security personnel report for work in Tarn Taran, Punjab 

iVlEN ON THE JOIt 

ELECTION.S demand commitment of a different order. 
Ask the two lakh paramilitary forces or the 13.5 lakh 

police personnel of .state governments deployed tor the 
occasion. While on duty at Tarn Taran in Punjab, a consta¬ 
ble received news that his twt)-montli-old son had died. His 
grief barely concealed, the constable carried on with his 
duties and left for home only after [xrlling was over for the 
day. 'IVvo trther polling officers received news of death in 

It's an arduous climb for portors carrying ballot boxes to Bangjeng, 
a remote polling station on the Assam-Megbalaya border 

The onus Is on the donkeys to transport election material to 
Kottur Hills, near Otiarmapurt In Tamil Nadu 
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ttieir family in Tarn Taran and were allowed to proceed on 
leave, llashimuddin (^houdhury's family did not know they 
would be seeing him for the last time when he left for poll 
duty in Ciolaghat district in Assam. Choudhury died of a 
massive heart attack. 

Certainly, commitment is the one thing no polling official 
IS allowed to forget. A day before polling in lAinjab, .several 
constables reported late for duty. They were promptly 
ordered to run several rounds of the neighbouring play¬ 
ground as punishment, just to drive home the |K)int that 
elections wasn't the time to be lax. 

But laxity isn't always the reason why officers report late 

The only way to reach poll papers and ballot boxes to Pullcat 
Island, 40 km from Chennai, is by boat 

for duty. It’s an arduous climb for the two elder memlH rs of 
the polling party—an English teacher and an upper division 
clerk—to the polling station at Boko, a 6()-km drive from 
Guwahati on the Assam-Meghalaya border. Vehicles cannot 
reach Boko, but for deniwracy to thrive, officials must. And 
on time, so that the constitutional promise of universal 
adult franchise can be kept. 

Things aren't so bad in the metros and the cities. For one, 
travelling is never a problem. After the voting, policemen 
virtually flood the place where the sealed ballot boxes arc 
kept. Delhi chief electoral officer O.P. Kelkar politely 
reftised to divulge details of the arrangements but did say 
that the ".sa-urity is adequate". 

A ROUGH RlDi: HOMK 
SECURITY of material takes precedence over everything, 

even men. Election paraphernalia has to be monitored 
at all stages of transportation, to iron out any problems that 
might arise on the simt. 

Just about every mode of transport—air, road, river and 
sea—is put to use. Men and animals too. Alappuzha in 
Kerala has materials transported on buses and boats; .ships 
and boats ferry election material to the Andamans, Doda in 
Jammu & Kashmir has ponies to carry the load, and eastern 
Rajasthan has tractors. Where there is nothing, men them¬ 
selves take on the task of animals. 

Ingenuity is the only answer to some of the problems that 
crop up. For example, horses are the only mode of transport 
in Boko as it's impossible to drive on the NH 37 on the 
Assam-Meghalaya border. Rut since its breeding time now 
for the horses and they are let loose in the jungles, human 
porters become the next best bet. 

En.suring that the material reaches on time is even muic 
of a hassle In the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. After the 
shipment reaches from Calcutta or Chennai, capital Port 
Blair serves as the regional distribution centre for .3.S islands. 
Only four of these islands have roads while others don't 
even have jetties. Which means that the goods have to he 
unloaded onto smaller boats and then despatched to the 
islands of a lesser size. 

Transporting ballot boxes, before and alter the elections, 
in rugged terrain is also quite a task, because ol their vol¬ 
ume. Typically, a porter cannot carry tnore than a dozen 
boxes filled with ballot papers (a little more when they are 

And in Bangalore, a poll official does It alona. Ballot box and 
suitcase in hand, he reports lor polling duty. 
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The control room a! Nirvachan Sadan on polling day 

ferried on animals). Sometimes, as many as a hundred 
porters have to be arranged before taking these boxes to 
the counting centres! 

In the Andamans, a large boat takes off with sealed boxes 
from Campbell Bay (jusl 100 km otf the Indonesian coast), 
touches the Nankauri group ot islands, picks up the Irallot 
boxes from (.'ar Nicobar helore reaching I’ort Blair. Ouring 
this period, smaller boats have to ferry boxes from other 
places since tlie shores on those islands do not have jetlies. 
All this takes three to four days—forget the expense after 
which the officers can sleep in |K-ace. 

SO \1ijCH VVOUK, SO LITTIi: TO 00 

FOiJIt polling officers. Two st'curity personnel. Hven il 
there are only three registered voters in one consti¬ 

tuency in Arunachal Pradesh. And even if nine voters will 
have to wait till |une y to cast their vote in Damchuk in 
the l.adakh parliamentary constituency where polls have 
lieen rescheduled. In a polling booth in the Andamans, the 
turnout is only 77 per cent—seven out ol nine persons cast 
their vote. But officials will have to wait till evening lor the 
remaining two persons wlio, of course, never turn up. 

That’s Kleclions '98 lor you. ■ 
With Nitin A. Gokhale 

J- 

The day begins: polling officials collect ballot papers from 
Delhi's Talkatora stadium at 3 am 

In violence-hit Bihar, villagers crowd a booth to cast their votes 
as security forces stand guard 
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I N D I A N G A F T 
■ Sycophancy rules in Tamil 
Nadu fwlitics, wktiy. But after 
AiADMK leader K. Kaiimulhu 
described Vajpayee as the 
"Annadurai of the' 
North" and called 
Advani the "vk.r of 
the North", bjp 
cadres are asking if 
the AiAOMK is trying 
to create u rift 
between the two 
leaders by praising 
one and denounc¬ 
ing the other. 

■ Rss shtikliiis in 
Gujarat have 
stop|)ed sounding 
the trumpet to sum¬ 
mon members for 
tire daily C-sercise 
regimen, l eaders of 
Shankersitrh 
Vaghela's kip are 
tonr-tommirig that 
the itss doesn't want 
to draw attention to 
the me imll symbol. 

MU ti .1 hi;; ivMic in 

(■iirdasjnir th.il hr tt.nl 

ill lirink .1 of 

hc lort c.iblf 1 \ < .nn 

liihl.il if 1 h.nlii I 

tirtiitk l*tiiij.tl)i \\ iiU r I 

In In- n tl 2 iin lt< \. 

■ Behind at least two candi¬ 
dates in Bengal are their 

actress-wives. The c-in-c of 
Sudip Banerjee’s Trinamul 

campaign in Calcutta 
northe.ist is Naina. 
Sudip's onetime men¬ 
tor, the unsinkable 
Priya Ranjan Das 
Munshi, sought simi¬ 
lar in-house help in 
Kaiganj from his 
other-half, Dipa. 
IJrere was talk of 
Naina herself contest¬ 

ing the polls but she 
decided to put off 
her debut for the 
time being. Lett lead¬ 
ers were no different. 
The redoubtable 
Somnath Chatterjee 
campaigned with 
wife Renu in low in 
Bolpur. And in South 
Calcutta, former 
minister Saugata Kay 
was helped energeti¬ 
cally by wife Dolly. 

By 1 R 1- A N HUSSAIN 

c© & ® ‘S? » i 
A ^ ^ /VM // 

« 0 • • * 

script 

WRlTBl^ „ 
.IBEUEVf' 

S When < 1,1 liill went to Bihar, 
electricity conketi out in the 
middle of a meeting. A junior 
suggestc'd that lanterns be 

i brought out but it was nega¬ 
tived; if was the iroll symbril ot 
LaitK) Yadav's kid. Somebrnly 
el.se asked for candles. 'ITiat too 
was ruled out; it was another 
symbol. Finally, Gill N Co set¬ 
tled for darkness. Thanklully, it 
was nobody's symbol. 

K How can she 
claim to he an 
Indian buhu when 
Rahul Gandhi's 
t-hristian name is 
|ohn Paul? The 
name (landhi is 
just a lacade. Botli 
I’riyanka and Rahul 
are Christian off¬ 
spring—Shiv .Sena 
chief Bdl Thackeray. 

'nnrttit|iitt252 ■ Crowds .ire like 
aphrodisiacs; very 
invigorating. All 
the stress and strain 
of campaignin” 
eva(xsratcs the 
moment one wes 
fiugc crowds wail¬ 
ing to listen to 
you - I .)k Stiakli 
leadei Ram.ikrislina 
llegde, 

■ Ihe .'\|e\.i !ih.iral Parts 
w'hkh w.inis to u.se Mah.irshi 
Mahesh Yogi's sedic principles 
to usher in "conliision-liC’e" 
poiitiis. isllieoiih parts to 
promise a pnllution-lree India. 

M Sale ol white khadi garments 
lias shot up III I lyder.ilrad, and 
l.ixi hires liave rlouhleri in 
ilronglit-hil .Anantapur, lollow- 
ing the .innomicement of jx'lls. 

ANOOP KAMATH 

umwiCTtiiwiBtnni 
liiiiiiMehS«0NK1mdute 
to'emfoiw i^'M-VUMmiisials 

lnsi»Mi!hgi«rJadi8AaiKl Smiw 
prty iMund hiNriMwfigr Nn^lh^ 

KiLM/UUlHklUILIM 
In «iNeh VIP tracithidtr unbail^ 

(vWMIng Un «{(flli cwtoineR 

MMMAMUnMM 
In sMch a Asha BIkmI* eroon-0kR Bdractt 

KlBaan lomato kstehup out ot IDs bottle 

. .. .tiriMIKfilWH'i 
lnriilileti(l*;Wt!lai(d@VM,, . 
fitik ii|i thtlmibih’f»^f||fel«iM^ 

in 

'miiik'iM'WiWLiv ' - 
In aihlidi Sonia isidailiw the Gttwtat' 

, avadaaSng Set sellh wlsw 

In which an AiMni tDon-Slilw anas regianal 
paniaa out otthe eecutar eimltiackat 

T. RavBant Rm In UU-Oty, Bombai 
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Car seva: A campaign vehicle runs into trouble in Karnataka 

■ Rashid Kabii, a bip cand 

■date in Kashmir, has 

quite a past. He star¬ 

ted out as a separat¬ 
ist leader. Then he 

was elected mla 
with Maulvi Faro- 

oq's blessings. 

Then he joined the 

Congress and bec¬ 
ame an office-bea¬ 

rer. Then he joi¬ 
ned the Janata 

Party and became 
its assembly lea¬ 

der. Then he joi¬ 

ned the National One good swing deserves 

Politicians do not just break 

promises made to voters. 

Deve Gowda is still to 

deliver the elephant he 

had promised to a 

Bangalore temple if 

the JD fared well 

in the 1996 poll. 

■ Durbar 

Shnong, a pan- 

chayat-like iwdy in 

Meghalaya, is play¬ 

ing the role of the Ec. 

It bars parties from 
pasting posters on 

walls and making 
Conference. Then he •»<>«•»: critkeier Kapii d«v late-night speeches, 

went abroad when 

militancy flared. 

Then he came back. 
If elected, he say.s, 

he will make the bip 
change its stance on Article 

.170 and the Ram temple. 

Stepped off the greens to 

canvAvs votes for fwner 

steel minister Suntosh 

Mohan Dev In Slkhar 

■ Among the 612 

"registered unrecog- 
nis^ iwrtics" is this 

runaway winner: 
"Marxi.st-T-.ngeli.st-l.eninist 

Proletariat Health Commune''. 

SubIk ria« Ihe Conijnn t r»sl •\ SHBnuii Karl tumbles. Srldhar in Emadn 

Bombay’s sattvi baataars are offering 
punters 60-65 for every rupee 
they bet on the 8JP bagging 200 
seats; and 80-85 paise for 250 seats. 
Congress bhav; 40-45 paise for 125. 

New Delhi, rubruary 20 
Well, pustak, gal sun. (Listen to me.) Kaun 

jaye Zaug Dilll ki gaalian chod kar? If that 

great Urdu poet Zaug said that it would be 

painful to chchad Dilli, why should I leave 

this city so soon? I haven't finished yet. 
What if the India International Centre is so 

joyless these days without my close associ¬ 

ates, my seminar-friendly partners in Doctrine 

creation, all either ambassadors, chairmen of 

broadcasting authorities or heads of premier 

universities due to my scholarly efforts. 
I That is how it should be, pustak. Pra-ji, the 

I intellectuals must rule. That's why I'm 

I encouraging my theorist-in-arms Kuldip Nayar 

j to set up a library in Jhelum in ny name. 

: Books...music...poetry...refinement, Saddam 

I Hussein. I have just written to Bill about 

' Irag. The great challenges of international 

I things must never be ignored. 

But Punjabiat unfortunately, is my immediate 

' platform. Me, chief whip of secularism, guar- 

I dian of Urdu shairi, I am an ally of the Aka- 

j lis. Pra-ji, Sikhs can never be comnunal, so 

what if they are allied to that... er... 

i other party...that er...lotus er... Anyway, 

I what not have I not done for Punjab in 

between interviews, television appeeirances, 

; book releases and seminars on in^rtant sub- 

, jects? Interview Kumar Gujral they are call- 

1 ing me. Do they think I want publicity? No, 

I pra-ji, intellect, intellect, intellectual 

I stimulation, mental power, brainy activity, 

i mind development, cerebral yearning, thought, 
I the thinking process, did they never under- 

I stand my priorities? 
I Pakistan is a concept, Indo-Pak friendship, 

I a sublime concept. South Asia, an even better 

I concept. Unilateral bilateralism, sorry, 

I bilateral unilateralism, no, I think that was 

; unilateral unilateralism, yes that's what it 

; was. Pra-ji, what papiyan-jhapiyan I did with 

; Nawaz Sharif in New York. Bill was also 

i there. We spoke on urgent international mat- 

i ters such as Indian food, Indian dance and 

Indian art. My son Naresh is spending lakhs 

' on my painting collection. Pra-ji I love art. 

Anjolie Ela Souza, Francis Newton Menon, all 

: those Greats. Satish of course is also 

: inproving, as is daughter-in-law Feroze. 

In Patna, pra-ji, kaleja thanda ho gaya. No 

. one came to receive me at the airport. That 

Deve Gowda, of course, doesn't like me any- 

; more. Nor does Lallu or Sharad. Pra-ji, I am 
: conpletely without allies except for the 

i great Akalls and their... er... friends... 

i that...er...lotus...er. Anyway, I am a true 

; Punjab da puttar with a mind. For me, sarson 

I ka saga and the book The Rise And Fall Of the 

! Great Powers by Paul Kennedy is the ideal way 

I to spend the time. Rise and fall, pustak. 

I Balle, Balle. 
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INOONESIA.. 

Harsh Prescription 
President Suharto hangs tough despite food riots at home and IMF pressure 

Pholoqiaphs Dv 

By M.G.6. PiLLAi in Kuala Lumpur Food nots. ctluiit cla^hc’s, military 
crackdown'., Western demands 
tiuit Indonesia's political and cco- 
iiomii systems be framed in a can¬ 
vas i)l their own making, coupled 

wilit a jKilitnal siireltiotedness of a presi¬ 
dent iinchallerifted tor a seventh term. The 
news coiniii}; oui ot Indonesia these days 
points to a volatile conflagration in the 
making. Wlu'ii a leader has been in power 
tor .<2 years, as I’resicient Suhaito has, the 
edges are boiiiivl lo tiay, soinelinies disas¬ 
trously so. Yet—-even as the country faces 
the worst ecoi,oinic crisis m ft) years— 
there is an inherent stability in tile Indon¬ 
esian system th.il does not seem sltaken by 
the seeming breakdown ol the St.ile. 

I'he International Monetary Fund ti\ii) 
has entered Indonesi.i, almost like tfie 
proverbial bcdl in the (’.liina shop, unsure 
of itself and wliat its policies are meant to 
achieve. Its harsh presciiption ol runcncy 
devaluation, teoi- tnising of banks and fis¬ 
cal measures on! c,\acert)ated the prob- 

j lems of urban pos'erty and escalated the 
! ferod riots that have hit 2.S towns and cities 
I in less than two weeks. 

Inevitably, that rioting also targctc'd the , 
I small ethnic Chinese community—an esti- i 
i mated four million of Indonesia's 2(K) mil- i 
I lion people. Ihe Chinese are perceived lo j 
i lie tinancial Rasputins behind the scenes, : 
i and .seemingls control the economy. So, 1 
! when tilings gc.i wrong, it is llie (diine.se i 
I who are usually targeted. But, in tlie larger i 
! context, when Indonesians take to the ] 
j streets, it’s tlie Indonesians, not the Chin- i 
! ese,- who take the biurit of the damage. ^ 
j When riv rs flciwc'd witli blood in the anti- ^ 
I ('ommunist pogrom in l‘>hS, almost as | 
i many Indonesians were hacked lo death as • 
■ there were Chinese in Indonesia. | 
I The other niinuscule ethnic conimunity, j 
' llie Indians, is relatively safe, though like ! 
: the Chinese, they are traders. Some are as 
' ricli as Croesas, and indulge in an ostentati- 
I ous display ol wealth. But as they aren't i 
1 involved in direct trade at local shoj) levels, j 
I they are beyond the target of the rioters. j 

Moreover, the tip ol Sumatra is only 90 ! 

Rioters looting Chinese shops 

kms from the eastern-most islet in the 
Andaman and Nicobai chain of islands. 
And echoes of India prevail. Here, the 
Hindu Buddliist Devaraja concept of king¬ 
ship IS the guiding principle ot Indonesian 
governance. Both President Sukarno and 
Ills successor, I’residcnt Suharto, ruled by 
it. President Suharto is an avid disciple ol 
Hanuman, or Semar, the Indonesian 
equivalent, livery major [Kslicy statement 
by President Suharto has Semar in the title. 
And the one dominant statue on the jour¬ 
ney Irom the international airport into 
town is that tif I lanunian making tlie dra¬ 
matic leap towards l.anka to re.scue Sita. 

The man in the saddle is backed by the 
Indonesian military, which Iielievcs it has a 
dwi /im,gs( (twin function): defending the 
country and playing a dominant' role in 
government. There is a symbiotic relation¬ 
ship between the armed forces and the 
administration. W'hich ensures the syncre¬ 
tic acceptance in Java—where about 140 
million of Indonesia's 200 million people 
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INDONESIA 

live—of the Hindu-Buddhist past with the 
Mohammedan faith. The armed forces 
want as president a Muslim Javanese gene¬ 
ral who lives by his Hindu-Buddhist past. 

The selection of Prof. B.J. Habibie as vice- 
president, therefore, does not pr)sc too 
many succession problems. President 
Suharto's choice is always acceptc'd, despite 
widespread reporting, as now, of the unsuit¬ 
ability of any candidate. The Indonesian 
vice-president has much the same role as 
his counterpart in India; he is not an auto¬ 
matic replacement should there be a presi¬ 
dential vacancy, and only acts while anoth¬ 
er president is being ela ted. PKOIl Habibie acquires special signifi¬ 

cance in the context of Indonesia's 
economic crisis. A controversial fig¬ 

ure, he returned to Indonesia in the 1970s 
after working overseas where he had risen 
to become a senior vice-president at the 
Messermicht aircraft company in Germ¬ 
any. His view that countries like Indonesia 
can only develop in closed markets and 
with the right kind of technology clashed 
with the prevailing orthodoxy. First, by the 
armed forces which initially saw him as a 
political rival for presidential attention, 
then, by the Western-inspired mix of mar¬ 
ket forces and global capitalism. President 
Suharto, however, sees in Prof. Habibie an 
antidote to the Western-inspired system 
that has brought Indonesia to her knees. 

Much of the criticism is generic rather 
than .specific. In its heyday, foreign institu¬ 
tions were only too willing to py any 
price to get a foot in the door. The best way 
in they could find was through the presi¬ 
dential siblings and children, and his capi¬ 
talist cronies. With the 
focussing of growth on the 
Asia Pacific region, and 
with the Mexican financial 
crunch in the earl)' I99()s, 
e.Ncess funds were pushed 
into this region. One Hong 
Kong-basal company lent 
hunclreds of millions in US 
dollars to a company run¬ 
ning a motorised rickshaw 
company m iakarta. When 
the crumb came, both 
went lK‘Ily up 

The riots that loliowed 
the inept efforts of tlie ink- which came in 
with a S4.'? billion float that was 
preconditionai on a devaluation—has 
resulted in general scepticism, especially in 
the presidential palace C.endaria, about 
tliese measures. 

President Suliarto's plan now is to estab¬ 
lish a currency board and jK-g the rupiah to 
the U.S dollar—despite an instant response 
Irom both IVsident Clinton and imi man¬ 
aging director, Mirhaei Camdessus, svarn- 
ing against such a course of action. Indo¬ 

nesian central bank governor, .Soedradjad 
Djiwandonu, who opposed the plan, was 
replaced by Sjahril Sabirina, a more 
amenable governor. 

It is a deft political move that President 
Suharto could v/e!l pull off. The objections 
from Clinton and Camdes.sus have as 
much to do with the possible marginalis¬ 
ing of the iMt should President Suharto 
succeed. Significantly, the induction of 
Prof. Habibie as vice-president also brings 
to that office an opposition to the liar's 
plans for Indonesia. 

Curiously, President .Suha 
rto's currency Ixiard option 
has attracted the .same 
op}X)silion in Western cir¬ 
cles as his earlier decision to 
bring in the imi, with the 
same arguments used aga¬ 
inst it then and now. Presi¬ 
dent Suharto's supreme 
confidence, his relative iso¬ 
lation in the manner of a 
Deed Raja, and his strong 
prescriptive rules of gover¬ 
nance. are (laintcd as stand- 
offisli and isolated Irom the 

people. A 'd worse, not in keeping with the 
deinwralic order emulated in the West. 

However, trom within Indonesia, sup¬ 
port for the president is much in evi¬ 
dence. The capitalist ironies and the 
Chinese ethnic community arc conve¬ 
nient foils when the people want a mes¬ 
sage directed to President Suharto. And 
the president .seems to have lieard it. At a 
private function recently, attended by not 
only his extended family, but also cronies 
and others close to him, he asked: "Where 

Suharto with military chief Wiranto 

in the Quran does it say that 1, as a leader, 
cannot look after my friends and siblings? 
And where in the Quran does it say that 
when my country is in trouble I should 
ignore the people and continue to sup¬ 
port my siblings?". 

.So, ultimately, the issue is one of percep- 
.-tion. What worries the Indonesians is the 

belief that the 76-year-old president, whose 
wife died two years ago, is unlikely to sur¬ 
vive his fresh term. Indeed, an Indian 
a.strologiral magazine published from Ban¬ 
galore predicted fresh tensions following 
"the dcatfi of the patriarch". With that aie 
echoes of a prediction by one of the Hindu- 
Buddhist Majapahit empire’s better-known 
kings, Brawijaya, circa 1520. just before he 
was stabbed to death, for declining to con¬ 
vert to Islam, he had told his attackers; 
"Your faith will prosper for 500 years, and 
then ours will return." The 500 lunar years 
convert to about 470 .solar years, making 
this benchmark the year 1990. 

This belief has the Muslim community 
and fundamentalist groups worried, for 
the prediction implies that President 
Suharto's successor would take a firm line 
against the Muslims. It does seem that it is 
not without reason that i’rcsident Suharto 
chose Prot. Habibie who, besides his dom¬ 
inant economic and technological pres¬ 
ence, is also aligned to a modernist Islamic 
thinktank, Institiut Cendawan Muslimin 
Indonesia, (Indonesian Association of 
Muslim Intellectuals). The cunent fluid 
scenario in Indonesia is a changing of the 
dynastic guard, preceded a.s it always is, by 
internal riots and confusion. ■ 

The induction of 
Prof. Habibie as 
vice-president 
means further 

official 
opposition to the 

IMF plans. 
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CORPORATE 

The Mettle for Metal 
Sterlite makes an offer. But will it manage to take over Indal? Behind tlw large headlines thaf scrc- 

amwl from the frniit pages of ftnancial 
dailies lies a inystcrs' that’s yet to be 

unravelled; why should Sterlite Industries 
want to buy a 20 per cent stake in Indian 
AUimiiiiuni (Indal), when there's no way 
that It tan get its hands on the company? 
With a '.IS per cent stake in Indal, the ('.an- 
adian aluminium major Alcan will still 
remain the largest sliareholder and call the 
majority shots. Including management 
control. So why is Anil Agarwal, the home¬ 
grown entrepreneurial success story', willing 
to dole tint Its W j)er share of Indal? 

.Says Tariin Jain, chief financial contr- 
t)ller, Sterlite; " I his could enable a useful 
strategic alliance between Sterlite and 
Indal." The Rs o;t6-crorc' cables and coji- 
per-hased Sterlite also wants to forge a 
long-term business relationship with 

The truth is that Indal has not been per¬ 
forming as well as it was. Over the last five 
years, while sales have increased by 68 per 
cent to Rs 1,021 crore, the hottomline, 
after more than doubling in 1996, retraced 
its trajectory the next year, and stands at 
where it was in 199.1. Net profit margins 
are a mere 4.6 per cent, and the rccsults 
for 1998 are c.xpected to Iw worse. In i 
contrast, the perlormance ol Sterlite 
has been sterling; over the last five Jff 1 
years, sales are up .1.6 times to Jg- • 
Us 9;t6 crore, operating margins ff'.' 
have remained above 20 per Jm •. 
emt, and the net profits have ff 
treblctl to Rs 126 crore. ff 

lain elaborates on Sterl- m J 
he’s luture plans; "We Jw / 
ran add value by work- ^ f j 
ing with Indal." No fix K j / 

f989; 
26 cr // 

'X- 
CATCHING UP 
FROM BEHIND 

Net profits in Rs crore 

asssst Sterlite 
Indal 

The Comparitive Picture 

\\ 1997: 

-.46 cr 
\\ 

flscr Sterlite Indal \ ‘s 

S ^ r 

Sales 936 1,021 * “a 

Net worth 1,057 636 

MktCap 761 586 

on plans yet, but the general | ITtat .should not be too much ot a problem. 
MT' direction will be towards setting 
^ right the inibalances in metal capacity 

and captive power,” something tliat Indal 
has km fighting against tor years. Making 

The profits ol 1997 alone will take care of 
that, fhe question is: who will the finan¬ 
cial institutions finally back? These iicstitu- 
tions control .J6 [x-r cent of Indal’s Rs 71- 

k*en suffering in recent times from not 
ANOOPKAMATH living c'liough captive 

India's tliird-l.ugfst Rs 1,021-crore alu- \ power to fuel its maiuildc- 

ahiminium Irom bauxite is an extremely ! crore equity. If Sterlite gets the 20 jser cent 
[lower-intensive business, and Indal has j stake, it will be the third largest sharehol- 

mmiuin conipanv. Ihis is part of Stellite’s 
.mibitions 'o become a leading player in 
the non-leip'ous metals business, finely 
Jralteil mega plans. 

I fill V, Ind.il aiiil Mean had no clue. 
Sitting in Ins c;aKnl!a head ollice, I'apan 
Mitni, viic-chairman and managing direc¬ 
tor, Indal reads with surprise: "Relieve me, 
we liad absolutely iisi idea ttial Sterlite w'as 
.ibout to inaki this olter" He s[ieaks tor 
Mean as well (it course, llieie are rumours 
about All an not bi'ing iiappv with the wav 
Indal is liemg run; about differences ot 
opinion between .Miira and S.M. Putta, 
the non-e.uvulive cliairmaii, and lormer 

luring. No wonder, this i,,** ml 
one-time blue-chip stock JUSI Wi 
that ({noted iqs to Rs dCCldC 
was trading at around Rs bS 
per share. 

Until Sterlite liappcru'd. dRtRFR 
Agarwal started his hid |„ 
with an offei ol Rs 90 per rUllS III 
share to 'ndal shareholders 60tli 
to get a stake ol 10 per cent 
in the company. t)n smi's ■■ 
advice, he has up|)ed his 
offer to 20 per cent. In just ttirec days, the 
Indal scrip has sliot up 26 per cent to 
Rs 82. A goexi time to sell for short-term 

Just who the FIs 
decide to back 

will finaity 
determine who 
runs indai in its 

60th year. 

boss ol Mindtislan l.ccer; .ihimt Suresh i investors in Indal, for the short-term fut- 
I hadani the Alcan man replacing Mitra. , ure ol this .stock is uncertain, 
tin his pari, Mitra acknowledges the [ The issue is not whether Sterlite has the 
rumours, but .sayv " I here is not a grain of . cash to buy this lot: altogether, this [xir- 
Inith in them." • cha.se will cost the companv Rs 128 ciore. 

der—alter Alcan's 25 per cent. 
That’s a tricky one. The 

current management has 
Ihtt Cle things going lor it: 
me rlS a performance record that 

0 beck decades, and the 
11 current downturn in for- 

leiiy tunes could be part of the 
le who global recession in aium- 
I j j. inium. But Sterlite too has 

II in IIS some: within a short span 
'ggf, of just 10 years, it has 

already emerged as a pow- 
. erful player in the copper 

and telecom cables busi¬ 
ness, with a sound management. And is 
cash rich. Last year, it bought Madras 
Aluminium as a run-up to its larger non- 
ferrous ambitions. 

just who the institutions decide to back ure ol this .stock is uncertain. ! just who the institutions decide to back 
The issue is not whether Sterlite has the j will finally determine who runs Indal in its 

cash to buy this lot: altogether, this [xir- ! 60th year: an Indian or a Canadian. ■ 
cha.se will cost the company Rs 128 ciore. I Gautam Chikermane with Nikhil Mookerji 
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ECONOMY 

More Certainly 
Isn’t Merrier 

As India heads for yet another coalition, industry leaders are 
worried for its in-built chaos mechanism could spell disaster 

By NEERJAPAWHAJETLEY 
with CHARUBALAANNUNCIO Aioalition soverniDcnt at Ihc Cen- 

tri- is now a lorlainty. That, s.iy,s 
the Indian industry, is the last 
lliin)! il needs. Says Rahul liajaj, 
eliairman, Hajaj Auto: "(.oalition 

govt'rnnu'nis In' their very nature are iiK)re 
prone to |K>pulist pressure that lould lorne 
in the was of lakinj> decisions." And quick 
and hard decisions are the need ol the hour. 
.Ssviinminj’ through one ol its worst phases 
in recent times, industry hasckx’ked a puny 
('rowth ol 4 7 jx-r cent in April-necember, 
I‘i47 ds. I hat's esactls hall of what it achi¬ 
eved in the Ihree-iiuartersol last year, in ils- 
ell a dismal one. And the worst may be still 
to come. Adds Raniesh I’anicker ot IJ.ryds 

lllii!,li,itinri& Ij', .mVACHANDKAN 

: I'inance: "There is a ilefinitc lack of confi- 
i dence in the market, so any government 
■ that Rives stability will be welcome." 

I li 1994-9,S was the year ot enthusiasm 
: and expansion, l‘W.v96 caution and con- 
' solidation, and 1996-97 of ciisis of conli- 
j dence, then 1997-98 would be the year ol 
: rude slunks ami storms, lew companies 
I have been able to escape the impact ol dec- 
; liniiiR asset values, slowing consumption, 

soaring interest rates, rising inventories, 
• exiKirt slump, rickety infrastructure and 
i increased competition. "Virtually tire entire 
■ industry is on the auction bloc k," say layant 

Dang, managing director, Tscorts nuance. 
And as if ttiis was not enough, the country 
now laces another c obblc J-firgether govern¬ 
ment with an inhuilt chaos mechanism. 

Tven tile high and mighty have fallen, 
lake the case ot denim giant Arvind Mills. 
Ovcrcap.icily in the domestic market and 
slack eximrt |xrformance has resultc'd in a 
massive pilc-iip ot fabric. II A likely to dow¬ 
nscale its targets ol jmiduction trom an inc¬ 
reased ca|iatity ol 121) million metres. Des¬ 

pite price cuts, salc-s ot around 27 million 
metres this year are likelv to he only a notch 
above the 26 million nu'fres last vear. 

,\l car giant lelco's I’une-based plant, the 

mm 

Due to the :i,viidity crunch 
traditional industry fixation 
With propel ly is changing. 

inventoiy’pile-iip has led to a cut dow n on 
its assembly line work shilts. Market sources 
say the company is offeiing virtually unlim¬ 
ited cre-dit to dealers for its trucks. Ihe 
.Vlmlis. the liiilas and Ihe lhapais are dis- 
Iiosing ol assets and assessing businesses in 
terms ol cash flows and profits 

( ash Hows and prolils are Ihe ness hu/a- 
words as tiiey are tfic h.iidest to come by. 
"With the eleitiiios and rise in defNisil inte¬ 
rest rates, consumei demand has tiirthei 
slowed clown, resulting m an iiuieasingly 
sti hgent c.ish-tliiw •'lualions lor compan¬ 
ies," says \ ijas \1 ( !islm.>, managing direc¬ 
tor, (iodie|iii tppliaities. "Dealers have 
not hieii pa', mg fn ovci si.s months," savs 
H \. (laiud.Hliai, ihiel m.inager, Volt.is. Ihe 
compam ii.is o(iied lor an alternaii' e route 
to lx.ii the recessionary trend by beconiing 
,1 >uppliei lor other white gocMis makers 

I iectroliis and I (i ,ind by promoting 
j— new brand identities m the coinmer- 

ci.il relrigeraliori market 
MM ihe numbei ol court cases tiled by 
SRI banks and TIs against corpoiatc' loi 

recovery ot dues is on the rise, \mi-i 
ican I'.-xpres.s retenlly hauled up t oie 
I lealthc are for non-payment ol dues. 
IIIII has filed a winding-up |xtiiioii 
against l’arasram(Hirin Synthetics loi 
non-payment of dues worth Rs 12i) 

|k Insurance companies 
S f^3r corporates may bum 

inventory to claim losses. 
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ECONOMY 

crorc. The debt recovery tribunals are 
flixxled with apiieals—some 75 cases 
come up for hearing everyday just in 
Delhi. In many cases, the FIs are 
working out finaiu iai deals for longer 
moratoriums on principal rcjwymenl 
and waiver of interest payments. 

1 he credit squeeze cuts across indus¬ 
try sectors. “Hammeretl by declining 
business on one hand and erwiitors 
deferring payments on the other, tra- 
ns|X)rters arc not buying atid auto fin¬ 
ancing is down to a trickle," laments 
I’anicker of Lloyd's Finance. Tile cost 
of funds for finance companies lias 
increased from 2.5 to .t iiercenlage 
points. 1 he last straw was the recent 
Kill stipulation restraining cum|)anies 
from accepting li.sed de[Kisits till they 
attained capital adequacy norms. 

In the inter-i'orixirate deposit mar¬ 
ket, rates have hardened. "Rates were 
around 10 to 11 per cent six months 
ago. Now they are iq) to 16-17 jH'r cent. 
Besiiles, the only ones active in the market 
are a handful ol companies with high credit 
rating," ixiints out broker Cianesh liemdev. 
Forcing cash-strapiK'd small and medium¬ 
sized comiianies already hit by tlie risk- 
averseness ot banks and the comatose capi¬ 
tal markets, to face a blank wall. 

Many of these companies are up for sale. 
"For every business, there are 10 sellers and 
one liuyer. Weak companies are being swall¬ 
owed up by the strong; the Indian by the 
foieign," points out Atul .Sud, Ml', Strategic 
(;apital. Mergers and acquisitions have 

f-rom CJ/S !0 -0 

wxtHt-'s tidcouni'i idip 
iUSDOlyri Of 

/;• -A UrjA 'i.KV-kAt An: lAlnnina df/'ist. Autting 
. rAtoms Ahu ir:lly‘t:i}(! In tliA (ASh-niid-cativ 

: become the order of the day, many of them 
coming up as part of survival strategies. And 

' when cor|K)r.ites are not restructuring, they 
i are turning to more des|)erate though inno- 
I valis'e means to cojx' witli the crisis. 

PRICE CUTS: Kverything from cars to texti- 
' les to cement is being sold at a discount. 
: Korean giant Daewoo recently made news 

when it lilt the price ol its car ('.ielo by a 
, hefty Rs UO.tKM). Sales have tripled over the 

next month as a result. Dlhers are looking 
I at discount deals to di.S|)ose of inventories 
i Arvind Mills has dropiscd the price of its 
■ volimie seller trom Rs 105 to Us 9S per 

metre. Cement companies have cut jirices 

by 15 to 20 jK’r cent over the last one to two 
years, (.ement giant larsen fi Toiibro has 
lilt down the delivery price ol its 50-kg liag 
from Us 169 in 1996 to Rs 146 toilay. 
FREEBIES GALORE: I'he cement companies' 
aggressive drive to spur offtake could put to 
shame the efforts of the most savvy con¬ 
sumer goods multinationals. Ciujaral Amb- 
jjja is offering its dealers an es'erything- 
paid-for holiday package. The dealers also 
have a choice ot picking up shares of the 
company. Not to be left behind, ifcii has 
launched a 15-monlh gifts scheme. What 
was earlier a market promotion e,\ercise 
used fKriodically by consumer non-durable 

j and while goixls industries is now liecom 
i ing a des|H.*rate means to exhaust sliKks. 
; BARTER DEALS: Last fortnight, vendors for 
i the cash-strapped I’.ai-I’eugeot found a 
I unique way to collect their outstandings, 
i Fhey askcxl the compiany to supply them 
I with cars against the amounts outstanding 
! to them for supply of auto electricals, fas- 
I tellers, brakes, wheels and so on. Tlie pay- 
i ill-kind settlement would enable ;>ai to dis- 
i pose of stcKks which, according to market 
' estimates, stand at some 1,0()0-odd cars 
I including dillerent nuKiels of the I’eugeot 
i and the NF.-l 18. Vendors have found thi: a 
! unique way ot retrieving their outstandings 
1 on which they had lost hope while enabling 
j them to meet their csixoitive requirement 
I of more vehicles, iwi -Peugeot's outstandings 
i to its 200 vendors—among them are 
I Sundaram Fasteners, Brakes India, Lucas ivs 
! and Vijay .lyot—run up to Rs .15-40 crore. 

CASH IS KING: lelevision companies like 
Baron International, marketers of Akai, are 
using the tight liquidity piosition to wangle 
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the best rates from suppliers by offerinR 
cash upfront. “Every supplier is ready to 
drop prices by 5-6 per cent for ready cash," 
says Kabir Muichandani, chief execulive. 
The company is dropping prices to iKKJSt 
volumes. In Punjab, an Akai 21-inch set is 
now going for Rs 6,‘J90. In Delhi, the ulti¬ 
mate offer is a 21-inch set at Rs 22,WO with 
a similar set free. Vidcocon is offering .1 (X‘r 
cent cash discount to dealers to clear Octo¬ 
ber bills now. Cadbury Schweppes is stick¬ 
ing to its cash-on-delivery system even it it 
means increased distribution hassles of half¬ 
truckload consignments and committed 24- 
hour delivery schedules. Says .Ashok Jain, 
chief executive, Cadbury Schweppes: "Our 
franchisees are feeling the pinch. Sup[)lier.s 
aren't giving them credit for raw material 
and they are cutting down inventories to 
less than one-fifth." Alcoholic beverage 
firms too are cutting margins and adhering 
to the cash-and-carry system, says Rajesh 
Srivastava, vice-president, rv w Home Prod¬ 
ucts. In a tight market, lenders are obviou¬ 
sly a more worried lot than the borrowers. 
ASSET SALES: As asset values shrink, the 
traditional industry fixation with properly 
and factories as a means of amassing wealth 
is under attack. The jack-of-all-trades family 
houses with jxisitions in everything fiom 
glassworks to |)harmaceulical.s and telecom¬ 
munications are undergoing a change of 
focus, thanks to the liquidity cnincli. Core 
Healthcare lias put its formulations unit 
and captive (lower plant on the block, in a 
hid to (lay back outstanding loans. Indo- 
Zinc, an liulore-based company has pul uji 

Once e nidikct pniniotion 
exercice. froebicc c.c nc-.. 

,'l inocn^ to dXllHiiSi Cln!:}- 

I its Rs 2(Xl-crorc cement project under 
I construction in Raja.sthan for sale. 

"With the continued slump in the 
market and adverse showing by the 
company's core busine.ss, there is no 
alternative but to dis()ose ol the 
cement projt*ct on an outright basis or 
look for a joint (lartner," said manag¬ 
ing director Sanjay .Agarwal. 

Elsewhere, companies are clo.sing 
down factories to meet the crisis. Tyre 
maker Ceat recently susfK’iided work 
for 11 clays at its Rliandup (liant in 
Mumbai, where over one lakh tyres 
are waiting to Ih? picked up. T he situa¬ 
tion is so acute that insurance compa¬ 
nies are wary that the slack demand 
may lead some corporates to deliber¬ 
ately burn their piled up inventory 
and claim insurance against the dam¬ 
age to mobilise working capital. 

Many see in these troubled limes a 
correction of the past overoptimisni 
and excesses. "Com|)anies liave btvn 
gorging on ciieap loans and unfocused 
diversifications. Now they must pay." says 

j Sud. "1995-96 was a very giKid year for busi¬ 
ness. Everyone made money. Now we are 
witnessing the underlK'lly ot the cyclical 
process of markets," says Panicker. But 
many see in the present crisis a failure of as 

fiCi^ieinenr me 3 nniQim wm,- ,■>! 
■ ::i:!e\ inn nn v/innii otio ii.u: insi Inme 

much government (Kiliiy as corjxirale strat¬ 
egy. "A major iiroblem facing indu.stry 
today is that savings and money are not 
moving into commercial credit ex(iJiision 
or inlrastructure or ca|)ital markets," says 
Dang. "What the government needs is bold 
measures like (X'rmission to [irovidenl fund 
trusts to invest in private sector equity and 
bonds dedicated to inlrasiruclure. Right 
now, the entire corpus of Rs 6(i,(MH) crore is 
locked in government bonds and securities. 

Inlrastriiclure investment will 
create a ‘’road-based demand 
tor giMids. encouraging cajiacity 
e\()ansion l'\ the (irivate sector 
to (irovide sustainable iiulustriul 
giowth," he adds, 

I he industry at this sta"i- laii 
ill-atloicl anv kind ol sott-|x.>ddl- 
ing ol economu issues. Savs 
s. Ragtiuiamaii, seciciarv-gene- 
lal, \ssiK n.wi."( oaiilion or not, 
the governnienrs liisi task 
would be to kickstarl the econ¬ 
omy with (lolicy changes in inl¬ 
rastructure, labour laws, urban 
land ceiling laws and comp.iiiy 
law." Will this hapiKii with a 
loalitic’ii concerned more with 
its survival than the econoun s? 
Panicker is ho|)elul. "I think the 
economic indicatois will dictate 
the (xilitical events," he avers. 
Across India's length and lirea- 
dih. incliisiry watcliers will be 
keejiing their fingers crossed 
over that singular hope. ■ 
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AND OPPORTUNITIES 



PATENT 

If an American company gets 
away with patenting basrnati, 
india will havetio,one'td^ .. 
blame but itself.« . •' 

»' • k 
■'f 

By PAROMITAWASTR) ‘ 
AARIWfAMMOKHERjeE ' 

“in the imiiftkl fiiilowlr^oitt unions Rpnjpa 
teils Urn, cook and sem tht bhsmti 
rice from the Hnhafaymt r^m.’ ' '• 

—Sufi poet'Bfilc.Shph'j'fimSus l^%ie I ’l started as,a.storffi ^ 
now thfeateniiig.:{p 
I'cxas-baseil Rfcn«%C.iia»beei 
ted a patent by the US goTCfnintnt _ 
a new rice strain whicJl 

similar or even superior to tradjllony fnd^' 
ian liasmati. tliereby unleastUn'Er^iMoi}' < 
wide hysteria. Ock's thislneaii Indian farrOi 
ers can't sell their basrnati In the US any¬ 
more? Does tills mean an eventual farewell 
to global markets? Does this mean we can¬ 
not sell our produce as basrnati in our own 
country or es'cn grow its seeds? Is this a 
major bioiiiraty move by the US? Finally, 
does it mean our favourite biryanl is going 
to dis.ip|>ear trom our dining tables? 

The answer to these questions; No. And 
the hysteria is quite unwarranted since 
India is marshalling facts and evidence to 
challenge the grant ot this patent and estali- 
iish the country's riglit to this variety at 
suiwrior, aromatic rice, defined by the Oxf¬ 
ord Dictionary as early as in the 19th cent¬ 
ury as "a long-grain su|X‘rior rice of Indian 
origin". Hut while there are more myths | 
than tacts doing the rounds on the issue, it’s ' 
also true that India tias been so lethargic ai i 
protecting its natural resources that it faces ! 
many sir h infringement cases in the future. : 

While I'.ance has made sure tliat no wine ! 
made outside the district ol (.hampagne ] 
sail be called champagne, while the world i 
has accepted that Scotch whisky has to be ' 
dislitled m Scotland, latta oranges grown in i 
lsra"l and ( olombian coflee in Colombia, ! 
India has been so tards' that Kenya and Sri ! 
lanka today p-whice morr Darjeeling tea' 
tli.iii Daijeeliiig does. ,\nd now, liasmati. 

Savs Dr It.A. Mashelk<ir. DCi, (.ouncil tor : 
.Scientific and Industrial Kesearch n siid, 
Willi li files tile highest numbei of patents 
eacii wai in India; " I he b'S patent .serves as 
a good reminder that we've badiv slipped ' 
iiji on homework. We base to put our own 
proteituiii legislation in place." Says noted ' 
patent .idsoiate Praveen Anand: "It's imper¬ 
ative liiat India get the name 'basrnati' reg- . 
islered in the US and obtain a patent for it." | 

First, let's si'parate msths from real issues. 
Myth 1; India's rice exports to dry up. india 
exports alxiiil half a million tonnes of bas- 
mati, a traction c! its total rice exports. It) ' 

IMIIW SIX IJ 

RICE 

ND/IMnwi IMWUiaM. 
(3«g) . 

[XT cent of which g(X>s to the US. But salue- 
wise, basnrali commands almost three-fou- 
iths of total exports of Rs 1,200 crore. But a 
basrnati patent by the US will have long¬ 
term impact on India's trade, l-or one, India 
and the US are competitors for tire second 
place among rice exporting nations, I'or 
another, US caters to the premium market 
ottering the costliest long-grain non-basm- 
ati varieties. And it is increasing its presence 
in the Gull, oiii biggest market. I'he contro¬ 
versial US nalent does pose a confusion of 
identity in the minds ol the consumers in 
tile (iiilf and other Indian markets. 

This is clear from the fact that India, spe- 
cificallv Agriculture Products Fxport Deve¬ 
lopment A. thority (\nii\) iindeT the 
commerce ministry and other private 
exporters, are already fighting 10 cases 
over hasmati rice. t)f these, India has won 
one; in Greece. The same lexan firm has 
been barred from registering its produce 
under the trademarks I'exi.iati, Kasmati 
and Jasmati. The other cases arc pending 
settlement, including one in the UK where 
India is likely to get a tavourable verdict. 
Myth 2: India to lose all rights to producing 
and selling basrnati rice and seed. Ortainly 

nr't. But the US has a long history of pro¬ 
tecting tanners' rights and agricultural 
products—it put into place a protection 
meclianisni for plant and sc^d varieties in 
the 192()s as op{xisccl to most countries 
which lightened their luws post-World 
Trade Organisation (v\ m). It is also a signa¬ 
tory to the Union tor Protection of New 
Plant Varieties (i isiv), which accords com¬ 
plete coverage to iiisentors and breeders. 
The US patent no ,S6().t484 granted on 
September 2, 1997 to Ricetec on "Ikisinali 
rice lines and grams'’, covering iRith prod¬ 
uct and prix'ess. is quite exhaustive. Rice Tec 
makes a total of 21) claims which cc'vers tlie 
plant, grain, breeding, ccxiking maturity 
and seeds, in sum, they pertain to "novel 
rice lines whose iilants can...pr(Kiuce rice 
grains liaving characteristics similar or supe¬ 
rior to those of good quality basrnati rice." 

Put simply, Ricetec claims that it has inv¬ 
ented hybrid rice lines from one basrnati 
parent wliich have tlie unique hasmati 
piopertics like increase in length, aroma, 
cooking firmness and separateness. More, 
it also has reduced starch content whicli 
cuts down breakage of grains and imparts 
belter cooking and can he grown in Ame- 
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rican regions even with inadoquale light, if : and grain characteristics and aspects of tlie ' firms for using our seeds,'' he said, i (igii.ilK, 
true, this is definitely an improvement , growing environment... are not critical to : this argument can extend to Indian (armeis 
over the basmati grown in the sub- i [lerceived Basmati product quality by con- ' loo as, according to Indian Council l<>t 
Himalayan region extending from eastern ■ sumers’. So what RiatTec is saying is that j Agricultural Research (k .sr) sources, 7it iM;r 
Pakistan to western UP. In fact, as Jyoti | the invention has the capacity to fool the ■ cent of the .seeds used by them are from the 
Sagar, partner, Kumaran and .Sagar, the law ; consumer that there Is no difference , unorganised market and of non-u \r origin 
firm locked in the legal battle with RiceTec, ; between spurious and real basmati. i But if Indian exporters stand to lose out 
points out, "The patent talks about a cer- Therefore the theft involved here is of tlie . in the long-term and if US is actually a 
tain range of rice grains which can include i collective individual and biodiversity her- ; biopirale, India has nobody to blame but 
many Indian or Pakistani varieties, per- i itage of Indian fanners who have evolved ■ itself by being tardy in enacting laws to 
haps leading to probable banning of | and bred basmati varieties." protect its interests. Under Trade Related 
importsof such varieties into the U.S." i Ironically, Ricetec has been doing this for Intellectual Property Rights tiRifs) agtee- 

Says trade expert Dr Bibek IX'broy: “If Ric- ! 20 years now, and there's no gainsaying ; ment, the laws on biodiversity, plants and 
eTec can prove that it's invented a new vari- ^ that it will soon call its product Vasmati, | micro-organisms must be ready by IW 
ety of rice, there's nothing we can do. The i the closest one can get. .Says Jyoti Sagar; end. Which is why India cannot take such 
issue is whether this novel rice can Ire pale- ! "The US is talking of copyright and patent cases to the six-member w ns dispute settle- 
nted as basmati." Explains Mashelkar: "A | infringement by third world countries ' ment panel where India is already under 
patent is granted on three grounds; novelty, 1 even as a US company has been cheating ; fire for several lapses like child labour and 
non-obviousness and uselulness. We have ' the third world for decades." I unfair trade practices, 
set up a task force with representatives from ! Says .Anand; "It basmati is being used | The Indian bills on biodiversity and .'•ecds 
scientific organisations to find out whether descriptively in the patent, and not com- and plant varieties are ready but yet to Ire 
we have a past tiistorv of any ol the varieties mercially, there’s notiiing wrong with the 1 taken up by 1‘arliament and tlie geograph- 
claimcd as novel l>y Ricel'ec. If we do, we palcnt.""On the other hand, RiceTcc prc.si- : ical indication liill - which will give has- 
can ask for a re-examination ot the palenl." ; dent Robin Andrews has claimed that \ mati the protection that (Tiampagne and 

csiR's cxfK'rtise lies in the tact that it sue- | Basmati is a generic name and the company ‘ Scotch enjoy—is slill being drafted by the 
cessfully contested the award of a patent to ! has not used it as a brand name. "Tlie rea- ■ commerce ministi'. tuir own patents law 
the University of Mississippi Medical 1 son that we patented it is to jirevent other is feeble, and India does not have a patent 

or trademark registered lor liasmati in any 
country where it sells the rice. 

Also, Maslielkar says tlie entire issue 

OR BASMATI 
miglit boil down to a diplomatic problem 
as the Rice Tec's parent varietj is perceived 
to be a Pakistani grain, thougli Sagar 
claims that the spcciftiity of the region is 
adequate evidence. And as the counlrv' gels 
ready to fight aiiotlier protracted legal hat- 
tie, ttie long-term loss of the country's 

Centre, US, Ain turmeric jwwder as a 
wound-healer and won it two years 
after the grant,of the pajent. Whe- . 
teas earlier Indian clmms Against 
the neem patents in the'"US had jr 
not even tieen entertain^ by | ' 
the US Patents Office. The,. J ^ 
turmeric case was won on ifeavT 
evidence ot tradifiona! Indian ■ / 
knowledge bases which holds- f • 
only partly true in tlie rase ' I 
ol basmati. I 
Myth 3: Is US really the frighh 
ening bidpirate? Probably yes. 
Argues Jyoti Sagar;'' I'lie tj.ain 
and l-eed Irading Association 
ol kiirope recognises liasmati as 
a produce of India and Pakistan. "" 
Saudi Araliia, the largest imjiorter of 
rice, has a law as per vviiitli, toi tlie ^ 
basmati rice to tie authentic, it has to be 
grown in the siib-llimalayan region. 
RiceTec is just Irving to copy the product 
anil passing it oft as Indian basmati to mis¬ 
lead the consumers and popularise their 
product.” Adds environmentalist V'andana 
Shiva; "The invention is based on 'the sur¬ 
prising discover)' tliat certain basmati plant 

physical and genetic lesmirce 
outweigh basmati trade gains. 
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How to get the best so 
the best features W' 

Presenting the 
new Philips 240B. 

EASY-TO-USE 
SMART SOUND 

Tlionirc 'ottiiig 

Buying a TV can mean making 

tc)U|?h choices. That's why Philips su^- 

fjfsts you fxpcTiente the new 240B. 

It’s the only 5.S c m (21") TV that lets 

you have it all: unmatched sound, pic¬ 

ture, f't'atures. Plus the latest interna¬ 

tional tcchtiolc>|'y and stylin/t. 

THE BES'l SOrND 

You ^»et 200 watts oF 

clear, rich, deep sound. 

Which sounds as ^oocl 

as the best hi-fi systems. Adjust it to 

suit yourself with the simple Smart 

Control feature. (Choose between 

Personal, Music, Voice and 

Theatre settinns. 

Then, there's the Auto Volume 

Leveller which j|»ets rid of the 

[AUTO VOLUME] 
LEVELLER 

EASY-TO-USE SMART PICTURE I 

1 
i I 

RIt'll S‘ tfr 

At*' 

\m 

1 - •’iP 

Pf'i ’.onnl 'rrin^^ r J.iriint s'-uii !>■; 

nuisance of sudden volume 

increases when you’re watching or 

switching channels. And for those 

times you want to be surrounded 

by music, there's the Incredible 

Sound option. 

Sounds good, doesn't it.-" 

THE BEST PICTURE 

So lifelike, you might believe 

it's real. Thanks to 

the advanced F & 

FST picture 

tube. There is also 

the Artificial 

Intelligence but¬ 

ton that automati¬ 

cally give.s you 

great pictures 

AU uivr the world, Philips comhnm techmln^ wnh mmvatmn to hriitf’ you the heU ir, mieruattmal quultty 

the di^Uul compMt canette. the video dnc. the eolour picture tube, the portable 



nd, the best picture and 
ithout buying 3 TVs. 

53cms (21 *’) 

PHILIPS 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

.. " # 
FOR BETTER CONTRAST 

PHILil>S 

PHILIPS 



CAMPAIGN TRAIL 

INDIA MEETS 
BHARAT 

He may not be one of the masses but the urban, English-speaking 
politician is determined to prove he’s not a political misfit 

By SAGARIKA GHOSE in Aska, Orissa; 
Photographs: 6AURI GILL 

“In an agrarian (kmocracy, the 'notables' and 
'middle [wople' have an important role, it is 
they who will do most of 'the ivlhiji hut subject 
to election and formal scrutiny by fmmr peo¬ 
ple...tirey should not feel resentful at demo- 
<racy run largely in the Interests of the poor 
and they cannot do as tiny please, there is 
always the ayarian fwpulation to cheek them 
by its power of election." 

—Aristotle, Ihe Politks P1;RHA!’S Aristotle would have app¬ 
roved of the first Indian l.ok Sabha 
with its high rejiresentation of 
educated "middle people", all pro¬ 
fessing an idealistic accountability 

to Ihe rural masses. Since then, howeser, 
things have looked a little less classical. As 

democracy has expanded, the middle class 
I has seceded from politics. As the role of 

caste and religious identities have emerged, 
i the 'city' has given way in importance to 
I the village and the educated urban middle 

class has begun to feel marginalised Ity tlie 
Great Indian Mas.ses. As 'the mob' has 

I begun to rule, the older metrojKilitan elite 
j has had to cede political power. 

Some lament the fall in parliamentary 
i standards, but others rejoice at the triumph 
I of pleijeian power. Some say the middle 
I class IS fundamentally self-serving and 
i must consign itself to the dustbin of demo- 
; cracy, others believe that the middle class 
I was more efficient and at least didn't use 
; bad language in Parliament. Wherever the 
! truth lies, the imii (People Like Us or the 
I urban educated middle class) (lolitician is 
: an endangered s()ecies, without a Iwal base 
' like Mani Shankar Aiyar or desjierately 

I NSRAYAN 

Squadron-leader Kamal Chaudhary, BJP candidate from Hoshiarpur, is as comfortable 
on the dance floor as he is at village melas and sangeets 

.seeking a political party like T.N. Seshan. 
Yet are ail I’U's political misfits, or are 

some of them recipients of some amount of 
voter confidence.' there's Sheila Dikshit, 
Congress candidate from east Pelhi, con¬ 
vent-educated wile of an ias officer, who 
faces a lower middle-class constituency of 
Dalits. Giijjars, Muslims and others. Gen¬ 
teel, well-spoken, well turned out in hand- 
loom silk and matching cardigan with grey 
hair in neat chignon, Dikshit campaigns in 
the filthy slums and dank overcrowded 
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colonics of Wa/irabad, addressing scattered 
crowds on the need for a national vision. 

Here is a 60-year-old Macaulay's child, 
former student at Convent ol Icsus and 
Mary school, who says she no longer reads 
the English language press because it is not 
the staple of the common man, "1 was alt 
set to stop being in politics, but people like 
you have pushed me into it again. The 
middle class is perhaps a little scared of the 
rough and tumble of politics but they 
should join," Oikshit says. 

.Salim Siierwani, .Samajwadi i'arlv candi¬ 
date from Budaun in Uttar Pradesh, former 
minister ol state tor external aliens, is also 
the scic.i of an industria! family iliai owns 
the giant Oeep company, and wltose grand¬ 
father was a friend of Motilal Nehru. Dap¬ 
per, khadi-clad, vvc-aririg a loreign-made 
anorak, running shoes and expensive dark 
glasses, Sherwani rides around in his Sumo 
through the huts and fields of central UP, 
wading through slush and cPmbing onto 
makeshift stages surrounded by cattle and 

bullock caits. In his car Sherwani discusses 
economic diplomacy and the linainial 
jiroblems ot east A.".ia. Yet, surrounded h\ 
Vaclavs and loclhs in Sahasvsan, he culls Im 
a government of mazdoor and kisans a 
multi-millionaire telling a gioup ol ])civerty- 
stricken farmers that he is their brother. 

Is there a contradiction? Not at all. Not¬ 
withstanding the class difference, Shenvam 
is immensely |K>pular and deleated his opfi- 
onents in the last election by a huge niai- 
gin. "I think people here feel c|une proud 



CAMPAiCN TRAIL 

His big businessman appeai stands Saiim Sherwani in good stead with the masses 

that their (mil MlMicvame lori ign minister. 
I here is a|i|ii(.'(i<ition because deselopment 
luntls are properls utilised.” liis soters sa\ 
that part of his appeal is tliat he is .1 l>ig 
Inisinessttiaii. “IhLi /vt hliaui Imi luii ii.i/ii 
dmmw kii pet Null Mikhi Imi ((inly he whose 
stomach is lull can help till the stoiti.ichs ol 
othersi.” says Kain Halm 01 lsasf>an| Mllaf;e. 

Yet unlike Sherwani. lavvsei Hansaraian 
kuinaraniaiiKalani, mi'candidate from liru- 
chirapalh in Tamil \adu and j'laduate ol 
nelhi’s SI Slephen’s (.'oileKe appears .1 hit 
distant troni rear India. Ills lainil is \ngli- 
cisecl and he seems apologetic ahmil being 
in the mi'. When asked alniul his progra¬ 
mme lor the da\, lie rejilies-" \ll sills 
things. 1 have to go tii scune temple, then go 
around with tins actress --what's her lunie- 
ahl ahl Yijavashanti.'' Kumaiamaiigalam 
seems i!l-|ireparecl toi Ins campaign, deleiicl- 
iiig loi'iiier enemies and unalile to answer 
ciueslions on dsnasiic jiolitics \s people 
smile and wave Kumaiamangaiam lurns 
his lace awav with a giimac' Perhaps lie is 
an example ol how the educated class still 
liasiTt (oimd a political ideiitits and doesn't 
c|uite know what is the greater evil. i;|i' 'coiii- 
imiiialism' Ol Congress coriiiptioii. 

Ihe Sidney She’ldon-reading Saugata Roy 
ol the VSest itengal (.amgress is pitted agai¬ 
nst Mamat.i Banei|ce ot the liinainul 
Congress lor the iwiigious south Calcutta 
seat While' M.miata Hanerjee says that cam- 
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er.i crews don't cover her campaigns beca¬ 
use ot the stink and d<rt in lier constituency, 
Ihe Ixiok-review'ing Rew says he leads a dciu- 
hle existence. WInIe street fighter Mamata 
lis'c's and csorks with her coters, Roy says he 
doesn't mis jK'litiiS wilh his scxial life. 
( onipletc wiili bouticjue-iiwning wile and 
memliership ui ihe Bengal Initiatiw, (atl- 
ciitta's liip lihadralok thinklank, Roy is a I’lr 
III Ihe line tradition ot the '6()s idealists for 
whom national politics was an extension of 
campus ladicalism. "Rov is an unlikely 
inilitician.'' says a psepliolngisl. 

ANOIHI.R rallier unlikely politician Is 
Bi|u I’atnaik’s son \aveeii I’alnaik, 
piesident ol tlio Biju lanata Dal and 

hiother ot .New York-fusecl novelist tiita 
Mi'hta. .Autho'-, tiiend ol lackie Kennedy, 
much mote conitortablc- m I nglish rather 
lliait in Oriya. I’ainaik is ,1 cvillowv, rather 
ascetic fignr'. lie waves liemusedly at hare- 
hodii'cl tribal women, a sort (>l I'.nglish- 
man-m-the-'rropics, as he delicately lifts 
his pvjamas to cro.ss fetid ditches or Imi- 
shes a liil ot dust oft his siMitless white 
kurta. I’atiiaik and his ccmstiluency--Aska 
in southern ctrissa—are a cl.ish of civilisa¬ 
tions, a primitive tribal belt rciiresented by 
a Delhi sncialite. Yet I’atnaik seems quite 

Rangarajan Kumaramangalam: almost 
apologetic about being in the BJP 
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enthusiastic about his new role and com¬ 
mitted to his duties. "UTtimately it's 
whether you’re working for them or you’re 
not, it doesn't matter where you're from." 
Jhe controversial itMW-owning I’itiaki 

Misra, (.ongress candidate Iroin I’uri, Ori¬ 
ssa, L'handraswaiiii's laivyer and resident 
ol New Delhi's exclusive Jor Bagli area, is 
not so sure, ".\tter ail I’ve done tor these 
wretches, I .sometimes leel so disillusioned 
that 1 just feel like going and living in 
Monte t!arl(i,” he says, (.oinpleic with 
(ieorge Michael haircut, state-of-.he-art 

I'WSHANT PAN,IIAR 



shoos and cellphone, 38-year-old Misra 
says there's very little appreciation of the 
work that politicians do. 

“Everyboiciy is just feeding off the system, 
the lack of debate in I’arliament is just 
awful." Misra says he was so upsi-t with the 
bad publicity he received that he decided 
to contest and prove his critics wrong. "All 
my income is accounted for," he says, 
"that's why I take iny bmvv to I’arliament. 
But you '.hould hear the language on the 
floor of the House, it's droadlul," he says. 

Ballroom-dancing squadron leader Kainal 

'Dilli kl beti’ and ‘Kannauj ki bahu Sheila Dikshit is at home with the real India 

Chaudhary—Bjr's candidate from Hoshiar- 
pur—says he’s as comfortable with the mas¬ 
ses as he's with the elite. Robrnt, and suit- 
clad, this graduate from the .National Dele- 
nce Academy says he doesn't bother with 
the need for the right rural attire "Personal 

India shar[)ens, can urban politicians "S'er 
really identify with their rural consti¬ 
tuents? "Yes, I sup|)ose I'm more u’esier.i- 
ised and sophisticated but I don't think it's 
a disadvantage. Voters like to feel proud of 
their reprccseiitative .is someone who's 

rapport matters most so I involve myself Irom a gcxid lamih' .iiid who can hoKi her 
with [topic's lives as much as 1 can. " His own in the l,ok Sabha," says Hikshit. In 
late lather, Chaudhary Bal- any r ase, she adds, a nu 
bir Singh, luirsc'd Hoshiar- , , mher ol voters in her area 
pur for decades and today The satisfaction ari disillusioned by their 
his son reaps the benefits HHH m 
of the family name. Chau- 
dhary's 16-vear career as a actuali) 
fighter pilot ended abru- rflSiri nr I 
ptly when his father was ‘ 
assassinated in l‘)8S. And being I 
though his father had thusp HI 
been a lifelong anti-Con- |fi 
gress l.ohiaite, the son Can’t b6 

j chose to join the Carngress 
which he quit in protest 
this year and mrived to the Bji’. He savs it's 
his personal standing rather than p.'i l\ .iffil- 
iation which is important. "I campaign thr¬ 
oughout the year by staying in touch with 
the pcHiple. 1 make over KKl trips every 
year," he says. Vet the fun-loving .“iO-year- 
old is also a party animal and although he 
may dance the nigtit away in the Adampur 
Air Force base, he still returns to village 
melas and sangeets the next day. 

As the divide between rural and urban 

one gets from 
aefualiy seeing a 

road or dispensary 
being built, say 

these politicians, 
can’t be matched. 

' frnm "own leaders”, 
k IIUIII Sherwani savs he'd nevei 
eeing a heard ol certain localities 
■nonearu nnlil Rajiv tjan- »p6IISary ijjiii 
lit, say him to contest trum titere. 

tirianc * llbiaiio, I 

latched. joined politics. Iheie is a 
certain amount (<t trustra- 
tion at their small jirejU' 

dices and often it is clithcuil to get Ihiough 
to them on the need lor health and Ingi 
ene. Rut this is the real India and this is 
where you have to be if you want to address 
long-term problems." When Sherwani lirsi 
stcMxl for eiections, his op|Toneuts denoun¬ 
ced him as an c-litisl businessman. "But I 
have gone out ol my way to dispel anv te.irs 
that I may not lie easily accessible.” 

I’atnaik Uxi is getting cl< iser to the pc-ojile. 
He says his Driyn is becoming more fluent 

OUTLOOK March 2.1998 



CAMPAIGN TRAIL 

Naveen Patnaik: westernised he may be but he is still his father’s son 

a> iiis ciinipdi>{n pnamls. "l-veii Uiougii I 
don't s|K-ak thi* lanj^iiaKe, they havi’ the 
feeling that 1 am a l<Kal lioy.” lie says the 
refiional bond eiits across class diflerentes. 
"My srandlather was born in Niiana \ illd};e 
in (ianjam district and in my speeches I 
retnind them tliat I too am a (ianjarn.." St)N ol l.ok N'atli Misra. lormer socer- 

nor ol Assam and grandson ol Laklian 
MiSf, considered one ot the fathers 

ol modeiii Orissa. I’inaki Misra also invo¬ 
kes his tamilv hackKrouiul. "Kveii if I live 
and work in Delhi, in\ lamily was Irom 
iianpui, so I'm a native ot this area and 
speak Oriya llneinly. I teel the educated 
classes can't run away trom India but must 
sta\ and hxht it out," he says, 

,An important common teature about 
iiiosi of these urban eiliicated politicians is 
that Hies heloiiK to {xilitical dynasties. 
( haui'.hary says his family name com¬ 
mands so much soixlwill that he nes'er has 
to s|)end mones trying to win people os’ci. 
Dikshit, dau|'hter-in-law ot t'ma Shankar 
Dikshit who was the home minister under 
Imlii.i ti.indhi. calls hersell "hilli ki Ivti mill 
Kmmmij ki haliii”. Slierwani's lather .md 
Rraiidfalher were in the t.onRress. His 
lather built a huge siijjar factory' in Kudaun 
and the Sherwani ’lame is well known in 

the area. I’atnaik bases his campaign entire¬ 
ly on his father's dream for Orissa and Hiju's 
pictures are prominently displayed on his 
|M)stcTs. Kumaramangalam's grandfather Dr 
Subbarayan was Tamil Narlu's chiel minis- 
tei and his father, Mohan, was a I.ett leader 
as well as a member of the Indira (larulhi 
cabinet. His aunt, I'areati 
Krishnan, was also a well- 
known I n leader. Misra 
says he has learnt a lot 
from his father but that 
he's a very dillereiit sort of 
politician Irom him. The 
senior Misra still lives in a 
housing colony and adh¬ 
eres to old-world sallies. 

Home minister Indrapt 
(iiipta once said that the 
first l.ok Sahha mav not 
has'i* heel .is representa¬ 
tive as the I Ith but it was inore decorous. 
Such phrases .is "kticlnbii ihiihii jiunuiiii" as 
I’hcxilan Devi once said or Anand Mohan 
.Singh’s “iliimit uni kf pci me X'lml i/imihvi." 
appal our j’li; leaders. "The educated class 
progressively lost interest m politics aflei 
the freedom movement and this has lieen 
the country''s loss," Dikshit says. 'There’s also 
a disgust at votebank politics. "Unless the 
elc’ctoratc is c'ducated it will always lie a 

“Voters feel proud 
of their 

representative if 
he’s from a good 
family and can 
hold his own 

in Parliament.” 

nunilsers game, there will Ik* no issues, only 
a[)peals on grounds of caste and religion,” 
believes .Slierwani. Vet I’atnaik says he’s 
never lelt the mral-urban divide. "11 a year 
ago you told me I'd be calming down the 
kxal IkmkI I wouldn’t h.ive believed you. 
But it's all very hancileable, theie's nothing 
to iwnic about.” .Also, all ol their say that 
the kind ot satislaition one gets from actu¬ 

ally seeing a road or dr.- 
[lensiiry being built can’t 
Ire malcbed by anything. 
" The fio|x.'s of the people 
give you a lot ol .strengtli," 
Tatnaik says. 

In the war lietwc'cn the 
‘masses' and the 'classes', 
between People hike Us 
and People hike Tlietn, 
lielween city and village, 
the I’ll' (Xilitici.in is jx-rh- 
aps ihe last remaining link 
iK’lwcvn l.ulyenslancl and 

the desi liearthind. Adidas shoes get dirty on 
diKSt tracks and silk saris get fray'ecl m slums, 
Ihe invisible wall Indween classes disap- 
[lears as dc*velopmenl work is rewarded and 
human bonds arc built. After the dust set¬ 
tles, the ’Indian' discovers he's not so very 
different trom 'Bharat' after all. ■ 

With Soutik Biswas in Calcutta. 
A.S. Panneerselvan in Chennai 

and Saibal Chatterjee in Hoshiarpur 
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Some years ago, when we started 

Spectrum with a prayer on our lips, 

little did we realise that it would be 

answered rather soon. So, from a 

one-publication portfolio, we 

are today busy rewriting, aside 

from our magazines, the rules 

of the publishing business. 

Today, our stable includes 

thoroughbreds such as A&Ni, 

Global, Design Digest and 

Mantra. Zena, a magazine for 

women is also on the trot. All in all, a 

terrifying proposition. Because to 

manage all this, we need people. 

Specifically, we are looking for the 

following: 

AM 

GROUP MARKETING MANAGER (Mumbai) 
Would be responsible for managing the space marketing of 
the group’s 'aaga2ines. We expect the incumbent to be a 

dynamic, self driven, result-oriented professional with the 
capacity of building, motivating and leading the marketing 

team. 5-6 years of prior experience in the indusi.-y would 
be prefened. Age: 28-32 yrs. 

^ SR. MARKETING MANAGER (Mumba 
Should be a dynamic person with 4-5 years o' 

experience in marketing. Candidates with 

marketing/sales background would be preferred. 
Age: 28-30 yrs. 

BRANCH MANAGER (Mumbai) Should be 
capable of managing the overall branch activities 

Must have 4-5 years of experience in similar 

profile. Should have leadership qualities to builc 
a good team. Age: 28-30 yrs. 

MARKETING EXECUTIVES (Bangalore 

Calcutta, Mumbai) We would prefer graduate: 

with 3-4 years of grind in sales of either 
consumer products or services. Job profile 

consists of marketing of group’s publications. Age: 25-28 
yrs. Freshers can be considered as trainees. 

NETWORK MARKETING EXECUTIVES (Bangalore, 

Calcutta, Chennai) 

Would be responsible for the circulation of all the group's 

magazines. Warehouse management, network marketing 
and direct response are the other key areas o< 
operations.We require young, dynamic, enthusiastic 

graduates with 2-3 years of experience in distribution' 



etworking. Freshers can be considered as trainees. 

|, .ge: 25-28 yrs. 

EGIONAL MANAGERS (Ahmedabad. 

WH^rabad, Pune) 

Pro wouid prefer graduates with 2-3 years of 

xperience in marketing, distribution networking and 

.eneral management. A background in marketing/ 

.aies would be considered as an added advanuge. 

Age; 25-28 yrs. 

HUMAN RESOURCE EXECUTIVE (Delhi) 

The incumbent would be responsible for handling 

all the HR activities of the organisation. Should be a 

young, enthusiastic, dynamic professionai with at 

least 2-3 years of relevant experience. Freshers can 

ibe considered as trainees. Age: 25-28 yrs. 

Ia&M (Delhi) 

INFOGRAPHER: To add pep to information 

presentation in both A&M and GLOBAL. Should be 

able to work independently and generate original 

ideas. At least 3 years' experience. 

VISUALIZER: Should be able to assist the art 

director in A&M layouts. Formal training in design 

and at least one year's experience. 

KCIAL CORRESPONDENTS f/VlumbaO 
A&M is looking for two correspondents who are 

clued into the advertising and marketing scene in 

Mumbai. Should be able to handle major features in 

dependently. At least 5 years in business journalism. 

CORRESPONDENT; Must be intensely interested 

^ in advertising and marketing. An MBA with some 

^ experience would be preferred. No experience in 

writing necessary. 

^ SENIOR CORRESPONDENT (Chennai) 

'!To report for both A&M and GLOBAL. Must have at 

•' least 2 years' experience in business journalism. 

'CORRESPONDENT (Bangalore) Young MBA 

'.tescinated by infotech who would like to cover this 

‘ '^azily growing industry from a marketing standpoint. 

years' experience outside journalism would be 

Ian asset. 

[global (Delhi) 

I SUB EDITOR: To edU copy on international trade. 

^Must have sound knowledge of the subject with 

|i'Conomic$ background. At lease one year's 

I experience. 

NenIOR CORRESPONDENT: Must have a strong 

inderstanding of both exports and international 

ade. At least 2 years in business journalism 

>sential. 

PECIAL CORRESPONDENT (Mumbai) Should 

3 able to report on all aspects of exports and 

ternational trade. Must have strong initiative and 

e ability to handle large corporate and industry 

Atures independently. At least 5 years’ experience 

business writing. 

ESIGN DIGEST (Delhi) 

OB EDITOR/CORRESPONDENT: To both write 

id edit copy on interiors, architecture and all 

' sign-related subjects. At least 2 years in features 

irnalism a must. 

AffhinlMi H|k&Mr<Wiil'lfMf'«fcVYWiiRiiiv 

in ihr utifi nan- mui iittJe 

f VviM n M fit fill (H$ anJ pt n/vi niri 

III fit twrting fifi tfih t 

1% litt\tjfmni.i"i iillmi'h 

• tin KWhii4 

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT (Mumbai) 

This is an extremely responsible position demanding 

a fine sense of aesthetics and the arc of simple, 

descriptive writing. Familiarity with - and if possible 

experience in - architecture and design would be a 

bonus. At least 5 years' experience. 

VISUALISES (Delhi) 

The person should have a well developed aesthetic sense 

and a background in commercial art. Knowledge of 

Aldus Pagemaker 5 and Adobe Photoshop 3.1 essential. 

One or two years' experience preferable. 

MANTRA (Delhi) 

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT; Someone with wit 

and style in writing who can report on the many 

things that interest men. Will also have to help with 

editing. About S years in feature writing. 

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT (Mumbai) Should be 

able to do profiles, fashion features as well as serious, 

intelligent pieces. Wide range of interests essential. 

Plus the self-drive to deliver consistently, 

independently. At least 5 years in feature writing. 

ZENA (Delhi) 

SENIOR SUB EDITOR/SENIOR 
CORRESPONDENT: To both write and edit. About 

2 years' experience. 

SENIOR CORRESPONDENT (Mumbai) 

Somebody who can wo^k sensibly alone, who's old- 

fashioned about duty and responsibility, who enjoys 

writing, reporting and coordinating. Add a keen 

sense of the absurd and a working knowledge of all 

things glam (core values; solidly middle class). 2-5 

years' experience. 

ALSO NEEDED (Delhi) 

INFORMATION ASSOCIATE; Post gradu.ste in 

library science or associateship from INSDOC. 

Knowledge of UNESCO's CDS/ISIS package. About 

I year's experience. 

PHOTOGRAPHER: Should enjoy doing a wide 

range of work, from people to table tops to basic 

fashion, for all the Spectrum [•'lagazines. At least 3 

years' experience. 

RECEPTIONIST (Bangalore. Cakuttai 

Job involves the frontline operations in the 

organisation. Should have pleasing personality with 

1-2 years of prior relevant experience. Secretarial and 

computer knov/ledge essential. Candidates with 

adminiscatioiMl skills would be preferred. Age-22-26 yrs. 

mugaant 'At uml 

Well, that's that. If you fit into any of these jobs, send 

your resume indicating broadly your salary expectations. 

Clearly mark position applied for on envelope and in 

covering letter. Post It to:The HRD department. Spectrum 

Magazines Limited, Secular House, 911 Institutional Area. 

Aruna AsafAli Marg, New Delhi-110067. Who knows, 

you may well be the one we're looking for. 

SI’[X 1 KLIM 



■ ■ ■ GAS TRAGEDY 

Percy’s Mercy 
■ CONTROVERSY 

Does Khajuraho 
Need the Spice? 

ANNI it was last time. And this time 
around its Britain's White Trash 
Spice (iirls who've kicked uj) a storm 

in India by their decision to perform at 
Khajuraho, that serene hamlet ol 9,(X)0 
people in Madhya I’radesh, home to the 
10th century Chandela temples, magn¬ 
ificent tributes to the art of love anci liv¬ 
ing, eros and earth, celebrated and zeal¬ 
ously protected as a World Heritage Site. 

ljuite obviously not protected enough. 
Media reports have it that the Sjiice tiirls 
have set their sights on Khajuraho where 
they’re planning to hold a concert later 
this year. Guitars will twang, drums will 
crash, discordant voices shall boom at ear- 
drum-shattering decibel levels in a place 
to which people travel to hear birdsong, 
tlie sound oi the breeze in the trees, the 

The Spice Girls: eyeing Khajuraho 

rush of water in nearby streams. 
Delhi-based Bharatnatyam dancer Geeta 

Ghandran, fresh from performing at the 
recently concluded Khajuraho Dance Fest¬ 
ival, sounded the first alert, pleading with 
the powers that be to let Kiiajuraho 
remain pristine, inviolable. 

Litterateurs, dancers, singers have been 
quick to join i.ssue. " Those Spice Girls 
should iiave been strangled at birth rather 
than be allowed to perform at Khajuraho," 
storms litterateur Alok Rai. Singer Shubha 
Mudgal is in disbelief; "Tm sure the Asi 

woi.ld never allow this. Surely Khajuraho's 
sanctity anci dignity will nest be violated 
like this?" Dancer Maya Rao resorts to 
black humour tliat barely conceals distaste: 
"We really shouldn’t allow them here 
unless they can enlighten us further on 
the subject of love than the temples do. 
It's an opc'ii world and all that but this...?" 
Dancer Justin McCarthy resorts to gallows 
humour; "Why not?" he .says poker-faced, 
"Maybe our top dancers should lx- invited 
to dance to their music.” 

Khajuraho has had enough controversy 
this year. At last week’s annual dance festi¬ 
val, Kuchifnidi dancer Mallika Sarabhai 

enraged audiences with her 
own Masai tribal versicsn ol 
Kuchipucli-on ly-lrcvause- 
she-says-so. Tliat rankled 
and quite dominated the 
post event debate rather 
than the excellent, non obt- 
nisive, aesthetic .stage des¬ 
ign and programme manag¬ 
ement by lucher Goexlearth 
that part sponsorcxl the 
proceedings. And now the 
.Spice (iirls. Khajuraho c imld 
have done witliout both. ■ 

Sunil Mehra 

TRI8HUVAN TIWARI 

Sir Pereival: doing his bit tor a noble cause 

BHORAL made global headlines on 
Decemlier 2,1984. when 40 tonnes of 
|x>isonous methyl isexyanate gas 

leaked from l.tnion Garbiclc ('oqxiration's 
txjsticide plant, killing nearly .1,000 and 
leaving more than SO,UK) .severely injurcAl. 

But one man who is still trying to help 
the victims is 76-year-old Sir Ian I’ercival. 
A former solicitoi-general in Her Majesty's 
government—Percival is a former metrtlx'r 
ol British parliament and has been pra.- 
tising law in England anci Wales since 
1948—he was appointed trustee of the 
Bhopal Hospital Tnist by Union Clarbide. 

His zest for the project is brxmclless: "I'm 
very prcnid that the .Supreme ( ourt lias put 
its trust in me and released the money." 
The trust was the result of the efforts ol the 

"Indian government and a Siqireme Court 
ruling to build a 29()-becl researcii hospital 
in Bhopal to study and monitor the etfec ts 
of the fatelul gas leak on victims. 

At present, Percival is Icxsking h'r a 
senior bereaucrat lo monitor the project. 
But with the precondition: "He must lx* 
honest". " The hospital," he adds, "is likc-- 
ly to lie ready by May ’98." Did someone 
say better late than never? ■ 

K.S. Narayanan 

-S" - 

DLLHI Icxsdie .Sailjay V'acle- 
hra is starting a fast texx! 

chdiri callcxl Yellow Submar¬ 
ine. There arc to lx- five rest¬ 
aurants; four in Delhi, one 
in Noii),s. He plans to 0|x:n 
the second in l^elhi's Greater 
Kailash; in the same building 
as the Baskin Robbins outlet, 
sometime nc'xl montli. The 

decor is by all accounts very 
interesting, devised as it has 
been by that 'rAl,l, (6 tt S 
in) Dellii-based architect 
with a penchant for paint¬ 
ing cats: Sanjib Chatterji. 

N 

..‘a* 

OV\’, filluintime. Paven 
Malhotra, the actor who 

played the lead in tin much 
acc (aimed Urotlurs in Trouble, 
based on Asian immigrants 
in Britain, is wowing people 
on the .sets of Deepa Mehta's 
film in the making Earth, in 

which he renders an interest¬ 
ing cameo of a butcher. 
Someone to watch out for, 
our man Malhotra. 

♦ THF. Apna llLsav man Rajiv 
Setiii has done it again. 

Got himself a $10 million 
grant from unnamcxl West¬ 
ern institutions to fund fur¬ 
ther fcjrays into culture. 
Meanwhile, Rahul Vohra, 
comrade-in-arms at his Saar- 
thl organi.sation, is taking 
an interesting Navra.s show 

to France. This one features 
not classical but folk ix;rfor- 
mers portraying the Nine 
Mcxxls of Mankind. 16 
shows sold in advance cm 
the strength of the pre-show 
publicity alone. Bravo! 
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Every week night at 9 p.m 
COUCH POTATOES STOP BEING VEGETABLES 

h A ti S , P ' V 1 T T (r D B T I H E 

R E P 0 P 1 A IS E , ] IS' V 0 [ s _ D V< 1 T h T H E 

ISSUES. COMfi ELLED BY : IT E D !BLE 

N E S C 0 S' E RAGE PE 0 I'T f’ R A fJ 11 0 Y 

ROY A [ID H S T t A M . E V' PRY VI E E K 

11 I GM T AT ; P M IIT 1 A M D 9pm 

I 11 ID , . . I'l A T C hi YOUR . ' 0 R L D 

NINE! 

V/ n hi us. It's a m t x c n i it g c h a it r- e . 

NOTHING ELSE MATTERS AT 



.. out 
■ SATELLITE TELEVISION 

Sportsworld 
to Filmdom 
Trans WorUl international (rwi), the 

television production outfit that has 
rcvolutioniseii live sports coverage in 

India, is poised on the threshold of a sign- 
ihcant new leap: from the thrills and 
spills of big-time cricket to the magic and 
masala of Mumbai moviedom. F.ven as 
the stage is set for the telecast of the 
u|>coming India-Australia cricket scries, 
ivm’s team of professionals is preparing to 
produce and air the Zee Cine Awards, 
scheduled for March 14. 

Since setting up shop in India in late 
'94, iwi, a part of the global sports marke¬ 
ting agency, Iniernationai Management 
Croup, has been assrxialed solely with 
sports. Apart from the live coverage of 
cricket and soccer and recordings of 
domestic Indian cricket, nvi's line-up of 
widely-watched productions include mag- 

A still from ‘Border’: In the reckoning 

a/inc shows like Imiile f d.ee and Sports 
lihliii. But as Bernie Ross, iwi's senior pro- 
ilucer who v\ill oversee the telecast of Zee 
( ine \waiils, {Hiints out: "Worldwide, we 
oiganise and iC'-cast events ol all kinds, 
not just sports." 

riiough the Zee fane Awards will be 
iwi's hrsi non-sporting event in India, the 
move is not as unusual as it may seem. 
Internationally, I'.vi pioduces the coverage 
ol the Nobel I’ri/.e ceremony and certain 
Clements in the run-up to Oscar awards, 
among other things. Yet, in the Indian 
conte.M, the queslion is inevitable: is the 
decision to iiandle the Zee Cine .Awards 

prompted by the All-India Football Fede¬ 
ration's move to shift the .National Foot¬ 
ball U'aguc matches from Star Sports to 
I)D, thereby withdrawing a crucial com¬ 
ponent ol iwi's work in India? 

"Not at all," asserts Ross. "We want to 
diversify. We have the production facili¬ 
ties and we are opening them up to I’V 
channels like Zee and Sony." In any case, 
says Ross, Zee TV approached twi "this 
time last year" for the awards show, 
much before the developments on the 
Indian soccer front. Early this month, 
Twi produced the pictures for Sony's 
dcferreci live telecast of the Syed Abid All 
benefit match between the Mohammad 
Azharuddin XI and the Arjuna Rana- 
tunga .\l in Mumbai. 

Ross admits that compromises have to 
Ise made when iwi works for channels 
that have limited budgets at their dispo¬ 
sal. "We compromise on the number of 
cameras, the number of days we take to 
set up and small things like that," he 
says. But a close watch is always kept on 
standards of production. "Once these 
channels are convinced about the quality 
of our work, the money will automatically 
increase," Ross adds. 

The Zee Cine Awards, sponsored primar¬ 
ily by Lux, will be entirely "a people's 

exercise", with con¬ 
tests for Zee TV view¬ 
ers thrown in for 
good measure. The 
award winners will 
be chosen by filmgo- 
ers themselves. " I'he 
slsow will be a defe¬ 
rred live telecast," 
says Ross. "We will 
use seven-eight cam¬ 
eras for the shexjt." 
nvi, which has a full- 
fledged, multi-cam¬ 
era outside broadcast 
unit backed by a 30- 
strong production 
team in India, has its 
task c-ut out. 

Much in the manner in which the Acad¬ 
emy Award winners arc named from 
among five nominees, the names of the 
Zee Cine award winners will be anno¬ 
unced on the sp<st. lAcepl the auditors of 
the dwarcls, I’rice Waterhouse, nobody, 
not even the person who opens the enve¬ 
lope on stage and certainly not the cam¬ 
eramen, will have any (irior information. 
" That will lie a nightmare for us,” admits 
Ross. With five nominees in each categ¬ 
ory, the man at the control panel will 
have to cut to the right face immediat¬ 
ely—and repeatedly. But given iwt's track 
rexord, this challenge should only bring 
the best out in its men. ■ 

Salbal Ghatterjea 

MUSIC 

Tracking Pirates 

RIbeiro: the music industry’s messiah? 

Retired supercop JuHo Rilwlro is back. 
This time, he's cleansing our music 
industry csf piracy with his team of 

dedicated retired police fiersonncl. They 
constitute the Indian Music Industry's (imi) 
team for Intellectual Property' Rights, and 
aim to inch closer towards its goal of 
reducing the unholy 60:40 ratio of legal to 
Illegal cassettes in India. And they are cer¬ 
tainly making their presence felt. 

A crack team recently swooped on audio 
pirate Umesh Mody’s flat in Mumbai's 
Borivli suburb. I'he four-room apartment 
yielded "20 high-speed recording machi¬ 
nes, 1,200 CDs. .38 Jajianese high-speed 
recording machines, equaliser decks, com¬ 
puters, floppies, pirated cassettes ( n Engl¬ 
ish and Hindi) and master cassettes collec¬ 
tively valued at Rs 11.5 lakhs". 

Vijay I.azaru.s, chief of Polygram India, 
.says, "The plan is to bring down piracy 
initially to 20, then 15, and finally five 
per cent. The international average for 
hardcore piracy is just three per cent." 

Apart from sprucing up the numlier of 
sleuths on the job, the iMi is also armed 
with Indian copyright laws. According to 
International Federation of Phonographic 
Industry figures for 1996, pirated cassettes 
with a market value of Rs 3,040 million 
were sold in India, robbing the govern¬ 
ment of Rs 19 aore in taxes (kmsumers 
pay for piracy too—they buy cheap fakes 
which ultimately ruin masic systems. 

If the sleuths do reach their target, the 
money and effon pumped in by the 
industry would be recoufied in kind. ■ 

Shameem Akthar 
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TRtBAL VOTE 

THELO 
Caught between Naxal guns 
and a police crackdown, tribals 
in rural Bastar opt out of polls 

By RAJESH JOSHI in Bastar 

Photographs; JITENDER GUPTA The Pwiple’s War t'lroup (I’vvi,) docs 
not take kindly to strangers. I’ravir 
K'rislien, tlic collector of lagdalpiir, 
had strongly advised tis not to 
enter the forest area. It would lie 

risky. We might be attacked. In any case the 
Abujhinaad Ix'lt, alKiut ISO kin from Kastar, 
Madhya i'r.idesh. is a restricted area. Why 
take the risk;* What is there to report alwut? 
scented to be- the thread ol liis reasoning. 
Mr krishen seemed very keen that we did 
not move ahead with our plans. 

•Armed with authority cards issued by the 
Election ('.ommission, the Oiitlwk team 
decided to ignore the warning and sneak 
into .Abujhmaad to get a feel of the elec¬ 
tioneering in this sensitive tribal belt. It did 
not take us long to realise that elections 
here are a farce. So cam|)aigns and no can¬ 
didates are to lie seen in these jungles. 

riiis is the place that attracted interna¬ 
tional attention in the mid-70.s when a hw 
documentarv showed sensational footage 
ol hail-tlad \ladya tribeswomen. Ever 
siiue the lesultanl controversy, the gov¬ 
ernment had declared the area restricted. 

Through tlie dense |ung!es is .Alter village, 
one ol the many reinole polling stations 
inside I lie restricted land around 80 kilome¬ 
ters from Narainpur. A lone Sonia (landhi 
|>oster on the wall ol the village.s’/iofii/ is the 
only indication that an election is on in the 
svorld s lai.gest democracy. Not that the trib- 
.ils liaee incicli to do with the Congress or 
Sonia (iandhi for that matter, l-or them tlie 
colourful poster has more cic-coralive than 
(Hilitical value. I’rohabis, the reason why 
the poster ol the charismatic (.ongn-ss cam¬ 
paigner IS plastered on the gliofiil, a tradi¬ 
tional rec realion hut in es'ery village. 

Tucked away in the pieturesc|ue hillcKk, 
\iier is about 16 Km from the last [lolice 

(Kist of Orcha. Krishna, a teacher in the 
local residential schoc'l for tribal children, 
eonlirtns tliai in the 11 vearc of his ser\ ice 
in the villa.ge he has sevn a candidate only 
in the 1 Wf general election. S'either Iwfore 
nor after that had any candidate dared ven¬ 
ture into the v illage, (’osiers 
of the Congress and the wf 
are visible till the Oicha |q||| 
road head iKreause lliis .irea « 
"is relatiscly safe in the day 63111111 
time". This is the heart of gp |||£ 
Ahujhinaad where the 
Madya tribals live in a world 136 \ 
ot their own and have little OflOtll 
loueh with mcKlernily. , 

.\ri uprooted dish anten- S0I8 111 
ua in front of the school tllSt 311 
bears testimony to the rou- , 
tine government exercise IS go 
to "bring the tribals to the — 

A lone Soni3 
Gandhi poster 
on the wall of 

the village 
ghotui is the 

sole indication 
that an election 

is going on. 

modern told". Madhya I’radesh chief min¬ 
ister Digvijay Singh once came up till the 
Orcha road head where he doled out a lA' 
set, a dish as well as a generator—there is 
no electric ity in the village—to the .school. 
But a powerful storm shattered the cause ot 

modernity by uprooting 
the dish. "The generator 

Sonia 
I ages," say local teachers. 

jiOSier (.;ome election time and a 
rail of couple ot polling oftieers 
I visit the village looking for 
lagO a place to set up the polling 
Is the Ixiotb. With only two bal- 

|. lot Ixixcs to cater to eight 
canon surrounding villages. "But 

lOCtlOn I’cople come here to 
cast their vote anyway," 

0 on. says Ayatu Ram, a former 
panchayat president. 
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Thanks to a boycott call Riven hv ilu 
1 Naxalites of the IVoiite's War iinuip. tin 
i electioneering activ’ty is evidetit only ir. 
; the towns. In Narayanpiir town in it.ist.ir 
! ilislrict. for instance, poll tempo has 

(ticked up. Tribals in traditional and 
: colourtui attire dance their way to the vil- 
i lage fair; huge banners, [josters, graffiti ol 
i different |H)lilical (larties dot the landsca|ie 
i and there's an occasionai shriek ol loud- 
; S[jeakers canvassing for candidates. For the outsider, there are no visible 

signs that the ban will Iv effittive—no 
revolutionary slogans, no militant ban- 

; Iters. So where are the Naxalites in Narain- 
! |)ur? 1 hey seem to lx* nowhere, but lixals 
I confirm that they arc all around. "They 
1 have surrounded the towns from all sides 
i and are running a (tarailcl government. But 
I they are iiuisibk," says a forest ranger, fear 
I writ large on his lace. 

The tension is [lalpable even in the dis- 
! trict collectorale in Jagadalpur. As Bastar 
j goes to the (Xills on l ehruary 22. under the 

shadow of the Naxalite threat, the (lolice 
have launched a sesvie crackdown U> 
counter tfie Red Terror. Hundreds ol inno¬ 
cents have been apprehended as a "(ir'*- 
ventive measure". And handcufled fribals 

: often martlfdoivn the streets of lagadaljxir 
I and Narainpur. Night searcfies and pre¬ 

dawn raids are a daily routine. 
The state machinery is living hard to 

I ensure the presence ol villagers in the 
I (Killing Ixiolh. .And villagers at .\der com- 
! (ilain tiiat (Milling ofheers check eveiy \oi- 
; er's finger to make sure he has cast his vole. 
; On the other hand, the .Navaliles. aicord- 

, ing to the authorilie.s. “threaten to clio|i 

: oil the fingers ol the Irilials il ink mark is 

' loundonil''. 
file ihseiice ol ( aliiitta-stvle wall writ¬ 

ings heralding the (Mill hoycott is sur[iris- 

: ing in an area kiio oi to he the hotlied of 

! extremist activitv. "But that's the wav the 
' Naxalites opeiiili Ihev nut up (iam|i|ilets 

and haiiners on the trees by the load sicle 

calling lo: a h.indli or (Mill lioyciitt. .\nd 
the police [i.irty icinoves these eaih time 

Ihev see them." s,iid Ra|kamal. snvi ol 

Naiainpu! Word of inoiith is the best 

means ol communication as lar as the 
■ Na.xalites ,ire concerned. And lew dale 

Ignore the diktat. .As a result, (lo'ling (xr- 

^ (cnt.ige ill the interior areas never exceeds 

2.S |ier cent to .10 [ler cent. 
However, no village. o[ienlv .idmils the 

Naxalite influence. .After initial hesit.iiion, 
Monge Ram, .i (lancltayat member m \dei 
articulates what the election means to the 

[ villagers; "'solnidv does anything lot ,\lnij- 
hma.icl, why should we vote’ We are not 

I going to vote tor anybody." i.ri|iplcd with 
; (Kilio, Koclya Ram. the I’atel of the village, 

says with visible anger: “Volf ih’nc U Lii 
' siivalifli luiliin liiii (there is no c(uestioti of 



TRIBAL VOTE 

Hundreds of tribals were arrested by the police on poll-eve as a preventive measure votiii>>)". Similar feelings arc expressed by 
Ayafu Ram, former panchayat president of 
Ader: "Vote wulle din ham \iaoti walhm sc 
kiihen'^e kaum pur jao, iuimein huun ka mik- 
saan hotu luii (\Vc will appeal to the \"l- 
lagers to go to work on (Hslling day, we 
don't want to waste our day because ol 
polling)." rhe tribal villages often resort to 
token voting, whereby one person goes to 
the polling booth as a representative ot his 
entire family. 

Till. .Naxalite threat to the police 
i- real Police convoys have 
heel, blasted by landmines and 

the state can t altord to take the I’vvi, 
lightls l-'ven tiiough there has been 
no major action In the .Naxalites 
lecenlly, both officials as well as the 
lontmon people in the lonstituen- 
iies ol Itastar- Kanker and Raster— 
ate icrtain that the Naxalites will 
strike in a big way. What's most wor- 
i'sing to till administration is their 
expeilise 01 landmine blasts. 

M le.isi sesen iiiaior landmine 
blasts h.ise taken place between 1991 and 
1997, killing 111 iK'opIe including 41 secu- 
rityrnen. And iirosiiig time and again that 
the Naxalites take the poll boycotts dead 
seriously. District authorities say that the 
I’ssi. has a strong iiresence in t,(K)0 villages, 
•'l-iglttv per cent ol the villages are 
.Naxalile hideouls," sass Pravir Krishna, 
collector, lagadalpur. 

( onducting elections under the.se cir¬ 

cumstances is the administration’s worst 
nightmare. With the state machinery 
reluctant to venture out into far-flung for¬ 
est areas and the looming Naxalite threat, 
the poll exercise, for all practical purpos¬ 
es, is just an unavoidable formality'. 
Polling parties walk a maximum of SS km 
carrying ballot boxes. "We also carry our 
rations because the villagers are not going 

No villager openly ailmits 
the Naxalite Influence. But 

Kodya Ram, the Patel of 
Ader village, says “there is 

no question of voting.” 

to give us any food. The Naxals have 
issued irisiructions that nobody should 
cooperate with polling parties," says a 
polling official. 

There are also apprehensions that the 
Naxalites may strike in a big way even 
after the elections in Kanker constituency 
where their sworn enemy, Maiiinclra 
Karma is contesting on a Congress ticket. 

Karma has been declared ‘an enemy 
of the people’ by the Naxalites, 
who have jiromised that he shall !«> 
eliminated. Karma enterec' the I’Wi. 
hitlist a few years ago when he 
launched a '|an jagriti Abhiyan' 
campaign against the .Naxalites. He 
visited villages and mobdised the 
priests to tell the villagers that if 
they helpetl the Naxalites, the gods 
would get angry and those who 
providecl the Na.xalites with food 
and shelter would die. 

But after two days of moving 
through the forests ami interacting 

with villagers, the picture that emerges is 
that the Naxals are the highest authority 
in the area and it is their writ that runs. 
For many villagers, actual governance 
comes courtesy the invt. which provides 
medical aid, ensures that schools aic run 
and that corrupt officials arc punished. So 
when the pamphlets asking them to boy¬ 
cott polls are distributed not many will 
op[K)se their local gods. ■ 
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Pipelines. Bottomlineg aim 
Pewan Hans 

As India's largest helicopter operator, making profits 

consistently, Pawan Hans Helicopters has been contributing 

substantially in pipeline surveys, industrial development 

and thus to the nation's economic bottomline. 

Equipped with an operational fleet of 28 

helicopters and an unmatched maintenance 

infrastructure. Pawan Hans has scored an 

unparalleled record of over 

2,00,000 flying hours. With a fundamental belief in 

safety, Pawan Hans is continuously increasing its fleet 

strength to meet the new challenges ahead. 

Thus no wonder, when India's mega 

corporations and government agencies recuire 

helicopters for their long term and customised 

requirements, they simply rely on Pawan Hans. 

And now, knowing all about us, so would you! 

1 
OLUTJOf JS 

PAWAN HANS HELICOPTERS LIMITED 
(A Government of India Enterprise) 

India's largest helicopter operator 

SAFDARJUNG AiRPORT, New Delhi-I lO 003. Delhi :Tel.. 4637273 Fax: 0II-4602S96.4611801 Mumbai :Tel. 6106210 Fax 022-6113812 
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72 hours of livo wiro Eloctto 

From Ahmedabad to Amritsar, Bhopa 
from Calcutta to Coimbatore, froir 
from Etawah to Ernakulam, frorr 
to Ferozepur, from Gandhinagar tc 
Haridwar to Hyderabad, Indore to 
to Jalandhar, Kota to Kolhapur 
Mangalore to Madurai, Nasik to NeUor^ 
Pama to Pathankot, Quilon to Quilandy, 
Sonepat to Srinagar. TVi - Hakes 

A broadcast ncrw'ork of the Business India group. 



i|to Bhubaneshwar 
tJbibrugarh to Delhi, 
nlFatehpur Sikri 
oiG a n g a n a g a r, 

Djltanagar, Jammu 
'.[Leh to Lucknow, 
^oty to Ochira, 

/, Rewa to Rourkela, 
ileatL 

^A* s' « ' • 
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rNOIA'S ONLY NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS CHANNEL 

Plfj^c mitr Irrl1tl^. iCMiltt oxcrall tjlh ihi)ih AOt* njti«mjli 

jnd tintiuing ^enttr trtd lr«>in 4II iiti Intlu irc iiurr«|trtsrd in C4ih ol 

the tolliiAing sliMN rhew 4rt ^iiiilin-hasriJ and jiuhor drisrn oihrrwisr 

h\ M'RJtl RHAl ( rriumticd pscpholiigist 

Aiuhni iran^Utf^ all nuinr di%>u>!>i«itis mio IliiiJi and ^ngliNli 

MONMT, MMMN 1 

5.00-6.00 PM : DISCUSSION WITH POllTiCAl JOURNALISTS > <I(^V akc^IJN:) NDiA 
U* “Cj Vif)lO vONt-lRfcNClNC, PSfPHO'OC.v irp A'SL» 

6.00-7.00 PM: EXIT POLL ANALYSIS. PaRIy ■>« A;)vtK''iS,NG AGINt »S l-VPiA>N 

SIkAliGIfS 

7.00-0.00 PM: SURilT OHAILA ANALYSES STATE RESULTS l>;y‘US^iDN WtTn 

SlAll SPFCiFtC PC>Ul.( Ai COMMfNTAIC'RS 

0.00-0.15 PM: NEWS IN HINDI. 
0.15-6.00 PM: xSCUFi'iiON SV*!H PARH LEADERS -I Ihf<v 

6.00-9.15 PM: NEWS IN ENGLISH. 
9.15- 10.00 PM: a-Tm PARTY LEADERS K' ILV.l-M.* 
10.00-11.00 PM: NATIONAL ISSUES. 1H| puR( (. ktSP(}^': 
II PM-MIDNIGHT: PROFILES OF PM HOPEFULS. >AY ^ 1 .> Ry HhauA 

TUltDAT, MARCH 3 

7.00-7.15 AM: NEWS IN ENGLISH. 
7.15- 0.00 AM: S( <1* RHAliA ANALYSES NATIONAL RESULTS. 
0.00-0.15 AM NEWS IN ENGLISH. 
0.15-9 00 AM : iNTI kV t-W^ A'h: STATE CM HOPEFULS. 
9.00-10.00 AM ; STATE REACTIONS. 
11.00 AM - NOON: STATE SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENTS. Ot 1SIATK)N 

COP‘'1MV)N!HNT<s kiPOB* 
NOON-1.00 PM : WOMEN'S SPECIAL. )“< uSi-ON t)!* WOMl-N■<'MA‘.WiTH 

Wt'MIN POIlT'ClAN<. AN!i HOUSlVY'VJS 

1.00-1.IS PM: NEWS IN HINDI. 
I 1S-7.00PM: YOUTH SPECIAL. rOulH tlAlHK Pkor-tS vtMjj.i :FAWR‘i 
‘):Vl'5*j rk|N|i>S 
2.00-3.00 PM: RURAL SPECIAL. >N H'O-D OtSC U'.Vf:JN ViiJAGFPS 

3.00-4.00 PM; CRIMINALS SPECIAL, it ' 'Sb‘( )N Wl** '’Anpi. >A{)AV l^n 

C k.Vt.JA. I'.AT (■'N 

4.00-5.00 PM: SPORTSPERSON SPECIAL. MD»' ON St'C'R'^PfRSONS lURNU) 

K»'>l,i 'AN5 
5.00-6.00 PM: FILM-STAR SPECIAL. .^ISC l,S‘«'ON vVU»{ H*M'-1Ak'-. U'kSI'* 

POJII.f.'ANS 
6 00-7.00 PM: DALIT SPECIAL. •'Sv'ti’.S.ON W’l^ «AV V\A'. .VK'j MAVawaI- 

7 OO-a.00 PM: STATE ANALYSIS 6 PHONE-INS FROM STATES. *>k^V.iN>N' 

QN'kA' i‘Ai'fP‘ ;)'S( nss <f^'‘ I*' 

B.OO 8.1$ PM: NEWS IN HINDI. 
8.15- 9.00 PM. INTERVIEWS V.I j.(.yt: ONf‘r>: f On‘ 

9.00-9.15 PM: NEWS IN ENGLISH 
6.15 10.00 PM <-uRJ'T •»ha..a k‘\.r.v‘.' .Yi'* ’ «k} *,•!)■./.s.a 
10.00-11.00 PM: CORRUPTION SPECIAL '.S'.iN (vj T. ■' an 

V/:h l*0'.‘T.CiANS ANt) U 'H t *!.''• 

II PM-MIDNIGHT: DAY'S WRAP-UP C >V*"kSM.'NC t IV ■ 
“'k^OSMANC MAjOkPArflle^ 

12.00-12 15 AM. NEWS. 
12.15- 7.00 AM: EXCLUSIVE INFOTEl SERVICE Oi' )t. v *. -{ f .'. 

kfS- J5TS OAl*^ 

WlDNtODAY, RMRCN 4 

7.00-7.15 AM- NEWS IN ENGLISH 
8.00 AM: NATIONWIDE CORRESPONDENTS REPORT .’v. • " *. 

'•Ait'’. .V U 

8 00-8 IS AM- NEWS IN ENGLISH 
6 00-6.15 AM ZONAL TRENDS 
9 15-10 AM- ANAIYSIS OF PARTY POSITIONS 
10 00 11 00 AM- LIVE PUBLIC RtACflON TO RESULTS MfPV ->.'S A-1'4 

.ViNNiNf. ' AN')iJ‘A’ ' 
11 OO-NOON: EX-SEC GENtRAl/fORMER lOK SARHA SPEAKER aNA.Y'i u., 

(ON‘!iH'i:c'N ()•-.‘.Y - 

NOON-I.OOPM : WOMEN'S SPECIAL aim MOuMvaoi•> AfJ- 

..'oMt N Mt*'j 
I 00-1.IS PM: NEWS .N HINDI. 
1.15- 2.00 PM: FOREIGN POLICY SPECIAL. a'.-VYA.^ i ;«tiGN Pt.'iC • .-'s *.y.!S 

I 2.00-3.00 PM: CORPORATE SPECIAL • -v-l // s I -V) N(, :Nnus»«»A'. 

NOW M‘ ikD'- 
3.00-4 00 PM: BUSINESS SPECIAL. »S"j‘'/or://■!►* f/Pfkis Rh 
COVIRNOR H*.: » -'AiRMAN AN*' i' A*; f J. f'■ .0»,Ovr 

4.00-5.00 PM: PANEL DISCUSSIONS )N PAR'.'AM» NJ ( flMI-OS-' ON WH.* 

STATf inPjPS 

5 00-6.00 PM. INTERVIEWS AT PARTY HEADQUARTERS 
6]oO-12 00 PM: ANALYSIS OF SWING FACTORS. USS-C‘-t4 VVilH 

,f AD'RS AN*''ANA.VSlt) BY SU«J:1 M»lA..A ON SON.A f At lOk'jA N COVIM r‘i 

ao*^ 

< M)«nrT m c» ano.. wiihoiji *«to* Norirr 

lB<!1YTVi;9ab021 



lECOMMENOATiONS 

Ska Istand 

- r> ilS is ,11'olleition 
slroiigly retoninie- 
nded U)r reggae 

enthusiasts. But the earthy Itlend of 
ja// with African rhythms should 
enthuse even the uninitiated. Ska 
was the sound evolved hy lamaicun 
musicians to celebrate inde[)endence 

from British 
nile and spaw- Oi 
ned Itits in the sh 
late ’50s and m 
'60s. The new th 
sound caught Tf 
the fancy of (!' 
many western m 
musicians and ca 
led to the birth In 

of early Rastafarian [wp of the limmy co 
c;iitt kind which later crystallLsed th 
into the more foaeful protest reggae is« 
rock of Bob Marley and I’eter Tosh, 
t his album incor^xTrates the early Ska 
sound of hrnest Ranglin, I’rince Buster and 
The Skatelites and llie incKlern |)raclition- 
ers—the ItejKats, treetown and Ocean It. 
This tribute album of freshls recorded tracks 
warrants larefiil listening. It sliowca.sc.s the 
apfteal ot Ska which still is an inspiration for 
musicians liK)king for a new sound after the 
onslaught ot grunge. 

Vasant Utsav 

AIJrttutetQ 
Onn'Kaviir 
■ Oi|iiiIscd by 
CbKmiyi, tmbasiy of 
Ibrtey.Kpi&iir: 
nr Audttoiluin 
Maicb S-7 

THE Question of identity, the quest for love and hap¬ 
piness, the need to communicate, the InexoraUe pas¬ 
sage pf time, an acute sense of human destiny: th^ 
are ^e principal thematic strands that nin throi^ 
Omer Ravur's richly textured Alms. Fihns that bear the 
stamp as much of a sensitive poet as of a master aafts- 
man^ Though this is only a mini retrospective, tite 
three films being screened —Mothaland Hotel (1987), 
The Secret Face (1991) and foumey on a Clockhand 
(1997)—provide ample proof of the genius of a film¬ 
maker who is regarded as one of the key figures in 
contemporary 'nirkish dnettu. Often surreal, always 
Intimate and fiercely individualistic, Kavur's cinema 
constitutes an important voice in a global film market 
that has little space for anything other than standard¬ 
ised Hollywood fare. 

The Making of 
a Star 
■ Platform 
(riiiiiiiuiiiiation'k 
St Aiuirews AiiUitorium, 
Mumliai, March I 

MAUC:a and Ash¬ 
ley tiorc, the twentysomething cou¬ 
ple from Mumbai, have been work¬ 
ing with schoolchildren for some 
time now in an effort to bring out 
the star in each of them. Presented 

iipaJHis 

Sii Miuiikdil il \iitlitoni 
Sihofil. Vu ivllii 
UhrudP. is, f] ,mi 

KA1.ASHRAM, or the art 
hermitage, is the tmiinchiltl of kalhak mae¬ 
stro I'anilit Birju Maharaj. As u celebration 
of tits With tiirthday rc'cently and to launch 
_ the arts niovernent 

vsitli a primary focus 
oil Kalhak, Kaiashram 
has planned a series of 
cultural events thro¬ 
ugh the year Vasaiil 
U'tsds, tile first in the 

- j,-. series, features Pandit 
Shiv Kumar .Sharma on Jthe saiitoor. Pandits 
Raian and Sajan Mis- 
hra (vocals), Ustad 
Zakir Hussain (tablai 
and, of course. Pandit 

Birpi Maharaj (kathak). Pandit Ravi .Shankar 
will he present on the occasion and the 
highliglit of llie evening is a joint presenta¬ 
tion by all the artistes on tiie same platform, 
tickets are priced at a verv aftordatile Rs 15, 
Rs 25 and Rs IDl). 

As. 

As Good As It Gets 
■ St.iiiiii)t IjcK Ht'l 
Hunt (ifi'i; Kinni-rir 

PtfHliKvd .itul itini’ed b\ |.(riu 

Ihitoks 
kolcdsiii); dil i>\ci tmii.) ott Mat h 

- - ' " WINNER of eight Acad¬ 
emy Award nominations incluciing Best 
Picture, Best Actor, Best Director, Best .Act¬ 
ress, As CiiMhl As /I (iets is a comedy Irom 
the heart tiiat has one in the ttiroat. 
Melvin tidall (Jack Nicfiolson) is the most 
dysfunctional (<f men, an acicl-tongued 
romance novelist who takes pride in his 
aliility to affront, offend and wound. I he 
only person willing to stand up to his sar¬ 
castic tirades is a waitress, t’arol Connelly 
(Helen Hunt), a single mother struggling to 
raise lier chronically asthmatic sun. .Simon 
Nye (lireg Kiimear). a talented contempo¬ 
rary artist has the distinct misfortune of 
living across the hall Iroin Melvin. His gay 
lifestyle is enough grist foi the writer's 
malicious mill. Ihe film plays out the fates 
ot the.se three New 5orkers with a lourtli 
complicated cliaracter thrown m, an ugly, 
tiny dog named V'erdell. Don’t miss. 

-ff 

irket try their students from Villa There.sa 
lard- School, St Mary’s, Maneckji Cooper 

and Shri S.K.I. Jain schools, Mumbai, 
nil’ MiikUif’ Ilf II Star is a family-ori¬ 
ented entertainer alxmt the adven¬ 

tures of Maitali, a farm girl lisMng on Did 
MacDonald’s farm, wfio comes to the cTy to 
Income a famous singer. Tlie play is in 
Hinglish and .sets tlie city’s rhythms. 
Written and djrc*cted liy the Cores, tlie 
dances have bct>ii choreograplied tiy Crystal 
D'Sou/d. C.hilclren should love this treat. 

The Deep 
■ lMiiitiii>‘s In K.i\i Vf. 
S.ins \ri 
Mian MhIhI (laltar Kh. 
Udi1» Muiahai !»ll M. 

~ . HERE’S a chance to 
catch u glimpse of a lollecTion oi truly 
impres.sive abstractions. "Ravi Mandlil's 
work is as lucid as it is architecturally imag¬ 
inative,’’ says art critic Dnyanestiwar Nad- 
karni. A lojiper Irom the JJ School of Art, 
;t7-year-oUl Mandlik, winner oi main- 
awards, rc'iirese- 
nted India in 
)995 at the 
International 
art exhibition 
in Japan. The 
trip to Japan left 
a distinct imp- 

■ ression on his 
I palette and at 
I one stage, Man¬ 

dlik threw away any vestige of pleasing 
colours and courageously tackled his can- 
va.ses in monochrome. However, with this 
exhibition he returns with scintillating 
hues. Says Nadkarni; "There is a welcome 
touch ot landscape in his abstract working 

j out. It is no exaggeration to say that Mand- 
I lik is in his element tiere." 
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Uncontrolled olectricii V 

can turn your liardware into 

deadware. 

FMtuTM Sf ^MrorSura: 

• Advonqid microprocessor design. 

• Lightning ond surge protection. 
WniuaA. 

• Bbek'Stort focilily. 
mnge: 
asovA 

e CommunkoKonr Softwore option on 400VA& 

dOOVAond 600VA. 
600VA 

*'Two-yeor-warranty. 

Icbalfeh e Horne end Oi^M PCs eSrnall fidvrork servers I 
•'MoMnodiianln^tANi. ' 1 

rMtttTM of PoworSuro InIwAcHv*. 

• Suck & boosi with the widett ir^t 

voltage range from 166V to ?72V Rona*' 

• EotySwop'^ user ref^eable batteries 70CWA, 

• SNMP cqpobilttns. [ ^ 

• Hodi-stoiit lodiilY. ;?OCVA 

e Tuvo^yeor wormnty. 

Mom for: o Network Servers, CtHteol Nodes ond Workeohons 
o ft^e^Aiole lernUnob o Offtce ond Home PCs 

'M‘ry 
/'i-'J. ,, t- V 

k \i f 

‘ ’r' i •. . ";•, '■• . V W.: 
• ■ . ‘ . >j ■' *, '^r ' ■ 
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BOOKS 

An Act of Recovery 
An excavation of a brutal history and its aftermath in India 

BORDBiSAIID 
BOUNDAIUES; WOMEN 
IN nOM’S PARTITION 
by Ritu Mmoii and 
Kamla Bhaslii 
Kail foi Women 
Rs2/4 Pages 300 

By RAOHA KUMAR The slaughter which accompanied 
tire 1<)47 partition of India occupies 
a peculiar space in the literature on 
genocide because it defies the com¬ 

mon definition of genocide as jK-rpetrated 
by one community on another, relatively 
defenceless, one. More often than not, it is 
pmt aside as a unique event, whicli begs 
even the conveniently ragbag category of 
"ancient animosities" into which Bosnia 
and Rwanda have been thrust. Yet, it is dif¬ 
ficult to think of a more 
potent statement ot geno- 
cidal intent than tattrxv 
ing "Pakistan Zindabad" 
on the body of a Hindu 
woman, or "Hindustan 
Zindabad" on the body ot 
a Muslim woman. As acts 
of eradication go, this is 
the spiritual complement 
to mass murder. It leads 
us again to ask how we 
are to understand the 
near-total ethnic cleans¬ 
ing which occurred in 
Punjab in comparison 
with Bengal, where many 
Hindus and Muslims 
remained during and 
after Partition, or with 
southern India, which 
was not sw"pt try Partit¬ 
ion frenzy. 

Boiikrs Mid Boimdiirw\ 
begins by describing htiw women were led 
to commit mass suicide, liad their breasts, 
hands or feet cut oil. and were rapied or kid¬ 
napped in the course of Partition violence. 
But its central subject is the 'recocery' of 
women— Hindu and Sikli by India, Muslim 
by Pakistan—in the imncc'diate aftermath of 
Partition. The book itselt is an act of recov¬ 
ery: it moves betweem a series of oral histo¬ 
ries and analytical comments which probe 
the histories (as recounted to the authors), 
tt'- chief protagoniiits are women who were 
repatriated aiul women who organisc-d the 

repatriation. One of the most interesting of 
its many strands is the complex and often 
troubled relationship between repatriator 
and repatriate. Thus, a group of Muslim 
girls who are foned to go to Pakistan bitte¬ 
rly ask the woman who arranged their rcjia- 
triation: "Who arc you to decide for us?" 
But Mridula Sarabhai, who spearheaded the 
bill lor the return of kidnappK'd and aliduc- 
ted women, argues that repatriation is a cit¬ 
izen's right. Here is a dilemma which inter¬ 
national agencies, such as the UN's High 
c'ommission for Refugees, are familiar with. 

While all ot us can imagine—immediat¬ 
ely, on our skins - the trauma that women 
who were forcibly repiatriatcd underwent, 
few think ot the often agonising decision 
that the bureaucrat in charge of returns 
might find herself making. One of this 
iKiok's valuable contributions is to let us see 
each individual's pain, without rclativising 

1947; Partition and the herding ot women 

it, and to tell us—albeit in tantalisingly 
small frag lents -ot those occasions when a 
woman was not rcjiatnated against her will. 

On this i.ssiic, however. .Menon and 
Bhasin, leas'e me puzzled. They cite figures 
showing that almost twice as many Muslim 
women were repatriated from India as 
Hindu and Sikh women from Pakistan, and 
■••.del that the official figures for kidnapped or 
alxlucted women showed a similar ratio 
(.S0,(XK) Muslim women in India and iEl.OOO 
Hindu and .Sikh women in I’akistank They 
also say India was more pressing on the 

return of women than Pakistan. What are 
we to conclude from this? That India was 
more anxious to expel Muslim women than 
Paki.stan was to expel Hindu and Sikh? 

It is not only in the rhetoric of national¬ 
ism, as Menon and Bhasin point out, that 
women become both symbols and substi¬ 
tutes for the nation. With the terrible 
example of the Serbian rape camps in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina before us, it is only 
the human desire to gloss over such 
unspeakable acts that allow us to forget— 
or rather, to partially bury—their memory. 

Borders and Boundaries performs the 
invaluable task of excavating our ocvn bru¬ 
tal histories for us, and it stretches a line of 
consequence between the events them¬ 
selves and their aftermath as dealt with by 
the Indian State. It is sati.sfying that such a 
book should appear in the 50th anniver¬ 
sary of Indian and Pakistani Independe¬ 
nce, for it returns us again and again to the 
question of the exfiectalions and failures 
of a mai buap surkar. Our preoccupation 
with this issue has Ix’en stres.scd both at 
home and abroad—where it has been seen 
as the reason why the SOth anniversary 
celebrations were so low-key. 

It is too much to expect that a Ixiok c>f this 
kind will answer all the questions it raises. 

Yet, Irecause of the histo¬ 
ries the liook gives us, one 
cannot help but ask 
whether inai baup expec¬ 
tations were in them¬ 
selves ill-founded. Did we 
expect the Indian gove¬ 
rnment to fulfil Queen 
Victoria's promise? Or 
docs this book, like many 
others now appearing, 
show that we are now, 
finally, measuring the ga[. 
between what we hoped 
Independence might lead 
to and what we have? 

Strikingly, most of the 
women who organised 
repatriation oscillated 
between the conviction 
that they were part of a 
grand enterprise, of inde¬ 
pendent India, and the 

FILMS DIVISION 

making the best ot a bad job, of offering 
whatever small comtort they could to the 
victims of Partition. That engagement to 
the State is missing now. Menon and Bha¬ 
sin quote a .Sikh woman who survived Par¬ 
tition violence to relive it in the 1984 com¬ 
munal riots against Sikhs. She remarks that 
she has no nation now. And I am remin¬ 
ded that the women who worked in relief 
and rehabilitation camps in Delhi, during 
those riots, did so as citizens who were 
enraged by the paralysis of government, 
not for the sake of a nation. ■ 
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Gi>eii who i 
No. 2 m 

lCarv>at<ika? 
The Hmriu 

The Tfvwei ol^ |y>fiia 

L ! The lir>rH<3in Expreii 

Answer; No prizes for guessing which Karnataka’s No.I English daily is. It continues to be Deccan Herald. 

The latest NRS VI figures show Deccan Herald now has a colossal 11.36 lakh readership. In fact, over the 

past two years Deccan Herald has registered a 10A7% growth. A figure that is amazingly higher than 

the 16.7% net readership growth of English dailies recorded on a national level. 

Not surprising then that Deccan Herald remains the undisputed leader in Karnataka. 

: So who's No. 2? Surprise, surprise. It’s the Indian Express with a 5.30 lakh readership. 

, The Hindu follows with a 3.40 lakh readership. And finally, the Times of India figui es , The Hindu follows with a 3.40 lakh readership. And finally, the Times of India figui es 

' show a readership of 3.32 lakhs. 

[ Source; National Keatfenhip SurveyVI INRS is an indfprndent research orgaimationi 

DECCAN HERALD 
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BOOKS 

House of 
Ihidition 
English sensibility, Indian ethos 

THE VIRGIN SYNDROME 

hy Hml Dharkw 

Peiigm 
Rs 200. Fades 190 

By DOM MORAES IN till' first (.haptur ol this liook, tin- 
narrator oilers us proof that she is not 
an inhihited woman. She stumhles in 
a crowd and falls to the pavement. 

Unembarrassed, she sits back on liei 
haunches and e.xammes her toenails to 
check on tlie polish. While thus odupied, 
she finds time for a few rellections. "Ik-ini’ 
an Indian is not easy, you have so mans 
forces crmting at you so swifth sou whirl 
this way and that.... Beiii}* a woman is 

schoolteacher, and with her life in a 
provincial Indian town. Occasionally, the 
narrative slides out of control. The reader, 
as though forced on to a rollercoaster, cea¬ 
ses to know where he is, or even to care 
very much, lie is brought back to the book 
by a sudden sharpness of observation, a 
happening which surprises him by its deli¬ 
cacy ol perception. 

VVhal interested me about this very read¬ 
able novel was that the sensiDility ol the 
writer, her processes of thought, the way 
she perceises lierselt, are so very Western- 
more particularly, so very loiglish. This has 
gradually becoiiu- observable in good liter¬ 
ature written h\ Indians in l-jiglish. The 
first well-known novelists, like Narayan, 
Mulk I’.ai .\nand aiui Kaja Kao, had an 
iilentiliablv Indian sensibility. So in poetry' 
did Nissim f/ekiel. A.K. Ramanujan did 
not bar e this, neitiier, of today's youngish 
poets, diies leet Thayil. Most of the current 
iiop ol novelists possess a kind of interna¬ 
tional sensibility. Arundbali Kov is a jier- 
lect example ol this. But Dharker, like 
Anita Oesai, seems I nglish. I'his F.nglish 
sensibility is that of an I'therwise very 
Indian woman. 

For, a great deal of this book is concerned 
with matters that would be wholly alien to 
most l-.nglishwimien The joint lamily, or 
the spectre ol it. form an important part of 
this no'-el. However liberated Dharker is in 
the persona ol a narrator, the woman who 
is the 1 of this book is terribly trapped with- 

cven more special and it 
you happen to be born 
into a liberated lamily 
you're really in for 
something." 

Ibis is the first page, 
and she has already told 
us what the novel is to 
be about. On the same 
page she i.itroduces her 
parents; '‘Keautif'il, int¬ 
elligent, moving ahead 
faster than the coun- 
trs." .She also describes 
luT seduction, oi atlem- 
pted seduction, by a tel- 
low uillege student. She 

If the beautiful but 
decrepit house 
symbolises the 

burden of tradition, 
its destruction may 

be part of a new 
freedom. Yet, the 
narrator cannot 
help but sorrow. 

in the monstrous tc-tters 
ol Hindu tradition, uni¬ 
maginably heavy beca¬ 
use the elder members ot 
her family have fastened 
them in her mind. 

The book ends in the 
burning of the ancestral 
home, cluttered with 
superstition'-, family 
legends and the bric-a- 
brac ot generations ol 
minds who were all 
mentally Ixuind to the 
same whee! ol lile. II 
the beautilul but decre¬ 
pit house symbolises 

chooses him to be her I rst lover as he is the burden ol Iraciitioii. its destruction by 

more mature than Ihe olhei male slu- tire mav he an intrinsic pait ol a new 
dents: he has a moustache and smokes Ireedom tor (he narrator. Yet, she cannot 
cigarcites. Once in bed, he invites her to 
acimire his penis, but does not know what 
to do with it. 

I hat concludes the first brief chapter 
and, as can perhaps he deduced hv now, 
the novel, into which it leads us moves at 
speed. An incident takes place, is detlected | 
into a sec|uence ol eccentric musings: then 
almost without realising it. we are in the 
midst of another incident. Ihc-se incicients 
are mostly to do with the narrator's enor¬ 
mous lamily, w'ith her career as a resentiul I 

helj) but '-orrow foi the house. Male writ¬ 
ers in l-nglish do not seem to have this 
deep emotional iiisolseiiient with tradi¬ 
tion. For women it will take another gen¬ 
eration to disentangle themselves. 

rile possession of a Western sensibility 
together with a Hindu psyche must be 
almost impossible tc. unravel within one- 
sell. In a sense, that is what Ms Dharker's 
book is about, and apart from this it is per¬ 
meated with style, dash and humour. 1 
hope it will have its successors, i 

And the Art 
of Mobikes 
The travels may have been 
exciting. The travelogue isn’t. 

RIDING THE 
RANGES 

by BUI Aitkan 

Pengmn 
Price Ps 250. Pages ? '/1 

By HANMO KAUTZ_ CHAI’KAU! A mail well in his 60s' 
dares to ride a motorbike well in its 
.lOs through the I limalayas and the 
W'estern litiats. That's ahout it. Bill 

Aitke-n's c.xtraordmary 10-year journey 
must have been full of high points—phy.u- 
cally and psychologically. theKiiiifies 
definitely is not. 

Aitken keeps clciling with slereoty'pes: 
religion in India and Ne pal, the advantages 
ot riding a bike, the evil ot technology. It 
.seems like Aitken wrote Ills hcHik from a 
large distance in terms of tune and mind.set. 
there's little that you can leel, smell, or hear 

111 his report. Whal the ruiturulised Indian 
otters instead is a constant sell-rellcctioii. 
On his Scottish roots, his career as student 
ol comparative religion, his way of life. The 
readei is faced with the difficulty—it's jiroh- 
ably one the writer laced himselt—of decid¬ 
ing what this hook is about. It can !>«• as eas¬ 
ily a traveller's guide, a nieclicine handbcHrk, 
a cleinogra|)hic study on India or a 'tiow-to' 
book on iiiotorc ycles. 

I'he onlv interest is that tlie I'aiok allows 
the reader to study Ihe mind ot a long-lerm 
traveller. As the Scotsman pointed out: "I 
am just a hack who writes troiii the heart." 
In the iHiok’s first sentence, Aitken says: 
" I ravel writing has alway s iK-eii acceptable, 
one imagines, Ix-cause it libc'rates the chair- 
bound It only moiiieiitarily." Saci to say, Ritl- 
iiK the Kanaes doesn't have the nowerto lib¬ 
erate, however adventurous in his mind the 
person might be. Yet, the Irook has a kind of 
self-irony. .Aitken talks about his "rclation- 
sliip" witli liis tw'o bikes. One, a 1965 Jawa 
250, he calls Mary I’oppins because of its 
iinpredidabilily. Alter a long trip on this 
motori.sc'd dinosaur he admits: "Only a 
motorbike can match the definitive expre¬ 
ssion of mortal disenchantment; a pain in 
the ass." I le's not talking alKiut his txwk. ■ 
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The Netas Mustn’t Have Liked This 

SPOOFS have for long been Sony's stock-in-trade. Be it Hindi 
cinema or Indian politics, both of which tend to be equally 
mindless, the channel spares nothing. Its sitcom, Chanmlkar, 
last week revolved around the antics of 'lookalikes' of our 
political leaders—Gujral, Kesri, Sonia, Laloo. Snowed under 
by a glut of poll shows, viewers loved the droll diversion. 

SHAILENDRA YASHWANT 

Capped _ 
THE case of the missing cap has been resolved. Indian skipper 
Mohammad Azharuddin lost his cap at Jamshedpur's Keenan 
Stadium during a recent Kanji Trophy match. Worse, he Io.st his 
coot and growled: "Saare Bilitiri chor hain." K lawyer moved the 
high court, demanding action. The mis.sing cap was found, but the 
lawyer wouldn't pipe down till Azhar apologist. With a busy sea¬ 
son ahead, Azhar's better sense prevailed. A winning stroke, that. 

Dutt’s the Way to Go 
rsr the wee hours (if rehruafy 'T.'5',’ItTVIuhiT)ai’s'Manaraks-'' 
him temple Ithea I’illai and Sunjay Dutt, with close Iricnds 
in tow, finally tied the knot. And the world sighed a colle¬ 
ctive relief. Whik-the couple have confirmed the marri¬ 
age, they are still tight-lipped about the plunge. Reason: 
Sunil Hutt, the groom's lather, cainpaigning in Karnataka, 
needed to he informed hrst. For now, the newly-wetls are 
on 'a working honeymoon' in Mauritius where .Sunjay's 
shooting —for a film of course. Sunjay's graduated triiiii 
dangerous liaisons to a more ix-rinanent one. 

Dancing to the Golden Oldies 

■AFTER musicals like /csio (.'/iriM Siipcrstur and (Jodspell; sco¬ 
res for ()iii/. I me and The World llm Week.,.. Loy Metido- 
nsa finally teamed uji with Ehsaan .Noorani to form InsUiiil 
Kiinna. Now with Dance Masti he plans to dish out a 'new' 
musical menu of "reviving the oldie goklies". But what's 
new IS Naveeda Mehdi. Labclkxl as the face of '98, she fea¬ 
tures in the video ol the track DU Kya Kare from lulie. 
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Back in the Frame 

ACTRESS-turned-docunientalist 
Suhasini Mulay is back before the 
movie camera. She had floored 
critics and audiences with her liv¬ 
ely performance as a village itige- 
nue in Mrinal Sen's path-breaking 
1969 film, Bhuvan Shome. But she 
never laced the camera again, cho¬ 
osing to carve a niche for herself 
in the country's independent doc¬ 
umentary film movement, instead. 
Until poet-filmmaker Gulzar roped 
her into his new venture, Hu Tu 
Til, a love story starring Sunil 
Shetty and Tabu. "The film," says 
Gulzar, "will make a statement 
about contemporary reality." But 
Hu Tu Tu, which went on the 
floors in Mumbai last week and 
also features Nana I’atekar in a 
stellar role, will be no Maachis. So 
our parliamentarians can relax. 

stions 

ADELE SIMMONS 
The MacAithur Foundation chief explains 
why real development eludes India 

What Is your Foundation's principal goal? 
We are working all over the world—India, China, 
Nigeria—to improve the quality of human life. 
How do you seek to do that? 
By funding research work and innovative projects related 
to environment issues, public education, ^pulation, 
women's health and much else. In India, in six years, 
we’ve supported 24 individuals and 80 institutions. 
Bnt has your work really had an Impact on Indian public policy? 
The government is thinking differently. Crucial policy changes have occurred. Our 
grantees go beyond mere research and services, they influence public policy. 
What would you say Is India's main problem? 
Hunger, poverty, overpopulation. Without solving these problems, there can be no 
real development. 
What did your book on modem Mauritius seek to convey? 
That was 20 years ago. Mauritius is a model for economic development. Nobtxiy 
believed that a small island country could become so strong. 
Can't the Mauritius model be used In India? 
In India, the scale is different. This is a much larger country. It's a pluralistic society 
that calls for a variety of strategies. 
MIhat Is your stand on the ongoing conflict over the question of sustain¬ 
able development? » 
The creation of appropriate infrastructure is a part of sustainable development. We 
are for expansion of solar energy and against large dams. 
Bnt shouldn't the develop^ nations take the lead In this area? 
Indeed. In the US, efforts are on to reduce consumption of energy. 
Is It working? 
We can today swim and fish in lakes where we couldn't 10 years ago. The environ¬ 
ment is amazingly resilient if it is treated well. 
Why does the problem still persist? 
People talk of the cost of solving these problems. The cost of nor solving them is just 
as enormous. In any case, these statistics change over time, not overnight. 

Salbal Cliatterjee 

His Father’s Son 

I Hr. style is eers’ own, so is tlie vis¬ 
ion. But till* bubblmg energy of 
Ins work is a dear reflection ol .l()-\ear- 
old Owais Husain's artistic pedignr. 
\l.r. Husain's younger son, currently 
exhibiting 20 ol his latest paintings at 
New Delhi's Vadehra .Xrl Gallcr>, owes 
his "sense of scale" and (irolificacs to 
las lather. "I can do a large canvas 
with ease. The smaller ones are hard 
work," says the young artist who 
notches up "60 to UK) paintings a 
year". He's committed to pure art. "I 
don't tell a story. My endeavour 1% to 
discover the language ol painting," he 
explains. He isn't exactly waiting to be 
discovered—this is his fourth .solo 
show—but Mumbai-based Owais sure 
is a man to watch out for. 
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Pro-active Report My 23-ycar-old career .is editor has had few 
more fulfilling days than Thursday, February 
12, wlien the 0«f/wk-appointed panel released 

its list of 72 'criminals' contesting this election. Mr 
Subramanium—and what a worthy recipient of the 
Bharat Ratna—fell ill the night before and could not 
make it to Delhi, but Justice Kuldip Singh, Madhav 
Godbule and Swami Agnivesh, with H.D. Shourie of 
Common Cause as special guest, were present at the 
press conference in the India Habitat Centre. All of us 
who work as journalists get caught up in an energy-sapping rout¬ 
ine: professional restraint prohibits us from getting involved, 
from becoming participants. As a result we end up as spectators, 
voyeurs of the unfolding drama. Day in and day out we rcjiort on 

the activities of jx’ople i mainly 
politicians) for whom we have lit¬ 
tle respect, and almost no interest. 
It is a routine svhich makes us q n- 
ical and bad-teni|vred hacks. Can 
a journalist in this work environ¬ 
ment ever do something 'useful'? 

tXcasionally. Criminal isation ot 
Indian public !ite is like a mantra 
these days. Hvcryoiie who is any¬ 
one is against it—yet no one does 
anything beyond jilatitudes. My 
friend Tony Cilifton of .Wwsurck, a 
seasoned observer ol the sub-conti¬ 
nent. believes Indians have 
become overly smug and compla¬ 

cent, busy patting themselves for the incredilrly free and o|H‘n 
sexiety they have managed to create "in the face of fantastic 
odds". This air of perpetual self-congratulation delilK-ralely 
ignores the mounting and glaring wounds Indian democracy has 
inflicted on itself—wounds which no one attempts to lu-al. 

Meanwhile, I am happy to report that from the I’nsident of 
India, to the Chief Election C’ommissioner, to the ordinary tit 
izen, the response to the Otithxik criminalisation project has 
been overwhelming. The only group which has responded with 
a deathly silence to the list of 72 has lieen the i>oliti' ian. Not a 
squeak from them. I hat, in a way, makes sense. Since all polit¬ 
ical parties are guilty of encouraging criminality in elections, 
they liave no option hut to keep their mouths shut. 

The Vajpayee Paradox 
The year is IWl. 1 arn standing late at night in Lucknow's 

Chowi area renowned for (alas, diminishing) dancing girls 
and master cook 1 unde's kebabs. Mr .Atal Uehari Vajpayee’s elect¬ 
ion meeting has a nuxlest, but noisy crowd, perhaps 2,fKX Slog¬ 
ans, songs, sirens fill the air The great man arrives to a great 
rcs-eption and be is in tine lorm. Dratory flovs's. The sins of the 
Congress. V.l*. SinglTs ireaihery. The challenge of Vlandal. Ihe 
need to clean Lucknow. .Ml this and much else are his statesman¬ 
like themes. The crowd lijicns respectfully at first, but after about 
TS minutes gets restive.' lalk about the mandir," "talk aiwul the 
Hindus," shouts a stray' voice. Mr Vajjiay'ee, ever, as he is m*nd- 
tul of losiiig his audience, ignores the reciuest. A few minutes 
later the demand is repeated more insisiently. "Wait, wait," says 
\ajpayec distinctly .rritated, “! will talk on that too." Eventually, 
he obliges promising to buikl a magnificeiit temple at Ayodhya. 

The crowd roars ip approval. The meeting is a success. . 
Two weeks ago I heard Mr Vajpayee again, this 

time in South Delhi. The leader "India is waiting for" 
has, if anything, further jxilished his speech-making 
skills. His themes—good governance, .stability, eco¬ 
nomic progress, the need to give the bh* "one cha¬ 
nce"—are at once compelling and urgent. Yet the 
large crowd is strangely docile and, except for a few 
hired cheerleaders, unenthused, rtiis pragmatic and 
moderate face of the bjp may help it win some allies, 
even some floating voters, but without the Hindutva 
rhetoric, Mr Vajpayee's election meetings evoke only 

dutitui obeisance from the party faithful. 
Yet, who can deny that there is something noble and heroic 

about Alaiji as he eschews Hindutva passions in meeting after 
meeting, dutifully sketching out his vision for a "mahan desh" in 
which all its citizens live in peace and pros^ierity. I am not sure 
whether Mr Vajpayee was aware that not far from Delhi, in 
Gorakhpur, a few of iiis fellow aspirants for the Delhi throne 
(Mahant .Avaidyanath k Co) were sowing the seeds of discord. 

A Canadian Drill 
JUST after i 1 pm last week, 1 got a call from a (ianadian lady 

claiming to represent a TV station. Would I do a r\' interview 
on the election scene? I agreed, since she mentioned the name 
of a mutual friend, but before 1 could put the phone down she 
began asking a series of questions: 

"W'hich year was Indira Gandhi killed?" I told her. 
"Which year was Rajiv Gandhi killed?" 1 told her. 
"What was the name of the last prime minister?" I told her. 
"Could you spell that please?" 1 spelt it for her. 
"Who was the prim* minister before that?" Since the name 

was H.D. I7eve Gowda, I provided the spelling in advance. 
"fknild you in a few words explain to a Canadian audience 

wliat this election is aiiout?" I told her I could, but would pre¬ 
fer to do it on camera. 

"Which are the main parties contesting.'’'' I told her. 
"Who is the leader of the Hindu nationalist party ?" 1 told her, 

spelt tile name, and asked her if slie wanted tile name of the 
Clongrcss leader. 

"I know that. Sonia Gandhi," she said triumphantly. 
By now slie had detected the note of irritation in rny soice. 

We agreed on the date and time of the interview and with great 
relief on my [lart concluded the conversation. 

l ive inmules later she tailed again, "Oh, I am sorry, but wliat 
is your full name?" 1 told her. 

"Ctiuld you spell it?” I did and swittly disconnected my 
phone. I he lady hasn't telephoned since. 

Speed is df the Essence 
Now that a bevy of females lias been identified as "Clinton 

mistresses", it is time to examine the American President’s 
taste in women Without any disrespect to Misses Jones, l,ewi- 
nsky and Flowers, Bill appears to be in such an awful hurry to 
get it over with that he does not seem too particular about the 
assets of the lady on the reaiving end. Contrast his women to 
Jack Kennedy's and you can see why the present incumbent is 
a novice in this department at least. However, he does have one 
thing in common with Jack: speed. The actress Angie Dickinson 
reportedly told a friend after a close encounter with Kennedy: 
"I've just had the best two-and-a-half minutes of my life." 
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Saharu Airlines. CJu.stomer cotnnurincnt and 
.service standards ensure tltat you reach your 
destination on time, always. 

CK'er 1600 highly qualified, e.sperienced 
and committed workers including 91 pilots, 
121 flight crew, 61 engineers &82 technicians. 

® 97.6% On-Time Ftrformance 
(Isi March - 30th November, 1997). 

@ We have our own hangar and .• complete 
engineering set-up with major Aircraft 
maintenance work like “C" check, “D” check, 
modc'S installiition, Wheel & Brake Assembly 
maintenance, Nt)n-destntctive testing. Seat 
Coniigiiraiion Modification etc., even for other 
Airline.s, including major International carriers 
like Lufthansii, providing Quality Maniigemcni 
ba.sed on I.SO-‘JaX'. 

^ Tile .Stihata Aviation Academy provides full 
teclmical training to future Pilots, Hngineers, 
Cabin Crew and letlinical Workforce. 

91 Pilots, 3,38,400 hours 
of flying experience. 

One goal— 
Reliability. 

.Sofumi AtWiries nfcc’H’i'd (he 
Woriti Tniivl Matfei 1997 Ghibol AuW fiir its 

uf Smia*” <mi NovtwKrr 17, J997 
at Eofis Cennt. 
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|__ETTERS _ 

Reading Too Much 
This refers to the letter written 
by Prafull Goradia, member, hip 

media ceil {By the Congress, for 
the Congress?, February 23). He 
says we've been partial to the 
Congress, since our forecast 
indicates that the hjp is gaining 
in 8 out of the 10 most fxipu- 
lous states, yet we've shown 
what we feci to be ^ high figure 
for the Congress on an all-India 
basis. His observation about the 
HIP gaining in 8 out of 10 states 
is correct, but our poll also indi¬ 
cates that the Congress (witii 
allies) will gain substantially in 
Al’, Bihar and Maharashtra, so i 
that os’crall ‘Congress + Allies' 
will gain M seats in the 10 sta¬ 
tes as opposed to 36 for ‘hip + 

Allies. 'Ihe loser is the IJf. Our | 
results tor all India indicate an j 
os'erall gain of 44 seats for the j 
HIP, with allies, as against 29 lor 
the t^ongress, with allies, which 
ini. tilde i.aliKs's rip in Bihar. 

It’s surprising Mr Goradia 
should see these results as being 
partial towards tlie C^ongress. 

Partha RuUshtt, 
MD, A.C. melsen, 

New Delhi 

Homely Metropolis 
Kabul Jat oil’s Calcuttu Diary 
irebruary 23) excellently de.scri- 
bes the pre.sent stall' of the City 
ol loy. t)nce among the most 
jirogressive cities in the eastern 
world, today (.alcutta is a pale 
shadov, ol its former sell. Its 
older citi/ens continue to brea¬ 
the their kind ol old-world 
itiarm into the city, but the 
younger generation takes adva¬ 
ntage ol its good aiudemii insti¬ 
tutions and eipiip themselves 
tor earners elsewhere. Its lack ol 
growth has hindered its ability 
to retain, let alime attract, qual¬ 
ity talent. Unless Calcutta man¬ 
ages to overcome its priiblems 
and provide tK-ttei opjxirtuni- 
ties, we’fl lose probably the only 
homely metropolis left in India. 
Dwalpayun & NMta Bose, 

New DeUtl 

We Don’t Want Secrets 
The Secret Diary of i.K. Aihwti 
(Iniiiun (iraffUi, February 23, 
16) was in bad ta.ste. Such 
hypothetical stuff shouldn't 
be used to mock anyone, 
particularly a national leader 

Roll of Dishonour 
Apropos the cover story {Towa¬ 
rds a Cleaner Ml, February 23), 
a lot of these corrupt politici¬ 
ans tx-long to the bip, a party 
most vocal about character, 
cTilture, high morals, patriot¬ 
ism and other such hollow ide¬ 
als. It's discouraging to see Out¬ 
look Ux) highlighting this fas¬ 
cist party and projecting A.B. 

j Vaipayee as a likely I’M, when 
I he's patently a pastmaster in 

doublespeak, a pseudo-liberal, 
a spineless, boneless chicken. 

Abhiaav ChaturveM, 
Ghazipur 

■ 
It seems (.f.c Gill's strict ruling 

j on the selection of 'unfair' 
! candidates for the 12th l.ok 
I Sabha fell on deaf ears. West 
I Bengal seems to be the only 

state which has fielded gen- 
I nine candidates. Hats off to 

CM Jyoti Basu and opposition 
Trinamul Congress’ Mamata 

I Banerjee for selecting candi- 
: dates as per Gill's directives. 

r.Jl. Anand, 
I* Calcutta 
I 
i 

You've done a commendabie 
job !)>' publishing the list of 72 
candidates who have criminal 
cases against them. I suggest 
you also publish a list ol com¬ 
munal people wearing the 
mask of secularism like Mr 
i.K. Gujral. He's hand in glove 
with the Bii’ merely lor a [xir- 
liamentary lierth. So lar, he 
hasn't made any statement 
the B)i' in this election. 

Amulya Noor, 
New Delhi 

■ 
Your cover story was an eye- 
ojwner. Indian dcnxxTacv has 
Ixxin reduci*d to a mere e.\er- 
cise for chixising criminals. 
Corruption and murder no 
longer stigmatise our ‘{xiiitical 
leaders' as villains. 

Pertya Muraleedharan, 
Kasargod, Kerala 

m 
Your cover story points to the 
weaknes-ses in our system. I'he 
law tends to favour musclc'- 
men and proves its inequality 
for all. The existing rules don’t 
even help the E(; in checking 
the entry of dubious characters 
into Parliament. We need to 
have a national debate not 
only on criminalisation of pol¬ 
itics but also on the amend¬ 
ment of state laws as a whole. 

S.S. Saar, 
New Delh i 

■ 
Congratulations for focusing 
on 72 criminals who 'ought 
not to contest elections'. May I 
request you to liold mock trials 
for some of these individuals at 
a venue like Rajgliat? I'm sure 
many eminent Indians will Ih- 

j like Advani. This sen es no pui- 
pose other than creating conlii- 
sion among the masses. 

Moreover, it seems Outlook 
has been sevcrelv billeii by the 
■Sonia bug. A series ol recenll\- 

I published articles show a cleai j 
I bias against the ini'. I 

Amit Poddar, \ 
Mumbai i 

I 

Angel or Devil ? 
I couldn't help but feel that Out- | 
liKik has some deep-rcxited bias 1 
towards the Nehru-Gandhi fain- ! 
ily after reading the profile on ! 

Rahul Gandlii CTIu Man Sohitlv 
/s;«Mvs, I ebnwi Im o ii iin[>ar- 
donable to be .in .ner.ige 'tii- 

willing to function as i,idui ".. 
prosecutors, deferulers ant 
even witnesses foi lliese trials 
Hr adml Satyindra Singh, 

New Delhi 
m 

The issue ol ‘criminalisation ol 
politics' stands much debated 
without any coiuiusive result. 
Your effort is indeed praisewor¬ 
thy. i he lad that 72 out of a 
sample of .501) l,ok Sabha can¬ 
didates were lound lo lx* facing 
criminal charges means our 
ne.xt l.ok S.ibha may have 14.4 
per cent criminals as our repre¬ 
sentatives- a threat to the very 
root ot our deinixTacy. Yours is 
a job well begun, fhe thread 
must now tx' picked up ar the 
regional level and such panels 
should scrutinise the remain¬ 
ing 4,19.t candidates. 

Dnkar Chopra, 
New Delhi 

m 
Outhuik has moved another 
step ahead ot other magazines 
with this cover .story. If our 
country and democracy itself 
has to he saved, it’s imperatise 
for the government or the Fx; 
to take proper ste[)s to disqual¬ 
ify such candidates from con¬ 
testing luture elections. 

Alay, 
Kottam 

■ 
Gur txililical system needs a 
complete lacelift. Or else India 
faces complete nun. It's time 
for educaU'd (X'ople to come 
forward and chixise the right 
leader, with a dean record, 
(July such a leader can take 
oiirioiinlrs' to prosperity. 

Romlt S, Katdare, 
Received on e-mail 

deni.’ Is theie anuhing wrong 
in studs ing abroad? Is it a sin to 
have a ( oloinbiaii girl-trieiid? 
And finally, as your correspon- 

' dent has made it out lo Ix' is it 
; inexcusable to have amhitions.z 
; Your profile ol Rahul was 
i vinous, inuiior.il. false, inaccu- 
; rate, misguided ,uid unp.irdon- 
I able. ;\lmost 99 ]H'r cent of Ind- 
I ian |X)liticians' kith and kin lec- 
i eis’e favours and (Hisitions on a 
: platter, I'his tanilly, on the oiiu i 
; liand, has lost everything and 
I not gained much. It sacrificed 
I two precious lis'es on the altar 
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I^ETTERS 

Less Politics Please 
You've carried an overload of 
[K)litical stories in tlic last few 
issues which have made Out¬ 
look a bit boring. Sonia's face is 
becoming a trifle stale to look 
at on your covers. Can't you 
deal with "real' issues like cor¬ 
ruption, etc that are the 
scourge of India today? Also, 
every time you report on a 
problem like the Alang ship- 

of Indian politics. Don’t they i 

deserve a little more dignity? 
Roshan Kattassery, 

Bangalore \ 

m 
What a touching piece! This 
‘Rajivii U iimirul' has surely | 
bi'en sent by GikI to solve all of ' 
India's jrroblems. So what it he j 
has fjeen a Irelow-average stiiil- j 
enl? There’s no dearth ol script- i 

writers lor him. I'm sure, in a I 
few months' time, he’ll In-come i 

the soul of India as his illust- j 
rious ancestors did in the past. | 

\.S. Sharma, < 
Delhi ; 

Light Their Fire 
1 was tilled witli impotent rage 
after reading StiihM Out Sticks i 

(hehruary lo) Het-di-rolling is a ; 
lucrative business; wiry lan't 
lalxnirers be pa\l at least mode- i 
rate wages.' U'hat hapiK'iieil to 
Mi’s [Xiiilical stalwarts like Kaj- ' 
mala Vi|av<ira|e. \’.( . Shukla, 
Madhavrao Scindia or Arjiin 
.Singh.' Are these things no 
more m their ixjlitieal agenda.' . 
justice Shall, etu|uirnig into 
l•mergency e.scesses, otiserved: ' 
“It IS man's inhumanity towa¬ 
rds man that is more shocking." 
It's worth repeating i-ven lod.iy. . 

D.V. Madhava Rao, 

Chennai 

netdin wmtlag letten on «-mall art 

breaking yard, you should i 
take up the issue with the offi¬ 
cials concerned and publish ' 
their comments. | 

A, Srinivasan, 

Received on e-mail 

m 
I had Itecomc an avid reader ol 
Outlook, sub.scribed by my 
father, because of its wide vari- | 
ety of news content. But in 
the last few issues, your maga¬ 
zine seems to have Iwcome a ! 
purely election newsmaga¬ 
zine, with all its pages devoted ; 
to only election-related items ' 
which 1, as a i;t-year-old, find 
repetitive and boring. I sug¬ 
gest you change your focus 
fast or you'll lose a reader like ; 
me to another magazine. i 

ShruH Dhingra, I 

New Delhi 

We have labour departments ! 
botfi at the Central and state ■ 
level, but mandarins here have | 
done little to solve prohlems. 
lalxiur officials often ihemsel- . 
ves act as patrons to beedi bar¬ 
ons. They tighten their grij) tur- '■ 
liter by taking advantage ot loo- | 

pholes in the law. The v.irious 
chapters of our laboui laws , 
lurd amendments. Such .imen- 
drnents, es|X’tiallv to the 1^47 
Indusliial Disputes .Act, would 
make a lot ot dilfereiue 

A.R.M. Ismail, 

Bellary 

Inferno That Isn’t 
I'he article Dante's Inferno llebi- 
uary 16) is inaccurate and total- 
lly baseless, primarily bc*cause 
the information gathered is ; 
trom secondary sources like the ■ 
foreign media and the shipbrea- ; 
kers' associatii'n. If you can 
come down to Alang, 1 can : 
show you the big difference j 

to mention name and addrest 

there is between vour report 
and the reality. In fart, all 
development reports relating 
to Alang are being sent regu¬ 
larly to local dailies in Ahme- 
dabad, which have published 
the same in the local editi¬ 
ons. Reports from two indep¬ 
endent agencies—the Gujarat 
Ecology Commission anti the 
Metallurgical fst Engineering 
Consultants (India) Ltd, also 
establish that the environmen¬ 
tal aspects mentioned in Oul- 
limk are far from the truth. 

K. Kallashnathan, 

Gujarat Maritime Board, 

Ahmedabad 

Collective Souls 
You seem to hav'e astigmatic vis¬ 
ion with regard to the b|1' lRum¬ 
blings ul the I'oj), I•'el1ruary 16). 
First, you mention .Advani had 
announced Vajpayee as ii|i'’s 
prime ministerial candidate as 
early as 199.S. Tlien, vou claim, 

the Sangli has other thoughts. If 
the .Sangh’s dirta prevails—as is 
assumed by you, would Advani 
have done so? The |xilicies of 
any party are a result of deliber¬ 
ations among its top leaders, 
and cannot lx- one-man shows. 

Blpln Jhaverl, 

Jamnagar 

Corrigendum 
In a itliologiiiph uscil in the aiticle 
S|'jot the I'iike One iNovenilH’i .<), 
the hraiiil Tosihu owveil by losiba 
Al/jUiances was iihulvei lently 
shown as fiarl of a lollection of 
iounterfeits. H'e regiet the eiioi. 

1 Placf* of Puhliwtion 
? PetioJiLityof Piihncation 
G Printer's Nditu* 
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III foreigner state the roiiritrv 
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(2) HOlVD A Innovation and Satisfaction 

STAY AHEAD WITH 
ASSURANCE. 

Honda City. It meets Japanese safety standards for passenger protection. 
And aiso cares for the environment. 

At Honda we attach great value to eve^y humati life, as 

well as the environment. Which Is why the Honda City has 

been designed to meet the Japanese Safety Standards the 

strictest in Asia. 

The specially designed, low-input brake pedal eases the 

tensions of stop - start urban motoring. While a piotective body 

structure with front and rear crumple zones and side impact - door beams effectively absorbs the impact 

in the event of any collision. A collapsible steering column ensures greater driver safety while the low 

hood height and the powerful headlamps together provide for maximum lio"ial visibility among cars in 

its class. Moreover, use of Honda City’s programmed fuel injection system (PGM-FI) effectively reduces 

emissions and the R-134a (HFC) air conditioning refrigerant does not adversely affect the Ozone layer, 

giving you a cleaner environment and a healthier world. 

So, stay ahead with assurance. Experience the Honda City today. 

Honda adviaea you to be the nicest person on the road. 

HONDA CITY 

For further tnfomiatiori. pleasD call at the lollowiny numbers ' N«w 0«llii: Rnig Road Hotidri Pti Oil 547a049/8S13r69b0. Mobile 98-100-Z1551.98-101-3744.1 F,*ix ‘ 011-6437807 

ChendiBorh; Preelige Honda Ph .0172-64198677 Mobile 98-140-14433 Calendhar: Pmslige Horvla Ph 0181-264670 Mobilo ■ 98-140-14433 

Chennai, Sundwam Honda Ph. 044-852387374031.8M1300,8592001/4 Fax .044-8525164 Mumbai; “HotKia tel” Pn . 022-8203521/22/23 Fax 022-8203520 



the untouched... 

Nobody’s vote bank, 90 million 
handicapped Indians find 
themselves outside the pale of 
the electoral process. It’s a 
never-ending story of neglect. 

DISABLING 
DEMOCRACY 
By SOMA WADHW^ _ LIFr. in India is a crippling exiicriencc* for her 90 inillion disa¬ 

bled citizens. Forgotten and forlorn, tfiey have tn-en by|)a- 
ssed by a hectic Hindustan rushing into the next millenn¬ 
ium. Flection day is just another reminder of thi.s treacher¬ 
ous abandonment. A day when Indians with mental or 

physical impairment are rudely reminded that they are not per- 
evived as fit to lie c*qual partners in the nation-building processes. 

Formidable fencing at polling booths, ballot boxes inaccessible 
by the wheelchair, stubborn electoral officers who loa'e govern¬ 
ment escorts on the visually imjwired, disregard for the judge¬ 
ment ot the physically challenged—the prejudices hurt pride. As 
they hurt democracy. And even 50 years after Indejiendente, our 
di.sabled fight for their freedom to vote. To vote with dignity. 

"Uit to the mercy ot interpretations, many blind people ate not 
allowed to take their own (wople up to the ballot box to cast votes. 
1 he mom educated get affidavits of secrecy signed and insist on 
taking personal e.scorts. The le.ss are bullied into taking God knows 
who. It's humiliating. Is a braille ballot pajier too much to ask lor.^" 
asks visually impaired Suhas Karnik of the Mumbai-based 
Uliiidnien's Association. In fact, the l.tXXl-member-sfong body iss¬ 
ued .1 press release announcing its decision to boycott this election. 

"Not a single election pas.ses without the iiew.spa|K'rs publishing 
a photograph ol some severely disabled man pawing his way to the 
ballot bo.s. 't appeases the charitable, sensitive Indian's con¬ 
science—vse .illosv them to vote like us! But that's not how we want 
to vote. Noi do we want to go to polling iKioths every election and 
r.iise a ruckus about how we want to vote. The rules should be laid 
down and all too ileai," says disabled rights activist Javed Abidi. 
Drtl.opaiilicallv impaired liimself, Abidi's association with the 
movement started .is the founder member and st>cretary ol the 
Hisabled Kights (iroup, an advocac v group which playcxl a key role 
in the pissage of the Pisability Act 1995—the very first set ol laws 
lor peojile with phvsical .ind mental impairments. 

File legal pa])erwork, however, has failed to rew¬ 
rite the trusirating h rijit that this huge, disadvant¬ 
aged communitv seems to be fated to lis e out. Two 
years ol the Ilisabilils Act lalet, the Disabilities 
( hief Commissioner has still not been appointed. 
\oi has anyone paid any heed lo the demand for 
postal ballot for the impaired thal emanated from 
a seminar on "laws for the liandicapped" held at 
laiml >...du's .Ayikudi in 1995. "It the armed lorccs 
and the k.ishmiri migrants can vote through post, 
why iMf us? Surely our demand is as genuine it 
not m. 'ItAbidi points out. But a briet letter from 

the F!lection ('ommission in 1996 dismissed the demand after 
"carelul consideration" as "not feasible for the present" 

rite light then is being fought for the future. A lutiire that chief 
election commissioner M..S. Gill said on bw last December, will see 
the disabled casting their votes through post. A future that, left to 
the [Militician, will again ignore the handicapped. "What is friglii- 
eiiing is that just after the 1995 act came into being, the 1996 iiii’ 

and Congress manilestoes did print some [lara- 
graphs for the disabled but this election there is 
no mention at all. Not to be intludcxl ever is one 
thing but to be dropped out is terrible," observes 
Ali Baquer, president of Concerned Action Now 
|i A\), an advocacy group for the rights of the dis¬ 
abled. I’olitical behaviour, Baejuer insists, has 
expelled the disabled from society. "Do we have 
any di.sabled elected repre.ientativc.s? Fven those 
who are, don't ever want to be seen as disabled. 
I’eople aren't disabled, society is disabling." 

I he truth of the statement, perhaps, is all around 
us to verify. Our roads, railways, airlines, [wrking 

‘ If the armed 
forces and 
Kashmiri 

migrants can vote 
by postal ballot, 

why not us?” 
asks an activist. 
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lots, public toilets, buildings, cinenia halls, exhibition grounds—^11 
seem to have tieen designed to kci-ji the disabled out of niain- 
stream lile. t his despite a law that all government buildings must 
iH’ archilctturaily accessible to the disabled. Obviously, no one 
implements. People on wtu-elchairs, the v'sually impaired, such a 
common .sight aliruad. are hardly ever part ol public life in our 
countr)’. ".Not unless and until they are Ix’gging on the roads,” 
qui|ts Deljii-based Meghna Banerjce. the mother o! a spa.stic child. 

So, many remain closeted. How many? There aren't any actual 
numbers. 1 he census figures have never recorded this population. 
The National Stimple Survey of India. I‘>9I, puts the figure at 1.8 
pei cent of the pojnilation. A i.an publication, Z)/.Mi/i///fv; Cha- 
Ikngis I's Kesiwnsci, says every tenth Indian suflers some mental, 
jihysical or sensory imiiairmenl and knows "the meaning of 
exclusion, discrimination and humiliation". Some activists say 
about 7 fwr cent of the population is di.sablcd. The World Health 
Organisation says they are at 10 per cent. 

But Abidi, who is now executive director at the National Centre 
t for Promotion of Employment for Disabled People, does have 

some depre.ssing numbers to dish out. Of the seven million 

employable disabled, us.u |K-r e nt have no jobs. .Since 19KI. the 
Internatiimal Year ol Dis.ibled Persons, the numliers ot Itiose 
employed have been dwindling. Only 2 per tent receive eduta- 
tion. In tact, the National Disability Index whith judged existing 
conditions loi the tlisabled in ?.s areas laid down by the I’N slan- 
danl rules—such as ediualion, employment, aids and ajipliantes - 
had 2.1 areas ret en ing ratings In'lween zero to two on a st ale of six 

Savs Ian C.ardo/o ot tiu Spastic Stxiety til Northern India: 
“InsensitiMis prevails, lake, Itir instance, our education system, 
writers ,ire allowetl lor blind students but not tor the spastic s. 
How much lime does it take to issue a clircctise (oi something so 
genuinely needed. Policymakers just need to act scnsilivcTy." 
Amiradtia Samanl, a 2(>-year-old orthopaedically disabled resi¬ 
dent ol Richmond Town in Bangalore, offers a different kind of 
solution: "We have to slop dejjending on others to do things Icir 
us. Nothing will hapiK’ii till the common disabled |HTSon comes 
out of the house, becomes visible and makes a big nciise." 
Perliaps. Here's hoping that the 'noise' does not drown in the vac¬ 
uous political din of the day. Here's hoping it doc'sn'l become a 
non-issue in a country beset by increasing |H)11 violence, ■ 
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Hard bargaining begins as political parties 
strike deals to conjure up the requisite numbers 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN andJSHAN JOSHI Alhrec'-week-long general election makes lor a long, suspense- 
fiil wait—especially one as eventful as this, wlial with wild¬ 
cards, late .swings and other surprises for the main players. In 
the run-ui» to the constitution ol the 12th l.ok Sahha, one 
thing stood out: any government could only be lormed with 

the help of nowerful regional jrarties; the nsik in Tamil Nadu, the ini> 
in Andhra I’radesh, the ua- in Assam and othei motley groups. All or 
any ot them could influence the formation of a new government -and 
so, the philandering season is upon Indian politics all over again. 

rtiere is another side to it: everybody's hat is firmly m the ring, never 
mil d the wild flm luations in terms of the numbers proiected lor them 
by successive opinion polls and different e.xit |K)I1s. The ( ongress, tor 
its [larl, thoug.i a bit vvisitui at the end ol it all, was in no doubt as to 
v\ho would torn) the nest gosernment. Said (longress vice-iiresident 
and iJttar I’radesh strongman litendra I’rasad;:: "I'he negotiations will 
begin in right earnest now. Some etiorts are already underway. One 
tiling is clear, t he f ongress will lead the government this dme.” 

Who then are the dealmakers in the Congress/ Well-placed sources 
sav that .\rjun Singh, it he wins from iloshangabad, l*ranab Mnkherjc>e 
and .Sharad I’awar could be counted amongst the men who will open 
the channels of communications with 'Iriendly' parties. Amongst them: 
the I eft, Vlulayam Singh S'adav's Sarna|wadi Party, l.aloo Yadav’s rid. 

'.cioiiling to another senior Congiess leader, K. Karunakaran, "The 
I inied i'ront and the t I'ltsi) will support us. Ultimately, they will come 
ariii.c.d to keep out the ii|r," he toKl Outlook. On the question of who 
sh.jiiid lead the government, the tormer Kerala chief minister is clear: 
"Am. '.on ;c|i' government should be led by the Congress this time." 

Itut tin p.eliirdnaries to put a non-K|i’ government in place before 
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CONGRESS DEAL MAKERS 
MMASHANT PANJIAR ABHIJIT 8HATLEKAR JITFNIItR GUPTA 

ARJUM SINGH 

If elected, he could play a 
major role in negotiating with 
the Left and allied parties. 

PRANAB MUKHERJEE 

“If asked to, I am willing to 
negotiate on behalf of the 
Congress. I've done it before. 

SHARAD PAWAR 

Could be the Congress’ bridge 
to the Samajwadi Party, his 
ally in Maharashtra. 

March 15 are evident. As i pi(m) pnlilbiiro meniher Sitarain 
Ycchuri acknowledged on television, the United l•■ront and tlie 
Congress may need to join hands to form the ne.xt government 
and "stop the communal hip trom undermining all I he gains 
India lias made over the past 50 years as a modern nation-stale''. 
He added: "But ei|ua1l\, we will not help tlie ( ongress. I he 
mechanics ot how the secular forces can come to some sort of 
agreement on basic differences- in economic policy, to take one 
cxamplc--will he worked out only after tlie I eft and the l.'nited 
l-'ront take a view on it.” 

-Such optimism, liowever, is not the preserse ot the (.ongress .md 
fhe United front alone, fhe itii’. which lias been proiecte;! as the 
frontrunner, claims it has more ol a basis toi the hope .ind the 
hype. "It is a certainly," piedicted party general secretary K.N. 
(iovindacharya. But even as the lur began to dwell on optimistic 
atmospherics, based on tlie best [loll |)ro|ections tor them, there 
was the realisation that though they may emerge as the single 
largest party and group, any sense of coinplacents could result in 
victory being snalclied trom under tlieir nose- 

•So, understandably, the wooing has already begun, vcilti fiarty 
vice-president Madan l.al Khurana announcing on l-ebruiary 28 
that the Dm I’rakash Chautala-led Haryana l.ok Ual would sup¬ 
port the Bir. Rut (iovindacharya, one eye on Ihe hip's ally and 
Cbaiitala's opponent, Haryana cliiet iniiiister Bansi l.al, denied 
that "anything firm" had been decided. This is a clear indication 
that the hip’s search lor post-poll allies will hav'e to lie balanced 
Kith evisling partners. AKo, old hands at negotiating on behalf ol 
Ihe HIP. including party general .secretarv Pramod Mahajan, 
Itaiaslhan duel minister Bhairon Singli Shekhawat and Akali 
leader S.S. Barnala, are likely to be (iressed into service. 

I'.xuding confidence, itip president I..K. Advani told Outlook on 
March I that "wbHe Hie final lesulls are yet to come out, we are 

“The UF and the CPI(M) will 

support us. Ultimately, they 
will come around to keep 

the BJP out.” K. KARIMAKARAII 

certainly Ihe frontrunners. Never mind it the Congress .ind 
United front want to strike some unprincipled deal to try and 
keep us out. 11 need he, we are confident ot tlie Mip|iort ol region¬ 
al and smaller parlies as well." 

.Accordingly, Clovindacliarya put the i.ip position in perspective; 
"We may need to attract some supiKirt, hut that should not be a 
problem. Tlie smaller parties are already approacliing us. And 

PRASHANT PANJIAR 

V.P. Singh: advocating a ‘patch-up’ between the UF and Congress 
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“We are certainly the frontrunners and, if need be, are 
confident of the regional and smaller parties.” i 
evi’ii it the pollsters are rinht ami we get only 2SO-plus seats, our 
'worst-ease' seenario, there arc many options for us to explore. I 
can tell you that the Bir will form the goscrnmenl. because our 
assessment is that we will gel a working majority on our own with 
allies; 207 lor us, (>'1 for our allies, making 27(1 XfPs in all." And 
with Rir vice-president K.I.. Sharnia's clarifying to reporters that 
"stability is as imi«)rtanl as than morality", an all-out bid tor 
)Kiwer by the nii' is a eertainty. 

former prime minister V.l’. Singh, who has been saying that 
the United front and Congress would have to 'patch up' from 
the time tile polls were announced, re-emphasised this point on 
lebruary 2H when he said that both formations "would have to 
re-evaluate" their earlier stand if iiiey wanted to prevent the nii' 
Ironi toming to power. The problem, however, is not whether 
the I hiiied front and l ongress are willing to do business again, 
but who will lie the dominant partner and who the 'supporter'; 
wliether troin outside or within. 

to whitli lies ttie birth ol his party—is fraught with danger as 
well, f.speiially as Naidii started otf tiis election campaign sup 
polling the move to ban ant citizen not liorn in India Iroin 
holding high olk e. to complicate things further, sources close to 
Naidu say he is contideiit ol negotiating a United front-led go\- 
ernment with the Congress. 

The OMk in Tamil Naclii. which was wixied unsuccesstully In the 
nil’ in 1996 as well Ihrougti negotiators Cho Uamaswamy and S. 
(lurumurthy, swms to be clear-esixvially in the wake of the 
Coimbatore blasts and ttie iH’ginnings of a iliinbdown bv the 
("ongress on thejain ( .oinmission issue—that siipiKirting the "com- 
iiiunal ini’" is not an option. In lad, senior leader and party general 
secretary K. .-Xnbazhagan says: “We are shocked to see some if the 
parties from the l)ra\ idian iiunemeiit joining hands witti the forces 
ol Hindutva. .\nybody who has bothered to read the fxilitical tra- 
ji’ctory of the nsiK will realise that we will have nothing to do with 
any torce that spreads bigotry." In lait, he iwints out that tlie 

JITENDIR GUeiA 

v-sAnsou mukjm 
Provided he retains his seat, 
he would once again emerge 
as principal negotiator. 

BJP DEAL MAKERS 
ATtILIOKE 

BHAiROK SH^KHAWAT 

A seasoned dealmaker, he will 
pull out all the stops to instal 
Vajpayee as prime minister. 

.II1ENDER GUPTA 

The party’s link with the AGP 
and the DMK, though the latter 
rules out an alliance. 

• 

Signilicantts, the l.clt parlies, vdio are expected to retain 
roughly the same number ol seals thev won in 1996, liave been 
plau’d in the toiigliest spot. Tlicy have electoral realities lot (in¬ 
tend witn in West Ik’iigal. Kerala and Iripura—where the 
('('iigiess IS ilieir main opponent. Ibsagreements on economic 
issues IS another stumbling block Net, letliiig in the hip even bv 
delault does not seem to liave .u’.y supporters iii tlie Lett. Which 
is wtiy tlie issue ol outside support to any piospective t.oiigrcss- 
Uiiiled front government, it they can make the numbers, is \ir- 
tu.illy tile only option lor them. 

.\ scenario wiiereiii everybody is in tlie tray naturally points to 
a gicalei role lor regional parties, many ot them Ibiiled Irciit 
lonstituents, irrespectiie ol which lormatioii conies to power, 
lake the ( haiidraliabu Naidu-led ini’. A sizealile Muslim support 
base and consistent opposition to what Naidu still refers to as 
Itie "cominuridl hip' means that going with them would lie 
lough, besides, itie HIP is still officially an ally ot the inr 
(Lakshmi I’arvalhil. But the alternative, ol supporting the 
(amgress —its major opponent in the stale and in the oppiwition 

"media lias been niisie.Kliiig the elosi iu’ss Ix’tvceen barnala and tlie 
DMi.". Here too, the i'.ip alieady has an alliance with tlie -MUiMk. 

for tlie \(.p loo, It IS a Irickv issue, thougli it will not be in great 
deiiiand it it pi’ilon"s poorh, as has been predicted, \vliile tradi- 
tioiiiilb tlie M.i’ an,I tlie ( ongiess have lieeii sworn eneiiiies, its 
relations ui!ii Inc pip liave been more cordial. But even the hip 

Assam |iresidcnt, X.iiay.in harkatoky, wlio, .along with Barnala has 
sounded out tlie \i i’. s.ins: ' I he m.p will be a lac tor only it it gels 
the nuini'eis." I'tuuigli no one in the \c.;’ is willing to go on 
ri’ioiil. It deal that loi the partv to support the Congress would 
lie .111 untenable proposition. 

Other smaller parties like Kaiiiakrislina Hegde’s Lok Sliakii. cur- 
reiitlv allied witli the hip, are also likely to tie assidiioiish wooc’d 
In the optimists in the Congiess if it is in a position to gaiiiei 
eiKuigli support to take a shot at forming a gosernmenl at the 
((’litre. As loi the support ot the "oiie-two-three Ml’ parties', it 
would be safe to assiimt’ that, barring a few exceptions, they will 
support whoever is forming tlie governitienl. But whicti govcrii- 
iiK’iit that would be will Ix' clear only in tlie coming d.iys. ■ 
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The UF and the Congress 
know they have to share 
a platform once again to 
keep the BJP out. But 
both are lobbying for 
maximum advantage. 

By BHAVDEEP KANG 

Y (he eve ol countini' ilwll, United .iiul I.elt Iroiil 
leaders were (oyly admiltiiij; (hey would have to . 
get into bed with the Cionj'ress all over again if they 
wanted to keep the kip out. ( p|(vi) general seerelaiy 
Harkisheii Singh Surjeel, negotiator extraordin.iire, 

was on the move, meeting Congress and Ul' leaders in an 
effort to hammer out an early understanding, lieeause time, 
all the leaders acknowledged, was ol the essence. 

The UF positioned itsell lor ina.simum bargaining power, 
tven as the (Congress and the dip began wooing UF lon- 
Stitiients, the Front sent a clear signal to the CYingress by 
winding up the Jain Commission: the party would have lo 
climb down on the nsik issue if it hopeil for a post-electoral 
coalition with the UF lo keep the hip out ot powei. I'he 
effort to sink the fiMK-t.;ongress ditlerences whiib sunk 
the UF government- is exemplitied by the isk's stand that 
the designated court's judgement in the Uajiv (landhi assas¬ 
sination ca.se virtually exonerated the dmk. 

A (asngress-OMK entente and astute "politiial manage 
ment (read deal-makingl," hoiied some I IF leaders, would 
re-install a UF government in New Delhi. Others, however, 
felt the UF would do belter lo give a lellei lo the President 
promising supixirt to a "secular" government. 

The million-rupee question ot which hliK' would lead the 
pTO[K)sed UF-Congress loalition ma) nol tw answered by 
numerical stiengtli alone. From the UF standpoint, the most 
desirable option would be a coalition government headed by 
a non-t^ngress prime minislei, thus ensuring stability. 
senior JD leader rather optimistically maintained that the 
Congress would have little option liui to accept a prime min¬ 
ister from the UF: "The regional parties will never allow a 
Congress prime minister. It they liold out the threat id |oin- 
ing the hip, the Congress will tall in line in doulile-quick 
time" The two iiarties most vulnerable to the hip aie the niP 

and the .u.p, neither of which is inclined lo acie[)t a (.(ingress 
prime minister. A united UF was the best chance of toiling 
the hip's bid for [xiwer, said a senior ( pi leader. If the (xingress 

t)F and Congress do not agree with 
1^01 other’s prime ministerial hopefuls. 
^ will be the bone of contention. 
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IT'S US, TMLS IT'S US 
insiNted on foistinj; a prime minister on tiie UI-, it might well break 
up, with some constituents even joining the kic. 

The lU-'s tour prime ministerial candidates arc the (.I’i(m)'s lyoti 
Basu, the Tamil Maanila (T)ngress' C.K. Moopanar, the Samajwadi 
Party's Mulayam Singh Yadav and the present iiuumbent, Inder 
Kumar (Jujral. Basu's own party is reluctant to approve his candi¬ 
dature—iissuming that it chooses to join the government in the 
first place. As tor the other three, in terms ot sliecr numerical back 
ing, a Ut- leader from the soutli admitted, Moopanar stood the 
tH-st chance. Wliiie all three leaders might be acceptable to the 
t'.ongress, Mulayam (who has the backing of the l.eft) and Gujral 
do not command support from the entire UK 

But a Congress-led coalition apjx'ars more likely. Wliile the l.clt 
Front, or at least the (ri(M), may not join a ('.ongress-lcd g»)vcrn- 
ment, it could willy-nilly lend outside support ot play tlie role of a 
"constructive op])osilion". In West Bengal, the Congress and the 
'.eft were driven closer together hy the coinhined threat of the all' 

^ .iiid Trinamul (.ongress. Ueports from Kerala indicate that the state 
(i'i(M) IS opposed to )oining a Congress-led government hut could 
well su|i|)ort a UF-led coalition. A dual (xilicy ot aligning with the 
Congress at the Centre and opixising it in the states will not Ik- 
digi'stible to tlie U'lt cadres. Despite this, as (xilitical observer 
Chaiuhiala Ray points out, "fhe ('.ongress 
may well try and form a ministry with 
su|)|K)rl Iroin the UI-. The Left may lall 
in with this grouping- and it will cer¬ 
tainly extort a price lor it." 

I hat raises the question of a 
< ongress prime minister acceptable 
to the IT in general and the Left 
Iron! in particular. Arjun Singh, 
svho is on exuTlent terms with 
West Bengal chicT minister jyoti 

I Basu, i.cid two meetings with 
Siujeet on ''ebruary 27 and 28 
m an effort to canvass sup(H)rt. 
Me also met the Bahujan Sainaj 
Party's Kanshi R.im and spoke 
with Rashtriya lanata i).)l chief 
l.aloo Prasad Yadav and 
lanata Dai chiet .SharacI 
Vadas. I'he Left tends 
towards the (Tm- 
gress leader not only 
bee ause Ins \ lews on 
economic poliev are in 
consonance with their own, but 
because ot tiis impeccable .secu¬ 
lar credentials. Mulayam Singh, 
too, lias a gcxid equation with 
him But.the hmk is unlikely to 
accejit the Madiiya I’radesh 
stalwart. 

"The siirill [irntest against the 
UMK was raisc-d by Ariun Singh 
and his flunkies. Arjun Singh’s 

I, primary supporters in 
Tamil Nadu were 

Vazhapadi Ramamurtliy and Rangarajan Kumaramangalain Ixitli ot 
whom have virtually become B|i’...lhis has been brougiit to the 
notice of Sonia and she has understood the petty politics behind 
the slander campaign against the nxik. Mence, we cio not e.\pect any 
problem from 10, Janpalli with reference to the omk playing a sig¬ 
nificant role in the ixisl-election scene," ob.served a former ish 
minister, clarifying that the omk is willing to absolve Sonia of ill- 
will, but not Arjun SIngti. 

As for the cleanc.st lace in the Congress, Manmohan Singh, the 
Left lias sharp differences witfi him over eccmomic ]iolicv; the 
dilution of the state's role in the free market system, the dis¬ 
mantling of the pulilic sector, tlie entry of multinalionals on 
their own terms. As for Madliavrao Scindia, his "maharaja" 
image does not gel with the l eft. ,\iid resurgent Maharashtra 
slrongnian Sliarad Pawar, who has been lobliying strongly with¬ 
in his own parly and trying to build bridges with 10, Janpath 
(reportedly through DtThi-ba.sed industrialist lalit Surii. has no 
lakers in the t’K barring Mulayam perhaps. 

In the event of the l)F breaking up, Mulayam Singh is likely to 
go with the Camgress. So is the isic. if the Congress continues its 
mellowed stance on the .lain C.cynmission report, the omk may 
well follow suit. The l.eft and perhaps 

llluMr.ltlull^ by IIIIAN HUSSAIN 
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For Alliances’ Sake 
In a move to appease the DMK, Gujral winds up the Jain probe 

vs. HAMANATHAN WITH fhe I’ebruar\- 28 home min¬ 
istry directive winding up the Jain 
Commission probing the contro¬ 

versial Rajiv Gandhi assassination case, 
the PMK-rMC combine is gearing up to 
work out a durable formula to back a non- 
Bli’ government at the (Centre. The two 
Dravidian parties feel that the climate for 
working out an arrangement if there is a 
Congress-led government has already 
been created. "The decision not to extend 
the tenure of the Jain Commission must 
l)e seen in the light of tlie judgement 
given bv the designated court in Chennai 
on |anuar»- 1V98 whicii sentenced to 
death llie 26 accused in the Rajiv ca.se. It 
cannot be seen in isolation," says Union 
ininisier ot state lor t isdl aviation and me 

Justice Jain: Anally it’s curtains 

leader Jayarithi Natarajan. 
It was the Jain Commission's interim 

re{X)rt and its indictment of the omk that 
led to the fall of the Gujral government. 
The Congress had adopted a rigid stand 
that it would withdraw support unless 
the United front dropired the dmk from 
the government. This time round, the 
Congress reaction to the winding up of 
the Commission has been rather muted. 
This, according to political observers, is 
an indication that the Congress high 
command is not too keen to rake up the 
issue. Interestingly, it is the Bjr which has 
taken up the cause ot the Commission 
and has observed that the government 

should have extended its term. 
According to party leaders, the dmk, too, 

wants to put the past behind, provided it 
gets a dear commitment from the Con¬ 
gress that it would not make an issue of 

the umk's involvement in the assas¬ 
sination, as alleged by the Jain 
Commission in its interim report. 
The fact that the Congress did not 
rake up the dmk's role in its election 
campaign is being seen in Chennai 
as a clear indicator that a compro- 
mi.se is on the cards. 

It is reliably learnt that in his final 
report. Justice Jain will recommend 
a fresh probe into the foreign angle 
in the plot to kill Rajiv Gandhi. The 
Commission has time and again 
pointed out that it was not given 
enough time and assistance from 
the government to probe the larger 
plot that was hatched abroad. 
Sourc-es say that rrany important 
documents related to the case were 
provided to the Commission as late 
as January 1998. The Commission 
claims it did not have enough time 
to investigate the leads from these 
dwuments. 

Like its interim report, the Com¬ 
mission's final conclusions could also be 
used for politicai gains. Many of the 
depositirrns made by witnesse.s before it 
are of a sensitive nature and would be 
embarrassing to senior jxrliticians. This is 
perhaps one reason why the Gujral gov¬ 
ernment decided to ask Jain to go at such 
short notice. 

With no further extension being gran¬ 
ted, there is apprehension in some circles 
that if the Clommission fails to submit a 
'complete' final report—it has only a 
week to Jo so—with sufficient evidence, 
then the government might dump it. say¬ 
ing that no action can lie taken on the 
basis ol an incomplete document. 

A.S. Panneerselvan 

the ini’, the 11) and ihv might opt for taitical o[>iK)sition 
imlevs tiu- hii iii.iiutges In wi-ati the regional patties and part ol 
Itie II) aisay While the \i.e is not a significant |)layer, iliiel min¬ 
ister I’ralulla kiim.ir Mahanta—iiattered by tlie im scam, dissen- 
sioti within his party and the 11 n Itan wliich kept the con¬ 
stituents at liume-will w,mi some assurance ol proiection 
against liis government iteing vlismissed Ity the I entre. The .ne'.s 
(iiiandrahahn \aidn is keeping an eye on assembly elections in 
.•\ndhra I’radesh wliiih are |ust a ye ir away—he lias to keep 'tie 

(Congress in check wliile not allowing tlie iiii' to gain ground. 
In a reverse twist, Uf spin doctors were talking to the ll|l•'s 

allies- the Akali Dal, the .Sainata I’arty, l.ok Shakti and the 
Irmamul Congress, for instance, a senior Janata Dal leader from 
K.irnataka lias been trying to negotiate the return of Laloo and 
Ramakrishna llegde to the Uf fold. "There are already serious 
dillerenees lietween tlie .Samata and Irinamul," pointed out i ft 
general sec retary D Raja. President K.R. Narayanan siiould take 
the inlicrent instaiiility ot the pre-elecloral iiii’ coalition into 

account belore deciding to invite 
someone to form a government, as 
a post-electoral Uf-Congress 
arrangement miglit just prove 
more stable. ■ 

With A.S. Panneerselvan, M.S. 
Shanker, NItin Gokhale, Ashfs K. 

Biswas and Venn Manon 

If the Congress insists on foisting a PM 
on the UF, some constituents might well 
break away and even join the BJP. 
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SPOTLIGHT 

CHOOSING 
CLEANLY 

As the Lok Sabha results throw up the old dilemma, what are 
the President’s options? Which bloc will he invite first? 

By BHAVDEEP KANG and ISHM JOSHI | P()Sr-r{)I.I. scenario 1998. Dress | 
Rehearsal: played out in the Uttar | 
Pradesh .Assembly. Protagonist; the ; 
president of India, Kraheril Raman | 
Narayanan. The first citizen has | 

had a tumultuous eight months in office— ! 
two constitutional crises in Uttar Pradesh, i 
the tall of the Union government, general j 
elections and now, a more or less certain 
fractured verdict, which puls him firmly in j 
the hot seat in the [xsst-resulls scenario. 

In his 'creative' handling of the UP imb- i 
roglio, when governor Romesh Bhandari ' 
dismissed Kalyan Singh and swore in a i 
short-lived new chief mini.ster without a 
floor-test, Narayanan has isroved he is a | 
pro-active, if textbcxik, president. And pro- ; 
actis'e he may well have to continue being. : 
Because within the parameters of the j 

t'onslUution, which even his 'critics' admit j 

he would never overstep, he ha"- plenty ot ; 
leeway to deal with a hung Parliament. 

One of the tirst things that the President j 

has to decide is whom to invite first to take , 
a shot at government formation Political 
groupings ol all hues are naturally keen to : 
lie the first to he called as tliere is an aulo- 
ntj'ic advantage aftorded in incumbency 
that nia\ help the leader invited first in 
gathering supijiut to make up the numbers 
tor a vote ol lontidence. 

Hi' options aic 

li lo tollovc (oiiwniion and first invite ■ 
the leadei oi '.lie smgle largest party or sin- ■ 
gie largest poiituai torination. even it it ' 
does not li.is'e a luajoriiy, to lorm the gov¬ 
ernment. 

2) 'lb in' ill- if.e leader of the largest po.st- ; 
electoral ,illi..tiee which commands a ; 
majsrily ovcM'l t 

3)rosimpi iCu''e it to the House to elect ; 
its leader. : 

The fourtii aspe-ci ol the txist-|X>ll scenario t 
which I’resident Narayanan will have to . 
deal with is the ‘.(uestion of outside sup|X)rt, ' 

especially in the light of previous experi¬ 
ences and his private view expressed to 
those close to him that, ideally, supporting 
parties should be in the government. 

in a post-poll scenario, however, the 
president despite what anybody may say, 
will have the final word. Precedents, con¬ 
ventions el al are there to be examined but 
not necessarily followed if the situation so 
demands. 

According to a Rashtrapati Bhawan 
source: "The president may have no option 
but to invite the mr-led alliance if it is 
within striking distance of achieving a 
majority, .say about 245-2.S0 seats. But if he 
has an alternative in the shape of an 
alliance which has a majority the decision 
could go either way. But whatever lie the 
decision it will be based on the opinions of 
the best legal and constitutional brains in 
the country. And it will be fair." 

While evcryliody agrees that a floor test 
is the only way of determining majority 
support, experts are clearly divided on the 
question of who should be invited first to 
form a government. The president will 
have to consider the views ol those, 
including eminent lawyer Soli Sorat)jce, 
who have pul'iicly emphasised that ideally 
the 1996 experiment ol inviting a govern¬ 
ment which lasteil 1.1 days due to its inher¬ 
ent instability owing to lack of numbers 
should not he repeated, in this scenario, 
option 1 becomes valid. 

A post-poll alliance—.say. the Congress 
and tile Unued Front or even the aji’ and 
certain UF constituents—whicn ensures a 
clear majority and the prospect of a stable 
government would appear more viable 
than calling the single largest party/bloc 
well short of numbers. Sources close to 
president say that this possibility will be 
'xainiried by the President e.stremcly seri¬ 
ously if the Bji’-led alliance manages only 
around 215 scats. 

Fanphasising this argument, R.K. Anand, 
senior Supreme Court lawyer, says, "The 
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i Constitution makes no distimtir.. 
I between post-poll and pre-i)oll ailiatici, 
I Kven if the president feels that the leailjr 
I of the largest single party should lie asket! 
! whether he is in a position to form tin 
j government, and the answer is in the alfii- 
I mitive, it cannot l)e left at that. The presi- 
1 dent would then have to .satisfy himself 
! that there is a reasonable possibility of 
I forming a stable government (in tlie form 
I of letters of support from prospective 
i allies) without resorting to horse-trading. 
I But if the C'ongress and UF can come to an 
i agreement and they have a majority and 
I this is conveyed to the pri'sident at the 
i very outset, he must call them first. Either 
! way, however, no more than a couple of 
I days should be given to the claimants to 
i prove tlieir majority." 
I Constitutional ex[)ert and former Lok 
! Sabha secretary-general Subhash Kashvap, 
j however, strongly feels the president must 
I go by precedent and pick option I as his 
I predecessor S.D. Sharma did in 1996. 
i "Determining majority support through a 
I head-count needlessly involves the 
i President in controversy," he maintains. 
I Former Union law minister Shanti 
I Bhushan agrees: "Establishing a majority 
j in order to form a government is not an 

imperative. The test of majority is on the 
floor of the House. There can be no two 
interpretations of the Bommai judge¬ 
ment." In fact, says legal expert lawyer K.K. 

Venugopal: "The leader of 
the single largest parly for 
the .sake of consistency 
should be inviied to form 
the government and this 
should be a rule lor the 
future as well. Po.st ])oll 
alliances should not be 
recognised lor file pur|X)se 
( ‘ inviting a leader to 
form tile government." 

But these are only prece¬ 
dents and conventions 
and there is n..)thing 
which prevents the presi¬ 
dent from accepting the 

equalls stiong, and legalistic, argument of 
tltose wild sa\' that the group with majori- 
fy support in the House, even if it is a post- 
|)oll deal, should be invited by the presi- 
deni to form the government first. Ttiere 
certainly seems to be no constitutional 
hurdle to this as the 12 Schedules and •t9.S 
Articles of the Indian tionstitution arc- 
silent on these matters. 

And points out a Union caliinet minister: 
"After all, even the mi- which cries foul at 
post-poll alliances will attempt to forge 
post-poll deals to make up the numbers 
and get a majority." 

Arun Jaitley, Supreme f.ourt advocate 
and DJI- National t'.cmncil member, says 
that it is for the president to decide whom 

Narayanan’s 
approach to the 
idea of ‘outside 
support’ wili be 
crucial to which 

political 
formation Is 

given a chance. 
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SPOTLIGHT 

to invite first to form a government. "We 
leave it to the President to decide. Whether 
he should follow a precedent or not we 
will be satisfied as long as any decision 
taken is fair and is seen to be so. In general 
terms, however, the convention of asking 
the single largest party to lorin the go\ern- 
ment should be maintained unless there 
are exceptional circumstances.” 

I he third option, legal experts and 
politicians agree, would be a radii al depar¬ 
ture from the past and is "very unlikely". It 
is very doubtful if the president will ever 
make such a "liberal interpretation” of the 
C'onstitution, feel those who have known 
him for long. Political circles feel that 
while the iiji', with its prime ministerial 
candidate Atal Behari Vajapyee individua¬ 
lly enjoying the res()ect of many and a sec¬ 
tion of the partv's preference tor a pres- 
dential form of government, it may not be 
opposed to this move as a "last-ditch 
attempt", those on the opposite side of the 
|)olitical spectrum disagree equaliy vehe¬ 
mently. In fact, speaking to reporters on 
February 27, the i.pi(m) general secretary 
liarkishan Singh Surjeet emphasised that 
all non-BiP political parties and the Indian 
Constitution are committed to a party- 
based sy.stem. 

al—may well be this point. 
"I have a right to defend what I believe is 

constitutional even if the president holds a 
different view," said Surjeet, while Chandra 
Shekhar, significantly, emphasised in a 
newspaper interview on February 28 that 
the president "cannot fone his view". The 
non-Bjp parties arc more or less united on 
this fact that in an "ideal situation" this 
view may be tfie "right" thing to do, but 
politics is not about ideal situations. That 
the non-BiP parties are jireparing the ground 
is clear, because if any deal is to be worked 
out between the UF and Congress—based 
on the exit |x>ll predictions—there will 
have to be an element of outside support of 
some description. “There can be no uni¬ 
form application of the Bominai case when 
the situation, like it was in UP, is so com¬ 
pletely different," said Surjeet. 

United Front leaders point out that in a 
situation where following the Bommai 
case would lead to horse-trading as it did 
in UP, how can it be condoned. In essence, 
who is to make a distinction between 
"political realignments” and good old- 
fashioned horse-trading? 

Narayanan once said in a television inter¬ 
view that he was "not being a hero" when 
he asked the Union cabinet to reconsider 

SIGNIITCAN'ILY, the Supreme 
Court set a precedent in the UP 
case whicli the president may 

have to take into account. The com¬ 
posite trial of .strength between 
Kalyan Singh and Jagdambika Pal 
was, according to an ex|)ert, a sort of 
"constnictive vote of no-confidence" 
wherein at one go, there would be 
tx)th a winner and a loser. I he presi¬ 
dent's response to tlie UP situation 
indicates that though he would like 
to play it liy the book, he will make 
his mind clear in a controversial situ¬ 
ation. .\nd. if he feels strongly 
enough, "do what is just and fair 
rallier than blindly follow prece¬ 
dent”. He broke lonvcntion. remem¬ 
ber, by casting his votf on February 
lf> in the I.ok .Sablia fiolls. becoming 
the first presidei.i to ilo so. 

Ihe fourth, many lielieve crucial, 
aspect of the |)resident's role will be 
the attitude he adopts towards the 
entire question of 'outside support'. 
This again is not something which 
the (onstitiilion is silent on, as the 
only requirement is that the person 
invited to lorin the government 
should have ina|ority support in the 
House. In tact, the real tocus of 
senior non-B!i leaders, including 
Surjeet ami lormer jirime minister 
Chandra Shekliar—who have dis¬ 
agreed with Narayanan's handling 
I'f the UP crisis "leaked" letter et 

T. NARAYAN 

It Is still not clear whether the 
president's post-poll decisions can 
be gauged from his correspondence 

with Gujral on the UP crisis. 

its decision on imposing President's Rule 
in UP last year. He only exerted his "moral 
authority" by which a crisis was averted 
after the withdrawal of BSi> support to 
Kalyan Singh in September 1997. 

But this time around, it didn’t work. 
Bhandari, blithely throwing Bommai vs 
Union of India to the winds, sacked Kalyan 
Singh and swore in Jagdambika Pal. The 
president then sought the PM's ‘advice’ on 
Bhandari’s continuation in a letter to prime 
minister I.K. Gujral, who reportedly told the 
president on February 26 that a new gov¬ 
ernment would be the appropriate authori¬ 
ty to consider the matter. In a way under¬ 
lining the point that while the president's 
"moral authority" was respected, his actions 
when based on a [X)irit of view, however 
appropriate, could ^ disagreed with. 

'Fhat Narayanan will insist on a floor test 
within a reasonable time-frame after the 
Constitution from whoever he invites to 
form the government is clear. And all three 
political groups seem amenable to this 
principle. And all of them are dependent 
on |>ost-poll alliances to cobble together a 
majority, including the B|f. 

Over the next few days. President 
Narayanan will have to make some of the 
most important decisions of his SO-year- 

long career. In the process, he will 
have to balance convention with the 
need for stability, precedent w'ith the 

* need to prevent horse-trading, the 
need to act quickly to end the pro- 

r longed tenure of the Gujral govern- 
■* ment after he lost his majority in the 

Lok Sabha and swear-in a new gov¬ 
ernment, yet not be seen to be acting 
in undue haste. Already, the presi 
dent has begun clarifying various 
aspects of his role in a post-poll sce¬ 
nario with the country's leading con¬ 
stitutional experts. He is reported to 
be "reading through half the night" 
and willing to listen to advise from 
all quarters. 

But only one man can decide, and 
that is K.R. Narayanan. And he is 
reportedly unhappy with the fact 
tiiat political parties are dragging 
him into controversies—whether by 
praising him or criticising him But a 
cause of even deeper unhappiness for 
K.R. Narayanan says an old associate 
of the president, is "the state of the 
political system” in which he 
believes so strongly. And as the 
March 15 deadline for a new govern¬ 
ment to take shape approaches, he 
has begun to look at the options 
before him and take a long hard look 
at the numbers. His reputation as a 
man of high integrity with an innate 
sense of the fair and the just, will sur¬ 
vive the decision he takes. But that 
doesn’t make his task any easier. ■ 
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SPOTLiGHT 

An Old Nehmvian 
A clue to Narayanan’s actions in coming days lies in his political and intellectual past 

By SAOARIKA GHOSE Long years ago, a generation of young men and women 
made a tryst with their newborn nation-state. I rom their 
midst came the first draftsmen of the Constituti m, tiie 
first ambassadors ol independent India and the first eco¬ 
nomic planners. And from their ranks comes our 12th 

president, Kocheril Raman Narayanan. They were the youth of the 
19T()s and 1940s, tlie first Nehruvians, animated by principles of 
anti-fascism and the welfare state, by the modernist political poet¬ 
ry of Steirheii Spender and W.H. Auden and by the example of 
Roosevelt's New Deal in the US and of the William Beveridge Plan 
for economic and social restructuring in Britain. 

Says A.K. Daraodaran, an old friend and colleague of the |)resi- 
dent, a comrade-in-arms in doctrine and profession: "Narayanan 
is very much part of a generation for whom socialism rather than 
any other doctrine was the great political principle." With the 
publication of Nehru's autobiography, a generation of young men 
were intnrduced to the thoughts of T.S. Eliot, Arnold and 
Auden Bertrand Russell and his thoughts on author¬ 
ity and the individual—how an individual in a 
free society must deal with the authority of 
the state—was another influential doctrine. 

Nehru was central, he was the hero and 
role model. In the debate between 
Gandhi and Nehru, these early young 
C'ongressmen admired the Mahatma 
but identified with I’anditji. if 
Gandhi was the prophet, Nehru was 
the leader. Nehru represented a 
whole world of values, a cosmopoli¬ 
tan, lett-ot centre critique of the 
post-war world, also an .Anglo-.Saxon, 
Britain-centred view of politics. "We 
were s’ery British in the way we 
viessed things, the rule of law. British 
parliamentary practices," says Damo- 
daran. "We were also influenced by the 
example of (.anada and France". "We were 
initiated into the great moments of world 
poll,ICS, the need to learlessly fight on the 
right side amt plav, 1 suppose, by the Queensberry 
rules (the rules ol decency and fairplayi," smiles ano¬ 
ther former colleague and triend. 

Narayanan is a \ehruvian constitutionalist, purist of the law- 
hut someone who is as committed to the spirit as to the letter ol 
the law. "Nar.iyana'i would not tight shy ol creating a greah r con¬ 
sciousness not only ot the law but also its spirit," says tonner 
diplomat, foreign sersice colleague and friend, A.K Ray. "He 
realises that sometimes the letter of the law betrays its spirit. He is 
quite bold and quite tearless. Although not interventionist, at the 
same lime he will not sit back." Ray recalls that when .Narayanan 
was in the foreign service, he wrote a rather bold paper on the 
need tor a new strategic frontier in the east along the Mekong 
river.' 1 told him that tliis w'as totally opposed to our official line 
and 1 remember .Narayanan replying, well sometimes you have to 
bum your Ixiats,” Ray reminisces. For his pains, not only was his 
paper not accepted but he was sent off to Jawaharlal .Nehru 

University as vice-chancellor, 
A prominent jurist reveals that Narayanan may be bold but he is 

also quite consenative. He would never do anything flashy or 
macho. "Expressing the president's concern to the prime minister 
about the conduct of a governor is perfectly constitutional. As 
chici executive the president is free to write to the prime minister 
about whatever he wants." he notes. 

Ray says that .Narayanan is cool-headed, never gets flustered and 
is a rationalist and a progressive for whom the Constitution is not 
only about tlie past but a blueprint for the future. "I le is very tor- 
vvard-looking," Ray opines. He believes tliat Narayanan sees the 
('.onstitution not as a dead but as a live document. "As chief exec¬ 
utive of the country, he is aware that lor the well-lxing of the 
country, the Clonstitution must lie treated as a living instrument." 

In his Independence day speech in the I ok Saliha, the 
President said; "I am painfully aware ol the deterioration that 
has taken place in our country and our society in recent times. 
Sheer opportunism and value-less polities have taken over the 

place ot principles and idealism. We will have to strain 
our every nerve to purify our political, administra¬ 

tive and electoral processes and remove tlie 
aberrations and distortions that have come 

into tlie functioning ol our democracs." 
As a diplomat he was equallv commit¬ 

ted. Former foreign secretary Eric iionsa- 
Ivc's remembers liim as quiet and under¬ 
stated, ver\' imicti a product of tiie 

*l,ondc)n School of I'conomics, very 
clearly a follower of the democratic, 
socialism ol liis teacher Harold 1 aski, 
yet at the same time someone long'' 
enougli to fight liis way up from 
U/havoor village in Kerala to higli 
office in government. "He was alwa\s 
strongly intellectual and ideological, 

had firm views, yet did a good profes¬ 
sional job of whatever task he was 

given," sa\s Gonsalves. As a student ol 
English literature, Narayanan was a first 

class trst irom tlie University ot Irivati- 
drum—and he read widely: '!.S. Eliot and 

Stephen Spender, Bertrand Russell and Harold 
l.aski. "Narayanan believes in a contract between tlie 

state and the pcofile, that tlie state must encourage social iiiove- 
iiieiits for literacy and licaltli care," says an associate. 

.Narayanan is part of the old intellectual Left, a generation ]ier- 
liaps rendered irrelevant by the demise of socialism and the ri.se ol 
nationalism of caste, religion and community, "tiur days are gone 
now, ’ says Damodaran. 

Vet in kashtrapati Bhawan, the lights liurn into the niglit. Hie 
[iresidcnt's staff relates that the president has begun to read late, 
often not sleeping at all. Kocheril Raman Narayanan has not given 
up hofx?. Sitting in his well-stocked library, his memory goes back 
to a certain speech made at midnight. Deliberating with jurists, he 
still remembers the old days when India was the only liope ol 
those who were beaten and jailed in Iheii struggle against imperi¬ 
alism. Whatever Narayanan does in the future, says an old friend, 
his actions will always lie a reiteration oi tiiat ho()e. ■ 

.lAYArHANORAIJ 
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UTTAR PRADESH 

Uneasy Rests the Crown 
Naresh Agarwal and a restless BJP cadre may force Kalyan to opt for a mid-term poll 

By RAJESH JOSHI in Lucknow I( was an unusual sigiit in tiic Uttar 
Pradesh assembly on February 26.7 wo 
most polite gladiators surveyed the 
arena—exchanging |)leasantries and 
shaking hands before a cheering 

crowd (read mi \s) just belore the bout. 
Kalyan .Singh rose from his chief minister¬ 
ial seat in haste as friend-tu ned-loe 
lagdamhika I’al- the otlier ilaimant ot the 
seat—approached him. "I am really 
impressed by your manners and Isehav- 
iour," Kalyan told his Ix'te noire. 

In an assembly svherc just four months 
ago members tought a bloody battle to 
capture power, these cordial exchanges 
looked (Mil of place. In tact, visions of yet 
aiK'ther round ol missile war were so over¬ 
powering that speaker Kesri Nath Tripathi 
made sure the microphones were removed. 
For. in an incredible free-for-all on October 
21. 1997. when Kalyan sought a vote-of- 
conhdence after lisp's Mayawati withdrew 
support, the microphones became the 
most handy missiles 

Peace prevailed in the House this time but 
when the .Sjx-aker. himsell accused of being 
partisan towards the itip, announced Kal- 
van's victors’ over Opposition candidate Pal 
by 29 s otes in an unprecedented floor test 
ordered by the Supremo ('nurt, the air chief 
minister’s problems seemed far from over. 

.A gli ohng Naresh .Agarwal of the loklan- 
trik Cong:.‘ss Party (hp). who became 
Kalyan's saviour alter ambusliing him on 
Februars 21. nurtured an inflated ambition. 
"1 am tile powei and vwiyonc must under¬ 
stand that thes cannot do anything by 
ignoring Naresli .Agarwal," he tolcl Outlook. 

Besides Agarwal. Kalvan has to deal with a 
restless rip cadre, fhai Kalvan dropiK-d one 
ot his miiiislers Ra| Rai .Singh, after win¬ 
ning the floor test -sistensiblv because she 
wasted the wie by putting a tick mark 
against Kalyan's name instead ol putting 
her signature—is enough indication of trou¬ 
ble ahead, t act is Raj Singh had opposed the 
iiarty’s support to Vlaneka Ciandhi in 
I’ilibhit. Some bip mi as have even conv eyed 
their resentment to Atal Behari A'ajpayce 
about Kalyan's stvie of functioning. 

Limping its way to victory on the weak 
crutches lent by power-hungrv allies, the 
B|P is waiting tor the outcome ot tlie gene¬ 
ral election. The jiarly will chalk out its 
strategy for UP only after assessing its l.ok 
Sabha performance. Party sources indicate 

^ The Speaker twith 'bath' CMs during the vote; Kalyan with Agarwal (second from right) 

I the possibility of an immediate dissolution 
i ol Ihe House should the bip perlorra well m 

I UP. The buzz in the party circles is that 
i Kalyan should recommend the dissolution 
I of the assembly to gel rid ol the "ever vac- 
i illating" alliance partners. 'Nothing is 
i going to happen in the next IS days at 
I least, until the formation of the govern- 
j ment at the Centre," said a bip office-bea- 
j ler. This shows that if the bjp gets more 
I than 65 seats from '.'P, Kalyan might 

announce a mid-term poll in the state. 
But, lor the moment, Kalyan cannot 

afford to get Naresh Agarwal off his back, 
who will seek more attention and increase 
his demands in the days to come. Alter all, 
.Agarwal gifted a victory to Kalyan on a plat- 

, ter by bringing back all 22 k.p mi as, in 

! overnight manoeuvn’s playcnl out at Shiv- 
i gaih resort .W) km from Lucknow where "all 
! frogs were kept", as a local daily reported. 
! Ml .AS like mafia don Han .Shankar Tiwari, 
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who were with l*al till the previous nisht, 
showetl up in the treasury Iwnchcs. 

Amons the others who pitched in to "save 
democracy" were Kahan's latest Man I riday 
Kunwar RaKhiiraj I’ratap Singh alias Raja 
Hhaiya of KuikLi, a l.utknow-based contrac¬ 
tor and Mil A|il Singh and S,in|ay Singh 
(one of the arcused, now acquitted, in the 
Syed Modi murder case). l.ven hip sympa¬ 
thisers weie embarrassed to see Kalyan rub¬ 
bing shoulders with the "taintc*d''. 

Speaker Tripathi's conduct also came 
under criticism as he reserved order on the 
cjuestion ol disqualification ol the 12 hsp 

nienitK-rs who supporti-d Kalyan on Octo¬ 
ber 21, l')07, defying the party whip. The 
delay enabled the detectors to cast their 
vote in favour of the mi*. The Congress 
s[)okes^K•rsnn IS’ajnia fleptullah accused the 
Speaker of being partisitn, who defended his 
stand with a vague argument that the order 
would have defied the model ccxie of con¬ 
duct as one of the affected (wrties, May¬ 
awati, was contesting the l.ok S.ibha (loll. 

NOTWITMSLANniNG the alleged man¬ 
ipulations, Kalyan's victory was a fore¬ 
gone conclusion. Pal contvdcd defeat 

the previous night. Surrounded by his sup¬ 
porters, mcrsl of them Irom borne town 
Basti, Pal put up a brave fate: 'Even if I lose 
tomorrow's c ote, 1 still reniiiin acceptable to 
both Mulayam and Mayawati.” He knew 
that Nare,sh Agarwal, who was sworn in as 
deputy CM in his cabinet on Icbniary 21, 
had lured hack almost all his party mi \s. 

But even Kalyan, or more precisely his 
party colleagues, svere not terribly enthu¬ 
sed by the victory. Ihey liad to defiend 
again on those very unreliable alliance 
partners led by Agarwal, who had ditched 
Kalyan, and who were asked to form a gov¬ 
ernment by governor-in-a-hurrv Romesh 
Bhandari. Hie timing of withdrawal ol 
sufiporl wa' planned to coincide witli the 
second round of polling on february 22. 

Tlie timing was crueial lor Mulayam 
Singh Yadav who had a tough battle on his 
hands against the hip's D.I*. Vadav in 
Saiitbhal. Realising th.it the Kalvan admin¬ 
istration would make it practically impossi¬ 
ble tor him to ivin the seal, .Mulayam thri'w 
all his weight behind Pal. And Bhandari 
chipped III to tielji a triend in need. 

l)iue Hie crucial 12-hour |K‘riiHl passed 
with Pal at Hu- liei'ii. Miil.isam lost all inlei- 
est ill him I'our das*, later, when Pal was IcTt 
in the liirih hv coilc.igues, Bhandari coolwl 
his heels in the Raj Bli.iwaii amidst rumours 
ot his dismissal In true' Hliaiidari style, he 
did not comment on the fiiesident's letter 
to lliO prime minister suggesting his ouster. 
But be proiiifitls’ deriic-d .i news iiim flashed 
by a news agency about the pi-inie minister 
urging him to stc-fi down. \s Hie .Speaker 
joined tiie me bandwagon to attai’k the gov¬ 
ernor on IVbrtiary 2~. Bhandari told one ol 

MLAs booked under NSA being brought to the assembly; Bhandari: villain of the piece? 

Ills triends on tfie teleplione: "Mein hnijtihi 
jmtUir Ihhiii, m in ni ihinht kiselnoii vi (I am a 
I’lmiabi son ot Hie soil; I'm not afraid of 

• anyone). There is no problem, e.xcept for 
■ the Hie no other political partv has any prob- 
I lein with me." With a fellow Punjabi Inder 

Kumar (iiqral as jirinie ininistei and anot¬ 
her Punjabi ll.irkislien Singh Surjeet defen- 

, ding Bliandari, his statement is significant, 
,\'cvertlieless, the chief minister decided 

io draw the ina.vimum political mileage 
out ol the victory b\ using the occasion to 

Sharpening his claws after 
a lavish meal at Kalyan's 
victory dinner, Agarwal 

said, “I am the power and 
; no one can do anything by 
, ignoring Naresh Agarwal.” 

■ wash (iff the post-Babri stigma attached 
. witli the fiarty—that of political untoucha- 

bility. He repeatedly emphasised that it 
was the individuals vs'ho joined in the vol- 

; ing and not the parties, implying thereby 
that he had tlie supfiort and confidence of 

: individual members cutting across party 
lines. Kalyan announced to a strong gath- 

: ering of party workers from a makeshift 
i platform in the state party office: ‘Aaj sah 
: tialon ki tlcwnnv !(ir guyi heiii. Koi bhi aisn 

dill nitliin hai jisse Ihimkn samarlhan na miki 
■ ho ( The walls dividing parties have crum¬ 

bled today; we have got the support from 
i memlxTs of every fiolitical party)." 

But first, he has to do something to quell 
I the dissatisfaction in the party rank and file. 
I "There is no question of a mid-term fioll, 
! my government will complete its full term," 
I sal's Kalyan. Others are not so sure. "This 
I government will not survive till October, if 
i it docs not tumble before that," quips a for- 
j nicr B|p minister. Kalyan can’t afford to say 
I all'.s well that ends well just yet. ■ 
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KASHMIR 

A Sheikhdom for the Cub 
The Lok Sabha elections have a dynastic flavour, but three-cornered fights make predictions dicey 

ByAJITHPILLAIand 
ZAFAR MERAJ in Srinagar 

I IN Srinagar they don’t nmi lessons in j 

dynasty from New Delhi. This I.ok. ; 

Sabha election is all about a father's 

all-out eftort to foist his son on the 

political sv'^'em and a daughter's res- i 

olve to sec her lather win at the hustings. ; 

Fveryone is agreed that Umar Abdullah, a i 

pnlitual novice, has been allotted the i 

Srinagai tiikt lourtesy his father, chief ■ 

nunister l-aiooii Abdullah -'winnability' 

can be manufai lured. t)n the other hand, i 
IS < president Vbilti Mohainiiied Sayeed's 

star campaigner is daughter Mehhooha ! 

Multi, the young f.ongress Legislature i 
Party leader who has made IrKal headlines I 

by taking the National Camference to task j 
on the floor of the assembly. 

With day temperatures plummeting 
below five degrees C-.lsius and a surprise 

Late February snowfall keeping people 

indoors, laiiipaigning in the Valley has 

been a trying task. Anantiiag, trorn where 

Sayeed is contesting, and Baramulla, 

where union minister lor ensiionment 

Saituddin Soy is testing Ins popular 

appeal, go to the polls onh on Mart it 7; 
hut Srinagar, wliiih went to llte polls on 

I'ebruary .?K, s.iw siibdiiett electioneering 

111 the crutial last lew tlays ot eampai.gn- 

ii'g. As Uinai Alidiillah puts il: "The snow 

has been a tiaiupenti. lint you gotia live 

with il. in a vs.iy the bad weather was 

good. II was great to see that peofile still 

come out to hear vmi despite the cold." 

Umar c.viides the tonlidenie ol a young 

man certain of viilory. Hut not everyone 

is im()ressed. lor one, he dries not speak 

Kashmiri and Itis manners aie markedly 

urbane and too bip for tlie traditional 
Srinagar voter. Obsers'ers point out that 

till tie tiled his nomination papers, they 

had not been aware that I’arooq had a son 

who was keen on entering politics. But 

I Umar says he liad decided two years ;>,go 

I to "serve the people". He would have 

I joined Ihe National Conference some 

I lime thi.s year "Imt the parliamentary 
■ elections hajipened to come along and 

i the party asked me to sland". 
; Thouglt 2K-year-ol(l Umar insists his 

I father has nothing do with his eniering 
I {Militics or ill organising Itis campaign, it is 

; jMipularly believed lhal Farooij is pulling 

j all stops to ensure a son-rise in the Valley, 

j While he did not make a personal appear- 

i ance at Umar's rallies, the Ni,’ machinery 

was working overtime. There were also 

I allegations that partymeii could rig Ihe 

I elections to ensure that Umar won haitd- 

i somcly. This is a charge reiterated by the 

Hurriyal Contereriie which has given a cal! 
to boycott the imlls. 

In fact, Farooq’s detractors allege that he 

was behind Congress president Sitaram 

Kesri's directive to the party's candidate 

from Srinagar, Agha Syed Mehdi, to pull 
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out of the race in favour of Umar. Observes 
Sayeed; "ll was a very illogical decision liy 
tile Oon^ress high command to .sacrifice a 
candidate who is on a winning wicket. Tlie 
decision was taken witfioiil consuiting any 
ol us Ml the state unit. I think that I'arooq 
nuisl Have had a hand in what happened." 
In any lase, tlie ('ongress in Kaslunir 
decided to go against Kesri’s directive and i 
campaigned foi Mehdi. 

Mehdi's campaign lias lieen against the 
dynastic control of Kashniw' by the 
Abdullah laniily. The Congress candidate 
drew appiecialile crowds in his attempt to 
cash in on the anti-incumbency .sentiment 
likely to work against the National | 
Conference. However, Meluii is keeping | 
ids fingers crosscsd till Marcli 9 when the | 
results are declared Icountmg lor the j 
Srinagar poll begins on the 8th)." I'he |h?o- ! 

pie are witli me. They have promised to | 
vote for me. I am confident of winning if it 
is a free and fair election," he says. 

The Congress fears rigging on the sim¬ 
ple premise that Umar's victory has 
become a prestige issue for the National 
C-onference. However, both Farooq and 
his son dismiss such apprehensions, reit¬ 
erating that the Nt) is committed to the 
ondutl of free and fair elections. They 
contend that even the (Congress high 

command’s decision to ask Mehdi to pull j 

out was unilaterally Kesri’s and that j 

I'arooq had no hand in it. Recalls Umar; j 

"Dad was hinisell surprised. I remember j 

we were having dimiet and I took the i 
phone. It was Mr Kesri. Dad wondered ! 
why Kesri wished to speak to him. Alter | 
the call, he told me that Meluli had been : 
asked to withdraw. Hut I am happy lie is i 

contesting. 1 am sure ot deteating him.’’ 
But Melidi, who claims he was even ■ 

ollered a Rajya Sabha ticket as a si'p, s-ws 
his popularity had spread panic in the rival 
camp and that was tlie sole reason he was 
asked to willidraw. "An emis.sarv was sent 
from Itellii.’' he says. "He was supposed I 
liring me moiu y for my campaign. Iiiste.id . 
he asked me to pull out in national inter- 
cst. I ret used and everv Congress le.ulei 

i 

Farooq does not appear at 
his son’s rallies but the 

party machinery is working ; 

overtime. There are also 
allegations that the NC 

could rig the polls. 
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and worker itt the state is unanimous that 
I look the right decision." 

Campaigning in .Srinagar is over but it is 
hotting up in the other two seats in the 
Valley, Anantnag and Karamulla. In 
An mtnag it is a three cornered fight 
between Saveed, Mohammed Vusuf leng 
ol the NC and .Maqbool Dar ot the Janata 
Dal. lor the Mufti, prestige is at slake. 
Being a lormer l iiion minister and an 
active politician, .Sayeed does have consid- 
er.ible ioial sup(iori. But even then he is 
not taking things easy. "Our campaign is 
against the National Conlerence's inability 
to kec|i Its election promises. We are fight¬ 
ing against the corruption in the govern- 
iiieiit and the rising unemployment which 
the N( has failed to tackle,’’ he avers. 

I he Multi’s cam|)aign was given a ImkisI 
l)v daughter MehlKioba, who has been 
working overtime. .She has already toured 
tile Anantnag constituency extensively alt¬ 
hough she says that the s(xll ot snow has 
kept her off from the interior villages which 
have become inaccessible. But Melibcxiba 
does strike a chord when she sjieaks of the 
problems faced by the villagers. Like the 
lack of power and medical tacilitic's which 
the National Conterence had proinisc-d the 
petiple before it came to power. 

Helping the Mufti in his campaign is the 
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KASHMIR 

A New Cause Now 
All parties are banking on the ciout of surrendered militants 

RARQ MAQBOOL 

WHILE those in the government 
would have everyone believe that 
the surrendered militants have 

joined mainstream politics, their role in 
this elections will be limited to their con¬ 
tribution of muscle power to the vanous 
political parties. Indeed, no party can 
claim to be totally disassociated from the 
surrendered militants. The National 
Conference already has ex-militant Javed 
Shah as one its mi£s. it also has the ser¬ 
vices of Nabi Azad. The Congress has 
links with the surrendered militant 
groups in Baramuila. 

And a couple of months ago the bji> wel¬ 
comed into its fold SOO militants twlong- 
ing to the Jammu and Kashmir Ikhwan 
led by Liaquat Ali Khan alias Hilal Haider. 
Ironically, before 1995 these same people 
were hooting and screeching for Pakistan 
and self-determination. But, in late 1995 

they were tapped by security 
agencies and made to surrender. 
Since then, the majority have 
been given designations like .spe¬ 
cial police officers (siws) and help 
the security forces in aimbating 
militancy. Officially, the district 
has 282 sitw, ali from diverse 
backgrounds, a huge chunk of 
them belonging originally to pro-Pakistan 
militant groups like the At Jehad and the 
Hizbui Mujahedin. 

Says Liaquat; “1 had just 20-.l() boys 
with me at the start in 1995 but the num¬ 
bers kept increasing when word started 
getting around." But for the ordinary 
Kashmiri, Ikhwan toys are 'renegades', 
locals turned traitors and participating in 
ttie great India project. 

The L'si' of these former militants is that 
they do run hesitate to do the dirty work 

Milltants-tumad-politlcal agents 

for the politicians and even shoulder the 
blame for having done it. In fact, Umar 
Abdullah's rival in the Srinagar con¬ 
stituency, the Congress’ Agha Syed 
Mehdi, alleges that surrendered militants 
have been asking people to stay away 
from Congress meetings and to vote for 
Umar. The National Conference, of 
course, dismisses these allegations. 

With Aniruiidha Bahai in Anantnag 

fact that his rival from the National ; 26 following the arrest of a host of leaders, ■ 
Clonference, Teng, is a novice and lacks I including ikii chiel Yasin Malik. !n tact, i 
political statuie and ex|x*rience. I'or Dar it | the Hurriyai invited llie wratli ol the state 
will be a difficult fight. While tlie pundits i government when it carried out anli-elet- : 
in Srinagar feel the Mufti will win, elec- i tion campaigns in downtown Srinagar and ' 
tions in Kashmir have tended to spring 1 neartn villages. 
surprises and a three-cornered fight makes I The liiirriyat has tended to focus its ; 
predictions all file more risky. This i,s ixr- ; tirade on I’arooti Ahdullali, accusing liim 
haps one reason why the Mufti and his i of continuing the "anti-democratic prac- ] 
daughter are leaving no stone unturnc'd. ! ticcs" tie liimsell had protested against in | 

For its part, tile Hurriyat, which lias been ' 1996 when his National Conterence boy- i 
rechristened the Hartal C^onference iiv the 1 sotted file l.ok Sabha elections. Alleges ' 
[K'ople, is going all out to hamjK.’r tlie poll j Hie Hiirriyat's Alidul Chani l.one; "Our ‘ 
process. It called for a hartal on I'ebruarv , leaders have been arrested, copies ot news- . 

I papers, including the Kiisiniiir rii)w\, 
The cold has discouraged campaigning I wblili carried reports rit om protests liavr ' 

lieen seized. Is this democracy?" 
interestingly, the Hiirriyat's influence in 

tlie Valley lias been visibly on the decline. 
Bui the reieiit arrests have rallied support 
around a core group of syinpatliisers who 
lias'e brougiit liusiness to a standstill in 
.Srinagar's main inurket area. 

Meanwhile, in Baramuila too it is a trian¬ 
gular contest between tiie NtTs Saifuddiri 
So/, Independent Muzaflar Beg and Abdul 
Ciani Vakil of the ('.ongress. With tiic 
( ongress fielding a weak candidate, Soz 
would norinally have iH-eri the tas'ourite; 
liut Beg. a leading and (Mipular lawyer, is 
giving tne \i'. some cause for worry'. 

According to NO insiders, the party 
iiofies to win at least two ot the three seats 
in file Valley. They point out tiiat both Soz 
and Umar Abdullah are siireshol winners. 
Elsewhere in tlie stale—in the Jammu and 
I iJliampur constituencies—there are trian¬ 
gular coiiU'sts. The nil' is traditionally on a 
strong looting tiere. But as far as Jammu is 
concerned, tlie Muslim votes in I’ooncli 
and Kajnuri are going to he critical. If the 
Vtiislim vote is split toiwceii the National 
( onterence and the Congress, the b|I’ could 
gain enormously. 

in the Valley, the bjp has no more than a 
token presence. Though Abdul Rashid 
Kabli. its candidate from Srinagar, was 
engaged in some enthusiastic canqiaign- 
ing, he is not likely to be in the reckoning. 
In Srinagar the question on everyone's 
mind is wlielher Umar Abdullah will man¬ 
age to pull it off or wliether Mehdi will 
spring a surprise. That will only be 
answered on March 9. ■ 
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23 tribal children trek to freedonfi...from the most brazen set of ‘educationists’ 

By SAIRA MENEZES in Raite, Nasik ON February l.i, when superinlen- 
(lent V.G. (lawli lolled out the 
i(isloiiiar\ call ot attendance dur- 
ins the first meal break at 1030 
am, 2.1 children of the Sha.slikiya 

Ashramshala (Government Ashram 
School) at Raite village were found to be 
missins. By then, the children—t.t boys 
and 10 girls between the ages ot 10 and 
l.t- were well into the first leg ot an ardu¬ 
ous trek to Na.sik city, ajiproNimately 70 
km away. Simmering in their young minds 
were truant teachers, a [irincipal who used 
them as beasts of biiiden while ■•hameli-ss- 
l\' siphoning ofl rations iiuant lor them 
aiul an inebriated guard who used them as 
punching bags. 

"The jirevious night, the chowkidar, B.A. 
Bedade, beat up the younger children. We 
had complained alxuit his behaviour to 
the headmaster .several times but nothing 
ever happened. In the morning, when we 
were by the riverside, we decided that we 
had enough of all this. By 8 am, 2.F ol us 
se' out for the Adivasi Vikas Bliawan in 
Ncsik city," recounts I’andurang Lahare, a 

seventh standard student. Raite's .School 
For Scandal was about to Ik* dealt with its 
most elfective k*sson. 

The Irek, which began on the morning ol 
February l.t and culminated on the noon 
of February in, was punctuated with dare¬ 
devil stopovers—the fust night at Wagliere 
(ihat lollowed by Kone gaon and, finallv. .i 
restless night at a deserted school at 
Kharp,idi. Subsisting on tamarind. hiiUi 
and the generositv ol .sympathetic villagers 
over three (lavs, the children finallv 
stormed the tribal commissionerate. 

The march -partiv accoiiiplish< d b' 
hitch-hiking—opened up a 
v^■rilable i‘andora's box. 
Cut emerged eight errant 
teachers, an unscitipulous 
principal and a despotic 
chowkidar. Further prod¬ 
ding revealed that the chil¬ 
dren had not received their 
uniforms for two years and 
that their diet pr'‘scri|)tions 
were flouted with impun¬ 
ity. Vegetables compulsory 
with the evening meal were 
arbitrarily struck olf the 

The headmaster 
steals rations, 
uniforms. The 
teachers play 
truant. The 

chowkidar beats 
up the children. 

menu; shim scheduled tor .Sundays was last 
served at Diwali: and the once-a-month 
mutton had become an .mniial feature. 
Their two-year-old tubewells had lallcm 
into disuse as .ilfuials Irom the Iribal 
lie' elopiiu id i ouruil opined that the reip 
uisite collage was unavailable to draw 
watei Irom the w-ells. .\ liassroom wall 
w’hi( I) had lalleii l ist monsoon - while 
I lass was in piogiess- -was still a pile ot 
lubl'lf. I be heap ot corruption and i al¬ 
ii uisness v\as giciwing. 

"Mne ye.irs ago in llmdoii taluka, vil- 
l.igers (.aught a headmaster taking a gram- 

lilled hullockcait in the 
dead ol night to the neigh- 
iHJiiring village," says an 
angry villager, "lie wanted 
to sell it there, ( oiiim- 
issions lor stitching ol 
school iinitonns, tenders 
tor vegetables accorded on 
the basis ol kickbacks, 
sending off cbildren five 
days belore a public holi¬ 
day and asking them !(.> 
return five days alter it so 
that their sti|)ulaled 
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ration!) for those days can in: siphoned 
off...these are common liappenings and 
nobody can question the schiK)l authori¬ 
ties. The children don’t know what they 
are entitled to and their parents are too 
poor and UK) far away to care." 

Horror stories trickling out ot Kaite's 
ashramshala are indicative of the situa¬ 
tion that prevails in the neighbouring re.s- 
idential schools situated in Petti taluka. 
The government ashramshala at Boripada 
has its fair share of gri.sly tales. I wo stu¬ 
dents bitten by snakes on l•ctmlary 11 and 
12 and the toilet which collapsed last 
monsoon lies a ruin, t-'oi the past two 
years, the school's .150 students have been 
compelled to make do with half the uni¬ 
form: the boys have been given pants but 
no shirts and the girls have been given 
skirts but no blouses. The post-basic 

SI bool has had no windows for the past 
si.x years, now only naif the school has 
been fitted with new ones. .And besides 
shortage ot oil and grain, the school is 
dbvsnialls short-staffed. "Thirty-live stu¬ 
dents appeare 1 for the sm examination 
las! year—only one passed," rues head¬ 
master S.k Kale. 

Ml ANWllIll Kharpadi’s 17-year-old 
ashramshala, situated way oil the 
beaten track and housing 2‘M stu¬ 

dents, has amenities—which can’t he 
used. "Large toilets base been built but 
they are useless because there is no water. 
The nearest spring is nalf-a-kilomctre 
away." points out primary teacher S.P. 
Kanuj. That is not all. "The nearest hospi¬ 
tal at Harsiil is two hours away by toot. 
There is no nus seivice throughout the 
vear and during monsoon, when the river 

Raas overflows, a sick child has to be slung 
in a blanket and carried across. Govern¬ 
ment officials have told us that .since the 
traffic is low in the.se parts, no grant is pos¬ 
sible for the building of a bridge." 

Lack of transport and communication 
has recreated a Raite-like scenario here: 
teachers who get 'punishment postings' to 
the.se parts use political clout to cancel 
their transfers, as a result of which the 
school has just three teachers for the lower 
classes. One teacher handles the eighth 
and ninth standards and he is not quali¬ 
fied to teach them English and 
Mathematics. Kharpadi's students are rem¬ 
iniscent of Raite's runaway children. Of 
Kusum Pawar hshing out a class seven 
English textbook and pleading: "VVe can¬ 
not read anything in this because we had 
no English teachers in fifth and sixth." 

opment that has taken place here has been 
only because of the schcwl," says Budha 
'['able, village ptitil of Raite. "If the school 
is shifted, no goventraent officer will both¬ 
er to even look in our direction again.” 

Statements like this have now led to 
speculation at the commis.sionerate. 
Political manipulation and local instiga¬ 
tion are being cited as two probable causes 
for the children's action. "It is not possible 
that they could have accomplished this on 
their own. Yes, their grievances are gen¬ 
uine but their approach was all wrong," 
says R.B. Kulkarni, additional commissio¬ 
ner for tribal development. But the fad 
remains that unlike the other schools, 
Raite's tribal students have managed a con¬ 
siderable twist in their talc. In the week 
since their trek, government officers have 
worn out the Roue dirt-track and a stale 

: The broken school building; (left) children 
i at Raite: feeding off the deprived 

I'he Maharashtra government runs 411) 
out of 7.t4 such residential school'., most 
of which are ramshackle sheds. Ihe Nasik 
project alone comprises .1? ashram 
.schools -17 ol them post-basic lup to Itlth 
standard). t'handratre, project ollicer, 
tribal wellare, com[)!ains ot stall shortage: 
"We have Ihree assist.inl project officers 
and three inspeciors to monitor the 
schools in 1 <ur talukas. This means that 
one inspector >upc'rvises around 201) vil¬ 
lages. The field macliincry is just not 
enough. Besides, the ashramshalas at Raite 
and Kharpadi are inaccessible during the 
monsoon. Raite is cut from all contact dur¬ 
ing monsoon because tire river Val criss¬ 
crosses the approach path thrice. We want 
to relocate tlie school but the villagers in 
Raite and Kharpadi won't allow it.” 

Villagers in both areas are vociferous in 
opposing any such move. "All the devel¬ 

transport *)us lacility, suspended three 
years ago, has renewed its lies with R iite. 
rhough none .iinon;; the 21 wards to take 
up teaching as a prolession. a sense ol opti¬ 
mism has destenclecl on the ashramshala 
ever since "the big officers" have eviiiced 
an interest in Ihe school. 

"The classroom wall will be rebuilt soon 
and the tubewell shall start functioning 
loo," promises Kulkarm. “A departmental 
inquiry has been instituted to look into 
the charges of misconduct levelled at the 
other stall tliough they will be taken to 
task only alter the annual examinations 
are over." .Senior teacher-t urn-headmaster 
S.L. More has been replaced with head¬ 
master Shirsat, who hatl bc-en ducking the 
posting for the past six months. Bedacle 
has been suspended—and to combat the 
staff crunch, one of Ihe kmiuithis (cooks) 
has doubled up as the nesv chuwkidar. The 
dust arising out of 2.1 pairs ol bare belea¬ 
guered feet has settled down. The heat, 
however, is another matter. ■ 
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lINtoiiAiNGBAiFifiliT 
■ Disco parties witii all the 
atlendant ilebaiichers- may l)e 
the thing to do in Bombay to 
woo its hip and h<]l. But in 
iiistant Khandara, it’s 
best to stick to padaya- 
tras and street corner 
meetings. Ihus spake 
(Congressmen alter 
seeing the wafer-thin 
crowds at Sharad I’awai 
acolyte I’raful Patel's (toll 
meetings. So few turned out 
•It the beedi king's rallies 
that party workers are laying 
all the blame at a sivingiiig 
(larty Patel's wite threw not 
so long ago. Patel, they are 
sure, will will 
against tiu- iiir's 
weakling .Narayan 
Saral. But all that 
hot music and all 
that leg, they say, 
hasn't gone down 
too well at all 
among local bellcw. 

■ I etlist ideology may appear 
like a red rag to satfronites, but 
guess who tell hack heavily on 
revolutionary (loetry to get 

their me.ssage across in 
lamil Nadu? I'he wr. The 

co|)y ill the (tarty's 
acis were mostly lil¬ 
ted from (tcK-ms 
(tennc'd by the 

extreme-left 
'‘Vannam(>adi'' 

gretup of the late '(lOs 
andeaily '70s. Inc(iiilab's 

line, ''While everything has 
iK’come e.\()ensive, the only 
cheap commcKlity is human 
life," and the other oil 

re(K'ated coii(ilet 
about the (tractice 
of votehank jtolitics 
with scant regard 
to the country's 
(tros(tecl.s, were 
list'd verbatim by 
the "Hindu iiatictn- 
alist parly". 

\r|iiii Sin^li. tn <iii/ 

lln. kul iitrt. fn4t%on 

kUty l.\r|ut). ytm ttre 

here- 

tomorrow: where will 

you Im’ (he day after.’!: 
homier in 

HoNh4Tk)(HhoU, Ml’ 

ai .Mler ollering ritual prayers 
lo I Old iiuru\<ivura()()a one 
day liisl week, loriner Keiala 
chiel minister k. kariiiiakaraii 
called on Ma Amritanandamayi 
and the hislio()ol Irivandriim, 
and (i., secl at the Vettukkacl 
chuich and the Bimapalli 
mosc|ue, to seek strength to 
cleleal the hc'lt l iont. 

POI. IG L 0 T 

; i LOW I . . 

■ TURKOUT 

t IN ' 

i vnsun* a heavy turiiiwl f 
t Sandrvp |o\hl In Iribunr 

» -mn** ■« >»»■«»»«»>»» j «•< 

M Is ‘Ik'isu biles bahu' news.'’ 
I he West Bengal chiel minister 
lost his ciHil at a bureaucrat in 
Midna()ore alter the sih>, B.K. 
Biswas, ordered mikes put u() 
by the reds at an election rally 
to lie taken oil. "I've Ux'ii cani- 
(laigmng since l‘klo and have 
never seen anything t(uile like 
this," lyotida tluinclered at tlie 
slight, and then came n() with 
tile tl.issic communist clinchei, 
" I hey cannot ensure a 
< ongress win through such 

means.” riieii, unmindliil ol a 
couple of Ihings that have ha(>' 
(lenecl in Indian jiolitics since 
l‘>'lt), including I.N. Seshan, 
Basil ranted at the ollicei, who 
was well within his lights to 
c-nlorce the noise curbs. But a 
coinmumst w ill he a coiiiinu 
nisi will be a cciiis()irac\ theo¬ 
rist will he a local bully. "I can¬ 
not understand hewv such olti- 
cers are serving lieiv." he s.iicl. 
"I'll have the district m.igislr.ile 
coiiducl an inc]uir\ " 

fd '• : 'jK' 

IE While all the woilcl levolves 
aroiincl M.il Beliari and Vdsani 
in loclaitil!', (iray. wliere is 
Miirli Maiiiiliai loslii.' lighting 
a gnin h.iltle lor siirvisal in 
Mlati.ili.ul loslii's liglil-hanrl 
M.in-liiu.is III jxisl iriiim(ihs 
lias li ('ll 'given an SP tic ket hy 
Mill,IS am lusiill: deathly 
silence and a halllc roval. 

\ gi 111 troiii die Intel.I'.l: 
I lie (iiohlein with (loliiical 
|i)kc s IS that Ihc'v get elec ted. 

repo res the 
BJP win get 12 

seats out of the 

28 In Karnataka. 
Other predictions: 

Congress 8-10, 

JD 3'>5 and Lok 

Shakti 3. Ail India, 

the IB expects tl«e 

Congress to bag 
around 200 seats. 
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PRASHAMT PAN.IIAH 

Saar & Style: I'hc sun shines on Karunanidtai under Rajnikant 

■ Is Indi.'in [lolilii's, like Ikmu- 
ty, merely skin deep/ In oilier 
words, is pi);menlatii)n more 
potent th.in .iny ideology in 
oiii |X)lity? List fortni}>iu, a 
F.nro|H'>in journalist covering 
the elections, who landed up at 
a Mayawati rally in 
Sultanpur, UP, was so 
moblied by the 
crowd, that he 
canu batk muner- 
ing; "II this is ihe 
kindol attention 
showered on me, I 
can imagine the 
gushing fanfare 
Sonia (iandhi is get¬ 
ting." .And in taiaway 
Bml, Maharashtra, a 
foreign newvigency 
scribe was followed 
all around town by 
starry-eyeil youths. 
Reason, they tboughi she was 
I’rivankti necause ol her 

cropped hair. 

8* WtKied by till, Pada Saheb 
Phalke award winner Uhu|)en 
Ha/arika disappointed none in 
Assam. When word got around 
that the maestro was in town, 
the MiP's Kartik llazarika and 
HU’S Iswar Prasanna Ha/arika 

rushed to get him 
address their |X)II 

meetings. But 
Hazarika iKhupen, 
that is) chose Ihe 
saner way out, dol¬ 
ing out blessings 
and goiKl wishes to 

all who asked. 

« Al’ ki hiuiri Mill 

Ikhiiri, I'lii Ihvt It 

mchi till liiiiii i‘k 
iiiiiiri, was the 
i (ingress slogan in 
.\methi. I'heir 
ho|)es buoyed up 

by opinion polls, parlyiiieti are 
attempting another, more cruel 
one; "Ai{li hiiiiri Mill llcliiiri." 

CivniTRl elect)i»n\ *trv 

brcottiifiK like riiiiuuI 

c\amiittitlwn\ for 

IHilltUiam: you've l» tuke 

I hem to get ubeuit 

R. KiiiuuramaiitcdlMni. 

SUKIA GANDHI 

Soma'S progressed moon is in 
exact conjunction with her MC in 
Taurus. Chances of becoming PM 
ruled out (Avtar Krislien Kaul} 
-s Mars will be in the house of 
fortune She is bound to lead the 
country as the PM. (Dr S S Goto) 

* Her nsing sun is cancer Leo, its 
ruler, is positioned in Scorpio. Her 
charisma will remain fixed but there 
will bf no lurthei rise in her status. 
(Ramesh Upadhyay) 

K Jupiter is also aspected by Saturn 
and Mars in Navamsa. Little chance 
of gaining power May become MR 
not PM. (DrM.V. Mehta) 

ATALBEHARI VAJPAYEE 
<« With moon making a host of 
“difficult" progressions, will remain a 

shadow PM (Kaul) 
•11 Saturn in transit aspects Mercury 
in rasi chart. So there will be some 
hindrance to getting to the top post. 
(Mehta) 
v His moon sign is scorpio—stable 
and strong. Will rise to be PM. 
(Upadhyay) 

« Will last full term as PM. 
(G. Kabirdoss) 

I* His chart possesses raja yoga. 
Will remain PM till March 20.1999. 
(DrL Ramsubramanyam) 

cowiBty srAR-iriirn 
ANOOP KAMATH 

\,^/^AAA/'AAAAAnpnn 

The Secret Diary Of Jyoti Basu 
Calcutta, February 26 

Snehcr (dear) diary moKtiai, kemon achchon? | 

i Now l-.hat Lhe Lorceu of dialoctLcal materia]- 

irini liave bctin defeated all wor the world, I 

remain I lie last representative ol Che Revolu- 

. Lionary Proletariat. S.it.t.iny by the pool.side 

at Lhe Calcutta Club, with my scotch on the 

rock.s at niy elbow, and .smoked hilsa on l.he 

table, it's easy l.o see? why I (and only T) 

can speak tor the I oiling cadres, as they 

joyfully take The Great Leap Forward in Lhe 

counti'ysrde. My radical land reforms have at. 

la.st qivon the revolutionary peasantry owner- 

.ship of land. 1 know they're sell ing it. all 
off to tho cloth merchants. I know they have 

no money, buL what does any of that matter? 

The point in tluit The Revolution has Ix^en 

given a f.icp lift, which js just as good a:-, my 

own. Three face lifts down, diary, cjnd still 

: only in LhC' i unninq for prime mir inter. Diarv . 

inosli.ii , if l.tiose pygmies wlio cfin't spe,\k the 

■ Queen's I'Jngl.I.sli can dare to occupy the liigh- 

■ esc executive chair which should luivc lieeri h 

mine years ago, why can't T? Those Stephan-- ' 

■ i.uts Sitaram Karat, and Prakash Yt?ohurv, naV— 

they are spoiling my chances, those disto- 
spuct'.fuI. campus heroes vrho should know that 1 

■ 'vhon if. come.i to clas.i, ail lliis equality j 

stuff iu.st creates confusion. i.‘lass must. | 

rule, l.he highest class, that is. i 
For t.wc> decades I liave l>een king of Bang la | 

. nationalism, business enteriirise, the tree j 

nvarkcl , tho demoj!i.-tion of hawkers corrupts in j 

C.ilcutl.a. Now t.hnt that foolish woman, that 
snn;lly, dirty, foul-mouthed, lumpcri Mtjmat.a who 

has tliat, what, is it called... trJna... 
Ct’rinca'sV noo;-. Usiia Ul.hup strl 1 sing there?) \ 

I'ongross-somc-Lhjrig has decided to fr)rm an }, 

alliance with tlx? even lower class Hindi i 

speaking Iwriia.' of tl.e Jana .'ilangh (what's it [; 

called now? the BJP, I think) who probably |. 

can't, even tell the di f f eionci- Liotween hilscj 

and rui or between Gli?nfKldich iinti Vat. fcO. 

'the BJP of c.ni.rse is my sworn enemy, diar'y 
mosliai. They should krvw t.liat the Hjndi lan- 

(juago is arrat.hema to the bhadrnlok of l.he : 

Hc-ngal Renaissance. No wonder that that 

badly dro.sserl inolcrgant party, the Congress, !■ 
has never lieen succt?sstuJ in West Bengal. j; 

Hindi, bah! That foul tongue. 'I'liaL lingo of | 

. The llrrvasheu Ma.'sses, all that jata ii.-ii, khata j 

hai rubbish. The only Hindi I speak is, "lx>y, 

drink daol", or "boy, maach try kor kiri le > 

; ao." BuL as lar .as Ptjriiii is concoi ned don't 
they realise that it is 1, who am t.he clo.sost. 

to her because of my caviar-and-cotfee rela , 

•. tioTCship with Indira? I am t.he person who can 

walk right into her room, wnile t.ho Kesris 

. and Tiwaris grovel in the outhouse. T may Ire 

eighty three, diary itxrshai , but pry Lime may 

' still come. Power to t.he people! Whore’s the 

; Black Ij’jbol? 
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THE NEW RIG VEGA 
JAVACHANORAN 

D Calcutta, as boottis open, left 
cadres lock up gates of rival para 
(colonies) Time lost is votes gained. 

B Asansol- Supporters gel into the 
queue again and again even after 
they have voted and )am others. 

B Madhepura: Democracy Bihar 
style. Goons vote their hearts out at 
gunpoint Result: 90% turnout 

O New Delhi Parties supply 
miracle chemical to wipe out' ;:'s 
indelible ink then, pioxy voting 

O Raipin With otticial help, iiik- 
smeared ring used In mess up bal¬ 
lot papers. Invalid voles pile up 

go oft. Rumouriiionqcrs have a ball 
Sei!dha-saadhaw\m stay away 

■ (ioming from 
this family, 
I’riyaiika is fully 
aware of her 
responsibility. 
She'll become PM 
one day and she'll 
do a gcKXl job— 
Robert Vadra's 
brother, Richard. 

THE MORNING AFTER 
Wtial do politicians do once it's all over? TesI dale: Karnalaka 

Ramakrlshna Hegde (Lok Shaktl): Adjourned to the Jindal Inslllute ol 

Naturopitliy lor a week's break.. 
Jeevaraj Alva (Lok Shiktl): Took out wile Nandinl and son Adilya to the 

Windsor Manor Sheraton lor dinner 
Ananth Kumar (BJP): Finally got the time to visit his ailing lather. 

Suresh Kumar (BJP): Wanted lo calch some sleep bul had to lake lo the 

streets lo oppose Romesh Bhandarl’s sleight of hand in UP 
RG.R. Sindhia (Janata Dal): Fortunate In get the time to hit the sack. 
V.R. Sudarshen (Congress): Took out his cribbing tamity lo lunch. 

B.S Rajputh (Samata): Relumed to his chartered accountant job. 

■ If I'm elected 
MP, I'll turn 
Gurdaspur into 
another Paris— 
V'inod Khanna. 

■ If the UP comes 
lo power, even 1 
can become PM— 
FariMtq rXbdullah. 

■ Still many a mile from 
power, and despite all its 
pledges to demcKracy and tree 
speech, is the air already baring 
its fangs? First, it set up a 
media cell lo monitor coverage 
to evaluate access. Then, with¬ 
in days of going online, the 
party took off "oflending" 
comments by its PM- 
wannabe, saying Mr 
Vajjwyee had already 
disowned them. Next, 
it had to shamctacedly 
withdraw poll calendars 
with mugs of rashliapiUi 

Gandhi and Guru 
Golkind Singh on them 
after the (Congress cried 
foul. And last week, it 
sealed its commitm¬ 
ent to the freedom of 
expression l)y bliK'k- 
ing its web site lo 
stave off hatemail. 
lournos wlio attend 
ttie party’s press 
confereiKes are 
alreadv commenting 
on liow difk-reiil 
they are frrrm the 
(,(ingress ones. In tiie latter, 
they can badger leaders on 
firsl-nanie terms i'‘(''111011 

Salman”!, hi tlie lortner, tliey 
have to sit like otH'dient stu¬ 
dents vvittiout u murmur. 

■ Meet Sitaram Kesri's most 
effective PR man: Sitaram Kesri. 
Mo.st s|K‘akers citlier ignored or 
made just a passing mention of 
Ihc Congress chief at Sonia 
Gandhi's Bombay rally. Alter 
all, "('hatha 420" as some in 
the mi* t.Tll him, was at Shivaji 

I’ark at his own invitation. 
But the 79-year-old 

\ president of the 1IS- 
■ year-old party more 

tlian made up for the 
la|)se tiy tiis colleag¬ 
ues. He liegaii his 
speech with an invo¬ 
cation to himself and 
then mentioned his 
own name at least 10 
times during tlic 
course of his sju'cch. 
Applause, if any, went 

unlieanl. 

M Is the itf. 
watching? (tn 
February 22, /ce 
India li' ran a 
ticker jII day 
urging voters to 
"do go and cast 

your vote”. Nottiing wrong. 
But the iie.xt part, tailing tor .1 

maiKiate lot an able leader 
f.ipable ol giving a st.ihle gov - 
ernmenl, .siuintleti .suspiciously 
tamili.ir to the hii''s ad jiitcii. 

\ I h« <'PI(M) moiithpitrt c 

f (tunaslMktl’s I'auslic look at the 

; BJP and Mamata Banericc 

B<^cause one man 
fSetaram Kesri) 
thought that Indi.s 

rsec-ded an 

eSeciton, it is 

tcv cost The 

c rot-e—Pramod 
Mahajart 

"Ho. ho, ho, Ho I'M Mlnh/ 

We %hall fight, wr \hall win.'' 

So went the lefti>l try In the 

'bIK. I he Kf U i\ luing it lo 

good effect in 'VIK Bihar: 

"laloo, JP, Hhagat Mngh/ 

He \liall fight, we \hall win." 

1 K VI.S. (lill 
unveiled his blue¬ 
print for KXiper 
cent foolprvMif 
polls on TV. "We 
{)lan to (ho() off 
a [Kirtioii ot the 
index linger 
each lime some¬ 
body votes, rtiat 
way we can root 
(.ut impostors 
for ever,” s ini 
tile sardarji 
with his 
tongue firmly 
in ( heek. 

MSavd/idvaa 
® Can Save/nda 

Ad iiig it all up: I he BfP goes tor the {ugiilai in it\ 

priiil lanipaign after the ColnilMlore on the 

eve ol the wiond pliavc ol polling III Andhra 

Pradevh. And in Karnataka, the Jll relrevhe^ puhik 

niemorv ot the tandoorl murder of Naina Sahnl. 
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HYDERABAD. JANUARY 16 

D[D we, riic People, elect a Govemmenl? Or ilul my* plump for the most colourful 

cut-outs of them all? Or cast a vote for the ueta who wawii the hunlest at us from 
that elevaleil, remote, hurrieilly erected podium? 

Yes, they waved vigorously. Like a "car-wiper", as a politicitin ijuipped speakhi<^ 

of Sonia. Some vote-scroun^ers, as always, trotted out rash promises alony the 
way. Others spewed venom on their rivals. 

And, then, they all flew off to Delhi. To Deals that would determine the real 
outcome of the election. 

Outlook's photographers were there to capture the campaign that raised more 
dust than hope. To catch the loudspeak that.said so little. Here are some of those 
images—images of a billion people grappling with their illusory netas. 
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SIWAN, BIHAR. FEBRUARY 19 
1 





The tennis 

begins on April 6. 

The greatest tennis show in india 



PHOTO FEATURE 

SWAPAN NAYAK 

CALCUm, FEBRUARY 26 

"Huge crowds at a cinema can't he a testimony 

that the film is great." 
—I’ramod Mahajan on the Cotigrcss eanipaigii. 

PRASHANT PANJIAR 

CHENNAI, FEBRUARY 6 

PRASHANT PANJIAR 

GUNTUR, ANDHRA PRADESH, FEBRUARY 2 
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SIEMENS 

When you economise on a mobile phone, 
you get more than you bargained for_ 
You get flab instead af muscle. 

Black-and-white instead of colour. An 

ordinary mobile phone instead of the 

latest in cellular technology; the S10. 

An ordinary mobile phone corner 

with all borts of extras A big tat battery 

Low standby time and talk time. 

Short battery life. Small print. 

Crackle and static 

The S10 IS vastly different Intelligent. 

Sensitive Versatile A package that 

makes a meaninglul contribution to 

your business and personal life 

Take a close look at the S10 Itil 

servo you for years without ever 

burdening you with hidden demons 

The woilds first mobile phone with 

a colour display (for ease of reference) 

Business and personal numbers 

colour coded in the phone book 

100‘ hours standby time 

10 hours talk time 

■ Noise compensated microphone 

Natural voice clarity 

• 185 grams 

20 second voice memo 

recording facility 

No PCMCIA card needed for 

Windows 95 ’ 

Long term investment (future 

proof features) 

The new S10. For the giants of business. 

Siemens. Cawmimis^oA ugliniitiid' 
Siemens Telecom Ltd. 
Joint Venture Siemens ft Blisrti Telecom 

Siemeiis Telecom ltd. Cerporate Office, New Oelki: Tel 0< 1 -64483li7/S463l>81/64f57S9 Fax 01 1 -6462018 
Baxgsbre: Tel. 080-5269774/5267034 F.sx. 080-527709.'’. Cihalta Tel 0J3 2425102 Fax 033-24284 73 Ckeeini: Tnl 044-4370508 
.'-ax 044^320366 HyiltrakaS: Tet 040 817942/844513 Mueikai Tel 022-4440139/4440139 lax 022-4461112. 

* Times are apprnximate anti ilspenil on nelwotk, signal strenplli and functions applied 
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PHOTO FEATURE 
JITENOfR GUPTA 

MAOHEPURA, BIHAR, JANUARY 27 
ATUL LOKE 

KARUR, TAMIL NAOU, FEBRUARY 8 

"I'll fiat resign as chief 

minister even if the LDF 

loses all 20 seats." 
—Krrala ( M Nayanar's 

\ icvv on povvtT. 

"Because of le^^aI proceed- 

in^is uitainst me, I could 

not pay visits to my 

constituency." 
—Phoolan IVvi 
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Novartis can help you have many, many more birthdays. By bringing you 
new technologies and innovations in the field of healthcare. Novartis has 
also pioneered developments in the fields of nutrition, farm yield and 
crop protection. You’ll have many happy returns to Nov.»rtis products. 

NOVART! 
I The world’s leading Life Sciences company, f 

FormedbythemergerofCiba-GeigyandSandoz ^ - v .cv * ‘ 

Nutnitod 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

1 
I 

I 

! 

To find oul mofw ;U)out Novd^tis visil our weCsJlf ta ii»ww.fiowiti*.cofn 0^ rnati to ‘nd« i.*3 WB.*' Mu'nc-di4(X;01'i KotliMiisp/ii-l )V.SrK W 



GULF CRISIS 

A Tightrope Bridge 
Kofi Annan tries to sell his deal with Iraq to the Security Council to avoid a military strike 

3y LUDWINA A. JOSEPH in Washington. DC • oicl jirovidcs an ffti-itiw means ol fiiuliii}' ; this new entity might be more susceptible 
: Iraq's prohibiU-d v\ea|X)ns systems. .A senior than t NS< nsi to outside [Kilitical pressures. Ir.s still not outright victors lor L'N j I:S ollicial said'he I linlon administration : However, Annan's descriptions of 

secrelan-general Kofi \nn<in. Hespite ; is es(x-C''lly concerned about how much i cnsiom's revised role swin to fall short ot 
his predki'on that his agreement with ; control the U.N Special Commission past I)S insistence that it must have the cen- 
Iraqi ptesideni Saddam Hussein about ' li NsioM), chargect with eliminating mass ' tral res|K)nsibility in any future ins|M*ction 
future l.N weapons inspections will ; destruction weaiKins, will retain over insix- ; activity, and one olficial said that Annan 

win unanimous supp-It from tile Seiurity ' ctions ol eight complexes that Itaghdad i thus far has not defined unscum's duties 
( xnincil, US officials I- nain unconvinced, claims are essential to its national security. . within the new group more specilkally. 
the lilinton admir.i' latiou is publklv i the deal negotiated by Annan in Baghdad Annan has said he Irelieves he can workout 
describing the pact in generally optimistic, i calls tor giving the authority to conduct ; any ditleiences over the role ot unvom 

il cautious, terms; but, m private, there i.> 1 insirections at the eight so-called presiden- ; through jxTSonal discussion with Richard 
vlearly expressed anxiety. i tial sites to a new special group compised 1 Butler, iiNsroM’s chairman. But UN sources 

•After hearing ■ detailed explanation from j of I’xsi o\i pTsoiinel and senirrr diplomats, j said Annan's symiMthetic respmses lo Iraqi 
Annan, the Americans still have many ima- i probably cliosen from the five pernnnent \ complaints about uwi om insfrcctors allcgc- 
nsvvered questions about wiiettier the acc- ' Security Council members, the US fears Jly being disresjxctful of Iraq's sovereignty'. 



LIKE YOUR BODY AND HEART NEED GOOD BLOOD, 

AN ENGINE NEEDS A GOOD ENGINE OIL... LIKE CASTROL GTX EXTRA 

■foday, car engines are compact and hence work in high stress environments that demand 
the very best. Like blood, a good engine oil has to keep flowing without clogging or 
choking, carrying vital additives to the various engine parts. Castrol GTX Extra is 
engineered for increased resistance to thermal and viscosity breakdown, offering bolter 
protection to your engine. Castroi GTX Extra is made with superior Castrol technoloQV, 
tested over millions of miles for safe, reliable, trouble-fiec performance. 

The advanced international formula of Castrol OTX Extra provides 

□' Exceptional engine protection „ 
^ □ Longer engine lite Superior engine cleanlinoss 
□ Smooth, noiseless running ^ Increased drain interval 

□ Reduced oil thickening ^ 

Oil ,1- is '(,r Irfc,.; Ujjr. q ^ 

So vv'iy fim; ".iv.'Fe '.viti- a;’v*'.pi'j luss Insist on Castrol G' .N r xo.i io- 
Escort, Opel .‘^stia, Cioto. Peugeot. Maruti, Amba;^,-ado- i rcuirer. ana m’ 
other Indian torcigr* r ?rs. 

m 

i 6 

Castro/ 
mmxTRA. 

NOnVICSON 



GULF CRISIS 

AS the war clouds loomed large oxrr 
the (lUll once again, Indian prime 
minister Inder Kumai (itijral was 

uneci«iv()cal in his stand. Addressing an 
election meeting in (.alcutta last month, 
he pointerl out that a strike against Iraq 
would "endanger the peace" in the whole 
of West Asia, where more than 2..s million 
Indians live. "If there is an attack on lra(|, 
their lises wili he in danger, and we can¬ 
not tolerate this," he declared. Ihit other 
than sending letters to the five perma¬ 
nent .Security ( ouncil members and UN 
secrctarv-general Kofi Annan explaining 
India's position, he tailed to explain what 
exactly India would do in case the US did 
go ahead with the strike on Iraq. 

Unlike the IWl Allied attack on Iraq, 
whim the Chandra Shekhar government 

di,gnit\ and national seciiritv li.tve caused 
leseiitmeiit among i \si i>\i peisonnel. 

I’uisuinga theme he fust soumied in ll.ig- 

liclad, Ann.m said in \ew Vi'ik that i ssi om 

stall mei'd'ers ''li.ive to li.iiutli Ir.u] and the 

li.iqis w.th a i.Mhiin respecl and digmtx 

iinii iioi push our weight aiouiul and cause 
teiisiiins". Hie sources said dining the clo¬ 

sed meeting he xvi-nt liiiilier. s.ning some 
1 \si ii'.i Ntall memhers were 'cowhovs' who 

soineimu-s had heli.ned iuespiuisihly 

wtiile piiisuing llieir iluiiis within Ir.iq. 

\MM.m leportedh helieces Ihese proh- 

leiiis 1,111 he dealt wilh hv .ippoiiiling a pol- 

ilu.il repiesenlalise to iiac) ,mcl isespuled 

In •■i\e (he job to I akhilar lirahiini. a lor 

U'ei \lgc-ii.in loreign miiuslei 

A'c eiijioiianl iinansweied i|iiestic.iis 

li'i !lu 1 S iinohes tiu wurdiiigoi the 

.i.gieiUK ul. icileraiing lie'« oiiimitm- 
■ "I oi .Jil ! \ I'niilitlH's ■ lo lecjiei i lllc so\e- 

1-ut!l\ acici tenitoic inlf gills ol liaq" I he 

1 ' w.i'iK ,ivMj|.,iiics dial li.K) ’.\ili nol iiM 

.: i' puwisioii .IS ,1 pieti \i l')i ;i!i|ii-ding tin- 

;!• u-si;'i iMiiis, hut snii.iil ii-is Dot pioMsI 

■ s! -'O.e \i.i .luilgtoii Wg.'wls .IS >.itlsl,ii tins 

. ‘ilK i ils note '. mil die I S is .atis- 
■I li'in'f-., .(■ j'loinis die Si cmitv 1 ouiuilis 

■ e;,l., |i, to iiio'. ■ lo .ipi'iose die agieeiuenl 

!' \''ii,.sM.loi III dll I \ hill Kii h.iulson 

■ . 'll' .l•.!lllUllsl|,lllOll w,lilts .1 "quick test ■ 
li iq s good i.ntli hs hegiumng .nspecii 

• o, nil-.liS|'Cited sites\CIS soon. Uiploiii 
u ". ii’t \ hcliese the I S w.mis ,1 ii-solui. 

l i.d will .isilctindicalls declaie liac| in 

i’ll :•'i ol the agieeineni it ii lesiiims its 

I'!' n ■' ..'^e tactics .ind opi-ii the wav lo US 
•In'll.ii'. .uiion isitlioiil liirtlu i dclas. 

'• '' Scciei lie ol Mate M.ideleme K. .Vlhri- 

conlroveisidlly allowed 
US warplanes to refuel in 
Mumbai, this time New 
Delhi has clearly spelt nut 
that India favoured a 
diplomatic .solution to 
the crisis and would not 
get involved in a military 
strike' against Iraq. 

In fact, addressing an 
election niec'ting in (lulbarga on February 
21, fiiijral rc'irortedly claimed that he had 
caiegorically rejeelcd a telephonic request 
hy a "hig posver" for the use of Indian air 
space and rehielling rights for a po,ssible 
strike against Iraq. 

Kut a day later, svhile admitting that an 
unnamed country had suggested this dur¬ 
ing the "normal course of diplomatic 

interaction", a Ministry 
of External Affairs (mm) 
spokesman claimed that 
the reference to the tele¬ 
phone call by a "big 
power" was "a misquote". 

However, while the mea 

still stays tightUpped 
about naming the power. 
Prof Brahma Chellaney of 
the Centre for Policy Res¬ 
earch points out that the 
only country which 
would need .such permis¬ 
sion to reach the Gulf 

under the circumstances would be the US. 
Meanwhile, following the agreement 

negotiated by Annan, the spokesman said 
that it vindicated India's stand, and 
Imped that efforts would now be made to 
ease the situation with the Gulf, a region 
which has "close ties and deep atitural 
affinities" wilh India. 

Ramananda Sengupta 

Clinton: too many reservations 

gill icilei.Ill'll lti.it the t .S wants to lest Iraqi 
lompli.u'cs- md will insist that leclimoal 
mspeilors i.ithei lii.in iliploniats remain in 
suiiliol ol the inspeslion prosess. Use US 
will "soi’qniii lo liaik diplomacs with 
loice." shi sjiil. "II lii.q interleies ssith Hie 
inspeitioiis Ol lues lo uiuleimine ' \s( o\i's 
stloit-,. we will ast lirmis', toreefully and 
ssitiioiit (lelas. We will not allosv Saddam 
I lussein id take us tiom crisis to i risis." 

ii is i lear ihat .\iinan's dc il does not loni- 
plv with at least one ol the guidelines he 
svas given hs the lise |K'mianent iiiemtK'rs 
ol the Security ( .ouiui! hetore selling out 
lor Baghdad, fhal spwilic'd that the new 
ins|H‘(lioii group shmild have jurisdiction 

only os'cr presidential residence in Iraq, not 
surrounding hiiildings. I he idea was lo 
avoid usurping too much ins[K'ction auth¬ 
ority from the existing commission. 

But Annan told the .Security Council that 
he did nol loilow this guideline because a 
special UN survey had revealed lluil Iraq 

; really only has a single presidential resi- 
: deuce, located in Baghdad, and that Iraq 
j^onsiders many other sites and Iniildings 

a.ssociated with guesthouses elsesvhere in 
the coiintrs just as sensitive. 

.\nnan’s deal also violated a second 
guideline he was gisen hy the Seeurils' 
Council's permanent members: llial tlie 
special group should be clearly under the 
o(K'ratioiidl control of the existing inspec¬ 
tion commission and iis chairman, Rich¬ 
ard Butlei. Instead, the deal handed the 
authoritv to pick the meinherslnp and 
chairman ot the new ins|>ection group to 
Annan. It also made the nesv group res¬ 
ponsible lor svriting ils own repor's, which 
svould then In- passed along to the Security 
Council hs Butler. .Some US officials and 
supporteis of the existing conimissioii said 
tlicy were worried about this arrangement 
because ot ,\nnaii’s open syrnpaths lor 
some ol Iraq's criticisms of the commis¬ 
sion’s past activities, 

" I here are several ambiguities. The proof 
will come in the course ot time," said a 
senior (IS official, svho sought lo play 
down the importance of ttie text ot the 
deal. "1 his isn't about a piece of paper. You 
have to wait and watch what happens dur¬ 
ing the inspeuions." Another official said; 
"W'hal we are looking for is hosv he 
(Saddam) impk mcnls this agreement." So 
is the the rest of the world. ■ 

Gujral ‘Vindicated’ 
India asserts't will not be involved in a strike on Iraq 

Gujral: pro-Iraq stand 
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You'd like the office to be 

more cheerful. 
SIMPLY SOLIDS 

SHIRT 

Your wardrobe collection 

decides to contribute. 



PAKISTAN 

Calling Khyber... 
Sharif runs up against Pakhtoon pride on NWFP’s renaming 

By MARIANA BAABAR in Islamabad Nawaz Sharll htis by now nias- 
ttred till' knack ol creating the; 
most unlikc'ly political hurdles 
lor himsell. .Shortly after celebral- 
inj> a year in office this month, 

where he boasted of unitiii}; all the parties 
in Parliament and tonninK a government 
of national consensics, Sharif received a 
jolt last week when the Awami National 
I’arty ( cni’) walked oul of the alliance with 
one lederal minister and three provincial 
ministers in the \wir resignitic; Irom the 
coalition governinenl. The ani' took this 
extreme step becaci.se Sharil relused to 
abide by a verbal agreement lo rename 
NWieand call it Pakhtoonkhwa. 

In true Sharif style, he had recently anno¬ 
unced that "there is no written agreement 
with the .AM’ to change the name of vwie to 
PakhtcMinkhwa". This took the wr by com¬ 
plete surprise and its leader Khan .Abdul 
Wall Khan, sun of Khan .Alrdul lihaffar 
Khan, better known as I'rontier ciandhi in 
India, was quick to read; "How c.in we 
have faitfi in an alliance where there is 
backtracking from a verbal agreemc’iif'" 

The prime minister was unmoved as lie 
witnessed the demise ot one of the 
longest serving alliances in Pakistan's 
short history. “We were pained to see that 
Sharil did not come to our crucial meet¬ 
ing on Pakhtoonkhwa with the Pakistan 
Muslim League (I’Mi I despite our nine- 
year-o'd alliance," said Hc-gum Nasim 
Wall Khan, provincial president of the wi' 
and wile ot \M' leader vs ramanatiian 

Wall Khan. 
Sharil's greed lor abso¬ 

lute’ power after the I’sii 
won the general eieclions 
tempted him to seek 
iinnatiiral political allian¬ 
ces. He travelled up north 
to Wall Ikigh to torge an 
alliaiue with Wall Khan 
ol the CM’ -the I’sii and 
AM 's onlv meeting point 
was their anti-Pakistan 
People's I’arty stance. 

Waii Khan entered into 
a verbal agreement with 
Sharil tliat whenever a 
constitiiii'inal change was 
made, the name. North 
West t roiit'er Province, a 
cartographer's title bes¬ 

Pakhtoon leader 
Wall Khan is 

aghast that Sharif 
backtracked from 

a verbal deal. 

towed upon it by the Kritish, would be 
changed ti) Paklitoonkhwa—which means 
tfie land ol the Paklitoons. Tliat was all 
that the sm' liaci wanted. 

“Ac Icialh’, we do not have a name, swip is 
no name lor the Paklitoons. If the Sindhis 
have Sindh, the Punjabis have Punjali and 
the Italocli have Ikilochistan, it is time that 
we t<«) had a name ol our own," says 
Asla.’idyar Wall Kfiaii, son of Wall Khan 
and \Ni’ cliiet in tlie National Assembly. 

When Sliarit needed Hie support, he 
agreed with Wall Khan on tlie name issue 
but pleaded tor more time’ IH-Iore be coi t 
lullil this promise. The cm’ waited lor a year 
•iiicl got im|ialient. (Jiristening the frontier 
province Pakhtoonkhwa is part ol the wi’ 
manifesto and if successful, it would emerge 
(X)litically stronger than its rivals—the I’rr, 
the i’.Mi tind several small rightist parties in 
the province. Llc’Ctions '97 had thrown up 
several strong nationalist [larlics in the 
three small provinces where most had man¬ 
aged to form coalition governmenls. 

Rut the Punjabi establishment, inciuding 
the niilitarv, has long had strong suspicions 
about the am’'s credibilitv’. The jiarty, initia¬ 
lly called the National .Vwami Party |s\rl 
and lounded by tihatfar Khan, was banned 
in the '7t)s. It was always IcKikecI ii|ion as an 
anti-national parly, llu’ nap had often 
talked alioiit a PaUitocimstan which inclu¬ 
ded areas ot Alghanistan as well—the 
Paklitoons lorm the largest ethnic group in 
Mgliaiiislan. I'lie laliban are I’akhUKins 
and till’ Pakhtoon natioiialisiii has long 
been a soiiice ol worry tor the Pakistani 

establishment. Hut today 
with realities on the 
ground liaiiiig clianged 
diamalically, Itie wp and 
another nationalist Pakli- 
IcK'ii partv. Hie Pakhloon 
Kliwa (lauiiii \lilli Awami 
I’aitc led hy Mehimid 
■'cliak/ai. t.ilk ol I'akh- 
loonkhwa within I’akistaii 
and na\e siniimed any 
secessionist nueves. 
Rul Hie l’uii|alii estahlish- 

meiit is nol willing lo ti>r- 
gcl the past, and logether 
with the .Ml. launched a 
moveinc’iil in Hie Ha/ara 
areas of sw i p where Pushto 
is nol siioken. There is also 
a clamour of protest aga¬ 
inst Pakhtoonkhwa from 

Pakhtoon tribals; “We don't have a name." 

the’ camp ol Punjabi Muslim l,caguers who 
live ill parts of nwip—and since the pmi, 

cannot afford risking a bulk ol its vote- 
bank, il is sofl-peclallirig Hie dcn>and. "let 
the province be named Khyber and we are 
ready to accept it," say the noii-PcislUo 
sjieaking people here 

.Says iKililical commentator Iniliaz .Mam. 
" Iheie is a coii.sensus to change the name 
of \wip, a relic ol colonial nonienciature. 
And tbcie is no harm in adopting Pakh- 
tocmklnsa, wliicli lias a connotation 
entirely different from Pakhtoonistan and 
is a part of I’akhloon discourse and elhno- 
lingual psyche. I lowever, it is not accept- 
able to Hie non-Pakbloons, wlio comprise 
2S pc’r cent ol fbe population." 

More and more people are venting tlieir 
ire against Sfiarit's agenda—the "Punjab- 
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isiltion" ot thi’ LiJiinlrv. h\orv itnportaiU 
post ill till' couiiliy IS In-ins luiiuU-il ovor Id 
pcrsDiis Irom I’liniJh. I..isl wt-ok, fuiunis 
Siiulhi parliaiiK'iit.'iriiiin aired tiu-ir srios- 
.ina-s on the llooi of tin- lloiisi- ahout 
alti-iiipls !<' shill till- head offiiv ol one ol 
the leadins hanks to Lahore Irom Sindh. 

1 he army, loc', has heen blamed lor bail- 
ins out a I'uiijabi prime ininiski in the 
judicial and constitutional crisis which 
rocked the <'oiintrv in Oclober-Xovemln-r 
last t ear and nearly saw the nil S'’"’rn- 
iiient beins toppled. The nationalist forces 
in Balocliistan and Sindh are also raisins 
ansiy voices. Tliere is no denying the lact 
that these nationalist parties niighi move 
their own amendments in parliament for 
greater provincial autonomy. 

Savs Wall Khan: "The resolution for the 
change of name tc I’akhtcHinkhwa was 
passi-d by the frontier assemhiy. II llie fron- 

ANOOP KAMA1H 
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tier assembly does not have tlie right to 
legislate and its legislation is not honoured 
then what do you mean Ity provincial 
autonomy?" I he alliance with the avi- was 
beneficial for Sharif liecausc it helpc-il cre¬ 
ate the impression that the prime minister 
was taking along tlie smaller provinces. 

This is not all. Sharif's government in 
the Nwii- is also in trouble as the .<2 am- 

members in the provincial assembly will 
withdraw support from the i-mi govern¬ 
ment and have already asked to sit on tlie 
opposition henciu-s. i>mi. chief minister 
Mehtab .Mi Khan ol the NWir faces a shaky 
luturc when the \\T withdraws support, 

j I he rest ol the memliers of the pros'incial 
iisseinbk’ are either from the i-i’i- or are 
independents. The stage is set for some 
more horse-trading which even the 14th 
amendment, pa.ssed in haste to seal tlie 

' loyalties ot politicians, might not be able 
I to stop. I his will also give the i-i-i- a 
I chance lo try and form a government 
I with the independents together with Ihe 
i usual hreakawav members vvho are only 
i loyal lo theiiKsehes. 

L.ven mote worrying tor Sharil is his 
; imfiending conslitutional pacLige where 
! several amendments are to Ik- lirouglil 
i hetore rarliament. There are only 10 wi- 

inemhers in the national assembly, and 
passing these amendments mightii'l he 

; that ditficult. Kill it's a diflerent store in 
; the .Senate, wheie ttie loss ot the wi- ineiii- 
: hers will he gieatk lelt. 
I On rebriiary 27. Wall Khan and his jwi 

ivmen sat on the Opposition henches and 
i were given a rousing welcome b\- the I'l'i' 
, I he r\ii diies not have an ahsi'lute major- 
, ity in the upper house wlmli has a lair rep- 
! resentatio'i of the I'l’r. I'or-'Vere hill passed 
I by tlu* national assembly it has lo he sent 
i to the Senate and lie ratified by a two- 
j thirds majority before it Irecomes law. 

Tlie English daily, /Vtc KiUion, ringing the 
warning Mis, said Shaiil’s recent pro¬ 
nouncements "are the first craiks in the 
moga-maiidate, reigmling llieories that 
governments in Pakistan begin lo tear at 
the seams after the first year." ■ 
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BUDGET ’97-9B 

1 

IDHAUIY 
A Stagnating industry and pay commission 
bonanza upset Chidambaram’s calculations 

By PAROMITA SHASTRI THOSK who arc missing Ihc familiar 
chills and thrills of the i-ebruary bud¬ 
get, pine nol. For the Ides ot March 
are here. .-Xnd we're nol reterring to 
the “inlerim budget" that is .scheduled 

tor unfolding this month—that's just a glam¬ 
ourous synonym for a quick disposal of the 
government's balancesheel for 1‘>‘)7-9H. We 
are talking ot the yeai that slipped by, along 
with a host of wasted opportunities. V'e're 
Here to sing a paean to the dream budget that 
turned sour, 'he miracle that never was. 

l■.,\horts a top-level finance ministry official: 
"It's clear that we've failed to control our 
i'\|ienditure. It's clear that there's a problem 
on the growili Iront, leading to major slip¬ 
pages in revenues. But it's also true that we 
didn't base a governineiil lor a good part ot 
the sear. You lannot judge economii jx-rlor- 
mance only in terms of annual budget tar¬ 
gets." Adds Dr lairam Itamesh, foniu'r Man 
Friday to Finance Minister I*. (hidambaram: 
' File budget was jiretlicated on a 7 per cent 

CHI' growth and an S per cent industiial 
growth, none ot which happened. The prob¬ 
lem was compounded by |K>or loreign trade 
and agricultural output, and of course, the fall 
ot the government. We didn't liave enough 
time to pursue the reforms." 
100 per cent peace of mind? 

It was probablv a classic case of ttio many 
expectations chasing Iiki little action. One 
of the most ambitious in recent history, the 

1997-98 budget-which came to be 
known as the "CTiidambaram Budget”— 
maiked a major break from the past in 
an area closest to the middle-class 
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heart—laxes. In a few strokes, 
C'.hidanibaram broke up the direct tax 
structure, simplified and reduced it 
and placed a slrittg ot carrots to con¬ 
vince fieople that paying taxes was a 
patriotic duty. Says Ramesh; “I'he 
fundamental vision of the budget was 
that low lax rates would lead to better 
collection rates and much improved 
compliance. Our objective is to dou¬ 
ble the number of taxpayers by the 
turn of tlie century ,to 25 million, lo 
that extent, the budget is a success." 

At a closer look, however, PC's big¬ 
gest gamble may have backfired in a 
curious way. I’he 10 per cent rise in 
tile 97-98 target for gross tax res'cnues had 
banked heavily on direct taxes, expecting 
as much as 17 |>er cent growth m income 
and corporate taxes. C.oinpared to that, 
indirect laxes, mainly customs and excise, 
were to grow at 14 [mm cent, especially with 
the many reliefs granted in the budget. 
I be direi l laxes growth was lo come from 
two are.is: wider tax base and the amnesty 
scheme lor black income. Stands to reason. 

Graphii:!. Iiy AMOOP XAMAIH 

nSowTiriXPECTATIONS 

Industry 

Services 

Eiqports . 
Prices 

Revenue deficit 

Fisealikfteit 

Expectation 1996-97 
for 1997-98 (quick est.) 

7.5% 

4.5-5% 7.4% 

:o:s4%. 7.9% 

8% 8 7% 

4.5% 9% 

6% (avg, for the year) 7% 

UlteiGOP 1.3% 

2.5-3% of GDP 2.5% 

5,5-6% Of GDP 5% 

the 97-98 target for gross tax res'cnues had ! lact, keeping pace with industrial growth, 
banked heavily on direct taxes, expecting excise collection has gone uj) by only 
as much as 17 |>er cent growth in income around five per cent insteail of the targeted 
and corporate taxes. C.oinpared to that, 12 per cent. As for customs, growth has 
indirect laxes. mainly customs and excise, ! stagnated, though in terms of current 
were to grow at 14 [mm cent, especially with | ru])ee value, the monetary targets may well 
the many reliefs granted in the budget. ; be met at the end ol tlie fiscal year. 
I be direi l laxes growth was lo come from j Says f)r Amit Mitra, secretarv-gencral, 
two are.is: wider tax base and the amnesty i in 11: “While real growth is slower, I think 
sclieme lor black income. Stands to reason, ! some of the lax targets lould well be met. 
beiause income tax collections had been ! Services tax, which are easilv collectible, 
sl.ignating tor quite a while and ttiere was 
no better way lo jolt the revenues upwards. 

■As a lesull, says the finance ministry, the 
' bon.m/a'' Irom the Voluntary Disclosure 
I't Income St heme, h.ul been budgeted 
within tliat growtli. I he gosernment 
linighl shy of putting a figure to tins col¬ 
lections lietause, one, it was unsure of the 
ixlent of its success—the first suggestion 
liad Clime, ironiially, from the veteran l,efl 
le.iiler Isoti Hast: hut lonner liniince minis¬ 
ter Mannioban Singh liad been lesjsling 
such a SI heme lor sears. Seiondly, sinte 7(1 
per cent ol tliis money was to go lo the 
stales- how else to get the slates’ tompli- 
aiue.'—iiie actual flow into the central ctil- 
ler was not • xpected to he muth. 

< onlraiy to expectations, sms netted 
above Its 10,0(10 < rore. But thanks lo the 
economy, ilirecl taxes moved slow and the 
lower slatis meant less mones' i.iijie to be 
aitually collected. Meanwhile, exports 
were down in the dumps and the muih- 

and income lax, which has certainly met 
with lielter response. But 
the downsides are customs, 
excise, stales' sales tax and Jq |}0 

octroi. Tlie only recourse . 
open lo the government to SaT8 S 
partly reiompcnsatc the COilf 
shortfall is to cut down on . .. 
capital expenditure, specifi- IlOIII V 
cally for social sectors." b66ll tl 
riiat ciniid well he since the ... 
only other soune of income Willi 
for the goverimienl, putilii dire 
sector disiMveslmenl, tailed 
to take ott tor (lie second gri 
year in a row, iiockeling 
only Rs 900 irore thanks lo 
xii.si. The budget target was around Rs 
•S.tHK) irore. Says the ministry official: "VVe 
were ready with the plans but the ta|>ital 
market conditions remained depres,sed.'' 

And proliahly hei.uise tlie goveinmeiil 
wasn’t expelling tlie inionie irimcli, it 

To be on the 
safe side, the 

coiiections 
from VDIS had 
been budgeted 

within the 
direct tax 
growth. 

.iwailed industrial ri'ioveiy didn't lake j went on a spluige. The pay commission 
place even in the second i|uarter, hitting 
both inionie lax and excise collections, lo 
add to the woes, oil prices caine to st;ignate 
at historic lows liMiling to a ilieaper imp¬ 
ort bill and destabilising a major source ol 
customs revenues for the government. In 

Revenue Shortfall vIs-a-vIs... 
97-98 budget 97-98 anticipated Reason 

43^000 

45,000 

awards are to take up an unhuclgetc-il I’s 
7,1 (Ml irore. Says ihe fuianee inini-.lry olti 
I'ial; 'll i> by now well-known that Ihe I'.u 
loriimssioii was a liistoilc hlmulei '\i 
shouldn’l have allowed it. hue. wt h.ici 
tailed in exixincliture iiiaii.igemeiit Ini! the 

HOLE IN THE PNeSE 

fiscal situation lias not been .illi'O'.: 
lo spin out of control. " Still, tin- gc\- 
ernment can manage to maiii|>ii!,:ii 
the rc'veiiue deficit, thanks to tlie 
plan lo retain the entire \i>is iiic'iiec 
at the leiitre and iMistponemeiit ot 
Tenth I'inance ( ommission ilesolu 

I lion promised in the Inidget- the l.ist 
g needs a constitutional ameiidment to 
^ lake elfecl. I liese are the short-term 
) gains ot a sliorl-lived governimnil! 
'[ Also, says Dr Shuhhasis (iaiigo- 

padliyay , isi jnotessor: “If the mimer- 
.itiir and denominator are the same, 
the lisial deficit target m.iy not he 
.illeited much." In olhei words, if all 

tile t.iigets—tor inst.iiice, both revenue 
colleciioiis and expeiulilure—had hc-en 
liased on a seven |h.t cent i.in’ grow'ti, a 
reduced target ol five per lenl m.iy pusli 
back the rc-st in Ihe same proportion. In 
absolute terms, ot loiirse, the cwerall fisiifi 
deficit figure stands leiluieil. so Ihe pres¬ 
sure would seem more. 

But the fiscal siuiatum will he in trouble 
wifii a capital I \ncl the government is 
helpless. Irue, targets arc- rarely m.ide to he 
met liy gosernments, but the extent ot 

breaeli m tlie lisia! delicit 
> target may he esiteeially 

in the lo 
I .. 4 [HT cent expected by T( . 
le, me tin- aitnal may he around 

tiOnS .S.s to n jXT lent ol i.i'i'. \nd 

lie h i4 **’‘'*^ something whiiti Ihe 
'Id neO toreign investois will not 

doeted 
X global rating agencies and 

I me toreign finaiuieis, includiiig 
[tax the World Bank and the iMi, 
.. nicknaineil "ll Means I isial" 
lin. Iiv s|)liirgiiig I! ilioiis. 
__ Pciliticiil stability or 

retoriii iiutaliilily: Is this 
the jiriic ihe e. onomv is jiasing lor having 
a ioMsin>'is gu\i-rninent.' Says Ramesh' 
•'Wlu-ii we had Hie lirst budget m Icily. 
I9'>n Wt- I'erlainly .liil’Vt know llial Deve 
(lowil.i wiiuldn'l stay, and then even Hu- 
goceiiiineiit wonld lall. We eouliln'l cany 
i.iiw.iitl oui lelornis. l,s|RTially tlie aieas 
dial neeiled leg.il ilianges and tmidainenlal 
ihaiigc-s I'ur failure lo address tuiulaiiii'ii- 
lal issues - insiiranee, I’si s, lianking— are all 
linki'tl 1(1 the extreme light and tlie exlieiiiv 
lell.’ loi instanie. it took 14 months lor the 
lesiriictiiririgol the pi'troleum adminisiireil 

..Unplanned Expenditure 
Budgeted Actual 

n 4,205 12,000 

Reason 

Populism SirndbyiAIIS | Pay commission 4,205 12,000 Populism 

Low imports * Subsidies 17,130 19,000 Populism 

.Poor ftidustiial growth <■, Total Non-plan expenditure 1,69,324 1,75,000 Populism 

Depressed capital market 
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priie mt'chanbin (mi) to take 
effect. Or, over five months to 
make the Insurance Regulatory 
Authority statutory, lake the slew 
of bills—on foreign exchange, 
coni{)anies, sick industries, small 
sector, financial reform—still 
pending before a Parliament that 
gave little time to the economy. 
But how can a consensus govern¬ 
ment not be aware of its political 
limitations? At the end of the 
year, it's execution, not good 
intentions, that carries the day. The finance ministry is quick 

to list its successes, "We have 
had a lot of forward move¬ 

ment—in reducing external debt 
by J1 billion in the last four years, 
in attracting private investment 
in infrastructure like {lower and 
telecom, in deregulation of oil 
prices, in forex reserves and in the 
ability to avert an East Asian ty|K- 
crisis. The rupee was well man¬ 
aged." But, industry claims, what 
was badly needed last year was a 
kickstart. Says Mitra: "We had rep¬ 
eatedly asked for a one-time exp¬ 
enditure in infrastructure which 
wouid have resulted in an acceler¬ 
ator effect. Industry was ready 
with the capacity due to stagnant 
demand and would has t* respon¬ 
ded very well. But the fiscal cons¬ 
ervatism shown by the governm¬ 
ent, esiKfially after the Asian cri¬ 
sis, shows that more than an exp- 
eiuliture pressure, the governm¬ 
ent bowed to [Xilitical pressure." 

In fact, the low growth and 
inflation suggests that there is a 
liquiditv overliang in the system. 
At 16 jKT cent, money supply 
growth IS satisfactory and forex 
reserves at S27 billion is consid¬ 
ered to be more than adequate 
(reserves should be enough to 
finance six to eight months of 
essential imports). But banks 
want to fund only sound pro¬ 
jects, and with good reason, 
fonservatisni has actually made 
halve their bad debts in the last three | 
years Sass the finance ministry otticial: j 

“llie East Asian crisis has v'indicated our i 
stand-to wait and watch on capital con- ' 
vertibility of the rupc'e." When reforms 
iK'gin to hurt, even banks can teach corpo¬ 
rates a few lessons in cash management. 
Says kamesh: "Indian industry is still dri¬ 
ven by the profit margin approach while 
the world is geared towards the market 
share approach." .Adds Gangopadhyay 
"The budget is not made for the Bombay 
Club, It is notliing more than a statement 

‘ The budget was predicated on a 7 per 
cent GDP growth and an 8 per cent 

industrial growth, none of which 
happened. The problem was 

compounded by poor farm output. ’ 

them ol accounts and should remain so without 
any pretensions." 

Historically, in India, the finance minis¬ 
ter’s major triumph lies in presenting path¬ 
breaking budgets. Manmohan .Singh's 1091 
budget, for instance, has been etched in 
pubiic memory as the one that brougiu 
back India from the jaws ol the wolt, nam¬ 
ely selling of gold and imi- loans, and made 
seven per cent growth attainable. Unfortun¬ 
ately, few rememlK-r how it had hurt the 
first time when the reforms had actually 
started in the late '80s. Since then, the gove¬ 
rnment has been less keen to present back- 

bmaking policies even though, as 
Ramesh says, "reforms without 
tears Is impossible. We are enter¬ 
ing a hard phase of two-three 
years." All the more reason to 
restart the process. Says Rashad 
Kaldany, director, Asia II, Intern¬ 
ational Finance t-orporation, 
Worid Bank private financing 
arm; "We don’t attach any impor¬ 
tance to the credit rating agencies, 
but there's a feeling that the 
reforms have halted and the polit¬ 
ical instability hasn't helped." 

Come 1998-99, therefore, the 
government faces an unenviable 
task. A sum of roughly Rs 12,(XX) 
crore is pending disbursal to the 
states. And there's no vnis bona- 
nxa. There's also the much-awai¬ 
ted ms restructuring which will 
prolMbly take up more food sub¬ 
sidy once the true beneficiaries, 
now bypassed, are identifiwl. Ami 
the list of pending jobs is length¬ 
ening. Says Mitra; "We need to 
have some radical breaks, like 
government investment in social 
sector projects and construction, 
51 per cent divestment in imis, 100 [ler cent insurance privatisa¬ 
tion with probably 51 per cent 
Indian ownership, indirect tax 
relorms, and finally, end to licens¬ 
ing and Inspector raj. In the last 
area, :i8 punitive laws still exist." 
Says tiangopadhyay; " I he gover¬ 
nment can never offload its im's, 
even in part, unless it's pro|K)sing 
an outright sale. Also, it will sur¬ 
ely never get the price it's asking 
lor. The idea should be to privatise 
them and make them profitable 
and efficient, and not to make 
money to fill extH-nditure gaps.” 

There's yet another reason why 
the government should gel back 
to radical reforms. Its major cur¬ 
rent sources of income are fast 
drying up. Thanks to wiu and oil 
sector reform, import tariff is .set 
to shrink. The other ta.ves are 
directly linkeil to the income 

accruing to the system, which is an offshoot 
of fast and steady relorms. Ihe second 
option is to retire old domestic debt as fast 
as possible and end accretion of new debt. 
The best way to do so is to withdraw from 
all productive sectors where it's making 
huge losses and will continue to make losses 
in the prevailing system l-asier said than 
done, though. But that’s about the range of 
options that faces the new FM, while the 
nation grows restive with the seven-year 
itch of reforms. If and when PC returns to 
his chair, he’ll be rather star’Kiy reminded 
that the buck stops there. ■ 
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ADVERTISING 

More News is Bad News 
Elections ’98 are a temporary high; news channels aren’t attracting the advertising they hoped for 

By NEERJA PAWHAJETLEY 

"It’s a passintiute subject, like sex or reli^on. 
Ei'er}'b(Hly has strong beliefs about it; people 
speak a^ut it with conviction; ami it is the 
topic of discussion in offtce corridors, bus rides 
and drawing rooms." 
—Samir Verma, GM, Ammirati Puris Lintas WHAT do Elections '98 have in 

common with the Femina 
Miss India contest, an Indo- 
Pak cricket match, a Michael 
Jackson show or the Screen 

Vidcocon Awards? They are all commodities 
sold by the proliferating TV channels, pack¬ 
aged by advertising agencies, bought by cor¬ 
porate bigwigs to reach out to buyers of 
their products. "The heightened level of int¬ 
erest in politics at election time presents a 
good marketing opportunity for advertisers 
to reach their target audience," says Sanjoy 
Chakrabarty, associate vice president, hta. 

But. And there are sonic very big buts. 
Arc there too many channels competing 
for the advertisers' money, at too high a 
cost, at the wrong time of the year? Does 
the market have the appetite for .so much 
news? Are TV companies being realistic in 
their estimates of the market potential or 
are they being carried away by the hype 
they themselves created? Will adverti.sers 
provide enough revenue to turn Election 
'98 into a successful marketing event? 
The Programming Ovartiill: Star IV has a 
new 24-hour news channel. Zee's EL chan¬ 
nel has metamorphosed into a 24-houi 
news channel called India TV with news 
bulletins and plenty of election progra¬ 
mmes anchored by tiie likes of Ghandra 
Shekhar and M.J. Akbar. ivi is now a full¬ 
time current affairs channel and even hard¬ 
core entertainment channel Sony has 
roped in Vinod Dua and Mark lully to do 
a daily election programme besides the 
72-hour live coverage of results from 
March 2 onwards. /V Today would lx; 
doing around KK) hours of election cov¬ 
erage lor DU. Plus the regional channels. 
Is there enough advertising to sustain so 
much programming? 

Of course, the channels say the picture 
is losy. "We're getting 20-25 minutes of 
prime-lime advertising per day on the 
nesvs channel at almost twice the price 
EL TV' charged. Several advertisers are' 
buying 50-200 sjxits over one to two 
months; many are looking to stay on 

even after the election," claims Sainath Iyer, 
vice-president. Zee network. But media 
planners and advertisers are sceptical. 
Pricing tangle: So far as the advertiser's first 
choice. 1)1), is concerned, T V' Today may 
have been caught in a web of its own mak¬ 
ing. It has committed to pay Its ,t crore to 
DD for its Hindi telecast and another Rs 75 
lakh tor 2S hoiiis of F.nglish programming 
on 1)1)2. Witli cost of production aixmt Rs 
4.5 crore and another Rs I crore to the Nat¬ 
ional informatics Centre (nk.i for election 
data, the company will need around Rs 10 
crore of advertising just to break even. 

This has seriously constrained TV Toda/s 
bargaining |x»wer with advertisers It's char- 

Rahul Dev on ‘Aaj Tak' 

JirCNDERI 

Dua and Mark Tully: Sony's casting coup 

ging Rs 1 lakh tor a lO-scxond slot on DDi. 
"This means Rs 4 lakh for a 40-second spot 
and given that you need eight to 10 s|M)ts a 
day owr the 72 fiours to attain a certain vis¬ 
ibility level, we're talking of a Rs 1 to 1.5 
crore budget tor election advertising. Who's 
going to sliell out that kind of money tor 
minimum visibility?" asks Gopinath 
Menon, media director. C.haitra Leo Burn¬ 
ett. With the same money, you can huy aro¬ 
und 1(K) spots on /ee, 2(K) on Sony and 4(M) 
on tsi'N. YT Ihlay incidentally would lias'e 
the largest reach—75 million households— 
and lime advantage of a ininimuin 45-.50 
minutes in relaying the [Xill results -.iwirig to 
the Ml tie-up. "Advertisers will huy, esjx’- 

cially mega sjx'iiders like Nestle et a* but 
if TV Toilay needs Rs 10 crore to break 
even, then it has a job none will 
envy,” says another media planner. 

As for the satellite channels, intense 
price wars are on. "There's a lot of 
arm-twisting going on—clients to 
media buyers and media buyers to TV 
channels," says Verma. "Media buying 
is becoming much like the Niki Tasha 
kitchenette. Anything's ixissible," says 
Menon. As a result, margins are under 
severe pressure. "Star may have got the 
backing of the bi'Ls, Castrols and Bridg- 
estones, but at what rates is the ques- 
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star appeal: Prannoy Roy 

tion," says a media expert. Apparently, 
some tough negotiators have been abie to 
cut the asking ad rate by up to 90 per cent! 

And then there are some other factors too: 
Wrong timing: Not only have Elections '98 
come without warning, their timing at the 
close of the tinancial year is ill-suited for 
tho.sc needing ad revenue. Firstly, most cor¬ 
porates would've exhausted their ad monies 

(.-for the current year. Secondly, the Union 
oudget will come only after the new gov¬ 
ernment is formed. So companies aren't so 
sure of their future plans. "Had the election 
bwn in March, things would’ve been differ¬ 
ent," says G. Krishnan of TV Today. Thirdly, 
even if coriwrates have some spends left, 
they'd rather spend it in trade-led advertis¬ 
ing which usually sends cash registers ring¬ 
ing at the end of every financial year, rather 
than a political event, " fhere'd lx‘ little inc¬ 
remental money coming into elections. 
Companies would rather redistribute 
than put additional —- 
money into this .sudden 
opportunity," says .San- 
deep (ioyal, president, 
Rediffusiun oy8ik. 

Quality of programming: 
in the absence of any 
basic difference in elec¬ 
tion programming, chan¬ 
nels are banking heavily 
on their anchorpersons to 
get viewership. But barring 
a I’rannoy Roy or Vinod 
Dua, most presenters are 
print journalists-turned- 
anchors-in-a-hurry. That ^ 
t(X) poscs-a problem. Says a L_— 
media planner; “Because of 
its anchorpenons, Star's become a channel 
of the English-speaking classes and attracts 
only a certain category of clients as is evi¬ 
dent in its ad portfolio of international 
liquor brands and premium goods.” Sony 
may have achieved a casting coup with Dua 
and Tully Imt it's essentially an entert¬ 
ainment channel which may see some tac¬ 
tical ad revenues during polls. "News pro¬ 
gramming quality viill have to go a long 
way before it sees anything mote than tacti¬ 

cal advertising," says Goyal. 
LlmllMi vlawarship: Even in 
the '96 polls, the lare for ele¬ 
ction programmes was 2 for 
non-prime time, peaking at 5 
in prime hours, compared to 
an 18-20 ntr for a Hindi film. 
"And this time, when a hung 
Parliament is almost certain, 
the interest of most people 
will be limited to who forms 
the government. So for a 
media planner it makes sense 
to put his client's money only 
in the last leg of counting 

when interest level peaks," says Menon. 
High costs: On an average, a news bulletin 
of about half-an-hour costs the producer 
anything between Rs 60,000 to Rs 80,000. 
Considering that a 24-hour channel is 
doing at least eight hours of news program¬ 
ming per day and relying on repeats rest of 
the time, it would be spending Rs 3-odd 
crorc a month on production costs alone. 
Add to this the cost of additional manpo¬ 
wer, cost of marketing the programmes and 
ensuring distribution, and a channel would 
spend at least Rs SO to Rs 60 crore a year, if 
it were to continue after the election is over. 

"The main viewership for the 24-hour 
news channel Ls in the evening when news 
is pitted against popular programmes on 
other channels. Moreover, the audience for 
news is restricted generally to males and in 
the 31K15 plus category. Therefore, the audi- 

M.J. Akbar in ‘India Debates’ 

ence cache remains small," 
says Sajal Mukheriee, media director, R.K. 
.Swamy^Bixx 

So, news may be no goldmine waiting to 
be tapped. Channels may be in a race to 
outdo each other or test waters. But the 
market's bent upon chastening the player. 
The mood's already sombre. "We'll be 
happy if we recover costs," says Krishnan. 
The new lesson: it may not Ire such good 
news to be in the business of news. ■ 
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Bhubaneshwar’s world-renowned temples—centuries of history 
etched in stone—are hit by urbanisation and overpopulation 

By SOUT'K BISWAS in Bhubaneshwar; 
Photographs: SWAPAN NAYAK THIN'CiS are RoiriR in an unholy 

direction in Bhubaneshwar, India's 
2„S(iO-ytarold cathedral city. 
Many of its elalwrate centuries-old 
lemirles ari' not on the sightseeing 

agenda of the tens of thousands of tourists 
wlio flcKk to this ancient town. I'he reason: 
most of these moiiuinents arc rapidly turn¬ 
ing into eyesore's, rotting in negiect and 
swamptHl by unchecked urbanisation. 

The more privileged clutch of temples 
protected bj' the Centre, though better pre¬ 
served, have been overrun by the sersHor's 
mafia—which runs protection rackets as 

well as harasses visitors, sometimes in coi- 
lusion with the tempie administrators. 
Add to this the unauthorised construc¬ 
tions in the vicinity of the temples and tiie 
pictun is grim. "It’s a ghastly situation. 
Oriya heritage and culture is under atta¬ 
ck", says Banka Behary Das, environmen¬ 
tal activist. 

Legends speak of some I,0(X) temples 
and a crore of shivalingas in Oris.sa's capi¬ 
tal city. An early survey put the total num¬ 
ber of temples at .SOO. 'r(xlay, aahaeologist 
Dr B.K. Rath, secretary of iNriAcii's Orissa 
chapter, estimates that some 320 temples 
survive. The a.si and the state archaeology 
department protect some 33 temples, and 
the intai:h has compiled a list of another I 
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Kotiteerthesvar tsmpie (left) which has a dangerous tilt; (top) carved stones that once 
formed the Satrughnesvara temple; the concrete jungle encircles Vaital temple 

165 unprotected monuments. (The state of 
the remaining .^0-odd temples is unkn¬ 
own.) In a study, the late archaeologist 
Dr Krishna Chandra Panigrahi stated: “It is 
rare to find anywhere in India, such a large 
number of ancient monuments at one 
place as we have in Bhubaneshwar, cover¬ 
ing .such a long period and representing 
the dynastic changes in history so well." 

The town, which coexists with the mod¬ 
ern capital city, was an ancient pilgrimage 
sjxit, and its temples cover a span of about 
2,0(X) years. Kalinga, as Orissa was known 
in earlier times, was the kingdom that cre¬ 
ated history by resisting Emperor Ashoka 
for 1.1 years. After the death of Ashoka, 
Kalinga regained its independence and, in 
the 2nd century BC, touched its zenith. A 
golden age that was reflected in the temple 
architecture of this period. The remarkable 
series of ancient monuments are testimo¬ 
ny to the well-defined Kalinga order ol 
architecture. Though most of the monu¬ 
ments are built in the classic Orissan style 
of architecture—a rectangular courtyard, 
the pyramidical front porch and the curvi¬ 
linear shrine with the deity—there are also 
some unique departures from the style. 

However, these national treasures, even j 

the l.ingaraja, Orissa's pride, are being dei- 
iled with impunity. It's a gigantic monu¬ 
ment, rising to a height of 180 ft, and 
dominating a 10-miie land.scape of stun¬ 
ning temples and faceless tenements in 
Bhubaneshwar's dusty old town area. The 
sheer height is brought into relief by 
strongly-drawn vertical ribs on its khon- 
dalitc and sandstone surface. And its 
sprawling 2.41 lakh sq ft laterite com¬ 
pound houses another 100-odd smaller 
temples. The majestic temple is the quin¬ 

tessence of the Kalinga style of aahitcc- 
ture. On a lean day .some 5,(K)0 devotees 
flock for worship, and during festivals, it 
increa.ses to ^ver 20,(X)0 visitors a day. 

While historians and archaeologists wax 
delirious about l.ingaraja's treasures—the 
traditional three-chamltered structure, the 
balustrated windows, the marvellous ima¬ 
ges, and the fine scroll work—the lemple 
could be dying a slow death. On a languid, 
hot afternoon last week, savouries, Ireads 
and pictures ol deities were being hawked 
at the dozen or so makeshift kiosks and 
five permanent tin-roof structures that 
have mushroomed inside the lem|)ie com¬ 
pound Earthen |X)ls lay slacked untidily 
in a corner and lluorescent lani)) holders 
were being hammered into monument 
Sterne and beggars roamed the precincts. 
Outside, some UK) ugly shacks .selling reli¬ 
gious brit-a-brac lined the temple walls. So 
much so that the customary cultural 
notice board (lut u[i by the Archaeological 
Survey ol India (am)—the temple is one ot 
the 22 centrally-protected monuments in 
'thubaneshwar—has become the shade 
and perch of a Iruit-scller. "There’s a [)rob- 
lem of encroachment," admits a.ssistanl 
temple administrator Ramakanta Mishra. A stone’s throw from the bustling l.ing¬ 

araja, the kkamresvara temple has 
clearly seen Irelter days. Now it's lK?en 

dumfied into the dustbin of history: some 
15-ft of the temple is now buried, its door 
choked with garbage, the cracked stnicture 
hemmed in by a police station and two 
pink-coloured concrete offices. People 
defecate in the water-logged cnm|sound 
and urinate at the temple's base. Unlike 
the luckier Lingaraja, the Ekamresvara is 
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Shacks around the LIngaraia tsmpla; an 
ASI notice becomes a fruilsaller's perch 

one of Bhubaneshwar's 165 unprotected 
monuments on Indian National Trust For 
Art and Cultural Heritage's (iniach) watch-* 
list of endangered monuments. "Nobody 
can see the temple," says an iwach report 
of the monument. 

Encroachment and commercialisation 
of religion have affected even the 21 asi- 

proiected temples, though they are tend¬ 
ed to with professional care—witness the 
Lingaraja. In the caves of Khandagiri, a 
craggy outcrop of rock-cut caves, cells and 
shelters, some of 1st and 2nd century BC 
vintage, with carvings and iconography, a 
group of locals have, for over a decade 
now, occupied a cave, installed a deity 
and run a prayer service. The cave 
entrance is covered with tarpaulin, and 
fruit stalls have sprung up all around, 
effectively sullying the glorious histori¬ 
city of the place. The asi has gone to court 
against the illegal occupiers, and the case 
hangs fire. 

In Udaygiri, a similar outcrop of caverns* 
straddle the road and visitors have van¬ 
dalised temple pillars which have invalu¬ 
able inscriptions of King Kharavela of 
Kalinga in the Brahini script. And if the monument is in good 

shape, its environment is polluted. 
Take the case of the "dream realised 

in sandstone"—the l,l(K)-year-old Muk- 
•tesvara, one of india's most beautiful tem¬ 
ples. Overlooking the Bhubaneshwar-Puri 
highway, it has been adversely affected by 
outsiders who crowd in to bathe in a stag¬ 
nant tank near the temple. The solitary 
caretaker can't do much to dissuade the 
bathers: religion is a sensitive proposi- , 
tion, especially in these days when it 
forms a handy tool for politics. 

Encroachment may have all t>ut demol¬ 
ished the uniqueness of the centrally pro¬ 
tected 1,200-year-old Vaital temple as well. 
Jutting out of a bu.sy old town road, the 
temple doesn’t conform to the dominant 
Orissan tyjK; of architecture: the elongated 
flat root instead of the usual curvilinear 
ones reveals southern influences. Here, 
three crude single-storey structures have 
come up in the temple compound, and 
two of them actually flank the old monu¬ 
ment. The compound pathways running 
along the monument have bwn turned 
Into cricket strips where servitors and 
locals play. Not many of those who play 
among the statuesque ruins are aware that 
under the Ancient Monuments Archaeo¬ 
logical Remains and Sites Act of 1958, 
"whoever destroys, removes, injures, 
defaces, imperils or misuses" a monument 
of the ilk of lingaraja or Vaital "shall be 
punishable with imprisonment which may 
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HERITAGE 

neglected," says Dr Rath. "But 
since they are contiguous to 
areas having the more famous 
protected temples, their 
upkeep and environment sho¬ 
uld have been taken care of 
from the very start." 

And that is the crux of 
the matter. A stiff 1992 ame¬ 
ndment to the Ancient Mon¬ 
uments Archaeological Rem¬ 
ains and Sites Act prohibits any 
construction, mining or quar¬ 
rying within 300 metres from a 
protected monument limits. 
Beyond .300 metrc.s, any such 
activity requires the asi's per¬ 
mission. 

In case of Bhubaneshwar, the 
tightening up of the law to 
maintain a tempie's sanctity 
came rather iatc in the day; 
tile town's monuments had 
been aiready crowded out t)y a 
frenzied construction boom. 
And buiiders have continued 

be extended to three months or with a fine 
which may extend lo Rs .S,000, or both." 
Says K.K. Kamaniurthy, superintending 
archaeologist of am’s Bhubaneshwar circle 
which looks after some 120 monuments in 
Orissa and neighbouring Madhya Pradesh: 
"It's a worrisome situation." 

The fate of the state-protected temples is 
inhniteiy worse. Svarnajalesvara, one of Ori¬ 
ssa's earliest standing templets, has been 
reduced to a temple lost between a string ol 
one-storey tenements and an empty rubble- 
filled plot. One tenement has almost 
entered the temple compound. Where 

A iiiBla at the ‘protected’ Khandaoiri rock cut 
caves (top); bathers at Muktesvara temple 

restoration has been done, it is so 
slipshod as to be palpable even to a 
layman's eye. Original buff-ochre 
coloured sandstones which fell off 
have been replaced with faded 
brick-red stones in a glaring clash of 
colours; cement and mortar has 
been used instead of epoxy resin - 
which is more firm and leaves no 
marks. Some distance away, the 
two-acre compound that once 
housed three ancient temples— 
iakshmanesvara, Bharatc'svara and 
Satrughnesvara—is now a heap of 
dismantled stones with exotic engr¬ 
avings lying in dense shrubbery. However, a majority of Bhu¬ 

baneshwar monuments are 
unprotected temples like 

Ekamresvara. -Srime of them gasp¬ 
ing for life: the .35-fl high I2th 
century AD Koinchi temple at the 
entrance of the narrow Brxlu Street 

is in the vice-grip of a banyan tree which 
grows out ol its spires. Even the cracks arc 
not eas.;y detected becau.se the rrxits run 
all the way to the ground. Others simply 
crumble for lack of care: such as the 11th 
century Kotiteerthesvara temple, the top of 
which tilts dangerously over the town's 
bustling neighbourhood. 

The iNTACH watchlist of endangered tem¬ 
ples warns that the unprotected monu¬ 
ments suffer from cracks and their water¬ 
logged precincts have been turned into 
public toilets and hospital waste dumps. 
"Unprotected temples have been always 

rock cut to flout this law over the last' 
mple six years. 

Archaeologists have been cry¬ 
ing themselves hoarse about dcr laring the 
old town area along with its immediate 
neighbourhood an exclusive heritage zone, 
spread over 1,260 acres and housing 196 
temples. This, they contend, would ensure 
proper preservation of monuments and 
enforce strict urban development laws to 
restrict unfettered development of the 
area. The Orissa government even accep¬ 
ted an iKiAc.H report advocating such a 
zone in 1988. Ten years on the 
Bhubaneshwar Development Authority 
(BPA) is “formulating the zonal develop¬ 
ment plans for the heritage zone". 

Time is running out fast: the old town 
populatioii is cx|)ectea to touch 40,(KK) by 
the turn of the decade, up from 12,(K)() in 
1981. And the pressure, particularly in the 
old town area, admits .Samarendra i’at- 
naik, boa's member (plannitig), continues 
as there is an "overall housing demand" 
throughout Bhubaneshwar. 

Clearly, muddle-headed planning and 
the commeicialisation of religion could 
spell doom for the temple city, and 
sooner than anticipated. "If we don't do 
something immediately," says asi's Rama- 
murthy, "it might be difficult to save 
the monuments." 

There is, however, a silver lining: the 
Finance Commission has sanctioned 
Rs 10 crore for the preservation and prote¬ 
ction of Oris.sa's ancient monuments. And 
10 per cent of this is likely to be directed 
towards salvaging Bhubaneshwar's tem¬ 
ples. A much delayed attempt that could 
well be the last chance to rescue a price¬ 
less heritage. ■ 
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CINEMA 

For a Piece of the Earth 
Deepa Mehta touches a few raw chords in her stunning adaptation of Bapsi Sidhwa’s Partition tale 

B^SUWLMEHR^__ Fire is a distant mwnory by now. 
The adulation, rave reviews, that 
long 'walk in the clouds' is over. 
Canadian director Deepa Mehta, 
48, is back, quite literally, to terra 

fitma. I'o £urf/i—her i.t.2 million ("f^anad- 
lan dollars," she specifies) celluloid epic set 
against the tumultuous backdrop of the 
Partition, starring Aamir Khan, Nandila 
Das, Kitu Gidwani, Rahul Khantta, Kulbhu- 
shan Kharbanda, Kaghuvir Yadav, Arif Zaka- 
ria, among others. Last week in Delhi, 
Mehta wrapped up a seven-week shoot for 
the film bastkl on i’akistani writer Ilapsi Sid¬ 
hwa’s acclaimed novel The Ice Candy Man. 
It's a tragic, textured tale; at one level a tri¬ 
angular saga of love and betrayal, at another 
a story about the lacerating coming-of-age 
of a nine-year-old Pats! girl, Lenny, unwitti¬ 
ngly thrust into the vortex of a blinding 
passion, a communal whirlwind that effaces 
many boundaries, erases many truths. 

Earth, scheduled to premiere at the I'oro- 
nto film festival this August, is the second 
link in the trilogy of passion {Fire, Earth, and 

in-the-offing IVciter set in 1820s Benares) 
Mehta set out to make with Fire, the thou¬ 
ghtful coming-to-terms-with-self, lesbian 
love tale that opened to rave reviews at the 
same venue in 1996 and opens in India this 
May. For Mehta, the two films are not dissi¬ 
milar. "Both are about the politics of pas¬ 
sion. Fire is a tale of individuals that finds 
universal resonance. Earth is a universal tale 
that finds individual resonance. All commu¬ 
nal passion is intensely personal, after all." 

Deepa Mehta with cameraman Giles 

Ust week Mehta came to the end of the 
earth, ss it were. It's the last day of the 
shoot. As Giles, her cameraman, sets the 
frame and whisper, oiced make-up ladies 
feathcilouch writer Sidhwa's face (she puts 
in a poignant surprise apjrearance in the 
film), a pensive Mehta talks cowering under 
an unseasonal chill wind sweeping across 
Delhi's Coronation Park. It’s an appropriate 
setting. She's surrounded by towering broo¬ 
ding bird-splattered statues of viceregal emi¬ 
nence grises, invisible yet omniscient mem- 
liers of her film’s cast, imperial arbiters of 
the partitioned fates whose tragic stories she 
seeks to tell. "1 was 16 when 1 read Nikos 
Karantsakis' The Fratricide. Sectarian viole¬ 
nce intrigues me. At what point does politi¬ 
cal belief cross over into fanaticism? What 
happens to the individual in times of colle¬ 
ctive madness? How do people living, lov¬ 
ing together, suddenly become enemla?" 
She's impatient with people implying she's 
doing the cashing-in-thing on India's 50th 
year by making a film on the Partition sch¬ 
eduled for an Augwt IS all-India release. 
"That's untrue, else I’d have made this film 
last year. This isn’t about SO years. This is 
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about the sectarian mindset. Anytime, any¬ 
where. Beirut, Israel, Ireland, India, Rwa¬ 
nda... Passions rivening, nations fracturing, 
these are timeless universal themes." Her 
reason for doing the him was Western igno¬ 
rance. "It amazed me: the level of ignorance 
there about what 10 million people went 
through in this part of the world. Especially 
in Punjab. Their story net*ded to be told." A story she's spared no expense in tell¬ 

ing. Mehta slaved a whole year over a 
script that elicited the ultimate comp¬ 

liment from Sidhwa. "I'd go so far as to say 
it's belter than the book." Costume desig¬ 
ner, NSD-trained Delhi-based actress Dolly 
Ahluwalia pored over Parsi photoalbums 
borrowed from Mumbai's vintage Princess 
Garden Parsi homes to render an accurate 
'40s Parsiana flavour to the film. "1 got the 
gooses when I walked onto the set. Dolly 
had borrowed my family pictures to recreate 
a stunning likeness of my mother in Kitu. 
The sari, the linen, the china... it was like 
being in a time machine," says Sidhwa. Prt> 
duction designer Aradhana S^h made a trip 
to Lahore together with Mehta and rejected 
the location. "It had changed too much," 
she says. "Delhi offered more authentic loc¬ 
ales." What didn't exist was painstakingly 
recreated. Like the Queen Victoria statue 
from Lahore museum that once graced the 
local Queens Park. "We got trans-Yamuna 
Durga image-makers to reaeatc it with plas¬ 
ter of Paris and straw using pictures, scale 
models for reference," says Seth. The replica 
was authentic enough to elicit startled gasps 
of recognition from Punjabi old-timer mor¬ 
ning walkers when it was placed in Delhi's 
Ixxli Gardens during a three-day shoot. 

Nandita Das cuddies Mala on the sets 

Reactions to other props, other scenes 
were not so pleasant, though. Shooting a 
climactic sequence at an old bungalow on 
Delhi's Flagstaff Road in which Hindu ayah 
Nandita Das is abducted from the home of 
her Parsi employer by a raging Muslim mob 
was traumatic for both actors and onlookers 
on the set. "Little Maia had tears in her eyes. 
As did Deepa's mother and many of the 
crew members. Many second memorie,s, 
most of them horrific, surfaced in those 
moments," recalls Das. As when Mehta shot 
the scene of a con>se-laden train from Gur- 
daspur arriving at Delhi's Sarai Rohilla sta¬ 
tion with 1,200 blood-splattered extras. 
"Maia Icwked like she'd break down any 
minute. Cameras recording AamiCs reaction 
to the bloody sight recorded real horror," 
raall shaken crew members. Das is philoso¬ 
phical. "It's a film about a child growing up 

Makeup lady Nicole readies author BapsI 
Sidhwa (or a surpilss appearance 

seeing. Worse, uiulerstandins what she's see-, 
ing. I saw it happening to Maia on set. 
Maybe others too will see and hopefully 
ensure we do not .see these horrors again." 

Not that there weren't lighter moments 
on set. As when the panots wouldn't fly on 
cue in a scene at Delhi’s Gymkhana Club in 
which Aamir Khan was supposed to release 
them from a cage. Thirty minutes, 22 parr¬ 
ots flew past a fraction-too-early or a frac- 
tion-too-late before bird, man and machine 

''•synchronised and got it right. Everyone's 
patience wore thin except that of the prop 
lady. "They can carry on. We got 6H parrots 
lined up here," she chuckled. 

Another time the breeze almost blew it! At 
a C:hawri Bazar haveli shoot in old Delhi 
where the crew was shooting a l.ahore Bas- 
ant kite-flying scene it blew and blew in the 
opposite direction. "The breeze WdS blow¬ 
ing in the direction of the sun. Giles want- 

I ed Aamir to look away from the sun. Result: 
1 we flew a kite in the opposite direction by 
I getting a fellow to hold the thread reel from 
I behind a makeshift pole hidden from cam- 
i era range. Aamir kept tugging at a string 
! that had no kite while we yelled wofi kata," 

laughs female lead Das. "The wonder of it 
was the support we got from the crowds on 
the adjoining roots watching the sight," she 
recalls. “They could see the farce but yelled 
kya kata tuii Aamir bliai anyway.” This des¬ 
pite the fact that they were regularly fooled 
by Aamir who would among other disguises 
adopt that of a burqa-clad woman to reach 
the congested old Delhi lanes location to 
avoid getting mobbed! 

That no one ever gets mobbed by ano¬ 
ther kind of mob, though, is both the pur¬ 
pose and the message of Mehta's film; at 
once social document and silent tribute to 
our collective pain. ■ 
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The lox-scnring plan that offers 
mere than {ust tax savings. 

Yei! Tax savings ia just one of the 
benefits ULIP offers. Look at what all 
you get: * 

To begin with, you get Tax savings 
under Section. 88 of FT Act 1961. Ytni can 
claim tax rebate even on investments made 
in the names of your spouse and children 
above 12 years. 

The returns are impressive too! 
ULIP has been consistently delivering 
16.5% dividend for the last 5 years. 
Also Maturity Bonus of 5% / 7.5% is 
guaranteed on completion of the 10/15 
year plan period. 

Add to that, Life Insurance cover of 

t^aQcSavhkgs 

Alti»cstiva Returns 

life Iitsiiraiice 

Accident Cover 

UNIT TRUST OF INDIA 
For ytHir b0tt0r tomorrow. 

upto Rs. 75,000, without even a medical 
check-up! And the Personal Accident 
Insurance covci of upto Rs. 30,000 and 
what you have is a cleat winner. 

Moreover, with the recent increa.se in 
targr* amount, you can invest from 
Rs. 6,000 to Rs. 75,000 over two periods 
; ten years or fifteen years. Once you decide 
vour target amount, you pay l/lOth or 
1/15th of the target amount every year. 

No wonder then, that today 1.6 million 
investors enjoy the ULIP advantage. How 
about you? 

Contact your UTl agent today and get 
much more than just tax savings! 

Risk Facials. All Invssimsnts in mutual funds and securities are subject to market risks and iiw NAV ot schemes may go up or down depending upon the tactors and torcas attaeting 

tha awurities market. Peel performance is not a guarantaa ol tuiure results. UUP is only the name of the Scheme and doss noi in any manner inOicaM either the quality ol tha Schema, 
tuture prospacia or raturns. Thera is no puirantse that the Schemst obiactivas will be echieved. Please read the offer document belore Investing 



CRICKET 

Wame-ing 
Shane! 
The Sheikh of Tweak is reduced to a squeak 
by Sachin. But the real Test is still to begin. 

By KRISHNA PRASAD The Australian hype machine has gone deathly quiet for 
the moment after the hammering Sachin Tendulkar gave 
Shane Warne in the tour-opener in Bombay. And as the 

real battles loom—in Madras, Calcutta and Bangalore— 
Mohammed Azharuddin, Saurav Ganguly and Rahul Dra- 
vid must be hoping to swat a softened-up Shane for good. ^ 

"Australia, we have a problem," wrote Malcolm Knox 
in an sos in The Melbourne Age, describing what he called 
"the first time an Australian attack featuring Wame has 
been put away with masterly precision." As Tendulkar 
totted up a maiden double-ton for the Ranjl champ 
versus the world champ, he hit all panic stations. 

"If Tendulkar can repeat in the Tests the type of ■ 
innings he played, the Australians can say goodbye * 
to their hopes of winning the series and turn their 
thoughts to saving it," Knox added. "The question of 
how to dismiss him must be shuffled backwards. The 
immediate concern is how to contain him." 

In other words: instead of hollering "Bowling 
Shane!" from behind the stumps, Ian Healy could 
well end up shouting "Warne-ing Shane!” 

That's some comedown for the Aussies whose spin- 
doctors, led by chief surgeon Warne, 29, had touted 
the Shane v Sachin sideshow as a must-see. "From a 
personal point of view. I'm looking forward to doing bat¬ 
tle with him," taunted Warne on arrival. Tendulkar didn't 
join the verbal joust. He went physical. 

Beaten only twice by Warne's wrong 'uns, .Sachin so 
4.3 off the 44 balls he faced of Warne in his unbeaten 
And proved once again to his team-mates that Warne—a' 
little myth, a lot of magic—is certainly not unplayable. Ju.st 
Staphe^ by ANOOP KAMATH 

mmmm 

what Sachin's guru Ravi Shastri had shown seven seasons 
ago in Warne's debut Test in Sydney, taking 60 runs off 
him en route to a 206. 

"The greatest leg spinner of alltime" (Richie Benaud's 
surmise) could still bamboo/le India. Point is, Sachin and 
Shastri have shown the way. And Azhar & Co go into the 
first Test on March 6 knowing that Warne's bowling fig¬ 
ures agaiast India arc pretty unflattering, 

in his only two Tests against India: 68-9-238-1. In his 
four one-dayers: 39-1-182-S. And 

PRADEEP MANOHANi jf,is: 16-1-111-0. Six wickets at a 
combined rate of 88.50 apiece. 

Against Warne, who bowls as 
much with his arm as with the 

aura around him, that's a big 
psychological-plus. 

That is, if the Indians can forget 
that from 62 other Tests, Warne has 
302 wickets That he picks up one every 
11 overs. That purely on form, he's the 
world's number one bowler right now. 
That he can bowl three kinds of leg- 
breaks, three kinds of flipiters, sliding 
inswingers, zooters, Ixruncing legbreaks, 
googlies and the ones that don't turn. 
And that he can alway.s—alway.s—bow'l, 

that unplayable "mystery ball" that only the 
old firm of Richie, Tony & Ian can spot. Hello 

Keith! Hello Thom mo! 
ATTACK: Dilip Sardesai has no doubt how the 

Indian batsmen should approach Wame: "They 
should look towards our Bombay boys. They ham¬ 
mered him to pieces. They massacred him." That is 
the most ominous sign for Taylor, Test match-eve. 
For, not only did Tendulkar get on top of his key 
bowler, ^ did Bombay's rookies. 

India under-19 captain Amit Pagnis took eight and 
15 off Warne's first two first-class overs in India. 
Warne was ineffective on a pilch on which Nilesh 
Kulkarni look seven wickets, and his famed acci'iacy— 
"he can strangle one end up even when he i'^n’t taking 
wickets" (Bob Woolmer)—deserted him. 

“Will they come after me?" Warne had asked. "1 
hope they do. That’s the be.st chance of getting 
^tvickets. I hope they come after me and hit me lor 

six every ball. That’ll be nice." But when 
Tendulkar did, there were no comebacks from the 

beach blond battling a right ring-finger operation. 

' THE TOP SPINNER 

Wimw's gwk (Mtvery. "The MA of ttw 
pMetwd way outside Mika GatUno's legtturnp j 
Ills off. Using Ms weight and broad shoMders, Warns 
Intpads stu^andoua and gats in-drm, turn and Mck, i 
Iwfngbttsmen to play away from their body. Lethal out i 
of the rough, from round the wicket Watch out: Azhar. . 

The isgspin ball that never turns and goes straight, 
kaeping very low. Wry hard to play because the ban 
floats' through the air. Pitches closer to the batsman 
than expected (which Is why many try to puH it) 
and than sMds towards the base of the stumps. 
Fetches a lot of LBWs. Rahul Dravid: beware. 

The flipper ffiat bounces. Wame has a vadafy M 
these. Dips just before pitching, because of the heavy 
overspin, then bounces Mgher as In a tennis player's 
top-spin forehand. Lunging batsmen (SidhiVDravId) 
may tfove to close-ln fielders, those playing cross- 
bat shots (Sachin/Mongia) run the risk M a top-edge. 
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CRICKET 

What's in store? Much will depend on the kind of wickets that 
are laid out. Two line Indian leggies B.S. Chandrashckhar and L. 
Sivaramakrishnan say Warne will be able to turn the ball square 
even on the "deadest tracks", but India’s newest TV coramentator 
Sanjay Manjrekar feels: "He may not be very effective and dan¬ 
gerous on flat Indian pitches.” 

After seeing the Indian spin combine (Anil Rumble, Rajesb 
Chauhan, Venkatapathi Raju) Warne is said to be anticipating "rag¬ 
ing turners" of the kind that the Aussies got for the one-off Test in 
Delhi in 1996, a tour the leggie 
couldn't make. But Brifesh Patel says 
that even on designer pitches, Warne 
won't be much of a threat, although 
there's another leggie in the touring 
party: Stuart McGill. SACHIN, Saurav, Rahul, Azhar 

are all capable of using their feet 
to handle him. They can watch 

his hands and detect the flippen and 
googlies. This is difficult for batsmen 
of other countries to do," says Patel. 
"Warne may certainly be Australia's 
main bowler but for India, he isn't 
anything to be scared of.” 

Ajit Wadekar too says Warne will 
not find wicket-taking as easy 
against Indian batsmen accustomed 
to playing leggies. Vinod Kambli 
took 22 off Wame's ninth over in 
Sharjah in '93-94; Manoj Prabhakar 
and Sachin took 19 off his first over 
in Dunedin in '94-95; and Kambli 
cracked a run-a-ball 18 in Colombo 
the same year. 

The Indian top order will also draw 
comfort from Wame's career record. 
He has taken a lot more lower order 
wickets than contemporaries. Of his 
six Indian wickets, two involved 
Nayan Mongia; Prabhakar and Ajay Jadeja one apiece. He got Sha- 
stri out after he had scored 206. And Sidhu after he had scored HO. 

But Warne points to his 18-wicket haul in Pakistan three years 
ago and moderate success in Sri Lanka to show he can bowl on 
any kind of wicket, on any continent, against any kind of bats¬ 
men. Which Is why Tendulkar isn't underestimating Warne: “I'm 
more eager to score again.st Australia than Warne." 

Traditionally overseas legspinners (Abdul Qadir, Mushtaq 

.Ahmed, Bmce Dooiand) have met with little success here. But, 
aided by a fine captain and the finest first-slip fielder of all time, 
Warne is a bigheaited aggressive competitor “who can make 
things happen, not merely waiting for the batsman to make a mis¬ 
take" (Ashley Mallet). Chandra strikes a timely note of caution: "If 
the batsmen can sort out Warne s«> can he sort out the batsmen." 
RIGHTHANDERS BEWARNED: Ted Dexter quotes Ian Chappell as 
saying right-handers are on a loser against Warne unless they 
score off him on the leg side, which means breaking the old taboo 

of not hitting against the spin by 
employing the sweep and the pull. 
But none of the Indians is comfort¬ 
able with the sweep shot. 

Cricket writer Rajan Bala says he's 
seen Azhar sweep a ball on to his 
middle stump. Dravid, who might 
get to face Warne in Vizag, is known 
to have only recently added the 
sweep to his armoury. So a left¬ 
hander's presence in the lineup 
assumes importance. How Ganguly 
bandies Warnie's leggies spinning 
into him from on and outside the 
offstump, and for how long, will 
decide Wame's impact. 

Still, Atithi Devobhava demands 
that we remain indebted to this 
genius-guest merely for coming 
here to show us his skill. Several 
greats have avoided playing on 
backbreaking Indian pitches, "citing 
every pretext except the monthly 
periods" (Chris Old). Not Warnie. 

He'll stand at the top of his bowling 
run, still, very still, eyes focused, as if 
to hypnotise the batsman, wrists 
locked around the ball. The calm 
before the storm. No fizzing l(X)p 
from hand to hand (Rumble/ Mush¬ 
taq). No hop, skip or jump (Qadir). 

Then, he will stride up calmly to the crease, and release the ted cher¬ 
ry with a Monica Seles-esque grunt, in an enormous surge of power. 

Then, he will do one of many things. Appeal in ecstasy, right 
arm thrust to the sky. Pout in agony, left arm tousling his hair. 
Ponder in dislrclief, as the batsman wins a small victory. And 
sometimes, he might even nish to hug his partners in crime Ian 
Healy and Mark Taylor. Enjoy. ■ 
With Y.P. Rajesb & Shameem AMhar; Statistics: Anant Gaundalkar 

Southpaw Ganguly holds the key but righthanders 
Azhar and Dravid could pick up the cue from Sachin 

The weakest weapon in Wame's armoury. An off spin 
twH bowled with a lag spin action. Slower and loopler 
than Warm's standard deliveries, nght-band batsmen 
find It easy to spot and easy to pick. So Wama uses it 
sparingly, rssar^ it tor left-handers like Saurav 
Ganguly, for whom It Is a lagbreak. 

The quicker, flatter dekvary that loiAs similar to Anil 
Kumble's quicker ball. Released from the tront of the 
hand, it keeps low and veers in towards leg. 
Warne rarely uses It in Test matches, saving it for 
tifpit stages of the one-day game. Taught to him by 
his personal trainer, Terry Jenner. i 

TNEOFFBBEAK 

Traditionally bowled, easy to spot, It spins the same 
way asthe googly. Warns bowls a let of these offles 
In the nets for relaxation, but occasionally tosses one 
Into a match just for a laugh. Still, the off-break Is 
symptomatic of Wame's ovetWI philosophy: anything's 
worth a try to get a wicket. 
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UC GROUP SUPERAHNUAnON 

AMP GROUP GRAIUITY KRIWB 
Group Superannuation Scheme Group Gratuity Scheme 

• Contributions (inclusive of PF), are tax • Simple administration; no more worries 
deductible up to 27% of salary. of planning for gratuity payments. 

• If implemented up to 80% of 

contribution (with respect to past years of 

service), are allowed for tax deduction. 

• Interest accrued at the rate of 11.75% 

to 12.8% p.a. (during the financial year 

1997-98), depending on the size of the fund. 

• The Superarmuation Scheme can also be 

linked to life insurance cover subject to 

certain conditions. 

• On retirement, a choice of pension 
options are available. 

• Attractive returns and tax benefits. 

• Scientific funding of gratuity liability 
based on actuarial valuation. 

• instalment funding for past liability; i 
eligible for 100% income tax deduction in 
the year of payment. 

• Employees insured for death benefit 
based on full anticipated service subject to 
certain conditions. j 

• Dual benefit t)f liquidity with high yield. j 
• Interest accrued at the rate of 11.7J% i 

to p.a. (during the financial year i 

1997-98), depending on the size of the fund, i 
r 

I wuuld like k) know more about LlC Group Siipcr.inm .ilion and/or Group Gratuity Scheme. 

Please send me lull details 

Name: ___ _ __ _ _ 
Designation:__ _ 
Organisation:____ _ _ _ 
Address:____ 
--- _ PIN; 

[_TelWfJfd __— 

Do call to get detail! or mail this coupon to pour nearest UC Divisional Office 
X—■'v ___ your corporate concern. 

fife Jnsurance (Torporotion of Jndift 
In ttie service of the people. 
Please viait us at www.licindia.com 

RADEU»UC/lM»a-ff7R1 
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Children’s 
Summit 
■ n..ni'yijntl. iVns 
M<U' 4-8. JVVH 

INDIA will partici¬ 
pate for the first 

time in the fifth Children's Summit 
to be held in Disneyland, I’aris. lire 
delegates to this summit, organised 
by Disney in cooperation with 
UNFV (), will be chosen through a pos¬ 
ter competition, the ilate and venue 

of which 
will be ann¬ 
ounced at a 
later date. 
The theme 
for 1998: 
Growing 
Up. The age 
group: 8-12 
years, initia¬ 

lly, the contestants will have to 
depict an idea based on the theme 
including a 10-word slogan and a 50- 
word essay describing their idea. The 
entries will be judged by a national panel to 
select a team of ambassadors from each nat¬ 
ion who will attend the sumnjit along with 
a chaperone. For four days, Ihe winners will 
convene at Disneyland to participate in 
workshops related to the theme. For more 
information visit website www.childicn.s- 
.summit.cxrin or tel: 6I605;18. 

yimtat 
■ nMntStaMmitui 
Shifnt61ital 
Shaaaii'wtth Uswl 
ZUlrtiiiiHln 
Oi^mvcdbr **' 
auqrMlKeiivam 
ncoA^dHsitam 
TBiM^IOog, Mew Ddhi, vtairh t 

t 

t— 
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Paintings by Manisha 
Gera Baswani 
■ Miriilharani Invcni Kala 

IVIIti 

\f.ir<li S to 11. I i .11)1-' pin 

THIS exhibition of gf>ua- 
che and water colours promises to be inter¬ 
esting. Manisha Gera Baswani, the ;iO-yoar- 
old Delhi-based arlisi, has previously wor- 
kixl on prestigious projects like the Indira 
Gandhi National tientre for the Arts’ multi- 

media project on 
the Gita Govinda 
under the supervi¬ 
sion of Dr Kapild 
Vatsyayan. Her 
recent showing 
impresses by the 
sheer use of col¬ 
our, a brilliance 
cleverly muted by 
the softness of her 
strokes. The the¬ 
mes are eternal, 

the motifs stecited in Indian culture, yet Ihe 
technique lends her canvases a universal 
timeless quality. Frames like Turn '96 and 
Reh'unl thr Scene exhibit an understanding 
of the medium which only promises to 
mature with time. 

BAt#AN Tlree Events, the first event management 
corporate focusing on the promotion of Indian perf- 
ormtog arts, presents Santoor \firaasat, a concert fea- 
turii^ two santoors played together. Pandit Shiv 
Kumar Sharma, w;hose name Is synonymous with the 
santoor, will sha« the stage with son Rahul for the 
first time, accompanied 1^ Ustad Zakir Hussain on 
the tabla. Unlike In regular events where tiie disciple 
plays only In a supportive mode, Santoor \firaasat 
will have father and son {dajdng together from 
beglamlng to end, Improvldng as they go along in 
the tme spirit of the Indian Clascal music tradition. 
For hivitatioiu contact; Banyan Tree, Delhi, tel: 
6214i02; 6121172. 

International 
Women's Day 
■ lUhiUt World, lndi«i I (iibtt.it 
(Viitre. Nt'kv Oellii, Mdr<(i H 

THE day’s events will 
begin at 11.20 am with 

the film Ithoj, part of a trilogy Akrili, that 
explores the position of women. The film 
stars Utlara Baokar and Chandra Bishl and 
plays on the thc-ine tliat women are their 
own host friends as well as their worst ene¬ 
mies. It will be followed by another film 
on three women arlistes~l.eela Samson, 

I Arpita Singh and Shubha Mudgal. A bulfcl 
1 lunch, for women only, will tu’ served at 
[ Rs ’9.S jKT liead, followed by .i perfor- 
i malice by all-women band /i/sl Us com- 
I [irising .Anjou Chopra, Uma Bordoloi and 
j Kariika .Satyanand, all professionals in dif- 
! ferenl fields. Ihe programme includes 
j another lilmshow—Miikti—.starring Sula- 
I bha Deshpaiule, concluding with a talk at 
I 7 pm on Af:FM Meditation from Norway. 
1 For further information contact tel: 
I .1221149; 2252227. 

Flamenco 
Natyam 
■ IndU HdbiMt Centre 
New Llelhi 
M.R;h 9.7 pm 

IN this presenta¬ 
tion, I.a Conja, 

flamenro dancer and singer, and 
Rajika Puri, Bharatanatyam and 
Odissi dancer, juxtapose basic ele¬ 
ments (»f Spanish flamenco- 
rhythm, melody, song and move¬ 
ment—with 
those of Ind¬ 
ian classical 
dance. This 
will be follo¬ 
wed by a per¬ 
formance of 
I’ani, dances 
set to a suite 
fur sitar and 
flamenco gui¬ 
tar, composed by gypsy guitarist 
Pedro Cartes in honour of his 
Indian ancestry. The programme 
also features local artistes—Zunain 

Khan on the sitar, Anuradha Pal, tabla, S. 
Shankaranarayan, mridangam and Gcetha 
Mvirali, Carnatic vocal. Invitation cards can 
be colleded from the ik.k, India Habitat 
Centre, Central Cottage Industries empori¬ 
um and 11 IK hotels, im members and 
Forum of 1-riends of the k i R can use their 
membership cards for entry. 

The Hotelist 
■ \ ttrlliiiKni (if fiotvls in IniliJ. '^K 
l*iit)iishnl In i*4lhliti(l('r, JiNI 

THE all-India Hotelist 
directory has been divi- 
dcci into four sections— 

north, south, east and west. Each section 
is furttier divided by the states that fall 
into the sections. A map at the beginning 
of each subsection with major cities and 
towns marked on it is followed by a list of 
hotels along 
with relevant 
information 
like nearest 
railhead and 
airport, tariff, 
cuisine, credit 
card facilities 
etc. Genero¬ 
usly illustrated 
with photog¬ 
raphs of hotels 
and rooms, 
the guide is well produced, an attractive 
feature being its handy, pockethook size. 
The publishers have also invited readers 
to send in their suggestions for future edi¬ 
tions regarding any information they 
might have missed out on. 
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TIME 
■ TELEVISION 

■ ENVIRONMENT 

Undermining 
Bison Rights 

NEERAJ VAGHOUKAR 

Bird's eye view of the Radhenagari plateau 

COLCXiISI'S and Indian Alumi¬ 
nium (iNDAi) have locked horns 
over bisons, more so, their san¬ 

ctuary. I he latest round in the legal 
joust went to the ecologists. On 
February 26, the Bomlray P.nviron- 
niental Action Group (ki'u;) got a 
high court order restricting ini>.\i "s 
mining in Kadhanagari wildlile san¬ 
ctuary till ‘further notice’, i he ne-st 
hearing is slotted for March .tO. 

Farlier, activists carried out a recce 
of the mining activity on the ittder- 
ganj plateau .squatting on Kolhap¬ 
ur's .{70 s(| km Radhanagari forest 
area—home to 400 bisons, known 
as Gaurs. The sanctuary lies in the 
WesttTii tihats, listed among the 
world's etologically fragile zones. 

The team intituled kiaii’s Debi 
(itwnka. Slim tinny magazine's Nee- 
raj X'agholikar, Worldwide Fund for 
Nature representatives (iirish jatiiar, 
Santosh Itakle and Karansingh (iho- 
rpade. I’rashant Mahajan ot Bombay 
Natural llislors .Socieiy, Sunil Kark- 
are, tionoraiy wildlife vvartlen, and 
niemlK'rs ot the forest deitartment. 

\aglii,ilikar retaps the build-up ot 
activism against the company’s 
claim; 'the piateau is a wastei.iiul'. 
lie lecalls how. in 1W7, the forest 
department, sjuitting lalKiur 
going up the InClerganj plateau, rai¬ 
sed objections. The activists in turn 
questioned indai's mining in the 
area without getting government 
sanctiiui, as requircul by a Supreme 
Court ruling on mining in 

Activists list the ecological impor¬ 
tance of this spot of contention; 
• It forms the watershed ot two 

important reservoirs—Radhanagari and 
Kalammawadi. 
• in monscKins (over .RX) inches) in Kadh¬ 
anagari, animals migrate to the plateau. 
• i'he plateau is rich in monstxrn flora. 
Botanist Madhukar Bachulkar, while enth¬ 
using about how "flowers change colour 
in 15 days" during rainfall, also reported 
spatting new plants. 
• The approach road cuts through 6-km of 
thick forest stretch, a critical wildlife corri¬ 
dor between the two catchment forests. 
• In the last forest census, five tigers have 
been rc'corded in the sanctuary, with one 
seen on the plateau. 

Reason enough tor ecologists to remain 
firm in their resolve to fight mining, even 
ot the 'environmentally benign' type. ■ 

Shameem Akthar 

Live on the Beeb 

BBC newscaster Stephen Cole 

The last time RBt newscaster Stephen 
Cole was in India—during the 1996 
l.ok Sabha elections—India's national 

broadcaster, 1)1), had an undisputed mono¬ 
poly on the live coverage rrt the poll resu¬ 
lts. Since then, the broadcasting sienario 
has changed: 1)1) has acquired autonorsiy 

under the I’rasar Bharati board, its 
star (Kill analysts I’rannoy Roy and 
Vinixi Diia have defected to rival 
platforms and the proliferating elec¬ 
tronic news services—Star News, Zee 
India, Sony, TVi—have uplink perm¬ 
ission for live shows from March 2. 

.So will Stephen Cole. In a fiercely 
comi^etitivc, multi-channel environ¬ 
ment, iiiK World, wtiich has uplink 
permission for sewn day.s, will air 
five-and-a-half hours ot live progra¬ 
mmes out of India lor three consiv- 
utive days, starting 7 am on March 
2. "With 5 miliion homes, south 
Asia is one of our prime aiulicncc 
targets," says Jeff Co.v, bw World’s 
•luty i*ditor. ( ox will, as he did for 
India's .SOtli anniversary' celebrations 
and Mother leresa's funeial, manage 
six daily programmes the network 
will priidute as votes are counted. 

With a solitary dish at its disposal 
in India - four dishes have been 
deployed to keep track ot the Iraq 
crisis—BBi will have a single uplink 
base for the ek*ction telecast: Delhi. 
Against the backdrop of Parliament 
House, Cole will conducl interviews 
with politicians, psephologists and 
[wessmen as results pour in to acco- 
mixmy reports filed by bbc.’s IS stri¬ 
ngers stationed throughout India. 

It was BW that oiiened the sluice 
gates for private news channels 
when it got sirecial exemption for 
the live telecast of the 50th anniver¬ 
sary celebrations. With its custom¬ 
ary emphasis on in-depth analysis, 
will BBt;, as it seeks to make sense of 
what is expected to be a fractured 
vote, show the way once again'/ ■ 

Salbal Chatterjee 

TittllL illViSOKV 

xgb.9 >9s ^ 1^.101^ 

AlAXNANDA RiVER RAFTING 

This river rafting expedi¬ 
tion is said to he suit¬ 

able even for first-timers. 
For those wailing for the 
right time for a getaway, 
this is it. The starling 
|)Oint for this expedition 
is Rudraprayag, situated 
on the confluence ol 
Alaktianda and Mandakini rivers, riiis six-day trip 
is ideal for March and April. 
For turther information eontaci: Himalayan River Runners, tel 

(011) 6852602; fax (Oil) 6865604 

IF Sri I.anka conjures up only images of violence, 
this eight-day trip could well dispel them. This 

island nation has a lot more to otfer tourists than 
just gruesome headlines. The tour itinerary inclu¬ 
des sightseeing in Colombo, a visil to Anuradha- 
pura with its brick and stone monuments, Polonn- 
aruwa, Dambulla, Kandy, Sigiriya, Dambulla and 
Nuwara Eliya. 
For luithar intormalion contact: Creative Travel Pvt Ltd. tel. (011) 

679192.6872257/58/59.6113917/18/19 

Fishing i$ considered one of the most relaxing 
sports and this trip will give an opportunity to 

unwind and explore waters where fishing really 
happens. The river is Mahakali/Sharda along the 
Indo-Nepal border. 'The camp, which is on for eight 
days, offers you a chance to learn about the mighty 
inasheer as well as the environment that this fish 
thrives on. 'The best time: March and April. 
For toitliAr IptonnoMmooiilMl: Himaltyan River Runners, 
(tsiophons numbers given above) 

i 
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The hall of fame. 
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THE HINDUSTAN TIMES 

•99 
Presenfsd by 

1 U' A 

LAST DATE FOR ENTRIES: 20th MARCH 1998 

J0stt2d(fiitea$y! 
Theme For cartoon: 

Metro Life. 

Camcature: 

Prominent Indian Or 

W Foreign personality. 

PRIZES (For each category 

first; Rs. 15,000 
Second: Rs. 10,000 

Third: Rs. 5,000 
10 Consolation Prizes: 

Rs. 500 EACH 

and 1 CASE OF LIMCA 

FOR Each Short Listed Entry.* 

jury: Shahrukh Khan, P.A.San6ma, 

Dr. Prannoy Roy, Abu Abraham. 

Nafisa Au and Sudhir Tailang. 

Cartoon - 3‘i cftix30 cm Cancatura - 30 cmx45 rm - Farh p t k w u ' * ^ ^ onginal and unpublished. • Size (Honzonlal orVertical); 

II* W a OCIt IETTERS • Yo. rw t*. pm « ,™r iS!? niirli*on t)» 

* m.*. o. t* a„o; coSyiMa ^ ‘Z 

Mi£ann/HT/12S/B8 
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■ TENNIS 

Game for the 
Big Bucks 
At tlie Gold Hake Open (April 6 lo 

12), tennis freaks in Chennai will be 
in for a treat: a relaid playin); surface, 

spanking new floodlights and, for the first 
time for any sporting event in 
India, ticketing on the Inter¬ 
net. As the $430,(KX) prize 
money ati> tour event, billed 
as "the greatest tennis show 
in India”, invades tylterspate, 
tennis-lovers can book vant¬ 
age places in the .S,5(K)-seat 
stadium from their homos or 
workstations. On their Visa 
creilit cards at that. 

I he website, www.xoU- 
^lakfopm.mn, set up by Hyd¬ 
erabad-based company Sat- 
yam Into, will also provide a 

wide array of star interviews, statistics and 
background information about the event, 
brought to India by International Man¬ 
agement Group (iMo) last year. "In 1997," 
says iMc'.'s international vice-president Ravi 
Krisbnan, "the attendance for the week- 
long tournament was 20,(XX). This year, i 
exp^ it to be close to 30,000.” 

Krishnan's optimism is understandable. 
The Gold Wake Open's field this year incl¬ 
udes Boris Becker, Patrick Rafter, the Woo¬ 
dies—Todd Woodbridge and Mark Wrxxi- 
ford—India's Uander Paes and Mahesh 
fihupathi and defending champion Mikael 
Ullstrom. The semi-finals, final and several 

matches will be telecast live 
by DD. FSPN will also air the 
matches 'delayed' live. 
The Gold Flake Open, spon¬ 

sored by iTC limited, has an 
impressive list ol backers— 
McDowell, Pepsi, Mercedes, 
Reebok, British Airways, 
Wipro, Kingfisher, Modi 
Xerox, Sahara India Airlines, 
Taj Coromandel and Visa. 
Having acquired a critical 
mass, there's only one way 
the Open can go: forward. ■ 

Saibal Chatterjee 

■ MUMBAI 

The Dustbusters 
WITH a view to clean up the cobweb- 

bed commercial capital of tlu- coun¬ 
try, Dignity Foundation, an asvx'- 

iation dedicated to providing life enrichm¬ 
ent services for senior citizens, is drawing 
up a rapid-action force. Seeking 663 |ieo- 
ple—three for eveiy' zone of the 221 muni¬ 
cipal zones in Mumbai—to .supervise the 
clean-up. Says Anil Parikh, director ‘Glean 
Mumbai with Dignity’: "llie objective is to 
harness the rc.sources ot senior citizens." 
Already, 300 dirt-busters have queued up 
to cover 14 of the city's 23 wards with the 
Brihanmumlsai Municipal Cnrporatioii. 

Municipal commissioner of Greater 
Mumbai, Girisli (iokhale, who inaugurates! 
the project on January 26, has offered each 
senior citizen Rs 8(X) [wr month as exfien- 
ses. "'Iliey have lo walk around, iilentily 
the problems, accoin|)any tlic chiel digni- 
tarian of that area to the ward officer and 
work out a solution," says Dr Sheilu Sree- 
nivasan, president. Dignity Foundation. 
Next on the agenda: waste management. ■ 

' Saira Menezes Becker: the golden boy 

Research 
says 0.001 % 
of successful 
Indians yearn for an 
alternative, 
meaningful way of life. 

We're looking for just one 

of those 0.001 %. 

Are you the person we need! Is ours the way of 

life you need? Knshnamurti Foundation India is 

looking for a person to head the Sahyadri School 

(residential, co-educational. affiliated to I.C.S E. Board) 
located 7S kms from Pune on a campus of great 
natural beauty 

Based on J. Krishnamurti’s vision of education, our schools 

represent a regenerating stream in which there will be no 

pressure, no comparison, in the learning process of the 

students. Excellence in whatever they do is demanded. , 

Responsibility to nature, to fellow human beings and to their own 
healthy growth, are our objectives. 

C 
We would welcome a dynamic person who shares this vision of education 

and who is looking not merely for a career, but for a different way of life. He/she 

should be able to lead through consensus and give educational direction to the 

school.We are looking for a person between 35 and 45 years of age with a background 

which includes a good professional or post-graduate degree (a doctorate being an 

additional qualification), with 8 to 10 years' experience in the field of education or in a 

responsible administrative position. Remuneration will be commensurate with your background, 

and will include free boarding and furnished accommodation, and free education for your children. 

wi .Ip iirtmedrdtf'i,' 

lo ttv Secretary, 
Pune Educational 

Centre, Krishnamurti 
Foundation India, 

’l‘'ivali’. S No 84/?. 

B,inf' Hoad, Pune 41100/ 

Telephone 0212 TS0()09. 3‘'98iS 
Fax 0212 380850 

I mail sahyadnt^gia'>pii01 vsnl net m 
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Death of a Cricketer 
Raman Lamba was an inspiration with his enthusiasm. A friend reminisces. 

By MANOJ PRABHAKAR HI' left us with his club caj) on. 1 can’t think of a more 
loyal cricketer and a more carinj; tricnd than Raman. 
To me, he was more than a friend; he was a brother, a 

Kuide and. above all, a jtreat human being. 
My early memories of Raman date back to when he would 

struggle tr> even buy our kit. He was a strapping 18-year-old 
when I first saw him in the Lailu Mandhata tournament in 
Ohaziabad. lie was my senior in I'liovs College and 1 had 
heard stories of his cricketing exploits. My first-hand experi¬ 
ence of Raman confirmed the belief that he was different. 

We struck an immediate friendship and our bond grew 
with every match we played together. Playing against him 
was an experience, for I discov¬ 
ered he was made of steel. 
Nothing could detract him from 
his mission and that to me was 
one ot the earliest lessons that 
I learnt Irom him in my cricket¬ 
ing career. 

Raman was an extraordinary 
person Not because he was my 
friend and not because he is not 
amongst us today. I always 
admired his spirit and it was 
amazing how he faced challenges 
in lile. l)n and ott the field 
Raman was a constant source of 
strength to me and to many ol us 
at Sonnet Cilub. I know he was 
Ustadji’s (Sonnet Club coach 
larak Sinlia) favourite and easih, 
the most acromplished jmpil. 
Wstadji wanted all of us ti' eimi- 
Lte Raman's hard work and com- 
miliiient to cricket. He was never 
lale, In tact, he was often the first 
to repoii lor nets’ and matches. 
\Iavbc. that is why he was the 
liist among us to leave this world. 

Raman’s (.ontribution to Delhi 
ciickei cannot be gauged merely 
bv the numtuT ol runs he scored. 
His presence was an mspiiation lor everyone in the dress¬ 
ing room, lor he could bring out the best in anyone. We 
hardly got to play mat' lies for .Sonnet Club until b“ became 
a lest cricketer. He was more hard working even though I 
made mv lest uebui bclore him. I remember he was more 
happs ihaii me." Tesl player,” he would often tease me and 
also remind me not to take things easy. "You should be out 
of the team only when \ou retire," he would .say. Alas, he 
did not tollow hi* tnvn dictum and left with still a few years 
ol cricket m him. 

1 le was nn senior in every .sense of the word and it was one 
of my ha| .liest days when Raman and I were picked for the 
1986 tour !■' Fitgland. He was my room-mate on that tour 
and thercalter we always stayed together on all tours, 
whether tor India, North Zone or Delhi. 

I owed my comeback in 1989 for the Pakistan tour to him. 
He too had staged a comeback on that tour but sadly injury 
did not allow him to do what he would have loved to. Even 
though he hit a century with a broken toe in a side game, he 
missed the Test because he had aggravated that injury. 

In Raman's death, I lost my only friend and advisor. I 
feared none other than Raman because I respected him a lot. 
He would always stand by me whenever 1 would fail and 
every success of mine would make him happier than me. 

Raman talked of nothing but cricket. He dreamt cricket 
and nothing else. My last meeting with him was at a party 
hosted by Manmohan .Sood. I was meeting him after some 
time and 1 extended my hand. The warmth was really mov¬ 
ing and still haunts me. He said, ”1 am still confident of an 

India call-up." He offered help, 
saying that he could get me some- 
good lawyers in my fight w'ith 
the Board. "1 am with you," he 
had said. Ihat was just before he 
left for Dhaka. 

There could not have tieen a 
greater instructor for our young 
cricketers Isecause Raman's deter¬ 
mination to be fit was amazing. 
He could train tor hours and hours 
and would expect you to emulate 
him. fo tell the truth, 1 used to 
dread training with him even 
though it was great hin just being 
in his company. Raman's presence 
in the dressing room ensured that 
there was never any pressure. He 
could remove any tension with a 
timely joke and he was one guy 
w’ho would crack a joke at his own 
expense. He had an anecdote for 
every occasion. His greatest asset 
was his ability to strike a rapjxfrt 
(|uick]y and that smile on his face 
was so infectiou.s; inde».*d. 1 have 
not known Raman to lx* worried 
on any account. 

What a tragedy that I cculd not 
be at his side when he was dying. 

In the hospital, he remembered me the most and pleaded 
with Sanjeev .Sharma, "Please get Mannu here." I was not in 
Delhi and Sanjeev desiwrately tried to contact me, thinking 
1 was in Ghaziabad at my parents' house. It was a great pity 
indeed that 1 could not be at my friend’s bedside when he 
was breathing his last. How I wish I had been at home when 
■Sanjeev was trying to contact me. 

Raman's zeal to help the youngsters and the needy shall 
always be etched in my memory. No, Raman is not dead. He 
lives in our cricket. That is what he always told us. My heart 
goes out to Kim (his wife), Kamran (son) and Jasmyn 
(daughter). 1 vividly remember his wedding in Ireland where 
I svas the best man. Raman adually was the bc.st in whatev¬ 
er he did and his life, though very short, shall always remain 
a source of inspiration. ■ 

At Lamba's wedding as best man 
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...If you and your spouse are tired of the fX}llution and the daily grind of city commuting 

.and sometimes dream of living a healthy life in the country 

.if you wish you had the time to play tennis or golf and want to give your children a 

top quality school education absolutely free 

.take this advertisement seriously! 

► Both critical posts with excellent pay and perquisites, in tune with top 
management scales, negotiable for the right persons. 

► Reporting directly to the Chairman, with clear but independent 
responsibilities. 

► Age range between 35 and 50 years. 

>“ Essential qualities-good human relations skills, administrative experience, 
innovative thinking, humaneness and a love for children. 

^Candidates of standing from within or without the school world should send in theii^ 
curriculum vitae, on A4 paper (no testimonials or certificates please) alongwith an 
application within 10 days; 
- describing your antecedents briefly 
- outlining your short and long term career aspirations 
- explaining why you think you are suitable for the job, to: y 

RAMCHANDANI EDUCATION CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD. 
157. Vasant Vihar • Phase II, Dehra Dun 248 006, U.P. 
Fax: (0135) 62 0334 • E-Mail: recpienda.vsnl.net.in 
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Repackaging Jinnah 
A revisionist biography for the West sinks on home turf 

jailMI,P«aSTMI/UID 
ISLAMIC HKNimr: tin 
Saardi tar Saladln 
byAkbarS-Akimd 
On/onJ Uiiiversiy Press (Pakistan) 
Rs 795. Pages , ira 

By KHALED AHMED_ ANTHRdl’OLOGISl Akbar S. Ahmed 
seeks the mUlcile ground between 
two poles of argument in Pakistan: 
the secularist gloss that Jinnah had 

wanted a secular state, and the ideological 
canon that he had envisioned a 

Gokhale formed his 'outsider' world-view. 
The Muslim-majority regions of Punjab 

and Bengal resisted the politics of his 
Muslim League. For north Indian Muslims, 
divided between a pro-(^ongress clergy and 
Muslim League, he had to transform his 
identity. Prom Mohamedaii, he became 
Mohamed All; he changed his patronym 
from Jinnah Uhai to Jinnah, and dropped 
the family name Poonja altogether. He was 
secular to the core and therefore found it 
easy to turn from Aga Khani to Shia, and 
then from Shia to Sunni. 

Jinnah's Bombay friend M.C. Chagla, a 
villain in Pakistan for reirorting in Itis 
memoirs that Jinnah ate ham sandwiches 
and drank wine, went through the same 

great-grandson was killed by the police In 
Karachi, the inspector-general swore that 
the Iroy was no relative of Jinnah. 

The author faults Jinnah's biographer 
Wolpert for being put off by Jinnah's 11 . 
August 1947 'secular' speech at the Const- \ 
ituent Assembly. Wolpert thought that Jin¬ 
nah had suddenly reverted to his 1916 
identity when he declared to the Assembly 
that Pakistan would be a secular state. But 
Akbar ignores the Pakistani historian Shar- 
iful Mujahid who thought that Jinnah was 
infirm of mind when he made his 11 Aug¬ 
ust speech. The author's verdict is that Jin¬ 
nah was neither secular nor fundamental¬ 
ist, but that his vision of Pakistan was 
'vague, meaning different things to differ¬ 
ent people'. He quotes another statement 
of January 25, 1948, in which Jinnah pro¬ 
mised that Pakistan would be run accord¬ 
ing to Sharia, but tails to elucidate what 
Jinnah and Pakistan's national |)oet Muha¬ 
mmad Iqbal would have meant by Sharia. 

Jinnah probably thought Sharia to to a 
PiB general guideline for the Muslims; 

religious one. He has attracted the 
animosity of both. He seeks to 
prove that Jinnah was neither a 
fundamentalist nor a secularist, and 
has written a 'revisionisl' book 
which sliniild become interesting if 
his detrdv.tors shed their prejudices. 

Akbar is a Pakistani Britisii resident 
who wants to liridge the tTiristian- 
Muslim divide in Britain even tho¬ 
ugh expatriate Islamist zealots reject 
him out of hand. He also wants to 
reintroduce Jinnah to Western audi¬ 
ences as an acceptable figure by und¬ 
oing some of the injustice done to 
him by Attenborough's film Gandhi. 
AKbar's own film on Jinnah was des¬ 
troyed by his detractors in Pakistan. 
Si>cularisls and Islamists attackwl his 
sc ript in unison, forcing the govern¬ 
ment to switch off the funding even 
alter he had refx.’.iteclly changed the 
original script to please his critics. 
Finally nothing was lell of what he 
had planned. Had the film not been 
a cinemalic disaster, the West proba- 

Iqbal in his famous Lectures clearly 
indicated that the Islamic penal' 
code, like the cutting of hands, 
couldn't be enforced in the 20th 
century, linnah would have been 
horrified to learn that under Islam 
the testimony of a Pakistani woman 
is treated as half that of a man. 
Today, under Sharia, non-Muslims 
and women in Pakistan have virtua¬ 
lly lost their fundamental rights. 

The strength of the book is that it 
tries to tackle all the controversies 
surrounding Jinnah, yet there is the 
cmcial question of Jinnah's rela- 
tionshiji with his trusted lieutenant 
and prime minister l.iaquat Ali 
Khan, which he skirts. While he 
accepts .Syed Sharifudciii' Pirzada as * 
a reliable source, he ignores Pir- 
zada's revelation that J nnah had 
lost trust in l.iaquat after 1947, and 
that Jinnah's 'secular' speech at the 
As.sembly was nearly blacked out in 
the press by the prime minister. 

Akbar notices that Pakistan's his- 
bly ssoulci have ignored a non-exotic torians have ignored linnah's fami- 
liiinah in any case. Dc-spite all this, Akbar's | Jinnah: Still an ‘outsider’ in Pakistan I ly, spcxrially his daughter Dina Wadia after 
ellort can't be ignored. He has criticised the 1 j she rebelled and married a non-Muslim; 
taking ot linnah in Pakistan and his equally { translormalion. A judge of the Bombay but he himself ignores the descendants of 
unfair demonisaiion in India. I High (.ourt and later India’s ambassador to Jinnah's uncles and sisters, most of whom 

It is finally Pakistan, not India, which has the US, Chagla never let on what the ini- are still living in Karachi. Had he inter- 
faik-d to digest .in •outsicier' linnah. Akbar tials'M.C.'stood for. He changed his name viewed them as he did Dina Wadia and 
compares him witii Saladin, the 'outsider' Irom Merchant to Chagla early in life, but Mountbatten's daughters, he would have 
Kurd whom the Arabs accepted as their sav- he hid his Muslim name behind 'M.C.' to fathomed another side to Jinnah and the 
iour against the ('.rusades. linnah drew wor- make himself more acceptable. His popular state he created, 
shipful supiHirt from north India, but his autobiography not only suppresses his own liiwali is a challenging bewk. Finally it 
family came from (lujarat, from a village name but also the names of his Muslim doesn't matter that he has failed to please 
only 20 km from tiandhi’s own. He matu- parents. Pakistan completely ignored Jin- all kinds of Pakistanis who fight over the 
red in Bombay among a community of Ind- nah’s uncle Nathex) Ptxrnja probably bee- true legacy ot the Founder of their ‘insuffi- 
ians who must quality as the true citizens of ause Urdu has an insulting idiom based on ciently imagined’ homeland. ■ 
India. People like Dadabhai Nauroji and the name. This February, when Nathoo's (The writer is editor, t'tiday Times, Lahore.) 
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BOOKS 

APatial 
Story 
Outdated feminist formula 

By NAMITA GOKHALE There is something distinctly dated 
about Mina Singti's first novel. I am 
not talking about the pericKi atmos¬ 
phere, painstakingly and convinc¬ 

ingly recreated, tongas, skylights, et al. I 
am talking about the slightly whiny, 
accusatory, complaining tone of the novel, 
the posture of unforinulated outrage that 
h(»lds it together, the lack of perspective on 
quite what it is that the world does to 
women. This is a Gothic novel gone 
grotesquely wrong, a 
turn-of-the-century tir¬ 
ade against men and 
menstruation and many 
other things. 

Certainly the book has 
much to recommend it, 
such as a robust writing 
style that competently 
mirrors the vigour of 
the Punjab landscape 
where it is set, and a 
deft feeling for the 
nuances of relation¬ 
ships and situations. 
Hut these details do not 
a novel make. .\ ram¬ 
bling structure and an enormous and ran¬ 
dom cast of eccentric, exaggerated and 
unidimensional characters contribute to 
tlie sense of chaos and cemfusion that 
marks the book. I ho occasional and 
rather arbitrary epistolary stylo that punc¬ 
tuates the novel illustrates yet another 
intrinsic difficulty in rendering local 
colour in another languag ■. I personally 
could not, for example, understand why 
the mother’s letter to Tarlochan, she of 
the four names, were couched in such a 
heavy-handed, would be humorous style. 

ITic plot of the novel runs something like 
tills. Tarlochan, the narrator, is married off 

as a young girl to the pious and sanctimo¬ 
nious Pratap, who spends his time minis¬ 
tering to the {Hior and the sick in what we 
are led to suspect as a voyeuristic and per¬ 
verted form of chastity. His neglected and 
childless wife Tarlochan stumbles into a 
relationship witli the hard-drinking, loud- 
talking and immensely virile Jagtar, hus¬ 
band of Tarlochan's childhood friend Piya. 
After many vicissitudes and dead-end side- 
plots, I'arlochan emerges as a school¬ 
teacher. One presumes that this tran.sfor- 
mation is meant to convey her personal 
growtli as representative of the symlxilic 
coining of age ot the Indian women, but as 
a resolution it lacks imagination, courage 
or e\en conviction. 

Tile .sad part is that the book contained 
the promise of a fully crafted tapestry 
woven into the warp and woof of a histor¬ 
ical and scKiological tableau. The author 
failed in her intentions because she could 

; not manage to maintain control over her 
unruly and heartfelt material. Had Mina 
Singh exercised more grip and ruthless¬ 
ness, or had she even exercised more edi¬ 
torial nithlessness, this novel could tiave 
emerged as a fine and fitting piece of emo¬ 
tive and scKial documentation. 

English as written in the subcontinent 
has variously assimilated itself into the 
diverse mainstream literary cultures of the 
diffeient linguistic clusters. In this sense, 
A I’urliiil Wonum does successfully man¬ 
age to maintain the particularity of dialect 

and to some extent 
remain truthful in its 
transliteration of dia¬ 
logue. The landscape, 
the sounds and smells of 
Punjab do manage to 
infiltrate the text, to 
assimilate themselves 
into the wordscape. 

Every novel is in some 
way a primary search 
for roots, be they psy¬ 
chological or geograph¬ 
ical. In this context, ,4 
Partial Woman is a valid 
and commendable evo¬ 
cation of emotional 

landscape and interior and exterior terri¬ 
tory. T he texture of this past is marred by 
the all-too-familiar mindset of both 
author and publisher—the commodifica¬ 
tion of the formula femini.st novel has 
begun to pall. A novel is something 
"always new The experience of reading 
this book is all too pat, too easy—theie is 
no sensation of seeing things afresh, for 
the first time. A Partial Woman remains, 
therefore, a partial book. One hopes that, 
in Mina .Singh's next foray into fiction, 
she will choose to venture further from 
habit and convention than she does in 
this first paean to Punjabiyat. ■ 

Despite the robust 
writing style and a 

deft feeling for 
nuances, this 

remains a tum-of- 
the-century tirade 

against men, 
menstruation and 

many other things. 

RftPII HtARlW 

Graiita 6D: Uniwinvabie 

Interviews with nine 
people who felt 'differ¬ 
ently' after the People's 
Princess Diana's death, 
people who were not 
caught In the whirligig 
of mass grief and hyste¬ 
ria—the ‘floral fascism', 

as it has been called—like the rest of 
Britain. The issue also has an account of 
Chilean expatriate Ariel Dorfman's fate¬ 
ful escape during the 1973 coup in 
Salvador Allende's country. 

Grant, 
Rs350 

Life and Works of 
Saadat Hasan Manto: 
adltad by Alok Bhalla 

Manto's attempts to 
make sense of the 
Partition and conse¬ 
quent atrocities have 
conquered the imagina¬ 
tion- of readers on both 
sides of the border. This collection of 
essays by historians, critics and sociolo¬ 
gists should aid in placing Manto with¬ 
in the literary and political currents of 
his horrific times. 

Indian Institute ol 
Advanced Study 
As 240 

Women Travallers in 
Colonial India: 
by Indira Ghow 

A study of nineteenth 
century British women 
travellers to India, the 

Rrsso book offers an alterna¬ 
tive perspective on colo¬ 
nial relations while con¬ 

tributing to the theory of the 'female 
gaze'. It examines how a sense of the 
Other .serves as a mirror for the self and 
is a revelation more about the trav¬ 
eller's own culture. 

Tha Long Road Turns 
to Joy: by Tbich Nhat Hanh 

Asked "what do you and 
your disciples prac¬ 
tice?", the Buddha once 
replied: “We sit, we walk 
and we eat. But when ^"295'''° 
we sit, we know we are 
sitting. When we walk, 
we know, we are walking. When we eat, 
we know we are eating." 'This guide to 
walking meditation by the weU-knowh 
Vietnamese monk-poet has tips on how 
to achieve serenity. 
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FLOORING, CUSTOM DESIGNED 
WITH EXQUISITE BORDERS 

INDIA CAN OFFER THE BEST AT HALF THE PRICE 
WHY SETTLE FOR IMPORTED INFERIOR LOOK-ALIKES 
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IMPROVE YOUR LIFE 
Wonderful gift books which tell 

you how to lead meaningful life. 

imi BOOK ON COMPUTER 

UVEtUARNPASSMONVOLI 

LIVE I LEARN PASS IT ON VOL • 

UTTIE BOOK ON SELF-MPflOVEMENT 

UTOE BOOK ON MANAGMENT OF QUOTES 

Each IS priced at Rs. 33/- 
F^istage Rs. 10/- for first book & 

Rs. 3/- for every subsequent book. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL BOOKSELLERS 

' ' f///<’( / lltiD) lllf l*lll'llsh,T\ 

BPB PUBUCATIONS 
B-14, Connaught Place. New Delhi-110001 

ECO-FRIENDLY 
FURNITURE 

Steel Furniture, Security 

Equipment, Storage/Filing 
Syeteme ft Computer Furniture 

Oe Rusted, Phosphatised and Ovfn 

Baked. Available in any colour of 

your choice. 

Tel 4d2264€i83 Fax 4d342SS 
0pp. Poddar HospfUtl. Worli, Mun4ai*18. 

USE STEELMADE, 
SAVE THE TREES. 

for fine living in 
CHENNAI 

on going projects 
• Anna Nngnr 

• T Nngnr 

• Nangnnllur 
•Vnlnchnry 

YESDE ASSOCIATED 
BUILDERS LIMITED 

FLAT PROMOTERS AND 
PROPERTY DEVELOPERS 

26 Ranganathan Street 

T. Nagar, Chennai-600 017. 

Ph: 4340224,4340210,4.342667 

Telerax: 91-44-73443.33 

NATURAL HEALING WITH 

REIKI 
By Sukhdeepuk Malvai 

It j^asants the wondeilul technique of 
heating withyoui hands 

Pnca Rs 100/- Postage Rs 10/- 

COMPREHENSIVE 

VAASTU 
By Pt. Gopi Sharnia. B.E. 

f^ica Rs 60/- Postaqa Rs 10/ 
Order Books byVPP 

Postage free on order of both books @ DIAMOND POCKET BOOKS 
X-SO. Okhta IrKlustriat Area 
Phase-li. New Deihi-110020 

SAFETY 
PRODUCTS 

FOR 
FACTORIES. ROADS. SOCIETIES. 

ETC. 

CONES, BARRIERS, 

BOLLARDS, GLOWSTUDS,| 

LANE MARKERS, DIVID¬ 

ERS ETC. REFLECTIVE 

SIGNS, DIRECTION 

BOARDS, ETC. ETC_ 
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WOULD YOU LIKE 
TO BE A WRITER? 

As a freelance writer, you can earn very good money In your spare time, 
writing the stories, aiticin, books, scripts etc. that editors and publishers 
want. Millions of pounds are paid annually In fees and royalties. Earning 
your share can be fun, profitable and creatively most fulfiliing. 

To help you twrome a successful writer we offer you a first class, home study 
course from professiona', writers individual guidance horn expert tutors, and 
flexible tuition tailored to youi own requirdinents. Vbu arc shown how to make 
the most of your abilities, where to find ideas, how to turn them into publisliadle 
writing and how to sell them. In short, we show you exactly how to become a 
published writer. If you want writing success - this Is the way to starti 

Whatever your writing ambitions, we can help you to achieve them For we give 

you an cffertivc. stimulating and most enjoyable creative writing rouise. 
appreciated by students and acclaimed by experts. 

We are so confident that we can help you become a publiaticd wiiter that we 
give you a full refund guarantee. If you have not earneo your course fees from 
published writing by ttie time you finish the course, we will refuno them in full 

If you want to be a writer send or tall for your free copy oi ou: prospectus now 

FAX: (-1-44) 161 228 3533 Depi lz28 

YOUR COURSE 
-.» MODULES 
•6 HANDBOOKS 
• AUDIO CASSFTTC 
•?0 ASSIGNMENTS 
• FLEXIBLE STUDY 
•ISOAYTRIAI 
• FULL HEFUNO 

GUARANfEF 
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The Writers Bureau 
Di'pl 1228, Manchester Ml 1JB 

LKG to STD STATE / MATRIC 

LNIOLK m SINIySSOPPORTUNri Y 
Wanted Busine.ss Associates to promote Innoware Educational 

Software to Home PC users, Schools & Prospective Franchisees 

wishing to retup Hi-tech Computer Aided Teaching/Learning Centres, 

Investment Rs. 50,000. _ - 

Contact 

^ _ The Managing Director 

Z INNOVATION SOFTWARE EXPORTS LIMITED 
581, Mount Road, Chennai - 600 006. Ph i 4346984, 

Fax ' 4349505 / 8252828. E-mail : innowarea holmail.com 

! I ATlf NTION SCHOOIS : INlROnUCE COMI’UttR AlUflt 
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Madhuri Mama Peaks 

CINEMA, he claims, i$ his first love. Or is it Madhuri Dixit? Whatever 
it is, Maqbool Fida Husain's obsession with the Boll>'wtK)d iieroine is 
now all set to [teak. The superstar artist will make (itijii (iainini, his 
paean to Indian womanluxKl, starrins, who else, hut Madhuri. The 
production company has been christened -Madhuri McBull Creations. 
Grapevine has it that choreo}*raphei Saroj Khan and music director 
A.R. Rahman might lx- mix'd in to give lilt and vers'e to the trim. 

TRIBHUVAW TIWAHI 

Delhi goes the Mumbai Way 

PADMINl Kolhapure may have retired from Bollywood, but 
that by no means Indicates a loss of interest in acting. Instead 
of taking to TV, as do most retired actresses, she has decided to 
op«i an acting school in the-capitai In the near future. This 
may translate many more Shah Rukh Khans and Mahima 
Choudharys (both Delhi products) on the silver Kreen. 

B for Badshah? _ 

TEA.SF.R.S trf)m I ill Htidsluih, ol Amilabh Bachchan groov¬ 
ing to the beat with Shilpa Shetty and Manisha Koiraia, 
are flashing on the screen. Gpinions may be divided on 
whether it whets one's apiu'titc tor the movie. Well, one 
has time till April to make up one's mind. Since as per 
K.C. Bokadia's olfice, that’s when the multi-starrer (fea¬ 
turing southern stars Raghuvaran and Radhika hx)) is 
scheduled for release. The big question tor the Big B 
is—will Lai Biulshiih make it where Miifymhiata failed? 

Nutfin’s Beyond His Ken _ 

I'lLM-MAKERS beware. Competition lurks in the form of 
Ken Ghosh. The music video director intends to turn dire¬ 
ctor and is toying with not one, but three scripts, "it's a 
bit premature to talk about it, but we're working with very 
strong ideas. IWo are action-based films, hopefully not the 
usual mindless stuff. One is a romantic comedy," he .says. 
But definitely within the parameters of the commercial 
film genre, says the man who gives magic to music. 



r The Bulb ^ill^^ines_ 
KltUSHWANT Singh-that wcll- 
lovcd journalist and humourist, 
author of fascinating iKwks 
such as Train to Pakistan, and dilet¬ 
tante of all seasons—has added 
yet another award to his already 
burgeoning list. The latest honour 
to come his way is in the form 
of the Durlahh Singh award, which 
was presented to him by the 
Prime Minister l.K. Gujral at a 
function in the capital recently. 
The other awardee: Vinod Mehta. 
Here's to many more! 

JATIN DAS 
The artist reacts to the VHP-led violence 
aimed at M.F. Husain’s controversial work 

What provoked the vnr activists to attack yon? 
AU1 said to the crowd was: "Why ace you saying ail this 
about Husain." And then the crowd attacked me. I didn't 
know you couldn't reason with a mob. I'm stiattered after 
this experience. 
What action have yon taken after the attack? 
I called Atal Behari Vajpayee, but since he was fasting, I 
left a message. I called LK. Advani's office. I also called 
the Prime Minister and the President's office. 
Mas anybody got back to yon from Va|payee's office? 
No, but the point is why should anyone need to know somebody for protection. We 
are planning to mobilise mass opinion through Sahmat. 
How free b cnltnral expression In Indhi? 
India is a free country, but gradually we are being cautioned. We're beginning to get 
intolerant about everting. 
Who defines the limits to which art extends Itself? 
There is enough historical and philosophical perspective on what art is. 
Are we heading towards cultural fasd^? 
It's due to the lar^ of proper education and proper dissemination of information that 
incidents Uke this occur. 
What can the artistic community do to pre-empk attacks like thb? 
The artistic community can't do anything. If the people who attacked me had wan¬ 
ted a discussion, it would've been okay, but we are helpless against this. 
How vital are artists as consclence-keqiers? 
We're just ordinary people. There are other important Issues to talk about. We're just 
doing our work. 
Why Is Hnsain nsually the tai^ of sneb demonstrations? 
There are many other artists who paint nudes, but Husain is the target just because 
he's a Muslim. 
What Is yonr opinion of the painting under attack? 
I haven't seen it. But as a community we are standing up for Husain since he is a fel¬ 
low artist. 

Archana Jahagirdar 

PRASHANT PANJIAR 

Comeji LongJ^yandB^ck 

THE Fairy Queen steam locomotive is not quite the 
conventional item for us. But her beauty and long¬ 
evity compel us to give her pride of place in these 
(rages. The 142-year-old piece of Gothic machinery 

and the oldest steam loco on any of the world's 
mainlines, has now made it to the Guinness Book of 
Records. Built in 185.S, this pretty lady still chugs 
along between Delhi Cantt and Alwar—once every 
month from November to February—after which, she 
returns to her resting place in the museum. 
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The Guessing Game I have been charged with an onerous res{x>nsibility 
in our election coverage. I am organising the 
office sweepstake. For a modest contribution, 

friends, colleagues and visitors can forecast the 
number of scats the Hjr will hold in the new Lok 
Sabha. The wisest among us will win just about 
enough to honour another office tradition—of veg¬ 
etable samosas and gulab jamuns all round. The pre¬ 
dictions are, of course, privileged information. It 
would be wrong of me to divulge which highly 
regarded political commentator believes that the Bjr alone will 
be within a whisker of an overall majority, or which has fore¬ 
cast a performance so forlorn that every lotus flower in India 
will wilt in shame. Let us just say that there is a healthy diver¬ 

gence of opinion. 
The pundits among us, of 

course, have carefully exam¬ 
ined the opinion polls, allo¬ 
wed for last minute trends, 
weighed the impact of the 
Sonia factor in the southern 
vote, talked to colleagues 
about the likely impact of the 
Kji) and the Kir, and taken full 
account of differential voter 
turnout. But let's not kid our¬ 
selves. The sweepstake is no 
more a lest of political insight 
than a "Guess the Cake’s 
Weight" contest at a church 

fete. For those of us who like to regard ourselves as initiates 
in the bruising and confusing world of Indian parly politics, 
the office's '96 eiection sweepstake was a rude shock from 
which some have yet to recover. The spot-on winner was an 
Aussie videotape editor who cheerfully conceded that ho 
couldn't tell a kamal from a chakra, or a haath from a hathi. 
His winning forecast was, he happily admitted, a blind guess. 
So much for the experts! 

A Wildcard Entry? 
Tl IE increase in election dc|K)Sits has discouraged a lot of the 

more frivolous candidates for the U)k Sabha. And that 
means many constituencies, which had ballot papers the size of 
table cloths last time round, have biHjn able to cut back to 
something more akin to place mat size in this poll. That's also 
taken some of the pressure olf the range of election symltols. 
There are fewer umbrellas, cricket bats, spoons and jugs being 
pressed into service to mesmerise the voters. 'Fherc are still 
more than enough parties, however, to confuse and confound 
reporters on the campaign trail. After spending several days in 
l.ucknow, I became adejrt at distinguishing the remarkably sim¬ 
ilar BiP and Sumajwadi Party campaign flags, even when flutter¬ 
ing fitfully on an auto-rick .•)() yards away. Spotting the bsp cam¬ 
paign emblem was sin»ple—alter all, you don't get much call for 
blue elephants otherwise. Similarly, it wouldn't have been too 
difficult to pick out the Congress party colours—if anybody had 
bothered to display them. 

But touring the historic Chowk district of Lucknow on prriiing 
day, 1 couldn't immediately work out which party sported the 
blue and red diagonally divided flag, which I saw on so many 

tempos. It was a little unsettling. Could some late 
swing to a previously little noticed candidate upset 
everyone's calculations? Or was this a hybrid? 
Perhaps a product of the new truce between the 
Samajwadi Party and the bsp? Closer inspection 
revealed that the tempos were on election duty for 
the paramilitary Rapid Action Force, and that inside 
were armed and uniformed men, looking a little silly 
as their ancient and overloaded vehicles just about 
managed to keep pace with the cycle rickshaws and 
the tongas. Happily, Lucknow was calm on eiection 
day. If it had been otherwise, the rak's response may 

not have been as rapid as desired. 

Don Muzaffar Quixdte 
The Samajwadi candidate in Lucknow is the film director 

and scion of the UP nobility, Muzaffar All. But he can't rely 
on the support of all his fellow Shia Muslims in the Avadhi 
capital. A fair pro|)ortion of them are going to vote for the bu>. 

.Some because they arc determined not to vote the same way 
as the larger Sunni community, which is strongly pro- 
Samajwadi. Others out of gratitude to the bjp state government 
for easing the 20-year-old ban on Shia religious processions. 
There was even a black turbaned Shia cleric among the speak¬ 
ers at the closing rally in (ihowk of the hip's incumbent MP, 
Atai Behari Vajpayee. 

Nevertheless, Muzaffar Ali should come a resjrectable second, 
a satisfactory enough outcome to a quixotic (Kiliticai quest, it 
wasn't his idea to stand against Vajpayee. His wife, Mecra, is 
happy to confirm the rumour doing the rounds that the 
Samajwadi leader, Mulayam Singh Yadav, publicly announced 
Muzaffar's candidaeV before informing the film maestro of his 
political fate. "Yes, that's true," she told me. "It ju.st shows what 
confidence Mulayam has in my husband." 

Conspiracy Theories 
My tri[) to Lucknow allowed me to complete a double wham¬ 

my of sorts—I’ve seen both key elc-ction campaigners cast 
their vote. .Sonia Gandhi iooked much the more relaxed of the 
two, smiling broadly and obliging the photographers. .She even 
promised to open up a little to the media, saying tliat she would 
answer reporters' questions once the election was over. .Sonia 
sc-ems to have enjoyed the campaign, and with good reason. 
She realises she's quite possibly made enough impact to deter¬ 
mine who forms the next government. 

Atal Behari Vajpayee, by contrast, as he turned up at a 
polling station just off Lucknow's Hazratganj, looked weary 
and fed up. He shrugged off the questions shouted by waiting 
camera crews. The Lecla cinema just opposite was showing a 
film sub-titled "Conspiracy". The bip parliamentary leader 
may well be feeling that fate is conspiring to deprive him of 
the role in history he so covets—leader of India's first endur¬ 
ing H|P administration. 

But first things first. Let's wait for the returning officers to 
complete their task. And it the outcome is as indecisive as 
most of the opinion poils have indicated, the countdown 
could soon start for India's next election. It's impossible to say 
when that will be—but I'll be only too happy to oblige any 
colleague wishing to hazard a guess on the date, and organise 
another sweepstake. 

(Atufrew Whitehejd is a journalist with the BBC.) 
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rent political scenario. She is a 
citizen of the country and as 
such is entitled to all the ben¬ 
efits that are due to a citizen. 
The extent to which she wis¬ 
hes to involve herself in the 
present context of elections is 
a matter of her personal 
choice. It must be appre¬ 
ciated that she has been dig¬ 
nified in her speech and 
manner in spite of extreme 
provocation. Let us not for¬ 
get that India is a demo¬ 
cracy and no citizen can be 

deprived of his or her rights. 
Ammu Balachandran, 

Chennai 

l^ETTERS 

The Greater Offender? 
Mr J.N. Dixit has taken up the 
cudgels on behalf of the version 
of the incriminated person—his 
colleague .Sagarika ('those (No 
One's Above Ste Lm', March 2). 
It's neces-sary to remind him 
that the fre^om of action of 
any diplomat is restricted not 
only by the Vienna Convention 
on Diplomatic Relations, 1961, 
cited by him, but also by the 
legislation of the country of ori¬ 
gin and of posting. It's this flaw 
that Mrs Ghose has tried to take 
advantage of, by using her priv¬ 
ileged .status of a journalist and 
giving the incident an exagger¬ 
ated dimension by taking rec¬ 
ourse to stories which proved to 
be all made up, as against solid 
testimonies from eyewitnesses. 

Taking the pica that it was a 
holiday for violating the law is 

#;;jf unpardonable, and the logic 
she invokes to explain away a 
serious otfence—disregard of 
traffic rules as by law estab¬ 
lished-devoid of sense. We 
leave it to Mr Dixit's judge¬ 
ment wlio pretended to be 
above the law: the one who res¬ 
pected the single¬ 
way rule, as made 
out under law, or 
the one who ente¬ 
red the way from 
the op(X)site side. 
When short of 
argument and 
anticipating the 
arrival of the 
police called up 
1))’ the spouse of 
the dijrlomat, Mrs 
(ihosc put forward the argu¬ 
ment of diplomatic immunity 
ill order to reverse the situation 
and present herself as the 
aggrieved parly. 

AhdelhamM Senouci Berelai, 
Algerian Ambassador 

m 

No less a person than J.N. Dixit, 
a former foreign secretary, 
found the Algerian envoy's wife 
guilty of assaulting Sagarika 
Ghose. I feel the press usually 
doesn't take note of incidents 
of misbehaviour involving for¬ 
eign diplomats and their fami¬ 
ly. So, it was a pleasant surprise 
to see some new.spapers repor¬ 
ting on the epi.scxie. 

Visiting a vet *n south Delhi 

The Crucial Presence 
Apropos the cover story Con¬ 
gress an a High (March 2), the 
coming of Mrs Sonia Gandhi 
on the scene has certainly 
made a difference to the cur- 

some years ago, I found an Ita¬ 
lian diplomat saying Indians 
weren't dependable because 
the vet was late tor his appoint¬ 
ment. An Indian woman who'd 
come with him threatened to 
unleash her dogs and said the 

diplomat was 
fully justified in 
abusing India 
and Indians; 
that she was 
ashamed to be 
one. Fortuna¬ 
tely the vet 
arrived by then. 
1 wrote to the 
Mi,\ about the 
incident but 
got no respo¬ 

nse. 1 also wrote ty a few 
prominent Delhi newspapers 
but to no avail. 

F.arlicr, when I was working in 
a Bombay newspaper, I noticed 
a foreign missionary addressing 
a crowd at /Xzad Maidan. He was 
extolling the virtues of Christia¬ 
nity, which was legitimate, but 
then he went on to dissuade his 
audience from following Lord 
Krishna saying that "even as a 
child Krishna stole butter chur¬ 
ned by his own mother and 
later he was .surrounded by 
women of loose morals". I prot¬ 
ested at his remarks at which he 
asked his aides to throw me out. 
Not one Hindu in the audience 
stood for me. I went to lodge 
a complaint with the police 

■ 
The Ctongress may not have 
emerged as the single-largest 
party overtaking the aiP, but 
even if it still can stop the bjp 

where 1 was told to put the news 
in my own paper. I gave the 
story to rny chief reporter who 
aske^ me "what's the news in 
it?" and did not [lublish it. 

As a people, we .swallow too 
many insults from foreigners. 
I'm glad Sagarika Ghose stood 
up for Indian self-respect. 

K.R, Sundar Rajan, 
Blew Delhi 

Humour Gone Awry 
Apropos Jamila Varghese's letter 
{Laughter is nut a Bitter Medicine, 
March 2), as a reader who does 
not belong to any pcliiical 
jrarty, I found the Febmary 2 
cover repulsive. (Jarloons arc 
one thing, distorted images 
quite another. 1 am a connois¬ 
seur of cartoons but si:e litlle 
humour in ‘morphing’ (if (li.it ^ 
the term) photographs. 

C.Kesi, 
Chennai | 

Twist in the Tale 
I wonder how great' leaders in 
the Congress prostrate InMore 

and allies from forming t!', 
government, the credit woul.l 
go to Mrs Sonia Gandhi. If the 
Congress and allies still torm a 
coalition government with the 
support of the United Front or 
some of its constituents, she 
should definitely Ire the first 
choice for prime ministership. 
But who can know her mind? 
Will she wait for another 
appropriate moment or will 
she go the Congress presi¬ 
dent’s way? It also depends on 
the number of MPs in other 
non-Bjp parties tmd the UF. Of 
the other 'PM Hopefuls', only 
Dr Manmohan Singh has an 
all-India appeal. G.K. Moopa- 
nar of the tmc may emerge as 
the other dark horse. 

A. Jacdb SeUtayam, 
TMruvananIhapuram 

.Sonia tiandhi, daughter of the 
man who allegedly “declared 
his unwavering loyalty to Mus¬ 
solini", eulogist Italy's "admi¬ 
rable fascist past" and bragged 
of having fought "alongside 
Hitler's Wehrmacht on the Past¬ 
ern Front In World War H" 
{Meeting Mr Maino, February 
2.1). I'm also surprised at her 
temerity in calling Mr Vajpa- 
yc'e—who has been voted as the 
Best Parliamentarian and who 
is of her fattier's age—a liar. 

Tarlok Singh, 
Blew Delhi 

i Matter of Shame 
, Your iorres|K)tident writes with 
; genuine conqiassion lor the tra- 
! umalised Nepali victims of the 
1 sex trade {Foi Sale: ChildiKHHl, 
: February 2.t). But the story has 

hnrdiy anything new to offer as 
there already are volumes of 
articles on the issues of the vict¬ 
ims' plight and trafficking. 
Oulhiak could have tried a dif- 
terent angle, thoroughly inve¬ 
stigating the mafia network 
that includes the police and 
top-notch politicians of Nepal 
and India. I guess the coriesfio- 
ndent took a short-cut by inter¬ 
viewing the same circle of .m,o.s. 

Blaresh Blewar, 
Kathmandu 

■ 
I feel ashamed that children 
from poor families are exploi¬ 
ted for commercial sex m 
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India. But mere expression of 
sentiment is not enough unless 
translated into action. I reco¬ 
mmend that CMImk set up a 
fund to finance ngos combat¬ 
ing these crimes and rehabili¬ 
tating rescued chiidren. 
Cot. C.P. Muthanna (retd), 

Kodagu, Karnataka 

The Nowhere People 
Apropos Aliens Everywhere (Feb¬ 
ruary 23), the Citizenship Act, 
1948, which divested plantat¬ 

iabourers who migrated in the 
1860s from Bihar and UP. 

5. GandMmaM, 
Chennai 

Beyond Sikh Psyche 
Amrik Singh's review of The 
Sikhs in History (The Sikh Psyche, 
February 23) is surprisingly 
more concerned with salvaging 
the Nehruvian dynasty from 
the Gangu Brahmin heritage, 
than with discussing the main 
theme of the book, i.e., Brah- 

Ak €: 

min endeavours since 
, the 16th century to con- 

tain, if not destroy, 
i Tr-1-..L.. Sikhism as an indepen¬ 

dent faith. The review 
also gives the impression 
that Sangat Singh's is a 
post-1947 history, not a 
comprehensive account 
from the times of Guru 
Nanak to the present 

day, which it is. 
Randhir Stngft, 

New Delhi 

ion Tamils (not to be confused 
with Sri Lankan Tamils) of 
their citizen.ship rights was 
against all international law 
and fell within the tenn 'geno¬ 
cide' as defined by the UN. 
Nehru did not accept Lanka's 
stand and said these plantation 
Tamils had been born and 
brought up in .Sri Lanka and so 
were Lankan citizens. He 
refused to take them back. But 
lal Bahadur Shastri, when he 
assumed power, signed an 
agreement with Sri Lanka 
to take them back on a 
percentage basis, as if they 
were cattle. The same Cen¬ 
tral government, however, 
snapped diplomatic ties 
with Fiji when the Fi)i 
government refused to 
accept the numerical supe¬ 
riority of indentured 

A Gut Feeling 
When I read about the censor¬ 
ing of scenes showing sheep 
sacrifice in a documentary on 
Malana (Censoring Sheep in 
Timeout, February 23), I didn't 
know whether to laugh or cry. 
Did the censors object because 
the 'violence' depicted would 

Is This How Our Future Will Be? 
The latest events in UP a day 
before polling (Uneasy Rests 
the Crown, March 9) didn't 
shock me for their speed; they 
evoked disgust. The speed 
with which the Kaiyan Singh 
government was done away 
with and the new government 
sworn in—in the .space of a 
few hours—proves that gover¬ 
nor Romesh Bhandari, who 
watched over these proceed¬ 
ings, is absolutely biased— 

. j'rX' 

someone I'd call a stooge. 
The Kaiyan government 

wasn't even given a chance 
on the floor of the assembly 
to which the people of UP 
had elected him. Bhandari 
has proved he's a man of 
doubtful integrity. A probe 
should be ordered into his 
decision and he should be 
removed from his position. 
UP is the beginning of the 
disintegration of the trust 
which voten put into politic¬ 
ians and, alas, India. 

If 1 as a teenager feel this, I 
wonder what future India 
has. What's our legacy? Have 
our politicians decided to 
leave us nothing? Where are 
those in whose footsteps we 
should follow? Our ideals? 

DevIkaSing^, 
Ambala Cantt 

somehow scar the viewers' psy¬ 
che? Strange since Hindi films, 
w'hich slip through the cen¬ 
sors' fingers without so much 
as a snip, get 'U' ratings even 
when they show scenes of dec¬ 
apitations! Maybe the censors 
feel that viewers, who "ire by 
now used to seeing mutilated 
human bodies on the evening 
news, could not bear an eyeful 
of shc'cpguts! 

Prerona Pramd, 
Shimla 

The Rotten Truth 
A letter in your February 2 
issue objects to Amitabh being 
listed as a villain and says it 
was ridiculous of the Spastics 

Society to demand 'fat' dona¬ 
tions from ABc,i. since Ms World 
was a losing proposition. Docs 
the reader know Amitabh pur¬ 
chased a new house near his 
vast proj)crties in Juhu imme¬ 
diately after the contest? 

Vrmlla Zaveri, 
Mumbai 
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the untouched... 

NOWHERE PEOPLE 
Land sharks and an apathetic government have left over a lakh of people living in 
130 pockets of Indian land, that lie landlocked in Bangladesh, in total disarray. 

By SOUTIK BISWAS in Haldibari BHUPENDItANATH Roy remembers the time vividly. It 
was an autumn afternoon and he was watching grand¬ 
children play in his sprawling five-acre farm of lash 
paddy and jute fields and mango and bamboo orchards 
in Dahalakhagrabari. For a nowhere man like Roy, life 

had been kind: after all, home was inside one of the KfO [XKkcts 

of Indian land, referred to as chhits, that lie landlocked within 
Bangladesh. So Dahalakhagrabari was a geographical nightm¬ 
are-impossible to administer in absence of any access—inhabi¬ 
ted by doomed Indians, left to land sharks and touts. But this sep¬ 
tuagenarian landlord had lx?cn, somehow, left untouched. 

Till the mob de.scended on his place that afternoon last October. 
For the next hour or so, the terror-stricken Roy family ga()ed at the 
men plundering the farm. For sharks, this land is easy pickings: 
the nearest Indian police station from Dahalakhagrabari, for 
example, is 20 km away in I laldibari, a busy north Bengal town of 
tjn-and-conemte homes and hybrid tomato godowns. 

So the rampage by the "l(K)-odd bad men, even a few cops" 
continued till Roy was on his knees. "They told me that if I did¬ 
n’t ieavc my place, they would cut me to pieces." Next morning, 
he took a lO-km rickshaw ride to Bhaolaganj, bribed the 
Bangladesh border guards, dragged himself another S km to the 
Indian side, sobbeci out his story to the Border Security Force 
(Bsi), and walked into Haklibari. There, friends and relatives 
advised him to pull out from his chhit with his family. 

For the next three months, Roy and his family, a son, daughter- 
in-law and four grandchildren, became refugees in their home¬ 
land, living with a friend and on handouts. Ilien they pooled in 
some family money, borrowed from others, raised Rs 20,(XX) to 
buy a two-bigha plot in the uneven farmlands of Oangdiiba village 
in Flaldibari. But this is a highland sandy soil |ilot where paddy 
doesn't grow, and home is a .shabby cluster of two cramjied reed- 
and-thatc!'. huts ringed by a brittle reed fence. Now, son Bhabc'sh, 
.18, and daughter-in-law Ba.santi, 32, keep the homes tires burning, 
earning Rs 2.S a day, working as farm workers and hoping to save 
up enough money to start cultivating vegetables on their meagre 
rain-fed plot. "I can't sleep at night," sobs Basanti, "thinking about 
our home in the i/i/iif, our big pond, the bamboo orchards, the 
two servants and the gcxxl life not .so long ago.” 

The Roys are possibly luckier than the other nowhere peonle liv¬ 
ing in chhits: now they can hunt tor a ration card, register a com¬ 
plaint with the liKal thana, ex|X'ct drinking water and electricity 
some day and hopetully vote in the next elections. No such luck 
for over-a-lakh Indians living in the 1,10 Indian eiuiaves spread 
over some 8,1 sq km along the Indo-Bangladesh border for ages. 
"It’s a shame, a national shame that we liaven’t Iwen able to do 
anything tor them," says Sailen Cbakralwrty, the 62-year-ol'l sec¬ 
retary ot the llaldibari-hased tndian Enclave Refugee Association 
(IRR V), an N(.ii fighting for their rights and rehabilitation. 

It is a .shame—and a travesty ol the Indian state. The exi.stence of 
the Mil could have shameful teudal rrxits: the local lore is that the 
erstwhile maharajah of C cxKh Behar, a north Bengal state, and the 
zamindar of Rangnur, in what is now Bangladesh, gave away to 
each other mniMs or clusters of villages as prizes when they lost a 
game of chess. When tiocKh Behar was mergcxl with India in 1949, 
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along came several imtms from what was then East Pakistan. Local 
officials, however, trash these legends and offer a more coherent 
historical explanation: the chhit was probably the result of inter¬ 
mittent warfare between the Gxich Behar rajas and the Mughals in 
the 16th century. When the Mughals captured large tracts, they 
were unable to dislodge the ruling family from some pockets 
which continued to be part of the Cooch ^har domain. 'I'he rest 
became part of the British district of Rangpur. Thus, for centuries, 
these areas have overlapped. The upshot: 1.10 Indian enclaves in 
Bangladesh, while another 93 such Bangladeshi enclaves in India. 

It is difficult to determine how many people live in the Indian 

SWAPAN NAYAK 



vote troni iliese two districts despite a Marxist wave. 
The apatlty of the Rovemmciit to tiiis festeriii^; human proiai, 

is astounding. A 1958 agreement bclwepii Jawaharlai Ndmi ai. ’ 
then Pakistan prime minister Feroze Khan Noon alleinirted l-i 
resolve ttie issue Kiit iiotliing came of it. .Sixteen years later, Imlir.r 

tiandhi and Mu|it)ur Uahman agreed to exchange llie one las es, Imi 
officials found this agreement nddled with "constitutional amt 
legal complications." l ast year, the iiKs send an sos to I’rim.- 

Minister Gujral witli a l-t-|X)int wishlist for basic amenities—,m..l 
to push for the e.xchange agnvment. Then there are the cases ot at 
least 1,164 uprtKited lamilies from Indian enclas'es, farming and 
quarryittg for a living m tiorth Bengal, who await rehabilitation, 
"TfUTe was no response from the PM’s office," rues Chakraborty. 

Such apathy has iiuar.t a lifetime of misery for the residents, 
anil iwnury and mental I'reakdown for those wlio have been 
forced to leave. Outside her Giingdtiba hut, .Sarojini Roy, 62, 
howls all day. "She’s going mad thinking about her lo.st home," 
says husband Bhupendranath. I lien he displays a picture album 
containing happier memories, ' late lias been unkind to u.s," lie 
mutters. For India's forgotten t/r/i// residents, it must lie worse. ■ 

(The scries on the people initoih lidl hy elei lions is conehuleii) 

plots. The last census in 1951 showed a population of over ;10,0(X). 
Five years ago, an estimated 1 lakh people were living there. The 
lERA, liowever, says the population has shot up to nearly 2 lakh. 
Fhey have no schools, dispensaries or |X)wer because wires cannot 
be drawn across foreign territory. I'he law of the jungle prevails; 

"*• there wen* 70 murders in 199.2, and lioases are gutted regularly as 
land sharks exploit the lawlessness, (in 199.1, 2.S families from 
Indian enclaves entered India after their homes were tonhed.) 

Intelligence re|X)rts suggest that an alarming 40 |)er cent of land 
there have been bought by Bangladeshi land sliarks posing as 
Indians. Faking their nationality, they register the land in their 
names—and, in effect, become illegal dual citizens of txith 
Bangladesh and India. One report says that between January and 
Maa'h last year, there were .50 cases of transfer of ownership ot 
land in the chhiLs, implying that some 84 acres had liiatigcd hands. 

.Not suqirisingly, it's a stick that the state itii* uses in its anti- 
Bangladeshi drive: the party's share of votes in Cooch Behar and 
Jalpaiguri, the two districts along the Indo-Bangladesh border 
wliich contain the enclaves, jum|,'ed to over 2.1 per cent in the 
1991 assembly polls from less than one [ler cent in 1982. In 1996, 
the party still managetl to secure over 15 (ler cent of the popular 
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How the South was Wooed 
it was no sudden invasion. A modified brand of Hindutva has been breeding in the Deccan subsoil. 

By SAGARIKA GHO^SE __ HINDI-HINDU-HINDUSTAN—the 
Sangh I’arivar has often declared, 
reinforcing the view that the bjp 

was a party of the Hindi-speaking 
heartland. Thus, it was believed 

that there would be a natural clash of civil¬ 
isations between the region-conscious, 
urban-based economies south of the 
Vindhyas and a centralising, Brahmanical 
party based in 'Aryavarta', compri.sed 
largely of the upper-caste peasantry of the 
(iangetic basin. 

While the bjp proclaimed a 'Vedic' and 
Sanskritic Indian past, movements for cul¬ 
tural assertion such as the Dravida move¬ 
ment in Tamil Nadu emphasised its non- 
Rrahmanical and non-.Sanskritic roots. 
While the bjp was seen as centralising, 
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and to some 
extent Karnataka, were citadels of sulv 
nationalism, where New Delhi's diktat and 
.Article 356 were seen as in.struments of 
northern hegemony. While the economic 
objectives of the bjp were generally conser¬ 
vative and inward-looking, 
pro-reform states like Andhra 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu 
were, and still are, dynamic 
free market economies where 
industry is going through a 
phase of expansion. 

While the bjp exploited 
[jost-Partition scars and pla¬ 
yed on the communal ten¬ 
sions of UP and ‘madhya 
(central) Bharat', the south¬ 
ern stales were heirs to more 
syncretic traditions of Hind¬ 
uism and Islam, such as in 
Tanvil Nadu—where, in cer¬ 
tain Saivite shrines, Allah is 
said to have ..ome riding on 

Victory procession of up's 
Bhandaru Oattatreya 
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a tiger and where there are Muslim saints 
of Shiva like Tulukachi Aiyar—or in 
Karnataka where srime of the best literary 
writing has been by Muslim writers. But in 
the 12th general elections, surprising new 
stati.stics have emerged: has 'Hindutva' 
breached even the Vindhyas? 

In Andhra Pradesh, bip gains were high. 
The HIP won four seats and the bjp candi¬ 
date from the predominantly urban 
constituency of Secunderabad won by an 
impressive margin. Huge gains in Kakinada 
and Rajahmundry in the Godavari delta 
showed that farmers and youth in the rural 
areas have shifted from the Telugu Desam 
to the bjp. In Tamil Nadu, In the greatest 
psephological disaster of the iwlls, the 
AiAOMK-Bjp alliance has emerged with 30 
out of 39 seats. In Kerala, the bjp has been 
consistently improving its vote share: from 
5.4 per cent in 1996 to 8 per cent this time. 
In terms of polling percentages, the bjp did 
better than the Muslim league or the cpi. 
In Karnataka, the bjp vote share went up to 
29 per cent in addition to 8.78 per cent 
gained by Ramakrishna Hegde's Lok 

Shakti. A sharp rise from 1996 when the bip 

got only 24.85 jMjr cent of the vote. In 
Orissa, the bip virtually swept the state in 
alliance with the Riju Janata Dal (bjd) with 
whom it has won 16 seats. Why? 

Analysts point to a combination of sev'e- 
ral factors. Not just the key regional allia¬ 
nces such as with Jayaialitha's aiapmk, 

Hegde's Lok Shakti and Naveen Patnaik's 
Biju Janata Dal, but also because, as vete¬ 
ran sociologist M.N. Srinivas puts it, of an 
upper caste resentment against the reserva¬ 
tion policy in the south. "The backward 
class movement is over 80 years old in 
Tamil Nadu, over 120 years old in Karna¬ 
taka. The percentage of reservations in 
government jobs is extremely high—as 
high as 73 per cent in Karnataka alone." 
This has resulted, according to Srinivas, in 
bitterness among a small influential pro¬ 
fessional elite which may have turned over 
to the BIP in protest. The doctrines of social 
justice that were implemented in the south 
decades ago has led to the alienation of the 
forward castes, who, however small in 
number, are deeply resentful of the 

P ANIL KUMAR 

The BJP has managed to project a major transformation. The surrender of 
its policy of ‘Hindi as the only language’ was a major ideological retreat. 
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146.1% IJP+ 

R. Kumaramangalam. MP from Wchy^congratuiated by party laadats 

For the first time, the BJP was given an acceptable local 
face with tie-ups with popular leaders like Jayalalitha. 

Marulal platform. "I'fn-si* alienati'ci for¬ 
ward castes arc also disenchanted witfi the 
C^mRress," says .Srinivas. 

Political scientist Saihal (inpta of the 
Patna University believ'cs that, with the 
decline ol the ('.(mj>ri*.ss, the hourReoisie 
in the southern states is increasinRly 
heing attracted to the bip precisely Itecause 
ol its protectionist tendencies. "The 
southern states will never allow their 
reRional identities to be merged with the 
lur's idea of an all-embrac-mg tiindu 
nation, but the regional bourgeoisie is 
increasingly looking to the bjp to safe¬ 
guard its business interests by protecting 
the national market,” says tiupta. 

The rise in voter intc.est in the bip, accord¬ 
ing tp histirrian Mahesh Rangarajan, is a 
political expression of a deeper cultural 
transformation which has been taking place 
in |)arts of the south, evidenad not oniy in 
the growth of rss shakhas in Kerala but also 
in the activities of 'soft saffron' leaders like 
Jayalalitha who has financed temple repair 
funds as well as schools for purohits. 

Rangarajan points out that in the Natio¬ 
nal Integration c:ouncil meeting in 1991, 
Jayalalitha supported the bip's 'right to kar 
seva' at Aytxihya. Further, the fact that the 
Swadeshi Jaga'an Manch has been active 

in mobilising fishing communities in 
Andhra against the activities of foreign 
trawlers may have led to a rise in Hindu 
sentiments there. The Manch conducted a 
yatra from Porbander to Vishakhapatnam, 
giving tremendous imisetus to local eco¬ 
nomic nationalism, which was then effec¬ 
tively harnessed by the rss. "It is fruitless to 
look for a single factor in creating bip su|V 
IKirt," says (lupta, "because a vote ol this 
nature is not simply psephologisal." IN forging key regional alliances, the iiip 

has not baulked against being a junior 
jtartner to local parties. For almost the 

first time in the south, the bip was given ..n 
acceptable local face and there was a laiit , 
admission that Hindu nationaiism vva.s [ 
only a secondary aspect of tlie more vital i 
local sub-nationalism. In lamil Nadu, a 
'sympathy wave' for Jayalalitha caused by ; 
her humiliation at tiie hands of Karuna- 
nidhi as well as anti-incumbency leelings 
against the omr-imi. government are seen 
as being rundamentaily responsible for the 
high BJP profile in Tamil Nadu. ' 

In Orissa, the success ol the Hiju Janata 
Dal, possibly as a result ot anti-incumbe¬ 
ncy against the Congress and a revival of 
the Bijti Patnaik legacy, gave the hip a route 
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I to anti-Congress Oriya sentiments. Says 
Prasanna Mishra, secretary of the Orissa bjp 

I organisational unit: "The strategic alliance 
I with the Bin heljied consolidah* the anti- 
: Congress vote and swung the arithmetic in 
I fa"our ol the alliance." 

In Karnataka, an anti-Deve Gowda, anti- 
: Janata Dal wave, coupled with Hegde’s 

cnarisma. led to gams foi the bip. Of 
■ course, the ii|i' had already won six seats 

here m 1990. The bip in the state, accord- 
: ing to Dr K.K. Chaiidrashekhai, former 

Janata Dal iiieinbcr, has never been per¬ 
ceived as liialiinanical because most of its 

' le.ideis are i.ingayats. And this time 
aioiind, this powerful upper caste voted 
for Hegde en bloc. As Veerappa Moily, 
loimer Congress chief minister, says; 
" I here was a strong anti-JD and anti-Deve 
Gowda feeling among the electorate 
ac ross the state. While the b|p got the anti- 
JD votes, Kamakrishna Hegde got the 
anti-Gowda votes." 

Ihe BIP in Kerala is blocked tor the 
moment Ity the uni- and i nt coalitions, but 
diaws some support from the Nairs and 
Ethavas among whom, Srinivas say.s, there 
is an increasing sense of persecution, not 
only because of the c-ommcrcial power ol 
the Syrian Christian community but also 
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because of the perceived strength of the 
Islamic fundamentalist groups. 

One of the most common misconcep¬ 
tions, says Krishna Menon, wlio has stud¬ 
ied the rise of the rss in Kerala, is that the 
Sangh parivar is perceised as a northern 
phenomenon in the south. In her 
exchanges with Malayalee ass members, 
there was a commonly voiced attraction 
towards Indian nationalism, in wiiich the 
north-south question was largely irrelev¬ 
ant. Howes'er, Menon maintains that the 
emerging Hindu identity in Kerala is not as 
militant as it is in the north but is a con¬ 
servative, patriarchal and retrogressive 
identity. "Kerala is communist in ideology 
but casleist in practice," says Srinivas. 

Adds Menon: "The Lett has generally not 
recognised tlie dangerous rise in Hindu 
communalism by the major growth of uss 
shakha,s, the repeated clashes between the 
Kss and the crKM). the rise in fashionable | 
spirituality among the young, and the fact 
tliat land reforms have deprived the domi¬ 
nant groups of their economic and social 
prestige, causing much resentment." 

According to Sheshadri Chari, editor of 
I as early as five years back the rss 

decided to establish a shakha every two 
kms in the Kerala countryside. In I'amil 
Nadu, the birth of the Hindu Munnani in 
1‘>82 loliowing the conversions to Islam in 
Meenakshipuram—now seen as a turning 

Celebrations at bjp's state headquarters 

I 

The BJP has been able to 
portray itself as a victim, 
rather than a votary, of 

Article 356. 

BJP leaders in Karnataka benefited from caste 
assertion, particularly from the Lingayats. 

{x«nt in the relations betwi-en the Hindu i 
right wing and llie soutli—encouraged | 
emotions ot 'Hinduism under siege’. Here, j 

the RSS decidtHl to establish a shaklia at j 
every taluka. ''Tlic rise in bip support is a i 

result of the longstanding work that the itss I 
and the viir have tieen doing in the south," ! 
Siiys t;hari. In t>rissa, the work of the | 
Vanvasi Kalyan .Ashram in the tribal areas i 

in setting up schools and hospitals may j 
have hivn resimnsible for a swing away | 
from llie (Tmgress in the tribal and sched- j 
uled caste vote banks. And in Karnataka, j 
claims (Tiari, women's camps and medical l 
aid organised by the rss helped consolidate i 

a sot iai service image for the hip. I CASri', has iKt'n a crucial factor in ! 
the s.iftron results. I.ingayat asser- j 
tion in northern and wc.stern ! 

Karnataka has heliH'd I legde who is asso- | 
dated with ellective Kxal schemes like : 
panchayati raj and also txil.stered ii|i> i 
votes. Additionally, tlie hip has lH*en able j 
to energise Uical ladrcs in tile south to ; 
work lor it, not just by its alliances, tiut i 
also iK'caiiw certain castes have Ix'en ' 
feeling left out or victimised. Tliis apfilies , 
not only to tlie Kapus of Andhra. Also in j 
the conflict Ix'tween Dalits and the Ian- j 
tied castes like the Thevars, Kallads and j 
Maravars in southern Tamil Nadu, tlte i 
younger Dalits have joined tin* bip. I 

Consequently, crucial regional j 
alliances, va.ste assertion, consolidation 
of a secondary Hindu nationalism and 
grassroots-level work by the rss and the 
VHP arc all responsible for the saffron 

increase in the south. In addition, says 
Purushottain .Agarwal of inu, the iiii- has 
managed to project u transformed identity. 
In 1989, the rip abandoned Hindi as tlie 
'only language' policy and opted for the 
three-language formula of Nehru. "The 
surrender of Hindi," .says Agarwal, was a 
"niffjor ideological retreat." Moreover, due 
to the peculiar behaviour ol tiie secular 
[lartles, and after the attempts to dismiss 
rip governments in HI’, the H|i’ has actual!/ 
been able to project itsclt as a victim rather 
than a votarv ol .Article 3.S6. 

Vet, the crucial point about the growth 
ol the i.iP in the south is that it has 
occured in specific areas where eitlier local 
cadres have been motivated to work for 
the HIP for tlieir own reasons as in Kerala, 
or where local [xipulations have voted for 
'•aste representatives as in Karnataka. In 
the case of a 'swing' as in Tamil Nadu, tlte 
HIP has depended on a regional alliance 
and a charismatic local figure. There have 
been doctrinal compromises; Hindi, Ayo- 
dhya and Aryavarta have given way to 
local languages, lixal nationalism and a 
dilution of extremist rhetoric with, the vhp 

and others being forced into silence. "The 
dilemma for the bip therefore," says 
Christophe Jaffrelot, author of The Hindu 
NntionalisI Movement in Indin, "is to 
change itself and grow geographically, or 
remain true to itself and stagnate in the 
Hindi-speaking belt". ■ 

Venu Menon in Thiruvananthapuram, 
Y.R Ralesti in Bangalore, 

Purabi Patnaik in Bhubaneshwar 
and M.S. Shanker in Hyderabad 
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TAMIL NADU 

The Latent Mood Swing 
Pollsters and analysts alike missed emotive and historical clues to the bjp-aiadmk appeal 

By A.S. PANNEERSELVAN _ The dramatic comeback staged by 
the Ai'VOMK in Tamil Nadu, proving 
all pre-election surveys and exit 
polls wrong, is a grim reminder 
that statistical methods arc inef¬ 

fective in gauging the latent popular 
mcHxl. A closer scrutiny reveals that the 
electoral verdict is a combination of hist¬ 
ory, the anti-incumlwncv factor and the 
right alliances. However, the single-most 
important issue that tilted the scales in 
favour of the AiAOMK-Bjr alliance was the 
serial blasts at Coimbatore days before the 
state went to the polls. 

First, history. In Tamil Nadu, whenever 
there has been dramatic election-eve vio¬ 
lence, the verdict has been in favour of the 
pcrceis'ed victim. In 1967, the dmk's star 
campaigner, M.G. Kamachandran, was 
shot in the neck by fellow actor M.R. 
Kadha during electioneering. It was not 
tatal but MGR suffered from speech 
impairment. In that election, the key 
image was MGR with a blood-soaked ban¬ 
dage round his netk. That single image 
spelt doom for the Congress. 

later, in 1984, when MGR was hospi¬ 
talised in the IJ.S and Indira Gandhi assas¬ 
sinated, the electorate returned the 
(;ongress-.\i.\i)VfK combine in a dramatic 
manner to Delhi. The assassination of 
Rajiv (iandhi during the 1991 elections 
also produced a stunning verdict in I'ainil 
Nadu, with the dmk and its allies being 
completely routed in both the assembly as 
well as parli.micn1ary polls. 

it is in this context that the impact of 
the Coimlratore Inunb blasts should be 
vie ved. I'he lait that the B|I> candidate in 
( oimhatore. i .i' Kadhakrishnan, emerged 
as the winti. i with a margin of well over 
1.4 lakh voii '. I he highest in the state, is a 
pointer to the teiidemv of the Tamil 
Nadu vole wughing in lavour of the per¬ 
ceived ''ictim 

The tone ot the r-sjiei live ciimpaigns is 
significant in this lontest. I'oriner chief 
minister and \i.\ovik supremo I [ayalalitha 
and her alliance took cognisance of tiie elec¬ 
torate's susceptibility to passionate appeals 
and went all out to strike <iii ciiiotive 
chord. But dmk chiel imnisler K. 
Karunanidhi and im( chiel (i.K.Moopanar's 
campaign had an underlying sense of spite 
and malice vis-a-vis jayalalitha. 

Then there is the anti-incumbenev fac¬ 

tor. Two major issues which the o,mk gov¬ 
ernment failed to address had a major 
bearing in this election; polarisation 
along caste and communal lines. The ser¬ 
ial bomb blasts in Coimbatore has pushed 
a sizable section of the people into the 
Hindutva fold as the government was per- 

Jayalalitha flagging off her campaign 

ceived to be very soft on Muslims. Says 
Ela Ganesan, state general secretary of the 
Bip; "By effectively blurring the difference 
between ideological stance and gover¬ 
nance, the OMK has paid the price for cre- 
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ating an atmosphere of permissiveness for 
violence in the state. In 1989-90, it was 
the Eelam issue and now it is the question 
of Islamic fundamentalism. Both have 
extra-territorial ramifications. Somewhere 
down the line the dmk should learn to 
make the distinction between the ideo¬ 
logy and good governance." 

In the southern districts, the caste vio¬ 
lence between the Mukkulathurs—an 
umbrella caste formation which includes 
the Thcvar, Maravat and Kallar subsects— 
and the Dalits has alienated the omk-tmc: 

combine from the elertorate. While the 
Mukkulathurs, a community to which 
jayalalitha's close aide Sisikaia Natarajan 
belongs, felt that the dmk was targeting 
their community by hiing cases against the 
first famiiy of the crstwhiie regime, the 
Dalits felt that an opportunity to have a 
transport corporation named after their 
leader Sundaralingam was sabotaged by 
Karunanidhi when he opted to remove all 
caste and leader names from transport cor¬ 
porations and districts. 

Consequently, the Mukkulathurs voted 
en masse for the aiadmk, while the Dalits 
preferred the newly formed party, Ihidiya 
Tami/hagain, which shares certain charac¬ 
teristics with the Ki’i in Maharashtra and 
the BSP in Uttar Pradesh. IN the case ot Nadars, the other domi¬ 

nant community, to which imc. candi¬ 
date and the outgoing minister of state 

for youth affairs Dhanuskodi Adityan 
belongs, there is widespread anger against 
the dmk-imc: front over the Tamil Nadu 
Mercantile Bank (imb) issue. The tmii was 
a private sector bank owned by the Nadar 
community but, due to some internal 
wrangling, one section sold off its major 
shares to the Kssar group. 

Even as the Nadars were demanding rbi 

intervention, the cash-strap|K-d Essar 
group sold its newly acquired holdirig to 
an NKi. The Nadars tlien urged Union min¬ 
isters I’. Chidambaram and Murasoli Maran 
to force the nri to sell back the* shares to 
the community. With no legal provisions 
to force someone to part with his shares, 
the ministers expressed helplessness but 
promised to facilitate negotiations with 
the NRI. This was seen as an act of treachery 
and co,uld explain Dhanuskodi Adityan's 
defeat at the hands o' film actor 
Ramarajan, who happens to Ire a Nadar. 

However, one cannot stretch the anti¬ 
incumbency factor beyond a iroint because 
the DMK has won both the by-elections for 
the state assembly (Conoor in the Nilgirls 
and Arpukottal in Sivakasi) which were 
held along with the Lok Sabha polls. That 
is, the people have voted for the dmk at the 
state level and opted for the aiadmk front at 
the national level—indicating support for 
the stability plank. 

Missed alliances too played a crucial 
role. The dmk-imc; leadership was ada¬ 
mant on giving allies as few seats as pos¬ 
sible to ensure the maximum number of 
MPs in post-election bargaining. This 
proved to be their undoing, as potential 
allies like the Pattall Makkal Katchi (imk) 

and the cpi(m) ate into their votebank. 
During negotiations, these two parties 
had pleaded for just two scats each. The 
pmk subsequently went with the aiadmk 

and successfully managed to win in 
four constituencies. 

Says N. Shankariah of the Tamil Nadu j 

unit of the cpi(m): "Though the dmk had 
formed a three-member team to discuss 
the seat sharing with the alliance partners, 

AIADMK flags at an alection rally 
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none were willing to open their moutli. 
They kept saying, get clearance from 
Moopanar. We spent considerable lime 
shuttling between Mimpanar's liouse and 
Karunanidhi's residence. A set lion of the 
PMC leadership wrongly peneived that we 
were responsible for denying prime mini.s- 
tership to Moopanar in IW/. They knew 
that unlike other parties we could not go 
and tie up with the aiai'mk-hip front and 
offered us just one seat. Because of theii 
intransigence, today the entire secular 
polity is under severe strain." 

He has a point. In Madurai, for instance, 

Hazards Of 
Forecasting 

The Tamil Nadu election results 
have taken everyone by surprise. 
This state has once again proved to 

be electorally volatile and swung deci¬ 
sively in favour of the bip-aiadmk 

alliance, lire extra 25 seats or so seats 
that this alliance gained from the dmk- 

TMi' combine, compared to our seat 
forecast published in Outlook, has made 
all the difference in our seat prediction 
at the national level, which otherwise 
would have been fairly accurate. 

One must remember that 
the fieldwork for this poll was 
conducted between January 
24 and February 1, 1998,' 
when the new bjp alliances in 
West Bengal, Orissa, Karna¬ 
taka and Tamil Nadu were 
just taking shape. In fact. In 
all these states our poll, car¬ 
ried out nearly three weeks 
before the elections, failed to 
pick up accurately the impact 
these alliances would make 
in the voting pattern. The 
sweep by the bip-aiadmk 

alliance in Tamil Nadu, in 
particular, eluded every opin¬ 
ion as well as exit poll. 

The Outlook poll conducted 
in end-January did indicate a 
swing towards the alliance of 
the order of 7 per cent, but 
given the poor performance 
of the HIP and .madmk in 1996, 
the swing was much less 
than the J5-plus |>er cent 
rcHjuired to acx-oi.int for the 
final re.sults. Our poll in 
lanuary was a snapshot of 
how people felt in famil 
Nadu at that time, but obvi¬ 
ously the swing gathered 
momentum over the follow¬ 
ing three weeks. 

The problem every pollster (who 
conducts polls so far in advance of the 
election date) faces is how much to 
project the swing forward into voting 
day. In the past, we have done this 
quite successfully, as there was an issue 
which we could justify as the basis of 
the forward swing—for instance, the 
antl-Jayalalitha wave in 1996. But for 
Tamil Nadu in 1998 there did not 
seem any particular issue to justify a 
forward projection. 

Partha Rakshit (MD. AC Nielsen) 
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TAMfL NAOU 
WIOEANGLE 

the candidate jwlJed well over 
a lakh votes while the iMi. candidate 
A.G.S. Rambalni lost to Janata Party 
leader Suhrainuiiian Swainy (an ally 
of the -\i\i>MK) hv a margin of just 
20.tMX) votes. 

As for the i’Mk, says its founder S. 
Ramdoss: “Karun.niidhi wanted to 
repeat the .same mistake of 19%. 
While we had been with him 
throughout, tiuring the elections he 
wanted to give us pittance and said 
that though he could not gis'e us 
place in the assembly and Par¬ 
liament, he had enough space in 
liis heart. Rven this time, it was evi¬ 
dent that dll he was prepared to 
ofler us was a place in his heart. My 
party cadres felt that the time had 
come for us to get a plaie in 
Parliament. Jayalalitha knew her 
strength and weakness and was 
more accommodative. She gave us 
live seats and W'c have won four ol 
them. A [sossibillty which would 
have remained a pipedream il we 
had gone with the nvik." 

THF. OMK-rsii combine also failed 
to lure away rebel Ai.siAts mem¬ 
bers who woulil have been 

thrilled with a lone seat lor their 
leader S. rhirunavukkarasu. That 
proved cosily. Ihirunavukkarasu 
polled 2.26 lakh votes in Pudukottai 
where osik landidate P.N. .Siva lost to 
the SHiiMk's Raja Paramasisam b\ 
just .t0,0t)0 votes. 

Similarly, the Pulit parly Pudiya 
lami/hagam's K. Krishnaswamy had 
been demanding just one seat. In the 
event, he polled l,2t,5‘>2 v'otes at 
lenkasi, eating heavily into iMi can¬ 
didate M. .Vrunachalam's vote and 
losting nim his seat. .\nd in liru- 
nelveli. the i>\iK candidate, lilmstar 
Sh.iiath Ktiiiiar, lo.»t his election by 
a margin ol 0,000 voles while 
the Piidiy.t lami/h.igam (andidate 
secuiedi K(s,-I|s> voles. 

.And llitMi. there is the stability 
plank. \n,il\ iii; the results, savs the (im 
slate seiietai) It. N.illiil..mmi: "In a slate 
when the ()uesliiiii ol slabilily lias an ovei 
aiihing bediing, the l.ul llial ihe l.'nited 
i ron! was noi seen lo he united eveti m 
aeeommodaling liie honi partners has 
cmlrituited to the '.teli.ii le. Somehow (X'o- 

ple IcIt that we lould not lie united at llie 
( enlre il've weie not united at llie stale. 
Some ol the internal hukerings like those 
between the isii and the i I'liso over 
Moopanar's failure to beiome l’\l and 
between some of Ihe sei'ind-rung nsiu and 
I sic leaders had indeec. erealetl suih an 
impression. People witnessed the downfall 
of lanata government in 1079, the 

The Coimbatore blasts and 
a perceived rift between 

Karunanidhi and 
Moopanar’s supporters 

resulted in support for the 
BJP’s stability plank. 

National Front in 1990 and the recent Ul- 
government. t)n the other hand, the aii’- 
\i \i>MK combine projected only Vajpayee as 
PM. Ihe Ui''s nuanced arguments that 

only tlic parliamentary party could 
c^cct a prime minister and that 
there is no dearth of prime ministe¬ 
rial candidates in tlie Ul- did not 
appeal to the people." 

All of whicii begs the question: 
why did the opinion polls fail, 
which liad forecast a virtual oMk- 

iMi sweej), to pick up the mood ot 
the electorate? Mtist (tollsters pul 
this down lo the late swing that 
presLimahly lixik plate following 
tile Coimbatore blasts. A laige 
chunk of this late support, it is . 
claimed, came from undeiideil vot¬ 
ers and those who had earlier 
Itlanneil to vote (.ongres,s. 

Forliei |iarl, jayalalitha has main¬ 
tained a sur|)risingly low (trolile. 
.She is yet to meet lltc press, Itarring 
a couple ol interviews, but has 
made lier dissalistaetion with the 
press clear through a stat-ment: 
"Ncwspa|K*rs and private I'V chan¬ 

nels functioned in a partisan manner. 
I Opinion polls were conducted by forces 
i op()osed to llie vi.viaik. Our aim iv to bring 
i back M(ill's rule in tile slate and that clay 

is not far off." 
Now layalalilha's single-point agenda 

is lo get the nwK government dismissed. 
' Says slie:" I tiere has been a total failure of 
' the police intelligence. It is an issue ol 
' national security. I he only solution, is to 
i liave a change ot government in lamil 
I Nadu. Hut first, let the new government in 
■ Delhi assume power." Clearly, any ini' 
I regime at the c;entre will find it hard lo 
! resist her demands, given the importance 
' other 17 MI'S. ■ 
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OPINION 

Tear in the Atheist Veil 
Has Dravidian politics overdone Its bit? Have Jayalalitha and the BJP tapped a dormant votebank? 

I T has been suggested that the dmk-imc; debacle in 
Tamil Nadu was the result of communal riots on 
poll-eve in Coimbatore. Even if that Is true, it does 

not explain why the niling combine was so fragile 
that the riots acted like the last straw that broke the 
camel's back. So, was the omk-imc rout a freak or an 
accident waiting to happen? 

For decades, Tamil Nadu has exhibited a peculiar 
schism between its cultural values and its political 
populism. In no other state can one see such an effu¬ 
sion of magnificent temples. In no other state do 
Hindus flaunt their religious faith the way Tamilians 
do with their caste marks. Yet, for years, the politics of 
Tamil Nadu has been dominated by atheism, which specifically 
targeted Hinduism. In a democracy, such schism between popu- 
iar culture and populist politics cannot continue forever. Either 
the society has to change its ways and give up religious faith, or 

, the polity has to fracture and surrender its atheism. 
It appears that religion has won. The reason is not far to seek. 

So long as Brahmins dominated both religion and government, 
atheism had economic value. Now that the backbone of the 
Brahmins has been broken decisively, atheism no longer offers 
that utility. In short, atheist imlihcs has become the victim of its 
own success. That is where the bji* comes in. 

For quite some time now, there have been indications that in 
Tamil Nadu, the bip is no longer the untouch¬ 
able it used to be. My contacts have been only 
svith the educated middle class. At least with¬ 
in this group, more and more [waple have 
been openly expressing a feeling that the bip 

deserves to be given a chance. That is not nec¬ 
essarily a vote in favour of the b|p: most prob¬ 
ably, that is an expression of disillusionment 
with increasing contradictions within the 
atheist movement. 

In principle, atheism implied rejection of 
caste. In practice, it ofierated entirely on the 
basis of caste-based patronage. No doubt, 
caste-based patronage was a potent weapon in 
destroying up|H*r caste hegemoqy hut it has 
proved a handicap when it came to distribut¬ 
ing the spoils of that victory. Caste-based dis- 
iTimination works well so long as the enemy 
is numciically small, and aspirants are few. Thus, the small 
minority of Brahmins (and a few upper castes) could be held up 
as the enemy and discriminated against without losing many 
votes. Till recently the space so vacated was enough to meet the 
demands of the faithful. 

In recent years, however, the situation has changed drastica¬ 
lly. Education among backward castes has increased (and 
improved) by leaps and bounds. So, aspirants have become 
many, much more than the space vacated by upper castes. That 
has created a supply-demand gap. Now, it is no longer a ques¬ 
tion of fairer distribution of government jobs but one of creat¬ 
ing many more jobs, both inside the government and outside. 
Thus, the political ambience has changed fundamentally but 
politicians have not. Mr Chidambaram appears to be the only 
politician who Is alive to this problem. Othen are yet to shed 
old shibboleths. 

In sticking to outdated caste-based reservation, 
Tamil Nadu politicians (like their counterparts else¬ 
where) divided and sub-divided the polity into 
smaller and smaller caste groups. As a result, 
Dravidian parties have splintered along sub-caste 
lines and, in the process, removed the stigma 
attached to communalism. That has benefited the 
BJP In two ways. One, people see no reason to single 
out the Bjr for communalism. TWo, as the non- 
Brahmin base has splintered, the government has 
found it expedient to go soft on non-Hindus. 

As a reaction, Hindus now find the bjp brand of 
communalism desirable. Thus, the bjp was a fruit 

ready to be plucked and the dmk left it to Jayalalitha to do so. hi 
the bargain, Jayalalitha propagated the bjp seed; in return, the bjp 
provided Jayalalitha much-needed nourishment—she secured a 
substantial, but dormant, votebank. 

Will the bjp take root in Tamil Nadu? That is not easy to 
answer. For one, Jayalalitha's support can never be taken for 
granted. The alliance she has cobbled up is fragile. The momk, 

the PMK and the like are united only in their animosity towards 
Mr Karunanidhi and do not Ivive any other viable common 
agenda. In acquiring power, the bjp too may generate its own 
handicap of incumbency. 

It is also a fact that the dmk has fared creditably in assembly 
byelections in precisely the places where it 
has lost badly in the parliamentary contest. 
So, it looks as though the public mood was 
not strictly against the omk but in favour of 
testing out the bjp—giving the bip a chance. 
So, in the next assembly elections, there is no 
reason why the dmk cannot win. 

At the same time, the dmk would do well to 
indulge in deep introspection Traditionally, 
Dravidian parties have prided themselves on 
their revolutionar’’ zeal. Jayalalitha has 
hijacked that agenda by the simple tactic of 
calling hersell puiaUhi thalaivi—ttu; revolu¬ 
tionary leader. While the dmk has got stuck 
in a groove, she has engineered a mir'or rev¬ 
olution of sorts by boldly aligning Tamil 
Nadu politics with its traditional culture. So, 
M\i)\tK followers do not have to visit temples 

furtively like d.sik .ictivists. 
The qiifstiim now is what new revolution will the dmk offer in 

response to lasalalitha's onslaught? The dmk is yet to realise 
that once a revolution succeeds, it is vital to move on to a dif¬ 
ferent one So, the future oi the dmk lies in projecting a new 
vision tor Tamil Nadu, a vision that will integrate rather than 
set one suli-caste again.st another. 

There is one other peculiar reason why the dmk needs to prop¬ 
agate a new glamorous vision much more than Jayalalitiia has 
to. When a reporter asked a voter why he preferred Jayalalitha, 
he burst out, "Saar! Avo rosa anna, rosa saar! (Sir! A rose means 
she IS a rose, sir!)" Ostensibly, all Dravidian parties are proud of 
their dark complexions. Actually, theit hearts palpitate at the 
sight of a fair one. That advantage, nobody can take away from 
Jayalalitha; that handicap the dmk will ever have to bear. ■ 

(The writer is former director, nr, Madras) 

Tiia BJP was a fruit 
ready to ba plueksd 

and thaDIHKIoftitto 
JayataHtba to do so. to 

tbs baipafn, aba 
propagatod tiia BJP 
saad. to ratom, tbs 

BJP providod bar much 
nouitshmant. 
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MAHARASHTRA 
ATULLOKE 

The Maratha strongman bounces back but can he get the top job? 

ByLEKHARATTANANI This was tlve city where saffron flags 
flooded street corners, and hari 
line Hindutva found a place in 
people’s hearts. It was the city 
which gave the men in saffron 33 

out of 34 seats in the last assembly election 
and wrote the agenda for change in 
Maharashtra. Bombay turned Mumbai and 
even a year ago in civic elections, saffron 
kept its colour. The Congress was thrown 
out of Mumbai's rich municipal corpora* 

tion, and most of the state followed suit. A 
few warning signals that thin]^ may not be 
going the same way were misconstrued, and 
nobody, not even the victors, predicted 
such a triumphant return of the Congress. 

In the run-up to the elections, the 
Congress was iready beginning to get 
ambitious. The party had reserved all the 
mafor maidans in the city for Sonia 
Gandhi's election rally, but finally settled 
for the biggest of them ail: Shivajl Park. 
Only a party that can muster a crowd of 
about two lakh chooses Shivaji Park. The 

last time the Congress man¬ 
aged such numbers and held 
a rally in Shivaji Park was 
December 1984. The rally was 
for Rajiv Gandhi at the height 
of the sympathy wave after his 
mother's assassination. 
Shivaji Park has over the years 

been mostly monopolised by 
the Shiv Sena for ^rty chief 
BaJ Thackeray’s mammoth ral¬ 
lies. But on February 22, as 
they arrived for Sonia Gandhi's 
rally in truckloads, waving the 
Congress flag, or in slogan¬ 
shouting groups spilling out of 
second class local train com¬ 
partments, the Congress loo¬ 
ked like the party it was in the 
state a long time ago. The 
crowd that gathered for Sonia 
looked like the ones which 
show up for Thackeray, but for 
the mix of colour at Shivaji 
Park: a sea of blue Republican 
Party of India (rpi) flags, the 
Samajwadi Party's (SP) red and 
green; and dominating the 
show—the Congress tricolour. 

Behind the fizz of Sonia's 
crowds, what really brought the 
Congress in Maharashtra where 
it is—33 out of 48 seats plus an 
additional four to its Hit allies— 
is the strategy worked out by 
Sharad Pawar, helped by the 
anti-incumbency vote. He 
forged an eleaoral alliance with 
the SP and an. No small task as 
the SP didn't have an alliance 
with the Congress elsewhere. 

The RPI was tougher—the Dalit 
leaders have never faced an 
election united, it took time to 
persirade a recalcitrant Ptakash 
Ambedkar to pull in with the 
others. The results are a hun¬ 
dred per cent success for the 
Dalits—victory in all the four 
seats they contested—and for 
the Congress, help in winning 
many of its 33 seats: the Dalit 
vote has gone up to nearly 30 
per cent in some constituencies. 

The hardest to win over has been the 
detractor in his backyard. But dinner and 
diplomacy—accommodating S.B. Chavan's 
son-in-law Bhaskarrao Patil Khatgaonkar 
in Nanded even If it meant replacing sit¬ 
ting MP Gangadhar Kuntoorkar, or back¬ 
ing Sudhakarrao Naik to victory in 
Washim—paid off. 

Disunity was the main cause of the 
Congress losing the state in the first place. 
In 1995, rebel candidates opposed party 
nominees in nearly 200 constituencies. 
Forty-two were elected as Independents 
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‘The indivldiial doesn’t count’ 
Oudookco^gttifp wM ^mhUectoflhe 
Congress win in MahmaMm and mm-of- 
the-nument, Sbmnsd Pmmsr, vda says Ifs 

to die party to choose the ieader. Exeipts; 

What erased s«ch m setback to the 
qraadScu? 
People are fed up with them. Especially 
Thackeray (Seiu' chief) and Munde 
(deputy minister) and thdr utter¬ 
ances. Thackeray abused Sonia Gandhi 
and everyone. Munde has been doing the 
same, especially agaimt me He has been 
sayii^ that I should be sent back to cut 
sugarcane m Baramatl 
So yoB feel they lost becanse 
of thdr persoiudlaed attacks 
rad not becaase of the gov- 
eraasent's perfbnnracc? 
There is no performance. What 
have they implemented? People 
are fed up with the alliance and 
the way they nususe the govern¬ 
ment machinery 
This victory makes yon the 
best choice for iwlme minis¬ 
ter If the Congress leads a 
coalition government. 
Ihe leadership issue will be dis¬ 
cussed by the party It is not an 
individual's wishes and desires 
that have to be taken mto consid¬ 
eration, It's for the party leader¬ 
ship as a whole to decide On my 

and in another S4 seats they caused 
the defeat ot Congress candidates, 
pushing the jiarty out of office 

1 his time as Pawar likes to sav, he 
prepaied tor the examination well 
in advance By the time the compe¬ 
tition set out and his official sched¬ 
ule beginning on February 4 was 
released by the parts, Pawar was 
well into a 'second revision" Then 
Sonia Gandhi arrived, propping up 

part, the efient will be to bring all secular 
forces so that a government can be 
formed. The party vdth most seats should 
lead the coabtion. 
Some Congromaen wrat to sit in Uu 
Oppealtira and let Uw vr form the 
government, rather than partlc- 

How IS the aiP in a better position to pro¬ 
vide a stable govenunent? Only secular 
forces can come together and provide 
this. At aO costs another election must be 
avoided. This is what will happen If the 
QP forms a coalition government. The 
country cannot afford another election. 

Yon tece tbe same problem like the 
mr of bringing tciptlier dificrent 
parties to fwm a coalition. 
There are parties who have more in com 
mon with us than them. 
Which partte? 
Farooq's three seats. There Is the TVinamui 
m West Bengal. There are small groups 
Independents, and even parties that have 
recently started supporting the ajp- 
On Ok issue of dUfermce (between 
the VP asri allies) how arc yonr eco¬ 
nomic poUdes siaatlar to tin Left? 
We will have to discuss a common mini¬ 
mum programme. 
What abont Jayafaditha tai Thmtl 
Nadn and Ldc Siiakti-<are 
yon talking to them? 

am COKE I have not discussed anything 
with them. 
Win aligBlng with the ma 
be light, as the Congress' 
withdrew snpport to the 
VI becanse of toem? 
That was bdbre the court dea- 
sion m Tamil Nadu Now the 
coiut has sentenced those invol¬ 
ved m Ra)iv)i's assassination, so 
the sltuaton is different. 
If yon form the govern¬ 
ment at the Centre, will 
yon dismiss Joshi? 
We are not going to msist We 
ate not going to dismiss a gov¬ 
ernment with no public sanc¬ 
tion Such people should step 
down on their own 

district Strategy and success 
have placed Pawar at the top of 
the heap and made him the chief 
contcndei for the prime minis¬ 
ter v |ob among Congress leaders 

It IS Pawar s second major bid 
for the fop jiost In 1991, the 
campaign alter Rajiv (tandhi's 
death [irojected Pawar as the 
next PM, appealing to Maha 
rashtias asmita" (pride) Ihe 

Pdwai's p'ospects 
TTie results uprooted even stalwarts Bin 

gcneidl secretary PramoU Mahajan lust to 
Gurudas Kamat ot the C ongress in 
Mumbai Northeast despite the fact that the 
constituency is lepresented liy two minis¬ 
ters (one Bip and one Sena) and the city bji 

president Dalits account for nearly 25 per 
cent of the 19 4 lakh electorate here l.ast 
[uly, 11 Dalits were killed in police hring in 
this constituency The rage and unity of 
Dalit leaders consolidated their vote 

"Fspecially after this incident Dahts are 
dead against them We teel the Sena-Bjp 
alliance »s not outs and not for us," says rpi 

leader Ramdas Athavale Athavale cost 

Sharad Pawar: a second revival? 

Kamat his seat m 1996, when he shxxi ii> 
Mumbai Northeast polling 2 21 lakh votes 
This time, backed by the ( ongrtss and SP 
he was one of the tour Dalits who won Among other prominent losers was 

former union minister Suresh 
Kalmadi Ihe man synonymous with 

Pune fell out with Pawar and contested as 
an Independent backed by the Sena and 
the Bjp He lost to little known Vtthal Tupe 
of the Congress by over 91,000 votes as 
Pawar made tt a prestige issue to defeat 
Kalmadi and retain the scats in his home 

l oiigress then won 18 seats, but Pawar lost 
face thanks to the enthusiasm of col¬ 
leagues like Kalmadi who made a noisy bid 
lor the PM s chair on his behalt Ihis time 
Pawai has been preparing ground carefu 

I llv My etfortv will be to see that secuiai 
forces will form the government The 
party with the most seats will lead ’ And 
though he says that the “leadership issue 
will be discussed and decided bv the 
party", he is a top contender because his 
state has given the Congress its best 
results And more so because he has been 
the architect of his party's victory 

Backing Pawar is a large group ot MPs 
from Maharashtra—T7 "We are united 
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MAHARASHTRA 

The Prakasli Kini nuirrier 

case (his grieving widow, 

right), the suppression ot 

the Srikrishiia report on 

the Bombay riots and exc¬ 

esses of the Thackeray 

family (nephew Raj and 

son Udhav, extreme right) 

disillusioned voters, who 

dumped Sena-BJP leaders. 

‘The mandate is eurs’ 
Despite tbr Congress 
sw^, Sena chief Bal 
Thackeray refuses to 

^ Mieve it ms an anti’ 
incumbency vote. 

We are all with him," says Gurudas Kamat. 
A closer examination of those elected 
would reduce that tally a bit: the rii MPs 
will support him, but while most of the 
freshly elected Congress MPs—33—are loy¬ 
alists, a few don't belong to the core group. 
Bhaskarrao Khatgaonkar (Nanded) is S.B. 
Chavan's son-in-law; Sandipan Thorat 
(Pandharpur) and Naresh Pugalia (Chan¬ 
drapur) are close to Sitaram Kesri; Mukul 
Wasnik (Buldhana) and Chitralekha Rajc 
Bhosle (Ramtek) are not in the core 
group, nor is Vilas Muttemwar (Nagpur) 
though his differences with Pawar have 
been resolved. 

Then there is Pawar's other constitue¬ 
ncy-ties that cut across the United Front 
and out of it, whether it is Dr Farooq 
Abdullah who is part of the UF or Chandra 
Shekhar beyond it. "The outside resistance 
to him is within the Congress," observes a 
local Janata Dal leader. 

In Maharashtra, his victory has left the 
state government on uncertain ground. 
Soon after the last results were known—that 
included defeat in Mumbai North-Central 
where his cxtnstituency, Dadar, fails—Chief 
Minister Manohar Joshi visited Thackeray | 
and handed in a letter seeking permission 
to resign. That Thackeray dum}^ the letter 
saves joshi for the moment, but it does not 
make his case any easier. 

TllOUfill Pawar has reiterated that 
there is no intention of dismissing the 
state government if the Congress takes 

over at tire Centre, there is the prospect of 
party ret)tls—Independent mi.as who sup¬ 
port the stale government—returning to 
the fold, and splits in both the bip and Sena. 
Thackeray says this is the only way the gov¬ 
ernment would fall, if it does. "I see no pos¬ 
sibility of the party breaking or of dis¬ 
missal. Before the election he (Pawar) said if 
the Congress takes over we would ire dis¬ 
missed. Now he is not saying so as he 
knows we will gain sympathy," says Joshi. 

The Sena which won six scats, down 
from IS in 1996, and the bh* which won 
four seats (down from 18 in 1996) deny 
the "anti-establishment” factor. But some 
party leaders attribute the loss to the exce¬ 
sses of the Thackeray family, and the Sena 

Bow am yon My that the results 
•re not a vote against yonr govern¬ 
ment, when Dalits and minorities 
voted for the Congress alliance? 
No not ail Dalits, only neo-BuddhIsts. 
This time there was a big efibrt. I stdll 
show you pamphlets distributed in the 
bastls—one crore of them—saying ours is 
a white collar government. That if the 
Sena-BJP gets elected, the future Is dark. 
This is how the vote has gone en bloc to 
the Congress-RPi-SP alliance. When the 
Dalits were in factions, we won. Sharad 
Pawar has admitted this. 
There is a feeling In the Sena that 
yonr soft stance towards minori¬ 
ties cost yon the Hlndntva vote. 
Wrong. My viewpoint was not to please 
the Muslims. Even today, as you are talk¬ 
ing to me, no one knows what the situa¬ 
tion is going to be. Naidu has 12 MPs and 
he is holding the key—what is this key? 
Can you afford to have communal riots 
In a situation like this with no govern¬ 
ment? The population of Muslims is over 
20 crore, more than Pakistan or any Arab 
country. Do you want to drive them out? 

chief's recent softening towards Muslims 
which lost him the hardline Hindu vole. 

Joshi, however, offers four reasons for the 
poll performance; the consolidation of rpi 

and SP votes; unity in tiie Congress; a cat¬ 
alytic effect ir. Sonia's state rallies and the 
tact that the results of some of the major 
projects started by the ruling alliance will 
take a while to materialise. "Like our major 
drinking water projects, over the next two 
years, these will bear fruit and {teople will 
certainly give us a mandate again." 

The eliection results have initiated, as one 
party MP puts it, "a massive clean-up 

Have a practical approach. Titis has not 
cost the Hindu vote; Sarpotdar got a good 
margin in Vile Parle. 
Wbat about cmnplacent cadres? 
Whenever I have had meetings—24 all 
over Maharashtra—they have been mas¬ 
sive. The psychology is to see the crowd 
and feel we have already won so there is 
no need to work. So the worker doesn't go 
to the voter and the voter doesn't vote. 
Are you worried that a Congress- 
led government at the Centre may 
dismiss yonr government here? 
Topple us? We have the people's man¬ 
date. If Congress does that it will be a 
costly affair. There is a lot of difference 
between the Lok Sabha and Assembly. 
The people will get furious. And on what 
fbund will they dismiss us?—we have 
done in three years what they have not 
been able to do in 3S. 
How would yon react to a man 
from Maharaditra—Sharad Pawar 
—being the next prime minister? 
it is the party's problem if that happens. 
They won't let it, Pawar worked bard to 
get so many MPs elected to fulfil his 
ambition. This Is only for himself that he 
did, but no one is going to let him be PM. 
Some party leaders feel yonr 
attacks against Sonia alienated 
voters, espodally women? 
Totally false. No one was alienated. 

process". After meetings with the bjp, a 

reshuffle is on the cards and some ministers 
may be dropped. "This was on the cards ear¬ 
lier, we couldn't do anything because of the 
polls. But there will be no major changes," 
says Joshi. His party has been adamant in its 
dismissal of the anti-establishment factor, 
backing its stand with .statistics; in IB ot the 
constituencies it contested, Sena candidates 
have actually polled more votes than they 
did in 1996. But all the argument will not 
help re-paint a picture, where a third of the 
electorate—Dalits and minonties—has for- ^ 
saken the saffron fold. ■ 
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OPINION. 

No Thanks to Thackeray 
IN 1995 Bal Thackeray singlehandedly ensured the 

victory of the Shiv Sena-Bjp in Maharashtra. Three 
years later the same Thackeray singlehandedly 

ensured the defeat of the saffron combine. He has 
targeted some "non-performing" ministers and 
shakha pramukhs as he feels they are responsible for 
the debacle. He says he is going to axe them—a step 
that would be grossly unfair. Since he himself called 
all the shots in the administration as well as the 
organisation, he should be gracious enough to 
accept the blame. 

The signs of public dissatisfaction with the govern¬ 
ment have been apparent to any discerning observer 
of the political scene for a very long time. But those who were 
puffed up with their own importance and sense of power could 
not read the writing on the wall. 

The state's erstwhile Congress rulers were accused of being cor¬ 
rupt and venal. But they were not arrogant. Those who succeeded 
them seemed to have continued the legacy of corruption and 
venality despite having been elected on an anti<ortuption plat¬ 
form. They might have got away with this if they had not dis¬ 
played unmistakable streaks of arrogance at the same time. 

Bal Thackeray, like most leaders who have achieved their goal of 
capturing power by channelising popular discontent and organis¬ 
ing the lumpen element, is a .self-confessed autocrat. He does not 
tolerate any criticism. In fact, he dislikes it so much that his fol¬ 
lowers have even physically harmed his critics. 
Opposition leader Chagan Bhujbal and news¬ 
paper editor Nikhil Wagle have physically 
experienced the Sena's wrath. Those who were 
lucky to escape the tiger's teeth have not 
escaped the claws bared in the Sena chief's 
acerbic writings and statements. Visions of 
such retribution have effectively silenced those 
who may have been expected to speak up. 

The resultant silence is translated into 
protest votes at election time. Many educated 
citizens had voted for the combine in the last 
elections. They were disillusioned within a 
few months of the new government taking 
office. To them the Enron “volte face" was 
the first indication cf the combine's doubles¬ 
peak. The combine's tall talk of fighting the ogre of corruption 
was a mere show, they said. Its attempts to befool the public 
were amateurish and amounted to an insult to their intelligence. 
The people's welfare was relegated to second place because by re¬ 
negotiating the agreement with Enron, the delivery of much- 
ne^ed electricity was delayed. 

But political corruption is not as relevant to the masses as bread 
and butter issues like prices of essential commodities, hoi'sing and 
employment. Political corruption is an issue that troubles mainly 
intellectuals. Corruption becomes a problem of ordinary people 
when it touches their daily lives. If they have to pay to obtain 
ration cards or to make railway reservations then there is resent¬ 
ment. This was the situation during the Congress rule. People 
expected miracles but low-levcl corruption continued after the 
new government was installed and led to disappointment in the 
poorer sections of the populace. 

An even greater source of cynicism was the reneging on promi¬ 
ses to provide housing to slum-dwellers and employment to the 
youth. Such promises are not easy to fulfil. But the Sena had raised 
expectations beyond the normal levels. The Michael Jackson con¬ 

cert, for instance, which was organised with much 
fanfare in the glare of publicity, was touted as a means 
for gamering resources to be later used for solving the 
unemployment problem. It did nothing of the sort. In 
fact, there was no word horn the First Family about 
the use to which this money was put. 

A clear indication of which way the wind was blow¬ 
ing could be had from conversations with ordinary 
people like policemen, taxi drivers and household 
maids. The general tenor of their talk was that the 
leaders had done well for themselves whereas the 
poor salaried employees and workers were left with 
only broken promises and dashed hopes. Policemen, 

for instance, were great supporters of the Sena when it was not 
in power. If the Sena leadership had been more vigilant and per¬ 
ceptive it would have learnt that this support could no longer be 
counted upon, specially at the hustings. 

After the massive election rally addressed by Atal Behari 
Vajpayee and Bal Thackeray at Shivajl Park on February 25, many 
policemen, like other common people, remarked about the intem¬ 
perate language used by the Sena chief and about his mimicking 
of Sonia Gandhi. Many women in the audience were reported to 
have left the meeting in disgust. It is true that such ribaldry would 
have amused the unlettered at another time or another place. But 
coming on the heels of broken promises and deflated expecta¬ 
tions, they were no longer a source of merriment. 

There are other reasons, of course, why the 
Sena-Bjp combine lost. One reason was that the 
Congress roped in Muslims and Dalits to fight 
the saffron alliance. The various kpi factions, to 
which most Dalits are affiliated, joined toget¬ 
her fS aveitge the Ramabai Colony firing in 
which 11 Dalits were shot dead by the police. 
It is ironic that one junior police officer, who 
ordered the firing, could now be said to be 
partly responsible for shattering the fortunes of 
an elected government. 

But the disenchantment of the masses with 
the Sena had begun even earlier. The place¬ 
ment of known corrupt officers in key posi¬ 
tions in the government had spread c jncern 
in the bureaucracy and the ixilice. And when 

the Prakash Kini case hit the headlines, even common Sainiks 
realised that their leaders were more interested in the monied 
class than in dispossessed sons of the soil. 

If the Sena plans to regain lost ground, its chief will have to 
modify his own thought processes. He must understand that the 
demagoguery and coarse humour that attracted followers will 
not help sustain his hold over them unless his party is able to 
perform. When he greets a newfound friend like Suresh Kalmadi, 
he should not refer to him in public as a "frog who jumps 
constantly from spot to spot". If he finds that the Muslims still 
hesitate to vote for his party despite all the conciliatory gestures 
he has made to coax them to forget his oft-stated feelings about 
the community, he should not threaten to despatch them to 
Pakistan. Instead, he should instruct his Sainiks to shut down 
the parallel courts they conduct in the shakha offices and to stop 
asking for "voluntary" donations during festivals. And, he 
should Instruct them not to dig up cricket pitches because the 
Mumbai public are more committed to aicket than to politics, 
specially the politics of hate and intolerance. ■ 

(The writer, a former commissioner of police, tives in Mumbai) 

Thactoray has to 
modify his thought 
procossos. Coarao 
humour and doma- 

goguory cannot hoip 
rotaln hit hold ovor 
fotlowori untoss tho 

party porforms. 
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TOP 

Naidu faces a tough dilemma: choosing the bigger rival 

By BHAVDEEP KANG March 3 dawned cloudy and 
cold over Raisina Hill, a Black 
Tuesday for the incumbent 
United Front. As the bjp swept 
inexorably towards the 250 

mark in the 1998 Lok Sabha elections, the 
UF appeared headed, equally inexorably, 
towards break-up. AU day long, the man 
who holds the key to the balance of power 
in the 12th Lok Sabha—top supremo and 
UF convenor Chandrababu Naidu— 
dodged calls from his allies, fuelling fears 
that he wouid align with the bjp. 

Babu, as Naidu is known, was upset with 
his confidant and cpi(m) general secretary 
Harkishen Singh Surjeet for having unilat¬ 
erally announced that the UF would sup¬ 
port a Congress-led government—an 
untenable proposition for the top, whose 
main rival is the Congress. Later, at tlie 
CPi(M)'s poUtburo and the Janata Dal's 
political affairs committee meetings, 
Surjeet came in for intense flak. His pre¬ 
emptive announcement was described as a 
tactical blunder. *By dilut¬ 
ing the anti-Congress stand 
of the UF, Surjeet has given 
Babu a readymade excuse to 
walk out," observed a Dai 
MP. The c;pi(M) general secre¬ 
tary's plea that he had made 
the announcement to pre¬ 
vent defections to the bjp 

didn't wash. For two days, 
the UF was on tenterhooks 
as Babu refused to come to 
Delhi for talks. "He is avoid¬ 
ing Surjeet and V.P. Singh," 
opined a BJ^aligned top MP. 

Naidu made it clear he 
would prefer to maintain a posture of stud¬ 
ied neutrality. "For the top, the Congress 
and the bip arc equal adversaries. We wish 
to maintain equidistance from both," he 
ol'served. But, as his colleagues in the UF 
coie group pointed out when he explained 
why he coulJ not support a Congress-led 
government, the current situation leaves 
no room for neutrality. Even if the top's 12 
MPs abstain from voting during a floor 
test, that's all the bip needs to clear a vote 
of confidence. 

To prevent such an eventuality, some 
members proposed a unique formula; a 
UF-led government with Congress partic¬ 
ipation and outside support by the top, on 
condition that no Congress MP from 
Andhra Pradesh is given a berth in the 
council or ministers. But Samajwadi Party 
chief Mulayam Singh Yadav put paid to the 
suggestion, announcing his support to a 
Congress-led government even as the UF 

denied having reached any such decision. 
Although isolated within the UF, with all 
the partnen trying to extract a commit¬ 
ment to vote against a bjp government, 
Naidu stood his ground. 

With good reason. The prospect of a 
Naidu-backed Congress-led government 
sent the top cadres into a tizzy. 
Supporting the Congress, they felt, was 
nothing short of political suicide. 
Congress stalwart Kotia Vijayabhaskara 
Reddy did not help matters by demand¬ 
ing Naidu’s resignation as chief minister 
as soon as the election results came in. 
“How can we trast the Congress, given its 
track record of dislodging state govern¬ 
ments?" asked a top MP. A view echoed by 
Naidu in New Delhi after the UF's core 
group meeting on March 6: "The 
Congress has been responsible for desta¬ 
bilisation of many governments. They 
have been strengthening the bjp. If they 
had not destabilised the UF twice, would 
all this have happened?" Telegrams urg¬ 
ing Naidu not to stand in the way of a bjp 

government poured into his office. In a 
bid to force a tie-up with 
the BJP, five of the 12 top 

MPs did not attend the 
meeting convened at the 
chief minister's home in 
Hyderabad on March S. 

He was urged to assess the 
situation in the light of the 
1999 assembly elections, in 
which the growing clout of 
the BJP could force a three- 
cornered fight. The ques¬ 
tion was whether Babu 
would lose or gain by tying 
up with the bjp at the state 
level. The arithmetic see¬ 

med to point to a gain. The bjp's vote-share 
in Andhra has jumped from 5.6 per cent in 
1996 to 20 per cent in 1998, while that of 
the ri)P and Congress has remained more 
or less static at around 39 per cent each. A 
TOP-Bjp combine could well sweep the state. 
"We must have a truck with the bjp," said a 
Rajya Sabha MP belonging to the top. 

There's no ignoring the fact, says a Naidu 
aide, that the bjp is attracting support 
across the board. It won four seats in 
Andhra Pradesh, wresting two each from 
the TOP and the Congress; Kamma-domi- 
nated Rajamundhry, Kapu-dominated 
Kakinada, urban Secunderabad and pre¬ 
dominantly backward-class Karimnagar. 
"In my constituency, the bjp put up a much 
stronger showing than I thought," said 
Addanki mu P.C. Garataiah, who believes a 
tie-up with the bip would be beneficial. 

Naidu at the March 6 UF meat 

MPliiiililn, 
tii^ 
BJFiibdteto 
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Pholograph PRASHANT PANJIAfi 

Even a Muslim inr MP said he would u ,i 
object to an ailiance with the hip, ptovid< <, 

it abandoned the Avodhya agenda. 
Besides, if Naidu loses his e.\isting 

friends at the Centre, he may very well 
have to make new ones. "If Balm abstains 

i when the bip seeks a vote of confidence, 
I he is no longer a part of the UF," said a 

senior JD leader. "In the Ulv no one has 
problems with the Congress except the 
loP," admitted Naidu, pointing out that 
the B|p was the Samajwadi Party's main 

I rival in UP, just as the Trinamool 
• t'ongress was now the t.pi(M)'s. Even if he does not join a bjp govern¬ 

ment and chooses only to extend 
issue-based support, Naidu will con¬ 

tinue to be vital to Its survival, giving him 
a clout far in excess of his numbers. But 
observers feel that he stands a far better 
chance of keeping his flock together and 
avoiding a split in the iDi* if he ties up 
with the HIP. 

There's no denying that Naidu would 
be unable to justifs extending support to 
a party which pullixl the tug from under 
the UF twice. Earlier, the onus was on the 
Congress to explain why it was support¬ 
ing a UE-led government; if Naidu were to 
back a CV>ngress-led government, the 
onus would be on him. “Babu cannot 
share power with the Congress," observed 
a Naidu aide, thereby ruling out tlie pos¬ 
sibility of a UF-led government with 
Congress jiarticipalion. 

It was Naidu who pointed out, in a pre- 
I poll statement, that the i dp was toriued on 
i the issue ot Telegu pride. Extraimlatcd, the 
i issue Irecame one of Indian pride. I hat, he 
i maintained, should preclude handing over 
I the reins of the country to the Ctmgress' 
; Sonia Gandhi, who was, after all. of foreign 
j origin. He had even suggested legislation 
I to bar Indian lidrens of foreign origin 
! from holding key public offices. 

On the aip side, direct or tacit support to 
' Hie BIP by the idp would mean losing the 
. minuiit;. votebank as well as the (.om- 
[ miinist cadre base. (Confrontations bel- 
I ween the i dp and Communist cadres could 
; well lead to law' and order problems, svhich 

the state tan ill afford in a run-up to 
, assembis jwlls. Besides, Naidu has to take 
, into account the fact that the UF actually 
; gained three scats in Telengana, where the 

Muslim vote is significant. In Rayalseema, 
where again it makes a difference in some 
constituencies, they lost only one. But in 
coastal AP, they lost seven. 

Caught between a rock and a hard jdace, 
Chandrababu Naidu must somehow rec¬ 
oncile his contradictory provincial and 
national concerns. A difficult task, hut as 
Surjeet may well tell him, imlitics is the art 
of managing contradictions. ■ 

With M.S. Shanker in Hyderabad 



The BJP is poised 
for its second bmsh 
with power. But its 
sense of destiny 
may soon drown in 
the cacophony of 
coalition politics. 
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, The nation luxds stability and the bjp is the only party that can provide 
||^ it", —Atal Behati Vajpayee, during the campaign for the 12th Lok Sabha. 

j g/k S the Bjp, prepared Itself for 

■■ high office the second time 

Mm ffi less than two years, 

~ MjlM these words have come 

■ Mback to haunt the party. 

This is not how they would have liked it; their way being cleat^ 

by the "neutral stand" Chandrababu Naidu with his 12 top MPs is 

likely to take. Party leaders insist it's too early to pass judgement, 

that the fractured mandate has to be taken into account, and 

argue there is a "qualitative difference" in the proposed Bjp-led 

coalition. That it is a turn in the epoch. 

But there remains a niggling suspicion. For a party that has spent 

the pa.st two years ridiculing the “13-party dalliance" a.k.a. the 

^ United Front, dealing with close to 20 political formations— 

"allies in government formation"—is proving ardu- 

pMM uus. The deluge of euphemisms may not stop it 

from becoming even more so. Especially, as bjp gen- 

saretary and key negotiator Pramod Mahajan 

puts it graphically, "two MPs leaving the House to 

“attend the call of nature can result in the government being 

reduced to a minority.” But the fact that the verdict of the people 

has left Parliament poised on a knife-edge (see infographic) 

^ also means the bjp you saw won't be the bjp you'll 

get. At least on the surface. 

The party's burning ambition to rule India has 

resulted in the 'taming of the shrew' at the hands of 

the complex electoral and political reality, at least for now. But 

power comes at a price. The demands and compulsions of its 

allies, if at the moment muted, means that far from step¬ 

ping on the footstool of morality and principle to 

provide for itseif an elevation from which to view the hurly-bu. i'. 

of contemporary Indian politics, it is completely immersed in u. 

Not that it wasn't earlier—Uttar Pradesh comes readily to mind- 

bul now the bjp can't even claim otherwise. 

The problems begin with J. Jayalalitha. First, even as the euphe^- 

ria oyer the election results was settling down, she administered 

the kind of shock the bjp leadership must now get used to by declar¬ 

ing that her party, the madmk, "would not participate in the gov¬ 

ernment" . Frantic calls and desperate pleas by the bjp leadership 

elicited a none-too<omforting clarification. She would "not object 

to AiADMK MPs being seated on the IVeasury benches". The bjp is 

expecting to "work things out" when Jayalalitha finally makes it to 

Delhi, says party general secretary Sushina Swaraj, but the real rea¬ 

sons for this blow-hot blow-cold approach lie elsewhere. 

bjp leaders in Chennai like Ula Ganeshan, K. Maitrayen and K.N. 

Laxmanan, who arc in touch with her “over the interorm at her 

Poes Garden residence"—she stays put in her first floor living 

quarters when they come calling—realise she is driving a hard bar¬ 

gain. For starters, she wants the dmk government dismissed. In 

newspaper interx'iews she has pegged this to the logic that the umk 
has failed on the law and order front and is a 'threat' to national 

security, bjp leaders in Delhi, though hopeful of a compromise, 

confirm the message from Chennai: if you are nationalist, espe¬ 

cially in the wake of Coimbatore, prove it by dismissing the Tamil 

Nadu government. .State bjp sources say Jayalalitha won't even 

speak to them unless this demand is first conceded. 

The central leadership is putting forth the argument that the 

President may not put his signature on any such move, the 

Governor is unlikely to over-rcach<he rule-book and the courts will 

almost certainly overturn any such decision unless backed up by 

irrefutable evidence. Moreover, any such move would undermine 

the very basis of the bip's alliances with regional parties, based as it 

was on a strong opposition to the misuse of Article 356 and a pro- 

Valpayge being elected leader by BJP and Its allies on Marcb 7 

T NARAYAN 
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COVER STORY 

Mamata Is unpradletaUa and will drive a hard bargain Jayalalltha Is llkaly to msks outragaous dsmands 

foscd belief in ilecenlralisation of power. "This is all ba.se- 

less conjerture. Jayalalltha will meet Adxaniji and Ataiji 

in Delhi, who Iioik! to convince her to join tlie sovern- 

ment.” says hip general secretars Venkaiah .Naidu. 

But even it there is a irucv, it’s likely to be tem|io- 

rary. flavin}; brought 27 seats to the table (minus the 

three seats won by the dip, Jayalalitha's bargaining 

power is immense And with ali the leaders of the 

smaller jrarties in the alliance having declared in 

C.'hennai that they "would abide by whatever dc'cision is 

taken by Jayalalitha", it adds to her clout. The demand 

that "ixditieally motivated" cases against Jayalalitha be 

withdrawn is only the beginning. 

Already, there is talk ol an "imminent reshuftle of gover¬ 

nors", the "right" of every new goverrinient. This may be 

sold to Jayalalitha as a move in the direction she wants. 

Because, not only dcH's she want the UMk regime packed off 

but also clearance for cases against its top leaders. But the kip 

leadership is clear it won't do "anything unconstitutional". 

ciiven the scenario of a climlxlown by Jayalalitha, where 

she is even fx-rsuaded to lead the ai sdmk front into Vajpayee’s 

piospective government, there is the vexed question of min¬ 

isterial berths-the Muisrk, psik, siosik, the lamil Nadu Rajiv 

(longtess and, ol lourse, Suhramanian Swamy of the Janata 

I’arts ekiie*.! the "big ones". The kip is now hoping such 

del laiiils "can lie adjusted" by accommodative old allies. 

(learly an idea that doesn't enthuse Shiv Sena chief Bal I hack- 

cias, "I am no. greeds, but i am sure the aiP will honour its com- 

niiUnents," he told (iii/lixilt. llcex(X'Cts an "automatic" eles'ation ol 

Sena Ml’ .Suresh I'ralihu -iiuiustries minister in the M-day Vajpayc-e 

goseiunient -to the same [Kirttolio this time. Thackeray is sure the 

Sena's [Kior slunving won’t be held against an old ally. I lis warnings 

are lortfirighi- -I'letnons shouldn’t lx thrust upon the nation, "dci 

you think people like to stand in the sun to cast their vote?". 

The lone is unimstak.ible. The more new allies rattle sabres, and 

the K|p bemis backwards to picasc' them, the more old ones will 

militate ag.iinsi lieing taken for granted. “11 the bip makes a mis¬ 

take or vievelops a false notion that only they have changed the 

situation in Bihar and that it is only because of titem that the saf- 

Iron (lag is ils ing higfi in Bihar, in ihat situation we might as well 

think of parting wavs with them", this warning had come from 

Niiish l\uui.ir of tlie .Samata Party in .August 1997. 

Six months down the lino—and a mid-term fioll fought toge- 

AN00PKAMA1H 

HOW TOP'S 
NEUTRALITY HELPS BJP 
Total no of seats 543 Total no ot seats 
in Lok Sabha 

Results declared* 535 

Old magic figure 535-r2 = 268 

No of TOP seats 12 

New LS strength 535—12 = 523 

New magic figure 523-f2==262 

Current BJP strength** 257 
‘Does nut nioiuJc J & K results ' *fiijure inchidcs sthes 

ther—the contradictions tjetween the two are far from resolved. The 

battle of supremacy over Bihar is by no means over. Even assuming 

l,aloo Vaclav’s decline, the imp and Sarnata are natural claimants to 

the same property—and division of territory is always mes.sy. 

So mucli for party politics. Policy issues will provide a whole 

new batticfront. Samata’s George Fernandes* created a flutter say¬ 

ing the government will "create a situation’’ for the mnc;s to leave 

the country. At that .stage, even I hackeray could foresee problems 

in cohesive governance. "I am not saying we don’t have prob¬ 

lems—my friend George says Coke and Kelloggs must go. This is 

not the time to throw out pi>ople, there are more important 
things... but no George can’t wait." 

However, sensing his statement might create trouble even before 

the formation of the government, he changed his tone. "I am still 

not in a position to say which mncs arc creating problems. I took up 

the issue of Cargill because 1 thought it lo be a national issue and 

no other }>art)' bothered to get involved," he told Outlook. However, 
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rmoiiin eonflteting stands of many allies 
TMARAYAN 

George Femendes: a tough economic egende 

he roiteriited: "if I have to tleal with the situation like Cargill, 1 
won't allow that situation to emerge at all in this country". 

^ C;iearly, the same schisms prevail in the rip coalition on ques¬ 
tions involving development. I'ernandes is ready to confront the 
B|p on issues like l)ig dams. I'here’s more: "As far as the Jayalalitha- 
Bir alliance is concerned, I expressed my views the day it came 
about—it was very unfortunate," he says, and concedes tire itip-led 
government will "lx- a tragile one". 

Ramakrishna Hegde's l.ok .Sliakti tex) wants to win over miss 

from the ).II. I’atel regime and instal his CM in Karnataka, while 
the Bii’ is against it. And Naveen Patnaik and the Orissa n|P want 
J.B. Patnaik sacked. As for the rest, there are problems with Ayo- 
dhya. Article .t7(), the uniform civil c(»de et al. Naveen Patnaik 
declared himself i)leased that "nothing contentious" was on the 
coalition's draft national agenda (common programme). I'or now. 
llegde and Akali leader S..S. Barnala, wlio have been working tm 
the economic ilraft with bjp's Covindacharya and Fernandes, are 
not too keen on a hard swadeshi line. In fact, chief minister 

^ Prakash Singh Badal is scheduled to mtike a trip abroad to explore 
foreign inve^tment as s<x)n as the new government is sworn in. 

Then tiiere are the indeix*ndents and smaller parties whicli will 
demand their (xnind of flesh. Already, Om Prakash C.hautala ot 
the Haryana lx)k Dal—who has pledged "unconditional," sup¬ 
port—is speaking of the need lor the ini' to ditch their pre-poll ally 
Bans! l.al and tie uj) with him fortlie fortiicoming assembly polls, 
.Sheesh Ram Ola, Buta .Singh, and the two Mi's trom the Arunachal 
Congress see them.selves as frontrunners for ministerships. Whicti 
may be tlx eas\ part. 

Of course, there is the tier)' and unpredictalile rebel Congress 
leader, Mamata Banerjee who has declared—almost simultaneous¬ 
ly with Jayalalitha (both of whom, incidentally, are also being 
wooed by Cotrgress leader Shaiad I’awarl-tliat she "wouldn't par¬ 
ticipate in a Rjr government" but lend outside supjxrrt. llegde, 
who savs outside support “is immoral and unfair", has been 
"requested" by friends in the rip to avoid making such statements 
till the dust settles. 

Mamata’s primary interest is in carving rnit a role for herself in 
the state—her sup|X>rters refer to her as the future chief mini.ster of 
West Bengal—and the target of her line of attack is the Jyoti Basu 
government. Theoretically, the rip has no problem with that. But 
she is upping the pressure for action "against the corrupt, anti-|X'o- 
ple, Marxist government". That, as in Tamil Nadu, is no easy task. 
Again, both the hii and Irinaniul Congress want to expand into 

THE DEPENDABLES 

In Antes where alliances have a 
Ibng-temi future, electoral allies 

will be more accommodating 
MHUITBHATOKAK 

Badsi, Barnala: sharing anti'Congrastlsm 

Hagda: naada tba BJP to unaaat JO in Karnataka 
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How long will the RSS and VHP accept a moderate line? 

rural arws, and a clash of interests is imminent. The B|i' top brass 
is clear their state unit will 1k‘ reined in for now, but both are only 
too aware of the need to look over their shoulder constantly. 
In fact, quite informally and completely unnoticed by the 

media, a mini front of bip allies has become iJOlitically function¬ 
al. The initiative came from Fernandes, with Hegde and Mamata 
failing in line. Last week, Ms S. Khan, a representative of the lx>k 
Shakti, came to ('alcutta and hammered out a broad agreement 
that the smaiier parties didn’t share the Bjt>'s perceptions on cer¬ 
tain issues and this would be made clear to the bji> leadership. The 
antiseptic 'national agenda’ is the result. 
The seeds of future discord may lie here. The Sangh backlash, 

despite its new-found pliability at the scent of power (see intervim), 
can’t take too long. An interesting aspect of this potential conflict 
is that the contradirtions within the Sangh—between hardliners 
and liberals, if you like—has been reduced to a sideshow. The ass 
has been agitating for opting out of the wio—a near-impossible 
task. "The decision of previous governments can't lie changed 
overnight," says K. Sudershan, a senior functionary. Clearly, on the 

threshold of power, the Sangh is beginning to mellow. 

“The BJP can’t speak the RSS language’’ 
from taking help of the "tainted" to putting "contentious" issues on 
the backburner to grab the reins of power, the bip has the blessings of 
te parent organisation, the m. The m now wants the bip to form the 
government—everything else can wait. Top-rung kss ftmetionat}' 
k, Sudershan, defending the sip's manoeuvres, told Rafesh 
JosM: "Kuch to rajneeti ka khel khelna hi padega (you have to 
play political games some times)." Excerpts from an interview: 

S. YASHWANT 

How do yoo (ustlfy the VP loining 
hands with scam-talnted politicians 
like Sakh Ram and JayalaUtha? 
Everyone agrees that politics should be free 
of criminals. But practically everyone 
indulges in the politics of boothopturing. 
So, should only the hjp stick to principles? 
When in a war one must remember the 
Mahiibharat. All Kaurav generals were killed 
by unjust methods. Even in the Ramayana, 
Ram killed Ravana by hitting him in the 
’nabhi’ which was prohibited in war. But if 
you want to defeat the enemy, you will 
have to adopt those methods. The only 
danger is that these people (the hjp) might 
make it a habit. They should not change 
tneir character. Today it is a compulsion 
because even the Congress is trying to join 
hands with jayalalitha. Kuch to rajneeti ka 
khel khelna padega. 
With allies pulling in dtlTerent direc¬ 
tions the BJP will have to put "con¬ 
tentious" issues like Ram Janma- 
bhoomi. Article 370 and the uniform 
civil code under wraps, despite your 
advice not to go soft on Hindutva? 
Ye.s, we said the bjp should not dilute 
Hindutva. But if the government is to be 
run with consensus, some issues have to be put on the back- 
burner. This doesn't mean we are going back on our ideology. 
The foremost task today is to form the government. How can 
they fulfil (those promises) when there is no absolute majority? 
Some broad agreement has to be worked out on issues like the 

Ram Janmabhoomi. 
You have always maintained that Kashi and Mathura 
are related to Hindu self-respect. So why does the bjp 
shy away from this issue? - 
It is not possible for a political party to speak our language. The 
BJP is a political party and they have not taken up the Kashi- 
Mathura issue immediately...it’s fine. The attitude of the 

Muslims has changed considerably after 
the imam of Kaba said Muslims .should not 
insist on a masjid at a disputed place. 
Whenever Hindus go to Kashi and 
Matftura, they develop a negative feeling 
about the Muslims because they see masjids 
alongside the temples. 
The wp has promised a review of the 
Constitution in its manifesto. Does 
the Constitution need change? 
Many senior academics have expressed a 
view that the Constitution needs to be 
reviewed and that the government should 
set up a commission to do so. The experi¬ 
ence of the last 50 years should be 
reviewed. There is Article 356 (which 
authorises the Centre to dismiss a state gov¬ 
ernment)—affected governments will say it 
should be changed. Then Article 30, which 
provides special rights to the minorities, is 
wrong. But all these things cannot be 
accomplished without a majority. 
How do yon analyse the three consec¬ 
utive fractured mandates? 
The political and electoral processes we have 
adopted do not suit the nature of Bharat. 
The same set-up continued even after the 
British left. Our concept of the relationship 
between the powers that be and society is 

different from that of the West. Advaniji had many years ago sug¬ 
gested the list method, according to which parties should be allot¬ 
ted seats on the basis of the jjercentage of vote they get. The lar¬ 
ger the percentage of vote, the bigger the seat share. Only, the 
party will have to announce the names of candidates beforehand. 

“Should only the BJP 
stick to principles? The 
Kauravs were all killed 
by unjust methods. To 
defeat the enemy, you 
need such methods.” 
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Already, it's clear Ihe grandiosely-titled national 
agenda is unlikely to differ in substance from the 
much-maligned Common Minimum Programme 
of the UF, despite "the difference in articulation 
and choice of emphasis''. Ihe Sangh's pet concerns 
such as "Muslim infiltration" have to be inferred 
in the passage on safeguarding national security, 
i he reality of precarious coalition politics has also 
led the bjp to start talking about forming their ver¬ 
sion of the LiF steering committee—"but we won't 
call it that"—to manage the contradictiorrs bet¬ 
ween various partners. 

Vajpayee and Advani are .saying nothing except 
making optimistic noises, others like Jaswant 
Singh promise "KKl'Ki stability". It is left perhaps 
to M.M. Joshi to .say it iike it is. "Well, it will be a government," 
was his laconic response to a query from Outlook. 

In fact, former Union ministers Sukh Ram and PK. Thungon, 
charged with corruption and expelled from the Congress, are now 
peojrle "the n(i' has to deal with in the current scenario," admits 

Govindacharya. "We can’t be isolated from what's 
going on around us, but we will continue to prac¬ 
tise pure imlitlcs. Do you think the Marxists, our 
main ideological adversaries, are doing any less to 
prevent us from coming to power?" he asks, 
rile atmosphere in the Bji' is one of expectation. 

But one qualified by apprehension. One of the pri¬ 
mary reasons, ironically, is that the fruits of the 
brilliant tactical pre-poll alliances forged by the 
party in its weak areas have surpassed even its cal¬ 
culations. Over 70 l,ok Sabha seats have been 
added to its kitty from this quarter. The party on 
its own has not fared as well as expected, with a 
net gain ot just over 15 seats, and a tally just short 
of 180 seats. Now, the task of government forma¬ 

tion demands more alliances. Add this to the cacophony of coali¬ 
tion politics, already finding expression, and the results might be 
there for all to see liefore too long, ■ 

With Lekha Rattanani, Ashis K. Biswas, 
Rafesh Joshi, Y.P. Rafesh and A.S. Panneerselvan 

The tone ie 
unmistakable. 
The more new 

allies rattle 
sabres, the more 

old allies will 
resist being taken 

for granted. 

His Own Sense of Destiny 
T NARAYAN 

By ISHAN JOSHI A I'AI. Behari Vajpayee. Prospective prime minister. 1 he man 
who believes he has a date with history, tlr, to use the 
words his party's public relations men did in the run-up to 
the elections, THF, MAN INDIA AWAITS. 

Well, the wait seems to be over now. But was it worth it? 
There is no doubt that this election was, to a large extent, about 

Vajpayee. Sonia Gandhi came and helped save the tamgress from 
"irreversible decay" bur she was, through the campaign, the 
counter to Vajpayee. The protagonist remained "Atalji"- who at 
least in the initial stages of the campaign was given tree rein by 
the Sangh parivai. Thanks in large part to I..K. Arlvani, who prob¬ 
ably knew better than anyone else that with pathbreaking 
alliances in place, 1998 was proliably the best chance for the mi’ to 
make a bid for power. And probably the last chance to make opti¬ 
mum use of the most acceptable face ot the bii’. 

Vajpayee didn't falter. He galloped away to a brilliant start, lead¬ 
ing the BII' campaign with charisma, moderation and a statesman¬ 
like agenda. But then the r.ss began expressing its "unhappiness" 
at the personality-centric campaign. 'There were murmurs from 
witliin the hardline r-inks that this was akin to the other, unmen¬ 
tionable dynasty's campaign for the Congress. And then came the 
combined eftect of the Congress showing signs ot putting up a 
fight and the uss's desire to keep the parivar's core support intact. 
All of this was retlecti'd in the manifesto. 

VajpaycH.' continued in the same tone. But he did and said noth¬ 
ing to show there were aspects of the manifesto that he disagreed 
with—not publicly. In tact, he emphasised that he was not the right 
man in the wrong party: "It 1 am .so good, how is the party I repre¬ 
sent so bad?" The allies may not have been fully convinced, but 
they had already cast their lot with him. And believed that he 
would prevail in the party. A fair number of the electorate seems to 
have believed so too. But, obviously, not enough for the b)p to get a 
clear mandate. In tact, it was just enough to ensure that if Vajpayee 
leads with moderation, takes care of regional aspirations and keeps 
hardliners in check, he may make a mark. I’hosc’ who know 
Vajpayee admit he has no illusions. But he is convinced that if he 
realises his "tryst with destiny", he isn't going to hang around 
before he makes his mark Expect a pro-active first 100 days. ■ 
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Battle-weary Congressmen agree that a total revamp of the party must be given top priority 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN For the Congress, it's post-mortem 
time. Once it was finally known 
last week that the Congress and its 
allies had bagged 166 seats, and 
could not realistically form a gove¬ 

rnment without the assistance of estranged 
ally United Front (UF), most senior leaders 
went into a huddle to pinpoint the fault¬ 
lines. While Congressmen are not embar¬ 
rassed to point out that the party would 
have been reduced to less than 100 seats 
had star campaigner Sonia Gandhi not 
chipped In, there is no reason for the party 
to be happy with its overall performance. 

In Uttar Pradesh, it drew a blank—in fact 
the party lost its stronghold Amethi 
despite Sonia’s visits. Party chief N.D. 
Hwari, who lost his Nainltai seat, was 
quick to send in his resignation but the 
damage had been done. The party organi¬ 
sation, In a shambles, couldn't convert 
Sonia's popularity into votes. 

By March S, the realisation dawned that 
the party had to scale down its hopes of 

forming a government. Even SharadPawar, 
a possible prime ministerial candidate with 
an impressive homestate performance, was¬ 
n't as optimistic. While he continued to 
hold parleys with some groups aligned with 
the Bjp all of last week, his confidants admit¬ 
ted that chances of achiev¬ 
ing a breakthrough looked 
bleak. The Congress, accor¬ 
ding to a cwc member, was 
veering towards the view 
that the party should wait 
for the United Front to come 
up with a concrete offer 
before making any move. 

This is the line of thought 
the younger lot at MPs sub¬ 
scribes to. The Congress str¬ 
ategy, unless the UF stands 
united and extends its sup¬ 
port, is that It should sit in 
the Opposition and wait for the bjp gov¬ 
ernment to fall before staking claim. "The 
nation should demand the Congress to 
step in," is how Congressmen choose to 
describe It. Those who feel that the party 

should wait and watch say the party needs 
to rebuild itself and not engage in a blind 
pursuit of power. 

There is a visible despondency in the 
Congress camp. Besides the tout in UP, it 
had a poo. showing in Bihar and Madhya 

Pradesh, where the bjp 

seemed entrenched ia the 
space it had abdicated. 
More Importantly, there 
wasn't any major increase 
in the seat share compared 
to the last elections. 

In fact, party chief Sitaram 
Kesri is under considerable 
pressure. MPs Outlook met 
pointed out that leaders sit¬ 
ting in Delhi without an 
inMing of ground realities 
had taken decisions against 
the interests of the party. 

Kesri is said to be so upset that many lead¬ 
ers have decided not to bring up the issue 
at this point. 

But one only has to talk to the young 
leaders to un^stand the havoc Kesri and 

Sonia draw tba 
crowds, and 

the Congrosa is 
biaming its bad 

showing on 
organiaational 

i^KOt. 
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Co had wreaked on the party. The right 
pie-poll alliances were not struck l)ccause 
of the high command's shortsightedness. 
According to a section of MPs, Rama- 
krishna Hegde and Jayaialitha were keen to 
work out an arrangement with the Cong¬ 
ress but the party failed to cash in. They 
bungled with Mamata Banerjce as well. 
Similarly, an equation could have been 
worked out with the Samajwadi Party in 
UP along the lines of the successful 
alliance forged by Pawar in Maharashtra. Divisions between the young and the 

old were et'ident at the t wc meeting 
when partymen demanded that 

Sonia take over the reins of the Congress. 
In what is now a familiar scenario, a divi¬ 
ded Congress turned to saviour Sonia 
Gandhi. And, it didn't come as a surprise 
when the cvvi, which met in Delhi for 
hours on March 5, resolved to "record its 
deep sense of gratitude and appreciation of 
the herculean efforts made by Sonia 
Gandhi in the recently-concluded elec¬ 
tions." More was to follow. 

It stated that the party was "willing to 

play a constructive role in the process of 
formation of a stable government at the 
Centre to enable all secular forces to work 
together." Even more pertinent was the 
ewe request to Sonia "to help the party 
arrive at a consensus on the choice of the 
learfer of the Congress Parliamentary Party 
(cpp)". If the Congress were to head a gov¬ 
ernment, the leader of the cpp would be 
the prime minister. 

Even as results trooped in, opinion was 
divided on whether the Congress couid 
form a government with the help of its 
allies. Pawar, fresh from his kill in 
Maharashtra, wanted to strike while the 
iron was hot. Within hours of the man¬ 
date, Pawar and some other MPs held a 
meeting with Sonia Gandhi at 10, Janpath 
and according to well-placed sources, the 
agenda hing^ around whether the party 
couid form a government. The roots of the 
ewe resolution—finally drafted by Pranab 
Mukherjee—perhaps lay in this meeting. 

In classic Congress style, the opposition 
to Pawar's obvious nomination as cpp 

leader came from Madhya Pradesh party- 
men. Gwalior .scion and MP Madhavrao 

ByR/UUITBHUSHAN CONGRESS young turks are seething 
with rage. As one result after anoth¬ 
er began pouring in, the younger 

crop of MPs vented their ire at the elders, 
who, they allege, either mishandled, or 
sabotaged, prospects of some of the key 
Congress candidates in several states. "It 
is time new blood is infused in the party," 
says Kerala Congress MP P.C. Chako. lie 
should know. According to reports irom 
the Kerala unit, senior leader K. Karu- 
nakaran did nothing to help the Congress 
campaign. When he received requests 
for help, Karunakaran even refused to 
turn up at the rallies of the candidates 
he opposed. 

in fact, if Congressmen from Kerala are 
to be believed, had Karunakaran not inter¬ 
fered, the party would have won at least 
four more seats from the 11 it won this 
time. Points out a senior Congress leader; 
"It was ail a self-centred show put up by 
Karunakaran. He seemed to bo least con¬ 
cerned about the party. He was only set¬ 
tling personal scores and working against 
the interests of the party." 

Ditto West Bengal, where Mamata 
Banerjee's Trinamui fared surprisingly 
well. While she walked away with the 
Congress vote, the state unit got little help 
from Pranab Mukherjee, an old (ingress 
hand of the state. "No attempts were 
spared to upset all party calculations," says 
a state leader. Chief casualties; Priya 
Ranjan Das Munshi from Howrah, a win¬ 
ner last time, now deserted by his own 
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Scindia said that since the mandate was 
unclear, it would not be such a bad idea to 
sit in the Opposition and rebuild the party, 
thus stymieing Pawar's chances. His opin¬ 
ion was shared by Sonia loyalists like 
Ghulam Nabi Azad and Rajesh Pilot. 

According to well-placed sources, the two 
main lines of thought—whether to partic¬ 
ipate in the government or not—was more 
than evident at the onc itself. Pawar was of 
the opinion that the Congress would be 
able to cobble up a "comfortable major¬ 
ity". Pawar and his motley group were 
backed up by Manmohan Singh, Arjun 
Singh, Ahm^ Patel, A.K. Antony and 
Orissa chief minister J.B. Patnaik. 

While the Pawar camp senses in the ‘wait 
and watch' tone an attempt to stop the 
Maratha strongman, the Congress cannot 
fancy much of a chance with Chandra- 
babu Naidu making it clear that the Tnr 
would not join a Congress-led governm¬ 
ent. The only hope stems from the possi¬ 
bility of Naidu agreeing to a UF-led gov¬ 
ernment with Congress participation. A 
feat which looks virtually impossible, tho¬ 
ugh the impossible cannot be ruled out. ■ 

rank and file, allegedly at 
Mukherjee's behest. 

But the prime target is party 
chief Sitaram Kesri. A brood of 
young MPs are whispering pri¬ 
vately against Kc.sri and his 
complete lack of experience as 
far as handling elections are 
concerned. Says Rajesh Pilot: 
"It is only natural to ask why 
Mamata Banerjc^e, Jayalalitha 
and Ramakrishna Hcgde deci¬ 
ded to keep out of the Congress 
fold. N'o one even knosvs how 
they left the party. .And when 
they wanted to come back, 
there was no one to receive 
them either." 

In Uttar Pradesh too, the dis¬ 
enchantment is complete. The' 
Congress didn't win a single 
seat this time despite .Sonia 
Gandhi’s periodic visits. In 
fact. Congress lost Amethi— 
the Gandhi pocketborougli— 
and party chief N.l). Tiwari, 
anothe'r veteran, got a druit- 
bing as well. Tiwari put in his 
papers, perhaps indicating 
that he is indeed a spent force. 
The UP house is so divided 
that Rae Bareli mu Akhilcsh 
Singh only wants to know 
"who will be appointed in 
Tiwari's place." Questions have also been 
raised over the role played by jitendra 
Prasada, who is perceived to be against 
Tiwari and as having indulged in the 

usual power games. 
What many of those clamour¬ 

ing for a change in the party 
leadership say is that it is most 
unfair for leaders who have not 
proved their mettle in elections 
and who cannot win seats for 
the part)' to be decision-makers 
in the Congress headquarters. 

Tlie younger MPs point out 
that they have brought this to 
the notice of Sonia Gandhi. 
They hope that when the parts’ 
assesses its electoral gains and 
tosses then it would take note of 
the negative role played by sen¬ 
ior leaders in the last elections. 

Party leaders also admit that 
despite an inttease in the vote 
share and seats, and a utiited 
stand not witnessed in several 
years, nothing is working loi 
the state units. In Bihar, 
Congressmen readily admi; 
they are closer to IjIoo Yadav 
than Jagannath .Mishra. I'he 
fact that Congre.ssmen, includ¬ 
ing Tariq Anwai, have won 
seats after a long tm.e in Bihar, 
is a testimony to the political 
genius of the kio chieftain—the 
Congress had tied up with 
Laloo's party. It the Congress 
wants to pul its house in order, 

the young MPs has'e to take the responsi¬ 
bility. The party organisation which was 
left in disarray when Kesri took over has to 
be rebuilt. One Sonia is not enough. ■ 

Karunakaran, 
Tiwari and Pranab 
Mukherlee: out of 
sync with ground 
raalltias? 

jilkg remHids you trt : 

y«iif appointiRMti;;; 

To knwM ,• 

reacbouttoMSt 
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fiONBRESS. 

The Buck Stops at 10, Janpath 
If the party says It needs Sonia to rebuild the party, she also needs the Conpress to survive 

ByAJITHPILUU Her detracton would like it to 
be known tiiat Sonia Gandhi Is 
ensconced In 10, Janpath with 

no role to play In the Congress 
party Her cam^ign has been dis¬ 
miss by nval parties as not being 
spectacular enough to bring the 
Congress party to power So is the 
lady going back into her shell now 
that the elections are over^ 

Even if Sonia wants to distance her¬ 
self from the Congress, the party 
teems to be very keen that she is 
Involved In its functioning All those 
meeting her have been going over 
the same ground again and again 
Sonia should continue to keep the 
party united, she alone can save the 
Corigress and that she should take 
over the reins from Sitaram Kesn 

Such sentiments have been voiced 
before But now, since she has 
plunged into active politics after 
choosing to stay out of it for over six 
years. Congressmen loyal to Sonia 
hope that if they can keep up the 
pressure, they could make her par- 
tiapate m the running of the party 
This would give them better leverage over 
nvals In the party 

That the Congress, or at least her loyalists, 
want Sonia's presence at the aicc headquar¬ 
ters at 24, Akbar Road is reflected in the fact 
that though she has no ofiiaal post m the 
organisation the cwr passed a resolution 
that she should deade on who should be 
the next Congress Parliamentary Party 
leader 1 his is unthinkable m 
any party—such decisions 
would never be left to a mere 
pnn-ary member of a party 

But Sonia seems to en)oy a 
unique status n the Con 
gress because she belongs to 
the Nehru Gandhi family 
This makes her a committ^ 
party worker, they claim 
And to drive hone this 
point, they pipe up that 
Sonia and her family cam 
paigned with more vigour 
than many of those who sat 
at the AICC headquarters and dictated the 
polices of the party Points out an MP from 
Kerala "It is high time that some of our 
pei^le retire V^at we need is someone 
like Soma who can keep the party united 
and the workers enthused The party has 

Sonli ind family at a Himachal rally 

virtually come alive after she began cam- 
paigmng We would all like her to continue 
to play an active role in the Congress" 

With speculation nfe m Congress arcles 
that Sonia may accept the presidentship of 
the party later this year, the buzzword at the 
AiCL headquarters is that to succeed in the 

Congress, Sonia's approval 
IS a must So it was not sur- 
pnsmg that even before the 
hrst cwL meeting after the 
elections senior leaders 
made it a point to make a 
beeline for 10, janpath The 
visitors included Sharad 
Pawar, fresh from his victory 
m Maharashtra According 
to his supporters he had a 
cordial meeting with Sorua 
who appreaat^ the alliance 
he had struck which helped 
the Congress sweep the elec¬ 

tions in Maharashtra 
'Tic Pawar camp took no time in letting 

It be known that its leader had the support 
of 10, Janpath Pawar was tipped by many 
m the Congress as a likely candidate for 
pnme ministership ^ould the Congress be 

in a position to form a government And in 
the Congress any sign of approval from 
Soma is seen as a positive si^al On the 
same count, it is difficult to get any leader 
to speak ill of Soma Ihe last one to speak 
out, B P Maurya is now with the bjp 

But what has been Sonia's reaction to 
partymen rush’ng to seek her advice^ 
According to Congress sources, she meets 
them but has not given them any specific 
advice on such key questions as to whether 
they should stake claim to form a govern¬ 
ment Her counsel was that the cm should 
form Its own conclusions although she felt 
that the party should exerase caution 
before taking any decision 

This seems to ^ the line adopted by the 
Congress last week Sonia as man> party- 
men will tell you IS the de faao Congress 
president In the recently concluded elec¬ 
tions, Sonia decided who should be given 
tickets, she also led the Congress cam¬ 
paign So Congressmen wonder why 
Rajiv's widow does not take over the party 
There is a twist to the tale For, if the par^ 
needs Soma, she needs the party as well— 
because once the ye forms the government 
It may launch investigations against her 
on various counts It would always help to 
have the support of a 113-year-old party ■ 

SliKB Sonfa IB 

detaata party 

Conuraasiiiaa 
wantliarto 

raplaaa Kaarl. 
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fLECTlONS '98 

Love me, Love my Party 
What Is it that sends mainstream parties cosying up to one-man outfits? Infatuation? Arithmetic? 

By KRISHNA PRASAD IF the elections were one big cricket 
match, these would be the "Extras”. 
The sundries, as the touring Aussies 
call it. Not amounting to much If the 
star batsman slams a double century. 

But very, very useful in a lowscorlng game 
as the 12th Lok Sabha has turned out to be. 
And they could—will—make the differ¬ 
ence between victory and defeat, for the 
Congre.ss, UF and the «jp. 

On air and in print, scorers pencil them 
in as the “Others and Independents". But 
in the final tally, the quaint, quixotic ways 
of one-man parties have added colour, 
chaos and confusion to a post-’80s federal 
polity bent double by the demise and 
mummyfication of one-party rule. Beneath 
their victories, often again.st national par¬ 
ties, though, is a message. Sample some; 

SUBRAMANIAN SWAMY 
Janata Party, Madurai 

The eternal gadfly is conclusive proof that 
bedfellows make strange politics. Barely 
three years ago, the Tamil Brahmin was 
riling against AiAumk supremo Jayalalitha 
lllustralions by IRFAN HUSSMN 

and her misdemeanours, with the scarred 
face of acid-thrown Chandralcklia as his 
mascot. Three years later, the Tam-Brahm 
who can barely utter a sentence in 
"decent" Tamil, is Ml’ from his "home-dis¬ 
trict" with both Jaya and Chandralekha on 
his side. How's that? 

Dazzling his constituents with his 
personal computer (“See I'm already 
sending your complaint, .see, it's 
already on its way"); ranting at the 
other Great Tamil Ho[)e I’, (’.hidam- 
baram ("He sold the country'. I'll save 
it"); the former Harvard don split the 
DMK-TMf. vote, socked it to a promis¬ 
ing rpi(M) candidate, and romped 
home by 20,000 votes, less than 
two years after the same omk- 

TMC candidate had triumphed 
by 200,000 votes. 

Cause for champagne, you 
would think. But Swamy's 
such a sticky customer, the 
Bjf's Jana Krishnamurthy is 
already saying Swamy's tie-up 
was with Jaya, and that the 
state Bjp had no hand in it. 
Swamy conveniently calls it the 
"escape clause like in oa'it" but it any¬ 
body has perfected the art of sliding up the 
greasy pole it is him. 

Having told his voters that "I’m a serious 
candidate for PM" he is now being spoken 
of as a possible finance minister in the 
BJP ministry by the Delhi press, thanks to 
the influence Jaya wields following the 
aiaomk's surprise showing. Point is, if 
Swamy gets to North Block will he stick to 
that stellar promise in his party manifesto? 
To aboli.sh income-tax! 

VAZHAPADI K. RAMAMURTHY 
Tamil Nadu Rajiv Congress, Salem 
There were two big ironies in Election 

'98. Both Ramakrishna Hogde, who tripped 
over tPv’ telephone tapping trap that 

Swamy laid for him, and 
/j Jayalalitha, who lost her 
' kursi following Swamy's 

sustained anti-cormption 
campaign, triumphed in 
a big way. But on such 

WCCWHIAR) 

thin ice are political rivalries built, that all 
three (Hegde, Jaya and Swamy) have ended 
up on the same side with huge stakes in 
the next government. 

An even greater irony, however, is 
Vazliapadi Ramamurthy. The aiaomk-bjp 

tieup to which Vazhapadl, like Swamy, 
owes his victory, came exactly a day before 
the courts indicted Jayalalitha for the rioro 
disinvestment scam that the Vazhapadi- 
Swamy duo dug up, and for which they 
had moved heaven and Raj Bhavan for gov¬ 
ernor M. Chenna Reddy's sanction to pros¬ 
ecute the then chief minister. 

More importantly, the political career of 
the former trade unionist and Union min¬ 
ister of state for labour—he quit P.V. 
Narasimha Rao's ministry to support Jaya's 

fast over the Cauvery dispute—has 
came full circle in this election. 
Having started off in the Dtavidian 
movement, Vazhapadi, whose abi¬ 
lity to play the Vanniyar card has 
brought him In close proximity 
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with the mK chief Dr S. Ramadoss, has 
ended up in the saffron brigade. Jayalalitha 
had insisted on his appointment as rna: 
chief, in place of G.K. Moopanat, as a pre¬ 
condition for the AiADMK-Congress 1989 
poll alliance. Rajiv Gandhi complied. 

Vazhapadi returned'to the Congress after 
a brief flirtation with Arjun Singh and N.D. 
Tiwati. But left the party after Sitaram Kesri 
appointed his bete noire Thangabalu as 
the TNu chief. Out in the wide ocean, he 
floated his own boat, aligned with Jaya, 
and got his back at Thangabalu, winning 
by 135,000 votes. The tmc candidate had 
won the last election by 120,000 votes. 

P.C. THOMAS 
Kerala Congress (Mani), 

Muvattupuzha 
To the question "How will the elec- 

' tions go?*, a common response in ' 
Kerala has for long been "19-1": 
nineteen seats against, and one 
for (whoever). That single-digit 
figure is provided by master- 
manipulator K.M. Mani's party. 

Mani, who broke from the 
Congress to encash his Christian vote- 
bank, almost got a berth in Chandra 
Shekhar's micro-minority ministry but 
was reportedly stopped in his tracks by 
redoubtable old foe K. Katunakaran. Since 
then Mani’s big trip in life has been to 
avenge that slight. 

('hacko, the sitting MP, son of the leg¬ 
endary P.T. Thomas, polled 20,0(X) more 
votes than the 92,0()0 he got the last time, 
but it's Mani who calls the shots. Although 
no longer MP—which diminishes his 
chances of becoming central minister that 
much more—Mani's political philosophy 
in the current scenario boils down to three 
small words: up for grabs. 

G.M. BANATWAU 
Muslim League, Ponnanl 

Like .Subramanian .Swamy, the Bombay- 
born former Bombay University professoi 
can hardly speak the local lingo- in this 
case Maiayaiam. But thanks to the demo¬ 
graphic profile in the nation's first Muslim 
district—Malappuram—Banatwala and his 
colleague E. Ahamed in the neighbouring 
constitutcncy Manjeri sail through in poll 
after poll. 

The ci'M put up a woman candidate this 
time round against Banafwala, in itself a 
pretty brave thing to do, but the Muslim 
League president—who contested and lost 
a Bombay Municipal Corporation election 
in 1961—won with more votes than the 

previous time, as he has been doing ever 
since he first contested here in 1977. 

Any wonder then that his one-man party 
In Delhi's eyes has 13 mus in the assembly, 
and is a senior partner in the Congtess-ied 
United Democratic Front? 

ANAND MOHAN SINGH 
Rashtriya Janata Party, Shaohar 

Shankersinli Vaghela's party didn't win a 
single seat in Gujarat but opened its 
account in Bihar. Banking on his much 
notorious muscle and Rajput power, and 
Laloo Yadav's support, Anand Mohat^ 
Singh came up trumps. And with more 
than 35 cases against him, has become a 
potent weapon in Laloo's armoury after 
Pappu Yadav deserted Bihar ka AanSti and 
hitched his wagon to that other sage of 
secularism, Mulayam Singh Yadav. 

Anand Mohan's loyalties are therefore 
currently with Laloo, who’s tagged bis lyn 
on to the Congress. (He was ordered out of 
Madhepura where he had gone to vote for 
Laloo.) But reports have it that the bii> is 
trying to win him over. 

SULTAN SALAHUDDIN OWAISI 
MaJils-e-itteliadul-Muslimeen, 

Hyderabad 

The choice in Mohammed AzharuddinS 
hometown is between the revolver politics 
of Bji>'s A. Narendra and the talwar tallies 
of Owaisi. Sick of the street-side brawls 
between supporters of the two, thrice now 
Charminar City, which has a solid Muslim 
votebank, has opted for the latter. 

The Majlis split in the early '90s after a 
"son stroke”. Owalsl's trusted soldier 
Amanullah Khan deserted the party, saying 
the boss’s main trip seemed to be to project 
his offspring, Asasuddin Owaisi. Khan 
floated the Majlis Bachao Tehreek to safe¬ 
guard the city from the Owaisis after slam¬ 
ming father and son for going soft on the 
Congress after December 6. 

In spite of such sabre-rattling, Khan 
avoided fielding a candidate against Owaisi 
Sr this time round which pas’ed the way 
for his victory. The truce may be in order 
against the backdrop of Chandrababu 

Naidu supping with the common 
enemy: bji-. Still, Owaisi's hitlist is 

a bit like that of the communist 
parties: enemy number one bip; 

number two Congress. 

* CHANDRA SHEKHAR 
Samalawadi Janata Party, 

Gallia 
Wave or no wave, the Bhondsi Baba 

wins come what may, a bit like Morarji 
Desai. Blue Star. Rajiv Gandhi, i.iberalisa- 
tion. He has weathered them all, and noth¬ 
ing but nothing—not even Subramanian 
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' EiMHl 

Swamy who contested against him for the 
Janata Party presidentship—has stopped 
his onward march. So it was this time. 

Candidates have nothing but the elec¬ 
tion and its results in mind you would 
think. But Shekhar found the time in the 
midst of his re-election bid to speak out 
against the leak of the President K.R. 

Abo Rowing 
BUIA SINGH, Jalore: One of the few 
candidates who publicly admitted that 
he was keeping his rations open. The 
former Union home minister, standing 
as an Independent, told voters in his 
reserved constituency in Hajasthan 
that he would make up his mind on 
who to align with only after the polls. 

S.K. BWISMUTHIARY, Kokrajhan The 
All Bodo students' Union leader does 
not tmst the Congress and feels the bjp 

should be given a chance to rule the 
country. 

SATNAM SINGH KAINTH, Phlllaui: 
The Bahujan Sama) Party rebel who 
revolted against Mayawati's arrogance 
and co-Pun)abi Kanshi Ram's meek 
compliance. 

LALLUM GAUMA, Mizoram: The 
combined candidate of the opposition 
Peoples Conference and the Mizo 
National Front defeated the Cohgres 
for the first Ume. 

Narayanan's letter to Prime Minister Gujral 
on the Romesh Bhandari issue. 

Still, victory ensued. Listen to the pin 
drop when Shekhar gets up next to give an 
earfol to the prime minister / presiding 
officer / leader of the opposition or who¬ 
ever crosses his path In Parliament next. 

SHEESHRAM OLA 
AlCC (Secular), Jbuii|hunu 

One of two who didn't rejoin the 
Congress when the Tiwari unit merged 
with the parent body (Satpal Maharaj was 
the other), Ola was a minister in both the 
Deve Gowda and Inder Kumar Gujral min¬ 

istries. He had asked the Congress to 
field a non-Jat candidate against 
him but the party, after agreeing 
at first, refused to oblige. Reason: 
in the eyes of The Family, his pro¬ 
fessed loyalty to Madam G, was 
doubtful because he didn't msh to 

her aid on the issue of the Jain 
Commission report. Managed to beat 

the BJP candidate by 38,000 votes but 
the BJP thinks that both the Congress and 
United Front are of little use to Ola, and 
that when push comes to shove, he will be 
well and firmly behind the party. 

OMAK APANG and W. RAJKUMAR 
Arunachal Congrass 

The country's second longest serving 
chief minister after Jyotl Basu may be as 
antl-Congress as they come. But Gegong 
Apang couldn't quite resist the temptation 
to put up son Omak in the traditions of 
the grand oT party. Angry at the imposi¬ 
tion of an unacceptable (to him) pradesh 
Congress chief, Gegong took away 45 of 
the 50 Mijvs and formed the Arunachal 
Congress in September '96. Such dare- 
devilry seems to have been rewarded with 
the election of both his candidates. 
Gegong's ire at the Congress for betraying 
him—especially the way S.B. Chavan han¬ 
dled the Chakma crisis—continues. But he 
now says he will support anybody who's in 
Amnachal's interests. 

L. CHAUBA SINGH 
Manipur Statu Congress 

Anti-Congressism rules in the northeast, 
OK. The good times continue to roll for the 
Msc; which broke away from the parent 
body ten years ago in protest at the leader¬ 
ship of Rishang Kelshing, who had been at 
the helm for almost 20 years. W. 
Nipamacha Singh—one of Keishing's four 
trusted men—who pulled the plug on ;he 
chief minister made anti-Congresslsm the 
Msc's raison d'etre, and political observers 
say Chauba Singh won as people in "the 
easternmost outpost of Hinduism" conti¬ 
nue to vote for the party as a form of 
approval for having dared to confront the 
hegemony of the Congress. 

JAYANTARONGPI 
Autonoimns State OauMuid 

Gomniittaa, Hill DisMct 
The one who got away in the jmm scam. 

Rongpi, the lone Naxalite-MP fiom Assam 
in the last three Lok Sabhas, also got Rs 1 
ciore from P.V. Naraslmha Rao's men to 
absent himself from the house for the cru¬ 
cial confidence vote. But while Shailendra 
Mahato and Co were ensnared in the cbi 
net, Rongpi—who is linked to the Vlnod 
Mishra faction of the cfi(ml)—escaped. 
Rongpi's ASDc which signed a landmark pact 
with S.B. Chavan for foe creation of a state 
within a state—has a stranglehold over foe 
twin hill districts of Karbi Anglong and 
North Cachar hills. And won't let go. 

. BfiaaAiif'f 1 ''ffijuji^ -• 

'CBRiNiwiiiNRfiigi^^ ; '. 

BHIMDAHAL 
Sikkim Democratic Front 

It was all very simple when Nar Bahadur 
Bhandari and Pawan Kumar Chamling 
were together. But Chamiing's revolt, then 
his stint as a political fugitive—hiding or 
running away from Bhandari—and the for¬ 
mation of the SDF has upset foe power- 
equation. Chamling strode to power, then 
Dahal won foe '96 election with Congress 
support, and now without it. ■ 

With NHIn A. Gokhola, 
A.8. Panoeanolvan and M.8. Sbankor 
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■ Forget Sonia Gandhi. 
This was a rank bad 
eicction for netas 
shooting Dytiusty. 
P.V. Narasimha 
Rao's son 
itajeshwar bit the 
dust in Secun* 
deral>ad. Deve 
Gowda's son ^ 
Kuinaraswamy in 
Kaiiakapura. 
Karunakaran's son 
Muraiecdharan in 
Thrissui. J.H. Patei's 
l)rotherS.li. Patei 
in Davanagerc. And 
Devi l.al's son 
Kanjit Singh in 
Hissar. Grandson 
Ajay Chautaia in 
Rhiwani. Rut Biju 
Patnaik's son 
Nava-ii got away in 
Aska. Bansi ial's 
son Surinder Singh 
in Rhiwani. Parkash 
Singh Radal's son 
Sukhiiir in Faridkot. 

■ Gurudas Kamat 
41 /S* >iid a round of 

ali the tcmpies 
in Rombay— 
Mutnbadevi, 
Kaibadevi, 
Siddhivinayak— 

^before taking on 
Pramod Mahajan. 

l.ast time he only vis¬ 
ited Shirdi. And lo.st. 

(illfW III* llMik i K 

\il\ iitlt fur <i ndr id llu 

mu ii|> l<> I let lion dh.' 

Silui’.iin Ki'sri is v\ liu 

St riutislv (ill M\ mil tliv 

iiiuiKs of (he |iiliils >il flu 

six r .iiri t u11 uplis 

in;lsli rt ti \ I lUM 

t li.il I lu i:ii' lu i suk rit 

usetl in (hi 1 

sss'H' Sil.ir.iin .md Kisri 

So l.ir so true Is H (mi 

in 111 h of cl t oiiu uK'iii e 

llicit Vilsciniji s loMrI.i 

tilth Wcis |mIuI(-(I h\ .1 

Miishin on ils 1*^8*^ yultii’ 

M is it curtains for V.C. .Shukla? 
Tlial oily, miracle man wfio 
irad ministerial Ix'rtlis under 
Indira (iandhi. Rajiv Gandhi, 
V.P. Singh, Chandra Sliekliar 
and Narasimha Kan, finally has 
nowhere to go, having losl 
from ixicketborough Raipur. Or 
iias'e we spoken tex) early? 

■ Huge crowds are 
truly aphrodisiacs, 
as sage Rainakrish- 
na Hegde says. 
They rejuvenate 
even the most sick 
bodies. One week 
Jayalalitha's foster 
sister Sasikala 
Natarajan was 
being bnnight to 
the special court 
hearing the corrup¬ 
tion trial on a 
stretcher with doc¬ 
tors and nurses at 
her heck and call. 

And no sooner had the aiadmk- 

nji’ bandsvagon begun roiling, 
Ms Sasikala was there, travel¬ 
ling with Jayalalitha, and walk¬ 
ing up on her own in flowing 
Kancheepuram silks, to take 
her seat among the wire. 
Indian scientists should patent 
the wonder drug slie took,/takes 
before the Americans strike. 

ANOOP KAMATH 

PLAY THE GAME 
Than wan Mo cricketers in the tray ki Election '96. Both won. Then 
were tew pteyers iri other sports in the running. On the whole, the 
field was tult ot sports olficlals and ponticiens, with mtied rwults. 

WINNERS 
MaiMti Bnerfae (Trinamul): tjrmer Union spnits mmisier, tram south cWi%a 
CJt 1 Ckmlien (BJP): former opening batsmen, from Amrolu, UP 
Rm|A Bkwil (Congress): former India under-IS captain, from Jagatslnghpur, Orissa 
MwRiwrM Soindla (Congress), former prasktent, BCCi. from Gwalior, MP 
Slnnd Piwir (Congress): former kabaddi chief, from Baramad, Maharashtra 
Bum Singh (Independent): former Union sports minster, from Jalore, Ralasthan 
Athok QeMot (Congress): former Union sports minister, from Jodhpur, ftajasSian 
Miknt IMieiilk (Congress): former Union sports rnmislar. from Bukfana, Maharashtra 

LOSERS 
V.C. SlniUi (Congress): former preeldent Indian Olympic Association, from Raipur, MP 
Smab KMiiimII (Indspendent): lOA Cldet. from Pune. Maharashtra 
K.lt Singh Poo (Congress), former president rowing fsdsiabon. from Dhenkanal, Orissa 
Marganl Aha (Congress): former Union sports minister, from Kanara, Karnataka 
Bhakta Charan Oaa (Congress): former Union sports minister, from Kalahandi, Orissa 
Obasashkodi AdSyan (TMC): Incumbent sports minister, from Thiruchendur. Tamil Nadu 

By 1 R f: A N HUSSAIN 

QmcFm 

SEAdON 

SB The 62 per cent turnout for 
the 1998 general election was 
the highest registered by any 
midterm poll in India's 
history. And they said—we 
said—no one was interest .'d 
in this election! .\ll previr-iis 
midterm polls have seen a 
slumi) in voter interesl. 

Heard in the BJP 
headquarters: 
“Need any more 
proof? The "'lam 
wave biowing 
not India 
but in the west of 
tt too; the West 
Indies to be pre¬ 
cise. Ramprakash 
is scoring runs 
and Rantnarine is 
taking wickets!” 

B«mb kills four 
Bidian cricketers 

if. 

Vote for IndM 
> III tut' hill/ 

vseut lull Ifl.lXl .llttl 

( uiuiii.ilurt I Ills .ut ill 

I he /)(11 iiri t hr uNfi Ir 

(IvdiT.ib.id li.ul ulivious 
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The making of an election: a TV crew set to shoot and scoot. 

■ The EC says this 
was the most peace¬ 
ful ix)li in a long 
while. Strangely, 
death still struck, 
and polling officers 
were most vulnera¬ 
ble. The last day of 
elections, two jxrll 
officials had a fatal 
accident in 
Shivpuri, MP 
Two more died 
of heart attacks, in 
Kochi and Kajkot. 
In Mayurbhaiij, it 
was more like mur¬ 
der. A presiding 
officer poured kero¬ 
sene on three sleep¬ 
ing colleagues and 
set fire. Thev lived. 

■ "English nmdii, 
Hindi rtuidu. IMi 
ku fVyi yem chiyid- 
la? (1 don't know 
Engish or Hindi, 
what will I do in 
Delhi?)" Karnataka 
minister 
T’hippeswamy on 
being given a JD 
ticket. Fortunately 
for him, he lost. 

■ In the end, was It 
poetic justice? T he 
Bji’’s Vinay Katiyar 
lo.st in Fai/abad, in 
the shadow of 
Ayodhya. And the 
Congress' Captain 
•Satish Sharma lost 
in Ametlii. 

L 
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PritfiilU Uubunttt plu\ J«yashree MttbantM cquuls HHe<khwar SwaiKla In 
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MafaantaS UpP (4in4i4l»le\ \1iwhI third in all thv %tatr'« 14 coniilituenUch. 
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‘So what if I lost? Elections are like 

cricket. Even if a batsman is 

dismissed for zero, he can always 

field well and be useful to his team”— 

pramod Mahajan on the road ahead. 

i The Secret Diary Of Jayalaiitha 
Madras, Hairch 5 

Anbulla (dear) diary amtia. Aiyo yoyo! At 

, last 1 have got try landslide victory notwith- 

. standing those "prognostications" of the card¬ 

holding Mahavishnu of Mount Road. I'm the 
: psephological scourge of this election. Talce 

those con^juters and swing factors and throw 

I them into the sea, that's what 1 say! 

Can anyone predict ny landslide personality? 

j In the beginning there was my landslide 

defeat against Janalti who never understood 

; the isemi-divine "Dr" MGR. Then there was ny 

: landslide comelsack as chief minister, then ny 

landslide defeat. And now this landslide. Not 

: counting the landslide amounts 1 spent on the 
wedding of ny Iseloved akka Tasikala's son. 

I'm a landslide kind of a person, attracting 

I strong loyalties, unlike that Maharashtrian 

bus conductor from Bangalore, Shivaji Rao 

' Gaekwad. I, "Dr" Jayalaiitha Jayaram of 

: hakshmipuram, Mysore, am the queen of 

■ Dravidian identity. 

Me. Beautiful me with ny fair skin, lovely 

; saris and gorgeous cape. Me, the repository 

, of the legacy of that handsome honorable 

i father of Tamil Nadu, Dr MGR. What good timoL, 

■ I u.sed to have with him, diary amma! We used 

; to wear the same lipstick and eye shadow when 

■ we acted in our 115 films together. 1 was Par- 

vati to his Shiva. Now I'm queen consort of 

' Tamil Nadu. He remains the undi.spiated king. 

Diary amma, they are spreading bad things 

; alDout me. 'Ihat lim an "euiti-democratic" 

absolute leader, that I want people to pros- 
' trate themselves in front of me. But then, 

I'm so utterly beautiful, could I help it 

that my cabinet ministers used to lie down at 

, my feet and call me "puratchi thalaivi"? I am 

born to rule, diary amna? How can a celluloid 

i Parvati be considered eqtral with anybody’^ 
That scriptwriter humiliated me with all 

■ those trunped up cases of corruption. His 

cops called his TV channel before calling 
their chief to give a guided tour of my 

house. What Is he saying now? Tell me, diary 

airetiu when you arc the queen of Tamil Nadu 

you can't be expected to live without several 

hundred shoes, several thousand saris and 

half a dozen bungalows can you? 'This is me, 

remember? Naturally, I need to only wear gold 
and oat off silver utensils because as I keep 

telling you, I'm like this only. 

Ail those trjnny principles about Ireing "first 

among equals" vdiich the nuns at my convent 

school used to talk about simply do not apply 

; to me. There are no sjquals here, diary amma. 

I I hope that old man Vajpayee realises that. I 

j am not merely an alliance partner with his 

; party. I'll show them that I am Puratchi tha- 

I laivi, mother of all revolutions, the great- 

1 est cardboard cut-out of them all. The Kaval 
I Ddivam. Aiyo- yoyo, diary amma! 
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PAKISTAN 

An inter-community love saga highlights Karachi’s ethnic divide 

By AZHAR ABBAS in Karachi 

AKINi'i ihijir luw a living hvl! 
was not piinislnncnt vnough. 
s'iulv the dvatii scritence would 
do. VVhi‘11 Rillat Afridi, a I’akli- 
tun girl, dart'd to eloiK* with, 

and subsequently marry kimwar Alisan, a 
young Mohajir man, the happy ending 
was nowhere in sight. 

On March 4, eigiit gunmen, said to ind- 
ude the father and brother ol the bride, 

opened lire on Ahsan as he entered a mag¬ 
istrate’s office inside the Karachi C'ity 
Courts building in the custody of the 
police. 1 le was rushed to a nearby civil hos¬ 
pital, where he was admitted in a critical 
condition with bullets in his chest, 
abdomen and leg. At the time of writing, 
he was said to be in a stable condition at 
the Civil Hospital's intensive care unit, but 
doctors at the heavily-guarded hospital 
appealed for more blood. More than 70 
policemen ringed the emergency ward, 

whose steel gates weie locked shut to pro¬ 
tect the doctors. 

Among the seven people arrested in con¬ 
nection with the shooting were the bride's 
father, Jahbar Afridi, her mother Abbass 
Afridi, and Niazat Khan, who the parents 
claim is the girl’s first husband. A pistol was 
re|Hwtedly recovered torn their possession. 

■The shooting came just when a case of 
alleged kidnapping against Ahsan seemed 
to lie nearing its end and the controversial 
marriage seemed to have defied tlie seem- 
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Ahsan; bullet-riddled and unconscious; 
Riffat at the court: love is legal no more 

ingly insurmountable odds. 
I'he saga began when Riffat Afridl disap¬ 

peared from her parents' North Nazi- 
mabad residence. This otherwise minor 
incident .soon flared up to affect the city, 
when her family, influenced by Tariq 
Khan, a local pmi (n) leader, filed a case of 
kidnapping against Kunwar Ahsan in the 
first week of February. 

Tariq Khan's hitherto unknown organi¬ 
sation, the Pakhtun Amn Jirga, then set 
about blowing the incident out of ail pro¬ 
portion. Since Kunwar Ahsan was a close 
relative of a prominent uqm leader, m\.v 

Kunwar Khalid Yunus, the Jirga was suc¬ 
cessful in its attempt to portray the 
alleged kidnapping as an insult to 
Pakhtun sentiments. The guilty party, of 
course, in the Jirga's mind was the entire 
Mohajir community. 

"The tribal jirga sits waiting to give a 
verdict, blackmailing the government and 
creating panic, terrorising an already vul¬ 
nerable city. It has no regard that this girl, 
or any for that matter, has .some rights 
over her life," said Najma Ahmed, a 
human rights activist. "After 50 years, wc 
do not need jirgas to provide law and jus¬ 
tice. We have a code of laws provided by 
the constitution., until the government 
does not establish this it will remain weak 
and will always be held up to blackmail." 

The tragic love affair has provoked sev¬ 
eral people lo ask several questions, but 
the cnicial one—about how Riffat felt, 
knowing that she would 
never be accepted by her 
family, and the punish¬ 
ment that awaited her if 
she was forced to go back 
to them—will not be 
answered till she decides 
lo talk about her travails 
herself. THU Mohajirs and 

Pakhtuns living in 
Karachi had clashed 

violently in 1985, when a 
bus driven by a Pakhtun 
ran over and killed Rushra 
Zaidi, a Mohajir girl. The 
"Bushra Zaidi" incident, as 
the accident was later 
dubbed in reference to the 
girl wh«) was killed, is now 
regarded by many as a 
turning point in Karachi's 
turbulent history, it was 
the first expression of tire 
anger and frustration that 
were to shape the course 
of Karachi's future politics. 

During the following IT 
years, Karachi has weath- 
eresl pitched battles, sniper 
attacks, and more. The city is relativels calm 
at present, but most people remenilx-r the 
accident and the riots which followed, as 
the beginning of Karachi's troubles. 

"We used to run a literacy centre tor poor 
women since 1977 and it was mostly 
f’athan, Baluch and Punjabi women wlio 
came. As the ethnic rift deepened, how¬ 
ever, those women bt'came scared and 
stopped coming to us. There was so much 

trouble in those days, curfews, riots, hi 
we had to shut down the centre,” said \i, 
Kehana Mughni, a lecturer in (xrlitica. 
ence. Many feared that a similar kind . i 
situation would arise out of the marriage (>: 
Riftat and Ahsan. 

However, given the cordial relationship 
bt'tween the mqm and the anp, the represen¬ 
tative parties of the Mohajirs and PaklUuus 
resiKctivcly, that seemed unlikely. While 
Tariq Khan and other pmi leaders sought to 
upset the (xiaceful status quo, tliey ulti¬ 
mately failed due to the responsible stands 
taken by both the mijm and the a.\p. 

I'or one day, though, the Pakhtun Amn 
(peace) Jirga ramjiaged through Karachi. 
IXiring its strikes, two people died and 
many others were injured, including two 
doctors who received scs’crc burns when 
their car was set ablaze near Jinnah Hospi¬ 
tal. T he Jirga's demand: the two lovers sho¬ 
uld be apprehended wherever they might 
b(.> and brouglit to Karachi. 

Ahsan was arrested by the police in ihe 
Punjab and Ritfal loo was later produced 
before a court. Tlie lukhtun Amn Jirga had 

meanwhile split into two 
tactions, one of which was 
willing to abide by the 
court's decision. The other, 
more extremist group led 
by lark] Khan, demanded 
the girl be lianded over 
immediately to lier family, 
whicli would have been 
akin lo a death sentence. 
Tariq Khan and some of 

Riffat's male relatives also 
conjured up a man who 
they claimed was Uiffat's 
"first husband", explaining 
that since they were mar¬ 
ried in accordance with 
trilial customs, the event 
'.as never legally docume- 
nt«l. If this could be pro- 
seil, under i’akistani law 
Alridi could also have Ix'en 
charged with adult 'ry. 
Kunwar and Riffat, mean¬ 

while, produced relevant 
alfidavits and a nikalumiini 
(marriage certificate), 
which were handed over 
to the court tor further 
scrutiny. Riffat also main¬ 
tained that she had left 

iier parents' home and married Alisan ot 
her own free will. On Feluuary 26, after site 
was taken to a court in an armoured [iirs- 
onnel carrier, she categorically said she 
liad left her parents' house and married 
Kunwar Ahsan of her owt. free will. 

In Ahsan's case, the court was about to 
decide whether or not he should continue 
to remain in police custody. But then the 
shots rang out. ■ 

The fear was that 
the elopement of 
Riffat and Ahsan 
(top) would break 
the fragile peace 
between Mohajirs 

and Pakhtuns. 
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way of conquering envy. 
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the brand name. 
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It’s uinascing what 1440 dpi inkjet 

printing can show. (I’or instance, the 

brand of bicycle the athlete is riding.) 

That picture, at 1440 dpi, it goes 

beyond being just a powerful picture. 

It becomes a detailed image of blood, 

guts, .sweat and tears coming alive at 

1440 dpi. (In other words, a shot of 

adrenaline that goes straight to your 

head in tru-lite colour.) 

This awe-inspiring experience of 

tine print details is made possible by 

I'.l’SON. The people who invented the 

‘PerfectPicture Imaging .System’ for 

Digital Inkjet printing. 

A technology that gives you faster 

processing times, quicker drying inks 

and perfectly rounded ink droplets. 

(Put simply, colour printouts with 

sharper images, better pictur*. grada¬ 

tion and more .iccurate colours.) 

Kven better is the fact that unlike 

in the old and outdated thermal mkjets. 

EPSON COIOR BOO Rs ?4 995- 
EPSON.vi*c COLOR 15J0 Rs SOnoO' 

WS EPSON COLOR .1000 RilsS .’W 
. ion"**' for oui free booKlel on ll« hislorv ol inXic! 

the l-.PSDN Stylus CDlX^U «)(»doe.sn t 

entail intense healing of the ink. .-Ns a 

result, its pritithead lasts much longer. 

Which means you .save a packet on 

maintenance. (It also prints with equal 

ea.se on coated and plain paper.) 

Ihe next thing it saves is time, 

(lly printing at a top speed of 6 ppm.) 

I’hen there’s the price tag. (I.LMfk below 

for a pleasant surpri.se.) 

And now, a little footnote alsout 

the man who wrote this ,kI. lie didn’t. 

(Experiencing the magic of EPSON 

1440 dpi at a dealer below is what did 

the trick tor him.) 
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PUBLiSNING 

Other v\Titer.s, however, are staying on. 
Among them is John Major, believed to 
have been paid half-a-million pounds for 
publication of his memoirs, and Jeffrey Arc- 

. . , . , . her, writer and fonnerly Tory minister. 
The Murdoch myth takes a beating over Chris Patten s memoirs i.rank neianey, author of a stranger in awir 

T uADAviu even said, "all proprietors 
intervene”. Michael Dobbs, 
whose book The Buddha of Bre¬ 
wer Street is critical of Chinese 
occupation in Tibet, said "not a 
single bit of concern or pres¬ 
sure was brought on me" over 
the publication of his book. 
In an interview to Tiw lunex— 

a newspaper he owns—Mur¬ 
doch defended himself saying 
he was right in not wanting to 
publish the took; his managers 
were wrong in the way they 
did what he wanted. "1 did not 
tell people to try to censor the 
book or invent excuses not to 
do it... I said 'Why don't you go, 
and say we would rather have 
someone else publish this and 
il there is any chance ol losing 
money we will make it g<x)d?' 
They chickened out and got 
themselves into the position IT was a sort of 'nananmen Scjuare of the Patten and Murdoch: a murky business where they were inventing rea.suns m the 

publkshing world that Ru[iert Murdoch middle of January why they didn’t want to 
found himself caught in recently in I.on- the publication of his two books later this publish it which svere nonsense, leaving me 

don. Certain newspapers—rmes Murdoch year by HarperCollins. I’eter Hennessey, in a conijrletely inexcusable position." 
still diK'sn't own—rallied around ('.hris I’al- writing an account of 11 prime ministers I'.ven so, Murdixh stuck to his contempt 
ten, the last governor ol Hong Kong, after from (dement Allee to Tony Blair, said no for Patten. "I think he made a bit ol a fool 
HarperCollins—the publishing house Mur- author in his right mind would now go to oHiimself out there after suddenly discov- 
dexhowns- -refused to publish his memoirs HarperColliris. Booker Prize winner Anin- cring democracy at the end of a i{X)-year- 
tiecause he was critical ot the "inscrutable dhati Koy, whose immensely successful (lod rule." A statement from MurdcK h's News 
and interchangeable" Chinese leaders, a cri- ofSnuill riiiiis'> was also handled bv Prolitt, tortJoration in New York made it clear that 
ticiuc in which Murdexh saw "negative asp- is also rumoured to he puliing out. "he expressed dissatisfaction about the ticxi- 
ects" lor his business interests in (diina. Writers alone aren't abandoning Harper- sion to publish it" from the start. But he 

.So while this (ioliath ol the media world Collins. Patten's literary agent Michael decided to cancel its [xiblication only after 
backed the greater Goliaths ol Beijing, Stu- Sissons, who also represents such political the first draft was submitted in January, (le¬ 
an Prolitt, a senior editor at Harperf^lallins writers as Alan (.lark, Michael I leseltine, arly, he was tisld w'hat Patten had to say. 
who was handling Patten’s iKxtk, ea.st and Lord Lawson. Lord Ilealy. A.S. Ryntt, )ohn Managers at I lar|x>rColIins blundercHl tac- 
west. tiuil his job Ixcause he refused to Mortimer and handles the literary estates tically when they asked Profitt to run clown 
rubbish Patten's book. Patten simply took of Kvelyn Waugh, Rebecca West and J.B. the book as an excuse lor aliandoning it. 
the hook to Macmillan, for a similar adva- Priestly, said he'd ask prominent writers he "The stance I was being required to support 
nec ot tlZ.SjiKM) and prexeeded to sue represents to droii 1 larperC.ollins unless it was implausible and incredible," Profitt 
Marperc.ollins lor breach of contract. To apologise*. He was quoted as saying that stiid. Patten was told he w'as free to exercise 
recovei his li.w, Profitt too is suing Har- Murdtx h has "comniercially interlered''in his freedom of expression elsewhere. Patten 
pci( ollins lor constiuctive dismissal. the contract since he admitied it was at his told the Diiily liityniph: “I don't see how 

lommg Patten m the light for editorial instance that il was cancelled. He is proha- you can be in tavour of tree s|X‘ech in one 
Ireedom is a group ot wiiters who might bly suing .Murdexh directlv. part of the world and less keen on it in 
collectively ostracise Hdri>ert.;ollins. another." He said he had not belie- 
Ainimg them is Simon Heller, 
authorised biographer ol I.ncxh 
Powell, the right-sving British leader 
who dic'd rc'cently. Jonathan Power 
annoiux'C'd he'd remove his new 
history of Amnesty International 
frc'in HarperCollins unless Murdex h 
did "something extraordinary" like 
apologising and publishing Patten's 
txjok. Timothy Carton Ash, a s|x*ci- 
alist on eastern l-urope, cancelled 

Arundhati Roy, 
whose book was 

handled by 
Profitt, may also 
be pulling out of 
HarperCollins. 

ved Murdexh's business interests in 
(’.liina wcxild become a factor. "If 1 
had I'd never have signed," he s;ud. 

Meanwhile, HarperCollins chair¬ 
man in Britain Lddie Bell is conside¬ 
ring re-signing. He’s also "talking to 
lawyers” for legal action he might 
require. I’recdom of expression, Har¬ 
perCollins might well discover, is 
not to be interfered with. ■ 

Sanjay Suri in London 
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Switch on the daily potpourri 

of ne u’s . s ports, health, 

fitness, c o o k i n }•, travel, 

leisure, lifestyle... and more! 



We’ve given the Philips 29 
an imported Hi-Contrast picture tube 

for a perfect picture. 
Kow, it’s in your hands to make it better. 

What ^ood'is the larger viewing area of a 

TV unless you get a better picture as well."* 

That's why you should take a look at the 

Philips Powervision 29. It has a special Hi- 

Contrast picture tube created by Philips USA. 

So, not only do you get a bigger picture, you 

get a much better picture, too. One with stun¬ 

ning colour contrast. 

The Philips Powervision 29 also has a Smart 

Control feature, with Rich, Natural, Soft and 

Personal settings. 

(No other TV offers you as many.) 

Which means you can customise the picture 

quality, depending on your individual needs and 

the programme you're watching. 

The result will always be a picture that's 

perfect for your needs. 

The sound of the Philips Powervision 29 

lives up to the picture. 

It is clear and rich, as you’ve come to expect 

from Philips. 

Here, too, you have Personal, Voice, Music 

and Theatre .settings to choose from. 

Switch on the Incredible Sound option, and 

the music will completely surround you, for an 

even more lifelike effect. 

And because the Philips Powervision 29 is 

LD compatible, the sound features will make 

movies come alive. 

We could go on and on about the many 

merits of the PTiilips Powervision 29. 

Bur we think you get the picture. 





FOOTBALL 

Soda-Pop Soccer 
Pritish Nandy tries to stop Mailya’s clean sweep of Calcutta clubs Liquor baron Vijay Mallya, mediaman 

Pritish Nandy, US-based investor Purn- 
endu Chatterjee. Bengali pride, the 

axiomatic incompatibility of the hilsa with 
the prawn, a game called football. 

Bengal soccer fans have been up in arms 
for some time now. Last month, the city's 
fabled football clubs, Fast Bengal and 
Mohun Ragan, converted their teams into 
companies. They got new bikash oas 
names; United East Bengal 
Football I'eam Pvt Ltd and 
United Mohun Bagan 
Football Team Pvt Ltd. 
Nothing wrong in that per 
se, nearly everyone reali¬ 
ses that with the ever- 
mounting costs, especially 
of acquiring players, clubs 
have to corporatise or 
perish. But how can both 
these clubs—whose fierce 
rivalry transcends sports 
to be an integral part of 
Bengal's social history- 
have a common partner, 
liquor baron Vijay 
Mallya's United Breweries 
(UB) group? 

"I don't understand," 
says former mayor and 
avid football buff Kamal 
Basu, "how two such 
companies have a single 
owner." Artist Ganesfi 
IVne feels this takeover 
could sound the death 
knell of the glorious riva¬ 
lry of Bengal's club foot¬ 
ball. Warns football coach 
Amul Dutta; "I think they 
(UBl will tty to boost the 
rivalry artificially." 

;iow pops up out of 
nowhere what is called, in 
takeover jargon, a white 
knight. The unpredictable 
Pritish Nandy, who was 
last heard on a rap album. 
His Pritish Nandv tiomm- 
unications has made a counter-offer to 
Mallya’s for Fast Bengal. Purnendu Chat- 
terjee, clo.se to legendary investor (}eorge 
Soros and one of the promoters of megapro- 
jecl Haldia Petrochemicals, and corporate 
communication c'onsultant l^pan f',haki 
have tagged their names to Nandy's offer. 

The deal Mallya was offering was this: Rs 
2 crore to Faist Bengal (and another Rs 2 
acjre to Mohun Bagan) to fund its football 

team. In return, both teams would have to 
sport the UB logo, and the players and the 
teams could be used by UB to popularise its 
products. Now Nandy is apparently offering 
Rs 2.5 crore and the deal extends beyond 
football to cover Fast Bengal's other—less 
popular—games like cricket and hockey. 
Nandy is looking for a back-to-back deal 
with some large marketing company whose 

East Bengal belatedly resists Vijay Mallya’s 
takeover bid; (left) while knight Pritish Nandy 

logo Fujst Bengal players will sport. 
On March 3, East Bengal’s president, gen¬ 

eral secretary and assistant general secre¬ 
tary met Nandy and Chaki secretly at Cal¬ 
cutta's Taj Bengal Hotel and signed a fresh 
agreement. It was agreed that the club 
would be renamed i*Nc:-East Bengal and the 
equity of Rs 2 lakh would be equally 
shared between pnc: and East Bengal. The 
company will initially have a sLv-member 

board: Nandy, Chaki and Chatterjee, and 
East Bengal represented by its president 
Pranab Dasgupta, general secretary Dipak 
Chakrabarty and assistant general secre¬ 
tary Deepak (Paitu) Das. Nandy will be 
chairman, the club will nominate the MD, 
and Purnendu Chatterjee's The Chatterjee 
Group will name the chief financial officer. 

What was the problem with Mallya? Ilie 
questions that football fans were asking: 
would not a common saviour blunt the 
edge of the keenly fought battles between 
the two teams? For the two clubs, which are 
known to hijack or house-arrest players for 
recruiting and retaining them every year, 
would there not be a conflict of interest, 

especially when a com¬ 
mon partner foots the 
bill? V^at about confide¬ 
ntiality of strategy? Does 
this not throw up the pos¬ 
sibility of fixed matches? 
Besides, East Bengal office¬ 
bearers were having some 
other doubts too. Mohuil 
Bagan president Swapan 
Sadhan (Tutu) Bose is 
reportedly a close Mallya 
business associate. 

Mallya, who got wind .)f 
the PNC-East Bengal agree¬ 
ment, rushed to Calcutta 
on March 4 to watch his 
prospective acquisitions 
play each other (the 
match ended in a goalless 
draw). Defending his 
stand of s|X)nsoring both 
dubs, he said he often has 
more than one liorse in a 
race. UnforlunaU'ly, this 
analogy could be lost on 
excitable football fans—to 
whom all this is more 
than mere .sports. Deside.s, 
there arc already rumours 
afloat that Mallya has 
made an offer ot sjxtnsor- 
ship to FC, Kixhin and 
may also try Churchill 
Brothers. If this is true, 
and these deals work out, 
Mallya could end up own¬ 
ing four of the 10 teams 
in the Philips National 
League. Many fans feel 
uncomfortable with that. 

Significantly, the East Bengal top brass ski¬ 
pped Mallya's dinner after the match, and 
let out that they were considering terms 
with another party. Mallya has reportedly 
threatened legal action against F.ast Bengal 
if it reneges on its agreement. But whichev¬ 
er way all this ends, with two colourful per¬ 
sonalities like Mallya and Nandy in the 
fray, one can expect some fireworks. ■ 

Nikhll Mookerjl with Soutik Biswas 
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Spreading Light 

ENRON, the tnc which scared 
the swadeshiwallahs and 
environtnentahsts out of their 
wits in India, is making waves 
back home The city of 
Houston, which found a place 
in the Guinness World Book 
of Records thanks to the 
efforts of the Texas-based 
Enron Corp's chairman and 
(Eo Kenneth L Lay, has 
decided to honour the busi¬ 
ness magnate in a unique 
way As a gesture of apprecia¬ 
tion, March 8 has henceforth 
been christened Kermeth L 
Lay Day The city mayor, Lee 

Brown, commended Lay for 
overseeing and heading the 
United Way Community 
Campaign for the Texan Gulf 
Coast and specifically, for 
"recruiting more than 400 
corporate and community 
volunteer leaders to help 
guide the campaign ” Lay 
seems to have translated the 
company's signature line— 
'Natural Gas Electricity 
Endless Possibilities '—into 
action Alas, if only Indian 
corporate leaders would also 
take some initiative 

In the Queue 

THE uncertainty over who 
wili take over the reigns of 
power IS yielding a bonanza 
for Industry chambers and 
associations The last few 
months have seen a spate of 
new memberships for ficci, c ii 

and AssocHAM from companies 
who have so far been content 
to remain at the fnnges of the 

Oraphies by ANOOP KAMATH 

political charmed aales, util¬ 
ising individual contacts now 
and then to further busmess 
interests But three govern 
ments in 18 months was a bit 
much for these fledgling com¬ 
panies And with the bleak 
future scenano—remaining 
unclear with no single party 
as clear contender for 
power—these companies are 
now forced to enlist with the 

chambers who hue istab 
lished themselses lasser 
tive lobbies tor Indian indus 
trv and trade \ clear case of 
political uncertainty actually 
helping in economic dcci 
Sion making' 

The pnmary market ma 
be down in the dumps 

but the corporate giants 
have infect^ vltahty into 
the secondary market The 
battle for control of Indian 
Aluminium Cmnpany 
(Indal) is hotting up with 
both Alcan (Alu^mum of 
Canada, which owns 35 
per cent stake in Indal), 
and Steritte Industries m a 
race to match their bids 
for the comfiany However, 
Alcan's oHer at Rs 105 a 
share, Rs 15 more than the 
Sterlite open offer, disap¬ 
pointed marketmm s^o 
drove the share down on 
Thursday to Rs 101 in Cal¬ 
cutta and Rs 109 in Mum*, 
bai However, they eiqiect ‘ 
Sterhte to raise its offer 
price soon The subject of 
another takeover iud, Ri^ 
Cements has asked Laaard 
Credit Capital to work out 
a counter offer to match 
India's Cements hostile 

* bid On February 26, India 
Cements came out with an 
open offer for 20 per cent 
of the company's stake at 
Rs 300 a share, which mar- 
ketmen believe is too 
high Even the Arvlnd 
Lalbhai group which is 
keen to have a cash-strong 
partner for Anagram 
Finance is talking to the 
k KI for unloading a part 
of their stake in the 
finance company 

INDIAN Airlines and Air 
India have moved closer 

towards a merger with 
their ]omt board agreeing 
to set up a holding compa¬ 
ny for the two airlines 
Consultants AF Ferguson 
& Co has been asked to 
prepare a concept paper 
which will be discussed at 
the next board meeting 
in May 

At Intt Rs 41,718 erars (at 1993-94 prieos) Is madail svary year to 

proYida saraals only to tha poor lo India, says a otndy by wnm, 

Mambal. Tbat^ 130 million tonnoo of coroal oat of tha 180 odd mt pro- 

dooad. Aad thio doosnt Ineloda tha aihnlHlstratlva cost! 
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There is an immense potential for the use of helicopters 

in tounsm To begin with, it can operate services to trunk Helicopters in 
Tourism routes Besides, helicopters can operate in specific 

sectors. Helicopters will also be very useful to link 

inaccessible pilgrimage and tourist centres. As India’s largest helicopter operator, making profits consistently. 

Pawan Hans Helicopters is taking steps to promote tounsm in India Equipped with an operational fleet of 28 helicopters and 

an unmatched maintenance infrastructure, Pawan Hans has scored an unparalleled record of over 2,00,000 flying hours 

With a fundamental belief in safety. Pawan Hans is in the process of increasing its fleet strength 

to meet the new challenges ahead Thus no wonder, when India's mega corporations and 

government agencies require helicopters for their long term 

and customised requirements, they simply rely on Pawan Hans And now, 

knowing all about us, so would youl 
PAWAN HANS HELICOPTERS LIMITED 

(A Government of India Enterpnse) 

’s^^tLrrio^jS 

'^SAFETY 

jATO^UNG AIRPORT. New Delhi-HQ 003 Prthl • Tel 4632273 Fax 011 4602596. 4611801 Tel 6106210 
Fax 022-6113612 
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HE PM 
Top Bombay stockbrokers on the effect the 

various candidates would have on the bourses 

ATAL 
BEHARI 

VAJPAYEE 

PtiotovaplH by JITENOER GUPTA 

^ rnonltis i 

44,150 
By AMAN BUDHWAR and CHITRA SURESH in Mumbai WHICH prime minister do the stock exchanges want? 

As the Lok Sabha elections results started rolling in, 
the Bombay Stock Exchange Sensitive Index (Sensex) 
appeared totally unsure which way to go. On March 
2, as news of early gains by the bjp alliance in Tamil 

Nadu flashed across television screens across the nation, 
the Sensex leaped by 150.39 points to hit 3,772.61, in the 

^belief that India would at last get a stable government with 
BJP and allies ending up close to 270. 

But after trading closed for the day, the full impact of the 
results from Maharashtra started sinking in. As bjp and Shiv 
Sena headed for a rout in the state, punters sold heavily, and 
on March 3, the Sensex dropped by 126.61. Since then, as 
the nation found itself staring at a Parliament bisected right 
down the middle, the Sensex has been drooping. On March 
S, when the Sensex dropped by 29.31 and it brcame more or less 
certain that neither bjp nor the Congress-UF combine would be able 
to provide the sort of stability that the Indian economy has been 
seeking for some time now. Outlook spoke with the men in the thick 
of the fray: the stockbrokers. “Stable government" was out, what 
about "able prime minister"? We asked a dozen leading brokers on 
the Bombay Stock Exchange a simple question: “If X became Prime 
Minister, where will the Sensex be six months from now?" 

These are the resnlts: 
Brokers are almost unanimous that if Manmohan Singh 

makes it to the PM's chair, the markets will turn really bull¬ 
ish. Fits will pump in money, and even the small investor 
may return to the bourses. Motilal Oswal, MD of Motilal 
Oswai Securities, pegs the Sensex at 4,800 six months from 
now, if Singh is at the helm. "Singh supports liberalisation," 
he says blandly. But Oswal is among the most bullish of bse 

brokers. He sees the Sensex at 4,300 if Vajpayee, Sharad 
Pawar or Madhavrao Scindia become Prime Minister. 

Among others who share his optimism is Nikunj Doshi, research 
head of Ventura Security. With a difference. He sees Vajpayee taking 
the Sensexto 4,500, Singh and Pawar to 4,400. But is sceptical about 
Scindia: "Pawar and Singh are popular pro-market capitalists, but 
Scindia's popularity is low, which could lead to an unstable govern¬ 
ment." He still gives the prince of Gwalior 4,000. Says Sanjay Agga- 
rwal, CEO, Lloyds Securities. “Scindia doesn't have a track record." 

• What is the picture that emerges if one breaks up the brokers' 
responses into bjp. Congress and UF? bjp is easy, as there's no dicho¬ 
tomy about who the bjp prime minister will be. Ihe average of all 
the scores that the brokers have given Vajpayee is 4,150. So, opti¬ 
mism, In spite of the confusion that a bjp government propped up 
inecariously by unreliable allies could cause. Is this a refl^on of 
a "things can't get worse" mentality, or is it something else? Only 
one broker sees the Sensex dipping if India has a Vajpayee-led gov- 

MANMOHAN 
SINGH 

V -skroottn 

T. NARAYAN 

■’■'Hz'". • 

SHARAD 
PAWAR 

Sensax after 
slxmonltis 

44,000 
▲. 
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enunent. Vlvek Mahajan, chief dealer of IIT Investrust, predicts the 
Sensex will fall to between 3,S00 and 3,600 in six months if the ajp 
comes to power. The reasons: Hip's anti-transnational corporation 
statements and the noises it's making about a lock-in period for ni 
Investments. *Va)payee is inv^tor-friendiy,” feels Rohit Ajmera, 
vice-president, Prabhudas Liliadher, "but he will have to depend ^ 
on his allies too much to run the government." Mahajan is the 
most bearish of all the brokers we spoke to. He sees the Sensex stag¬ 
nating or dipping whoever becomes PM. Only for Manmohan 
Singh does he see the index rise to between 3,800 and 4,000. IF we take the average of the scores achieved by Singh, Fawar and 

Sdndla as representative of how the stockinarkets regard the 
possibility of a Congress government, we get a figure of about 

4,050 for the Sensex six months from now. That's 100 points below 
the Bji> score. However, the Congress may be at a mathematical 
disadvantage, as Manmohan Singh's high score—4,250—is dragged 
dosvn by Pawar (4,000) and Sdndia (3,850). If bip had several 
candidates, like L.K. Advani or Murli Manohar Joshi, its score could 
have dlpp^. "Congress has a strong manifesto, encouraging fii inv¬ 
estments, opening up of the finanaal sector, moving to hill conver¬ 
tibility of the rupee," says Ajit Sanghvi, director, Malini Securities. 

The people the stockmarkets are truly deeply suspicious of: the 
UF and the Left Front. If Mulayam becomes PM, the Sensex could 
drop sharply to 3,400. Oswal, in fact, sees it going down to 3,200. 

Jyotibabu clocks in at 3,560, higher than Mulayam but lower 
than the current Sensex level. Says A.B. Nagar, chief execu¬ 
tive, OFL Securities: “The stability that a UF government can 
provide is questionable. If Mulayam Singh Yadav or Jyoti Basu 

, become PM, there will definitely be a drop m the index. * The 
f only ray of hope; the immensely unlikely event of P. Chi- 
' dambaram getting the job. Nagar feels Chidambaram as PM 
;; could take Sensex to 4000, but that's still 200 lower than 

what he expects if Manmohan Singh or Vaipayee become PM; 
"Singh has proven his capabilities through his policies which 

have been favourable for industry and the capital markets, and 
has a clean Image; Vljpayee is a balanced person and a good 
administrator. He will move towards liberalisation and favourable 
policies." But B. Subodh, MD, R.K. Chan Stockbroking, is cautious 
about a Vajpayee government; "It the government sticks to swad- 
eshi and anti-m stances, it will affect sentiments." 

Chidambaram gets an interesting score from Doshi of Ventura 
Securities. He sees the Sensex rising to 3,850 as soon as Chida¬ 
mbaram becomes PM, but, secs it falling to 3,800 after six 
months. This could be cynicism about whether Cnidamba- 
ram will ever manage to deliver on the hopes he always rais¬ 
es. Lancelot D’Cunha, vice-president. Lexicon Finance, shares 
Doshi's views, pegging the index at 3,750 six months after 
Chidambaram moves into the PM's office. "The government 

, could turn out to be unstable," he says. Agrees Subodh; “If 
' Chidambaram becomes PM, the market will move up initial¬ 

ly, but later sustain at 4,200." But overall, Chidambaram is 
seen by the broking community as the best person tor the Sensex, 
after Manmohan Singh and Vajpayee. 

What about the cunent Congress frontrunner, the lion of Mahar¬ 
ashtra? Opinions vary. "In a Congress-UF government, he will be 
just another Deve Gowda or Inder Kumar Gujral," says Subodh. 
Nagar disagrees "Pawar is very acceptable," he says. "He is a pro¬ 
ven administrator and will carry forward the right policies." "Ub- 
erailsation will move into an upward trajectory, Pawar can provide 
a stable government," says Nemish Shah, director, Enam Securities. 
"He’s dynamic and pro-domestic industry," agrees Mahajan. 

The bottomline? Market players are keying their fingers aossed 
so that India isn't led by the UF again. As tar as a aji’-led or a 
Congress-led government goes, they seem comfortable with either, 
and see life returning to the stockmarkets. Clearly, the bourses 
want to forget the men who ruled India for the last 18 months. ■ 
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Your operations are impressive - anything up to hundreds of computers, most of them running 

mission critical applications. But the going can get hellishly difficult when the 'normal' malfunctions 

occur. Nothing drastic, just everyday things like a slightly corrupted file. Or a missing file. Or a file 

refusing to print. 

Thaf s when things begin to look slightly drosNc... 

A good woy to reduce this digital dysfunction is to ensure a regular, precise sinewove power supply 

Such o refined power supply is guaranteed by the Liebert UPStotion GXT. The double-conversion 

technology employed is undoubtedly stote-of-the-ort. Also consider the widest input voltage window 

(130V to 276V ond even up to 320V under test conditions) with the highest efficiency 95% ond 

beyond. Ifs evident your mission critical networks will enjoy power protection like never before. 

Other red-hot features include EosySwop'" internal batteries, SNMP models with Intellislot 

communication slot and communications capabilities when used in confunclion with liebert's 

SiteNet I or SiteNet 2 software. Our minitowers, roted 700 and 1000 VA, and the racktowers, rated 

1000,1500,2000and3000VAcan comprehensively cover oil applications. 

Like most quoli'y electronics, these machines ore expensive. Oops, sorry, they aren't, 
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A House for 
Mr Conman 
An unprecedented ruling serves a 
182-year sentence on scamsters 

TlRUIWri, the holy town in south 
India, is known for its temples and 
the bounty that the gods shower on 

devotees. But there was nothing beatific 
involved in what Rajrndra Prasad Mittal 
and his brother-in-law Rakesh Kumar did 
in the name of Tirupati. In yet another 
unholy scam, their Delhi-based housing 
company Tirupati Associates swindled 
Innocent people of their savings—totalling 
over Rs 1 crore—in the name of selling 
them dream homes in Ghaziabad. 

The consumers, 344 in all, decided on 
the more human course of action—to 
appeal before S.P, Saberwal, president. 
Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum. That 

■ he put the fear of god into the minds of 
the culprits. Their prayers elicited an 
emphatic response—the forum recently 
sentenced Mittal and Kumar to an 
unprecedented 182 years in prison. 

The severity of the sentence was 'warran¬ 
ted'due to their failure to comply with the that the consumers 
March '95 order of the forum—to return had given them was 
the money collected from people, ostensi- nearing its end. 
bly to build apartments. I Icnce, the order sentenc- 

There is nothing new al)out the methrxl ing the scamsters to 182 years. "This is most unusual and sets a very 
which Tirupati AssrKiates adopted in its years in prison. Forum president Saberwal bad precedent," he says. Each complaint, 
attempt to dupe gullible consumers, take invoked Section 27 of the Consumer he asserts, cannot be treated separately for 
the money and run. The bait for cons Pnjteclion .Act, 1986, which provides that the purpose of conviction, 
timers was laid out in the early '90s, when if a trader or jterson fails to comply with Fortunately for the two culprits, there is 
adveiiisements in various Delhi news- any order of the district consumer forum, a ray of hope. The sentence has been 
papers gave enticing details of the work he is liable to be punished for a minimum stayed for three months, during which, if 
undertaken in the development of the of one month which may increase to three they return a part of the money, the sen- 
Tirupati Township in suburban Ghaziabad. years or a fine or both. tence would be reduced accordingly. 
I he adverii.>cnienls also gaily claimed tliat The rea.son ivhv the sentence has added Moreover, relief could be granted if they 
a no-ohjection certificate, which allowed up to 182 years is because Saberwal, who paid back the entire amount collected 
the promoters to go ahead with the earlier served as the district judge of within a time frame which satisfies the 
construction jitivity, hail been cjbtalned Delhi, has ordered that the .sentences forum. The duo had initially been ordered 
from the (<ha/iabad Development Auth- shall run consecutively, not concurrently, to return the money. In a bid to gain time, 
ority. The trick worked. People qtieued up as is normal practice. Mittal and Kumar they had appealed to the State Consumer 
to buy a piece ot the action. were sentenced tor six months in some Disputes Redressal Fomm. If they don't 

It was much later that the prospc*ctive cases, a me year sentence in another... pay up now, there is every possibility of 
buyers of the plots discovered to their hor- together adding up to 182 years. In the court putting them behind bars, 
ror that no legal registration for devclo|> essence, a separate sentence has been However, given the growing number of 
menl ot tlie land under ciuestion had been awarded on each of the complaints sepa- persons duped by non-banUng finance 
obtaincHi. When they asked for lefunds of i rately. If the sentence had run concur- companies, investments and finance com- 
the money deposited, it \s'as denied, left ! rently, the two would have served a max- panies, the order of the forum could not 
with little option, they weni to the extent j imum sentence of three years. Have come at a more opportune time. The 
of asking thdt at least the principal I Since even criminal cases are not pun- company has already disappeared from Its 
amounts given be handed back to them, ished with such severe sentences, there is registered office and though justice has 
But to no avail. It was only when matters talk of the forum having overstepped its been done. It is yet to be seen as having 
reached the cot -t that Mittal and Kumar limits. According to Supreme Court lawyer been done. ■ 
were foreed to realise that the long rope Raju Rainachandran, the term is beyond AshutOlh Kllinar SInba 
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FOCUS. 

WhoTl Play Doctor? 
Industry and investors keep their fingers crossed over the new finance minister 

T NAIUYAN JITBIDER fiUPTA 

ByPAROMITASHASTRI POISFD on the brink of power, the bjp is faced with many 
hard choices Easily the hardest of them is to hnd a bnance 
minister to balance the party's nationalist approach with 
the global identity India Inc is struggling to forge 
rhe shortlist of candidates shows that the party is even 

more uncertain about the incumbent than the Indian electorate 
ha> been about its rcprescntatises And the confusion is least to do 
with the unexpected deft at ot laswant Singh the liberal financial 
face of the paitv and finance minister in its 1 l^day governn'ent 

To b" fail between Murli Vfanohar Joshi, Yashwant Sinha and C 
Rangaraian who compose the shortlist, the bjp has as diverse a cho¬ 
ice as between in Its own words potato chips and comput'^r chips 
And their suitabii tv hinges directly on what the party considers its 
pnmt concern Is it to keep the loyalists happy to comfort the gen¬ 
eral publK and industry oi to piess ahead with economic reforms? 
Ask an economist or a seasoned industry man and he'd inime- 
diately plump lor the last He d probably supply the answer too the 
man who had the longest and t'le best innings at the Central Bank 
pursuing liberal monetary pohev better banking and lower infla¬ 
tion Unfortunately for the country and the bji. Dr Rangarajan is in 
no mood to relinquish the Andhra Pradesh governorship and his 
other scholastic pursuits (see box) And the current state ot the econ¬ 
omy cnes out for hard decisions not compromises 

Yashwant Sinha and M.M. Joahl: two aldat of ttia coin 

Certainly not pamphleteensm The problem with the bjp i» it has 
too many people with it who're still nursing their 1977 wounds, 
without realising that the economy has moved fat ahead Like Geo¬ 
rge Fernandes who, presumably egged on by the whiffs of power, 
said how happy he'd be to see foreign corporate giants pack their 
bags out of India Although industry was too peeved to react, Ferna¬ 
ndes isnt the lone voice How comfortable, for instance, will indus¬ 
try be with M M loshi, the man who wrote his PhD thesis in nuc¬ 
lear physics m the rashtrabhasha and has made a fetish out of his 
penchant for all things 'swadeshi'? His is the bram behind deciding 
the party s policy on wro, saence and technology and intellectual 
property nghts But will even the Bombay Qub, which has seen 
India s share in global trade dwindling to a pitiful fraction, fete him 
for his tirade against the wio being a handmaiden of the US? 

The pivot of Joshi's economic philosophy is "higher savings” A 
fact amply reflected m bjp's election manifesto where a 30 per cent 
savings rate is expected to take care of all our fiscal problems plus 
generate adequate resources for government mvestment in Infrastr¬ 
ucture and soaal sectors The flaw in this argument is that not only 
does It Ignore foreign mvestment as a maji» resource but presumes 
households to be able to save m the future at a rate even higher 
than the current 24 per cent Secondly, luring households away 
from the market can only be achieved at a great cost of money, 
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C. Rangaralan: no trada-off between polttict and his interests 

iafes. It is also'the best anti-poverty programme." l)t course, me 
rupee could still have gone up a bit. ^id the real interest rate was 
still high. But Rangarajan was interested in a certain pace and a def¬ 
inite goal. And few could have dictated to him. 

As Lester Pereira, forex expert and member of commodity price risk 
hedging committee, said: “He wouid insist on having a free rein in 
determining policies. He wouldn't just be a rubber-stamp." At the end 
of the day, he'd have gone strictly by the b(X)k. More's the pity. 

wliich vviii probably liit the government the hardest. Perhaps the 
thinktank is expecting to achieve the growth out of "the pruning of 
government dissavings", that is, major public sector disinvestment. 

There is some consolation in the fact that while the hardliners 
in the party may want Dr loshi and might eventually sway 
A.B. Vajpayee to tiieir fold, tliere's an equal number who would 
pul llicir money behind \ashwant .Sinha. Sinha was the ill-starred 
finance minister in the Chandra Sliekhar government in 1990 
when the rbj had to trade gold for 
reserves. To compound his woes, 
Rajiv tJandhi's Congress had pulled 
out support a few days Itcfore he was 
to present a full budget. Like the bjp, 
he's waiting long in the wings. He 
may not be a visionary economist, 
but as an able bureaucrat he just 
might succeed in cutting short the 
administrative maze and the roadblo¬ 
cks that currently hinder the reforms. 

But Sinha is a latecomer in the party 
and doesn't enjoy the trust of the Rss 

heavyweights. But as a representative of the liberal-minded, he 
might pull tlic parly througli when it needs support in pushing 
through poliq- changes. I'he karor-nipiah question: can Sinha rec¬ 
oncile his earlier .socialist views with the current economic compul¬ 
sions and his party's manifesto that proclaims the new government 
"will lie inherilmg a badly-managed economy and badly-directed 
reforms prcKc'ss"? (> would he be content to play second fiddle as 
minister ot state to Joshi, concerned only with execution as the cab¬ 

inet minister fcvmulates policies? 
in an interview with a private IV 
channel on March 5, he was elo¬ 
quent on how the economy was 
"in a complete mess" but not very 
coherent on the solutions. Perhajts. 
like the manifesto, he is yet to 
solve the paradox of "tiie greater 
the liberalisation, the more deman¬ 
ding is the involvement ot the gov¬ 
ernment to protect national indu¬ 
stry and employment". ■ 

With Shekhar Ghosh 

Jaswant 
Singli’a defeat 

has given a 
blow to the 

liberal 
fioanefal face 

of the m 

Jaswant 
Singh’s defeat 

has given a 
blow to the 

iiberat 
fioanefal face 

oftheBJP, 
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Filling hearts with happiness and minds wiA mt^^orites. 
/ ^ * »i 

It has been 50 glorious years and this 



jtfst the beginning of our journey. 



THE ENDURING IMAGE 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 
• Akuikar 

T*ri«rotta )mv«llsry work^hot) for 
■ludtnift and leacNtrs 
Saturday. 14 • Sumiay. IS March 
1030- 1330hrs 
Pmce of Walts Mustum 
In collaboraiion wrth 
Pnnca Wains Musoum 

% Play f^dtag. 
Jaan Anouilh's 'Antigone' 
Wadnaaday.lSMarch 
1030 hfs 
Naiioiuii Gallery ot Mwleni Ah 
Drreclud by Jitor Merchant 

• Poatry P—dtng ■ 
Smdhi Poems of Pahtion 
in t nglish Translaliwi 
ThiMday, 19 March 
1630 tiri 
NatKKwiI GnHary of Modem Ah 
By An|U MakfMia Mtiisa 
Shivdasani Ghanshyam 
Wiswara araf Dr Aqan 5>had 

• Laetura; 
by H K Joshi Indian CaUigraphY 
Alt Do«ign and Technology' 
PrMav.30 March 
llUOhlS 
Naiionai Qallury ol Modem Ah 

• niMfr# and Parftonnanca Art .* 
for bkrvi nncJ sighted chMran 
Saturday. 21 • Sunday. 22 March 
tone -1330 hra 
Naiiotiai GaHery 01 Modem Ah 
Conducted by Santana Kapoor 

• lIluMkat'f'g Tha Enduring hnaga: 
Work I. pre grass by Sophia Mornsh 
Tueaday. 24 • Wadnaiday, 25 Mareh 
1000 • 1 TOO hra 
National Galtary of Modam Ah 
Sponsored by Cymraza Art GnKary 

• SUda-tatk: 
by Sophie Morrtsti 
Tueaday. 24 March 
1830 hrs 
National GaHeiy of Modem Ah 
Sponsored by Cymraza Ah GaHery 

• t^aorSaalnp: 
An Ah AuMieness Workshop 
Wadnaaday. 2S • Thuraday 29 March 
tC30< 1900 hrs 
National GalliMy of Modem Ah 
Presented by Hie Ah News Magazine 
of India tor the Ymaiy PresMlenis’ 
Orgamsslion m cr^iaboralion with 
National GaUary of Modwnr Ah 

• Myth, Story-MImg and Palnllng: 
Workshop for lamilies 
Saturday. 29 > Sunday, 29 March 
to'in ilJuhis 
NaloHhd GaHery of Modem Ah 
C.MKlix.iedby ^I'l Norayan 

• Jawallary workah^. 
C.-'rtf'ic led i>Y Susan Cross 
Monday. 30 Match • FrWay. 2 April 
110-• 

Uirki of Ah and CuMure 
i( l>a(>oi.«tinii with iite Birla 

A. I H’my •>! An ervJ Cullii*o 
• Lactutt 

t'V W .. j-sM C*..nniKlions between 
urer>i> .1 •<! Av'robxiv' 
Wedne«(‘ay, I April 
fr<i0‘ •. 

Nalieria] GaHery cd Modern Ah 
Preeantad by the Corteuleie General 
of Greece. Mumbai Sponaoredby 
noltialrKhatM In colaboraiion with 
National GaHery of Modern Ah 

• An Euan/ng at <^aak cuttura and 
eulalna . 
Film toNowod by Greek High Tea 
Thuraday. 2 April 
1800 hra 
Presarhed hy tha Consulate General 
of Greece. Mumbai Sponsored by 
Meroi Hotels IncoHaborniiun wAh 
National GaHory of Modern Art 

• kllKad madia: 
Creative worksh^ for aiudenis of tha 
Sadhana school for the menially 
chaHanged 
Saturday, 4 • Sunday, 8 April 
1030- 1330 Nh 
National GaHory of Modan. Ah 
Conducted by Shobha Mehndi and 
Melania Paraira 

• Tha Sirtging Ward: 
Poaliy by Imiiaz Oharkar sat lo music 
by Devrtta Bhofwani and Sureih 
Rhofwani 
Tuaaday. 7 April 
1830 fits 
Natiofuil GaHory of Modern Ah 

• In Conuanatfan: 
wHh Sliabana A/mi 
Saturday. 11 A|h1I 
1830 hrs 
Nalioital GaHery of Modam Ah 
In coHoboralion with Natmtal Gullery 
of Modern Ah 

9 Tha Aft at Carloan Drauring ; 
Workslwp for famthas 
Saturday, 11 • Sunday, 12 April 
1030-1330 hrs 
National GaHory of Modern Ah 
Conducted hyAiH Rao 

• Waavltyg workthap: 
Monday, IS • Sunday. 26 April 
1030-1730 hfi 
Biila Academy erf Ah and CuHure 
Presented by the Rirla Ar.ir|iffny ol 
Ah and Cullura 

• Walk’thfwtgh ■ 
Hitt r eramics el The Endunnif image 
Saturday, 18 April 
1«X) • 1500 hrs 
Natmrkii Gellury ol Modern Ah 
Conducted by f^dfiavi Subrahmuii>an. 
in BbsocMiion with Cyrnroza Ah Gnlloty 

• CaUlgraphy tyehirahop 
Famiy event 
Saturday. 18 • Sunday. 19 April 
1030-13.10 fi& 
National Galterv of Mortmii Ah 
Conductttd try ^ntukii Kstursagar 

• An Evaning al Poatry: 
wHh Amit.*ibli Baclvlian 
Wadnaaday. 22 April 
tHKi his 
Nalmnai GaKttry ol Mudem Ah 
tn coHaboration wAh the Natioi>a> 
GaHery of Modnrn Ah 

• An Evaning of RamtnmcaneaB 
wMh Jayn (ViifiChttii 
Thuraday. 23 April 
1H.10lns 
Nattunal rittUaiy nl Mod^ri Ah 

in colUmralKKi wAh Ifm National 
naftcry of Mivlem Art 

• LaetuM. 
by Baku Shah Votive T«r.icolia 
Of Gujarat 
Friday, 24 April 
1800 hrs 
Cynvoza Art Qalteiy 
in collaberalion wAh Cynvoza Art 
GaHery. supported by Mumbai Pollan 
and Ihtt Museum Soeiely of Bombay 

• Confaranea. 
on methods of teaching Indian Muse 
Friday. 24 - Sunday. 26 April 
1000* 1000 hrs 
Ntttioruil Centra lor the Performing Ails 
In coHaboration wAh Sangeel 
Research Academy 

• Muafe Paribrnu/Htae: 
by ovoneas eiponenls <d Indian 
Classicai Musk 
Friday. 24 • Sunday. 29 April 
1830 hrs 
Nsisviai CerAre for the Performing Mb 
In collahrirainn wAh Sangeat 
Resnart-h Academy 

• Gmitafml Knowladga Outa ■ 
Saturdey, 26 April 
1500 tvs 
British CouncA AudAotiuni 
CoTKluctad by Vikram Doctor 

• SAiefr prmring workahep : 
Family event 
Saturday, 2S • Sunday, 29 AprU 
1030* 1330 hrs 
National QaRery n( Modam Art 
Conducted by Goeta Kapedia 

• EahMlIon * 
ol Hari Coins 
Ibaadiy, 29 - Monday. 4 May 
YB ChavanCoiAre 
Organised by Tlia Oiredwatt of 
Archeology and Museums. 
UopahmerH of CuHural Affairs. 
Government ol Maharashtra 

• Piper making woriire/wp .* 
Farmfy event 
Saturday, 2 - Sunday, 3 May 
National GaRary of Modem M 
CorKkir^ed by Pravm Maisken 

LaclunaandFndaydamenalraliona opan 
fb HM pubhe. Of/wreyenfs may laqum 
fagistiatien. ConuatthaCukuratAehwtiaa 
Unk MthaBntiBh CouncilOtvhlon, 
n23$)0/$0fonlalalla. 

SatioRAl <iAUt:i\ 

o(‘Modern An* 

MS>lt 
aoo90o« 

, 09090UO ' 0Q*d»00 ••••••• 
009««00 
OS0909U •oodood 
BRITISH 
MUSEUM 

W- 

Welcome to the largest overseas exhibition of Treasures from the British Museum, London, The Enduring Image, 

Organised by the British Council in collaboration with the Department of Culture, Government of India to celebrate (iffy 

years of fndian independence. The Enduring Image brings you a panoramic view of (he world's great civilisations in a 

magnificent exhibition of over 300 artefacts currently on display till 3rd May, 1998 at the National Gallery ol Modern 

Art, Sir Cowasji Jehangir Public Hall, M. G. Road, Mumbai, 1000 ■ 1700 hrs (except Mondays and public holidays). 

Admission is tree and guided tours are also available. 

Sponsored by: BRITISH AIRWAYS 

marwatfm^ 
jmam-amramjua 

SSC ®i9|diM BHDPC 
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TELEVISION 

Sight and Sound Bites 
Election ’98 was accompanied by a side contest, with different channels vying to entertain 

By SAIBAL CHATTERJEE AS the utis had promised, the 
sparks did fly thick and fast (sn 
lihlUi IhrUes, itoordarsiian 
Metro’s live coveraRe of the 
l,ok Sablid election resitlts. I'air 

enough. But. for the most part, liiey tiid 
not exactly light up the I'V screen. In fact, 
it you were looking for objective rep¬ 
ortage, this wasn't ttie channei tor you. As 
the .show's shrill pro-iiip pilch Ihrcaitncd 
to short-circuit a gigantic new's exercise, 
many ot the panelists—Sitar.im Yechuri, 
Jitendra I’rasada and Madhavrao Scindia, 
among others—fought heated verbal bat¬ 
tles with some ot tlie anchors who wore 
their Hindutva sympathies on their 
sleeves. Admittedly, it often made for 
intensely dramatic debates, but credibil¬ 
ity wasn't the show's strong point. 

That was a huge, huge pity. The live 
shosv, produced by TV Today in English, 
was on one of the national broadcaster's 
two principal channels and, therefore. 

had an enviable range of resources at its i Guest.^ prepare for a discussion on Zee 
disposal: 16 OB vans, 12 production cen- i 
tres, over 1,000 engineers working round i innovations like liic T.arly .Seat Projection 

! the clock, a four-channel recording sys- 
' tern, access to the National Informatics 

Centre's nk nft, which gave TV loday a 
, 50-minute headstart over other channel' 
! engaged in covering the counting process 
: live. So, as it, along with DU's primars' 
I channel, spearheaded the blinding e.\plo- 
I sion of post-election news and views, it 
i was expected to set the standards. Wliich 
; it did in some mea.sure, with software 
I 

1 

I India Oacides bad a 
strong |ira-6iF pitch, but by 
tbe tM day tbe anebora, 
rapettn% mider pressure 
Nmmandi House, were 

rained in a trifle. 

I Ssslcm based on initial trends 
"The bia^ w,is appalling," feels Shahid 

Siddk|iii, (.oiigrcssinan and editor of the 
lirdii weekly A’lii Dwiiti, "They did ivery- 
thiiig in their power to drum up public 
opinion in favour of the kip without car- 

. ing to present the other side of the picture 
as well unless they ivere forced to.” Says a 
less angrv but equally concerned Ved 
.Marwah, former Delhi Police and 
National Security Guards chief: "DD 

1 Metro could have done without one or 
two anchors whose knowledge of politics 

; and their handling of the discussions left 
; much to be desired." 

Mercifully, by Wednesday—day three of 
; the live election telecast—the Imlia 
i Ihvhk'S anchors, reiwrtedly under pressure 
, from Mandi House, were reined in a trifle, 
j But by then, some critics aileged, it was 
j too late. The sense of unease was obvious. 
' "We did realise,” admits a top Door- 
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TELEVISION .. 

MORE QUANTITY, LESS QUALITY 
VED MARWAH Formsr Delhi Police chief 

D01: Yogendta Yadav was impressive 
with his in-depth analysis. Frequent 
technical failures were annoying. 
DDE: I did not enjoy the anchors' one- 
upmanship. Too full of themselves, 
they did not allow the panelists to 
make their point. 
Star News: Prannoy was impressive. He 
asked embarrassing, searching questions 
without appearing offensive. Needed a 
little more variety. The handling of the 
technology was very professional. 
Zee India: 1 did not like their decor. 
Rajiv Shukla's grilling of the panelists 
was good, but the other anchors had, 
apparently, not adequately researched 
their subjects. 
TVI: 1 don't get the channel. But 1 heat 
very good things about their coverage. 
Sony; Dua and Tuliy were both very 
good, but the latter should avoid Hindi. 
BBC: its commentaries lacked depth, 
but I frequently switched and tuned in 
for its unbiased views. 
CNN: It frequently covered superficial 
aspects rather than the gut issues. 1 
found Anita Pratap's voice pleasing and 
her comments were always precise. 

SHAHID SIDDIQUI Congressman 

D01: its coverage was unacceptably 
biased. Why did the psephologist insist 
that the Congress vote share had, for 
the first time in India's electoral history, 
droppeil to second spot? That's not true 
at all: taken .singly, the Congress is still 
ahead of the bjp. in fact, they should 
have pointed out that the Hindutva 
vote share has declined. 
DO Metro: They really took the cake. 
Some of the anchors sounded like 
Bjp men rather than indcirendent 
commentators. Till the very end, they 
refused to take cognisance of the fact 
that l.aloo had a scat-sharing pact 
with the Congress. Everybody is enti¬ 
tled to his personal views, but it's not 
fair for a show on Doordarshan to take 
sides so brazenly. 
Star News: I did not watch enough of 
this channel to be able to comment. 
TVI: I'm told they did a good job, but 
a^in 1 did not monitor the channel. 
1 was away from Delhi, so I couldn't 
watch much TV. But the impression I 
got was that the channels were out to 
prove that the bip has won the man¬ 
date. The coverage wasn't impartial. 

AMITA MALIK Media columnist 

I D01: The visuals and sound were ena- 
I tic. Except for the breaks for news, it 
I carried on throughout the day but shut 
i down disappointingly at night, 
j DO Metro: Karan Thapar was acerbic, 
I petulant and, at times, downright rude. 
I Notable scoop: Madhu Ttehan getting 
I former president R. Venkataraman for 
i TV Today. 
j Star News; For all-round quality, 
i nobody could touch them. Their bright 
I bilingual reporters and their top 
j psephologists raced ahead of Yadav on 
I DDl and Surjit Bhalla on TVi. In-house 
j interviewers like Rajdeep .Sardesai were 
i professional, rdaxed, polite. Notable 
i scoop: Jetinifer Arul got the elusive 
j Jayalalitha for Star News, 
i Zae India: They liberally laced the news 
i with entertainment, so one was reluc¬ 

tant to leave a fascinating programme 
on some other channel to watch Zee. 
TVi: Their all-round quality was 
adjpirable. 
Sony: Mark Tully and Vinod Dua, with 
gimmicks such as designer jackets and 
Mark speaking in Hindi, did not rise to 
any great heights. 

darslum official, "that the cov erage by TV i 

I'odav's l•^giish-laIlguage team wasn’t j 

impartial, lait there was little we could do ' 
.It lh.it late stage.” i 

Hti\V!\'l'.R, some channels did. By | 
presenting the bigger, fairer jiicture ■ 
amid all the conflicting signals that | 

emanated froiti a hopelessly fractured i 

niand.ite. Stai News, which was the first | 
oft the hloiKs with its live transmission; 
TVi. wliiih sadly leniained the least 
watched amtPiig .ill the ehannels jostling 
lor sp.ue in ,t .rowded market; and TV 
loday's Ilmdi.language show on DDl. 
Iroin paintulK eaniankerous political 
animals to pieasantlv urbane politicos, 
trom spectacularly naive live show 
anchors to dangerously disingenuous 
devils advocates, Irom rehearsed redun- i 
aancies to startlingly original llieories: 
they were all on view as an unblinking 
nation chased images and soundbites 
with a frenzy never seen belore. More 
than 1(1 channels, including BB( and i nn, ' Prannoy Roy: slick credibility 

had been granted uplink permission. A far 
cry from the situation in 1996, when only 
Doordarshan's [irirnary channel had an 
unquestioned monopoly on the live tele¬ 
cast of the election results. 

Of course, in terms of packaging and 
presentation, Prannoy Roy's New Delhi 
Television, news provider to .Star TV, put 
up the best show. Not the least because it 
was, as veteran media critic Amita Malik 
points out, exclusive to the elections and 
available for 24 hours without a break. 
None of the other channels—Zee India, 
.Sony, even DD—were on the ball quite in 
the manner in which Star News was. "Star 
News was educative as well as entertaining. 
Even if one switched on in the early hours, 
they had five-minute news bulletins and 
updated graphics on the latest results,” 
says Malik. 

Although an element of monotony did 
creep in as the same politicians hupped 
from one studio to another without let, 
the debates occasionally, especially on 
Doordarshan, reached great heights, but 
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Today's hectic & sttesSfui 
lifSstyle needs - a calm mind 
and most important, an 
efficient digestion. In-eflective 
digesdon can become the root 

.cause of iU-health.Re«tora, 
made out of the finest quality 

Q irisai, 
a , !_ 

grapes, golden honey & 
tortified with 16 time-tested 
herbs and spices, helps your 

body to absorb the right 
nutrients & balance your diet. 

Healthy living depends on 
Digestive Harmony. 

RESTORA 
Digestive Harmony. The natural way to healthy living. 
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TELEVISION ■ JMFMM 
RAMESH 

On 
Monday, 
he was 
Congress' 
Marathon 

Man on TV. But by the 
end of Tuesday, he was 
banished because of the 
ticklish “moral, constitu¬ 
tional, political" (MCP) 
theory he floated. 

AMAR 
SIN6H 

Mulayam's 
n'ght-hand 
man made 
the right 
gestures 

on show after show. He 
quickly emerged as the 
United Front's star per¬ 
former in the face of per¬ 
sistent questioning by 
hard-nosed anchors. 

■■■■■■■ SITARAM PRAMOD 
YECHURi MAHAJAN 

Suave, Replaced 
^ ■ 1 articulate. r * ■ Arun 

i 

_i 

well- 
versed in 

Jaitley as 
BJP's 

able ideologue logged 
over 10 hours of airtime. 
Despite the UP'S reverses, 
he managed to hold his 
own before the camera. 

man on TV by Tuesday. 
Hopped from studio to 
studio, selling the 
Hindutva line widi great 
panache, his own poll 
defeat notwithstanding. 

■■IMAOHAVRAO 
■ SCINDIA 

H He began 
■ late, but 
■ once he 
!M landed in 

Delhi on 
Tuesday after another 
facile triumph in Gwalior, 
he quickly became one of 
the most sought after rent- 
a-soundbite man, a mild 
echo of the Jairam line. 

not always hccaust- of tlifir quality. 
They worked bctau.se of the heat 
they generated. On India Deddei, 
for instance, a multi-location 
debate involving the cpi(m)'s 

Soninath (Tiatterjec in Calcutta, 
I’miitliiie editor Ram in Chennai 
and Karan Thapar, Swapan Das- 
gupta, Congress leader Jitendra 
Prasada and the bip's Murli Manohar 
Joshi in the studio in New Delhi 
turned into a riveting war of attri¬ 
tion. The political heavyweights 
sparred with each other, pulling no 
punches. Around the same time, on 
1)DI, the anenor of Aap Ka Faisla 
managed to get the lanata Dal's sole 
victor from Bihar, Ram Vilas 
I’aswan, all worked up as the bip’s 

Pramod Mahajan, who bit the dust 
in Mumbai, and a magazine editor 
known lor his pro-BiP leanings nee¬ 
dled him constantly through a liv- 
''ly discussion. ' j Every word uttered by senior leaders like Kesri was recorded by various channels 

If wasn't only during the 72-hour peri- than about promoting one party or the | Shahnawaz, editor ol the liberal Urdu peri¬ 
od when channels all over the country other." But as Sun TV, which wound up > rKlical Munhuihil, agrees: "The non-stop, 
brought the election results liv'e and its live telecast in T4 hours, discovered, j live coverage brought the behind-the- 

red-hot into millions oi homes that some the power ol TV images over the elec- i scenes realities before tlie viewers. Today 
«)f the plavers were accused ot prejudice in torate is perhaps being overrated. The j we know exactly who stands where, thanks 
their coverage ot the news. T he situation | channel, which has been one of the great- ' to T V." As David Butler, Oxford professor 
was perhaps nuuh worse in the weeks est success stories in Indian .satellite tele- | of politics, put it on Ihe RatIk'^mwid (Star 
leading up to Hie elections. F-sfiedally in vision history, has a phenomenal reach; ' News); "It was a great education, it not 
Hk soullt. Sun I propped up the omk- 92 tups to Vijay TV’s average of T8. Yet it ! always edifying." 
isu conitnne. svTiile another I'amil chan- couldn't prevent the .madmk-iijp combine I With the dramatic proliteration of 
nel, Vijay 1' ,ci\cd up a platform for the from notching up a surprise election vie- ] channels that have clambered on to the 
lival \i \i)Mt 1 IP alliance The election cov- tory despite periodically airing clips from news bandwagon, the rules of the game 
erage ot ii\, the tAvadii newspaper a Rajnikanth press conference where the have changed. For good. So, as television 
group's television i liannei, had a distinct megastar tore Jayalalitha apart. correspondents went scurrying for sound- 
lop tilt. 1 he Malav.il.un satellite channel, ; In fact, those who run satellite channels bites and studio anchors and pollsters 
Asianet, Went out ol its way to help the are the first to play down the impact of TV. relentlessly grilled politicians. Flection 
Lett Demociatic liont in Kerala. Not sur- . "TV has no role in deciding electoral for- '98 was a whole new experience for the 
prisingly, the managiineiit ol these chan- j tunes," says Ramoji Rao of the Eenadii world’s largest democracy. Television has 
nels vociferously refute the allegation ! group. "We can only take the poll reality finally caught up with it. The greatest 
that they arc liiased j closer to the viewer." Indeed. But in the electoral show on earth can no longer be 

Says Sashi Kumar ot Asianet, which, loo, j post-poll scenario, television does play an played out in the shadows. It is now a 
like Sun TV and i rv, went iiv>' during the important role in disseminating informa- high-viewership spectator sport where the 
counting of votes: "While .i section is tion much quicker than newspapers can umpires are as much under sciutiny as the 
accusing our channel of being pro-I.eft, es'er hope to do. "I immensely enjoyed the players themselves. ■ 
we know tliat we are objective and are ! new experience," says Marwah. "I've never With A.S. Pannserseivan in Chennai and 
more bothered about our own credibility ! watched TV for such long hours." S.M. Venu Menoil in Thiruvananthapuram 
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EVENT. 

Just Doin’ the Yin Thing 
Film screenings, music shows, car rallies, lunches... it’s Women’s Day and some will live It up 

IT’S the day of the woman, in times that 
arc not quite hers. And many have deci¬ 
ded to help her celebrate it. Decided to 

make the International Women’s Day the 
next big event in the business of celebrati¬ 
ons in a Hindustan that has, in the past few 
years, been taught to rejoice fervently on 
Fathers’, Mothers’ and Valentine's Days. 

Dedicated to women the world over, 
Match 8 has more than just feminist organ¬ 
isations paying tribute to the Indian woman 
this year. I'he event seems to have caught 
the fancy of corporations and clubs alike. 
And some of the participants have designed 
novel methods to celebrate. 

.A clever coincidence then, that just a , 
week before the Women’s Day, automobile 
giant Maruti, along with other corporate 
sponsors like Bank of America and Indian 
Oil Corporation among others, organised a 
car rally aptly dubbed Women’s Power 
Drive. Exclusively for svomen, the event 
saw about 130 ladies between ages 18 
and 70 cover a distance of 75 kilometers 
in and around Delhi. With Rs 50,000 as 
first prize, the event was meant to "flag 
off a movement for observance of traffic 
rules, road safety and pollution control." 
Well, who better than women to bring 
order to the Capital’s reckless roads! 

Cosmetics company Pond’s went a step 
further. Between hectic election program¬ 
mes aired this week, a commercial in pastel 
pink and virgin white announced Pond’s 
celebrations of womanhood to mark the 
International Women’s Day. Wild camera 
angles captured starlet and pop singer 
Kaageshwari talking about how she 
has been working since 14 and 
is independent. Of how’ finan¬ 
cially independent women 
also want husbands, child¬ 
ren and families. Take your 
time to figure that one out. 

Presenting i.omen with 
yet another interesting alter¬ 
native to celebrate March 
8, meanwhile, lielhi's 
push club India Habitat 
Centre has orgdiii.sed 
screenings ot two tiinis 
based on gender the¬ 
mes, performance by an 
all-woman band Just Us 
and an exclusive ladies 
lunch. A low calorie 
extensive menu desig¬ 
ned specially for ladies 
who might chooH' to 
celebrate Women’s Day 

nibbling at cucumber noodles, baked pep¬ 
per sole, stewed fruits in Cointreau and 
mint salad! For Rs 148. 

Along with these new twists to the trib¬ 
utes being paid to womanhood thrive more 
consers'ative celebrations. No dearth of 
seminars then for those who wish to spend 
the day in a more reflective mode. 

Organisations such as the National Com¬ 
mission for Women (ncw) have been in the 
thick of activities through the week. Their 
itinerary' reads a two-day-long symposium 
on 'UN Conventions and The Advancem¬ 
ent of Women', followed by a discussion 
presided by first lady Usha Narayanan on 
Development of Women in Fifty Years of 
Independence. Along with special program¬ 
mes to honour women freedom fighters at 
every state capital. “However we celebrate, 

the message to women this special day-4n 
a year when only 41 will sit in a S3S-mem- 
ber Parliament—has to be to have self<on- 
fidence," says ncw chairperson Mohini Gin. 

Working towards this end, a platform of 
women’s orpnisations in Calcutta, Maitree, 
will meet up a day before March 8, to partic¬ 
ipate in a cultural programme. And on 
Women’s Day, Calcutta-based ncx) Sanlaap 
will end its match through south Calcutta 
with a dance-drama on women—Shrishti. 
The cast comprises children rescued from 
brothels and children of prostitutes. 

Others like Delhi-based women's group 
Jagori will use this day to launch specif 
campaigns. Members of this outfit plan to 
spend the day at the New Delhi station, dre-. 
ssed in black, and distribute pamphlets to 
launch its campaign against sexual violence 

faced by women on trains. 
. Some, like Jaipur-based 
women’s rights activist 
Kavlta Srivastav, look for¬ 
ward to interacting with stu¬ 
dents and women’s groups 
to foster solidarity. "We 
always meet at protests, 
when a rape or some depr¬ 
essing event brings us 
together. It’s important to 
meet when we’re happy 
too," she explains. 

In the same spirit, like- 
minded organisations like 
Dastkar, Kali for Women, 
Naz Foundation, People Tree, 
Spic Macay and tarshi 
planned three-days of fun on 
the occasion—photo-exh¬ 
ibition on gender, books, 
stationery, T-shirts on sale, 
play-reading by Manjula 
Padmanabhan, Bharata- 
natyam recital and film 
screenings. Says Radhika 
Chandiramani of Tarshi; 
"We work on serious Issues 
the year round. This is 
party time." Adds Dasta- 
kar’s Pramada Menon: "No 
chief guests for this event, 
we’re the chief guests. It’s 
our day to enjoy." 

Fair enough. Protests, 
marches, seminars, 
exhibitioru, films, cuc¬ 
umber noodles, pro¬ 
fundities by starlets... 

To each her own. ■ 
Soma Wadhwa 
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By SHAMEEM AKTHAR Has the badshah of Bhangrapop 
Daler Mehndi changed Jiis tune? 
Is he leaving Magnasound? Is he 
afflicted with the switchover synd¬ 
rome that's struck Indipop stars? 

Alisha Chinai, who started out with hmv 

but was Made in India by Magnasound, signs 
a mega-deal with Hti-HM\'. Chokra H^iish 
Soni made music with BMG-t',rescendo, but 
sings Ek Bar for Archies. Biddu, the nri musi¬ 
cian whom Magnasound returned to India, 
now prefers Warner. Colonial Cousins, a 
Magnasound pair, switch to Sony Music. 

BMC introduces Raageshwari to pop Dnn- 
iya, but she now traverses it with hmv. Ano¬ 
ther RMtxreation, Lucky Ali, decides Sony 
Music may prove luckier. Ghazal singer Pan- 
kaj Udhas debuts with Polygram, potters 
around for nine years with home label Vel¬ 
vet Voices, before deciding Polygram keeps 
his creativity more velvet-lined. Suchitra 

Krishnamurthy waits out her four-year con¬ 
tract with Rajesh Zaveri before signing ,1- 
Aha to Magnasound. Shiamak Davar, an 
iiMV-launch, makes Moliabbat with Polyg¬ 
ram. Asha Bhonsle croons over current label 
Polygram, cribs over former label hmv. 

Are music companies poaching? Or, are 
artistes turning sawier? For himself, PitTish 
Soni says: "A long-term deal makes th'’ arti¬ 
ste feel safe, but his music suffers. The tom- 
pny begins to take advantage, insisting on 
the type of music. I've deliberately kept my 
second different from the first. .Such free¬ 
dom will be lost if one sticks to a ialwl." 

When Lucky Ali approached them, rec¬ 
alls BMc-Crescendo MD .Suresh Thomas, 
he'd been rejected by all established labels. 
His was a new genre of music, bmg couldn't 
afford a risk, so it made a three-part arran¬ 
gement. Mahesh Mattai, who created the 
video, paid for it. Ali dug into his own 
pockets for the album, while »mc went to 
town with the promos. “Unlike other local 

: companies, we’d agreed to pay royalty. 
I When the album Ixvame a hit, each party 
j was happy. Tliere never was long-term 
I commitment on any side. Ali did approach 
i us for the second album, but we couldn't 
' afford him." Market buzz suggests Sony 
; paid him a Rs 6S lakh advance on the deal. 

"Nonsense," laughs Sridhar Subraman- 
iam, marketing chief with Sony Music. The 

i swiichovere indicate the artistes' Sopho¬ 
more complex—their concern over wliether 
their second album will be a hit or a miss. 

: .Subramaniam says the second album is the 
I most important one in a developing arti- 
i stes' career: if it flops, he or she is finished. 
I If it's a hit, the public will accept the third. 

So, artistes want a label that inspires confi¬ 
dence. "Sony Music is an mnc, a 100 per 
cent subsidiary of a company with a solid, 
international reputation, with a track 
record of never having a miss. Financial 
dealings are transparent, with the added att¬ 
raction of royalty," says Subramaniam. 
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MUSIC 

Also, Indipop, bom in 1991 and blosso- them. It was the twosome which signed up others in the wings. Most are still one-song 
med in 1995, is today a Rs 500 crore ind- with Sony, with Leslie Lewis still retaining wonders. Five years from now, India may 
ustry. Says Channel V creative head Man- his Polygram contract. get mega stars. There'll be tighter control 
dar Thakur, who keeps a firm finger on the Pop music still being niche, promo costs over contract terms, as with Daler Mehndl 
pulse of Indi-beat: "Today artistes have a are exorbitant making it impractical for who's ^ consistent; Chlnai whose next 
choice—Polygram, Sony Music, bmg, Mag- smaller music companies to pump in the album is sure to be a superhit, or All who’s 
nasound, hmv. Plus Music and T-series. moolah. "We're told Rehman's Vande ensured that his buyers are picking up not 
Virgin is planning to come in, emi is attem- Mataram cost Rs 7 crore, the video alone Rs just one song, but his entire repertoire." 
pting a toehold, feny has been consolidat- 1.5 aore. Plus Music's Turn Superstars Asha Bhonsle and 
Ing." Artistes too have outgrown the era Yaad Aaye reportedly cost Rs ^ ^ Rehman are looking beyond 
when songs were auctioned to the highest 2.5 crore. Per artiste promo ^ companies 
bidder, royalty be damned. on an average is Rs 7 to 15 : offer; some even aspiring for 

lakh, including Rs 5 lakh on ; a launch onto world stage. IT was the row over royalty that soured a video. Pigger companies ^ Sony's artistes—Reh- 
Chinai's relationship with Magnasound. can wait for long periods for man because "he is India's 
When Made in India hit the jackpot, returns, it's difficult for a superstar"; Ali and Cousins 

China! felt she was an underpaid superstar, smaller company," says one DiOo for their peculiar fused sou- 
The Chirtai vs Company battle shifted from industry hand. nd—have an appeal that cuts 
the media to the courts, till a gag order sile- Promos normally tot up a WWW. across language and race bar- 
need the bickering. Colonial Cousins, too, bill of Rs 40 lakh, since a fjiMMiBW. iHlt ^ers. Says an emi representa- 
have become wiser since their Magnasound company breaks even with md-m hrt»«.J live: "You'll be surprised how 
days. In 1996, they told Indian Express how just a middling sale of 2.5 * WWHI. Indian stats sell abroad—not 
their deal allowed the "music company to lakh units. The promo bill •immmm, just in Dubai, but in every 
fint recover its expenses from sales before was a stupendous Rs 90 lakh nook and corner of the 
starting to make money and earning royalty for newcomer Vikas Bhalla (Intercard and world. This is the target." And the reason 
for the artistes". The company has the Pepsi matching bmg's Rs 40 lakh expense why artistes'look to established companies, 
upper hand; the artistes clueless about the tag on him) through pub aawls, 16 hoard- Not all get what they want, the exceptions 
shelf-value of their creative outpourings. ings, TV slots, and four videos. Silk Route, being bmu's artiste section and independent 

Magnasound downplays all this. "All a new band, will also have a four-video lau- promoter Martin D' Costa who've been 
these artistes were on an outright purchase nch, unheard of till now. Smaller compa- consistent as godmothers. "Record sales 
or a one-album contract. So, can we say nies take satisfaction from the fact that aren't enough," says Thakur, "once publish- 
they're shifting labels?" asks a company once stars are launched they make money ing becomes part of the music industry, art- 
representative, adding that Hariharan, one just through stage shows, charging upw- istes will rake in the money brought in each 
of the Colonial Cousins duo, was still with ards of a lakh per act. time their tune is lifted. A lot then will dep- 

Which explains Raageshwari's satisfaction end on artiste management. ” It'll mean stri- 
with launchpad bmu. "I went to them for king the right note in career choices as the 
the second album, but hmv's deal is better." hidterto chaotic industry organises itself. 
bmg's Thomas feels it's easier to handle new But trade pundit Amod Mehra strikes a 

artistes than established ones, with 
Indipop artistes still to become 

superstars. "Unlike the West 
where a single artiste 

makes or breaks a com- 
pany, here if we lose 
one there are several 

5 'Ji 

negative note. "It doesn't mean the indus¬ 
try is organising itself. It only means art¬ 
iste's getting greedy." Also, that internatio¬ 
nal companies want to establish them¬ 
selves in India under a Hindi banner. Thus, 
Sony is riding on All's magic. Chinai, Ali, 
Cousins have an nri fan base—if you trans¬ 
late CD sales from pounds to rupees you 

get a bonus, says Mehra. "Arti- 
stes are selecting companies not 

just for the money," says Vinay 
^pru of Polygram but for their 

ability to promote an artiste as a 
^ brand. "It's not just Asha Bhonsle the 

singer, but Asha Bhonsle the artiste." 
The evergreen voice will surely agree. In 

a recent issue of Fihnfare, she fulminated 
against hmv's "cavalier attitude” to her 
ghazal album with Ghulam Ali—"no pro¬ 
mos, no function, nothing". Polygram, she 
said, "never compelled me to do anything 
I'd be uncomfortable with." Unlike her, 
Shiamak Davar has fond memories of .hm\'. 

But he too is effusive about the creative 
freedom newly-adopted Polygram allows 
him. "Yet hmv remains close to my heart." 

Is this devotion or discretion? Both may 
be a must, what with artistes like him play¬ 
ing the hectic game of musical chain. ■ 
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INTRODUCING 
INDIA’S MOST 

FUEL EFFICIENT 
CREDIT CARD. 

I . 

C.llti 

The new INDIAKOIL CITIBANK CARDtThe Ideal Credit Card for you. While it gives you all the advantages of 

a.normal CitlbankCard, it also gives you and your vehicle special privileges. The evergreen Turbotraek 

programme earns you Turbo points everytime you use the Card... anywhere. 

And for every purchase made at IndlanOil retail outlets, you will earn Double TUrbo points. These Turbo points 

can be accumulated and exchanged for exdtlng gifts. That’s not all. You will be eligible for a 

reduced IndlanOil transaction fee of 2% instead of 2.5% and 50% discount on Pollution Checks 

for your vehicle at select IndlanOil outlets. Plus, 5% off on AMCO & EXIDE batteries bought from 

_their authorised outlets. And much, much more. All this for using your 

IndianOii card to shop, dine, travel... everything you have been doing everyday. 

Application (ornis available at aelact IndlanOil outfan fei: Ahmadabad, Bangalore, Baroda, Calcutia, Cbennal, Chandigarh, Cochin, Coimbatore, Indore, Jaipur, 
Jamahadpur, Kanpur, Lucknow, LudMena, Mangalore, Mumbai, New Delhi, Pune,Tnchy • For more Information just caii CitiPhone Banking at Mumbai 823-2W, 

Now Delhi 3r-BdBA. Chennai 852-2484. Calcutta 248-2484. Or call Travel House Service Centres at Ahmadabad 658-1101 or Pune 62 3434 
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Sahara Airlines. Customer commitment ami service 

standards ensure that you reach your destination on 

time, alway's. 

Uli Over 1600 highly qualified, experienced and 
committed workers including 91 pdots, 121 (light 

crew, 61 engineers & 82 technicians. 

® 97.6% On-Time Performance 

(1st March - 30th November, 1997). 

@ We have our own hangar and a complete 

engineering set-up with major Aircraft maintenance 

work like “C” check, “D" check, mode-S 

installation. Wheel & Brake Asssembly maintenance. 

Non-destructive testing. Seat Configuration 

Mixlification etc., even for other Airlines, including 

major International carriers like Lufthansa, 

pnividing Quality Management based on lSO-9000. 

^ Tile .Sahara Aviation Academy provides full 

technical training to future Pilots, Engineers, Cabin 

(!lrew and Technical Workforce. 

121 iri'flight crew. 
One goal— 

Customer satisfaction. 

Sahara AM'ivs received the 

WfHd Travel Marlutt 1997 Global Au/onl far itx 

* "IliMlif)! of Service" on NowMnber 17, 1997 

at EiHa CohtI, London. 
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ECOMMENDATIONS 

Deep Forest III 
Comparsa 
■ Sony Music 
K5 UMI 

riRST the mean¬ 
ing c)l the title: it 

has two meanings. One. it means 
partners in (Uiban. Two, it is al.so 
the name used for street bands 
which play outdoors during the 
summer in Cuba and South Ame¬ 
rica. The group Deep Forest which 
essentially comprises F.ric Vfouquet 
and Michael Sanchez on this album 
have many 'partners' and hence the 

title Campa- 
rsa. Of the 
many artists 
who collabor¬ 
ated on the 
album, the 
most interest¬ 
ing is the 100- 
year-old Mala¬ 
gasy Mama 
Sana, who 
died before 
the album 

could be released, but can be heard 
on the track Noonday Sun, which also fea¬ 
tures a prayer which is specially dedicated 
to her by her friends. Through the divers¬ 
ity of their experience Deep Forest has inv¬ 
ented unusual music which is not hind¬ 
ered by language. 

cc 

Paintings by 
Thota 
Vaikuntam 
■The Guild Art GdUery, 
Mumbai 
Till March n 

THanic 
■ niRcted by Jana Cmoon 
Sflurini: Uauuda dl C^irio, KMt Wtoda 
AlUndla ithuft Mud) 6 

1 hip w« 
e.The 

■-*9-S’ 

aE" 

II iDiiiii y.i I' voya^. the film, shot btifhekiitd Of 
scale that only Hollywood Is cap^ ^ Idtabatng, has 
not. in fkt, this James Cameion-diiected venture has 
sunk iffl US box-office records. And woived the cdtics. 
It'S! not difficult to see why. A love story that fs cut short 
by the smkii^ of the Titanic, the filrta touches a chord. 
The chemistry between the winsome i^\>nnslet and 
the da^ng Leonardo dl Cainio is the film's USP. The 
film's soundtrack is a great add-<m, with Canadian 
crooner Celine Dion's love ditty designed to melt a 
thousuid hearts. With as many as 13 Oscar nomina¬ 
tions in its kitty. Wank can do no wrong. 

THIS exhibition of Telengana ima¬ 
ges is an interesting compilation of 
paintings and drawings. I'he impr¬ 
essions captured by the artist of the 
locals of the area give the paintings 
a bewitching 
quality. The i 
colours used 
are intense 
and add to 
their mysti¬ 
que. The att¬ 
ention paid 
to minute 
details is app¬ 
arent from 
the images 
clothed in 
yards of Sir- 
cilia cotton in vivid reds, greens, 
yellows and blues. An exhibition 
which gives a rare insight into the 
Telengana region. 

2: 
o 

NBC True Stories 
■ NR( ..SiinOav III pm 

NBC'S eminently watch- 
' able real-life mini-series 

Ml ..—I.. features the acclaimed 
Rlind Faith in the .second and third weeks 
of March. Ba.sed on a Joe McGinncss inter¬ 
pretation of a true story, the gripping, tour- 
hour series is about a normal, happy, afflu¬ 

ent American ins¬ 
urance salesman 
whose family is 
lorn asunder 
when his wife is 
killed in a road¬ 
side rest stop 
attack. Initially, 
the salesman 
seems like an inn¬ 
ocent victim of 
tile incident and 
his three sons 
stand by him. 

Then, things begin to come undone and 
the children to susiwet their father might 
have blood on his hands. Tlie drama tra¬ 
verses through many twists and turns as 
the case comes up lor hearing. The result is 
a thoroughly engaging TV series. 

George Dandin 
■ Diroited b> S. Sotnavundaram 
Snrdiri Centre. IVIhi 

h- Mdffh 1012 
•Q. • . 
UJ 

5 THIS Hindi translation 
of Moliere's play is pre¬ 

sented by the Alliance Francaiso in associ¬ 
ation with the tlieatre group Chingari, in 
celebration of India's .50 years of indepen¬ 
dence. The central character of the play, 
George Dandin, is a 17th century stKial 
climber—a rich peasant who marries a girl 
from an aristocratic family who in turn 
cuckolds Dandin. The climax is pure 
Molitre. Dandin catches his wife red- 
handed, who in turn, fools her husband 
and shows him up to be the villain of the 
piece. Moliere uses humour effectively and 
forces the audience to itwk witliin. The 
play's translation into Hindi coincides 
with the World Francophone Day. For the 
director who has acted in documentary 
movies, tills is his first major production. 

o 
o 
IL. 

X * 

Spice Route 
■ 1 ho Impend) Holol 
New IX’lln 

WITH new restaurants 
mushrooming all over 
the city, this one boasts 

of many new features with which to attract 
clients. First, the cuisine on offer. As the 
name ot the restaurant suggests, it retiaces 
the spice route in the south east Asian 
region. The ftKxl spans from Kerala to .Sri 

Unka to Thailand to Indonesia. This cross- 
cultural journey makes for an unusual gas¬ 
tronomic experience. Fusions like the 
pineapple rasam as starters sets the pace for 
the rest of the meal. And to end there is a 
choice of teas. The interiors reflect the cui¬ 
sine and the painstaking details recreated 
by Rajeev Sethi and his talented team. Yet 
another area of speciality are the cocktails 
which are innovative and complement the 
food perfectly. A meal for two could set 
you back by Rs 800. 
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On the Forests Edge 
Sights and sounds of the Nilgiris come alive in a crusader’s tale 

the ignorant see the wild dogs "as drones 
living off the fat of the land". 

Even more amazing, at least to a city- 
dweller, is the way in which even individ¬ 
ual wild animals are known to tho.se who 
live at the forest edge. Slgur itseif was * * 

CNBTALWMJblMIIB 
WIHEMHLOeMKSS 

byE.R.C.Ito«MMr 

MmUMwsHyPnu 
Ram:Pigts:208 

By tUHESH RANGARAJAN At a time when the wilderness is 
vanishing and wildlife is in peril, 
E.R.C. Davidar is both a crusader 
for conservation and an explorer 

of the worlds of natural India. His home 
for decades, picturesquely and appropri¬ 
ately named Cheetai Walk for the spotted 
deer, brought him in ciose contact with a 
range of large and small denizens of the 
forests of southern India. As a shikari, he 
was already familiar with how to trail a 
tiger or shoot at a bison. But it is as a keen 
observer ot wild animals in gencrai and of 
the little known Nilgiri tahr (ibex) that he 
is known in conservation circles. Here, for 
the hrst time, the general reader has a 
glimpse into the sights and sounds of the 
forest and of his fascinating experience 
across the decades. 

Much of his tale has an all-too-familiar 
ring about it. When he first made his 
home in Cheetai Walk, tigers were com¬ 
mon. Elephants moved on their age-old 
treks from one range of forested hills to 
another. It was possible to see hyenas eas¬ 
ily and the incursions on the forests, 
though not absent, were still relatively 
light. Davidar was witness to the unmak¬ 
ing of much of the wilderness he loved. In 
his account, the coming of Folidol and 
other ijesticides that enabled cattle own¬ 
ers to (H)ison tigers emerges as a majoi 
turning p(sinl. The other is the arrival of 
motorised transport. Once roads and 
automobiles reached out into the far hills, 
nature was in retreat. 

It is often supposed, and not entirely 
unfairly, that the decline of wildlife had 
much to do with gentlemen hunters. Rajas 
and officers vied with one another to pile 
up huge bags of game. But the author 
belonged to another genre of hunter, one 
whose record deserves some appreciation 
for his role in prtrtecting and not just dec¬ 
imating game animals. As secretary of the 
Nilgiri Game Association, he inherited a 
long tradition of controlling the number 
of animals shot and of protecting their 

often known as the valley of tuskers. But 
habitat. As long ago as the 1870s, the each of these forest giants had a distinct 
planters and officials of the area had ban- personality, some being nibblers who 
ded together to ensure that trigger-happy were fussy about what clump of leaves 
hunters would not wi])c out the Nilgiri they would eat; others were wasteful and 
tahr. The transition survived the end of the trampled down a lot of plants. It is this 
Raj and into independent India. incredible familiarity with wild elephants 

It is here that Davidar played his little with nicknames like Bumpty and Lone 
heroic part. The tahr, as he reminds the Tusker that makes this a heart-warming 
reader, is known as an inhabitant of inac- account. These are not species to be 
cessible cliffs and crags. It is not an easy marked off in a catalogue, but individual 
animal to study and an even more diffiailt inhabitants of a corner of the forest that 
one to census. But he set about the task, still survives largely intact, 
earning encomiums for the thoroughness The anecdotes also serve another pur- 
of the job. The tahr still live in the hills of pose: this is a world to be viewed and 
the Nilgiris, and the old Game Association enjoyed. There are dcnfiils of hyenas and 
has now turned to full-time conservation. encounters with the rather scruffy wild 

Much of this account, of course, is about boar. There are moments of change as 
SHAII.ENDRAYASHWANT 

the lowland forest, a place with all the ani- The spotted deer: chequered survival 
mals that peninsular India was once 
famous for. The prose svhile simple is when the bamboo is in flower, only to die 
often compelling. " Tigers may have sewn after. Nature emerges as a place with 
majesty and power, leopards grace and its own rhythms of change and renewal, 
cunning but the most efficient and drea- There are deeply discordant notes, and 
dec! jsredator in tfie Sigur wilderness are the.se form the backdrop to the whole 
wild dogs or doles," lie writes. Until just a account: of the threats to the fauna and 
couple of decades agf>, the wild dogs were flora, the new pressures that they face in 
shot on sight and rewards paid out to a struggle for survival. The new India has 
encourage hunters to shoot them. less place not only for the tuskers and the 

But a new ind more sympathetic view spotter deer but also for the tribal peoples 
began to emerge, as the role of the packs of who have used the land and are a part of 
wild dogs in controlling the deer became it. The challenge in the years ahead will 
clearer. This in itself is a transition towards be to imbibe a new respect for the land, 
a kinder, gentler view of nature that has But this book will serve as more than an 
replaced the older, more conquistador atti- epitaph for the wilderness. It will remain 
tude towards it. Prey and predators both a compelling account of the wilderness, 
have a role to play and Davidar himself This is a must for the wildlife buff and 
played a small role in this transition. Only general reader alike. ■ 
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Cyclic 
Metaphor 
Coming to terms with civil war 

By ALOK RAi THERt. is an almost parudic facade of 
unity in the formal design of this 
novel, about which two essential 
things need to be said before we can 

proceed with Gunesekara's Sandghvis. One, 
that sonic very distinguished writing has 
emerged fium Sri Lanlu in the last 10-15 
years. IVo, that this quondam paradise is in 
the throes of a fundamentai convulsion 
tliat is, in equal measure, tiagic and fasci¬ 
nating. I suspert that the two phenomena— 
the literary effervescence and the social 

OrXTER CRUE2 

A paradise siiatterad 

trauma—couldn't be 
unrelated. But the act¬ 
ual relations between 
the two are complex 
and ironic, rarely reflec¬ 
tive. As Oscar Wilde 
declared, Shakespeare 
gave Hamlet that line 
about All holding the 
mirror up to Nature 
precisely in order to 
demon.strate that the 
I’riiKo ot Denmark had 
t ipped Ids lid. 

I liere is a kind of deliberate, even Aristo¬ 
telian uniis to this novel. Thus, the novel 
starts at daybreak, and the successive chap¬ 
ters are located at ditierent times of the 
evolving day- noon, twilight, midnight— 
and ends at the end of the 24-hour cycle, 
dawn again It is another matter that this 
diurnal cycle is actually spread over many 
years and several generations. But despite 
(his appeaiance of formal ordering, the 
novel itself seems to ii^c* its very furinless- 
iiess, its sense ol fated drifting, as part of its 
narrative argument. 

At an oivsious level—relnfoiccd by elabo¬ 
rate family-trees—Gunesekara's Saiuijftas'i is 
a sort ol Sn I ankan Kluituhian, a tale of rival¬ 
ry and intrigue bidween two business fami¬ 

lies, the Vatunases and the Ducals, whose 
destinies are grotesquely intertwined over 
several generations. This plot is generously 
provisioned-there is a rapacious patriarch 
and a vast property which drives his greed; 
many women who are, in varying combina¬ 
tions, beautiful, pampered and/or neglect¬ 
ed; there is a mysterious would-be tycoon 
who, equally mysteriously, commits sui¬ 
cide. His son is convinced, indeed deter¬ 
mined, to prove that it was in fact a murder, 
but is apparently overcome by fatigue come 
novel-end, and no longer cares. Neurotics, 
defectives, criminal beings abound. But, for 
my money, this energetic, action-filled plot 
is the least interesting part of the novel. 

Because while all this furious action is 
happening in the background—and in flas¬ 
hback—tlic bulk of the novel is actually 
concerned with the lives of people who arc 
living in conscious exile from all that purp¬ 
ose-filled violence. These people are all, in 
their different ways, inheritors of a violent 
past—but they are also seeking, without 
conspicuous success, to free themselves 
from the consequences of their poisoned 
legacy. Drifting through the depthless wor¬ 
lds of exile, even in their own eyes, they arc 
irrevocably damaged. And the upbeat note 
that Gunesekara ends the novel on seems 
both feeble and forced. There is no way 
back to Arcadia, the name of the property 
at the centre of the struggle, and when at 
last the narrator, a friend of the Ducal fam¬ 
ily, finally gets to the mansion that he has 
heard so much about, it is about to be 

demolished; "...a large 
hoarding proclaimed 
the future: ‘The New 
Arcadia’. The proposed 
flagship hotel of the 
Great Sands Corporat¬ 
ion... rhere was an art¬ 
ist's futuri.stic drawing 
of an elegant garden 
hotel, shimmering in 
glass, with bougainvil¬ 
laea cascading over 
every recessed balcony 
and a column of starred 

features in bold red letters: air<onditioned 
honeymoon apartments, lantasy love 
suites, an Eros cinema and a subterranean 
ice rink with a Japanese snow machine." 
The burden of the future is quite as horrific 
as the burden of (he past. 

Gunesekara is a sensitis’c and gifted wri¬ 
ter-hints enough of that liere—but what 
is he doing with this I'V-serial plot—Khan- 
daan, D>'nasty? Cx)uld it be that he intends 
that destructive struggle to be a metaphor 
for the bitter, fratricidal contention, the 
oxymoronic (and moronic) civil war that 
has ravaged his homeland: a process that is 
irredeemably, unendingly tragic, irrespec¬ 
tive of whether one stays or flies into exile, 
far away from the bombs and the guns? ■ 

APIA BEABEW 

in the Footsteps of 
Gandhi: Catherim Ingram 

MAHATMA Gandhi'.s 
legacy of civil disobedi¬ 
ence and spiritual ende¬ 
avours echoes through 
this series of meetings 
with a wide range of 
people who have tried 

to adapt his teaching to contemporary 
reality. Among the Interviewees 
inspired by him are the Dalai I,ama, 
Desmond Tutu, Thich Nhat Hanh, 
Joan Baez and Ram Dass. 

Soiourn: utna k.r. 

Rupa 
Rs95 

Manas 
Rs13S 

I RADITION and moder¬ 
nity, urban and rural. 
These dichotomies are 
dealt with in this novel 
by a Katha awardee 
about a cosmopolitan 
woman who temporar¬ 
ily makes her home in a 
small town. Amidst the bustle of an 
enduring way of life, she grapples with 
smug and bigamous landlords, the 
mahila mandats and the overwhelming 
sordidness of small town life. 

Awadh Under the 
Nawabs: Surandra Mohan 

YET another addition to 
the already voluminous 
literature on Nawabi 
Awadh. Civil servant 
Surendra Mohan draws 
on a range of source,s 
including oral tradition 

to argue that the liberal Nawabi regime 
gave full rein to the Indigenous tradi¬ 
tion of communal amity and folk 
culture. And the British are the villains 
of the piece. 

Democracy. 
Stability 

Diversity. 

PART of the reappraisal 
of SO years of Independ¬ 
ence undertaken by 
social theorists across 
the board, these essays 
examine the evolution 
of democracy, the divi¬ 
sion of India along ethnic, linguistic 
and religious lines, and the drift of 
Indian polity towards 'authoritarian' 
democracy. The overall theme: democ¬ 
racy has to be based on moral values. 
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Lie GROUP SUPERANNUATION 

AND GROUP GRATUITY SCHEMES 
Group Superannuation Schomo Group Grotiliity Scheme 

• Contributions (inclusive of PF), are tax 
deductible up to 27% of salary. 

• If implemented up to 80% of 

contribution (with respect to past years of 

service), are allowed for tax deduction. 

• Interest accrued at the rate of 11.75% 

to 12.8% p.a. (during the financial year 

1997-98), depending on the size of the fund. 

• The Superannuation Scheme can also be 

linked to life insurance cover subject to 

certain conditions. 

• On retirement, a choice of pension 

options arc available. 

• Simple administration; no more worries 
of planning for gratuity pa)mients. 

• Attractive returns and tax benefits. 

• Scientific funding of gratuity liability 
based on actuarial valuation. 

• Instalment funding for past liability; 
eligible for 100% income tax deduction in 
the year of payment. 
• Employees insured for death benefit 
based on full anticipated service subject to 
certain conditions. 

• Dual benefit of liquidity with high yield. 

• Interest accrued at the rate of 11.75% 
to 12.8% p.a. (during the financial year 
1997-98), depending on the size of the fund. 

1 would like to know more about LlC Group Superannuation and/or tJroup Gratuity Scheme. 

Please send m<' full uetails. 

Name:_ 
Designation:_ 
Organisation: 
Address:_ 

Tel:(Off.)_ .. (Res.) 

Du call to get details or mail this coupon to your nearest LlC Dmisional Office 

(Ml ^ corporate concern. 

fife Jnsurance (forporotion of Jndio 
In ttie service of the people. 
Flease visit us at www.Ucindia.com 
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j Save and Escape 
■ AUSTRALIA 

Not at Home 
Across the Seas 

S the surf rolls onto the white sands 
of a sun-kissed beach in northern 
New South Wales (nsw), Australia's 

Sikh community gathers at a gurudwara 
nearby to celebrate their Guru's birthday. 

When third generation Punjabi farmer 
and gurudwara president Naseeb Grewal 
bought his plantation in the banana-grow¬ 
ing town of Woolgoolga, in 1970, Indians 
owned 10 per cent of the farm land. Today, 
the Sikh community owns 90 per cent of 

W(X)Igooiga’s banana plantations and 
make up 60 per cent of the population. 

But while Woolgoolga's Sikhs—the .sub¬ 
ject of Tenpk on the Hill, a .lO-minute 
documentary by Indian-Australian Kay 
Uasool showing next week at the Bombay 
Film Festival—are tliriving materially, cul¬ 

turally the community is in danger oi 
decline as more of its young opt for a 
'white' lifestyle. Rasool's film profiles two 
Indian families—the assimilated Grewals 
and the traditional Bennings—and their 
struggle to keep their Sikh culture alive. 

Of Grewal's four sons, three have married 
Australians, of which two have converted 
to Christianity. Grewal's Punjabi-bom wife 
laments her sons' choices and yearns for 
an Indian daughter-in-law. "They (the 
wives) don't help out at all. They don't 
resptvt us. I want an Indian girl to look 
after us and to talk to," she says. 

l>evout Punjabis, the Bennings continue 
to arrange marriages for their children by 
exenanging photographs with potential 
spouses in India, expected to join the 
family business on the banana plantation. 

Of the Bennings, daughter 
Harbinder was denied a univer¬ 
sity education to marry a man 
she first saw at her wedding. 
Unlike her brothen who play 
snooker and drink beer at the 
local war veterans club in their 
spare time, she, like the other 
Renning women, stays home. 

Cut to Sarvie Thompson, for 
whom the temptation to swop 
cultures was too strong. Sarvie 
rebelied, went to university 
and married an Austraiian. "I 
couldn't be the traditional 
Indian girl," she admits lazing 
around by her (xxiiside clad in 

a black bikini. "I ruined their dreams." 
Rasool's film ends on a wistful note with 

Harbinder dressed in a salwar kameez, 
daughter in tow in cycling shorts and t- 
shirt, framed by a rainbow’. The form may 
change, will the content be lost? ■ 

Penny McDonald in Sydney 

< 1 Ksviua lavatuM 0 tama' 
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The Chetana site: devotion on the net 

You don't access God in a temple or 
seek karma by meditating under a 
tree. A keyboard and PC are now the 

shortest loute to salvaMon: G<xl and the . 
godman both have Internet addresses. 
Answers to metaphysical questions don't 
need a heap of books or a trip to an ash¬ 
ram. Fur those with electronic mail, a 
'cylwr-guru' will unravel doubts about 
spirituality. All this and more is on offer 
from Mumbai-based C-iietana, which has 
borrowetl from the ancient gurukul con¬ 
cept in an attempt to "re-evaluate ancient 
Indian knowledge in a nuKiern context.” 
Doubts of the metaphysical kind can be 
solved at; http;//www.chetana.(om. 
"Also, the faithful need no longer join the 
unending queue outside Mumirai's famous 
Siddhivinayak temple. Just access l.ord 
Ganesh at his website: http://www'.sid- 
dhivinayak.org. Visuals of the temple, 
idol, aarti (downloaded trom a video 
recording) accompanied by hymns, offer a 
virtually real experience at home without 
the discomlort of a long wait for darshan 

Like everything '^Ise, the place of wor¬ 
ship too has moved into the home PC. ■ 

Lekha Rattanani 

The great and the good 
gathered at ttie Habitat 
Centre for a party 

organised by Penguin for Sir 
Vidiadhar and iaidy Naipaui. 
From Penguin publisher 
David Davidar to Patrick Fre¬ 
nch, Mark Fully, Shobha De, 
K.P.S. Gill, Soli Sorabjee, Ravi 
Dayal, the cognoscenti were 

m ^ I I II MM I 

all there, to toast Sir Vidia's 
new book. We 
wait with baited breath. 

♦ The central hall in Farl- 
iament is clearly the 
most happening place. 

From the dapper Salim 
Sherwani, dashing Vlnod 
Khanna, to the charming 
Rangarajan Kumaramaiigalam, 
a newiy-slim Madhavrao Sci- 
ndia (whose .son Jyotiraditya 
was last heard of heading for a 
rave party in Goa) after his oil- 

free diet, Dosco Kamal Nath, 
Stephanian Vikram Kesri Deo, 
socialite Naveen Patnaik and 
Vasundhara Raje, Parliament 
House is where they’re all seen 
these days. The house of rep¬ 

resentatives is no longer the 
preserve of grey eminences. 
It's turning into a glamorous 
swinging gathering. Is govern¬ 
ment the 'In' thing to do? 

♦ 

ILM producer Suresh 
Jindal, who bankrolled 
Satyajit Ray’s only Hindi- 

language film, is planning to 
publish the letters he exchan¬ 
ged with the maestro and Sir 
Richard Attenborough, who 
played General Outram In 
Shatranj ke fOtiladi. 
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If community-builders are justified in being 

emotionally insensitive to the family, aren’t 

home-makers justified in being intellectually 

insensitive to the community? 

As business executives or as social workers, we 
represent the cause of the community to be above that 
of the family. And even as we self-centrcdly pursue 
wealth and/or social-status under the guise of selfless 
sacrifice for the community, we take for granted those 
very people to whom we profess our greate-st love and 
commitment - our spouses and our children. Little 
wonder then, that male-chauvinism and feminism get 
carried over from our disintegrating homes to 
legitimately frustrate our efforts to integrate our 
communities. 

That our homes exist within our conununities is an 
ine.scapable reality and the efforts to build both of 
them have to be necessarily pursued simultaneously. 
Even as we attempt to give our goodness a breadth of 
expression to build the good community, we need to 
give it a depth of expression to build the good family. 
Our families have hitherto been sustained on the 
tradition of home-makers valu¬ 
ing the cause of the communi¬ 
ty as enabling their survival. 
Our business executives and 
social workers have thus been 

encouraged to become intel¬ 
lectually more sensitive. As 
higher education increases our 
social expectations and com¬ 
munity turmoil, we are no 
longer in the battle for human 

survival but in the throes ot 
human development We need 

new insights and awareness to preserve our families 
and save our homes. We need to review and revalue 
the “hyper” emotional .%n$itivity of the home-maker 
as higher sensitivity, We need to envision the depth of 
the home-maker's mission of building the good 
family to be as valuable as the breadth pf our mission 
to build the good community. 

It has been an exciting revelation for Alacrity that 
by encouraging its managers to value the higher 
emotional sensitivity of their home-makers, it is 
possible to pursue the building of not just the good 
family but the good community as well. 

Realising the key role the home plays in human 
development. Alacrity works sensitively, purpo-seful- 
ly and productively to keep the family together - the 
Alacrity way. 

If you would like to share with us your views and 
experience on this subject or Just tell us you are 

interested, concerned, excited 
or plain surprised, you 
could write to us at Alacrity 
(OL-IO) Post Ban No.H578. 

Chennai 60fJ 017, or fax us 
at 044-8259406. We will 
share with you, both the 
exhilarating and disappoint¬ 
ing moments of our own 
efforts so far. And carry on 
the process of building 
successful homes together 
with you. 

Home is Key. 

ALACRITY. 
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■ TELEVISION 

Now, You Gotta 
Pay for the Play S TAR Sports couldn't have chosen a 

better time to go digital and encrypt 
its signal. With Wimbledon, the 

US Open and a teast of live cricket 
action coming up, it can't really go 
wrong. Come March 17, the sptirts 
channel, now part of a 50:50 joint 
venture with one-time rival sspn, will 
be a pay channel. "It did not make 
sense for Star Sports to Ire frec-toair 
when i.si’v was a |)ay channel,” 
e.xplains R.K. Singh, MD, f.si>n Soft¬ 
ware India, the sole licensee for rscN 
and Star Sports services in south Asia. 

For the encrypted signal, cable opera¬ 
tors will have to buy integrated receiver 
and decoder sets—Rs 28,000 each, "in the 
digital mode, we can offer better quality 
pitTures and sharper sound,” says Singh. 

Cable operators have the option of pay¬ 

ing in five instalments over 45 months. 
And will have to pay the service provider 
Rs .4.T0 per subscriber. Will the extra cost 
get passed on to viewers? Explains Singh: 
"Subscription rates have remained static 
while the number of channels has multi¬ 
plied dramatically in the last six years." 

Will Esi',v and Star Sports merge? No. says 
Singh. "There's enough big-time sports 
happening to keep both viable." So, sit 
back, watch Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Hansie 
Cronje's men battle it out in South Africa, 

Star Sports goes digital 

while the other channel brings live action 
firom the India-Australia Test series. ■ 

Saibal Chatterjea 

Classic Clubs 
MARCIH brings good tidings to 

Indian golf enthusiasts. The three- 
day-long Classic Indian Open Golf 

Championship will open on the sleek fair¬ 
ways of the 169-year-old Royal Calcutta 
Golf Club (Rccc) on March 12. A total of 
156 participants will compete to take 
home the prize money US$ 500,000—the 
largest in the country. 

Participants slugging it out at the sec¬ 
ond oldest golf club in the world include 
defending champion Erward Fryatt of 
England, India's top professionals Arjun 
Atwal, Gaurav Ghei and Arjun Singh. 
.Says K. Rajagopal, president of the 
Indian Golf Union: "In addition to giv¬ 
ing our golfers the opportunity lo com¬ 
pete with the best, the tournament will 
allow the Indian public lo .see golf of the 
highest quality." 

And that's not all. iwi will cover the 
championship wliicli will then be shown 
on .Star 'I'V. The spon.sor: in,, of course. .So 
let the action begin. ■ 

Soutik Biswas 

OUTLOOK WINOOWS 
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UTLOOK WINDOWS 

CANADA 

BEOINf RIGHT HERE 
SEEK PROFESSIQNAl. CONSULTATtON FIOM CANADIAN IMMlCEATIONfc SETOEMENT 
SFECIAUSTSON: 

♦ OPPOKTUNtTIES IN CANADA IH0Fr,SS10NALS.SKiaEr) WORKf KS nBUMNESS PE«M)NS 

♦ AU-TyPESOFREUABLECANADIANIMMIGHAllONPIIOCESSINC ♦ COMPKEHENSIVE 

SEmiMENT mCKACihS IN CANADA ♦ Pr|\5ATE SESSION WTH OCR CAN.ADIAN 

TRAINED PROFESSIONALS FOR ENTREPRENUERS AND IM'ESTORS 

♦ Computerised case thackino of tour case staius 

IN HOUSE BARUSTER AND SOUCITOR FROM CANADA AVAILABLE IN INDIA 
.FOR ASSESMENT OF YOUR CA%^ US WUR USUME. 

ra'^empu^ and 'BanfAmcisttn (P) Ud. 
A 34, FF. Niumudilifl F.4n, Nt» Drihi-1IWII .3, 

Tcl: (011| 4623110.46496711 Fu (011)4690377. 

More ml!Kma(ion dnd assessment quesitormjtrr avail^te upm payment h\ lash/D D.^ottey <Kdrr tor Rt. ^ 

(addR» 10 iofoutsuiion payment) (II favour otTcmpuik^ntAsucratnd*) Ltd pivabk at New Delhi 

BOOKS ON HEALTH 
1 Natural Haalmg with REIKI 

DySukhdeopahMjIvm PncrRs 100/- 

2 Unvailtnoiha Secrets of REIKI 
by Madalhjat Subranioniam Pnco Rs its/ 

3 Worxlers of Magneto Therapy 
by Dr S K $ha<mi PiiL« sq/- 

4 Natura Cure for Health & Ht^pmess 
by Dr Saliih Goal Pn ^ rs qQ'- 

5 Miracles of Uf«ne Therapy 
by Dr S K Sharma Puce hs «0'- 

6 Be Ybimg B Happy tor Hundred Years 
By Dr Pushpa Khiirsna Puca Rv sq' 

7 Ledtea SlOTiming Course 
by Dr saiisli Goei Pncc Rs to- 

Postage Rs lOt- (each book) Order Books 

by VP.P Postage free on order of any teo books ©DIAMOND POCKET BOOKS 
X-30. Okhia Industrial Area 
Phaee*ll, New Deth{>l10Q2C 

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE 
WondsrtuI gift books which Ml 

you how to lead meaningful life. 

BOOK ON ACHIEVEMENTS 

HAPPINESS OF MARRIAGE 

LITTLE BOOK ON SUCCESS 

SADSFACTION 6URRANTEED 

UTTU BOOK OF RELAXATION 

Each is priced at Rs. 337- 
F3oslagaRs 107-lor bst book A 

FIs. 37- lor swiry subsequent book. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL BOOKSELLERS I 

BPS PUBLICATIONS 
B-14. ConnaugM Plwe. New (Mhi-l IMOI 

Chetana 
BOOK tK,M KK 

specialists in 

Ihdian Philosophy 
Culture & Religion 

web-sitft at 
www.chefaJia.cotn 

Soy Gooilbye to Bocka 
Springwol is hero 

Made on Swiss machines, Springwal Spring Mattress system 

ensures that your spine gets the peif^ support, maintaining Its Natural 
'S' shape. Springwel spring mattress is recommended by Orthopaedics. 

No more bacKache, morning stiffness & pu% eyes. 

0!6e Sleeping Sin^ac¥ 

Springeral Mattraeaes Ud.: Ph.: 7027222,7012219. Fax: 011-7014666 
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GRAND 
HOTEL 

Ballard V^jae. 
Mumbu-4000T8 

TH 261 8211/12/1VI4 
Fax 022>26265Bi 

Located in the heart of 
Mumbai's business area, you'll 
find the answer to your every 
need, from a fnendly snulc to 

perswialtsed service, from 
tastefully appointed rooms to 

the vaned restauranu. 
The reasonable tariffs and 

convenient location will ensure 
your stay with us a pleasurable 

and grand one. 

LKG to STD X CBSE / STATE / MAT RIC 

UKnOlJE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Wanted Business Associates to promote Innoware Educational 

Software to Home PC users, Schools ic Prospective Franchisees 

wishing to setup Hi-tech Computer Aided Teaching/Learning Centres. 

Investment As. 50,000. ^ .. 

Contact: 

___ The Manapng Director “ 

IMMOVATION SOFTWARE EXPORTS LIMITED 
5S1, Moimt Road, Chennai • 600 006. Ph : 434S9B4, 

Fax : 4349606 / 1252823. S-miil : innowarrBholmail.com 

/l( 11 N I lUN SC'IOOl S INIHODUCt COMPU 11 H AIUI I) I 

Al.MINP lURJU.Sl Hi hll P; R SI lilJl M PI H MONU! | 

PHYSICS CHff.llSTRY MATHS PNGIISH BIOIOGY 

/V ^ GET RID OF 
^ SPECTACLES 
^PERMANENTLY 
by Radial Keratotomy / Exeimeriaser 
Two minutes Micro surgical procedures done 
by Japan Trained Doctor. 
Cuirecis mines 1 to 20 and plus 1 to 6 numbers 
in one sitting through Eximerlaser. 
No hospitalization. 
Charges for Radial Keratotomy Rs.SSOO/- and for 
Eximerlaser Rs. 19000/- lor both eyes. 

Micro Surgery also available for Cateract and Glaucoma 

OR RAKESH JOSHI 
|yiaaS.0O(OPHTH) FlAJUfi.Fra(JARU4) Corvul^ 

SURYA EYE CARE CENTRE 
107150, Geeta Colony, DeW-31Ph. .(C) 2218893,2444807 (R) 2241396 
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LITTERATI 

Can’t Get (No) Satisfaction_ 

I'HE music blitzkrieg continues. Purists who weren't satisfied 
with Spice Girls or even Michael Jackson will now be hit by the 
Rolling Stones, due to hit New Delhi in early September. The 
show, to be held at Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, is brought to 
India by dna, and will have soft drinks company Pepsi as one of 
its sponsors. Stones fans can queue up for tickets, starting now. 

rniBHUVANTIWAR! 

On a Five-Star Assignment 

CONTROVERSIAL young historian Patrick French, who.se 
l)ook Liberty or Death unleashed a storm among Indian his¬ 
torians, was in Delhi recently to report on Sonia Gandhi's 
campaign for New Yorker magazine. Complete with a mas- 
.sive fee, club class air ticket and stay in five-star hotels, the 
Neve Yorker clearly believes that the heat and dust of Indian 
elections must be cushioned by first world comforts. 

Govinda Turns 
Art Smart 

WONDERS never cease in Bolly¬ 
wood. (iovinda, David Dha- 
wan's Hero No. 1, now wants 
to trade his yellow pants, flo¬ 
ral shirts and white shoes for 
the garb of a 'serious' artor. 

1 he star has a few scripts 
ready and is looking for a 
director who can helm "a 
simple but powerful film 
like Bandit Queen or Anih 
Safya". Shekhar Kapur or 
Govind Nihalani? Neither. 
It's only a director firom 
the commercial stream 
Govinda wilt trust. 

PRAQEEI’ BANDEKAR 
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ATUL LOKE 

Sti«IIS 
TBIBHUVAH IIWAm 

Pavilions for Shastri 

VENKATF5H Prasad is not the only 
person being missed in Chepauk. 
The commentary box is without 
the popular Ravi Shastri. Reason? 
He is loo close to Mark 
Mascarenhas' WorldTel for com¬ 
fort. Pictures for the ongoing 
series, being telecast live on lsi>n, 

are produced by rwi. The latter has 
a heavyweight team of its own; 
Sunil Gavaskar, Ian Chappell, 
Keith Stackpole (who will make 
way lor Jeff Thomson for the sec¬ 
ond and third Tests), David 
Hookes and the ubiquitous Harsha 
Bhogle, who will, as usual, do the 
lead-ins. No room for Shastri here. 
Another victim of politics? 

NIRUPAMA VAIDYANATHAN 
The first Indian woman tennis player to be 
signed with IMG talks of her future plans 

What Is tihe deal that yon have signed with dig? 
I have just signed the ded. Now for the first time 1 will 
have professionals taking cate of me. Till now 1 only had 
my father helping me. We have signed a contract for two 
years. It could even extend to diree years. 
Do ymi expect big sponsors because of this tie-nil? 
1 don’t know yet. But tht now whatever has happened 
hasn't been good, now It can only be better. One main 
reasons I've been signed up with img has been my showing in the Australian Open. 
Is reaching the second ronnd of Anstralian Open an imUcntmi' of *M«g« to 
come? 
Definitely. Though this is not the only indication. All these hopes do indicate that 
nothing is impossible. 
Why hasn't women's tennis taken oft in India yet? 
One main reason is the social set-up. In India people are so particular about getting a 
degree. You can get a degree even at 27 but you need to train for tennis at a much 
younger age. We also don't deal with sports professionally. Till now sports was only a 
hobby. Every aspect has to be professional. 
Do yon think India is ready for a woman's att tour? 
I don't think we are ready yet. We need some more challengers. 
Do yon see the sitnation changing? ^ 
I see a lot more interest now. But these are individual decisions and these critical deci¬ 
sions need to be taken. 
Are there enough qmnsors for women players in India? 
No. You need people who'll talk for you. A lot of people don't even see the sports pages. 
Where are yon headed? 
1 am on my way to the US to train for 10 days, then I’ll play in three tournaments there. 
What are yonr goals for this year? 
1 am aiming for the top 100.1 am going to give it my best efforts and see how it goes. 
How is it that Japanese women are doing so well on the women's ciradt? 
For the past five years they have been holding tournaments after tournaments in Japan. 
They have big sponsors. This has brot^ht about the change there. 

Archana Jahafllrdar 

SWAPAN NAYAK 

This Bird is Different 

NAUSA Joseph, miv VJ and former Miss 
India, is no bird-brain. Yet, she can't help 
having a few feathery preoccupations on 
her mind. Tver since a Bangalore-based 
Dusincssman decided to make ostriches 
go the turkey way, the lady has had her 
feathers rutiled. A staunch animal-lover, 
she's finnly again.st ostrich farming. “It's 
an extremely cruel thing to do," says Naf- 
isa of 'Global Ostrich', the com^iany pro¬ 
moting the 'Get Rich with Ostrich' sch¬ 
eme to interested farmers. “The life-span 
of these birds will be shortened from 80 
to .1 years; they're defeathered before 
being slaughtered and sixrn their feathers 
will be used for making fancy items," she 
rages Nothing is more appealing than a 
beauty rooting for beasts and birds alike. 



Sonnet in 25 Lines Ido not envy Atal Behari Vajpayee as he takes a deep 
breath and moves into 7, Race Qjurse Road. His 
sense of destiny notwithstanding, Atalji has set 

himself an impossible task. Coalition governments 
are never easy to manage, but the one that will keep 
him afloat must surely find place in the Guinness 
Book. At this point of time, it appears close of 2a 
'inside' and 'otitside' allies, most of them unpre¬ 
dictable and volatile, will be required if the ujp is to 
reach the coveted figuie. In the circumstances, Mr 
Vajpayee's time, energy and stamina will be severely tested as he 

keeps Mamata, Jayalalith.i, Naveen, 
George, Subramanian, Orii Prakash .sep¬ 
arately and collectively tranquil. 

Since editors arc known lor offering 
gratuitous advice, 1 recommend to Mr 
Vajpayee that he begin his auspicious 
'bari' on the assumption that his prime 
ministership will not last more than 10 
to 12 inorith.s. I le can, therefore, spend 
all his time either trying to keep the 
coalition together, or he can say to 
himself: I know this job is temporary, 

so I will take each day as a gift and set out a bold and creative 
agenda. Here ate some of the thirtgs he could usefully do even 
if his government iasts just 90 days; 
• Get the Lok Pal Bill passed. 
• Sack Romesh Bhandari. 
• Table the Bofors papers. 
• Get the women's reservation legislation tnrough. 
• Open up a 90-day single window clearance for infrastructure- 
related proposals. 
• Get the right to information bill drafted and present it to 
Parliament. 
• Set up a separate ministry—with a non-politician as minis¬ 
ter—to launch a crash primary education programme. 
• Ban tmtakshiris on television (Atalji will then have my eternal 
su|>port). 

And if lie has any time left, he can write a few poems on how 
difficult it is to run coalition governments. 

The Enigma of the Voter 
WHAT" is the mcs.sage of election '98? Even while the pundits 

and psephologists are poring over the data, it is clear that the 
nu's,sage is th;.. there is no message. Once again the Indian voter 
has ■. untouniled the nation. I am not referring to the much-dis- 
ciissi-d ‘Iractiired mandate', but to the lack ot any discernible pat¬ 
tern. in one state (Rajastlian) incumbency is an albatross, in 
anotliei it is a Ikkiii (lAinjab). In one state communal mobilisa¬ 
tion works (Idiiiil Nadu), in another the allegc*d miscreants are 
punislied (Maliaraslitra). In one state Sonia’s magic is effective 
(Rajaslliani, in aiiotlier (Uttar Pradesh) she cannot even secure 
victory in her late husliand’s constituency. In I'aizabad, Vinay 
Katiyar is trounced, while UK) kilometres away his comrade in 
thought triumphs. In one stale a corrupt leader is rewarded 
(jayalalitha), while in Bombay Thackeray and Sons are rebuffed. 
We were told that this was an election 'nobody wanted,' yet the 
turnout shows an increase of nearly iour [ler cent over 1996. 

If there is a message in this elc*clion it is that the voter, despite 
fervent pleas, continues to push large, mainstream parties tow¬ 

ards messy and multiple alliances. Here again a huge 
paradox is apparent: The Indian electorate has been ’ 
lectured ad nauseam that coalitions spell instability 
leading to the dreaded mid-term poll—an exercise the 
people of India, according to all opinion polls, con¬ 
sider wasteful and unnecessary. Yet the voter gives no 
single party, or a modest alliance, a figure that gets 
even close to a majority. 

Television Fetish 
I have been trying to figure out for the past few weeks 

why our politicians seem completely mesmerised by 
the prospect of appearing on television. There is, of course, the 
vanity of seeing one's face on the screen, but surely that cannot 
explain why indigenous nctas will literally agree to do anything 
to get into a studio. The indignities networks inflict on them 
have to be seen to believed; they are put into cages, or made to 
sit like criminals in a dock and answer 'charges'; tliey arc forced 
to face adversaries like gladiators with a referee monitoring the 
duel. Tho3e who quiz them arc abominably rude, hectoring, 
scolding, interrupting (Karan Thapar is unquestionably India's^ 
foremost Intenupler-in-ChieO and lecturing. They take it all, and* 
yearn for more. I.ast week, even as the results were at a critical 
stage, I sat with a senior leader for nearly two hours drinking 
milky tea and eating stale sandwiches while the programme was 
being tardily set up. The leader waited happily; 1 thought he 
would have been desix'rate to get back to party headquarters. 

I suspect if you told two Indian politicians to get naked into a 
bathtub and be interviewed, they would have no objections. 

Outlook vs BCCI 
Is the Board of Control for Cricket in India (im:< i) serious about 

suing Manoj Prabhakar and Outhmk for Rs .S crore? Hardly a 
day passes without the Secretary of the Board leaking some tit¬ 
bit to the press regarding its proposed suit against us. In fact,. 
over six weeks have passed since Ix;le announced the Board's 
intention to sue with great fanfare. All of us at Outlook were 
delighted when we read the news. Now wc would have an 
opportunity, that too in court, to present the enormous amount 
of information we had collected on match-fixing, seme of 
which we suppressed lxxau.se of the "big names" involved. 

Till Maich 7, my office had received no intimation about a 
legal ca.se against Manoj and Outlook. The magazine's lawyers 
are ecpially confused; how can liie Hcca file a lawsuit against us 
and leak it to the media without sending us a legal notice? Is 
the Hcca announcement of a case against Manoj and Outlook a 
publicity gimmick? Manoj and Outlook are seriously consider¬ 
ing filing a counter-suit against nrci for defamation. 

Whiners from Australia 
SINCT; the undisputed champions in whining are in our midst 

we should exp^ non-stop excuses if they get beaten. Mr 
Shane Warne's sus for "cann^ spaghetti on toast" (what exe¬ 
crable taste!) because he cannot even eat a salad in Madras since 
“it is washed in local water" and the Waugh twins running stom¬ 
achs from dirty Indian food, are a foretaste of things to come. 
The last time the Aussies were here they complained about Del¬ 
hi's "foul air" to justify their defeat. Doubtless, this time they will 
find something else. Australians may be the world's best crick¬ 
eters but they are also the world's worst losers. 

JAVACHANDRAN 
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THE ALL-NEW, HI-TECH 
You've driven cars. But here's one marvel Multi-valve combustion system, oprimised vah 

of sheer technology that will drive you. timing and an advanced engine managemen 

The new Ford Escort 1.6. With an all-new, system make the Zetec engine highly fuel efficient. 
‘.I tech, 1.6 litre, 16 valve, double overhead 

And because the Zetec engine has a 

distributorless ignition system and long-life spark 

plugs, it's virtually maintenance-free. 

The Ford Escort 1.6. Built with the assurance of 

quality and service, that has made the Ford Escort 

Walk in to your neat 

Or hove your secretary fax us your business cord marked 'Alleni 

For more itiformati 

com (DOHC) Zetec engine. 

With four valves per cylinder, the 16 valve. 

Done Zetec engine breathes better than lower 

tech'-' 'logy SOHC engines. Which accounts for 

great -ck-up and low emission. 

WBfHndraFBni I 
== I 
The )Oint venture of Mahindra & Uahindra end Ford Motor Company t 



Alhel . , j Ford Escort 1 6 (seen here it» Alberto Green) powered by a 1 6 litre 16 valve DOHC Zetec engine complete with power steering power 
windows, CD compatible stereo system CFC free air conditioning, rear window defogger tachometer remote entry and anti theft olarm system 

and the most luxurious interiors in the country 

tORD ESCORT t.6 
jivf the No 1 quality car in the J D Power 1997 

sni Indio initial Quality Study 

t So steer yourself to a new world of driving 

technology And meanwhile, let other 

cars be well, cars 

GUEST DRIVE THE FORD ESCORT 1 6 TODAY 

FORD 
ESCQKT 

Feeling is believing 
X 

^orisea Ford Oeoler lodoy 

fi Dr<ve Ol'T |l| ot (044) 825 9310 And we II arrange a lest drive ot your convenience 

nil I Hi http //WWW ittditi ford com 

^ fMMup f«nf' 8i^H| ff/k. 
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Betters 

Soft on Mulayam 
You have every right to be 
appreciative of your own 
panel's finding (Delhi Diary, 
March 2) regarding the list of 
CTiminals. But it is clear you 
have your own likes and dis¬ 
likes. Had this not been so, how 
could the name of Mulayam 
Singh have been left out? Hun¬ 
dreds of cases are pending aga¬ 
inst him in various UI’ courts. 
But due to his political clout 
and an image built up by hyp¬ 
ocrite friends like the ci'1(m), no 
case will ever be heard. Like¬ 
wise, there are many criminals 
in his party. The same is the 
case with the Congress and UF 
leadership (example: the A(>r's 

P.K. Mahanta). It is sad that a 
respected, credible weekly like 
Outlook does not have the guts 
to name them all, while it short¬ 
lists people like M.M. Joshi, 
Balram Jakhar and L.K. .Advani. 

V.jV. Purohtt, 
Calcutta 

A Mental Problem 
If, after 50 years of indepen¬ 
dence, a country of 900 million 
people cannot produce some 

young, ,ible and djtiamic per¬ 
son to take its people to the 21 st 
century, and we still has’c to 
look towards the I'Jelmi-i'ero/e 
(jandlii dynasty, there must Ix' 
sonietluiig wrong with our 
deniMiracy, political system 
and, perhaps, even our minds. 

Raf Kanwar, 
FarldahaU 

Murderers at Large 
All who lake the swonl, will Ale hy 
the swor/—Ml ?.6..52. 

Rounding up small trv (/v/hic s 
of lioiiihiy. March 2) won’t con¬ 
tain violence in the country as 
long as rhe rcMl criminal lorces 
are free to strike with impunity. 

Jill today, the murderers of 
3,1)00 Sikhs in Delhi, Ihcdeslrcj- 

Headed Nowhere 
The upshot of this election is 
rather uncomfortable, given 
that one key yardstick was the 
potential to form a stable gov¬ 

ernment (All in the Game, 
March 9). Tlte glut of regional 
parties, all championing their 
little agendas, has spawned a 
result that doesn't indicate a 
clear choice by the ix?ople. Arc 
we no longer moved by 
'national' issues? Why do our 
inner boundaries impinge on 
our judgement cm different 
parties. The motto of the era is: 
'Have an Issue, Form a Party'. 
Indeed, the bip and Its allies 
may be at the centre of a mess 
of a similar nature as what the 

preceding hotch-potch gov¬ 
ernments saw, though on new 
issues. For, there are no longer 
political parties that ate ani¬ 
mated by a desire for the com¬ 
mon weal. Instead, we have 

yers of Babri Masjid and the 
slaughterers of Bombay remain 
scot-free and even enjoy politi¬ 
cal power. If the programme of 
any political party includes the 
destruction of places of wor¬ 
ship, has the country any right 
to expect (X'aco? 

F. Sheney, 
Bangalore 

The picture of the injured being 
evacuated by the rescue iKcson- 
nel was stark and very disturb¬ 
ing. What was even more appa¬ 
lling was the way in which the 
evacuation was handled- -with¬ 
out proper stretciiers and cc)ui- 
()mc‘nt. Wiiether this reflects a 
lack of sensitivity on the part of 
the rescue [X'rsonncI or just an 
infrastructural prublein is a 
mcMit question. The point is, 
when will the health authorities 
train and equip its personnel so 
that such callousiiess can he 

avoidtxl and the bare minimum 
help is at hand for emergencies? 
Maf. Augustine (rtd), 

Chennai 

Dignity a Foreign Word 
J.N. Dixit's article. No One’s 
Above the Lnv (March 2), was 
interesting, but I'd like to know: 
what has been done since? lias 
the MF.v demanded the return of 
luila Atxlnoui to her country or 
has it chcMen to brush the epis¬ 
ode under the carixT? 
The foreign service, as well the 

rest of the bureaucracy in India, 
suffers from a peculiar phobia. 
While an American or-fenglish- 
man can go to his embassy and 
thump the table for protection 
with definite as.surdnce of pro¬ 
tection ot rights, Indian embas¬ 
sies have re|H‘.itc‘dly been criti¬ 
cised for their apathy towards 
visiting countrymen. Embassy 
staff forget that one of their 
luiictions is to look after Indi¬ 
ans abroad. Once in Baghdad, 1 
had an appointment to see the 
ambassador. On reaching the 
embassy, I was told my ap|K)in- 
tment had lieen postjxiiied as a 

local Iraqi had clioppcxJ in 
to see the .imbassador, 
without an appointment 
and he could not be relu- 
sed. Does this not under¬ 
mine the dignity of India? 

HemI Bhagat, 
Sew Delhi 

In Name Only 
By fielding nun-serious 
Muslim candidates in six 

constituencies where Muslims 
compri.se *10 to 70 ivr cent of 
the electorate, the hii> has pro¬ 
ved its pseuclo-secular stance. 

interest groups that know only 
how to derail governance by 
throwing a spanner in the 
works. For instance, the aiadmk 
is likely to pursue its objective 
of getting the dmk government 
dismissed if the hip coma to 
the Centre. Is this an agenda? 
How about the refusal of the 
Congras and the UF to see 
that the bjp deserva a chance 
given its Lok Sabha position? 
It's time partia took mature 

positions on the basis of moral 
authority rather than a craving 
for power. By the way, what 
percentage of candldata you 
found to have a criminal back¬ 
ground were finally elected? 

Anamt SrMvasan, 
Muudud 

(The Onus of Optimism, February 
23). Eyeing a probable division 
of votes among candidates of*- 
secular parties, it fielded these 
(so-called) Muslim candidates 
for indirect benefits and to 

I |)rc)vc its secular (ilank. Muslims 
I can't be fcxileci by such decoys 
; whose Muslim identity 'ies only 
i ill their I'erso-Arabic names. 
I Muslims prefer secular can- 
i dictates, not Mir Jaffar tyjx’s. If 
; it's so keen, why doesn't the b)i> 
I field Muslim candidates in 
i Hindu dominant c(-n.stituen- 
! cie.s, thus pressing its dock 
! (mostly upix;r caste Hindu) to 

accept Muslim rcprc.sentativcs? 
M, Ishteyatjue, 

Muzaffarpur (Bihar) 

Party to Deceit 
rhe falsehcKxIs heaped by vari¬ 
ous parties on the gullible elect¬ 
orate were exposed in the article 

i on the different political mani¬ 
festos (/I l*rmnise to Belra}>, Febr¬ 
uary 23). The parties promise 
the impossible and try to hcxid- 
wink the public. Once elected. 
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they forget these promises. 
In ThePwhlenisoftheDay, P.R. 

Sarkar, the seer-philosopher, 
says that after polls, if a candi- 
late does not live up to his sta¬ 

ted policies, and this is proved 
in court, his or her election .sho¬ 
uld be cancelled. 

Surjit Sen Gupta, 
recced via e-mail 

Basu, See Red' 
Thanks for exposing the true 
face of Jyoti Basu and his 20 

^^ilfears of misrule (An Eye ()n 
[Jellii, February 23). Not only 
has he been successful in fool¬ 
ing the people of Bengal by false 
prnnii.ses but lie is also success¬ 
ful in forcing Shaw Wallace, 
Brooke Rond Lipton, Philips, 
u i( I, (,n and Dunlop Tyres to 
shift out to otlier states, lie has 
successfully made West Bengal 
one ot India's (xxirest states (57 
per cent of (leople live below 
the poverty line) and one ot 
India's most illiterate stales. 

Now, Basu wants to liecome 
the prime minister of India. 

^ Does I’.t cherish the dream to 
^ make India one of the poorest, 

most illiterate and undevel¬ 
oped nations of llie world.^ 

5. Paul, 
Calmtta 

Tomorrow Never Dies 
I haw been in Calcutta as gen¬ 
eral manager in charge of a iM' 
and have exjxrienced ail xif the 
three distinci features or work 
culture stated by Rahul Jacob 
(Gi/t«/fi? Diary, Febniary 23). 
The work force there has devel- 
o|H?d a system of leaving today's 
work lor tomorrow. If you try to 
crack down, the union comes to 
support the erring employee. 

In Calcutta, crimes are not 
repisrted to the police but to the 
local cpi(M) outfit which acts as 
administrator and directs the 
police. Calcutta has well-main¬ 
tained buildings which appear 

dilapidated from outside. Rea¬ 
son: if it looks good, compuls¬ 
ory contributions ate increased. 

1 do not see any future for 
business or industry in West 
Bengal since profitability and 
competitiveness can't be achie¬ 
ved with the work culture dev¬ 
eloped in the la.st two decades. 

V.K. MIsra, 
Chennai 

The Sikh Story 
Ainrik Singh's review (The Sikh 
Psyche, February 23) dwells on 
the history and the psyche of 
the Sikh community mentio¬ 
ned in Sangat Singh's bcxik, and 
chooses to ignore its more sig¬ 
nificant aspect, the document¬ 
ary record—from media and 
official sources—of events lead¬ 
ing to Operation Bluestar and 
later the November '84 anti- 
Sikh riots, especially the role of 
the government machinery. 
This book probably has the 
greatest source material of facts 
for historians to interpret. 

H.S. Hanspal, 
DeM 

Spirit of the Matter 
This refers to Nothing Conus for 
Free in Timeout (February 23). 
You've charged Andrew Cohen 
with being a man of abstract 
words, writing a book full of 
'words' and of making money 
through siiiritual retreats. But 
words of any spiritual teacher 
make .sense only if listened to 
with an 0|)cn mind and an 
o|X‘n heart. Regarding the mon¬ 
ey, Rs 3,.5(K) is reasonable for a 
15-day retreat at a spiritually- 

charged place like Rishikesh in 
the company of an enlightened 
person's guidance. Spiritual 
experiences are priceless. 

V. Mala, 
Tutkortn i 

Deadly Strikes 
The article Death of a 
Cricketer (March 9) by 
Manoj Prabhakar was 
very touching. Raman 
Lamba was another exa¬ 
mple of the growing 
number of talented spor- 
tspersons who are denied 
their due by the authori¬ 
ties. His death is an 
unforgettable tragedy 
and is also very alarming. 
Use of proper protective gear 
by players in such dangerous 
positions should be made 
compulsory by the rules of 
the pme, by the icc, to pre¬ 

vent tragic recurrences. Will 
they act or is it going to be 
just 'all in the game'7 

DrShasMUranV. 
Bikaner (Rt^asAan) 

Offensive Cheapshot 
Your magazine has much to be 
proud of in that it does not 
allow things to lie swept under 
the carpel. But some of its writ¬ 
ing is downright offensive. 

I don't know in what capacity 
Bhaichand Patel served in the 
UN but 1 doubt he could have 
been a diplomat. His 'joke' 
about the bishop (Catimlic lon¬ 
gue Twister, Manila Diary, Febru¬ 
ary 9) was outrageous. 

It also says much for the out¬ 
look of the editor who allowed 
it to pass. Are these the kind of 
(leopic who inform our intellig¬ 
entsia? Whither decorum? It 
seems anything will go, almost, 
to faxisl circulation. 

R.P. Coelho, 
Bangalore 

Shield the Corrupt 
I he work done b\ the eminent : 
members of the panel has Ixvn 
counter-productive il'lease Help 
Us Fiiul Criminal, lebiiiars 3). 
By bracketing Kali I'andcv. 
Mohammad Shahahuddin and 
D.P. Yadav vs'itli V'ijavar.ije .Scin- 
dia, Ralram jakhar and .Shararl 
Yadav, the stauire oi tlie lormer 
set lias been enhaiued. 

A distinction should have 
been ilrawn between those 
involved in violent crimes and 
those accused of corruption. 
This is not to minimise the 
gravity ot economic offences, 
but tlie list of corrupt politi¬ 
cians should consist of those 
who have assets dispropor¬ 
tionate to their known sources 
of income and the assets 

should also be mentioned iri 
the list, ('.orruption, criminaii 
salion and nepotism should 
not be treated at par. 

O.P. lain, 
Allahabad 

Two Sides to a Murder 
^Your article on the views ot 
the would-be assassin ot the 
Mahatma ("I regret I wasn't the 
man to kill Gamlhi", February 

21 is staitling. I commend you 
tor iincocering what has 
,'lwjys Ixen treated as a mat- 

I nil now there has always Ixvn 
a one-sideii coverage of the ass- 

! assiiiaiion of tlanclhi. We now 
have a historically illiterate [xt- 
son like Sonia Uaiidhi saying 
that the wi- is rcs|xinsible for 
Gandiii's death. Absolute blas¬ 
phemy and an irresponsible 
accusation against a (lolitical 
party which evolvc*d only in the 
'7()s. I do not uphold the assas¬ 
sination of Maliatma Gandhi 
but 1 feel there are two sides to 
a coin. By expressing both, wild 
accusations such as these are 
put to an early death. 

Devika Singh, 
Ambala Cantt. 
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Jayalalitha puts a question mark over 
the longevity of a BJP government 

BylSHAHJOSHI in New Delhi andA.S. PANNEERSELVAN in Chennai 

*77«f i);p (eadmliip treated us like second-class citizens.’' 
—Jayalalitha in Chennai on March U IT was the sip's worst nightmare come true. After its as.sicluoiisly 

negotiated electoral alliances tixrk it to the threshold of power, it 
was being held to ransom by madmk chief j. Jayalalitha even 
before its government could Ik> sworn in. So much so that even 
her apparent climbdown on giving a letter of support—with all 

its attendant bluster—has left the bip leadership in a bit of a quandary. 
The initial snub was administered by Jayalalitha by making the »jp 

leadership wait for nearly three days for her letter of support. When 
it was finally sent on March 14, at the last possible moment, it went 
straight to President K.R. Narayanan, with the »ji’ leadership at the 
receiving end of only the sharpest criticism and a strongly-worded 
attack questioning both its attitude and intention. 

This was so despite Atal Behari Vaji»ayce having tried to seize the 
political advantage and what is left of the moral high-ground in the 
current scenario—by giving Narayanan evidence of the supivirt of 
just 240 MPs on March 12, he had effectively talli-d her bluff and 
forced her hand. The upshot; unless the president taki's a bleak view 
of the shenanigans and name-calling that preceded the submission of 
the letters of support by the Hip's "allies" in Tamil Nadu, Vajpayee is 
bound to be sworn in as prime minister jooner rather than later. 

It is, perhaps, symbolic of the state of the alliance that at the end ol 
a 72-hour wait on Saturday afternoon, it was the bjp's bete noire and 
Janata Party chief Subramanian .Swamy who led a group of the party's 
Tiimil Nadu allies to the President to submit the letter announcing 
'outside' support. But given the numbers game in the 12th Ixik 
Sabha, the matter is far from resolved—notwithstanding Jayalalitha's 
affirmation of support of 27 Ml’s to the bip in the "national inten*st" 
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Why Vajpayee 
Hates Swamy 

“In Delhi a Japanese minister h:.! 

I was shocked to see that Vajp. 

affairs minister, was drunk...fu 

IT is common knowledge that there is no love lost between 
Atal Behari Vajpayee and Janata Party leader Subramanian 
Swamy, whom Jayalalitha desperately wanted as finance 

minister of a B]P>led government. But few are aware of Swamy's 
autobiography serialised in the Tamil weekly Kumudham, 
where he has poured venom and vitriol on Vajpayee and cast 
aspersions on his private life. The serial titled Swami and 
Friends—a Few Enemies Too was published in early 1997. Here 
are some excerpts from the magazine which explain why 
Vajpayee "cannot stand the sight of Swamy": 

Issue dated February 20,1997 

WHEN the Morarji Desai-led Janata government came to 
power by defeating the Congress, many expected that 1 

would get a cabinet berth for my outstanding resistance to the 
Emergency. But, Atal Behari Vajpayee interfered and spoiled it. 
Just to get out of the prison on parole, Vajpayee had given a let¬ 
ter of apology to Indira Gandhi and had created a bad prece¬ 
dence. But he had the 91 MPs of the Jan Sangh under his con¬ 
trol. He could not stomach the fame 1 got as an ‘Emergency 
hero'. Further, he was desperately trying to cover the humilia¬ 
tion of his all-out surrender before Indira. He tricked Morarji 
Desai into giving me just a minister of state... 

"As the then external affairs minister, Vajpayee tried his be.st to 
prevent me from visiting China and he Ind^ succeeded for a 
year. However, in 1978, Morarji paved the way for my China 
visit. Morarji accepted only my ideas about China and totally 
rejected Vajpayee's readings. Vajpayee's only concern was to 
please the Soviet Union. His continuation as the external affairs 
minister was based on his having 91 Jan Sangh MPs under his 
thiunb and only because of this numerical strength he was not 
removed from the foreign office... 

"Though Charan Singh got a bad name for pulling down the 
Morarji government, the real culprits are Vajpayee and 
Kamakrishna Hegde. They deliberately engineered a duel 
fx'tween Charan Singh and Morarji and in the process pushed 
down Morarji. It was Vajpayee and Hegde who met the president 
with the letter claiming support of 279 MPs. Out of this 23 MPs’ 
signatures were forged. Investigative agencies alerted the presi¬ 
dent and he made it public. A shocked Morarji resigned and 
withdrew from the public life. In fact, on that day Hegde and 
Vajpayee should have quit public life." 

Issue dated March 20,1997 

also invited for that dinner. I was shocked to see the external 
affairs minister fully Intoxicated... 

"When Morarji asked me, I told him everything. Then, in 
front of me, he summoned Vajpayee and abused him. But 
Vajpayee did not open his mouth. He was standing there like a 
student caught redhanded for stealing by a teacher. As a retal¬ 
iation and to keep Morarji within limits, Vajpayee sowed poi¬ 
son in Charan Singh's mind. It was Vajpayee who first planted 

lfl.some Immoral elements in the Janata (regime) calculated 
their personal gain by creating a wedge between them. For 
instance, Vajpayee was embarrassed when Morarji sternly 
warned him to stop drinking. In Delhi the Japanese extern^ 
affairs minister had organised a party. Vajpayee, who was pre¬ 
sent there as India’s external affairs minister, was drunk. 1 was 

He kept meeting Morarji and Charan Singh separately and 
started spreading stories against each other. Popular perception 
is that it was Charan Singh who broke Janata. But the hurt is 
that it was Vajpayee who destroyed the fort called Janata. 

"Morarji and Charan Singh are like Kaikeyee of the Ramayana. 
In the Janau Ramayana, Koonl's role was played by Vajpayee." 



Imil WMidy tOmiiiMiin 
fltoyid n Mnuniiliti 

because she “did not want to be a hurdle in government forin.:- 
tion". 

This was more than evident from the reaction of bjp president i..K. 
Advani, who interrupted his meeting with senior bjp leaders and 
alliance partners at Vajpayee’s residence on hearing of Jayalalitha's 
decision. He told reporters that he was “gratified that Ms Jayalalitha 
has announced her support and hopeful that all hurdles would be 
overcome by addressing her concerns though not bowing to any 
conditions. But we are not staking any claim. Ijet the Invitation 
come from the president as he has initiated the process of govern¬ 
ment formation," CLEARLY, the bjp leadership, more than aware of Murphy’s 

law, is advancing with caution. As Advani told Outlook: “We 
are aware of the fact that those opposing us would like us to 

form the government and then attempt to bring it down." The 
sip's central leadership is palpably apprehensive of the Jayalalitha- 
Swamy duo’s next move. Indeed, nobody is willing to put money 
on their continued support during a prospective motion of no- 
confidence against the bjp. 

But for now the aiadmk alliance’s choices arc limited. Sonia 
Gandhi's takeover as Congress president and the accompanying 
acrimony in her party have made the Congress a less attractive 
alternative. Besides, the omk- j-mc combine is still an integral part 
of the United Front, whose support is crucial to any Cxmgress-led 
government. And as a bjp general secretary notes, “Once a govem- 

Is Jayalalitha also negotiating with Sharad Pawar? 

Iniw dated April 24.1997 

After the 1977 general electlcms, based on the assurances 
given by Vajpayee and Nana Goray, Jagjtvan Ram was 

confidoit of booming the PM. The Jan ^ngh had 102 
MPs and the Socialists had 35 and Jagjlvan Ram had 27 MPs. 
That is, out of 318 MPs, nearly half of them were behind 
Jagjlvan Ram. But when Charan Singh cfeaily expressed that 
his choice was only Motarjl Desai, Vajpayee did a silent somer¬ 
sault and met JP and said that he was willing to change his 
support, r was them with JP when Vajpayee came running-^ 
paining for bredthr-and expressed Ids supfmrt to Motarjl. 
Jayaprakmh Nsraief turned towards me and winked his |^e- 
andi^ eym arid smlMd. Poor Ja^ivan Ram was not aware of 
these devetopf^ts.!* 

ment is formed, incutnt)ency offers many advantages." An 
attempt to muster up niimiM?rs in Parliament and the threat of dis¬ 
solution, which no sitting MP would want, among them. 

Says a senior bip leader; “It is understandable that Jayalalitha is let¬ 
ting off steam since site has had to make an inglorious climbdown 
in the face of our resolve not to agree to any conditions. Her anger, 
though, would be better directed at those who wanted plum posi¬ 
tions in the Union cabinet and obviously misled her into believing 
that wc were prejiared to make any sacrifices to achieve power." 

Still, the .UADMK's aggressive posturing has put a question mark 
over a bip coalition's longevity. Jayalalitha’s decision to call back all 
her MPs to Chennai and her announcement that she would not 
attend Vaypayee's swearing-in ceremony have already set off warn¬ 
ing bells. But neither the igp nor its allies can afford to be seen as not 
trying to form a government after getting so close. That is why the 
party has deftly thrown the ball into the president’s court, “without 
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AityanI annonnelng that Jayalainha had tent the letter of support on March 14: uneasy optimism 

agreeing to any conditions and thereby keeping our image intact' . 
The mood among bjp leaders in Chennai is less conciliatory. Says 

one of the senior-most leaders in the bjp's Tamil Nadu unit; "Never 
before were we humiliated like this. Even Mayawati treated us with 
much more respect. If this is realpolitik, then most of us may have 
either to transform ourselves fully or opt for Rss-related social work." He is equally clear about the dilemma before his party: "1 don't 

have an honest answer to the question whether she will sup¬ 
port us during the confidence vote. But our problem is, we can 

not reject Jayaialitha's support because we don't have the numbers. 
And we can't accept her because she has cast aspersions on Advanl 
and Vajpayee. What wilJ stop her from getting up one fine morning 
and pulling down a Vajpayee-led government just because, say, 
George Fernandes addresses an international scxrialist congress or S. 
Gurumurthy says something [ningent about corruption!" 

It is significant, however, that the aiadmk is not as soiidiy beiiind 
Ja>alalitha as is made out. Some party leaders con¬ 
cede that Jayalalitha has bent over backwards for 
Cabinet positions for Swamy and V. Ramamurthy 
to get out of the corruption cases against her "at 
the cost of the party cadre". 

But at the nationai ievei, whiie her ‘conditions' 
have been rejected, her ‘concerns' have been taken 
into account to give her a face-saving sop. bji> sou¬ 
rces said Advani had conveyed to Jayalalitha that 
the proposed alliance's "national agenda" would 
address her "concerns about a pactege for Ihmil 
Nadu wherever possible". Accordingly, it was ann¬ 
ounced on March 14 that the final draft of the age¬ 
nda had been delayed to iiKorpotate the aiaomk's 
suggestions. Among the issues under discussion; 
• The final draft will contain a commitment to explore ail legal and 
constitutional means to allow more reservations for Tamil Nadu 
(she has demanded 69 per cent and asked that this power be trans¬ 

ferred to the state list). This may be linked to an over-ail examina¬ 
tion of the demand from other southern states like Karnataka which 
too want over 70 per cent reservations. 
• Thirty-three per cent reservation for women in legislatures 
though a quota for use women could be somewhat problematic. 
• On the Cauvery waters dispute, the formulation of "an appro¬ 
priate mechanism”, the final wording for which is open to discus¬ 
sion. This could also be applied to other intra-state di.sputes such 
as the one on Chandigarh between Flaryana and Punjab. 
• While raising the height of the Periyar dam "can be looked 
into", the demand for Tamil to be declared an official language is 
considered impractical but it may be mentioned that Tamil, like 
other Indian languages, is a "national language". 

Even so, this may well be the beginning, not the end, of the bjp's 

troubles. Swamy and Jayalalitha are not known for their capacity to 
forgive and forget. In fact, Vajjpayee was more than aware that he 
was dealing with an unpredictable ally even before the alliance was 

struck. During the bjp's national executive meet at 
Bhubaneshwar a few months ago, the usually word- 
perfect leader was distinctly uncomfortable while 
trying to fend off questions relating to his party's 
deal with the "corrupt" Jayalalitha on the one hand 
and criticism of Uloo Prasad Yadav on the other. 

Later, addressing delegates at a private session, Vaj¬ 
payee reportedly used an analogy from the Maha- 
bharata to explain his predicament; "The moment 
Yudhishtira took upon himself the responsibility of 
lying to Dronacharya during the battle that 
Ashwatthama was dead, as that was the only way to 
prevent the triumph of esdl over good, the wheels of 
his chariot, that were always four inches above the 
ground, came to the ground with a thud." What 

Vajpayee probably hadn't bargained for was that Jayalalitha would 
prove to be the sort of ally who is not only dihicult to defend but 
against whom the bjp would have to defend itself. ■ 

“Evon Mayawati 
siioyrad mora 

says a 
BJPitaiiar."Biit 
wa aannot f8[act 

JayMatiMa^ 
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The new E-CIass arrives in India. 
Along with the new £-Cta» cran new stendwds in wflMy. In crash tests it boasts the least amount of damage ever recorddd, 

to a passenger cell. Its front iom ate equipped with newly developed side airbags. And though most of the safety features are invisible, 
yon'il find a lot to admire at your Mercedes-Benz dealer. 

i-Maza»zsziymea aieewrTinvwtsst. 
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SawmeiMei-ftewmliiwMOite iMossazmtBita-otMaMZtliMmqwMtit-WiiHeefrwWABmewMlWI^^ ' 
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The mood is electric in Congress 
as the fifth of the Nehru-Gandhis 
takes over the reins of the party 

By AJITH PILUU and fUNJIT BHUSHAN For Congressmen who have long been chanting the hymn 
'Sonia lao desh bachao', fulfillment came on Saturday, 
March 14. It was a day marked by drama, but for a sizeable 
number of partymen, nothing could have been more grat¬ 
ifying than the announcement by Sharad Pawar that 

Mrs G had at last decided to take over the presidentship of the 
113-year-old party from the much-discredited Sitaram Kesri. 
Sonia's entry was in keeping with the presaiptlon of the resident 
doctors of 24, Akbar Road that the return of the Nehru-Gandhl 
dynasty was the only panacea for a party on a downslide. 

The atmosphere at the aicc; headquarters was electric. For the 
moment. Congressmen were too excited for either Introspection 
or evaluation. They see in Sonia's 'historic announcement' and 
the exit of Kesri the beginning of a new and welcome phase. No 
one seemed to doubt her capabilities as the ceo of the party. 
Even the wranglings in the party were brushed aside. As 
Congress leader Salman Khurshecd put it: "There can Ire no 
quarrel in the Congress now. The hierarchy has been established. 
At the top of the pyramid we now have someone and everyone 
else will fall in place. Also, there would be no doubt as to who 
other parties should talk to when it comes to forming an 
alliance. The Congress now has one voice." The cwc has passed 
a resolution that Sonia’s appointment would be ratified by an 
Alee session to be convened on April 4. 

Even as Sonia stepped in, a new order seemed to be fast evolv¬ 
ing. At the core of it is Pawar who looks a clear choice for the 
leader of the Congress Parliamentary Party (cpp). While the 
younger crop of Congress leaders hope to find a voice with Sonia, 
old loyalists like Arjun Singh and Oscar Fernandes are not expec¬ 
ted to be forgotten either, incidentally, many party MPs had been 
calling upon Sonia in the last fortnight and imploring her to 
change the old guard—typified by Kesri—which had not only 
been unable to galvanise the party but failed to strike the right 
alliances with regional parties in the run-up to the elections. 

The fact that Kesri was out of favour with 10, Janpath as well as 
senior party leaders was evident at the March 14 meeting of the 

5.45 pm: Jubilant Congrass supporters at the party headquarters 
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CMC. The.overwhelming nujority was for Kesri to quit and allow 
Sonia to step in. The beleaguered Congress president left in a hufi 
and later told the press that Sonia's induction was "not constltu- 
donai* and he had not resigned but only odered to resign. His was 
the voice of an embittered man who felt that after putting in 

Recedes for the Nehru-Gandhl family he had been forced to make 
a humiliating exit. But Kesri has very f^ friends in the party with 
even the last Congressman rallying around Sonia and the man 
once dubbed old man-in>a-hurry now says he is in no mood to 
fl^t. *1 am not for confrontation. At the age of 831 am not in a 
position to fight I can only go to the people,” he said. 

But what of Sonia's organisational and managerial skills? Her 
first few months are bou^ to have a tentative touch. She has no 
experience in dealing with the day-to-day afialrs of the party. At 
best she has only acted as an arbitrator in the squabbles between 
Congressmen. Now the party needs to be rebuilt and she would 
have to depend on a group of senior leaders to advise her and exe¬ 
cute her decisions. This clique is likely to emerge as the new power 

centre. While Pawar will enfoy an devated status in the new div 
pensation after his electoral success and rout of the Shiv Sena on 
home turf Mahuashtra, there is talk within sections of the party 
that 10, Janpatfa would like to rein in the Maratha leader as well. 
The cotene, of course, will see to this. 

The Pawar camp has been very careful in the last two weeks to 
reiterate that its leader has the blessings of 10, janpath. The 
Maratha leader has been calling on Sonia and seeking her advice 
ever since elections were aruiounced. The growing stature of 
Pawar is cause for concern for his rivals in the party who would be 
only too happy to see him sidelined. 

Observers point out that Sonia’s entry 1$ a return to the Rajiv Raj. 
Since May 1991, rarely has the aicc headquarters seen such a gath¬ 
ering of past and present Congressmen Including former MPs and 
ministers. Among them were old-timers like S.B. Chavan, 
Sudhakarrao Naik, H.K.L Bhagat. Even Mani Shankar Alyar who 
had quit Hie party, only to flirt vdth political extinction, was back 
and welcomed by friends. Sycophancy was at its peak. Despite the 

jmNDER GUPTA 
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7.2S pm, March 14: Sonia laavas Kasri’a houia attar molUtying him question was thrown by Pawar; "if they (the bjp) have the num¬ 
bers, let them form a government." Well-placed party sources 

short notice, within two hours of the announcement that Sonia say Pawar was and is keen to form the government but such 
had taken the plunge, local Congressmen had assembled a crowd of plans have been put on hold for the moment. The Congress 
workers before the party office. A band was in attendance to belt out leader is, however, said to be keeping his lines of communica- 
the 'Sonia aao desh bachao' theme song of the election campaign, tion open with Mamata, Banerjee as well as Jayalalitha. inter- 

Sonia steps in at a aucial time, just after the Congress weath- estingly, before the elections, Pawar had worked out the modal- 
ered an election that nobody wanted and was going through an ities of an alliance with the aiadmk which got shot down by the 
exercise in government formation that nobody seemed sure of party high command. But for now it’s time for the Congress not 
how to handle. So when aiadmk chief jayalalitha finally relented to push itself into the limelight in a hurry. Scindia told Outlook 
and sent her letter of acceptance to the aji* on that the time had come to "sit in the Opposition ’ 
March 14, almost everyone breathed a sigh of and take stock of the situation." 
relief. The Congress, which was trying to solve its “Th# MSfSfGhV meeting to elect a <;pp leader on Match 16 
internal problems by getting its president to . j* regarded as crucial. According to well-placed 
‘accept’ his own resignation earlier in the week, •• BSwIIIIRIIfln. sources, Pawar is keen on the job. In the mother of 
saw but a slender chance at forming a govern- |||0 Iqa 0f all hung Parliaments, it will not be long before an 
ment. Senior Congress leaders Pawar, Manmohan !*. ' opportunity to pull down the government presents 
Singh, Madhavrao Scindia and Vijaya Bhaskara PytalllHI W®- itself. And if that were to happen, Pawar would be 
Reddy who had accompanied Kesri to meet the liRVB RftflHMHW prime ministership. Consequently, there 
President made it clear that the party was only ^ ■ are many Congressmen who are bound to oppose 
exploring possibilities but could not stake its WBlfOnB Pawar’s candidature and prefer Sonia to keep Pawar 
claim to form the government. BlBB WiH fall in check. Unfortunately, though some of them may 

This was in keeping with Sonia’s advice to par- in nlni^n " be close to 10, Janpath, their connection with the 
tyinen to approach government formation with a lllffliaBB. electorate is less convincing and Pawar, along with 
measure of caution. The Congress has adopted a ' ’ - Reddy, is regarded as among the few Congress lead- 
'wait and watch' policy—-It will let the bjp form ers who have a mass base in their respective states, 
the government and then pull the rug once the Vajpayee gov- Sonia’s entry has revitalised the party cadre and state units 
ernment begins to show signs of cracking. This is one reason across the countrj' have been rejoicing the return of the dynasty, 
why the March 14 ewe did not even discuss the formation of but there still remtin some unanswered questions. No one quite 
any government in which the Congress would have participa- knows Sonia's style of functioning. All along she has remained 
tion. For the moment the party seems more than content to sit inaccessible to most Congressmen except the senior leadtohip. 
in the Opposition benches. Will she break this tradition and make her presence felt at 24, 

Indeed, ever since the poll results, there has been a great deal Akbar Road or will she remote-control her operations from 10, 
of scepticism in the Congress. Says Pranab Mukherjee; "We Janpath? If her manner of approaching the gigantic task she has 
would like to form a government, but where are the numbers? chosen fall to click, the Congress hopes in her may well turn out 
Are members of the UF going to go with us?" Almost a similar ephemeral. But for now, it seems like renaissance season. ■ 
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COVER STORY/UF. 

‘Wait till the RJP falls’ 
The CPI(M) wants to support Sonia’s Congress; all its UP partners are not so sure 

HWSHMITWimiW At 7.30 pm on Holi, Janata Dal president 
Sharad Yadav got the he'd been exp¬ 
ecting; It was Congress leader Sharad 

Pawar, confirming that the aiadmk had decided 
to back the bjp. PawaTs news was greeted with 
equanimity—almost relief—by the United 
Front, whose leaders were not so optimistic 
about forming a non-ajp goverrunent anyway. 

Then Sonia Gandhi II happened. The cpi(m)'s 

Jyoti Basu and the Samajwadi Party's Mulayam 
Singh Yadav made renewed declarations of sup¬ 
port to the Congress, but other Front partners 
pr^rted to wait and watch. Realistically, they 
felt the UF and the Congress, with bsp and 
Independents, could muster no more than 263 
MPs (minus the top and aiadmk) at best. 

To make a bid with inadequate numbers 
might expose them to the same ridicule they 
were now heaping on the hip's fragile coalition. 
The prevailing opinion was to allow the bjp to 
form a government and let it sink under the 
weight of its own contradictions. "We should 
nof be seen as frantic to make a bid, before the 
BJP fails," said a UF core group member. 

At the heart of the UF's resigned acceptance 
of a role in the opposition is top leader Chandrababu Naidu's 
insistence that his 12 vrill not go out to bat for the Congress in 
Parliament. Sonia's takeover as Congress chief made matters 
worse—Naidu had once suggested that Indian citizens of foreign 
origin be debarred from holding key public offices. In sharp con¬ 
trast, CPi(M) general secretary Harklshen Singh Surjeet said, "One 
has to deal with parties, not individuals." 

During an informal meeting at 7, Race Course Road on Holi, UF 
leaders called up Naidu in Hyderabad to persuade him to change 
his mind about abstaining in a vote of confidence brought by the 
BJP (thus allowing its government to survive). Naidu didn't budge. 
The UF convenor had taken the high moral ground at the core 
group meeting, reminding the partners that the Front was formed 
on the principle of equidistance horn the bjp and Congress and not 
merely as a power-sharing arrangement. He refused to be bullied 
into backing a resolution for a vote against the bjp during the floor- 
test, asking why a similar one should not simultaneously be passed 
against the Congress, if it staked a claim to form the government. 

Naidu's strategy is one of keeping his options open. Regional 
compulsions demand that he cannot facilitate a Congress-led coa¬ 
lition. At the same time, he does not want to openly align with 
the BiP and become party to probable difficulties (in managing its 
unwieldy coalition). Hence, his insistence on neutrality. 

"What neutrality? First thing is (to defeat) the bjp. Why ►'ring in 
Congress?" quips Surjeet. The Left Front, like the UF, is divided over 
the issue of anti-Congressism. The Kerala cpi(m) is not quite in agre¬ 
ement with the West Bertgal unit's post-Trinamul, pro-Congress sta¬ 
nce. Nor is the cn, while the Forward Bloc and the rsp are against a 
Congress-led coalition. "We are against the dynasty but we may 
have to support the CA>ngress to avoid a poll," says Sharad Yadav. 

The most viable way out of the impasse would he a UF-led coali¬ 
tion with the Congress participating in the government. But none 
of the UF leaders is optimisric about persuading the Congress to 
yield the palm to G.K. Moopanar, Mulayam Singh Yadav or Basu. 

The pro-Congress Mulayam Singh responded to Naidu's uncom- 

Gowda and Sonia; Can UF pull along with tho now Congron hoaa? 

promising stand against a Congress prime minister by promising to 
take on the Andhra Pradesh chief minister on his own turf. A miffed 
Naidu thereafter refused to come to the capital. He spoke to Presi¬ 
dent K.R. Narayanan on telephone and clarified his stand, pro¬ 
mising to back it up with a formal letter. The faultlines in the UF 
deepened. Another potential hazard to UF unity is the rumoured 
deal between Pawar and Jayalalitha to pull the rug from under the 
BJP in the House. Any truck with the aiadmk could alienate the dmk. 

At a time when the UF is likely to lose a key player, Bihar strong¬ 
man Laloo Prasad Yadav Is knocking at its door. In the overall 
numbers game, his induction into the UF counts for nothing 
because he is already part of the non-Bjp front. But his presence in 
the UF might boost its bargaining power vis-a-vis the Congress if 
it makes a push for the prime ministership, a JD leader felt. 

The only opposition to the induction of the Rashtriya Janata Dal 
(BID) is from the JD itself, many of whose members have yet to for¬ 
give Laloo for having split the party and then trounced Its presi¬ 
dent at the hustings. Sharad loyalists are unhappy at the prospect. 
"The party is under the control of losers," said a JD leader. 

"The merger of the JD and rid is inevitable," observed former 
Union minister Raghuvansh Prasad Singh. He pointed out that the 
iQD had won 17 seats in Bihar against the JD's one seat. While JD MP 
Ram Vilas Paswan ruled out lidoo's return to both the JD and the 
UF, a Laloo aide said "it is being worked out but will take time". 

For Laloo, whose proposed Jan Mordia failed to take off, a return 
to the UF offers an opportunity to play a key role at the Centre, 
besides some degree of protection against the dismissal of the Rabri 
Devi government in Bihar, as the Samata Party has been demand¬ 
ing. His pal Sltaram Kesri having been ousted, Laloo needs friends 
in New Delhi. So confident is Laloo of his return to the UF that he 
threatened, tongue-in<heek, to attend the core group's meeting on 
March 10. "I will set Naidu straight," promised the Bihar stalwart ■ 

BhavdMg King 
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S>OTLieNT. 

27 SmiES OF laUME 
In the rogue’s gallery of the 12th Lok Sabha are criminal MPs, dons and the Ayodhya accused 

ByBHAVDEEPKANG 

I ANI KUMAR SUBBA has swaggered into the 12th Lok 
Sabha, thumbing his nose at Congress observers who 
had demanded that he be denied a ticket because of 
his reputation: an alleged murder conviction in Nepal, 

I a booming lottery business in Assam. The Guwahati 
press decried the blitzkrieg of colour TVs, currency notes and 
liquor with which he wooed his eleaorate in vain as Maniraj 
Umbu alias Subba was declared elected from Tezpur. 

Anand Mohan, charged with multiple cases of murder, including 
that of a district magistrate, has likewise romped home with a gen¬ 
erous margin. He was detained twice and arrested once during the 
course of electioneering. The Sheohar district jayachandran 
administration had to rescue former Bihar 
minister Raghunath Jha from being 
beaten up by him on polling day. 

A vivid testimony to the primacy of 
money and muscle-power in Indian 
politics. Of the 72 candidates with 
criminal proceedings pending 
against them, listed by Outloitk 
in its February 23 issue, 27 
have been elected to the Lok 
Sabha. Among them are the 
accused in the Babri Masjid 
demolition case, those 
charged with corruption 
and well known "dons". 

Former Supreme Court 
chief justice J.S. Verma 
has lent his voice to the 
chorus of demands to 
debar persons of "criminal 
background" from contest¬ 
ing. "Anyone facing prima 
facie charges under the categ¬ 
ory of ca.ses already specified in 
section 8 of the Representation of 
People Act should be disqualified", 
he says. Even if, like Ghosi MP 
Kalpnath Rai, they are eventually acquitted. 

It was Justice Verma who struck the first blow 
for political reform in 1980. when he ruled that a convicted per¬ 
son had no right to contest an election, regardless of whether the 
sentence was suspended and the appeal pending in a higher court. 

Chief FJection Commissioner M.S. Gill pronounces hincself satis¬ 
fied with the overall conduct of the poll, given the severe con¬ 
straints within which the F,C functions. After all, he says, "I am 
playing chess with 25 chief ministers. I cannot checkmate them 
all." Violence was at an all-time low with only 65 deaths, the ere 
points out. Not a single death was reported in violence-prone UP, 
where 100 people died in 1996. Voter turnout increased by almost 
four per cent over 1996 to 62.2 per cent, at least partially as a result 
of "constant assurances” by the EC through the electronic media. 

Gill has a point. In UP, voters appear to have decisively rejected 
ca,ndidates with a known criminal history—Rrij Bhushan Singh 
(Bji') from Gonda, Phoolan Devi (SP) from Mlrzapur, Ram Sajivan 

(Rsp) from Banda, Ramakant Yadav tSP) from Azamgarh and D.P. 
Yadav (BI^backed bsp rebel) from Sambhal were routed. Those who 
have won include Gangacharan Rajput, Ashok Singh and Mitrasen 
Yadav. Only nine of the 30 listed have been elected. 

In Bihar, however, strong-arm politicians continue to dominate. 
In fact, there will be more of them in the 1998 Lok Sabha. Apart 
from the rogue's gallery of Anand Mohan, Shahabuddln and 
Taslimuddin, Prabhunath Singh, Shakuni Chaudhry and Bijay 
Singh Soy have also won. According to an eye-witness, in 
Maharajganj where Prabhunath Singh won with the largest mar¬ 
gin in Bihar, a series of poll-eve blasts kept voters home allowing 
free rein to bailot pirates. Pappu Yadav and Kali Pandey, however, 
lost. One of the candidates with a criminal background, Deve- 

ndranath Dubey, was murdered on February 29 
and the possible involvement of the hus¬ 

band of winning candidate Rama Devi 
is being investigated. 

"There has been a marked dif¬ 
ference in UP and Bihar in 

this respect. Given the fact 
that they share so many 

characteristics, this 
points to a difference in 
political culture. In UP, 
the urban and rural 
middle-clas.s are more 
sensitive to public pres¬ 
sure. Messages through 
the electronic and print 
media reached every 
constituency. An impor¬ 

tant reason for the rejec¬ 
tion of criminality, irre¬ 

spective of party affilia¬ 
tion,” says political analyst 

.Sah arnitra Dulwy. 
While Ixrth UP and Bihar saw 

a post-Independence decline in 
clean politics, UP is more receptive 

t(» the media debate on criminalisation 
of politics, Dubey feels. .As for Bihar, Samata 

Party stalwart Nitish Kumar makes a distinction 
between booth-capturing and criminalisation of politics. 

"Do not mix the tw issues. Rigging is a fact ol life in Bihar, West 
Bengal and UP. It is usually in favour of the candidate who already 
has the winning edge. Violence during elections is a consequence 
of booth-capturing or defettding." 

Ayodhya was clearly not an issue, as most of the aaused in the 
case have Im-cii elected—Murli Manohar Joshi, Devendra Bahadur 
Rai, I..K. Advani, Uma Rliarati, Swami Sachidanand Sakshi and 
Vijayaraje Scindia. Insofar as corruption charges are concerned, 
the results have been mixed—petroleum scam accused Satish 
Shanna lost from Amethi, hawala accused Devi Lai from Rohtak 
and IMM accused Ajit Singh from Baghpat, all three to candidates 
not tipped to win. But Bhajan Lai, Laloo Prasad Yadav and C.K. 
jaffer Sharief, chargesheeted in the jmm, fodder scam and income 
tax cases respectively, have all been elected. ■ 

WithNitinA. Gokhale 
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Bilay Singli Soy/Congress 
Sln^bham, Bihar 
Ma*^: 10,830 votes 
He wa.s convicted in a murder 
case and sentenced to life 
imprisonment by the additio¬ 
nal sessions tudge, Chatbasa, In 
December 1984. He was later 
acquitted by the high court. He 
has, however, been charge- 
sheeted in several other cases— 
attempt to murder, possessing 
ilicgal arms, instigating vio¬ 
lence—which are pending trial. 

Mohammad 
Usahabaddin/iVD 
Slwan, Biliar 
Margin: 1,20,484 votes 
He has a history-sheet running 
into several (mges and span¬ 
ning over a decade. He was 
absconding just before the 
elections, after his house was 
raided and arms and ammuni¬ 
tion recovered. He faces 16 
challans in murder cases and is 
believed to have been Involved 
in the murder of student leader 
Chandrashekhar la,st year—the 
CBl has taken it up. In 1990, 
he suca-ssfully contested the 
Bihar iegislative assembly elec¬ 
tions as an Independent candi¬ 
date from Jeerdei. He entered 
Parliament in 199o on a JO 
ticket. His gang spews venom 
against the CPl(ML) and often 
clashes with the Left extrem¬ 
ists. In 1994, his gang killed 
four CPl(ML) sympathisers in a 
shootout. He was named m 
the murder of Bangra activist 
Salauddin Ansarl as well as 
CPKMl.) sympathiser 
.Sudama Kiishwaha 
of Jeerdei. 

TaslimudrUn/HID 
Kishcoganl, Bihar 
Margin: 6,488 vote.s 
The erstwhile Union minister 
ot state for home has had at 
least 16 cases registered against 
him and has been in fail four 
times. J'he l.cft Front strongly 
opposed his inclusion in tlie 
council ut ministers and said it 
was ironical that a man of his 
track record should b<- given 
llie liomt portfolio. After a 
police rcfxirt on liis activities 
was sent from Bihar to cite 
tientre, he was sacked. He 
startcHl his political career In 
the 1960s. On one occasion, 
his property in Ararla was 
attached. In 199b, the secretary 
ot Bihar's Mata Giirjri 
Memorial Medical ('ollege 
charged the former minister 
and his associates with trying 
to extort Rs 5 lakh from the 
institution, a matter raised in 
Parliament by Akali Dal Ml*s. 

Laloo PrasMt Vadav/iyO 
Maghepara, Bihar 
Margin; 81,983 vates 
l-aloo Yadav is one of tlie 

! accused in the Rs 7$0 crore 
I fodder scam, involving siphon- 
I Ing off of animal husbandry 
I de^rtmenf funds from the 
I treasury. He was arrested by 
t the CBI when the governor 

.sanctioned the CBl chargesheet 
against him, but obtained bail 
after a long stint In "jair. 

Prabhunath Singh/ 
Samata Party 
Maharalgan), Bihar 
Margin: 2,08,583 vates 
He has a historysheet running 
into 34 caMis, althcxjgh he now 
claims that he faa‘s charges in 

Shnrlef/CiHigress 
Bangnlare (Nafth), 
Karnataha 
Margin;72,447 vates 
Hie former union minister is 
accused of owning property 
disproportionate to his known 
sources of income and the 
case is being heard by a spe¬ 
cial court in Bangalore. He 
was raided in January 1997 
by the CBI—eight teams 
raided 13 of his premises and 
unearthed immoveable prop¬ 
erty worth Rs 1.64 crore. A 
chargesheet was filed on 
September 4,1997. 

K.M.KISHAN 

1 1 
p 

lisf’*' ■ : ^ , 

1 AikiihI Mull,111. R.JP 1 

Margin: 40,722 vates 
Jills UP tough has been 
chargesheeted in 
a murder case liut faces several 
other cases including illegal 
possession of arms, rioting and 
provoking sdolence. 

ATULLOKE 

LAW-BREAKE 
Of the 72 candktates listed by ‘Outlook’ with 
criminal cases pending against them, 27 
have been elected to the 12th Lok Sabha 

"only 11*. He was recently 
released on bail after a stint in 
jail in the n\urder case of 
Janata Dal M1.A Asbok Singh. 

Shnknni 
Chnodhry/Samata 
Kfaagarla, Bihar 
Margin: 83,187 votes 
He was named in the murder 
of six people, including the 
then Congress candidate from 
the Tarapore assembly seg¬ 
ment, Sachidanand .Singh, dur¬ 
ing counting on March 29, '9S. 
He went underground until he 
obtained bail. He has since 
been chatlaned in the case in 
1996, nine people were killed 
in Nawada in Monger district 
and he was named as the key 
conspirator. He Uxik anticipa¬ 
tory bail. The case is .still under 
investigation. He contested the 
assembly elections in 1990 on 
a C'xmgress ticket and in 1995 
on a Samata ticket. 

Aiuuid Mohan/BIP 
Sbeohar, Bihar 
Margin: 93,171 votes 
His history-sheet runs into 3.S 
cases, many ot them of murder 
and illegal possession ot arms. 
He was named in the murder 
of district magistrate Ci. 
Krishnaiah. The trial contin¬ 
ues. He launched the Bihar 
I’eople’s Party only to merge it 
with the Samata Patty which 
he quit in 1997 after a tiff with 
jiarty supremo Nitlsh Kumar. 
He then joined Shankersinh 
Vaghela's Rashtriya Janata 
I’arty and aligned himself with 
his former enemy, Laloo Yadav. 

C.K.Ja»cr 

Anant Kumar Hegde/BJP 
Canara, Karnataka 
Margin: 87,047 votes 
He has 15 cases against him— 
murder, attempted murder, 
rioting and Instigating vio¬ 
lence—and has been 
chargesheeted in several. 

Devendra Bahadur 
Ral/BJP 
Snltanpur, UP 
Margin: 64,448 votes 
'fhe CBi has filed a chargesheet 
against him in the Bahri Masjid 
demolition case. He has Bled 
an appeal for quashing the said 
proceedings which are pending 
before the Allahabad High 
t:ourt. 

Bhanu Pratap Verma/BJP 
Jalann, UP 
Margin: 48,640 votes 
He has a long {lolice record 
and faces several cases, includ¬ 
ing one of murder and attempt 
to murder. 

Ashok Singh/BIP 
Bae Bareii, UP - 

Gangacharan Ra|put/BJP 
Hamirpur, UP 
Margin: 18,137 votes 
He is listed as a hlstory-slieeter 
in police records. His history- 
sheet no. is 46 B, dist. Jalaun. 
A former student leader with a 
reputation fur hooliganism, he 
got Into trouble witli the BJP 
high command when lie 
refused to tiw the party line on 
the women’s reservation bill, 

Mltrasen 
Yadav/Sama|wadl Party 
Fhizabad, UP 
Margin: 7,737 votes 
A Left-leaning activist, he was 
convicted in a murder case of 
1966 and awarded a life sen¬ 
tence but was later acquitted. 
He continues to face challans 
in a number of cases, including 
murder, attempt to murder and 
rioting. He triumphed over a 
formidable rival-^he BJP- 
backed Bajrang Dal's Vinay 
Katiyar. 

Rlzwan Zaheer/SP 
Balnunpor, UP 



Margin: S7,2S9 votes l(A)/95 (ArttiHomiptian Unit bly—now an MP—he is alleged 
He faces at least five cases of IV) under section 120(b) of the to be a Nepalese citizen, whose 
murder and has been tKxiked IPC' and sections 7,12,13 and name is Manitaj LImbu. His 
several times under the Arms 13-l(d) of the Prevention ot citizenship was contested by 
Act and under IPC 307 Corruption Act 1988. an election officer in Sikkim 
(attempt to murder). way back in 1985 and he was 

Bhalan Lal/Congress not allowed to contest the pcJI 
Arif Mohammed Kamal, Haryana then. Moreover, he was sen- 
Khon/BSP Margin: 52,061 votes tenced to life imprisonment 
Bahralcta, VP He is acaised ot having paid under Section 13 of the Nepal 
Margin: 38,376 vot« bribes to JMM MIN to save P.V. Penal Code on September 1, 
He has bc'en chargesheeted by Narasimha Rao’s-govemment 1971, fur the murder of his sis- 
__ in 1993 by enabling it to ter. jailed in Eelam jail of 

■||■|■■||||||||||||||■|||||^^ survive a no>confidence Eastern Nepal, LImbu alias 
motion. Charges have Subba spent about 18 months 

his source of income. 
Documents sel7x.>d during raids 
at his residence in Chennai 
and his village near 
Ramanathapuram revealed pur¬ 
chase of over 35 proirertles. 

Sedopattl R. 
Mnthioh/AIADMK 
Peiioknlom, Tamil Nadu 
Margin: 70,665 votes 
He Is charged with possessing 
property "disproportionate to 
his known sources of income." 
A case under section 13(2) read 
with section 13(1 )ie) of the 
Prevention of Corruption Act 
has been registered. 
Investigations by the 
Directorate of Vigilance and 
the Anti-Corruption bureau 
ate on. 
Madfanfcor Sorpotdor/ 
Shiv Sena 
Bombay Northwest, 
Maharashtra 
Margin: 25,732 votes 
He is one of the key conspira¬ 
tors named in connection with 
the 1993 Bombay riots. He has 
been twice arrested and 
detained under the National 
Security Act (NSA). He's facing 
a judicial chargeshect. 

RS AS lAW-MAKERS 
K.M KISHAN T.NARAYAN 

dJ ’tl fS 

M 

Ashnk Smoh. BJP 

the (.;m in tire hawala ca.se 
for allegedly receiving Rs 
7,49,86,(K)0 trom hawala 

Sh.ikiini Chaudhry, Samala Paily 

Mnrii Monohor Joshi/BJP 
AHobabod, VP 
Margin: 43,515 votes 

Swomi Sachidonond 
Sokshl alios Sakshi|l 

Mohonil/BJP 
Ibmkkabad, VP 
Margin: 32,211 

' votes 

Shahabuddin and Taslimuddin, HJD 

L.K. Advonl/BJP 
Gandhinagar, 
Gujarat 
Margin: 1,82,841 
votes 

The CBI has filed a 
chargesheet against 
them in tlie Babtl 
Ma.sjid demolition 
case. They have filed 
an appeal for quash¬ 
ing the proceedings 
which are pending 
before the Allahabad 
High Court. 

dealer S.K. Jain and his asscKi- 
ales. Ilie trial is {lending—RC 
no l(A)/95 (Anti-corruption 
Unit VI) under sections 7 and 
12 of the Prevention of 
Corruption Act. 

Balram Jakhor/Cemgress 
Bikaner, Rajasthan 
Margin; 1,90,625 votes 
He has been chargesheeted by 
the CBl in the hawala case for 
allegedly receiving Rs 83 lakh 
between March 1988 and April 
1991 from hawala dealer S.K. 
Jain and his associates, llie 
trial Is pending—RC no. 

been framed. All the JMM 
accused have filed a {Wtition 
before the constitutional 
bench ot the supreme court 
contending that MIN do not 
fall under the purview of the 
Prevention of Corruption Act 
1988. 

Mani Kumar 
Snbba/Congress 
Tezpur, Assam 
Margin: 1,30,349 votes 
While no FlRs in India were 
traceable, he has been convic¬ 
ted of murder in Nepal. A sit¬ 
ting MLA in the Assam assem- 

in prison liefcirc escaping on 
May 8, 1973. A notice was 
issued to that efted on the 
same day by the saq^nch ot 
Jlla Karagar He has been lls'ing 
In India ever since--first in 
Sikkim and then in 'I'iiisukia 
district of .Assam, where he is a 
lottery dealer. 

V. Sathlomoorthy/ 
AlADMK 
Ramanathapuram, 
Tamil Nodn 
Margin; 24,092 votes 
He is charged with possessing 
property disproportionate to 

Vijayaraje SciniUa/BJP 
Gnna, Madhya Pradesh 
Margin: 1,02,998 votes 

Vma Bhnrati/BJP 
Khajuraho, Madhya 
Pradesh 
Margin: 1,03,947 votes 

These two BJP leaders are 
charged with abetting the 
demolition of the Babri Masjid. 
While Vijayaraje wa.s 
chargesheeted by the (31 on 
January 10, 1996, charges 
against Uma Bharati are yet to 
lie framed. 
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ME6HALAYA 

The Khasi Coup 
Lyngdoh plays the tribal card to win, but perhaps temporarily MtCIHALAYA presents a curious mir¬ 

ror image of the situation at New 
Delhi—inverted and miniaturised. 

The same vertical split in the House, the 
same wafer-thin majority, the same ambi¬ 
valence. Even the Bjr figures here—it made 
a stunning debut by winning three assem¬ 
bly seats. But, in a role reversal, it plays one 
of the small fringe groups whose leaning 
makes the crucial difference in a hum¬ 
dinger. The key protagonist is more familiar: 
Brington Buhai Lyngdoh, the grand old 
man of Khasi politics, who has staged a 
comeback after 1.S years. 

1 The loser, as of now, is S.C. Marak of the 
j Congress, who went into this election after 
1 five years as chief minister. He was sworn in 

chief minister this time as well—on Febru¬ 
ary 2B—but stepped down on March 10 
after his party's candidate for the Speaker's 
post lost the election by a single vote. Hours 
after Marak quit, (lovernor M.M. Jacob 
asked Lyngdoh. leader of the United 
Democratic Party (udp), to take over. 

The t:ongress could get only 25 seats 
while the Opposition udp, a motley collec¬ 
tion of regional parties, won 20 seats on its 
own. So, the key to the formation of any 

government were the smaller regional 
groupings. Accordingly, both the parties 
began wooing mws of ^e hspop (Hill State 
Peoples' Demwratic party)—which fought 
the election on the plank of working for the 
creation of a separate Khasi state—the Peo¬ 
ple's Democratic Movement (pdm), both 
with three seats each, and six Independents. 

The UDP, determined to oust the C,c>ngress, 
had unexpected support from the aiP—all 
three candidates have been given miaister- 
ial berths in Lyngdoh's ministry. With the 
B)P set to form the government at the Cen¬ 
tre, this sop would go down well with the 
national leadership and thwart its dismissal. 

The Bjp's debut apart, political analysts in 
the state were pcrturted over the blatant 
divide among the parties along tribal lines. 
The state, which can be distinctly divided 
into three regions, Khasi Hills, Garo Hills 
and Jaintia Hills, sees the Congress as the 
party of the Garos—Marak is a Garo— 
whereas the regional parties arc strongest 
in the other two regions. In tact, the 
Congress was wiped out in the jaintia Hills 
this election. In its 25 years of existence, 
Meghalaya has been ruled for 20 years by a 
Garo chief minister. The Khasis—Lyngdoh 
l)elongs-to this tribe—regard themselves as 
more advanced than the Garos and resent 
this. This Garo-Khasi divide has come into 
play in a big way this time. Says Manas 
Choudhury, owner-editor of the influen¬ 
tial The Shillong Times. "This political 
divide on ethnic lines does not augur well 
for the state, already besieged as it is with 
tflbal/non-tribal conflict." He has a point. 

Over the past decade, clashes between tri- 
bals and non-tribals have increased leading 
to heightened tensions. The new cleav.ige 
between the state's two major communities 
is likely to aggravate the situation, in fact, 
the day the Marak government was sworn 
in, efforts were made by udp leaders and its 

j likely allies to play up this sentiment. 
Governor Jacob, going by the conven¬ 

tion of inviting the single largest party to 
form the government, asked Marak to take 
over and pnwc his majority within a fort¬ 
night. But on the day of the swearing-in 
itself, signs of trouble were apparent as the 
doughty 76-year-old Lyngdoh paraded .12 
MI..VS (a clear majority in a House ot 60). 

I.yngdoh’s victory may be sliort-lived 
though, given pa.st hi.story in Meghalaya. 
Although there have been five assemblies 
since 1972, there have been 12 governm¬ 
ents. Marak, whose nominee Surjit Marak 
lost the Speaker's election, vows to get back 
into the saddle "shortly." The next few 
months would be a test for Lyngdoh—he 
seeks a vote ot confidence on March 20. 
Only time will tell whether he will last 
longer than his earlier stints—for two years 
between 1979 and 1981 and barely three 
weeks In March 1983. ■ 

Nitfn A. Gokbale 

Photographs tw ANUPAM NATH 

A beaming Lyngdoh (top) leaves Raj Bhavan after he upstaged Marak to become CM 
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HIMACHAL PRADESH 

The Power of a Single Vote 
independent MLA Ramesh Chand holds the balance in the state's electoral sweepstakes 

* ^ 

I; 

By KAJESH JOSHI In Shimla dear about the support," said Rama Devi. Chand: naw-found stardom 
But only four days later, sitting in the 

HE most sought after mi^ in Hima- kursi he had never dreamt of, a beaming has not been diminished even after Vir- 
chal Pradesh these days is terrified Chand was cracking jokes. Evidently, a hhadra's premature resignation before the 
of politicians. Ramesh Chand, the first-time mw, he soon enough realised the vote of confidence on March 12. The bjp is 
lone Independent in the state a.ss- worth of being an Independent in a razor- waiting in the wings to grab Chand, who 
embly from Jwalamukhi, whose edge situation. He was sworn in as a cabi- had been an active party member for the 

vote can make or break a government in net minister in the Virbhadra Singh cabi- last 20 years. He revolted against the lead- 
the evenly-balanced House, pleaded with net. The Congress stalwart didn't think ership of P.K. Dhumal who denied him a 
folded harids on March 6 to governor V.S. twice before offering Chand the irrigation ticket. Even under the shadow of the 
Rama Devi: "All the politicians are tortur- portfolio. Surrounded by his "supporters" Congress, Ramesh openly .says that 
ing me mentally and harassing me. Please in his chamber in the state secretariat, a Dhumal is not acceptable to him at any 
put me in a separate guesthouse." gleeful Chand told Outlook jocularly: cost and that Shanta Kumar is still his 

Chand claims he had never bargained for "Should I now ask the air to make me chief leader. Indeed, he confesses that that he is 
what occurred the night before. Sword- minister if they want my support.” ready to rethink his decision on which 
wielding hooligans of the Congress and Chand openly admits that he doesn't party to support, provided the bjp promises 
the BJP reportedly tried to yank him out of deserve what he got in the short-lived Viib- that Dhumal is not made chief minister, 
his car when he reached Shimla, after def- hadra govermnent. “Mein bahui chhote sthar But it must be noted that Virbhadra's res¬ 
eating candidates belonging to both par- kl raajniti kurta tha (1 was only a small-time ignationispartofaiargerplan.Theprotem 
ties in Jwalamukhi. Having spent the night politician). 1 don't deserve to be a minister, speaker Thakiu Ram Lai, a Congress mem- 
in the melee, he was exhausted and trem- There are people who wait for .10-35 years ber, also resigned from his post along with 
bling like a dry leaf. "He could not even and die an mu. I'm a small ft)'," he says. him, bringing the House back to square 
write a letter to me making his position For, he knows fully well that his worth one. The effective strength of the assembly 
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HIMACHAL PRADESH 

"All ttiaidGs to a 31*^ arMimetiG” 
The man who holds the balance in Hima^l 
Pradesh is himsdf surprised at the unforeseen 
events that catapulted Mm to t/w post of a 
cabinet minister, albett for a few days. For 
Mmsuesh Chtutd, it was not even a dream 
come pi«, for he had never dreamt of beam- 
ittg a rrrinlster. Excerpts from an interview: 

Vpr a first-time lOA, How does ltfiml 
to be a anIiilstCT as wefl? 
Mlnisten don't have any say. in today's 
demodacy. Only those who have a good 
laf^it with the CM can get tbdt work 
done. Driiho fi, this is God's gift. 4gar yeh 
31 tBir32kaganitnahin hota to thujM loam 

poocMa. (If there was no 31-32 problem, 
no one would have cared for me.) 1 was 

. lust a small-time local politician working 
at the zilia panchayat level, 
ysm'vc been la toe JUP tor flic last 20 
fears. Save yon now given np the 
Ideology of Hlndatva? 
Ihe thing is that it takes time to change 
jfour ideology. But What is the point in 
dinging to die leaders whose tiiinkli^ is 
wrong? After all, people have elected me 
tor development If that Is not done then 
file people will spit on my face. What is 
the point in having a car with a flag flut¬ 
tering In the front? 

There are apprehensions fliM yon 
may i^pln s^fli over to the jqp? 
I'm a new dervish; I'm stfll bdng seen wfth 
suspidon. I believe them (the Congress) 
but they don't How can they? If you 
employ a new servant, you always keep an 
eye on him. Whether he is flicking some¬ 
thing w he Is Interacting with the neigh* 
bemn-you always doubt him. 1; told the 
Cabinet that if Shanta Kumar was chief 
minister, I would not have been here, 
b It tme flmt yon wereliMa^ppedT 
I was so bloody terrified that I remem¬ 
bered ail the devatas of my village. But 
they pushed me to Holly Lodge. 
Vlrbhadra Sin^ said if you agm to sup¬ 
port us, we wUi make you minister. But it 
is my free will to support anybody. 

is 64, of which the Congress enjoys the sup¬ 
port of half the mlas, including Chand and 
the speaker who is supposed to cast his vote 
only in case of a tie. With a Congress mem¬ 
ber as the speaker, the party loses a vote and 
its strength comes down to 31. On the other 
hand, the aiP enjoys the support of 32 mus, 

including four belonging to former Union 
communication minister Sukh Ram’s 
Himachal Vikas Congress (hvc). The pro tern speaker's resignation was 

aimed at bringing the voting strength 
of the Congress to 32, thus making it 

difficult for the lur to stake a claim. After all, 
they will also have to appoint a speaker 
which will push them into minority. In that 
situation only Chand can save the bjp. And 
he is more than aware of that. "It's all God- 
gifted, otherwise who would have bothered 
about me had this number game not been 
there," says a seemingly humble Chand. 

Amidst all this, the governor is faced 
witli a peculiar predicament, as she can't 
even invite the a/p after the collapse of the 
Congress government. One option before 
her is to put the assembly under suspend¬ 
ed animation till June 1998 when elections 
will Ix' held for the four remaining con¬ 
stituencies. "1 hope everything will be all 
right, otheiwisc I'll have to take some 
decision," she told Outlook. However, she 
will not take any action before consulting 
the Rashtrapati Bhawan. 

Meanwhile, Ramesh Chand is cooling his 
heels at the chief minister's official reside¬ 
nce surrounded by kattar (hardcore) Congr¬ 
essmen, as he likes to put it. The danger of 
his being kidnapped is so high that the 
Virbhadra government had provided him 
AK-47 wielding securitymen. Although Vir 
Bhadra Singh rubbished all allegations that 
the Congress was holding the Independent 
MI.4 in captivity—"! insist that you take the 
minister to the coffee house. He is free to 
go anywhere"—his partymen did not leave 

Chand unattended even for a second. 
Surendra Bali, 50, a tough Congrc.ss worker 
who claims he does 150 push-ups every 
morning, always tags along with the prize 
catch "to help him". 

And the six days in power were an experi¬ 
ence in themselves for Chand. For probably 

Virbhadra Singh: tactical retreat 

the first time in life, he had someone to 
attend to !iis phonecalls. When his private 
secretary buzzed him, he didn't know what 
to do. His friend-cum-guidc Surendra Bali 
came to his rescue. "X dahao," advised Bali 
under his breath and the minister obliged. 
When senior ias officers, including the sec¬ 
retary of his ministry, would come visiting, 
he'd say self-effacingly; "Sab to afsaron ko hi 
kania hota hai, mantri to shf dastakhat karta 
hat (it is the bureaucracy that executes 
everything, ministers only have to sign)." 

Not that the bjp gave up easily. Chand 

was stopped and gheraoed on his way to 
Shimla "several times” by bjp men asking 
him to support their party. Bui he rebuffed 
every request. After all, how often do you 
get the opportunity to snub your oppo¬ 
nents! Dhumal even sent an emissary to 
woo him just after his victory. But Chand 

shot back: "If Dhumal wants to meet me 
he should come to me. Why should I go to 
him?" The bjp then dangled a carrot before 
him by promising that he would be taken 
to Shanta Kumar in a helicopter—which 
never came. "Even my father has never sat 
in a helicopter," laughs away Chand. 

Never before has a lone man emerging 
from the woodwork ever held the key to 
the stability, and power, for a prospective 
government. And he will continue to do 
so, at least till June when four more Mf.AS 

might tilt the balance of the House. Till 
then, Himachal Pradesh politics is bound 
to spin around Ramesh Chand. ■ 
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■ Is this the end of the road 
for Renuka Chowdhury? 
First party chief 
Chandrababu 
Naldu gave a 
dressing-down 
for declaring 
that the top 
was willing to 
give conditio¬ 
nal support to a 
Bjp government 
even while party 
bosses were debat¬ 
ing the issue. 
Now, after denying 
she ever said so, it 
appears she may not 
get Naidu's nod for a 
fresh term in the Rajya 
.Sabha. On its present 
strength, the top can 
bag five RS seats, one 
of which it will give 
away to its electoral 
partner, the cjs. But 
Renuka—who called 
Naidu’s favourite 
Jaya Prada a 
bimbo/bimbette— 
looks unlikely to win 
the boss's favour. 

■ After the rout. Shiv Sena 
leaden ate revealing their true 

opiniori of women. In pri¬ 
vate. (^e leader tipped to 

become a mln- 
■ ister says 
Jayalalltha and 
Viamata 
Banerjee have 
given the bip 
more trouble 
than "ladies at 
home": "Look 
at Lakshmi 
Parvati; even 
the maid at 
home has more 
political sense." 
But the Sena's 
deepest ire is 
reserved for 

Naidu whose top 
usurped the role 
the ^na had 
hoped to play in 
the BJP govern¬ 
ment: "Dynamic 
leader? He's 
dynamic only 
when it comes to 
Jaya Prada," says 
you-know-who. 

■ Spare a thought for Prof. 
K.K. Tewari. The leader of Rajiv 
Gandhi's shouting brigade was 
told by Sitaram Kesri to contest 
from Buxar in Bihar as the offi¬ 
cial Congress candidate. But 
days into the campaign and Rs 
2 lakh down the electoral 
drain. Tewari realised he had 
been had. Apparently, Kesri 
had assured Tewari that Laloo 
would not field a candidate fol¬ 
lowing the RiivCongress 
alliance. But Laloo did, and 
refused to track down. Result; 
i'ewari was left with more ene¬ 
mies than he could handle. 

■ Assam public works devel¬ 
opment minister AtuI Bora is 
going the way of rebel Bhrigu 
Phukan. Bora it was 
who executed the 
suspension of 
Phukan from the 
Asom Gana 
Parishad after the 
latter rebelled 
against party supre¬ 
mo, Chief Minister 
Prafulla Mahanta. 
Now it seems, Bora 
himself may be fol¬ 
lowing .suit. Following tlie ,.\(.r 
debacle in the elections—ttie 

party lost all 14 scats—Bora 
said Mahanta should relin¬ 
quish his post. Sparksi^med 

set to fly. But at 
the patty’s central 
committee meet¬ 
ing, Bora didn't 
utter a word. And 
at the Aop legisla¬ 
ture party meet¬ 
ing, too, he 
remained silent. 
Bora's efforts to 
seek Phukan's 
reinstatement too 

have come to nought; only 
two Mi..\s supported his move. 

■ Visions of violence in the 
Himachal I’radesh assembly 
were so overpowering last week 
that Ml .\s were laughing away 
at a portrait of Mahatma 
Gandlii hanging in s|H'ake.r 
Kaul Singh Thakur's chambers. 
"Inok, even Bapu has given 
up. He knows we are going to 
fight. That's why he has his 
eyes closed to what's happen¬ 
ing in Shitnla," said a lady leg¬ 
islator, to titters all round, even 
from the speaker. Fortunately, 
by resigning, Virbhadra Singh 
didn't give cause for Bapu to 
feel let down. 

Kissa kutte ka 
JUST what made Jayalalltha rush back to Madras at the 
height of the hungama over the formation of the new 
government? The "revolutionary leader" had left for 
Delhi, promising to come back only after the swear¬ 
ing-in of the Vajpayee ministry. But in the midst of ail 
the to-ing and ^ing over the national agenda and all 
that, she zoomed back home. Confronted by reportm, 
all she would say was a "personal tragedy" had bro¬ 
ught her back. We can now safely reveal it her pet dog 
Julie had passed away while mtinia was In OilU, 

After the 

elections, the 

BJP is no longer 

interested in 

Article 370. 

Its only article of 

faith is 270—a 

Bombay journalist 

heard at die Press 

Club of India. 
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WEST BENGAL 

Like Ripples in 
Stagnant Water 

Haunted by dipping votes, the LF goes into a panchayat poii 

By ASMS K. BISWAS And now, the panchayat polls. 
Once again, it is an election that 
nobody really wants. Particula¬ 
rly after the high-flown oratory 
of the Lok Sabha polls. But, as 

per the law, the 1998 West Bengal pan¬ 
chayat polls must be held by May 31 
which marks the end of the five-year 
tenure for the three-tier panchayat struc¬ 
ture-village panchayats, panchayat sam- 
Itis and district councils. 

Following the 1998 Lok Sabha polls. West 
Bengal has been left with three major polit¬ 
ical groupings instead of the traditional 
two—the ruling Left Front, the BjP-Trinamul 
combine and the Congress. But, for all their 
political differences, all three groups agree 
that the panchayat polls would be an 
unwelcome chore, coming on the heels of 
the Lok Sabha elections. "Everything has to 
change, suddenly voters of the rural and 
semi-urban areas—there will be elections in 
some municipal areas as well—will be asked 
to vote on local, not national, issues at a 

time when even the graffiti of the Lok 
Sabha polls has not yet faded! What Und of 
verdict can one expect ftom a confused 
electorate?" asks Jayanta Sanyal, first-time 
voter from South Calcutta. 

Initial rumblings came from within the 
cpi(M). Even veteran central committee 
leaders had suggested that the panchayat 
polls be postponed. Their request was tur¬ 
ned down by Suryakanta Mlshra, minister 
for panchayats, who was supported by 
chief minister Jyoti Basu. Within days, the 
polls were announced for May 28. 

According to Forward Bloc sour¬ 
ces, the Left Front was, in a way, 
hoisted on its own petard. "The 
Front, especially the (;pi(m), was 
expecting to sweep the 1998 Lok 
Sabha polls, because the anti-Left 
vote was divided between Trinamul- 
RIP and the Congress. Basu spoke of 
going to Delhi if the need arose. It 
was assumed that if we did better 
than in 1996 when we won 33 seats, 
we could comfortably wrap up the 
panchayat polls. But the Lok Sabha 

polls brought us down to earth with a 
bump. It showed how wrong md rompla- 
cent we were, even if we did not lose any 
seats,” says a Bloc leader. "Ihe Front needs 
time to analyse where it went wrong, 
where its workers failed, what turned the 
people oft. In fact, if the panchayat polls 
were scheduled for September, it would 
have been better in that we could have 
regrouped and recovered." 

The shadow of the Front's poor showing 
in the Lok Sabha polls Is likely to fall over 
the panchayat poll campaign. During the 
Lok Sabha campaign, a cpi leader had sent 
a note to Front chairman Sailen Dasgupta, 
warning him of the pro-Trinamul ground- 
swell of support among the people. If 
Dasgupta learnt anything, it was not 
reflected in the vitriolic anti-Mamata cam¬ 
paign conducted by Basu and heir-appar¬ 
ent Buddhadeva Bhattacharya, which evi¬ 
dently offended sober sensibilities. 

With the overall Left tally in the Lok 
Sabha down to 48 from 53 in two years, the 
ruling front is leaving nothing to chance. 
Basu even admitted to his ministers, at a 

Basu: talking in foreign 
tongues to the masses 

“Don’t talk of bad 
roads or drinking 
water now, the 
Lok Sabha polls 
are fought on 

national issues,” 
Basu had told a 
campaign meet. 
It’s now time for 

second thoughts. 
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WEST BENGAL 

meeting last week, that he had heard a dirge 
of complaints about the state's bad roads, its 
non-functioning hospitals and its sporadic 
power supply, wherever he had gone. He 
urged his team to bestir itself. "In our coun¬ 
try, things move only when elections are 
hdd. Now there will be long-awaited road 
repairs and welfare work in the villages," 
says a Congress spokesman. Left spokesmen dismiss such criticism. 

Says Anil Biswas, member, central com¬ 
mittee: "We could have postponed the 

polls through legal means, but we decided 
to go ahead with it". A state committee 
member pointed out that the party still 
trod on sure ground In the rural areas. "Our 
hold on the villages has remained virtually 
unchanged, and the membership of our 
Kisan .Sabha now exceeds one crore, the 
result of years of hard work. Is there any 
party, including the Trinamul, which can 
think of matching our strength in the rural 
areas? Over 12,00,000 peasants now own 
their land and 70 per cent of ail land 
distributed through reforms in India is in 
West Bengal," he said. Litigation sponsored 
by Mamata Banerjee to probe misuse of 
rural development funds died a natural 
death in the absence of any damning 
evidence of conuption. 

The downside of his claim is that land 

Mamata: a groundswell of support 

reforms have been stagnant for over 10 
years now, and even the Kisan Sabha 
admits that in some areas people have sold 
their land. There has been a drop in rural 
votes for the cn(M) in the 1998 Lok Sabha 
polls—of around 2.7 per cent as against 
over-6 per cent in the urban areas. 

And as for rural reforms, an audit report 
showed that even after 20 years of Left 
rule, there were pockets 
where the rural poor got 
work through welfare sche¬ 
mes only seven days a year. 
Says Manas Bhunia, Cong¬ 
ress spokesman: "For the 
3,351 village panchayat 
clusters, there have been no 
auditing of accounts since 
1985, and the same goes for 
the 341 panchayat samitis 
and the 16 district councils. 
For the record, each village 
panchayat gets around 
Rs 10 to IS lakh annually, 
the panchayat samitis around its S to 9 
crore and the district council Rs 100 to 150 
crore—not exactly peanuts by Indian stan¬ 
dards. The monies are siphoned off into 
illegal personal ledger accounts or local 
fund accounts, violating ail rules." 

Even as big brother c pi(m) wrestles with 
its own problems of stagnation and long¬ 
term survival, its allies have a more 
important agenda: protecting their sma¬ 

ller identities and interests. Each party is 
keen to establish its political assertion vis- 
a-vis the big brother. And all leaders are 
agreed that the timing of the panchayat 
polls is unfortunate but, under the exist¬ 
ing laws, unavoidable. 

Ashok Ghosh, chairman of the Forward 
Bloc, puts it bluntly: "There was very lit¬ 
tle coordination in the last panchayat 

polls, and seats were not 
shared properly." Says 
Sunil Sengupta, senior ksf 

leader: "This time there is 
simply no room for com¬ 
placency, new forces are 
emerging and even our 
past experience may not 
help us much." An obvi¬ 
ous reference to the Lok 
Sabha poll results. 

The situation is the same 
all around. Says cn state 
seaetary Manju Majum- 
dar; "The functioning of 

the Left Front should be thoroughly revie¬ 
wed and it must function right down to 
the grassroots. The last time around, we 
had dissident Left candidates contesting 
official Front candidates in many seats". 

Only a few weeks back, Basu had glossed 
over the problems in the rural areas, remi¬ 
nding people attending his public meet¬ 
ings that "the Lok Sabha polls are fought 
on national issues, so do not talk of bad 
roads or drinking water now". This time 
around—and in a situation where rural 
aftas too have been affected by the overall 
lack of growth and economic decline—he 
will have to talk of drinking water and job¬ 
lessness rather than Cuba and Castro. 

Bhunia alleges that the Left Front had, 
pres.sed the United Front government into 
altering the text of a new Central directive • 
which had sought to involve the chief sec¬ 
retary, the district magistrates and the snos 
into panchayat development work down 
to grassroot levels and had ensured that 
only elected representatives were involved. 
“We will now press the Centre to revive 
the original directive," he says. 

Between 1992 and 1998, the l.eh Front, 
which has been dominating the panchayat 
polls in the state, has been having to con¬ 
tend with the changing realities. A new real¬ 
ity underscored by the 1998 Lok .Sabha 
polls. To begin with, the Bjr\Trinamul com¬ 
bine has secured a majority in 1(X) out of 
the 294 assembly segments in West Bengal, 
claiming a 32 per cent share of total votes 
polled. I'he Congress share is down to 16 
pet cent, and that of the left Front, to 47 
per cent as against 49 per cent in the 1996 
panchayat polls. Significantly, the com- 
hined Bir-Trinamul-Congress vote, at 48 per 
cent, now exceeds that of the cpifM) and its 
allies. It's a trend that should send red lights 
flashing in the left camp. ■ 
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GUJARAT 

Feeding the Flames 
VHP activists target a Christian festival and the poiice play along 

Gujarat minority board. 
There certainly is a pattern. There were 

problems at a similar festival organised in 
the same city from the same lot of people 
at the same venue last October. 

Taking advantage of the ads put out by 
PRASHAWT PANJWR ^^e organiscts in local pap¬ 

ers claiming miracle cures, 
the VHP made people mas¬ 
querade as deaf-mutes in 
the audience to term the 
proceedings as a sham 
aimed at duping people. 
Ute meeting was disrupted 
and the city, which has a 
large tribal population, 
was tense as vhp activists 
went round in open trucks 
shouting slogans, recolle¬ 
cts Darshan Desai, chief 
reporter, Indian Express. 

These isolated incidents 
are the surface indicators 
of a larger upheaval brew¬ 
ing in the entire tribal belt 
of Gujarat stretching from 
Ambaji bordering Abu of' 
Rajasthan in the north to 
Ahwa Dangs bordering 
Maharashtra in the south. 

The condition of the trib- 
als in this belt is abysmal 
despite government welfare 
schemes. Christian missio¬ 
naries have been doing 
commendable work here 
which has seen many peo- THE devout mingled with the curious 

in the gathering on March 4 at the 
centrally located polo ground stand¬ 

ing cheek by jowl with Barela's busy Raj- 
inahal road. The occasion: the Jesus festival 
organised by a body called the me (Break- 
ihrough in Local Church). It was scheduled 
as a four-day affair, but this was not to be. 

Trouble began after the inaugural formali¬ 
ties were over, and Rev Peter Yangren began 
his sermon. ,\bout 1(X) activists of the Vi.s- 
Mwa Hindu i’arishad Itarged in, went on a 
rampage, claiming the festival was a bid to 
proselytise iiid hoixlwink iwople. The pod¬ 
ium was broken, a Maruti Zen set afire and 
people in the gathering roughed up. The 
15.000-strong gathering senm disjx'r.sed. 

ihe [lolice, though [ircscnt at the spot, 
restrictt*d their role to that of idle sper tators. 

VHP activists: no mukhotas hero pie opting for Christianity. The best exam¬ 
ple is the election of Pratap Gamit, a tribal 

the same night. And, soon after the incident Christian, as legislator horn Vyara in south 
targeting the Christian community gather- Gujarat—last time around as an indepeij- 
ing, the [xslice rescinded the permission to dent and this time on the Congress ticket, 
hold the festival at the polo grounds. "The In fact, the tribal district of Ahwa Dangs is 
{x-rmission has been revoked after studying witness to a queer phenomenon. On the 
a video of the programme. Because the one hand there is increasing incidence of 
organisers had been expressly forbidden tribals converting to Christianity. On the 
from making any miracle healing claim.s," a other, the People's War Group (pwg) is mak- 
police soun e said. ing steady inroads. It is in 

However, tlie organisers such a scenario that the bip 
were given an option. Tliey >f||p fiAflkhlll Sangh parivar cous- 
were conceded permission seeking to move in. 
to conduct the programme inroads into the The VHP is seeking to make 
at the hill memorial school Imnnmiriirhnri inroads in the Muslim areas 
in Tatehgunj. Broach district, at the 

" The co nduct of the ixilicc tribal bett udiaro same time it seeks to gain 
borders on complicity and PhriaUAKllir'ii® . - ground in the tribal belt. Its 

VHP is seafcHig 
inroads into the 
impoverished 

tribal bett edters 
say eyewitnesses, and intervened only after j needs to be probed in detail. urban manifestation is 
thevioleiu'i ran its course. The 15 who were I It is ominous that the well at jme PbNi witnessed in events like the 
detained were set free by evening. "We've return to power in Gujaiat dffiMdSr - recent one in Baroda. 
registered an offence," was reportedly the should signal the beginning *** With the bjp in power in 
laconic response a Kic. representative got of such violent intervention - . Gujarat with a steamroller 
when he approached the police chief. in minority affairs. One majority, there is likely to 

Lack of projxrrtion was not all. The law i hopes it is a coincidence, though the writ- be more mmblings in the tribal belt in the 
seemed lopsided too. "We are taking action ing on the wall shows that it is not. The days to come as the parivar takes on the pwg 
against the festival organisers fix proclaim- .sequence of events fall into a pattern which with official backing and, in the backswing, 
ing miracle healing," additional commis- is disturbing," says Simon Dabhi, Catholic targets the Christian missionaries. ■ 
sterner of police M.K. Tandon told reporters youth leader and former member of the MeBnakstll Rafail in Gandhinagar 
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SPOTLIGHT 

A Mirror Shines Back 
Hawks prefer the BJP’s plainspeak to covert policies; others say 

By MARIANA BAABAR in Islamabad WITH the fljp on the thTt5hold of 
assuming power at Raisina Hill, 
there is a strange sense of relief 
m Pakistan Some observers are 
deriving vitanous satisfaition 

from the expectation that the saffron 
brigade will finallv expose the true 
colours of Hindustan 

Pakistani defttut expert Shinn Mazan art¬ 
iculates a widelv held siew I his will be 
very good tor us because Indian designs will 
come out m the open New Delhi will now 
openly be speaking about issues which mat- 
tet to Pakistan, rather than lairvmg on cov¬ 
ertly as previous governments did Fspecia- 
Uy where nuclear weapons ire concerned, 
once the vr comes out in the open about 
them, pressure will be off Pakistan and the 
dupliaty of the Indian programme will be 
exposed to the International community' 

Politicians agree Says Sardar Abdul 
Qayyum Khan, former pnme minister of 
Pakistani Kashmir 'Ihings will come out 
clearer now Dealing with the hardlme aip 
will be a lot easier ” 

Of course, what Islamabad is most intere¬ 
sted in IS a PJ^led government s intentions 
about the Indo-Pak talks, which were resu¬ 
med with much fanfare but have been on 
the backbumer for some time now "The 
future of the talks will not only depend on 
the B)p but on Pakistan also ' concedes Asf- 
andyar Wall Khan, leader of the Awami 
National Party, the second largest opposi¬ 
tion group m the National Assembly 

As for Kashnur, Mazaii says that apprehe¬ 
nsions that the situation in the Vall^ will 
deteriorate under a aip regime are unfoun¬ 
ded " Ihe conditions there cannot get any 
worse than they were under a Congress 
government How much further will the bip 

go as far as the atroabes being inflicted on 

it’s a recipe for inflammation 

the Kashmins are concerned'” she asks 
Adds Jamaat-i-lslami chief Qazi Hussein 

Ahmed "Kashmir is the core issue towards 
which the Indian leadership has been 
biased enough to threaten regional peace ” 
His advice to the next government "Let a 
new era begin by allowmg the people of 
Kashmir the right to self-determination " 

The official reaction is naturally more 
tempered Contends Information minister 
and advisor to pnme mimster Nawaz Sha¬ 
rif on foreign policy, Syed Mushahid Hus¬ 
sain "We don't care whether India is ruled 
by Rome or by Ram We will put in our 
best efforts to in^rove Ulaterd ties, but 
without making any compromise on our 
principled stand on the Ka^mir Issue " 

The Pakistam foreign office is cat^oncal 
that It would be ready to do business with 
any government which comes to power in 
New Delhi and has not been provoked by 
Atal Behan Vajpayee's recent statement 
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vowing to take back Pakistani Kashmir, du- 
mtssing It as election gimmickry and |m< 
goism It also dumissed Vajpayee's Uaim 
that Kashmir was an integral part of India 
Says foreign mmister Gohar Ayub Khan 
"We will be very comfortable with any 
government, more so with a government 
that has a stated view on issues * While 
warning the saffron bngade of a "swift and 
a telling reply" if they engage in any "mis¬ 
adventure", he nonetheless notes that the 
8IP IS hkely to soften its hardline stance for 
fear of losing its coalition alhes * 

But there is no denying that the bjp's 

nuclear agenda has aroused misgivings 
Says state minister at the for- afp 

eign office, Siddique Khan 
Kan)u "Al^ough Isiamabad 
would want to keep South 
Asia nuclear weapon-free, 
the Bjp manifesto would 
inevitably call for a reap¬ 
praisal of our pohcy in the 
interest of the nation's secu¬ 
rity and sovereignty* 

His colleague and chairman 
of the Par^menfs Kadunii 
Committee, Muhammad Sar- 
war, however feels that with 
the titp taking a hard line on 
Kashmir, the outcome could 

be another war In fact, former army chief 
General Mirza Aslam Beg, who now heads a 
politiul outfit called the Awami C^adat 
Party, has already advised the government 
to deploy more troops on the border 

And the hardlme newspaper. The Nation, 
cautioned the government on its soft line 
"The foreign office should have made the 
distinction and either withheld its comme¬ 
nts or said that we are quite capable of def- 
endmgAzadKashmu Saymg we are willing 
to talk to someone who is not willing to 
talk and who m fact wants to Impose war 

on us has done no service to the imag^ ot 
this country,” it cmnmented *Wh> ^k^ 
questions ^a^ul-Haq, son of former presi 
dent Zu-ul-Haq "Th^ (India) are engaged 
m an undeclar^ war agamst us * 

There is widespread agreement that a bjp 

government would not only be unstable, 
what widi contradictory pressures hom its 
electoral partners, but it will also tend to 
eschew rhetonc once it is m the seat of 

power "The bjp is slowly modifying Its 
statements I do not think the bjp will 
go overtly nuclear Ihey svill find 
some excuse to retract from dieir dec- 
bon stand We're already seeing cer¬ 
tain levels of moderation m some pol¬ 
icies," says Nishat Ahmed, head of 
the Insbtute of Regional Studies m 

blamabad 
Indeed, even mtellectuals are awaiting 

the formation of a bip government with a 
sense of impatience It is argued dial 
Islamabad will have an easier time doing 
business with hawks' in the bjp as there 
will be "no soft-pedalling on Issues which 
worry Pakistan” Public opimon has it 
that the bjp will have less problems than 
Its predecessors while taking "harsh and 
unpleasant" deasions on Kashmir and 
the nuclear programme 

Says coliflnnist Ikram Sehgal "Pakistan 
woidd be much happier with a bib regime 
At least we would know where we stand vis- 
a-vis India And aher years of labelling 
Muslims as fanabcs, it would be interesting 
to see how the West copes with Hinduism's 
caste-ndden, viaously parochial society 
where human beings are not considered 
equal A bip government would show the 
proponents of the Hindutva movement for 
the extremists that they are and de-mask 
die face of rabid nabonalism based on reh- 
gloi s obduracy of the most blatant kmd" 

Senior journalist Ahmed Rashid is not diat 
optimisbc about dealing with a BH* govern¬ 
ment Good neighbourhness will go comp¬ 
letely out of the window if the hawkish bjp 

assuma power' Fears which are brushed 
aside as urclevant by human rights activist 

Qizl Hunaln Ahmed end Gohar Ayuh apprehensive of some UP pollclet 
SUNIL NARUU 
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SPOTLieNT 

Ijet the iMflc sub^^ 
TIm I IS is nnt sitrs whsiHiAr niibosttaalr ie fftf fMl % ’ the US is not sure whether mihsspeak Is for i«a( The us Admlniwatlcm is «dO{iSxw eiltftedevrio(«ieDi;whjhAlA^«|iOr)^ 

a walt-and-watdb a^qiioach toisoomi^i dedslon* Tb teat dr 
foraution of a new govetnaMntitt have an immediate dletit-^ W 

IHE US Adndnitttatkm. is adojAxw 
a walt-and-waAdh a^qiioach to 
foraution of a new fovemmentitt 

New Dettal. i^teriiii^ton hopes to engaft 
a Qi>4ed government In strategic diicnt' 
donsassoonasitisfomied AttiWi|Kme 
time, howevei, US policjr pfamndiX and 
etamets an wdchtg conam ihcKiit Um 
patty^ more 'taitonpemte' poihdte on 
secmlty issues, hseestaent, 
ana^ fed d»t pokticd and 
oonfinnation of economfc tdoma would 
he the key, not the IdecflOflWd ebaractet 
ofthegoverasnent , 

A senim cainton adniUMml^ 
atteasesOatxampalgndsHwihim^ 
•tntegic weapcmi hade not be 
taken at fia vahm ‘’Oertdn pasts of die 
atfantnistiation wem getttng 
Use iiMtQsh!i but we undetitand dut die 
Mt was pliiiwteigto e nadOMd audience,* 

■be Mfs. ‘‘Ho^pevet, tf die in> 
wants to hinre an ettecdve fot- 
dgn nhkcy, tf h wants to Kdn 
dm iw Secddty Coundi and 
<««), It will have to adopt a 
’ttotf modetate wand on strnte* 
gic weqxms. Vk have tded to 
doCQumge better rdadons bet* 
Wean in^ mid Pakistan, sudi 
as sunmrting the Oojral doc- 
tdne, pushing for teaetarjMevel 
tdks. Now we have to wait and 
see.* He expresses concern over 
the *talk of inducting midear 
weapons. What do they mean 
by inducting? Ate thw talking 
of actual de^ymant?* 

But Sumlt Ganguly, piofewor 
of political sdence. Hunter 
Coli^, Gty University of New 
York, feels that the dietortc 
must be disregarded. Says he: 
•The Bjp 'vill not test, wlH not 
deploy missiles, but proba¬ 
bly provide mote money for Agni and 

and b^ond, whahtfi tptkdf 
mg die defence budget is eadet to 

^ Hscai (onstiaints wouU he dshoi# 
paot holding the govemmait twfi 
«Othms warn of posdbte toid«i{Mhees. rchael Xtepon, president of the'ffeiw 

Stunson Centre In Washtautoh, whim 
dsearthes arms control, feds thaji any 
decisions on the securlw fimw WMSld 
have a threct bearfaig on the iWtt esinidal 
elements for a iw goveRUhem th sop- 

domestic tranquibty. they shot hmo* 
dishing nuclear weapons or sihsbtg i^ 
communal dlderenoeg, tony aie got^ to 
tovite trouble * 

Krepon adds that d conhontadonlst 
Sjudcar posture *wiU have sedous nega- 

ClUHoK wlii ha react to noelaar hypo? 

dve oomemienoei to 
inveitmenr. Says bet ‘ 
attjn^ictie. thefeame.i 
«^Ue of ]^tovUtoi|.,iitod 
iotihKtoig h»^ 9h 

awadofal ihejide (W' 
vdBflowklseWhtM.* 

to fsee, dto(ei»tNto;U 
would he a djMahl V , 
nqinw inuaniw<toH, wwwwf fow i 
tors ^ could hmw to 
of the diMslhhhiafih 
wacm that aadi a ihHr woipd^ 
mteiiiadM teveftoei? Aghds 
*1b« HP btoe to fecoimie i 
of to)!^ tovestoimti;4t«toitofr|ip^ 
growto flfe^ it Wwito S tt CQQdfitttor 
the swadeitto dliWS|tt4 it h totei^^ 
chUl ttomiC^ VS ciMoitatbiM 

IHkn diem h the likely ptritoctf totod^ 
Ity. Joydera Mukhci)l, ah aitolySt at 
Standato & iroor^ to New fork, aqna weds 
government *coidd dday reform, whtdti 
the previous goventtnent talked about but 
oouM not deliver, sudi as UbenUstog the 
domestic market for insurance, lefoimtog 

the puUic sector, jHlvatisatton, 
mak^ die <M service more 
efficient, pttoUc sector ptidng, 
etc. The pdmaty concern tot fo6 
eign Investors is going to be die 
kmgevity and stability of the 
govecnment rather dun Its ideo* 
logical coo^lexkMi. I see no ton- 
damental change in pollqr. The 
fat bigger danger isdut di^ will 
act too Slo«^ and react too 
dowly and not go ahead widi 
urgent reforms.* 

Mukher{l feels that it woiddbe 
very damaging for the qp to try 
to change anything that has 
been signed into law by previ¬ 
ous governments, such as agree¬ 
ments widi the WTO and other 
international bodtes wMdt set 
the rules for foreign trade and 
investment. *Tbls would tinrer> 
efy restrict India’s Access to fo^ 
rign capital,* he warns 

LudwiM A. JoNpb in WMhington, (Xl 

and political analyst Aziz Siddiqui 
“Pakistan and India have not enjoyed 
fnendly relations previously And no devel¬ 
opment IS hkely in the near future “ 

Bui there are many in Pakistan who do 
not hide their apprehensions about a aip-ted 
coalition goverment "The hip's manifesto 
says that India will be made a nuclear 
weapon power This is vastly different from 
India's present stand It also commits India 
to pursue a missile development and dep¬ 
loyment programme This wilt be a senous 

setback to the non-proliferation regime and 
lead to an escalation of tension and nuclear 
arms race m the region," says a spokesman 
for Benazu Bhutto's ppp lie adds that the 
assertion m the qp's manifesto that Kash¬ 
mir's speaal status should be ended wiU 
only a^ravate tensions with Islamabad 

All this begs a tethink on Indo-Pak ties 
Says former foreign secretary Abdul Sattar 
"A provident approach on our part would 
be to concentrate cm what should be our 
strategy to contain, and contend with, the 

challenges if a bip government proceeds to 
translate its pledges into policy and actions 
We have to defend Azad Kashmir. Mote rig¬ 
orous thinking is needed on the nuclear 
and missiles issues What if India declares 
Itself a nuclear weapon power or conducts 
another nuclear bomb test^ Viable options 
within Pakistan's constrained circum¬ 
stances need to be contemplated and devel¬ 
oped " Therein lies the test for the political 
and bureaucratic establlshmoit ■ 

Wrth Amir Mir In Lahore 
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Our Man in Baghdad 
Prakash Shah’s appointment as UN envoy to Iraq is seen as a move to undercut U8 influence 

ByNARAYAND.KESHAVAN 
at the UN, New York _ IrS an astute move In a game of global 

chess. The naming of Piakash Shah as 
UN seaetary general Kofi Annan's per¬ 
sonal envoy to Baghdad Is seen by 
diplomatic sources as yet another deci¬ 

sive move by Annan to wrest the initiative 
on the Iraq issue away from the US. 

"Kofi Atman wanted his own man on the 
ground in Baghdad. He wanted someone 
wdio was skilled, but also In whom he could 
trust. In Prakash Shah, Kofi has foimd that 

person," observes a senior UN official. 
Western sources have a difierent take on 

Uie Shah appointment. They see It as a 
move to undercut the influence of the US 
On the Iraqi imbroglio. Says a Western 
ffiplomat: "unsiom (United Nations Special 
Commission) Is then baby, full of gung-ho 
arms control chaps froni the Marines and 
the CIA and what not The secretary general 
has no means ot communication in Bagh¬ 
dad politically with the Iraqis. Now, he has 
somebody who knows the game and who 
he will use." 

Says Ambassador Shah, who is preparing 
to leave for the Iraqi capital where he 

will serve for an Initial six-month 
period; "My role is to pro¬ 

vide the political link 
between the Iraqi 

leadership and the 
secretary general." 
The ambassador 
says he would not 
arbitrate in case of 
problems involving 
the two main activi¬ 
ties of the UN in 

Iraq—the UN 
weapons inspec¬ 
tions and imple¬ 
mentation of a 

humanitarian food 
for oil agreement. 
According to Shah, 

a Gujarati, Annan 
decided to create the 
position tollowing his 

recent visit to Baghdad 
because he saw there 

was a vacuum resulting in a lack of com¬ 
munication between the seaetary general 
and Iraq. "The secretary general deter¬ 
mined that there is a lacunae as far u UN 
political activities in Iraq are concerned. 
Having such major projects Utere lUte food 
for oil, which nms into billions of dollars, 
UNScoM and a number of other UN activi¬ 
ties, there was a need for a special repre¬ 
sentative. He also found a numba of Issues 
that could get out of hand and possibly 
threaten the delicate situation and which 
needed the presence of a political envoy 
who could either Intervene when such 
situations arise or draw the attention of 
the secretary general,” explained Shah. 

Annan had secured an agreement with 
the Iraqi government on February 23 on 
opening up aU suspeaed Iraqi weapons y 
sites for inspection, thereby averting US ' 
milltaiy strikes against Baghdad. The deal 
also established new procedures for the 
inspection of the so-called presidential 
sites, from which unscom inspedors search¬ 
ing for Iraqi weapons of mass destruction 
had been totally barred. And Shah is 
expeaed to continue in this line. In his let¬ 
ter appointing Shah, Annan stated that the 

«^pibassador would help prevent problems 
from developing into fiUl-fledged crises that 
undermine international peace and secunty 
in the area. Nor is the ambassador daunted 
by the thought of going to Baghdad, a tar- 
gked war zone. "If one can contribute to 
preventing war and working out peaceful 
solutions, dien it is a job worth doing". 

There has been some amount of resent¬ 
ment about the fact that Shah will report 
directly to the seaetary general and not to 
Richard Butler, the unscom head honcho. 
Before heading unscom, Butia had been 
Australia's UN envoy and a prime player 
when the Comprehensive 'fost Ban Treaty 
(cm) came for a vote at the world body. At 
that time, Shah, representing India, had 
several spirited differences with Butler. 
Diplomats, both from Western nations and 
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die Thin) World, fMl that if the Iraqi oper¬ 
ations don't proceed smoothly, a Shah vs 
Butler showdown could develop in the 
months ahead. 

Ambassador Shah brushes aside such 
fears. "1 know Mr Butler very well. We have 
worked together. He was Australia's Perm¬ 
anent Representative here. We have very 
good personal relations and 1 don't see any 
possibility of difficulties arising," he stated. 

However, Charles Uchenstein, former US 
representative to the UN, now at the Herit¬ 
age Foundation in Washington, DC, has 
voiced his reservations about the order of 
command. In an inter- 
view with Outlook he said: 
"You always ask for confu¬ 
sion when you have a 
division of authority in 
this regard. When you 
have one person reporting 
directly to the secretary 
general and the second 
person reporting also to 
the seaetary general and 
not to each othet Because 
of the nm backgrounds 
of Ambassador Shah and 
Butler—each on the other 
side ot the issue—they are 
unlikely to have an excel¬ 
lent relationship." 

Uchenstein ^rtlcularly 
anticipates conflict on the 
way Ambassador Butler 
implements his inspec¬ 
tion regime. "So far the 
Iraqis are cooperative. But 
they will begin to play 
their games and then the question will be 
whether Ambassador Shah and Ambassa¬ 
dor Butler will agree on what Is happening 
What will the Stority Council do if they 
get conflicting signals?" the American 
asked. Noted a Western source at the UN: 
"Shah and Butler are similar personali¬ 
ties—both want to share the limelight. 
When there are two actors, there is always 
big scope for manipulating turt rivalries. 
And the Iraqis are quite adept at it." DlPl OMATS from the developing 

world, on the other hand, were more 
positive. Says an Asian official: "They 

are fairly good friends, but the problem 
will come in the future. Both have fairly 
big egos and both actively seek publicity. 
Kofi knows this and he has dehberately 
made his choice, an astute choice, I would 
say. He has chosen someone who can take 
on Butler who has created quite a lot of 
problems for the secretary general with his 
statements. Butler has shot off his mouth 
several times. And Kofi would like to have 
someone who fan cut Butler down." 

Comments a Latin American diplomat; 
"The secretary general basically wants a dif- 

festent channel of communication. I'm cer¬ 
tain the Americans won’t like this. Amba¬ 
ssador Shah will offer a bird's-eye view of 
things in Iraq, which Butler doesn't have. 
He’s only res^nslble for the disarmament 
part. The secretary general wants someone 
to act as his eyes and ears, as Butler has his 
own agenda. That's why the Americans 
objected to the posting of a special envoy. 
They didn’t want anyone other than 
oKscoM—which means Butler. But they've 
had no specific opposition to Shah.” 

According to diplomatic sources, Ambass¬ 
ador Shah IS quite a popular figure. Says an 

Diplomats foal tNH AmNM 
tmteliosonSlialiaaiii 

effootivo eoonter to 
UNSGOM'sBimar, WhOlMHI 

oraatoOalotofpralitoffls 
for llio seorotary gaiimai. 

official: "Ho is liked by the Americans and 
not objected to by others. (Secretary of 
state) Madeleine .\lbright seems to have a 
very hlgt* opinion ot him es'en when he was 
India's PR. He chaired this working group 
on the UN reforms and was seen as very 
positive and not bogged down by ideology. 
His career pioflle suited the assignment. He 
has served in the Indian Pc*troleum Ministry 
and b well aware of disarmament issues. 
These are two big issues involved in Iraq: oil 
and weapons. That's why he was picked." 

"Being from India,” says another source, 
"must have been helpful because New 
Delhi has a fairly strong position on sanc¬ 
tions. As a person he is acceptable. Kofi 

knew him even before he became secretary 
general. He may not be the dream candi¬ 
date for the US, but I don't think the 
Americans had any specific objections." 

To the question why he was chosen for 
the job, the doughty ambassador says; "I , 
presume the secretary general feels that the 
various qualities requl^ for thb job are in 
me. I tUnk, being an Indian aliw helps. 
India's foreign policy b associated with 
fairness, neutrality and professionalbm." 

However, according to American sources, 
the US had initially suggested a list of 
names which did not include Shah. Says a 

senior US official: “The 
idea of a polltial repre¬ 
sentative initially caused 
concern among some UN 
members who feared that 
It might mark an attempt 
to shift responsibility for 
eliminating Iraq's weap¬ 
ons of mass destruction 
from the Security Coundl 
to the secretary general.'I 
believe Mr Annan was try¬ 
ing to ease some of those v 
suspicions. That's why he 
picked Shah rather than 
former Algerian foreign 
minister Lakhdar Brah- 
imi, who was widely rega¬ 
rded as the secretary gen¬ 
eral's first choice." 

But what did the US 
think of Shah being appo¬ 
inted, knowing that India 
favoured a less conhonta- 
tional and more concilia¬ 

tory approach towards Iraq? Says the offi¬ 
cial: "We do not regard Shah as being an 
Indian appointee as such. He is the repre¬ 
sentative of the secretary general and hb 
job IS to keep Annan Informed of events 
affecting the UN Special Commission, 
which is entrusted with searching for pro¬ 
hibited weapons systems, and UN hum¬ 
anitarian workers monitoring the progra¬ 
mme that allows Iraq to sell limited amou¬ 
nts ot oil to buy food and medicine." 

Was there some scepticbm that the post 
would give Iraq, and countries more sym¬ 
pathetic to its desire to end UN sanctions 
(such as India), a greater role in determin¬ 
ing the methods and timing of weapons 
inspections, until now the sole domain of 
uNst.oM? "That is not within Shah's brief," 
comments the official. 

So, what is hb brief? Says Shah: "There 
are a number of problems, a whole range 
of issues that are complex and messy and 
the effort of the secretary gertaal b to 
begin a sorting of these problems so that 
the resolutions of the Sei^^ Council are 
implemented, and the sufferings of the 
people of Iraq are alleviated." ■ 
With Luiiwlna A. JoMph in WBshinoton, DC 
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Hiish...tlie Bomb ^uad 
The West is sure to intensify pressure on New Delhi to kowtow on non-proliferation BjP leader Janvant Singh had just finished giv¬ 
ing his keynote address at the concluding 
session of a seminar on security and non¬ 
proliferation Issues in the early afternoon of 
the 6th of March. One of the foreign partic¬ 

ipants leaned over and asked me: "Is what Mr Jaswant 
Singh said for real? Is this man going to be influential 
in national security and foreign policy formulation in 
the coming months?" 1 told the gentleman that what 
jaswant Singh said was "for real”, as he articulated a 
general consensus in Indian public opinion, and 
added that as the bjp is likely to form the next gov¬ 
ernment, his voice is likely to be an influential one. 
My interlocutor's reaction; "Man, things are really going to get dif¬ 
ficult." All that jaswant Singh had said was that, given the nuclear 
weapons capacities of the five nuclear weapon powers and their 
strategic postures and given the emerging security environment 
around India, New Delhi would certainly focus attention on 
improving its nuclear technological and weapons capacities, as 
this was essential to safeguard national security and India's 
strategic interests. 

The exchange with the foreign participant 
in the seminar made one conscious of „ v‘ 
the need to focus attention on the 
continuing pressures, formal and 
informal, being generated on 
India to abandon its nuclear 
security and strategic opt¬ 
ions. One is precluded 
from detailing the discus¬ 
sions in this joint semi¬ 
nar because the proceed¬ 
ings of the seminar are 
confidential, non-att- 
ributable and barred 
from media coverage. 
But one point which 
can Ik* made, without 
violating these stipula¬ 
tions, is that this semi¬ 
nar was part of an exer¬ 
cise at track two non- 
governmen*al persuasion 
of India to become reason¬ 
able and join the mainstream 
of discriminatory horizontal 
non-proliferation, without any 
substantive quid pro quo being 
envisaged on the part of the five 
nuclear weapon jrowers. 

Prior to analysing the patterns of pressures 
being faced by India, it would be pertinent to answer 
two questions. Why is India a special focus of attention for these 
pressures? And what has India done in the sphere of nuclear pro¬ 
liferation, which has made India subject to such dubious atten¬ 
tion? To answer the first question, there are now six threshold 
nuclear weapon-capable states—namely, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
japan, Germany and South Africa. I have included japan, 
Germany and South Africa in this list despite their having signed 

the NPT on the ba.sis of their confirmed technological 
capacities. Out of these six, Israel, japan, Germany 
and South Africa are in the procedural mainstream of 
the current non-proliferation movement. They also 
are under the umbrella of the US' security and strate¬ 
gic arrangements. It is only Pakistan and India which 
constitute a category of their own because of their 
adversarial relationship, their nuclear weapons capa¬ 
bilities and their refusal to sign the npt. Ilie general 
perception is that Pakistan would automatically aban¬ 
don its nuclear obduracies if India could be persuaded 
to give up its nuclear strategic and security capacities. 
So the focus is on India. The rest of the threshold 

states are persuadable/manageable. 
To answer the second question, we have to recount some events 

and policy stances reflecting India's nuclear policies since the 
beginning of this decade. India was a cooperative participant in 
the negotiations bringing into force a chemical and biotogicai 
weapons convention. India was equally cooperative in the initial 

stages of discussions on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(CTBT). India was also willing to join any fissile 

material cut-off agreement if both the rrsT 
and the rmT were drafted in a frame¬ 

work similar to that of the Chemical 
Weapons Convention. This was 

the rationale which made India 
co-sponsor documents and 

resolutions on the ctbt and 
the FMci in multilateral 
fora between 1992 and 

1994. 
Assurances were also 

given to India that the 
further extension of 
the NIT, when it came 
up for renewal in 
1995, would be done 
in a manner which 
would be responsive to 
the requirements of 
time-bound non-discri- 

minatory disarmament 
and taking Indian con¬ 

cerns into account. But 
from the .summer of 1993 

onwards when Clinton came 
to power, the US administration 

again started suffering from what I 
would call the "jimmy Carter syn¬ 

drome" of being assertively and insensi¬ 
tively censorious and demanding on non-pro¬ 

liferation issues, llie delicate structure of negotia¬ 
tions which India and the US had built up throughout 1992 and 
till 1993 to find a common meeting ground on non-proliferation 
issues disintegrated by the summer of 1994. The npt was extend¬ 
ed for an indefinite period. Negotiating trends relating to the enrr 
indicated that it would be a discriminatory arms control rather 
than a disarmament measure with unilateral coercive stipulations 
against states which may not adhere to it. 

IRFAN HUSSAIN 
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OPINION_ 

India, therefore, refused to endorse 
the CTBT, resulting in the Conference on 
Disarmament being bypassed and the 
United Nations commencing proceed¬ 
ings to bring it into force at the unilat¬ 
eral initiative of the nuclear weapon 
powers led by the US. Meanwhile, India 
had taken steps to make the Prithvi mis¬ 
sile operational and had completed a 
technology demonstration test of the 
intermediate-range ballistic missile 
Agni against repeated advice from the 
US. Though further testing of Agni has 
been on hold since the beginning of 
1994 and the deployment of the Prithvi 
missile system has been delayed, India's 
deciated policy was that it will not put 
a stop to its missile development pro¬ 
grammes. SIMULTANEOUSLY, senior Indian 

scientists tike Dr Raja Ramanna 
stated in interviews that while 

India has acted with restraint and not 
conducted nuclear tests since 1974, 
India has kept track of technological 
developments and increased India's 
nuclear technological capacities. Ihe 
consequence is a series of pressures 
being generated on India since 1993-94: 
(a) restrictive regimes stipulated by the 
London Nuclear Suppliers Club, the 
Canberra resolution and the Missile 
Control Technology Regime started get¬ 
ting implemented more strictly, affect¬ 
ing vital technology transfers to India; 
(b) the export policies related to tech¬ 
nology exports from the North 
American Free Trade region and the 
European (Community were tailored to 
the above restrictive stipulations and 
started getting applied to India; (c) a 
series of official statements were made 
by spokesmen of the western nuclear 
wcajwn powers, particularly the US and the UK, warning India 
alsout the negative consequences of her not joining the main¬ 
stream of non-proliferation programmes and policies (both US 
ambassador in India Richard Cele.ste and US Assistant Secretary of 
State for South Asia Karl Inderfurth have cautioned India not only 
about the negative political, but technological and economic con¬ 
sequences that India might have to face if it persists in opera- 
liotialising its nuclear option); and (d) pressures througii ncos, 

media, academic institutions, think tanks and strategic institutes 
arc being generated on India through the instrumentalities of 
seminars, woikshops, position papers and in-depth articles. This 
category ot pressure is in increasing evidence since 1994. 

The Bje's manifesto, stating that it will re-evaluate the country's 
nuclear policy and exercise the option to induct nuclear weapons 
and that it will expedite the development of the Agni series of 
Itallistic missiles, has incrca.scd the critical concerns of the 
nuclear weapon powers about India. This concern is heightened 
by the B)p's categorical re)cction of what it calls the "policies of 
nuclear apartheid” and its intention to actively oppose attempts 
to impose hegemonistic nuclear and missile regimes. We have to 
contrast this with the official affirmation of John D. Holum, 
director, U.S Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, that arms 
control is a central element of US foreign policy. He states that 

Will Vajpayee manage to shake off American hardliners? 

this is a cardinal objective of US foreign policy and national secu¬ 
rity strategy. (Please note that it is not time-bound disarmament 
or complete non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, but only arms 
control, which is the objective.) James Steinberg, deputy assistant 
to US president Bill Clinton for national security affairs, declared 
in june 1997 that there is no higher priority for US national secu¬ 
rity ;x)licy than non-proliferation. The US has declared its inten¬ 
tion to further this objective through bilateral and multilateral 
diplomacy and, where necessary, by coercive political and other 
means. The ascending pressures on India on non-proliferation 
will continue in content and in range. This will not be limited to 
our defence policies. They will extend to various vital aspects of 
our national existence. 

Civen the itji'’s declared intentions, the pressures are likely to 
increase. India faces the profound challenge of reconciling the 
demonstrable requirements of its national security vdth the con¬ 
tradictory motivations and orientations of mainstream Interna¬ 
tional thinking on non-proliferation issues. We should not be 
confrontatlonist but it is clear that we must stand firm in nurtur¬ 
ing and expanding our political and defence capacities to safe¬ 
guard our interests regardless of the threatened consequences. ■ 
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“SAARC and G-15 countries 
only talk and do nothing” 

He is pTobably the cmntry’s mostwell-known stantial media space was the US decision to | table sharing of benefits, taking into 
agricuitural scientist. While the Indian estab- give patent rights to a variety ofbasmati ricc. I aaount the gender dimensions of equity. 
lishment thinks Moukambu Sambastvan What docs this mean for India? Can its tiu- have been inadequate both in this region 
SwaminaUum played a key role in India's ditional genetic resources be protcited? as well as globally. The (.an provisions 
pursuit for food self-sufficiency, a section of Swaminathan answers some of these key relating to access, benefit-sharing, prior 
environmentalists feel tlwt by introducing the issues in this exclusive intersiew to A.4’. informed consent (m) and protection of 
HKV (hlgh-ywlding variety) he has robbed the Pmauerselvan. Excerpts: traditional knowledge sy.stems and rights 
country of its genetic resources and converted must be implemented without delay. 
the entire civilisation of rice growth into fust How do you view the progress made But why has this failed to take off 
yet another commercial enterprise. iu the Implemeiitation of the Con- till now? 

The 73-year-old Swaminathan, onfsco- ventipn on Biological Diversity (cbu) Subsequent to the coming into force of the 
Cousteau professor in Ecotechnology, has been which was sign^ with much fan- t un, the wi.4 and its provisions for Trade 
the chairman of the Government of India's fare at Rio in 1992? Related Intellectual Property Rights (nurs) 
Committee for Research on Agricultural From the South and Southeast Asia point have also come into force. Under the wtia, 

Exports in the context of the World Trade of view, the can has catalysed greater "members shall provide for the protection 
A^ement (wta) since 1994. He is thus in a awareness, analysis and action on the of plant varieties either by patents or by an 
crucial position as regards the controversy rag- three major goals of cbd—conservation, effective siri g«JOTs system or by any com- 
ing worldwide over the patenting of natural sustainable use and equitable sharing of bination thereof". With the strengthening 
resources. In fact, despite the heat of the elec- benefits. Progress is being made on the first and widening of i rips. Instances of 
tion, one item which managed to grab sub- two goals, but initiatives relating to equi- attempts in Industrialised countries to 
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INTERVIEW 

patent material based on traditional 
knowledge and genetic strains derived 
from our region are growing. The 
Consultative Group on Inter 
national Agricultural Research 
has now called for a morato¬ 
rium on iPR claims on seeds 
held in trust in the gene 
banks. Various other mater¬ 
ial grown in countries of 
this region for centuries 
and whose medicinal and 
other properties have been 
known for ages, such as neem 
and turmeric, have been sub¬ 
jected to IPR claims in the recent 
years In the industrialised coun¬ 
tries. In the case of basmati rice, it is a 
well-established geographical identity 
that It is grown in India and Pakistan. 
What is urgently needed is a new global 
trade and transactions order which can be 
termed trips Plus, where ‘plus' refers to 
equity and ethics in ipr claims. One should 
remember that the same governments are 
members of both the wro and cbd. 

What prevents the governments 
from introducing the methods for 
equitable sharing of benefits? 
First, there is no mechanism as of now to 
implement it. For instance, if some medi¬ 
cinal properties of a particular plant are to 
be patented, and if its properties were first 
identified by .say a tribal group and that 
knowledge has been preserved for cen¬ 
turies, the issue becomes who .should get 
the benefit: the entire tribe, or the state. 

“Rxing patent rights for traditional systems is compiex 
but it’s a fraud if there’s no government initiative.” 

or the country or the particular commu¬ 
nity within the tribe who had been pro¬ 
tecting the particular species. But this 
piactical difficulty should not mean gov¬ 
ernments keep the issue in abeyance for¬ 
ever. They have to make a beginning and 
if thc-y find what they have evolved is 
inadequate, then they should develop on 
it. It is a fraud to use the complexity as an 
excuse for not taking initiatives. Tradi¬ 
tional and formal knowledge systems rep¬ 
resent a continuum and it will be unethi¬ 
cal to recognise only the “tip of the ice¬ 
berg" in the innovation chain. Synergy 
between traditional knowledge and meS- 
ern science is often essential for imparting 
the dimensions of ecological and social 
sustainability to technolog>’ development 
and dissemination. 
What type of legislations do yon sug¬ 
gest to Implement this? 
This is the most tricky area. The experi¬ 

ence gained from the Andean Pact 
Countries—particularly Peru—and Phili¬ 
ppines reveal that access, nr. and benefit¬ 
sharing legislation should be simple and 
practical. It should not be overloaded 
with too many objectives but concentrate 
on fundamentals of equity and ethics in 
aaess to resources and knowledge and in 
sharing benefits. The legislation should 
be based on a sound understanding of the 
nature and extent of demand for genetic 
resources and should be linked to natio¬ 
nal needs. This is possible only by prepar¬ 
ing the legislation through a wide stake¬ 
holder participation. 
What are the key issues that should 
be addressed wMle drawing up the 
legislation? 
The legislation should be based on an 
assessment of issues relating to benefit¬ 
sharing with reference to: a) who owns 
genetic resources; b) who Is authorised. 

to take decisions on nc; c) who benefits 
and how and finally d) has specific atten¬ 

tion been given to the role and contri¬ 
bution of women in the conservation 

and management of biodiversity? 
However, I am convinced that 

there ^ould be an integrated 
package of legislative and 

non-legislative measures 
appropriate to the condi¬ 

tions of each country. 
Do yon really b^eve that 

developing nations can 
protect their genetic reso¬ 

urces from the patent ra| of 
developed nations? 

Yes. Provided we are united. Look, G-7 is 
united on many issues. But G-IS and 
SAARC countries only talk and do nothing. 
ASEAN is the only better example from 
this part of the world, asean and saarc 

should take urgent steps to promote con¬ 
sultation and information exchange which 
can lead to reciprocity and concerted, 
action in matters relating to access to 
genetic resources among countries both 
within and outside the region. 
What are the steps taken by the 
Industrialised nations to implement 
the benefit-sharing provisions? 
As of now, none. We were demanding right 
from the beginning that industrialised 
countries should also enact legislation 
which supports the implementation of 
the I'lc and benefit-sharing provisions 
q^pn. Unless both providers and users of 
biodiversity have mutually reinforcing 

legislation, action on 
i:bd provisions will bec¬ 
ome one-sided. Industri¬ 
alised countries should, 
also implement the 
technology-sharing pro-' 
visions of cbd and 
should help the pro¬ 

viders of genetic resources in adding value 
to the primary material. As only value- 
addition will end the irony, where the con- 
servers live in poverty in contrast to the 
prosperity of those who utilise their 
knowledge and material. 

The industriali.sed countries must take 
the lead in implementing the salient 
features of the international conventions 
and treaties. They cannot demand others 
to follow the letter and the spirit of 
the conventions when they do not have 
sufficient legal provisions to implement 
them. For instance, the US has signed 
the CBD but has not yet ratified it. In 
the case of Law of Seas, It has.neither 
signed nor ratified it. 

We have to move away from bio-piracy 
to bio-partneiship and this can be 
achieved only by sustaining both the 
North-South dialogue as well as South- 
South partnership. ■ 
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Cut the cost of 
your long stay in Mumbai, 

yet get the cofj^orts of home. 

'"t 

''' 

■ 

Pi esciitiny 
V > 

Tlie ResideiK e. Mun'ii:>ai's 

only apartment luatei. 

While on a long stay in Mumbai, cheek into 

the warmth and comfort of your own home 

At The Residence, Powai 

The Residence is a dream heme; 

* Secretonal leiviees 

•SotellHelV 

* Restaurant and Bar 

* A Lounge and Games room 

* An All-purpose shop 

* Loundromot and Laundry services 

What's mere. The Residence is only a few 

minutes from work Locotrd in the lush environs 

• Air conditioned apartments with a drawing-cum- of Powai Close to the industries of MIDC, SEEPZ, 

dining room, bedroom with attached bathroom and lbS Morg and (ust 6 kms from the oirport 

a fully equipped kitchenette 

The Residence Is a luxury hotel: 

* Round-the-dock Reception 

And all this comes to you at a surprisingly 

economical price. 

So now you loo con enioy the coffiforh of home 

• Regular Housekeeping services R,ght here in Mumbai 





jj^ETTERS 

More for Mr Vajpayee 
]'d like to make a few additions 
to the fast-track agenda pres¬ 
cribed by Vinod Mehta in his 
Delhi Dial}’ (March 16) for the 
Vajpayee government; 
• Amend the anti-defection law 
first to bar dcfecton from hold¬ 
ing ministerial posts, and sec¬ 
ond, designate an outside auth¬ 
ority to decide the fate of defec¬ 
tors according to clearly-stated 
rules and norms. The UP 
Speaker has shown that politic¬ 
ians can't be trusted to be fair. 
• Institute special courts to 
conduct day-to-day hearings to 
adjudicate cases of corruption 
or criminal conduct against 
legislators. The moment a per¬ 
son gets elected all cases that 
involve him or her should be 
transferred to such courts. 

Lattt Mohan, 
Gurgaon 

Today Never Dies 
AprojKss Sight and Sound Bites 
(March 16), please stop your TV 
Today-bashing To me it sounds 
like a bad case of sour grafics. 

On Collision Course 
Apropos the cover story Tough 
Act (March 16), the political 
scenario that emerg^ after 
the elections was most nause¬ 
ating. Ail major parties were 
looking for coalition parties 
with whom they could form 
stable governments. And 
proved that they were all colli¬ 
sion parties rather than coali¬ 
tion parties even before form¬ 
ing the government, as was 

illustrated specifically in the 
case of the outrageous aiadmk. 

Jayalalitha's unexpected vic¬ 
tory .stemmed not from her 
popularity or power, but in her 
slogan: Stable Government at 
Centre. Before that she held 
Bjp to ransom by making 
unreasonable and unethical 
demands. The reason for 
such demands, it's not diffi¬ 
cult to guess, was to safe¬ 
guard her personal interests. 

But ask anyone in 1'amil 
Nadu about her attitude 

and they’ll either say "rm not 
surprised at her demands, 
what else do you expect from 
Amma, what’s wrong with her 
demands?" or "What else do 
you expect from her, arro¬ 
gance and betrayal is her way 
of life”. Fithet way Tamiiians 
weren't surprised with the sit¬ 
uation, but the BJP learnt its 
lesson the hard way. 

RS. Rafa RamaUngam, 

Bangalore 
■ 

The .stunt riders' photograph 

in the cover story was brilliant. 
It's amazing what imagination 
and ingenuity can do to bol¬ 
ster an article concerning a 
topic as common as politics. 

Vinay Menon, 

(Mattta 
m 

As expected, the 12th I.ok 
Sabha elections threw up a 
hung Parliament with no party 
having a clear majority. For a 
while the bjp's prosp^s for 
forming a stable government 
dimmed considerably and the 
Congress and UF were again 
thinking of getting together. 

It made me wonder why the 
Congress triggered the elec¬ 
tion rigmarole at all. They 
played the cards of regional¬ 
ism, casteism and what not to 
be in Parliament, though in 
vain. Their tactics are still a 
misfortune for the public at 
large and it's regrettable that 
the public are still being 
wooed by dubious politicians. 

Joyd^ Thapa, 
IButramsala 

VEBOICT 5? 
India Today ranks top on my list 
and you guys need to stop act¬ 
ing like a glossy mag and pick 
up a lew tips from that maga- 
/in<*. A good circulation d(H‘s 
not a giM>d mag make. 

Secondly, step iiii^-basliing by 
airing tlie views of people like 
Ved Marwali and Congressmen. 
AnsTsay, tlie bip rules despite 
mags like yours and the so-cal¬ 
led guardians ol Secular India. 

Rahul Ray, 
Received on e-mail 

Grand Design 
Congratulations on yet anot¬ 
her sufwrb cover design -F/ih;- 
lic Deals (March 9). The prim¬ 
ary reason for my buying alm¬ 
ost every issue of your maga¬ 
zine is the clever cover con¬ 
cepts. Being a graphic designer 

myself, it thrills me to see 
illustrations and designs 
so excellently executed. 

Apama Kakranla, 
Received an e-mail 

To Save a Bison 
Kudos to Outlook lor f(K'- 
using on the issue of envi¬ 
ronment (Umlerwiuing 
Bison Kiglits, rimeout, 

March 9). The fluriy of mining 
activity carricxi on by Indal in 
the Radhanagar Wildlife Sanc¬ 
tuary is a cause lor concern for 
all namre enthusiasts and envi¬ 
ronmentalists. Given the eco¬ 
logical importance of this area, 
mining should lx* banned lorth- 
with. Indal’s short-term gain 
shouldn't lead to India's perma¬ 
nent loss of an ecos()hc!e. Hats 
off to the Bombay Knvironmen- 
tal Action Group tor sjxarhead- 
ing a movement against mining 
in this c'cologically fragile zone. 

B.H. Shanmukhappa, 
Davangere 

Of Husain and Hysteria 
A|)ropos the Glitterati item 
Madhuii Mania Peaks (March 9), 
one wonders how much of 
Husain's 'obsession' is real and 

how much pure opjiorlunisin. 
But with Gaja Ganiini, he has a 
bigger and better cantftis to 
capture the Madhuri magic in 
all its splendid colours. The old 
man’s 'timing' loo is superb. 
This 'inspirational' outburst 
lias come at a time when the 
Madhuri-starrer DU to Pagal Hai 
has become the national rage. 

Raflv Ranfan Roy, 
Delhi 

india’s Best Man 
Two respected and mature 
political leaders spoke out aga¬ 
inst the Piesident for leaking 
out the letter written to the I’M 
about the UP governor (Clim- 
sing Cleanly, March ‘>). President 
K.R. Narayanan is apolitical, str¬ 

aight-forward, honest and has a 
clean image. Such remarks aff¬ 
ect the dignity of his office as 
also the lionour of the nation 
in the eyes ol the world. 

I Lt Col Harlsh Bahl (retd), 

Blew Delhi 

A Time to Act 
Apropos Kalinga Rewvuded 
(■March 9j, the curse of encroa¬ 
chment began in the early 
years of independent India. 
Now it's an established busi¬ 
ness run by the estate mafia. 
The Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Remains and 
Sites Act, 19.SB or 1992, is igno¬ 
red at every step. Under tlie 
provisions ol this Act certain 
business houses were invited 
by I.t Governor I'ejinder Kha- 
nna in September 1997 to 
adopt some of the protected 
monuments in Delhi with the 
twin aim of rescuing them 
from obscurity and getting 
much-needed funds for their 
upket-p. In fiirn the business 
houses were allowed to di.splay 
their logos etc near the monu¬ 
ments. The proposal seems 
workable. If it is given practical 
shaite, the scheme can even 
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be promoted and applied all 
over India. 

SS, Saar, 
New Delhi 

appalling and most of us 
dance critics of Delhi put 
it on record. The Mallika 
Sarabhais of the world 
ought to realise substance 
is more important than 
show and twisting the 
arm of established com¬ 
mentators through coer¬ 
cive or legal tactics makes 

fur rather contorted mudras. 
Ashish Khokar, 

New Delhi 

Mudras and Masala 
Apropos Does Klutjumho Need 
the Spire? (Timeout, March 2), I 
was disappointed to hear Out¬ 
look's comments on Mallika 
Sarabhai’s recent performance 
of Kuchipudi at the Khajuraho 
festival. It was much appreci¬ 
ated by the audience, as was 
re|K»rted to me. 

As her Kuchipudi dance-mas¬ 
ter for over 20 years, she has 
inherited Ironi me the authen¬ 
tic stimpradiiyo of Vedantam 
Lakshminarayana Shaslri and 
his ancestors, in an unaltered, 
pure form. Togethet, we made a 
compilation of the solo pro¬ 
gramme for Kuchipudi as it is 
Unlay. Lakshminarayana Shas- 
trigaru combined both the 
Devadasi and Brahmin streams 
of dance and codified the pre¬ 
sent adagu system of the solo 
lotni. In addition to Mallika, i 
have taught this technique to 
Yamini Krishnamurti, Kitha 
Devi, Giidimetla Krishna, Lima 
Kama Kao, Sudha Ghandrasek- 
liar, Narasiinlucliari and Vasa- 
ntalakshmi and many others 
The knowledge I have given to 
my students belongs to a ble- 
s.sed, ancient tradition. 

Guru CM. Acharyalu, 
Ahmedabad 

u 
By any standards, Mallika Sara- 
bhai is a rather over-confident, 
careless dancer. Her family 
name, her film popularity at 
the regional level make her a 
celebrity in her local (Gujarat) 
setting which she tries to use to 
her advantage. Although she's 
an extremely intelligent artiste- 
thinker she has put it to poor 
use. Her presentation in last 
year's Inaugural event at the 
India Gate lawns for the .SOth 
anniversary celebrations was 

Sonia is No Saviour 
vvhen it comes to changing the 
reader's perception nobody 
docs it better than Outlook. The 
last two issues were no excep¬ 
tions either. Albeit, with a dif¬ 
ference—they did for the worse! 

There was so much biased rep¬ 
orting in favour of the Congress 
that it read more like a party 

mouthpiece than a candid obs¬ 
ervation of political events, put¬ 
ting your reputation in shades 
of grey. The just-declared results 
have vintlicafed my impression. 

Manof l.unla, 
Calcutta 

■ 
You've gone overboard in pro 
moting Sonia in the last two iss¬ 
ues. Just iH'ing the widow of a 
tormer I’M doesn't mean she 
understands India or any of its 
issucss. Well, that's her problem. 

What about you? How could a 
magazine like yours fall at her 
feet just like the incompetent 
Congressmen? You've proved 
that you're no different from 
the others (your popularity was 
gained on this difference 
alone). Even the most illiterate 
tribal read nothing into Sonia's 
speeches. You've outdone them 
by reading too much into the 
Sonia wave. By crediting her 
with Congress gains in Mahara- 

Masterpiece on the Master 
Tarun J. I'ejpaTs profile of V.S. 
Naipaul (The Last Emperor, 
March 2H) was the kind of 
story which was worth a year's 
subscription to Outlook. The 
profile was the best of an aut¬ 
hor I've read in any Indian 
magazine or new¬ 
spaper. His blend 
of anecdotes with 
personal observa¬ 
tions make it a 
piece worth clip¬ 
ping and collect¬ 
ing. The Interview 
itself was master¬ 
ful. Rarely has a 
single interview 
captured so mudi 
of the master 
author's peculiarly 
pan-Asian eccen¬ 
tricity and genius. 
It was truly the best 
Naipaul I've read 
outside his own books. 

As a hack with some novels, 
and several quasi-literary pie¬ 
ces to my cr^lt, 1 take partic¬ 
ular pleasure in seeing a job so 
well done, as in diis case. 

Now, all 1 wish is for Tejpal to 
publish the complete inter¬ 
view—77»e Outlook Book of 
Interviews. And that I shall 
find more such literate delica¬ 
cies slipped in smartly bet¬ 
ween the twin slices of politics 

and eco-social commen¬ 
tary which OutloiA gen¬ 
erally feeds us. We're a 
sub-Utetate nation and 
anything that promotes 
good literature, writers 

and reading deser¬ 
ves all the support it 
can get. 
Congratulations, 
Mr Tejpal. If you_ 
showed excrudat-* 
ing bad taste in 

promoting verdant 
offal such as The 

God of Small ThI- 
ngs, you also have 
sufficiently dis¬ 

cerning critical judgentent to 
praise a true 'emperor' as 
Naipaul. Do let us have more 
of the same. 

AshokBaaker, 
Mumbai 

shlra and Rajasthan (which 
would've accrued anyway), the 
party is belittling its real contri¬ 
butors like Sharad I’awar. Wc 
feel insulted that the Congress 
chose to foist a person like 

! Sonia on India. How long will 
j Indians continue their slavers' 
! to mindless personalities who 
i know nothing about real India? 
I R.S. Narayan, 

Received on e-mull 

I Mirror to India 
: After reading Outlook tor si.\ 
: months I l\ave to quote V.S. 
! Naipaul: "Indian press has at 
j last Iregun to present India to 

I itself." You've made me under- 
'■ stand India Ix’tter. journalism is 
I not to write rm |)olitics for poli- 
I ticians, it's to give |)eople infor- 
I mation so that they can make 
; wise decisions—like not voting 
■ on criminals (Towards a Cleaner 
i Poll, R-bruary 23). Reading India 
I lihlay nowadays is like ojx'ning 

an old issue of havda. fhey 
seem to consider journalism a 
gr.icious form of clerkship. 

Par lanssan, 
Sweden 

u 
Your overwhelming list of 
criminals involved in active 
politics is ample testimony ot 
that old saying—politics is the 
last resort of a scoundrel. 

Debranfan Dutta, 
Calcutta 

■ 
Congratulations on taking up 
the issue of criminals in (K)li- 
tics. It was long overdue. If 
they become part of governing 
systems how will this evil ever 
be weeded out? 

Ravlnder Singh Sachdev, 
Recetv^ on e-mail 
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Press the ‘down’ button 
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PERSPECTIVE 

Can the BJP Escape 
Its Political DNA? 

It’s Indian democracy’s most severe test yet, warns the celebrated author of The Idea of India’ No one may have wanted these elections, 
but will they in retrospect prove to be 
something of a historical turning point? 
With the Bii> now installed at the head of a 
government which is likely this time to 

survive at least longer than a fortnight, the question 
bears some reflection. The political convulsions oi 
the late 1980s and early 1990s may have eased, but 
most of us have a sense that we are perched on the 
edge of major changes. 

The reliable landmarks of our public life seem to 
have faded. And those who are supposed to make 
sense of this uncertainty—professional politicians, 
as well as pointy-headed academics and experts— 
seem as bemused and lost as the rest of us. Some 
warn of doom, others blithely celebrate the vital¬ 
ity of Indian democracy, still others duly foresee 
more of the same. In the face of these uncertain¬ 
ties, the resort to elections to do our collective 
thinking for us seems to have done little to resolve matters. 

But this election has revealed once again, and with more force 
than before, tensions that have been inherent in the founding 
idea of India ever since 1947. These tensions have come to the 
fore as a consequence of 50 years of competitive [jolitics and 12 
general elections on a scale that has no historical com|wrison. The 
Indian State's commitment to denuK'ratic politics has transformed 
the texture of society; now, for the first time, there is a 
serious possibility that it may transform the architet- 
liire of the .State itself. 

The founding idea of India was committed to siis 
taining difference withitt a single, shared [Hjlitical 
frame. That idea is now under direct challenge from 
rivals who are currently yoked together in unlikely 
partnership. On one side stands the hii’, with its dreams 
o( a simplilic'd, homogeneous India squeezed into a 
single politica' Irame. On the other is a shaky entity 
built out ot tile political debris cast up by the swelling 
tide of regional ambitions. This is committed to diver¬ 
sity. but it has a weak sense of India as a shared (toliti- 
cal space: it is interested in cultivating its own vernac¬ 
ular gardens, to a vision of diversiW within many 
smaller political units. 

The Bir has dcfiited and built itselt arouiul a rejection 
of the founding conception of India. As its leaders 

accustom themselves to the gentle slope of Raisina 
Hill, will the party try to revise that idea in funda¬ 
mental ways? 
The itji’ is now in government, but it is not in com¬ 

mand. Its route to office has been littered with 
ironies. Not the least of these is that its leaders have 
had to sj^end more time on such nicely mundane 
subjects as the precise height of dams in southern 
India rather than concentrating on what they' 
would consider more spiritually uplifting matters. It 
presides over a far more cacophonous coalition 
than the outgoing government, and it has no expe¬ 
rience at all in conducting a choir of prima donnas. 
Further, as it tries io soften its declamations in order 
to satisfy new supporters, it is bound to face pres¬ 
sures from its old backers. 

in some ways, the bii’ seems to have acknowledged 
that what has deliveied it into office is anything but 
a widespread, positive enthusiasm for its ideas (it 

has increased its share ol ttie vote by altout a filth, hut still has 
only a quarter of the totq^yote sharel. Rather, its present ixisition 
is really the result of a rejection of the established political order. 
That rejection has taken different forms across the country—and 
the Bji’ has shown cunning in being able to ca])itali.se on the split 
character of the vast majority of voters who actually opposed it. 

The most evident sign of this rejection is the long-term late of 
the f'.ongrcss party, which has 
dominated national politics 
fof most of the past five 
decades. After one of its most 
politically disastrous years 
in 1997, it gained a mucli- 
needed respite through Sonia 
Gandhi's remarkable cam¬ 
paign on its behalf—which 
pulled it from the brink ot a 
fatal split. But this has been 
essentially a holding opera¬ 
tion. One only has to notice 
what has happened to the 
party in Uttar Pradesh to 
realise the depth of its crisis. 
Uttar Pradesh has long been a 
crucible of Indian politics: 

By SUNIL KHILNANI 

The most evident sign of the rejection of the established 
political order is the fate of the Congress party which had 

dominated national politics for the last live decades. 
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Swadeshi will require some sacrificial Enron-like casualties. 
But it is unlikely to result in economic protectionism. For 

liberalisation and market discipline are more powerful deities 

homeland of the C^onjtress since the l^ZOs, it has produced all but 
one ol India's seven Congress [)rime ministers. Nehru, Indira 
Gandhi, Kajiv (iandhi all had their political liackgardens here. 

, Yet this election it has proved to be unable to win a single seal in 
j^the state, losing even what was universally reckoned to be its 

invimihle bastion of Amethi. 
One tan hardly write the t'-ongress ofl—it undoubtedly still has 

life in it, aiul hMoricaliy it has always shown an extraordinary 
capacity to reinvent itself. It still continues to command a'greater 
share of the national vote than any of its rivals, and is the only 
party that can claim a degree of support right across the country.' 
But its shattered organisational structure will have to undergo 
massive surgerv if it is to rise Lazarus-like again. The crisis of 
('.ongress represents much more than sim|)ly the crisis of a single 
political party. It raises wider rpiestions about the possibility ol 
any kind ol national party—and those who aspire to replace it 
have got)d reason to study and learn from its experience. 

I he old Congress of Mahatma Gandhi and, after indepen¬ 
dence, of Nehru, stood for a plural definition of the Indian 
nation and it allowed for a constant expansion of such defini¬ 
tions through the operations of democratic politics. It was com¬ 
mitted to a layered, open-ended and constantly revi.sable picture 
of Indian selfhood, it firmly avoided the alchemical sleights of 
hand that promised to distill a pure national essence—in this, it 
was quite contrary to current ideological altarwalas, wiu) 
promise a fixed, heady .scent of Indianess. 

its own success was, of course, built not just on a commitment to 
ideas, but on [xrlitical support-building operations which drew 
together a broad s|)ectrum of stwial groups, from across the many 

communities of caste, religion and language. I hc sujrixrrt ol these 

s'ote banks was recruited by local t;ongre.ss leaders and delivered to 

the national leadership through .skillful Iralancing of local demands 

with wider concerns. .An intricate and by no means internally stag¬ 

nant social hierarchy was given representation Ihtougli what was 

probably the most organisationalh' complex (Kriitical party in 

world. But the social allianu- which the C ongress at ome helped to 

form and on which it de|K'nded. has now dissolved. A1.1.EGIANCF5 are no longer firmly anchored, and the result 
is often bewildering swings ol support for parties from one 
election to another. Hie meltdown ol political loyalties 

comes from what is nothing less than a profound social revolu¬ 
tion, itsell the pr duct of .St) years of democratic politics. 
Intensifying electoral competition has drawn new groups into 
the arena, and politics of reservation have made available to 
them new forms of political self-definition—Dalits, BC.s and obcs 

arc all now categories ot political action. Most political parties 
have resporuled to these turbulent conditions by seeking to 
gather immediate gains rather than trying to build mote durable 
bases of support. 

I'his social revolution i.s essentially local in scope, and its differ¬ 
ing effects are most clearly visible in the politics of the regional 
states of the Union. Throughout the 1990s, turnouts for elections 
to regional slate assemblies have climbed steadily and significan¬ 
tly. No single social group accounts for this rise, but it is cleat from 
data collt'cted by the C:entrc for the Study of Developing Societies 
that the steadiest increases in participation have come from those 
lower in the social order, from the poor and illiterate. India’s trib- 
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PERSPECTIVE 

ais and Dalits (who together account for around a fifth of the pop¬ 
ulation), women, and the r)B< s (who form a motley grouping, but 
are now more likely to vote as a group with a single interest), all 
arc entering politics en masse. 

As the least privileged rush to use their votes, those accustomed 
to being top of the heap are exiting. The economically better-(»ff, 
the VKially privileged and the educated remain powerful; but they 
are losing their political dominance and cultural influence. 
Numerically challenged, they are retreating from electoral politics. 
They are trying to regroup and maintain whatever public influ¬ 
ence they can through channels like the media—it is there, rather 
titan to the old professions of the law and politics, that the bright 
young things now turn. INDIA'S newly politicised groups are using 

their votes at once to affirm identities and 
avenge past humiliations, as well as to 

secure immediate instrumental benefits. This 
is working important, but still little under¬ 
stood, changes in the character of political 
representation. In the past, what made a 
political representative trustworthy to his 
electors was his dissimilarity from them— 
that ensured both his ability and his neutral¬ 
ity. Ambedkar, in three-piece suit, bespecta¬ 
cled, clutching volumes of constitutional law, 
and speaking a honc'd Hnglish. incarnated a 
world far removed Irom those who sup|)orled 
him. But texiay, the aspiring (xrlitician must 
make every effort to display his commonality 
with the jK'ople whose votes he seeks—in 
dress, mannerisms, turns of phrase. Trust has 
become a matter of identity rather than «)f 
publicly verifiable performance. So long as 
you are 'one of us', 1 will vote for you—even 
if you are a criminal. 

’These new entrants are bringing to politics 
more Uxal, tangible horizons ot demand and 
action—and in tliat sense political conflicts 
arc now more directly related to confliiTs 
over resources. But llie locus on sirecific local 
and regional issues has made it ditficult to 
organise these groups on a wider basis -cru- 

has revealed to them their muscle power. 
This time too, over 200 seats in the current Lok Sabha have 

gone to parties that have essentially local or regional support 
bases, and these parties have received almost half of the share of 
votes cast. They have thus established themselves as the vital 
material out of which our cut-and-paste governments, whether 
of the Left or Right, must be formed. These are the unlikely king¬ 
makers in Indian politics; their leaders glow with the effects of 
'it could be you' syndrome, as they await the call to ministerial 
office, in fact, it is increasingly difficult to maintain any sharp 
distinction between national and regional patties—they seem to 
be blurring into one another. After all, the aim of the regional 
parties is not to spirit power away from the central State, but to 

Dalits, BCs and OBCs are now categories of political action. 
The meltdown of political loyalties comes from a profound social 

revolution, the result of 50 years of democratic politics. 

cial for the emergence ol national parlies. 
I he downward pressure towards tlie Iwal, towards 'orms ol 

politisdl organisation and presentation tliat liave a restriited geo¬ 
graphical base, has Ixen reinforced by the lilieralisatioii ot central 
control of the economy since 1991. Kelorms have handed real 
economic powers to state governments, and intensified struggles 
for access to them. This has generated a new kind of politics in the 
regions, c|uite distinct from that which prevailed in earlier 
decades. I hen. regional groups tried to mobilise ethnic identities 
to push .secessionist claims against a strong central State domina¬ 
ted by a national party. But witli the decline of the Ckmgress, the 
doors to the cabinet offices of New Delhi appear enticingly open. 
Ihe new regional parties have been quick to secure a stake in 
national [rower—the experience of the Unitcxl Front government 

impose regional interests on New Delhi's agenda, and to use the 
central State to further these. 

Set against this surge of the intensely local and particular into 
national politics is the rip's political dream of a uniform, 
homogenised India. Can these rival conceptions he contained 
within a .single, agreed idea of what India is'f As the rip prepares 
lor government, it is being forced to recognise that the success of 
the old ('ongress as a national party lay in its acknowledgement 
of differences and in its coalitional capacities—not in declaiming 
doctrinal shibixileths. 

The often contrary impulses of India's vast, federal demoaacy are 
imprinting themselves upon the ideological formulations of the bjp; 
most obviously in the form of the diverse interests represented by 
the politicians from the regions, each of whom will have to receive 
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On one side stands the BJP, with its dreams of a homogenous 
India squeezed into a single political frame. On the other is a 

shaky entity built out of the swelling tide of regional ambitions. 

some satisfaction if the Hindu nationalists are to enter 
government. The b^s more astute leaders as well as 
^ose within it, desperate to get their hands on power, 
realise that if the party is to usurp the role of Congress 
In the Indian political system, it will have to prove 
that in fact it is a sheep in wolfs clothing. 

But one should not overestimate the bjp's capacities 
for change. The bji> remains the political outgrowth 
of an extremist religious movement—despite mani¬ 
festing an eagerness to go hybrid, its roots unmistak¬ 
ably he here. If it has a spell in government, it is 
bound to face strong internal demands to translate 
its hawkish manifesto into policy. 

A BJP government will try to threaten the constitu¬ 
tional devices for protecting cultural pluralism: these 

|.nfced to be strenuously defended. In this task, the 
■ press has an important role to play. But even more 

importantly, the judiciary, in the form of the 
Supreme Court and the executive arms of our sys¬ 
tem, will have to show real vigilance towards the leg¬ 
islative manoeuvres of a Bjp-led government. However, such a government is likely to put 

most of Its aggressive energies into 'anti- 
Western' gestures. Swadeshi will require some 

sacrificial, Enron-like casualties, and there may be 
come macho posturing on subjects like exchange 
rates. But these gestures are unlikely to result in a 
serious diversion into economic protectionism—for 
lllieralisation, and the discipline of the market, are 
recognised to be more powerful deities. More 
probably, this negative nationalism will be 

I expressed in sabre-rattling against Pakistan and in 
threats to 'induct' the nuclear option—a threat 
which, used as a bargaining counter, might well 
form the nucleus around which the bip policy with the United 
States will be built > 

If the BJP IS unlikely to entireiy.escape its political dns, equally 
one should not place too much faith in the restraining effects of 
the political entrepreneurs from the regions. They are in politics 
for immediate gains, not to pursue exemplary careers built on 
principle, and some oi them will readily submit to an Injection 
of nationalist silicone if their regional measurements appear to 
be shrinking. 

So far, divergent conceptions of India have proved able to 
cohabit within the original frame of the republic. This suggests 
that there is life still In the founding idea of India, precisely 
because it was never simply a commitment to abstra'i values or 
ideas—of secularism and democracy—but was rooted in a practi¬ 
cal understanding of the compulsions and constraints of Indian 
politics. Ute 20th century Indians, no more than their counter¬ 
parts anywhere else, are not virtuous, moderate, principled or 
even especially tolerant people; they are deeply self-interested. 
But it is that self-interest, so apparent in the conduct of the 
political elite, which encourages them to make compromises 
and accommodations. 

look beneath the messy confusion and black arts of India's 
current politics, and one can see in its democratic expenence 

evidence of something that lames Madison and his Federalist 
colleagues saw well over 200 years ago l.arge republics with 
diverse and conflicting interests tan be a better home for liberty, 
a safer haven against tyranny, than homogeneous and exclusive 
ones Within them, factions tan chetk one another, moderating 
ideological fervour and softening power. 

India's political exoeriente over the last half-century could have 
been much more oppressive than it has in fact proved to be. 
When It gained independence in 1947, it was heir to an authori- 
tanan colonial State, a profoundly hierarchical social order, stag¬ 
gering economic inequalities, and the potential for oppressive rule 
by a religious majority. 

All of these features continue to shape our politics. But they 
have in turn been reshaped by the presence of democracy. By 
enabling its citirens to mislike their rulers and to regularly vote 
them out, the constitutional democratic State has allowed Indians 
to live together with a larger measure of freedom than ever before 
and with more freedoms than citizens of other comparable new 
national States. 

Most importantly, India's untidy demoaacy has been able 
to sustain internal diversity In more impressive ways than 
many other states. That achievement is set now to recelw its 
severest test. ■ 
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INTERVIEW 

“We can rule on defectors, 
instead of the Speaker” 

Never has the Speaker's chair been more con¬ 
tentious than in the I2th Lok Sabha, wiKte the 
ruling party enfttys a razor-thin majority. 
Smaller parties are hound to be targeted as both 
fictions attempt to bolster their numbers by 
weaning away MPs. The Anti-Defection Act 
will come into play. The Spaiker's rulir^ on dis¬ 
qualification of members under the Act being 
absolute, tiie factim which has the chair's sym¬ 
pathy Im an edge. To obviate chances of fintl 
play, former Speaker PA. Sangma had suggest¬ 
ed that disqualification under the Act he 
decided by the Election Commission (EC). Chief 
Election Commissioner Manohar Singh 
GUt agrees that the implementation of the Act 
Is faulty and told Bhavdeep Kang that if 
Parliament so directs, the EC could oversee Its 
application. Excerpts: 

How do yon react to Sangma's sug¬ 
gestion tlMt disqualification of MPs 
under the Anti-Defection Act be 
removed from the Speaker's purview 
and given to the EC? 
The application of the Anti-Defection Law 
is tardy for a number of reasons. We have 
not b^n able, unlike the British Parlia¬ 
ment, to give the Speaker's office total 
security and neutrality by ensuring auto¬ 
matic unoppo.sed election, once chosen by 
ail parties in a consensus. In England, the 
Speaker's chair is filled every 20 or 30 years 
when they choose to retire and no party 
challenges them in the field during elec¬ 
tions. That's a unique status, a moving 
away from active politics. We have not 
been able to achieve this and that is why 
{vrhaps Mr Sangma made a suggestion to 
put the application of this law to a differ¬ 
ent forum, like the Election Commission. 
It is not a burden we seek or desire but if 
Parliament in its wisdom were to direct the 
EC to undertake it, 1 do Irelieve the EC will 
discharge it promptly in all cases within 
the spirit ot parliamentary law. 

I can only give one example. The Rep¬ 
resentation of People Act 1951 has already 
imposed such a duty on the EC under sec¬ 
tion 8A, which deals with disqualification 
on grounds of corrupt practices as deter¬ 
mined by a court. Such cases come to us in 
automatic reference from the governor of a 
state or the rresident of India. The EC sits 
as a judiciai body, hears all parties with 
their lawyeis and promptly sends its rec¬ 

ommendations to these dignitaries. So It is 
possible and in the past, Parliament has 
done such a thing. But it is really for them 
to think of it, not for us. 
Do yon agree that the Speaker's 
offlee Is politicised, and hence 
there's a ne^ for another forum? 
1 won’t elaborate on this because the 
Speaker holds a very high office and it is 
not for me to comment. 

The Anti-Defection Act has made 
the leaker's office controversial. 
Wonldn't the EC become equally 
controversial? 
No, as I said, there is another section 
which deals with almost the same kind of 
thing. Under section 8A, your disqualifica¬ 
tion is for six years. And we have been reg¬ 
ularly giving it where the judiciary felt it 

. necessary. As long as the EC conducts itself 
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INTERVIEW. 

as a judicial body as desired 
under parliamentary law I don't 
foresee any of that (controve¬ 
rsy). We are a judicial body 
which stands outside the sys¬ 
tem—our background and role 
and position is totall;^ outside 
although it may be linked to 
that (parliamentary system) by 
the Constitution. So 1 don't 
think a controversy arises in our 
case and it has never arisen in 
all that we are doing on ail such 
matters. For example, we give 
similar serious judgements with 
vast implications on parties. You 
saw that case when a faction 
challenged and wanted the sym¬ 
bol taken away from the Cong¬ 
ress before the 1996 elections. 
And we gave a judgement, we 
even split on it, two to one. 
liVill tiw controversial dom- 
Idle status Issue come op in 
the Ra}ya Snbha pdlsT 
The cases are pending in the 
Supreme Court because the EC 
has maintained those cases. The 
SC had collected all the cases so 
they could decide collectively. 
While the court will hear all par¬ 
ties and then give its wisdom 
eventually, it is always open to 
Parliament to look at that sec¬ 
tion and the definition of "ordi¬ 
narily resident" and see what 
needs to be done to modify it if 
they so please. 
Wll yon apply the domicile 
danse In fJic present round 
of dectlons? 
The situation continues as it is now and 
there is no particular forward or back 
movement. We've been pressing for a 
court decision or a modification of the law 
if necessary. So we would like some pro¬ 
nouncement from somewhere to clear the 
situation because, after all, everybody has 
some rights and worries in this business. 
What is your agenda for the 12th 
Lok Sabha? 
On behalf of me EC, I will write to the new 
prime minister after he settles in. We have, 
for example, an issue pending on section 
77, the expenditure limitation section 
which has through a proviso, a backdoor 
which nullifies the section and even the 
Supreme Court has said on a number of 
occasions, very unhappily, that it should 
either be clarified or it's become almost 
non-functional. 

We have the criminalisation question, 
that is, section 8. We have asked Parliament 
to strengthen it, simplify it and make it 
mote ef^ive and easier to implement. We 
hope they will approach that issue. 

There's another question pending in the 

Otherwise 1 think this country 
and the EC can be proud of a 
very low expenditure for such a 
stupendous job. It's all really 
string and cardboard. Our major 
expenditure is on the staff of 
about 45 lakh, 6ve per polling 
station and there are 800,000 at 
a rough guess...their dal roti for 
that day and that too the cheap¬ 
est food—about Rs 20 to Rs 30.1 
had to revise it. It is pathetic 
what they are given for this hard 
and sometimes even dangerous 
work. You can't cut that any fur¬ 
ther and nobody in this country 
should grudge that expenditure. 
But state funding, if it is done, 

will be an additional expendi¬ 
ture. That is something they will 
have to discuss. I only say they 
should involve the ^ in any 
discussion because to simply say 
we will give cash may be danger¬ 
ous-then you start this new 
worry of keeping track of what. 
happened to the cash given to a 
party. So you have to decide on 
what form you give this aid. In 
this election we have already 
handed out this aid by giving 
122 hours of free prime time on 
India's national TV and radio 
hook-up. Next election we will 
increase it even more. This was 
indirect state funding but it 
could not be misused. 
Despite your accent on a 
clean poll, a lot of persons 
with criminal cases against 
them have walked into' 

Parliament. 
1 look at it differently. Your job is to look 
for the negatives, mine is to took for the 
positives. What exists in the law under sec¬ 
tion 8 we applied effectively. But strength¬ 
ening of the law is up to the future 
Parliament. What is left to me is to create 
public opinion. 1 had proposed an argu¬ 
ment that all 43 patties are patriotic and 
they wish the country well. How can I 
believe that any of them has difficulty in 
finding not just a non-criminal or a non¬ 
doubtful character but S43 ideal, adanh log 
out of 100 crore Indians? Some (doubtful 
persons) have still come in, even we saw it. 
But, you can't go further than that (creat¬ 
ing public opinion) except by law and the 
law is Parliament. People have rights and 
technically they can come in. That is the 
law. We can’t overstep that. 
There were allegations of massive 
rigging in Bihar as always and not a 
single party is haiqiy with the con¬ 
duct of the polL 
If they are all unhappy, the EC must be 
doing something right. ■ 

If tlii* Elf'ftioii Commission 

eomiucts itself as a judicial body, T 

don’t for(‘se(‘ anv controversv.f^ 

Supreme Court. Some years back the EC 
sought power over public servants involved 
in election work during the election period. 
To control them for that period and get 
them to be objective and efficient and 
sometimes if somebody is not, then the EC 
should have the power to chargesheet him. 
The matter has somehow not been resolved 
between the government and the EC. The 
hearing is coming up but the government 
and the EC should not fight each other in 
the courts. We are wings of the same 
Constitution for the same objective. In 
conducting an election involving a billion 
people and 45 lakh public servants, with 
everybody in the country having high 
expiations of the EC, people demanding 
all sorts of action from us against misdo¬ 
ing—we should not be left helpless in law. 
Has the rising cost of elections— 
around Rs 664 crore this time—made 
the earlier suggestion of state fund¬ 
ing unviable? 
There is no real increase. From the last 
election about Rs 100 crore has gone up 
and this is the normal inflation factor. 
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Memories of the Radical 
EMS gave Marxists the first lesson in governance—and changed the face of Kerala 

By VENU MENOW__ IN Elamkulaoi Manakkal Shankaran Namboodiripad's 
passing, the Left movement has lost one of its primary 
propagandists and interpreters of Marxism. To the 

Marxist faithful, Namboodiripad was a .symbol of political 
constancy. Even when the ideology seemed to falter in 
Eastern Europe, he remained firm in his belief. To the last, 
he kept his faith in the certitudes of Marxism. 

EMS turned the cpi(m) into a player in bourgeois parlia¬ 
mentary democracy. That is his abiding political legacy. He 
changed the popular perception of communism as a move¬ 
ment working outside the demo¬ 
cratic process, a party intolerant 
ot dissent and prone to dictator¬ 
ship. Namboodiripad pioneered 
the transformation of the com¬ 
munists into a force capable of 
participation in the democratic 
.system—and coming out on top. 
This was the thundering message 
conveyed through the ballot in 
1957. The first elected Com¬ 
munist ministry died young, no 
thanks to Nehru and Indira 
Gandhi, but it lives on in the 
memory of the world. 

During his brief flirtations with 
power, Namboodiripad sought to 
leave his party’s imprint on 
Kerala. He championed the cause 
of land reforms which eventually 
led to the dismantling of the feu¬ 
dal order in the state. It was a 
model which other communists 
governments in the country 
chose to follow. Of course, EM.S invited the wrath of the 
landed gentry. But history would remember him as the 
man who not only dreamed, but succeeded in translating 
some of it into reality. 

EMS had his pet vision of the nation-state. He was not a 
blind votary of representative democracy. He was seduced 
by the model of participatory democracy practi.sed in the 
ancient Greek city-state. Namboodiripad envisioned a 
biend of the representative and the participatory, so that 
people could run their own lives rather than leave the job 
to elected representatives. EMS invested his energies into 
what he dubbed the People's Plan, an audacious but work¬ 
able exercise in grassroots democrary which devolves 
power to the panchayats. 

Namboodiripad was a career politician with a difference. 
He believed that politics cannot be separated from culture. 
He did not define culture as a leisure or a source of enter¬ 
tainment, but as something that reflected the power struc¬ 
tures of society. language is an instrument of culture as 
well as a political tool. It legitimises the existing close and 
power structures of society. The modes of address, for 
instance, change as language moves across the social lad¬ 
der. EMS emphasised the importance of cultural reform 

and saw it as an integral comtxment of political regenera¬ 
tion. To empower people meant not just to give them land 
or jobs but also to alter their cultural notions and values. 

EMS was perhaps looking back to his past when he 
espoused this belief. His feudal origins fuelled his reformist 
zeal. His youth was spent as an activist tilting at the evils of 
his Brahmin heritage. The community closed ranks and EMS 
was ex-communicated. The consequences were traumatic. 
When his mother died, he wasn't allowed near her funeral 
pyre. From a distance he watched the smoke rise. 

Namboodiripad covered his emotional scars with political 
activism. As a communist operative on the run, he went 

underground. Communism was a - 
bad word in the '40s. It was a 
period marked by a frenzy of 
writing and politicking. Namboo¬ 
diripad and his comrades set up 
the first Communist i’arty office 
in Kerala. It was a heady past that 
would later become the stuff ot 
Left^ing folklore. 

Namboodiripad evokes the 
images of a splendid era. The 
|)easant struggles, the hallowed 
march of the Communist move¬ 
ment through the peak period of 
1945-47, culminating in the upris¬ 
ing at Punapra Vayalar and coin¬ 
ciding with Telengana and the 
'lebagha’ peasant niovemeiils. 
And then, after Independence, the 
descent. Tire (.'alcutta Conlemnce 
of 1948, the drift Irom the nation¬ 
alist mainstri-.im, the backlash 
from the sfite, the repression, the 
underground. I hen thethangeof 

heart in 1951, tlie histork a-solution ;U Calcutta t(» endorse 
the parliamentary process. I he lirst general election under 
the Indian Constitution brings tiie Communist party to 
Parliament as tiie major opposition party. 

It was a breathtaking panorama. Marred in later years by 
discord within the parly; the Chinese insasion divided the 
Communist partv. .Namboodiripad pulled his punciies on 
the (.'hinese action, fhe party broke up. In October 1964, 
the first congress of the Marxist Party was held in Calcutta. 
The nipture was complete. 

In Kerala, tlie i I’llMt hrid the rural masses, the i:pi got the 
intellectuals. In ensuing years the pattern crystallised. EMS 
watched as lumpens crept into the ranks of the i I’UM). 

The task of the < i'i(si) in Kerala is to resurrect its lustre of 
yesteryear. To recall an era when the Communist movement 
was the single-most dramatic influence that changed the 
face of society. The reforms on the agrarian Iront marked by 
the abolition of landlordism, the advent of land ceiling and 
land for the landless; the birth of trade unions on the indus¬ 
trial front: the revolutionary Education Act that ensured 
.salaries from the government for teachers in privately man¬ 
aged scfiools. The list is endless—all these* reforms bear the 
signature of E.M.$. Namboodiripad. ■ 

RAVI SANKAR K.V 

1909-1998: scripting revolution 
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At a time of sharp polailsation, Prime 
Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee might 
find it difficult to maintain his identity 

By ISIUN JOSHI and SAQARIKA GHOSE INDIA'S 13 th prime minister occasionally reads the novels of John 
Grisham and Premchand, cooks a mean khichdi and worries about 
the contradictions of Westmlnster>in-Bharat. He has been described 
variously as a good man in a bad party; a conservative politician but 
a progressive Hindu; a parliamentary democrat who is at the same 

time attached to "bharatlya sanskriti"; a seemingly introverted and soft- 
spoken individual but committed to a strong State and aggressive— 
"nationalist”—postures on foreign policy and; an elder statesman who 
loves children, fireworks, 'gulaat' and the occasional tijtple. The grand 
patriarch who demands trust—"it's me for heaven's sake!*. 

In fact, his is probably the most acute existendatlst dilemma of con- 
temporar) India. That of the Indigenous liberal; the Hindustani Nehru. 
His sense of weariness an indicator of the conflict between impulse and 
reality. None of Advani's precision and koow-what-I-stand-for where-l¬ 
am-going aura. The self-doubt constant. Can such a believer, of a 
'Sanskritic' ethos, ever eflect an alliance with the Uboralism of the indus¬ 
trial West? And in inventing this persona, isn't Vajpayee perhaps 
attempting to reinvent the history of modem India? However success¬ 
fully he may marry the two traditions Indlvidualiy, can he ever really 
hope to translate this 'Sanskritic liberalism' Into mainstream discourse? 
(h:,.perhaps more pertinently, does he really want to? 

Vajpayee critics say he is an amalgam of too mar^ coribFjuUctions to 
manage an umvieldy coalition. Is Ms so-called "tyrkral poetry^ simply a 
caipoiiSdge for overweening persoiud ambition and the racti^^d forces 
wMch ate interlinked with his party? 
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"No,* avers N.M. Ghatate, senior advocate at the Supreme 

Court who has known him for over four decades, an old and 

trusted friend whom Vatpayee calls "Appa” (elder brother). "He 

will never compromise his core beliefs just for the sake of polit¬ 

ical power. He Is a politician in the old style, one who has trav¬ 

elled all over tire country by second dass train, bathed at railway 

stations, fought long and hard to establish the presence of his 

party at a time when Congress dominance was unquestioned." 

These were the years when Vajpayee fought to build the Jan 

Sangh. An uphill battle in which only now can he be said to have 

prevailed. In fact, in 19S7, Vajpayee, the first-time MP from Balr- 

ampur (Uttar Pradesh), never got enough time to speak because 

his party had a paltry four representatives in Parliament. Thus, 

his oratory—evident before he joined the Lok Sabha—became a 

vital instrument to seek a place in the parliamentary sun. 

Ghatate points out that until 

1967 Vajpayee lived in the party 

office, did not own any property 

and has never made any money 

from politics. "He has certain fun¬ 

damental values, such as nation¬ 

alism on which he will never give 

way, Jayalalitha or no Jayalaiitha." 

But there has also been a history 

of "accommodation*. One which 

explains to a large extent Vajpa¬ 

yee's contradictions and relation¬ 

ship with his colleagues and "the 

forces he represents". 

The subterranean tension bet¬ 

ween the Kss and the jan Sangh is 

clearly reflected in Vajpayee's dilemma. It began perhaps, with the 

Rashtriya Swayamsewak San^, always the refmal p^t for the 

Jan SanghNvp, becoming its ideologcal mainframe. Especially 

over the past 25 years. Close assodates say Vajpi^ traces his 

beginnings in politics very emphatically from the Jan Sangh 

(despite a brid flirtation with Marxism), a pcitikal party. Not die 

KSS. In fad, he is known to make a distinction between the two. 

'That he was a swayamsewak, he has no qualms about admitting. 

And he was one of the 'three musketeers'—the other two being 

Advani and Jaganath Joshi—whom Guru Gowalkar "loaned out" 

as his "politically-inclined swayamsewaks* to S.P. Mookerjee 

when he wanted to set up the Jan Sangh in 1952. 

His politics, say old assodates, began not with 

khaki knicl^ but with the Jan Sangh, which for 

those of Vajpayee's ilk was more the desi 

Congress—Bharat's revenge on India. 

So, the old-style Jan Sa^i tilted at the politi¬ 

cal windmills through the Nehru years, but the 

real trouble began with the Janata expdiment. 

As Vajpayee slipped quite effortlessly into his 

role as foreign minister the kss too began to up 

the ante. State power, was after all, in the hands 

of the "boys*. But the iSnsions remained unre¬ 

solved. A Vajpayee aide says the fall of the 

Janata Party government also blew the lid off 

the always uneasy Vajpayee-Rss relationship. 

The diid memtership controversy found exp¬ 

ression in newspapen of the time referring to 

Vajpayee's purported inclination to re-examine 

the party's ties with the Sangh; "The problem 

has to be solved*. The signs of the climbdown, 

however, were obvious when Vajpayee said in 

Bombay on October 2,1979 (as reported in the 

Indian Express), "the dual membership issue has 

been settled. The Jan Sangh stands dissolved, 

but party members are free to become members 

of the KSS as a cultural, sodal, organisation...like 

the Arya Samaj.” A perfect illustration of acknowledging the 

link, but differentiating the nature of the connection. 

The ideological tug-of-war between starched khaki and soft 

muslin continued over the next few years and as Vajpayee tried 

to formulate independent theoretical moorings for his party— 

Gandhian socialism as it was termed by the m^ia—he was seen 

to be moving furtiier away from the Sangh. And taking the qp, 

political descendent of tire Jan Sangh, along with him. 

The electoral disaster of 1984, however, changed all that. 

"Down to two MPs, Vajpayee was pushed bn to the backfoot by 

the KSS,” says a prominent former Jan Sangh member. Deen 

Dayal Upadhyaya and Intepal humanism—ffie origins of 

Advanl's cultural-nationalism thesis—bircame the dominant 

God at whose altar the qjp b^an paying obeisance. The logic of 

this stand led to the alliance with the Shiv Sena in 1989 at the 

sip's Palampur plenary (which Vajpayee seemed to have 

Vajpayee does 
seem to have a 
hand-wringing, 

sob-sob routine, 
which, conve¬ 

niently, always 
seems to come 
after the event. 
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HIs first day In office as prims minister: uneasy mantle 

opposed in Udaipur a few months earlier). The adoption of the 
Ram temple agenda, again at Palampur, was another Hindutva 
short-cut to power Aat seemed to rankle. 

The Babn Masjid demolition is yet another example. In an inter¬ 
view in The Piotwer a week after December 6,1992, he said "there 
is no place for moderates now". He even made an oblique refer¬ 
ence to a possible split in the party when he said that the eup 
would have "faced a crisis if the rss leadership had not expressed 
remorse". But he fell in Une eventually. Despite what Ghatate says: 
"Vafpayee has often said the route to the centre of democracy can 
never be via the temple." But a senior journalist and i^watche 
feels Vajpayee does have this "hand-wringing, sob-sob routine 
which always, quite ccmveniently, seems to come after the event." 

Vajpayee, while he may have disagreed, always seemed to give 

in. "Why not? it is his party as miich as anyone else's,” says a 
senior vp leader. Former jan Sanfdt ideologue Balraj Madhok has 
the opposite criticism, slamming Vajpayee for "historically, 
adopting die Nehru line as distinct from the Mookerjee line." 
Vajpayee's dilemnu, of the q)an straddling that fine line 
between the nation^lst and communal strands erf ri^t-wing 
politics in India, could have no better illustration. 

Meanwhile, as Advani b^an to nudge tiie yp firmly down 
the path of Hindufva throu^ the 1980s and '90s, Vajpayee's 
"sense of isolation” became a talking prrfnt. Vajpayee didn't help 
stop tongues wagging as he seemed to make a v^ finely nuanced 
wtAdrawal from the everyday politics of the party witii an occa¬ 
sional, rhetorical defence of the rss thrown in—"if the rss is fas¬ 
cist, so am 1," he said in 1986. During this phase, he was happy 
dealing with what an associate calls the "finer things in life*. Such 
as trying his hand at cooking and 
poetry, the "real" love. Which is, 
his family emphasises, the essen¬ 
tially private punult of a person 
for whom solitude 1$ Important. 
Besides, the lonely individual 
also lavished attention on his 
adopted family, especially grand¬ 
daughter Neharlka. 

As for the lyp, during this per¬ 
iod (1984-1998) its growth, in 
Advani's words, "was unparal¬ 
leled in the history of parlia¬ 
mentary democracy." And he is 
probably right. But it was 
Advani, remember, who unilat¬ 
erally and quite unamtrfguously propelled Vajpayee to the hot- 
.seat of the party's "prime ministerial candidate" a few years ago. 

Some saw in this move an attempt to "fine-tune Hlndutwi” 
and take it to the next stage. According to a bjp ideologue, "the 
essence of ftindutva was to remove, once and for all, the impres¬ 
sion of Hindus as a soft target. That accomplished, we were a 
political party seeking power." And tiiat Is where the populist 
and very middle-of^e-road Vajpayee came in. 

But in all of this, there was also a personal equation. Advani— 
who along with Ghatate Is count^ by Vajp^ee amongst his 
closest friends—and Vajpayee go back a Icmg way. Tb the 19S0s, 

"ril not do 
anything juat to 

be prime 
minister. My 

bags are always 
packed,” he 
once told a 

friend. 
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In fact, when both of titem were young men in Delhi, membas 
of a party with tittle support and even less resources. Advmii was 
stlfl a badselor and the duo spent thdr time irying to get their 
voices heard in the Left-liberal atmospherics of the day. 

Vatpayee did the cooking and Adv^ is Ibwwn to have com¬ 
plained—affectlonatefy~ebout toe surfeit cS khichtfl and kheer 
which, it seems, was their staple dtet This very bidian vetston of 
a locker-toom triendship has stood toe test of the years in poUH- 
cal wilderness, for which reason it can never be underestimated. But, says historian Chrlstojtoe thwmym 

Jatirelot, author of die acclaimed 
Htiuiu Natkmllst Movement In 

India, "Vaipayee is as much a part of 
the Sangh parivar as anybody He 
may be a little more liberal, a little 
more moderate.” Not quite disciplined 
ass, more old style Jan Sangh, avow¬ 
edly antf-lndira Congress and appar¬ 
ently motivated by selfless national 
service, yet one who shied away horn 
emphatic apologies for many of toe 
party's Hlndutva misadventures. 

Jatoelot says Vajpayee's role is sim¬ 
ply a dtvldon of labour with Advani. 
*1hough he may be amenable, he's 
always been power hungry”. 

But there is also a Vajpayee who uses 
humour to great effect. There was this 
meeting he called with senior editon before his China visit as for¬ 
eign minister in the Janata government. Since he had just recov¬ 
er horn an illness, the assembled worthio asked: "Kaisi Udilyat 
hai aapkli (How are you feeling?)” Pat came the reply; "Chinese 
food klume ke liye badiya. (Perf^ for Chinese cuisine.)” Vajpayee 
also often quota from the speech Nehm made at Aligarh 
University; "I am a Hindu and you are Muslim, aren't you proud 
of this culture?" 

He is a staunch friend. When visitors asked him why he still dis¬ 
played a photograph of P.V. Narasimha Ran in his house, he rep¬ 
lied, "I don't change my friends according to political fortunes." 

His Hinduism, say assodata, is completely anti-traditlonai 
taboos. "Marriaga must be fixed 
by mutual consent," he has often m „ 
said, "only then will dowry be “ rOOIII“inal8S 
eliimnated." Yet, he is no social g||(| ffieilds il) 
radical apousing, say, the even- .. -u 
iianded Speaol Marriages Act over OUS, 
the Hindu Marriage Act. Although Vajpayee did 
a cntic ot Westminster, the touch- ’ ^1 
stone ot his s-alues is demoCTacy, COOKIIIy, 
in the sense oi a functioning par^ mainly khichdi, 
system and I ok Sabha as a plat- anil AHunfii 
fomi of debate on India s future. anO nOVani 

"The counter|x>int to Nehru,” iOVed it. 
says Arundhati Chose, former dip¬ 
lomat who worked with Vajpayee, ' 
"is not Mulayam Singh Yadav but Vajpayee.” The source of his 
popularity is not just in his oratory but in a version of nationalism 
that sometimes sounds like Nehru in the vernacular, svith well 
thought-out references to great principla and noble 1947-speaL 

Also paradoxically, the more he emerges as an embattled softie 
in a party of hardliners, the more his ability to project the roman¬ 
tic, mofiissll, man-under-siege persona. He sounds sincoe, an exa¬ 
mple of the early years of modem India when belief rather than 
pragmatic career choices dictated a turn to politics, a contrast per¬ 

haps to ceUpbone-btancHshing youn^ membds Kke PttHnod 
Mahajan. The generation Iw rtm not prevented Idid^jani 
from becomiog toe aid of kdfr poRticillBiafiagH’. 

Ambiguity seems to be a crucial tom ttonrerb-fiMQy 
Vajpayee. The constant recourse to "mubavni*, 
and rural parables to explain tnedem com^exttim ate petli^ 
evidence of his own confusion, an inditutlon to tidteratt fiiszy 
first principles tatoei than the specifics of peflides. 

Yet, while fotdgn minister he created a bank of goodwlB lit the 
MEA. After hfs appointment, oiu of the senior seoetades Com¬ 

plained that he, being a 
south Indian, woi^ now 
have to start leattting Hindi. 
On hearing tots, Vajpayee 
tedd him, "You ^eak to me 
In English and 111 ^leak to 
you In Hindi, tiiat way you'll 
improve your Hindi and I’ll 
improve my EngUshl” 
While leader of the Oppos¬ 

ition, he was meticulous 
about procedures at the* 
United Natiotu, toe diplo¬ 
mat recalls. Before begin¬ 
ning every speech at the UN 
he would say, ”1 hope this 
speech Is in line with gov¬ 
ernment policy*. Former 
foreign secretary Jagat 

Mehta admits candidly that "we thought that after the cos¬ 
mopolitan Nehru and Mrs Gandhi, he would be very different. 
But on the very first day he gave us a splendid definition of the 
roie of the ciidi service In a parliament^ demoaacy.” 

And toe bon vivemt in the foreign minister was always to toe 
fore. Janardhan Thaki^Mn bis '70s political thriller, AU The 
/anata Mat, narrates an inddteit during Morarji Desai's visit to 
toe USSR in October 1977. The spartan teetotaller Desal, it seems, 
was scathing about toe Indian students in Soviet Russia tanking 
up at the slightest pretext and gave them quite a tongue-lashing 
before stalking out of the room. A rather taken aback group of 
students then turned to the accompanying foreign minister and 
pleaded: "It's so cold here, how can we survive?" Vajpayee took 
a quick look over his shoulder, winked, and declared: "pfyoi piyol 
(Just carry on)." 

TiU recently, toere was a sense of tiredness and growing disil¬ 
lusionment b) Vajpayee, say his friends. "Museebat hainl" he 
once told an Intimate circle, *kmn desh sandthalega? Isse to behtar 
hain ki Parliament mein ek bhashan thok do aw ghw aake cinema 
dekho (It's a burden. Who will govern the country? It'S better to 
give a speech in Parliament and come back home to a movie.)" 
But at the same time he is conscious of his seniority, his 'being 
ready* for a post that a string of lesser figures got willy-nilly. 
The fioy young student at Oayanand Angjo-Vedlc school in Kan¬ 

pur idolisfd his teacha father, Krishan Bilteri, who was a patriarch 
in the 'madhya bharaf tradition. His son emulated him, wrote 
poetry and learnt oratory fiom him. But by some accounts, polit¬ 
ical differences led the young Atal out of home and into the potty 
office. Before long, he went to live with the family of his teacher- 
friend Professor Kaul, whldi toen became a lifriong association. 

Yet the predicament—even if unstated—continues. Atal EMteri 
Vajpayee is that curious phenomenon; rejecting WesMnspbed 
liberalism and attonptlng to create an indigenous one wito its 
roots in Hindu social refc^ But the effort seems to have simul¬ 
taneously Induced in trim to acc^tance of revivalism, 

Wifii Rttiu filinilB and R«4N thninn 
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Stumbling off the Block 
Even as Vajpayee grapples with the contradictions of his coalition, potential faultlines appear 

BylSHANJOSHI _ _ _ ON March 18, while releasing the national agenda for gov¬ 

ernance, Prime Minister Atal Bchari Vajpayee protested 

that asking him about the dilution of the Hjr agenda—and 

its accompanying Rss-approved programmes—was 

"unfair" because his was a coalition government reflecting 

the common approach of its constituents. But Vajpayee's first 48 

hours as the head of tlie executive, especiaily the fracas over the 

finance portfolio, seems to have exploded that "mylh". 

And despite the damage-control exercise initiated by the prime 

minister's office (i’mo), an embattled Vajpayiv is likely to face a 

series of political hiccups which he will have lo c /ercome to pro¬ 

vide coherence to his government. The troubles over the selection 

of the finance minister began with the iast-minute deletion of 

Vajpayee's choic'c tor the post, senior air leader and the "market- 

friendly" Ja.swant Singh. The coveted [xirtfolio instead went to the 

relatively new entrant to the hii’ and former finance minister. 

Yashwant Sinha. Who, new.spapers were quick to point out, of late 

was making a lot of pro-swadeshi noises and had successfuily 

ingratiated himself with the ass lobby. 

Vajpayee's .spin doctors, the pmo, were quick to deny that these 

changes were in response to extraneous pressures. They aiso said 

that reports that former Karnataka chief minister R.K. Hegde had 

been cased out of defence—because of Subramanian Swamy’s threat 

to file a I’ll and vote according to his “conscience" if Hegde was 

given a "sensitive portfolio"—was mere "speculation". Only, the 

I’Mo's defence has bwn received with a degree of scepticism. Says cpi 
secretary D. Raja: " This rss control over rhe government is what we 

had feared, but now it seems there are other considerations as well." 

While Bjp sources Insist that it was to accommodate George 

Fernandes (as defence minister) that some of the portfolios were 

reallcKated, Hegde's supporters are sulking, though the Karnataka 

strongman himself put up a brave face and attended office. 

There are murmurs of protest from the bjp's old allies too. The 

Shiv Sena is apparently not happy over the delegation of the rela- 
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tively low-profile Environment and Forests portfolio to Suresh 
i’rabhu. Sena supremo Bal Thackeray had told Outlook a couple of 
weeks ago that he expected Prabhu to get Industry—the jmst he 
held in the short-lived 13-day Vajpayee cabinet—"automatically". 
But industry has gone to Sikander Bakht of the bip who refused to 
as.sume charge during Vajpayee's first stint till he was given a suit¬ 
able portfolio in accordance to his seniority. 

While the Sangh parivar hardliners’ attempt to influence the 
Vajpayee government's agenda so far seems to have concentrated 
on the economic sphere—with the fashionable 'economic nationa¬ 
lism is the new frontier of the .strong nation-state' argument in 
vogue—the Sangh obviously hasn't made that quantum leap in its 
[)aradigm. As an activist of the K.ss-backed Swadeshi Jagran Manch 
said: "The swadeshi agenda, though important, is only a part." 

The BIP may have kept "contentious" issues out of its agenda- 
even its disapproval of cow slaughter has to be inferred from the 
passage on animal husbandry—but that doesn't mean, in the 
words of Jaswant Singh, "that the party has given up or diluted its 
agenda." Nor, he may have addetl, have the other organs of the 
Sangh given up on social engineering. Which is why the apjwint- 
ments of hardliner Dr M.M. Joshi as nun minister—in which edu¬ 
cation and other departments provide enough play to engineer a 
social agenda--and that of Hindutva’s female face Uma Bharati as 
his minister of state, send out a clear message. 

But perhaps the story of the Vajpayt* Cabinet has been the 
Jayalalitha juggernaut. And the well-calibrated and very low-pro- 

T NARAYAN 

file resptmse to it. Essentially, a brain-child of Union home minis 
ter and bjp president L.K. Advani who knows the bjp cannot be 
seen to have jettisoned all norms and should be prepared for any 
contingency. The principle is clear: the need to have the final say 
on crucial issues, put a cap on the demands of its allies and pro¬ 
tect its own base in the stales where its allies are dominant, llic 
representation to Tamil Nadu is high, four Cabinet ministers and 
three ministers of state. While Jayalalitha ally and former 
Congress Tamil Nadu chief V. Ramamurthy has been given a plum 
Cabinet ()ost, her "hidden agenda" also seems to have been met. 

Cabinet minister M. Thambi Durai of the aiaomk has been given 
the Law, Justice and Company Affairs portfolio—and on his first day 
in office declared at Chennai that "all cases against Jayalalitha are 
politically motivated". While K. Muthiah of the aiaomk has been 
included in the C,abinet, the significant portfolios of the party 
supremo's choice for two ministers of State—Finance for R.K. Kumar 
and i’ersonnel (under which the citi o|K'rates as of now) for R. Jana- 
rathanan -are indicative that her "demands" were taken care of. 

But then that is quietly being offset by Advani, whose ministry 
has apparently already sent in a 
proiwsal for the cbi to revert to the 
Home Ministry. Sources say a simi¬ 
lar proposal to give the ministry 
some sort ol a supervisory role over 
the l.aw ministry is being contem¬ 
plated. c;ieverly intcrs|iersed with 
noises about restoring the Honte 
Ministry to its "former glory". In 
pjain English, the final nod for prrv 
scenting any |X)litinan, including 
Jayalalitha, would lie with Advani. 

Cabinet status and important 
|X)rtfolio.s to BIP men from Tamil 
Nadu (R. Ktimaramangalam), Karn¬ 
ataka (Ananth Kumar) and Bihar 

(Yashwant Sinha) from where the party has made substantial com¬ 
promises for its allies, is a manifestation of the second part of the 
plan—ensure checks and balances in the coalition government. 
Added to this is the likely induction of the newly-elected Rajya 
Sabha member and b|1* general secretary from Andhra Pradesh, 
Venkaiah Naidu, once the Telugu Desani is won over. 

In fact, it is worth mentioning that Advani, before his first day of 
work at North Block, presided over a hip meeting at the party head¬ 
quarters and it has always Iteen emphasisi'd tliat the role of the 
party is crucial. While all of these moves will, in a way, let Vajpayee 
otf the hook when his allies Itegin making difficult-to-concede 
demands, it also lays the basis for a potential clash at the top it the 
Vajpayec-Advani duo do not act in tandem constantly. 

And there have tx'cn other niggling criticisms of the Vajpayee 
Cabinet. For instance, giving (.atiinet |.i05ts to Messrs Buta Singh 
and R. Muthiah, IkBIi of whom have cases pending again.st them. 
The lilreral sprinkling of the scions of non Congress political dynas¬ 
ties in the council of ministers, Omang Apang, S.S. Badal, 
Vasundhararaje Scindia and Naveen Patnaik, has also come in for 
flak. Also, of tiu' tour ministers of state with Independent charge, 
only oiv is from the mi- And that senior, uncomplaining members 
of the party such as four-time MP from Mumbai Ram Naik, have 
had to be sacrificed at the altar of the pursuit for (xwer, and be con¬ 
tent with minister-ot-state status. 

For Vajpayee admirers, however, there is the plea of bjp general 
secretary Narendra Mixli: "It is unfair to see an rss conspiracy 
everywhere." And it is a fact that whatever the limitations under 
which the PM will have to function, leading such a diverse coali¬ 
tion, the face of the Union Cabinet does have a very even denom¬ 
inational spread. But even bip leaders admit that Vajpayee will 
need all his charisma and leadership abilities to ensure that the 
nxky start to his stewardship of the nation is not prolonged. ■ 

If the CBI comes 
under the home 

ministry, the 
final nod for 
prosecuting 

Jayalalitha or 
anyone else will 
lie with Advani. 
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UNITED FRONT 

The Digits Don’t Add Up 
For the UF, it’s a question of identity—as Naidu won’t budge an inch from his ‘equidistant’ line 

By BHAVDEEP KANG I idea beine to elnbarrcl^s the kii' by forcin>> it ing an unfriendly Speaker ruling against 
""   I into a consensus or contest and also to him under the Anti-Defection Act. AI.IKRNATEl.y revileri and wooed j liave a "triendly" umpire in place during Surjeet k Co went to work on Naidu, 

by his United Front partners, j the next round of war games. Fhis fond coming up with a nominee he couldn't rcf- 
heajwd witli criticism one mom- ! hojK;, UF leaders acknowledged, was realis- use: S. Jaipal Reddy, who won on a JD'ticket 
ent and Iriandishments tlie next, | able only through collective action, that is, from Andhra Pradesh and enjoys a reputa- 
lelugu Desam Party chief Nara ’ if the loi* voted with the UF. tion of unim|reachable integrity. If the Bjr 

Chandrabahu Naidu is stoic. "I've already • Accordingly, Surjeet and Mulayam Singh rejected Sangma and insisted on a contest, 
explained my party's predicament to llie ■ Yadav did a sharp u-turn on the idp ques- Reddy would receive the Tin- vote, ensuring 
UF Tliere's no change in our decision to I tion. Dn Marcli 16, a da\' after President his victory. His universal popularity might, 
remain neutral and abstain from voting I K.R. Narayanan anointed Atal Behari in fact, attract more votes than even the bjp 
during the floor test." ; Vajpayee on the strength of (iiiandrababii anticipated. It tiwk Surjeet an hour to per- 

It UH)k the contentious issue of the Spea- | Naidu's "neutrality", they sought his suade a reluctant Reddy. Naidu was agree- 
ker's election to convince i pi(m) general ■ ouster from the Front. 'Iweiity-four hours able to the idea, which thrt'w a spanner 
secretary Harkishen Singh Surjeet and ! later, they were wooing him assiduously, j into the bii-'s works. In the absence of top 
Samajwadi Party leader Mulayam Singh ! declaring there was no question of Naidu i support, a |K>litical climbdown by the bii' 
Yadav that ousting Naidu from the UF j ever being asked to quit the Front. "It is | on the Speaker issue looked inevitable, 
would be countet-prcKiuclive. If he was, as \ better for us if Naidu remains neutral. Why ' The players are now focusing on the floor 
a Janata Dal MP put it, “thrust into the ■ should we push him to the hip?" asked | test, where the idp's abstention during the 
waiting arms of the hip", tuture pros|H’cts Surjeet—precisely what moderate voices in j vole of confidence would give the iiii’ a 
of a UF-('.ongress combine coming to the UF, including that of the ( pi, had been hair's breadth majority (provided the Nor- 
power would Dixome that much harder. advocating all along. tlieast MPs and Subramanian Swamy stick 

Foiled in its attempt to install a non-uiP The UF leaders feared that Naidu, who with it and Vijayaraje Scindia's illness does 
government, as much by the Congress' coy ] had no desire to sec a Congre.ssman (other not preclude her presence in I’arliamenl). 
reluctance to stake a claim as by its own | than Purno Sangma, perceived as rss- The Bjp, although still keen to have its "abs- 
inlernal contradictions, the UF focused its \ friendlyi occupy that all-important post, olute choice", may effect a compromise if 
efforts at installing a non-BiP Speaker. The j might well vote with the hip, instead of olfiy to ensure it docs not have to (ace 

i abstaining. With a scant four MPs needed more than one trial of .strength this week. 
Naidu: ‘There's no change in our decision’ i to split his parts’, Naidu couldn't risk hav- Despite Naidu's insistence on neutrality, 

not all Front members are keen 
on his quitting the UF, particu¬ 
larly the «PI. The summary exit 
of Rashtriya Janata Dal cliief 
Ijtloo I’rasad Yadav proved very 
expen.sive in Biliar—an experi¬ 
ence it has no desire to rejreat in 
Andhra Pradesh, where it boasts 
17 MIAS and two MPs. The cpifM) 
has taken a tough stand with its 
leader B.V. Raghavulu saying his 
party will not liesltate to sever 
its 14-yeat relations with the 
I HP. "1 don't sec how he can jus¬ 
tify alrstaining. It will help tlu* 
BJP win the confidence vote. It 
sends wrong signals of backing a 
communal party. It means drift¬ 
ing away from the top’s com¬ 
mitment to protect the secular 
fabric of the nation." 

The CPI tlexrr leader Rajeshwar 
Rao's response to Naidu's deci¬ 
sion was noticeably milder. "We 
appeal to the rop not to align 
itself with those trying to divide 
the people on the basis of reli¬ 
gion and caste." While the cpi 
lias willy-nilly lost a friend in 
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CONGRESS+ 

ZOR'S EDGE ■ 
BJP + OTHER PARTIES 

BJP 178 BSP 5 (Anti-BJP) 

18 SJP 1{Anfi-BJP) 
Samata Parly 12 ASDC 1 (Anti-BJP) 

9 SDF 1 (Antl-Congrsss) 

SAD 8 Wise 1 (Pro-BJP) 
TrfnamtifCoiigress . 7 WIIM 1 (Anti-Bjp) 

Shiv Sena 6 PWP 1 (Pro-United Front) 

pUk 4 Total 11 
MDMK 3 1 

LokShaidi 3 INDEPENDENTS 
Janata Party 1 Dr. H. Lallungmuana (Wlizoram) 

HVP 1 Bwlswamutiary (Assam) 

TRC 1 eoM the Independents are anti-Congms 

HLO 4 Total 2 
Arunachal Cong 2 
MancAta Gandhi 1 
Satnam Singh 1 Note: Polling is still to be held in Mandi 

ButaSli^ 1 (HinAchal Pradesh), Ladakh (J & K), 
and Patna (Bihar). Udhampur (J& K) results 

Total 260 awaited. Results declared for 539 seats. 

tiafe: Co^ress + UF (-TDF) = 254 
B#* Allies =260 ■■■ '• .’l-V''*' 

Laloo YaUav, il’s compelled to toe the line 
adopted by Mulayain Singh, who did the 
party considerable damage in UP. 

In any case, despite brave statements by 
Mulayam Singh, Laloo Yadav and ivn chief 
c:.K. Moo|wnar. Sonia Gandhi's takeover of 
the Gc)ngres.s has dampened the UF's enth¬ 
usiasm to lorm a government. '^1 he Qiieen- 
Kmpress syndrome from which Sonia suf¬ 
fers has not gone down well. Surje'et, who is 
accustomed to hob-nobbing with prime 
ministers, is reduced to meeling .Xrjun 
Singh or V. (ieorge," said a senior Ul- leader. 
The prospect of Sonia Gandhi iK-coming 
prime minister has put paid to whatever 
slim hopies there were of Naidu throwing 
his weight behind a UF-( Congress combine, 
r.ven the SP, which was set to make an all- 
out effort to install Sharad Pawar, lost its 
steam thanks to her candidature. 

Besides, the UF has to look to its own sur¬ 
vival—without Naidu, it would virtually be 
reduced to the Left Front and the SP. Of the 
original constituents, four are either non- 
exi.stent or have quit. The bkki’ left the UF 
and was wiped out in UP; its chief, Ajit 
Singh, lost to the bji’’s Sompal Shastri. The 

sKiP was out for a duck in Goa and the v.p 
failed to o^ren its account in Assam. While 
Prafulla Kumar Vlahanta remains chief min- 

and Mulayam squarely responsible lor the 
II,p golting .S9 seats in Ul’. By lailing to 
reach a .seal adiusiment with its allies and 

i.ster, he has clearly said he prefers the bip tying up with Pawar inslead, Mulayam 
over the ('ongress. The Aru- 
nachal tkrngrcss with its 
two MPs moved to the rip Withoi 
and Gegong A[)ang, vsiiose .. , 
dislike ol the tiongress is •”6 ' 
well known, has been rewa- virtllSl 
riled with a ministerial bc-rtb 
lor his son. LBR 811 

Hie Janata Dal, reduced Qf i|j 
to six MPs sans Laloo 
Yadav, owes two seats to COnSi 
the iijp's allies- -how Ihes- faiif ai 
will vote during the floor ***** 
test is anybody's guess. JD 8011*6) 
MP Ram Vilas Paswan has hawi 
made no secret of his dis- na¥l 
enchantment with certain —— 
sections of the UF, who, he 
believes, use the secularism plank to pro¬ 
mote the interests ot particular castes. 

ITespite its united facade, even the U*ft 

Without Naidu, 
the UF will 

virtually be the 
Left and the SP. 

Of its original 
constituents, 

four are either 
non-existent or 

have quit. 

■Singh "(lamagitl the UF in 
UP diul helped the Coiig- 

Naidu, ress in Maharashtra. So 
. millh for his seiiilar crede- 
’ Will nlials". says a Left leader. 

be the * c onference, 
with no lose lust for the 

the 5P. ( .ongress, has Ireeii reque- 

U possibility Surjeot dismiss- 
lents, es. "How can Farooq show 

Aifh«r ''' Valley il he 
eiliiei does?" The imi.-dvik coin- 

lent Of bine, still shell-shocked 
itill electoral rout, is in 
fUll. trouble. If the imi contin- 
......i.. ues the alliance, il is only 

because the Gongress did 
not make a bid for (lower. Otherwise, its 
three MPs may well have gone back to the 
parent (larty. The UF had best look to its 

Front-SP combine is fraught with divi- | own survival instead of targeting Naidu. ■ 
sions. A section of the Left holds Surjcct ■ With M.S. Sh8nk$r 
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CONGRESS 

THE HEADMISTRESS TAKES 
Though circled by ‘obedient’ 
partymen, Sonia will find it 
difficult to revive the party 

ByAJiTHPILLAI IF the Congress was looking for a 
stern, autocratic, no-nonsense head- 
mistrcss-like parly president, it could¬ 
n’t have chosen better than Sonia 
Gandhi. Even in her first week in 

office, Mrs G has made it clear to every¬ 
one at the AiLC headquarters that she is 
the boss and that the power equations 
have changed in the party. 

C’ongressmen who expected the return 
of the Nehru-Gandhi dyna.sty to be slow 
and easy-phased have been taken aback 
by the rush of events leading to the 
anointment of Sonia as party chief as aiso 
the cliairperson of the c:ongress Parlia¬ 
mentary Party (c ne). With the new presi¬ 
dent keen to revamp the party, more 
action is in the offing. 

Indeed, Congress Working Committee 
(c;w(.) meetings and even the recent i I’l’ 
meet were a one-voice affair. Resoiutions 
were passed in a jiffy minus any discus¬ 
sion. And whenever Sonia spoke, every¬ 
one listened. Like eager students. There 
was no question of raising doubts. The 
headmistress cannot be wrong. 

The return of the dynasty has lertainly 
altered the decision-making pattern in 
the Congress. While the last two party 
chiefs—Sitaram Kesri and Narasimha 
Rao—had to grapple with dissenting voi¬ 
ces, Sonia, at least for the moment, seems 
to be taking snap decisions without 
encountering even a modicum of dissent. 
With no one daring to raise a voice 
against Sonia, the discontent—if any—is 
s'ery much subterranean. 

For tile ave.age Congres^man sidelined 
by the party establishment in the last 
seven years, Sonia is the answer. This 
explains the heightened sycophancy ever 
since her takeover. However, it still 
remains to lie seen how much ol the 
jiromised change the new president can 
bring about. 

While she may have brushed aside the 
unpopular Sitaram Kesri, to what extent 
she leans on the crutches offered by the 
coterie around her—like her late hus¬ 
band—is a moot point. Prominent among 
her advisors are old faithfuls Arjun Singh, 
Vijaya Bhaskara Reddy, A.K. Antony, 
Oscar Fernandes and Sheila Dixit. 

In the .second rung come Sharad Pawar, 

I 

i 
I 

1 

i 
I 
1 I I 
I 
1 

Ph(A()gr<inh$ by T NARAYAN 

Madhavrao Semdia, Jitendra I’rasada, 
Manmohan Singh and Pranab .Mukhetjee. 
Since it's still early days yet, how tar the 
coterie can influence decisions and filter 
feedhack, onis’ future events will show. 
But one change that many partymen 
hope Sonin will eltect, will be to rein in 
the failed C.ongress leaders from the 
northern states—Uttar Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh and Bihar—where the Congress 
won only 15 ol the 179 seals. 

Understandably, those not known to be 
close to 10 janpath are already beginning 
to feel the pinch. Ihough Sliaracl Pawar 
has been making the right noises alxiut 
Sonia, his supjiortcrs are nol loo happy 
that their leader was denied the c it leader¬ 
ship. The Maratha leader was one of the 
few success .stories the Congress had in the 

I elections and Ml’s close to him had even 
I been pro|ecting him as the future prime 
I minister. But now, with .Sonia gaining total 
I control ol the parts, they see him pushed 
i back to the second iimg. 

Similarly, those close to Sitaram Kesri fear 
\ they may be axed once the new set of gen- 
i era! secretaries arc announced after the 

April 6 session wtiicli will put the seal 
on the widow's coup d'etat. 

The undcrcurient ot dissent comes from 
senior leaders in the party who tear their 
natural growth prospects have been 
tramped because of Sonia’s prccsence. Irue 

1 to Congress tradition, no leader has dared 
raise his voice in revolt but should the 
overwhelming support that .Sonia enjoys 
be diluted at any time, there is scope for 

■dissent to come to the fore. However, 
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Sonia outside AlCC headquarters; (right) 
Pawar and Kesri: re-leaming lessons 

wen tile most pessimistic among the 
('ongressmen agree thi.l a crisis does not 
appear.imminent. IN party circles, Sonia's functioning is 

being described as an amalgam ot Indira 
Gandhi's and Rajiv's approach. Those 

who exjiected her to be a political novice, 
tentative in her first week in office, have 
been proved wrong. The new president has 
taken some decisions which arc being 
described variously as brash and pragma¬ 
tic. Her elevation U) party chief itself came 
about in controversial circumstances. Then 
came her surprise decision to sit in the 
Opposition and "offer constructive and 

responsive cooperation" to the bjp. this 
last one negated the unilateral efforts 
being mounted by Pawar to cobble up a 
worluble pact with the Unitt“d Front to 
stake claim to power. 

And it came close on the heels of the 
amendment of rules which enabled her 
to take over, precluding Pawar's chances. 

According to Congress insiders, 10 
Janpath’s tactical retreat on the question 
of staking claim has served a dual purpose. 
It checked those in the party jockeying for 
a big role and also went along with Sonia's 
stated party-building plans. Very clearly, 
the new Congress that emerges will be the 
one the incumbent president wants to be 
credited as having given shape to. 

Thus, Sonia has been reiterating to senior 
party leaders the immediate need to 
strengthen the party at the grassroots level 
and rebuild the organisation in the states 
where it has weakened. The states she has 
expressed concent about; Uttar Pradesh, 

have been calling on her. 
As part of the revival package Sonia is 

apparently planning to tour the states 
after the April 6 aicc session. She is said to 
be keen to learn firsthand the problems 
faced by the party's state units. It would 
help her establish a personal rapport with 
local leaders. Moreover, the visits would 
also serve to "energi.se" the Congress 
workers. Sonia’s visits to the grassroots, 
according to a senior Congress leader, are 
expected to have the same effect that 
Indira Gandhi's campaigns had when she 
toured the country after her debacle in 
the 1977 elections. 

One welcome change that presidentship 
has forced upon Sonia, say Congressmen, 
is that she has become more accessible to 
ordinary partymen. Her daily durbars and 
the few hours she spends every working 
day at the party headquarters at 24 Akbar 
Road has helped her open up to Congress 
workers. Middle-level leaders point out 

Bihar, Madhya Pradesh as well as Tamil 
Nadu where the party is in a shambles. 

Sonia has already got down to business. 
She has held discussions with eci leaders 
from Madhya Pradesh to assess the 
factors that led to the party's debacle in 
the state's 40 seats. The meeting is said to 
be reminiscent of those Rajiv Gandhi 
used to hold with state-level leaders. 
While Sonia has not made her mind 
known as to what steps she would take to 
revive the party, the buzz is that she is 
keen to follow her husband’s model ol 
promoting younger leaders and laying 
emphasis on strengthening the mucli- 
neglected Youth Congress. 

Wooing the minorities, the disadvan¬ 
taged, womenfolk and the youth are top 
priority, Sonia has fold < wc members who 

that '.Soniap' even attends to their phone 
; calls. Points out a Congress leader; 

"l arlier she used to maintain a dignified 
' distance. But now she has become direct- 
! !y involved and therefore she has become 
i accessible. Ihis has helped us take our 

problems directly to her." 
I hough riding a crest of popularity wit- 

, bin the party, Sonia's task is no easy one. 
j The divide in the Congress has only been 
i temporarily resolved. While Sonia is seen 
j as a binding factor as Congress pre.sident, 
i she will have to take a few tough decisions 
I which may not be acceptable within sec¬ 

tions of the party. The young versus the 
old tussle is already on within the party. 
And the new leader will need far more 
than the dynastic adhesive to keep the 
party together. ■ 
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MUMBAI 

No Room for Change 
A move to alter the rent act fires passions in the crowded metro 

IN Mumbai, a move to change 
the existing Rent Act is tanta¬ 
mount to inviting instant polit- 

ical death. Witen the Supreme 
r.ourt, mling on a |x*tition filed by 
the ProfHTty Owners' Association, 
a,skcd the state government to 
frame a new legislation Ixfore the 
term of the e.xisting Bombay Rent 
Act expires on March Bl, it was 
like handing out a sentence. 

The state’s move will affect the 
lives of 2.S million of the dty’s 
tenants. And reactions have been 
getting stronger as the deadline 
approaches—petitions have been 
mounting before the Supreme 
t kjurt seeking a review of its deci- 
.sion and a spate of meetings, 
protests as well as a bandh. 

The move, according to ana¬ 
lysts, has already cost the ruling 
Shiv Scna-Bji’ combine two sc'ats in 
Parliament--South Mumbai and 
Mumbai North Central. A third, 
Mumbai Srsuth Central, which it 
won by a mere lS3-vote margin, 
has been cliallenged. "I'he 
Opposition has made a lot of hue 
and cry about the (Supreme 
Court) judgement.... This became 
an election issue.... I'he Opjrosit- 
ion has alleged that the tenants 
will lx? tlirovvn out of their houses 
and will he on the streets," says 
the slate government's review 
jx'tition whiih seeks nine months 
to tranie a now rent control law. 

Among the pelitiontrs is the 
l-ederaliisn ot Did Buildings Co- 
oporative Housing Societies, an 
ass(x iation of tenants. I he leder- 
atioii is among those who have 
e.spressed divatist.iclion with the 
government's inconsistent stand. 
"How 1.111 tlie government pro¬ 
tect us witen It IS with tlie lanil- 
lord? l.ven tlie Supreme t-ourt 
lias noted tiiai tlie government 
thinks the rent ai t is unreasonable and 
requires recoiisicler.ition,'' savs lecleration 
presUlenl .\nil tioenk.t. 

I.ike its mi.\ ot skyscrapers and stianties, 
the city’s tenants .ire no homogenous lot. 
I liey range from tlie poor, extremely poor, 
the licii and famous, to traders and iiote- 
liers. Last vvc'ek, restaurateurs, traders .ind a 
hundred wliolcsale markets belonging to 
some 7.S() trade organisations dosed shop 
for a day in res[)onse to a i all liy their pow- 

ATULLOKE 

Mumbai skyline (top); a rally against the 
proposed rent act: political suicide? 

I ertui apex body, the Federation of Assexi- 
I ations ot Maharashtra. Tlie protest was 
I particularly effective in crowded south 
j Mumbai—which has about one lakh 
; traders and hoteliers—where most of the 
I commerciaf establishments operate out of 
j rented premises. Most fall into the (trade) 
i category of tenants who have moved into 

the premises paying illicit transfer fees or 
pugree, a term surviving from the pre-brief¬ 
case days when money for such transac¬ 
tions was hidden under the turban. The 
other tenants live on tents virtually frozen 
since the Rent Control Act came into effect 

on September 1,1940. 
"Does the government intend 

giving a stick to unscrupulous 
landlords to dishouse poor ten¬ 
ants?" asks Kanti Desai, son of 
Morarji Desai. The late prime 
minister was among Mumbai's 
more famous tenants. He fought 
to stay in his south Mumbai 
apartment for nearly two decades. 
The case which began in Mum¬ 
bai's Small Causes Court in 1966 
and went up to the Supreme 
Court, ended in a decision against 
Morarji Desai. An appeal allowed 
him another five years in the 
.3,300 sq feet flat in 'Oceana', ji 
building on Mumbai's pic¬ 
turesque Marine Drive. But the 
former I’M later had to move to a 
flat provided by the state govern¬ 
ment, which has since been 
vacated by the family. 

Tenants argue that landlords 
have earned many times their 
money from the buildings: land 
was virtually free—80 per cent of 
the land is on long lease and 20 
per cent freehold. Cxmstruction 
costs were around Rs 10 per sq 
foot at the time; besides one 
third the money on every pugnv 
transaction. 

Undlords, on the other hand, 
feel the rents they receive arc 
abysmal and beyond reason. Says 
south Mumbai landlord, Jams- 
hed Irani; "! get 7 paise per sq 
foot. My flats are 2,000 sq feet 
each—is Rs 140 reasonable? Even 
10 times that is not. This kind of 
controlled rent has set off nega¬ 
tive trends and initiated all sorts 
of anti-stx'ial practices." 
These include: 
• 200,0(X) flats lucked up. 
• 19,642 dilapidated ouiidings 
whidi landlords have no incen¬ 
tive to maintain. 
• Owners have changed many 

times, bringing in the mafia. 
The connection with the underground 

was underlined last month when a south 
Mumbai builder wa.s killed, allegedly by the 
men he hired to get rid of his tenants. And 
two years ago, R^esh Kini, a middle-class 
tenant involved in a battle against eviction, 
was murdered. His landlord's link with the 
Thackerays is a dark spot the family has not 
been able to erase horn public memory. ■ 

Lekha Rattananl 
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CRIME 

From Howrah To Hell 
A Bangladeshi leader’s brutal gangrape shocks the city 

F(.)K tile 29-year-old Baitgladcshi Awami 
league leader, it was a pilgrimage that 
turned into a nightntare. On her way 

to Ajmer Sharif via Calcutta, she was bruta¬ 
lly gangraped, the first time at the hustling 
Howrah station itselt, and only a chance 
phonecall to the police saved her life. 

While the incident has generated public 
outrage, the usual cover-up machinery that 
goes into the overdrive on such occasions, 
is already active. First, some "people'' offe¬ 
red money to lawyers looking into the case; 
then, the first re|)ort on the condition of 
the ph\sn.ally battered woman prepared at 
th ■ llowiah general hospital mentioned no 
maioi iniuries. "Ttiis, when anyone could 
see that she nad severe injuries on both 
arms, ajiart irom the bruised and swollen 
lips and the biles and sciatches on many 
parts ol her bodv." said an otficial connec¬ 
ted with the imvstig.'iiinn. \ seiond rcfsort 
was prejiareil b\ a p.mel of doctors. 

In some ways, the det,iils ot the rape vic¬ 
tim's story make it more chilling in that it 
happened to i tounsi, ui an alien place. 
On her arrival in Howrah station on 
February 26, she sought local assistance to 
clarity whether the ticket she had procured 
for her onward journey was confirmed. 
Tlte iK'ople she spoke to could not have 
been more coiiiteous and suggested that 
she wait in tlu nearby \;itri Niwas, open 
only to official ticket-holders, while everv- 

Mahiia groups stage a belated protest 

thing was being .sorted out. They took her 
to room 11)2 on the first floor of the impos¬ 
ing Yalri Niwas building, a pre-arranged 
crime pit, as investigations showed. 

There, she was ra|ied by several persons, 
some ol whom entered the room from the 
cidjoining batlinHim. they tried to force 
licjuor on hei and when she refused, pcuired 
it on her. l.ater, others came in and suggccs- 
ted to the devastated woman 
that she was in mortal dan¬ 
ger and nuisi. be taken to a Ofthi 
safer area. .Accordinglv, they arrectn 
took hei to a house in 
Pathuriaghat Street, loraha- CfiHICi 
gan, in north Calnitta. Here .jljl 
she was ra|H'tl again. I ler scr- ** 
earns alerted local people brand 
who phoned the fiolice. nj. 

The police arrested seven '***' 
men--l.alan Singh, Ratiq by Pj 
Ahmed, Ashok Singh, Siya- 
ram Singh, .Adhesh Singh, 
Rani Sarowar Singh and Sitatam Singh—of 
whom two, L.alan and Rahcj, are railway 
employees. The rest, according to railway 
otflcials and the [lolice, are touts. Obvio¬ 
usly, the gang could not have operated 
without cooperation from the railway staff. 

Flic accused hail from Uttar Pradesh and 
Bihar—at least two have [Xiwerful godfa- 

Of the seven 
arrested for the 
crime, two are 
rail staff; one 
brandished a 

rail card gifted 
by Paswan. 

thers. One is related to a t;pi(M) mu elected 
from Howrah in 1996. The other sported a 
cart blanche railway card, a gift from for¬ 
mer railway minister Ram Vilas Paswan 
that railway officials could nut ignore. 

The incident did not snowball into a 
diplomatic embarrassment larg¬ 
ely becau.se of tlie restrained reac¬ 
tion of the Bangladesh High 
Commission. Says a Bangladeshi 
diplomat: "Such incidents are 
extremely unfortunate, but they 
cannot always be prevented. It is 
for the authorities to deal with 
such things firmly. We would 
expect local authorities here to 
see that everyone connected with 
this crime i,s duly punished by 
law." But the sentiments were a 
bit different on the Indo-flangla 
border. Officials say when tlie 
lady was taken to the Jes.sore bor¬ 
der on iter way home, Banglat 
desh Rifle'S [tersonnel exploded. 
They wanted to know how a fore¬ 
ign passport-liolder could be 
railed in a major railway station 
like Howrah. Fhcre are also rep¬ 
orts of isolated attacks on mem¬ 
bers of the minorily coniiminity 
in Comilla di.stricl of Bangladesh, 
where the lady hails from. 

The ruling I.ett Front did not 
THESTArrsMAN comment oflicially, despite Uic 

fact that a foreign national was the vic- 
tflh. I'he Calcutta high court issued a sho- 
wcausc on 1.1 state government, iKilice 
and railway otficials, asking lor details of 
file incident and steps taken thereafter. 
I'en days later, on Marcli 7, the I.eft-affili-, 
ated Wc.st Bengal Mahila Saniiti issued a 
statement 'regretting' tlie gangrape and 
called for punishment to the guilty. 
.Anotliei women's organisation, alTiliatcd 
to Naxalites, siiowed more enterprise and 

staged demonstrations out¬ 
side the court, carrying 

seven liroorns and shouting slo- 
fnr the against tlie accused. 
lOi me victim has been sent 

WO ere back to Bangladesh, but the 
If. incident is another grim 
II, Une reminder of the .spiralling 

;hed a crime rate around Howrali 

I nifted " Tliis is not tlie 
I yillall thing 

iwan. has happened. Noliody, 
from political parties to the 
administration, is serious 

about stopping crime,” says a Howrah- 
based scribe. He could be right. A pulilic 
interest litigation filed in this connection 
in the iiigh court by an advocate mentions 
at least 12 similar incidents in the station 
area in the recent past. ■ 
fllh' I'/rf/m's nanie has hvn withheld on request) 

Ashls K. Biswas 
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KERALA 

Trapped in 

a Dialectic 
The Kerala cadre can't swallow 
the new closeness to Congress 

JITENDER GUPTA 

Marxists in Kerala are facing the 
.same dilemma that haunted their 
comrade.s in West Bengal. If they 

comply with party general secretary Marki- 
shen Singh Surjeet's writ and supjwrt the 
ijmgress at the Centre, it would mean 
adopting a soft line towards the party's 
toremosl enemy in the state. It they oppose 
the Congress in Delhi, it would hel|> the 
nil’, their foremost enemy nationwide. ■ 

rile I iM(\i) and its left DenwKTtntic Front i 
tint) allies are not lia|)py with the policy of i 
collaboration with the C^ongress that is j 
iH'ing foist ;*d on them by the party's cen- ; 
Iral leadership. Yet, they do not have 
Iclugu Desam leader tihandraliabu Naidu's \ 
option ot keeping 'equidistant' from the j 

i ongiess and the bii'. j 

When .\.B \'a)payiv's government takes 
its confuleiue \ote on March 27, the left- ! 
wing MIN Iroin Keiala will have to act in \ 
concert willi the Congress on ttie floor rrt | 
the House. I he Marxists are worried that i 
this vvouUi send itMifusing signals to left ; 
cadre' weaned >'.n anli-t.ongress sentime- . 
nts ,\t a recent silling, the I I'usi) state com- ■ 
iniltee endorsed fhe party's central line— ' 
but not helore recording a strong iiote ot : 
dissent. .VIeinbers from N'ortli Kerala, where : 
opposition to the < ongress is t nirencheil, 
feel tile ci'IImi may lose its political rele- : 
Vance it it hobnobs with iis traditional j 

adversary. The iievvtouiul camaraderie bet- j 
ween the ( i’I(m) and the i iongress, the\’ fear, | 
may (irovide the iiii’ with an o()ening to gain j 

influence and e.xpand its base in the state. 
(iHiM) workers will find it hard to break i 

out of the anli-Congress mindset. Particul¬ 
arly in the wake of a fiercely-fought elec¬ 
tion in which the left Front wrested key 
seats from the Congress. Notes Marxist ide¬ 
ologue P. tJovinda Pillai: "Wc cannot 
always go along with the sentiment of the 
cadres. We must educate them. In princi¬ 
ple, there is no option but to supfiorl the 
Congress in order to keep the uii’ out." 

F.(lucating the cadres is not going to be 
easy. For a start, tlie iiii’ is not iweivcd as a 
political threat to the i i’i(m) in Kerala. The 
two parties clasli on the streets, a phenom¬ 
enon that dates liack to the '70s. But the bii> 

is yet to 0|xmi its account in the state legis¬ 
lature or Parliament. .And while its vote per¬ 
centage lias increased from five [Xir cent in 
1996 to eight per cent in the just concluded 
[Kill, It ii nowhere close to tieconiing a con¬ 
tender tor jHivver in the state. i,i’i(\i) leaders 
admit that party workers lack a sense ot 
urgency about forgoing a broad front of 
'Left, democratic and secular lorces' to com¬ 
bat the 'co'niminal and fa.scist' bib. 

Local Marxists are luicoiiiforlalile with 

The enforced camaraderie 
between the cpi(M) and 

the Congress, say critics, 
may just give the bjp a 

neat excuse to gain 
influence in the state. 

Surjset: dropping the anti-Congress role 

Surjeet's no-strings-altached offer of sup- 
ixirt to the Congress. They prefer a condi¬ 
tional alliance that insists on the Congress 
jettisoning its corrupt elements and toning 
down liberalisation to protect indigenous 
industry. The ci-Km) is opposed to imjxirts 

! that hurt the domestic rural sector, such as 
I Kerala's eight lakh rubber growers. 

However, with the Bengal Marxists- 
■ endorsing .Surjeet's view, the Kerala unit is 
1 under pressure to fall in line. To pre-empt 
I any impression of a difference of opinion 
I with the Central leadership, chief minister 
I lv.K. Nayanar has been vocal in backing 
I Surjeet. "The hip will spare no elfort to win 
i over the majority community. The only 
; way to prevent that is for secular forces like 
; < IM(M) and t'ongre.ss to unite," he told the 
, Kerala Assembly. 
I Turning old foes into amicalie neigh- 
i tiours may jirove less difficult tor the i 1’i(m) 

than settling the faction wars within the 
1 party. t:urrently, the trade union lobby is 
I accusing party secretary and i.iu convener 
i V.S. .Achuthanandan of rigging the Paia- 

kkad state conference and packing the 
party committee with his cronies, in turn, 

j Achuthanandan has charged the trade uni- 
! onisls with sabotaging the poll prospects 
! of iI’i(m) candidates, including his own 
j candidature in the 1996 assembly poll, 
j Clearly, a disun ited state unit is in no posi- 
i tlon to press its objection to Surjeet's deci- 
j, Sion to shake hands with the t’ongress. ■ 
< Venn Msnon 
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■ Subramanlan Swainy's 
delightful war with Ramakri- 
shna Hegde roars on. 
Reasonably assured that 
Vajpayee would not accommo¬ 
date him in his minisdy due 
to his “colourful" views 
on the prime minis¬ 
ter, Swamy then 
set about to 
stymie bete noire 
Hegde's 
chances. The 
Karnataka 
leader, he said, 
should not be 
given the 
defence portfo¬ 
lio (because he's 
been indicted in 
the NGEF-AEG 

scam). What 
would he rec¬ 
ommend? 
asked reporters. 
"Mlnist^ for 
Food Processing 
would be quite 
appropriate" 
Swamy guffawed 
to titters all 
round. 

■ George Fernandes may still 
be the grim socialist of yore, 
but he retains a sense of 
humour. On his first day in 
office, A.PJ, Abdul Kalam 
introduced each of his three 

colleagues to the new 
Defence Minister: "He 

handles this, he 
handles that, and 

he handles the 
other." 
Fernandes heard 
Dr Kalam out, 
and when the 
DRDu chief was 
through, asked: 
"And what by 
the way do you 
do?!" The 
Samata Party 
leader then took 
the Bharat Ratna 
aside and asked 

him to explain what 
the "Green Menace" 
was ail about: "Some 
idiots in the JD felt 
Senator Larry 
Pressler was referring 
to them, since the 
JD flag is green." 

1 w ii.it A K ^ r nI.iimI tor I 
nu 111, ( 

II I 1 < rill .ill' 

K.ili II1 Sonid \ iitli .1 

l’n\., nk.i 
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■ It's a walk to the future for 
Congressmen with Sonia 
Gandhi becoming party presi¬ 
dent. Time was when ingress 
leaden' status could be mea¬ 
sured by the speed with which 
their cars zoomed into 24, 
Akbar Road. No longer. 
Following signora's entry, even 
leading lights like S.B. Chavan, 
Salman Khursheed, H.K.L. 
Bhagat and Sudhakarrao Naik, 
have to walk it up the drive¬ 
way. Securit>' may have 
prompted the change, but is 
that why they have also gotten 
friendly with the press? 

■ Jaspal Bhatti 
has a solution for 
the ulta-pulta 
world of Indian 
politics. The 
satirist says that 
in case of a hung 
Parliament, ail 
that the President 
has to do is invite 
each of the big 
parties to form a 
government for as 
many days as they 
have won seats. 
So the Bjp and 
allies with 2.S0 
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seats get to rule 
the natiorfter 
2S0 days; 
Congress and 
allies 160 days for 
160 seats; the 
United Front 100 
days. Sounds 
zany coming 
from the comedy 
king, but add up 
the numbers and 
we could actually 
have a govern¬ 
ment that lasts 
a little more than 
a year. 

■ H.D. Deve Gowda's English 
is back to its creative worst 
after the Janata Dal's debacle 
in Karnataka. The Vokkaliga 
chieftain's command over the 
queen's lingo had improved 
dramatically in Delhi thanks 
to his constant interactions 
with the media as prime min¬ 
ister. But after being 
dethroned, and the defeat, 
Gowdru is back to his bad, old 
habits. ITie key word in his 
vocabulary was/is "referen¬ 
dum”. Gowda is back to say¬ 
ing “referendenum" as he said 
it before he became PM. 

Son parivar 
HOW 1b Win Allies and Influence Politics* is not the 
name of A J. Vajpayee's new book, but he could teach a 

thing or three to Dale Camege. At least two ck Atalji's 
ministers—Omak Apang and Sukhbir Singh 
Bada^-owedi^ potion in his team to the fact . 
that their fathers-Gegmig Apang arid Parkash 

Singh Badal—happen to be crucial allies. There is one 
other minister who is his father's son—but Naveen ‘ 
Patnalk has his own party. Guess who shouldn't be 
caught yelling their guts out on dynastic pdltics; tire w. - 

Heard in Chennai: 

**Of course, 

Jayaialitha wiil be 

found innocent of 

ail the charges. 

She committed 
all her crimes in 

Madras which 

no longer 

exists.” 
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II>P0LICY 

Will BJP Drop the Bomb? 
the new governhient’s plans to induct nuclear weapons provokes sharp political reactions 

By RAMANANDA SEN6UPTA and 
JANAKI BAHADUR KREMMER Ever since the peaceful nuclear 

explosion by India in 1974, the 
country has seen an uncharacteris¬ 
tic consensus on the nuclear pol¬ 
icy. The Indian political establish¬ 

ment has steadfastly argued that India will 
not give up its nuclear option and has, 
therefore, resisted pressures from around 
the world to sign the Nuclear Non-Prolife¬ 
ration llreaty and the Comprehensive Test 
Ran Treaty. Political parties have had a 
broad consensus on keeping the nuclear 
option open but are not keen on sparking 
off an arms race in the region. For, if they 
opt for the nuclear option, it will invite 
crippling economic sanctions from the 
West, especially the United States. 

But now with the Bjp-led government in 
power, there is a distinct possibility that 
this consensus might collapse. Says J.N. 
Dixit, former foreign secretary: “There is a 
national consensus on one aspect that we 
should not give up our nuclear weapons 
option to safeguard our security. The only 
point of debate is whether we should oper¬ 
ationalise this option by inducting nuclear 
weapons into our defence system. Going 
by the declaration in the bip manifesto and 
its stated policy, they seem inclined to go 
in for overt weaponisation. If this happens, 
then in certain aspects the national con¬ 
sensus can get divided.” 

Die BJP stjnd is a departure from the past 
and it has clearly stated in its manifesto that 
it|Buld "reevaluate the nuclear policy and 
eiScise the nuclear option to induct 
nuclear weapons." This stand has also been 
endorsed by the bip allies who have okayed 
its inclusion ui their national agenda. 

The lanata Dal is opposed to testing or 
inducting nuclear weapons at this point. A 
senior JD leader, speaidng on condition of 
anonymity, said "since Vajpayee cannot 
raise the sectarian issue, he is raising the 
nationalistic cmperature with a lihamaka 
(explosion)." I’hc JD leader tielieves that 
the BJP is not interested in rational options, 
and more interested in influencing public 
opinion. "If they do detonate a device then 
that will be different." 

A pros[xit the ( pi(m) is acutely wary of. 
The Left party feels that the bjp's nuclear 
line is dangerous and has the potential to 

Fernandes wtth India's missile man Xaiam 

lead to a nuclear arms race in the region. 
Party ideologue Sitaram Yechuri recently 
said that the cpi(m) wants the nuclear 
option to remain open "to ensure that 
there is no nuclear arms race." But, the Left 
believes, by making the bomb, India will 
formally start this race. Yechuri charged 
the BJP with trying to make a Hindu bomb 
against an Islamic bomb. 

Amar Singh, Samajwadi Party spokesman 

and general secretary, debunks the bjp, say¬ 
ing it is "using the bomb issue as a dieap 
gimmick. Even as a layman I can safely say 
that India's nuclear capabilities are not 
dependent on the sahron brigade. India is 
a strong country, and you cannot claim 
that the previous governments were unpa¬ 
triotic, as the bjp seems to be suggesting." 
He asserts that "anything, including the 
bomb, which is good for the security of the 
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country is welcome". But hastens to add 
that certain things should be done subtly 
without being boastful. 

The JD leader was dismissive of the bjf's 

recent pronouncements and criticised its 
non*integrated approach to the nuclear 
issue. He asserts: "We have Initiated eco¬ 
nomic reforms which makes us dependent 
on the West. In an ideal situation, a 
nuclear warhead should be tested, but this 
has a lot to do with the international situ¬ 
ation. A nuclear test will lead to a collision 
raurse with the West and today we are 
effectively in a unipolar world." 

The CPI's D. Raja argues strongly that if 
the bjf's manif^to is to be taken seriously, 
then India's relations with its neighbours 
will deteriorate. "On the one side we are 
trying to normalise relations with coun¬ 

tries like China, and reduce troops etc. But 
what happens If we go nuclear?" he asks. 
"The agenda presents a line of confronta¬ 
tion, and Pakistan will now have a reason 
for provoking us. We should not enter into 
production or induction of weapons." The 
CPI is only in favour of developing nuclear 
technology for peaceful purposes. The Telugu Desam, whose ties with the 

UF are under considerable strain, and 
whose support the bjp is desperately 

seeking, was quick to dump the bjp's 

nuclearspeak. Says P. Ashok Gajapati Raju, 
finance minister and senior top leader: "The 
experience of several European nations, 
which made heavy budget allocations and 
ruined their economies, should be an eye- 
opener for others. My party will not endorse 

the bjp's short-sighted proposal." 

The Congress party's V.N. Gadgil, of cou¬ 
rse, does not see any difference between his 
party and the bjp's nuclear policy. He said: 
“This is really the Congress policy that was 
adopted by Gujral and now by Vajpayee, 
notwithstanding the words he is using." He 
says there is no need to go nuclear “unless 
you perceive a danger that can't be faced 
with conventional weapons and, until 
now, .such a situation has not arisen." 

Some parties are sceptical of the bjp's 

stand too. "First of all, the agenda shows no 
timeframe for inducting nuclear weapons 
so how is this different from Gujral's poli¬ 
cy? * asks Raja. "This is not the coalition's 
national agenda, rather it is the bjp's." 

But the BJP coalition partner, Samata Party 
MP and former minister of state for foreign 
ahairs Digvijay Singh, believes that "if the 
big powers can have nuclear weapons. It is 
the duty and right of every country to be 
ready to induct nuclear weapons." He feels 
that the bjp's line essentially means that the 
option should be kept open, "which is not 
new". That there is a consensus in India on 
not signing the npt, is a mes.sage to the 
world that India has the right to use 
nuclear weapons if others have that right— 
"and if need be, we will use it*. 

His party president, George Fernandes, 
when repeatedly quizzed on the nuclear 
issue at his first press conference as defence 
minister, echoed the bjp manifesto, saying 
"we shall not fight shy of inducting nuclear 
weapons if that becomes necessary*. 

Former Bihar chiet minister and president 
of the Ra.shtriya Janata Dal, i.aloo Prasad 
Yadav, is not impressed by the bip's talk of 
inducting nuclear weapons, "let's not play 
party politics with our defence." According 
to him, "anything that's necessary should 
be inducted and deployed. There should be 
no compromise when it comes to the coun¬ 
try's defence. I am not saying that we 
should immediately make the bomb, but 
let the defence planners decide". 

laloo argues that everyone agrees that 
nuclear wcajHins should be destroyed for 
humanity's sake, but the nuclear powers 
are not amenable to destroying their own 
sttKkpiles. "When it comes to the defence 
of the country, we should keep this factor 
in mind. We should be realistic." 

But among the bjp allies, Akali Dal leader 
and the new fertiliser and chemicals min¬ 
ister Surjeet Singh Barnala says the deci¬ 
sion to exercise the nuclear option and 
induct nuclear weapons was taken collec¬ 
tively, and "of course we endorse it." As 
far as deploying or expediting production 
of nuclear capable missiles goes, "that's 
a secondary thing", he says. Given these 
wildly differing opinions, will the bjp 

be able to reach a consensus on building 
the bomb, or will It drop it? ■ 

With M.S. Shanker 

Congress Against 

No need to go nuclear unless there Is danger that cant be faced 
with conventional weapons. No such situation has aitsen so far. 

Janata Dal Against 

Opposed to testing or inducting nuclear weapons now as India 
hu initiated economic reforms which makes It dependent on 
the West 

However, wants to keep nuclear option open. 

Faeis It will present a line of 
confrontation, and Pakistan 
win now have a reason for 
provoking India. 

Samala Party For 

Believes that if the big 
powers can have nuclear weapons, 
It is the right of every country to be ready to induct them. 

Samajwacii Party For 

Anything, Including the bomb, which Is good for the country, is 
welcome, but it should be done subtly and without being boastful. 

The RJD is not impressed with the BJPs talk of inductino nuclear 
weapons, but says anything that is necessary for the defence of 
the country should be Inducted and deployed. 

Telugu Desam Agalnsl 

Feels It is short-sighted policy which wHt lead to unnecessary 
tension In the region. 

Endorses the government's polk^ to biduet nuclear weapons. 
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OPiNION. 

Cut Out the Bombast 
No country needs nuclear weapons—not any of 

the nuclear weapons states and not India or 
Pakistan (or Israel for that matter). The Bharatiya 

Janata Party (bjc) is making a historic mistake in com¬ 
mitting itself to exercising the nuclear option. The 
patty's manifesto and, more recently, its national 
agenda state that a bjp government will “induct” 
nudear weapons into India's defence. To the extent 
that this is a serious objective. It is profoundly mis¬ 
taken. It is a mistake for a number of economic, diplo¬ 
matic, political and moral reasons. But most of all it is 
a mistake for strategic reasons. 

Nuclear weapons, it is usually argued, are necessary 
for deterrence or a balance of power against nuclear weapons pow¬ 
ers. In India's case, nuclear weapons would be aimed principally at 
Pakistan and China. Neither deployment is warranted. 

Those who advocate an Indian bomb as a way of deterring 
Pakistan's bomb Invert history. India exploded a bomb in 1974. 
That Pakistan was moving towards a nuclear weapons capability 
before 1974 is reasonably clear, but if India had unambiguously clo¬ 
sed off the nuclear option in the 19S0s and 1960s the pressure on 
Islamabad to develop a nuclear capability would have been largely 
absent; this is a “what if" of history but not a risible or trivial one. 

to declare that India needs the bomb to deter Pakistan's bomb is, 
therefore, rather perverse. Islamabad has repeatedly stated that it 
will accept any de-nudearising agreement or nuclear arms control 
measure that New Delhi is prepat^ to accept. One could see this as 
mere tactical manoeuvre, but if New Delhi 
did indeed give up the nuclear option, Pakis¬ 
tan's "bluff" would be called. It is difficult to 
see how, in the court of world opinion as well 
as Influential sectors of its own domestic opi¬ 
nion, Islamabad could reject a nuclear deal— 
especially if that deal included adopting pos¬ 
tures of defensive suffidency in conventional 
forces on both sides. A unilateral move to be 
rid of the bomb would also be a powerful psy¬ 
chological rupture, which could lead to dra¬ 
matic moves for Indo-Pakistan reconciliation. 

Those who want India to exercise the nuc¬ 
lear option argue that, in any case, the real 
mission of the bomb is to deter China and to 
achieve a balance of power with Beijing: even 
if Pskistan was our friend and did trot have 
nuclear cajsability, China would remain a threat to our security. 

Would it? Perhaps, but consider the following. From 1964 to 
1974, India learned to live with a nuclear China and was no worse 
off for it strategically. Note that also since 1974, still without a 
fuily-fler^ed nuclear capability, we have lived with the Chinese 
bomb with no great harm attaching to us. 

The past of course is tire past. Would the future be different? 
Chinese nuclear intimidation could occur in three kinds of circu¬ 
mstances. First of all, there remains the unresolved border dispute. 
Second, internal instabilities in China could encourage external 
"adventurism" by Beijing. As the Chinese leadership struggles to 
assert or retain political control, it may be tempted to use external 
"threats" to outmanoeuvre and discipline internal rivals. Tliird, the 
two countries, by virtue of their size and self-image, are likely to be 
perennial ri' als for influence in Asia if not farther afield. 

Nuclear asymmetry, it is thought, will strengthen Beijing's hand 
in each case. It will encourage obduracy over the border quarrel. 
Should irutabilities in Tibet, and other areas of southern China, 

tempt the leadership to "teach" India a lesson (as a 
way of rallying support domestically), this temptation 
will be reinforced by nuclear superiority. And China's 
nuclear confidence will enable it to enlarge its spheres 
of influence to India's detriment. 

Each of these propositions bears critical examination. 
First, while the border dispute is unresolved in a formal 
sense, Beijing has got most of what it wanted out of the 
quarrel. If its primary aim was to secure the route from 
Xlnkiang to Tibet, it long ago accomplished its goal. 
India will, in time, negotiate a fair and just border set¬ 
tlement with China. But it is hard to see how nuclear 
weapons will help India get such an accord. 

Second, there is considerable room for debate over the "internal- 
external" linkage. Were internal factors truly responsible for 
Beijing's wars against India and Vietnam? How vulnerable and 
unstable is China likely to be in future? Opinions vary greatly 
here, but in any case the more serious question is: In today's 
China, can domestic political troubles be eased by external dis¬ 
tractions? Most importantly, would war with India be credible, 
given that the only serious bilateral issue—the border—favours 
China; and would it help or hurt an insecure regime to raise an 
India bogey in such circumstances? 

Let us leave the answers to these questions to India's Sinologists, 
but with respect to the last it seems to me that while Japan, Russia 
and the US would serve as rallying points in China, there is no evi¬ 
dence that India figures or is likely to figure high in China's 

demonology or threat cosmology. 
Third, nuclear weapons as enhancing 

Chjna's status is a hoary theme in Indian 
strm^ic thinking, but the growing stature of 
that country is linked to quite different fac¬ 
tors: the vitality and quality of its first gen¬ 
eration leaders; the speed with which, after 
1949, the new government asserted political 
control and embarked on social reforms; the 
dramatic improvements in the quality of 
physical life; the willingness to use force, as 
demonstrated by its interventions in Tibet 
and Korea in the 19S0s and its defeat of 
India in 1962; the break with the Soviets in 
1958; the increasing sophistication of its 
conventional forces over the past two 
decades; the dynamism of its economy over 

the past IS years; and, notwithstanding a certain degree of turbu¬ 
lence, overall political stability. 

Nuclear weapons have not hurt China's standing in world 
affairs; but to ascribe Chinese status and influence primarily tcA 
nuclear weapons is untenable. The rise of non-nuclear Germany 
and Japan and the decay and collapse of a nuclear-ridden Soviet 
Union further challenge the linkage between nuclear weapons, 
status and influence. What is reasonably evident now is that a 
nuclear India would be unable to match China for status and 
influence unless it made Important economic, social, political and 
diplomatic changes. The teal "race" with China—if there is one— 
is civic and economic, not military and nuclear, 

Questioned on the new government's nuclear policy, Atal Behari 
Vajpayee showed that he had thought through the strategic prob¬ 
lem when he suggested that there was "no timeframe" for going 
nuclear and that the option would only be exercised "If need be”. 

Mr Vajpayee's nuclear policy makes sense; the aji^s does not. ■ 
(The writer teaches at the School of International Studies, fNU.) 

to declare that India 
itnada the hemb to dotar 
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rather parvorso. For, if 
Now DoHii did indeed 
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option, Pakistan’s ’bluff’ 
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UNITED STATES 

No Holds Barred 
Did he grope her? Did she like It? On this hangs the presidency. 

By LUDWINA A. JOSEPH in Washington, DC The explosive Willey interview on 
TBS television has thrown the sex 
scandal story involving President 
Clinton into a new dimension. 
On March 16, former White 

House volunteer, Kathleen F. Willey, 51, 
claimed, on the 60 Minutes programme, 
that the president had groped her against 
her will during a November 1993 meeting 
in a room near the Oval Office where she 
had gone to ask for paid employment. 

The interview, broadcast to some 30 mill¬ 
ion viewers, stunned the nation. Unlike 
the other cases involving former White 
House intern Monica Lewinsky and other 
women, sexual harassment not consensual 
sex was being charged in this, the nth epi¬ 
sode in the Clinton .sex story. Willey's alle¬ 
gations could strengthen the case of Paula 
Jones—who is suing the president for sex¬ 

ual harassment—as well as provide more 
grist to the mill for Independent coun¬ 
sel Kenneth Starr and his investigation 

Clinton; and Willey: closed door dealings? 

into the charges against the president. 
Clinton, according to Willey's televised 

statements, had kissed her, toudied her 
breast and placed her hand on his genitals. 
The president, she alleged, had "taken 
advantage of” her emotional distress at a 
time when her family faced financial strain 
and her husband was in a crisis. The reason 
she had now decided to air her allegations 
publicly, Willey told her TV audience, was 
because of the dishonesty surrounding her. 
"Too many lies are being told. Too many 
lives are being ruined. 1 think it's time for 
the truth to come out.” Asked It Clinton 
had committed perjury by denying sexual 
contact with her during a January 17 depo¬ 
sition in the Jones case, Willey said, "Yes.” 

During that deposition Clinton had stated 
that the meeting with Willey involved no 
sexual overtones. The president's lawyer 
Robert Bennett has obtained an afiidavit 
from a former Willey friend, Julie Hiatt 
Steele, who said Willey asked her to lie 
about what she knew of the incident. When 
asked about Steele's affidavit, Willey replied 
that Steele "was pressured" by the Write 
Bouse which "wanted... to discredit me”. 

Willey could be a more 
troublesome witness for 
the President than the 
other women claiming sex¬ 
ual encounters. Besides the 
fact that her claim centres 
around a non-consensual 
encounter, she is also a 
longtime Democrat and, 
unlike Jones who has alig¬ 
ned herself with conservat¬ 
ives, cannot be dismissed as 
part of the "vast right-wing 
conspiracy". More worri¬ 
some to the White House is 
the fact that Willey testified 
before a grand jury as a 
cooperating witness in 
Starr's investigation. 
Willey’s story first emerged 

in public last year, after 
Jones' lawyers learned about 
her and tipped off Newsweek 
magazine. Unda Tripp, who 
worked at the White' House 
with Willey and would later 
turn over to Starr secret tape 
recordings of her own con¬ 
versations with Lewinsky, 
told Newsweek about run¬ 
ning into Willey on the day 
of the incident with the 
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president. lUpp said Willey told 
her about the sexual encounter 
but seemed "joyhil" about it, 
contradicting Willey's account 
that she was shocked and aitgry. 
During her 60 Minutes interview, 
Willey claimed that Tripp hjKl 
misinterpreted her mood. 

After her meeting with the 
president, VS^Uey was given a 
part-time paid pbsltlon in the 
White House counsel’s office 
where lYipp also worked, while 

was eventually transferred 
to the Pentagon against her will. WILI.EY'S account of her 

Oval Office encounter 
has drawn strong react¬ 

ion from feminist leaden, who 
till now have not been harshly 
critical of the president for hiis 
alleged sexual indiscretions. Pat¬ 
ricia Ireland, president of the 
National Organisation for 
Women, said on cnn's Late 
Edition-, "it is a pretty serious 
charge if true and it is a very big 
problem”. On the same show. 
Senate Judiciary Committee cha¬ 
irman Orrin G. Hatch said that if 
Willey is telling the truth, "then 
1 think this presidency would be over". 

Wiiley led a life of affluence and social 
prominence in Richmond, where her hus¬ 
band, Edward Willey, was a real estate law¬ 
yer. However, by November 29, 199,3—the 
day of the meeting with Clinton—her hus¬ 
band was mired in deep legal and financial 
troubles that he had confessed to his wife. 
While his wife was at the White House, 
Edward Willey shot himself in the head. 

The story gets murkier still. Around the 
time Willey was testifying to the grand 
jury, her lawyer was seeking 
a book deal for his client's 
autobiography. A Beverly * llte sm 
Hills publisher Michael 
Viner has said that Willey's Ml fil 
lawyer contacted him in m 
January saying that Willey 
would require above 
$300,000 for a book because V. 
she needed that much to 
cover her husband's debts. . IM 
No book deal was ever 
reached and Viner said he is „ - 
no longer interested. Will- 
e/s lawyer claims that, had 
she been concerned primar¬ 
ily with money, she would not have gone 
ahead with the 60 Minutes interview 
because she had been told that such an 
appearance would diminish the mar¬ 
ketability of a book. Yet, whether or not 
Willey succeeds in publishing her story, her 
lawyer's efforts form an intricate pattern of 

Lewinsky: a crucial question of peijury 

events and possible motivations that could 
have a strong bearing on the case. 

In yet another development, Willey has 
accused Democratic fund-raiser Nathan 
Landow of trying to influence her testimo¬ 
ny and get her to change her story. Landow, 
who de^es Willey's accusation, is expected 
to be summoned before Starr's grand jury. 

Willey's allegations have elicited strong 
reactions from President Clinton who pro¬ 

nounced himself "mysti¬ 
fied and disappointed”. 

Mint The president suggested 
- that her account should 

not be believed because it 
has emerged "in three dil- 
ferent incarnations/' cltan- 

^ yWr' ging crucially in tone when 
KI tlW told by different people. 

Clinton advisors are depict- 
WHtWn' ■' Itig Willey as a woman who 

craved the president's 
attention even after their 
purported encounter. Tho- 

v ugh Willey's part-time paid 
position with the While 

House counsel's office only lasted a few 
months, in the year that followed she par¬ 
ticipated at government expense—and at 
the behest of die White House—in US del¬ 
egations to two International conferences. 
And was later appointed to the governing 
board of the United Sers’ice Organisations. 

A collection of notes and let¬ 
ters that Willey sent Clinton 
after the November 1993 meet¬ 
ing has been released by the 
White House, iiKluding one in 
which she called herself his 
"number one fan”. Sewral of the 
messages are gushing testimoni¬ 
als about Clinton’s speeches or 
his re-election victory. Others 
sought jobs, including an 
ambassadorship she was never 
given. According to a senior offi¬ 
cial, "far from being angry and 
shocked by Clinton's behaviour, 
Willey eagerly sought work on 
his 1996 re-election campaign*. 

What motivated her to keep 
plying the White House with 
job requests, despite the alleged 
incident, is uncertain. Some 
observers say she is a woman in 
financial trouble trying to take 
advant^e of friends in high 
places. Others depict her as an 
angry victim of sexual harass¬ 
ment, using the president's 
indiscretion as leverage. 

• "Something may have happe¬ 
ned" between Willey and Clin¬ 
ton, friends of the president are 
telling reporters, but she was 

"lying about how she felt about it*. Such a 
minimalist defence reflects the White 
House's assessment of public opinion. 

Presidential advisors have concluded that 
Clinton's standing with the public is not 
hurt by allegations of adultery—as long as 
his behaviour does not aoss the iine into 
harassment, fhey have been proved right 
so far. Gaiiup polls taken after the Willey 
interview show that the public still has a 
favourable oiiiriion of Clinton. 

.Meanwhile, Lewinsky’s testimony has 
been put on hold while the judge deliber¬ 
ates on her lawyer’s motion to enforce wliat 
he s;iys was a binding immunity deal with 
Starr that the latter reneged on. A college 
friend of lewinsky, C.atherine Davis, was 
flown in from Japan to testify before the 
grand jury. And Starr has brought In other 
li!winsky confidants, some of who have 
repc'rtedly told investigators that Lewinsky 
shared details with them of a relationship 
with Ointon. Such a collective testimony 
could contradict Lewinsky’s January 7 affid¬ 
avit denying sexual relations with the presi¬ 
dent. If Starr can prove Uwinsky lied in the 
§ffidavit, he could charge her with perjury. 

Until now, the Republican leadership in 
the House of Representatives has shown no 
appetite for an impeachment inquiry. Con¬ 
gressional sources say there would need to 
be a sharp downturn in the president's 
popularity and a decision by at least some 
Democrats to abandon him before the Rep¬ 
ublicans would consider impeachment. ■ 
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The swadeshis got their way 
on the FM. But the BJP toes a 
softened line on the economy 
as an Outlook team found out. By afternoon of March 20, Atal 

Behari Vajpayee was showing his 
irritation and fatigue. So when a 
persistent TV reporter shoved his 
mike into the new prime minis¬ 

ter's face and asked who his finance minis¬ 
ter would be, he just snapped: "I'll keep 
finaiKe," and turned away. And suddoily, 
the nation sensed the trouble Vajpayee was 
having in getting the right man for the 
aitlcal seat in North Block. 

When the people of Chittorgarh refused 
to re-elect Jaswant Singh, they also gave Vaj¬ 
payee and LK. Advani a nice new problem. 
Among the few ministries the lyr was deter¬ 
mined to keep for its men was finance, but 
who? Murli Manohar Joshi had long had 
his eyes on the job, but he could put the 
scare in multinationals and foreign Institu¬ 
tional Investors—even domestic industry 
eyes him with suspicion. Yashwant Sinha? 
Certainly more acceptable than Joshi, but a 
section of the ajr does not consider him 
true-blue aii’, Sinha having joined the party 
only a few years ago. To keep Joshi at bay, 
the BJP even considered Advani as finance 
minister, but he wasn't Interested. 

Vajpayee then decided to go back to his 
first choice, Jaswant, and even put his 
name on the list sent to the President. But 
the KS Intervened; what if other defeated 
BJP leaders too now demanded to be minis¬ 
ters? Besides, Singh is seen as part of that 
unending Indian corporate warfare saga; 
Reliance versus Bombay Dyeing. 

Bombay Dyeing chief Nusli Wadia is 
known to be close to him, and one of the 
few things Jaswant Singh had the time to do 
in his 13 days as FM in 1996 was to order 
the Department of C.ompany A^irs to 
probe whether Reliance had unlawfully iss¬ 
ued duplicate shares, and serve a showcause 
notice on Reliance industries and Reliance 
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Is that tty slrnti^ tnem ptodwrm out, 
the bt^ ctmsumer is delved of quali¬ 
ty and price advantage. But actually, this 
it a result of better conqtetltion and not 
on^ foreign cmnpedtton. Alto, the ques¬ 
tion of thiowbig out those that are 
Steady in doesn't arise. The ptoUem with 
die refotnu hat been that they have been 
didst. Unless they reach our tahikas and 
vOlages, thqr are meaningless. That is 
what we want to do. 
Aad M faetigw dle«ct Ifivestowttt? 
The media it palitdng a wrong picture of 
the VP behig anti*SDi. tA/ie will have a very 
posMto approach tojnids nn, encoutag.. 
ing it to come Itrto our core sectors. 
Oto w« attfeed to tdD the forelfn 
Investor where he siiwild CMne Id? 
Ihe foreign invator doesn't want to 
come in because of the hassle factmt, 
because a fSst-ttack project can't get 
cleared in seven years. If you have a 
tranqiiarent regime of time-bound dear- 
ances, Investments will come. 

and full of potential. That is why devel¬ 
oped nations ate so eager to make it M in 
line. Take the case of textile quota. Why 
does It have to come at the end of the 10* 
year period and why do intellectual prop¬ 
erty rights have to come at the l^n- 
nmg? For develofting countries, every¬ 
thing IS hont-loaded. 
Is Industry Instifieil la crying fee 
previous govemnicnts didn't do 
cnongfa for Uieni? 
Yes, It IS. The slowdown is a direct result 
of cut m plan expenditure, of lack in 
infrastructure investment. It started in 
the final year of Manmohan Singh.. 
Neither was he able to cut the fisol* 
deficit, not could he keq> the economy 
going. Espeaally the revenue defldt, 
which went sky-high The difference 
between the revenue and capital expendi¬ 
tures has become horrifjing. I don't 
blame Chidambaram for not worldng 
muades in two years, but Manmohan 
had five lot^ yean. Chidambaram should 
have realised that the economy was slow- 

Autiwtlty. That the licence raj is far 
from over 1$ dear from the fast-track 
power projects. They don't move at all. 
The basic difference lies in sequencing 
of refmms. We feel we should have 
allowed a lot of domestic competition 
before we allowed foreign Investment 
in freely. The Japanese car industry was 
first developed at home. If we want out 
mdustry to compete with world-class 
products on Indian soli, then we also 
owe it to Indian industry to give them 
world-class Inffastnicture, and Interest 

I “Tha media is painting a 
I wrong picture of tile BJP 
1 being antl-foroign invest- ! 

ment. We have a positive J 
approach and encourage 

FDI In core sectoro.” 

mg down and tax cuts were not going to 
help, lb get the economy going now, 
there 1$ no other way but to give It a kick- 
start by investing in infrastructure 
How do yon get tlie money? 
That is something that wc have to dedde 
We have to go in tor greater revenue col¬ 
lection, rationalise some import tariffo As 
tor savings, with proper policy, it's possi¬ 
ble to take it to .10 per cent to sustain a 
CDP growth of 8-9 per cent We have to 
cut public sector losses And household 
savings is not only in banks, but also 

rates and procedures comparable with 
the rest of the world. We have chained 
their feet and told them to swim. 
How will yon dtonge the reform 
process? 
We'll carry internal Uberalisabon for¬ 
ward, create a competitive envinmment 
at home within a timeframe, and do 
away svlth monopolies. Now this is 
regarded as anti-fordgn Investment We 
have* dearly said that mi should be 
channelled mto high-i»iortty areas, like 
infiastructure, hl|^ technology, export 
production etc. Foreign consumer goods 
companies are combig to exploit tiie 
Indian market and the consumer. These 

Abont WTO, don't yon think It's • 
folt nocmi^ and the qnesthm of 
renegotlnOng It, os the vr moni- 
fostoaoys, doesn't arise? 
We're not saying that India should walk 
out of the W10 immediately. Just that 
India's case was not negotiated properly bv 
thegovoiunentoftheday Why does the 
World Bank deade what is good gover¬ 
nance^ All our fears are now coming true. 
In the case of basmati or roses, or our 
extensive Uo-diverslty. We don't want 
India's sovereign right to take Its own deci¬ 
sions to be conwomlsed by any nation or 
trading bloc. Why should ^obahsauon be 
at our cost? At the same time, we believe 

postal savings and the capital markets. 
How do you propose to ester to the 
Bhi^darl sector? 
By designing policies to promote and 
strengthen large unorganised sectors m 
rural and urban areas, and the tiny and 
small sector We have to encourage more 
and more people to take up self-employ¬ 
ment, there's so much scope. We to 
think ot growth from the sdllage upwards 
Agnculture has remamed weatoer-depen- 
dent because we have not been able to 
develop tite itngatton system. And it’s 
possible to develqi irri^tion through 
small and medium projects within a two 
to five-year timeframe. 

goods ate for personal satisfaction and that internal llbetalisatlon will increase the A lot rtf proiqta mre wacertahi since 
do not have any cascading effect on tiie pace at which we can reach global stan- the mv Is an iialaurwn quantity, 
economy. They also create a consiuning datds in eveiythlng we produce. ThereTi certainly be a directional shift in 
clau leading to social tensions. So Infea befog a auurgfoal jrtaycr In reforms. All the pohey shifts will come In 
nobody wUl be aUoswed to come here dhafodlXHle, lb efforts to strike ont the budget. Everything will be clearly 
and pioAjce tomato ketdmp or potato havt mat been very saccessAd. defined. Let's not scare the foreign 
chips or just sdl some services which we That may be, but we are a brge countiy investors more. 
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KESHUB MAHINDRA 

I do not quite understand wlutt Jdie 
means when it says it ducouiages for¬ 
eign investment in *n<»i<pitoitty was”. 
The need for technology add foods 
should determine the de^tlon of *|ni> 
onty areas” and not pOfMd&nn. 
again, normally techncriogy is asspdafod 
with either a product m a process. Yet in 
today's world, there is definitely a tedi^ 
nolo^ m marketing and diWfiHtlionr As 

u for as 1 am concerned, hrnest- 
ments must be encouiagied, 

1 tvhether domestic m 
t as long as they serve a deuly 
'defined national Interest, 
' \^foat I welcome most is foe 
priority given to agdcufoue 

,and agro-based indMtiies in 
foe national agenda as well as 
foe commitment to prmnote 
massive housing These an avenues of 
creating employment wh^ are most 
-Welcome I also laud t|)e emphasis 
placed on education>-pattlcular1y on 

female literacy. 
Ifot I am totalty against 

foe leservatkKj m 33 per 
cent of seats for women in 
Parliament We've seen 
vfoat Mandal has done to 
destrc^ foe sensitive fabric 
of our soaety—and now 
we will have women aga¬ 
inst men There are other 

ways to handle fois. If a pobtical party 
accepts this in principle, then one-tturd 
of candidates all politico parties put up 
ought to be women 

4. 
ADI GODREJ 

1 do not see anything in the new gov¬ 
ernment s national agenda that says foe 
government will discourage foreign 
investment in non-pdonty areas 

The national agenda only says that it 
will give the economy a strong 
swadeshi thrust to ensure that the 
national economy grows on the princi- 

{ pie that ”lndia shall be built 
by Indians * I feel that this 
policy is very good and wOl 
help improve foe confidence 

of domestic investors and fous 
aaelerate growth 

The etfert of the aip's pro¬ 
grammes on actual foreign 
direct mv^tment in the con¬ 
sumer products sector can only 
be ludged after obsendng how the new 
government handles the dlfierent cases 

that come up before it. 
I foel foat the natimal 

agenda, ^erally speaking, 
IS extremely well drafted It 
has superbly addressed foe 
economic, sodat, develop¬ 
mental and educational 
needs of the country If this 
national agenda Is transla¬ 
ted mto action, coalition 

fulls notwithstanding, foe future of the 
country is extremely bnght 

In Fngland, they sav, "Be Bntifo, buy 
Bntish,*, in the Ub of A they say, "Be 
American, buy American,” so what is 
wrung in proposmg "Be Indian, buy 
Indian"’ 
We expect a lot of continuity and a lot 
of change from the new government- 
continuity in terms of the policies and 
the general direction of reforms There 
will not and cannot, be any reversal of 

the economic policies now 
and we can only go forward 
from here 

For instance, we expect a lot 
ot change in intrastructure and 
foreign investment sectors, 
where we seek mote transpa¬ 
rency, clearet sectoral policies 
and corporate laws We expect 
the Foreign Investment Promo¬ 
tion Board to be abolished We do not 
want any more case-to<ase treatment 
in foreign investment 

The economy is in the doldrums The 

new government has to 
take bold policies to effect 
a turnaround Ihe govern¬ 
ment has to become a 
mote active player m infra¬ 
structure and public works 
This will have a cascading 
effect on other industnes 
One of foe main reasons of 
industry not doing well 

over the last few years is foe lack of gov¬ 
ernment activity in these areas The 
government has to re-emphasise its role 
in the economy once again 

M.C. DAMAN! 

I totally subKnbe to the view expressed 
in the new government's nahoi^ age¬ 
nda that foreign investment should be 
allowed guard^y Fvery country in the 
world has sanctions against foreign 
uivpstment I see no reason why we ne^ 
foreign capital to make potato chips and 
see no money coming m for microchips 

1 fully endorse this strong 
swadeshi approach to reforms 
Allow forei^ Investment In 
high techntdogy, not for som¬ 

eth^ which can be made as 
wdi by Indiaa entrepreneurs 
Tl^ poticies mention^ in the 
VP's agenda ate most desirable 
for tlK domestic industry 

If foreign uisutance compa- 
mes have to come, let foem assure crop 
insurance as wdl Let the midtmational 

corporations invest m the 
infrastructure of the coun¬ 
try Between the demands 
of foe fomign institutional 
mvestors and foe interest of 
foe nahon, foe latter is 
more important And 
sfoat't a blessing is foat I 
think the w understands it 
1 am positive that foe Ind¬ 

ian capital markets wiB receive a boost 
m terms of investors' confidence. 
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Consultancy Services. Late on March 19 
night, Vajpayee decided to give up his bat¬ 
tle for Singh. TVventyfour hours later, the 
country had a new FM in Yashwant Sinha— 
the former Bihar-cadre bureauaat had held 
the post in Chandra Shekhar's Cabinet. 

The 61-year-old Sinha now has the chance 
to present his first budget; he got to present 
only an interim one before Rajiv Gandhi 
withdrew support and felled the Chandra 
Shekhar government. Strangely, the prob¬ 
lems Sinha spoke about in his interim bud¬ 
get are the same he faces now: a runaway 
fiscal deficit, public sector disinvestment 
and spiralling government expenditure. 

What will Sinha do? Says a close associ¬ 
ate: "As a bureaucrat, he was sympathetic 
to the Jayaprakash movement, and talked 
of giving up his job and joining politics 
(he finally did it in 1984). He was opposed 
to Mrs Gandhi, and Chandra Shekhar was 
instrumental in getting him into full-time 
politics. He has no association with the ass, 
but then again it was Advanl who brought 
him to the Bje, although Sinha is seen as a 
liberal and should be closer to Vajpayee." 

But a glance at Sinha's interim budget 
speech in 1990 indicates that his economic 
views even then were close to the bjp's. In 
that budget speech, he had spoken of set¬ 
ting up a National Savings Bank to mop up 
small savings from the poorer sections, 
while one of the mainstays of the bjp's eco¬ 
nomic philosophy Is to drive savings rates 
up. He spoke of disinvesting in the public 
sector. was mondu before Manmohan. 

To guide him, he will have the national 
agenda (the common minimum progra¬ 
mme of this government). But that docu¬ 

ment, as a top Bjp leader told Outlook, “has 
been drafted to leave ample scope for inter¬ 
pretation," to enable the bjp to work out a 
consensus with its allies on issues, while 
remaining true to the party's broad ideol¬ 
ogy. There are also important details that 
the document glosses over. If the govern¬ 
ment earmarks 60 per cent of Plan funds 
for agriculture, rural development and irri- 

gation, what happens to other sectors? 
What the government could, however, 

end up doing is redefining the heads ol 
Plan expenditure and including investment 
in power or roads or other infrastnicture for 
rural India in the 60 per cent. Still, the 
national agenda's goals are lofty. 

It recognises that even seven years after 
reforms began, it's government spending- 
especially in infrastructure—that moves 
our economy, sending off massive ripple 
effects that help industries grow, create 
jobs, raise incomes. This is something 
Chidambaram, too enamoured of imp eco¬ 
nomic models, never really caught on to, 
resulting in a near-recession. But the ques¬ 
tion Is: will the new government have the 

money ta do the sort of infrastructure inv¬ 
estments the economy clearly demands? 

Seventytwo hours before the government 
was sworn in, a bjp leader—now a minis¬ 
ter—was telling Outlook that the bjp was 
afraid that the government's funds situation 
could actually be far worse than the figures 
released by the UF government indicate. 

No matter. All Indian industrialists we 
spoke to were (see box} sure that the agenda 
was talking the right language. .Says Amit 
Mitra, secretary general of industry associa¬ 
tion Ficd: "If these promises are carried out, 
India will twcome a global player. For inst¬ 
ance, the 6(1 per cent in agriculture promise. 
Even if 10 per cent of this is actually done, 
it will kickstart the economy." 

Vikas Kasliwal, chairman, .S. Kumar's 
group, feels that the "government lias sent 
a strong message—that the Indian govern¬ 
ment will actively support Indian industry." 
But what about the extreme elements? Even 
as Kasliwal was speaking in Mumbai, Jay 
Dubashi of the bip’s economic cell was min¬ 
cing no words: "Every company which has 
a commitment to foreign shareholders is 
dangerous. look at what Hindustan Lever 
has done. l.ever. Philips, all are foreign com¬ 
panies. They must be kept on edge all the 
time. India is not a market, it's a country." 

That will enthuse many Indian business¬ 
men, beset with tow industrial demand on 
one side and the prospects of competing 
with global giants 600 times their size on 
the other. But if this also translates into 
Indian industry regressing to the compla¬ 
cent arrogance of yesteryears, it could be 
dangerous. For both Indian businessmen 
and the bjp. ■ 
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A Fem 6ooil tHen 
Some moderates, some hardliners—they are some who will have an effect on economic policy 

The suave Lok Shakti leader's influence will extend far beyond the 
Commerce Ministry that he has been put in charge of 

A long-time Hegtle watcher feels that the former Karnataka chief 
minister has carefuily developed a slow unhurried speaking style 

so he can gauge the listener's response to every word that leaves his 
lips and make mid-sentence corrections. That canny trait, along 
vrith his knowledge about global trade systems, should serve Hegde 
well when he goes out to negotiate for India at multilateral fora. 

But Hegde isn't satisfied with the Commerce portfolio, no mat¬ 
ter that just by being Hegde, he will place his ministry firmly in 
the limelight. He could, in the days to come, move on to a far 
more important job, to be India's first Minister for Infrastructure. 
India's infrastmeture is perhaps the most crucial bottleneck to its 
economic growth, and the new government is committed to mov¬ 
ing swiftly on this (see Yashwant Sinha interview). One of the first 
things the Vajpayee government does after—if—it proves its 
majority on the floor of the House may be to set up a separate 
Infrastmeture Ministry', an overarching and powerful entity. 

Whether that happens or not, Hegde could bring a strong dose of 
pragmatism to the government's poiicia. Though pro-industry—it 
was H^de, who, during the early 1980s, pursued Investment 
aggre.ssively and put Bangalore on the global electronic map—he 
has always shown a keen sense of proportion, never going so far as 
to do anything that could lead to labour unrest or social tension. 

He is also the great decentraliser. As deputy chainnan of the 

Planning Commission during the V.P. Singh administration, Hegde 
pushed for greater devolution of fimds from the Centre to the state. 
In Karnataka too, he decentralised dramatically from the state gov¬ 
ernment to the village panchayat level. But above all, he is the 
shrewd pragmatist, unhampered by ideological small p^t. In the 
Vajpayee Cabinet, he could be a very necessary moderatiitg influ¬ 
ence to radicals like George Fernandes and Murli Manohar Joshl. 

How do you handle a firebrand who's so sure of his opinions that he 
wrote a book titled 'George Fernandes Speaks'? 

WHO else but George Fernandes would have had the gumption 
to launch his seventh Lok Sabha term with a slew of contro¬ 

versial statements on multinationals, reimposition of hard taxes 
on the rich, and raising subsidies? 'The irrepressible George has 
been a major source of embarrassment to his coalition. His advice 
to cola companies to beat it forced bjp general secretary 
Govindacharya to hastily assure everybody that existing compa¬ 
nies will not be asked to go. But both George and the sup's nation¬ 
al agenda have remained firm on discouraging mnc entry into the 
consumer non-durables sector, where relatively small companies 
operate and make things of everyday use like soap or butter. 

Says Fernandes: "I'm a socialist in an alliance government in 
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which the bjp is the biggest party." implying that his criticisms will | 
ensure that the party keeps to its track in economic policy and not 
forsake the interests of the poor on the plea of national Interests. 

Can he ever stop playing Robin Hood? After aU, he's also chair¬ 
man of the editorial board of a Hindi journal ciiledy^Pratipaksha" 
(Opposition). And no one loves a fight better than George. The 
unknown trade union activist who shut down Bombay and won 
his first Lok Sabha seat defeating Congress heavyweight S.K. Patil, 
is the veteran of many battles; the (foiled) 1974 rail strike he spear¬ 
headed as president of the All India Railwaymoi's Federation, his 
re-election in 1977 from jail, the ouster of ibm and Coca-Cola dur¬ 
ing his stint in the Industry ministry in the late 1970s. Ironically, 
the striker was also the railway minister for a year in 1989-90. 

Returning to the Cabinet after eight years maybe quite an expe¬ 
rience. Says a top industryman; "Only after jointaigthe government 
does one realise that there is a wide gulf between saying and doing." 

mm MRnHMHFVy 

'/7if R.s\ will try to grt the Swadeshi Jagran Munch chief to lay off foi 
some time, hut that may he difficult 

LONG-1IME ie.s member and convenor of the Swade; ni Jagran 
Manch, S. Gurumurthy, shot into prominence during the Emer¬ 

gency for his v(KaI criticism of Mrs Gandhi's authoritarianism. He 
worl^ closely at this time with the I.eftists who were also opposing 
the Emergency. I'his could actually have influenced his economic 
thinking. For, on a range of economic issues, Gurumurthy's views 
could well be those of the (.pi(m)'s Prakash Karat or Sitaram Yechuri. 

A man who loves going after Goliaths, Gurumurthy was in the 
front ranks during The Imlian Express' crusade against the Ambanis. 
In the early days of the V.P. Singh administration, he played a key 
role in the Bofors probe, in recent timc*s, his has been an increas¬ 
ingly strident voice against mncs, pro-Indian small industry and for 
renegotiating the wto. He was deputed by the uss as an observer in 
the committee that drafted the Bjr manifesto, and many saw his 
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hand in the politically dangerous harshness of that document 
Gurumurthy is emphatic that his is the only way India can swim 

with the sharks of the global economy and survive. "Behind the 
curtain of global free trade, massively managed trade is taking place. 
Politics, business, military and diptomacy have all conver]^ in 
making or unmaking trade. So ev^ country rightly looks after its 
own interest. And India carmot be an exception," says he. He is also 
totally opposed to foreign majority stakes in any company. "Japan 
and Korea does not permit controlling equity, fdi in the consumer 
sector must go. However, methods can be worked out in sudi a 
manner that it's not prejudicial to our economic interest. During 
the nationaiisation spree of the 1970s, Unilever was permitted to 
hold more shares. Something on that line can be worked out. And 
I don't want any fui in the food sector," Gurumurthy told OuUook. 

He hasn’t made it to finance ministership, but with Vajpayee's backing, 
he will remain a powerful influence on policy 

The man who caused all the uncertainty about the finance min¬ 
istership by losing the elections, was FM for only 13 days in 

1996, but did and said enough to both enthuse Indian businessmen 
and allay multinationals' f^rs. Vajpayee wanted him as FM any¬ 
way, and put his name on the list sent to the President. But the rss 

intervened, cautioning that if Singh was given a ministry, other bji‘ 

leaders who had lost may press their own demands. Could his loss 
also have been a bit of a relief to swadeshi hardliners? Says Jay 
DubashI of the Bin's economic cell: "Singh does not believe in 
swadeshi. It would have been wrong for the hip to make someone 
finance minister who doesn't believe in swadeshi.” 

Finance mini.ster he may not have become, but Singh will be a 
powerful force, industry trusts him, and so does the prime minis¬ 
ter. He could become an important voice for moderation within 
the government. ■ 
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AGENDA 

BJP~sp0ak 
Reforms to continue with swadeshi thrust, India to be built 

by Indians, industry to be freed from bureaucratic control, 
voluntary compliance sys- 

lllustialions JAYACHANDRAN 

a 
tern for tax and other laws 
to be introduced. 

What It seems to 
mean 

No more Coke, Big Macs 
or Toyota Lexus, back to 
good old Campa Cola at Rs 
IS and a “swadeshi" car at 
Rs 3 lakh? 

What H actually 
means 

Hie government will 
have an open mind on 
consumer durables—items like fridge or cars—since it'll involve 
technology transfer. No foreign competition in non-durables 
for Indian industry, other than from companies already there. 
Which will be good in the long-term because even if we have a 
wholly Indian car, there's still no wholly Indian battery. 

BJP-speak 
To be discouraged in non-priority areas and encouraged in 

core sectors to supplement national efforts. 

vnut It seeuK to 
mean 
No more 100 per cent 

subsidiaries in consumer 
goods like food products 
and cars? 

IMiat It actually 
means 
Non-priority is vague 
and subjective. The party 
has promised a list clear¬ 
ly demarcating the areas 
where fdi will be wel¬ 
come but the thinking 

may change. Even in core sectors, 100 per cent subsidiaries 
may not be welcome but the trend may be towards joint ven¬ 
tures with foreign control, in insurance, however, the 
monopolies of uc an4*cic will surely end but foreign players 
won't get majority control. 

Swvhfgs 

BJP-speak 
To restart public expenditure, access long-term international 

funds, remove administrative bottlenecks. 

What U seems to 
mean 

Massive government 
money to start flowing 
into power projects, dams, 
pons, roads, bridges etc. 
Major boost to construc¬ 
tion activity. 

WhsAhacfyahy 
means 

Key to the success of the 
Bip's growth and revival 
model but there seems to 
be a dead-end on sounre 
of money. Ix>ng-term international bonowing will put pres- 
.sure on current account deficit. Raising the money from 
domestic money market or from the budget is possible only if 
ihe fiscal deficit is allowed to touch 10 per cent. Only way 
out is more taxes and pdi. 

BJP-speak 
National savings to be raised to 30 per cent of i;dp by appro¬ 

priate incentives and through motivation. 

What It scans to 
mean 
A saving of 
Rs 344,760 crore every year 
by the government and cit¬ 
izens, ba.sed on the current 
GDP. So will the 
government launch 
schemes to double money 
in four years and revive 
the capital market? 

WhatttacbuWy 
meats 
Household sector savings is 

already high, private corporate sector savings will rise with 
increase in profits. That leaves out only the public sector, 
where losses will have to come down. But how? Except for 
disinvestment, the party doesn't offer other concrete ideas to 
make government-earn a minimum return on what it offers. 
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BJP-sp»ak 
Six per cent of gdp to be spent on education. Primary edu¬ 

cation free and compulsory up to the fifth standard, plus 
free education for girls up 
to college level. 

What H seems to 
mean 

Laudable aims but will 
require Rs 68,952 crore to 
meet this target (on cur¬ 
rent estimates). In other 
words, six hundred times 
the level of 1997-98 bud¬ 
get expenditure of 
Rs 1,121 crore. 

What It actually 
means 

The lofty goals will probably need much more money. But 
to spend even six hundred times more, the government will 
have to slap heavy taxes, both direct and indirect to raise rev¬ 
enue receipts. The government will have to stagger imple¬ 
menting the proposals over the next five years. 

BJP-speak 
To mate a comprehensive study of the fitijancia] and tech¬ 

nological needs of the sector, and set up a separate devdop- 
ment bat& and o^er 

. ,, insfitutional facilities for 
r"] maftettog and tikhno- 

logical s^ces, for this 
sector as also for wennen 
enttc[Heheuis. 

VWiat It seems to 
mean 
Huge loan melas in the 
offing? A major boost to 
new enterprises. 

WMHaehuWy 
means 
Liberalised banks used to 

some independence in dedslon-making may not succumb to 
political pressures. And subsidised loan rates won't be i^ord- 
able in tte long term. Can be successful only if the govern¬ 
ment can work out a perfect pactege of incentives and 
schemes. This year, only exp^ a couple of schemes. 

AgrtcMm ^ Mgwttow UAowr A 
BJP-speak 

Sixty per cent of plan expenditure to go to agriculture, sub¬ 
sidies to continue with better targeting, to develop small and 
medium Inigation projects 
and all rural projects with 
multiplier potential. 

IMiat It seems to 
mean 

On the basis of the cur¬ 
rent Ninth Plan size, Rs 
105,000 crore to be inves¬ 
ted per year in the sector. 
With bmer targeting, sub¬ 
sidies will absorb more 
than Rs 17,000 crore now. 

What It aetuatty 
meum 

The sheer quantum of the money makm the pioposal fan¬ 
tastic. A compromise may be sought by earmarking all pro¬ 
jects fm the rural economy under this sector, including irriga- 
tloh and ott^a infrastructure. But the Ap has dearly .dtaln^ 
Its policy favouring big dams. 

BJP-speak 
Main thrust of agenda on eradication of unemployment 

and poverty, ensuring speedy redress of Industrial sickness. 

WhatHsemmto 
mean 
Lots and lots of jobs will be 
created, and no more lock¬ 
outs and downsizing? 

WhatItactuMy 
means 
If the promised invest¬ 
ments in infrastructure, 
housing and rural eco¬ 
nomy materialise, rural 
employment will surely 
boom. The multiplier dfect 
will create more demand 

for industrial goods and therefore more urban jobs. That's a 
big if. Also, the party hasn't referred at all to downsizing the 
overstaffed government and public sector. Although some 
infrasitructure Investment will materialise this year, industty 
will insist on freedom to shed jobs. 







SPOTLIGHT 

Retaliation is the Religion 
Hindu activists attack a Catholic group on the plea that missionaries are resorting to conversions 

By SAIRA MENEZES in Nandurg, Latur Normalcy had long been res¬ 
tored to the earthquake-afflicted 
villages of Utur district till last 
month when Nandurg, a 600- 
family strong village in Ausa tal- 

uka, experienced tremors of a different 
kind. On February 14, a mob comprising 
more than 40 youngsters stormed the i uai 

(Catholic Hospitals Association of India) 
camp just off the village. Employing con¬ 
versions as a pretext, the attackers swo¬ 
oped on the resident social workers and 
the Catholic missionaries and subjected 
them to a religion of retaliation. 

In the fracas that ensued that late 
Valentine’s Day evening, there was no love 
lost and no blow spared to drive home the 
point: that nibbling into the Hindu fold 
would not be tolerated. The telephone con¬ 
nections were cut off and Father Jeevendra 
Jadhav, camp in-charge, was manhandled. 

"The attack took us completely by sur¬ 
prise," says a stunned Sister Marlene Parak- 
kadan, resident lawyer and one among the 
injured. "We had no idea that we were 
going to be attacked nor knew what had 
caused it. It was only afterwards that we 
were informed the trouble was brewing for 
quite some time and that certain elements 
found It fit to rake it up during elections." 

Between 199.S and 1997, 15 students 
from Nandurg had been recommended by 
t:nAi camp members to further their educa¬ 
tion in Karad while boarding in a Catholic 
institution. At the root of the problem was 
the transfer certificates of two of the 
prospective students. While the parents of 
seven-year-old Mohan Shinde and eight- 
year-old Kishore Lokare Insist that the 
transfer certificates were given to Sister 
Marlene to be forwarded to Karad, the lat¬ 
ter stands by her version: of being 
informed by the parents that they would 
forward the same to Karad directly. 

Subsequently, for want of the TCs, the 
priest left the caste column blank at the 
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Kishore Lokare’s caste is shown as ‘Hindu Christian' (left); Sister iMariene (above) 

time of admitting them into the Rotary 
I’rimary SchcH)!. l,ater on, however, the 
records were manipulated to include 
'Buddhist' and 'Christian' in the caste 
column. The information was tlien alle¬ 
gedly exploited by the Jankalyan Samiti 
to rouse up passions, goad the parents 
to bring their children back to Nandurg 
and convince them that this was a ploy 
employed by the Christian missionaries 
to effect conversions surreptitiously. TlItY took advantage of the fact 

that our children were the young¬ 
est in the group," says Baban 

Lokare. "They deliberately changed 
their caste into Cliristian. When I went 
to visit mv son at tlie boarding house, I 
saw that the children were being ill- 
treated and were being taught Christian 
prayers." Memlrers of tlic Jankalyan 
•Samiti apjtarently attempted to stir up 
the people on the evening of the attack 
by handing out printed propaganda but 
the villagers evinced no interest in stor¬ 
ming the (ii.u camp. Undeterred by the 
lack of support irom the villagers, the 
saffron activists, all outsiders from tiie 
nearby village of Omerga, decided to 
take matters into their hands. 

Defending the act as "hotheadedness of 
youngsters", 15r Ashok Kukade, presi¬ 
dent, Maharashtra lankalyan Samiti, says 
"there was very obvious mischief. The 
caste of the children has been mentioned 
as Hindu Christian when in fact no such 
thing exists. In one case, an affidavit has 
been drawn up to show a certain Mr 
Thomas as the parent of the child. Some 
of the children were in a bad state at this 

Karad home. Six children have had their 
castes changexi and we have authentic 
records of three of them." Denying 
knowledge that Hindu-Buddhist was also 
planted into the caste column, Kukade 
concedes; "This method of attacking and 
breaking the law is not to be condoned. 
But then youngsters cannot tolerate 
these things." 

Of late, the way of the cross has not 
been a pleasant one for missionaries. The 
past five years alone have seen 17 attacks 
on Christian outposts in 
tribal areas, largely in 
Bihar and Madhya I’ra- 
desh. IV'esta Setalvad, edi¬ 
tor of CommumUsm Com¬ 
bat, blames it squarely on 
the resurgence of the 
Hindutva agenda. "The 
intention is very clear. 
Ihey want to get them 
out. Some of the attacks 
have txHii brutal as in the 
case of Sister Rani Maria 
who was hacked to death 
in Indore or humiliating 
as in the Dumka incident 
where a priest was .stripped and paraded 
on charges of sodomy. They are getting 
emixiidened with the success of each act. 
Communalising the atmosphere, even in 
a place like Nandurg where there is no 
Christian population, is a cheap and 
quick way to get people back to their 
fold. The Christian leadership should 
have made this an issue in Parliament— 
their silence is amazing." 

At last count, however, IS of the 40- 
odd miscreants had been arrested and 

have now been released on bail, psi B.U. 
Ingewad is categoric that the ciiai camp 
has not been indulging in conversion. 
"Communallsro has never been an issue 
here and a few mischief-makers ate just 
out to make capital out of an unfortu¬ 
nate situation. Whatever tampering has 
taken place has been done in con¬ 
nivance with troublemakers in Karad. 
The matter is being investigated by the 
Karad district special branch." 

Social workers at the chai camp are 
uncertain if anything will come out of 
all this. "We have been offered jwlice 
protection, yes," says one of them, "but 
one month is already up and all the 
individuals who participated in the 
attack have not been rounded up. What 
are the chances iherefwe of anyone 
treing chargesheeted?" 

Communalism and conversion as, 
issues have found few takers in 
Nandurg—even less so with Mohan's 
motlier Saraswati Shinde. "I am not con¬ 
cerned with who lias changed the caste 
column in the transfer certificate. I am 
not interested in either justifying or crit¬ 
icising the action of the Jankalyan 
Samiti. I am only concerned with know¬ 
ing why the transfer certificate has be'en 
tampered with," says the visibly annoyed 
widow, ironically, Mohan Shinde's caste 
had been chang^ from Hindu Christian 
in the first year to Hindu Buddhist in the 
second. "Can any child have two 
castes?" she continues, angered by the 
fact that the local school has refused her 
son adniLssion unless he is willing to start 
from Class I all over again. 

While the mystery of 
the doctored transler cer¬ 
tificate's haltingly unrav¬ 
els itself, the two chil¬ 
dren, Kishore and 
Moiian, have lost out on 
llieir schooling. The lear¬ 
ning experience, for 
want of clear transler cer¬ 
tificates, has compelled 
tliem to restart their edu¬ 
cation on a clean slate. 
"Kishore has not fieen to 
school for over a year 
now," rues iokare. "He 
has lost all his interest in 

studies because of the gap." 
Sister Marlene, on the other hand, is 

adamant; "I have decided not to involve 
myself in furthering the education of 
these children, fn future if the parents 
seek reaimmendations from me, they 
will have to give their approval in writ¬ 
ing." With the chasm of communication 
widening, it will be a while before both 
sides simmer down. Rumblings, such as 
these, are felt longer than those that can 
be measured on the Richter scale. ■ 

The way of the 
cross has not 

been pleasant. 
The past five 
years have 

seen 17 attacks 
on Christian 

outposts. 
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TUBERCULOSIS 

The Silent 
Genocide 

It’s India’s worst scourge but no one has time or money for it 

By SOMA WADHWA _ 

"If the number of victims which a disease 
claims is the measure of its significance, then 
all diseases, particularly the most dreaded infec¬ 
tious diseases, such as bubonic plague, Asiatic 
cholera etc must rank far behind tuberculosis." 

—Dr Robert Koch, who discovered 
the TB bacillus in 1882 OVER a thousand Indians will die of 

tuberculosis on March 24. Over a 
thousand Indians die of TB every 
day. One Indian dies of 
TB every minute. So, 

there's nothing extraordinary 
about March 24 really. Except 
that it’s World T B Day. That ann¬ 
ual, rare occasion to make head¬ 
lines of these otherwise unwrit¬ 
ten, unhy|x>d deaths. Five lakh 
deaths every year by a disease 
that’s eminently curable. Deaths 
by a killer that stalks us all. 

Yes, every second Indian over 20 
years of age is infected with the 
TB bacterium. It only takes a low¬ 
ering of immunity and malnutri¬ 
tion for it to become a full-blown 
disease. It takes an inefficient 
public health system to make the 
disease our largest killer, in a 
world that’s declared a global 
emergency on I B. But we find lit¬ 
tle time to talk about the tact that 
our country bears 28.4 per cent of 
the entire world's TB burden. That 
we, with a lesser |X)pulation than 
(.:hina, have double its T B cases. 
And that we've been doing pathe¬ 
tically in combating this cliscase. 

A collapsing public health sys¬ 
tem, political disinterest in a disease that 
gets no publicity and its sheer glamourlcss- 
ncss in a mcxliaamtric global society that 
has celebs shaking hands with Ains patients, 
have all ganged up to push out TB from its 
priority in our public health agenda. Fhe 
rich can afford to be treated of TB and keep 

quiet about it, the poor are left to suffer it. 
Hardly shocking then that in its review of 
the 22 countries that account for 80 per 
cent of the world's TB cases, the World Hea¬ 
lth Organisation (who), five days before 
World TB Day this year, listed India as one 
of the 16 countries unlikely to meet world 
TB control targets by 2000. Smaller neigh¬ 
bour Bangladesh lound proud placement 
amongst the six countries that will. 

Not that these shameful statistics mean 
much to those dying in unkempt wards of 
a disease that timely administration of 

Graphiu!. by ANOOP KAMATH 
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drugs could have avoided. Their list of 
problems is (tersonal and peculiar. 

Abandoned by her in-laws because she 
was caught coughing blixrd, 18-year-old 
Sunita Sangwan still isn't sure of what ails 
her. Anxious not to be dumped at her mo¬ 
ther's because she wasn't being useful aro- 

Drug-reslstant TB is our next major threat 

und the hou.se, she'd kept silent about the 
real symptoms of her disease. The local 
dcK'tors she consulted at I’anipat gave her 
cough syrups and advised hot-water gar¬ 
gles. nil she was found spitting blood. And 
discarded. Now weak and wheezing at the 
Chest Clinic and Hospital in Delhi's Nehru 
Nagar, Sunita barely manages to mumble: 
“The nurses here say 1 should have come 
for treatment earlier, but the doctors at 
I’anipat didn’t tell me it was so serious. 1 
am uneducated, I was hiding iny symp¬ 
toms...the dcKtors should have known." 

TTiey often don’t. A study conducted by 
Dr Mukund Uplekar on prescription prac¬ 
tices in TB saw only four of lOS prescrip¬ 
tions conformed to standards set by the 
WHO and the National Tuberculosis Instit¬ 
ute. Tlie problem only begins there. Mal¬ 
practices are rampant. Expensive x-rays are 
thrust upon many who could be tested for 
TB through a simple sputum test. The qual¬ 
ity and supply of drugs is erratic. When 
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available, there's no checking lo sec that the 
patient is regular with his medicines. 

Clonscquently, some two-thirds I B pati¬ 
ents drop out of tile treatment early, often 
becoming chronic sufferers and Miurce ol 
TB infection to others. More dangerously, 
very' often they become incubators for a j 
deadly, drug-resistant TB bacteria. I 

"I liecame ill tiiree years ago and got 
medicines. They’d make me giddy and 
I'd vomit all the time. I gave up. I'hcn, 
1 was ill again. I wont to another clinic. 
Tlicy gave me some more medicines. 
I'he doctor scolded me tor being irreg¬ 
ular. He was rude. I gave up again," 
says Jagdish (ihander, an out-of-work 
car mechanic currently under treat¬ 
ment in a Delhi hospital. Looking 
much, much older than the 41-year- 
old he says he is, Jagdish is now a 
MORiB jMultidrug Resistant TB) case. 

That's the next threat. Though reli¬ 
able and repre.sentative data on mortb 

in India is yet not available, a TB bac¬ 
terium immune to the drugs adminis- 

tered because prescribt*d courses haven't 
been completed is already here. Add to that 
the fact that our 2.S million niv-positive 
infected are far more susceptible to TB, and 
we have a scary scenario at hand. Not to for¬ 
get that each year—with or without the \ti)R 
and the niv complications—two million 
jK-ople arc anyway developing active 1B. 

Ak! Hows Id IIw health sector in the developing countries 

Ihgures in S million) 

185 

AIDS (S LL'i)fo:^y Irnpici)! Dui- Mnlufir) TR 

STD Distniscs rr/iocH 
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So what's our strategy? I'he National Tub- 
enulosis Programme (mp) begun in 1962 
did create infrastmeture for TB control thr¬ 
oughout India. Rut it obviously didn't achi¬ 
eve desired results. .So a new strategy—ixirs 
(Directly cflxscrvcHl In-atment, Short-course) 
—was brought by wini to India and ren¬ 
amed Rsii I' (Revised National Tulierculosis 

Programme). Since 199.1, rvk'I' has 
bec-n pilot tested in 20 sites all over the 
country, (ilobally 96 countries have 
adopted this new treatment strategy. 
\'ery simply, ixus means that in.stead 

of just giving the patient his share of 
medicines and hoping he'll consume 
it, the health worker wlio provides 
such medicines watches the patient 
actually swallow the drugs. The com¬ 
bination of drugs prescribed by tx ns— 
dubbed “more effective" by some, "too 
strring" by others—are more exjiensive 
than those given under the sttp. 

The ministry of health and family 
welfare claims this new programme 
has nearly tripled the cure rate and 
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TUBERCULOSIS. 

Dhaka Does it 
Even Bangladesh clocks 85 per 
cent success in Combating TB 

ANGLAOESll is achieving among 
the highest documented cure rates 
for TB in any country, rich or poor," 

says Dt Methsiri Gunaratnc, who's regio¬ 
nal advisor for communicable diseases. A 
successful implementation of dots has 
given the country an 85 per cent success 

rate with combating TB. 
Introduced in 1993, dots began as a 

pilot project here covering four subdis¬ 
tricts with one million people on an exp¬ 
erimental basis. It has now expanded to 
cover nearly 60 million people, more 
than half the country's population. 

Resident of a village 17 miles southeast 
Of Dhaka, Anwara Begum, in her early 
'40s, thought she had a persistent cold, 
nil a village health worker suggested she 
visit the local health centre at Sonargaon 
where she tested positive for TB. 

Thanks to dots, Anwara was cured eight 
months later. "I feel so relieved," says her 
husband Kazera Ali. What especially brou¬ 
ght relief was that it took almost no effort 
on his part to do anything during the 
eight-month course. A local health worker 
visited Anwara regularly ensuring she took 
the prescribed drug under his direct super¬ 
vision during the entire course period. 

The Bangladesh army of 30,000 com¬ 
mitted health workers have shown the 
way. Now it's for others to follow. 

Arthail Mahmud in Panam Gabtaii 

doubled the proportion of cases which 

were being confirinetl through the ear¬ 

lier programme in laboratories. The 

WHO puts the cure rate under ixxrs for 

India at a whopping 82 per cent. 

A huge success really but in a very 

small segment covering only 12 mil¬ 

lion people. In a country of nearly 

1,000 million people. So is it the solu¬ 

tion for our TB troubles? 

"Anything implemented well will 

work. Give the programme to N(,os 

and they'll give you sure-shot success. 

But what's hi guarantee that our health 

workers will suddenly become picture- 

(lerfcct and monitor each patient's 

dosage consumption committedly. 

Also, in a country where I B clinics have to 

l)e renamed (’.host Hospitals because of the 

stigma attached to the disease, it's some¬ 

what unfair to expect people to visit distrili- 

ution centres every alternate day," says Dr 

•Sunil Kaui of i'kmui. Trust who worked with 

TB patients in Rajasthan's Bikaner district 

tor seven years. Kaul says he has seen many 

finding it difficult to bring their ailing rela¬ 

tives to distribution centres liecause it clas- 

In a TB clinic in Delhi: towards despair 
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ties with their work hours, " fhe stigma, the 

societal problems, the ignorance has to lie 

kept in mind before deciding on strategy." 

"Sure," says Dr Ihomas hrieden, Delhi- 

based WHO medical officer (TB), "but revers¬ 

ing the stigma will take some time. Cure 

car. and should liappen promptly. Both .\ii)s 

and tile emergence of mihiii; sliow the urge¬ 

ncy to cure." (Quoting a study, hrieden says 

non-compliance in taking medicines has 

been known to be prevalent across gender, 

age. community, educational liackground. 

So, it will take strict supervision in 

medicine consumjition to oire TB. 

But others like Dr Mira Shiva, head of 

the public policy division at the Volu¬ 

ntary Health Association of India 

(VMAi), feel ixm is part of technocratic 

Western models on health that are 

imposed on the people from above 

and make the country dependent on 

assistance from outside. "These models' 

conveniently forget ideas developi'd 

indigenously, like the nip, and ignore 

the problems that are peculiarly ours," 

she argues, "aids and TB are made to 

sound big but what about links of Kaia 

Azaar with fB that kills thousands?" 

Shiva contends people can't be pushed 

to poverty, malnutrition, slums—all of 

^’hich breed TB—and then be presented 

vAth an international-loan-based pharma¬ 

ceutical solution. The vhai, in fact, has come 

out witli a report on the serious impli¬ 

cations of the proposed rmi.p for India. 

However, the programme finds advocates 

in 'pragmatic' experts like Dr J.l,. 

Banavaliker, state TB control officer with 

the Municipal Corporation of IX-llii. "We 

can debate cverytiiing to bits but finally 

the fact is; a well-managed nois pro¬ 

gramme tirings far iietter results tlian \tp 

has been known to bring," he says. 

Certainly. Well-managed health nrogram- 

mes will cure as they’re meant to. Any deb¬ 

ate on health strategy will have every side 

lobbying lor just tliat—a conscientious, 

committed execution ot the many shifting 

policies that aim to keep our nation heal¬ 

thy. Says Dr D.R. Nagpaul, vice-chairman of 

the TB Association of India; "Health has 

never been a priority. We don t even give it 

5 per cent ot our (,np. Our ability to use 

these meagre resources is even more pathet¬ 

ic. .Add to that the fact that age-old TB inter¬ 

ests no one, with .uns and dengue making 

headlines every other day." 

No wonder really that no |x>liti(ian is 

happy to get the 'soft' health ministry. U’t's 

rename it then. With TB killing so many 

ev'ery day, call it Ihe Defence Ministry. And 

let's get on with the battle against TB. It's 

just killed another 1,(X10 Indians today. ■ 
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Specialist Material & Maintenance 
Services from EIL 

EIL offers specialist maintenance servtces to operating process plants. 

These include study of their rnaintenance problems, assistance in material 

selection & upgradation (ferrous & non-ferrous, 

refractories/ceramics), corrosion prevention including 

cathodic protection & water treatment. 

EIL has developed expertise over the years in the field 

of assessment of residual life of equipment, plant health 

study, cross-country pipeline health assessment & repair 

of critical equipment 

I 

1 
I 

EIL also undertakes plant integrity studies, re-certification 

of in-service equipment as per statutory requirement 

such as Static & Mobile Pressure Vessels (SMPV) rules ,/ 

of Chief Controller of Explosives, Nagpur and trouble 

shooting jobs. 

These services are provided through long time service 

contracts or as specific job assignments for solving 

critical problems. 

EIL has served several Indian and foreign companies 

including Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Hindustan 

Petroleum Corporation Ltd , Bharat Petroleum Corporation 

Ltd., Madras Refineries Ltd., Cochin Refineries Ltd., 

ONGC. Bongaigaon Refinery & Petrochemicals Ltd., 

GSFC. Petrofils Co-operative Ltd. IFFCO. 

National Fertilizers Ltd., Zuari Agro Chemicals Ltd., 

Coromandal Fertilizer Ltd. Nagarjuna Fertilizers & 

Chemicals Ltd., Kuwait National Petroleum Co., Ceylon 

Petroleum Corporation. National Petrochemical Co. and Bandar Imam 

Petrochemical Co. (Iran), Sonatrach and ENIP (Algeria). QGPC (Qatar) and 

Homs Refinery (Syria). 

^ENGINEERS 
^iNDIA LIMITED 

Engineer5 India Bhavan l, Bhikaiji Cama Place New Delhi 110 066 
Tel : 6102121 Fax: 011 -6192693, 6194760, 618/902 E-niail mklgw ollhq erne!.in 

C.i.iiqaoi> Engineers India Limited, SMMS Department, Research 4 Development Complex 
Spctor-16, Gurgaon - 122 001 (H.aryana), Tel. No . 91-331 112/322904, Fax No : 91-124-331 1 12/331 134 

■.Ih/.nna,' : Dowlan; Towels 27/28 Dr. Radhakrishnan Salal Mylapore, Chenna; - 600 004 
Tel.: 044-8232203 ^ax: 044-8264395 

Hotel Surya Palace, 10th Floor, Sayajlganj, Vadodara - 390 005 Tel,. 0265-336203 Fax : 0265-330182 

Ov< Clin es: fJnli.i Knala l.!m!cnr, i.i.vnr'o.i, loky.- 
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CRICKET 

ASHES TO CRASHES, DUST 
The unofficial world champs 
are expelled from Eden 
without even a figleaf 

By KRISHNA PRASAD _ 

Under the Southern Cross I stand 
A sprig of wattle in my hand 
A native in my native land 
Australia, you bloody beauty. Not once has Ian Mealy had the 

chance to sing this jaunty bush 
number—Australia's traditional 
dressing-room ditty to mark victo¬ 
ry—on this tour. And as the cob¬ 

bers stare at a brownwash, the designated 
cheerleader in the Aussie camp must Ik* 
wondering what dragged Australia "from 
the ethereal height of invincibility to the 
dust and din of defeat". So fast. So soon. 

This is a script gone horribly awry for 
Mark Taylor and his men. The 'world 
champs' came here to correct that minor 
aberration in their post- 
1995 record: the defeat 
in the one-off Delhi Test 
two years ago. And to 
become the first Aussie 
side to win a series in 
India since 1969, "the 
year Shane Warne was 
born, when Sachin Ten¬ 
dulkar’s parents (proba¬ 
bly) hadn't even met" 

Useil to winning wher¬ 
ever they went, they 
came here like this was the final frontier. 

Wame has baflgsil just 
seven wickets in feet 
lirst-ctass matches on 
tonr at 79 runs apiece, 
in all. Ihe Aussies 
have conceded 2,535 
runs tor 40 wlckels 
at 65 apiece 

iS'Ws- 

But after receiving a pasting from pretty 
much every opponent—India, India 'A', 
Board I’resident's XI, Bombay—the hype- 
cast Aussies are quickly coming to terms 
witir the cruel label that Mohammed .Azha- 
ruddln and his men earned long ago: 
" Tigers at home, lambs abroad". 

In the 28 days since they arrived: 
• Sachin lendulkar, Navjot Sidhu, Rahul 
Dravld and .Vzhar have smashed their 
bowlers lor 157 fours and 14 sixers in three 
Test innings: the Aussies have managed 
only 79 fours and two sixers. 
• Against Anil Kumble, lavagal Srinath and 
Venkatajjathy Uaju their top-five batsmen 
have amassed a grand total of .to!) runs in 
four Test innings; our top-five have man¬ 
aged 1,066 runs i*i these innings. 
• Shane Warne has bagged just five wickets 
in three Test innings at 70.8 runs apiece 
against Kumble's 16 at 18; in four first-class 

I Warne vs Sachin; down and out 

j matches Warm* has seven wickets at 79. 
j Also; Azhar’s liovs hit up the most runs 
I India have ever scored in a day (269 in 90 
I overs) against 'he world's winningest 
I team; Bombay became the first state team 

(after Karnataka beat the West Indies in 
1978-79) to beat a louring side; and Shane 
Warne's magic stood exposed as a load of 
myth, although the final analysis does no 
credit to the wile with which he bowled. 

By expelling Adam (Pale) and Steve 
(Waugh) from Eden (Gardens) in Test match 

I #1409, Azhar has erased memories of a dis- 
i astrous 1992 tour. On lop Down Under in 
I Madras and Calcutta, the record at home 
I between the two nations is even: 28 Tests 

played, eight won, eight lost, 11 drawn, one 
! tied. It's down to the wire in Bangalore. 

What ha|)|rened? Were the Aus.sies ordi¬ 
nary? Or the hosts extraordinary? Both. 
.Says Neil Harvey, the former batting groat, 
who saw the scoreline go up 1-0 after .Sachin 
followed up an unbeaten 204 with an unb¬ 
eaten 155: "It was embarrassing to sit there 
and watch it all. Warne probably needs a 
holiday." Adds Phil Wilkins of Ihe Sydney 
Morning Herald: "We were thumped." 

The Indian win, as usual, conceals the 
cracks: placid pitches; no regulars to partner 
Sidhu and Srinath; tx>rn-again Rajesh Chau- 
han's poor run; some astounding selections 
(Harvinder Singh for the first Test and V.V.S. 
Laxman fur the second) and non-selections 
(Venkatesh Prasad, Abey Kunivilla). 

But to tourists drained by the heat and 
humidity, daunted by the crowds, nervous 
alrout the food—and outbatted, outbowled 
and outwitted—Azhar's 'bunders' drove 
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PRAOEEP MANOHANI 

Sachin & Co bavo 
smashed 157 fours 
and 14 sixers off 
Wame&Cointhree 
innings. |haAussiBS 
have only managed 
79 fours and Z sixers. 

home a simple truth have only managed 
to Taylor, one of the 79 lours and 2 sixei 
great post-war ‘sikan- _ 
ders': a captain is only 
as good as his team. (. 

"These are the play 
ers that make up the 
greatest team in world cricket," crow 
Aussie fanzines on the internet. These: 
• In four innings, oiieners Tayior and Mic- 
haei Siater faiied to give a start to the side- 
posting 16,18,1 and seven runs for the first 
wicket. In contrast to 122 and 43 runs Sidhu 
put on with Mongia and 191 with Uxman. 
• One-drop Greg Blewett hasn't waited to 
have his footwork against tweaks tested, 
scoring 9,5,0,25 in the four innings. Con¬ 
trast with Dravid who paved the way for the 
middleorder with knocks of 52,56 and 86. 
• Mark Waugh (66,18,10,0) was cool, and 

The cricketing death and rebirth of india’s most successfui captain Mohammed Azhamddin's dream 
run continues. Brought back as 
skipper after Sachin Tendulkar's 

promise failed to produce the goods, the 
most successful captain in Indian cricket 
history today stands at the pinnacle of 
popularity wondering what an unpre¬ 
dictable game this is. 

Less than a year ago, the Hyderabad! had 
his back to the w^l—his durability as a 
batsman questioned, his credibility as an 
individual questioned. Dropped on "crick¬ 
eting grounds" for the Independence Cup 
following the "incidents” on the 
West Indies tour, many even doub¬ 
ted if there was a future for him. 

But life's been such a roil for 
'Azzu' after his recall for the Sri 
Lankan tour, and marriage to 
Sangeeta Bijlani, that the wristy 
batsman blessed with "ballbearings 
not bones" in his right hand must 
have developed some startling new 
views on the theory of cricketing 
death and rebirth. 

As captain: Pint at Dhaka where 
India defied cricketing history to 
become the first team to score 300- 
plus runs to win a one-day 
international against Pakistan two 
months ago. And now this: victory 
over the world's most successful 
side which has beaten every non- 
Aslan cricket power—South Africa, 
West Indies, England—in its own 
backyard. In the 38 Tests he has 
been captain, Azhar now has a 67 
per cent success rate. 

As batsman, Azhar's tasted even 
greater success. In seven Tests since 
his return to the side, he has three 
centuries, three fifties, 628 runs and ■•1; 
an average of 78.50. ^^d In 28 one- 
dayers, he has hit 1,018 runs with 
two centuries and eight fifties, at an 
average of 53.57. 

And now this: an unbeaten 163 in 
Calcutta, his fifth ton in his 
favourite cricket ground, where his 
lowest score is 5? and where he first hit a 
50 as a reedy under-19 in 1977. 

Uncharitable critics will say: "What a 
lucky guy he is." Look, Srinath and 
Rumble are bowling at full steam on home 
pitches under his captaincy, a privilege 
Sachin did not have—the services of the 
former lost due to injury, and the latter 
dogged by poor form. 

Uncharitable critics will say: "What a 
lucky guy he is.” Look, Sachin and Sidhu 
and Dravid and Ganguly are all in full flow 
under his captaincy scoring 633 runs, a 
privilege Sachin did not have when he 
required them to score a piddling 120 in 
Bridgetown, Barbados. 

Uncharitable critics will say: "What a 

lucky guy he is," Look, neither rain nor 
bad li^t, or those excruciating last wic¬ 
ket stands, have thwarted his plans as 
they did Sachin's at the Wanderers and in 
Mohall. Or, they say, the script would 
have been different. 

But such has been Azhar's roaring love 
affair with lady luck that even minor hic¬ 
cups have turned into big advantages at 
his altar. 

On returning from Sharjah early this 
year, the selectors called him in for a 
"dressing-down" for a suicidal run-out. 

SWAPANNAYAK 

The winning captain: born-again glory 

Within days, the five wise men were hand¬ 
ing the crown back to him. even squab¬ 
bling over whether they had "warned" 
him or merely “advised" him to play cric¬ 
ket more res^nsibly. 

Keen followers of the game are still to 
detect any new evidence of Azhar's acu¬ 
men in his second innings as skipper. Ian 
Chappell felt he was overtly defensive in 
Madras when he ought to have gone for 
the kill, and in Calcutta, he defied all crick¬ 
eting ingle by inducting Laxman into the 
side at the expense of a second seamcr. But 
so accurate is his throw of dice, even des¬ 
perate gambles pay off. 
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twin Steve (12, 27,80 and 33) was cunning 

and calcnilating, but Sachin's madness (4', 

155 and 79) and Azhar's method (26, 64 

and 163) were more productive. 

Only the last-four (Ilealy, Warne, Paul 

Reiffci and Michael Kasprowicz) have man¬ 

aged to stave off total ignominy adding vitai 

(uns. But in retrospect, the Aussies will rue 

the blunder to leave behind at least two 

Test-worthy lefthanders—Mathew Elliott 

and Michael Sevan. 

Kumble's poor show in the last 18 months 

was caused by $outh|)aws Jayasuriya, Ranat- 

unga, Anwar, Sohail, Chander{)aul, Adams. 

With only Taylor m this toporder, and taken 

care of (by Ganguly!), it's been "sweet, 

sweet, sweet" foi the leggie against the 

Aus.sies who are mostly back-ftwt kings. 

As Peter Roebuck wrote in The Herald: 

"The deficiencies of the Aussie batting order 

have been such that this Aussie Ixjwllng 

attack hasn't been able to fill." Back home, 

it's being called the worst pace attack to 
Graphics by ANOOP KAMATH 

SAVE THEIR SOULS 
scanned ^ Wtiat can be canned ^ 

and shipped to India ■' 
to save Australian v 
cricket asked newspapers 
Down Under. Here's what ^ 
sonte readers suggested: 

A bnuti. on how not to be arrogant and think you're the best 
in the world and cannot be beaten. 

Umpiihs- Darrell Hair and Steve Randall. 

Diran Jo'ics As long as we send New South Wales teams, 

we wont win. A Victorian is required. Send Jonesie to lead 
the side. 

A coaehin-j marr.jar. on how to play spin bowling 

Sporteraanship: "Do these Aussies ever watch replays and 
realise that their antics are in vain?" 

The nipper: Shane Wame seems to have left it back home. 

Michael Bevan. He's better at handling Indian-style pitches 
and his bowling Is a valuable plus. 

Vegeniite: Spread some cheer 

Humility: Tell Warr'C he can be the greatest spin bowler of 
all time, if he just grows up and acts mature. 

Beer: Lots of It. Itll alleviate the pain. 

leave the island-continent five patsu 

since Kim Hughes' 1979 team. only 363 r 

Without Glen McGrath's expe- innings. T 

rience and the |)ace of ja.son top-live hi 

Gillespie, the newbail mantle hit 1,0661 

fell on Kasprowicz, Reiffei and in three 

Paul Wilson, the last two them- innings, 

selves falling prey to injuries. 

The inex|ierience showed: in HHH 

Calcutta, the Indian top-six 

with a combined average of 52 in 1997 t(K)k 

on an Aussie attack that comprised a debu¬ 

tant (Wilson), an offspinner in his second 

Test (liavin Robertson), two part-timers 

(Blewett and Mark Waugh), a rookie 

(Kasprowicz)—and Warne. 

Result: carnage. Ofwners Sidhu, Mongia 

and laxman were judge and jury. The mid- 

dleorder—Pravid, .Sachin, Azhar and (iang- 

uly—were executioners. In eight fir.st-class 

innings on tour, the Aussie bowlers conced¬ 

ed ?,5.)5 runs tor 40 wickets at 64..1 apiece. 

Also, the taaicdl tilunder of focusing on 

eliminating Sachin gave caged 

tigers like Sidhu (62, 64, 97) the 

ideal oix-ning to strike. 

But it's the wipeout of 

t '' Warne as a potent torce 

X that stands out amidst the 

^ Aussie ruins. On placid tracks 

on which even Kunible earned 

purchase, it was a l)ig comedown 

le best tor the tilond inspin's original lair, 

in spite of his prodigious turn, in 

spite of his lighting spirit. 

Bams, Without MiGrath or (iillespie to 

liead gt‘f initial breaks, Warne 
found himself lK)wling to openers 

who relish s|)iii bowling already 

'S and itho ‘heir 2()s and .3l)s. T he battle 
is already lost when Sachin and 

tome. Azhar walk in. And not to bun- 

itches nies like Darryl Cullinan but to 

batsmen bred on spin. 

As Malcolm Knox wrote in The 

ler of Herald: "The Australians paid the 

price for not knowing their oppo¬ 

nents and mistaking their foes' 

strengths for weaknesses." Back 

KumMe ft Co hove 
allowed too Aussie top 
five batsmen to score 

only 363 runs tat lour 
innings. The Indian 

top-live have 
hit 1,066 runs 

in three ( 

to score home the greater worry is not 

sin lour ihat the Aussies lost a one- 
iBtUan sided battle of skills, but also 

the psychological war of wills. a Teams wins, teams lose. 

What's palpably absent is the 

hardboiicd Aussie grit to fight 

and bounce back, in 1986, 

Dean Jones pi.ssed in his pants, 

vomited on the ground, bat¬ 

tled cramps and still stuck around to score 

210 to prove a point to Alan Border. 

Taylor’s men in contrast are painted as a 

hunch of ninnies who want to coop up in 

their five-star rooms. 

"What is it about the Indian experience 

which conironts rather than challenges the 

efile Australian cricketer?" asks Mike Cow¬ 

ard in Ihe Australian. "T here are few of this 

team who are enjoying their cricket here. 

The tofiorder batsmen again gave a good 

impression of cTicketers who...dldn’l want, 

to be in India." Ken Piesse, of Amtralian 

(irkket, says Indian cojtditions and Austral¬ 

ian cricketers don't go together. "In India, 

it's the hardest cricket they have played in 

their lives. T hey're not usi^ to the conditi¬ 

ons, the population. Every step they are 

hounded. It's difficult. They do lend to react 

badly, almost as it tliey arc in jail." 

Former Test player John Benaiid disagrees: 

"You can always find excuses for not play¬ 

ing well enough, last's admit it, we were just 

not up to scratch. We're not playing to 

jxjtential. It's a down-jxjrkxl, a hiccup. Ind¬ 

ia's Iteen playing much, much better crick¬ 

et. They've bt’en threatening to for a while." 

When India first won a match against 

Australia 29 years ago. The Pioneer wrote the 

ivsult was "incredible as much as the sacred 

cow jumping over the moon" and said it 

compared with the other great event of 

'69—man's first rocket to the moon. 

Circa 1998, the year man found traces of 

water on the lunar surface; the Indian 

win—in a ocean of washouts—must be a 
bit like that. Rare. ■ 

With Penny McDonald in Sydney 
and Anant Gaundalkar in Mumbai 
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Junoon: AzadI 
■ » 
I ntcrtainmtrnl, li) 

PUSHING a style 
that blends Sufi 
poetry, Sindhi- 

Punjabi folk, subcontinental classical 
music and Western rock, this all- 
male, five-member, Karachi-based 
band, formed in W2 by two Pakist¬ 
anis who went to school together in 
New York, is out to conquer India 
with an album that is aptly dedicated 

to the late Nus- 
tat Fateh Ali 

u}^oon 

s 

Khan. Only time 
will tell whether 
Junoon—guit¬ 
arist and song¬ 
writer Salman 
Ahmad, lead 
singer Ali Azmat, 
bassist Brian 
O'Connell, 

fwrcussionLst Malcolm Covers and 
Ashiq Ali on the tabla—can ever 
achieve the kind of following that 
the immensely [xspular Sufi qawwal 
enjoyed in the subcontinent. Rut 
A/xuli does hold promise. Sumwe is already 
a smash hit, as is Yaar Bind. Ali Azinat's 
vocals are the biggest draw and Salman 
Ahmad's lyric.s, though a trifle uneven, 
retlat an intelligent combination of a Sufi 
spirit and a rock and roll-inspired mind. 

Festival du Film 
Francophone 
■ I ri‘mh (.ultur.ll ( niln-, 

Now Dollii 
Miin li 2^ to .’8 

TO celebrate World Fran- 
cophony Hay (March 20), the French emb¬ 
assy has put together this jxickage; two 
films each from France, Switzerland and 

Burkina 
l a-so. .Amcmg 
these six 
French-lang¬ 
uage films, 
all of them 
subtitled in 
Fnglish, is 
one by Cla¬ 
ude Chabrol, 

A fiitfxtvinil in Stoih’, an mventise who¬ 
dunit tliat rises well alnive the genre's lim¬ 
itations b\ making a statement on societal 
tensions brought about by deep class 
chasms. Als.) m the package is Viint Dddlm 
tl'he Choice), a film bv Idrissa Oiiedraogo, 
Burkina Faso's finest director, it is a charac- 
terisrically moving portrayal of a family 
weighed down by severe poverty and 
forced to leave its village home in search of 
a new life. I'he other films on view: Clir- 

0OU> HOUNTAIN 

ITS first novel 
libd tile reviews 
have been most 
exceptidnid. Nevus- 
weeitcal^ itan "ast- 
onishit^ debut", 
Kalddosw^ has this 
to say: ^f you reaid 
one novel this year, 
don't nliss Cold Mounbrln." The novel traces the 
story of Inman, a soldier who Is wounded in the 
Civil Wi^, who begins his treacherous journey hack 
home to Cold Mountain. The woman he loved 
before toe war started, Ada, tries to make a living 
from tiff land that she inherited from her once- 
wealthy father. Both are unaware as to whether the 
other is still alive. The novel's account of love, hard¬ 
ship, family and land is told in compiling poetic 
prose and grips the reader's attention. The writer's 
felicity in weaving a simple story into a literary mas¬ 
terpiece is astonishing. A must read. 

Paresh Maity 
■ Jehaiigir Aft (raHery. 
Mumbai 

AfMril B tu 14 

PARESH Maity's 
travels to different 

destinations is a painter's explorat¬ 
ion of colour and light, in tandem 
has been his keenness to master 
different mediums. The starting 
point was the use of watercolours, 
which can at best be called explo¬ 
sive. riie next stop for Maity's cre¬ 
ativity was conte. Reds and blacks 
dominated 
this phase ot 
Maity's cre¬ 
ative journey. 
The next shift 
was oils with a 
profusion of 
yellows, crim¬ 
sons and indi¬ 
gos. Though 
mediums changed from time to 
time what has been the hallmark of 
his work has been understanding of 
colour and light. 

I onujuc ((Aironicle) and Lev Agneaiix ( The 
j Umbs), both from Switzerland, Zan Boko 
I from Burkina Faso and Will It Sninv for 
! ChrisUiMs from France. Eminently watch- 

able fare. 

Bhanwar 1 
■ Sitnv I'ltiorUinmcnt ( hdniu'l 
t x«‘iv Sniitl.t\. 1(1 pm 

.WIERHM Most Wonletl 
made television history 
when it helped catch 

criminals wlio liad eluded tlie system for 
several years, some even leading new 
lives. Now, this serial on Indian television 
enacts some true-life cases every week in 
half-hour episodes. The emphasis is not 
so much on nabbing criminals, bul to 
focus on cases ssiiuli lorced the judicial 
system to change existing laws. Ihe 
names and identities liave been fiction¬ 
alised to protect ihc real victims. Gapliv- 
aling pcrfv.rmances and plots. 

Manoj Kheradia 
■ ( l*\'s (i^Hvrv, N'driiiiiin 

Miinitkii 
Apiil IKtniK 

THl.S is Manoj Khcra- 
dia's first exhibition. In 

this exhibition, tlie photographer has 
concentrated on tfie pilgrimage to Kailas- 
Mansarovar which in the Hindu religion 
is considered the most difficult. Every pil¬ 
grim lias to first trek 250 km from 
Dharchula, t.hcn trek an additional 52 
km around Mount Kailas and 88 km 

around Maiisarovar tor the parikramas. 
The altitude is a daunting 15,000 to 
19,(K)0 feet. Manoj Kheradia has tried to 
capture the majestic sight of these moun¬ 
tains. No mean task, given the weather 
conditions there. Frost-bite and sun-burn 
could both happen simultaneously. 
Supplies are few and far between. The sky 
which works as a backdrop for these 
mountains changes colours and adds 
mystery to these mountains. 
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For more information, contact the Singoporo Tourism Board at No. 82, Jolly Maker II, Bth Floor, Noriman Point, Mumbai 400 021, 
Fax (22) 283 5700 or visit our internet site http://www,newo$ia-singopore.eom 



If you’re dying for a breath of 

Dakpathar, Lansdowne, Chila, 

Dhanaulti, Harsil or Chopta are 

breath will make you come 

For further intormalion and reservations contact U P Tounsm offices and ARCS at New Delhi Ph 3372251 Fax 3711296 Mumbai 
Ph 21B5458 Fax 2024415 Chennai Telefax 6283276 Calcutta Ph 2207855 Ahmadabad - Ph 6560752 Chandigaiti Ph 
707649/S62649 U PTourism Directorate 3 Nawal Kishore Road Lucknow 226001 UP Tel 0522 228349 225165, Fax 0522221776 



rare oxygen, 

Khirsu, 

where a deep 

alive again! 
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Ouick! The’ hill stations of Garhwal have not yet been 

I iscovered. Get there before the crowd. Take a deep breath at 

11C foothills of the Shivaliks and step right into the heart of 

I ature. Thick oak, deodar and pine forests will wrap you in 

! leir silence. Break the calm only to hear the chirping of birds 

. id the roar of wild animals at the Chila sanctuary or trek away 

■ ;ain to the peace of quaint temples on the hill sides. You’ll 

1 nd a new spring in your steps when you decide to descend! 

Take the road 0^ 

less travelled by. 

RedifFusion-DY€fR/Del/UPT/13198 



TIME 
■ CONTEST 

■ ISKCON 

Tiptoe Into 
Techno-Temple 
IT is religion made easy. The Internati¬ 

onal Society tor Krishna Consciousness 
(ISM u\) founded by .^.C. Bhaktivedanta 

Prabhu[)ada has been a colourful, if contro¬ 
versial, spiritual sect since the '60s which 
has attracted millions of devotees. The 
society, propagating the Gita, has built 
about 450 Srikrishna temples and Vedic 
cultural centres in about 
120 countries. Of these, 
around 40 are in India. 

On April 5, Ram- 
navami, Oclhi will have 
lls first ISM ON-built Kri¬ 
shna temple and Vedic 
cultural centre in F.ast of 
Kailash. According to 
the vice president of 
ISM o.M, Vrindavan 
Chandra Pas, the IcKa- 
tion of the tempie is 
perfect. "i)i)A records 
show the three-acre 
land on which the tem¬ 
ple stands is Govardhan 
Hill. Hence, the temple 
is even more sacred." 

But the temple will be 
known more for mod¬ 
ern technology than spirituality. .Sprawled 
o\er three acres, the temple can give most 
five star hotels a run for their money as far 
as aesthetics anti comforts go. And .state-of- 
ihe-art g.itlgelry. Built with the generous 
donation ot Rs 21 crore collected from 

devotees worldwide, the iskcain complex 
will have three temples—Sri Radha Parth- 
sarathi temple, Sita Ram Lakshmana 
Hanuman temple and Sri Gaur Nitai tem¬ 
ple, designed by Padma Shree awardee A.P. 
Kanvinde. The shikhara of the main temple 
is 90 feet high, the ceilings adorned by oil 
paintings featuring scenes from the life of 
Lord Krishna by Russian devotees. 

All the temples are centrally aircondi- 
tioned and also have multimedia facili¬ 
ties. The marble idols at the temple will 
come from Jaipur. The complex also hou¬ 
ses a museum and two auditoria to acco¬ 
mmodate 350 persons. The auditoria will 
feature robotronics and animatronics 

whereby, the Bhag- 
wad Gita and stories 
from Mahabharata will 
be enarted. 

“The temple will tuliill 
the last wishes of 
PrabhutHda," says 
Gopal foishna Maharaj, 
commissioner of the 
temple's governing 
body. "Thousands of 
foreign tourists come to 
India, they visit impor¬ 
tant historical monu¬ 
ments and return with¬ 
out understanding the 
true essence of Indian 
culture. I hercforc, the 
ncHKl for the temple. 
The modern gadgetry 
will help make mligion 

more inteiesting and ea.sier to grasp." 
Devotees wliosc quest goc*s beyond the 

realms of spirituality can satisfy their 
hunger at the Govinda restaurant in the 
lemple complex entrance. ■ 

K.S. Narayanan 

Off to Gay Paree 
JITENDER BUPTA 

% 

4 
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The winners: it’s morning in Paris For soccer fans, this is an opportunity 
of some importance. The French F,mb- 
assy in conjunction with Alliance I'ra- 

ncai.se organised a contest which would 
enable five students of French in the age 
group of 17 to 20 years, to visit France dur¬ 
ing the World Cup in June this year. Acco¬ 
mpanied by an Indian French-speaking 
teacher selected through a similar contest. 

Through a process of elimination, a final 
round was held at the embassy recently. 
Some, like winner Ashish jhina, student of 
class 10, were pretty sure of their chances 
of making it to the top five. Says he: “1 had 
a good chance, but 1 didn't think 1 would 
toj) it." A footlwll player for his school 
team in Chandigarh, Jhina has been a .stu¬ 
dent of French for over two years. 

■His co-winners are attracted more by the 
cultural experience that Paris promises. 
Says 2()-year-old Akash Shivdasani: " This is 
going to be a whole new experience." 

And an enthralling ex|)erience it promi¬ 
ses to be. Not only will they watch the fin¬ 
als as vii's, but will be Invited to the Flysees 
Palace on the iKcasion ot the French natio¬ 
nal Day on July 14. They will also .see the 
July 14 Parade as special guests and will be 
guests of honour at a special evening at the 
Hffel Tower, it's partytime at Paree. ■ 

Archana Jahagirdar 

TRIBHUVAN TIWARI 

Gopal Maharaj: five-star faith 

Sounds like a paean to the 
powers that be, but it may 

be in order. Delhi-based Nati¬ 
onal Gallery of Modern Art 
under the imaginative direct 
ion of culture ministrywalas 
Kasturi Gupta Menon and 
Anjali Sen, are mounting a 
huge retrospeclive of the work 
of Ahmedabad-based exhibit- 

ion designer Dashrath Patel, 
who, together with American 
Charles Fames, founded nid, 
Ahmedabad, and is ackno¬ 
wledged as the presiding 
deity of Indian design. 

♦ And now, the bureaucratic 
monolith seems all geared 

to gallop rather than lumber 
along as it's always done. Last 
fortnight, curators, museum 
directors and culture ministry 
mandarins met up to do som¬ 
ething about the disgrace that 

Indian museums have bec¬ 
ome. Better displays, sensitiv¬ 
ely curated exhibitions, slick¬ 
er .souvenir shops with better- 
designed objects, upgraded 
cafes are proposed additions 
to major museums in "an eff¬ 

ort to make them attractive, 
user-friendly havens, rather 
than the hovels they are 
today. More power to this 
cause folks! 

♦ 
TATE governments too 
seem to be thinldng intere¬ 

stingly these days. Delhi-based 
architect Ashok Ohawan and 
Co have been roped in to des¬ 
ign and build an interesting 
museum at the historic Anan- 
dpur Sahib to commemorate 
the .300th year of the Khalsa. 
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HUT 
CALCUTTA 

Coffee’s on the 
House, Get Some 
IN the beglnningf, throngs of curious 

visitors were treated to free cups of 
steaming hot coffee. That’s how Coffee 

House, Calcutta's fabled cafe on lively 
College Street, opened S3 years ago. 
Launched with ffee cuppa’s, this was a 
nifty market-driven move by the Coffee 
Board in a bid to popularise coffee. All it 
ended up doing was popularising poets, 
novelists, fflm-makers, dilettantes and 

Adda over corporate coffee 

mavericks. It was an archetypal Bengali 
institution of raucous adda sessions, bud¬ 
ding romances and quixotic dreams. 

It’s no surprise then that the cafe, 
which passed into the hands of a work¬ 
ers’ cooperative in 1958, has been run¬ 
ning at a loss ever since 1969. Market 
forces may be damned when the creativi¬ 
ty of its clientele runneth over, but in 
recent years, the cafe had begun crum¬ 
bling like so many other city institu¬ 
tions. The sooty walls, the peeling paint, 
the musty interiors and the watery brew 
served in the name of coffee, clearly 
pointing to its gradual death. Even the 
adda had lost its sparkle, and its debates 
reduced to street<omer rabble-rousing. 

Finally, the wheel may have come full 
circle. The cafe might get another shot at 
moving with the times—live to see a bet¬ 

ter day and who knows, it Just might 
pull itself out of the red and see some 
real profits too. Coming to the rescue of 
this hoary intellectual retreat, ironically, 
are a slew of corporates, brought toget¬ 
her by an industrial research agency run 
by four stock-market buffs. IVisys, the 
agency, convinced the corporates to 
pitch in and refurbish the cafe. The total 
bill; Rs 6 lakh, in cash and kind. 

The cafe is already looking brighter. 
The aacfcing floor tiles have been repla¬ 
ced by hip terracotta mat ones, the dirty 
table tops are now gleaming sunmica, 
the hideous green walls have given way 
to a more aesthetic brick-red and off- 
white. New bulbs have replaced wan 
fluorescent lights. The Burma teak doors 
have been stripped off their sickly col¬ 
ours and now wear a handsome woo¬ 
den sheen. 

And that’s not all. A boring wood parti¬ 
tion will be broken down to make way 
for a signature wall containing autogr¬ 
aphs of Bengal’s illustrious sons. An art 
gallery will supply some portraits which 
will adorn the walls. And tobacco giant 
rrc. is being persuaded to fund a cyber 
nook with two computers where students 
from colleges In the neighbourhood can 
surf. "This is a reaffirmation of our faith 
in Calcutta,” says Mudar Pathcrya of Tri- 
sys, who orchestrated the venture. “Great 
things are possible, it only requires some 
small tweaking." 

Some old clients are dismayed with the 
newer, sleeker and better-looking cafe on 
the first floor of a grotty building. But 
for Calcutta’s frazzled dowager, which 
has hosted the likes of Satyajit Ray and 
inspired films, novels and poems, it’s a 
more than welcome new lease of life. ■ 

Soutik Biswsi 

■ RECORDS 

Yards to go... 

Krishna Khanna: hava you any wool? Now, an Indian story with echoes of 
Marquez and Like Wafer For Chocol-. 
ate! Lady in a lounge knits and knits 

and knits away till her scissors break, at 
which point, she picks up a pair and 
knits, and knits away all over again. And 
knits a blanket from over a 1,000 kg of 
lightweight wool, into a full ISO by 9.6 
f^t, before she finally puts away them 
knitting needles. By which time of course, 
she’d knitted right into the national 
Limca Book Of Records and staked claim 
for a place in the Guinness Book. 

This is the story of Krishna Khanna, 57, 
a Benares housewife and mother of three, 
who knit her 20 colour rainbow-hued 
claim to fame in her spare time—1,600 
hours stolen from her housewifely rout¬ 
ine-over a period of two years. 

The checked woollen blanket, Khanna’s 
unique claim to fame, is nine ^t broad 
and as per the claims of its maker, "it can 
sleep a wedding party of ISO people". 
Miniature models of the blanket are pres¬ 
umably being put to go<xi use by the 
American President Bill Clinton and his 
wife Hillary, as also Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Philip, since Khanna sent these 
blankets as gifts to these celebrity couples. 

Khanna, whose feat has been recognised 
by the Indian Limca Book of Records, is 
unhappy about the Guinness Book author¬ 
ities not entertaining her claim for the 
world record. "They wrote to say their rec¬ 
ord for the largest blanket is 186,107.8 
feet. I dispute that claim since that was 
knitted by over 20 people. Besides, parts of 
it were machine-made, unlike mine, 
which 1 knitted by hand." While interna¬ 
tional celebrity status eludes Khanna, local 
celebrity stature is here to savour. Local 
newspapers have splashed her achieve¬ 
ment, television has beamed interviews 
even as throngs of local citizens flock to 
her crumbling Benares home to gawk at 
what the lady smugly announces is her 
"ninth wonder of the world”. ■ 

Sunil Mahra 
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Bacchus Rules Again 
There’s a definite cheer among Haryanvis as a politically cornered Bans! Lai revokes prohibition 

By SUNIL MEHRA in Rewari, Haryana THF.RL'S an apocryphal but credible 
enough story doing the rounds in 
Rewari, Haryana, about the pro¬ 
hibition days. Police sniffer dogs 
were once let loose in this liquor- 

loving land to detect hidden liquor loads. 
The dogs went round and round till they 
fell down dizzy with the smell of Bacchus 
brew coming from cwry direction. 

Last week, on March 19, a storm-faced 
Bansl lal, veteran politician and Haryana 

chief mini:,cer, announced the withdrawal 
of prohibition in the state. Also, the open¬ 
ing of 1,000 liquor vends to mop up an esti¬ 
mated Rs 1,000 crore in excise revenue. 
Orders effective; April 1, All Fools Day. 

All Fools Day, yes. But a fool's action this 
wasn't. Bansi UI was revoking a populist 
measure—one he rode to electoral victory 
on last time—on realising it had become 
unpopular and was in fact responsible for 
the humiliating electoral reverses his Har¬ 
yana Vikas Party faced this time. 

In revoking prohibition, he was respond¬ 

ing to a vastly changed context where the 
very pro-prohibition women's lobby that 
voted him to power turned against him. 
Like Satya Devi, today sarpanch of Keorak 
village who in 1991M a 147-day agitation 
to close the local liquor vend, make Keorak 
dry. Bansi Lai, then a politician languishing 
in political wilderness and desperate for an 
election plank, appropriated the prohibi¬ 
tion issue, made it his poll promise. He 
won. And delivered on his promise. In July 
1996, all Haryana went dry. Pro-prohlbi- 

-tion women's groups promised support. 
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They withdrew the support all tpo com¬ 
pletely when Bansi Lai, smarting under the 
electoral debacle, retracted. He revoked pro¬ 
hibition after angry party legislators, led by 
his own son Surendra Singh, button-holed 
him in Chandigarh. The measure, they dec¬ 
lared, had not only contributed to the hvp s 

electoral debacle but also plunged prices of 
real estate, led to the flight of mnis, the 
growth of an illicit liquor mafia and a spate 
of unnecessary hooch victim deaths. 

Women's groups like the Akhil Bhartiya 
Mahila Parishad (abmp) protested of course. 
"Intolerable,” fumed Rewari abmp president 
Shashi Yadav. "Once again we'll have to 
cope with roadside drunks; domestic viole¬ 
nce and petty crime rates will soar.” Swami 
Agnlvesh, Delhi-based social activist, is out- 
r^ed. He alleges the liquor lobby plotted 
the revocation of the prohibition. "Local 
politician Bhajan Lai's son-in-law Anup 

Shnhi Yanv (left) is down but not out; huppy days are here again for Rewari danlieht 

Bishnol owns Associated Distilleries. Om 
Prakash Chauthaia's sam^i Bheem Singh is 
the distributor. This whole thing is about 
protecting political not social interests.” 

For all their protests, the anti-prohibition 
women's groups remain a house divided. 
Satya Devi, today as vociferously anti-pro¬ 
hibition as she once was pro-prohibition, 
argued passionately against the measure in 
an earlier interview to Outlook. "Prohi¬ 
bition is a failure. Police connive with illi¬ 
cit brewers. Politicians protest booze by 
day, help sell it at night. Crime rates have 
incTeased. We want licensed vends back.” 

Satya Devi's is an informed opinion based 
on hard, if unpleasant, facts. Since July '96 
Haryana has recorded 16 hooch tragedies: 
60 people died, 100 were permanently han- 
dicapp^. By July 3 last year, an year plus 
into prohibition, over 30,000 persons had 
been charged under prohibition laws. Only 
102 of 2,510 persons arrested convicted. 
Obviously under "go slow” instructions 
from local vested interests. Allegations of 
connivance betweeen police and the liquor 
mafia are frequent. Bootleggers running 
loads between destinations were found to 
be in possession of registration numlrcrt of 
police vehicles in which plainclolhesinen 
patrol Haryana highways. This February 
three [roliccmen were caught smuggling liq¬ 
uor in the Loharu area of Bhiwani. 

Prohibition didn't engipeer a collapse of 
administrative and police machinery alone. 
It led to neat total economic collapse. Bansi 
Lai's government had to impose Rs 310 
oore in new taxes to offset the loss in liquor 
revenues to fund critical development work. 
“Prohibition, yes. But what the public really 
wants are street lights, running water, elec¬ 
tricity,” says an Irate Gurgaon resident and 
retir^ civil servant Atmanand Vijh. 

In any case in a state surrounded by five 
wet states (Rajasthan, Ihinjab, Uttar Pra¬ 

desh, Himachal Pradesh and Delhi) prohibi¬ 
tion was bound to fail. With the exception 
of Delhi and Rajasthan other stata discree¬ 
tly stonewalled Bansi Lai's pleas to stem bor¬ 
der "leaks". More Hatyanvi tipplers at bor¬ 
der vends translated, after all, into more 
excise revenue for neighbouring stata. 

"Prohibition didn't fail. F.nforcement and 
political will did," declares Yadav. Agnl¬ 
vesh concurs. "Connivance of police and 
liquor mafia caused this measure to fail. 
Bansi Lai's son Surendra Singh is an alleged 
kingpin in this mafia. We'll fight them.” 

Yet, through all the strident posturing 
Yadav and cohorts are expressing serious 
doubts. "May be selective prohibition, as in 
serving only at hotels and resorts is the ans¬ 
wer? A beer manufacturing unit here pac¬ 
ked up due to prohibition. Property prices 
have registered a downswing. On the other 
hand women have legal protation from 
dnmken husbands, there aren't so many 
roadside drunks today,” says Yadav. Bharg- 

I ava is more unequivixal. “No one will ever 
' stop biKizing. Why not make policing mote 

efficient so dninks don't misbehave? What's 
the point of banning something when 
every house is a distillery and everyone gets 
homenlelivered packets, pouches, plastic 
bottles and drinking it? Worse, dying of it?" 

F.ven as the moral do's and don'ts schools 
debate the issue back and forth Rewari and 
its tipplers are celebrating the return of lice¬ 
nsed inebriation. Property prices at dij and 
Gurgaon registered a smart upswing. "Prices 
had aashed 15 to 20 per cent. Now things 
are looking up,” says P.C. Sehgal, a Gurgaon 
realtor, "mnq who'd called off the search for 
homes for their executives will be back." As 
will revellers at die 32nd Milestone water¬ 
ing hole, consigned to non-alcoholic obliv¬ 
ion lately. Never mind the politicos and 
purists, the mamas and moralists: for the 
lirsty Haryanvi happy days are here again. ■ 
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The Same Old Story 
Abbreviated, potted history—-with undue focus on ‘great’ leaders 

By ARVINO N. DAS _ IN this era of post-modernism, literary 
deconstruction and subaltemeity, it is 
almost quaint to come across a book like 
this. B.R. Nanda is an outstanding histo¬ 

rian who has made important contributions 
to the history of the national movement. 
His meticulous biographical accounts of 
important leaden of the freedom struggle 
have become source books for students of 
contemporary history and his no-nonsense 

ious leaden and recounts issues and events 
too with reference to those "great men who 
jumped into the freedom movement to 
shape India". India's pre-eminent political 
biographer does not allow himself to lapse 
into either outright hero-wonhip or dem- 
onisation and guards himself against tak¬ 
ings sides even on issues and events which 
caused splits in the Congress or exit of sig¬ 
nificant figures from that organisation. He 
notes some of the weaknesses of the leaders 
but ends up evaluating Gokhale and Tilak, 
Gandhi and Subhas Bose and almost every 
member of the leadership positively. Even 
Jinnah is not portrayed as altogether evil, as 
is the wont of many 'nationalist' historians. 

And yet, Nanda's eyes are tumeu firmly 
upwards. Ilius, for instance, in this book 
celebrating freedom the people are largely 
ignored and if they figure at all, it is only as 
devoted followers of the great and the glori¬ 
ous. Patriotism becomes principally a conc- 

incUnation to apply himself to his more 
detailed biographies and other works. 
Otherwise, his views on the importance of 
the so-called moderates or the significance 
of Gandhi or the role of Nehru both before 
and after Independence are available'm hir 
greater detail elsewhere and are merely ext¬ 
racted here. This potted history flowers only 
when Nanda goes beyond abbreviatii^ 
what he has written elsmhere and reflects 
on some general dvilisational concerns. For 
instance, the points that he makes about 
the back-to-back but nevertheless non-anta- 
gonistic existence of different religious com¬ 
munities in India and the consequent imp¬ 
lications for the way politics developed are 
far more interesting for those who ate famil¬ 
iar with Nanda's earlier prolific writings. 

It is in this context also that even the 
'moderate' Nanda invites a little argument 
His statement that "the pessimists, who talk 
of 'India Invented' or India being a 'civilisa¬ 
tion-state', underrate the heritage of the 
national movement and its strong roots" 
cannot be allowed to pass without contesta¬ 
tion. As the perpetrator of a book as well as *' 
a television series entitled !ndia Invented, I 
for one am neither a pessimist nor do I dis¬ 
regard the national movement. Neverth- 

style of writing straight accounts 
of events and personalities a 
model for aspiring historians. 

And yet, fois book, published 
on the occasion of the celebration 
of the golden jubilee of India’s 
Independence, is something of a 
disappointment. Much water has 
flown under the bridges over 
which Clio, the goddess of hist¬ 
ory, rules since the time Nanda 
engaged in his Herculean efforts. 
New facts, new theories, new 
interpretations have been advan¬ 
ced and indeed new ways of look¬ 
ing at history itself have been 
developed. In an era when the 
theory of relativity spans more 
than physics, there are no longer 

eless, it is obvious to me, as to 
many others engaged in the 
enterprise of both trying to 
understand India and attempting 
to change it, that it is time to 
move on to a more variegated and 
muiti-dimensional history, rect^- 
nising the primacy of the "ordi¬ 
nary Indian”, drawing from an 
understanding of culture and 
civilisation that goes beyond- 
"great men” and "major events" 
and aMrming republicanism with 
all its complexities. Given the 
valuable historical work which 
has revealed our leaders, warts 
and all, and seeing the many 
daunting inequities which too are 
part of the Indian heritage, it 

aiisolutes in terms of 'facts'. The requires incurable optimism to 
prescription of Ranke regarding history- Nehru and Gandhi: predictable skatchet not succumb to the oppressive present but 
writing wie e\ eigenllich .vwesen (simply to to conceive the future with due reference to 
show how it really was) is hopelessly out- ern of the leaders' and the uncertainties the past. "India Invented" is just one term 
dated. Every 'fact' has been shown up to and even contradictions in popular action, to describe that adventure, 
have more than one dimension; every dis- as Shahid ^min for instance has revealed in Meanwhile, there is of course a need in 
course has been deconstructed to have his analysis of Chauri ('haura, are aitoget- these depressing times for the literature of 
more than one meaning and every move- her absent in Nanda's account of the same celebration, particularly of contemporary 
mart has been demoastrated to have more event. Nanda concentrates on the speeches history. It is good therefore that formida- 
than one set of [jarticipants. Carlyle's idea and actions of 'leaders'—extremist, moder- ble historiography has thus been conv- 
that history is merely the biography of great ate, populist, radical, saintly, egotistical, but erted Into this much more accessible hist- 
men has been proved to be more appropri- 'leaders’ nevertheless. Even the dimension ory. One only wishes that more care had 
ate for hagiography than historiography. of economic nationalism highlighted by been taken in its production; it is unfor- 

While Nanda is aware of all this, he by Bipan Chandra and his acolytes or the ugly givable, for instance, that the front flap of 
and large .sticks to the tried and trusted underbelly of provincial politics uncovered the book's dust jacket should refer to the 
modes of history-writing: focus on leaders, by the members of the so<alled Cambridge great 'moderate' leader, one of the heroes 
rely on ‘official’ accounts, examine ‘grand’ school are largely missing from this book. of Nanda, as C.K. Gokhale. As meticulous a 
patterns. He outlines the history of the free- Nanda’s present book is aimed at the so- man as any, Gopal Krishna Gokhale would 
dom movement through the lives of illustr- called lay reader who does not have the not have been amused. ■ 
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AccessiMe, Inaccessime 
and Pawan Hans 

As India's largest helicopter operator, making profits 

consistently, Pawan Hans Helicopters has been 

contributing substantially to national development, 

connecting inaccessible and remote areas 

Equipped with an operational fleet of 

28 helicopters and an unmatched 

maintenance infrastructure, Pawan Hans 

has scored an unparalleled record of over 

2,00,000 flying hours With a fundamental belief in 

safety, Pawan Hans is continuously increasing its fleet 

strength to meet the new challenges ahead. 

Thus no wonder, when India's mega 

coi porations and government agencies require 

helicopters for their long term and customised 

requirements, they simply rely on Pawan Hans 

And now, knowing all about us, so would you* 

PAWAN HANS HELICOPTERS LIMITED 
(A Government of India Enterprise) 

India's largest helicopter operator 

SAFDARJUNGAIRPORT,NewDelhi-ll0 003 Delhi Tel 4«32273 Fax 01 l-4«02S9« 4«l 1801 Mumbai Tel SIOsllO Fax 022-6113BI2 
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Justice Hangs Mid-air 
A village woman is sentenced to death for murder. But where’s the motive, ask activists. 

By ANIRUDOHA BAHAL in Mathura The office of Mathura district jail 
Jailor B.S. fitucund is soaked in 
grubbiness that would make sun¬ 
light ill if it filtered through. Of 
weak illumination, medium size, 

ancient whitewash, phones that haven't 
been working for over two months, and a 
near permanent stream ol visitors, the 
room has a mildly destabilising effect. In 
these uninspiring environs. Mucund's 
voice booms as he follows a prisoner 
relea.se drill. Name of father. Name of 
mother. Offence for which incarcerated. 
f:iieck mole behind left ear. (^heck mole 
on right check. Prisoner identity con- 

j|irmed. Stamp liis left arm. Prisoner can 
now slip through the big jail gate. That day 
saw freedom for eight convicts. 

In the midst of this surreal routine. Ram 
•Shree's 18-month-old daughter Pcxrja suck¬ 
les on her mother's breasts while the moth¬ 
er narrates her tale ol woes which Iregan 
almost nine years back in the village of 
Tingara in UP's Mahoba district. Occasi¬ 
onally she heaves and sobs when reality hits 
home that, a Supreme Court .stay notwith- 
starnling, her neck could be on the end of 
Kallu jalad's long rope—she could .still end 
up being possibly the first woman to be 
hanged in irost-independence India. 

Sometimes she tosses the question of 
Pooja's future and it hangs in the middle of 
the dingy room, a chunk of dryness with¬ 
out gravity. .Sometimes she is incoherent in 
her rustic way. Mostly, a wail of words tliat 
almost push you into romantic contempla¬ 
tions of pursuing the role of a heroic defe¬ 
nder of trufh and justice against o\\’rwhel- 
ming odds. She also has the tentative body 
language of someone who warns to con¬ 
vince various niui hiutps ol her tale but 
doesn't know how. Since s|)eech is the bul¬ 
wark ol class distinction, hers is a nebulous 
Hindi dialect, broadcasting impoverish¬ 
ment, fractured in credibility by the array 
of farts facing her. In short, the kind of 
voice destined never to be heard. 

In the morning, two women from a femi¬ 
nist organisation have tried to convince 
themselves of her role in the murders. Her 
constant refrain has been, "Aurkatm sti sach 
jama cimhaite luiin. Jab phunsi ke saame 
kfiadi hoon to jhoot thodi bolungi? (Which 
new truth do you want to know? When 1 
am standing in front of my death why will 
1 lie?)" She keeps calling the two women 
'mummy' and sticks with convincing vehe- 

; Ram Shree In police custody for having allegedly killed her uncle's family with an axe 

I inence to her tale of being framed. 
. But first, a stampede ol ‘facts' rather than 
! six'culativc first encounter infeiences: 
i On the morning of Octolrer 26, l‘)8‘i. a 
! few days Irefore Diwali, 7.t-year-old Pam- 
I hhi along with his wife Ram Kali, son 
I Manmohan and daughter Ram Shree 

attacked Bankey Lal and his family with a 
sickle and axe. Entering the house of 

I Bankey I.al they killed him as well as his 
mother Halki who rushixl to fiis aid. His 
wife Pan Kunwar and her live-year-old 
daughter .Sonu ran out ol the house to a 
nearby chabootra where they tot) were 
murdered. Ram Khilawan, Bankey Lai's 12- 
year-old son, who was at that time having 
his afternoon meal in the kitchen, escaped 
the fate that befell his parents and sister by 

' running towards the heart of the village. 
Hie \illagers sent Ganshyam chowkidat 

. to loilge an i lit at the nearest (tolice station, 
seven miles Irom the village. The chowki- 

, dar s delay ol seven hours Irefore ne got to 
tile the lilt was an oltject of great delibera- 

: tion in the court, but Ganshyam explai- 
; neil: tiiere was a bus strike, he didn't know¬ 

how to cycle and the sole tractor available 
; in the village wasn't lent to him. 
1 Sub-ins()ector Vijai Singh, wht) handled 

the investigation, inspextexi the site of the 
I murders the next morning, found the dead 
i lx)dies—a jxist mortem res'caled shock and 
j haemorrhage to be the cause ol death—and, 
I interestingly, recovered the sickle and axe 
j used in the murders as well as the blood- 
1 stained clothes of the murderers at the 
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■ Pmons timltnd 
■ l^onsKCuuilwlIhlianOtiniimetin 
n fimon wUh posiM moHns 

THE TANGLE 
ANOOP KAMATH 

I fattier 

HaHd 
(Firetwlle) 

Chactn Chandanlya 
(Second wife) 

1 

Manmohan Ram Shrea 
No motive tor the murders was established, but the 
courts have ruled that since 'reliable' witnesses exist 
it does not matter, in tact, another tamily, Bankey Let's 
lather's second wife and her two sons could be said 1c 
have a greater motive because ot a land dispute. 

pointing of the 'accused themselves’. i 
The case hinges on the crucial testimonies 

of minor Ram Khilawan, and partial eye¬ 
witnesses Ukhan Lai and .Shambhu Dayai. 
While Ram Khilawan had witnessetl the 
murder of his father and grandmother, he 
didn't see the deaths of his sister and mot¬ 
her. The villagers, on the other hand, had 
stood at a distance, hearing yells of pain 
and despair hut lacked the courage and ini¬ 
tiative for even a joint intervention. 

Lakhan Lai, adorned with the exalted sta¬ 
tus of an independent witness, had seen the 
accused proceeding to the scene of crime 
with the weapons in question. He also saw 
the lethal assaults while he waited to have 
his beard shaved at the J<M)rsteps of barber 
Halkai's shop. Another eyewitness was 80- 
year-old Shambu Dayai, who heard the cries 
and rushed to a neighbour's house from 
where he saw the series of incidents. 

I 
I 
I NOW Ram Shrec’s version. She had | 

come home for Diwali from her village I 
of Nakra where her husliand is a tailor. | 

Her son was then ‘our months old. On the i 

day in question, all the tour ot her tamily | 
were ploughing their fields. Says Ram Shree; ! 
"My brother Manmohan is 14 pass (a grad- j 
uale) and lie had also come lor Diwali. We i 

have been falsc'ly implicated in the case." | 
According to Ram Shrc'e, Bankey Lai's ! 

real enmity was with the two sons of his j 
father's second wife Chandanlya. The issue ' 
was a properly dispute between the two | 
families. I'his tact was corroborated by the ■ 
chowkidar, Inil didn't deveiop beyond a j 

mere suggestion in court. The court | 
instead niled that in the presence of eye 
witnesses who were reliable, the absence of j 

motive was immaterial. | 
Says Ram Shic^: "We were toned not to | 

get our own witnesses. Ukhan Ul and Sha- | 
mbhu Dayai asked my father for Ks 1U,(K)I) ' 

Mathura jail: will Ram Shree hang? 
j 

lo tell the truth or get trained. My father 
sold his land hut couldn't arrange for the 
money as he liad lo pay the lawyers." 

in a case that further illustrates the fact | 
that caste is liardly a structure or a category | 
but something that liappens between [H'o- | 
pie, Ram Shree says that there existed a i 
long-rooted resenliucnt between both | 
Shambhu Dayai and Lakhan Lai with her I 
father I’annchi. 11 stemmed back to the j 
limes when her lather worked their land 
much before he got his osvn. 

Mucund, who has had numerous conver¬ 
sations with Ram Shree, adds; " I here is cer- 1 
tainly the i)o.ssibility of a frame-up. Ram 1 

Shree's family, in fact, had hardly a motive 
to murder compared lo a certain other fam¬ 
ily. Since the jail is the guardian of all pris¬ 
oners vve have apficaied the decision in the 
Supreme Court." Nobody, however, dis¬ 
putes either the occurrence or the dastardly • 

nature of the crime itself. Its macabre nature 
forred the district court to opt for the max¬ 
imum punishment. Panchhi, the court 
ruled, didn't deserve any 'mercy on the 
ground of age'. Panchhi's wife died during . 
the course of the trial. And the court ruled 
that Ram Shree was the 'root cause of this 
occurrence'. Since she had taken equal part 
in the crime, armed with an axe, she too 
deserved no mercy. 

Interestingly, from the outset, the coun¬ 
sel for the appellants did not seriousiy 
challenge the conviction—arguing in.stead 
for life imprisonment instead of capital 
punishment. While Ram Shree herself 
doesn't look like having any devious abil¬ 
ity to deceive and while she casts doubts 
on the testimony that led to her convic¬ 
tion, it's largely been the presence of Pooja 
that has moved organisations like the 
National Commission for Women to take 
u[) cudgels on her behalf. 

Rut, asks Mathura district magistrate, Sada 
Kant: "Why this gender bias? You have to 
take the victims into account. Or are they 
irrelevant?" Adds * i>i general secretary Atul‘», 
Anjan: "What if a man sentenced to death 
had a crippled son or some such liabilitv?" 

Meanwhile, Rain Shree was jailed at Luck¬ 
now's Nari Bandi tJriha before being moved 
to Mathura on March 12 where the state 
.sends women prisoners .scheduled for exe¬ 
cution. She last met her husband Khoob- 
chand and son Ramchand an year back. Her 
husband hasn't the money, nor jxissibly the 

Ihclination, to visit her again. His last words 
to her: "/uise kami vaise bharni (you have to 
reap what you sow)." 

The jail premises were being prepared for 
the hanging which was scheduled on April 
6, before the March 20 Supreme Ckiurt stay 
order which halted ttie grim proceedings. 
There's no record of a hanging in the jail 
since 1960. And of the years earlier local 
lore is rather vague. Panchhi and Manmo¬ 
han meanwhile, await a similar fate in 
Allahabad's Naini jail. There's no organisa¬ 
tion showering any sympathy on them. 

It's important to realise that when two 
opposite factual dcjxisitions are expressed 
with equal intensity, the truth docs not 
necessarily lie exactly half-way in between 
them. It's possible for one side to be simply 
wrong. I'or tlie Supreme c;ourt, with whom 
the matter now rests, the challenge—apart 
from re-examining the allegations of the 
accused about Lakhan l.al and Shambhu 
Dayai—could be to av'oid being forced into 
delivering a diluted sentence, despite all 
the pressure to go in that direction by fem¬ 
inist organi.sations and the media for 
whom justice has of late become material 
for prime time entertainment. However, as 
a lawyer says: “Better a diluted .sentence 
than one which goes against our social 
conscience. There's one thing we cannot 
do, and that is codify repentance." ■ 
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At 4500 n.this 180 acn; misty 
vttlUiy, is id(!iil for a (iolf Cnurso, 
'i'imeBhareltesorts.Coffec.Herbs 
«t<‘.Sitnati>d in Sirumalai Valley 
near Dindi|;ul with easy aecess 
by Air. Road and Kuil.And 
Upportunities Qalun*. 
InteiTstcxI !?Wrltc for details to; 

The Exerutive VIee l^esldent 

ABI. BiBTKClINilMilEsm). 
RB.N().r)(»lfi.Chotinul OOtMliM). 

I'h; 49124701/4019762. 

Fkx;91-44-40iy761 

Chetana 
BdOK CIM Ki. 

specialists in 
Indian Philosophy 
Cuitu^e ii Religion 

web-site at 
www.chctana.coni 

■; \) M . • 1 : 
.'H I . ’H .1! 

StctI Furniture, Security 

Equipment Storage/Filing 
Systems S Computer Furniture 

De-Ru$ted, Phosphatised and Oven 

Baked. Available in an)/ colour ol 

your choice. 

T«l 4922646/83 Pax 49i4?Sb 
Opp Poddar Hospital Worti. Mumbai t8 

USE STEELMADE, 
SAVE THE TREES. 

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE 
Wondertut gift books which tell 
you how to lead meanlnglul life. 

UTTL BOOK ON COMPUTER 

LIVE E LEARN PASS M ON yOL I 

UVEILEAIINPASSITONV(H.II 

LiTRE BOOK ON SELFUPNOVEHBIT 

UnU BOOK ON UANAGMENT OF UUOIES 

Each is priced at Rs. 33/- 
Postage Rs. 10/- ior llrsl book A 

Rs. 3/- for every subsequent book. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL BOOKSELLERS 

'' (//,' I'l / ft -.'/// [il, /'tihli\iu I V 

BPB PUBLICATIONS 
B-t4, Connaught Place, New DelN-ltOOOl 

The New Definition 
for fine living in 

(Modros) 

on going projects 
•Anna Nngnr 

• T Nngnr 

• Nangnnllur 

•Vnlnchnry 

YESDE ASSOCIATED 

BUILDERS LIMITED 

FIAT PROMOTERS AND 
PROPERTY DEVELOPERS 

26 Ranganathan .Street 
r, Nagar. ('hennai-600 017. 

Ph: 4.140224.4.140210,4.142667 
Telefax; 91-44 2344.1.t.t 

NATURAL. HEA1.INO WITH 

REIKI 
By .Sukhdeepak Malvai 

It presents the wondertut iKhnique of 
heaimy with your h^rxls 

PreeRs lOW-Postage Rs 10/ 

COMPRHHLNSIVE 

VAASTU 
By Pi Gopi Sharma. B E 

Pnea Rs 60/-Postage Rs 10/ 

Ordar Books by VPP 
Postage haa on ordar of both books 

DIAMOND POCKET BOOKS 
udn X’30. OKhia Industrial A>’iia 

Phase-H Naw Delhi-110020 

Now In Indta 
The First 

Personalized 

Children's Video 

191. RAHKRIMNA NAOAR, BLOQ. NO.H. 

I / «4ai2is / a4aiaf4 fax : <oza) aatim { 

Send us a photograph of* your child, and we 
will give you a video film in which you can 
see Your child Dance, Prance, Clap and 
Frolick with a host of animated figures and 
puppets. Your child will also hear his or her 
name spoken by narrators and characters. 

and find it included in songs. 
An ideal gift for your child. 

VVrite to us at; 
Digital Network, Inc. 
DBS Centre. 219II floor. 
31-A, Cathedral Garden Road, 

i.tO*'“ Chennai - 600 034. 
Jl Ph: 044-8275191 Fax: 044-8267258 | 

Clwek out out pniducl dofflo ond ordor | 
foCC*’ TSN on Vljoy T.V C QonUtit T.V. j 

Make owl ef your kkU for JiiallUMiMa ^ 

AttertdaHee O Bank HoUdays O Over-time O BaU Leaves 

I'liiriTli'iiil ■itllli 

niIMT BLSCTIBOieiCS EQUIPMENTS FVT. LTD. 
706, OatamalTower, Nariman Pt., Mumbai 400 021.1W.: 204 7884, 
28ee484.Fax 2871739.a-majl;priniagiasbmoi.vinl.netin 
IVtolt ua at www.prlnMaetrenle8.eoiiq 

Borodo • Delhi • Bhilod o Nugpur o Bangalore o Coimbatore • Jamshedpur 

LKG to STD X - CBSE / STATU / MATRIC 

irSfini K B1LSINKSS OPPORTUNITY 
Wanted Business Associates to promote Innoware Educational 

Software to Home PC users. Schools k Prospecbve Franchisees 

wishing to setup Hi-tech Computer Aided Tea^ingfLearning Centres. 

Investment Rs. 56,000. - 

Contact: 4"^-/ 

The Managing Director * 

4C: INMOVATIOM SOFTWARE EXPORTS LIMITED 
SSI, Mount Road, Chennai - 600 006. Ph : 434S9U, 

Fax ; 4349606 / S252SZS. E-mail : innowareuhotmail.com 

3 I Al U N1 IQN SCtlOUl S INIKOOUCI UOMPU ! I R Al!)l I) I 
;| IImCHING IOR .JUS! R-i ‘>0 (M R SI UOi N I I’i H [.lOU 1 H I 

PHVSICS. CHE MISTRY MATHS ENGLISH BIOLOGY 
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LITTERATI 

More to Waugh Than Willow_ 

HE'S a (lashing ciicketei—and an Itinerant writer. Aussie 
all-rounder Steve Waugh is now writing up a travelogue 
of his tours In the subcontinent. The Si-year-old regards 
Calcutta as one of his favourite cities. So, it came as no 
surprise when he took time off from the field to zip aro¬ 
und in taxis and rickshaws in the Qty of Joy, capturing 

vignettes of city life and taking copious notes last week. 
"TTie book will have a longish chapter on Calcutta," exp¬ 
lains Waugh, who even ventured into a red-light area for 
fodder. When he cracked an elegant 80 in the first inni¬ 
ngs of the Test last Tuesday, Calcutta returned the tribute 
handsomely to the aicketer's writing skills too. "We love 
your cricket," read the electronic board at Eden Gardens. 
"Wish your book on In^ia is as good as your cricket." 

ALUL LOKE PRAVIN PANCHAl 

Ustad Aamir? 

The Woes of V 

IHE sound of nuisic isn't always sweet—e.specially when the dmm 
treats to the boom of a battle. C.hanncl V has fallen foul of fragrance 
biggies Chanel. I hcy’ve .supposedly registered a protest on the grou¬ 
nds that the channel’s name bears an uncomfortable resemblance to 
their product's. No response from the channel yet. Thej 're on to a 
roadshow in Goa. V may soon manh to the tunc of a new name. 

IF Ciovinda can have pop ambitions, can Aamir Khan 
be fat behind? For Khan, being a 'complete actor' 
means knowing the craft of film-making. But since 
Khan hasn't exercised his vocal chords, he makes up for 
the lapse in (Jhulam. In this Mukesh Bhatt production, 
directed by Vikram Bhatt, he sings Anti Kya Klumdala to 
Jatin-l.alit music. With this, he joins the ranks of many 
towering fi^ires who thought they could sing. 



ALUL LOKE 

'Record of an Artist _ 
JF.FIANGIR Sabavdla will be the subject of 
Ran jit Hosknte’s latest muse. The art cri¬ 
tic's biography on the painter, Jvhininir 
Sahiivahi I'il^irim Exile Sorceier, will be lau¬ 
nched on March 25 to coincide with 
Sabavala's 28tli one-man show, starting 
the next day. " I'his includes big figures 
anil landscapes," says Sabavala. The 
book, brought out by Singapore's 
Eminence Designs IVl Ltd with forew¬ 
ord by Richard Lannoy, is a 'critical biog¬ 
raphy'. An attempt at social history. 
"The progressions ol the mart, coming 
and going in between of the private 
artist and public history," elaborates a 
modest Hoskote. 

VIKRAM CHANDRA 
The Bombay boy rustles up more servings 
of the city as love and Longing...’ scores 

How do yon feel about tile Comouniwealfli prize? 
It's like sitting under a tree for a rest and having a spectac¬ 
ular mango drop Into your lap. Chances ot such a hap¬ 
pening are $malL..but when it happens, it's very delidous. 
Specfadly If you stuap AmniUiati Roy to it? 
Literature isn't a horse-race. To believe that you'd not 
only have to be fatally full of hubris, but also dim-witted. 
And Mr and Mrs Chandra didn't raise any dumb children. 
Nalponl rcceatiy sold India will see more and more writers now. 
Yes, absolutely. We've reached a period of intense ferment—a rising economy; a boom¬ 
ing publishing industry; intense media attention. Also, the contradictions of culture 
and politics—mad India will hurl us into poetry. Writers will emerge out of this. 
Your book is a considerable departs from your debut novel. Why? 
1 wanted to stretch new muscles. It's plain boring to do the same thing ail the time. 
But why Bombay? Don't yon tiilnk it's been done to death? 
Do I senK a little Northie, Oilii-walla jealousy in the question? Buiu, we in amchi 
Mumbai exult in the fact that it's the ekdum greatest city. 
Has idl 'good writing' to come out of independent India been in English? 
Ha. Those are clever quotation marks indeed around 'good writing'. We need to 
define our terms, our notions of quality. My answer is iv). 
Why 1$ the Indian book market still mlnnscnle? 
This, I admit, mystifies me. The best answer I've been able to extract from booksellers 
is there isn't an extensive book-reading culture yet. Nor a good distribution network. 
Why can't writers here snbsLst on their siting, like in the west? 
Who says they do? Maybe Michael Crichton and John Gri.sham. But a vast majority 
of writers have university jobs or whatever. But yes, there is more money in the west. 
So agents in London are saying magical i^lsm gets undue attention... 
Sounds like a load of horse-excreta. So we're going to have equal opportunity for lit¬ 
erary techniques now? My /xingtr-taking answer is: if you don't like magic realism, 
write a dazzling kitchen-sink novel that makes us see the world anew. 
What's your next project? 
A new novel. Sartaj Singh, the stylish cop, is back. He gels into trouble, I have tun. 

Aniruddha Bahai 

These Jeans Might Fit 

III K sliiil with llK' hox-i>lfia* 
ivasit'i halt as hot as her world- 
winning looks. Mani K,ilium's 
limw did precious little to show¬ 
case her talent; Aw I’wir llti Gayit 
confirmed the lar k ol .m\. When 
.ireh-rival Sushmita Sen set regis¬ 
ters ringing down .South, Ash 
[Milled up lier 'Jeans' hy starring 
in a hi-lingual film of the same 
name. She's starring opfxrsite 
I’rasitant in the film directed hy 
Shankar, famous for Kiulliiihm 
and (kvlkniiin, pnxlueed by 
Ashok Amritraj. The film sitot 
exten.sivcly abroad—has glint))- 
ses of the seven wonders. Tlie 
light-eywi Ireauty might have to 
go that extra smile to prove she 
has the making ol the eightlil 
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‘La Belle Dame 
Sans Merci’ PSEI’HOLOGY had the stuffing knocked out of it. 

llte redoubtable editor of Frontline, N. Ram, was 
hectored and pilloried. All of us pseudo-astro¬ 

logers with our gratuitous election predictions scra¬ 
ped mud off our face. And the prematurely puffed-up 
Atalji appeared deflated into a Sisyphean emblem of 
despair as he staggered out of Rashtrapati Bhavan, 
minus the aiai).\<k's lelter-of-support. For three hectic days, last 

week, Ms Jayalaiitha turned the 
political spotlight entirely on Tamil 
Nadu. The nation watched incredu¬ 
lously as the super-patriarchs of the 
nil* looked like they had swallowed 
their collective Adam’s apple, as the 
Tamil matriarch's punch)>s caught 
them somewhere between 'Mtxrla- 
dhara' and 'Swadhishthana'. 'La 
Belle Dame Sans Merci' from the 
south was back at doing what siie 
knows best when pushed into a 
political corner—turning on her 
stxmtaneous histrionics and ham¬ 
ming her way through, (ihennai- 

vasis arc inured to this sight by now. For the rest of the nation it 
must have come as a culture shock. Also Ms Jayalalitha's 'achieve¬ 
ments' are usually inversely projwrtional to the dc-cibel level of 
her harangue. For all her pyrota hnics the ,\i \iimk and allies tally 
ol Cabinet and ministers of state Irom I'ainil Nadu is si.\. vvliile in 
the outgoing inini.stry, the dmk-imc combine had nine. .As for 
other (yawn) demands like Tamil as official language or W per 
cent resers'ations or Cauvery and X'lullai|H‘riyar (yawn), the iiii’ 
has ncnjtralised her effalively. Besides, the nviK is way ahead on 
all these departments. Wtiy, they even have Mr lami- 
/hkudimagan as'minister of Tamil as official language’. St), there! 

A Shot at Deputy PM-ship? 
ONE |)oint tlrat escaped attention in all the dust that was 

kicked up was that while the nation's eyes were riveted on 
(.heniiai. Ms layalaiitha's eyes seem to have been riveted on the 
'Second Most Important ('.tiair' in Delhi. The 'thondars' (paity- 
meiii outside lier I’oes Garden residence were already dancing 
llie 'Bail.r and now her opixments too admit with grudging 
admiration tlial the lady was taking a shy at the deputy I’M's 
post, in leluni for assenting nixls trom the 27 characters cling¬ 
ing to lier ca|)e There is also in.spired speculation about Dr 
Subramanian Swamy's role in throwing a spanner in the works 
to torpc'do the discussion. Ms Jayalaiitha had the last laugh by 
keeping the good Harvard doctor, her principal tormentor of 
yore, completely deprived ol the loaves and fishes of office. 

Revolution by Other Means 
ONE important 'rite-ol-pa.ssage' in Chennai that ilid not invite 

any media attention during the run-up to the elections was 
the way the 'revolutionary maiden' delivered a 'revolutionary' 
shtKk to street graffiti w’atchers in the city, by suddenly attaining 
revolutionary motherhood'. The 'puratchi selvi' of 1996 elec¬ 

tions, even six weeks before polling this year, was 
reincarnated in gigantic wail graphics, in shimmering 
black/red/white acrylic, as 'puratchi thaa/ (revolu¬ 
tionary mother), 'ambu thaay’ (loving mother), 'deiva 
thaay' (divine mother). Ms Jayalaiitha sure knows the 
art of 'revolution' by other means. Anyway, this is a 
role that sits well on her now, as she revels in this new 
image of 'Mother Courage', clucking around her 
brood of assorted Ml's from assorted local parties, 
deeming to s(ieak on behalf of an 'orphaned' Tamil 
Nadu. The battle to recover Tamil 'Mariyathai' (hon¬ 
our) seems to be the next windmill she will tilt at. 

Missing Guhan 
WITH such a bounteously stunt-packed political soap-opera 

being enacted in (!hennai, and the inexplicable silence of 
the usually media-savvy Mr Kaninanidhi, one deeply misses the 
incisive wit and acerbic humour of Mr S. Cuban who could seize 
up most political developments in pithy, loaded cximments. The 
bureaucrat-sc holar-aesthete who died of cancer a few day's before 
the ignominous turn of events for the dmk, would've had a few s 

choice insights into the jiresent situation, even as his friends kno¬ 
wingly needled him to elicit customary sharp rejoinders. I reme¬ 
mber the devilish glee with which we shared a cartoon in a popu¬ 
lar Tamil weekly wliich showed Sasikala drip|)ing diamonds from 
all over, pointing out the total solar eclipse to jayalaiitha and say¬ 
ing: "Akka, Akkal 11 you love me .so much, get me that diamond 
ring too!" Giihan's premature de|)arture irom our midst is a 
major setback to intelligent and sane discourse in the city. 

Jubilee, No Jubilation 
The extraordinary dmk party, with its unique brand of regi¬ 

onal politics which pioneered oBi |K)litics in India, is .se! to 
celebrate its tioldeii jubilee on September IT, this year. It was, 
launched on that momentous day in 1948 when two young 
leaders C.N. Annadurai and M. Karunanidhi took the radical 
step of breaking with their mentor F..V. I'eriyasamy Naicker, 
'I’eriyar', and set off on a historic course which was to put dmk 

in power in Tamil Nadu 19 years later, in 1967. Since then the 
Dravid parties hav'e shut out the (Congress and other national 
parties in the state. Mr Karunanidhi himself is due to celebrate 
his own 75th birthday on )une T. But a pall of foreboding Hangs 
over the dmk office in Chennai with considerable uncertainty 
over whether the jiarty will stay in power till those auspicious 
dates. Reportedly, bookies are even handing out Ijets. 

Was it a BJP Victory? 
The other cause for the dmk's distress is their disconcerting 

worry that the B)i’ might actually have made substantial 
inroads into the .state. The question on many lips in Chennai is: 
"Did the bib ride piggy-back on aiadmk or was it aiadmk bailing 
itself out on bib’s shoulder?" Even the nature of the question indi¬ 
cates the erosion of the Dravid ideology. There is a certain polit¬ 
ical analysis which suggests that all 'sub-national' and 'regional' 
movements in India come full circle eventually to affirm the 
supremacy of the Centre. The dmk and the aiadmk are being seen 
as potential victims of this tendency. The fragmented Dravid 
movement will certainly have to return to its early progressive 
ideals and reinvent its {xilitics if it has to continue holding any 
relevance in the national scheme of things. 
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F.lecli'oliix brings to yon tlic 

Electro Care 1000. 

The only washing marhiiir 

designed to gnarantee a 

Total Wash for yoni i lollies 

multi-hot wash ofOiou 

(langing from 0"4I.V'(J) 

ensures the itleal icinperature 

for every kind of fabrii. So, 

be it silks, ilenims, woollens oi 

any othei fabric, you ran 

wash them right at home with 

the Kiel Ira (iare 1000. 

(aiupled with this is its 

superioi Tumble Wash Town 

which cleans clothes • 

by scrubbing fabiic against 

iahiic, lifting and lliiimping 

Ihciii on a bed ol water, 

while loiislanllv splashing 

Soap water on them. 

^ This ensures loinplele 

ex|>osuie ol (lollies to 

detergent for total removal 

of dirt, and hem e, 

a bellet, cleaner wash. 

These advantages, togelhei 

with othcis like 27 wash 

Itro^rammes. 7 rin\e fat ility, 

single knob oficralioti, tlrt/r 

ih\ anil rinse hold /acility 

make Klei tiohix 

Klectia dale ItlOfI the onlv 

washing inaihine vihi>'h laii 

ti iilv wai m voiii heart. 

LY TOTAL Y/ASH TECHNOLOGY. 

WASH FOR SILKS AND 
IfASH FOR TOWELS. WITH A WARMTH 

READS FROM 0°-95'>C. 

S] Electrolux 
TttE WMUra UUIOEST HOME APMAMX COMMNY 
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Betters 

Offended Roy-aity 
Apropos TheMatrumh, The Real 

McRoy (November .h), 1 must 
request you to plaa; on record 
the folltrwing facts regarding 

the landmark Supreme Court 

judgement, now the 'Mary Roy 

case' in legal parlance. 

During 1966 and 1968, a 
property in Ooty was gifted to 

me by ray mother Susie Isaac, 
my brothers George Isaac and 

John Isaac and my sister Molly 

Joseph, Each of them executed 

separate gift deeds quoting 'love 

and affertion' as their reason for 

making this gift, Tlicir lawyers 

were Messrs King and Partridge, 
a leading law tirm in India. At 

this stage none of us dreamt 
that daughters would enjoy a 

share in their father's estate. 

The.se gift deeds were men¬ 

tioned and included as exhibits 

in my original petition before 
tlie .Supreme Court seeking to 

strike down the Travancore 
Ciiristian Succession Act of 

1916 as unconstitutional. 

My brother George Isaac was 

the only person to file a coun¬ 

ter-affidavit to the petition, lie 
resides in the ancestral pro[)erty 

and conducts a pickle business 
misappropriating the resources 

from the estate as he had no 
other known source of income. 

Therefore he had much to lose 

when the succession law was 

declared unconstitutional. The 

Supreme Cx)urt did go into whe- 
tlier 01 not 1 had a right to a 

share in my father's estate, in 

order to decide my ItKiis standi 

to challenge the constitutional 

validity of the Christian Succes¬ 

sion Act. The Travaarorc Chris¬ 
tian Succession Act was declared 
as noil csi law and as sucii tliere j 
was no necessity to go into the i 
as(iecl of gender justice. j 

in my plaint iH'fore the distr¬ 
ict court I'd disclosed tlie gift 

and tiled tiie gift deeds along 

with the plaint. There was no 

necessity lor George Isaac to 

'infonn' the court about this 

'generous settlement'. You're 
awaie that my case- for ,)artition 

is now on appeal in the Kerala 

high court and thus sub )udice. 

The ca.se regarding the admis¬ 

sion of George Isaac's daughter 

is ill the district court and also 

sub judice. Your comments 

Same Difference? 
Apropos the cover story Bew¬ 

are the Smiles of March (March 
23), the Bjp, which ail along 

projected itself as a party with 

a difference left no stone 

unturned to pitch the saffron 
tent at South Block. Td like to 

ask every right-thinking Ind¬ 

ian—-what's the difference 

between a Jayalalitha and a 

Laloo Yadav? Both have corru¬ 

ption charges pending against 

them. Yet the bjp's alliance 

with her proves that the party 

is willing to make any num¬ 

ber of compromises. 
Another glaring example is 

the bjp’s joining hands with 

Sukh Ram in Himachal, agai¬ 

nst whom it had earlier lau¬ 

nched a tirade. Mr Vajpayee 

has to give an explanation. 

The nation demands it. 

I Saiouton Basu, 
New DOM 

m 
What we saw was just a 'trailer' 

of a movie in the making titled 

“mum.—All in All Deklm Mcra 

Kamal" starring Dr Jaya with 

Ataiji et al. This is a definite 
case of quid pro quo; if she has 

saved Ataiji, the latter will ret¬ 
urn the favour by providing 

her 'immunity' from prosecu¬ 
tion in the court cases pending 

against her. If not, the bjp rule 

could prove shortlived. 

R,N, Vaswani, 
Mumbai 

u 
Jayalaiitha’s claim to make 

Tamil one of the official lan¬ 
guages sounds hollow when 

she calls Chennai 'Madras' in 

her soundbites on television. 
R, Mohan, 
Bangalore 

m 
it was disgusting to see the bjp, 

despite winning a reasonably 

popular mandate, struggling to 

form a government because 

Jayalalitha backed out. Than¬ 

kfully, her attempts to dictate 

the ministry-formation came 

to naught. But it showed that 

politics of blackmail is more 
perilous than opportunistic. 

politics and makes the system 

defective from within. 

NUay V. Antaiia, 
Ahmedabad 

constitute not merely con¬ 
tempt but defamation also. 

I enclose letters which should 

provide ample material for 
more articles about this particu¬ 

lar judgement of the .Supreme 
Court and about this school 

based on the 'World According 

to George Isaac'. That would 
unfortunately deny your Venn 

carry a j/icture of the toilets 

with the caption 'Corpus C.hri- 

tie!'...note the spelling error. 
Mary Roy, 
Kottayam 

Venn Menon replies: Anyiiju’ who's 

read my story can s<v it doesn't 

have a single adverse reference to 
Roy of which I'm the author. On 

the contrary, it's peppered with 

with his sister's approvai? Roy ref¬ 

used an inten’iew saying: "Don't 

take it for granted I'll speak to }mi. 
You can try again after a nioiith." 

This was conveyed to Outlook 

and it was decided that a month 

1VU.S too long and that a Roy pwf ile 
he constructed from inputs provi¬ 

ded h}‘ those who know her at a 

ptrsonal level. Isaac, wlui alsu fig¬ 
ures in niece Arundhali's novel, 

wu,s an oMotis choice. I informed 

Roy of my meeting Isaac. She was 
presented with an opportunity to 

have her say. She spumed it. 

The I ontempt of court c tuirge she 

raises is absurd. Tw not made a 
single comment on any ongoing 

case. My only court-related .state¬ 

ment—"Whichever way the high 

court case turns, it's ru t likely to 

erode Roy's credibility or contribu¬ 

tion to woman's rights'—is overtly 
in her favour. If Roy Hunks this 
will influmce the judges against 

her, what's stopping her from filing 

a contempt .suit? 

Roy claims I told reporters I'd 
'slam' her for refusing me an inter¬ 

view. It's imvinbent on her to sub¬ 

stantiate this charge, otherwise it 
must be deemed a siandewiis fab¬ 

rication intended to c/uestion my 
professional motives. Frankly, it's 

not a temptation to '.slam'Roy. 

Also, the .spelling emir Roy points 

out in the caption is just not there. 

Menon the pleasure of raking 

up more shit in Kottayam. Your 

article under reference was exp¬ 

ected as Menon had made it 

known in Cochin and Ihiru- 

vananthapuram that he was 

I determined to savage me. 
I But the fact remai ns he trespa¬ 

ssed into the Heart of Darkness 

i and photographed the girls' toi- 

I let block! His natural instincts 

I must have led him there. You 

positive observations about her 

that can he attributed to me. Over¬ 

all, the article is a fair, scmie might 
say flattering, portrait of Roy. 

What then is her objection? Is it 

he' case that if she chooses not to 

speak to the press, no one else sho¬ 
uld? Her brotiwr George Isaac was 

appriHiched for his views, just as 
she was. He was wiiiing to talk, 

she wasn't. Should Isaac's views lx 
expunged because they don't meet 
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Imaginary Wounds 
Apropos Tarun J. Tejpal's inter¬ 
view with V.S. Naipaul [“For m 
writing is the only noble call¬ 
ing...*, March 23), for all his 
intellectual prowess, Naipaul 
seems obsessed with treating 
India as a wounded civilisation. 
His armchair philosophy igno¬ 
res the fact that India was relati¬ 
vely peaceful at al( stages in his¬ 
tory and the sense of 'wound' 
was implanted in its psyche 
only during and after the 'Raj'. 

His views on Islam Ukj, in par¬ 
ticular about conversion, leave 
much to be desired. Before he 
writes a hook on Islam, he sho¬ 
uld understand why non-Arabs, 
especially Muslims from India/ 

Pakistan, are not considered 
'true believers' by many Arabs. 
Their misery stems not from 
Islam but in spite of it—the ten¬ 
dency of their religious heads to 
distort tenets to suit their |X)lit- 
ical masters. I'he intellectuals 
among Muslims here feel resen¬ 
tment towards their own lead¬ 
ers, mullahs and community. 

Mr Naipaul, get your facts 
right first; then you can twist 
them as you please; 

R. Nisar Ahmed,' 
Pune 

Unabatedly Yours 
lliat Tatlcr (March 16) loves bai¬ 
ting the cognoscenti is fine but 
must it do it to its breath as 
well? I'm sure Sir Vidia would 
smell something rotten in this 
'baited' breath. 

Sundeep Dougat, 
Received on e-mail 

Naked Truths 
Vinod Mehta in his Delhi Diary 
(March 16) writes: "1 suspect if 
you told two Indian politicians 
to get naked into a bathtub and 
be interviewed, they would..” 
Yes, they will, even if there is no 
running water! 

C. Kesi, 
Chennai 

m 
I wasn’t surprised to learn that 
Aussies blamed Indian food and 
Delhi's "foul air" as reasons for 
their defeat. But why do we tol¬ 
erate this? As K.R. Sundar Rajan 
said in his letter, we Indians 
swallow too many insults from 
foreigners. F.ven the Pakistanis 
are better than us in this regard. 
Recently, a cricket match there 
was susjiended for a day to cxfi- 
ress solidarity on the Kashmir 
issue. But here, if Bal Thackeray 
wants to boycott Pakistani cri¬ 
cketers, the entire English-lang¬ 
uage press dubs him a hate- 
monger. No wonder an Algerian 
diplomat's wife publicly thras¬ 
hed your staffer and got away. 

Madhu Madkami, 
Pune 

The First Denial 
The University of Trivandrum 
mentioned in Clnming Cleanly 
(Maah 9) was actually the Uni¬ 
versity of Travancore, the only 
one in the erstwhile princely 

Purely Male-icious, Forever 
Apropos Unequal Goddesses 
(March 23), what a way to dis¬ 
regard women. As a regular 
Outlook subscriber, 1 was 
aghast at the fol¬ 
lowing remark 
made by the 
swami—"Great 
purity is needed to 
become a Shanka- 
racharya. Women 
ate impure every 
month (when 
they are menstru¬ 
ating)...* 

The swami has 
probably forgotten 
that he too was 
given birth to and 
didn't fall hom the sky. When 

state of Travancore. President 
Narayanan was a gold medallist 
from that university, but he did 
not accept it as he was denied a 
teaching post because the then 
government under a Brahmin* 
Dewan feared upper caste Hin¬ 
dus' reaction. Instead, he was 
offered a non-teaching job in 
the university which he refused. 
That’s when he left the state. 

Thomas Eappen, 
Hyderabad 

people like them think this 
way, and choose to call some¬ 
thing as natural as menstrua¬ 
tion impure, it shows they 
don't have any respect for 

women even though they 
might worship them as 

goddesses. No won¬ 
der then the average 
Indian male too thi- 
nks the same way. It 

just highlights the 
Insecurities men 

have and the 
Pjf accusations they 

can make to deny 

a, ST 
maibita Bose, 

NewDeM 

Count US Out 
Apropos the B)i' tilt in the cover¬ 
age of Elections '98 by TV cha¬ 
nnels (Sight and Sound Bites, 
March 16), DDl's Aap Ka Faisla 
repeatedly showed the special 
survey's results in terms ot incr¬ 
eased percentage trends in fav¬ 
our of the B|i' with respect to dif¬ 
ferent voter categories—male, 
female, our, Dalit, Muslim, 
etc—omitting the fact that tire 
B|i> collected 176-odd seats from 

UP, Bihar, MP, Gujarat and 
Rajasthan, whereas the 
remaining .Sb .seats came 
from about 23 states. This 
proses that the hii> is still a 
party of cow-belt rcgional- 
ists. And it's Ix-st not to say 
anything about its allies 
sina- pseudo-secularists of 
yore ate now with »he b)I’. 

Mahe.%h Inder Sharma, 
Delhi 
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Cosmetic Change 
The Sangh’s media-friendly avatar and overtures to Muslims 
are mere political compulsions, not a dilution of Hindutva 

ByRAJESHJOSHI 

Fmm Delhi to Rampur and Lucknow, the Mus¬ 
lims are busy hatching a dangerous plot, piling 
up arms and mohilisinH their men...to strike 
from within when Pakistan decides upon an 
armed conflict with our country." —m chief 
Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar in the late '60$. Three decades later, there is a dis¬ 

cernible change in the tone and 
tenor of pronouncements by 
senior rss leaders. These days 
Professor Rajendra Singh, the pre¬ 

sent RSS chief, eschews all talk of Muslims 
“hatching plots" and instead sees "unmis¬ 
takable signs of a welcome change” in the 
attitude of the Muslim intelligentsia 
towards Hindutva. In fact, last fortnight in 
Bangalore, Rajju Bhayya took pains to 
emphasise that Hindutva "upholds equally 
the genuine interests of all sections of peo¬ 
ple, including theirs (the Muslims')". 

Indeed, recent years have witnessed the 
opening up of a traditionally cocooned 
organisation. With the installation of a rip- 

led government at the Centre, the rss is 
now ready to go the whole hog to exploit 
the "Hindutva-oriented atmosphere" to 
expand its base, it is significant that Rajju 
Bhayya is no longer averse to regular inter¬ 
action with the media. He and colleagues 
like II.V. Sheshadri appear on TV more 
often, addresses press conferences and 
gives exclusive interviews. This openness 
would have been unthinkable some years 
ago. (Md-timers still remember Golwalkar 
covering his face with iKrth hands when a 
photographer tried to click his picture. 

The iiec'd for more openness was first fell 
bv RSS leade's during the Emergency when 
the organisation was banned. Beside.s, it was 
in l‘>77 lliat rss cadres came into contact 
with their Muslim counterparts belonging 
to the Jamaat-e-islaini, which was also ban¬ 
ned. rite then sarsanghchalak, Balasaheb 
IJeora-s, even discussed the idea of opening 
the dtxrrs ot tlie rss tor the Muslims. 

Madan Das, general secretary of the rss, 

however, feels that it is the media which has 
undergone an attitudii.al change and has 
started giving more attention to the rss Itec- 
ause of the change ol the government at the 
Centre. He claims the rss chief has always 
held a press confeience after the annual pra- 
tinidhi sabha, adding: "We do want due 
publicity but we have always icit extra pub¬ 

licity is not required, it damages the cause." 
Given the rss' history and style of func¬ 

tioning, any shift in attitude towards the 
Muslims is bound to be viewed with suspic¬ 
ion. It is doubtful if it will translate into a 
the dilution of the Hindutva agenda. The 
changes in the rss, if any, can be better 
understexxi in the light of its efforts to come 
out of a long s|x;ll of i.solation which incTe- 
ased with the demolition of the Babri Mas- 
jid, when the rss and its 100-odd pocket 
organisations were condemned for damag¬ 
ing India's secular fabric. The recent utter¬ 
ances by RSS leaders about Muslims can at 
best be seen as an attempt to put up a more 
tolerant face, not a dilution of Hindutva. 

The ideas propagated by rss founders like 
Keshav Balirain Hedgewar and Golwalkar 
are still the source of inspiration for their 
successors. The ultimate goal is to transform 
the Indian society into a formidable mono¬ 
lith with "one nation, one people and one 

RSS chief Ralfu Bhayya has 
baen tiolng out of his way 
to meet the press and piay 

down the organisation’s 
anti-Muslim slant. 

ailture". The Sangh parlvar realises that thi' 
cannot be achieved without a thorough 
change in the Constitution. In fact, the bir's 

commitment to review the Constitution in 
its election manifesto is just a reiteration of 
Golwalkar's wish expressed 42 years ago. 
But it is likely to remain a mere dream for 
now, as any amendment or review of the 
Constitution requires a two-thirds majority. 

Golwalkar never hid his disapproval of the 
federal structure of the Constitution. 1 le felt 
that the foimation of “almost autonomous 
states" had sown the st*eds of disintegration 
of the country. .So much so that he wanted 
to “bury deep for good all talk of a federal 
structure of our country's Constitution" 
and realise his desire for “One Country, One 
state. One l.egislature. One Executive". Gol¬ 
walkar mooted the idea of redrafting the 
Constitution way back in 19.S6. Immedia¬ 
tely after the publication of the report of the 
States Reorganisation Committee, he wrote; 
"Let the Constitution be re-examined and 
re-drafted, so as to establish this Unitary 
(mad centralised) form of Government." 
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that "the minorities need not l\ 
apprehensive". 

It is in this context that the Rs^ 
agreed to put "contentious issue's"— 
Ram Janambhoomi, Article 370 and 
a common civil code—on the back- 
burner despite its rider to the rip that 
Hindutva should not be diluted. 
Significantly, rss general secrctaiy 
K.C. Sudershan warned the bjp not 
to dilute Hindutva just when its 
prime ministerial candidate Atal 
Bchari Vajpayee started softped- 
alling on Ayodhya and Article 370 
during his poll campaign. The 
result: Hindutva was uppermost in 
the rip's manifesto. 

Meanwhile, with a friendly gov¬ 
ernment at the Centre, the pss lead¬ 
ership has chalked out a detailed 
expansion plan. The number of 
shakhas is sought to be increased 
from 27,000 to .S0,000. The 
swayamsewaks, the kss chief has 
declared, "will now concentrate on 
turning the popular Hindutva-ori- 
ented atmosphere into expanding 
the enduring organisational set-up". 
The organisation will now explore 
n*w areas of activity where till now 
it had no presence. Around 4.S0 vil¬ 
lages in the tribal areas, remote areas 
and urtran jhuggi-jhonpri colonies 
have also bwn identified for devel¬ 
opmental work. 

An equally important ta.sk for the 
KSS is finding berths tor its sympa¬ 
thisers in important positions in 
the hureaucracy, judiciary, foreign 
office, etc. "Some good people we 
know of may be introduced to the 
HIP," Kajju Bhayya said while com- 

Thai the sir-called change in the tone is Govindacharya of the RIP, were invited. The rnenting on the future role of the rvs vis-a- 
hardly a jrointcr to the dilution of the rss' rss drew a lot of flak at these meetings for its vis tlie nii’-led government. Interestingly, 
Hindutva agenda is evident from the reiler- "antagonistic" altitude towards the while expressing disappointment with 
ation by Rajju Bhayya rc-cenlly that "these Muslims and other minorities. some bp' state governments, he had fold 
monuments (mosques at Kashi and Math- Acceptability became especially crucial Oiitlnok in lanuary:"( hanging the officials 
ura) are a slur on our indepenijence; they after the rip fared {.xxrrly in fhe mid-term itself lakes two lo three years; only after 
should go". Points out Mahesh Chandra elections to four .state assemblies in 199.t. ! that can a government function properly." 
Sharma, a hip Rajya Sabha MP a.ssiKiated The defeat was attributed, among other | 1 hougli rss leaders deny that they had any 
with the Oeen Dayal Research l-oundation: things, to its anti-Muslim image and kss j role in the formation ot the Vajpaytv cabi- 
"We Ix’lieve in the ultimate goal, the means | ailivities. .Says Kaaj Kumar Bhatiya, formef | nei, Jaswant Singh’s exclusion is a clear ind- 
to achieve it is not impoftanl lo us. (iandh- i president of the abvp, the students wing of j ication that the organisation influences 
iji would have differed on this matter. I'he I the Sangh [xirivar; "It will be an over-sim- ! government decisions, "kss swayamsevaks 
Rssisready to even tear off the dark chapters | plification to say t.hat the rss changed its j art working in the rip, therefore naturally 
of history. We only want to highlight the views towards the Muslims beiause the rip | the rip will consult the rss on national 
glorious past of the country." lost the elections after the demolition. But, ! issues. Even liil Bahadur Shastri and Indira 

Some symfiathisers and activists of the sure, over the last thri'e-four years there has (landhi used to consult the rss,” claims 
RSS Ux)k the initiative to break the isolation been a view within the Rvs to break the anti- Madan Das. Dropping names like Indira 
of the Sangh parivar by holding a 'samvaad' Muslim image ot the organisation. Bccau.se Gandhi,, the Sangh’s sworn enemy, is also a 
at Vrindavan in January 1993. Former the Janambhoomi movement had strength- manifestation of the rss’ quest for wider 
prime minister Chandra Shekhar was ened the anti-Muslim image of the kss." acceptability. I he atmosphere could not be 
among the first people who professed no The whole exercise is aimed at gaining more congenial for the rss to get that accep- 
objection in establishing a dialogue with more acceptability not only for the rss tance. For an organisation banned three 
the RSS. He even hosted one such meet in itself but for the bjp too. At the pratinidhi times during its 72-year existence on 
1996 at his Bhondsi ashram where many sabha in Bangalore the rvs top brass went charges of inciting violence and hatred, it is 
persons with socialist leanings, besides K.N. to great lengths to drive home the point time to strike firms nwts and branch out. ■ 



OPINION 

Indian Crisis of Change A poster appeari'd on the walls of Chaiidni 
Chowk in Delhi soon after the elections to 
explain why the Bii’-Shiv Sena combine had 
lost in Maharashtra. 'I'he rout was attributed 
to Sena chief Bal Thackeray's "mistake"—he 

had suggested that a national monument be construct¬ 
ed at the proposed Ram temple site. The argument may 
l)e too facile, but it confirms the belief that the hot¬ 
headed in the Bharatiya Janata I’arty and the Vishwa 
Hindu Pari.shad have a onc-prrint programme: to con¬ 
struct a temple on the rubble of the Babri Masjid. 

True, the Bir and its allies have distanced themselves 
from contentious issues and have favoured talks with 
the Muslim community to reach a settlement. But the same con¬ 
sensual approach was expressed by various sections across the 
country before the Babri Masjid was razed. So, what’s different 
now? Kalyan Singh, during whose regime the masjid was 
destroyed, is again the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. But 1,.K. 
Advani, the chief spirit of the temple agitation, is now Union 
home minister. In 1992, even after giving an undertaking to the 
Supreme Ciourt, the bii» leadership went about in a manner which 
only made the demolition inevitable. If the a.ssurance made this 
time is to carry any credence it will have to come from the less, 
which controls botii the Bin and the \ nr. 

The Lok Snbha results make it amply clear that a majority of 
Hindus have voted against the bii’ and Hindutva. What voters 
have sought to amvey to the mi' is that if it were to take a liberal 
stand and wean itself out of tiie Hindutva bracket, it would win. 
Now that the party has attained |)ower, it should turn over a new 
leaf. The party has secured only 177 seats 
of a total of 54.1. lire seats it has won incl¬ 
ude 1.1 from Karnataka, where former 
chief minister Kamakrishna Hcgde was its 
ally, and seven from Orissa where Navecn 
Patnaik (Biju's son) made all the dilier- 
ence. The frarly's showing in Punjab was 
because ot the Akalis. In lamil Nadu, 
(.oimbatore tipped the scales but it was a 
pyrrhic victory for the mi' because of the 
jayalalitha factor. The iijr government has 
some 90 members from parties with 
impeccable secular credentials, (ieorge 
Pernandes and Mamata Banerjee may have 
compromised witli the iiii'. but don't favour Hindutva. 

Inclia IS a I 'liralistic society to which every religion has contrib¬ 
uted. If tile mr abjures its communal leanings, ihe country can 
niose towards a two-party system, which is ideal for a democratic 
polity. llTis hypothesis is, however, trelied by the speeches made 
in I’lirliament when the ini' MPs elected Vajpayee th' 'r leader. 
Advani's pr.iise of the kss against Vajpayee’s theme of nationalism 
'bowed liu'ir divergent ajrproach. Aclvani conjured up the spectre 
ot politics citis en b\ liias—the reverse of what is needed. Vajpayee 
rose abo'c parly considerations, something the country needs. 

But alas, Vajpayee’s words—‘Sangh is my soul'—gives the impr¬ 
ession that he mas wei; be a 'mask’, as an rvs ideologue has said. 
Vajpayee believes lliat the hss lias a two-fold task: to organise the 
Hindus to build a strong Hindu society and "to assimilate the 
non-Hindus like Muslims and ('.liristians in the mainstream’’. 

llie question is who will decide whicli is the mainstream. Is it 
Hiii'liitva? Dcres religion draw the contours ot mainstream? What 
about Vajpayees admission that ‘ we (tlie Hindus) had pulled down 

the structure in Ayodhya but it was a reaction to the 
Muslim votebank". In other words, the community 
was chastised because it had been voting Congress. 
Even now Muslims do not support the bip. Does it 
mean that some other mosques will be destroyed bec¬ 
ause they are a 'votebank' of some other party? it seems 
as if the mainstream and the bjp are co-terminus. 
Such thinking is pernicious because it is parochial and 

sectarian. If as PM, Vajpayee propagates the views he 
has expressed, how can the Muslims, the 120 million 
|x*ople of India, expect fairplay? Even if the bjp seeks to 
make amends, such an attitude would only make the 
minority more intractable. Since Muslims arc generally 

at the lowest rung economically, they are bound to feel oppressed. 
If some of them turn to fundamentalism or separatism, they may 
do so out of desperation, a sense of alienation, not because of their 
reluctance to join the mainstream. They feel unwanted. 

In the past, as the majority community, the Hindus, were carehil 
at least in what they said: they seldom injured the sensitivities of 
minorities. Now one hears many Hindus saying it is time others 
learnt to live in a Hindu-dominated society and that non-Hindu 
communities are "taking advantage of Hindu tolerance". There 
was a time when communal Hindus were at a disadvantage. Now 
they rule the roost. Many even defend the bigots and say they arc 
needed to counter fanaticism. Mercifully, the countryside is still 
better but the stakes in the cities are loaded against the minorities, 
rhis is tragic, for it is on tolerance and equal rights that our repub¬ 
lic is based. lake the concept of secularism which the founding 
fathers of the Indian Republic adopted. The majority were Hindus 

ijpt they voted for secularism. 
ft is a pity that India is still stuck in the 

morass of religion and ca.ste, making any 
real progress difficult. But a different kind 
of crisis faces the country today, ll is a '..risis 
of change, not stagnation. It is a crisis bom 
out of the incapacity oi institutions to 
respond to a deep and far-reaching process 
ol social turmoil. Having run its course, the 
old order has lost its legitimacy. Old rela¬ 
tionships are being questioned and so are 
the concepts handed down by tradition and 
history. I’he questioning comes from a new 
awakening, a search for a new order. You 

cannot stop the preness by raising the slogan of Hindutva. India is 
in the throes of a crisis—but it is a crisis that is home out of a 
heightened con.sciousncss and a far-reaching response to the dem¬ 
ocratic ideology. We should welcome the crisis and turn it into a 
cliallenge. It’s a call of history. A call the bjp must respond to. 

As for a national monument at Ayodhya, it is probably the best 
proposal since the Babri dispute erupted. That Bal Thackeray 
ottered the suggestion makes it doubly welcome. Political parties 
should take up the national monument projsosal which would 
have a building commemorating India's first war of Independence 
in 1857, with a temple and a mosque on either side. 

The bip should realise that it is cramped by the demands of a coali¬ 
tion. It cannot preach or practise the superiority or exclusiveness of 
Hinduism. Nor can it revive fanaticism in the name of mandir. If 
there is a fire of idealism still burning in its allies, they will not allow 
the country to be hijacked by Hindu chauvinists. Why doesn't the 
BJP appreciate India's ethos—a composite culture, which reflects the 
different religions of Islam, Christianity, Buddhi.sm and Sikhism? ■ 

If the BJP abiures its 
communal leanings, we 
can move towards a two- 
party system, ideal for a 
democratic polity. But the 

leadership’s RSS tilt 
belies such expectations. 
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By BHAVOEEP KANG The hm' KovetnniLiU survived the 
vole eontidcnce last week 
after bcinR bailed out by the 
Telupu Desam Party (ini’) and 
the National Conference (NC^). 

Assisted ulso by the fact that the 
Opposition had already Riven up the 
Rhost, with the election of the lor's 
(i.M.C.. Balayogi as l.ok Sabha Speaker 
three days earlier. Cliving credit where it 
was due, home minister L.ls. Advani 
observed: "All tliis has been made possible 
by the L'nited Front." 

Neither the tiongress nor the UF had 
made a serious effort to work out a strat¬ 
egy to topple the government, .since they 
had no alternative formation in mind. 
Earlier, in order to avoid embarrassment 
to the UF and allow the N(' some lime to 
rethink the precise modality ol its support 
to the BIP, the Speaker's election was effecl- 

I ed through a voice vote. The bip's March 
I coup—fielding Balayogi rather than 
I adopting P.A. Sangma as a consensus can- 
I didale--gave it a clear p.sythological 
1 advantage. "We had no problem with 
i Sangma. But it we had agreed to him, the 
; message would have gone out that we did 
i not enjoy a majority. They {the 
: Opposition) wanted to sec our govern- 
: ment humiliated," explained Advani. 
I For the UF, all that remains is the bitter 
I realisation that its lailure to stand together 
! has aided tire njr and put a question mark 
: on its own existence. It ran helter-skelter 
I to back tlic Congress (sacrificing the ri>p in 
i the process), only to Imd its offer of sup- 
j [Kirt spurned by Sonia Gandhi. Feelings 
I against the new Congress chief arc run- 
' ning high in the UF. "The Congress is 
! responsible for the installation of the bip 

! government," said the Samajwadi Party's 
I Araar Singh. The combined Opixjsilion— 
' the Congress and- the United Front—unit¬ 

ed briefly immediately after the election 
results, now l(K’k set to go thei- sejiarate 
ways, at least until the next election. 
Samata Party leader George Fernandes' 
merciless exposure of the contradictions 
between the Congress and the UF; by the 
simple expedient of underlining the mutu¬ 
al acrimony, spell out in their respective 
manifestos, hit close to the bone. Tiie post¬ 
election polarisation of u)P-led and 
t;ongrcss-led forces is likely to prove a tem¬ 
porary phenomenon. At the same time, a 
consolidation of non-Congress, non-Bji* 
parties is very much on the cards. 

The defection of the tup and the NC has 
led to soul-searching in the UF, with some 
leaders taking the view that virulent anti- 
Bipism has proved counter-productive, 
serving only to strengthen the party. JD 
MP Ram Vilas Paswan has been advocating 
a redefinition of secularism. "When we 
talk of secularism, people think it means 
being pro-Muslim. As a result, Hindu 
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voteb, cutting across caste lines, get pol¬ 
arised in favour of the Bji’," he notes. 

A senior cn leader agrees that this is tnie 
of Uttar Pradesh, where the bji- rijanaged to 
increase its tally to 59. Says the Bharatiya 
Kamgar Kisan Party's Ajit Singh: "We must 
have a more positive definition of secular¬ 
ism, not just anti-Bii’Lsm It means being 
against sectarianism, whether on the basis 
of caste or community. By promoting 
casteisni in tlie name of secularism, you 
help the bji'." A MAR Singh, for one, counters the 

argument: "If that were true, we (the 
SP) would not have increased our 

voteshare, especially among the ihakurs, 
in UP." Targeting both the bjp and the 
Congress, he claims that the third force 
would occupy the secular space in Indian 
politics on its own: "We shall fight com¬ 
munal forces on our own and strengthen 
ourselves so that secular bodies will be 

consolidated under our national leader- 
ship." Significantly, he questions the secu¬ 
lar credentials of the Congress: "We have 
not forgotten Babri Masjid. .Nor have wc 
forgotten Operation Blucstar." Denying 
that tile SP is pro-Congtess de.spite its pre- 
elcctoral alliance with the party, he points 
out: "Don't forget that we opposed tire 
Congress in UP." 

A growing fear amongst the UP partners 
is that the Congress will aggressively target 
their votebank and wants nothing more 
than the disappearance of the third front— 
the one agenda it has in common with the 
Bir. Hence the need to regroup. Sources 
within the SP and the Rashtriya Janata Dal 
say the two Yadavs—Mulayam Singh and 
l.alao Prasad—are bound to make common 
cause although talks arc at an early stage. 
Por the moment, however, the UP is in dis¬ 
array, reduced to little more than 8.P MPs 
and four formations—the Left Front, the 
SP, the JD and the arc-oMK combine. The 

Vajpayee: surviving the first hurdle 

ini’ Mil'. iskM’ and N( have virtually quit 
the UP while the mc.i’ has Ix'en wip'.'d out. 

It took a lot ol persuasion for NC leader 
ParoiKi Abdulldli to attend the UF's core 
group meeting last week, where he was 
given a dressing down by Mulayam and 
Lett lenders Harkishen Singh Suijeet and 
\,B. Bardhan. Abdullah apologised for 
deciding to abstain during the trust vote, 
but said lie needed Central assistance to 
fight insurgency in the Valley. "Wc can't 
be seen to be pally-pally with the govern¬ 
ment at the Centre, but we need its coop¬ 
eration," said his son, MP Umer Parooq. 

Fanarq dismisses the iwssibility of the 
liurriyat Conferena* making capital out ol 
the NtJ’s pro-Centre (rather than anti- 
Qmgress) alignment. The three main shim- 
bhng-blwks in the way of a bip-NC entente 
were the ruling |)arty‘s stand on Article .T70, 
the Babri Masjid and the uniform civil code. 
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UNITED FRONT 

Farooq’^ Volte Face 
Support to the BJP could spell disaster for the National Conference 

JAMMU and Kashmir chief minister 
I^rooq Abdullah's decision to ofier 
Issue-bas^ support to the wp gov¬ 

ernment at the Centre has confounded 
observen and National Conference col¬ 
leagues alike. In fact, critics have gone to 
the extent of labelling Farooq as the 
Slkander Bakht of Kashmir. 

Political analysts confess to being 
baffled by Farooq's support to a 
party which has been consistently 
opposing the state's special status 
while the NC has beoi pleading for 
more autonomy. "It's dther naivete 
or mere political opportunism,” says 
a senior patty leaders here. 

There seem to be no takers for 
Farooq's logic for extending support 
to the aiP govemmoit for seelcing 
maximum economic support for the 
state government. In 1987, Farooq 
had piloted the same theory when 
he entered into an accord with Rajiv 
Gandhi. Then he had announc^ 
that he was going to get Rs 1,000 
crote in spedal assistance from the 
Rajiv government. In the event, not 
a penny came and all allocations 
were in accordance with the norms 
laid down by the Planning 
Commission. 'Ihe upshot; other par¬ 
ties like the Muslim United Front 
made major electoral gains at tlie 
expense of the NC. 

A scenario that Farooq faces once 
again. In these Ink Sabha he has vir¬ 
tually lost his constituency. Despite 
the Huiriyat Conference boycotting 
the pulls, the NC failed to establish 
itself as the main party and the 
Congress has emerged as force to 
reckon with, it not only defeated 
the NC in the Anantnag constituen¬ 
cy but also out up a tough fight in 
Raramulla, wliere the party covertly 
supported an independent candi¬ 
date. And in Srinagar, from where 
chief minister fielded his son Umer, 
it is alleged that things could have 
been lighter if the elections had been 
"free and fair". 

Indeed, many NC. activists see Umer's 
entry into politics as a reason for Far¬ 
ooq's .stance vis-a-vis the bji'. Says one of 
them: "He has bartered away the soul of 
the NC for earning a ministerial berth for 
bis son.” 

Meanwhile, the other NC member in 
I ok Sabiia, Saifuddin Soz, has fallen in 

Une with Farooq's stand, albeit extrem- 
^ grudgingly. And after paying the 
price for ai^sm: he has been removed 
» party spokesperson by Ghulam Moh- 
fiiddln Shah. 

The other casualty of the ensuing dete¬ 
rioration in Con^ess-National Con- 

SaifHddin Soz and Umar Farooq: deep 
divisions on stipport to the Centro 

ference ties is bound to be the lone 
Congress minister in the. Farooq cabinet, 
who had made a history of sorts by join¬ 
ing the National Conference government 
even though his party preferred to sit in 
the Opposition. 

Zafar MeraJ in Srinagar 

The former, said Farooq, isn't really a prob¬ 
lem because constitutionally it cannot be 
touched without the assent of the state 
assembly. The bjp has taken a soft line on 
the latter two issues, which satisfied the NC. 

Former Union minister and NC MP 
Saiiuddin Soz at first said there was "no 
question" of supporting the bjp govern¬ 
ment but eventually came around. JD MPs 
I.K. Gujral and Paswan, both of who won 
with the aid of the bjp's allies, played medi¬ 
ators between Soz and Abdullah and the 
talks took place in the jdpp office. 

Meanwhile, Paswan remains the major 
stumbling-block in the reunification of the 
JD, reduced to six MPs. While all of Laloo's 
former detractors—the Ir:ft, the SP and 
senior members of the JD Itself—would like 
to welcome him back into the fold, Paswan 
is uncompromi.sing. F.ven before the elec¬ 
tions, JD ideologue Surendra Mohan had 
put Laloo's offer of seat adjustment to the 
party’s political affairs committee, but it was 
rejected. laloo, sitting pretty with 17 MPs, 
continues to make overtures, in the hope 
that reunification will obviate the need for 
Congress support to the rid government in 
Bihar. Hut Paswan and his supporters may 
well quit the JD if the issue is forced. The 
Samata Party has made no secret of its will¬ 
ingness to accept liim, but Paswan says he 
would prefer isolation. 

AS an RID Ml’ points out, fodder scam 
accused I.aloo remains a natural ally 
of the UF despite the fact that it 

*ttirew him out. But ,u.i' loader Prafulla 
Kumar Mahanla was the first to announce 
he would quit the IJF if it aligned with the 
Congress, although Front leaders had stuck 
with him thrf>ugh thick and thin and tlic 
I.IK. scam. Mahanta, Abdullah and the idp’s 

c:handrahabu Naidu, united in their anti- 
Congreisism, have now flotted the 
"National Front". 

Ideally, the idp would have likc.1 to con¬ 
tinue witli its equidistant stance. But with 
the Bii’'s margin too slim for comfort— 

j thanks to Prem Singh lAilpura's recalci- 
; trance and Vijayaraje .Scindia’s illness- 

Naidu had no option l)iit to rusb tt) its res- 
i cue. Tile alternative, to prop iij) j ,Sonia-led 
I Congress government, was politically and 
: personally anathema to Naidu 
I Tile idea lieliind the National Front is 
I to parade i’arooq Abdullah before the 
I iDi>'s Muslim constituents, llrus establish- 
j ing Naidu's secular credentials. By having 
I had a sclieduled caste Ml’ elected Speaker, 
I he has already scored a point witli the 
I Dalits. For the iDf, winning the forthcom- 
1 ing assembly jxills is an imperaiive. The 

BJI’, besides offering one ('al)inet and two 
stale berths to the party, lias also suggest¬ 
ed a seat-sharing adjustment for the 
assembly jmiJI, with tire tdi’ gelling two- 
thirds of the total. Another imperative for 
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Naidu is to keep his party together. By 
aligning with the bjp, he has averted the 
danger of a split and acquired leverage 
over the Central government. 

While Surjeet and Co have sounded 
prophecies of doom, predicting that Naidu 
will be wiped out in the forthcoming 
assembly elections without the Left and 
Muslim vote, he still has sympathisers 
within the UF, notably in the u*i. A day 
before the trust vote and four days after 

in UP, despite the arbitration of Surjeet, his 
friend, philosopher and guide. "The ques¬ 
tion of our future equation with the 
Congress and UF will come up during the 
party congress," said cpi leader Atul Anjaan. 

The a>i(M)'s new-found pro-Congressism 
is fuelled by Mamata Bannerjee’s success 
in West Bengal. Bannerjee's contention that 
the state Congress is the B-team of left 
struck a public chord and her infant 
Trinamul walked off with seven seats. But in 

The VHP yagna for the Vajpayee government seems to have succeeded 

the top's exit from the UF and sinmliatu- 
ous alignment with the bjp. To stymie hh 
arch-enemy, Kalyan Singh, Mulayam 
would have liked to negotiate a tie-up with 
the Bahujan .Samaj Party but this was 
foiled by Kanshi Ram. Although reduced to 
five seals in the Lok Sabha, he has not soft¬ 
ened his stand vis-a-vis the SP. Mulayam is 
now looking to the Rio and IjIoo appears 
amenable. ''Sal)ko ek homi hi hat (everyone 
must unite),” he said, pointing out that 
although Mulayam had campaigned in 
Bihar, he had not done the same in UP. 

I Having drawn a blank in Bihar, the SP has 
! realised that Laloo's Muslim-Yadav bastion 

in the state cannot be dented. 
The "Yadvi.sation" of Bihar and UP has 

worked to the bip's advantage as all the 
other castes ganged up against them, 
laments I’aswan. This view is echoed by 
Ajit Singh: "In both states, the other back¬ 
wards have gone to the bip and Samata." 
Pre-election negotiations with the bip hav¬ 
ing broken down, he lost in Baghpat and is 
in a limbo. 1 he (Ymgress would be a nat¬ 
ural ally but is virtualiv non-existent in UP. 

In Tamil Nadu, the rsu and the omk are 
sticking together and with the UF out of 
necessity. Talk ol a isk. merger with the 

I Congress, died down after prosjwcts ot a 
i Congress-led government receded. The 
i OMK, which tears the dismissal of its state 
I government on law and order grounds, hit 
I back at the aisijmk when explosives were 
I found in the home ot a sympathiser last 
I week. But its jxisition remains shaky. Onl>' 
! if Jayalalitha and the bip were to fall out 

Naidu had formally quit the UF, he helped Kerala, the Left Democratic Front's main ; and its own tie-up with the isk were to 
the CPI win a Rajya Sabha seat from Andhra rival is the Congress-led United DemcKratic ! break, would the omi liave the option of 
Pradesh. The ( pi, having lost out in Bihar | Front. Likewise, in Tripura, a tie-up with the , aligning with the bip. 
because of laloo's exit from the UF, did not | lujs has ensured a I eft led government, , The third forte, a virtual electoral non¬ 
want a repeat in AP. With two MPs and 17 j with the Congress in the opprrsition. Being ; entity during the IW« 1 ok Sabha election, 
MIAS ui ihe state, it would have preferred | cadre-based parties, the two units have j with its nrjminees lighting each other, has 
friendly relations with the lOP. , adopted the central leadersliip's line. yet to sink its dlllerences. But then, its 

Nor was the (PI—or for that matter, the ; For its part, the SP was the keenest to prr- ! three com|)onents—-tlie comiminists, the 
Ksparu) the lorward Bloc--sanguine about ! veni a B)P government at tire (x-ntre, as it ■ socialists and the regional parlies -have a 
the t I'KMI’s all-out declaration of supixrrt to | was alrcaify Stiddled with one in UP. By ; hislorv of lading apart amlconiingtogel- 
the Congress. A section of the (pj has yet to ; ignoring Naidu's suggestion of equidis- ' lier .igain. Words oi conilort from Puswan; 
forget Mulayam's failure to reach any I tance—that is, a hands-otf approach to "Ihere will always lx; a I bird Front, in 
understanding witli the other UF members government formation—the SP facililalcd ' some sliape oi form.” ■ 
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Sena versus Sena 
All’s not well in Senadom—Thackeray’s outburst against Joshi opens up a can of worms 

By LEKHA RAHANANI SHIV Sena chief Bal Thackeray is 
unpredictable and his reactions are 
often volcanic. But wlien he chose 
to erupt and attack Chief Mini.ster 
\fanohur Joshi in his much juibli- 

cised interviews to Saainiui, the Sena mout¬ 
hpiece, it caufjht partynien unawares. The 
timin}> was what wa.s most intriguing. 
Ibackeray's broadside against Joshi on two 
coicsecutiv' days came on tlie eve of the 
state Inidget, just when the Congress was j 
geaiing up to take on tlte Joslti government. 

Thackeray's outburst is Iwing variously [ 
described. ,\l one level it is seen as a mani¬ 
festation ot lilt Irustration that has crept 
into the party following its drubbing in the 
elections. A section of the party belirves 
that it was jxxir gosernance and corruption 
in high places which led to the rout. And 
that once the [wrty began looking for a vil¬ 
lain, Joshi was seen as a convenient fall guy. 
While Thackeray succeeded in camouflag- ; 
ing the larger failure of his party, he has 
brought to the fate the divide itt the Sena 
and the growing suspicion that there is cor¬ 
ruption ui high places. It has also exposed I 

the ill will for Joshi from within his party. 
According to insiders, Thackeray and his 

family have long resented Joshi's smart 
business sense. Alleges a party leader; "His 
(Manohar loshi's) son Unmesh is in charge 
ol the Mumbai area. Nasik and lAine have 
been divided between his sons-in-law. 
Joshi is a businessman first, then a politi¬ 
cian; he eyes a plot and knows its value. 
Unlike the ThackTays, he doesn't take the 
money directly—everything is done thro- 

j ugh various outfits which at1 as fronts. 
Joshi and his son have also successfully 
spread allegations of corruption involving 
the Thackeray family." Unmesh Joshi, 
unlike ^he young Thackerays, Raj anti 
Udhav, keeps a very low profile and has 
only recently found mention in the news. 

Though unhappy with Joshi, Thackeray 
finally retracted his charge against the chief 
minister in the larger interests of the party. 
But he also seems to have decided to 
remote-control the government even more 
closely than liefore. According to insiders, 
the Sena chief's outburst is "a reaction to 
pressure from a section of the party" and his 
"own method of putting pres.sure on Joshi". 
A w'cek before his outburst, Thackeray had 

indicated that he was going to make a 
move. "I will be doing something. There 
will be changes. ! have some people fn 
mind," Thackeray had told Outlook. For the 
kind of man he is, this display ot rage was 
characteristic. But what's surprismg is he 
had trained his guns on his own partymen. 
His ire also obviously reflected the anger 
among the cadre and the growing distance 
between the lower rungs ot the Sena and 
the decision-makers. 

For those wishing to take on the Sena, 
Thackeray has provided sufficient ammuni¬ 
tion. Here is what the Sena chief told 
Saamiui: "If Joshi has pro-Pawar leanings he 
will have to pay a heavy price for it. I will 
not spare anyone. Some of those who had 
paid lakhs of rupees and found that their 
work had not been done are in despair and 
approached me. Someone is collecting lakhs 
of rupees in the name of the chief minister, 
in some cases up to Rs 40 lakhs... this may 
cost the chief minister dear." Thackeray 
even named businessman Raj Dadarkar as 
one of those collecting funds tor Joshi. 

According to government sources, Thac¬ 
keray's checklist against Joshi includes a 
complaint by a textile tycoon that a consid- 
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crable amount of money had chan¬ 
ged hands before the sale of a mill's 
surplus land was cleared. The sale 
of mill land is in itself a highly sen¬ 
sitive issue and is vigorously 
opposed by mill workers' unions. 

In his interview, Tliackeray casti¬ 
gated the government, its function¬ 
ing and also announced that he 
was distancing himself from poli¬ 
tics. This lelt the dot)t open for the 
Opposition to sink Joshi, his son 
Unmesh, friends attd associates in a 
heap of money-grabbing charges. It 
also was a green signal for angry 
Sainiks to take on the chief minis¬ 
ter, his cabinet and senior party 
leaders. A volatile crowd gathered 
outside Thackeray's residence, 
Matoshree, on March 22 and rou¬ 
ghed up ministers, journalists and 
showered insults on Sena leaders. 

Ever since the poll debacle, a 
reaction was expected from 
Thackeray. The Sena couid 

only manage six of Maharashtra's 48 Urk 
•Sabha seats. This has considerably reduced 
the party's bargaining powers in Delhi. 
Thackeray articulated his di.sap|xiintment 
to the crowd which had gathered outside 
his house: 'I am paineni. People with seven 
and 15 MPs ate dominating the govern¬ 
ment. !.ast time we won 15. We could at 
least have had a say if we had won 10 scats." 

Joshi reacted with his own brand of 
histrionics. Fuelling sireculation that he 
would resign, the chief minister drove to 
the Raj Bhavan. Later in the evening, he 
called on Thackeray and a truce was called. 

But all is not well in the .Sena. The lower 
rung Sainiks say they are alienated. The 
feeling that some ministers and leaders 
have no time for party workers and that 
the leadership s|)ends its lime amassing 
money sfiii persists. In fact, this is what 
encouraged a small tnit influential section 
III the party's lcadershi(i tt) try and push 
lor a change of chief minister and a 
rest I IK. luring of the cabinet. Also, they 
seek changes in the core group of 12 lead¬ 
ers vsho torm the second-in-comrnand 
alter lliaekeray, his son and nephew. 
Piectkts a Sena leader pressing for cliange: 
"You will set tilings happening by the end 
of A()iil i Ins s wtiat the parlymen want." 

Toilowing his sabre-rattling interview, 
lhackera\ is on loiirsc to restnicture the 
jiarty organisation. A sliakeout sts-nis to be 
tin the cards. Ministers, lieatls ol stale-run 
coriwrations and slnkha ]iramukhs will 
have to step aside as the party goes in for a 
facelift. The day after iiis SiUimihi interview, 
a number of heads of slate corporations and 
leaders at differtml levels submitted their 
resignations to Thackeray. But tlie .Sena 
tliief will go by his own assessment. Says 

senior leader Subhash Oesai: "Changes will 
be made whether someone has sent his res¬ 
ignation or not." fie describes Thackeray's 
outburst as a "timely shock" for the parly. 

But what is the Sena chief's strategy? 
Explains a ii|i’ legislator: "There is a method 
in his (Thackeray's) madness. This is an old 

To deflect attention from 
his famiiy, Thackeray 

held Joshi and son 
Unmesh responsible for 
systematic corruption. 

Thackeray says Joshi is pro-Pawar 

tactic—attacking the government or the 
CM even though everyone knows it is 
Balasaheb wiio is running the show. The 
message is, those are the bad guys and me 
and my family are the good guys and are 
not a |)art of all that is happening." Thac¬ 
keray's tactic is also a sledge-hammer way 

, of countering Joshi's subtle method ot 
rdeflecting botlt blame and corruption 

charges towards Matoshree and his party 
chief's family. "If everything goes well he’s 
going to l)c there... I am happy (with the 
government's performance) hut as far as 
people around are concerned, lie has to be 
careful," said Thackeray, reinstating joshi. 

But all that can't shut the can of worms. 
Thackeray's earlier outburst only reinforced 
the noisy allegations that opposition leader 
Chhagan Bhujbai has been making against 
Sena leaders. "Money, money, money. It's 
all about money. The Thackeray family is 
jealous that joshi and his family are making 
a lot more money," .says Bhujbai who has 
his own joshi corruption checklist. Among 
other things, Bhujbai alleges that schools in 
the Dadar area have Iwen converted into 
commercial establishments to please joshi's 
business associates, Dadarkar, Madhu 
Kokarne and Shantilal Maru. joshi, of 
course, denies the charges. 

Whether Thackeray will finally ease out 
joshi remains to be .seen. There is some talk 
in the Sena that the chiel may, want to 
push a family raembet—maybe Uddhav— 
to the top slot. But mere changes at the top 
may not be enough. The Sainiks are a dis¬ 
illusioned and defeated lot today. The 
party needs to energiscM at the shakha 
level if the Sena is to hold its own. ■ 
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■Jaswant Singh Is sulking, 
sulking, sulking. The media- 
savvy Bjp leader is a changed 
man after his electoral loss 
and the fracas over his eventu¬ 
al non-inclusion in the Atal 
Behari Vajpayee ministry. 
Denied the plum 
finance portfolio, 
reportedly after 
the Rss asked , 
Vajpayee not 
to accommo¬ 
date a "loser", 
Singh has been 
nursing his ego 
alone. Although 
named deputy 
chairman of the 
planning com¬ 
mission as a 
sop, Singh— 
finance minister 
in the earlier 
13-day Vajpayee 

f ministry—hasn't 
attended office one 
day even a week 
after he was 
named, making it 
clear to every so- 
and-so in the sir 
just what he thinks 
of the "demotion" 

■ Caught Sharad Pawar blush¬ 
ing, ever? The Congress leader 
went beetroot-retl in the face 
when his best-laid plot to 
stymie the bjp's plans to get its 
man as Lok Sabha speaker 
came unstuck. The Maratha 

chieftain had convened 
a press conference 

to explain how 
the BJP had 
stabbed the 
Congre.ss by 

.supporting the 
TOP candidate for 

speaker, blah-blah 
Meet over, he 
asked his lack¬ 
eys to distribute 
a press release 
enunciating his 
pontifications. 
Rut imagine his 

blushes, when 
instead of a press 
note, rc|X)rtcrs got 
a copy of the bio¬ 
data of the new 
speaker, G.M.C. 
Balayogi. "There 
was a loul-up at the 
phobKopyiiig 
machine,” was all 
his flunkies could 
muster in res[K)nsc. 

‘ f-'iP fb‘ '-f 

li*'' i-.ion*. tff ftn- ' oTivf' 

Ml pla-.f, 'f. lit 

iHnp.itU tiMl unijer 

Sieii OF OUR CRIMES 
As appUcstlon lot tha aaxt pon? 

1. Nasw of the candldata: 
2. Praaaot addiesa: 

(i) Naowofthejall (it) CaO aunifan 
(If sot, attach proof of naidenca) 

3. Political Party; 
(Uat only the last five pertias 
in the chronolooical oider) 

4. Nationality; A - Itahan B-Indian 
E. Reasons for leaving the last patty 

A - Defatted B - Expelled 
C • Bought out 0 - None of the 

above E - All of the above 
6. Reasons for contesting elections * 

A - 1b make money B - lb escape 
court martial C - lb grossly misuse 
power D - lb serve the public 

7. How many years of public service 
experience do you possess? 
A ■ 1-2 years B - 2-6 years 
C ■ 6-15 years D -15 years + 

8. Qita details of any criminal 
eases pending against you 
(tlse as many additional shsets 

as you want) 
9. Mow many years have you 

spent in jail? (Do not confuse 
with q 7) 

10. Do you have any develop¬ 
mental plaru lor tbs country? 
A-No B-No C-Vo D-No 

Thumb impnasion 
of the candidate 

(Not U>at of the parson 
who filled the form) 

■ But the reddest face lhat side 
of Worli Sewage C!anal (no 
offence meant—just a jKipular 
Mumbai usage) surely 
belongitl to Manohar Joshi. 
The Maharashtra chief minis¬ 
ter, low on flattery alter the 
poll debacle and the public 
dic.ssing down Bal Thackeray 
gave him on being too close to 
Sharad I’awar, put his fool fur¬ 
ther back in his mouth last 
week. A morning after the Shiv 
Sena pramukh had expressed 

his reservations at Joshi, the 
(;M was on the telephone to 
"Matoshree". Sena insiders 
claim Joshi told Tfiackeray lhat 
he had heard that he 
( Thackeray) was planning to 
quit active politics, and plead¬ 
ed with the .Sena Ixissman not 
to leave the party orphaned ifi 
tills, its greatest liour of need, 
ct cetera. A miffc*d Thackeray, 
needlc”is to say, was mail. Insult 
upon injurs- and all. Thackeray 
.stays on, so does loshi, hut that 
as tliey say is another story. 

Overheard in 

Bangalore: “What 

do those TV ads 

mean 'Fosters: 
soon in India’? 

it’s already here: 

Vajpayee and 

Jaya swear by it. 

Foster family. 

Foster-son. 

Foster^weddings.” 

Suttan Of Sting 
IS it easier to meet the Sultans of the desert kingdoms than 
the mayor of Thinivananthapuram? A Gulf returnee tele¬ 
phoned F,.K. Nayanar during his phone-in programme on 
the Malayalam satellite channel Asianet last week, saying he 
had a civic problem but was having trouble getting It sorted 
out. That's easy, said the Kerala chief minister, all you have 
to do is meet the mayor. But the N«i said he was having 
trouble doing that too. "How can't you meet him?" asked 
Nayanar anpily. "He’s the mayor, not some sultan—he's 
there to meet you.” 
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CALAMITY 
Pholognphs by SWAPM NAYAK 

A Twister Spins 
Out of Controi 
70 dead, 15,000 homeless, untimely relief; the misery is endless 

By SOUTIK BISWAS in Midnapore & Balasore HIS wife had called out, inviting the 
family in to their mud-and-tliatch 
hut for iunch, when farm-worker 
Khetra Bag saw the sky turn red 
and dust clouds swirling around 

iiim. Then his world turned black. There 
was a resounding crash, and his two teena- 
ged sons playing outside flew out into the 
storm as Bag watched in horror, crouching 
near a haystack. A minute later, wife Kaush- 
alya lay dead under a debris of baked mud, 
tliaich and w<x)d, blood (Xtzing from her 
lorehead. I he two .sons, Lakshmikanta and 
Pnrnachandra, hurled by the winds into a 
shallow pond nearby, floated numbly in 
shock. A day after last Tuesday, Bag kept a 
tearful vigil over Kaushalya's lifeless form. 
■'It was all so sudden," soblied Bag, "that 1 
don't even know what happened." 

Some 2 km away from Bag's Sarta village 
in Midnapore, West Bengal’s largest district, 
Amaicndu Rout, a physical education tea¬ 
cher of a government-aided school in Goba- 
rghata, a tiny village in Orissa's Balasore dis- 
triii, had sensed that nature was playing 
funny. Sitting in his school office, he spot¬ 
ted an "unu.sually large number of clouds" 

and the sky turning ominously dark. He 
decided to stop primary classes and send 
some KX) students home. When Rout heard 
the whistling wind 15 minutes later, he 
panicked and began running to the high 
sch(X)l building nearby to stop ciasses and 
send some 110 students home from lessons. 
It was too late. "1 felt a hot, hot wave of 
wind trying to lift me, and 1 saw children 
flying all around and the buildings crum¬ 
bling," he says. A minute later, 1.3 children 
and the primary school headmaster, lay 
dead in the ruins, over 20 children smoth¬ 
ered by debris stmggled for life, and the 
three school buildings were rubble. 

A minute later, the skies began weeping 
and spewing hail. But it was a cmel conso¬ 
lation; the minute-long tornado which had 
.swept some 14 villages in West Bengal and 
Orissa had by then taken over a 70 lives, 
injured nearly 1,000 villagers, flattened 
some 2,000 mud-and-thatch huts leaving 
aroimd 15,000 homeltss, and destroyed 500 
acres of lush paddy farms. Nature’s most ter¬ 
rifying storm, bom, in this case, of a cumu¬ 
lonimbus cloud—source of nor’westers as 
well as tornadoes—formed over the Bihar 
plateau earlier in the day had wreaked 
unimaginable havoc. A wispy tendrii trail¬ 

ing from a cloud spawned a tunnel that spf- 
railed around its parent—rotational wind 
speeds touching nearly 500 kmph—and 
progressed in a narrow path over some 50 
sq km of land. "The whole world seemed to 
be spinning around me," remembers Tapan 
Jana, a Sarta grocer, with a shiver. 

The twister spun everything out of con¬ 
trol—and reduced villages to impres.sionis- 
tic landscapes of ruin. It uprooted trees and 
stripped them bare of their foliage, twisted 
electric poles and mangled power lines, suc- 
kcxl in mud homes, blew off a concrete roof 
of a school, and displaced fish from ponds. 
On the banks of the Subamarekha river, the 
storm tore apart a sturdy truck loading sand 
and smashed the driver and his assistant to 
the river bed, killing them instantly. At 
Chak Ismailpur village, eight labourers were 
blown off and dashed on trees and farms, 
300 yards away. None survived. 

Those who lived to tell the tale were stun¬ 
ned by the suddenness of the calamity. 
Kamala Banik of Sarta was cooking at home 
when she heard "a strange sound, like an 
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aeroplane flying low" and then saw the 
^ mud oven hurtling towards the thateh root. 

I'he next moment, the roof had caved in 
and her home was on lire. Her neighixmr, 
farm-owner Knshna I’rasad I’al, who was 
enjoying a siesta, found himself unhurt in a 
rubble that seconds before hadlK-en a tvvo- 
•storcy mud-and-concrete home. His two 
cycles, and a Rs 10,,S(KI-worlh pumpset were 
blown off into nowhere. I Its two daughters- 
in-law were ligliting for their lives in a hos¬ 
pital. "We've Itad crur share of floods and 
storms which we manage to cope with," 
says Saikat Das Mahapalra, a school leaclier 
of Aura. "But this was unpredittable." 

What was not so unpredictable was the 
usual retinue of politicians descending on 
the affected villages with pnimises. In New 
Delhi, Prime Minister Alai Hchari Vajpayee 
was castigated by the Opposition for "play¬ 
ing politics with natural calamity" by stack¬ 
ing a three-member team ol MPs to tour the 
affected areas with his party and coalition 
partners—Bji) and Trinaraul Congress- 
members. The Union government released 

I Rs 20.8 crore for relief in West Bengal and 
j Orissii, and in West Bengal, the slate gov- 
‘ ernment released another Rs .t croas 
i Bur a day after the disaster, in West 

Bengal's allected villages, bodies lay 
.strewn around in the lields-one 

; farm-worker's body in a Sarta field had 
; been partially t hewed up by jackals—relict 
I was scarce, and drinking water still not 
; available. In C^alcutta, ministers and 
i bureaucrals brazenly bungled over the 
; body count in West Bengal's villages -oHi- 
I cial figures varied from 47 and 8.1, both 

looking off-the-mark. In comparison, relief 
work in Orissa took off more smoothly, 
and drinking water trucks were rushed to 
Oobarghata within hours. 

There were also rumblings about the lack 
of any meteorological warning isf the storm. 
"It's virtually impossible to forecast a torna¬ 
do," says R.N. Cioldar, director of India 
Meteorological Department, Alipore. Inst¬ 
ead, the met office had dished out regular 
reports of nor'wester squalls from Monday 

; i.iiwards--there are an average of 12 such 
I storms in the eastern stales during March 
' and \|iril Apart from a slew of convenlion- 

al radais, there are 10 lydone determining 
• radars im the east and west coasts. None ol 

them is sapabR ol deteiting areas ol strong 
rotation inside big tornado-producing sto- 

■ nils. In a region where tropical thundersto- 
ims are lies|uent-there have Iwen three 
tornadoes in Bengal since I‘>8.1—meteoro¬ 
logical surseillaiue is skimps. The nearest 
meteorological obsi'rsalory to the affected 
sillages is 80 km away in MidnaiHire and 
takes c>nly two readings ewry day. 

Now, the Centre has placed orders for 
three state-ol-the-art Doppler radars which 
can study the internal structure of a thun- 

j derstorm, detect wind shears and hint at a 
; tornado. The radars, which tost up to Rs 2 
I crore each, will be installed in ('.alculta, 
■ Machilipalnam (Andhra Pradesh) and 
i C.hennai, in a couple of years. But the hajv 
I less victims of this tropical storm svill never 
j forget the darkness at iuhui ■ 

With Astiis K. Biswas 
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ANDHRA PRADESH 

Naxalites? It’s a Stick-Up 
Rankled by a PW6 unit’s harassment, tribal women give Naxals a taste of their own medicine 

By M.S. SHANKER inJa^Godavari IF there is a whiff of an agitation, can 
women be far behind, in Andhra 
Pradesh that is? in the recent past, 
the womenfolk iiavc successfully 
organised themselves to launch a vig¬ 

orous anti-arrack movement, forcing the 
state government to ban the sale of the 
brew. Now, they have declared war 
against one of the most dreaded Naxal 
outfits, the People's War Group (pwo), in 
East Godavari district. If it was Rosamma 
in Dubagunta (Nellore) who spearheaded 
the prohibition drive and drove the then 
Congress government headed by Kotia 
Vijayabhaskara Reddy to ban liquor in 
1982, it's Bodeti Lakshmi of Peddama- 
llapuram who has now stormed into the 
limelight with her bold initiative to teach 
a lesson or two to the PW(,. 

Roth women's struggles are an offshoot 
of awareness campaigns launched by vol¬ 
untary organisations in the district. The 
anti-arrack movement came on the heels 
of "Operation Blackboard", where women 
were inspired to take on their alcoholic 
husbands after reading all about it in text¬ 
books; the decision to fight the rwc.'s 
harassment has got a lot to do with a 
unique savings scheme which lias bettered 
the economic lot of women and given 
them a voice to protest. 

Samata, a voluntary organisation, laun¬ 
ched the .scheme—thrift cooperative stKi- 
cties—and helped tribal women, living in 
about 40 villages in four mandals, 
Prattipadu, Sankliavaram, Kotanandur and 
Yeleshwaram, to mobilise a whopping Rs 
21 lakh, including a Rs 7 lakh aid from the 
tJirijana Cooperative Society, to see them 
tlirougli their rainy days. This not only 
hrouglit some econoniit stability to their 
lives—thus reducing their financial de|H'n- 
dcnco on the men—bu' also gave them 
courage to stand up against the 'Annalu' or 
big brother, the I’wo. All the four mandals 
on the foothills of the Eastern ghats fall in 
t>vvi. territory where its writ runs. 

The cause of the upheaval can be traced 
to the "misdeeds" of a nine-memfier com¬ 
mittee, foisted on the region by the ewr, to 
oversee tribal interests. But from day one 
itself, the committee members seemed to 
lie more keen on promoting its own needs. 
Alleges Bodeti Lakshmi, mother of three 
and one of the many sisters' who dared to 
speak out against the '.4nnalu': "The new 
committee is dominated by non-tribals 

and they have never shown any interest in 
protecting our rights." 

According to her, the committee had 
taken control of the 20-acre Annavaram 
Devasthanarn, a sacred property hitherto 
held collcHTtively by the tribals, and dis¬ 
bursed the land among the members' kin 
for ploughing. I'he landgrab was followed 
up by systematic bouts of violence. The 
committee members beat up five men of 
the village for petty reasons; among the 

thrashed was the village sarpanch, Jagga 
Babu. And imposed a fine of Rs 55,000 on 
all five for allegedly flouting the pwg diktat. 

The PWG, which declared the entire 
Dandakaranya spread along the Godavari 
valley as a "guerrilla zone" some six 
months ago, had stepped up its actisdties 
in the region for quite sometime. But the 
blast at the Girijan Cooperative Society 
depot at Peddamallapuram on February 
16, during the first phase of polling, was 

Photaaraphs by P ANIL KUMAR 
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the last straw. The tolerance levels of the 
villagers, especially the women, snapped. 
The blast couldn't have come at a worse 
time because the depot is the only source 
of monthly rations for the villagers. 

This incident and another encounter in 
which two Naxals and two policemen were 
killed forced the state-owned Road Trans¬ 
port Corporation to stop its services, thus 
putting the villagers to further hardship. 

The women decided to pay back the me, 
in the same coin. So, first, a band of 
women swooped down on the nine-mem¬ 
ber committee and armed with lathis, lit¬ 
erally chased them away from Peddamalla- 
puram. The mission over, the women have 

BodstI Lakshml (right) enthuses her 
all-women band of supporters 

made their intentions clear. They want the 
committee members to stand trial in the 
village court—all the culprits will have to 
appear before the panchayat, falling which 
their houses will be “blown up". 

Says Ukshmi: "Who ate they to tell us 
what to do and what not to? Let them allow 
us to lead our own lives and improve out 
living standards with the help erf govern¬ 
ment-sponsored schemes and voluntary 
organisations' assistance. The committee 
didn't have tribal interests in mind in the 
first place." The two predominant tribal 
groups in the region are the Konda 
Kammaras ^blacksmiths by profession) and 
Konda Kapus, a majority of whom work as 
agriculture labour for their daily bread. NO sooner was the women's struggle 

launched at Peddamallapuram, the 
news spread like wild fire. Women of 

the other 4.S villages sent word that they 
were ready to fight for the cause. One of 
the key reasons for their resistance is the 
inclusion of non-tribals in the committee. 
Complains Pentamma, mother of two: 
"Ever since Damodar took over as the new 
commander, problems cropped up. Earlier, 
the nvo never questioned our lifestyle and 
we didnR pay heed to its activities. But the 
fines imposed on our men and the blast at 
the Gcc. depot, which belonged to a help¬ 
less widow Puchchala Malleswari, pro¬ 
voked the women to react. Besides, the 
Naxals' decision to evict Samata, which 
had promoted a savings scheme, irked 
most women, who had scraped the bottom 
of the barrel to put away some money." 

Warns Poo.sala Narasamma, another mil¬ 
itant activist: “We have been pul through 
a lot of hardship by the Naxals and we can¬ 
not tolerate their henchmen’s nonsense 
anymore." After getting a taste of ils own 
medicine, the ,”wi, area secretary, .Iambi, 
hastily issued statements that the commit¬ 
tee had never been asked to harass the vil¬ 
lagers. Rut he told the villagers that he 
would take action against those violating 
pw'(, instructions and even aixused some 
locals ol creating mistrust among villagers. 

As tension mounted, CItandrababu 
Naidu—more exercised over whether to 
lend sup(X)rt to the bip government at the 
tlentre or not—chose to remain a mute 
spectator. Not that the women activists are 
fretting over his inertia. For, the spirited 
activists have even told the police not to 
come in between their fight with the I'wi,. 

This is not the first time that the m<, is 
facing the people's ire. In the past, villagers 
have revolted against the Naxals in several 
north Telengana districts but the protests, 
allegedly backed by the police, dwindled 
out. Things are different now. The people 
themselves, read women, are up in arms 
against a people's group and are in no 
mood to give in without a fight. ■ 
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■ EXCLUSIVE: INTERVIEW WITH 8TEN LINDSTROM, TOP SWEDISH INVESTIGATOR 

“The Bofers papers all point 
Stm Undstrom is chief of the investigation 
(tivisbm of the Swedish Nationai Bureau of 
Investigation (m). In 1987-88, as special 
prosecutor appoinUd by the Swedish govern¬ 
ment to probe alleged wrongdoing on the part 
of main collaborutors in Sweden, Undstrom 
personally headed the most wide-ranging 
probe into the Bofbrs payoffs. Within a few 
months of beginning the probe, Undstrom 
realised he was not going to get any assistance 
from the Indian authorities and even some top 
officials ofAB Bofors. Now head of the mi, he 
to a deep understanding of all die crucial 
Hrdis in the Bofors story. Undstrom has scruti¬ 
nised hundreds of documents and papers and 
has interviewed all those concerned with the 
deal. Last month, he created a storm by saying 
that Sonia Gandhi should tell people all that 
she knows about Bofors. In a tkephonic inter¬ 
view from Stockholm to Ranftt Bhushan, 
Undstrom said Sonia cannot claim Innocence 
in the frice of findings conducted in the payoffs 
during the last decade or so. Excerpts: 

Yoo have bceo associated with the 
Bofors probe diving the last decade. 
How hu it progres^? 
Well, Investigations at the Swedish end are 

now dosed. We have a law 
which does not permit inves¬ 
tigation and prosecution 
bej^d a period of three 
years. It's a closed case for us, 
until something really new 
emerges In which we are 
T^ired to assist. 
What was the role 
fdayed by the Gandhi 
Budly? 
Until more details are avail¬ 
able, it is difficult to say. But 
the Gandhis, particularly 
now Sonia, should explain 
how Quattrocchi-owned 
companies got such fat sums 
as payoffs horn the Bofors 
deal. After all, what is the 
connection of Sonia and the 
Gandhi family to 
Quattrocchi? Who Introduced Quattrocchi 
and his AE Services to Bofors? At least one 
thing is certainly known now. A part of the 
payoffs definitely went to Quattrocchi. That 
is now the legal position and, should gov¬ 
ernments show interest, a formal case can 
now be lodged. 

“Sonia should explain Quattrocchi link” 

What then is the key to the whole 
Bofors Issue? 
Clearly, the bank papers scheduled to 
arrive from Switzerland to India could 
hold the key. I think a great deal now 

INVESTIGATION_ ___ 

Vanishing Ciues 
The Bofors saga is likely to drag on due to political compulsions 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN IT was d lamiliar case of too little, t(K) 

late. Last fortnight, when a tsvo-mem- 
ber I III .earn, comprising a su|)erinten- 
dent ot |X)lice and a legal advisor, 
reached tlie f.hanncl Islands to prolx* 

the transler ot .SO million Swedish kroner 
(approximately Rs 26 crore) from Ottavio 
Quatlrocciii's .\E Services account in 
Switzerland to the picturesque isles off the 
British coast, they found the bird had flown 
the coop. In other words investigators had 
reached the site of the crime, as has often 
happened in the Botors saga, almost a 
decade after the incident took place. 

What the two memtiers found confirmed 
what bank statements that came from 
Switzerland had indicated aitout a year ago. 
Fifty million Swtxlish kroner of the Bofors 
payoffs that went to AE Services, allegedly 

; owned by close Ciandhi family friend 
j Ottavio (Juattrocchi, had been deposited at 
I a CrcHlit Suisse Iiranch in Zurich—from 
I where it was moved to another Credit Suisse 
I branch in tieneva on way to the Channel 
; Islands. By tile time the Indian investigators 
' got there, the accounts had Ix-en movcxl to 
j several ‘unknowi.’ destinations, the UK and 
i Austria rcjiortedly among them. 
I With letters rogatory, or letters of 
I request, already sent to Panama, 
I Liechenstein and l.iixembourg, they are 
1 now in the process of identifying the 
I names of recipients and bank accounts, 
I the movement of monies tlirougii several 
' continents and other related material. 

But clearly, the rub lies elsewhere. During 
his tenure as chi director, Joginder Singh 
drew up a provisional chargesheet that 
named amongst others Rajiv Gandhi as a 

i ‘con.spirator'. Others in that list include. 

QuattrcKChi, former Rajiv aides S.K. Bhat- 
nagar and Gopi Atora, former Congress 
minister Madhavsinh Solanki and one¬ 
time Bofors representative Win Chadha 
and his wife. 

The point is, can the government move 
on that chargesheet? Says a key official: 
"The Bjp has made Bofors a big issue all 
these years. Even lately, Prime Minister 
Atal Beliari Vajpayee has assured that all 
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There U some ciiainst»>tlal ert^ce. It 
is a lon^sto|y/l,jntih(rt. e]Q^ U away In 
a hurry. Aiil^ tiihat the papers all 
pointed to tef{3y. -A good 
of getting .to‘%e truth is tf Sonia h^ 

down her cards on die table. 
By the loola <£ it, it seems 
^cttlt that such a thing; 
amiild hajqm. 
IlMwIiaipriiiM oliMol 
cxdlMlcM nlaaitt Bufaes'' 
Id Mild idd tte ianm ti 
aim tpi^pthle df batagidl 
doani 'Br 
two. ■ 
I Imow that. Bdfats renndns a, 
hot potido in India, .fcif 
someone will have to dfove 
fast if the truth is to t« 
unearthed. AH independeik 

' bwestigatlons on the issiie-^. 
Indud^ some of die great^ 
est merna exposes—have 
cmne about. But the task off 

. prosecuting, after the Invesd- 
gadons are over, must surely, 
Ue with the government <tf 
the day. 

ANOOPKAMATH 

in the diplomatic compound 
tight next to the Italian 
ambassador’s residence, get¬ 
ting him out would require a 
whole new governraent-to- 
govemment equation. 

The Indian authorities also 
have to contend with the 

papers will be brought out in the open. 
Now is their chance to do it. If the govern¬ 
ment sanctions the prosecution, the case 
will get a fresh lease of life." 

But that’s easia said than done. The first 
set of documents that arrived horn 
Switzerland last year identified some drama¬ 
tis personae. The second set of papers, 
according to sources, is still being contested 
in a Swiss magistrate's court and the appel¬ 

lants in this case are reportedly the power¬ 
ful Hinduja brothers, whose political clout 
far outstrips anything that political ideol¬ 
ogy can offer. “Their proximity to the b)p is 
well known," notes an official. 

The problem is compounded by the fart 
that any forward movement in the rase 
could well be a nasty mirage. Given the 
frailties of the legal system and the extent 
of the cover-up, filing a case against a 
political opponent—or even being seen to 
be doing so—can be a recipe for disaster. 
Witness Jayalalitha's resurrection. 

Experts ate, however, unanimous on one 
thing. The next logical step would be to ini¬ 
tiate proceedings to have Quattrocchi extra¬ 
dited from Malaysia. In March 1997, the ORi 
had already issued arrest warrants for the 
former Snamprogettl representative in 
India. But in a country where Quattrocchi 
enjoys enormous clout, induding housing 

Swiss legal system. Well-placed sources say 
the appellants blocking the movement of 
bank doaiments in a magistrate's court are 
unlikely to give up that easily. Even if the 
magistrate okays the transfer of papers to 
India, it is likely to be contested all over 
again in a cantonal court in Geneva. 

That is not all. Sources say the attitude of 
the Indian government has been recalci¬ 
trant to say the least. Unlike in the past, 
Indian authorities have offered little resis¬ 
tance to the appellants blocking the Bofors 
papers (see interview). Given ail that is at 
stake for the appellants, they are bound to 
use the slightest political lapse to their 
advantage. 

All of which points to a long drawn out 
investigation. For, in a political drama 
s|»nning more than a decade, Bofors is an 
issue everyone seems to be impatient with, 
but can do little to get on with. ■ 



PROFILE. 

By George, He’s 
Still an Activist 
Defence Minister George Fernandes’ home is a hub for the Cause 

ByAJITHPILLAI_ IT is early morning at George Fern¬ 

andes' 3, Krishna Menon Maig resi¬ 

dence. A Samata Party worker troops 

into the visitors' room clad in a lungi 

and a crumpled T-shirt. Yawning, he 

holds a toothbrush in his hand. He is fol¬ 

lowed by a Burmese student activist who 

goes to the adjoining room to spread his 

towel on the line. Overhead two pigeons 

flutter about. They have made their way 

through a broken ventilator and perch on 

a weatherbeaten sofa. The birds seem at 

home in the minimalist trade union office 

decor—rickety wicker chairs, free Tibet 

posters and a threadbare coir durrie. Bey¬ 

ond it in an inner room George Fernandes 

is busy giving the final touches to his 

speech on the trust vote in Parliament. 

Welcome to the-more-visitors-the-raerr- 

ler official residence of the new Raksha 

Mantri. As defence minister George has the 

security of the nation as his top 

priority. But equally important 

to him is the protection of the 

causes he loves to espouse. No 

wonder then that the incum¬ 

bent defence minister's home is 

al.so the headquarters of the in- 

exile All-Burma Students' Lea¬ 

gue. It is from (leorge's resid¬ 

ence that the 'Coke-Pepsi Quit 

India inoveinent' continues to 

i." waged. Those fighting for 

the Tibetan or Bhutanese cause 
or civil right., activists still have 

an address in Oelhi. The def¬ 

ence minister's house diiubles 

up as a free business centre of 

sorts for siKial activists and is 

also a shelter tor those who 

come to Delhi to meet the 

Samata Paity leader. 

Every available inch of space in the bun¬ 

galow has lM?en set aside for fieople and 

causes. I hus, the anne.xe which normally 

houses the secretarial office in other minis¬ 

terial homes has bc-en set aside lor the All- 

Burma Studi iits' la?ague. 

They haw Ix’eii with George for years 

now and an- glad that he has been given 

the prcstigiou^ defence portfolio. Points out 

Myat Thu, president of the league: "Mr 

George Fernanda has been very supportive 

of our fight for demoaacy in Burma and we 

expect his continued support. We are very 

happy that he has become the defence min¬ 

ister. He has told us that he is with the cause 

in an individual capacity despite being a 

minister.* Incidentally, after assuming 

office, George even attended a conference 

organised by the League. 

But will the defence minister's involve¬ 

ment in the causes he supports ease because 

of work pressure from South Block? 

According to Samata Party leaders, thdr 

leader could well contribute to the Burmese 

and Tibetan cause in his new capacity. Says 

party general secretary Jaya Jaitly: "We nat¬ 

urally expect him to work for the Burmese 

and Ubetan causes. It is linked to our 

national security. Till now we have only 

been looking towards Pakistan. But there 

are other threats to our security-4t is well 

known that China is arming Burma and is 

setting up a naval base on the Coco islands. 

It is also learnt that the Americans are plan¬ 

ning to send green berets to train the Sri 

lankan army. We can certainly expect a 

proper assessment of our security vis-a-vis 

Unka taking into account this aspect." 

It is perhaps the Samata Party's stand on 

atrocities against Lankan Tamils and its sup¬ 

port for the Eelam cause which has set the. 

alarm bells ringing in Sri Unka 

ever since George was entrusted 

the defence portfolio. It was 

only last year that a conference 

of human rights activists and 

Tamil support groups outside 

Lanka was held at his residence. 

The conference was seen in 

many quarters as being pro-LTTE 

with the then home minister 

Indrajit Gupta advising George 

to call it off. But the cr^eience 

was conducted despite this, 

inviting some contro\-ersy. 
In the army, there is some 

apprehension about the new 

defence minister and his strong 

views on human tights viola¬ 

tions. In the past, George has 

been particularly severe on ipkf 
operations. In the introduction of a report 

published by the Hind Mazdoor Kisan 

Panchayat on the massacre of Tamils at 

Valvettitural, titled India's My Lai, he severe¬ 

ly criticised the im, calling its operations a 

"naked dance of a bunch of sadists and 

criminals in uniform*. He also wondered if 

any one "discusses the rape and loot perpe¬ 

trated by our men in uniform in the north- 

GEORGE'S PET CAUSES 
Movement for democracy in Burma 
Coke-Pepsi Quit India movement 
Free Tibet from Chinese rule 
Democratic movement in Bhutan 
Free Bhutanese activist Rongthong Dorji 
Fight against atrocities against Tamils 
in Sri Lanka 
Fight human rights violations by army 
Establish democracy in the 
Indian subcontinent 
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or Pepsi trucks to pass by. VVc 
block the road. Now the trucks 
move away when they see us.” He 
boasts of another achievement ; 
the message they preach has 
apparently gone down so welt 
with some stall-owners on the 
stretch of Race Course Road 
which faces the prime minister's 
house that they have begun 
stocking home-brewed Campa 
Cola. "1 don't say that Coke and 
Pepsi is not available in the main 
Race Course area but we have 
stopped its sale in that part where 
we have influence.” 

Hegde does not see any end to 
the agitation. He hopes that 
other parties and grou^ which 
endorse the swadeshi agenda 
will come together to pressure 
multinational companies to 
leave the country. "In the case of 

The axilad Burma Studanti’ Laagua 
opaiatas from Gaorga's hoiisa; tha 
Coka-Papil Quit India activists (right) 

east." Human rights violations will be 
dealt with severely, that's for sure. 

Despite the euphoria among his 
supporters, ministership weighs 
lightly on George. He has made it 
clear that those who seek help ^om 
him will get his support if their cause 
is justified. Also, he has not asked for 
the slowing down of any of his 
party's campaigns, including the 
controversial one against multina¬ 
tionals Coke and Pepsi. 

Aneel H^de, who also operates out of 3, 
Krishna Menon Marg, has been in the fore¬ 
front of the Coke-Pepsi Quit India agitation. 
March 27 was the 1,487th day of the protest 
and there seems to be no letup. Hegde was 
also Involved with the agitation against the 
setting up of a salt export unit and an exclu¬ 
sive port to facilitate the shipment of the 
end-product by the multinational, Cargill, 
at Kandla in Gujarat. The company shelved 
its plans after four months of campaigning 
by George. But despite Hegde's eforts, Coke 
and Pepsi are still around. 

A sore point for the activists who are 
going to great lengths to proclaim their 
anti-MNC front. Everyday, including 
Sundays, party workers gather outside 
Jantar Mantar and march towards the Par¬ 
liament Street police station where they are 
arrested and released. For the last four years, 
arresting the anti-Coke-Pepsi activists has 
become virtually a routine for the police. 

But has the agitation made any headway? 
Says Hegde; "You may laugh at us but we 
have made a small difference. When we go 
out in a moicha we do not allow any Coke 

^ jaii^, Smii 
siiiM sttifiiift 
ityttbayixpaiil 

Gaonie FtnuMidfi 
to Qd on woiMiifi 
tortheBormtii 

andTIbotao 
canseo. 

Cargill, but for Congress, all the 
parties were with us which is 
why we succeeded In four mon¬ 
ths. As far as our present struggle 
is concerned we are making slow 
progress but we will pursue it." 

How far has defence ministership chan¬ 
ged George? Well, he has become busier 
but his spartan lifestyle has not changed. 
His house continues to have no gate or sen¬ 
try—-the gate was removed under his orders 
to make it easier for visitors. One doesn't 
come across busy-looking Defence Ministry 
officials, and the minister has refused secu¬ 
rity cover of any kind. An official 
Ambassador picks him up and George sits 
alongside the driver, no escort car, no gun- 
toting commando. That's George the 
Simple for you—a very complex man. ■ 
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the author of a banned ‘expose’ on the ’84 riots puts up a fight There i$ no similarity 
between the writings of 
Gurcharan Singh Bab- 

bar, president of the All India 
Shlromani Akall Dal (Bab- 
bar), and Salman Rushdie. 
But the Sikh leader takes 
some measure of ironic pride 
in the fact that Sarkari Qatl-e- 
Aam (Government Organ¬ 
ised Carnage), his expose on 
the November '84 riots, is 
the first book after Satanic 
Verses to be banned in India. 
The order against Babbar's 
240-page effort was made 
official on Match 20 just 
after the bjp government 
assumed office at the Centre. 

The book, which was pub¬ 
lished last November and is 
available in Punjabi, Hindi 
and English, has been 
banned due to fears that it 
could fuel communal ten¬ 
sions. Following the March 
20 order, copies of Sarluiri 
Qatl-e-Aam have been seized 
and Babbar, who is also its 
publisher, has been asked to 
withdraw the book from the 
market. The Akali leader, 
however, has decided to try 
and beat the ban and has 
even put a copy on the 
Internet. Says he: "Right now 
we have hidden many copies 
of the book. But even if the authorities 
seize these, I have put the book on the Net 
so people can access it." 

Though the decision to ban the book 
nationwide has been taken by the Delhi 
government, Babbar believes that the 
action had ‘he sanction of the bjp natio¬ 
nal leadership. Therefore, instead of tak¬ 
ing any legal recourse, he has announced 
that he will launch an indefinite fast out¬ 
side I’rime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee’s 
house from March 31 to "seek justice". 

The Akali leader says he is surprised that 
the Bip has come down heavily on a book 
which directs its ire against the Congress 
government lor the anti-Sikh riots follow¬ 
ing the assassination ot Indira Gandhi. "If 
the court had banned the book, then 1 
would have accepted it," he declares. "If 
the CongK s had banned it, it would 
have beeiit understandable. But I can't 
believe t!t|t' ihe bjp has done this when 
tile party been promising that it will 

' ur f 

Babbar: intant on beating the ban 

bring to book those guilty of atrocities in 
the '84 riots." 

Babbar takes great pains to prove his 
proximity to senior bjp leaders. In tact, 
appended to his book is corrcsjiondence 
from senior bjp and United Front leaders 
who, he claims, were sympathetic to his 
cause. Some bjp leaders, he boasts, used 
material f'om his book for their election 

Guretiaraii Singh Babbar 
Mit Bji to aunirlsad that 

iif govarnmant 
bit MHiia fla«m baavily an 
a ioakMiNBiB ttolra 

campaign. It Is therefore all ttie more 
surprising, he says, that the «p his 
banned the book. 

Trouble began even as the book hit the 
stands last year. Suresh Kumar Chauhan, a 
social worker, filed a public interest Utl^- 

jnrNMB GUPTA hon in the Delhi hl|pi cotut 
seeking a ban on the book. 
The reasons cited were that it 
named senior Congress lead¬ 
ers and police officials as hav¬ 
ing an alleged hand in the 
riots. The author is also said 
to have made offensive 
remarks against the judiciary 
which, he contends, should 
have acted to save the Sikh 
community from the carnage. 
According to Chauhan’s 
lawyer, the book contained 
allegations based solely on 
eyewitness accounts collected 
by the author. The publica¬ 
tion of the book would not 
only be libellous but it could 
fuel communal tension, it 
was claimed. 

The court had asked the 
Delhi government to asst.'ss 
the book. Lt Governor 
Tejinder Khanna has set up a 
three-man panel to go thr¬ 
ough the contents of the 
book, but it has not yet sub¬ 
mitted its report. Even so, the 
home department decided to 
ban the book throughout the 
country. The government 
affidavit submitted to the 
court on March 20 did not go 
into any specific reasons as to 
why the Ixxik had been pro¬ 
scribed. It may be recalled 
that a piici report on the '84 

riots published within a year of the carnage 
had been banned, it too named those who 
allegedly had a hand in the rioting. 

Babbar's book is by no reikoning the 
final word on the anti-Sikh riots. It is a 
compilation of survivor accounts Inter¬ 
spersed with the author's own interpreta¬ 
tions and newspaper accounts of the 
killings. Among those accused by Babbar 
of organising the riots is a former prime 
minister. A chapter listing the policemen 
chargesheeted for their role in the riots 
and those who escaped the net would not 
have gone down well with the police. 

Interestingly, the release of the book, ini¬ 
tially in Hindi, did not attract any notice. 
But ever since the English edition was 
picked up by the US embassy and other 
western missions, the IB has been knock¬ 
ing on Babar's door. Now by politicising 
the ban, he perhaps hopes that the book 
will have more takers. ■ 

Ailth Filial 
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MARCH 15 TO AUGUST 15,1998 
One double room for 2 nights/3 days on 'Bed & Breakfast' basis 

Rs. 3999/-* 
• Kovalam Ashok Beach Resort 
• Lalitha Mahal Palace Hotel, Mysore 
• Hotel Ashok, Bangalore 
• Hotel Airport Ashok, Calcutta 
• Laxmi Vilas Palace Hotel, Udaipur 
• Hotel Kanishka, NewDelhi 
• Qutab Hotel, New Delhi 

Rs. 2999/.* 
• Hotel Manali Ashok 
• Hotel janpath, New Delhi 
• Temple Bay Ashok Beach 

Resort, Mamallapuram 
• ‘ Lodhi Hotel, New Delhi 

Rs. 1999/-* 
• Hotel Agra AshoK 

• Hotel Varanasi Ashok 
• Bharatpur Forest Lodge 
• Hotel Lake View Ashok, 

Bhopal 
• Hotel Hassan Ashok 
• Hotel Kalinga Ashok, 

Bhubaneswar 
• Hotel Pataliputra Ashok, Patna 
• Hotel Jaipur Ashok 

Rs. 1666/-* 
• Hotel Ranjit, New Delhi 
• Hotel Jammu Ashok 
• Hotel Khajuraho Ashok 
• Hotel Aurangabad Ashok 
• Hotel Madurai Ashok 
• Hotel Nilachal Ashok, Puri 

* Taxes exita, as appikabk 
• Extendabk on Pro-rata baaia 

• Hotel Brahmaputra Ashok, 
Cuwahati 

• Hotel Pondicherry Ashok 
e Hotel Ranchi Ashok 
• Hotel Bodhgaya Ashok 
• Hotel Donyi Polo Ashok, 

Itanagar 

Rs. 1333/-* 
• Ashok Yatri Niwas, New Delhi 

ELITE*CtoMlf(2aaai^ 

H O T t l S 

Imiia Tournm Drvriopnitnt Corporalion'IQ^ o Packap indiidea stay for 2 children 
below 12 without extra bed 

• Non-conuniasionable to Travel Agents o Package available on direct {uynicnt only 
e 20% diaconnt on fbod - a-la-cartc menn 

ForbilOiiiMlIaoiiidioniiiiiloncoiM MioklRiMRmrvrilaaSariita.HniJtdy:Ph; 3344422 Extn^ 

373SS57; F«; 91.11.3343167: Mambri : Ph: 2026481,2023343,2021892; Fax: 91-22.2026022; ClIciiMa: Ph' 2820901.2825254, 

2825208, Fin: 91-33.2820901; CIWMil; Ph; 8K7214.8278884; FSx; 91-44-82^186; BWMion: Ph: 2269462.2250202. 

Hx: 91.80.2250033. Mniwditari: vyas Cargo & Couriars Pvt Ltd. (ConsoUddor). Ph.: 408905.6425851; Fax: 91-79-6423059 
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PAKISTAN 

Let^ Talk Business 
Sharif strives for Indo-Pak talks—and trade—to save the economy He is the lone ranger 

who carries on his 
"Indian mission" in 

the face of wild ups and 
downs in relations betw¬ 
een New Delhi and Islam¬ 
abad. Paying no heed to 
the criticism from every 
conceivable quarter, Prime 
Minister Nawaz Sharif has 
continued looking across 
the border, losing no opp¬ 
ortunity to remind his 
neighbour to bring the sec¬ 
retary-level talks back on 
to the diplomatic track. 

If there were any doubts 
that the new government 
in New Delhi would not 
attach importance to a 
practical working relation¬ 
ship with Islamabad, then 
the hawks were disap¬ 
pointed. Indian Prime 
Minister Atal Behari Vajpa¬ 
yee's overtures towards 
Pakistan before he could 
take other major policy ini¬ 
tiatives did not go unno¬ 
ticed in Islamabad. 

"It is in the fitness of 
things that Sharif has 
renewed to Vajpayee Pak¬ 
istan's offer to engage in a 
purposeful dialogue. It is 
never too early to reaffirm 
a desire for settlement. In 
the ultimate analysis, sec¬ 
urity is inseparable from 
socio-economic development and a suc¬ 
cessful positioning of our countries in the 
global markelplace. This truism can pro¬ 
vide the cornerstone of a durable edifice of 
peace," sa s former toreign secretary 
Tanvir .Ahmad Khan. 

This more than anything else explains 
Sharif's continuous efforts to restart the 
talks. Says a close Sharif aide, privy to 
several meetings the prime minister held 
with senior American politicians: "There 
have been external economic and political 
pressures on the Muslim League governm¬ 
ent since the time they came to power. 
I'his external agenda was spelt out to 
Sharif even before he could take his oath of 
office. But it is not something that has not 
appealed to him. In fact in his own stub¬ 
born manner... he is ensuring that it reac¬ 
hes its logical conclusion.” 

That Sharif is obdurate can be proved on 

Vajpayee meets Pakistan's hockey team; 
Sharif with India's kabaddi players 

other fronts—the Uhore-lslamabad motor¬ 
way is one example of his stubborn ways. 
In the face of extreme opposition from for¬ 
mer president Farooq Leghari, Sharif blithe¬ 
ly went ahead with spending billions on 
the non-..able project while the country 
was close to an economic collapse. 

In fact, Sharif's obsession with Indo- 
Pakistan talks even scared the military 
establishment last year when the chief of 
army staff, Gen Jehangir Karamat, had to 
make a public statement cautioning the 

! prime minister to first find a solution to 
' the Kashmir problem before going ahead 

with the talks. But even this has not damp¬ 
ened Sharif's spirits. 

Clearly at the time when Leghari dis¬ 
missed Benazir Bhutto's government, an 

economic crisis—defaulting on loans etc— 
was only a heartbeat away. Leghari recen¬ 
tly admitted to Outiook: "If this reason had 
bwn included in the dismissal order it 
would have had grave repercussions for 
Pakistan. Today we have only postponed 

T.HABAYMi f^e default which is not 
too far away." Sharif reali¬ 
ses this. If he has to survive 
it has to be through an eco¬ 
nomic miracle and none 
looms more attractively on 
the horizon than boosting 
trade in the region, open¬ 
ing up of markets and eas¬ 
ing pressures on continu¬ 
ous military build-up. 

The Americans have also 
made no secret of their 
agenda for south Asia, 
where they are looking at 
these two adversaries to 
find a solution to the 
Kashmir issue, often des- 
CTibed as the 'flashpoint' in 
the region in which there 
looms a continuous threat 
of the use of nuclear 
weapons as Americans see 
it. 'The American adminis¬ 
tration has conveyed its 
concerns to the leaderships 
of the two countries and in |;i Islamabad at least, efforts 

b are being made to show 
I America that Pakistan has 
I left no stone unturned to 
I move ahead on the issue. 
I "The trader community in 
I Pakistan has also made it 
I plain to Sharif that they are 
I benefiting from cross-bor 
I der trade, and the continu- 
I ous trade delegations from 
I both sides are a proof that 

this process cannot be 
reversed. Sharifs son Hassan was in India 
recently looking into business deals. Of 
course, voices are being raised that this 
trade will put Kashmir on the backbumer 
but we have waited for too long," says an 
influential trader who lent financial support 
to the Muslim League during the elections. 

■I'hese sentiments are also reflected by an 
Indian businessman m Islamabad who told 
Outlook: "The politicians have tried for 50 
years and achieved nothing. Now it is our 
turn and you will soon see the difference." 

Pakistan by all accounts is keen to resume 
the talks. A sentiment echoed by minister 
of state for foreign affairs Siddique Kanju; 
"We are waiting for things to settle down in 
New Delhi before we look into future talks. 
At the moment all the correct noises have 
been made but will these translate into a 
meaningful dialogue"? ■ 

Mariam Bmbar in Islamabad 
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SU-perior Defence 
By showcasing the agile SU-SO, the air force makes its point IT was a spectacular display that served as 

a riposte to doubters. The fire power 
demonstration, codenamed Vayu Shaktl* 

98, by an array erf Indian Air Force (iaf) air* 
craft at the Poldiran range on March 21 
gave an Indication of its varied capabilities. 
The centrepiece was the SU-30 with its high 
agility, itt high scope for combat manoeu¬ 
vring and iow-level aerobatics. As it fired 
eight bombs on a simulated runway with 
pof^ marksmatuhip, its capacity for accu¬ 
rate weapons delivery was also showcased. 

The air force is in the process of repiacing 
its first depleting fighter fleet and would 
need to replace about 100 aircraft over the 
next 10 years. Out of a field of choice com¬ 
prising the Mirage-2000, Mirage 2000-S and 

The 8U-30: at 
the cutting adge 

SU-30, the IAF plumped for the latter—but 
not without some criticism. It carried out 
a detailed evaluation of all aircraft along 
with the ORDo, and settled for the SU-30. 
One reason was simple: the Mirage 2000-S 
was found to be twice as expensive, that too 
with much lower operational capability. 

There were other pluses. In view of the 
fast developing threats in the region, the 
SU-30 is widely felt to be a powerful deter¬ 
rent. It can carry 8 tonnes of external 
bombs or up to 10 air-to-air missiles 
(with a range of over 100 km) in addi¬ 
tion to the external 30 mm gun. It's a 
multi-role, air superiority fighter capable 
of long-range interception, loitering for 
long duration and performing deep pen¬ 
etration escort role. In the combat role, 
two SU-30$ can do what four MiG-29s 
can do due to the increased loiter time. 

More importantly, it is argued that 
India’s threat perception has changed. 
China, for instance, has acquired a large 
number of SU-27s and launched an 

ambitious plan to manufacture them. It had 
also evinc^ interest in the SU-30 and is 
expected to purchase over 450 SU-27/SU-30 
planes in the next 10 years. It is also build¬ 
ing new airfields and improving its commu¬ 
nications network and other infrastructural 
facilities near the border. This would allow 
its air force to strike as deep as Gwalior. 

On the western side, defence experts felt 
India did not have necessary resources for 
adequate air defence for offshore targets 
such as the Bombay High area and strate¬ 
gic and economic targets along the west 
coast in Gujarat and Maharashtra. And 
except for the Mirage-2000, none of 
the air defence fighters have ade¬ 
quate range to penetrate 

deep into enemy territory as defence 
escorts for India’s fighter bombers. Sources 
say the flying endurance of MiG-29 is lim¬ 
ited and it is purely an air defence aircraft, 
making it unsuitable for escorting fighter 
bombers. The two Mirage-2000 squadrons 
are tied down with specialist roles like elec¬ 
tronic warfare and precision bombing. 

Air Chief Marshal S.K. Sareen, who's fair j 

A damonitration of tfro power at Pokiiran 

a lot of flak in recent months because of the 
agitation in the air force, was naturally ple¬ 
ased with the Pokhran show, watched by a 
large number of invited guests, especially 
military attaches of fordgn embassies in 
India. The iaf also displayed some modifica¬ 
tions on existing aircraft like Mirage-2000 
and Jaguar, which, as a senior officer stated, 
"needed to be highlighted to the world". 

For the IAF, the highly efficient SU-30 dis¬ 
play was an appropriate way of answering 
criticism over its purchase. As Sareen told 
Outlook: "This exercise should once and for 
all put at test all controversies. The airnaft 
performed creditably in its bombing mis¬ 
sion and showed its superlative agility in 
the mock dog fight. Its solo aerobatics dis¬ 
play proved beyond doubt that it Ls the 
finest aircraft available today." 

Besides, the air chief 
noted, “over the next few 

years, the SU-30 would be further 
upgraded with latest avionics and 

electronic warfare equipment to impr¬ 
ove its mission effectiveness". He said 
that another 12 SU-30 aircraft, which 
are expected by early next year, will be 
equipped with the beyond-visual- 

range Precision Gui- 
< ded Missiles. The SU-.30 
contract is worth Rs 6,300 

crore for 40 aircraft with com¬ 
plete infrastructure. 

The argument against acquiring the SU- 
30s were many. Some point^ to faulty pro¬ 
curement procedures and the alleged huge 
kickbacks. Others questioned the need for 
another class of fighters when the Mirage- 
2000 and Mit;-29 are already in servia. 
This lobby feels India's threat environment 
hasn't changed so dramatically so as to war¬ 
rant its induction. Besides, it was argued 
that with resjiect to certain aspects, the 
demonstran-d capability of the SU-30 suf¬ 
fers in comjiarison with the performance of 
other contemptwary combat aircraft. 

The votaries cite the positive aspects; 
the joint R6fD of key components, like 
mission control and advanced naviga¬ 
tion systems, by Indian and Russian sci¬ 
entists. This will help Indian scientists 
acquire expertise, which can’t but have 
beneficial spinoffs. The 40 SU-30 are to 
be acquired in four batches and the last 
one, expected in 2000 and called SU- 
30MKi, will be tiie most sophisticated. 
The earlier variants too will be upgraded 
to this level. Hopefully making India's 
air defence impenetrable. ■ 

Sunil Narula in Pokhran 
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BRITAIN 

A Question of Faith 
Will England take kindly to its Prime Minister’s Catholic turn? 

Tub Bir k’adcis have often inv- 
oktti Kn^land's example as a 
state that's constitutionally 

religious but functionally sinilar. 
On his last visit to Britain, LK. 
Advani pointed to bngland as a 
Christian state where everyone is 
free to practice their religion. As in 
bngland, so it will Ire with a bji> 

government in India, he said. But 
that bnglish model svas stirred, if 
not shaken, by reports that Prime 
Minister lony Blair had been seen 
attending Mass at a Catholic 
church—alone. Tfie controversy 
that followed was not all in the 
customary teacup. 

The bullish break Henry VIII 
made with the Roman Catholic 
church four centuries ago is not as 
remote as it might seem. Northern 
heland has made a contemfiorary 
war out of the differences between 
Protestant and Catholic Christia¬ 
nity. More than .t.OfX) [wople have 
Ixfen killed here since 1970 in vio¬ 
lence r(K)ted in the Protestant- 
Catholic divide. .So uhen Blair was 
sighted alone in a Catholic 
church, sonic heard alarm in the 
church bells. Alone was the ques¬ 
tion. Blair's wile Cherie is ('.at- 
holit, so are his three children. 

Blair has often accompanied 
them to the C,itholic church in 
Victoria. But that he visitc*d the 
( hiirch without them one afler- 
nixni set oil questions about his 
own religious leanings, bngland 
has nesei had a (^tiiolic prime 
iiiinislei, tliough there is no for- 
nal Loiisiitulional bar to it. Any 
conversion to llie ('athoiic faith 
b\- Blair vve ild not precipitate a 
consliUilicsnal crisis, but it would 
cause wliat a historian called "con- 
stitulional awkwardness". Why 
Blair went there was descrilK'd as a 
personal mailer, !nil seems to base 
iKTcime a iialionai ipieslioii. 

Downing sircel switlly denied 
any suggestion that Blair was con¬ 
verting to Roman (.atholicisni. 
“1 here slioulcl be certain parts of eecry pub¬ 
lic figure’s life that should lx‘ allowed to 
remain [(rivate," a Downing Strevt spokes- 
iiiaii .said. '’VVlierc the prime minister gcx’s 
to Church is a mader tor him and his fam¬ 
ily. .NobtKly else, bnd of story." It was not. A 
categorical statement followed: "He is not 

If Blair converts, 
England has to 

take notice. The 
Queen heads the 

Church of 
England and the 
government runs 

In the name of 
the Queen. 

converting to Catholicisi.i." It's inconcei¬ 
vable that Blair convert to Catholicism and 
bngland not take any notice because it's a 
private matter. The Queen heads the Chu¬ 
rch of bngland and the government func¬ 
tions in the name of the Queen. 

I'hc government and its leader by logic. 

and tradition lean along this Anglican tradi¬ 
tion. Some divergence from this, maybe. A 
break, no. Compromises were offered; some 
church leaders defended Blair's faith as 
"Anglo-Cathoiicism". But that hyphen did 
not go down well with everyone. Was this 

new religion called Prothoiicism, 
an angry letter to a newspajier 
asked. Or was it Catestantism? The 
prime minister's religion is a spe¬ 
cific church matter because it is he 
who appoints bishops in the 
Church of bngland. A progressive 
group within the Church said a 
prime minister's role in appoint¬ 
ing bishops "comes with his or her 
|X)sition as prime minister, not 
with the religious affiliation of the 
prime minister". But the distinc¬ 
tion is not as simple as it seems. 
Britain's relation with Eurokie is 
the one issue that's dominated 
public debate over the past many 
years. .And it's only getting edgier 
as most buro|H’an Union countries 
move towards a single currency 
while Britain sits out. 
Millions of lory as well as l.alxHir 

sup]X)rters bitterly oppose a cluscr 
British integration into buro|X'. 
The se()aration of Britain from the 
rest of Euroix- is symlxilised slgnit- 
icantly, ii not actually expressc’d in 
the separation of the cliurches. A 
belief in Catholic Christianity 
means acknowledgement of the 
Po|x as the leader in religious mat- 
Icrs that are not easily separable 
from personal issues or |K)litical 
beliefs. Tile Pojx and his Cailiolic 
faithlul strongly oppose alxirtioiv, 
for instance. I he English media 
recently ran a screaming cam- 
l>aign in suppoit of a young girl in 
Catliolic Ireland who wanted an 
abortion. A Catholic prime minis¬ 
ter of Britain would be cme who 
either failed to enforce his ixiicfs, 
or acted publicly against them. 

I he prompt denial of any conve¬ 
rsion is acknowledgement of the 
chaos such a move would cause in 
Nortliern Ireland. The I’rotestants 
there want to retain their union 
with Britain. Protestantism there Is 
pursued with the zeal of the Crusa¬ 
des. Britain is saved from contem¬ 
plating what might follow from a 
Catholic prime minister of Britain. 
The liberal view within bngland 

that religious faith is a matter for the prime 
minister to decide and “none of anylxxly 
el.se’s business" has more logic than force. 
Blair may go to a Catholic church, but as 
prime minister he has redeclared his 
Anglican commitment. He had to. ■ 

San)ay Suri in London 
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Man of Too Many Parts 
Enemy, scream right-wingers. Man of peace, say Diiip Kumar fans. Pasha of Peshawar, say.. 

By AZHAR ABBAS in Karachi and 
MARIANA BAA8AR in Islamabad IN a perlect wiirKl, art sIkiuW know no 

bon.ii.Ti and boimdarit-s. Indm', 
Hollywood imKluclions (.•njiiv cqu.tl 
popiilarilv both sidt;.s ot Wanalt, Bui 
last forlniglii, wIkt’. IIk- Imlian actor 

Ittlip Kumar (aka Vii.si’l Khan) was lum- 
oun-d with one ol Pakistan's highest civil¬ 
ian awards, the Nishan-c-lmtiaz, there was 
high-pitched protest, esjrecially from right- 
wing organisations. 

The Islanii lamiat-e-lalaba, the student 
wing ol Jamaal-e-lslami, went so tar as to 
threaten Uilip Kumar, saying: “He should 
protect himself, as we wdl not toltTale 
this when people are being killed by tlie 
Indian government in Kashmir.” 
Protesters alleged that the Peshawar-born 
Kumar is a traitor who adopted a Hindu 
name and preferred to settle in an 
"enemy country". Some went Ihe whole 

hog and branded him a Kvw agent. 
Kvents lollowed logically, /ia Shahid, edi- 

: tor ot the daily Klhihiiiiit, hied a writ in the 
I kahore High Court against the governm 

ent's decision to award the Nishan-e-lmlia/ 
to Kumar. Zia said in his petition tliat 
Kumar has not done an\ thing lor Pakistan 

; to merit such a prestigious award. IT ■ 
, court, liovsvvcT, disinissc*d tlie |relition. 

But Dilip Kumar's iiopularity in Pakislaii is 
beyond doubt. ,\rui as if to prove tliai. Iiun- 

I 

Protesters alleged that 
the Peshawar-born actor 

was a traitor who adopted 
a Hindu name and 

preferred to settle in an 
“enemy country”. 

With Sharif: a country salutes 

; drc'ds ot Ians and admireis thronged 
Karachi ttiiaid-c'-A/.im IntcTnaliom.i .\ir|)ort 
li> wticoiiu- Ihe actor and wife Saira Hano, 

. In tact, some |iolitical analysts are even 
■ descrihiiig it as a laiid.ihle diplomatic move 

l)\ Ihe Pakistan goveriimeni "Dne can 
di'liate till- merits ol giving this award to 
Dilip Kumar, hut it's a good initiative hy 
I’.ikisian. But they liavc gis'en the award to 

: .1 person wtio is a champion ol secularism 
III India, so we will has'c to wait and see 
how the Dll' government resjxinds to that," 
said Mooms .■\hmcT, professor of interna¬ 
tional relations at the Iiniversity ot Karaclii. 

I AhmcT stressed lliat gestures like tliese 
i can go a long way in creating an alrnos- 
I plicrc ot goodwill and acklcU that it is sig- 
I nificant that even in the congralulatory 
I letter to Indian premier Atal Behari 
I Vajpayee, Nawaz Sliarii did not mention 
1 anything alxnit India exporting lerrorisni 
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singer was from Punjab." 
Adds social worker Nishat Kazmi; 

"Why was there no opposition 
when Zia-ul-Haq used to invite 
Shatiughan Sinha or when Morarji 
l)esai was given a similar award by 
Zla? Because these fundamentalists 
were supporting the dictator. And 
when Dilip Kumar came to Pakistan 
twice before to help raise funds for 
an organisation helping the poor, 
nobody objected. Why now?" 
I’rcdictably, this hue and cry put 
the actor on the defensive when he 
started explaining his role in the 
1965 indo-l’ak war in an interview 
to I’akistan television. "Artistes arc 
iiie.s,sengers of peace, t hey want to 
promote fwace rather than war," he 
said. "During the 1965 war, 1 was 
the president of the Film Producers 
Guild. I'here was a campaign to col¬ 
lect funds for the Indian army. 1 
took a stand that we would collect 
funds but not for the army to buy 
tanks. We would use the funds to 

to Pakistan. Allegations which Iwth coun¬ 
tries have traditionally traded. 

niough officially Dilip Kumar has been 
awarded tin Ni.shan-e-lmtiaz tor his contri¬ 
bution to cinema, many top government 
officials conceded that it was awarded 
because he has played a leading role among 
India's Muslims. Pa.kistani interior minister 
Chaudliry .Shujaat Hussain recently said 
that Dilip Kumar had especially helped the 
cause of Muslims during the Ayodhya crisis. PiltVIXlGRAPHS ot duet ol army staff 

jehangir Karamat shaking hands with 
Kumar while Ins wile looked <<n fond¬ 

ly were reminiscent of (leneral Zia-ul-Hacj's 
regular, much publicised invitations to 
Indian movie stars. Shard too extended a 
hospitable welcome to the film legend and 
hosted ,1 lunch lor him and his wile. 

Meanwhile, ethnic divisions are also Iving 
blamed tor Ihe controvc-rsy. (.ommeiiting 
on Itic baiiage ot .iciverse leaclion to the 

; Art across bordeis; a still from ‘Devdas* 

j press was livid for the simitle reason that 
{ the national honour had been bestowed 
I on an arti.ste who had links with Peshawar. 
I "Had Dilip Kumar hailed from Punjab, the 
! same gutter press would have hailed him 
I as the pride of the Muslim world and 
j brought out su|)plements in his honour". 
I Referring to a report in a Punjabi news- 
: paper which said that when Kumar's 
' name was announced by President Rafi- 
I i]ue larar at the ceremony, "the heads of 
' all those present hung in shame", Baadia 
! demanded why the "same heads were 
' held higli" when the award was conlerrecl 
' on a lemale singer with dubious ante- 
, cedents. Ihe reason according to him: 
I "The gutter press was drawing a clistinc- 
I tion between the two because the great 
i artiste had links with Peshawar and Ihe 

' President Tatar awards the Nishan-e-lmtiaz 

help the victims of war, the families 
of soldiers and widows and orphans." 

Dilip Kumar first came to Paki.stan mote 
than it) years ago in 1965. He made a short 
halt in Karachi en route from Bombay to 
lamdon. Recalls a journalist; "For the hour 
or so the aircraft was in Karachi, Dilip 
Kumar, who had been brought to the vir 
lounge, was literally mobbed." 

Anci for years Pakistanis visiting India 
urged him to make a trip across the bor¬ 
der. "Once sitting on the sets of Shukti in 
1978, Dilip Kumar told me that he would 
like to visit his anci'stral home in 
Peshawar and meei his old and ailing 
aunt in Bannu who just couldn't under¬ 
stand why he didn't return to Peshawar," 
remembers journalist Asil Noorani. In 
lact, the aunt is said to have told a rela¬ 
tive: "All those who go out ol town to 
earn money come back one day, but Yusuf 
is a strange person - he nevei bothered to 
return. I am told that he has earned a lot 
of monev. He should come back now." 

.iw.u'cl m the Punj.ibi press, 
Banist.i; li.i.uha, a lenowned inlel- 
leclu.il tK.i'i Peshawar, said; "Hav¬ 
ing Ikvii sleiped m pre|uclice m 
the p.isl Wieks ag.misl Ihe Pakhtiin 
nation, its eldeo and leaders, Pun- 
l.ib's gulti-v (Mess h.is now tuiiusi its 
guns ol vc'inunoin Insulls against 
Vusul Khan, ’iiisut is universalis 
acknowledged as die gieatest 
artiste not onlv ol Indui, but ol the 
entire suticontmiMit and it was for 
his matchless contribution to the 
him mecli,i that the government ol 
Pakistan bestowi l the .iwsiid on 
him." 

Kaacha said the Punjabi gutter 

Over the years, Kumar has also 
actively helped a host el Paki.stani 
charities. In 1987, he along with 
.Saira and his brother Ahsan Khan 
visited all the major cities in 
Pakistan to help the Fatimid Blood 
Foundation. This time he made a 
two-day trip to I.ahtsre and Karachi 
to raise funds at charity dinners for 
Imran Khan's cancer hospital. .And 
when he went to another charity 
dinner for Al-.Shifa Kye Hospital, 
more than KX) tables costing Rs 
HX),tXK} each were sold out in no 
time. And that, say Dilip Kumar 
fans, should bo enough jjroof to 
his critics that he is not a liaitor. ■ 
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The new E-Class arrives in India. 
. The new E-Class redefines the joy of driving. Its effortless acceleration and superior suspen.sion make 

for an exhilarating ride. For a gut feel do drop in at your Mcrcedes-Beni! dealer. 
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changed it to kss member,” she claimed. 
The result: another case filed with the 

Press Complaints Commission. Although 
the case was later thrown out, the newspa¬ 
per got an avalanche of mail. One letter 
alone had 168 signatures. Her story, said a 
reader, was “scurrilous”, and "written in the 
style of the The Sun (a British tabloid)". "You 
see, the whole Gandhi assassination thing 
was the biggest public relations disaster for 
the Kis," explains the corre.spondent. 

The Bjp says that the stories often misrep¬ 
resent reality. “These articles are often 
incorrect and full of innuendo," claims 
Sudheendra Kulkarni, of the Bji’‘s media 
press cell. New Delhi. " The Western press 
as a whole is still not familiar with the 
Bii'...and unfortunately they have not done 
their homework properly,” he says. 

Kulkarni believes that foreign reportage is 
ridden with "preconceptions and preju¬ 
dice” but has faith that all this will change 
now that the Bji- is in the government. References to the nexus between the j 

Rvs and Nathuram Grxlse is a touchy 
subject and gives the letters to the 

editor a monotonous sameness. “While 
many of the top functionaries of the bji* 
may have come from the uss, they don't 
take any dictates from the uss—but the for¬ 
eign press makes it out to be like it is one 
and the same," complains Kulkarni. 

Criticism of journalists is nothing new. 
Although it has to be said that no other 
Indian (Xilitical party complains about for¬ 
eign press coverage to the same extent as 
supporters of the b|p. The last batch of 

complaints went out over a kb( silam 
entitled (lm>J (irudous Me which [wked tun 
at the 'havan' ccieinony by substituting 
bits of melted cheese and siwcial herbs tor 
the traditional ghee and described how 
bits of bread and meat could lx* dipiKil 
into this conccKtion. Rajinder Chopra, 
who heads the Hindu (Cultural ScKiety in 
north Ixmdon, had complainixl to the 
Broadcasting Standards Authority that this 
eiBsode “slKKked British Hindus". 

Hundreds of copies ol the complaint 
went out to the Broadcasting Standards 
Autliority from Birmingham, Leicester, 
Croyden, Wembley, lltord, Manchester, 
Oxford and other places. "Of course we 
wrote to our friends and asked them to 
complain." said Chopra. "And why not.'" 
Most membc'rs of the Hindu Cultural Soci¬ 
ety, he said, were su()porters of the bjp. 

John Stackhouse of the Townto UJohe 
and Mitil says his newsjraper has rep'ived 
identically worded letters through the 
Internet when he writes articles critical of 
the Indian scene. “Which makes me sure 
that these people are very organised." One 
foreign corres|x)ndent said that he was sur¬ 
prised to find that his stories were being 
selectively faxed to kss members in Delhi 
from ode of the Indian missions abroad. 
"Little does the Indian taxpayer know how 
his money is being used,” he said. 

Some foreign reporters openly expresss 
doubts alKuit their future under a rip gov¬ 
ernment. "The difficulty will come when 
things go wrong—when reports about the 
future of foreign investment is not 
favourable to India—then you will find, 
like all conservative governments, they 
will blame the messenger," says the 
German correspondent for Stiiltfiurler 
/iitmix. Willi Germund. 

The BiP lobby’s anger at what they see as 
misrepresentation in the foreign press has 
iH'en I'xacerbateil by what is claimed to be 
an effort to censor justifiable coniplaints. 
According to Dr .Sen, not a single letter 
written by I hem about any incorrw t or 
unl.iir report has ever Ix-en published in 
the British papers. I hat, he said, included 
letters over obvious errors like picture ia|)- 
tions describing Vajpayee as L.K. Advani. 

But other letter writing campaigns has'e 
had some success. A senior execulis'e ot 
7ee TV, I,ondon, apologised following let¬ 
ters of protest and a demonstration over a 
()ortrayal ot Krishna in a programme. 1 he 
(.iiuirilkin too published a light regret after 
a letter campaign over a report which sug¬ 
gested that Hinduism promoles gambling. 
Well, after the (iuanliaii episode Chopra 

I phoncxl in during a live radio interview 
j with the author of that re(K)rt on another 

subject. "You remember me, you apolo¬ 
gist^ to me over your report," Chopra said. 
"Now don't do it again.” ■ 

• With Sanjay Suri in London 

(Below) BJP spin doctor Kulkarni; Chris Thomas: in the dock over Godse 
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If you’re dying for a breath of* 

Pithoragarh, Chaukori, Sitalakhet, 

Binsar, Champawat or Kausani 

deep breath will make you come 

For further Information and reservations, contact UP. Tourism offices and ARC’S at - New Delhi - f»h: 3322251 Fax; 3711296; Mumbai -Ph; 2185458 Fax: 
2024415 Chennai - Telefax: 8283276; Calcutta - Ph: 2207855; Ahmedabad - Ph: 6560752; Chandigarh - Ph: 707649/531321; KMVN. Nalriltal • Ph: 05942- 
35700 Fax: 36897; U.P.Tourism Directorate: 3 Nawal KIshore Road, Lucknow- 226001, U.R,Tal.:0S22-22B349,225165, Fax:0522-221776. 



I 
Every "step that you take on the heavenly hills of Kuniaon, 

will be richly rewarded. Trek up to the top of Chandak hill 

and a panoramic view of snow capped peaks will be yours. As 

will the breathtakingly beautiful sunsets at Chaukori and the 

historical splendour of Champawat. The other rewards of 

communing with nature, are the alpine flora, ferns, hanging 

moss and exotic wild flowers of Binsar, the stark beauty of 

the Milam and Pindari glaciers and so much more. So lace up 

your walking shoes and gift yourself the joys of nature! 

TTttar 
^pradesh 
Take the road 

less travelled by. 

KedifhiSionDYeR/DelAJPT/14298 



FOCUS 

Sail or Sink, it’s 
a Titanic Job 
A callous government has left India’s largest steelmaker 
gasping for breath. And so, a radical plan unfolds. 

ByARIHOAMMUKHERJEE ARVINU I’andi*. chairman of the 
Steel Authority of India Ltd (sau ), 

has been celebrating the silver 
jubilee year of his company 
almost like mourning. A new 

stinginess on the expenditure front, new 
locks for unviable units, a slimmer work¬ 
force, a new product profile geared totally 
towards the market—in short, a blueprint 
lor bad days. Reason; for the Rs 16,000- 
crore public sector behemoth, 1997-98 
may have been its worst year ever. 

The first six months were a disaster. Net 
profit dropped by 87 per cent—from Rs 
36l.4.'i crore in April-October 1996-97 to as 
little as Rs 48.5.3 crore. While income 
irK rea.sed by only Rs 82 crore to Rs 6,825.72 
crore, operating profits fell by Rs 120 crore 
to Rs 1,1.50 crore. The later months, if 
anything, have deepened the gloom. Pande 
and other officials exhibit bravado, saying 
that the company will manage to make it 
to the black in the full year, but the ground 

realit)' may not bear them out. 
Domestic steel demand has not 
picked up, while low import duties 
continue to make .s,\ii.’s products 
cosilier. And, thanks to its internal 
problems, the company's financial 
independence is heavily cramped. 

The last two years especially have 
seen very little activity in the infra¬ 
structure and construction sectors. 
There has Iwen little government 
spending and very few new private 
sector projects. As a result, demand 
for steel has grown slower and slo¬ 
wer—from 22 per cent in '‘>4-95 to 
5 per cent last year. In the current 
year, demand has actually dropped 
by 0.6 per cent. Secondly, liberalisation also 
saw a progressive lowering of import tariffs, 
making India a favoured destination for 
cheap steel from other countries even as 
domestic prtiducers couldn't kec|) costs 
down. Says a senior sail official: "The 
expexTed economic recovery in the second 
half didn't hapjwn. And while the prices of 

finished steel remain depressed, input prices 
increased steadily. So, this time, we couldn't 

■pass on the burden of higher co.sts to the 
consumer. Normally, we raise our prices 
once every six months.” 

SAIL is not alone in misery. Tlie entire steel 
scH:tor is facing the music of recession. The 
industry grew by a comfortable 11 per cent 

“We can’t be seen in isolation” 
.MJi (huirmati Arvtnd Pande disaases 
pUms to turn around the company's fortunes: 

SAIL has always led from tbe front. 
Is it spearheading the industry's 
decline now? 
1 wouldn't say that the state of sail is a true 
retlc'ction of the state of the steel industry. 
Despite static demand, our sales in the 
home market have witnessed a 4 per cent 
increase. But it's performance cannot be 
viewed in isolation. The industry has bcxin 
going through difficult times primarily 
because the slowdown in steel consump¬ 
tion has come when new capacities have 
materialised. Further, the currency debacle 
in east Asia has led to cheap imports. The 
input costs have also shot up. 
SAH-'s profits were only Rs 49 crore 
In the first half. What steps are yon 

taking to counter this? 
Internally, we have taken several measures 
to cx}mbat the external situation through 
improvements in operational efficiency as 
well as a more aggressive marketing strat¬ 
egy. We expect to achieve a saving of aro¬ 

und Rs 700-8(X) cTore this year. At Durga- 
pur and Rourketa, modernisation is comf)- 
lete. With the hot strip mill modernisation 
at Bokaro slated for the next quarter, the 
quality of our hot tolled coils will improve. 
Do you think the steel import pol¬ 
icy is biased against industry and is 
largely responsible for the bad state 
of the Industry? 
The import duties have slumped in the 
last few years to a peak of 25 per cent. 
While this is inevitable given the globali¬ 
sation trend, in many advanced coun¬ 
tries, there is a provision to enforce a pro¬ 
visional duty on the merits of anti-dump¬ 
ing petitions. 
How would you sum up the perfor¬ 
mance of an Arvlnd Pande-led sail? 
Performance can be judged by a compa¬ 
ny's long-term health. For this, ability to 
generate profits is vital. More important is 
to put a company on a path of revitalisa¬ 
tion so that it emerges stronger. 
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Modernisation is iong overdue 

Itjok at all the available optio^^. h 
we eaiuiol do it now, live years later, 
v\ii will be a totally iinviable, sick, 
Irrss-inaking coiniwny," says Pantic. , 

Siwn after assuming charge, Paiule 
intrrHluced a 'five-jroint plan' to 
improve the company's functioning 
and mindset. It focused on faster 
cost rcHluction, higher market realis¬ 
ation, increased exports, improved 
as.sci utilLsation and quality and cus¬ 
tomer orientation. And, olficials say, 
there was a tangible improvement. 
.So it remains the basis of his cunviit 
strategy. Patule has set up seven ex|v 
ert groups headed by directors 
whit h will look into the production, 
marketing and operational areas 
and lormulale a clearly totyised 
plan. All <ilong, the bu/’/word would 
Ix' tustomer orientation. "I am try¬ 
ing to get the organisation to come 
out with solutions which can Ik 
implementetl. t his can be achieved 
through cross-tunctional teams and 
motivated svorkforce," he says. 

Tire groups are also looking at a 
'fiossible change in sui's (irodiict 
profile to suit the new demand sce¬ 
nario. And Pande does not rule out 
venturing into other mlrastructural 

last year, but is exix-cted to muster only 
about 4 per cent in 1997-98. Pande, who 
took over the reins ol s ui in lanuary lt)97, 
squarely puts the blame on government 
apathy towards the industry and its sekx- 
tive preoccupation with the country's 
macro-eronomic lundamentals. "The gov¬ 
ernment had taken a view that it would not 
step vip sjx'iidiiig in iiilrastructure. This hit 
supplementary industries like .steel and 
cement verv h.ird. fheri recession came at a 
time when a lot ol new capacities had mate¬ 
rialised, leading to a gross mismatch 
between demand and supply. At the .same 
time, the lack ol proper anii-dtimping and 
sateguardiiig legislation is making the sur¬ 
vival ol domestic players more dilticull." 

Wlial has made things more piickly lor 
s,\ii is, one, the emergence ol new siqipliers 
for a limited range ol prixtucts, and tvs'o, its 
inability to reiiiice costs. Sf'.eral factors 
impinge on sen's evst buiden: the heavy 
interest liabilities on borrowings to fund its 
Rs 12,(XK)-crore modernisation plan; unvi- 
aiile and non-profitable units; the dead¬ 
weight of obsolete technologv in critical 
areas where com|X'tition is emerging; and 
increa.sing kiliour costs. A[iart from the Rs 
2,(kX) crore capital investments it makes 
every year in various plants, it has also had 
to contend with rising input costs, which 
went up by Rs !,(KK) crore in 1996-97 and 
Rs 7(X) crore so tar in the current year. 

Being S.** per cent government-owned, sail. 

i was forced to make a number ot bad, ixiliti- 
I c.ally inotivalcxl inscstmeiits. such .is the 

takeover of the ailing Vislivesharayya Iron 
and Steel Ltd is'isi) in Karnataka and invest¬ 
ing in a new steel plant in the l.iiid-kxked 
region of Dagaon in As.sam. .S.iys the sen 
official: "One of the ills of being gosernm- 
ent-owned is that you have to accept |)rcip- 
osals which are unviable fiom the lieginn- 

I ing. Without these, the fin.incial results 
i would've bevn a dilteient slurs’ allogcTlier." 

W! lll.AI is .Arsitid Pancle's stralegs to 
[turn ssii around? "My prime obiec- 
live is to change tire entire orienlal- 

i ion of the coinpanv and take a long-tenn 
' slew. I'he piessures ot coni|H>lition and glo- 
I balLsalion .ire here to slay. What is iinpia- 
I biiit is to get the oiganisatiori piep.ired to 
I meet the comixlition effcvliselc on a sus- 
1 tainc*d basis. I’or this, we have to unie.irii 
I many things ol the past and take a liesii 

SAIL top brass believe that 

if some radical steps are 
not taken immediately, in 

five years, the steel giant 

will turn into a totally 
unviable, sick company. 

fields, "altliough we would remain primar¬ 
ily a steel comp.iny and 9<) per cent ol our 
Imsiness will come Irom steel", in the 
pipeline aie increased aOisily in mining, a 
cement plant and also a power pl.ml in the 
near lulure. flie plan is eX|X‘cted to be pul 

' into piaclice Ibis mnnth. 
i'he countdown li.is .ilreadc Ix-gun. sen 

will cut production lioi.i the first quarter 
■ ol 1098 99 lu clear its inventories and cur¬ 

tail Its input needs, |o reduce oixrating 
assets, ('IK (>l In*' blast liirri.iies at Bhilai 
lias Iveii shut.iff, to he lollowed l:y similai 
shulotlsal llokaio, Roiiikela and l)urga[nir. 
It lias laiirulied ils second solimlarv reliie- 
iiient scheme I'i's) fioiii March I. Says an 
ollicial’ "We do not want to h.ive I8(),(HH.) 
pet'ple lor iiist 10 million loiuies of steel. 
We li.ne to justify it somewliere," Hie 
(Oiiip.iiiv aims to reduce its stall strength 
be .ilniosr (>s per lenl to .iboul 1)0,000 in 
tile ne\t live years by way ol \ks aiui nal- 
iii.il letiieineiil, /Vgainst this, recruitment 
IS only 100 people per ycMr, 

III mans ways, its 2.Sth year h.is been .ui 

eyeo|K-ner tor vui., prompting it to reassess 
ils strengths and weaknesses and iclentily 
nc*w nerds, I'ande is ho|H’fiil ot a lurii- 
aiouiid 111 I90g-c)9 and an increase in steel 

; demand in the next two years. With the »|i’ 
■ government's promises to protcrl indige¬ 

nous industry and promote infrastructure 
spending, s.\ii icKiks set to get tlie imich- 
ncrdecl shot in the arm. ■ 
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ITC 

King-Size Ambitioiis 
Now, ITC launches two premium BAT brands—both made in India 

ABHUITSHATLEKAR 

I T'S party time for smokers of foreign cig¬ 
arettes in India. Those who are hooked 
on to Hen.son fs Hedges and Stale lixp- 

ress SSS tan now gel the 'real stuff’ from 
local ptuinwiilla'). And it will hear a made in 
India stamp. l.ast month, in. ollicially lau¬ 
nched Benson Is Hedges, and 5.S.S is likely 
to follow suit shortly. 

'Ihe two premium internati<’nal brands 
already have a strong following in the Ind¬ 
ian market While 5.SS is the highest sell¬ 
ing foreign cigarette in the country with 
more than one lakh smokers patronising 
It, Benson k Hedges commands a loyalty 
base of over 2t),(MM). 

So far, these brands, owned by tilt UK- 
based iiM Industries—parent of in —have 
lound their way into India through the 
smuggled goods route, a < ause of great eon- 
tern to IK . "Smuggled cigarettes iiave tor- 
nerwl 20 per tent ol the king-si/e premium 
segment estimated at Its 1,1 tO crore and 
sales are bcMmiing," explains Kunish Urant, 
e.M“cutive vite-president, ni. Now, the 
company hopes to wean away these smok¬ 
ers from the grey market b> making the cig¬ 
arettes available through Ihe official route. 

"t.ustomers find the brands on local she¬ 
lves on an average of one and-a-halt years 
alter pnxluction. By this time, the ciga¬ 
rettes have turned old and stale. But now 
smokers tan be assured freshness as the 
products will be locally produced and the 
dale of manufatluring will Iw clearly prin- 

Smugglad goods vs the real thing 

ted on each packet," says Amal Pramanik, 
group hrariil manager. 

But industry sources point out that get¬ 
ting (ustomers away from the grey market 
may jirove to be tricky, as smugglers are 
unlikely to surrender their turf meekly. 
"Initially, there may even be a spurt in the 
grey market as paaiishops and other dis¬ 
tribution channels can stotk smuggled 
555 and BkH along with the legitimate 
products and pass them on to the less dis¬ 
cerning buyers,” explains Amit Seiigupta, 
former < lo, Duncan Agro. The smugglers 
may also push other foreign brands not 
currentls being made in India— 
Marlboro, Kothmaiis and Duiihill that 
may spark off intense competition in the 
ANOOP KAMAIH 

lie IS pnch'iL as p.'f'-iiunn] blends ns iolloivs 

India Kings 

Benson & Hedges 

Classic Family 

Gold Flake Kings 

Wills Natural Lights 

Prices lor 
packs ol 20s 

premium segment. 
Also, pricing promises to be a challenge. 

Smugglers enjoy a pricing leeway of about 
Rs .TO per packet that they can play aro¬ 
und with while pricing their ware. Taking 
this Into account, itc has launched 

Benson & Hedges at Rs SO for a 
packet of 20, at par with the 
price of smuggled cigarettes. 

Will ire's gamble pay off? 
After all, several made-in-!ndia 
foreign brands like Rothmans, 
Pall Mall and Chesterfield 
have had to bite the dust. But 
market sources point out that 
none of these brands had the 
marketing and distribution 
muscle of lit, which domi¬ 
nates the Indian cigarette mar¬ 
ket and controls 80 per cent of 
the filter king segment with its 
four brands: India Kings, 
Classic, Gold Flake Kings and 
Wills Natural Lights. Hence, 
the comparison, in feels, is 
not appropriate. 

And how does the ii( plan to 
ensure that the Indian-made 
cigarettes don't go the Scotch 
brands way, where buyers still 
prefer the smuggled stuff in 
spite of rampant adulteration? 
lit. is confident that the iilanie 

for the failure of Scotch brands lies 
squarely with the Scotch bottlers, who 
hitve been promoting their lesser known 
brands. "Better known brands such as 
I’eachers are faring much better than tiie 
rest," points out Pramanik. "irt is in no 
such danger, as it is promoting the two 
top BAi brands," he adds. 

t^ompany officials point out that strict 
quality control will ensure that Hie two 
brands being made at its Bangalore factory 
do not deviate in any way Irom the stan¬ 
dards of the international product. "All 
ingredients such as tobacco, paper, fillers, 
and packaging arc being sourced from the 
same suppliers that service rai products," 
elaborates Pramanik. 

Also, as back-up, itc has entered into a 
long-term licence agreement with ii.si lor 
the two brands that will give it the 
resources lo cover the huge promotional 
costs for establishing them. According to 
the 19%-97 nalance sheet, iic spent Rs 
173 crore on advertising and promotional 
expenses, mainly on cigarettes. The pro¬ 
motion ot the new brands is likely to raise 
advertisement spend comsidcrably. Last 
week saw a mega promotional blitzkrieg 
with Shaggy and his band enthralling the 
Mumbai glitterati. 

Much hype. But whether it really helps 
sell or just leaves smoke in the air remains 
to be .seen. ■ 

Nikhil Mookerjee 
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ADD SERVO. ADD LIFE. 
perForming bettor almost instantly. Watch it strotc.li 

lower your .-naifitenonce costs next to nothing. That’s 

otl)er (jnuinc oil And that's wfiy your vehicle' slion 

/itch to SittyO And fool Hie differ once. Feel your vehicle surge ahead, 

evei y drop of fuel to mcjriy a rr'iile, Ancl, 

v/hy (Tiore people insist on SBRVO than any SERVO 
IS move only on SERVO ond nothing el'.c WORLD-CLASS tNGINE OILS 



Honestly, Canon being 

the No.l copier company in the world 

was good enough for me. 

Canon plus plus is actually a bonus. 

For mor« doto'U ..n onginol Coron comori, piooia call llw onninnl , A',! --- 

Chennai Tel - 0J4.8Jil196l/62, 8241W«/.S9. r„, 044 B?4?94i P*'nnrJfi rn^3<^^^4/28/30. Fo«; Oi l-33i>EAvh 
Email: 4iyer'(M*l2 v,nl nnl III Nolional fVigoi Nc 7642-927A66 f“*: OhO-29W387. Serunderol 

I-SI&2877. Chandigarh To' 
lei.: 040- 810326. 81428. 



Canon 

PLUS PLUS 

non TMI WORID'S MO.I COrill COMMHy 

In fact, it’s one of the hest things 

that Canon could have done. ' 

Becau.se Canon plus plus works on 

the Organic Photo Conductor 

(OPC) drum technology. Which, 

incidentally, is what the whole 

world is using today. Well, anyway, 

OPC drum eliminates the need for 

constant sers’icing of the machine. 

And the Toner Projection 

Development (TPD) system, a single 

component toner, with extra fine 

grains, delivers sharper, clearer, 

smudge*free copies. Consistently. 

It's quality that’s on par with the 

rest of the world. It's just what 

I’d expect from a world leader. 

Nothing less. 

Cation 
Eveay copy Is AN ■Orioinal' 

0172-713400, 713430, Fa«. 0172-713400. Mumhoi. W.: 022-2OT4081/B2/83/B4, 2661180/1280/1477, Fo»; 022-2653497. IW. W.: 0212-^22132/535, .326719, Fa>: 0212-322819. 
842588, 646970, Fm: 040-846855. Cokutto: W.- 033-4767272-73, far. 033-4767278. Canon Cerporata OfTica: Now Oottii; W.. 011-6239546-47, 6489717-20, Foi: 011-6283536. 
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Fuel for 
Thought 
World Oil prices have slumped 
bill not in India, thanks to a 
laiiltv pricing mechanism 

Last week, when Brent cnide, the index 
for the world's crude oil prices, hit rock 
bottom at $10 to a barrel, end users of 

petroleum around the world cheered. Not 
Indians. Out retail prices are as hi^h as ever. 

Internationally, crude has lost over 40 per 
cent value since last October to hit a 10-year 
low. A lack of agreement within the Organ¬ 
isation of Petroleum Exporting (Countries 
(OPET) on production and quotas has result¬ 
ed in surplus crude in the world markets. .As 
a result, oil producers in Asia added over 
50,000 barrels per day of crude to the 
already-flooded world market primarily 
because of the stand-off between Saudi Ara¬ 
bia and Venezuela over production quotas. 

Petrol prices in India, however, have not 
fallen for more than 10 years despite the 
world price .slumps. Various governments 

groups may be the culprits, says Rao. The 
government has kept the prices of petrol 
and aviation fuel artificially high to lieav- 
ily subsidi.se kerosene and liquefied petro¬ 
leum gas (Li>(,). This system is lopsided 
Iwcause while i.w, readies middle class 
households, the poor man’s fuel kerosene 
is put to rampant misuse. According to a 
study by the National t'ouncil for Applied 
Economic Research (n( air), one-third of 
the kerosene in the market is used to 
adulterate diesel. Of the rest, less than 
half acruatly reaches tlie poor at tlie nor¬ 
mal price. The remaining is sold off in 
urban black markets. 

But there are tiiose wlio don't agree with 
Rao that the government is making gcKxl 
moiKW at tlie exiiense ol the average citizen. 
It may in fad tv losing out, feels O.H. Pai 

months before it actually picks up the oil. 
Says dll olficial; "Wliile tliis deprives us of 
any benefit of price tails, like in the present 
situation, it'also protects us from sudden 
spurts in pria's." Right now, India is aciua- 
lly paying a niucti liiglier price than market 
rates as contracts for supplit's till )une 1998 
have already Ix-eii signed. Oil can Ik- bouglil 
in two ways: s|H)t purchases -you pay tlie 
ruling market rate—and long-term con¬ 
tracts. Tile govermneiil prefers contracts as 

ihen the transaction is done against bank 
guarantee’s or IkuhIs ratlier tlian cash. 

riiis seeming haste in closing the deals 
lias not been totally unwarranted. I'ill rece¬ 
ntly, with Rill Clinton gnashing his teeth at 
Iraq, the |X)ssibility of another l ml: war was 
IcHiming large and crude prices could have 
zoomeil. India would tlien tiavv tieeii the 

have raised retail prices eight times in as 
many years. Even the surcharge imposed 
in the wake of the Gulf War hasn't been 
removed, six years after General Norman 
Schwarz.kopf went home. Indian petrol¬ 
eum prices are the third hixlwst in the world, 
alter Sri ianka and Bangladesh. 

Is the go', eminent then giving us all a 
really raw deal by maintaining high prices 
of petrol? Or lias it become a victim 
of its own administered price 
mechanism? C 

Economist .S.l. Ran puts the blame 
squarely on the pricing mechanism. Pr 
"In this .system, the government Cc 
reaps the profits. I’rice cuts never in, 
reach the consumers, the hikes do,” 
says he. The government gains from 
all sides—higher excise on every 
litre you buy, as well as from the Cr 
global price cuts which are never PC 
passed on to the vOiisumer. 

Misplaced priorities of the gov- t,|| 
ernment and lobbying by pressure 

IS I’anandiker, economist and advisor, kis, ni 
'd Group: "India has become a \itliin of over- if 
n protection, lb insulate itself from the Sr 
n future, India is missing out on the present." a) 
1- How’s tliat? Because Indian Oil (xirpora- 
il, tion, the only canalising agency for oil pi 

imports lies up most of the import con- bt 
a tracts at predetermined iirices, that is, it iw 
;s agrees to the price at wliidi it will buy some gi 

Ciuda OH ProftnciUoii, Consumption ft imports 
tf/htloms) 

Production 30.17 33.02 32.24 35.17 32.90 
Consumption 42.91 51.77 58.53 58.74 62.82 
Imports 15.15 20.70 27.35 27.34 33.91 

Ifflliort Sill > 
PUCIIMd fS85« 1990-91. (994-9$ (995-96 (99^7 
Crude 3,667 6,118 10,316 11,517 18,538 
POL 1574 . 4;tfao 7,522 12,578 15.^ 
Total Import 4,961 10,778 17jBM 24,095 34,172 
bill for petroleum 

net gainer. Rut with Iracj's dimlHlown and 
the oi’ii squabble, prices have tum;iled and 
Saddam Hussein’s attempts to biw IchkI 
against oil has made niallers worse 

Tile matter is compounded iiy I'ne otlier 
problem the government is facing. It's 
believed that consumption tiiis year would 
tie lower than the projected o to 8 per cent 
growtii per annum, i'liat would have 

lielivd the government improve its 
iKioks and reduce the tiade deficit. 

® No such luck. Ixirisumplion has 
actually risen to KS.5 iiiililuii 

!.90 tonnes in 1997-98 (till January), 
1,82 substantially higher than last year's 
191 b.i million tonnes. This will carry 

the crude imjKirt bill beyond tlie 
Rs 20,0(Ml-crore mark. And as tlie 
number of vehicles on 1 ndian roads 

M8 keeps growing at 12 per cent a year, 
Hicrc’s no respite in sight. So 

172 there's no way your petrol bills are 
going to slim down. ■ 

Arindam Mukheriee 
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because nothing should hold back a man 
on the move. Not even his luggage. 
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on new processes of discovery. For better 
material. Better designs. To develop newer 
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design engineering. Because we believe 

your luggage should do you proud. 
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CORPOIIATE__- 

THE URGE TO MEF 
Big is beautiful, companies are cheap, the hype is deafening, 
but is India ready for a wave of takeovers? 

ByNEERJAPAWHAJETLEY IS every Indian company today a sitting 
duck for the corporate predator? That's 
what the valuation exerts and equity 
anaiysts will have you believe. Stocks, 
they say, are trading at such ridiculou¬ 

sly low levels that even the bluest of blue- 
chip companies can be bought over for less 
than one-hfth or sometimes even at one- 
tenth their asset vaiuel Sounds incredible? 

The number<runchers have done adequ¬ 
ate homework to back up their claim. A cor¬ 
porate raider, they argue, needs only around 
Rs 40 crore to mount an offensive against a 
company like Ballarpur Industries with sales 
of Rs 1,300 crore and net profits of Rs 104 
crore in 1996-97. Similarly, Tisco can 
change hands at Rs 1,000 crore, Telco for Rs 
1,300, Tata Chemicals tor Rs 500 crore, Essar 
Steel for Rs ISO crore and so on. Why talk of 
the crown jewels, there are dozens of small 
companies like Rathi Mercantile or Mask 
Investments worth all of Rs 10-15 lakh or 
even less! Enough incentive for any compa¬ 
ny witli any cash to go alter 
the mouth-watering ratios. 

Is it takeover time, then, 
at corporate India? There's 
httle doubt that the urge to 
merge is at its peak. The 
proof is in the numbers. 
Hindustan Lever has just 
gobbled up Lakme and is 
merging with Pond's. Ster- 
iite IS raising the stakes to 
take over Indal. Wockhardt 
lias picked up the Fata stake 
in Mcnnd vliile offering to 
buy public hoidmgs as well. 
In^a Cements' overtures to 
Raasi Cement are getting 
bolder. Jagaqit Industries is 
in talks with Brown Forman 
to sell off Its liquoi busi¬ 
ness. Autoiiders has made 
an open plav for Saurashtra 
Cement. 

That's not all. There's intense speculation 
on the fate of companies like Hoechst Mar- 
rion, Se»a Goa and Pentatour Software and 
big names like Videocon International and 
Arvind Mills. So much so that any spurt in 
trading volumes in the scrips of any comp¬ 
any sparks off takeover ntinours. 

Investment and merchant bankers see a 
lot of opportunities emerging in the merg¬ 
ers and acquisitions (m&a) business. For 
the first time the country will have “white 
knight* funds to prevent takeover threats. 
“Rationalisation ot Indian industry has 
long been on the cards and the mechanics 
have to fall into place.* says Shaune 
Browne, ceo ot iisai Capital Markets. Both 
Citibank and hsbc have reportedly applied 
to the HBi to set up a $1 billion fund each 
devoted to m&a. Reliance Industries has set 
up a Rs 500 crore fund for acquisitions. 

The amditions seem just right for some 
serious dealmaking. Besides cheap compa¬ 
nies on the block, a variety of factors may 
trigger a full-scale m&a mayhem. 
Big It btautlful; From sugar to cement, 
white goods to pharmaceuticals, the com¬ 
pulsions tor consolidation are increasing by 
the day. Take pharmaceuticals; 20,000 units 
with even the market leader having only a 5 
per cent marketshaie. But with a stnct pat¬ 
ent regime looming, companies need the 
critical imss to be able to step up research. 

SHAUNE BROWNE 

CEO, HtBCCAim MARKETS 

"IndlmfiromoteR 
gmwblgby 
goffiiigon 

lictnofls, cheap 
loantaed 

dhmtfyinQ 
madly. The down- 
tttfii ROW Ic forcing 

thorn to soil. ” 

The Indian cement sector comprises hun¬ 
dreds ot units. The top 20 players control 80 
per cent of the market, against three to four 
players owning 80 per cent in Southeast 
Asia. Cement prices are dropping fast and 
the only way to grow is to get better and 
faster efficiencies of production and distrib¬ 
ution. Ditto for sugar. A shakeout is immi-. 

nent in the south as a hand¬ 
ful of companies like eip 

Parry, Nagarjuna, Udayar 
and Rajshree groups that 
have managed to keep 
afioat are looking to gobble 
others like Gayatri Sugar, 
Aruna Sugar and Cauvery 
Sugars. In steel, oveicapaci- 

tribhuvantiwar. ty^d international pVte 
are taking a toil on smaller units. In practi¬ 
cally every sector, weaker players are likely 
to be run over as the biggies increase the 
economies of scale, marketshare and brand 
power. 
Daipanits aallara: Even elite business 
groups are taiday desperate to sell off non¬ 
core businesses as profitability and margiiu 
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are under squeeze in every industry. The 

Tatas exited cosmetics and pharmaceuticals 

in a fortnight, rix; is looking for a quick 

retreat horn Benninger India and Basic 

l^leservices. Raymond is concluding a deal 

to sell its steel division to Thyssen of 

Germany. Voltas is shifting focus from 

white goods to engineering and air-conditi¬ 

oning. "Some of th«e businesses should 

have been on the block a long time ago. 
Indian promoters grew big by gorging on 

licences, cheap loans and diversifying 

madly. They promoted their children as 

heirs irresp^ve of talent. Now many of 

them have neither the capital, technology 

nor managerial skills to cope vrith the new 

competitive reality. The downturn is forcing 

them to sell peripheral businesses to raise 

cash for focus areas," says Browne, "ihe 

holding power of the cash-strapped Indian 

promoter is down. Many ate rushing to sell, 

businesses as diverse as telecom and real 

estate, steel and cement, thinking that if 
th^ do not move out or close a deal, they 

might not even get a worse deal,” says 

Ashwafit Singh, managing director, Allianz 

Capital. In that sense, businessmen have no 

choice. "cEOs are now thinking that doing 

nothing can be risky. Either they sell out or 

dilute promoters' equity dramatically. There 

is no middle road. If other companies grow 

and you stay the same size, you will become 

uncompetitive," says Browne. "Some are 

trying to stay independent. They might suc¬ 

ceed as of now. But in five years time they 
would be wishing they hadn't." 

Eager buyert: The concept of replacement 

cost is fast taking root in the Indian psyche. 

Compnies are realising that it is fat chea¬ 

per to expnd by acquiring other compan¬ 

ies in a downturn than by setting up gre¬ 
enfield projects. Thus any compny with 

margins superior to the sector average and 

able to withstand the recessionary trend is 

tooki^ for expansion through mergers and 

acquisitions. In cement, at currmt prices, 
compnies with capdties of around one 

million tonnes are available for around 

Rs lSO-200 crore whereas the cost of setting 

up a one-million-tonne plant would be aro¬ 
und Rs 400 acre. So it makes great sense for 

India Cements to catapult itself to second 



GORPORAn 

largest cement company status by trying to 
buy Kaasi Cement. Similarly, Gujarat 
Ambuja is eyeing Priyadaishlni Cements. 
Frash thinking: The fact that there has been 
a change of guard in the last decade at 
many iarge^ups, whether it is the Tatas, 
the Mahlndras, or the Aditya Birla group, is 
also lending some lustre to the Mfiu route. 
The new business barons, baptised in hard- 
nosed western management thinking, cany 
no emotional baggage- "I am not emotional 
about any business," says Ajay Piramal, who 
has built a huge pharmaceutical business 
primarily through acquisitions. The buzz¬ 
words are shareholders' value and entity 
value. Said Simone htta last month as she 
bid adieu to Lakme; "It has been a long and 
highly satisfactory association...But there is 
no place for sentimentality since sharehold¬ 
ers' interests ate paramount to one's feel- 

MiiilittlinitHV*-*' 

ings." "Till about a year ago such talk was 
unthinkable. It would be heresy," says 
Browne. Now many a new boss like 
Kumarmangalam Birla is looking to the 
overseas atquisihon route to giow. 
Transparent law: Adding to all this is the 
grc.»t faalitator—the takeover code. There's 
no room tor the h)^teria and stealth of the 
kind that charatensed the days of the Swraj 
Pauls and Dhirubai Ambanis and their arnb- 
ihons on Escorts and Ifrr "The sibi takeover 
code IS a well-documented piece of law that 
makes tor transparent takeovers with ade¬ 
quate provision tor redressal in case of any 
deviation," says Ashwapt Singh, managing 
director, Allianz Capital. Now anyone is free 
to buy <ip to 10 per cent of a company's 
paid-up ''apital. He must make an open 
offer for t least 20 per cent more then and 
If shareholders bite the bait, the company 
can't block the transfer of shares and the 
predator can force the existing manage¬ 
ments out. Sterlite can thus make a play for 
Indal without owning a single share of the 
company. "The technical aspects have been 

made dear by the SEu cocfe," he adds. 
Is corporate India poised to enter a new 

era of consolidation that wiii put it in a bet¬ 
ter position to compete globally? Invest¬ 
ment bankers are cautious about Ae emerg¬ 
ing trend. "Only if the government allows 
w^ players to get w^ed out can any 
kind of rationalisation proceed in key areas 
like the iinanda] or tdecommunication sec¬ 
tors," says Ajeya Singh, country head, 
Lehman Brothers. "The m&a business is in 
its infancy. The seeds have been sown but 
the quality of crops is yet to be assessed." 

"Companies may be cheap but no one 
acquires a business for its non-performing 
assets. How many Indian companies really 
have the finandal power to turn preda¬ 
tors?" asks R. Sankaran, chairman, bid 
Global Finandal Trust. "Nobody is going 
to put good money after bad money. A lot 

CEO, UZMOCfeMTGM^ 

*TI»ra tra niflrt tatitft iliRR 
boyan. What^ rr tilt? Sick 

or taffll"8iek canisaiiiaa/ 

of foreign companies may be looking but 
they are not buving Not as yet," says Ajeya 
Singh. So It may be early days yet. Everywhere you look, you see more 

sellen than buyers What’s on sale? 
Mostly sick or semi-sick compames," 

says Udayan Bose, < lo, Lazard Creditcapital. 
Therefore, an Essar Steel can possibly be 
acquired for only Rs 150 crore, but who is 
going to buy when even the stronger com¬ 
panies like Tlsco and saii are not strong 
enough to <jok at acquisitions? Ditto the 
financial sector. There are some 25 small 
private banks in the south and consolida¬ 
tion is on the cards. But the stronger banks 
fed they could end up merely bailing out 
the sick ones. Many of these banks may be 
saddled wltii bad loans that they are hesi¬ 
tant to wdte off for fear of darning long¬ 
term relationships and taking a hit on their 
balance sheets, in that sense, no buyer is 
waiting for the fire sale to be^. 

As for foreign predators, they face a num¬ 
ber of hurdles before they can buy compa¬ 

nies. There is this absurd rule that a foreign 
company wanting to take over an bidian 
company needs the approval of the Foreign 
Investment Promotion Board which in turn 
needs the approval of the directors of the 
target company," points out Bose. Besides, 
pr^tors ate wary of other fectors: 
OltiMring Fit: TTie success of mGca strategies 
is largdy dependent on which way the big 
five—un, uc, ina, ion and no—swing in a 
takeover bid. So fer there is little chai^ in 
their dithering ways. Thke the Indian Cem¬ 
ents offer. Hie FIs, as 20 per cent sharehold¬ 
ers of Raasi, have been sayuig that they 
would subsc^be to the offer as the price 
was "too good to be true". But as riiare- 
holders of India Cements, they are talking 
of "blocking" the offer as the price being 
paid IS "too high" and therefore “detrimen¬ 
tal" to CL shareholders' interest. The rea- 

aaak-flrappaG ladlaR 
pfomatar la tewn." 

soning is that k i should have picked up any 
other smaller unit for half the price. "It's a 
classic case of wanting to run with the hare 
and hunt with the hound and could blow 
the whole takeover attempt m id's face," 
says an investment banker 
Man under the hood: Ihere are no two 
opinions about the fact that most mdian 
companies are a complex web of crosv 
holding and murky record-keeping desi¬ 
gned to show losses to the tax collectors 
but profits to the public This could be a 
nightmare for the acqtiinng company. Also 
the difficult labour laws that make sure 
that companies cannot be bought for their 
assets, shut down and the employees sent 
home. The backlash could be severe. 

So underneath all the hype, there are sev¬ 
eral problems that have to be resolved 
before India's MfzA scenario matches the 
Wiest's. What is happening right now is that 
the ground is slowly being prepared for the 
more high-powered deals. Which will surely 
come, but not so soon. ■ 

With Shekhar Qhosh 
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FOREIGN INYESTMENT 

Saffron Begets 
No Moody Blues 
US investors suspend scepticism about a BJP government 

By NAIMY/Ui 0. KESHAVAN in Philadelphia WHEN a panel of the Senate Fore¬ 
ign Relations Committee meets 
at the end of this month to 
hear testimony on India from 
representatives of both the 

Clinton administration officials and India 
experts from non-govemmentai outfits, a 
key fixus area will be the economic policies 
of the newly-installed qp-led government. 

At a Match 20 gathering in Philadelphia, 
some 3S0 attendees at the Wharton Sch¬ 
ool's annual conference on India got a pre¬ 
liminary feel of the US perspective on the 
new government's economic policies and 
goals. While Gary Wendt, chairman of G£ 
Capital, was concerned atxnit "politicians" 
mucking up the economic reform process, 
Frank G. Wisner, the former US envoy to 
India, was mote upbeat in his assessment. 

Wendt complained that obtaining a "lice¬ 
nse gives us a licence to apply for other lic¬ 
enses before the real start of business in 
India*. He said politics played a "more imp¬ 
ortant part dian economics" in getting app- 
rovab for projects. But he added: "We'll be 
there in India. We'll be patient and we'll 
continue to invest. And we hope the politi 
cal process will come along with the rest of 
the world." In an interview, he .said: "You'd 
expect us to do more in India and acquisi¬ 
tions is one way to grow. And if acquisitions 
are available we try and make them." 

"We want to be optimistic about India," 
We.idt said, "because when there is a new 
government we always have the hope that 
they will have the capbility to bring about 
change. And India has to change." 

Wisner, who has emerged as a one-man 
crusader to evangelise about the Bir-led gov¬ 
ernment, told the gathering: "India's future 
need not be pinled in gloomy colours. The 
India that Americans are discovering is an 
India on the move, it’s seemingly chaotic 
politics and its traditions of poverty are not 
the defining features of modem India. My 
hope for the new government will be that it 
will give a new impulse for reforms." 

He said the air's "strong and proud" advo¬ 
cacy of "Indian nationalism" was welcome 
as long as it was "not exclusionary nation¬ 
alism at others' expense, but an inclusion¬ 

ary one and in keeping with the traditions 
of Indian culture. I am persuaded of India's 
potential and am able to tell my American 
audiences that reform is here to stay." 

As the investment banking community 
tries to figure,out what the new regime's 
economic policies ate all about, Standard 
and Foot's on Match 23 said India's credit 
rating outlook was stable and left the coun¬ 
try's BB-plus foreign currency rating uncha¬ 
nged. TTie New York-based agency said the 
BjMed administration was expected to take 
a "cautious reform path...to balance the pol¬ 
icies of constituency with the demands of 
its numerous and vocal coalition partners." 

s&p's latest India ratings continue to ref¬ 
lect New Delhi's economic reforms, suppor¬ 
ted by a "robust political consensus, includ¬ 
ing industrial and trade liberalisation, and 
lower tax rates. A high, but declining, net 
external debt burden, alleviated in part by 
significant concessional debt; and comfort¬ 
able external liquidity, with reserves equal 
to about three times the country's short¬ 
term debt", .s&p said the new government 
"is likely to balance its ideological support 
for domestic investors with measures to 
maintain the flow of foreign direct invest¬ ment”. But, it added, "infrastructure bottle¬ 

necks are likely to lead to growing pressure 
for higher government capital spending". 

Such increased spending would weaken 
public finances and erode India's creditwor¬ 
thiness. A greater commitment to fiscal pru¬ 
dence, including more credible efforts to 
reform the public .sector and accelerate pri¬ 
vatisation, would strengthen the country's 
credit standing, the report advocated. 

Yet another report is expected shortly 
from Moody's Investor Services. Aaording 
to sources the agency's analysts are still wor¬ 
king on the final shape of its report. How¬ 
ever, in January, Moody's warned India 
might be downgraded from its Baa.3/P-3 sta¬ 
tus. in a "summary opinion" in February, it 
wrote: "Moody's is concerned that the imp¬ 
etus for structural reform has diminish^ 
(in India) relative to the agency's expectat¬ 
ions. The public sector finances have not 
improved to the extent required by the high 
public sector debt and debt servicing bur¬ 
den, not least to address the country's enor¬ 
mous investment requirements going for¬ 
ward." It warned: "No matter what the 
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political stripe of the new government, 
implementation of a sound economic 

^ framework will be crucial to reversing the 
deterioration of macro-economic balances." 

But in New York, Rajiv Khanna, president 
of the Indo-American Chamber of Comm¬ 
erce, said of the new regime; "I'm yery bull¬ 
ish about India. I believe it's someone like 
the ajp that can bring true economic liberal¬ 
isation to India because the people of India 
trust them to do so in a manner that the 
country is not sold out to foreign interests." 

He added: "I've been telling the investm¬ 
ent community to discount the rhetoric 
that preceded elections and keep in mind 
that a party in power will behave mote res¬ 
ponsibly than its electoral rhetoric." Jay 
Felosky, an emerging markets strat^ist with 

' Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Discover in 
New York Qty told a reporter: "We're posi¬ 
tive about India. We feel the Indian govern¬ 
ment will be business and market-feiendly." 

The four main things the Investment 
cmnmunity is now looking for are; trans¬ 
parency, anti-corruption policies, fiscal and 
moneta^ policies and political stability. 

JITENDEReUPTA 

liOStltB to BJP’ 

FomermAmbUssatlortoii^ mdanm- 
vi jrJm m • n 1 _ 

And there are some experts who don't agree 
with Wisner and Kharma. Commenting on 
stability, Paul Kreisberg, a senior fellow at 
the prestigious Woodrow Wilson Inter¬ 
national Centre for Scholars in Washington 
DC, said: "1 continue to be sceptical about 
the ability of this diverse crowd to sustain 
their agreement on a broad range of issues. 
My guess is so long as the government does¬ 
n't do anything too dramatic, it may work." 

Kreisberg, whose views on South Asia are 
taken seriously on Capitol Hill, added; "As 
long as there is enough money to satisfy all 
regional claimants, it may work, but unfor¬ 
tunately money will clearly be a big prob¬ 
lem and avoidance of big policy issues will 
slow down efforts to speed up development. 
1 tend to share the view that 12-24 months 
may be a good guess for longevity of this 
government, at least at this point in time." 

A senior Clinton administration official 
added; "We don't see the new government 
making any radical departures. We think 
the reform process is here to stay. We should 
have a better feel once the budget is pre¬ 
sented." Which will be another 10 weeks. ■ 

(nstimee conffuties, tfie. hOer- 
mtlgnat PHaA G.M/Umftb one 
mnwhoilnWI^enMkfiiiiaiMitorno 
swadedii. ISs is Meed a imsurtt^ vtdce 
Jm hesitant VS bmestars. 
0i wtat Am gownMiMi.ilifHH ii: 
The slnglemost important sfep (it) cm 
take to put huSa on the ndiadi of US 
capital and hivestmettt ma^toto 
loy me right eccmimdcppllehi»^-p(^dei! 
that wfil truly qien iq> dm hitohnKttoe 
sector, policies tint make SnanUal Oom 
much easier, that make IrttOa geoMf:. 
On hw Mta cm iMaan III 
If you've got a good messa^, Itli ^ Ib- 
eif. But it's certalidy enhanced by jgood' 
satesmanshlp^ After toe govenunetA:^ 
eommnlc team is in place, works out Its 

new budget and develops its economic 
package, (it should) come and explain it 
to .Americans. Right now, (we) see from a 
distance a changing govenunent, uncer¬ 
tain policies and start-stop ai^Hoaches 
to critical sectors like power. So there is a 
lot of confusion. That confusion can be 
overcome, but it has to be addressed. 
On percapthm about a ajp-tod fovorn* 
ment: There's no inherent animosity 
towards bjp in this country. There's wari¬ 
ness bom out of ignorance, qp leaders 
are not known hi the US. (They) don't 
know American politicians and Ameri¬ 
can media people. (They) have been Ind¬ 
ian oppositirm politidans. Now they've 
a chance to step on the wdrid stage. 
On Imo.llM NHod gowmimm ahouM 
look It ill lavmlblK One, they shouldn't 
assume there's hostfUty, and two, they 
should assume there's a lot of igtx»mce. 
Th^ cm write .on a blank sl^. People 
wmt a good tdation$h4> with Ittdia sind 
nobody is going to Ipso facto r^ect that 
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PItOFILE 

ByA.5.PANNEERSElVAN_ The biggest modern myths of the 
state are made of plywood. 
Cutouts of Dravidian politicians, 
from MGR to Karunanidhi to 
Jayalaiitha, all literally larger than 

life, have led the brisk business of image¬ 
making in Tamil Nadu politics for decades. 
Now, at last, the little-known chief execu¬ 
tor and the curator of most of these pro¬ 
jects—J.P. Krishna—has found fame bey¬ 
ond his native state. His pop art have dom¬ 
inated the skyline during the Seychelles 
presidential elections in late Match. For 

that event, his industrious assistants Ravi 
and Pandian put up about 10 huge 40-ft 
cutouts—a fine sight for the homesick 
Tkmil diaspora in (he island nation. 

Work for the 42-year-old cutout king is, 
well, cut out for him. Educated in a mod¬ 
est corporation school in downmarket 
north Madras, Krishna has over 2,500 
dramatis personae—mostly film and polit¬ 
ical personalities—to feed his cutout busi¬ 
ness. His mantra as always; the bigger the 
better. When he first carved a cutout of 
Jayalaiitha, it was a modest 30 feet high 
image. But as her stature grew, so did 
Krishna's cutouts; from 30 to 60 feet, then 

to 70 and finally to 150 feet. 
It was Madhusudan, handloom minister 

in the aiaomk ministry, who first sought out 
Krishna to capture Amma in all her splen¬ 
dour when she became chief ministeL 
"Madhusudan called me one evening and 
said that the CM would be presiding over a 
function at Handloom Centre in Egmore 
and that I should do something spectacular 
for the fint-ever function of ^ma as the 
chief minister. I made 300 small cutouts of 
Amma and placed them on the entire route 
from Amma's Poes Garden residence to the 
venue of the meeting. Both Madhusudan 
and Amma were impressed,” he recalls. 
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Krishna: equidistance pays 

So impressed was Amraa with Madhu- 
sudan's sycophancy that she appointed 
him chairman oi the reception committee 
when she celebrated her victory in 1991 by 
organising a huge rally in Madurai. "The 
AWDMK's Madurai rally was the most chal¬ 
lenging moment in my life. Within 20 
days 1 was asked to make 40 welcome arc¬ 
hes, 50 cutouts 40 f«t high and one huge 
cutout 150 feet high. 1 employed about 
300 people and worked day and night to 
complete the task. 1 am sure that was the 
highest cutout ever made of any individ¬ 
ual," says Krishna with enormous pride. 

Little wonder then, there is a tinge of 

regret in Krishna's voice as he talks of 
the aiadmk's decline in fortunes. From 
employing nearly 200 workers during the 
height of Jayalalitha's regime, the number 
has come down to just 20. "I do work for 
both the AiADMK and the omk, but the 
quantum of work given by the aiadmk dur¬ 
ing their tenure was excellent." The only 
other politician who rivalled Jayalalltha in 
erecting cutouts was N.T. Rama Rao. 
During his comeback trail in 1994, NTR 
commissioned nearly 300 cutouts of him¬ 
self, his wife Lakshmi Parvati and his elec¬ 
tion symbol, the 'cycle'. "In those days we 
used to work day and night. Artists would 
be busy drawing outlines and carpenters 
with cutting the plywood. Painters would 
be giving the finai touches and the 
cutouts sometimes had to be airlifted to 
Hyderabad. But, mostly, we used to send 
them by trucks," he says. Then again, AIADMK sho¬ 

wed the way to other 
parties. “During the 

Tirupatl session of the Ait.c, 1 
was asked to make welrome 
arches. The Congressmen 
were queasy about having 
huge cutouts. They were 
more interested in ornam¬ 
ental arches," says Krishna. 

His beginnings, though, 
were mote modest. Kri¬ 
shna's drawing master S. 
Guruswamy trained him in realistic draw¬ 
ing and painting. "He not only taught me 
how to draw but also to understand the 
science behind enlarging a figure three or 
four fold without distortions. 1 learnt from 
him how to mbi colours to get the hue 1 
wanted. Apart from aesthetics, he also 
taught me physics and chemistry in draw¬ 
ing," Krishna's favourite pastime then was 
to visit various artists and see how they 
worked. His entire genre was restricted to 
banners, posters and hoardings. “1 would 
have spent nearly 10 hours a day in Mount 
Road watching artists finishing and erect¬ 
ing huge billboards and signboards and 
hoardings for cinema. 1 was also distressed 
by the pathetic life most of them led. 
Despite the massive publicity they gene¬ 
rated for the products, their life bordered 
on the verge of poverty. 1 was determined I 
would enter the field, earn a name for 
myself and also change the ground mles of 
this enterprising business where art and 
money ought to go hand in hand." 
Krishna's pride also comes from the fact 
that he played a key role in increasing the 
payment for cutouts from Rs 10 per square 
feet to the present Rs 22 per square feet. 

The initial years weren’t easy. There were 
few willing to give assignments to some¬ 
one who had no experience. Krishna's first 
break came in 1980, when the manufac¬ 

turers of Governor Beedi commissioned 
him to do a hoarding for their corporate 
office in north Madras. "I knew right from 
the beginning that big is better. Small is 
not really beautiful if you are addressing a 
vast audience. Hence, I designed a 40 by 8 
feet hoarding and showed the cowboy still 
used by the famous Marlboro cigarette ad 
effecting only one slight change—replac¬ 
ing the cigarette with a beedi." The hoard¬ 
ing became an instant hit. Krishna and 
Governor beedi grew hand in hand. 
Between 1980 and 1990, Krishna designed 
at least 250 hoardings featuring almost 
every major artist of Tamil cinema— 
Rajnikant, Vijaykanth, Kamalahaasan and 
film maker Balu Mahendra. 

In 1987, when the famous Gemini Stu¬ 
dios returned to film production after a 
gap of nearly two decades, they wanted to 

do so with a bang. "The art 
directors of SoUvathaellum 
Unmai, GK and JK, came to 
my place and asked me to 
design the hoarding for the 
new film. 1 designed a huge 
hoarding mnning all along 
the Gemini Studios com¬ 
pound for the film. That 
was my foray into the world 
of cinema," says Krishna. 

Since then Krishna has 
become synonymous with 
film hoardings. "1 became 
very busy and had to give 

up my Governor beedi work. 1 also shifted 
base from the remote north Madras to 
T. Nagar, the nerve centre of film produc¬ 
tions. However, my moment of reckoning 
in creating hoardings came when director 
Parthiban asked me to produce a huge 
one for his own film Utlc, Velliye. I erect^ 
a 80 feet by 20 feet piece which had 
many layers of work to create a movement 
in the image. In that work, different 
images would be visible when seen from 
different angles. It is easy to give such an 
ettect with an eledrically shifting aisplay. 
But I had created the same effect by using 
mere static, plywood images where only 
the viewer was moving." The display for 
Ulle, Velliye became very popular and soon 
most TV show anchors began compering 
in front of that cutout. 

With his Seychelles as.signment, the mas¬ 
ter has indeed come a long way. He refuses 
to reveal his political affiliations but 
declares that contrary to popular percep¬ 
tion politicians are more honest than busi¬ 
nessmen. Says he: “If a political leader 
gives us an assignment, we are sure of pay¬ 
ment. They may bargain hard but once a 
price is fix^ they always pay up front. But 
most businessmen do not pay in time. 
Film companies are the worst." A pity, 
since Krishna is the greatest help they can 
get in their image nirvana. ■ 

Krishna rsgrete 
JayatalKha's 

change of 
fortune. He 

employed 200 
workers during 

her regime. 
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DEBATE. 

Softer Laws, Harder Wars 
Human and gender rights get 
entangled as the courts stay a 
woman’s date with the gallows 

BySOMAWADHWA_ IN a country where female foeticide and 
dowry deaths are a harsh reality, the 
Supreme Court last fortnight stayed 
the execution of the "hanging of the 
first woman in post-Independence 

India”, litis, after vociferous lobbying by the 
media and hectic interventions by the Nati¬ 
onal Commission for Women (ncw). A befit¬ 
ting victory for the Indian women's move¬ 
ment in our SOth year of Independence! Or 
is it? Unfortunately, equality is a complex 
issue. In the year the country's five decades of 
liberation were celebrated, "saving" Ram 
Shrl, some argue, shouldn't quite have been 
based on the fact that she is a woman. And 
between the initial headlines that ann¬ 
ounced 37-year-old Ram Shri's appoint¬ 
ment with the gallows and later informed us 
of her temporary, uncertain reprieve, the issue 
of gender Quality seems to be at stake. 

Not that anyone grudges Ram Shri, the mother of 
an 18-month-old daughter born in prison, her respite. 
Hopefully the fiiul verdict will reflect that our Law sanc¬ 
tions capital punishment only in the "rarest of rare” 
cases. Ram Shri, like any other male convict, is entitled 
to justice. And here simplistic stances and statements 
come to an end. 

Making submissions on the behalf of Ram Shri, her 
father and brother, all of whom have been convicted 
for a gruesome multiple murder, senior counsel R.K. Jain 
is reported to have appealed that the apex court rule on 
the "salutary principle" of abolition of death sentences 
on women convicts. Earlier, the nlw had observed that 
it would be a shame indeed for our country to hang a 
woman in its fiftieth year of independence. Not to be 
outdone, newspapers had opined that Ram Shri's death 
sentence shouid perhaps be reconsidered keeping in 
mind the fact that the execution would deprive a tod¬ 
dler of her mother. 

The Supreme Court will obviously rule on the mer¬ 
its of the case. But was the hype and the hoopla actu¬ 
ally propagating a different set of laws for women? 
Are we saying mothers amongst women should have 
yet another set of laws? Shouldn't law be gender-blind? 

"Women are demanding equality in every walk of life, so why 
these special concessions in law? Each case should be judged indi¬ 
vidually on its own merits, according to its own facts. If a woman 
is capable of committing heinous crimes, then she should be 
judged for it like anyone else," comments Justice Kuldlp Singh. 
The "green judge" feels that the courts already reserve death 
penalty for the "rarest of rate cases” and that should be protection 
enough for all seeking justice. 

Vehemently against capital punishment. Justice Rajinder Sachar 

JAYACHANDRAN 

of the People's Union for Civil Liberties (pucl) tends to agree with 
Justice Singh. However, he notes: "Sometimes gender cannot be 
ignored while making a ruling. A man who kills his wife because 
she has been torturing him for years is different from a woman 
who kills her husband for the same reason. While sentencing in 
the latter case, one has to realise and recognise the peculiar and 
disadvantaged position of women In society." 

A harsh reality that, former member of the Law Commission 
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P.N. Bakshi points out, was kept in mind by the British courts 
when they acquitted a woman who had killed her husband after 
years of torture in the famous Ahluwalia case. "Justice cannot be 
gender-blind in a categorical sense," be says. “Gender and, for 
that matter the social reality of the offender, can often be a rele¬ 
vant factor, if not a conclusive one, in judging the totality of the 
office. For Instance, lesser sentences have been passed abroad 
when women have killed their infants in post-delivery delirium 
because psychiatry has established certain 
scientihc facts to help disburse justice." 

Narrowing in on the Ram Shri case 
though, if the publicity the case got were 
to have affected a ruling that gave her a 
iesser sentence because she is a woman 
and a mother, then is there a danger of 
this becoming a precedent? How welcome 
is such a precedent? Could Ram Shri's 
case—if she were to be given a softer sen¬ 
tence because of her gender—be quoted to 
argue a kinder treatment for the five 
women among the 26 sentenced to death 
in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case? 
Or, could it be quoted to seek iesser sen¬ 
tence for a sister-in-law who had a young 
child and had conspired in murdering a 
bride for dowry? Leaving aside specifics on a matter 

that is sub-judice, says Amir Ullah 
Khan, who is with the undp's Project 

Large on law reforms in the economic sec¬ 
tor; "There is always a danger of introduc¬ 
ing troublesome precedents. For instance, 
in 1962 an excise tax case debated 
whether the onion was a vegetable or not. 
It took six years to decide that it was 
indeed a vegetable. Meanwhile, 10 other 
such cases went to court: some about bee¬ 
tle leaves and some coconuts!" Facts, he 
points out, should have been brought to 
the forefront in the Ram Shri case, not 
procedural faults. "It might have been 
neater to argue only for reprieve just on 
the basis of the facts of the case. To restrict 
oneself to the loopholes in the arguments 
presented against Ram Shri rather than to 
make it seem as if it's a gender issue that's 
being fought for." » 

But what happens when women's 
organisations, in all good-intentions, end 
up rescuing a "woman and a mother" 
from the death rovr? "It could be really 
harmful. It reinforces a broader conserva¬ 
tive view in the court that looks on 
women as powerless, helpless victims 
who have to be rescued. And in this spe¬ 
cific case, , the entire exercise separated 
the mothers from the non-mothers and 
reiterated the values of motherhood just 
like some cases reinforce the virtues of 
female chastity to prove a point. Gender is not confined to 
motherhood," says laviyer Ratna Kapoor of the Feminist Legal 
Research Centre. 

Though she is against capital punishment, Kapoor feeb that the 
"highly protectionist" stance taken up by those who took up the 
cudgels on behalf of Ram Shri could be more harmful than ben¬ 
eficial to women in the long run. "This was a human rights case 

that became exclusively projected as being a women's rights 
issue. It wasn't a 'rarest of rare' case, so in all probability the sen¬ 
tence would have been lessened anyway. In a broad sense it's real¬ 
ly what happened to the Shah Bano case where the system split 
her identity into a Muslim and a woman and forgot that she was 
both. She was a Muslim woman." 

Supreme Court lawyer Meenakshi Arora feels that, if handled 
irresponsibly, the "gender factor* publicised in cases like Ram 

Shri's, could create certain prejudices in 
the mind of the judiciary. She warns: 
"Advocating two standards while arguing 
for lesser sentencing for women could 
backfire. If the lobbying is about leniency 
in crimes by women, some judges might 
think why not so for crimes against 
women." Yes, it's a double-edged sword. 
An issue, where, as Kapoor warns, black 
and white stances cannot be taken. "Most 
such debates, discussions and write-ups 
end up being simplistic, with one side pro¬ 
jected as being right and the other 
wrong," she says. 

So, while a progressive women's move¬ 
ment should ideally take care not to be 
claustrophobically inward-looking and 
share none of its concerns with the over¬ 
lapping social realities, harsh facts about 
the biases against women that thrive in 
our courtrooms cannot be ignored either. 
In 1995, the alleged rapists of Bhanwari 
Devi were acquitted through a judgment 
that said since "the offenders were upper- 
caste men, the rape could not have taken 
place because Bhanwari was from a lower 
caste". In 1989, the Supreme Court passed 
a judgment in which the sentence of two 
policemen convicted of gang-rape was 
reduced using the moral character and 
conduct of a minor victim. The minor's 
character was described by the bench as 
"lewd and lascivious". 

StarMingly, of the 109 judges questioned 
all over the country by Sakshi, an noo 

working against violence on women, for 
its comprehensive report released in 1996 
on Gender and Judges: a Judicial Point of 
View, 64 per cent felt that women must 
share the blame for violence comniitted 
against them. A whopping 78 per cent felt 
that their daughters, sisters or any other 
female relative would be better off mar¬ 
ried. More than half felt that men who 
abuse their wives should not be banned 
from the matrimonial home. Of the 80 
respondent women lawyers, 55 per cent 
said they had at some point or the other 
been subjected to comments about their 
physical appearance or dress within the 
court room. 

Conclusive proof really that a formidable 
battle is at hand. In a country where a criminal offence is perpe¬ 
trated on women every seven minutes, one woman raped every 5.3 
minutes and one murdered for dowry every 110 minutes. As 
Indrani Sinha, of a Calcutta-based ngo working for the rights of 
rescued women and children in prostitution, says: "All laws have 
to be relevant for all women at all times. The women's movement 
should be fighting for nothing more and nothing less." ■ 

Women are demanding 
equality m every walk ot 
life. If they are capable 
of heinous crimes, then 
they should be judged 

like anyone else.' 

RflTNA KAPOOR, lawyer 

This case reiterated 
the values of mother¬ 
hood like other cases 

reinforce the virtues of 
female chastity, if could 

bo really harmful." 
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SPOTLieHT. 

In a brutal punishment, a group of female furies batter a woman and her lover in their village 

By SUNIL MEHRA in Jarcha, UP BUDDHO'S stoiy. Orphaned at five. 
Sold in matrimony at 18. By her 
own brother. To thrice-married 
widower Jaipal, 52, of Jarcha. 
Mother at 19. Passion of three 

m»n. paramour of married neighbour Prem- 
chand, 30, at twenty. Mother of three, mur¬ 
der co-accusiJ and jailbird at 25. Whip- 
lashed, village outcast, newspaper headline 
at 26. No longer a person. Just the woman 
in the—Woman, lover whipped at Pariehayat's 
di/tfrtf—headline last fortnight. Now bru¬ 
talised, in hiding Siimewhere, with her lover 
Premchand. And five kids. Two ol his from 
his deceased wife, three of hers. 

On the night of March 18, a 2S0-strong 
mob lashed the lovers to a tree at village 
Jarcha in Uttar Pradesh, 70 km trom Delhi. 
They were accused of adultery. Next, bea¬ 
ten insensate. Finally, a screaming bunch 
of 50 fitmale furies pounced on Buddho, 
beat her unconscious, stripped her, stuffed 
red chillies into her genitals. 

All this at larcha. A mere six km away 

from the giant chimneys of the National 
Thermal Power Corporation. In the shadow 
of this very futuristic landscape a dark plot 
reminiscent of The Crucible and the Scarlet 
Woman played itself out. Jarcha: physically 
at six km distance, socially six centuries 
away from civilisation as we know it. 

"Bhain**** aisa bhi kya him jo saare press 
wale daud rahe hainV (whatever happened 
to make the press corps run so?) exclaims 
sub-inspector Kamlesh Kumar of the sriix. 
police station. To him the whole case is one 
of much ado about nothing. “Suariifalti lai- 
pal ki hai /v budape kl shaadi ki. Bhooki xai 
hare khet ke paas bandlio to charegi hi (it's Jai- 
pauTs fault, marrying in his dotage. A hun¬ 
gry cow wilt feed if you lie it next to the 
greens),” he hoots as cohorts chortle. 

The road to Jarcha is rough. The villagers 
quiet, suspicious, withdrawn. Village elder 
Piabhu haltingly narrates the chronology 
of events that ltd up to that night. 
"I’remchand called Jaipal chacha, organ¬ 
ised the wedding of Jaipal's son. He also 
started a love affair with his wife." Villagers 
warned Premchand to stop courting some¬ 

one he publicly called chachi. "They 
wouldn't listen," says Prabhu. 

It was complicated romance. But then so 
were their lives. Buddho, di.sapi)ointed in a 
marriage that never was more than a barter, 
sought love. She found men instead. Like 
Surender Jat, Makhan Singh, Brahma Pan¬ 
dit. T hen Buddho went and spoilt it all. Fell 
in love. With Premchand. Her ex-lovers 
fumed. Premchand was married, his brother 
Chandrapal had brokered her disastrous 
marriage to Jaipal. He was a petty thief 
even. Just last October he'd stolen Rs 18,000 
worth of gold jewellery from a neighbour, 
Durgi, for which his father had to recom¬ 
pense Uurgi in cash. But to Buddho nothing 
mattered. He loved her. Passionately. 

Too passionately, as it turned out. "He 
killed his wife. Burnt her to death last July," 
revealed the police. Premchand went'to pri¬ 
son for a month. So did Buddho as co¬ 
accused. Both families spent Ks 2.5,000 each 
on securing their acquittal. The couple 
returned. And resumed their romance. 
"Buddho was pushing 30, looking for a per¬ 
manent anchor. Premchand murdering his 
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li. 

The neem tree where It all happened (left) and Premchand's grieving family 

wife deci)ened rather than lesse¬ 
ned her love for him. "Her 
logic: he must really love her to 
kill for her," says local inspector 
Vircndra Uutt Unial. Jaipal 
demanded she sever contact 
with Premchand. Buddho persi¬ 
sted. On H(»li when her brother 

Manohari came visiting, Jaipal, disgusted, 
demanded he take his sister away. Mano¬ 
hari, aware of Buddho's liaison, dropped her 
and the rhildren at Premchand's and left. SHE stayed three days. Then all hell 

broke loose. "Her lovers were enraged," 
say’s Uni?l. "Fverybody's property had 

become one man's property." Determined 
to break the liaison the ex-lovers instigated 
Jaipal to convene a panchayat. He deman¬ 
ded Premchand hand over the cash, jew¬ 
ellery Buddho had taken from his house 
plus the Rs 2.S,0(X) he'd spent on the court 
case. He als<s demanded Premchand transfer 
his share of the lartd to his children by 
Buddho and return his son to him. When 
Premchand's family, already bankrupt after 
paying for his court case and the Durgi mis¬ 
demeanour, refused to comply the triumph¬ 
ant trio of ex-lovers called another meeting 
the night of March 18. The lovers' triad 
taunted Buddho, told her she'd "spoilt the 
atmosphere". Buddho taunted them right 
back "Really? Which among you pure ones 
has not frolicked with me?" .she blazed. She 
provoked the assemblage further. "Which 
kids' interests is Jaipal protecting? All my 
three kids came from Premchand, not him." 

The enraged triad ordered the couple to 
be tied to a tree and beaten. A frenzied mob 
of 100-odd village women present bayed for 
Buddho's blood. Led by Durgi, aided 
by Makhan, they beat Buddho to a bleeding 
mess, prised her legs apart, poured chilli 
powder into her genitals. Laxman Singh, 
the lone duty constable, hotfooted to 
the distant police station, "i was scared, 
unarmed," he recalls. "They could've kUled 
me." Unial reached with a police force, 
broke up the assembly by 2 pm. By which 

Durgi, aided by Makhan 
Singh, led the mob that 

battered Buddho 
unconscious and stufled 
chillies into her genitals. 

I time Buddho had fainted, half- 
dead. Premchand, still tied, 
was whimpering. 
Sixteen prople were arrested. Ail 

have since obtained ball. None 
have returned to Jaicha yet. At 
Premchand's home his mother 
walls: "What jewellery does Jai¬ 
pal want? Buddho doesn't even 
have a nosepin. Why're they 
bent on killing us?" Husband 
Mohar is bitter. "Kya Moon? Pan¬ 
chayat ka insaf hai (What can I 
say? It's panchayat justice)." Sud¬ 
denly Durgi barges into the 
courtyard along widi an aggres¬ 
sive entourage: "Yes, we beat 
her," she screams. "She was res¬ 
ponsible for the murder of a 
bahu here. Do you want her to 
kill us all?" Asked whether she 
stuffed chillies in Buddho's geni¬ 
tals, she turns defiant. "She did it 
herself and blamed us. Is her 
lined with gold that there's such 
a furore about it," she says, froth¬ 
ing at the mouth. 

Today Jarcha is a village asha¬ 
med. "What happened was wrong,” says 
Mukesh, 30, local dhaba owner. "1%is was 
a Dushaasan kaand with the women play¬ 
ing the role of Dushaasan,” he says draw¬ 
ing upon a Mahabharata allegory. Prabhu, 
Chaitram, villagers of different ages, pro¬ 
fessions, persuasions gather in the failing 
evening light. "We were so afraid of the 
mob turning on us," they murmur. 
Chaitram looks misty-eyed: “Bada maara 
bechari ko (the poor thing was battered)," 
he says. The men are visibly penitent. The 
women, surprisingly defiant, unrepentant. 

Unial misleads when asked the where¬ 
abouts of Buddho and Premchand, provides 
addresses of relatim scattered across five 
villages in UP, Haryana. W'e meet two sisters 
who haven't seen Buddho in two years. A 
brother Daalchand who weeps as he rages; 
"I'll kill her If 1 ever see her. Itni be-izrati..." 
Two brother-in-laws of Premchand's profess 
ignorance of his whereabouts. An 18-hour, 
400 kro car chase later, wisdom dawns. The 
|X)ljcc had sent us on a wild goose chase. To 
prevent us from seeing and meeting a bat¬ 
tered Buddho and Premchand who they're 
probably hiding. They'd assured us they 
had only "light injuries". Even shown us 
medical reports. Never mind eyewitness 
reports to the contrary. Buddho, Premchand 
must remain invisible for they might cast 
light on the role of the policy. Though just 
six km away, they managed to terminate a 
torture that tegan at 10 pm only four hours 
later. 'The faces of I^mchand and Buddho 
may reveal the true face of the system. An 
ugly one that seems to be in the interests of 
everyone to hide. Everyone, except the brui¬ 
sed and battered victims of the system. ■ 





Where do the world's most jaded holiday-goers disappear to? Why, Mauritius of course. 

Write in to MTIS, Block 2D, Phoenix Estate, 462 Tulsi Pipe Road, Mumbai-13. Tel: 4954854. MAORITIUS 
99 »/r fun. I % land. 
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ToIgo 
ATAVA ENTERPRISE 

It stops for nothing- 
Not even to eet into 

four wheel drive. 

It takes a lot to slop a .Safari. Thanks to the electrically activated shift-on-the-fly four wheel drive. 

Which can be engaged with the flick of a switch even while the vehicle is in motion. Combined with the 

limited slip differential, it provides unmatched traction on the most slippery .surface. Add to this the power of a 

turbocharged intercooled diesel engine. And there’s nothing you’re not ready for. 

What is also inspiring is the safety that comes from its all steel body, energy absorbing front and rear 

bumpers and crumple zone. All of which protect the pas.scngers in the unlikely event of an accident. 

Even as you take on the road ahead, the Safari’s spacious 

interiors provide superb climate control. Its power windows and 

electrically operated side view mirrors make driving a pleasurable 

experience. The Safari also conforms to EEC II safety and 

emission norms. 

Tata Safari. Now what arc yt)u waiting for. 

THE TATA SAFARI IS AVAILABLE INTHE4X2dn()4X4 VERSIONS ■ ACCESSORIES SHOWN ARE NOT A PART OF STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

tm ftiMiw dMto eoniMl 'Hm Mwiigir MwtaHnie, Taleo IM. P.O. Bax BMB, Colaba P.a Mumbai 400 008 
Or contact Vour Nairaat TMco Doaiar 

ssc.e, a •m'SAfc’2619 



lECOMMENDATIONS 

Artists for a 
Sustainable 
World 
■ I Akit'Kfi Art lidllen, 
S V Road, Vilf Parif. ‘ 
Mumbai 
from April f to 10 

INSPIRED by the Narmada move- outwy 
merit, over a 100 renowned artists ^2* 
of India have gifted their works for 
the just and sustainable develop- BPL 

ment of our lers 
ixirtion of the entil 
planet. The Thet 
woild we live Mah 
in is inte- com 
rconnectcd. rata 
Each time a Spec 
tree is cut scrlt 
down, a val- Dire 
ley submer- Lilet 
ged, and a and 
people cvic- the; 

ted from their land to become slum style 
dwellers in some heartless metropo- furti 
lis, we need not ask for wliom the 
bell tolls. It tolls lor you and me. 
•Artists for a Sustainable World invites you i 
to slow down and reflect. Contributors j 
include Yusuf Arakkal, Chiltravanu 
Majunular, .Anjolie Ela Menon, Paresh ' 
Maity. Badri Narayan, Jatin Das, Kekha 
Rodwittiya...the list is endless. If you want 
to catch the exliibilion earlier, it’s on till 
April 2 at the following venues in Mumbai: 
(iallery Chemould, Max Mueller Bhavan, 
The Gallerv at Chetana Restaurant. 

Jiya 
■ Aimitlcal montige 
i>fTlKM*liibhai«i . 
wtlncn «nd compoMd 
by Smdeep Kin|fM 
DiRcMbyUlcM 
Dubey 
Special thorn at 
Bindn H«cltnMlan, Mumbai 

Time Out of 
My Mind 
■ tkibllyUii 

Smiy Muui. Rs UXI 

BPL Mobile, die moWle phone soyice piovider, {»em- 
iers India's first oii^nal EngUsK opera, Ao'a, sung 
entirety by Mumbaiites. under the a^gis of The Best of 
Theatre series. Jaya rdnterpiets and redefines the 
Mahabharata. In a conten^rary vr^ce, makhig it 
come alive for a generation for whom Ak Mahabha- 
rata is best a mythical tale, almost irrelmnt today. 
Special shows are bdng staged for aPb-MoMle sub¬ 
scribers, entry for which is strictly by invitation. 
Directed by noted television and theatre perstmality 
Lilette Dubey, the music is a splendid blend of )azz 
and rock. Choreographed by Mahesh Kfohboobiuii, 
the play showcases a fusion of Indian classical dance 
styles with modem dance forms from the West For 
further information contact tel: 4953124. 

Pooram: Celebrating 
Crafts from Kerala 
■ Sltn Ram Rhardliyit Kata Kemira 
<*dllury, (<i[)erntcu<i Marg, 
Nvw IMIii 
Kr<»m A|iril 9 lu 11 

Conference of Birds and Animals 
»\ Anict'iht Mimrd .\))U|«j 

M IriUTiiiitiiiiial t ciiln-, 

A Di'il • 
il (I 

AMEENA Ahmed Ahuja Ix'luiigs to an older, 
ntore-cultured tune. Also an older and 
mt)re-cultured Delhi of pociry, iiiukiy-f- 

on earlier, it’s on till AE.STHETI: Jaya Man! is 
ig venues in Mumbai: back in the capital. And this time round, 
/lax Mueller Bhavan, she's armed with a spectacular collection 
la Restaurant. of crafts from Kerala Drawn mainly from 

the vast treasure trove of Kerala homes, 
i and Animals the exhibition includes rosewood and 

teakwood trader chests and cash boxes, 
I bharanh—large spice and pickle storage 
I jars, urlis or cooking vats, spice contain- 
I ers, paintings, Ravi Varma oleographs and 

ja Ix'kmgs to an older, ■ more. The collection has been put toge- 1 
Also an older and , ther by Man! after a year of extensive I 
of poetry, iimkiy-f- j travelling in the interiors ot Kerala. Also ! 

biiyun and Jarz-e-aJa, j on show will be photographer Patrick | 
wliose ethos she | Wilson's frames of Kerala landscapes and i 
Hfks to communic- | »HtrHu.s (traditional homes). The depleting : 
ate in her stylised cal- j crafts of this southern state make this ; 
ligraphic images. At ; exhibition a must see. 

^ WITH the haunt¬ 
ing opening cho¬ 

rds and brooding lyrics of Lomk k, 
Bob Dylan opens his 41st album, his 
first studio recording in six years and 

m- his finest work since 1975's BIwhI On 
ng The Tracks. 1998's Grammy-winning 
of Album of the 

he Year lives up to • 
it the singer's awe- 

ia- some reputat- 
ay. ion: the old scr- 
jb- eeching whine 
)n. is gone as Dylan 
ity faces middie- 
izz age with songs 
nl, of pain, disgast 
tee anti gnm perse- 
For verance, deliv¬ 

ered raspily at a steady deep-blues 
tempo. Check out the slow-shuffling 
SUuldmg in the Doorway, the intense 

blue's of Cnkl irons Hound, the limpid ballad 
which, at 17 minutes, is the longest Dylan 
song yet. ’por the .S6-year-old icon, the 
album is a major triumph, bom out of his 
several lives. It also has some of his bleakest 
lyrics—Tom left me sumding in the doorway/in 
the dark land of the sun. A classic treat. 

Festival of the 
Mystic Arts 
■ Akshdrii fheatrp, Bahu Kt>aiak 
SinK'i Mfirg, New Delhi 
Apnl ^ 11. lUiti Hpin 

THE Akshara Theatre is 

\ wliose ethos she | 
I ^ j Ht-ks to communic- | 

ate ill her stylised cal- j 
ligraphic images. At ; 

I one time, it's Quranic 1 
i j iiy-hs translated into i 
I '2^*^ ' liorso and other ani- 

,. rnai images, at anoth- 
j' cr time, it's the poetic 

Jgf' verses of Ghalib and 
.. iiauq translated into 

calligraphic images of 
great beauty. Images that communicate the 
very quintessence of the verses they are 
wrought with. An illustrated lecture on 
Calligraphy Into Art tullows the ojiening of 
this exhibition on April 9. Those who want 
tc not only .sec, but also think about what 
they see might fi:id this event rewarding. 

presenting a testivai of the Mystic Arts 
featuring day-long workshops and ledure 
demonstrations by leading practitioners 
of mystic arts and disciplines. I'he pro¬ 
gramme includes past life regression 
workshops with Aparna Jha, .screening of 
the TV series The Sufi Way, astrology, 
palmistry, vaastu and tarot card readings, 
healing arts, meditation and poetry read¬ 
ing sessions. The Akshara Cafe will cater 
to food for the body and soul. For more 
information contact tel: 373208.1. 
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Betters 

Offended Roy-aity 
Apropos TheMatrumh, The Real 
McRoy (November .h), 1 must 
request you to plaa; on record 
the folltrwing facts regarding 
the landmark Supreme Court 
judgement, now the 'Mary Roy 
case' in legal parlance. 

During 1966 and 1968, a 
property in Ooty was gifted to 
me by ray mother Susie Isaac, 
my brothers George Isaac and 
John Isaac and my sister Molly 
Joseph, Each of them executed 
separate gift deeds quoting 'love 
and affertion' as their reason for 
making this gift, Tlicir lawyers 
were Messrs King and Partridge, 
a leading law tirm in India. At 
this stage none of us dreamt 
that daughters would enjoy a 
share in their father's estate. 

The.se gift deeds were men¬ 
tioned and included as exhibits 
in my original petition before 
tlie .Supreme Court seeking to 
strike down the Travancore 
Ciiristian Succession Act of 
1916 as unconstitutional. 

My brother George Isaac was 
the only person to file a coun¬ 
ter-affidavit to the petition, lie 
resides in the ancestral pro[)erty 
and conducts a pickle business 
misappropriating the resources 
from the estate as he had no 
other known source of income. 
Therefore he had much to lose 
when the succession law was 
declared unconstitutional. The 
Supreme Cx)urt did go into whe- 
tlier 01 not 1 had a right to a 
share in my father's estate, in 
order to decide my ItKiis standi 
to challenge the constitutional 
validity of the Christian Succes¬ 
sion Act. The Travaarorc Chris¬ 
tian Succession Act was declared 
as noil csi law and as sucii tliere j 
was no necessity to go into the i 
as(iecl of gender justice. j 

in my plaint iH'fore the distr¬ 
ict court I'd disclosed tlie gift 
and tiled tiie gift deeds along 
with the plaint. There was no 
necessity lor George Isaac to 
'infonn' the court about this 
'generous settlement'. You're 
awaie that my case- for ,)artition 
is now on appeal in the Kerala 
high court and thus sub )udice. 

The ca.se regarding the admis¬ 
sion of George Isaac's daughter 
is ill the district court and also 
sub judice. Your comments 

Same Difference? 
Apropos the cover story Bew¬ 
are the Smiles of March (March 
23), the Bjp, which ail along 
projected itself as a party with 
a difference left no stone 
unturned to pitch the saffron 
tent at South Block. Td like to 
ask every right-thinking Ind¬ 
ian—-what's the difference 

between a Jayalalitha and a 
Laloo Yadav? Both have corru¬ 
ption charges pending against 
them. Yet the bjp's alliance 
with her proves that the party 
is willing to make any num¬ 
ber of compromises. 

Another glaring example is 
the bjp’s joining hands with 
Sukh Ram in Himachal, agai¬ 
nst whom it had earlier lau¬ 
nched a tirade. Mr Vajpayee 
has to give an explanation. 
The nation demands it. 

I Saiouton Basu, 
New DOM 

m 
What we saw was just a 'trailer' 
of a movie in the making titled 
“mum.—All in All Deklm Mcra 
Kamal" starring Dr Jaya with 
Ataiji et al. This is a definite 
case of quid pro quo; if she has 
saved Ataiji, the latter will ret¬ 
urn the favour by providing 
her 'immunity' from prosecu¬ 
tion in the court cases pending 

against her. If not, the bjp rule 
could prove shortlived. 

R,N, Vaswani, 
Mumbai 

u 
Jayalaiitha’s claim to make 
Tamil one of the official lan¬ 
guages sounds hollow when 
she calls Chennai 'Madras' in 
her soundbites on television. 

R, Mohan, 
Bangalore 

m 
it was disgusting to see the bjp, 

despite winning a reasonably 
popular mandate, struggling to 
form a government because 
Jayalalitha backed out. Than¬ 
kfully, her attempts to dictate 
the ministry-formation came 
to naught. But it showed that 
politics of blackmail is more 
perilous than opportunistic. 
politics and makes the system 
defective from within. 

NUay V. Antaiia, 
Ahmedabad 

constitute not merely con¬ 
tempt but defamation also. 

I enclose letters which should 
provide ample material for 
more articles about this particu¬ 
lar judgement of the .Supreme 
Court and about this school 
based on the 'World According 
to George Isaac'. That would 
unfortunately deny your Venn 

carry a j/icture of the toilets 
with the caption 'Corpus C.hri- 
tie!'...note the spelling error. 

Mary Roy, 
Kottayam 

Venn Menon replies: Anyiiju’ who's 
read my story can s<v it doesn't 
have a single adverse reference to 
Roy of which I'm the author. On 
the contrary, it's peppered with 

with his sister's approvai? Roy ref¬ 
used an inten’iew saying: "Don't 
take it for granted I'll speak to }mi. 
You can try again after a nioiith." 
This was conveyed to Outlook 
and it was decided that a month 
1VU.S too long and that a Roy pwf ile 
he constructed from inputs provi¬ 
ded h}‘ those who know her at a 
ptrsonal level. Isaac, wlui alsu fig¬ 
ures in niece Arundhali's novel, 
wu,s an oMotis choice. I informed 
Roy of my meeting Isaac. She was 
presented with an opportunity to 
have her say. She spumed it. 

The I ontempt of court c tuirge she 
raises is absurd. Tw not made a 
single comment on any ongoing 
case. My only court-related .state¬ 
ment—"Whichever way the high 
court case turns, it's ru t likely to 
erode Roy's credibility or contribu¬ 
tion to woman's rights'—is overtly 
in her favour. If Roy Hunks this 
will influmce the judges against 
her, what's stopping her from filing 
a contempt .suit? 

Roy claims I told reporters I'd 
'slam' her for refusing me an inter¬ 
view. It's imvinbent on her to sub¬ 
stantiate this charge, otherwise it 
must be deemed a siandewiis fab¬ 
rication intended to c/uestion my 
professional motives. Frankly, it's 
not a temptation to '.slam'Roy. 

Also, the .spelling emir Roy points 
out in the caption is just not there. 

Menon the pleasure of raking 
up more shit in Kottayam. Your 
article under reference was exp¬ 
ected as Menon had made it 
known in Cochin and Ihiru- 
vananthapuram that he was 

I determined to savage me. 
I But the fact remai ns he trespa¬ 

ssed into the Heart of Darkness 
i and photographed the girls' toi- 
I let block! His natural instincts 
I must have led him there. You 

positive observations about her 
that can he attributed to me. Over¬ 
all, the article is a fair, scmie might 
say flattering, portrait of Roy. 

What then is her objection? Is it 
he' case that if she chooses not to 
speak to the press, no one else sho¬ 
uld? Her brotiwr George Isaac was 
appriHiched for his views, just as 
she was. He was wiiiing to talk, 
she wasn't. Should Isaac's views lx 
expunged because they don't meet 
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Imaginary Wounds 
Apropos Tarun J. Tejpal's inter¬ 
view with V.S. Naipaul [“For m 
writing is the only noble call¬ 
ing...*, March 23), for all his 
intellectual prowess, Naipaul 
seems obsessed with treating 
India as a wounded civilisation. 
His armchair philosophy igno¬ 
res the fact that India was relati¬ 
vely peaceful at al( stages in his¬ 
tory and the sense of 'wound' 
was implanted in its psyche 
only during and after the 'Raj'. 

His views on Islam Ukj, in par¬ 
ticular about conversion, leave 
much to be desired. Before he 
writes a hook on Islam, he sho¬ 
uld understand why non-Arabs, 
especially Muslims from India/ 

Pakistan, are not considered 
'true believers' by many Arabs. 
Their misery stems not from 
Islam but in spite of it—the ten¬ 
dency of their religious heads to 
distort tenets to suit their |X)lit- 
ical masters. I'he intellectuals 
among Muslims here feel resen¬ 
tment towards their own lead¬ 
ers, mullahs and community. 

Mr Naipaul, get your facts 
right first; then you can twist 
them as you please; 

R. Nisar Ahmed,' 
Pune 

Unabatedly Yours 
lliat Tatlcr (March 16) loves bai¬ 
ting the cognoscenti is fine but 
must it do it to its breath as 
well? I'm sure Sir Vidia would 
smell something rotten in this 
'baited' breath. 

Sundeep Dougat, 
Received on e-mail 

Naked Truths 
Vinod Mehta in his Delhi Diary 
(March 16) writes: "1 suspect if 
you told two Indian politicians 
to get naked into a bathtub and 
be interviewed, they would..” 
Yes, they will, even if there is no 
running water! 

C. Kesi, 
Chennai 

m 
I wasn’t surprised to learn that 
Aussies blamed Indian food and 
Delhi's "foul air" as reasons for 
their defeat. But why do we tol¬ 
erate this? As K.R. Sundar Rajan 
said in his letter, we Indians 
swallow too many insults from 
foreigners. F.ven the Pakistanis 
are better than us in this regard. 
Recently, a cricket match there 
was susjiended for a day to cxfi- 
ress solidarity on the Kashmir 
issue. But here, if Bal Thackeray 
wants to boycott Pakistani cri¬ 
cketers, the entire English-lang¬ 
uage press dubs him a hate- 
monger. No wonder an Algerian 
diplomat's wife publicly thras¬ 
hed your staffer and got away. 

Madhu Madkami, 
Pune 

The First Denial 
The University of Trivandrum 
mentioned in Clnming Cleanly 
(Maah 9) was actually the Uni¬ 
versity of Travancore, the only 
one in the erstwhile princely 

Purely Male-icious, Forever 
Apropos Unequal Goddesses 
(March 23), what a way to dis¬ 
regard women. As a regular 
Outlook subscriber, 1 was 
aghast at the fol¬ 
lowing remark 
made by the 
swami—"Great 
purity is needed to 
become a Shanka- 
racharya. Women 
ate impure every 
month (when 
they are menstru¬ 
ating)...* 

The swami has 
probably forgotten 
that he too was 
given birth to and 
didn't fall hom the sky. When 

state of Travancore. President 
Narayanan was a gold medallist 
from that university, but he did 
not accept it as he was denied a 
teaching post because the then 
government under a Brahmin* 
Dewan feared upper caste Hin¬ 
dus' reaction. Instead, he was 
offered a non-teaching job in 
the university which he refused. 
That’s when he left the state. 

Thomas Eappen, 
Hyderabad 

people like them think this 
way, and choose to call some¬ 
thing as natural as menstrua¬ 
tion impure, it shows they 
don't have any respect for 

women even though they 
might worship them as 

goddesses. No won¬ 
der then the average 
Indian male too thi- 
nks the same way. It 

just highlights the 
Insecurities men 

have and the 
Pjf accusations they 

can make to deny 

a, ST 
maibita Bose, 

NewDeM 

Count US Out 
Apropos the B)i' tilt in the cover¬ 
age of Elections '98 by TV cha¬ 
nnels (Sight and Sound Bites, 
March 16), DDl's Aap Ka Faisla 
repeatedly showed the special 
survey's results in terms ot incr¬ 
eased percentage trends in fav¬ 
our of the B|i' with respect to dif¬ 
ferent voter categories—male, 
female, our, Dalit, Muslim, 
etc—omitting the fact that tire 
B|i> collected 176-odd seats from 

UP, Bihar, MP, Gujarat and 
Rajasthan, whereas the 
remaining .Sb .seats came 
from about 23 states. This 
proses that the hii> is still a 
party of cow-belt rcgional- 
ists. And it's Ix-st not to say 
anything about its allies 
sina- pseudo-secularists of 
yore ate now with »he b)I’. 

Mahe.%h Inder Sharma, 
Delhi 
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Cosmetic Change 
The Sangh’s media-friendly avatar and overtures to Muslims 
are mere political compulsions, not a dilution of Hindutva 

ByRAJESHJOSHI 

Fmm Delhi to Rampur and Lucknow, the Mus¬ 
lims are busy hatching a dangerous plot, piling 
up arms and mohilisinH their men...to strike 
from within when Pakistan decides upon an 
armed conflict with our country." —m chief 
Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar in the late '60$. Three decades later, there is a dis¬ 

cernible change in the tone and 
tenor of pronouncements by 
senior rss leaders. These days 
Professor Rajendra Singh, the pre¬ 

sent RSS chief, eschews all talk of Muslims 
“hatching plots" and instead sees "unmis¬ 
takable signs of a welcome change” in the 
attitude of the Muslim intelligentsia 
towards Hindutva. In fact, last fortnight in 
Bangalore, Rajju Bhayya took pains to 
emphasise that Hindutva "upholds equally 
the genuine interests of all sections of peo¬ 
ple, including theirs (the Muslims')". 

Indeed, recent years have witnessed the 
opening up of a traditionally cocooned 
organisation. With the installation of a rip- 

led government at the Centre, the rss is 
now ready to go the whole hog to exploit 
the "Hindutva-oriented atmosphere" to 
expand its base, it is significant that Rajju 
Bhayya is no longer averse to regular inter¬ 
action with the media. He and colleagues 
like II.V. Sheshadri appear on TV more 
often, addresses press conferences and 
gives exclusive interviews. This openness 
would have been unthinkable some years 
ago. (Md-timers still remember Golwalkar 
covering his face with iKrth hands when a 
photographer tried to click his picture. 

The iiec'd for more openness was first fell 
bv RSS leade's during the Emergency when 
the organisation was banned. Beside.s, it was 
in l‘>77 lliat rss cadres came into contact 
with their Muslim counterparts belonging 
to the Jamaat-e-islaini, which was also ban¬ 
ned. rite then sarsanghchalak, Balasaheb 
IJeora-s, even discussed the idea of opening 
the dtxrrs ot tlie rss tor the Muslims. 

Madan Das, general secretary of the rss, 

however, feels that it is the media which has 
undergone an attitudii.al change and has 
started giving more attention to the rss Itec- 
ause of the change ol the government at the 
Centre. He claims the rss chief has always 
held a press confeience after the annual pra- 
tinidhi sabha, adding: "We do want due 
publicity but we have always icit extra pub¬ 

licity is not required, it damages the cause." 
Given the rss' history and style of func¬ 

tioning, any shift in attitude towards the 
Muslims is bound to be viewed with suspic¬ 
ion. It is doubtful if it will translate into a 
the dilution of the Hindutva agenda. The 
changes in the rss, if any, can be better 
understexxi in the light of its efforts to come 
out of a long s|x;ll of i.solation which incTe- 
ased with the demolition of the Babri Mas- 
jid, when the rss and its 100-odd pocket 
organisations were condemned for damag¬ 
ing India's secular fabric. The recent utter¬ 
ances by RSS leaders about Muslims can at 
best be seen as an attempt to put up a more 
tolerant face, not a dilution of Hindutva. 

The ideas propagated by rss founders like 
Keshav Balirain Hedgewar and Golwalkar 
are still the source of inspiration for their 
successors. The ultimate goal is to transform 
the Indian society into a formidable mono¬ 
lith with "one nation, one people and one 

RSS chief Ralfu Bhayya has 
baen tiolng out of his way 
to meet the press and piay 

down the organisation’s 
anti-Muslim slant. 

ailture". The Sangh parlvar realises that thi' 
cannot be achieved without a thorough 
change in the Constitution. In fact, the bir's 

commitment to review the Constitution in 
its election manifesto is just a reiteration of 
Golwalkar's wish expressed 42 years ago. 
But it is likely to remain a mere dream for 
now, as any amendment or review of the 
Constitution requires a two-thirds majority. 

Golwalkar never hid his disapproval of the 
federal structure of the Constitution. 1 le felt 
that the foimation of “almost autonomous 
states" had sown the st*eds of disintegration 
of the country. .So much so that he wanted 
to “bury deep for good all talk of a federal 
structure of our country's Constitution" 
and realise his desire for “One Country, One 
state. One l.egislature. One Executive". Gol¬ 
walkar mooted the idea of redrafting the 
Constitution way back in 19.S6. Immedia¬ 
tely after the publication of the report of the 
States Reorganisation Committee, he wrote; 
"Let the Constitution be re-examined and 
re-drafted, so as to establish this Unitary 
(mad centralised) form of Government." 
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that "the minorities need not l\ 
apprehensive". 

It is in this context that the Rs^ 
agreed to put "contentious issue's"— 
Ram Janambhoomi, Article 370 and 
a common civil code—on the back- 
burner despite its rider to the rip that 
Hindutva should not be diluted. 
Significantly, rss general secrctaiy 
K.C. Sudershan warned the bjp not 
to dilute Hindutva just when its 
prime ministerial candidate Atal 
Bchari Vajpayee started softped- 
alling on Ayodhya and Article 370 
during his poll campaign. The 
result: Hindutva was uppermost in 
the rip's manifesto. 

Meanwhile, with a friendly gov¬ 
ernment at the Centre, the pss lead¬ 
ership has chalked out a detailed 
expansion plan. The number of 
shakhas is sought to be increased 
from 27,000 to .S0,000. The 
swayamsewaks, the kss chief has 
declared, "will now concentrate on 
turning the popular Hindutva-ori- 
ented atmosphere into expanding 
the enduring organisational set-up". 
The organisation will now explore 
n*w areas of activity where till now 
it had no presence. Around 4.S0 vil¬ 
lages in the tribal areas, remote areas 
and urtran jhuggi-jhonpri colonies 
have also bwn identified for devel¬ 
opmental work. 

An equally important ta.sk for the 
KSS is finding berths tor its sympa¬ 
thisers in important positions in 
the hureaucracy, judiciary, foreign 
office, etc. "Some good people we 
know of may be introduced to the 
HIP," Kajju Bhayya said while com- 

Thai the sir-called change in the tone is Govindacharya of the RIP, were invited. The rnenting on the future role of the rvs vis-a- 
hardly a jrointcr to the dilution of the rss' rss drew a lot of flak at these meetings for its vis tlie nii’-led government. Interestingly, 
Hindutva agenda is evident from the reiler- "antagonistic" altitude towards the while expressing disappointment with 
ation by Rajju Bhayya rc-cenlly that "these Muslims and other minorities. some bp' state governments, he had fold 
monuments (mosques at Kashi and Math- Acceptability became especially crucial Oiitlnok in lanuary:"( hanging the officials 
ura) are a slur on our indepenijence; they after the rip fared {.xxrrly in fhe mid-term itself lakes two lo three years; only after 
should go". Points out Mahesh Chandra elections to four .state assemblies in 199.t. ! that can a government function properly." 
Sharma, a hip Rajya Sabha MP a.ssiKiated The defeat was attributed, among other | 1 hougli rss leaders deny that they had any 
with the Oeen Dayal Research l-oundation: things, to its anti-Muslim image and kss j role in the formation ot the Vajpaytv cabi- 
"We Ix’lieve in the ultimate goal, the means | ailivities. .Says Kaaj Kumar Bhatiya, formef | nei, Jaswant Singh’s exclusion is a clear ind- 
to achieve it is not impoftanl lo us. (iandh- i president of the abvp, the students wing of j ication that the organisation influences 
iji would have differed on this matter. I'he I the Sangh [xirivar; "It will be an over-sim- ! government decisions, "kss swayamsevaks 
Rssisready to even tear off the dark chapters | plification to say t.hat the rss changed its j art working in the rip, therefore naturally 
of history. We only want to highlight the views towards the Muslims beiause the rip | the rip will consult the rss on national 
glorious past of the country." lost the elections after the demolition. But, ! issues. Even liil Bahadur Shastri and Indira 

Some symfiathisers and activists of the sure, over the last thri'e-four years there has (landhi used to consult the rss,” claims 
RSS Ux)k the initiative to break the isolation been a view within the Rvs to break the anti- Madan Das. Dropping names like Indira 
of the Sangh parivar by holding a 'samvaad' Muslim image ot the organisation. Bccau.se Gandhi,, the Sangh’s sworn enemy, is also a 
at Vrindavan in January 1993. Former the Janambhoomi movement had strength- manifestation of the rss’ quest for wider 
prime minister Chandra Shekhar was ened the anti-Muslim image of the kss." acceptability. I he atmosphere could not be 
among the first people who professed no The whole exercise is aimed at gaining more congenial for the rss to get that accep- 
objection in establishing a dialogue with more acceptability not only for the rss tance. For an organisation banned three 
the RSS. He even hosted one such meet in itself but for the bjp too. At the pratinidhi times during its 72-year existence on 
1996 at his Bhondsi ashram where many sabha in Bangalore the rvs top brass went charges of inciting violence and hatred, it is 
persons with socialist leanings, besides K.N. to great lengths to drive home the point time to strike firms nwts and branch out. ■ 



OPINION 

Indian Crisis of Change A poster appeari'd on the walls of Chaiidni 
Chowk in Delhi soon after the elections to 
explain why the Bii’-Shiv Sena combine had 
lost in Maharashtra. 'I'he rout was attributed 
to Sena chief Bal Thackeray's "mistake"—he 

had suggested that a national monument be construct¬ 
ed at the proposed Ram temple site. The argument may 
l)e too facile, but it confirms the belief that the hot¬ 
headed in the Bharatiya Janata I’arty and the Vishwa 
Hindu Pari.shad have a onc-prrint programme: to con¬ 
struct a temple on the rubble of the Babri Masjid. 

True, the Bir and its allies have distanced themselves 
from contentious issues and have favoured talks with 
the Muslim community to reach a settlement. But the same con¬ 
sensual approach was expressed by various sections across the 
country before the Babri Masjid was razed. So, what’s different 
now? Kalyan Singh, during whose regime the masjid was 
destroyed, is again the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh. But 1,.K. 
Advani, the chief spirit of the temple agitation, is now Union 
home minister. In 1992, even after giving an undertaking to the 
Supreme Ciourt, the bii» leadership went about in a manner which 
only made the demolition inevitable. If the a.ssurance made this 
time is to carry any credence it will have to come from the less, 
which controls botii the Bin and the \ nr. 

The Lok Snbha results make it amply clear that a majority of 
Hindus have voted against the bii’ and Hindutva. What voters 
have sought to amvey to the mi' is that if it were to take a liberal 
stand and wean itself out of tiie Hindutva bracket, it would win. 
Now that the party has attained |)ower, it should turn over a new 
leaf. The party has secured only 177 seats 
of a total of 54.1. lire seats it has won incl¬ 
ude 1.1 from Karnataka, where former 
chief minister Kamakrishna Hcgde was its 
ally, and seven from Orissa where Navecn 
Patnaik (Biju's son) made all the dilier- 
ence. The frarly's showing in Punjab was 
because ot the Akalis. In lamil Nadu, 
(.oimbatore tipped the scales but it was a 
pyrrhic victory for the mi' because of the 
jayalalitha factor. The iijr government has 
some 90 members from parties with 
impeccable secular credentials, (ieorge 
Pernandes and Mamata Banerjee may have 
compromised witli the iiii'. but don't favour Hindutva. 

Inclia IS a I 'liralistic society to which every religion has contrib¬ 
uted. If tile mr abjures its communal leanings, ihe country can 
niose towards a two-party system, which is ideal for a democratic 
polity. llTis hypothesis is, however, trelied by the speeches made 
in I’lirliament when the ini' MPs elected Vajpayee th' 'r leader. 
Advani's pr.iise of the kss against Vajpayee’s theme of nationalism 
'bowed liu'ir divergent ajrproach. Aclvani conjured up the spectre 
ot politics citis en b\ liias—the reverse of what is needed. Vajpayee 
rose abo'c parly considerations, something the country needs. 

But alas, Vajpayee’s words—‘Sangh is my soul'—gives the impr¬ 
ession that he mas wei; be a 'mask’, as an rvs ideologue has said. 
Vajpayee believes lliat the hss lias a two-fold task: to organise the 
Hindus to build a strong Hindu society and "to assimilate the 
non-Hindus like Muslims and ('.liristians in the mainstream’’. 

llie question is who will decide whicli is the mainstream. Is it 
Hiii'liitva? Dcres religion draw the contours ot mainstream? What 
about Vajpayees admission that ‘ we (tlie Hindus) had pulled down 

the structure in Ayodhya but it was a reaction to the 
Muslim votebank". In other words, the community 
was chastised because it had been voting Congress. 
Even now Muslims do not support the bip. Does it 
mean that some other mosques will be destroyed bec¬ 
ause they are a 'votebank' of some other party? it seems 
as if the mainstream and the bjp are co-terminus. 
Such thinking is pernicious because it is parochial and 

sectarian. If as PM, Vajpayee propagates the views he 
has expressed, how can the Muslims, the 120 million 
|x*ople of India, expect fairplay? Even if the bjp seeks to 
make amends, such an attitude would only make the 
minority more intractable. Since Muslims arc generally 

at the lowest rung economically, they are bound to feel oppressed. 
If some of them turn to fundamentalism or separatism, they may 
do so out of desperation, a sense of alienation, not because of their 
reluctance to join the mainstream. They feel unwanted. 

In the past, as the majority community, the Hindus, were carehil 
at least in what they said: they seldom injured the sensitivities of 
minorities. Now one hears many Hindus saying it is time others 
learnt to live in a Hindu-dominated society and that non-Hindu 
communities are "taking advantage of Hindu tolerance". There 
was a time when communal Hindus were at a disadvantage. Now 
they rule the roost. Many even defend the bigots and say they arc 
needed to counter fanaticism. Mercifully, the countryside is still 
better but the stakes in the cities are loaded against the minorities, 
rhis is tragic, for it is on tolerance and equal rights that our repub¬ 
lic is based. lake the concept of secularism which the founding 
fathers of the Indian Republic adopted. The majority were Hindus 

ijpt they voted for secularism. 
ft is a pity that India is still stuck in the 

morass of religion and ca.ste, making any 
real progress difficult. But a different kind 
of crisis faces the country today, ll is a '..risis 
of change, not stagnation. It is a crisis bom 
out of the incapacity oi institutions to 
respond to a deep and far-reaching process 
ol social turmoil. Having run its course, the 
old order has lost its legitimacy. Old rela¬ 
tionships are being questioned and so are 
the concepts handed down by tradition and 
history. I’he questioning comes from a new 
awakening, a search for a new order. You 

cannot stop the preness by raising the slogan of Hindutva. India is 
in the throes of a crisis—but it is a crisis that is home out of a 
heightened con.sciousncss and a far-reaching response to the dem¬ 
ocratic ideology. We should welcome the crisis and turn it into a 
cliallenge. It’s a call of history. A call the bjp must respond to. 

As for a national monument at Ayodhya, it is probably the best 
proposal since the Babri dispute erupted. That Bal Thackeray 
ottered the suggestion makes it doubly welcome. Political parties 
should take up the national monument projsosal which would 
have a building commemorating India's first war of Independence 
in 1857, with a temple and a mosque on either side. 

The bip should realise that it is cramped by the demands of a coali¬ 
tion. It cannot preach or practise the superiority or exclusiveness of 
Hinduism. Nor can it revive fanaticism in the name of mandir. If 
there is a fire of idealism still burning in its allies, they will not allow 
the country to be hijacked by Hindu chauvinists. Why doesn't the 
BJP appreciate India's ethos—a composite culture, which reflects the 
different religions of Islam, Christianity, Buddhi.sm and Sikhism? ■ 

If the BJP abiures its 
communal leanings, we 
can move towards a two- 
party system, ideal for a 
democratic polity. But the 

leadership’s RSS tilt 
belies such expectations. 
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By BHAVOEEP KANG The hm' KovetnniLiU survived the 
vole eontidcnce last week 
after bcinR bailed out by the 
Telupu Desam Party (ini’) and 
the National Conference (NC^). 

Assisted ulso by the fact that the 
Opposition had already Riven up the 
Rhost, with the election of the lor's 
(i.M.C.. Balayogi as l.ok Sabha Speaker 
three days earlier. Cliving credit where it 
was due, home minister L.ls. Advani 
observed: "All tliis has been made possible 
by the L'nited Front." 

Neither the tiongress nor the UF had 
made a serious effort to work out a strat¬ 
egy to topple the government, .since they 
had no alternative formation in mind. 
Earlier, in order to avoid embarrassment 
to the UF and allow the N(' some lime to 
rethink the precise modality ol its support 
to the BIP, the Speaker's election was effecl- 

I ed through a voice vote. The bip's March 
I coup—fielding Balayogi rather than 
I adopting P.A. Sangma as a consensus can- 
I didale--gave it a clear p.sythological 
1 advantage. "We had no problem with 
i Sangma. But it we had agreed to him, the 
; message would have gone out that we did 
i not enjoy a majority. They {the 
: Opposition) wanted to sec our govern- 
: ment humiliated," explained Advani. 
I For the UF, all that remains is the bitter 
I realisation that its lailure to stand together 
! has aided tire njr and put a question mark 
: on its own existence. It ran helter-skelter 
I to back tlic Congress (sacrificing the ri>p in 
i the process), only to Imd its offer of sup- 
j [Kirt spurned by Sonia Gandhi. Feelings 
I against the new Congress chief arc run- 
' ning high in the UF. "The Congress is 
! responsible for the installation of the bip 

! government," said the Samajwadi Party's 
I Araar Singh. The combined Opixjsilion— 
' the Congress and- the United Front—unit¬ 

ed briefly immediately after the election 
results, now l(K’k set to go thei- sejiarate 
ways, at least until the next election. 
Samata Party leader George Fernandes' 
merciless exposure of the contradictions 
between the Congress and the UF; by the 
simple expedient of underlining the mutu¬ 
al acrimony, spell out in their respective 
manifestos, hit close to the bone. Tiie post¬ 
election polarisation of u)P-led and 
t;ongrcss-led forces is likely to prove a tem¬ 
porary phenomenon. At the same time, a 
consolidation of non-Congress, non-Bji* 
parties is very much on the cards. 

The defection of the tup and the NC has 
led to soul-searching in the UF, with some 
leaders taking the view that virulent anti- 
Bipism has proved counter-productive, 
serving only to strengthen the party. JD 
MP Ram Vilas Paswan has been advocating 
a redefinition of secularism. "When we 
talk of secularism, people think it means 
being pro-Muslim. As a result, Hindu 
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voteb, cutting across caste lines, get pol¬ 
arised in favour of the Bji’," he notes. 

A senior cn leader agrees that this is tnie 
of Uttar Pradesh, where the bji- rijanaged to 
increase its tally to 59. Says the Bharatiya 
Kamgar Kisan Party's Ajit Singh: "We must 
have a more positive definition of secular¬ 
ism, not just anti-Bii’Lsm It means being 
against sectarianism, whether on the basis 
of caste or community. By promoting 
casteisni in tlie name of secularism, you 
help the bji'." A MAR Singh, for one, counters the 

argument: "If that were true, we (the 
SP) would not have increased our 

voteshare, especially among the ihakurs, 
in UP." Targeting both the bjp and the 
Congress, he claims that the third force 
would occupy the secular space in Indian 
politics on its own: "We shall fight com¬ 
munal forces on our own and strengthen 
ourselves so that secular bodies will be 

consolidated under our national leader- 
ship." Significantly, he questions the secu¬ 
lar credentials of the Congress: "We have 
not forgotten Babri Masjid. .Nor have wc 
forgotten Operation Blucstar." Denying 
that tile SP is pro-Congtess de.spite its pre- 
elcctoral alliance with the party, he points 
out: "Don't forget that we opposed tire 
Congress in UP." 

A growing fear amongst the UP partners 
is that the Congress will aggressively target 
their votebank and wants nothing more 
than the disappearance of the third front— 
the one agenda it has in common with the 
Bir. Hence the need to regroup. Sources 
within the SP and the Rashtriya Janata Dal 
say the two Yadavs—Mulayam Singh and 
l.alao Prasad—are bound to make common 
cause although talks arc at an early stage. 
Por the moment, however, the UP is in dis¬ 
array, reduced to little more than 8.P MPs 
and four formations—the Left Front, the 
SP, the JD and the arc-oMK combine. The 

Vajpayee: surviving the first hurdle 

ini’ Mil'. iskM’ and N( have virtually quit 
the UP while the mc.i’ has Ix'en wip'.'d out. 

It took a lot ol persuasion for NC leader 
ParoiKi Abdulldli to attend the UF's core 
group meeting last week, where he was 
given a dressing down by Mulayam and 
Lett lenders Harkishen Singh Suijeet and 
\,B. Bardhan. Abdullah apologised for 
deciding to abstain during the trust vote, 
but said lie needed Central assistance to 
fight insurgency in the Valley. "Wc can't 
be seen to be pally-pally with the govern¬ 
ment at the Centre, but we need its coop¬ 
eration," said his son, MP Umer Parooq. 

Fanarq dismisses the iwssibility of the 
liurriyat Conferena* making capital out ol 
the NtJ’s pro-Centre (rather than anti- 
Qmgress) alignment. The three main shim- 
bhng-blwks in the way of a bip-NC entente 
were the ruling |)arty‘s stand on Article .T70, 
the Babri Masjid and the uniform civil code. 
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UNITED FRONT 

Farooq’^ Volte Face 
Support to the BJP could spell disaster for the National Conference 

JAMMU and Kashmir chief minister 
I^rooq Abdullah's decision to ofier 
Issue-bas^ support to the wp gov¬ 

ernment at the Centre has confounded 
observen and National Conference col¬ 
leagues alike. In fact, critics have gone to 
the extent of labelling Farooq as the 
Slkander Bakht of Kashmir. 

Political analysts confess to being 
baffled by Farooq's support to a 
party which has been consistently 
opposing the state's special status 
while the NC has beoi pleading for 
more autonomy. "It's dther naivete 
or mere political opportunism,” says 
a senior patty leaders here. 

There seem to be no takers for 
Farooq's logic for extending support 
to the aiP govemmoit for seelcing 
maximum economic support for the 
state government. In 1987, Farooq 
had piloted the same theory when 
he entered into an accord with Rajiv 
Gandhi. Then he had announc^ 
that he was going to get Rs 1,000 
crote in spedal assistance from the 
Rajiv government. In the event, not 
a penny came and all allocations 
were in accordance with the norms 
laid down by the Planning 
Commission. 'Ihe upshot; other par¬ 
ties like the Muslim United Front 
made major electoral gains at tlie 
expense of the NC. 

A scenario that Farooq faces once 
again. In these Ink Sabha he has vir¬ 
tually lost his constituency. Despite 
the Huiriyat Conference boycotting 
the pulls, the NC failed to establish 
itself as the main party and the 
Congress has emerged as force to 
reckon with, it not only defeated 
the NC in the Anantnag constituen¬ 
cy but also out up a tough fight in 
Raramulla, wliere the party covertly 
supported an independent candi¬ 
date. And in Srinagar, from where 
chief minister fielded his son Umer, 
it is alleged that things could have 
been lighter if the elections had been 
"free and fair". 

Indeed, many NC. activists see Umer's 
entry into politics as a reason for Far¬ 
ooq's .stance vis-a-vis the bji'. Says one of 
them: "He has bartered away the soul of 
the NC for earning a ministerial berth for 
bis son.” 

Meanwhile, the other NC member in 
I ok Sabiia, Saifuddin Soz, has fallen in 

Une with Farooq's stand, albeit extrem- 
^ grudgingly. And after paying the 
price for ai^sm: he has been removed 
» party spokesperson by Ghulam Moh- 
fiiddln Shah. 

The other casualty of the ensuing dete¬ 
rioration in Con^ess-National Con- 

SaifHddin Soz and Umar Farooq: deep 
divisions on stipport to the Centro 

ference ties is bound to be the lone 
Congress minister in the. Farooq cabinet, 
who had made a history of sorts by join¬ 
ing the National Conference government 
even though his party preferred to sit in 
the Opposition. 

Zafar MeraJ in Srinagar 

The former, said Farooq, isn't really a prob¬ 
lem because constitutionally it cannot be 
touched without the assent of the state 
assembly. The bjp has taken a soft line on 
the latter two issues, which satisfied the NC. 

Former Union minister and NC MP 
Saiiuddin Soz at first said there was "no 
question" of supporting the bjp govern¬ 
ment but eventually came around. JD MPs 
I.K. Gujral and Paswan, both of who won 
with the aid of the bjp's allies, played medi¬ 
ators between Soz and Abdullah and the 
talks took place in the jdpp office. 

Meanwhile, Paswan remains the major 
stumbling-block in the reunification of the 
JD, reduced to six MPs. While all of Laloo's 
former detractors—the Ir:ft, the SP and 
senior members of the JD Itself—would like 
to welcome him back into the fold, Paswan 
is uncompromi.sing. F.ven before the elec¬ 
tions, JD ideologue Surendra Mohan had 
put Laloo's offer of seat adjustment to the 
party’s political affairs committee, but it was 
rejected. laloo, sitting pretty with 17 MPs, 
continues to make overtures, in the hope 
that reunification will obviate the need for 
Congress support to the rid government in 
Bihar. Hut Paswan and his supporters may 
well quit the JD if the issue is forced. The 
Samata Party has made no secret of its will¬ 
ingness to accept liim, but Paswan says he 
would prefer isolation. 

AS an RID Ml’ points out, fodder scam 
accused I.aloo remains a natural ally 
of the UF despite the fact that it 

*ttirew him out. But ,u.i' loader Prafulla 
Kumar Mahanla was the first to announce 
he would quit the IJF if it aligned with the 
Congress, although Front leaders had stuck 
with him thrf>ugh thick and thin and tlic 
I.IK. scam. Mahanta, Abdullah and the idp’s 

c:handrahabu Naidu, united in their anti- 
Congreisism, have now flotted the 
"National Front". 

Ideally, the idp would have likc.1 to con¬ 
tinue witli its equidistant stance. But with 
the Bii’'s margin too slim for comfort— 

j thanks to Prem Singh lAilpura's recalci- 
; trance and Vijayaraje .Scindia’s illness- 

Naidu had no option l)iit to rusb tt) its res- 
i cue. Tile alternative, to prop iij) j ,Sonia-led 
I Congress government, was politically and 
: personally anathema to Naidu 
I Tile idea lieliind the National Front is 
I to parade i’arooq Abdullah before the 
I iDi>'s Muslim constituents, llrus establish- 
j ing Naidu's secular credentials. By having 
I had a sclieduled caste Ml’ elected Speaker, 
I he has already scored a point witli the 
I Dalits. For the iDf, winning the forthcom- 
1 ing assembly jxills is an imperaiive. The 

BJI’, besides offering one ('al)inet and two 
stale berths to the party, lias also suggest¬ 
ed a seat-sharing adjustment for the 
assembly jmiJI, with tire tdi’ gelling two- 
thirds of the total. Another imperative for 
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Naidu is to keep his party together. By 
aligning with the bjp, he has averted the 
danger of a split and acquired leverage 
over the Central government. 

While Surjeet and Co have sounded 
prophecies of doom, predicting that Naidu 
will be wiped out in the forthcoming 
assembly elections without the Left and 
Muslim vote, he still has sympathisers 
within the UF, notably in the u*i. A day 
before the trust vote and four days after 

in UP, despite the arbitration of Surjeet, his 
friend, philosopher and guide. "The ques¬ 
tion of our future equation with the 
Congress and UF will come up during the 
party congress," said cpi leader Atul Anjaan. 

The a>i(M)'s new-found pro-Congressism 
is fuelled by Mamata Bannerjee’s success 
in West Bengal. Bannerjee's contention that 
the state Congress is the B-team of left 
struck a public chord and her infant 
Trinamul walked off with seven seats. But in 

The VHP yagna for the Vajpayee government seems to have succeeded 

the top's exit from the UF and sinmliatu- 
ous alignment with the bjp. To stymie hh 
arch-enemy, Kalyan Singh, Mulayam 
would have liked to negotiate a tie-up with 
the Bahujan .Samaj Party but this was 
foiled by Kanshi Ram. Although reduced to 
five seals in the Lok Sabha, he has not soft¬ 
ened his stand vis-a-vis the SP. Mulayam is 
now looking to the Rio and IjIoo appears 
amenable. ''Sal)ko ek homi hi hat (everyone 
must unite),” he said, pointing out that 
although Mulayam had campaigned in 
Bihar, he had not done the same in UP. 

I Having drawn a blank in Bihar, the SP has 
! realised that Laloo's Muslim-Yadav bastion 

in the state cannot be dented. 
The "Yadvi.sation" of Bihar and UP has 

worked to the bip's advantage as all the 
other castes ganged up against them, 
laments I’aswan. This view is echoed by 
Ajit Singh: "In both states, the other back¬ 
wards have gone to the bip and Samata." 
Pre-election negotiations with the bip hav¬ 
ing broken down, he lost in Baghpat and is 
in a limbo. 1 he (Ymgress would be a nat¬ 
ural ally but is virtualiv non-existent in UP. 

In Tamil Nadu, the rsu and the omk are 
sticking together and with the UF out of 
necessity. Talk ol a isk. merger with the 

I Congress, died down after prosjwcts ot a 
i Congress-led government receded. The 
i OMK, which tears the dismissal of its state 
I government on law and order grounds, hit 
I back at the aisijmk when explosives were 
I found in the home ot a sympathiser last 
I week. But its jxisition remains shaky. Onl>' 
! if Jayalalitha and the bip were to fall out 

Naidu had formally quit the UF, he helped Kerala, the Left Democratic Front's main ; and its own tie-up with the isk were to 
the CPI win a Rajya Sabha seat from Andhra rival is the Congress-led United DemcKratic ! break, would the omi liave the option of 
Pradesh. The ( pi, having lost out in Bihar | Front. Likewise, in Tripura, a tie-up with the , aligning with the bip. 
because of laloo's exit from the UF, did not | lujs has ensured a I eft led government, , The third forte, a virtual electoral non¬ 
want a repeat in AP. With two MPs and 17 j with the Congress in the opprrsition. Being ; entity during the IW« 1 ok Sabha election, 
MIAS ui ihe state, it would have preferred | cadre-based parties, the two units have j with its nrjminees lighting each other, has 
friendly relations with the lOP. , adopted the central leadersliip's line. yet to sink its dlllerences. But then, its 

Nor was the (PI—or for that matter, the ; For its part, the SP was the keenest to prr- ! three com|)onents—-tlie comiminists, the 
Ksparu) the lorward Bloc--sanguine about ! veni a B)P government at tire (x-ntre, as it ■ socialists and the regional parlies -have a 
the t I'KMI’s all-out declaration of supixrrt to | was alrcaify Stiddled with one in UP. By ; hislorv of lading apart amlconiingtogel- 
the Congress. A section of the (pj has yet to ; ignoring Naidu's suggestion of equidis- ' lier .igain. Words oi conilort from Puswan; 
forget Mulayam's failure to reach any I tance—that is, a hands-otf approach to "Ihere will always lx; a I bird Front, in 
understanding witli the other UF members government formation—the SP facililalcd ' some sliape oi form.” ■ 
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Sena versus Sena 
All’s not well in Senadom—Thackeray’s outburst against Joshi opens up a can of worms 

By LEKHA RAHANANI SHIV Sena chief Bal Thackeray is 
unpredictable and his reactions are 
often volcanic. But wlien he chose 
to erupt and attack Chief Mini.ster 
\fanohur Joshi in his much juibli- 

cised interviews to Saainiui, the Sena mout¬ 
hpiece, it caufjht partynien unawares. The 
timin}> was what wa.s most intriguing. 
Ibackeray's broadside against Joshi on two 
coicsecutiv' days came on tlie eve of the 
state Inidget, just when the Congress was j 
geaiing up to take on tlte Joslti government. 

Thackeray's outburst is Iwing variously [ 
described. ,\l one level it is seen as a mani¬ 
festation ot lilt Irustration that has crept 
into the party following its drubbing in the 
elections. A section of the party belirves 
that it was jxxir gosernance and corruption 
in high places which led to the rout. And 
that once the [wrty began looking for a vil¬ 
lain, Joshi was seen as a convenient fall guy. 
While Thackeray succeeded in camouflag- ; 
ing the larger failure of his party, he has 
brought to the fate the divide itt the Sena 
and the growing suspicion that there is cor¬ 
ruption ui high places. It has also exposed I 

the ill will for Joshi from within his party. 
According to insiders, Thackeray and his 

family have long resented Joshi's smart 
business sense. Alleges a party leader; "His 
(Manohar loshi's) son Unmesh is in charge 
ol the Mumbai area. Nasik and lAine have 
been divided between his sons-in-law. 
Joshi is a businessman first, then a politi¬ 
cian; he eyes a plot and knows its value. 
Unlike the ThackTays, he doesn't take the 
money directly—everything is done thro- 

j ugh various outfits which at1 as fronts. 
Joshi and his son have also successfully 
spread allegations of corruption involving 
the Thackeray family." Unmesh Joshi, 
unlike ^he young Thackerays, Raj anti 
Udhav, keeps a very low profile and has 
only recently found mention in the news. 

Though unhappy with Joshi, Thackeray 
finally retracted his charge against the chief 
minister in the larger interests of the party. 
But he also seems to have decided to 
remote-control the government even more 
closely than liefore. According to insiders, 
the Sena chief's outburst is "a reaction to 
pressure from a section of the party" and his 
"own method of putting pres.sure on Joshi". 
A w'cek before his outburst, Thackeray had 

indicated that he was going to make a 
move. "I will be doing something. There 
will be changes. ! have some people fn 
mind," Thackeray had told Outlook. For the 
kind of man he is, this display ot rage was 
characteristic. But what's surprismg is he 
had trained his guns on his own partymen. 
His ire also obviously reflected the anger 
among the cadre and the growing distance 
between the lower rungs ot the Sena and 
the decision-makers. 

For those wishing to take on the Sena, 
Thackeray has provided sufficient ammuni¬ 
tion. Here is what the Sena chief told 
Saamiui: "If Joshi has pro-Pawar leanings he 
will have to pay a heavy price for it. I will 
not spare anyone. Some of those who had 
paid lakhs of rupees and found that their 
work had not been done are in despair and 
approached me. Someone is collecting lakhs 
of rupees in the name of the chief minister, 
in some cases up to Rs 40 lakhs... this may 
cost the chief minister dear." Thackeray 
even named businessman Raj Dadarkar as 
one of those collecting funds tor Joshi. 

According to government sources, Thac¬ 
keray's checklist against Joshi includes a 
complaint by a textile tycoon that a consid- 
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crable amount of money had chan¬ 
ged hands before the sale of a mill's 
surplus land was cleared. The sale 
of mill land is in itself a highly sen¬ 
sitive issue and is vigorously 
opposed by mill workers' unions. 

In his interview, Tliackeray casti¬ 
gated the government, its function¬ 
ing and also announced that he 
was distancing himself from poli¬ 
tics. This lelt the dot)t open for the 
Opposition to sink Joshi, his son 
Unmesh, friends attd associates in a 
heap of money-grabbing charges. It 
also was a green signal for angry 
Sainiks to take on the chief minis¬ 
ter, his cabinet and senior party 
leaders. A volatile crowd gathered 
outside Thackeray's residence, 
Matoshree, on March 22 and rou¬ 
ghed up ministers, journalists and 
showered insults on Sena leaders. 

Ever since the poll debacle, a 
reaction was expected from 
Thackeray. The Sena couid 

only manage six of Maharashtra's 48 Urk 
•Sabha seats. This has considerably reduced 
the party's bargaining powers in Delhi. 
Thackeray articulated his di.sap|xiintment 
to the crowd which had gathered outside 
his house: 'I am paineni. People with seven 
and 15 MPs ate dominating the govern¬ 
ment. !.ast time we won 15. We could at 
least have had a say if we had won 10 scats." 

Joshi reacted with his own brand of 
histrionics. Fuelling sireculation that he 
would resign, the chief minister drove to 
the Raj Bhavan. Later in the evening, he 
called on Thackeray and a truce was called. 

But all is not well in the .Sena. The lower 
rung Sainiks say they are alienated. The 
feeling that some ministers and leaders 
have no time for party workers and that 
the leadership s|)ends its lime amassing 
money sfiii persists. In fact, this is what 
encouraged a small tnit influential section 
III the party's lcadershi(i tt) try and push 
lor a change of chief minister and a 
rest I IK. luring of the cabinet. Also, they 
seek changes in the core group of 12 lead¬ 
ers vsho torm the second-in-comrnand 
alter lliaekeray, his son and nephew. 
Piectkts a Sena leader pressing for cliange: 
"You will set tilings happening by the end 
of A()iil i Ins s wtiat the parlymen want." 

Toilowing his sabre-rattling interview, 
lhackera\ is on loiirsc to restnicture the 
jiarty organisation. A sliakeout sts-nis to be 
tin the cards. Ministers, lieatls ol stale-run 
coriwrations and slnkha ]iramukhs will 
have to step aside as the party goes in for a 
facelift. The day after iiis SiUimihi interview, 
a number of heads of slate corporations and 
leaders at differtml levels submitted their 
resignations to Thackeray. But tlie .Sena 
tliief will go by his own assessment. Says 

senior leader Subhash Oesai: "Changes will 
be made whether someone has sent his res¬ 
ignation or not." fie describes Thackeray's 
outburst as a "timely shock" for the parly. 

But what is the Sena chief's strategy? 
Explains a ii|i’ legislator: "There is a method 
in his (Thackeray's) madness. This is an old 

To deflect attention from 
his famiiy, Thackeray 

held Joshi and son 
Unmesh responsible for 
systematic corruption. 

Thackeray says Joshi is pro-Pawar 

tactic—attacking the government or the 
CM even though everyone knows it is 
Balasaheb wiio is running the show. The 
message is, those are the bad guys and me 
and my family are the good guys and are 
not a |)art of all that is happening." Thac¬ 
keray's tactic is also a sledge-hammer way 

, of countering Joshi's subtle method ot 
rdeflecting botlt blame and corruption 

charges towards Matoshree and his party 
chief's family. "If everything goes well he’s 
going to l)c there... I am happy (with the 
government's performance) hut as far as 
people around are concerned, lie has to be 
careful," said Thackeray, reinstating joshi. 

But all that can't shut the can of worms. 
Thackeray's earlier outburst only reinforced 
the noisy allegations that opposition leader 
Chhagan Bhujbai has been making against 
Sena leaders. "Money, money, money. It's 
all about money. The Thackeray family is 
jealous that joshi and his family are making 
a lot more money," .says Bhujbai who has 
his own joshi corruption checklist. Among 
other things, Bhujbai alleges that schools in 
the Dadar area have Iwen converted into 
commercial establishments to please joshi's 
business associates, Dadarkar, Madhu 
Kokarne and Shantilal Maru. joshi, of 
course, denies the charges. 

Whether Thackeray will finally ease out 
joshi remains to be .seen. There is some talk 
in the Sena that the chiel may, want to 
push a family raembet—maybe Uddhav— 
to the top slot. But mere changes at the top 
may not be enough. The Sainiks are a dis¬ 
illusioned and defeated lot today. The 
party needs to energiscM at the shakha 
level if the Sena is to hold its own. ■ 
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■Jaswant Singh Is sulking, 
sulking, sulking. The media- 
savvy Bjp leader is a changed 
man after his electoral loss 
and the fracas over his eventu¬ 
al non-inclusion in the Atal 
Behari Vajpayee ministry. 
Denied the plum 
finance portfolio, 
reportedly after 
the Rss asked , 
Vajpayee not 
to accommo¬ 
date a "loser", 
Singh has been 
nursing his ego 
alone. Although 
named deputy 
chairman of the 
planning com¬ 
mission as a 
sop, Singh— 
finance minister 
in the earlier 
13-day Vajpayee 

f ministry—hasn't 
attended office one 
day even a week 
after he was 
named, making it 
clear to every so- 
and-so in the sir 
just what he thinks 
of the "demotion" 

■ Caught Sharad Pawar blush¬ 
ing, ever? The Congress leader 
went beetroot-retl in the face 
when his best-laid plot to 
stymie the bjp's plans to get its 
man as Lok Sabha speaker 
came unstuck. The Maratha 

chieftain had convened 
a press conference 

to explain how 
the BJP had 
stabbed the 
Congre.ss by 

.supporting the 
TOP candidate for 

speaker, blah-blah 
Meet over, he 
asked his lack¬ 
eys to distribute 
a press release 
enunciating his 
pontifications. 
Rut imagine his 

blushes, when 
instead of a press 
note, rc|X)rtcrs got 
a copy of the bio¬ 
data of the new 
speaker, G.M.C. 
Balayogi. "There 
was a loul-up at the 
phobKopyiiig 
machine,” was all 
his flunkies could 
muster in res[K)nsc. 

‘ f-'iP fb‘ '-f 

li*'' i-.ion*. tff ftn- ' oTivf' 

Ml pla-.f, 'f. lit 

iHnp.itU tiMl unijer 

Sieii OF OUR CRIMES 
As appUcstlon lot tha aaxt pon? 

1. Nasw of the candldata: 
2. Praaaot addiesa: 

(i) Naowofthejall (it) CaO aunifan 
(If sot, attach proof of naidenca) 

3. Political Party; 
(Uat only the last five pertias 
in the chronolooical oider) 

4. Nationality; A - Itahan B-Indian 
E. Reasons for leaving the last patty 

A - Defatted B - Expelled 
C • Bought out 0 - None of the 

above E - All of the above 
6. Reasons for contesting elections * 

A - 1b make money B - lb escape 
court martial C - lb grossly misuse 
power D - lb serve the public 

7. How many years of public service 
experience do you possess? 
A ■ 1-2 years B - 2-6 years 
C ■ 6-15 years D -15 years + 

8. Qita details of any criminal 
eases pending against you 
(tlse as many additional shsets 

as you want) 
9. Mow many years have you 

spent in jail? (Do not confuse 
with q 7) 

10. Do you have any develop¬ 
mental plaru lor tbs country? 
A-No B-No C-Vo D-No 

Thumb impnasion 
of the candidate 

(Not U>at of the parson 
who filled the form) 

■ But the reddest face lhat side 
of Worli Sewage C!anal (no 
offence meant—just a jKipular 
Mumbai usage) surely 
belongitl to Manohar Joshi. 
The Maharashtra chief minis¬ 
ter, low on flattery alter the 
poll debacle and the public 
dic.ssing down Bal Thackeray 
gave him on being too close to 
Sharad I’awar, put his fool fur¬ 
ther back in his mouth last 
week. A morning after the Shiv 
Sena pramukh had expressed 

his reservations at Joshi, the 
(;M was on the telephone to 
"Matoshree". Sena insiders 
claim Joshi told Tfiackeray lhat 
he had heard that he 
( Thackeray) was planning to 
quit active politics, and plead¬ 
ed with the .Sena Ixissman not 
to leave the party orphaned ifi 
tills, its greatest liour of need, 
ct cetera. A miffc*d Thackeray, 
needlc”is to say, was mail. Insult 
upon injurs- and all. Thackeray 
.stays on, so does loshi, hut that 
as tliey say is another story. 

Overheard in 

Bangalore: “What 

do those TV ads 

mean 'Fosters: 
soon in India’? 

it’s already here: 

Vajpayee and 

Jaya swear by it. 

Foster family. 

Foster-son. 

Foster^weddings.” 

Suttan Of Sting 

IS it easier to meet the Sultans of the desert kingdoms than 
the mayor of Thinivananthapuram? A Gulf returnee tele¬ 
phoned F,.K. Nayanar during his phone-in programme on 
the Malayalam satellite channel Asianet last week, saying he 
had a civic problem but was having trouble getting It sorted 
out. That's easy, said the Kerala chief minister, all you have 
to do is meet the mayor. But the N«i said he was having 
trouble doing that too. "How can't you meet him?" asked 
Nayanar anpily. "He’s the mayor, not some sultan—he's 
there to meet you.” 
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CALAMITY 
Pholognphs by SWAPM NAYAK 

A Twister Spins 
Out of Controi 
70 dead, 15,000 homeless, untimely relief; the misery is endless 

By SOUTIK BISWAS in Midnapore & Balasore HIS wife had called out, inviting the 
family in to their mud-and-tliatch 
hut for iunch, when farm-worker 
Khetra Bag saw the sky turn red 
and dust clouds swirling around 

iiim. Then his world turned black. There 
was a resounding crash, and his two teena- 
ged sons playing outside flew out into the 
storm as Bag watched in horror, crouching 
near a haystack. A minute later, wife Kaush- 
alya lay dead under a debris of baked mud, 
tliaich and w<x)d, blood (Xtzing from her 
lorehead. I he two .sons, Lakshmikanta and 
Pnrnachandra, hurled by the winds into a 
shallow pond nearby, floated numbly in 
shock. A day after last Tuesday, Bag kept a 
tearful vigil over Kaushalya's lifeless form. 
■'It was all so sudden," soblied Bag, "that 1 
don't even know what happened." 

Some 2 km away from Bag's Sarta village 
in Midnapore, West Bengal’s largest district, 
Amaicndu Rout, a physical education tea¬ 
cher of a government-aided school in Goba- 
rghata, a tiny village in Orissa's Balasore dis- 
triii, had sensed that nature was playing 
funny. Sitting in his school office, he spot¬ 
ted an "unu.sually large number of clouds" 

and the sky turning ominously dark. He 
decided to stop primary classes and send 
some KX) students home. When Rout heard 
the whistling wind 15 minutes later, he 
panicked and began running to the high 
sch(X)l building nearby to stop ciasses and 
send some 110 students home from lessons. 
It was too late. "1 felt a hot, hot wave of 
wind trying to lift me, and 1 saw children 
flying all around and the buildings crum¬ 
bling," he says. A minute later, 1.3 children 
and the primary school headmaster, lay 
dead in the ruins, over 20 children smoth¬ 
ered by debris stmggled for life, and the 
three school buildings were rubble. 

A minute later, the skies began weeping 
and spewing hail. But it was a cmel conso¬ 
lation; the minute-long tornado which had 
.swept some 14 villages in West Bengal and 
Orissa had by then taken over a 70 lives, 
injured nearly 1,000 villagers, flattened 
some 2,000 mud-and-thatch huts leaving 
aroimd 15,000 homeltss, and destroyed 500 
acres of lush paddy farms. Nature’s most ter¬ 
rifying storm, bom, in this case, of a cumu¬ 
lonimbus cloud—source of nor’westers as 
well as tornadoes—formed over the Bihar 
plateau earlier in the day had wreaked 
unimaginable havoc. A wispy tendrii trail¬ 

ing from a cloud spawned a tunnel that spf- 
railed around its parent—rotational wind 
speeds touching nearly 500 kmph—and 
progressed in a narrow path over some 50 
sq km of land. "The whole world seemed to 
be spinning around me," remembers Tapan 
Jana, a Sarta grocer, with a shiver. 

The twister spun everything out of con¬ 
trol—and reduced villages to impres.sionis- 
tic landscapes of ruin. It uprooted trees and 
stripped them bare of their foliage, twisted 
electric poles and mangled power lines, suc- 
kcxl in mud homes, blew off a concrete roof 
of a school, and displaced fish from ponds. 
On the banks of the Subamarekha river, the 
storm tore apart a sturdy truck loading sand 
and smashed the driver and his assistant to 
the river bed, killing them instantly. At 
Chak Ismailpur village, eight labourers were 
blown off and dashed on trees and farms, 
300 yards away. None survived. 

Those who lived to tell the tale were stun¬ 
ned by the suddenness of the calamity. 
Kamala Banik of Sarta was cooking at home 
when she heard "a strange sound, like an 
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aeroplane flying low" and then saw the 
^ mud oven hurtling towards the thateh root. 

I'he next moment, the roof had caved in 
and her home was on lire. Her neighixmr, 
farm-owner Knshna I’rasad I’al, who was 
enjoying a siesta, found himself unhurt in a 
rubble that seconds before hadlK-en a tvvo- 
•storcy mud-and-concrete home. His two 
cycles, and a Rs 10,,S(KI-worlh pumpset were 
blown off into nowhere. I Its two daughters- 
in-law were ligliting for their lives in a hos¬ 
pital. "We've Itad crur share of floods and 
storms which we manage to cope with," 
says Saikat Das Mahapalra, a school leaclier 
of Aura. "But this was unpredittable." 

What was not so unpredictable was the 
usual retinue of politicians descending on 
the affected villages with pnimises. In New 
Delhi, Prime Minister Alai Hchari Vajpayee 
was castigated by the Opposition for "play¬ 
ing politics with natural calamity" by stack¬ 
ing a three-member team ol MPs to tour the 
affected areas with his party and coalition 
partners—Bji) and Trinaraul Congress- 
members. The Union government released 

I Rs 20.8 crore for relief in West Bengal and 
j Orissii, and in West Bengal, the slate gov- 
‘ ernment released another Rs .t croas 
i Bur a day after the disaster, in West 

Bengal's allected villages, bodies lay 
.strewn around in the lields-one 

; farm-worker's body in a Sarta field had 
; been partially t hewed up by jackals—relict 
I was scarce, and drinking water still not 
; available. In C^alcutta, ministers and 
i bureaucrals brazenly bungled over the 
; body count in West Bengal's villages -oHi- 
I cial figures varied from 47 and 8.1, both 

looking off-the-mark. In comparison, relief 
work in Orissa took off more smoothly, 
and drinking water trucks were rushed to 
Oobarghata within hours. 

There were also rumblings about the lack 
of any meteorological warning isf the storm. 
"It's virtually impossible to forecast a torna¬ 
do," says R.N. Cioldar, director of India 
Meteorological Department, Alipore. Inst¬ 
ead, the met office had dished out regular 
reports of nor'wester squalls from Monday 

; i.iiwards--there are an average of 12 such 
I storms in the eastern stales during March 
' and \|iril Apart from a slew of convenlion- 

al radais, there are 10 lydone determining 
• radars im the east and west coasts. None ol 

them is sapabR ol deteiting areas ol strong 
rotation inside big tornado-producing sto- 

■ nils. In a region where tropical thundersto- 
ims are lies|uent-there have Iwen three 
tornadoes in Bengal since I‘>8.1—meteoro¬ 
logical surseillaiue is skimps. The nearest 
meteorological obsi'rsalory to the affected 
sillages is 80 km away in MidnaiHire and 
takes c>nly two readings ewry day. 

Now, the Centre has placed orders for 
three state-ol-the-art Doppler radars which 
can study the internal structure of a thun- 

j derstorm, detect wind shears and hint at a 
; tornado. The radars, which tost up to Rs 2 
I crore each, will be installed in ('.alculta, 
■ Machilipalnam (Andhra Pradesh) and 
i C.hennai, in a couple of years. But the hajv 
I less victims of this tropical storm svill never 
j forget the darkness at iuhui ■ 

With Astiis K. Biswas 
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ANDHRA PRADESH 

Naxalites? It’s a Stick-Up 
Rankled by a PW6 unit’s harassment, tribal women give Naxals a taste of their own medicine 

By M.S. SHANKER inJa^Godavari IF there is a whiff of an agitation, can 
women be far behind, in Andhra 
Pradesh that is? in the recent past, 
the womenfolk iiavc successfully 
organised themselves to launch a vig¬ 

orous anti-arrack movement, forcing the 
state government to ban the sale of the 
brew. Now, they have declared war 
against one of the most dreaded Naxal 
outfits, the People's War Group (pwo), in 
East Godavari district. If it was Rosamma 
in Dubagunta (Nellore) who spearheaded 
the prohibition drive and drove the then 
Congress government headed by Kotia 
Vijayabhaskara Reddy to ban liquor in 
1982, it's Bodeti Lakshmi of Peddama- 
llapuram who has now stormed into the 
limelight with her bold initiative to teach 
a lesson or two to the PW(,. 

Roth women's struggles are an offshoot 
of awareness campaigns launched by vol¬ 
untary organisations in the district. The 
anti-arrack movement came on the heels 
of "Operation Blackboard", where women 
were inspired to take on their alcoholic 
husbands after reading all about it in text¬ 
books; the decision to fight the rwc.'s 
harassment has got a lot to do with a 
unique savings scheme which lias bettered 
the economic lot of women and given 
them a voice to protest. 

Samata, a voluntary organisation, laun¬ 
ched the .scheme—thrift cooperative stKi- 
cties—and helped tribal women, living in 
about 40 villages in four mandals, 
Prattipadu, Sankliavaram, Kotanandur and 
Yeleshwaram, to mobilise a whopping Rs 
21 lakh, including a Rs 7 lakh aid from the 
tJirijana Cooperative Society, to see them 
tlirougli their rainy days. This not only 
hrouglit some econoniit stability to their 
lives—thus reducing their financial de|H'n- 
dcnco on the men—bu' also gave them 
courage to stand up against the 'Annalu' or 
big brother, the I’wo. All the four mandals 
on the foothills of the Eastern ghats fall in 
t>vvi. territory where its writ runs. 

The cause of the upheaval can be traced 
to the "misdeeds" of a nine-memfier com¬ 
mittee, foisted on the region by the ewr, to 
oversee tribal interests. But from day one 
itself, the committee members seemed to 
lie more keen on promoting its own needs. 
Alleges Bodeti Lakshmi, mother of three 
and one of the many sisters' who dared to 
speak out against the '.4nnalu': "The new 
committee is dominated by non-tribals 

and they have never shown any interest in 
protecting our rights." 

According to her, the committee had 
taken control of the 20-acre Annavaram 
Devasthanarn, a sacred property hitherto 
held collcHTtively by the tribals, and dis¬ 
bursed the land among the members' kin 
for ploughing. I'he landgrab was followed 
up by systematic bouts of violence. The 
committee members beat up five men of 
the village for petty reasons; among the 

thrashed was the village sarpanch, Jagga 
Babu. And imposed a fine of Rs 55,000 on 
all five for allegedly flouting the pwg diktat. 

The PWG, which declared the entire 
Dandakaranya spread along the Godavari 
valley as a "guerrilla zone" some six 
months ago, had stepped up its actisdties 
in the region for quite sometime. But the 
blast at the Girijan Cooperative Society 
depot at Peddamallapuram on February 
16, during the first phase of polling, was 

Photaaraphs by P ANIL KUMAR 
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the last straw. The tolerance levels of the 
villagers, especially the women, snapped. 
The blast couldn't have come at a worse 
time because the depot is the only source 
of monthly rations for the villagers. 

This incident and another encounter in 
which two Naxals and two policemen were 
killed forced the state-owned Road Trans¬ 
port Corporation to stop its services, thus 
putting the villagers to further hardship. 

The women decided to pay back the me, 
in the same coin. So, first, a band of 
women swooped down on the nine-mem¬ 
ber committee and armed with lathis, lit¬ 
erally chased them away from Peddamalla- 
puram. The mission over, the women have 

BodstI Lakshml (right) enthuses her 
all-women band of supporters 

made their intentions clear. They want the 
committee members to stand trial in the 
village court—all the culprits will have to 
appear before the panchayat, falling which 
their houses will be “blown up". 

Says Ukshmi: "Who ate they to tell us 
what to do and what not to? Let them allow 
us to lead our own lives and improve out 
living standards with the help erf govern¬ 
ment-sponsored schemes and voluntary 
organisations' assistance. The committee 
didn't have tribal interests in mind in the 
first place." The two predominant tribal 
groups in the region are the Konda 
Kammaras ^blacksmiths by profession) and 
Konda Kapus, a majority of whom work as 
agriculture labour for their daily bread. NO sooner was the women's struggle 

launched at Peddamallapuram, the 
news spread like wild fire. Women of 

the other 4.S villages sent word that they 
were ready to fight for the cause. One of 
the key reasons for their resistance is the 
inclusion of non-tribals in the committee. 
Complains Pentamma, mother of two: 
"Ever since Damodar took over as the new 
commander, problems cropped up. Earlier, 
the nvo never questioned our lifestyle and 
we didnR pay heed to its activities. But the 
fines imposed on our men and the blast at 
the Gcc. depot, which belonged to a help¬ 
less widow Puchchala Malleswari, pro¬ 
voked the women to react. Besides, the 
Naxals' decision to evict Samata, which 
had promoted a savings scheme, irked 
most women, who had scraped the bottom 
of the barrel to put away some money." 

Warns Poo.sala Narasamma, another mil¬ 
itant activist: “We have been pul through 
a lot of hardship by the Naxals and we can¬ 
not tolerate their henchmen’s nonsense 
anymore." After getting a taste of ils own 
medicine, the ,”wi, area secretary, .Iambi, 
hastily issued statements that the commit¬ 
tee had never been asked to harass the vil¬ 
lagers. Rut he told the villagers that he 
would take action against those violating 
pw'(, instructions and even aixused some 
locals ol creating mistrust among villagers. 

As tension mounted, CItandrababu 
Naidu—more exercised over whether to 
lend sup(X)rt to the bip government at the 
tlentre or not—chose to remain a mute 
spectator. Not that the women activists are 
fretting over his inertia. For, the spirited 
activists have even told the police not to 
come in between their fight with the I'wi,. 

This is not the first time that the m<, is 
facing the people's ire. In the past, villagers 
have revolted against the Naxals in several 
north Telengana districts but the protests, 
allegedly backed by the police, dwindled 
out. Things are different now. The people 
themselves, read women, are up in arms 
against a people's group and are in no 
mood to give in without a fight. ■ 
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■ EXCLUSIVE: INTERVIEW WITH 8TEN LINDSTROM, TOP SWEDISH INVESTIGATOR 

“The Bofers papers all point 
Stm Undstrom is chief of the investigation 
(tivisbm of the Swedish Nationai Bureau of 
Investigation (m). In 1987-88, as special 
prosecutor appoinUd by the Swedish govern¬ 
ment to probe alleged wrongdoing on the part 
of main collaborutors in Sweden, Undstrom 
personally headed the most wide-ranging 
probe into the Bofbrs payoffs. Within a few 
months of beginning the probe, Undstrom 
realised he was not going to get any assistance 
from the Indian authorities and even some top 
officials ofAB Bofors. Now head of the mi, he 
to a deep understanding of all die crucial 
Hrdis in the Bofors story. Undstrom has scruti¬ 
nised hundreds of documents and papers and 
has interviewed all those concerned with the 
deal. Last month, he created a storm by saying 
that Sonia Gandhi should tell people all that 
she knows about Bofors. In a tkephonic inter¬ 
view from Stockholm to Ranftt Bhushan, 
Undstrom said Sonia cannot claim Innocence 
in the frice of findings conducted in the payoffs 
during the last decade or so. Excerpts: 

Yoo have bceo associated with the 
Bofors probe diving the last decade. 
How hu it progres^? 
Well, Investigations at the Swedish end are 

now dosed. We have a law 
which does not permit inves¬ 
tigation and prosecution 
bej^d a period of three 
years. It's a closed case for us, 
until something really new 
emerges In which we are 
T^ired to assist. 
What was the role 
fdayed by the Gandhi 
Budly? 
Until more details are avail¬ 
able, it is difficult to say. But 
the Gandhis, particularly 
now Sonia, should explain 
how Quattrocchi-owned 
companies got such fat sums 
as payoffs horn the Bofors 
deal. After all, what is the 
connection of Sonia and the 
Gandhi family to 
Quattrocchi? Who Introduced Quattrocchi 
and his AE Services to Bofors? At least one 
thing is certainly known now. A part of the 
payoffs definitely went to Quattrocchi. That 
is now the legal position and, should gov¬ 
ernments show interest, a formal case can 
now be lodged. 

“Sonia should explain Quattrocchi link” 

What then is the key to the whole 
Bofors Issue? 
Clearly, the bank papers scheduled to 
arrive from Switzerland to India could 
hold the key. I think a great deal now 

INVESTIGATION_ ___ 

Vanishing Ciues 
The Bofors saga is likely to drag on due to political compulsions 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN IT was d lamiliar case of too little, t(K) 

late. Last fortnight, when a tsvo-mem- 
ber I III .earn, comprising a su|)erinten- 
dent ot |X)lice and a legal advisor, 
reached tlie f.hanncl Islands to prolx* 

the transler ot .SO million Swedish kroner 
(approximately Rs 26 crore) from Ottavio 
Quatlrocciii's .\E Services account in 
Switzerland to the picturesque isles off the 
British coast, they found the bird had flown 
the coop. In other words investigators had 
reached the site of the crime, as has often 
happened in the Botors saga, almost a 
decade after the incident took place. 

What the two memtiers found confirmed 
what bank statements that came from 
Switzerland had indicated aitout a year ago. 
Fifty million Swtxlish kroner of the Bofors 
payoffs that went to AE Services, allegedly 

; owned by close Ciandhi family friend 
j Ottavio (Juattrocchi, had been deposited at 
I a CrcHlit Suisse Iiranch in Zurich—from 
I where it was moved to another Credit Suisse 
I branch in tieneva on way to the Channel 
; Islands. By tile time the Indian investigators 
' got there, the accounts had Ix-en movcxl to 
j several ‘unknowi.’ destinations, the UK and 
i Austria rcjiortedly among them. 
I With letters rogatory, or letters of 
I request, already sent to Panama, 
I Liechenstein and l.iixembourg, they are 
1 now in the process of identifying the 
I names of recipients and bank accounts, 
I the movement of monies tlirougii several 
' continents and other related material. 

But clearly, the rub lies elsewhere. During 
his tenure as chi director, Joginder Singh 
drew up a provisional chargesheet that 
named amongst others Rajiv Gandhi as a 

i ‘con.spirator'. Others in that list include. 

QuattrcKChi, former Rajiv aides S.K. Bhat- 
nagar and Gopi Atora, former Congress 
minister Madhavsinh Solanki and one¬ 
time Bofors representative Win Chadha 
and his wife. 

The point is, can the government move 
on that chargesheet? Says a key official: 
"The Bjp has made Bofors a big issue all 
these years. Even lately, Prime Minister 
Atal Beliari Vajpayee has assured that all 
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There U some ciiainst»>tlal ert^ce. It 
is a lon^sto|y/l,jntih(rt. e]Q^ U away In 
a hurry. Aiil^ tiihat the papers all 
pointed to tef{3y. -A good 
of getting .to‘%e truth is tf Sonia h^ 

down her cards on die table. 
By the loola <£ it, it seems 
^cttlt that such a thing; 
amiild hajqm. 
IlMwIiaipriiiM oliMol 
cxdlMlcM nlaaitt Bufaes'' 
Id Mild idd tte ianm ti 
aim tpi^pthle df batagidl 
doani 'Br 
two. ■ 
I Imow that. Bdfats renndns a, 
hot potido in India, .fcif 
someone will have to dfove 
fast if the truth is to t« 
unearthed. AH independeik 

' bwestigatlons on the issiie-^. 
Indud^ some of die great^ 
est merna exposes—have 
cmne about. But the task off 

. prosecuting, after the Invesd- 
gadons are over, must surely, 
Ue with the government <tf 
the day. 

ANOOPKAMATH 

in the diplomatic compound 
tight next to the Italian 
ambassador’s residence, get¬ 
ting him out would require a 
whole new governraent-to- 
govemment equation. 

The Indian authorities also 
have to contend with the 

papers will be brought out in the open. 
Now is their chance to do it. If the govern¬ 
ment sanctions the prosecution, the case 
will get a fresh lease of life." 

But that’s easia said than done. The first 
set of documents that arrived horn 
Switzerland last year identified some drama¬ 
tis personae. The second set of papers, 
according to sources, is still being contested 
in a Swiss magistrate's court and the appel¬ 

lants in this case are reportedly the power¬ 
ful Hinduja brothers, whose political clout 
far outstrips anything that political ideol¬ 
ogy can offer. “Their proximity to the b)p is 
well known," notes an official. 

The problem is compounded by the fart 
that any forward movement in the rase 
could well be a nasty mirage. Given the 
frailties of the legal system and the extent 
of the cover-up, filing a case against a 
political opponent—or even being seen to 
be doing so—can be a recipe for disaster. 
Witness Jayalalitha's resurrection. 

Experts ate, however, unanimous on one 
thing. The next logical step would be to ini¬ 
tiate proceedings to have Quattrocchi extra¬ 
dited from Malaysia. In March 1997, the ORi 
had already issued arrest warrants for the 
former Snamprogettl representative in 
India. But in a country where Quattrocchi 
enjoys enormous clout, induding housing 

Swiss legal system. Well-placed sources say 
the appellants blocking the movement of 
bank doaiments in a magistrate's court are 
unlikely to give up that easily. Even if the 
magistrate okays the transfer of papers to 
India, it is likely to be contested all over 
again in a cantonal court in Geneva. 

That is not all. Sources say the attitude of 
the Indian government has been recalci¬ 
trant to say the least. Unlike in the past, 
Indian authorities have offered little resis¬ 
tance to the appellants blocking the Bofors 
papers (see interview). Given ail that is at 
stake for the appellants, they are bound to 
use the slightest political lapse to their 
advantage. 

All of which points to a long drawn out 
investigation. For, in a political drama 
s|»nning more than a decade, Bofors is an 
issue everyone seems to be impatient with, 
but can do little to get on with. ■ 



PROFILE. 

By George, He’s 
Still an Activist 
Defence Minister George Fernandes’ home is a hub for the Cause 

ByAJITHPILLAI_ IT is early morning at George Fern¬ 
andes' 3, Krishna Menon Maig resi¬ 
dence. A Samata Party worker troops 
into the visitors' room clad in a lungi 
and a crumpled T-shirt. Yawning, he 

holds a toothbrush in his hand. He is fol¬ 
lowed by a Burmese student activist who 
goes to the adjoining room to spread his 
towel on the line. Overhead two pigeons 
flutter about. They have made their way 
through a broken ventilator and perch on 
a weatherbeaten sofa. The birds seem at 
home in the minimalist trade union office 
decor—rickety wicker chairs, free Tibet 
posters and a threadbare coir durrie. Bey¬ 
ond it in an inner room George Fernandes 
is busy giving the final touches to his 
speech on the trust vote in Parliament. 

Welcome to the-more-visitors-the-raerr- 
ler official residence of the new Raksha 
Mantri. As defence minister George has the 
security of the nation as his top 
priority. But equally important 
to him is the protection of the 
causes he loves to espouse. No 
wonder then that the incum¬ 
bent defence minister's home is 
al.so the headquarters of the in- 
exile All-Burma Students' Lea¬ 
gue. It is from (leorge's resid¬ 
ence that the 'Coke-Pepsi Quit 
India inoveinent' continues to 
i." waged. Those fighting for 
the Tibetan or Bhutanese cause 
or civil right., activists still have 
an address in Oelhi. The def¬ 
ence minister's house diiubles 
up as a free business centre of 
sorts for siKial activists and is 
also a shelter tor those who 
come to Delhi to meet the 
Samata Paity leader. 

Every available inch of space in the bun¬ 
galow has lM?en set aside for fieople and 
causes. I hus, the anne.xe which normally 
houses the secretarial office in other minis¬ 
terial homes has bc-en set aside lor the All- 
Burma Studi iits' la?ague. 

They haw Ix’eii with George for years 
now and an- glad that he has been given 
the prcstigiou^ defence portfolio. Points out 

Myat Thu, president of the league: "Mr 
George Fernanda has been very supportive 
of our fight for demoaacy in Burma and we 
expect his continued support. We are very 
happy that he has become the defence min¬ 
ister. He has told us that he is with the cause 
in an individual capacity despite being a 
minister.* Incidentally, after assuming 
office, George even attended a conference 
organised by the League. 

But will the defence minister's involve¬ 
ment in the causes he supports ease because 
of work pressure from South Block? 
According to Samata Party leaders, thdr 
leader could well contribute to the Burmese 
and Tibetan cause in his new capacity. Says 
party general secretary Jaya Jaitly: "We nat¬ 
urally expect him to work for the Burmese 
and Ubetan causes. It is linked to our 
national security. Till now we have only 
been looking towards Pakistan. But there 
are other threats to our security-4t is well 
known that China is arming Burma and is 

setting up a naval base on the Coco islands. 
It is also learnt that the Americans are plan¬ 
ning to send green berets to train the Sri 
lankan army. We can certainly expect a 
proper assessment of our security vis-a-vis 
Unka taking into account this aspect." 

It is perhaps the Samata Party's stand on 
atrocities against Lankan Tamils and its sup¬ 
port for the Eelam cause which has set the. 

alarm bells ringing in Sri Unka 
ever since George was entrusted 
the defence portfolio. It was 
only last year that a conference 
of human rights activists and 
Tamil support groups outside 
Lanka was held at his residence. 
The conference was seen in 
many quarters as being pro-LTTE 
with the then home minister 
Indrajit Gupta advising George 
to call it off. But the cr^eience 
was conducted despite this, 
inviting some contro\-ersy. 

In the army, there is some 
apprehension about the new 
defence minister and his strong 
views on human tights viola¬ 
tions. In the past, George has 
been particularly severe on ipkf 

operations. In the introduction of a report 
published by the Hind Mazdoor Kisan 
Panchayat on the massacre of Tamils at 
Valvettitural, titled India's My Lai, he severe¬ 
ly criticised the im, calling its operations a 
"naked dance of a bunch of sadists and 
criminals in uniform*. He also wondered if 
any one "discusses the rape and loot perpe¬ 
trated by our men in uniform in the north- 

GEORGE'S PET CAUSES 
Movement for democracy in Burma 
Coke-Pepsi Quit India movement 
Free Tibet from Chinese rule 
Democratic movement in Bhutan 
Free Bhutanese activist Rongthong Dorji 
Fight against atrocities against Tamils 
in Sri Lanka 
Fight human rights violations by army 
Establish democracy in the 
Indian subcontinent 
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or Pepsi trucks to pass by. VVc 
block the road. Now the trucks 
move away when they see us.” He 
boasts of another achievement ; 
the message they preach has 
apparently gone down so welt 
with some stall-owners on the 
stretch of Race Course Road 
which faces the prime minister's 
house that they have begun 
stocking home-brewed Campa 
Cola. "1 don't say that Coke and 
Pepsi is not available in the main 
Race Course area but we have 
stopped its sale in that part where 
we have influence.” 

Hegde does not see any end to 
the agitation. He hopes that 
other parties and grou^ which 
endorse the swadeshi agenda 
will come together to pressure 
multinational companies to 
leave the country. "In the case of 

The axilad Burma Studanti’ Laagua 
opaiatas from Gaorga's hoiisa; tha 
Coka-Papil Quit India activists (right) 

east." Human rights violations will be 
dealt with severely, that's for sure. 

Despite the euphoria among his 
supporters, ministership weighs 
lightly on George. He has made it 
clear that those who seek help ^om 
him will get his support if their cause 
is justified. Also, he has not asked for 
the slowing down of any of his 
party's campaigns, including the 
controversial one against multina¬ 
tionals Coke and Pepsi. 

Aneel H^de, who also operates out of 3, 
Krishna Menon Marg, has been in the fore¬ 
front of the Coke-Pepsi Quit India agitation. 
March 27 was the 1,487th day of the protest 
and there seems to be no letup. Hegde was 
also Involved with the agitation against the 
setting up of a salt export unit and an exclu¬ 
sive port to facilitate the shipment of the 
end-product by the multinational, Cargill, 
at Kandla in Gujarat. The company shelved 
its plans after four months of campaigning 
by George. But despite Hegde's eforts, Coke 
and Pepsi are still around. 

A sore point for the activists who are 
going to great lengths to proclaim their 
anti-MNC front. Everyday, including 
Sundays, party workers gather outside 
Jantar Mantar and march towards the Par¬ 
liament Street police station where they are 
arrested and released. For the last four years, 
arresting the anti-Coke-Pepsi activists has 
become virtually a routine for the police. 

But has the agitation made any headway? 
Says Hegde; "You may laugh at us but we 
have made a small difference. When we go 
out in a moicha we do not allow any Coke 

^ jaii^, Smii 
siiiM sttifiiift 
ityttbayixpaiil 

Gaonie FtnuMidfi 
to Qd on woiMiifi 
tortheBormtii 

andTIbotao 
canseo. 

Cargill, but for Congress, all the 
parties were with us which is 
why we succeeded In four mon¬ 
ths. As far as our present struggle 
is concerned we are making slow 
progress but we will pursue it." 

How far has defence ministership chan¬ 
ged George? Well, he has become busier 
but his spartan lifestyle has not changed. 
His house continues to have no gate or sen¬ 
try—-the gate was removed under his orders 
to make it easier for visitors. One doesn't 
come across busy-looking Defence Ministry 
officials, and the minister has refused secu¬ 
rity cover of any kind. An official 
Ambassador picks him up and George sits 
alongside the driver, no escort car, no gun- 
toting commando. That's George the 
Simple for you—a very complex man. ■ 
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the author of a banned ‘expose’ on the ’84 riots puts up a fight There i$ no similarity 
between the writings of 
Gurcharan Singh Bab- 

bar, president of the All India 
Shlromani Akall Dal (Bab- 
bar), and Salman Rushdie. 
But the Sikh leader takes 
some measure of ironic pride 
in the fact that Sarkari Qatl-e- 
Aam (Government Organ¬ 
ised Carnage), his expose on 
the November '84 riots, is 
the first book after Satanic 
Verses to be banned in India. 
The order against Babbar's 
240-page effort was made 
official on Match 20 just 
after the bjp government 
assumed office at the Centre. 

The book, which was pub¬ 
lished last November and is 
available in Punjabi, Hindi 
and English, has been 
banned due to fears that it 
could fuel communal ten¬ 
sions. Following the March 
20 order, copies of Sarluiri 
Qatl-e-Aam have been seized 
and Babbar, who is also its 
publisher, has been asked to 
withdraw the book from the 
market. The Akali leader, 
however, has decided to try 
and beat the ban and has 
even put a copy on the 
Internet. Says he: "Right now 
we have hidden many copies 
of the book. But even if the authorities 
seize these, I have put the book on the Net 
so people can access it." 

Though the decision to ban the book 
nationwide has been taken by the Delhi 
government, Babbar believes that the 
action had ‘he sanction of the bjp natio¬ 
nal leadership. Therefore, instead of tak¬ 
ing any legal recourse, he has announced 
that he will launch an indefinite fast out¬ 
side I’rime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee’s 
house from March 31 to "seek justice". 

The Akali leader says he is surprised that 
the Bip has come down heavily on a book 
which directs its ire against the Congress 
government lor the anti-Sikh riots follow¬ 
ing the assassination ot Indira Gandhi. "If 
the court had banned the book, then 1 
would have accepted it," he declares. "If 
the CongK s had banned it, it would 
have beeiit understandable. But I can't 
believe t!t|t' ihe bjp has done this when 
tile party been promising that it will 

' ur f 

Babbar: intant on beating the ban 

bring to book those guilty of atrocities in 
the '84 riots." 

Babbar takes great pains to prove his 
proximity to senior bjp leaders. In tact, 
appended to his book is corrcsjiondence 
from senior bjp and United Front leaders 
who, he claims, were sympathetic to his 
cause. Some bjp leaders, he boasts, used 
material f'om his book for their election 

Guretiaraii Singh Babbar 
Mit Bji to aunirlsad that 

iif govarnmant 
bit MHiia fla«m baavily an 
a ioakMiNBiB ttolra 

campaign. It Is therefore all ttie more 
surprising, he says, that the «p his 
banned the book. 

Trouble began even as the book hit the 
stands last year. Suresh Kumar Chauhan, a 
social worker, filed a public interest Utl^- 

jnrNMB GUPTA hon in the Delhi hl|pi cotut 
seeking a ban on the book. 
The reasons cited were that it 
named senior Congress lead¬ 
ers and police officials as hav¬ 
ing an alleged hand in the 
riots. The author is also said 
to have made offensive 
remarks against the judiciary 
which, he contends, should 
have acted to save the Sikh 
community from the carnage. 
According to Chauhan’s 
lawyer, the book contained 
allegations based solely on 
eyewitness accounts collected 
by the author. The publica¬ 
tion of the book would not 
only be libellous but it could 
fuel communal tension, it 
was claimed. 

The court had asked the 
Delhi government to asst.'ss 
the book. Lt Governor 
Tejinder Khanna has set up a 
three-man panel to go thr¬ 
ough the contents of the 
book, but it has not yet sub¬ 
mitted its report. Even so, the 
home department decided to 
ban the book throughout the 
country. The government 
affidavit submitted to the 
court on March 20 did not go 
into any specific reasons as to 
why the Ixxik had been pro¬ 
scribed. It may be recalled 
that a piici report on the '84 

riots published within a year of the carnage 
had been banned, it too named those who 
allegedly had a hand in the rioting. 

Babbar's book is by no reikoning the 
final word on the anti-Sikh riots. It is a 
compilation of survivor accounts Inter¬ 
spersed with the author's own interpreta¬ 
tions and newspaper accounts of the 
killings. Among those accused by Babbar 
of organising the riots is a former prime 
minister. A chapter listing the policemen 
chargesheeted for their role in the riots 
and those who escaped the net would not 
have gone down well with the police. 

Interestingly, the release of the book, ini¬ 
tially in Hindi, did not attract any notice. 
But ever since the English edition was 
picked up by the US embassy and other 
western missions, the IB has been knock¬ 
ing on Babar's door. Now by politicising 
the ban, he perhaps hopes that the book 
will have more takers. ■ 

Ailth Filial 
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MARCH 15 TO AUGUST 15,1998 

One double room for 2 nights/3 days on 'Bed & Breakfast' basis 

Rs. 3999/-* 
• Kovalam Ashok Beach Resort 
• Lalitha Mahal Palace Hotel, Mysore 
• Hotel Ashok, Bangalore 
• Hotel Airport Ashok, Calcutta 
• Laxmi Vilas Palace Hotel, Udaipur 
• Hotel Kanishka, NewDelhi 
• Qutab Hotel, New Delhi 

Rs. 2999/.* 
• Hotel Manali Ashok 
• Hotel janpath, New Delhi 
• Temple Bay Ashok Beach 

Resort, Mamallapuram 
• ‘ Lodhi Hotel, New Delhi 

Rs. 1999/-* 
• Hotel Agra AshoK 

• Hotel Varanasi Ashok 
• Bharatpur Forest Lodge 
• Hotel Lake View Ashok, 

Bhopal 
• Hotel Hassan Ashok 
• Hotel Kalinga Ashok, 

Bhubaneswar 
• Hotel Pataliputra Ashok, Patna 
• Hotel Jaipur Ashok 

Rs. 1666/-* 
• Hotel Ranjit, New Delhi 
• Hotel Jammu Ashok 
• Hotel Khajuraho Ashok 
• Hotel Aurangabad Ashok 
• Hotel Madurai Ashok 
• Hotel Nilachal Ashok, Puri 

* Taxes exita, as appikabk 
• Extendabk on Pro-rata baaia 

• Hotel Brahmaputra Ashok, 
Cuwahati 

• Hotel Pondicherry Ashok 
e Hotel Ranchi Ashok 
• Hotel Bodhgaya Ashok 
• Hotel Donyi Polo Ashok, 

Itanagar 

Rs. 1333/-* 
• Ashok Yatri Niwas, New Delhi 

ELITE*CtoMlf(2aaai^ 

H O T t l S 

Imiia Tournm Drvriopnitnt Corporalion'IQ^ 
o Packap indiidea stay for 2 children 

below 12 without extra bed 
• Non-conuniasionable to Travel Agents o Package available on direct {uynicnt only 
e 20% diaconnt on fbod - a-la-cartc menn 

ForbilOiiiMlIaoiiidioniiiiiloncoiM MioklRiMRmrvrilaaSariita.HniJtdy:Ph; 3344422 Extn^ 
373SS57; F«; 91.11.3343167: Mambri : Ph: 2026481,2023343,2021892; Fax: 91-22.2026022; ClIciiMa: Ph' 2820901.2825254, 

2825208, Fin: 91-33.2820901; CIWMil; Ph; 8K7214.8278884; FSx; 91-44-82^186; BWMion: Ph: 2269462.2250202. 

Hx: 91.80.2250033. Mniwditari: vyas Cargo & Couriars Pvt Ltd. (ConsoUddor). Ph.: 408905.6425851; Fax: 91-79-6423059 
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PAKISTAN 

Let^ Talk Business 
Sharif strives for Indo-Pak talks—and trade—to save the economy He is the lone ranger 

who carries on his 
"Indian mission" in 

the face of wild ups and 
downs in relations betw¬ 
een New Delhi and Islam¬ 
abad. Paying no heed to 
the criticism from every 
conceivable quarter, Prime 
Minister Nawaz Sharif has 
continued looking across 
the border, losing no opp¬ 
ortunity to remind his 
neighbour to bring the sec¬ 
retary-level talks back on 
to the diplomatic track. 

If there were any doubts 
that the new government 
in New Delhi would not 
attach importance to a 
practical working relation¬ 
ship with Islamabad, then 
the hawks were disap¬ 
pointed. Indian Prime 
Minister Atal Behari Vajpa¬ 
yee's overtures towards 
Pakistan before he could 
take other major policy ini¬ 
tiatives did not go unno¬ 
ticed in Islamabad. 

"It is in the fitness of 
things that Sharif has 
renewed to Vajpayee Pak¬ 
istan's offer to engage in a 
purposeful dialogue. It is 
never too early to reaffirm 
a desire for settlement. In 
the ultimate analysis, sec¬ 
urity is inseparable from 
socio-economic development and a suc¬ 
cessful positioning of our countries in the 
global markelplace. This truism can pro¬ 
vide the cornerstone of a durable edifice of 
peace," sa s former toreign secretary 
Tanvir .Ahmad Khan. 

This more than anything else explains 
Sharif's continuous efforts to restart the 
talks. Says a close Sharif aide, privy to 
several meetings the prime minister held 
with senior American politicians: "There 
have been external economic and political 
pressures on the Muslim League governm¬ 
ent since the time they came to power. 
I'his external agenda was spelt out to 
Sharif even before he could take his oath of 
office. But it is not something that has not 
appealed to him. In fact in his own stub¬ 
born manner... he is ensuring that it reac¬ 
hes its logical conclusion.” 

That Sharif is obdurate can be proved on 

Vajpayee meets Pakistan's hockey team; 
Sharif with India's kabaddi players 

other fronts—the Uhore-lslamabad motor¬ 
way is one example of his stubborn ways. 
In the face of extreme opposition from for¬ 
mer president Farooq Leghari, Sharif blithe¬ 
ly went ahead with spending billions on 
the non-..able project while the country 
was close to an economic collapse. 

In fact, Sharif's obsession with Indo- 
Pakistan talks even scared the military 
establishment last year when the chief of 
army staff, Gen Jehangir Karamat, had to 
make a public statement cautioning the 

! prime minister to first find a solution to 
' the Kashmir problem before going ahead 

with the talks. But even this has not damp¬ 
ened Sharif's spirits. 

Clearly at the time when Leghari dis¬ 
missed Benazir Bhutto's government, an 

economic crisis—defaulting on loans etc— 
was only a heartbeat away. Leghari recen¬ 
tly admitted to Outiook: "If this reason had 
bwn included in the dismissal order it 
would have had grave repercussions for 
Pakistan. Today we have only postponed 

T.HABAYMi f^e default which is not 
too far away." Sharif reali¬ 
ses this. If he has to survive 
it has to be through an eco¬ 
nomic miracle and none 
looms more attractively on 
the horizon than boosting 
trade in the region, open¬ 
ing up of markets and eas¬ 
ing pressures on continu¬ 
ous military build-up. 

The Americans have also 
made no secret of their 
agenda for south Asia, 
where they are looking at 
these two adversaries to 
find a solution to the 
Kashmir issue, often des- 
CTibed as the 'flashpoint' in 
the region in which there 
looms a continuous threat 
of the use of nuclear 
weapons as Americans see 
it. 'The American adminis¬ 
tration has conveyed its 
concerns to the leaderships 
of the two countries and in |;i Islamabad at least, efforts 

b are being made to show 
I America that Pakistan has 
I left no stone unturned to 
I move ahead on the issue. 
I "The trader community in 
I Pakistan has also made it 
I plain to Sharif that they are 
I benefiting from cross-bor 
I der trade, and the continu- 
I ous trade delegations from 
I both sides are a proof that 

this process cannot be 
reversed. Sharifs son Hassan was in India 
recently looking into business deals. Of 
course, voices are being raised that this 
trade will put Kashmir on the backbumer 
but we have waited for too long," says an 
influential trader who lent financial support 
to the Muslim League during the elections. 

■I'hese sentiments are also reflected by an 
Indian businessman m Islamabad who told 
Outlook: "The politicians have tried for 50 
years and achieved nothing. Now it is our 
turn and you will soon see the difference." 

Pakistan by all accounts is keen to resume 
the talks. A sentiment echoed by minister 
of state for foreign affairs Siddique Kanju; 
"We are waiting for things to settle down in 
New Delhi before we look into future talks. 
At the moment all the correct noises have 
been made but will these translate into a 
meaningful dialogue"? ■ 

Mariam Bmbar in Islamabad 
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SU-perior Defence 
By showcasing the agile SU-SO, the air force makes its point IT was a spectacular display that served as 

a riposte to doubters. The fire power 
demonstration, codenamed Vayu Shaktl* 

98, by an array erf Indian Air Force (iaf) air* 
craft at the Poldiran range on March 21 
gave an Indication of its varied capabilities. 
The centrepiece was the SU-30 with its high 
agility, itt high scope for combat manoeu¬ 
vring and iow-level aerobatics. As it fired 
eight bombs on a simulated runway with 
pof^ marksmatuhip, its capacity for accu¬ 
rate weapons delivery was also showcased. 

The air force is in the process of repiacing 
its first depleting fighter fleet and would 
need to replace about 100 aircraft over the 
next 10 years. Out of a field of choice com¬ 
prising the Mirage-2000, Mirage 2000-S and 

The 8U-30: at 
the cutting adge 

SU-30, the IAF plumped for the latter—but 
not without some criticism. It carried out 
a detailed evaluation of all aircraft along 
with the ORDo, and settled for the SU-30. 
One reason was simple: the Mirage 2000-S 
was found to be twice as expensive, that too 
with much lower operational capability. 

There were other pluses. In view of the 
fast developing threats in the region, the 
SU-30 is widely felt to be a powerful deter¬ 
rent. It can carry 8 tonnes of external 
bombs or up to 10 air-to-air missiles 
(with a range of over 100 km) in addi¬ 
tion to the external 30 mm gun. It's a 
multi-role, air superiority fighter capable 
of long-range interception, loitering for 
long duration and performing deep pen¬ 
etration escort role. In the combat role, 
two SU-30$ can do what four MiG-29s 
can do due to the increased loiter time. 

More importantly, it is argued that 
India’s threat perception has changed. 
China, for instance, has acquired a large 
number of SU-27s and launched an 

ambitious plan to manufacture them. It had 
also evinc^ interest in the SU-30 and is 
expected to purchase over 450 SU-27/SU-30 
planes in the next 10 years. It is also build¬ 
ing new airfields and improving its commu¬ 
nications network and other infrastructural 
facilities near the border. This would allow 
its air force to strike as deep as Gwalior. 

On the western side, defence experts felt 
India did not have necessary resources for 
adequate air defence for offshore targets 
such as the Bombay High area and strate¬ 
gic and economic targets along the west 
coast in Gujarat and Maharashtra. And 
except for the Mirage-2000, none of 
the air defence fighters have ade¬ 
quate range to penetrate 

deep into enemy territory as defence 
escorts for India’s fighter bombers. Sources 
say the flying endurance of MiG-29 is lim¬ 
ited and it is purely an air defence aircraft, 
making it unsuitable for escorting fighter 
bombers. The two Mirage-2000 squadrons 
are tied down with specialist roles like elec¬ 
tronic warfare and precision bombing. 

Air Chief Marshal S.K. Sareen, who's fair j 

A damonitration of tfro power at Pokiiran 

a lot of flak in recent months because of the 
agitation in the air force, was naturally ple¬ 
ased with the Pokhran show, watched by a 
large number of invited guests, especially 
military attaches of fordgn embassies in 
India. The iaf also displayed some modifica¬ 
tions on existing aircraft like Mirage-2000 
and Jaguar, which, as a senior officer stated, 
"needed to be highlighted to the world". 

For the IAF, the highly efficient SU-30 dis¬ 
play was an appropriate way of answering 
criticism over its purchase. As Sareen told 
Outlook: "This exercise should once and for 
all put at test all controversies. The airnaft 
performed creditably in its bombing mis¬ 
sion and showed its superlative agility in 
the mock dog fight. Its solo aerobatics dis¬ 
play proved beyond doubt that it Ls the 
finest aircraft available today." 

Besides, the air chief 
noted, “over the next few 

years, the SU-30 would be further 
upgraded with latest avionics and 

electronic warfare equipment to impr¬ 
ove its mission effectiveness". He said 
that another 12 SU-30 aircraft, which 
are expected by early next year, will be 
equipped with the beyond-visual- 

range Precision Gui- 
< ded Missiles. The SU-.30 
contract is worth Rs 6,300 

crore for 40 aircraft with com¬ 
plete infrastructure. 

The argument against acquiring the SU- 
30s were many. Some point^ to faulty pro¬ 
curement procedures and the alleged huge 
kickbacks. Others questioned the need for 
another class of fighters when the Mirage- 
2000 and Mit;-29 are already in servia. 
This lobby feels India's threat environment 
hasn't changed so dramatically so as to war¬ 
rant its induction. Besides, it was argued 
that with resjiect to certain aspects, the 
demonstran-d capability of the SU-30 suf¬ 
fers in comjiarison with the performance of 
other contemptwary combat aircraft. 

The votaries cite the positive aspects; 
the joint R6fD of key components, like 
mission control and advanced naviga¬ 
tion systems, by Indian and Russian sci¬ 
entists. This will help Indian scientists 
acquire expertise, which can’t but have 
beneficial spinoffs. The 40 SU-30 are to 
be acquired in four batches and the last 
one, expected in 2000 and called SU- 
30MKi, will be tiie most sophisticated. 
The earlier variants too will be upgraded 
to this level. Hopefully making India's 
air defence impenetrable. ■ 

Sunil Narula in Pokhran 
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BRITAIN 

A Question of Faith 
Will England take kindly to its Prime Minister’s Catholic turn? 

Tub Bir k’adcis have often inv- 
oktti Kn^land's example as a 
state that's constitutionally 

religious but functionally sinilar. 
On his last visit to Britain, LK. 
Advani pointed to bngland as a 
Christian state where everyone is 
free to practice their religion. As in 
bngland, so it will Ire with a bji> 
government in India, he said. But 
that bnglish model svas stirred, if 
not shaken, by reports that Prime 
Minister lony Blair had been seen 
attending Mass at a Catholic 
church—alone. Tfie controversy 
that followed was not all in the 
customary teacup. 

The bullish break Henry VIII 
made with the Roman Catholic 
church four centuries ago is not as 
remote as it might seem. Northern 
heland has made a contemfiorary 
war out of the differences between 
Protestant and Catholic Christia¬ 
nity. More than .t.OfX) [wople have 
Ixfen killed here since 1970 in vio¬ 
lence r(K)ted in the Protestant- 
Catholic divide. .So uhen Blair was 
sighted alone in a Catholic 
church, sonic heard alarm in the 
church bells. Alone was the ques¬ 
tion. Blair's wile Cherie is ('.at- 
holit, so are his three children. 

Blair has often accompanied 
them to the C,itholic church in 
Victoria. But that he visitc*d the 
( hiirch without them one afler- 
nixni set oil questions about his 
own religious leanings, bngland 
has nesei had a (^tiiolic prime 
iiiinislei, tliough there is no for- 
nal Loiisiitulional bar to it. Any 
conversion to llie ('athoiic faith 
b\- Blair vve ild not precipitate a 
consliUilicsnal crisis, but it would 
cause wliat a historian called "con- 
stitulional awkwardness". Why 
Blair went there was descrilK'd as a 
personal mailer, !nil seems to base 
iKTcime a iialionai ipieslioii. 

Downing sircel switlly denied 
any suggestion that Blair was con¬ 
verting to Roman (.atholicisni. 
“1 here slioulcl be certain parts of eecry pub¬ 
lic figure’s life that should lx‘ allowed to 
remain [(rivate," a Downing Strevt spokes- 
iiiaii .said. '’VVlierc the prime minister gcx’s 
to Church is a mader tor him and his fam¬ 
ily. .NobtKly else, bnd of story." It was not. A 
categorical statement followed: "He is not 

If Blair converts, 
England has to 

take notice. The 
Queen heads the 

Church of 
England and the 

government runs 
In the name of 

the Queen. 

converting to Catholicisi.i." It's inconcei¬ 
vable that Blair convert to Catholicism and 
bngland not take any notice because it's a 
private matter. The Queen heads the Chu¬ 
rch of bngland and the government func¬ 
tions in the name of the Queen. 

I'hc government and its leader by logic. 

and tradition lean along this Anglican tradi¬ 
tion. Some divergence from this, maybe. A 
break, no. Compromises were offered; some 
church leaders defended Blair's faith as 
"Anglo-Cathoiicism". But that hyphen did 
not go down well with everyone. Was this 

new religion called Prothoiicism, 
an angry letter to a newspajier 
asked. Or was it Catestantism? The 
prime minister's religion is a spe¬ 
cific church matter because it is he 
who appoints bishops in the 
Church of bngland. A progressive 
group within the Church said a 
prime minister's role in appoint¬ 
ing bishops "comes with his or her 
|X)sition as prime minister, not 
with the religious affiliation of the 
prime minister". But the distinc¬ 
tion is not as simple as it seems. 
Britain's relation with Eurokie is 
the one issue that's dominated 
public debate over the past many 
years. .And it's only getting edgier 
as most buro|H’an Union countries 
move towards a single currency 
while Britain sits out. 
Millions of lory as well as l.alxHir 

sup]X)rters bitterly oppose a cluscr 
British integration into buro|X'. 
The se()aration of Britain from the 
rest of Euroix- is symlxilised slgnit- 
icantly, ii not actually expressc’d in 
the separation of the cliurches. A 
belief in Catholic Christianity 
means acknowledgement of the 
Po|x as the leader in religious mat- 
Icrs that are not easily separable 
from personal issues or |K)litical 
beliefs. Tile Pojx and his Cailiolic 
faithlul strongly oppose alxirtioiv, 
for instance. I he English media 
recently ran a screaming cam- 
l>aign in suppoit of a young girl in 
Catliolic Ireland who wanted an 
abortion. A Catholic prime minis¬ 
ter of Britain would be cme who 
either failed to enforce his ixiicfs, 
or acted publicly against them. 

I he prompt denial of any conve¬ 
rsion is acknowledgement of the 
chaos such a move would cause in 
Nortliern Ireland. The I’rotestants 
there want to retain their union 
with Britain. Protestantism there Is 
pursued with the zeal of the Crusa¬ 
des. Britain is saved from contem¬ 
plating what might follow from a 
Catholic prime minister of Britain. 
The liberal view within bngland 

that religious faith is a matter for the prime 
minister to decide and “none of anylxxly 
el.se’s business" has more logic than force. 
Blair may go to a Catholic church, but as 
prime minister he has redeclared his 
Anglican commitment. He had to. ■ 

San)ay Suri in London 
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Man of Too Many Parts 
Enemy, scream right-wingers. Man of peace, say Diiip Kumar fans. Pasha of Peshawar, say.. 

By AZHAR ABBAS in Karachi and 
MARIANA BAA8AR in Islamabad IN a perlect wiirKl, art sIkiuW know no 

bon.ii.Ti and boimdarit-s. Indm', 
Hollywood imKluclions (.•njiiv cqu.tl 
popiilarilv both sidt;.s ot Wanalt, Bui 
last forlniglii, wIkt’. IIk- Imlian actor 

Ittlip Kumar (aka Vii.si’l Khan) was lum- 
oun-d with one ol Pakistan's highest civil¬ 
ian awards, the Nishan-c-lmtiaz, there was 
high-pitched protest, esjrecially from right- 
wing organisations. 

The Islanii lamiat-e-lalaba, the student 
wing ol Jamaal-e-lslami, went so tar as to 
threaten Uilip Kumar, saying: “He should 
protect himself, as we wdl not toltTale 
this when people are being killed by tlie 
Indian government in Kashmir.” 
Protesters alleged that the Peshawar-born 
Kumar is a traitor who adopted a Hindu 
name and preferred to settle in an 
"enemy country". Some went Ihe whole 

hog and branded him a Kvw agent. 
Kvents lollowed logically, /ia Shahid, edi- 

: tor ot the daily Klhihiiiiit, hied a writ in the 
I kahore High Court against the governm 

ent's decision to award the Nishan-e-lmlia/ 
to Kumar. Zia said in his petition tliat 
Kumar has not done an\ thing lor Pakistan 

; to merit such a prestigious award. IT ■ 
, court, liovsvvcT, disinissc*d tlie |relition. 

But Dilip Kumar's iiopularity in Pakislaii is 
beyond doubt. ,\rui as if to prove tliai. Iiun- 

I 

Protesters alleged that 
the Peshawar-born actor 

was a traitor who adopted 
a Hindu name and 

preferred to settle in an 
“enemy country”. 

With Sharif: a country salutes 

; drc'ds ot Ians and admireis thronged 
Karachi ttiiaid-c'-A/.im IntcTnaliom.i .\ir|)ort 
li> wticoiiu- Ihe actor and wife Saira Hano, 

. In tact, some |iolitical analysts are even 
■ descrihiiig it as a laiid.ihle diplomatic move 

l)\ Ihe Pakistan goveriimeni "Dne can 
di'liate till- merits ol giving this award to 
Dilip Kumar, hut it's a good initiative hy 
I’.ikisian. But they liavc gis'en the award to 

: .1 person wtio is a champion ol secularism 
III India, so we will has'c to wait and see 
how the Dll' government resjxinds to that," 
said Mooms .■\hmcT, professor of interna¬ 
tional relations at the Iiniversity ot Karaclii. 

I AhmcT stressed lliat gestures like tliese 
i can go a long way in creating an alrnos- 
I plicrc ot goodwill and acklcU that it is sig- 
I nificant that even in the congralulatory 
I letter to Indian premier Atal Behari 
I Vajpayee, Nawaz Sliarii did not mention 
1 anything alxnit India exporting lerrorisni 
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singer was from Punjab." 
Adds social worker Nishat Kazmi; 

"Why was there no opposition 
when Zia-ul-Haq used to invite 
Shatiughan Sinha or when Morarji 
l)esai was given a similar award by 
Zla? Because these fundamentalists 
were supporting the dictator. And 
when Dilip Kumar came to Pakistan 
twice before to help raise funds for 
an organisation helping the poor, 
nobody objected. Why now?" 
I’rcdictably, this hue and cry put 
the actor on the defensive when he 
started explaining his role in the 
1965 indo-l’ak war in an interview 
to I’akistan television. "Artistes arc 
iiie.s,sengers of peace, t hey want to 
promote fwace rather than war," he 
said. "During the 1965 war, 1 was 
the president of the Film Producers 
Guild. I'here was a campaign to col¬ 
lect funds for the Indian army. 1 
took a stand that we would collect 
funds but not for the army to buy 
tanks. We would use the funds to 

to Pakistan. Allegations which Iwth coun¬ 
tries have traditionally traded. 

niough officially Dilip Kumar has been 
awarded tin Ni.shan-e-lmtiaz tor his contri¬ 
bution to cinema, many top government 
officials conceded that it was awarded 
because he has played a leading role among 
India's Muslims. Pa.kistani interior minister 
Chaudliry .Shujaat Hussain recently said 
that Dilip Kumar had especially helped the 
cause of Muslims during the Ayodhya crisis. PiltVIXlGRAPHS ot duet ol army staff 

jehangir Karamat shaking hands with 
Kumar while Ins wile looked <<n fond¬ 

ly were reminiscent of (leneral Zia-ul-Hacj's 
regular, much publicised invitations to 
Indian movie stars. Shard too extended a 
hospitable welcome to the film legend and 
hosted ,1 lunch lor him and his wile. 

Meanwhile, ethnic divisions are also Iving 
blamed tor Ihe controvc-rsy. (.ommeiiting 
on Itic baiiage ot .iciverse leaclion to the 

; Art across bordeis; a still from ‘Devdas* 

j press was livid for the simitle reason that 
{ the national honour had been bestowed 
I on an arti.ste who had links with Peshawar. 
I "Had Dilip Kumar hailed from Punjab, the 
! same gutter press would have hailed him 
I as the pride of the Muslim world and 
j brought out su|)plements in his honour". 
I Referring to a report in a Punjabi news- 
: paper which said that when Kumar's 
' name was announced by President Rafi- 
I i]ue larar at the ceremony, "the heads of 
' all those present hung in shame", Baadia 
! demanded why the "same heads were 
' held higli" when the award was conlerrecl 
' on a lemale singer with dubious ante- 
, cedents. Ihe reason according to him: 
I "The gutter press was drawing a clistinc- 
I tion between the two because the great 
i artiste had links with Peshawar and Ihe 

' President Tatar awards the Nishan-e-lmtiaz 

help the victims of war, the families 
of soldiers and widows and orphans." 

Dilip Kumar first came to Paki.stan mote 
than it) years ago in 1965. He made a short 
halt in Karachi en route from Bombay to 
lamdon. Recalls a journalist; "For the hour 
or so the aircraft was in Karachi, Dilip 
Kumar, who had been brought to the vir 
lounge, was literally mobbed." 

Anci for years Pakistanis visiting India 
urged him to make a trip across the bor¬ 
der. "Once sitting on the sets of Shukti in 
1978, Dilip Kumar told me that he would 
like to visit his anci'stral home in 
Peshawar and meei his old and ailing 
aunt in Bannu who just couldn't under¬ 
stand why he didn't return to Peshawar," 
remembers journalist Asil Noorani. In 
lact, the aunt is said to have told a rela¬ 
tive: "All those who go out ol town to 
earn money come back one day, but Yusuf 
is a strange person - he nevei bothered to 
return. I am told that he has earned a lot 
of monev. He should come back now." 

.iw.u'cl m the Punj.ibi press, 
Banist.i; li.i.uha, a lenowned inlel- 
leclu.il tK.i'i Peshawar, said; "Hav¬ 
ing Ikvii sleiped m pre|uclice m 
the p.isl Wieks ag.misl Ihe Pakhtiin 
nation, its eldeo and leaders, Pun- 
l.ib's gulti-v (Mess h.is now tuiiusi its 
guns ol vc'inunoin Insulls against 
Vusul Khan, ’iiisut is universalis 
acknowledged as die gieatest 
artiste not onlv ol Indui, but ol the 
entire suticontmiMit and it was for 
his matchless contribution to the 
him mecli,i that the government ol 
Pakistan bestowi l the .iwsiid on 
him." 

Kaacha said the Punjabi gutter 

Over the years, Kumar has also 
actively helped a host el Paki.stani 
charities. In 1987, he along with 
.Saira and his brother Ahsan Khan 
visited all the major cities in 
Pakistan to help the Fatimid Blood 
Foundation. This time he made a 
two-day trip to I.ahtsre and Karachi 
to raise funds at charity dinners for 
Imran Khan's cancer hospital. .And 
when he went to another charity 
dinner for Al-.Shifa Kye Hospital, 
more than KX) tables costing Rs 
HX),tXK} each were sold out in no 
time. And that, say Dilip Kumar 
fans, should bo enough jjroof to 
his critics that he is not a liaitor. ■ 
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The new E-Class arrives in India. 
. The new E-Class redefines the joy of driving. Its effortless acceleration and superior suspen.sion make 

for an exhilarating ride. For a gut feel do drop in at your Mcrcedes-Beni! dealer. 
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changed it to kss member,” she claimed. 
The result: another case filed with the 

Press Complaints Commission. Although 
the case was later thrown out, the newspa¬ 
per got an avalanche of mail. One letter 
alone had 168 signatures. Her story, said a 
reader, was “scurrilous”, and "written in the 
style of the The Sun (a British tabloid)". "You 
see, the whole Gandhi assassination thing 
was the biggest public relations disaster for 
the Kis," explains the corre.spondent. 

The Bjp says that the stories often misrep¬ 
resent reality. “These articles are often 
incorrect and full of innuendo," claims 
Sudheendra Kulkarni, of the Bji’‘s media 
press cell. New Delhi. " The Western press 
as a whole is still not familiar with the 
Bii'...and unfortunately they have not done 
their homework properly,” he says. 

Kulkarni believes that foreign reportage is 
ridden with "preconceptions and preju¬ 
dice” but has faith that all this will change 
now that the Bji- is in the government. References to the nexus between the j 

Rvs and Nathuram Grxlse is a touchy 
subject and gives the letters to the 

editor a monotonous sameness. “While 
many of the top functionaries of the bji* 
may have come from the uss, they don't 
take any dictates from the uss—but the for¬ 
eign press makes it out to be like it is one 
and the same," complains Kulkarni. 

Criticism of journalists is nothing new. 
Although it has to be said that no other 
Indian (Xilitical party complains about for¬ 
eign press coverage to the same extent as 
supporters of the b|p. The last batch of 

complaints went out over a kb( silam 
entitled (lm>J (irudous Me which [wked tun 
at the 'havan' ccieinony by substituting 
bits of melted cheese and siwcial herbs tor 
the traditional ghee and described how 
bits of bread and meat could lx* dipiKil 
into this conccKtion. Rajinder Chopra, 
who heads the Hindu (Cultural ScKiety in 
north Ixmdon, had complainixl to the 
Broadcasting Standards Authority that this 
eiBsode “slKKked British Hindus". 

Hundreds of copies ol the complaint 
went out to the Broadcasting Standards 
Autliority from Birmingham, Leicester, 
Croyden, Wembley, lltord, Manchester, 
Oxford and other places. "Of course we 
wrote to our friends and asked them to 
complain." said Chopra. "And why not.'" 
Most membc'rs of the Hindu Cultural Soci¬ 
ety, he said, were su()porters of the bjp. 

John Stackhouse of the Townto UJohe 
and Mitil says his newsjraper has rep'ived 
identically worded letters through the 
Internet when he writes articles critical of 
the Indian scene. “Which makes me sure 
that these people are very organised." One 
foreign corres|x)ndent said that he was sur¬ 
prised to find that his stories were being 
selectively faxed to kss members in Delhi 
from ode of the Indian missions abroad. 
"Little does the Indian taxpayer know how 
his money is being used,” he said. 

Some foreign reporters openly expresss 
doubts alKuit their future under a rip gov¬ 
ernment. "The difficulty will come when 
things go wrong—when reports about the 
future of foreign investment is not 
favourable to India—then you will find, 
like all conservative governments, they 
will blame the messenger," says the 
German correspondent for Stiiltfiurler 
/iitmix. Willi Germund. 

The BiP lobby’s anger at what they see as 
misrepresentation in the foreign press has 
iH'en I'xacerbateil by what is claimed to be 
an effort to censor justifiable coniplaints. 
According to Dr .Sen, not a single letter 
written by I hem about any incorrw t or 
unl.iir report has ever Ix-en published in 
the British papers. I hat, he said, included 
letters over obvious errors like picture ia|)- 
tions describing Vajpayee as L.K. Advani. 

But other letter writing campaigns has'e 
had some success. A senior execulis'e ot 
7ee TV, I,ondon, apologised following let¬ 
ters of protest and a demonstration over a 
()ortrayal ot Krishna in a programme. 1 he 
(.iiuirilkin too published a light regret after 
a letter campaign over a report which sug¬ 
gested that Hinduism promoles gambling. 
Well, after the (iuanliaii episode Chopra 

I phoncxl in during a live radio interview 
j with the author of that re(K)rt on another 

subject. "You remember me, you apolo¬ 
gist^ to me over your report," Chopra said. 
"Now don't do it again.” ■ 

• With Sanjay Suri in London 

(Below) BJP spin doctor Kulkarni; Chris Thomas: in the dock over Godse 
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If you’re dying for a breath of* 

Pithoragarh, Chaukori, Sitalakhet, 

Binsar, Champawat or Kausani 

deep breath will make you come 

For further Information and reservations, contact UP. Tourism offices and ARC’S at - New Delhi - f»h: 3322251 Fax; 3711296; Mumbai -Ph; 2185458 Fax: 
2024415 Chennai - Telefax: 8283276; Calcutta - Ph: 2207855; Ahmedabad - Ph: 6560752; Chandigarh - Ph: 707649/531321; KMVN. Nalriltal • Ph: 05942- 
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I 
Every "step that you take on the heavenly hills of Kuniaon, 

will be richly rewarded. Trek up to the top of Chandak hill 

and a panoramic view of snow capped peaks will be yours. As 

will the breathtakingly beautiful sunsets at Chaukori and the 

historical splendour of Champawat. The other rewards of 

communing with nature, are the alpine flora, ferns, hanging 

moss and exotic wild flowers of Binsar, the stark beauty of 

the Milam and Pindari glaciers and so much more. So lace up 

your walking shoes and gift yourself the joys of nature! 

TTttar 
^pradesh 
Take the road 

less travelled by. 

KedifhiSionDYeR/DelAJPT/14298 



FOCUS 

Sail or Sink, it’s 
a Titanic Job 
A callous government has left India’s largest steelmaker 
gasping for breath. And so, a radical plan unfolds. 

ByARIHOAMMUKHERJEE ARVINU I’andi*. chairman of the 
Steel Authority of India Ltd (sau ), 

has been celebrating the silver 
jubilee year of his company 
almost like mourning. A new 

stinginess on the expenditure front, new 
locks for unviable units, a slimmer work¬ 
force, a new product profile geared totally 
towards the market—in short, a blueprint 
lor bad days. Reason; for the Rs 16,000- 
crore public sector behemoth, 1997-98 
may have been its worst year ever. 

The first six months were a disaster. Net 
profit dropped by 87 per cent—from Rs 
36l.4.'i crore in April-October 1996-97 to as 
little as Rs 48.5.3 crore. While income 
irK rea.sed by only Rs 82 crore to Rs 6,825.72 
crore, operating profits fell by Rs 120 crore 
to Rs 1,1.50 crore. The later months, if 
anything, have deepened the gloom. Pande 
and other officials exhibit bravado, saying 
that the company will manage to make it 
to the black in the full year, but the ground 

realit)' may not bear them out. 
Domestic steel demand has not 
picked up, while low import duties 
continue to make .s,\ii.’s products 
cosilier. And, thanks to its internal 
problems, the company's financial 
independence is heavily cramped. 

The last two years especially have 
seen very little activity in the infra¬ 
structure and construction sectors. 
There has Iwen little government 
spending and very few new private 
sector projects. As a result, demand 
for steel has grown slower and slo¬ 
wer—from 22 per cent in '‘>4-95 to 
5 per cent last year. In the current 
year, demand has actually dropped 
by 0.6 per cent. Secondly, liberalisation also 
saw a progressive lowering of import tariffs, 
making India a favoured destination for 
cheap steel from other countries even as 
domestic prtiducers couldn't kec|) costs 
down. Says a senior sail official: "The 
expexTed economic recovery in the second 
half didn't hapjwn. And while the prices of 

finished steel remain depressed, input prices 
increased steadily. So, this time, we couldn't 

■pass on the burden of higher co.sts to the 
consumer. Normally, we raise our prices 
once every six months.” 

SAIL is not alone in misery. Tlie entire steel 
scH:tor is facing the music of recession. The 
industry grew by a comfortable 11 per cent 

“We can’t be seen in isolation” 
.MJi (huirmati Arvtnd Pande disaases 
pUms to turn around the company's fortunes: 

SAIL has always led from tbe front. 
Is it spearheading the industry's 
decline now? 
1 wouldn't say that the state of sail is a true 
retlc'ction of the state of the steel industry. 
Despite static demand, our sales in the 
home market have witnessed a 4 per cent 
increase. But it's performance cannot be 
viewed in isolation. The industry has bcxin 
going through difficult times primarily 
because the slowdown in steel consump¬ 
tion has come when new capacities have 
materialised. Further, the currency debacle 
in east Asia has led to cheap imports. The 
input costs have also shot up. 
SAH-'s profits were only Rs 49 crore 
In the first half. What steps are yon 

taking to counter this? 
Internally, we have taken several measures 
to cx}mbat the external situation through 
improvements in operational efficiency as 
well as a more aggressive marketing strat¬ 
egy. We expect to achieve a saving of aro¬ 

und Rs 700-8(X) cTore this year. At Durga- 
pur and Rourketa, modernisation is comf)- 
lete. With the hot strip mill modernisation 
at Bokaro slated for the next quarter, the 
quality of our hot tolled coils will improve. 
Do you think the steel import pol¬ 
icy is biased against industry and is 
largely responsible for the bad state 
of the Industry? 
The import duties have slumped in the 
last few years to a peak of 25 per cent. 
While this is inevitable given the globali¬ 
sation trend, in many advanced coun¬ 
tries, there is a provision to enforce a pro¬ 
visional duty on the merits of anti-dump¬ 
ing petitions. 
How would you sum up the perfor¬ 
mance of an Arvlnd Pande-led sail? 
Performance can be judged by a compa¬ 
ny's long-term health. For this, ability to 
generate profits is vital. More important is 
to put a company on a path of revitalisa¬ 
tion so that it emerges stronger. 
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Modernisation is iong overdue 

Itjok at all the available optio^^. h 
we eaiuiol do it now, live years later, 
v\ii will be a totally iinviable, sick, 
Irrss-inaking coiniwny," says Pantic. , 

Siwn after assuming charge, Paiule 
intrrHluced a 'five-jroint plan' to 
improve the company's functioning 
and mindset. It focused on faster 
cost rcHluction, higher market realis¬ 
ation, increased exports, improved 
as.sci utilLsation and quality and cus¬ 
tomer orientation. And, olficials say, 
there was a tangible improvement. 
.So it remains the basis of his cunviit 
strategy. Patule has set up seven ex|v 
ert groups headed by directors 
whit h will look into the production, 
marketing and operational areas 
and lormulale a clearly totyised 
plan. All <ilong, the bu/’/word would 
Ix' tustomer orientation. "I am try¬ 
ing to get the organisation to come 
out with solutions which can Ik 
implementetl. t his can be achieved 
through cross-tunctional teams and 
motivated svorkforce," he says. 

Tire groups are also looking at a 
'fiossible change in sui's (irodiict 
profile to suit the new demand sce¬ 
nario. And Pande does not rule out 
venturing into other mlrastructural 

last year, but is exix-cted to muster only 
about 4 per cent in 1997-98. Pande, who 
took over the reins ol s ui in lanuary lt)97, 
squarely puts the blame on government 
apathy towards the industry and its sekx- 
tive preoccupation with the country's 
macro-eronomic lundamentals. "The gov¬ 
ernment had taken a view that it would not 
step vip sjx'iidiiig in iiilrastructure. This hit 
supplementary industries like .steel and 
cement verv h.ird. fheri recession came at a 
time when a lot ol new capacities had mate¬ 
rialised, leading to a gross mismatch 
between demand and supply. At the .same 
time, the lack ol proper anii-dtimping and 
sateguardiiig legislation is making the sur¬ 
vival ol domestic players more dilticull." 

Wlial has made things more piickly lor 
s,\ii is, one, the emergence ol new siqipliers 
for a limited range ol prixtucts, and tvs'o, its 
inability to reiiiice costs. Sf'.eral factors 
impinge on sen's evst buiden: the heavy 
interest liabilities on borrowings to fund its 
Rs 12,(XK)-crore modernisation plan; unvi- 
aiile and non-profitable units; the dead¬ 
weight of obsolete technologv in critical 
areas where com|X'tition is emerging; and 
increa.sing kiliour costs. A[iart from the Rs 
2,(kX) crore capital investments it makes 
every year in various plants, it has also had 
to contend with rising input costs, which 
went up by Rs !,(KK) crore in 1996-97 and 
Rs 7(X) crore so tar in the current year. 

Being S.** per cent government-owned, sail. 

i was forced to make a number ot bad, ixiliti- 
I c.ally inotivalcxl inscstmeiits. such .is the 

takeover of the ailing Vislivesharayya Iron 
and Steel Ltd is'isi) in Karnataka and invest¬ 
ing in a new steel plant in the l.iiid-kxked 
region of Dagaon in As.sam. .S.iys the sen 
official: "One of the ills of being gosernm- 
ent-owned is that you have to accept |)rcip- 
osals which are unviable fiom the lieginn- 

I ing. Without these, the fin.incial results 
i would've bevn a dilteient slurs’ allogcTlier." 

W! lll.AI is .Arsitid Pancle's stralegs to 
[turn ssii around? "My prime obiec- 
live is to change tire entire orienlal- 

i ion of the coinpanv and take a long-tenn 
' slew. I'he piessures ot coni|H>lition and glo- 
I balLsalion .ire here to slay. What is iinpia- 
I biiit is to get the oiganisatiori piep.ired to 
I meet the comixlition effcvliselc on a sus- 
1 tainc*d basis. I’or this, we have to unie.irii 
I many things ol the past and take a liesii 

SAIL top brass believe that 

if some radical steps are 
not taken immediately, in 

five years, the steel giant 

will turn into a totally 
unviable, sick company. 

fields, "altliough we would remain primar¬ 
ily a steel comp.iny and 9<) per cent ol our 
Imsiness will come Irom steel", in the 
pipeline aie increased aOisily in mining, a 
cement plant and also a power pl.ml in the 
near lulure. flie plan is eX|X‘cted to be pul 

' into piaclice Ibis mnnth. 
i'he countdown li.is .ilreadc Ix-gun. sen 

will cut production lioi.i the first quarter 
■ ol 1098 99 lu clear its inventories and cur¬ 

tail Its input needs, |o reduce oixrating 
assets, ('IK (>l In*' blast liirri.iies at Bhilai 
lias Iveii shut.iff, to he lollowed l:y similai 
shulotlsal llokaio, Roiiikela and l)urga[nir. 
It lias laiirulied ils second solimlarv reliie- 
iiient scheme I'i's) fioiii March I. Says an 
ollicial’ "We do not want to h.ive I8(),(HH.) 
pet'ple lor iiist 10 million loiuies of steel. 
We li.ne to justify it somewliere," Hie 
(Oiiip.iiiv aims to reduce its stall strength 
be .ilniosr (>s per lenl to .iboul 1)0,000 in 
tile ne\t live years by way ol \ks aiui nal- 
iii.il letiieineiil, /Vgainst this, recruitment 
IS only 100 people per ycMr, 

III mans ways, its 2.Sth year h.is been .ui 

eyeo|K-ner tor vui., prompting it to reassess 
ils strengths and weaknesses and iclentily 
nc*w nerds, I'ande is ho|H’fiil ot a lurii- 
aiouiid 111 I90g-c)9 and an increase in steel 

; demand in the next two years. With the »|i’ 
■ government's promises to protcrl indige¬ 

nous industry and promote infrastructure 
spending, s.\ii icKiks set to get tlie imich- 
ncrdecl shot in the arm. ■ 
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ITC 

King-Size Ambitioiis 
Now, ITC launches two premium BAT brands—both made in India 

ABHUITSHATLEKAR 

I T'S party time for smokers of foreign cig¬ 
arettes in India. Those who are hooked 
on to Hen.son fs Hedges and Stale lixp- 

ress SSS tan now gel the 'real stuff’ from 
local ptuinwiilla'). And it will hear a made in 
India stamp. l.ast month, in. ollicially lau¬ 
nched Benson Is Hedges, and 5.S.S is likely 
to follow suit shortly. 

'Ihe two premium internati<’nal brands 
already have a strong following in the Ind¬ 
ian market While 5.SS is the highest sell¬ 
ing foreign cigarette in the country with 
more than one lakh smokers patronising 
It, Benson k Hedges commands a loyalty 
base of over 2t),(MM). 

So far, these brands, owned by tilt UK- 
based iiM Industries—parent of in —have 
lound their way into India through the 
smuggled goods route, a < ause of great eon- 
tern to IK . "Smuggled cigarettes iiave tor- 
nerwl 20 per tent ol the king-si/e premium 
segment estimated at Its 1,1 tO crore and 
sales are bcMmiing," explains Kunish Urant, 
e.M“cutive vite-president, ni. Now, the 
company hopes to wean away these smok¬ 
ers from the grey market b> making the cig¬ 
arettes available through Ihe official route. 

"t.ustomers find the brands on local she¬ 
lves on an average of one and-a-halt years 
alter pnxluction. By this time, the ciga¬ 
rettes have turned old and stale. But now 
smokers tan be assured freshness as the 
products will be locally produced and the 
dale of manufatluring will Iw clearly prin- 

Smugglad goods vs the real thing 

ted on each packet," says Amal Pramanik, 
group hrariil manager. 

But industry sources point out that get¬ 
ting (ustomers away from the grey market 
may jirove to be tricky, as smugglers are 
unlikely to surrender their turf meekly. 
"Initially, there may even be a spurt in the 
grey market as paaiishops and other dis¬ 
tribution channels can stotk smuggled 
555 and BkH along with the legitimate 
products and pass them on to the less dis¬ 
cerning buyers,” explains Amit Seiigupta, 
former < lo, Duncan Agro. The smugglers 
may also push other foreign brands not 
currentls being made in India— 
Marlboro, Kothmaiis and Duiihill that 
may spark off intense competition in the 
ANOOP KAMAIH 

lie IS pnch'iL as p.'f'-iiunn] blends ns iolloivs 

India Kings 

Benson & Hedges 

Classic Family 

Gold Flake Kings 

Wills Natural Lights 

Prices lor 
packs ol 20s 

premium segment. 
Also, pricing promises to be a challenge. 

Smugglers enjoy a pricing leeway of about 
Rs .TO per packet that they can play aro¬ 
und with while pricing their ware. Taking 
this Into account, itc has launched 

Benson & Hedges at Rs SO for a 
packet of 20, at par with the 
price of smuggled cigarettes. 

Will ire's gamble pay off? 
After all, several made-in-!ndia 
foreign brands like Rothmans, 
Pall Mall and Chesterfield 
have had to bite the dust. But 
market sources point out that 
none of these brands had the 
marketing and distribution 
muscle of lit, which domi¬ 
nates the Indian cigarette mar¬ 
ket and controls 80 per cent of 
the filter king segment with its 
four brands: India Kings, 
Classic, Gold Flake Kings and 
Wills Natural Lights. Hence, 
the comparison, in feels, is 
not appropriate. 

And how does the ii( plan to 
ensure that the Indian-made 
cigarettes don't go the Scotch 
brands way, where buyers still 
prefer the smuggled stuff in 
spite of rampant adulteration? 
lit. is confident that the iilanie 

for the failure of Scotch brands lies 
squarely with the Scotch bottlers, who 
hitve been promoting their lesser known 
brands. "Better known brands such as 
I’eachers are faring much better than tiie 
rest," points out Pramanik. "irt is in no 
such danger, as it is promoting the two 
top BAi brands," he adds. 

t^ompany officials point out that strict 
quality control will ensure that Hie two 
brands being made at its Bangalore factory 
do not deviate in any way Irom the stan¬ 
dards of the international product. "All 
ingredients such as tobacco, paper, fillers, 
and packaging arc being sourced from the 
same suppliers that service rai products," 
elaborates Pramanik. 

Also, as back-up, itc has entered into a 
long-term licence agreement with ii.si lor 
the two brands that will give it the 
resources lo cover the huge promotional 
costs for establishing them. According to 
the 19%-97 nalance sheet, iic spent Rs 
173 crore on advertising and promotional 
expenses, mainly on cigarettes. The pro¬ 
motion ot the new brands is likely to raise 
advertisement spend comsidcrably. Last 
week saw a mega promotional blitzkrieg 
with Shaggy and his band enthralling the 
Mumbai glitterati. 

Much hype. But whether it really helps 
sell or just leaves smoke in the air remains 
to be .seen. ■ 

Nikhil Mookerjee 
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ADD SERVO. ADD LIFE. 
perForming bettor almost instantly. Watch it strotc.li 

lower your .-naifitenonce costs next to nothing. That’s 

otl)er (jnuinc oil And that's wfiy your vehicle' slion 

/itch to SittyO And fool Hie differ once. Feel your vehicle surge ahead, 

evei y drop of fuel to mcjriy a rr'iile, Ancl, 

v/hy (Tiore people insist on SBRVO than any SERVO 
IS move only on SERVO ond nothing el'.c WORLD-CLASS tNGINE OILS 



Honestly, Canon being 

the No.l copier company in the world 

was good enough for me. 

Canon plus plus is actually a bonus. 
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PLUS PLUS 

non TMI WORID'S MO.I COrill COMMHy 

In fact, it’s one of the hest things 

that Canon could have done. ' 

Becau.se Canon plus plus works on 

the Organic Photo Conductor 

(OPC) drum technology. Which, 

incidentally, is what the whole 

world is using today. Well, anyway, 

OPC drum eliminates the need for 

constant sers’icing of the machine. 

And the Toner Projection 

Development (TPD) system, a single 

component toner, with extra fine 

grains, delivers sharper, clearer, 

smudge*free copies. Consistently. 

It's quality that’s on par with the 

rest of the world. It's just what 

I’d expect from a world leader. 

Nothing less. 

Cation 
Eveay copy Is AN ■Orioinal' 
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Fuel for 
Thought 
World Oil prices have slumped 
bill not in India, thanks to a 
laiiltv pricing mechanism 

Last week, when Brent cnide, the index 
for the world's crude oil prices, hit rock 
bottom at $10 to a barrel, end users of 

petroleum around the world cheered. Not 
Indians. Out retail prices are as hi^h as ever. 

Internationally, crude has lost over 40 per 
cent value since last October to hit a 10-year 
low. A lack of agreement within the Organ¬ 
isation of Petroleum Exporting (Countries 
(OPET) on production and quotas has result¬ 
ed in surplus crude in the world markets. .As 
a result, oil producers in Asia added over 
50,000 barrels per day of crude to the 
already-flooded world market primarily 
because of the stand-off between Saudi Ara¬ 
bia and Venezuela over production quotas. 

Petrol prices in India, however, have not 
fallen for more than 10 years despite the 
world price .slumps. Various governments 

groups may be the culprits, says Rao. The 
government has kept the prices of petrol 
and aviation fuel artificially high to lieav- 
ily subsidi.se kerosene and liquefied petro¬ 
leum gas (Li>(,). This system is lopsided 
Iwcause while i.w, readies middle class 
households, the poor man’s fuel kerosene 
is put to rampant misuse. According to a 
study by the National t'ouncil for Applied 
Economic Research (n( air), one-third of 
the kerosene in the market is used to 
adulterate diesel. Of the rest, less than 
half acruatly reaches tlie poor at tlie nor¬ 
mal price. The remaining is sold off in 
urban black markets. 

But there are tiiose wlio don't agree with 
Rao that the government is making gcKxl 
moiKW at tlie exiiense ol the average citizen. 
It may in fad tv losing out, feels O.H. Pai 

months before it actually picks up the oil. 
Says dll olficial; "Wliile tliis deprives us of 
any benefit of price tails, like in the present 
situation, it'also protects us from sudden 
spurts in pria's." Right now, India is aciua- 
lly paying a niucti liiglier price than market 
rates as contracts for supplit's till )une 1998 
have already Ix-eii signed. Oil can Ik- bouglil 
in two ways: s|H)t purchases -you pay tlie 
ruling market rate—and long-term con¬ 
tracts. Tile govermneiil prefers contracts as 

ihen the transaction is done against bank 
guarantee’s or IkuhIs ratlier tlian cash. 

riiis seeming haste in closing the deals 
lias not been totally unwarranted. I'ill rece¬ 
ntly, with Rill Clinton gnashing his teeth at 
Iraq, the |X)ssibility of another l ml: war was 
IcHiming large and crude prices could have 
zoomeil. India would tlien tiavv tieeii the 

have raised retail prices eight times in as 
many years. Even the surcharge imposed 
in the wake of the Gulf War hasn't been 
removed, six years after General Norman 
Schwarz.kopf went home. Indian petrol¬ 
eum prices are the third hixlwst in the world, 
alter Sri ianka and Bangladesh. 

Is the go', eminent then giving us all a 
really raw deal by maintaining high prices 
of petrol? Or lias it become a victim 
of its own administered price 
mechanism? C 

Economist .S.l. Ran puts the blame 
squarely on the pricing mechanism. Pr 
"In this .system, the government Cc 
reaps the profits. I’rice cuts never in, 
reach the consumers, the hikes do,” 
says he. The government gains from 
all sides—higher excise on every 
litre you buy, as well as from the Cr 
global price cuts which are never PC 
passed on to the vOiisumer. 

Misplaced priorities of the gov- t,|| 
ernment and lobbying by pressure 

IS I’anandiker, economist and advisor, kis, ni 
'd Group: "India has become a \itliin of over- if 
n protection, lb insulate itself from the Sr 
n future, India is missing out on the present." a) 
1- How’s tliat? Because Indian Oil (xirpora- 
il, tion, the only canalising agency for oil pi 

imports lies up most of the import con- bt 
a tracts at predetermined iirices, that is, it iw 
;s agrees to the price at wliidi it will buy some gi 

Ciuda OH ProftnciUoii, Consumption ft imports 
tf/htloms) 

Production 30.17 33.02 32.24 35.17 32.90 
Consumption 42.91 51.77 58.53 58.74 62.82 
Imports 15.15 20.70 27.35 27.34 33.91 

Ifflliort Sill > 
PUCIIMd fS85« 1990-91. (994-9$ (995-96 (99^7 
Crude 3,667 6,118 10,316 11,517 18,538 
POL 1574 . 4;tfao 7,522 12,578 15.^ 
Total Import 4,961 10,778 17jBM 24,095 34,172 
bill for petroleum 

net gainer. Rut with Iracj's dimlHlown and 
the oi’ii squabble, prices have tum;iled and 
Saddam Hussein’s attempts to biw IchkI 
against oil has made niallers worse 

Tile matter is compounded iiy I'ne otlier 
problem the government is facing. It's 
believed that consumption tiiis year would 
tie lower than the projected o to 8 per cent 
growtii per annum, i'liat would have 

lielivd the government improve its 
iKioks and reduce the tiade deficit. 

® No such luck. Ixirisumplion has 
actually risen to KS.5 iiiililuii 

!.90 tonnes in 1997-98 (till January), 
1,82 substantially higher than last year's 
191 b.i million tonnes. This will carry 

the crude imjKirt bill beyond tlie 
Rs 20,0(Ml-crore mark. And as tlie 
number of vehicles on 1 ndian roads 

M8 keeps growing at 12 per cent a year, 
Hicrc’s no respite in sight. So 

172 there's no way your petrol bills are 
going to slim down. ■ 

Arindam Mukheriee 
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At the VIP Oesjgn Lab we 
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wheeling systems. Lika 
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on new processes of discovery. For better 
material. Better designs. To develop newer 

ways, safer ways, more comfortable ways 

of travel. Fusing a deep understanding with 

design engineering. Because we believe 

your luggage should do you proud. 
Anywhere In the world. 
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CORPOIIATE__- 

THE URGE TO MEF 
Big is beautiful, companies are cheap, the hype is deafening, 
but is India ready for a wave of takeovers? 

ByNEERJAPAWHAJETLEY IS every Indian company today a sitting 
duck for the corporate predator? That's 
what the valuation exerts and equity 
anaiysts will have you believe. Stocks, 
they say, are trading at such ridiculou¬ 

sly low levels that even the bluest of blue- 
chip companies can be bought over for less 
than one-hfth or sometimes even at one- 
tenth their asset vaiuel Sounds incredible? 

The number<runchers have done adequ¬ 
ate homework to back up their claim. A cor¬ 
porate raider, they argue, needs only around 
Rs 40 crore to mount an offensive against a 
company like Ballarpur Industries with sales 
of Rs 1,300 crore and net profits of Rs 104 
crore in 1996-97. Similarly, Tisco can 
change hands at Rs 1,000 crore, Telco for Rs 
1,300, Tata Chemicals tor Rs 500 crore, Essar 
Steel for Rs ISO crore and so on. Why talk of 
the crown jewels, there are dozens of small 
companies like Rathi Mercantile or Mask 
Investments worth all of Rs 10-15 lakh or 
even less! Enough incentive for any compa¬ 
ny witli any cash to go alter 
the mouth-watering ratios. 

Is it takeover time, then, 
at corporate India? There's 
httle doubt that the urge to 
merge is at its peak. The 
proof is in the numbers. 
Hindustan Lever has just 
gobbled up Lakme and is 
merging with Pond's. Ster- 
iite IS raising the stakes to 
take over Indal. Wockhardt 
lias picked up the Fata stake 
in Mcnnd vliile offering to 
buy public hoidmgs as well. 
In^a Cements' overtures to 
Raasi Cement are getting 
bolder. Jagaqit Industries is 
in talks with Brown Forman 
to sell off Its liquoi busi¬ 
ness. Autoiiders has made 
an open plav for Saurashtra 
Cement. 

That's not all. There's intense speculation 
on the fate of companies like Hoechst Mar- 
rion, Se»a Goa and Pentatour Software and 
big names like Videocon International and 
Arvind Mills. So much so that any spurt in 
trading volumes in the scrips of any comp¬ 
any sparks off takeover ntinours. 

Investment and merchant bankers see a 
lot of opportunities emerging in the merg¬ 
ers and acquisitions (m&a) business. For 
the first time the country will have “white 
knight* funds to prevent takeover threats. 
“Rationalisation ot Indian industry has 
long been on the cards and the mechanics 
have to fall into place.* says Shaune 
Browne, ceo ot iisai Capital Markets. Both 
Citibank and hsbc have reportedly applied 
to the HBi to set up a $1 billion fund each 
devoted to m&a. Reliance Industries has set 
up a Rs 500 crore fund for acquisitions. 

The amditions seem just right for some 
serious dealmaking. Besides cheap compa¬ 
nies on the block, a variety of factors may 
trigger a full-scale m&a mayhem. 
Big It btautlful; From sugar to cement, 
white goods to pharmaceuticals, the com¬ 
pulsions tor consolidation are increasing by 
the day. Take pharmaceuticals; 20,000 units 
with even the market leader having only a 5 
per cent marketshaie. But with a stnct pat¬ 
ent regime looming, companies need the 
critical imss to be able to step up research. 

SHAUNE BROWNE 

CEO, HtBCCAim MARKETS 

"IndlmfiromoteR 
gmwblgby 
goffiiigon 

lictnofls, cheap 
loantaed 

dhmtfyinQ 
madly. The down- 
tttfii ROW Ic forcing 

thorn to soil. ” 

The Indian cement sector comprises hun¬ 
dreds ot units. The top 20 players control 80 
per cent of the market, against three to four 
players owning 80 per cent in Southeast 
Asia. Cement prices are dropping fast and 
the only way to grow is to get better and 
faster efficiencies of production and distrib¬ 
ution. Ditto for sugar. A shakeout is immi-. 

nent in the south as a hand¬ 
ful of companies like eip 

Parry, Nagarjuna, Udayar 
and Rajshree groups that 
have managed to keep 
afioat are looking to gobble 
others like Gayatri Sugar, 
Aruna Sugar and Cauvery 
Sugars. In steel, oveicapaci- 

tribhuvantiwar. ty^d international pVte 
are taking a toil on smaller units. In practi¬ 
cally every sector, weaker players are likely 
to be run over as the biggies increase the 
economies of scale, marketshare and brand 
power. 
Daipanits aallara: Even elite business 
groups are taiday desperate to sell off non¬ 
core businesses as profitability and margiiu 
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are under squeeze in every industry. The 
Tatas exited cosmetics and pharmaceuticals 
in a fortnight, rix; is looking for a quick 
retreat horn Benninger India and Basic 
l^leservices. Raymond is concluding a deal 
to sell its steel division to Thyssen of 
Germany. Voltas is shifting focus from 
white goods to engineering and air-conditi¬ 
oning. "Some of th«e businesses should 
have been on the block a long time ago. 
Indian promoters grew big by gorging on 
licences, cheap loans and diversifying 
madly. They promoted their children as 
heirs irresp^ve of talent. Now many of 
them have neither the capital, technology 
nor managerial skills to cope vrith the new 
competitive reality. The downturn is forcing 
them to sell peripheral businesses to raise 

cash for focus areas," says Browne, "ihe 
holding power of the cash-strapped Indian 
promoter is down. Many ate rushing to sell, 
businesses as diverse as telecom and real 
estate, steel and cement, thinking that if 
th^ do not move out or close a deal, they 
might not even get a worse deal,” says 
Ashwafit Singh, managing director, Allianz 
Capital. In that sense, businessmen have no 
choice. "cEOs are now thinking that doing 
nothing can be risky. Either they sell out or 
dilute promoters' equity dramatically. There 
is no middle road. If other companies grow 
and you stay the same size, you will become 
uncompetitive," says Browne. "Some are 

trying to stay independent. They might suc¬ 
ceed as of now. But in five years time they 
would be wishing they hadn't." 
Eager buyert: The concept of replacement 
cost is fast taking root in the Indian psyche. 
Compnies are realising that it is fat chea¬ 
per to expnd by acquiring other compan¬ 
ies in a downturn than by setting up gre¬ 
enfield projects. Thus any compny with 
margins superior to the sector average and 
able to withstand the recessionary trend is 
tooki^ for expansion through mergers and 
acquisitions. In cement, at currmt prices, 
compnies with capdties of around one 
million tonnes are available for around 
Rs lSO-200 crore whereas the cost of setting 
up a one-million-tonne plant would be aro¬ 
und Rs 400 acre. So it makes great sense for 
India Cements to catapult itself to second 
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largest cement company status by trying to 
buy Kaasi Cement. Similarly, Gujarat 
Ambuja is eyeing Priyadaishlni Cements. 
Frash thinking: The fact that there has been 
a change of guard in the last decade at 
many iarge^ups, whether it is the Tatas, 
the Mahlndras, or the Aditya Birla group, is 
also lending some lustre to the Mfiu route. 
The new business barons, baptised in hard- 
nosed western management thinking, cany 
no emotional baggage- "I am not emotional 
about any business," says Ajay Piramal, who 
has built a huge pharmaceutical business 
primarily through acquisitions. The buzz¬ 
words are shareholders' value and entity 
value. Said Simone htta last month as she 
bid adieu to Lakme; "It has been a long and 
highly satisfactory association...But there is 
no place for sentimentality since sharehold¬ 
ers' interests ate paramount to one's feel- 

MiiilittlinitHV*-*' 

ings." "Till about a year ago such talk was 
unthinkable. It would be heresy," says 
Browne. Now many a new boss like 
Kumarmangalam Birla is looking to the 
overseas atquisihon route to giow. 
Transparent law: Adding to all this is the 
grc.»t faalitator—the takeover code. There's 
no room tor the h)^teria and stealth of the 
kind that charatensed the days of the Swraj 
Pauls and Dhirubai Ambanis and their arnb- 
ihons on Escorts and Ifrr "The sibi takeover 
code IS a well-documented piece of law that 
makes tor transparent takeovers with ade¬ 
quate provision tor redressal in case of any 
deviation," says Ashwapt Singh, managing 
director, Allianz Capital. Now anyone is free 
to buy <ip to 10 per cent of a company's 
paid-up ''apital. He must make an open 
offer for t least 20 per cent more then and 
If shareholders bite the bait, the company 
can't block the transfer of shares and the 
predator can force the existing manage¬ 
ments out. Sterlite can thus make a play for 
Indal without owning a single share of the 
company. "The technical aspects have been 

made dear by the SEu cocfe," he adds. 
Is corporate India poised to enter a new 

era of consolidation that wiii put it in a bet¬ 
ter position to compete globally? Invest¬ 
ment bankers are cautious about Ae emerg¬ 
ing trend. "Only if the government allows 
w^ players to get w^ed out can any 
kind of rationalisation proceed in key areas 
like the iinanda] or tdecommunication sec¬ 
tors," says Ajeya Singh, country head, 
Lehman Brothers. "The m&a business is in 
its infancy. The seeds have been sown but 
the quality of crops is yet to be assessed." 

"Companies may be cheap but no one 
acquires a business for its non-performing 
assets. How many Indian companies really 
have the finandal power to turn preda¬ 
tors?" asks R. Sankaran, chairman, bid 
Global Finandal Trust. "Nobody is going 
to put good money after bad money. A lot 

CEO, UZMOCfeMTGM^ 

*TI»ra tra niflrt tatitft iliRR 
boyan. What^ rr tilt? Sick 

or taffll"8iek canisaiiiaa/ 

of foreign companies may be looking but 
they are not buving Not as yet," says Ajeya 
Singh. So It may be early days yet. Everywhere you look, you see more 

sellen than buyers What’s on sale? 
Mostly sick or semi-sick compames," 

says Udayan Bose, < lo, Lazard Creditcapital. 
Therefore, an Essar Steel can possibly be 
acquired for only Rs 150 crore, but who is 
going to buy when even the stronger com¬ 
panies like Tlsco and saii are not strong 
enough to <jok at acquisitions? Ditto the 
financial sector. There are some 25 small 
private banks in the south and consolida¬ 
tion is on the cards. But the stronger banks 
fed they could end up merely bailing out 
the sick ones. Many of these banks may be 
saddled wltii bad loans that they are hesi¬ 
tant to wdte off for fear of darning long¬ 
term relationships and taking a hit on their 
balance sheets, in that sense, no buyer is 
waiting for the fire sale to be^. 

As for foreign predators, they face a num¬ 
ber of hurdles before they can buy compa¬ 

nies. There is this absurd rule that a foreign 
company wanting to take over an bidian 
company needs the approval of the Foreign 
Investment Promotion Board which in turn 
needs the approval of the directors of the 
target company," points out Bose. Besides, 
pr^tors ate wary of other fectors: 
OltiMring Fit: TTie success of mGca strategies 
is largdy dependent on which way the big 
five—un, uc, ina, ion and no—swing in a 
takeover bid. So fer there is little chai^ in 
their dithering ways. Thke the Indian Cem¬ 
ents offer. Hie FIs, as 20 per cent sharehold¬ 
ers of Raasi, have been sayuig that they 
would subsc^be to the offer as the price 
was "too good to be true". But as riiare- 
holders of India Cements, they are talking 
of "blocking" the offer as the price being 
paid IS "too high" and therefore “detrimen¬ 
tal" to CL shareholders' interest. The rea- 

aaak-flrappaG ladlaR 
pfomatar la tewn." 

soning is that k i should have picked up any 
other smaller unit for half the price. "It's a 
classic case of wanting to run with the hare 
and hunt with the hound and could blow 
the whole takeover attempt m id's face," 
says an investment banker 
Man under the hood: Ihere are no two 
opinions about the fact that most mdian 
companies are a complex web of crosv 
holding and murky record-keeping desi¬ 
gned to show losses to the tax collectors 
but profits to the public This could be a 
nightmare for the acqtiinng company. Also 
the difficult labour laws that make sure 
that companies cannot be bought for their 
assets, shut down and the employees sent 
home. The backlash could be severe. 

So underneath all the hype, there are sev¬ 
eral problems that have to be resolved 
before India's MfzA scenario matches the 
Wiest's. What is happening right now is that 
the ground is slowly being prepared for the 
more high-powered deals. Which will surely 
come, but not so soon. ■ 

With Shekhar Qhosh 
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FOREIGN INYESTMENT 

Saffron Begets 
No Moody Blues 
US investors suspend scepticism about a BJP government 

By NAIMY/Ui 0. KESHAVAN in Philadelphia WHEN a panel of the Senate Fore¬ 
ign Relations Committee meets 
at the end of this month to 
hear testimony on India from 
representatives of both the 

Clinton administration officials and India 
experts from non-govemmentai outfits, a 
key fixus area will be the economic policies 
of the newly-installed qp-led government. 

At a Match 20 gathering in Philadelphia, 
some 3S0 attendees at the Wharton Sch¬ 
ool's annual conference on India got a pre¬ 
liminary feel of the US perspective on the 
new government's economic policies and 
goals. While Gary Wendt, chairman of G£ 
Capital, was concerned atxnit "politicians" 
mucking up the economic reform process, 
Frank G. Wisner, the former US envoy to 
India, was mote upbeat in his assessment. 

Wendt complained that obtaining a "lice¬ 
nse gives us a licence to apply for other lic¬ 
enses before the real start of business in 
India*. He said politics played a "more imp¬ 
ortant part dian economics" in getting app- 
rovab for projects. But he added: "We'll be 
there in India. We'll be patient and we'll 
continue to invest. And we hope the politi 
cal process will come along with the rest of 
the world." In an interview, he .said: "You'd 
expect us to do more in India and acquisi¬ 
tions is one way to grow. And if acquisitions 
are available we try and make them." 

"We want to be optimistic about India," 
We.idt said, "because when there is a new 
government we always have the hope that 
they will have the capbility to bring about 
change. And India has to change." 

Wisner, who has emerged as a one-man 
crusader to evangelise about the Bir-led gov¬ 
ernment, told the gathering: "India's future 
need not be pinled in gloomy colours. The 
India that Americans are discovering is an 
India on the move, it’s seemingly chaotic 
politics and its traditions of poverty are not 
the defining features of modem India. My 
hope for the new government will be that it 
will give a new impulse for reforms." 

He said the air's "strong and proud" advo¬ 
cacy of "Indian nationalism" was welcome 
as long as it was "not exclusionary nation¬ 
alism at others' expense, but an inclusion¬ 

ary one and in keeping with the traditions 
of Indian culture. I am persuaded of India's 
potential and am able to tell my American 
audiences that reform is here to stay." 

As the investment banking community 
tries to figure,out what the new regime's 
economic policies ate all about, Standard 
and Foot's on Match 23 said India's credit 
rating outlook was stable and left the coun¬ 
try's BB-plus foreign currency rating uncha¬ 
nged. TTie New York-based agency said the 
BjMed administration was expected to take 
a "cautious reform path...to balance the pol¬ 
icies of constituency with the demands of 
its numerous and vocal coalition partners." 

s&p's latest India ratings continue to ref¬ 
lect New Delhi's economic reforms, suppor¬ 
ted by a "robust political consensus, includ¬ 
ing industrial and trade liberalisation, and 
lower tax rates. A high, but declining, net 
external debt burden, alleviated in part by 
significant concessional debt; and comfort¬ 
able external liquidity, with reserves equal 
to about three times the country's short¬ 
term debt", .s&p said the new government 
"is likely to balance its ideological support 
for domestic investors with measures to 
maintain the flow of foreign direct invest¬ ment”. But, it added, "infrastructure bottle¬ 

necks are likely to lead to growing pressure 
for higher government capital spending". 

Such increased spending would weaken 
public finances and erode India's creditwor¬ 
thiness. A greater commitment to fiscal pru¬ 
dence, including more credible efforts to 
reform the public .sector and accelerate pri¬ 
vatisation, would strengthen the country's 
credit standing, the report advocated. 

Yet another report is expected shortly 
from Moody's Investor Services. Aaording 
to sources the agency's analysts are still wor¬ 
king on the final shape of its report. How¬ 
ever, in January, Moody's warned India 
might be downgraded from its Baa.3/P-3 sta¬ 
tus. in a "summary opinion" in February, it 
wrote: "Moody's is concerned that the imp¬ 
etus for structural reform has diminish^ 
(in India) relative to the agency's expectat¬ 
ions. The public sector finances have not 
improved to the extent required by the high 
public sector debt and debt servicing bur¬ 
den, not least to address the country's enor¬ 
mous investment requirements going for¬ 
ward." It warned: "No matter what the 
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political stripe of the new government, 
implementation of a sound economic 

^ framework will be crucial to reversing the 
deterioration of macro-economic balances." 

But in New York, Rajiv Khanna, president 
of the Indo-American Chamber of Comm¬ 
erce, said of the new regime; "I'm yery bull¬ 
ish about India. I believe it's someone like 
the ajp that can bring true economic liberal¬ 
isation to India because the people of India 
trust them to do so in a manner that the 
country is not sold out to foreign interests." 

He added: "I've been telling the investm¬ 
ent community to discount the rhetoric 
that preceded elections and keep in mind 
that a party in power will behave mote res¬ 
ponsibly than its electoral rhetoric." Jay 
Felosky, an emerging markets strat^ist with 

' Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Discover in 
New York Qty told a reporter: "We're posi¬ 
tive about India. We feel the Indian govern¬ 
ment will be business and market-feiendly." 

The four main things the Investment 
cmnmunity is now looking for are; trans¬ 
parency, anti-corruption policies, fiscal and 
moneta^ policies and political stability. 

JITENDEReUPTA 

liOStltB to BJP’ 
FomermAmbUssatlortoii^ mdanm- 

vi jrJm m • n 1 _ 

And there are some experts who don't agree 
with Wisner and Kharma. Commenting on 
stability, Paul Kreisberg, a senior fellow at 
the prestigious Woodrow Wilson Inter¬ 
national Centre for Scholars in Washington 
DC, said: "1 continue to be sceptical about 
the ability of this diverse crowd to sustain 
their agreement on a broad range of issues. 
My guess is so long as the government does¬ 
n't do anything too dramatic, it may work." 

Kreisberg, whose views on South Asia are 
taken seriously on Capitol Hill, added; "As 
long as there is enough money to satisfy all 
regional claimants, it may work, but unfor¬ 
tunately money will clearly be a big prob¬ 
lem and avoidance of big policy issues will 
slow down efforts to speed up development. 
1 tend to share the view that 12-24 months 
may be a good guess for longevity of this 
government, at least at this point in time." 

A senior Clinton administration official 
added; "We don't see the new government 
making any radical departures. We think 
the reform process is here to stay. We should 
have a better feel once the budget is pre¬ 
sented." Which will be another 10 weeks. ■ 

(nstimee conffuties, tfie. hOer- 
mtlgnat PHaA G.M/Umftb one 
mnwhoilnWI^enMkfiiiiaiMitorno 
swadedii. ISs is Meed a imsurtt^ vtdce 
Jm hesitant VS bmestars. 
0i wtat Am gownMiMi.ilifHH ii: 
The slnglemost important sfep (it) cm 
take to put huSa on the ndiadi of US 
capital and hivestmettt ma^toto 
loy me right eccmimdcppllehi»^-p(^dei! 
that wfil truly qien iq> dm hitohnKttoe 
sector, policies tint make SnanUal Oom 
much easier, that make IrttOa geoMf:. 
On hw Mta cm iMaan III 
If you've got a good messa^, Itli ^ Ib- 
eif. But it's certalidy enhanced by jgood' 
satesmanshlp^ After toe govenunetA:^ 
eommnlc team is in place, works out Its 

new budget and develops its economic 
package, (it should) come and explain it 
to .Americans. Right now, (we) see from a 
distance a changing govenunent, uncer¬ 
tain policies and start-stop ai^Hoaches 
to critical sectors like power. So there is a 
lot of confusion. That confusion can be 
overcome, but it has to be addressed. 
On percapthm about a ajp-tod fovorn* 
ment: There's no inherent animosity 
towards bjp in this country. There's wari¬ 
ness bom out of ignorance, qp leaders 
are not known hi the US. (They) don't 
know American politicians and Ameri¬ 
can media people. (They) have been Ind¬ 
ian oppositirm politidans. Now they've 
a chance to step on the wdrid stage. 
On Imo.llM NHod gowmimm ahouM 
look It ill lavmlblK One, they shouldn't 
assume there's hostfUty, and two, they 
should assume there's a lot of igtx»mce. 
Th^ cm write .on a blank sl^. People 
wmt a good tdation$h4> with Ittdia sind 
nobody is going to Ipso facto r^ect that 
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PItOFILE 

ByA.5.PANNEERSElVAN_ The biggest modern myths of the 
state are made of plywood. 
Cutouts of Dravidian politicians, 
from MGR to Karunanidhi to 
Jayalaiitha, all literally larger than 

life, have led the brisk business of image¬ 
making in Tamil Nadu politics for decades. 
Now, at last, the little-known chief execu¬ 
tor and the curator of most of these pro¬ 
jects—J.P. Krishna—has found fame bey¬ 
ond his native state. His pop art have dom¬ 
inated the skyline during the Seychelles 
presidential elections in late Match. For 

that event, his industrious assistants Ravi 
and Pandian put up about 10 huge 40-ft 
cutouts—a fine sight for the homesick 
Tkmil diaspora in (he island nation. 

Work for the 42-year-old cutout king is, 
well, cut out for him. Educated in a mod¬ 
est corporation school in downmarket 
north Madras, Krishna has over 2,500 
dramatis personae—mostly film and polit¬ 
ical personalities—to feed his cutout busi¬ 
ness. His mantra as always; the bigger the 
better. When he first carved a cutout of 
Jayalaiitha, it was a modest 30 feet high 
image. But as her stature grew, so did 
Krishna's cutouts; from 30 to 60 feet, then 

to 70 and finally to 150 feet. 
It was Madhusudan, handloom minister 

in the aiaomk ministry, who first sought out 
Krishna to capture Amma in all her splen¬ 
dour when she became chief ministeL 
"Madhusudan called me one evening and 
said that the CM would be presiding over a 
function at Handloom Centre in Egmore 
and that I should do something spectacular 
for the fint-ever function of ^ma as the 
chief minister. I made 300 small cutouts of 
Amma and placed them on the entire route 
from Amma's Poes Garden residence to the 
venue of the meeting. Both Madhusudan 
and Amma were impressed,” he recalls. 
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Krishna: equidistance pays 

So impressed was Amraa with Madhu- 
sudan's sycophancy that she appointed 
him chairman oi the reception committee 
when she celebrated her victory in 1991 by 
organising a huge rally in Madurai. "The 
AWDMK's Madurai rally was the most chal¬ 
lenging moment in my life. Within 20 
days 1 was asked to make 40 welcome arc¬ 
hes, 50 cutouts 40 f«t high and one huge 
cutout 150 feet high. 1 employed about 
300 people and worked day and night to 
complete the task. 1 am sure that was the 
highest cutout ever made of any individ¬ 
ual," says Krishna with enormous pride. 

Little wonder then, there is a tinge of 

regret in Krishna's voice as he talks of 
the aiadmk's decline in fortunes. From 
employing nearly 200 workers during the 
height of Jayalalitha's regime, the number 
has come down to just 20. "I do work for 
both the AiADMK and the omk, but the 
quantum of work given by the aiadmk dur¬ 
ing their tenure was excellent." The only 
other politician who rivalled Jayalalltha in 
erecting cutouts was N.T. Rama Rao. 
During his comeback trail in 1994, NTR 
commissioned nearly 300 cutouts of him¬ 
self, his wife Lakshmi Parvati and his elec¬ 
tion symbol, the 'cycle'. "In those days we 
used to work day and night. Artists would 
be busy drawing outlines and carpenters 
with cutting the plywood. Painters would 
be giving the finai touches and the 
cutouts sometimes had to be airlifted to 
Hyderabad. But, mostly, we used to send 
them by trucks," he says. 

Then again, AIADMK sho¬ 
wed the way to other 
parties. “During the 

Tirupatl session of the Ait.c, 1 
was asked to make welrome 
arches. The Congressmen 
were queasy about having 
huge cutouts. They were 
more interested in ornam¬ 
ental arches," says Krishna. 

His beginnings, though, 
were mote modest. Kri¬ 
shna's drawing master S. 
Guruswamy trained him in realistic draw¬ 
ing and painting. "He not only taught me 
how to draw but also to understand the 
science behind enlarging a figure three or 
four fold without distortions. 1 learnt from 
him how to mbi colours to get the hue 1 
wanted. Apart from aesthetics, he also 
taught me physics and chemistry in draw¬ 
ing," Krishna's favourite pastime then was 
to visit various artists and see how they 
worked. His entire genre was restricted to 
banners, posters and hoardings. “1 would 
have spent nearly 10 hours a day in Mount 
Road watching artists finishing and erect¬ 
ing huge billboards and signboards and 
hoardings for cinema. 1 was also distressed 
by the pathetic life most of them led. 
Despite the massive publicity they gene¬ 
rated for the products, their life bordered 
on the verge of poverty. 1 was determined I 
would enter the field, earn a name for 
myself and also change the ground mles of 
this enterprising business where art and 
money ought to go hand in hand." 
Krishna's pride also comes from the fact 
that he played a key role in increasing the 
payment for cutouts from Rs 10 per square 
feet to the present Rs 22 per square feet. 

The initial years weren’t easy. There were 
few willing to give assignments to some¬ 
one who had no experience. Krishna's first 
break came in 1980, when the manufac¬ 

turers of Governor Beedi commissioned 
him to do a hoarding for their corporate 
office in north Madras. "I knew right from 
the beginning that big is better. Small is 
not really beautiful if you are addressing a 
vast audience. Hence, I designed a 40 by 8 
feet hoarding and showed the cowboy still 
used by the famous Marlboro cigarette ad 
effecting only one slight change—replac¬ 
ing the cigarette with a beedi." The hoard¬ 
ing became an instant hit. Krishna and 
Governor beedi grew hand in hand. 
Between 1980 and 1990, Krishna designed 
at least 250 hoardings featuring almost 
every major artist of Tamil cinema— 
Rajnikant, Vijaykanth, Kamalahaasan and 
film maker Balu Mahendra. 

In 1987, when the famous Gemini Stu¬ 
dios returned to film production after a 
gap of nearly two decades, they wanted to 

do so with a bang. "The art 
directors of SoUvathaellum 
Unmai, GK and JK, came to 
my place and asked me to 
design the hoarding for the 
new film. 1 designed a huge 
hoarding mnning all along 
the Gemini Studios com¬ 
pound for the film. That 
was my foray into the world 
of cinema," says Krishna. 

Since then Krishna has 
become synonymous with 
film hoardings. "1 became 
very busy and had to give 

up my Governor beedi work. 1 also shifted 
base from the remote north Madras to 
T. Nagar, the nerve centre of film produc¬ 
tions. However, my moment of reckoning 
in creating hoardings came when director 
Parthiban asked me to produce a huge 
one for his own film Utlc, Velliye. I erect^ 
a 80 feet by 20 feet piece which had 
many layers of work to create a movement 
in the image. In that work, different 
images would be visible when seen from 
different angles. It is easy to give such an 
ettect with an eledrically shifting aisplay. 
But I had created the same effect by using 
mere static, plywood images where only 
the viewer was moving." The display for 
Ulle, Velliye became very popular and soon 
most TV show anchors began compering 
in front of that cutout. 

With his Seychelles as.signment, the mas¬ 
ter has indeed come a long way. He refuses 
to reveal his political affiliations but 
declares that contrary to popular percep¬ 
tion politicians are more honest than busi¬ 
nessmen. Says he: “If a political leader 
gives us an assignment, we are sure of pay¬ 
ment. They may bargain hard but once a 
price is fix^ they always pay up front. But 
most businessmen do not pay in time. 
Film companies are the worst." A pity, 
since Krishna is the greatest help they can 
get in their image nirvana. ■ 

Krishna rsgrete 
JayatalKha's 

change of 
fortune. He 

employed 200 
workers during 

her regime. 
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DEBATE. 

Softer Laws, Harder Wars 
Human and gender rights get 
entangled as the courts stay a 
woman’s date with the gallows 

BySOMAWADHWA_ IN a country where female foeticide and 
dowry deaths are a harsh reality, the 
Supreme Court last fortnight stayed 
the execution of the "hanging of the 
first woman in post-Independence 

India”, litis, after vociferous lobbying by the 
media and hectic interventions by the Nati¬ 
onal Commission for Women (ncw). A befit¬ 
ting victory for the Indian women's move¬ 
ment in our SOth year of Independence! Or 
is it? Unfortunately, equality is a complex 
issue. In the year the country's five decades of 
liberation were celebrated, "saving" Ram 
Shrl, some argue, shouldn't quite have been 
based on the fact that she is a woman. And 
between the initial headlines that ann¬ 
ounced 37-year-old Ram Shri's appoint¬ 
ment with the gallows and later informed us 
of her temporary, uncertain reprieve, the issue 
of gender Quality seems to be at stake. 

Not that anyone grudges Ram Shri, the mother of 
an 18-month-old daughter born in prison, her respite. 
Hopefully the fiiul verdict will reflect that our Law sanc¬ 
tions capital punishment only in the "rarest of rare” 
cases. Ram Shri, like any other male convict, is entitled 
to justice. And here simplistic stances and statements 
come to an end. 

Making submissions on the behalf of Ram Shri, her 
father and brother, all of whom have been convicted 
for a gruesome multiple murder, senior counsel R.K. Jain 
is reported to have appealed that the apex court rule on 
the "salutary principle" of abolition of death sentences 
on women convicts. Earlier, the nlw had observed that 
it would be a shame indeed for our country to hang a 
woman in its fiftieth year of independence. Not to be 
outdone, newspapers had opined that Ram Shri's death 
sentence shouid perhaps be reconsidered keeping in 
mind the fact that the execution would deprive a tod¬ 
dler of her mother. 

The Supreme Court will obviously rule on the mer¬ 
its of the case. But was the hype and the hoopla actu¬ 
ally propagating a different set of laws for women? 
Are we saying mothers amongst women should have 
yet another set of laws? Shouldn't law be gender-blind? 

"Women are demanding equality in every walk of life, so why 
these special concessions in law? Each case should be judged indi¬ 
vidually on its own merits, according to its own facts. If a woman 
is capable of committing heinous crimes, then she should be 
judged for it like anyone else," comments Justice Kuldlp Singh. 
The "green judge" feels that the courts already reserve death 
penalty for the "rarest of rate cases” and that should be protection 
enough for all seeking justice. 

Vehemently against capital punishment. Justice Rajinder Sachar 

JAYACHANDRAN 

of the People's Union for Civil Liberties (pucl) tends to agree with 
Justice Singh. However, he notes: "Sometimes gender cannot be 
ignored while making a ruling. A man who kills his wife because 
she has been torturing him for years is different from a woman 
who kills her husband for the same reason. While sentencing in 
the latter case, one has to realise and recognise the peculiar and 
disadvantaged position of women In society." 

A harsh reality that, former member of the Law Commission 
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P.N. Bakshi points out, was kept in mind by the British courts 
when they acquitted a woman who had killed her husband after 
years of torture in the famous Ahluwalia case. "Justice cannot be 
gender-blind in a categorical sense," be says. “Gender and, for 
that matter the social reality of the offender, can often be a rele¬ 
vant factor, if not a conclusive one, in judging the totality of the 
office. For Instance, lesser sentences have been passed abroad 
when women have killed their infants in post-delivery delirium 
because psychiatry has established certain 
scientihc facts to help disburse justice." 

Narrowing in on the Ram Shri case 
though, if the publicity the case got were 
to have affected a ruling that gave her a 
iesser sentence because she is a woman 
and a mother, then is there a danger of 
this becoming a precedent? How welcome 
is such a precedent? Could Ram Shri's 
case—if she were to be given a softer sen¬ 
tence because of her gender—be quoted to 
argue a kinder treatment for the five 
women among the 26 sentenced to death 
in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case? 
Or, could it be quoted to seek iesser sen¬ 
tence for a sister-in-law who had a young 
child and had conspired in murdering a 
bride for dowry? Leaving aside specifics on a matter 

that is sub-judice, says Amir Ullah 
Khan, who is with the undp's Project 

Large on law reforms in the economic sec¬ 
tor; "There is always a danger of introduc¬ 
ing troublesome precedents. For instance, 
in 1962 an excise tax case debated 
whether the onion was a vegetable or not. 
It took six years to decide that it was 
indeed a vegetable. Meanwhile, 10 other 
such cases went to court: some about bee¬ 
tle leaves and some coconuts!" Facts, he 
points out, should have been brought to 
the forefront in the Ram Shri case, not 
procedural faults. "It might have been 
neater to argue only for reprieve just on 
the basis of the facts of the case. To restrict 
oneself to the loopholes in the arguments 
presented against Ram Shri rather than to 
make it seem as if it's a gender issue that's 
being fought for." » 

But what happens when women's 
organisations, in all good-intentions, end 
up rescuing a "woman and a mother" 
from the death rovr? "It could be really 
harmful. It reinforces a broader conserva¬ 
tive view in the court that looks on 
women as powerless, helpless victims 
who have to be rescued. And in this spe¬ 
cific case, , the entire exercise separated 
the mothers from the non-mothers and 
reiterated the values of motherhood just 
like some cases reinforce the virtues of 
female chastity to prove a point. Gender is not confined to 
motherhood," says laviyer Ratna Kapoor of the Feminist Legal 
Research Centre. 

Though she is against capital punishment, Kapoor feeb that the 
"highly protectionist" stance taken up by those who took up the 
cudgels on behalf of Ram Shri could be more harmful than ben¬ 
eficial to women in the long run. "This was a human rights case 

that became exclusively projected as being a women's rights 
issue. It wasn't a 'rarest of rare' case, so in all probability the sen¬ 
tence would have been lessened anyway. In a broad sense it's real¬ 
ly what happened to the Shah Bano case where the system split 
her identity into a Muslim and a woman and forgot that she was 
both. She was a Muslim woman." 

Supreme Court lawyer Meenakshi Arora feels that, if handled 
irresponsibly, the "gender factor* publicised in cases like Ram 

Shri's, could create certain prejudices in 
the mind of the judiciary. She warns: 
"Advocating two standards while arguing 
for lesser sentencing for women could 
backfire. If the lobbying is about leniency 
in crimes by women, some judges might 
think why not so for crimes against 
women." Yes, it's a double-edged sword. 
An issue, where, as Kapoor warns, black 
and white stances cannot be taken. "Most 
such debates, discussions and write-ups 
end up being simplistic, with one side pro¬ 
jected as being right and the other 
wrong," she says. 

So, while a progressive women's move¬ 
ment should ideally take care not to be 
claustrophobically inward-looking and 
share none of its concerns with the over¬ 
lapping social realities, harsh facts about 
the biases against women that thrive in 
our courtrooms cannot be ignored either. 
In 1995, the alleged rapists of Bhanwari 
Devi were acquitted through a judgment 
that said since "the offenders were upper- 
caste men, the rape could not have taken 
place because Bhanwari was from a lower 
caste". In 1989, the Supreme Court passed 
a judgment in which the sentence of two 
policemen convicted of gang-rape was 
reduced using the moral character and 
conduct of a minor victim. The minor's 
character was described by the bench as 
"lewd and lascivious". 

StarMingly, of the 109 judges questioned 
all over the country by Sakshi, an noo 
working against violence on women, for 
its comprehensive report released in 1996 
on Gender and Judges: a Judicial Point of 
View, 64 per cent felt that women must 
share the blame for violence comniitted 
against them. A whopping 78 per cent felt 
that their daughters, sisters or any other 
female relative would be better off mar¬ 
ried. More than half felt that men who 
abuse their wives should not be banned 
from the matrimonial home. Of the 80 
respondent women lawyers, 55 per cent 
said they had at some point or the other 
been subjected to comments about their 
physical appearance or dress within the 
court room. 

Conclusive proof really that a formidable 
battle is at hand. In a country where a criminal offence is perpe¬ 
trated on women every seven minutes, one woman raped every 5.3 
minutes and one murdered for dowry every 110 minutes. As 
Indrani Sinha, of a Calcutta-based ngo working for the rights of 
rescued women and children in prostitution, says: "All laws have 
to be relevant for all women at all times. The women's movement 
should be fighting for nothing more and nothing less." ■ 

Women are demanding 
equality m every walk ot 
life. If they are capable 
of heinous crimes, then 
they should be judged 

like anyone else.' 

RflTNA KAPOOR, lawyer 

This case reiterated 
the values of mother¬ 
hood like other cases 

reinforce the virtues of 
female chastity, if could 

bo really harmful." 
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SPOTLieHT. 

In a brutal punishment, a group of female furies batter a woman and her lover in their village 

By SUNIL MEHRA in Jarcha, UP BUDDHO'S stoiy. Orphaned at five. 
Sold in matrimony at 18. By her 
own brother. To thrice-married 
widower Jaipal, 52, of Jarcha. 
Mother at 19. Passion of three 

m»n. paramour of married neighbour Prem- 
chand, 30, at twenty. Mother of three, mur¬ 
der co-accusiJ and jailbird at 25. Whip- 
lashed, village outcast, newspaper headline 
at 26. No longer a person. Just the woman 
in the—Woman, lover whipped at Pariehayat's 
di/tfrtf—headline last fortnight. Now bru¬ 
talised, in hiding Siimewhere, with her lover 
Premchand. And five kids. Two ol his from 
his deceased wife, three of hers. 

On the night of March 18, a 2S0-strong 
mob lashed the lovers to a tree at village 
Jarcha in Uttar Pradesh, 70 km trom Delhi. 
They were accused of adultery. Next, bea¬ 
ten insensate. Finally, a screaming bunch 
of 50 fitmale furies pounced on Buddho, 
beat her unconscious, stripped her, stuffed 
red chillies into her genitals. 

All this at larcha. A mere six km away 

from the giant chimneys of the National 
Thermal Power Corporation. In the shadow 
of this very futuristic landscape a dark plot 
reminiscent of The Crucible and the Scarlet 
Woman played itself out. Jarcha: physically 
at six km distance, socially six centuries 
away from civilisation as we know it. 

"Bhain**** aisa bhi kya him jo saare press 
wale daud rahe hainV (whatever happened 
to make the press corps run so?) exclaims 
sub-inspector Kamlesh Kumar of the sriix. 
police station. To him the whole case is one 
of much ado about nothing. “Suariifalti lai- 
pal ki hai /v budape kl shaadi ki. Bhooki xai 
hare khet ke paas bandlio to charegi hi (it's Jai- 
pauTs fault, marrying in his dotage. A hun¬ 
gry cow wilt feed if you lie it next to the 
greens),” he hoots as cohorts chortle. 

The road to Jarcha is rough. The villagers 
quiet, suspicious, withdrawn. Village elder 
Piabhu haltingly narrates the chronology 
of events that ltd up to that night. 
"I’remchand called Jaipal chacha, organ¬ 
ised the wedding of Jaipal's son. He also 
started a love affair with his wife." Villagers 
warned Premchand to stop courting some¬ 

one he publicly called chachi. "They 
wouldn't listen," says Prabhu. 

It was complicated romance. But then so 
were their lives. Buddho, di.sapi)ointed in a 
marriage that never was more than a barter, 
sought love. She found men instead. Like 
Surender Jat, Makhan Singh, Brahma Pan¬ 
dit. T hen Buddho went and spoilt it all. Fell 
in love. With Premchand. Her ex-lovers 
fumed. Premchand was married, his brother 
Chandrapal had brokered her disastrous 
marriage to Jaipal. He was a petty thief 
even. Just last October he'd stolen Rs 18,000 
worth of gold jewellery from a neighbour, 
Durgi, for which his father had to recom¬ 
pense Uurgi in cash. But to Buddho nothing 
mattered. He loved her. Passionately. 

Too passionately, as it turned out. "He 
killed his wife. Burnt her to death last July," 
revealed the police. Premchand went'to pri¬ 
son for a month. So did Buddho as co¬ 
accused. Both families spent Ks 2.5,000 each 
on securing their acquittal. The couple 
returned. And resumed their romance. 
"Buddho was pushing 30, looking for a per¬ 
manent anchor. Premchand murdering his 
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li. 

The neem tree where It all happened (left) and Premchand's grieving family 

wife deci)ened rather than lesse¬ 
ned her love for him. "Her 
logic: he must really love her to 
kill for her," says local inspector 
Vircndra Uutt Unial. Jaipal 
demanded she sever contact 
with Premchand. Buddho persi¬ 
sted. On H(»li when her brother 

Manohari came visiting, Jaipal, disgusted, 
demanded he take his sister away. Mano¬ 
hari, aware of Buddho's liaison, dropped her 
and the rhildren at Premchand's and left. SHE stayed three days. Then all hell 

broke loose. "Her lovers were enraged," 
say’s Uni?l. "Fverybody's property had 

become one man's property." Determined 
to break the liaison the ex-lovers instigated 
Jaipal to convene a panchayat. He deman¬ 
ded Premchand hand over the cash, jew¬ 
ellery Buddho had taken from his house 
plus the Rs 2.S,0(X) he'd spent on the court 
case. He als<s demanded Premchand transfer 
his share of the lartd to his children by 
Buddho and return his son to him. When 
Premchand's family, already bankrupt after 
paying for his court case and the Durgi mis¬ 
demeanour, refused to comply the triumph¬ 
ant trio of ex-lovers called another meeting 
the night of March 18. The lovers' triad 
taunted Buddho, told her she'd "spoilt the 
atmosphere". Buddho taunted them right 
back "Really? Which among you pure ones 
has not frolicked with me?" .she blazed. She 
provoked the assemblage further. "Which 
kids' interests is Jaipal protecting? All my 
three kids came from Premchand, not him." 

The enraged triad ordered the couple to 
be tied to a tree and beaten. A frenzied mob 
of 100-odd village women present bayed for 
Buddho's blood. Led by Durgi, aided 
by Makhan, they beat Buddho to a bleeding 
mess, prised her legs apart, poured chilli 
powder into her genitals. Laxman Singh, 
the lone duty constable, hotfooted to 
the distant police station, "i was scared, 
unarmed," he recalls. "They could've kUled 
me." Unial reached with a police force, 
broke up the assembly by 2 pm. By which 

Durgi, aided by Makhan 
Singh, led the mob that 

battered Buddho 
unconscious and stufled 
chillies into her genitals. 

I time Buddho had fainted, half- 
dead. Premchand, still tied, 
was whimpering. 
Sixteen prople were arrested. Ail 

have since obtained ball. None 
have returned to Jaicha yet. At 
Premchand's home his mother 
walls: "What jewellery does Jai¬ 
pal want? Buddho doesn't even 
have a nosepin. Why're they 
bent on killing us?" Husband 
Mohar is bitter. "Kya Moon? Pan¬ 
chayat ka insaf hai (What can I 
say? It's panchayat justice)." Sud¬ 
denly Durgi barges into the 
courtyard along widi an aggres¬ 
sive entourage: "Yes, we beat 
her," she screams. "She was res¬ 
ponsible for the murder of a 
bahu here. Do you want her to 
kill us all?" Asked whether she 
stuffed chillies in Buddho's geni¬ 
tals, she turns defiant. "She did it 
herself and blamed us. Is her 
lined with gold that there's such 
a furore about it," she says, froth¬ 
ing at the mouth. 

Today Jarcha is a village asha¬ 
med. "What happened was wrong,” says 
Mukesh, 30, local dhaba owner. "1%is was 
a Dushaasan kaand with the women play¬ 
ing the role of Dushaasan,” he says draw¬ 
ing upon a Mahabharata allegory. Prabhu, 
Chaitram, villagers of different ages, pro¬ 
fessions, persuasions gather in the failing 
evening light. "We were so afraid of the 
mob turning on us," they murmur. 
Chaitram looks misty-eyed: “Bada maara 
bechari ko (the poor thing was battered)," 
he says. The men are visibly penitent. The 
women, surprisingly defiant, unrepentant. 

Unial misleads when asked the where¬ 
abouts of Buddho and Premchand, provides 
addresses of relatim scattered across five 
villages in UP, Haryana. W'e meet two sisters 
who haven't seen Buddho in two years. A 
brother Daalchand who weeps as he rages; 
"I'll kill her If 1 ever see her. Itni be-izrati..." 
Two brother-in-laws of Premchand's profess 
ignorance of his whereabouts. An 18-hour, 
400 kro car chase later, wisdom dawns. The 
|X)ljcc had sent us on a wild goose chase. To 
prevent us from seeing and meeting a bat¬ 
tered Buddho and Premchand who they're 
probably hiding. They'd assured us they 
had only "light injuries". Even shown us 
medical reports. Never mind eyewitness 
reports to the contrary. Buddho, Premchand 
must remain invisible for they might cast 
light on the role of the policy. Though just 
six km away, they managed to terminate a 
torture that tegan at 10 pm only four hours 
later. 'The faces of I^mchand and Buddho 
may reveal the true face of the system. An 
ugly one that seems to be in the interests of 
everyone to hide. Everyone, except the brui¬ 
sed and battered victims of the system. ■ 





Where do the world's most jaded holiday-goers disappear to? Why, Mauritius of course. 
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ATAVA ENTERPRISE 

It stops for nothing- 
Not even to eet into 

four wheel drive. 

It takes a lot to slop a .Safari. Thanks to the electrically activated shift-on-the-fly four wheel drive. 

Which can be engaged with the flick of a switch even while the vehicle is in motion. Combined with the 

limited slip differential, it provides unmatched traction on the most slippery .surface. Add to this the power of a 

turbocharged intercooled diesel engine. And there’s nothing you’re not ready for. 

What is also inspiring is the safety that comes from its all steel body, energy absorbing front and rear 

bumpers and crumple zone. All of which protect the pas.scngers in the unlikely event of an accident. 

Even as you take on the road ahead, the Safari’s spacious 

interiors provide superb climate control. Its power windows and 

electrically operated side view mirrors make driving a pleasurable 

experience. The Safari also conforms to EEC II safety and 

emission norms. 

Tata Safari. Now what arc yt)u waiting for. 

THE TATA SAFARI IS AVAILABLE INTHE4X2dn()4X4 VERSIONS ■ ACCESSORIES SHOWN ARE NOT A PART OF STANDARD EQUIPMENT 

tm ftiMiw dMto eoniMl 'Hm Mwiigir MwtaHnie, Taleo IM. P.O. Bax BMB, Colaba P.a Mumbai 400 008 
Or contact Vour Nairaat TMco Doaiar 

ssc.e, a •m'SAfc’2619 



lECOMMENDATIONS 

Artists for a 
Sustainable 
World 
■ I Akit'Kfi Art lidllen, 
S V Road, Vilf Parif. ‘ 
Mumbai 
from April f to 10 

INSPIRED by the Narmada move- outwy 
merit, over a 100 renowned artists ^2* 
of India have gifted their works for 
the just and sustainable develop- BPL 

ment of our lers 
ixirtion of the entil 
planet. The Thet 
woild we live Mah 
in is inte- com 
rconnectcd. rata 
Each time a Spec 
tree is cut scrlt 
down, a val- Dire 
ley submer- Lilet 
ged, and a and 
people cvic- the; 

ted from their land to become slum style 
dwellers in some heartless metropo- furti 
lis, we need not ask for wliom the 
bell tolls. It tolls lor you and me. 
•Artists for a Sustainable World invites you i 
to slow down and reflect. Contributors j 
include Yusuf Arakkal, Chiltravanu 
Majunular, .Anjolie Ela Menon, Paresh ' 
Maity. Badri Narayan, Jatin Das, Kekha 
Rodwittiya...the list is endless. If you want 
to catch the exliibilion earlier, it’s on till 
April 2 at the following venues in Mumbai: 
(iallery Chemould, Max Mueller Bhavan, 
The Gallerv at Chetana Restaurant. 

Jiya 
■ Aimitlcal montige 
i>fTlKM*liibhai«i . 
wtlncn «nd compoMd 
by Smdeep Kin|fM 
DiRcMbyUlcM 
Dubey 
Special thorn at 
Bindn H«cltnMlan, Mumbai 

Time Out of 
My Mind 
■ tkibllyUii 

Smiy Muui. Rs UXI 

BPL Mobile, die moWle phone soyice piovider, {»em- 
iers India's first oii^nal EngUsK opera, Ao'a, sung 
entirety by Mumbaiites. under the a^gis of The Best of 
Theatre series. Jaya rdnterpiets and redefines the 
Mahabharata. In a conten^rary vr^ce, makhig it 
come alive for a generation for whom Ak Mahabha- 
rata is best a mythical tale, almost irrelmnt today. 
Special shows are bdng staged for aPb-MoMle sub¬ 
scribers, entry for which is strictly by invitation. 
Directed by noted television and theatre perstmality 
Lilette Dubey, the music is a splendid blend of )azz 
and rock. Choreographed by Mahesh Kfohboobiuii, 
the play showcases a fusion of Indian classical dance 
styles with modem dance forms from the West For 
further information contact tel: 4953124. 

Pooram: Celebrating 
Crafts from Kerala 
■ Sltn Ram Rhardliyit Kata Kemira 
<*dllury, (<i[)erntcu<i Marg, 
Nvw IMIii 
Kr<»m A|iril 9 lu 11 

Conference of Birds and Animals 
»\ Anict'iht Mimrd .\))U|«j 

M IriUTiiiitiiiiial t ciiln-, 

A Di'il • 
il (I 

AMEENA Ahmed Ahuja Ix'luiigs to an older, 
ntore-cultured tune. Also an older and 
mt)re-cultured Delhi of pociry, iiiukiy-f- 

on earlier, it’s on till AE.STHETI: Jaya Man! is 
ig venues in Mumbai: back in the capital. And this time round, 
/lax Mueller Bhavan, she's armed with a spectacular collection 
la Restaurant. of crafts from Kerala Drawn mainly from 

the vast treasure trove of Kerala homes, 
i and Animals the exhibition includes rosewood and 

teakwood trader chests and cash boxes, 
I bharanh—large spice and pickle storage 
I jars, urlis or cooking vats, spice contain- 
I ers, paintings, Ravi Varma oleographs and 

ja Ix'kmgs to an older, ■ more. The collection has been put toge- 1 
Also an older and , ther by Man! after a year of extensive I 
of poetry, iimkiy-f- j travelling in the interiors ot Kerala. Also ! 

biiyun and Jarz-e-aJa, j on show will be photographer Patrick | 
wliose ethos she | Wilson's frames of Kerala landscapes and i 
Hfks to communic- | »HtrHu.s (traditional homes). The depleting : 
ate in her stylised cal- j crafts of this southern state make this ; 
ligraphic images. At ; exhibition a must see. 

^ WITH the haunt¬ 
ing opening cho¬ 

rds and brooding lyrics of Lomk k, 
Bob Dylan opens his 41st album, his 
first studio recording in six years and 

m- his finest work since 1975's BIwhI On 
ng The Tracks. 1998's Grammy-winning 
of Album of the 

he Year lives up to • 
it the singer's awe- 

ia- some reputat- 
ay. ion: the old scr- 
jb- eeching whine 
)n. is gone as Dylan 
ity faces middie- 
izz age with songs 
nl, of pain, disgast 
tee anti gnm perse- 
For verance, deliv¬ 

ered raspily at a steady deep-blues 
tempo. Check out the slow-shuffling 
SUuldmg in the Doorway, the intense 

blue's of Cnkl irons Hound, the limpid ballad 
which, at 17 minutes, is the longest Dylan 
song yet. ’por the .S6-year-old icon, the 
album is a major triumph, bom out of his 
several lives. It also has some of his bleakest 
lyrics—Tom left me sumding in the doorway/in 
the dark land of the sun. A classic treat. 

Festival of the 
Mystic Arts 
■ Akshdrii fheatrp, Bahu Kt>aiak 
SinK'i Mfirg, New Delhi 
Apnl ^ 11. lUiti Hpin 

THE Akshara Theatre is 

\ wliose ethos she | 
I ^ j Ht-ks to communic- | 

ate ill her stylised cal- j 
ligraphic images. At ; 

I one time, it's Quranic 1 
i j iiy-hs translated into i 
I '2^*^ ' liorso and other ani- 

,. rnai images, at anoth- 
j' cr time, it's the poetic 

Jgf' verses of Ghalib and 
.. iiauq translated into 

calligraphic images of 
great beauty. Images that communicate the 
very quintessence of the verses they are 
wrought with. An illustrated lecture on 
Calligraphy Into Art tullows the ojiening of 
this exhibition on April 9. Those who want 
tc not only .sec, but also think about what 
they see might fi:id this event rewarding. 

presenting a testivai of the Mystic Arts 
featuring day-long workshops and ledure 
demonstrations by leading practitioners 
of mystic arts and disciplines. I'he pro¬ 
gramme includes past life regression 
workshops with Aparna Jha, .screening of 
the TV series The Sufi Way, astrology, 
palmistry, vaastu and tarot card readings, 
healing arts, meditation and poetry read¬ 
ing sessions. The Akshara Cafe will cater 
to food for the body and soul. For more 
information contact tel: 373208.1. 
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COVER STORY 

India has the 
; batting armoury 
I to pulverise any 

bowling attack 
in the coming 
decade 

IF I'VE TO BOWL 
By K^NA nUSAD & ANIRUDDHA BAHAL The DESTROYER: In 

Chennai, when the 
Australians managed to 
squeeze a tiny first 
innings lead, Sachin 

Tendulkar walked up to coach 
Anshuman Gaekwad and said 
India could have a sniff at victory 

if somebody scored a quickfire 80. 
The coach agreed. "Question is, who will 

score it?" Gaekwad asked Tendulkar, who 
had hit all of four runs in the first essay. 
Sachin tapped his chest and said, "Him 
Man!"—jargon he picked up last year in the 
West Indies. "He promised 80 and went on 
to score 155. lie is stupendous. I don't want 
to run out of adjectives describing him," 
says Gaekwad. Sachin puts it better: "This is 
a game of situations, not averages." 
THE CREATOR: There were titters in the 
Delhi hotel when the team for the 1996 
England tour was announced and Gangul) 
was in. "Tee-hee-hee," went the assembled 
journos mocking at his disastrous debut 
four years earlier. Today, as the Bengal 
Tiger's Bradmanesque appetite for runs 
as.sumes man-eating proportions, Ganguly 
has the same journos and commentators 
eaj^g out of his hands. "Saurav is a gem," 

says the doyen of cricket writers K.N. 
Prabhu. "With his sinuous grace that is 

part of the Eastern mystique, he is in 
the mould of the great stroke players 

like Ranji and Duleepsinhji." 
THE PRESERVER: On the Cari¬ 

bbean tour last year, Sachin had 
trouble as most batsmen cop¬ 

ing with Curtly Ambrose. "1 
was finding it difficult to 

read hinr," Sachin told 
Amril Mathur. So 1 told 
Rahul (Dravid) we will 
keep rotating the strike 
so that he doesn't get 



TO SACiN, I'll BOWL WHO MY HELMET ON. 
to bowl at any one batsman for too long.” Dravid, India's #1 all¬ 
track player, did so with aplomb. Little wonder when the selectors 
dropped Rahul for the one-dayers, Kapil Dev asked; "Mow can 
they? He's the find of the century.” IGNORE, for a moment, the stunning second-innings collapse 

and defeat in Bangalore. And pan back, instead, to Sachin's 
breathtaking assaults in Chennai, Calcutta and Bangalore; 

Saurav's silken grace in England, Toronto, Dhaka and Sharjah; and 
Rahul's rocksolid phlegmatism against all-comers in the last two 
years, and you'll begin to appreciate why the Awesome Threesome 
are awash in adjectives. Why millions of worshippers are flocking 
for a darshan of The Trinity. 

Together with Navjot Sidhu and Mohammed Azharuddin, they 
have totted up an astounding average of 61.8.3 runs per Test. Tog¬ 
ether, they have hit 17 centuries in the last 15 matches. No other 
No. 3 batsman in the solar system, including Brian I.ara, has an 
average higher than Rahul's. At No. 4, only Aravinda de Silva scores 
more runs per Test than Sachin. And at No. 6, only Azhar Mehmood 
is marginally aliead of Saurav. It's Middle-order Terrorism. 

Sure, Indian batsmen have justifiably earned the tag of being 
tigers at home, running up obscene scores in high-yield matches. 
But this is the first time in 20 years that a top order has turned in 

such consistently good perfor¬ 
mances over a IS-month }wri<xl 
in Tests and one-dayers, at 
home and away. 

.Sachin has fared well in 
England Rahul has hit "In form 
and focus, they're the best just 
now. Their only competition is 
Pakistan,” says Mike Coward, a 
columnist of The Austniliun. 

But, more than the numbers, 
it's the brutal manner in which 
the world's least hyped side 
took part the world's most suc¬ 
cessful one, notwithstanding 
Bangalore, is what has fans, 
fanatics and—-let's admit it— 

HE ins 
THE BALL 
SB HARD. 

critics and cynics yearning for more. "We have never ever 
approached a series like this,” says veteran cricket writer Kaju 
Bharatan. Quips offspin legend Krapalli I’rasanna; “This is the 
most tenacious line-up I've seen." 

And probably the most balanced: the West (Sachin), .South 
(Rahul) and East (Saurav) holding up the hopes and aspirations of 

INDIA'S BEST BATTINfi LINE-UP EVEN? 
IMS Mnga Runs mghKt Aig m SOs 

S.M. Gavaskar 23 37 2/421 221 69.17 9 11 i Navjot Sidhu 

C.RS. Chauhan 23 36 1,238 93 35,37 .- _ 12.j Rahul Dravid 

D.B. yengarkar _ 23' 36 1.S29 157 49.19 5 9 1 Sachin Tendulkar 

OR THE BEST-ESn 
Tests IrnihiBS fim NfOhssf Asg 100s SOs 

12 18 1,061 201 58.94 3 ..JJ 
15 23 1507 148 57.47 1 ™!2J 
is 1,446 177 72.30 6 -JLi 

G.R. Vlshwan^ M 34 1,791. 179 

Kapil Dev ] ai’^ar' bhT 126~ 

Total ^ J_1tT"l74"'7,868 221 

oem'imHOKmibintn 

6 9 I Mohd Aziiaruddin 15 21 888 163 46.63 4 3 | 

1 S i Saurav Ganguly 14 20 978 173 51.47 3 4 i 

21 46 t I!’'*', , 71 104 \b7^ 201 .57,36 1? 28 ] j 
jwwf, laiiritiiMiiinaa /WiWMntv/taMSwmMw j 

' iKrthfUMMi VH-.HWsv>> 



COViR STORY 

a nation with the North (Sidhu) and Centre (Azhar) as axis. 
But it's Sachin who’s getting all the piaudits just now, for it was 

he who made the difference between the two sides in the scries 
just gone by. For writing the first draft of Azhar's fairy tale with a 
double ton in Mumbai's encounter with the visitors which set the 
scene for the butchery. And then for implementing it with a bru¬ 
tal alliance of power, liming and precision in all three Tests. 

Hitherto held back by a suspected lack of meanness—deter¬ 
mined rather than ruthles.s—Sachin did to Shane Warne what he 
has been doing to Ranji bowlers for a decade. Result: India's wun- 
derkind who’s been used to nothing but applause has become a 
veritable trap for adjectives. 

Sample some: 
• "Dennis Lillee said the other day that it he had to Iwwl to 
Sachin he would bowl with a helmet on. He hits tlie ball so hard. 
Lillee says Sachin’s the best player he has seen in 10 years." — 
commentator Harsha Bhogle. 
• "The more 1 see of him, the more confused I’m getting as to 
which is his best knock." —M.L. Jaisimha. 
• "There was Sunny. Then there was Kapil. Sachin is beyond both. 
He's .something else." —Ajay Jadeja. 

GANGULY: SILKEN TOUCH 
Tests Innings Runs Highest Aug 100s 50s 

Sau'av V, 20 a.’B \73 51.47 3 4 ; 

Azhar Mahmood 11 16 626 136 52.33 , ,3... J. J 
Hansie Cronje 14 25 666 88 36.52 .8..] 
Ricky Ponting 12 19 714 127 39.66 2 3 ’ 

S. Chanderpaul 16 26 899' 137 37.45 2 * J 
smotJtmy tw 

• "1 always felt C.K. Nayudu was the best. 1 now think Sachin has 
the honour of being the most outstanding batsman of all time." 
—cricket historian Vasant Raiji. 

The firangis, of course, are ecstatic: 
• ".Sachin’s the best. I've had this view since I saw him score that 
hundred in Sydney in 1992. He’s the most composed batsmen I've 
ever seen." —Mike Coward. 
• "Don Bradman says that Sachin's the one batsman who bats like 
he used to. It's been a privilege to watch his innings in Chennai 
and Bangalore." —Ian Chappell. 
• " lendulkar is the supreme right-hander on the planet, a focused 
technician who offers a counterpoint to Brian Lara’s more eye¬ 
catching destruction." —Mike Selvey. 
• ".Sometime back 1 had written a piece that said Sachin is the 
master and Ijra a genuis with his head high up somewhere. That's 
it." -Peter Roebuck. 

But it’s not what Sachin alone achieved in the series in tan¬ 
dem with Sidhu and Azhar but what he can aciiieve in tan¬ 
dem with Saurav and Rahul that has everyone cock-a-hoop. 

"Sunny was saying the other day that these guys don’t believe in 
weathering the bowling," says Bhogle. It’s bat and belt trom the 
word go. 

Their arrival has all the classic elements of modern-day India. • 
When Sachin got a berth for Paki.stan, lendulkar .Senior had to 
sign the rc ci contract because Sachin was still a minor. Saurav had 
to inch his way back after he was initially dismissed as an upstart ' 
riding the back of his influential father tlhandi. And Rahul, as 
always, had to grind his way up. 

But having converged, it seems there’s no stopping the trio 
whose contrasting batting styles, too, offer a range of possibilities 
that no emerging batting middle-order in the world does. The 
naked devil-may-care aggression of Sachin, the phlegmatic soli¬ 
dity of Rahul and the easy grace of Saurav. "Batting numbers i, 4, 
5 and 6 are the players that really count and no other team in the 
world has this kind of djgpth," says Prof Ratnakar .Shetty of the 
Bombay Cricket Association. 

Ideally, says Bhogle, the top six should have a batsman who can 
bowl: "With Saurav, India can develop that option." What’s more, 
adds Roger Binny, at No. 6. "Ganguly can jrlay off the second nt w 
ball as well". It’s a win-win all the way. 

Saurav may have been oddly off colour this time, batting way 
down after the stars fiad blazed across the greens, but make no 
mistake, the next big knock is always around tin- corner for the 
sweetest timer of the red cherry. With the applause growing for 
Sachin, there is an apprehension that the other two might feel 
just a bit overawed, but Saurav doesn't bother about that: he just 
tries to do a better .Saurav. 

"You can’t try to do what somebody else is g<H)d at but you 
aren’t. That’s a recipe for failure," says the southpaw. Such level- 
headeness comes easily to the three. Dravid knows he lacks the 

power of .Sachin and the touch of .Saurav, so he plays to his 
strengtlis, not weaknesses. 

Sachin and .Saurav arc already being compared to the best their 
cities have had to offer. "The Iw-st-ever batsman from Bengal.^" 
Raju Bharatan asked in Vie Hindu and said Ganguly was even bet¬ 
ter than Pankaj Roy although "there arc still grey areas in his 
onside play that he is in the process of shading white". 

But Rahul’s hardbolled approach defies any parallels with the 
skill and touch of his townsman: G.R. Vishwanath. Where Vishy 
was the ultimate touch artiste, who revelled when the chips were 

SAHUV'S A HEM, A BAT 
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At tile rate at vAiidn he U 
blasting bowlen, Sachin 
Thndulkar will become the 

highest nm>getter in the history 
of the game in 10 years' time, 
ec^g out Alan Border. He will 
also end up scoring at least 1,000 
Test runs more than Sunil 
Gavaskar, and neatly 1,000 tuns 
more than his closest competi¬ 
tor, Brian Charles Lara. 

An exclusive statistical computation 
by Outlook shows that 25-year-old 
Sachin will hit up 11,286 runs if he plays 
till the age of 38, the age at which 
Gavaskar retired; or 11,202 runs by the 
time he plays his 12Sth Test, the num¬ 
ber the original Little Master played to 
score his 10,122 runs. By 2008, either 
feat will take Sachin past Border, who 
scored 11,174 runs in 156 Tests. 

Like Sachin, Lara is all set to over¬ 
take his country's highest run-maker, 
Vivian Richards. Lara will make 10,184 
runs if he plays 121 Tests, as Richards 
did to score 8,540 runs; or 10,614 runs 
if he plays till the age of 39, when the 
original Master Blaster retired. 
However, neither feat will be enough 
for Lara to stay ahead of the 
Indian Little Blaster. 

The Outlook head-to-head pro¬ 
jection shows that Sachin, who 
already has 16 Test tons to his 
credit, will notch up 35 single ^ 
centuries, 15 more than Lara; to ^ 
he will score fewer double cen¬ 
turies than Lara, Gavaskar or 
Richards. By our reckoning, 
Sachin, who has just one first- 
class double century in 12 years 
of playing the game, wiil sco^e 
only one double ton in his ^ 
whole Test career. 

IiiiKlulkJi 

bsfs fkm 

36 134 11,244 1 35 41 
mm. 

M nan iwnt» rfThmURr w fimniv 
AfljtacM flipurtt 

Lara: inlllng Hia imHan LHtia Blaatar? 

Ago Tests Runs 200s 100s 50s 

S.M. Gavaskar 38 125 10,122 4 30 45 1 

Sachin lendiilkai 38 14? 11 286 1 36 

/U an avsngt 0/s«vM ruts par jmr, Wngi mto account tiff Ai scoring me 
w^sdWKing^tndomlsskinsiminsqiad 

Tests Age Rm 200s 100s 50s 

S.M, Gavaskar 125 38 10,122' ■ 4 30 45 J 

Sachin lendulkai 125 35 11,202 1 34 lo 1 

41 an awrage of SMW) Asts pv year, iaki/v f 
imwothometndamyamiQe PntKHilitini 

05 For purposes of these pre- 
I I dictions, the trends visible in 
^ ‘ Gavaskar’s form with advandng 

age have been applied to 
Sachin's on a purely hypotheti¬ 
cal and homogenous basis. 
Likewise, the vicissitudes of 
playing conditions at home and 
abroad have also been taken 
Into account, computing the 

averages separately and tal^ a two- 
dimentional mean of the figures. 

This is not—and cannot be—the final 
word in a supremely unpredictable 
sport, but the OutM computation 
offers a neat (Indian) answer to the oft> 
repeated question “Sachin or Lara?" 
and holds the mirror to what Ian 
Chappell has been saying on air ad 
nauseam: that Lara has lost his plot a 
little after 37S and 501. But the moot 
point is, vtill Sachin's legs hold up for 
so long? 

On aiv average, Sachin plays seven 
Tests a year (he has so far played 61 for 
4,521 runs). To reach the US-lbst 
mark, he would have to play for 10 more 
years. That's a tough task in a sport of 
diminishing iongevity, especially for 

one who has already been in the 
business for 10 years. And in an 
era of one-day cricket. 

But for Sachin who at 25 
has done and earned and 
achieved everything what only 
two others (Gavaskar at 50 and 

Kapil Dev at 40) have in a 
nation of 972 million, the pos- 
sibility that he—and he alone— 
can surmount the peak should 
be the kind of motivation he 
needs to carry on. 

Krishna Prasad with 
' Anand Gaundalkar in Mumbai 

ffllUN OF SMUOOS GRM^ 
down and found it tough to find motiva- Gaekwad: "Rahul’s more like Sunny Picks lKfl|l| II ll|UII 
tion when India were sailing along, Dravid the right halls to hit. lie's also the best ■■IIIU 
down and found it tough to find motiva¬ 
tion when India were sailing along, Dravid 
is all f(Kus, grinding his way in match after 
match, whether it's 10 for 1 or a 1(X) for 1. 

Says Peter Roebuck: " The Indians regard 
him as their own Steve Waugh, a fighter, 
resourceful and effective, who looks like 
one of tho.se stern and reclusive monks, to 
be found in mountain retreats, whose 
wicket must be p:ised.'' Adds Indian coach 

(iaekwad: "Rahul's more like Sunny Picks 
the right halls to hit. lie's also the best 
leaver of a delivery.” 

Rahul's so far played uncomplainingly in 
five batting positions, fremi No. 1 to 7, but 
as Harsha Bhogic wrote in 7'/ie Smulav 
Times of India, that's only to be e-xpected 
of a man obsessed with the game: "He 
once walked up to a iwi pr(Klucer with an 
unusual request. Not for a video cassette 

'im 
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MELLOW LRUITLULNESS 
IF the Awesome Threesome repre¬ 

sent the brash, youthful face of 
India's strongest batting line-up 

in 20 years, Mohammed Azhat- 
uddln and Navjot Sidhu are the 
warm, comforting wrinkles. With 
their oodles of experience, "Azza" 
and “Sherry", both .35, provide the 
solidity and stability, and often 
times the impetus, the team needs 
on a bad day. As it did on March 25 
In Bangalore. 

For the first dme in the series, an 
liulian wicket (Laxman) had fallen 
within a hour of 'play'. Shane 
Wame was bowling at his tantalis¬ 
ing best. Runs were coming in a 
trickle. And with eight minutes left 
for lunch, Mark Th)dor called on 
Gavin Robertson. “Ordinarily, bats¬ 
men are expected to be cautious in 
those last few minutes," Sunil 
Gavaskar said on espn. 

Not so for "Sixer* Sidhu. He simply strode down the pitch 
to the offie's very first delivery, but checked himself. Next 
ban he duly despatched to the stand and flamboyantly repeat¬ 
ed the dose with the final delivery. Robertson returned to the 
fray and Sidhu cut twice. One ball left. A defensive stroke? Not 
a chance. Sidhu dashed forwards and belted the ball into the 
city centre. 

Sidhu perished soon after lunch when Wame struck, and 
struck again by removing Oravid. 110 for 3. In came Azhar. 
Although the series was won, the situation called for some stout 
resistance. So while Sachin blazed away hundred-wards, he stuck 
around. By turns, aggressive and defensive, it was ail in a 
day's work for India's "oldest" players, complementing 
the "kiddos", 

"He's getting better as he gets older," Azhar told 
Gavaskar after Sidhu (eight months younger than the 
skipper) had yet again scored a 50 in the series, but yet 
again failed in his .stated ambition to score a ton against 
the Aussies. But if anybody's role in silencing Shane— 
and retaining the Gavaskar-Border Trophy—has been 
understated, it is Sidhu's. 

In Bangalore, after Calcutta, after Chennai, it was he 
who sot the scene for Rahul and Sachin and Azhar to get 
after Warne. In fact, the shy, silent opener seemed to 
have a personal battle of sorts going with Warne, much 

SIDHU: BLAZING COMEBACK 

like Howard Roark in his favourite book 
Fountainhead. Sidhu won, Shane gave up. In Calcutta, 
after he had slammed Wame again, Sidhu patted 
down the next delivery back to the leggle. “Good 
ball,” he called out. Wame, otherwise game for a 
chat, said: “Shut up!” 

In many ways, the just-concluded home series 
marks a second-coming for the two. Sidhu has just 
written off his umpteenth obituary having improved 
his fielding in the process, reporte^y at the behest of 
his young son. A^ar as India's winningest captain. 
Says Mike Coward of The Australian: "Azhar should 

AZHAR; WRISTY RETURNS 

nets tanings Huns MgAtsf An lOOs 50s 
MaviL't Sul''', \ ' !C I.Obt 201 58 S4 3 

.-SJ 
Sanafli Jayasuiiya 15 25 i.367 340 8 ! 

Aamir Sohail 7 10 ’l60" J5J0 IX ■ ! 

Alec Stewart 15 27 977 173 ' '.'j- -Jj 
Gary Kirsten 15 28 959 108 "38.M l'.X 

SttetJntirylSeif 

Huts tnakigs Hans Htghsst An lOOs 50s 
WoM A/liarudrIm 15 21 'C.1 46.S? 4 .JJ 
Grant riower 8 16 816 156 54.40 3 2 J 
Mark Ramprakash 4 7 318 154 53.00 1 J.J 
Mark Waugh 20 33 1.310 153 42.25 3 

Arjuna Ranatunga 15 25 757 87 37.95 - 6 ! 

abeeJhmwyiwr 

get a iot of credit for the series win. The team looks relaxed 
under him." 

it's showing on Azhar, too, who put his younger colleagues 
in the shade and rattled up the only Indian hundred (an unbeat¬ 
en 163) in his Eden. When Azhar was stripped of the captaincy 
in 1996, such astute observers of the game as Mid-Day editor 
Ayaz Memon gave Azhar more years in the team as batsman. 
Back as skipper, and in sparkling form, he now should be look¬ 
ing at two more years. 

Azhar's wrist wizardry is still world class, his fielding supreme 
with 100 catches in the pouch, and his captaincy record defies 

all known laws of logic and 
gravity. But, as cricket histori¬ 
an Ramachandra Guha wrote 
in The Pioneer, Azhar wilt not 
make it to many people's All- 
Time XIs because "his aicket- 
itig genius doesn't seem to 
have translated into stardom, 
defined as an appeal that is 
countrywide and persists 
beyond retirement." 

Nonetheless, with a woe-free 
Sidhu at the top and a care¬ 
free Azhar in the middle, these 
are comforting times for 
India's tenific trio. But in the 
curricula vitae of the two is a 
fable for the young cricketers: 
Sidhu debuted in 1983, Azhar 
a year later in 1984. But this is 
such a funny game, 15 years 
down the line, Azhar has 
played almost double the 
number of matches (91) as 
Sidhu (48). 
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but for a t-shirt. It had written on it, 'Cricket is l.ife. The rest is 
mere detail.'" A t-shirt Dravid now sports in those Pepsi ads. 

Dravid's only known weakness—besides his great ability to find 
very ingenious ways of getting out—is his even greater inability to 
convert his .SOs into 100s. In the last two years, he has been dis¬ 
missed four times in the 90s, and twice between 80 and 100. 
Sachin's problem is even curiouser: an inability to convert his 
150s into 200s! Twice in two years he has been dismissed after 
reaching 175 (Bangalore and Trent Bridge). 

Few doubt that this is the core of the Test team for the early 21st 
century. But the onc-dayers are far from a cinch. Where Sachin 
and Saurav have struck up a fruitful partnership at the top, the 
selectors are finding it difficult to accommodate Rahul in the mid¬ 

country's selectors may throw into the ring in the next 
week/month/year. Says Bala: "Anwar, Sohail and Inzamam are bet¬ 
ter players of pace. We only have Sachin and Rahul." 

Also, in spite of the horribly high average of the top six in the 
past 15 months, India's success rate remains a poor 50 per cent, 
having just won only two of the 15 Tests under review. Injuries to 
Javagal Srinath and Venkatesh Prasad, lack of form of Anil Kumble 
and Rajesh Chauhan, ill luck (bad light, rain, stodgy last-wicket 
stands) have accounted for a few losses. Yet, in a game where sta¬ 
tistics can often lie, they tell the horrible truth: Remember this is 
the team that scored 6() in South Africa. 

As former manager Madan Lai, who watched the same boys fail 
to score 120 runs in Bridgetown, Barbados, [Wints out; "To qualify 

DRAVID IS INDIA'S SIEVE WADGN, A FKIIIQI, 
RESDVRGEFDL 
AND EFFECnVE 

die in spite of his outstanding record. 
Says Raju Bharatan: "1 approximate 

Dravid's position with that of New 
Zealand's Glen Turner who too took a 
while to mesh with his side's one-day 
plans but did so very well after a stint 
on the English county circuit. Dravid 
will no doubt do so as well but he 
needs to be picked for the one-day side 
more often." 

Dravid may not have done his 
chances much good for the triangular 
scries and the Sharjah tour with his 
pedestrian batting in the second 
innings in Bangalore l)ut tans will only 
point to his blitzkrieg against Alan 
Donald in South Alrica, when the 
chips were down, to rest tlieir case. 

"1 would put Dravid ahead of Azhar 
any day," says veteran cricket writer 
Dicky Rutnagur. "Dravid can score on 
all tracks. Azhar can't. He doesn't es'cn 
show an inclination to try. He just goes 
and hits wildly. II it comes off, well and 
good. But so far it's clicked only four- 
five times; .Adelaide, Lord's, Cape 
Town, Calcutta." 

But in quibbling over their respective 
strengths and weaknesses, wc 
may Ik' missing the big picture 
lor the statistics. Point is, no 
otlier contemporary side has 
three ycmrig batsmen of such 
variety, depth and calibre to 
bank on. The West Indies has 
Brian lara and Shivnarine 
(.^handerpaul but Carl Hooper 
is but an ageing warhorse. 
Australia has Greg Blewett and 
Ricky I’onting, but (heir failure 
here should invite questions 
about their comjietence agaitist spin. Aravinda de Silva, Koshan 
Mahanama, Arjuna Ranatunga and Hashan Tillekaratne are all in 
the same age group. 

Only Pakistan, as cricket writer Rajan Bala of The Aftenmm 
Despatch k Courier points out, has comparable batting resers’es as 
India's: with In^amam-ul-Haq and Azhar Mahmood and 
Mohammed Wasim and Yousuff Youhana and whoever else that 

DRAVID: GRITTY GRAFTER 
Tests Innings Runs Highest Avg 1005 SOs 

; j i. 'h.'. 

Brian Lara 18 30 1,237 132 42.53 3 6_: 

Darryl Cullinan 11 19 644 122 37.88 2 3 

Greg Blewett 20 33 1,185 214 37.03 2 ® .i 
Ijaz Ahmed 

SiioJmtiytW 

12 17 546 151 34.12 2 1 1 

PETER ROEBUCK 

as a good batting side, you've to score 
runs abroad as well. The Indians had a 
good time here because the Australians 
had a weak bowling attack. Wame in 
India is a .1 for 150 bowler, not 3 for .10 
that he's in Australia." Adds Rajan 
Bala: "I don't see this same team going 
to Australia and winning." 

Admittediv, cricket-frenzied Indians 
have .seen so many hyped "Teams 
of the '90s’’ go to pietes, so many 
defeats snatched Irom tlie jaws of vic¬ 
tory, so manv hopes turn to despair 
that it's difliiult to accefit the gung- 
ho optunism that this side exudes 
witli equanimits. 

"Wliat decides and places a 
player in tile sujx-rlative brack¬ 
et.’” asked Sridhar Manyem of 
Dallas in Die MellHiunw /l.vc 
before the Australia series 
began. "It's how many victo¬ 
ries he has helped his team 
achieve. Sachin might have 
sas'ed matches but in 10 years, 
there have been only 10 
instances in which he has 
scored over SO in an innings 
and India has won a Test, and 

ail but two of them have been in India. In one-dayers too, it’s hap- 
Iiencd only on 3.1 occasions." 

With his latest exploits, Sachin may have transgressed such 
transcontinental carping. But Saurav and Rahul are aware of the 
hopes they carry on their young shoulders. At man-of-the-match 
ceremonies, their refrain is painfully familiar: "I'm glad with what 
1 did with the bat, but I'd have been happier if India had won." In 
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A BUZZ ABOUT SACHIN 
WHEN 1 played Sunny in Australia In the late 

70s during the World Series, he got three 
hundreds against us. 1 think I bowl^ weB at 

him but, obviously, not as well as I would have 
liked. He used my pace to score runs and left atone 
so many outside the off*stump that it frustrated me. 
The tougher batsmen ate the ones who play to ftteir 
limitations. Sunny was one of them. He wouldn’t 
do someftilng that could get him out and in that 
%nse gave you a less of a ^ance. 

Sachin, on the other hand, is an attacker. He has 
much more power than Sunny. He wants to be the 
one to set the pace. He has to be on top. That's the 
buzz about him. What bowlers have got to do is try 
and contain him. If they bowl a tight line outside the off-stump, 
it is fine even if he hits you, for it is he who is taking the rislu. 
Michael Kasprowlcz bowled many beautiful deliveries and beat 
him in Banploie but in the same overs he also bowled bad ones 
which Sachin scored off. 

You can't afford to do that with a player like Sachin. Kasprowicz 
didn't make him come to him. Most of the time he kept going to 
him. With great batsmen you can't pradcephandhani 

afford gmng into second gear. It has to 
be the top gear all the time. That's 
why he is so tou^ to bowl to. 

Sachin is up there with Barry 
Richards, Clive Uoyd and Javed 
Miandad among others. But strang¬ 
ely, I don't think he is bigger than 
those guys. Sachin, I think, stands 
out more because there aren't many 
great players around except Brian 
Lara and Mark Waugh. And because 
the quality of bowlirig has slipped in 

Dhaka, two months ago, when 
Hrishikesh Kanitkar hit the it 16th run. 
Ganguly placed his 124 below 
Kanitkar's four! 

ihe real, sterner Tests lie ahead— 
that too. abroad—but as Raju Bha- 
ratan points out. this series marks a 
kind of coming together of an evolv¬ 
ing side. Adds Ratnakar Shetty; "I 
liave seen the trio up close. Their ded¬ 
ication and commitment shows there 
is a great future tor India. The appointment of a full-time train¬ 
er has also pleased them Itecause their abilities arc being raised 
to the highest [lotenlial." 

I’raise, like criticism, comes easily to us Indians, eager to bury 
the humiliating defeats of the not so-distant past. "Remember, 
you were the guys who dismissed The (’.lass of '96,” a player tells 
Outlook. And as Azhar's boys wallop the Aussie.s, we forget Sunil 
Gavaskar's lonely battles in the middle, and that suiter-.strong 
team he moulded in '84-8.S: SMG, K. Srikkanth, Dilip Vengsarkar, 
Mohinder Amarnath, .Azharuddin, Ravi Shastri, .Sandeep I’atil, 
Syed Kirrnani. Kapi' Dev. 

"Gavaskar and Go had more mental strength," says Bishen Bedi. 
"For Gavaskar it was a matter of proving to the world that Indians 

By JEFF THOMSON 

Unlike Sachin, Gavaskar played to his limitations 

the West. Indies. Even Australia. 
Having said that, I think if Sachin keeps on going 

like he is doing at the moment, he is going to be 
very high up in the hall of fame once he retires 
from the game. Also, what he has achieved at such 
a young age is unparalleled. 

This current Iti^an batting line-up, I think, is 
good though it still has to prove itself abroad and 
on hard, bouncy wickets. They are, of course, 
potentially the best in the world. Sidhu hits the oft- 
spinners so well. Dravid and Saurav are consistent; 
Saurav can be developed as a bowler as well. 

_ 1 don't remember Gundappa Vishwanath’s game 
that well. So it's dlfticult for me to compare the cur¬ 

rent batting line-up with the one that I played against. Lots of 
people say that Vishy was good but I remember only Sunny and 
Jimmy Amarnath from that series. 

In this series the Australians haven't been able to handle the 
extra bounce of Kumble. Only Mark and Steve Waugh can play 
spin with any degree of confidence because they come from 
Sydney, and since the wicket there takes to spin, they have more 

practice against that type of bowling. 
Australia will have their task cut 

out if they plan on beating India at 
home. It will take a lot of hard work. 
But Srinath and Venkatesh Prasad 
should do well there. Unfortunately, 
one-dayers are proliferating and I 
don't think bowlers enjoy them too 

-much. All countries will need to 
develop more back-up bowlers 
because main bowlers aren't going to 
last long. The game could become 
even more batsman-dominated. 

weie as good ns the best. Thes? guys 
don’t have to cross that road-block 
thanks to him." Adds Robin Singh; "If 
we just take the middle order leaving 
out (lavaskar, I think .Sachin, A/.har 
and Ganguly are stronger than 
Vengsarkar, Vishy and Amarnath 
because they can score at match-win¬ 
ning rates." 
The sudden u|)beat atino.sphere how¬ 

ever is symptomatic ol a nation that 
enjoys the game, celebrates victories, denounces defeats, and then 
prepares tor the next match. Yet, as Mihir Bose reminds us in T/ic 
lli'itory of hulhni C.ritkct: ".A new cricket reign, glorious with 
promise and goid is 'always' about to emerge, a new dawn always' 
seems ready to burst forth, only tor the blackest of clouds plung¬ 
ing tin* whole .scene into utter, terrible glcxmi." 

For the moment, though, it's time to sip the champagne. As 
bowlers around the world dread the thought ol facing Sachin after 
the hammering he gave Warne, they can draw a small lesson from 
Detroit Piston, Dennis Rodman. Faced with a similai situation 
against a rampaging Chicago Bull, Michael Jordan, Rrximan says 
they let him have his 40 |wints but shut the others up. ■ 

With Saira Menezes and Anant Gaundalkar in Mumbai 
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PRASAR BHARTI 

Sushiiia^ Swaraj? 
If the new l&B minister has her way, it’s ‘spring-cleaning’ time DURIN(J his shortlived but rather event- broadcasting, Mukhtar Naqvi. The latter has 

fill tenure as infonnation and broad- hinted that several of the i’rasar Bharati 
casting minister, Sudini Jaipal Reddy board members wilt have to make way for 

rarely lust an opportunity to articulate his people who can deliver the gixxls. Naqvi is 
'free-the-airwaves' agenda: "I want to liber- certainly not referring to the age factor, 
ate the ministry from the minister, and the which, admittedly, is not on the side of the 
media from the ministry." The United Front board. What he and his party are concerned 
government didn't last long enough and, abf.>ut is, as iijr spokesman Venkaiah Naidu 
worse still, didn't have enough elbow room said recently, “the fact that some members 
to push full-fledged electronic media auton- of the Ixrard have a political bias", 
omy through. The Bji*-led coalition now in Veteran columnist Nikhil Chakravartty's 
power at the Centre face's a similar prcdica- views are too left-wing for the hjp's comfort, 
ment, but Reddy's successor, the irrepress- Yet, ifitii ministry sources suggest, the octo- 

22-member parliamentary committee. The 
panel was envisaged in the original I’rasar 
Bharati Act as a mechanism to make the 
board accountable to Parliament. In scrap¬ 
ping the provision, Jaipal Reddy had arg¬ 
ued: "In view of the fact that there is a 
standing committee of Parliament dealing 
with information and broadcasting, ano¬ 
ther committee of Parliament to look into 
the functioning of the board is redundant." 
Swaraj obviously thinks otherwise. 

Where does that leave autonomy? Says 
one member of the Prasar Bharati board: "If 
a parliamentary committee is allowed to 
call the shots, there's no way the board can 
function effectively." Precisely. If 22 MPs 
drawn from a hopele.s.sly fragmented Parlia¬ 
ment control the board, the latter, manned 
by people much lietter qualified to run a 
media organisation, can only crack under 

ibie Sushma .Swaraj, is 
In no mood to let any- 
b<xly tender her office 
redundant. If her exer¬ 
tions as i&B minister in 
the 1.1-day A.B. Vaj¬ 
payee government of 
1996 are anything to go 
by, the loquacious lady 
will personally decide 
on every detail, right to 
what the newsreaders 
should wear on air. 
Autonomy be damned. 

i&B officials are on 
their toes already. In 
the musty portals of 
Mandi House, a section 

the pressure. Much 
worse, if every time a 
new government is ins¬ 
talled, the provisions of 
the Act and the compo- 
.sition of the board are 
tinkered with, we 
might as well stop delu¬ 
ding ourselves, kiss 
media autonomy good¬ 
bye for good. 

But to be fair to the 
new regime, the Prasar 
Bharati board isn't exa¬ 
ctly the epitome of bal¬ 
ance. It's anything but 
representative of all 
shades of thought and 

ol Doordarshan emp- age groups. And that's 
loyees have started talking of the Prasar | Gill and Verghese: on the hitllst? j where the UF government went horribly 
Bharati board's executive memlK-r, the high- 
profile .S..S. (iill, in the past tense. For. even 
as she plays down her party’s avowed dis¬ 
taste for the functioning of the Prasar 
Bharati board, the new minister has ; 
made her intentions quite clear: the amen- 

genaiian chairman of the Prasar Bharati 
Ixiard may survive the imminent upheaval, 
his age and political leanings notwithstand¬ 
ing. Bu! many others may Ix' on the chop¬ 
ping block. Swaraj has alre- 

wrong: by packing the Imard with "friends 
of l.K. Giijral"—that, indeed, is the popular 

1 perception—it left the gates ajar lor manij)- 
I Illative tendencies and tlv depredations of 
I the Thought Police to come crashing in. 

Two w'roiigs don't make a 
ded Prasar Bharati Act, intrixluced through i ady preixired a note tor the right. But do right-wingers 
a presidential ordinance in Octolxr last | Cabinet; a decision is exp- if the Prasar have a clear sense of what's 
year, will be allowed to lapse. That couldn't ! eiied soon. .Abid Hussain is Bharati Act iS wrong? Unlikely. Swaraj 
be musk to Gill’s ears. It the amendments I Ux) dose to the ( ongress; Dllaiall MW Naqvi's pronounce- 
are not ratifu“ I by Parliament by the end ot litterateur Rajendra Yadav tinkered with ments don't inspire confi- 
.April, it will be tile end ot the road lor the ; and historian Itomila I'ha- aifonf tlniB a IlfiW dence.Followiiiglhenotifi- 
Prasar Bharati (111. The former ifsii secretaiy ' par have never eoncealed IHIIO a HOW tation in )uly last year of 
is 70 years old, and under the original Prasar j their leftist sympathies. regime’s sworn the Prasar Bharati Act of 
Bharati .Act, tlie tioard’s lull-time executive | Neither is r'cdia exix'rt B.C. j_ ___ 1990,!)!), despite some hic- 
mcmlxT liolds oflx e loi si.\ years or until he ; Vergliesc a bip tavourile. So, """ cups, was well on the way to 
attains the age ol 62, whichever is earlier. ! wliile .Swaraj was at [lains at forget autonomy. evolving as a tree, dynamic 

But It's not merely a question of individu- I her first prevs conlerenie as ■ media organisation capable 
als. What's at stake is the very purpose tlie j iftB minister lo convince of responding to market 
Prasar Bharati Act is purixirted to serve: gen- ! tlie media that stie'll approach ttie task of | realities without sacrificing its charter as a 
uine autonomy for DU a:id Akashvani. But 
if Sushma establislies her swaraj' over the 
two national broadcasting agencies, espe¬ 
cially DU, it'll pose a real threat to the very 
principles enshrine ! in the .Act. She seems 
to have found an equally strident ally, the 
new minister of state for information and 

rexasting the Act and reconstituting the 
board without prejudice, the die, it seems, is 
alieady cast against these personages. 

Again, it is certainly not a question of ind¬ 
ividuals. I'he most retrogracle step the bip- 

Icxl coalition government is contemplating 
is the reinstatement of the provision of a 

public service broadcaster. But if political 
interference in DD's functioning becomes 
the norm onc-e again under the new dispen¬ 
sation in Shastri Bhavan, Reddy's com¬ 
mendable groundwork will be undone. One 
fears, the damage could be irreparable. ■ 

Salbal Chatterjae 
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Mahabaleshwar 
In Memoriam 

high court, on March 18, directed the 
advocate-general C.J. Sawant to consider 
the petitioner's sugge$tion--that a com¬ 
mittee list ail heritage areas, inciuding 
natural sites, in the region. 

Chainani, a regular visitor to the region, 
has taken over 8(M photos of the hiliscape, 
now pockmarked with structures that tlout 
development rules, and submitted 2(X) to 
the court. "1 don’t know if Mahabaleshwar 
will look the same tomorrow," he says. 

ARTHUR’S Seat, Boar’s Head, Robber’s 
Cave Precinct, Chairman's Wate¬ 
rfall, Fxho’s Point. These are a few 

of Mahabaleshwar’s tourist spots, each 
reeking of history and local lore. The 
local buildings boast of equally evocative 
names—Iron Roof, Ivanlioe, Rose 
C.ottage, Rosary. Others, like I lealth View, 
Monastry, have Iwen swallowed up by 
greedy construction. Mahabalcshwar's 
twin resisrt, I’anchgani, has also borne 
the brunt of misplaced development on 
an equal if not a larger scale. 

I A reprieve, however, may .soon be on its 
wav. Hearing the petition by Bombay 
Knvironinental Action (Mi.st,) and Shyam 
II.K. Chainani challenging illegal con¬ 
struction and rampant deforestation in 
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani region, the 

A heritage building: history for sale 

Tourist-related busine.«es, as usual, have 
msulted in the haphazard mushrooming 
and development of kiosks for tourists. 
Development is indeed a relative temi. ■ 

Sbameem Akthar 

■ WOMEN’S RIGHTS 

For Love’s Sake Flying in dear blue skies and rescuing 
damsels in distress aren’t her sole 
occupations. Air-hostess Amrita Ahlu- 

walia of Ameena fame isn’t only saving 
young girls from the clutches of aged Arab 
sheikhs. She’s come to the rescue of a cou¬ 
ple sutfering at the hands of ethnic forces. 

last fortnight, national dailies carried 
reports ot riots sparked off in Karachi with 
Riffat Afridi, a Pathan girl marrying Kan- 
war Ahson, a Mohajir. 

Moved by the plight of the newlyweds, 
Amrita fell Ritfat’s case be negotiated 
through the Mahila Dakshata Samiti. She 
dashed off a letter to Suman Krishan 
Kant, .Samiti president and wife of Vice 
President Krishan Kant, requesting help. * 

She cited yet another news item in 
which thousands watched as a teenage 
girl, Suhailullah, hidden behind an all- 
enveloping burqa, received 100 lashes, the 
Islamic punishment for fraternising with 
a man other than a relative. 

"All this, while we celebrate the Internat¬ 
ional Woman’s Year?" Amrita wonders. ■ 

M.S. Shanker 

There's more 
Swissair in the air. 

* 

Swissair schedules'^ 
Announcing two extra flights from Mumbai and Delhi. 

k 

swissair^[^ 
the refreshing airline 

RADEUS/SWISS/169Zf?-9« 
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Exhausted Highness 
A sanitised biography of a coiourful, yet despicabie ruier 

THE MUGNIHCENT 
IMHMIAJA 

by K. Itatmr SlRfli 

HnpuCoHins India 
Us 295: Pages. 317 

By KHUSHWANT SINGH IN the summer of 1926, Maharaja Bhup- 
inder Singh drove from Patiala to Srina¬ 
gar to attend the investiture of Maliaraja 
Hari Singh of Kashmir. Amongst the thi¬ 

ngs he brought back to Patiala which, acco¬ 
rding to the author of his biography, caused 
much "consternation and surprise" was a 
hookah made of gold and silver for smoking 
cigarettes and cigars. "As Sikhs arc forbid¬ 
den to smoke, it was a mystery as to what 
the Maharaja wanted such a gadget for." 

1 could solve the myslery of the liookalt. 
One morning in March 1921 when 1 was a 
schoolgoing buy of 16,1 saw a conclave of 
maharajas standing in the circle adjoining 
Parliament House on Sansad Marg. 'there 
was no mistaking Bhupinder Singh ot Pati¬ 
ala. He was the only Sikh in the circle. He 
was very portly, turbanned and Iredecked in 
jewelled regalia. And he was smoking a 
massive cheroot. I was taken aback. In later 
years I discovered that many memlwrs of 
the Patiala ruling family, including Bhupin- 
dcr Singh's son and successor Yadevenara 
Singh, tne author's father-in-law. were not 
averse to smoking. Only they avoided doing 
so when in company of .Sikhs. Quite a few 
Sikhs were, and are, bathroom smokers. In 
Patiala tliey don’t bother with such niceties. 
Any evening in the Patiala CMub you can see 
sarJars at their card tables puffing cigarettes 
as they dowi Patiala pegs of whiskey. 

Most Indian rulers regarded themselves 
above common rules a.ul conventions. ' 
Without exception they swore loyalty to 
the Sarkar-e-lnglishia and were allowed to 
build large palac.'s anil stock them with 
wives, conciiliines and maidservants-cum 
mistresses and sired scores of children thr¬ 
ough them. Thev owned elephants and 
thoroughbred horses, kennels of dogs of j 
high pedigree and celetrrated matings of i 
dogs and bitches with las ish parties; they ! 
amassed jewellery, periodically went to 
Kurope taking large staffs of servants with 
them. They ran into heavy debts and had 
to be bailed out by the government. 

They enjoycxl [Xtwers of life and death 

over their sub)ects and had no qualms 
alx)ut having people they didn't like bum- 
|)ed off, their estates confiscatc'd, their wives 
or daughters forced into their seraglios. 
Ihey did not find it tix) difficult to host 
viceroys, governors, residents and visiting 
Ei^lish aristocracy, arranging tiger or duck 
shoots, pig sticking, polo matches, nautch 
and load them with e.x|x:nsive parting gifts. 

File prime example of the princely order 
at its worst was Bhupinder Singh of Patiala. 
He was a headstrong bully, a debauch, dru¬ 
nkard, womaniser and philanderer. Never- 
thehss he liecame chancellor of the Cham- 
tier of Princes, represented India at the 
lin|)crial War (Council during World War i 
and the Siklis at the First Round Table Con¬ 
ference. He also put Indian cricket on a firm 
wicket, encouraged wrestling with hand- 

With the king of Spain in Madrid in 1921 

some stipends to tlic families of wrestlers 
like Cama Rustam-i-lliiul and patronised 
classical n isic under Hstad Bade Chiilam 
Ali Khan of the I’atiaia gliarana. 

Bhupinder Singh had many traducers. 
Natwar Singh employs a clever trick of quo¬ 
ting the nastiest tilings the> had to say to 
arouse the reader's interest and then con- i 
demning them as muck-rakers So right in j 
the first few pages he (|uotes FnvJimi ill Mid- ■ 
nixitt: "Until the end of the century, it had ' 
b«'n the custom of the Maharaja to apixtar ' 
once a year before his subjects naked except j 
for his diamond lircastpiate, his organ in 
full and glorious erection. His performance j 

was judged as a kind of temporal manifesta¬ 
tion of the Shivalinga. As the Maharaja wal¬ 
ked about, his subjects gleefully applauded, 
their cheers acknowledging both the dim¬ 
ensions of the princely organ and the fact 
that it was supposed to be radiating magic 
powers to drive evil spirits from the land.” 

Earlier, John Gunther in bis Inside Asia 
had this to say; "If the Nizam of Hyderabad 
is known as His Exalted Highness, the old 
Maharaja of Patiala was called his Exhaus¬ 
ted Highnevs. He had a prodigious harem 
and a considerable |rart of his activity was 
the acquisition of young ladies to freshen it. 
In 1930 the Patiala Enquiry Gjmmittee 
apixrinted by the Indian State’s Peoples 
Gonfcrcnce wrote a strong report charging 
the old Maharaja with most crimes and sins 
in the calendar, from lechery to murder." 

Though Bhupinder Singh was exonerated 
of these charges by a one-man committee 
of his choice, there was nothing loveable 
about His Highness. He supported General 
Dyer's killing of 379 innocent men at Jalli- 
anwala Bagh, he wormed his way into the 

j top echelons of the Akali party only to sow 
seeds of discord and keep the government 

! informed of their plans. All he wanted in 
return was to have the 17-gun salute givjii 
to him raised to 19, a few more medals and 
titles to go with his name. He ended by 
being i.t Gen, His Highness, I'arzand-i- 
khas, Daulat-i-Inglishia, Mansur-i-Zaman 
Amir-ui-Umra, Maharajadhiraj Raj Rajesh- 
war Sir Maharaj-i-Rajgan Sir Bhupinder 
-Singh Mahinder Bahailur i.(M, ecu, ear, 
Aix, Maharaja of Patiala. 

Natwar Singh dix's not tell us how may 
wives, concubines and mistres.ses adorned 
the Maharaja’s seraglio and how many cnil- 

I dren he sired, ilis acknowledged progeny 
I numbered over BO: any healthy man given 
I the same opfKirtunities to service as many 

women could have easily matched this. 
Bhupinder Singh was a complex charac¬ 

ter, an excellent subject tor a psychiatrist 
, or a writer ol fiction. Untortunately, his 

biographer is neither. Natwar Singh is the 
chronicler ot events witli far too many 
interests to be able to do justia’ to as 

i colourful a character as Bhupinder Singh. 
I So we are told how many times the Malia- 
1 raja went to Buckingham Palace heads of 
I European countries he called on and the 
j upcoming fascist dictators he met. Some ot 
i the sfx'eches he delivered are reproduced 
I and make for tedious reading. 

Untortunately Natwar Singh is an incor¬ 
rigible name dro[)fH'r. Be.sides the letter "K" 
standing for Kanwar (prince) he Is forever 
reminding us that his wife is a princess, the 
grand-daughter of Maharaja Bhupinder 
Singh, Being memliers of the diplomatic 
corps and because of his closeness to the 
Nehru-fiandhi family, they too were the 
elitest of the elite. His self-inqiortant air 
only succeeds in irritating the reader. ■ 
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Drowned 
bylKvia 
Reliving the summer of 1857 

WMTIlEJUIYiUPPEIIED 
DUmMTHEMIITIIIY 

byPJ.0.1l^tor 

oup 
Rs4lS, Pagn-313 

By SUCHETA MAHAJAN The love affair of ihc English with 
the Raj does not seem to have aba¬ 
ted. This is yet another book on the 
Mutiny, of which there is already a 

plethora. This is a book for the lay reader, 
not the specialist, written appropriately 
enough by a professional soldier rather 
than a historian. I'he author, Peter Taylor, 
served with the Mtihratta Light infantry. 

The book is not a glossy coffee-table Ixtok. 
The story is told with .skill: short write-ups 
on the chief adors in the drama precede the 
narrative, which is in the form of a day-U> 
day account of the ups 
and downs in the fortu¬ 
nes of the rebels and the 
government. The author 
hopes that those who 
have found the thematic 
approach of professional 
historians confusing will 
find this simple, chrono¬ 
logical account—s-mlsell- 
ishixl by illustrations of a 
rare quality—delightful. 
Some of the drawings 
have been reproduced . 
from contemfKirary engr¬ 
avings and are publishetl for the first time. 

A small aside. A silent ki'.ler which did not 
discrimiijate between Indians and Britishers 
was waterborne diseases. Major-general 
George Anson, commandei-in-chief, dietl of 
cholera and Amar Singh, Kunwar Singh's 
brother, died of dysentery in Gorakhpur jail 
hospital. Havelock, who was the 'saviour' of 
Lucknow and has a memorial to him at 
Trafalgar Square, died of dysentery tot). 

As for the revolt itself, the popular fear of 
conversion to Christianity was played upon 
by leaders. The Rani of Jhansi is.sued a 
prticlamation, ‘Victory of Religion', which 
exhorted rajas to destnjy the English who 

The story is told with 
skill: write-ups of the 
chief actors precede 

the narrative. But 
ultimately it remains 

a. compendium of 
‘ information. 

were "perverters of all men's religion”: 
"They powdered bones and mixed with 
flour, sugar, etc, and exposed it for sale... I 
conjure the Hindoos in the name of Gunga, 
Tollsee (Tulsi) and Salikram, and the 
Mahomedans by the name of God and the 
Koran and entreat them to join us in 
destroying the English, for their mutual 
welfare.” A proclamation was issued in 
Delhi warning against the evil designs of 
the Engli.sh to "destroy the religion of the 
whole Hindustani army and then to make 
the people Christians by compulsion". 
Nana Sahib also proclaimed that a council 
was held where it was resolved to kill 50,000 
Hindostanees, and then all Hlndostan 
would be converted to Christianity. 

Tlie wixkI cuts, cartoons and contempo¬ 
rary engravings on which the illustrations 
arc based are the best part of the bor)k. 
There is an extremely unusual portrait of 
the Rani of jhansi in royal finery, reclining 
and holding the stem of a h(X)kah in her 
hand. A tar cry from her usual war-like 
depiction with a flying sword and riding a 
horse into battle. The map of the Battle at 
Najafgarh and the map of North Delhi with 
the British cantonment and camp on the 
Ridge, the present site of Delhi University, 
will delight ail Delhiphiles. The Red Fort is 
engagingly described as the King's Palace. 

Some nuggets for those who wish to delve 
lurther into literature on 1857. Mirza 
(ihalib's Da\tainbu (A Posy of Flowers) is 
one of the very few contemporary aaounts 
of the events of 1857 in Delhi. The checklist 
of 875 ino less!) titles in English is followed 

by an invaluable list of 
works in Indian lan¬ 
guages and a list of nov¬ 
els, |)lays, television seri¬ 
als and films. 

The wealth of detail, 
which appears fascinat¬ 
ing to begin with, soon 
seems like trivia. Did you 
know that Firo/ Shah 
died at Mecca and that 
his widow got a measis 
pension of Rs 5, that 

.I.....—. Iatia Tope was hanged at 
Sipri and Bahadur Shah 

Zalar confined at Tungex), near Rangoon? 
After a |K)inl, the business of who died 
where ol which gastrointestinal disorder is 
extremely tedious. It is a pity that the bratk 
remains a mere compendium ol informat¬ 
ion and, despite the title, dtn's ruit enrich 
our understanding ol what really liappened 
in 1857. There was vtme promi.se that this 
IxKik might lie on the lines of Marc Ferro’s 
blow-by-blow account ot the Russian revol¬ 
ution but it never really UKik off. For the 
complete picture we must still turn to the 
histories by Rudrangshu Mukherjee, Eric 
Stokes, Thomas Metcalf and even to the 
staid tomes by Kaye, Sen and Majumdar. ■ 

R APIA RbABIR 
..... 

MailiAvaltiNnin 
Literature: Surveys 
anil Seleclloro 

The first of a three-vol¬ 
ume survey of Indian lit¬ 
erature from 1100 to 
1800, it covers Assamese, 
Bengali and Dogri. There 
is an exhaustive assessm¬ 

ent of different literary trends and of the 
origin of some of the Indian languages 
that came into being during this peri^. 
The second section has excerpts from 
major works in the three lar^uages. 

Sahitya Akademl 
fls450 

Gods, False Gods and 
the Untouchables: 
Swapan K. Bliwai 

An obvious reaction to 
Arun Shourie's critique of 
Ambedkar, this book 
argues that the sudden 
upsurge against Ambed- 
karites reflects a fear of 
the Dalit upsurge and the beginning of 
the end oT the 'Brahminical Order’. As 
for Ambedkar’s pro-British tilt, this 
school of thought points out that 
Aryans too were fbrei^ers. 

Contemporary India 

Fourteen es.says assess 50 
years of independence 
under the categories eco¬ 
nomics, education and 
culture. Among the 
contributors: Nani 
Palkhivala ("Education 
and the art of reading”), 

U.R. Ananthamurthy ("Some thoughts 
on contemporary culture”), Achyut 
Patwardhan ("Disillusionment and clari¬ 
ty") and V.M. Dandekar ("Nature of class 
conflict in Indian society"). 

Popufar Prakashan 

RsJOO 

Human Rights and the 
Indian Armed Forces: 
R.V. Kumar anti B.P. Sharma 

Endorsed by Atal Behari 
Vajpayee, this is a time¬ 
ly book given the con¬ 
temporary debate on SMmg 
human rights versus the 
enfonrerhent of law and 
order. The authors examine the univer¬ 
sal declaration of human tights and 
various related protocols in relation to 
the conduct of the armed forces and 
what is being done to sensitise them. 
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Quick Tongue Diana__ 

FIASHINO in and out of functions, beauty empress Diana Hay¬ 
den cut an awesome Agurc when [litted against su|)ermodel Oa- 
wfotd. The experience of being earnest com|X‘llcd Diana to come 
up with winning answers. At the recently held Abby Awards, the 
comix're was all ready to .spring a poser, hut siie stmek one fas¬ 
ter—"! thought I was through with all that," she quipptHl. Ihink- 
ing on one's feet is no mean feat, not when tlic world lies there. 

One-yVoman Club^ 

WOMf^N goiters rarely get their fair share of Hie headlini-s. But 
Simi Mehra, the 25-year-old pro, is doing lier bit to change that. 
Continuing iier winning streak, Simi first came fourth in the 
US$ 700,0(X) Australian Indies Masters Golf Championship pla¬ 
yed in Queensland, following it up by coming a joint 12th at the 
US$ 500.000 Welch's Ciicle'K Championship in Arizona. This is 
by far the liest-evcr showing by an Indian golfer. With tough 
competition as her companion, Simi's sure come a long way. 

which has 
done some 
excellent 
work in the 
field of AIDS. 
The brains 
behind this 
event is Rina 
Kamani, 
whose organi¬ 
sation, The Art Of 
Giving, has worked 
tirelessly to make tins 
event happen. On the 
cards is the auction of 
outfits by some of the 
top designers of the 
country. This is one invi 
tation not many will 
turn down. 

Renting for Breath 

CALCUTTA may be among Steve Waugh's favourite 
cities, but for his Aassie mate Ricky I’onting, the City of 
Joy didn't live up to its name after all. Still reeling from 
the massive innings defeat, not to mention his emi¬ 
nently forgettable efforts with the bat, Ponting sought to 
drown his sorrows in wine and women at a recently 
opened Calcutta disco. The ladies in question-one of 
whom the cricketer 'bumped' into twice even while try¬ 
ing to embrace the other—did not take to the attention 
very kindly, even after the cricketer flexed his biceps and 
introduced himself. "Okay you’re Ponting. So what," 
they said. Needless to say, Ponting was politely escorted 
out of the disco, but not before he had yanked the disco 
manager's tie and a case was registered at the local police 
station. Ponting's peregrinations could however add 
another chapter to Waugh's travelogue. Of sportsmanly 
spirit gone a little awry. 
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Sold on Gol^ 
YOU may hear actress Neelam 
sigh Ooh la la off-screen very 
soon. When she's not veejay- 
ing for that Bakeman's show 
on Star TV, she'll be tinkering 
with the jewellery line she 
plans to launch. Though 
she's done a short course in 
designing, ‘Neelam's Jewels' 
will initially feature her jew¬ 
eller-father Sishir Kothari's 
work. "It's not Indian at all. 
More classical. All real gold," 
explains Neelam. The lady 
may nr)t have .struck gold in 
Hindi films, but is .sure not 
ready to give up just yet. 
She's convinced there are glit¬ 
tering pastures elsewhere. 

slitiis 

THOMAS KOCHERY 
The crusader for the rights of Indian 
fisherfolk talks about his recent awards 

What was yow recrat UN award for? 
The award is sponsored jointly by the New York-based 
Earth Society and the UN. It is given annually to four 
people chosen for their work lii the environmental field. 
So why M yoo rdhse the SlS0,000 Pew 
Fonndatlmi of Massachoaetts Mlowshlp? 
1 accepted the Pew Award for outstanding work in 
marine conservation but not the money since it was 
offered by the oil company Sun, the biggest marine polluter in the world. 
As general coordinator of the World Fonun of Hsh Workers and Hsh 
Harvesters (ww), what are yon doing abont marine pollution In Kerala? 
There is Industrial pollution. The government is inviting Enron, regarded a aimhial 
In the US, into the state to generate power. We are highlighting this in our campaign.. 
What are the problems of the l^lng community? 
The trawling menue continues despite the trawling ban in Kerala, Karnataka, 
Maharashtra and Goa. Ihe fishotch per vessel is going down alarmingly. 
If the ban is not working, where lies the solution? 
The large foreign vessels poaching In our waters must be stopped. 
Arc yon in touch with groups like Greenpeace? 
We have united action with various groups including Greenpeace. Ihe blockade of 
salmon factory ships in Canada last year is an exam^e. 
What is the cause fm* the shellfish poisoning deaths along Kerala^ coast? 
Coastal aquaculture operations which are followed by ecological devastation. 
Von are a priest. Docs your activism dash with your priestly functtims? 
Alleviating the plight of fisherfolk is within the realms of priestly work. 
Does the Chuf^ af^rove? 
I belong to the International Redemptorists Order and have been elected to the 
supreme decision-making body of the order which Is a show of support. 
There is a feeling that foreign funds collected In the name of conserva¬ 
tion are being used by Chridlan groups to carry out conversions. 
let them prove the charge. The uss Is one of the biggest beneficiaries of money com¬ 
ing from the US. Since this does not concern me I don't wish to react to the charge. 

Venu Menon 

rNAMYAN 

On the Ball 
AT a time when most players hang up 
their boots, ;t7-ycar-old Chitna Okeie 

g(K‘s from strength to .strength. He did 
tile star turn in Mohun Hagan's final 
match against Mahindra and Mahindra, 

scoring a hat-trick and seeming the 
championship of the national foot¬ 
ball league for Hie Calcutta outfit. 
Overall, tiis tally oi nine goals was 
second only to Raman Vijayan's 
10, liut some of Chinia's goals —his 

sa'ond against Mahindra for insta¬ 
nce—were in a different class altoget¬ 

her. On the flip side: it doesn't 
say much for the resurgent 

Indian soccer standards. 



Nobel for Sharif 

m 

WHY does Nawaz Sharif get so little credit in this 
country for his consistent and courageous 
efforts to improve relations with India? Are we 

so taken in by the propaganda of foreign agencies 
planting bombs in Delhi buses to ignore the enor¬ 
mous personal and political risks the Pakistan Prime 
Minister takes when he challenges the army, the isi, 
the Jamaat, Benazir Bhutto, and even his closest aides 
(notably, Mr Mushahid Hussain) in stressing the lun¬ 
acy of continued confrontation with India? From the 
start of his phenomenally successful election campaign in 1997, 
JAVACHANDRAN Shatif made it clear that he was 

standing on a platform ot dialogue 
and cooperation with India, and fol¬ 
lowed this up with a willing I.K. 
Gujral. Mian Saheb has persisted 
with secretary-level talks even tho¬ 
ugh India continues to behave cuss- 
edly by refusing to discuss Kashmir, 
pretending that no problem exists in 
the state except, ol course, "cross-bor¬ 
der insurgency". Meanwhile, Mr 
Sharif courts unpopularity and possi¬ 
ble loss of office by insisting that the 
dialogue must continue even if India 

refuses to recognise the 'core' issue. More: in his prompt welcome 
message to Mr Vajpayee, he promises "to go the extra mile" to 
give added impehis to the ongoing bilateral talks. 

The Pakistan Prime Minister’s seemingly "suicidal a[)proach" is 
based on a shrewd assessment of a changed public mood in his 
own country (and to a lesser extent in India) that the Irido-Pak 
nonsense has gone on for too long, haemorrhaging both 
nations. When the learned gents in Stockholm sit down and 
decide on the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize they must at least consid¬ 
er the candidature of Mian Nawaz Sharif. 

Delusions of Neutrality 
IF Nawaz Sharif gets too little credit, C'.handrabalni Naidu gets 

too much. Have you noticed what a fabulously good press he 
always manages to gel? No one, especially the mc-dia, has a harsti 
word to say about him. I am not trying to belittle his many ster¬ 
ling qualities which have turned him, after T.N. Seshan, into the 
new middle-class, lap-top hero. But one has to admit that he has 
beiiaved pretty disgracefully in the past few weeks. I hc manner 
in which ho chosc' to ditch his colleagues in the United Front, the 
very colleagues who had enthusiastically pitched him into natio¬ 
nal centre-stage, was bad enough, but at least it had the tig-leaf 
of party intcrL">t (not doing business with the Congress). His 
dubious condutt over the S[X!aker issue, however, involving a 
shilt from neutral to support, is indefensible. I mean no disre¬ 
spect to Mr C.M.C. Balayogi—he cuts a sorry figure in the eleva¬ 
ted chair, a bit like the chicken waiting to be slaughtered—but 
where was the urgency or the necessity for Mr Naidu to gel 
embroiled in the 12 o’clock deadline charade in Parliament? 

All of which strongly suggests that Naidu's daily and loud decla¬ 
rations of "neutrality" were just a ruse to buy tunc and secure the 
be.st possible deal for himself and itip. Ala.s, even by the narrow 
yardstick of self-interest, he seems to have miscalailated. Because 
in aligning openly with the hjp he has surely forfeited the Muslim 
and Communist vote (about 20 per cent) in his home state. 

VINOO MEHTA 

SuKH Ram Raj 
The nation must thank Sukh Ram for reminding 

us once again that writing political obituaries in 
India is risky. Mr Ram currently strides like a colos¬ 
sus over the newly installed bjp government in 
Himachal Pradesh dictating to the trembling Chief 
Minister, Prem Kumar Dhumal, who to include in 
his ministry and who to ignore. When reports last 
came in, the minister who kept R$ 3.6 crore hidden 
in his residence was insisting on deputy chief minis¬ 
tership and the dropping of all cases registered 

against him. Unfortunately, even Mr Vajpayee has been pres¬ 
sured to accommodate Sukh Ram Jr. in the Rajya Sabha. 

There is, however, a silver lining to the sordid tamasha. The bjp 

has at lea.st been stopped from claiming it is a party of principle. 
That piece of humbug can no longer be repeated. The Sukh Ram 
dealings must be especially embarrassing for the new i&b minis¬ 
ter Mrs Sushma Swaraj. If you remember, she was the most vocal 
of BJP leaders in claiming that Kalyan Singh’s jumbo ministry 
was an "aI)erration". Soon after, the Empress of Poes Garden 
emerged with her set of terms. We were told that since the cor- 
niption cases against her were in court, "nothing had been 
proved". Thus the lady was "technically" innocent. 

In a .sense, Sukh Ram ton can forward the same alibi: all the 
cases against him are also in court and therefore we must su.s- 
pend judgement. The Bharatiya Janata Party has not said it yet, 
but presumably the crores found in Sukh Ram's house were put 
there by Ottavio Quattrocchi. 

Adultery as Therapy 
AVANT-GARDE rnafHage counsellors frequently recommend 

brief affairs to couples whose marriages are on the rocks, 
ihere was a great film. Belle tie four, by the renowned .Spanish 
director Luis Bunuel with the enchanting ('atherine Deneuve in 
which a housewife, Imred with domesticity and even more bored 
with her dull spouse, becomes a |)art-time prostitute. This new 
and lowly occupation, surprisingly, makes her a much better wife 
and transforms the marriage itilo .something close to bliss. 

I was reminded of the remedy re-reading Philip Ziegler's riveting 
biography of Dud Mountbatten. Mr Ziegler skirts delicately and 
deftly the "physical element" in the Nehru-Fdwina relationship, 
but he is less reticent on the difficulties Mr and Mrs Mountbatten 
were having keeping their "tempestuous" marriage together. .So, 
when the Viceroy discovered he was a cuckold, his reaction, in 
Ziegler's words, was "one of pleasure". In a letter Mountbatten 
wrote to his daughter Patricia from Delhi, he noted: "Please keep 
this to yourself, but she (Edwina) and jawaharlal are so sweet 
together, they really dote on each other in the nicest way and 
Pammy (the other daughter) and 1 are doing everything we can to 
l)e tactful and help." And then txtme the crucial lines confirming 
the thera|X‘utic value of intermittent adultery: "Mummy has been 
incredibly sw'eet lately, and we've been such a happy family." 

No Politics This Time 
An anonymous e-mail on my computer says bluntly: "One 

more issue with politics and politicians on the cover. 1 
promise to stop reading Outlook forever if 1 see another politician 
on the cover in 1998." 1 sympathise with Mr Anonymous and 
wish to reassure him that we wrestle with his disgust every 
Monday. This week he has won. 
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A Run Too Far 
Apropos Ashes to Crashes, Dust 
to Dust (March 30), you say 
that India "defied cticketing 
history to become the first 
team to score 300-plus runs to 
win a one-day international..." 

In the 1991-92 World Cup in 
Australia, Zimbabwe scored 
314 runs and they were defe¬ 
ated by the Sri Lankans who 
hit 315. 

C. Rafesh, 
Chennai 

What the Devil? 
Sadanand Mcnon's Chennai 
Diary (March 30) was superb. It 
should win you some friends 
here. The obvious printer's 
devil—Periyar E.V. Ramaswamy 
Naicker becoming E.V. Periya- 
samy Naicker—was jarring. But 
your diarist's style compen¬ 
sated for all that. 

T.K. Ramatlngam, 
Chmnai 

A Tryst with Dynasty 
Now that Outiook has betx)me 
the official mouthpiece of the 
Italian National Congress, or 
the .Sonia Congress in short 
{Tiw Headmistress Takes Charge, 
March .30), kindly also tell us 
whether or not patriotic Crm- 
gressmen wtmld be licking the 
feet of His Excellency Prince 
Robert Vadra, in the year 2014 
and making him party 

Man of the Hour 
Apropos the cover story Ttie 
Swadeshi Nehru (March 30) by 
Ishan Joshi and Sagarika 
Chose, I congratulate you on a 
superb critical analysis of A.B. 
Vajpayee. But at the same time 
it was obnoxious to include 
the statement of a foreign his¬ 
torian who described Vajpayee 
as a power-hungry politician. 
The situation is obfuscated 
when the same historian calis 
him a selfless nationalist. How 
can a selfless person be power- 
hungry? I think the editor sho¬ 
uld take note of such things 
since we expect fair and accu¬ 
rate material from this 
esteemed magazine of India. 

SiddharOia Aeharya, 
Dtiaramsala 

Naipaul’s Naivete 
Naipaul's comments on 
Islam (Tile List T.nii>eror, 
March 23) reilwt a lack ol 
depth in understanding. 
I'he invaders he talks alxiiit 
can't be Muslims il they 
plunder wealth and kill I 
mercilessly. They might | 
have Arabic names but tan i 

they be Muslims it they do | 
what's against the Prophet's i 

words? The word 'Muslim' itsjlf j 

means 'one who obc) >'. j 

Naipaul's views about Arabs 
treating non-Arabs as ‘con¬ 
verts' arise from ignorance. 
And, Arabic isn't considered 
holy by Muslims. Yes, the 
(iuran, written in Arabic, is 
holy, but not Arabic. Muslims 
learn Arabic to understand the 
Quran. Period. 

Kamil Mohamed, 
Koltam 

president and prime minister? ; 
After all, he's gol the best-ever 
qualification for the job: as the 
Brahmin Motilal Nehru's son's I 
Pars! son-in-law’s ('hristian I 
daughter-in-law's son-in-law. 

Since I am also hungry tor 
power like the (Congressmen (in 
particular), I too would like to 
take necessary steps to activate 
my salivary glands in time. 

R.S, Kesaven, 
Chennai 

I welcome your decision to fin¬ 
ally put Mr Vajpayee on your 
cover. In fact, most of your 
readers wrote to you to do 
without the 'Italian political 
novice' but you, like a stub¬ 
born child, refused to listen. 
I'he media, in general, snugg¬ 
led up to ^nia as if she alone 
could save India and all other 
leaders of stature were of 
minimum importance. 
I request you to desist from 
featuring her as she's only 

heading a party of oppor¬ 
tunists responsible for the 
nation's cunent situation. At 
such a time your magazine 
should play a mature role by 
analysing the Vajpayee gov¬ 
ernment's performance and 
giving positive feedback rather 
than wasting print on an 
opposition consisting of peo¬ 
ple who cry foul when beaten 
at their own game. 

Marat Khanna, 
Chandigarh 

m 
Your article on India's new 
prime minister makes me won¬ 
der If we're so used to being 
ruled by the Nchru-Gandhi 
dynasty—by proxy through 
the Congress—that we^tm our 
objectivity in examining any 
other political rival? 

We are looking at the birth of 

true bi-party democracy in 
India after 50 years of indepen¬ 
dence. Perhaps we should look 
at other democracies in the 
West to understand the meta¬ 
morphosis that's taking place 
in out own. To judge Mr Vaj¬ 
payee at this stage would be to 
not give him the benefit of 
doubt—unfair. We have to give 
him credit for establishing his 
majority in Parliament thro¬ 
ugh a series of astute political 
alliances. There have, undoub¬ 
tedly, been a lot of compromi¬ 
ses in principles to attain this 
but what has to be seen is how 
the Bjp is going to perform after 
having come to power. We've 
to give this government a rea¬ 
sonable amount of time before 
judging them. If the Congress 
had come to power surely we'd 
have been a lot more forgiving' 
to Madame Gandhi! 

A. Ghath, 
Houston, Texas 

m 
'The Real Vajpayee' may be an 
ambitious compromiser or a 
statesman but we can safely 
say he's our best bet to lead the 
country into the next century. 
The question is: will he last 
that long, since he has so 
many power-hungry coalition 
partners. Only time will tell. 

AsMsh Haralalka, 
Mumbai 

I was disappointed with I'arun 
Tejpiil's introductory article on 
Naipaul—it was a bit adulatory, 
overridden with cliche. Maybe 
(hat's how it is in journalism 
today. And then we talk of colo¬ 
nial altitudes...what can beat 
the title The Last Emperor! 

As for the interview, I'm ama¬ 
zed Tejpal fails to see that for all 
the many words he uses, Nai¬ 
paul is most often supercilious 

and dismissive. I lis reply to the 
last question is almost a ticking 
('ff. The next step wot Id have 
Ixjcn to show 'lejpal the dtKu. 

Tcj{)al p1a\^ up the image of 
Naipaul's Olympian disdain. 
The fact seems that Naipaul is 
just an arrant prig. Occasionally 
he ditesn't quite answer Tejpal. 
My suspicion is he knows tliis 
and from the height he speaks, 
he couldn't care less. As for the 
lofty disdain, this is what Nai- 

l>aul in an interview to 
a British magazine cal¬ 
led the Indian writer's 
habit of boasting. He 
hasn't escaped it him¬ 
self. Although he spe¬ 
aks in English; speak¬ 
ing of attitudes, his are 
definitely Indian. Like 
old skeletons I hear 
them rattle behind his 
words. I could even 
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put some faces to the wofds. I 
like Naipaul as a writei, 1 enjoy 
his books. Some I admire too. 
I'll stick to that. 

M.C. Gabriel, 
Secunderabad 
■ 

Apropos the letter Masterpiece 
art the Master (March 30), let's 
leave Ashok Banker to bask in 
his delusions of grandeur. Give 
us subliterates Bobker brand 
'verdant offal' is what I say. 

Sarah PlaOtan, 
Sew Delhi 

A Lot of Bluster 
Subramanian Swamy's actions, 
as highlighted in the box (Why 
Vajpayee Hates Swamy, March 
23) of the cover story, were in 
Iwd taste. It's been 20 years 

since the Janata government 
fell. That Swamy should write 
about it now in a Tamil maga¬ 
zine only means he's trying to 
defile Vajpayee. We all know Raj 
Narain played a crucial role in 
the fall of that government, 

at As for Vajpayee's drinking 
' habits, they don't affect his 

work. He has Ireen a parliamen¬ 
tarian since 19.'7 and has been 
termed the best parliam¬ 
entarian at that. Swamy's cheap 
tricks only betray his intellect. 

Not Entirely Down Under, Eh? 
I fail to see what journalistic 
pinnacle your magazine attai¬ 
ned by deriding the Aussie 
team (Ashes to Crashes, Dust to 
Dust, March 30). All - 
good things—Clive 
Lloyd's world- 
beaters, 
Ajit Wade- 
karis'70s dream 
team and the West Indian 
team of the '60s—come to 
an end. More imp¬ 
ortantly, not all 
visiting teams to 
India take their defeats with 
such hank affirmation of the 
quality of their opponents. 
Also, the umpiring wasn't very 

His character assassination 
of Vajpayee is uncalled for. 
Publications should desist 
from canying such crap. 

A, Srtntvasulu, 
Secunderabad 

Paradox That Isn’t 
Swadeshi, which Sandipan 
Deb calls a (raradox (A 
Paradox Called Swadeshi, 
March 23), isn't absurd, 

but the reality. To take salt as 
an example, prior to liberalisa¬ 
tion, it was produced by small- 
scale units all along the Indian 
coast. Enter the mncs, with 
huge investments and con¬ 
cepts like free-flow salt, and 
their future turned bleak. Most 
often it's production and pack¬ 
aging, not quality that mncs, 

are good at providing. For that 
we don't really need them. 
KA. Laxminarayana Rao, 

Tumkur 

kind to Aussies this time. 
Lastly, Tendulkar may have 
won the battle versus Warne, 
but the Aussies did recover in 

the third Test. 
Instead, you 

should have 
emphasised 

a resurgent 
India mote 
than a demor¬ 
alised Aus¬ 
tralia. And it 
would be nice 
if India could 

show similar results against 
aich-ris^ls Pakistan. 

Stidarshan Skidore, 
Received an e-mail 

During the oath-taking cere¬ 
mony of the new government 1 
noti(^ a majority of ministers, 
including the PM, using either 
Mont Blanc, Unib^i, Sheifars or 
other imported pens. The only 
exceptions were George Fernan¬ 
des who used an India-made 
pen or those who didn't carry 
one and used the Parker provi¬ 
ded by the Lok Sabha Sec¬ 
retariat. .Swadeshi, did you say? 

Kapil Gupta, 
New Delhi 

Just One Measly Day? 
What's the jxjint in celebrating 
a Woman's Day if it only means 
some rich socialites get to live it 
up—for 24 hours (just Doin' the 
Yin Thing, March 16)? In a rou- 
ntry where most women would 
prefer to be reborn as men, the 
most conspicuous function*' 
were high society car races and 

low fat luncheons. 
A day like this can be tmly cel¬ 

ebrated only if for one whole 
day, the propaganda machinery 
of ffie state can be geared tow¬ 
ards highlighting the plight ot 
women the world over, m org¬ 
anised a laudable group discus¬ 
sion among women of all 
kinds—farmer's wives, politici¬ 
ans, schoolgirls—where there 
was no lip service, no 'celebra¬ 
tion of womanho^', just frank 
reiteration of women's stmgg- 
les. And an endnote that hoped 
there'd be no need to celebrate 
a Woman's Day ever again. 

Ptvruna Prasad, 
Shimla 

A Human Touch 
1 wish to narrate an incident 
which shows our President's 
basic humanity (Choosing Clea¬ 
nly, March 9). One evening, in 
the late 70s, when he was the 
Indian ambassador in Ankara 
and 1 the First Seoetary, he hai¬ 
led me as I was returning home 

|> in my car. He wantexi a lift, for 
his wife had taken his car. In a 

hurry, he got into the back scat. 
At th( next traffic light he asked 
me to wait so that he could sit 
with me. He didn't wish to give 
the impression 1 was his driver. 

Prof. Somnath Dhar, 
Sew Delhi 
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Takk^ Action to 
Gain Trust 

(laiiiiiifi iniliUc trust retiidres imhUslihiff taraets, tlrllirriiig results, being open nhoiit perfonmince iiiid having our clainis indeprn- 

drutlfi verified. It also means engaging In dialogue with others and responding to their concerns. Shell people have the same concerns 

and aspirations as the rest of socirtii. hut theg have the privilege of taking acliou to contribute to solutions.” 

- PHII. WXnS-lSiumhviikerliiHii-1 gVTi.Group MujuigUig Director, Kogal Dutch/Shell Group of Coiiipaiiies 

WOKKINti in the oil iiml liuliiMry docs not pre¬ 

vent Shell from shin ing society's tdiicerns und 

Hspinitions. Despite sek-ntilie uneerliiiiity iihout 

the nature and iiiipaet ol' glolnil wanning, we 

know that the eonsequenees e<niid l>e dumaging und. po.ssibly 

irreversible. So we have to lake preeautionar\' ineiisnres now. For 

eoni|iatiies in this industry, it is not enough to just liike a view on 

such matters. We inv in ii jaisilion to iiel. We hiive the privilege of 

being piirl nl' the solution. 

The possibility of danitiging eliniate ehaiige is ju.si one issue. 

We niust proleei people iind the environment in 

niiiny other ways. This is nothing new. .Shell coin 

panics haw long accepted this resixmsibilily. but 

the deniiinds are inueh greater now. We idl under- 

.staiul much better the toll lluit huniiin activities 

lake oti our naittral eitvironment We no longer 

accept what wtis normal just a few years iigo. 

I’eople's altitudes httve chiiiiged. They are initch 

less willing to .tccept on tru.st whtil i’oinp.itiies- itid 

olltei instilittioiis-s.iy l'he\ demand proof. .Vtid. Itt 

ii tratisparent world, there is no htdiitg froitt .sertitiiiv. 

Contributing towards sustainable development 
So'tety depends oti the eeottotnic eonlrihutioti eompaiiies 

make, giving them an iiiiportaiit .s<>ciiil role. The notion ol sus¬ 

tainable develvipinettts— meelittg the needs of the present gen¬ 

eration withottt compi'oini.sing the ability of fitture generations 

to meet their own needs'--resis on insi'pitrable economic, soi ial 

.mil enviroiiinenliil pilltirs. l*rogres.s tilso brings inevitable differ 

ences. We are dealing w ilh a real world, with it history. Progress 

means new plants are inevittihly built to higher standards than 

their predcces,sors -however, it would be environiiienlal as well 

as economic nonsense to repliice everything as we advance. 

.Mihough this prompts the charge oi "double .standards', risk 

management dvK'sii'l allow companies to do just what they want. 

Shell IISK I health, salety. enviroumenl) management systems 

require risk to be reduced .is low as reasonably pracliciible. They 

are backed by a comprehensive interoatioiiiil framework of 

indiist.-y and public slandiirds covering every area of opi'nilions. 

.Shell conipiinies have (vlayed a letid role in developing such codes. 

Most developing countries tire now adopting llSli sitmdards from 

I he developed world. 

Establishing a framework for action 
In today's 'show me' world, we must demonstrate to society 

that we are doing whtil vve say. People will not lake it on trust. 

Kesponsibillly for doing this rests sqii.irely on each and every 

operating company of the .Shell tiroup around the 

world.lMI Shell people are persontilly accouiilable for 

improving HSF ix-rtorintince. They all have the duty 

and the right to hall operations il they feel they are 

unstde. Hqually. they .ire e\|X’cled to rciicl 'I they 

believe environmetilal standards--or any other lif 

the tlroup's (ieneral llusine.ss Principles are not 

being met. 'i'hc goal is an HSI-! perl'ormtince every- 

where that Shell can be proud of. 

No harm to people 
The hetillh and s.i|'elv ob)eclives arc uneqiiivoc.il; to ctiuse no 

harm to people, whether stall, contractors or other Ih.rd ptirlies. 

Health inanageineiil goes beyond the workforce. In. Peru, liir 

estimplc. the development of ti sy.slem for identifying and control¬ 

ling potential health risks to the local jxipiilalion aniund the 

I'amtse.i development is an important advancement Shell conipii- 

nics also put a great detil of emphasis on road .siifety—training dri- 

vers. improving vehicles and managing jouiiu‘ys. Another com¬ 

mitment—to protect the environment, mimelyin Ihnr areas— 

# emission,*' to .lir 

9 discharge to w’uter. and 

9 the impact of operations 

Ending flaring & venting 
Dver the past live years Shell li&P companies have reduced Har¬ 

ing by more than ti flflh while oil production has risen by the 

Shell 



same proportion. And they have cut 

hydrocarbon emissions—largely from 

venting and incomplete combustion in 

tlares—bj’ nearly a third. Over the next 

live years, they aim to reduce flaring by a 

further thirii and hydroi’arbon emissions 

by more than half. The Shell Petroleum 

Company of Nigeria has committed itself 

not to exceed the volume of gas Hared in 

l‘t9fi and to end continuous giis llaretl. 

by .?l)08. The plsmt to liquefy gas under 

construction at Bonnv in Nigeria, will 

contribute to this, tin 199f). Shell con¬ 

tributed Sib million towards environ¬ 

mental awareness and development in 

the Niger Della). 

No harmful discharges 
It is an uncomfortable reality that oil 

liclds pnKluce more water as tlmy mature. 

The obicciive is to re-inie<1 this into appro- 

^priale imdergroutut R'.sen'oirs -unless it 

can lx- discharged without dsiniaging the 

surface environment. Shell researcher.s 

arc contributing to an industry project to 

develop ways of disiwsiug of piixluced 

water before it reaches the .surface. It is also a com|Miny target to 

eliminate all mineral oil discharges by the end of this year. The 

objirlive for oil spills is .straightforwani - prevent them. Most spills 

are caused by pipeline corrosion oi equipment failure. There have 

Ix-en real advanei's in reducing the impact of oil & gas operations— 

starling with impiiel a.ssessmenis before new projects. These 

increasingly focus on social as well as environment impact to 

minimixe disruption atul maximise IcK'al benefits. 

Reaching outwards 
Much environmental progress has b«vn 

made, howvver. we cannot do all these 

things to our own satisfaction—or even 

that of regulatory authorities. We have to 

reach oul to the rest of stK’lely. on who.se 

sup[Hirt and trust we deitetid. But reaching 

oul to others requires more than just say¬ 

ing what we do. It must also involve dia¬ 

logue. and a williiignc.s.s to respond to 

what others Ihtnk. 

At .Shell, this dialogue is underway at 

many levels. The change to the iJroup 

Business I’rinciples and proccduix's, for 

example, followed extensive eonsiillatitm 

with repre.senialives of many different 

strands of opinion from all over the 

world. Shell also works wilh many N(!Os. 

W'ho monitor and a.ssisi will) projects 

around the world, and has benefited 

greatly from their specialist expertise, 

welcoming their peispeciive. in the 

prm’ess. the .NtlOs ton have gained a bel¬ 

ter understanding about the genuine 

concerns anJ problems faced by compa¬ 

nies in the oil & gas business. 

A starling point towxirds contributing towards a belter future, 

is the coinniitinenl all Shell companies have made to eonIribiUe 

to sustainable development. This is being baekixl by a syslemalie 

process to translate aspirations into action. And we mii.sl show 

people what we mean. This n-quires publisliing targets, deliver¬ 

ing results, being opi*n about (>ur iXTlormaiuv and having >xii‘ 

claims independently veritied. It also means res|x>ndiiig to |kxi- 

ple's coneerns and to other points of view. 
B\ doing this, all Shell eompa- 

nies will li.iie llie jirivilege of 

making a real dillcrence to our 

wcrld ill iwo \ ilal wavs - liislly 

by coniribiiliiig to a heller 

more. Mistamiibic loinorrow- 

with rising living standards, 

dimiiiislimg social deprivation, 

saler iiiduslrv and pnileelion 

for the environment on which 

we all de[H-nd: and. .secondly by 

helping to maintain public 

trust ill business enierpri.se. 

Shell |>eople have a particular 

capacity for priKliictive nilion. 

W't‘ have llie opportunity to use 

this to great ends. We will rise' 

to the challenge. 

Rcpradiici'd in Pnblk Inteivst hfi 

Shfll India P. Ltd 

* 



GOVERNANCE_ 

Vajpayee Makes his Move 
The PM attempts to regain the initiative without upsetting the party and the balance in the Sangh 

By ISHAN JOSHI IN the end, it was what the prime min¬ 
ister's supporters had been waiting for. 
Their leader, Atal Behari Vajpayee, 
acted. Beginning with his completely 
unexpected announcement early last 

week that he would "not contest another 
election", and followed up with a series of 
decisions and actions over the past week, 
the prime minister seems to have made it 
clear that not only does he have a mind of 
his own, he is also willing to act on its dic¬ 
tates. That is the message. The method has 
been far more subtle. 

Senior bjp leaders were left scratching 
their heads in collective disbelief by his 
statement in the Lok Sabha last Ihesday 
when he let out that he was through with 
electoral politics—"kubhi kabhi man khatta 
ho jaata hai, tahiyat biyad jaati hai" (one 
does get upset and feel disillusioned at 
times). Bji' leaders insist that the barb was 
directed at the Opposition which was 
being "uncooperative and unfair" and 
practising "confrontationist politics". 
While that may be true, it is equally clear 
that Vajpayee's comments and decision is 
also being viewed as being directed, at least 
in part, at sections of the Sangh parivar. 

But this deci.siun is looking more and 
more like only the first step taken by an 
embattled Vajpayee to shake himself free 
of pressure groups. The context, however, 
is equaliy impoitant. 

From the moment he look over as prime 
minister, he had been forced on the defen¬ 
sive. First, there was the fiasco over the allo¬ 
cation of the finance portfolio. Then came a 
sustained attack from the Opposition, both 
in Parliament and outside, for his party's 
[tropensity to look to the Rss for its agen^, 
"hidden" or otherwise. And despite repea¬ 
ted assurances to the contrary by the prime 
minister, things didn't change much. In 
fact, the contradictory messages sent out by 
statements made by senior leaders on the 
economy, swadeshi, Mindutva and the con¬ 
tentious issues in the uje manifesto, only 
succeeded m complicating matters. 

Simultaneously, the party machinery 
began preparing for an organisational 
revamp, keeping in mind that a new presi¬ 
dent has to be elected. But the names 
doing the rounds were those of Kushabhau 
Thakre for party president, K.N. Govinda- 
charya for general secretary (organisation) 
and even the unlikely S.S Bhandari as a 
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“compromise" candidate for the top post. 
All of whom do not enjoy the best of rela¬ 
tions with Vajpayee. 

Vajpayee supporters, not all of them nec¬ 
essarily in the Bje, point to the fact that his 
announcement came on a day when he 

( promised the nation on the floor of the 
House that the principle of secularism 

would be robustly upheld by his 
jiovernment. And put forth a 
semi-defence of the ns-s calling it 
"not a bad organisation... which 
inculcates discipline and promotes 
patriotism even if there are differ¬ 
ences." A classic example of 
Vajpayee-speak where he admits 
the link, but differentiates in the 
nature of the connection. Quite 
different from the majority of the 
BH> leadership which is rather 
gung-ho about what has been 
termed the "moral authority" 
wielded by the ass over the bjp. 

For a man who has not only sur¬ 
vived in Sangh parivar politics for 
clo.se to .SO years but has been a 
front rank leader of the party, 
nobody knows the importance of 
symbolic acts better than him. 
Especially in an organisation 
where the political idiom is loaded 
with symliolism. In fact, party 
sources concede it’s the beginning 
of a larger ideological tug-of-war, 
at the centre of which is the defin¬ 
ition of the KS.VBII’ relationship. 
But they insist that it's loo prema¬ 
ture to terra it a "battle" yet. 
The 'liberal' view is that given the 

current scenario, the mandate for 
the Bii’-Ied coalition is essentially 
that for Vajpayee as PM and to 
provide giKul governance while 
implementing the policies out¬ 
lined in the national agenda with 
its allies. "No more, no less," says 
a iiiemiier ol the bij''s national 
council. The bii’’s agenda outlined 
in its manifesto or the uss world¬ 
view are peripheral to tliis school 
of thought at the moment. And 
the desire is that the party, which 
they want to strengthen, should 
both understand and accept this. 

I’he op|K)site view is that while it 
•can be accepted that the current 
scenario and mandate is not suited 
for the fjarty agenda to be imple¬ 
mented by the government, there 
should be no hesitancy in either 
raising the issues dear to the party 
or speaking of the link with the levs. 
As Vajpayee himself put it in 
Parliament while promising to 
implement the national agenda: 
"We will not betray the people, 
otherwise they will not forgive us." 

For 'hardliners', one of the tasks to be 
accomplished now that the bjp is in power, 
is to hy and end the untouchability tag 
bestowed upon the ass, "Certainly, we 
would like the kss and its role to bwome j 
part of the mainstream discourse; wherein 
there can be disagreement with them, but | 
they should not be portrayed as evil incar¬ 
nate or their existence as a threat to the 
nation," says a party general secretary. IT is in terms of realpoiitik, however, that ^ 

the Vajpayee announcement is seemin¬ 
gly being followed up rather assiduously. 

First, there is the move to gain acceptability 
for Rajasthan chief minister and Vajpayee- 
admirer, Bhaiton Singh Shekhawat, for the ] 
post of party president. While the drubbing 
the bjp got in his state in the Lok Sabha elec¬ 
tions seemed to have stymied his chances, 
over the jrast week Vajpayee sup|»rters 
have upped the ante again. It is being poin¬ 
ted out that his organisational and adminis¬ 
trative experience is impeccable, and that 
the prime minister needs a party president 
he can work with. 

That Pramod Mahajan was 
appointed political 

advisor, on Vatpayea’s 
inslstonca. Is an 

indicatimi that the PM 
will have his way. 

The unsaid implication is that the same 
may not be possible with I hakre, the fron¬ 
trunner for the post. It is well-known in 
party circles that Vajpayee and Thakre 
have had a rocky relationship going back 
to their Madhya I’radesh days. The other 
possible contender—though party sources 
are emphatic tfiat he lo.st his ciiance for 
the top position in the early I99()’s when 
Murli Manohar Joshi beat him to it— 
senior dip vice-jiresident S.S. Bhandari, is 
said to have a similar less-than-pcrfect rap¬ 
port with the PM. 

Sources also indicated that while 
Govindacharya, tipjied to take over as the 
organising secretary if the post is revived 
ot at least general secretary (organisation) 
the post Thakre currently holds, seems 
unstoppable, the troubles for him have 
already begun. Senior leaders of the Bihar 
unit of the bji> last week protested to the 
party's central leadership, accusing 
Govindacharya, under whose charge the 
state is, with promoting factionalism. A 
senior Bihar bii> leader told Otitlook that 
such a move would not have been possible 
"without a nod from the top". And- has 
provided more ammunition against the 

man who almost single-handedly intio- 
duced the word 'mukhauta' (despite his 
denials) into the saffron lexicon. 

The unprecedented appointment of bjp 
general secretary Pramod Mahajan as politi¬ 
cal advisor to the PM (wi^ Cabinet rank), 
on the insistence of Vajpayee, is another 
move, according to party circles, to as.sett 
his authority and have the team of his 
choice. More so, because Mahajan is one of 
the younger crop of bii* leaders known for 
his dynamism and comparisons, if not 
rivalry, with the other prominent second- 
rung leader, Govindacharya, is Inevitable. 
For some, he is a counter to Govindacharya. 

While Mahajan himself has dismissed 
such speculation as "nonsense", there is a 
general conseasus within the party that 
Mahajan, an Advani protege, seems to have 
become the point man for the PM. 

The other leader close to Vajpayee who 
lost the elections, Jaswant .Singh, has been 
appointed Deputy Chairman of the Plan¬ 
ning Commission, and is also expected to 
attend Cabinet meetings; a clear signal 
that Vajpayee will have his way after all. bjp 
sources disclosed that Ja.swant .Singh is also 
being seen as a front-runner to head the 
proposed National Security Council when 
it is constituted. 

As for Advani, there is nothing to suggest 
that despite the perceived quibbles, the 
long-standing understanding between him 
and the PM has been breached. As yet. 

Using the moral force of his decision to 
quit electoral politics after his current 
term, Vajpayee has begun the attempt to 
give shape to both his government and 
party, in the proces.s, some feathers have 
been ruffled. Some feel that this sort ot 
announcement would give rise to specu¬ 
lation and give the Opposition and the 
media a talking point; which it has. 
Despite the PM's indication, after great 
pressure from senior party leaders, last 
Thursday in the Rajya Sabha that he 
would not contest again "after these Jive 
)wr.s". Not the clarification the bjp top 
brass had hoped for but at least a talking 
point. "This means if the government 
falls belore, then his decision doesn't 
stand," insisted a b]p leader. 

His personal circle also points out that 
there is no need for speculation as VajjMiyee 
will be close to 80 when his term as PM 
ends. Cynics in the party feel that the move 
is a ruse to engender sympathy for himself 
and his government—the last hurrah of a 
silver-haired statesman. But while bjp lead¬ 
ers may dismiss the prime minister's reac¬ 
tion as an "emotional, spontaneous ges¬ 
ture" by the "poet in the PM" to the cur¬ 
rent, rather antagonistic, state of affairs In 
the polity, one thing is certain. For all his 
easy-going manner and affability, Vajpayee 
is not known to be the kind of person who 
acts without thinking. Or reason. ■ 
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ALLIANCES 

Three Wishes & More 
Keenly aware of Vajpayee’s fragile majority, Jayalalitha ups the ante 

transport minister, from the cabinet as he 
faces legal cases and one prima facie case for 
"disproportionate accumulation of wealth". 
An angry Jayalalitha listed the 'tainted' 
deals of Sukh Ram, whom the bip appointed 
deputy chief minister of Himachal Pradesh 
NARAYAN recently, and said by the same 

argument there is no reason why 
Muthiah shouldn't continue in 
the ministry. The bjp seems to 
have accepted this argument. 

The third demand is to accom¬ 
modate an officer from the Tamil 
Nadu cadre, Karpurasundarapan- 
dian, her personal secretary 
when she was chief minister, in 
the Ministry of Personnel, which 
is under aiadmk minister of state 
Kadambur Janardanam's control. 

But Union home minister LK. 
Advani is apparently reluctant to 
accept the proposal because tour 
criminal cases are (x-nding against 
him in Tamil Nadu. Jayalalitha 
obviously wants her nominee in ' 
the Ministry of Personnel .so that 
she can create enough procedural 
trouble for the nsiK government. 

For the moment the bip leader¬ 
ship has ruled out the disinissal 
of the n.MK mini.stry. Says a senior 
BIP leader: "It is im|ios.sible to dis¬ 
miss the OMK government bet- 
du.se we do not have the crucial 
numtxTs in the House. I'he hip, 

the Akali Dal and the Sarnata 
Party arc against the dismissal of NO amount of denials could canuni- | Reading out her charter of domands the pmkgos’ernment. Anv attempt to desta- 

tlage the real intent of mahmk general j bilise the .slate government may rock tiie 
secretary Jdvalalitha's trip to Dellii on | rim budget, made it clear who vs'as the Ixiss. Union government. We hope Jayalalitha 

April I. Though Prime Minister .A.B. Vajpa- ■ Sinlia hinted that [ayalalitha's nominee understands that her demand is impracii- 
yee has resisted implementing her ! would function under him and tliat no sen- i cal." It is not ethics that is going to save the 
demands till now, a livid layalalitha, wlio i silise file would be fiaiidled by him liirectly. ! hmk government but pure mathematics, 
teels she has been shortchanged, took a i With manv t onposa and itr\ cases |X‘nd- ; What rankled the \i.Aii\ik—and jx-rhaps 
long list vith her.-She wants two more min- j ing against clo.se aide Sasikala and her lam- | prompted jayalalitha to visit Delhi- was 
islcrs to Ire incorporated in tire Union calv ! ily. Jayal ililha's first aim is to taki' control j that Vajpayee si'emed to Ix' paying more 
inet Irom her front--and aiurther from the ; over the powerful revenue and Iranking i intcre.st to the lOP and Andhra C'hief MLn- 
tour-member pmk; live new governors of | department. In fact, just tx'fore she boarded I ister CTiandrababii Naidu in a bid to woo 
Ikm choice: tsvo amlrassadors; and, of cou- i the aircraft to Delhi, an internal Finance j him over. There was biid news foi the aiP on 
rse, die sacking of the dmk government. 

Kir li.'.ulers, it is learnt, h.ise agrw'd to , 
name tliree g'lvernors lasalalitlia nomi- 
n.Ue'. Iwo were lormally cleared during lier 
hour-long meeting svilli tiv prime minis- i 

Mini.stry memo announced tliat her nomi¬ 
nee R.K. Kumar would lx* given "direct" 
ciiarge. But sources sai- this drx's not mean 
Kumar can act "independent" ot Sinha. 

The second issue was tiie mr's recjiiest to 

tliat trout. Vajpayee had pinned his lio|X‘s 
on the ini’ joining his government but 
Naidu made it cleai tliat support would 
only be "issue-based", riiougli iiip leaders 
insist that it is "only a matter cl time" 

tel -U. M'.Minmathan, leader ot the mmisik i 
parliameiil.irv group wtiosi* Kajya Sabtia ! 
term ends tins M.iy, and V.R. Nedunche- j 
/liiaii, one ot the louiulers of tiie omk who ' 
had incidentally once penned a scathing • 
attack on the institution ot llie lloveriior. 

When her demand to gel the Finance i 
ixirttolio for ally Miliramauian Swani)’ was j 
rejected, slie was promised a minister of j 
stale in tiie •■ame department witti inde|X’n- i 
dent ciiarge over revenue, banking and j 
insurance. But luiioii Finance Minister ! 
Yashwant .Sinha, wliile presenting the inte- i 

withdraw .Sedapatti Miithiali, Union surface 

The BJP wanted Muthiah 
out because of some legal 
cases but Jayalalitha said 
that If Sukh Ram could he 
rewarded, there was no 
need for Muthiah to quit. 

i Ix-’fore Naidu agrees Ixvaiise he will need 
j the party to fight the assembly elections. 

In Bengal, on file other hand, where pan- 
I cliayat elections are round tiie corner, 

there's a tug-of-war between allies Maniata 
Banerjee's Trinamul Congress and the bip's 
'f'apan Sikdar. Hie state niP chief is resisting 
attempts to make it tiie subordinate part¬ 
ner in any seat-sharing deal. Trouble brew¬ 
ing in Tamil Nadu, Bengal, Andhra 
Pradesh. The implication: the bjp govern¬ 
ment's majority is as fragile as ever. ■ 

A.S. PanneersBivan 
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W'ill the logic of catering to regional aspiration^’ 
tor short-term benefits spin out of control? 

liFC'ATrS ^'avGAlA^i 

‘U, A'»: 

Pradesh 

Bihs 

GARCH AND 

CHATTiSGARH 

TELANGANA 

S PONDICHERRY 

RANJIT BHUSHAN ! ' RAJESH JOSHI 

'lilt jiii’-'h/I! (^1 \hiU \ i\ !ih 

u''iiii!ri i.,i\ If Ihiiik III U'i!ii\ t’l ciiiliiiiiu I'fliluji ///;//V //a 

iiili '^hilirii fi luis uiiii'\iJ ilh iiitini !iiii,!L III till 

n! iflii'iij!i\jiii'ii (>/ iiinl-s. Iinllhi Jikiiiiiiil I'l 

<i ;fii<:hii I'/•/; will i<iii\i ilw^iilwlj, lifii jii.l ili\iij'- 
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By promising a separate state of Uttaranchai the 6JP gained 
considerabie poiitical mileage in the iast two elections. 

JITENOEROUm 
Behari Vajijayiv, in a dear bid to seize the 
initiative, has picked up on a prickly 
issue—the restnicturing of the Indian 
map itself, it is an acute dilemma; should 
he go in lor short-term political gains, at 
the risk of opening up a Pandora's bo.\ of 
similar demands. 

Ihe movements for smaller states have 
always been a touchy issue~an often mis¬ 
matched orc hestra of demands that es'ery- 
one loved agreeing with in spirit, but not 
conceding. Some because it would trim 
their areas of influence, others on the plea 
that it would o[)en a can of worms. Vaj¬ 
payee, in his second week as prime minis¬ 
ter, has taken the issue head-on. Topping 
his agenda is three new and smaller states, 
to be carved from existing one.s—Uttara¬ 
khand, Vananchal and Uhattisgarh. The 
|)arty is dead-.serious: it has championed— 
some say hijacked—-these demands for 
some years now, they figured on tlie 
national agenda, and also in the custom¬ 
ary President's address. 

In principle, no one doubts the logic. 
Smaller states are easier to manage; they've 
had higher growth rates in inclependent 
India. The opjxising, a?ntralising impulse 
too is stiong: after all, given the country's 
divergent ethnic and cultural units, svhere 
do you stop? What is Ihe cut-off point? 

Sample some demands, none inherently 
weaker than the other, but together impos¬ 
ing in their sheer iiumlier—Viclarbha and 
Marathwada in Maharashtra; Telangana in 
Andhra Pradesh; Bodoland in As.sam; 
Mahakosala in Orissa; laclakh in Jammu 
and Kashmir; Uorkhaland in West Bengal; 
(ire-iter Nagaland: Mitbilanchal in Bihar; 
Viiidhya I’radesh and many more. They all 
leler liack to a pre-Britisli, provincial and 
cultural Iriitli. I'he point now is, what is 
entailed—in administrative terms-in 
granting lliem stateliood? 

■|lie Hif mosi- luw ruffled some feathers. 
C ritics say it's loo casual, that no modali¬ 
ties li;i\e been elaborated, the logistics have been ignored. Says 
senior iiiwcei Itaieev Dbavvan: "In theory, it's a gcHxl move. But I 
would ciiKsiion tlie motives here. Ihe move to carve out 
Uttarakhand is hound to affect poll arithmetic. After all, i*' you've 
helped carve out a state, you'd expect votes from there.” It will 
also help tlie liit asoid some thorns problems it fates in UP today, 
like its avovvedls anti-Dalit agenda, he adds. 

I hat cither parties, though hazy in strategy, wouldn't mind shar¬ 
ing Ihe spoils is clear. Says Congress general secretary Jitendra 
Prasacla "The demand toi Uttarakhand was adopted at the .sicc's 
Calcutta session. But the ini' is unclear aliout policy, .wcsuld they like 
to form a Stales Rc-organisalion Commission?'' Adds Congre.ss' 
jairam Ramesh: "Tarlier, L.K. Advani was in favour of forming such 
a f;ommis.sion. But he has changed his |K»sition since then.” 

But Ihe HU- says it is firm on its commitment. According to gen¬ 

eral secretary Ciovindacharya, the party will go ahead with its 
plan to carve out smaller states. "I'hese are long-standing 
demands of the fwople." But the modalities? "That you will have 
to ask the government," quips Govindacharyu. What if other cul- 
lural/linguistic units make similar demands? Party Ideologue K.R. 
Malkani confirms that each demand can be considered on merit. 
"As long as there is consensus, where is the problem?" Former 
home secretary K. Padmanabhaiah agrees: " The government must 
say no to unjustified demands." 

The Rss, the bip's guiding light, does not like to envision India as 
an entity that stresses tew much on its multiple elements, it is 
unea.sy with the old cacophony of ethnic identities. Traditionally, it 
espouses tlie cause of transforming India into a strong monolith. 
But the issue is so complex that even the rss position showed rare 
contradictions. Golwalkar opposed the linguistic reorganisation in 
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PANDORA'S BOX 
GORKHALAND 

Orioin: 18th century treaties; Autonomous status: Dec tSM; 
Leader: SubhasDhistng 

UTTARAKHAND 

Origin: First demand for statehood at die Congress session in 
Karachi, 1926. Uttarakhand comprises 11 hill districts. 

TELANGANA 

Origin: Demand for statehood coincided with the Independence 
movement. 

BODOLAND 

Origin: First demand in the 60s. Autonomous Council awarded 
in Feb 1993; Leader: Urkhao Brahma. 

VANANCHAL 

Origin: BJP version of Jharkhand applied to Bihar on^. Does 
not include tribal areas carved out of West Bengal, Orissa 
and Madhya Pradesh. 

CHATTISGARH 

Origin: 1964; Comprises tribal areas of Madhya Pradesh. 

LADAKH 

Though awarded an autonomous council the demand for 
statehood continues. Thirty-member autonomous council was 
sworn in on September, 1995, said to be an improved version 
of the Gorldta and Bodoland Hill Councils. 

VIOARBHA 

Origin: First demand in 1960 when the region was included 
In Maharashtra. 

GAROLAND 

am 
Origin: Demand raised after statehood was awarded to 
Meghalaya. Movement currently dormant 

m\ 

MITHILANCHAL 

First demand after Independence. Covers few districts in North 
Bihar. Demand for statehood has died down. 

KODAGU 

Origin: Demand began in the early '90s. Covers the coffee 
growing districts in south Karnataka. 

m\ 

Origin: Demand began in the mid-'60s. BJP spearheaded the 
movement. Awarded assembly in 1993. It is still short of 
statehood. 

PONDICHERRY 

m\ 

Origin: Demand began in the early 70s. All parties support 
the demand. Like Delhi, parties say the real power rests with 
the Lt. Governor. 

GREATER NAGALAND 

Origin: Fiercely independent for long, InfluentiBl Naga groups 
demand delinking from the Indian Union. 

in.Sh, Jan Sangli ihiel FXvn Dayal Upadhyay advwaled 60 slati-s. 
.Sa\'' \iii''n Acharya (iiriraj KisliDro: "C.'lianges h.ivi* to Ix' incorpo¬ 

rated in cvervlhing. riiere is a federal system and it cannot be 
cliangeil unless you liave a two-thirds inaiority." At ttie other end. 
ttu‘ I i’i(\(l has alwass opposed linguistic divisions. Says fxilitburo 
memljer Prakaslt Karat: "Small is not essentially beautiful. In our 
view, the Stale Keorganisation Committee suhmilted its recommen¬ 
dation in P>60. .After that \vc don't see the need for more states." 

T hen, then’ are st.tte-level heavyweights. In Bihar, Lakw) Yadav is 
certain to oppose Yanaiu hal. The proposed state comprises areas 
that the ii|i’ lias now almost totally wrested Irorn the scattered pro- 
Jharkhand forces- .hanks to the ground¬ 
work done by iiss ladres among Iribals. 
But lailoo is sure to resist: "Ihe HTi* can 
announce anything. That doesn't mean 
i'll let It liappcn." Sources close to him 
say the mi) leader may even launch an 
agitation should the need arise. 

When l,aloo t(H»k over as CM in ‘‘K), he 
had ojsposeil the lharkhand demand- 
after all, 'south Bihar (along with the 
adjoining tribal areas of tirissa, West 
Bengal and Madhya Pradesh which the 
lharkhand lobby was claiming) was one of 
the richest mineral areas in India and he 
didn’t want it to go out of Bihar's control. 

He had to scale ilown his stand in the face of a prolongc’d eionom- 
ic l)i(X'kade and had a resolution endorsing Jharkhand passcM in the 
assembly. That, now, has become the Iwsis ol the mi- Irlueprint. 

A separate Uttarakhand—or Uttaranchal, as the lae prefers to call 
it—comprising 11 hill districts ol IT’ was long overdue. Devc 
Gowda as PM had taken everyone b\ surprise* when he announced 
from the ramparts of R(*d l-ort that l'llarakh.uKl would hwome a 
reality. T he sc^s had been so.cn during a popular mass movement 
that swept across the region in '‘>4 against Mulas am .Singh Vadav's 
27 per cent ow cjuota in educational institut'rms. 

But ultimately it's the wp that reaped the |)olilical bars esl. Playing 
its carils astutely, it cashed in on the wave 
and spread its base. I laving won all four 
I ok .S,ihha and J 7 of the 1 assembly seats 
Irom the region, a gratelul hip has now 
lesponded to secure its luture. 
Although the demand was first made at 

tlie Karachi session of the Congress in 
I‘<28, it was later |)icked up byJoshi, 
general secretary of the undivided 
(.ommunist Party in 19S2. Known tor 
the historic Chipko and anti-liquor 
movements, the Uttarakhand Kranti l>al, 
lounded in 197V, championed the cause. 
But the movement didn’t take off till 
Mulayam's move*—a 2% local ob(. popu- 

Bodo leaders warn that if the BJP doesn’t review its decision 
on Bodoland they will do something drastic. 
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OPINION 

A Haphazard Barter 
IN the National Agenda for (iovernancc, the me has 

annourKt;d that it will prcKced with the formation 
of thra- new states—Uttaranchal, Vananchal and 

Clhatlisgarh. I he decision has already aroused a storm 
ol protest. Non-Hji* parties, particularly the jmm, in the 
Bihar assembly rejected the idea of an independent 
Vananchal, which is slated to be carved nut ol the state. 
On the other hand, the (longress and Jl) memtrers in 
the Orissa assembly irrotested vrxrilerously against 
what they perceived as the division of their state. This 
makes sense when we remember that the original dem¬ 
and for a stale of Jharkand by the imm includes three 
districts of Orissa—Mayurbhanj, Sundergarh and Keo- 
njhar. leader of iheOptxrsition Ramkrushna Patnaik assured mem¬ 
bers that Vananchal would be confined only to Bihar. 

Therein lii-s the problem. The Jharkand movement has a long, 
protracted history, livsentially it has sought to bring together the 
tribal areas in Biliar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal to 
forge a state that can develop the culture, language and economy 
ot the region autonomously. The Bihar assembly has in the past 
adopted resolutions sanctioning its tornration. 1 he present propo¬ 
sal, however, departs trom the historical nature of the mowment 
in two cruciai ways. It has opted lor the Sanskritic name Vananchal 
rather than Jharkand that has iKx-n given by the tribal [reople. In 
the [rrcKcss it has divorced the region from the jmm, which has 
consistentiy lought tor statehood. Secondly, if has truncated the 
reach and range of the proposed state by restraining it to Bihar. 

.Actually the iiir and its alliance partners have not specilic’d what 
the creation of Vananchal will entail. It they am committed to a 
.state where the tribal population will he able to develop its culture, 
logically the original demand lor Jharkand 
should have been considered in tull. The 
general suspicion is that the decision to 
confine Vananchal to Bihar has much to do 
with rewarding the area. The .Sarnata-mi’ 
combine has won 12 out ot lire IV seals in 
the slate trom this region. Rut only one 
re[)ri*senlalive from this area has got a min¬ 
isterial l)c-rtli. I his has caused resentment 
among the people. The decision to award 
statehood to Vananchal mav have some¬ 
thing to do with assuaging their feelings. 

More importantly, other movements can 
ask why their demands have not Ireen met. 
Why not V'idarbha, lelangana, Bodoland, 
ciorkhalancl. Mithilanchal. Vindhva Prad¬ 
esh aruf Maha’;os.il? The movement tor Telangana in particiilai 
lias gained tremendous momentum in Andhra Pradesh. Hut it has 
not recetvecl any attention bv the nii’, no doubt on account of 
political compulsions, not the merits of the case. For it is obvious 
tliat tile ini' cannot risk oftending C.lranclrahabu Nai '.u by 
acknowledging the demands ot the lelangana movemetit. Sim¬ 
ilarly, the move- to recognise the claims c>f Vidarbha to statehood, 
have alreads Iven shot down by the nii> alls, the Shiv .Sena. 

But the claims ici these regions niay Ite more persuasive than tliat 
ot Uttaranchal, tor instance. The movement is a recent one and 
exhibits all the signs of [Hilitical immaturity. Representing a largely 
upper-caste constituency, the leadc'isliip has no iclc“ology to s|x;ak 
of, except tliat ol anti-reservations. If the .state is iK'ing granted on 
the Irasis that UP is too large for administrative convenience, then 
why nest throe .states that ccirrespond tes regional distinctiveness? 

llie case ol Chattisgarh is different. 1 lie region has witnessed one 

of the most powerful movements under the Chattis¬ 
garh Mukti Motcha. The people of the area have shown 
tremendous political awareness and maturity, as exhib¬ 
ited in their definition of who is a citizen of Chattisg¬ 
arh. A Chattisgarhi must work in the region and should 
not exploit the resources ot the region for personal 
profit. Membership is thus conceived of as being based 
on labour and non-exploitation. It doesn’t matter if the 
person speaks a different language or belongs to a dif¬ 
ferent region ot India. Correspondingly, the Morcha 
defines the enemies of the region as those who exploit 
both the masses and the natural resources of the area. 
Even if these people have lieen born in the region, and 

even if they speak the language, Ihcy are the enemies of a "New 
Cliatti.sgarh for a New India". This, in slack contrast to the politics 
of exclusivity that marks other regional movements, is part of a 
wider programme ol forging solidarity among the oppressed. 

Now, there is no reason wliy new states should not be formed 
on the basis of language and soc io-cultural affinities. Though 
considerable doubt was expressed during the deliberations of the 
Constituent Assembly about the wisdom of dividing existing 
states and creating new ones, a State Reorganisation Commission 
was set up in IV.S.t. In IVS6 the State Reorganisation Act was 
ado[)ted. Tour principles governed the panel's recommendations. 
Tirslly, the creation ol new stales should strengthen and preserve 
the country's unity. Secondly, states were to be formed on the 
basis of linguistic and cultural homogeneity. Iliirdly, financial, 
economic and administrative considerations should govern ihc 
.sotting up ol a new state. Fourthly, the formation of the state 
should aid the successtui working of the five-year plans. 

Whatever Ik- the problems that attended 
thifcformalion of states on the basis of lang¬ 
uage, at least considerable thought went 
into the process. In contrast, the bi1''s deci¬ 
sion seems hapliazard. The prime minister 
has stated that there is no need to set up a 
.Stale Reorganisation Commission since the 
resptvtivc slates have already adapted reso¬ 
lutions on the issue. But the resolutions that 
have been adopted in the resfX-’ctive assem¬ 
blies referred to a definite geographisa- area. 
And neither the pro|X)saI of an independent 
Vananchal nor that of Utiatanchal corresp¬ 
onds to the geographical area mentioned in 
the respective resolutions. The resolution to 
set up an independent Ctiattisgarh has twen 

l.iken too far back in time lo merit any serious attention. 
Die creation of new states is a serious matter that needs to be 

considered and reflected u|M)n with some care. It certainly cannot 
lie left to the exigencies of political decision-making alone. Some 
princijile of political consistency has to Iw conceptualised. Theie- 
tore, the setting up of an a[)propriale and competent body to exa¬ 
mine each case on its merits will ensure some amount of impartia¬ 
lity. The other issue is simply this. Federalism in India is already 
in a mess. For, there is little consensus on what form the federal 
jirinciple should lake. The bji' is itself committed to a centralised 
jxility. ITior lo the decision to carve out new states, therefore, it is 
desirable that a wide-ranging discussion on federalism itself takes 
place. And this will involve serious con.sideration as to the basis 
on which new states should be set up. Otherwise, any decision 
will continue to be attended by suspicion and misgiving. ■ 

(The writer is a professor of political science in Mhi Unimsity.) 

The proposed Vananchal 
departs from the Jharkand 

movement’s historical 
nature. With a Sanskritised 
name, it has been divorced 

from the JMM. And by 
limiting it to Bihar, its reach 

has been truncated. 
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lation would have meant outsiders filling up the quota. The nor¬ 
mally quiet Himalayan districts were thrown into turmoil. Says 
Shekhar Pathak, an activist and reader in Kumaon University: 
"There are streaks of regionalism and anti-reservationism in the 
movement. And, of course, a strong shade of upper caste influence 
manifested in its anti-Dalit and anti-minorities slogans." 

In Madhya Pradesh, the bjp has been pushing for a separate 
Chattisgarh. Says Union minister of Steel and Mines Ramesh Vais, 
who won from Raipur, its proposed headquarters: "We are commit¬ 
ted to its creation. This is a matter of priority for our government." 

Predictably, all this has raised ho^ws in other areas. Take 
Vidarhha—the demand for a separate state goes back to the time 
it joined Maharashtra .T8 years ago. "We have a stronger case than 
others. Our demand won't be pushed through bloodshed. We 
would like to get our state through consensus," says Congress MP 
Vilas Muttemwar. He is among the region's 11 MPs —Congress 
and aw—who met Prime Minister Vajpayee last week. 

Brushing aside the argument that the state legislature needs to 
push forth the demand before the Ontre can take cognizance and 
grant it, former Nagpur MP Banwarilai Purohit says this cannot be 
the case in Maharahstra. "The Shiv Sena will not certainly be a 
party to such a .step. It is a just demand from the people of this 

ups want all Naga-inhabited areas In a Greater Nagaland. 
Surprisingly in Darjeeling, home to the Gorkhas, the reaction to 

the Bji> proposals have been muted. Gorklia National Liberation 
front (t:.Mi.t ) chief Subhas Ghising has reacted only by pressing for a 
one-time sanction of Central funds for the autonomous Gorkha Hill 
Council. Indian prime ministers have stayed clear off troubled 
waters, with good reason. Says gnlf vice-president Paras Dutt: "We 
do not support the demand for smaller states on electoral or other 
considerations. We have to see whether the area has the economic 
wherewithal to form a self-sufficient entity." Even bjp ally, Mamata 
Banerjc'e, has made it clear that the state can't be partitioned. 

In the South, the agitation to get a state for backward Telangana 
in Andhra Pradesh is likely to gain momentum. While the demand 
for a separate state is as old as the independence movement itself, 
Nehru after the first States Reorganisation Commission formed a 
regional committee giving Telangana statutory powers. A move 
which was opposed by then chief minister Neelam Sanjeeva Reddy 
on the grounds that you could not have a state inside another 
state. The three Congress MPs from the region, K.M. Khan and V. 
Hanumantha (Rajya Sabha) and B.N. Reddy (Lok Sabha), have 
already met Sonia Gandhi to launch an agitation; the bjp also men¬ 
tioned a state for Telangana in its manifesto. 

Laloo is likely to oppose the creation of Vananchal and may 
even launch an agitation should the need arise. 
region." According to Purohit, one of the main reasons for the bip 

being wiped out in this area (from six out of 11 to none) is their 
backtracking on the statehood issue. In deference to .Sena supre¬ 
mo Bal Thackeray, the bip dropped a long-standing demand of 
theirs. The Congress hiiacked its plan and the rest is history. 

Clearly, the bigge.st impact is likely to be felt in the Northeast. 
I he most prominent being the demand for Bcxloland—the plains 
tribals of Assam have been demanding a separate state for 30 years. 
Between '87-'9.3, the .All-India Bodo Students Union and asscK'iale 
organisations were engaged in a prolonged agitation demanding a 
state on the banks of the Brahmaputra. Says ab.su president Urkhao 
Gwra Brahma; "We've tried the autonomous council concept, it 
hasn't worked, only a sejwrate state would fulfil our aspirations." 

Says AB.su president S.K. Bwiswmutiary, the main signatory of the 
hastily pul together accord between the government and Bodos in 
February 1993 and who voted for the bjp during the no-confidence 
vote: "We are >'cry disappointed that the bip has not inciudt;d the 
demand for the creation of a separate state of Bcxloland in its agen¬ 
da." The dislK'lief comes with a veiled threat: "We will review our 
decision if the Vajpayee govermnenl fails to consider our demand.” 

But even if the government were to grant Bcxloland, there are 
several other tribes/jKoples who want the same, lor instance, tlie 
Karbi and Dimasa tribals of two hill districts ot Assam, North 
Cachar and Karbi Anglong were given the option to join Megh¬ 
alaya when the Northeast was reorganised in 1971, but they decid¬ 
ed to staywith A.ssam. By the mid-BOs, however, a movement for 
an autonomous state under article 244 (A) of the Constitution had 
begun in these two districts spearheaded by the Autonomous .State 
Demand C:ommittec, an organisation affiliated to the c.i’gMi). 

Then there is the demand for a separate Garo state in Meghalaya. 
When Indira Gandhi granted a separate state of Meghalaya, three 
distinct tribes, KhasTs, Gatos and Jaintias, got together to come cjut 
of the composite state of Assam. Texiay, over a quarter of century' 
later, both Garos and Khasis want separate states for themselves, in 
fact, so deep is the divide between the two that the new govern¬ 
ment's formation was based on ethnic considerations. Nagaland is 
home to the oldest in.surgency in Asia. Fiercely independent gro- 

KMKISHAN 

The spillover is everywliere. Pondicherry', wliere statehcxKl has 
been an issue since Ih. early 70s, now demand real powers to its 
assc’mbly—at tlie moment the l.t Governor wields the e.vecutive 
[.xjwers. Their other key demand is more fiscal powers: of the terri¬ 
tory's Rs 7.S0 crore annual outlay, more than 70 per cent comes in 
the form of Central assistance. An identical situation exists in Delhi. 

The issue \dll obviously hot up in the days to come. Says Union 
Home Secretary B.P. Singh: "Hie government is required to send a 
reference lo the slate legislatures. Then, it will have to go to Parlia¬ 
ment. A fresh reference is b«-irig sent to the UP assembly." Retorts 
Jairam Ramesh: “The bjp proposals are dangerous. If everyone starts 
making these demands, it could lead to the creation of 500 princ¬ 
ely states." Counters Bjr leader S.S. Bhandari: "If the people want it 
that way, what could we do about it?" That indeed is a question 
that everyone may he talking about in the near future. ■ 

With Buraau reports 
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ANDHRA PRADESH 

Chandrababu Naidu’s issue-based support to the BJP has upset his electoral applecart 

By AJITK PILLAI and M S. SHANKER IN livtKrabail not main doubt ihiof 
minister Chandralialic N'aidu's admin- 
isIratiM- skills. Neither is Ins shrewd¬ 
ness as a politician imdei i|iiestion. In 
main (|u.irlers he is seen as a morlel 

chief ministei ivith a liiluristir \ision for 
Andhra Pradesh. Iheie is also support, 
even amonn Muslims, lor Naidu’s strident 
anti-( iuiiKress politics; everyone seems to 
understand the ii>i’'s c(>iiipulsion ol keep- 
inj* its lonn-standin}> political rival nut ot 
IKHver in Delhi. Hut what ot Naidu’s new- 
tound closeness to the hip? Though the 
chiel minister is a proven master at dani- 
age control, he will have to do a lot more 

than mereh espouse his politics ol equidis- 
tarice and neutialily on television to 
assuage the sentiments ol the Muslims 
who had virtualls voted en bloc tor the ini- 

' in the parlianientars |iolls. 
I his yea: Naidu non the Muslim, anti- 

(iongress and anli-mi- vote on the strength 
of his double-edged camp.iigning which 

' branded both tlie hip and the Congress as 
■ anti-secular fortes. N'aidu's main plank w'as 
' that he would protect the minorities while 
■ ensuring effective governance. The state 

HI”, on the other hand, prtrmised the elcc- 
I torate that should it come to [sower in New 
' Delhi, it would ensure that Naidu was 
: irrosecuted for his misdeeds in .\ndhra. 
i l)t course, in the emerging post-poll sie- 

• nario, the ecjuations between the two par- 
i ties hav'e changed and the hip is now nego¬ 

tiating tor a tie-up with the idp in the 
' assembly elections next November. .Says 
' senior hip leadei \ idyasagar Kao. "I won't 
, say that we have struck a deal, but negoti- 
' atioiis are certainly on to work out a tie- 
! uj)." HIP leaders say they iiase also dropped 
' their poll promise of bringing .Naidu to 
' book since the jrarty is ol the view that the 
: lOP has suffered enough in the imlls for its 
! anti-people policies. 

But wirat were the "compulsions" that 
: made Naidu back the hip? While keejiing 
i the (Congress out of power seems to be his 
I primary goal, the rnp leader’s decision 
1 could have been influenced by iiis beliel 
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Naldu with Vaipayee antl-Congreisism 
Goald consolidate the antl-BJP voth 

that he needj the support of the govern 
ment at the Centre to look after his inter 
est m the state In fact the rji has assured 
him of all cooperation should the mp 
extend it support in Parliament 

Naidu's outing with the bjp, however has 
tome at a considerable cost Not only have 
Muslim sentiments been hurt, but the left 
has been forced to snap ties Points out 
BV Raghavulu, general secretary of the 
(PifMl's Andhra umt "Ihe cnfM) is very 
clear that it is opposed to those aligning 
with the BJP Compulsions or no compul¬ 
sions, the ii>p should not have gone back 
on Its commitment to secular forces 

Aods Raieshwar Rao, a senior c pi leader 
*Chandrababu Naidu may have supporteo 

‘W Meil to iiiHteislaiiil 
my polttical compulsioiis” 
AnAn Pnieih chief mimster 
ahmiubiltttli ShtUNe, who has been 
wofkbig evttUlHe Irfbef to ei^ain wkf he 
cMv <0 ioA the 
(Ik frwf yett mMflk 319s te a 
Aea of fOuMhf his Utailm votebarik 
Bxeifisfhm Oh bttervkw to OaOook 

How Ho yow oqplaia yowr support 
to tho VtMoyoe giiranuocnt Hes- 
|iite jfimwmag to keep aa cv^UIB' 
tottce teem ImMi tto hp oaH Um 
COiHpfnT 
I am very dear about ^ttng ttie 
Congress. We have been ^ting the 
Cm^iess for the butt Id years So there 
was 00 quesUon of opiO{»tMidse Any 
InscOon from my Idde wotiid have meant 
Indirectly hoping the Congress to form 
tiregovHoinent 
Thmt is flivdh ncodattloa about 
the nr tie fovenuBcitt at 
the Geadrc aod also tying up with 
the mp at the sMe level. 
We will not be |(Aiing the government 
It will be issue-based support We won't 
back friem if they act in a manner whidi 
IS communal But if the aiP is doing 
some good, we win support it lake the 
Womens'Bill we will certainly support 
It As for any tie-up with the an* at 
die state level, it u still not a force here 
Also friwe IS soil tune for the assembly 
elections 
The MboUbis are reported to be 
very opaet over the top's stand vis- 
a-vfo the VP. How do yen hope to 

win back the Hsnthwi? 
By having a better government fry 
vrorking hard for the bettermentt (rf die 
community Any tesenuaent tt only 
temporary ft wtU change I «(tP contin¬ 
ue to work for dm eoDOomlc and sodal 
progress of the people of the sUte. 1 
have taken harsh decisions in die past^ 
But the people m stUl widi me. hut 
should there ever be i threat to scculat- 
ism then 1 wlU d^t for ft 
Is there any qiimtion of ywar fsiaf 
back to the United PMMtf 
The people In the UP failed 10 ftndee-. 
stand my political compulsioni I m 
lulling to go In ft» any ad justnueiit, hut 
diere 1$ no question ot my going wfth 
the Congress And it was the CMgresi 
that the UP wanted me to support ih l 
had to say no If the Congress wanted to 
form a government with the UP, then 
sud) a government was already there. 
But dtey filrst brought down the OeW 
Gowda govwnment Then they used the 
^ Commission, which was not even an 
election issue, for the patty to bring 
downOupd So what u the ^Int of die 
UP trying to form a gofvemment with the 
Confess all over agam? 
What nbont your eqnatlon with 
the Left? mu It affect yonr cha¬ 
nces In the assembly dectlons? 
The elections are not gouig to happen 
now Things will change As you have 
seen we helped the cri candidate In the 
Raiya Sabba polls My flght Is restneted 
to the Congwv 

« it 
our candidate m the Ra|ya Sabha elections 
But that was before the trust vote Ihe 
state umt will soon be taking an official 
position on the mr but we ate very clear 
that there is no longer any poUtual com 
mon ground between us and the rnr So 

long as C handrababu is with the bjp 

tti will N opposed to him 1 don't 
like to call a tricnd an opportunist 
hut opportunism is what the chief 
ministers present politics is all 
about As a amsequence he agrees 
that the Left may be left with no 
option but to |oin hands with anti- 
Bii forces induding the Congress 

Despite Naidu s repeated denials 
that his party would not further 
narrow down the ‘equidistance 
with the BiP, there is no end to spec¬ 
ulation that the tdp will eventually 

|oin the government at the Centre and 
also forge an alliance at the state level But 
aftet a meeting with Vajpayee on Apnl 3 
Naidu made it clear that his party would 
only extend issue-based support to the bjp 

The top's saffron tilt has naturallv upset 
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ANDHRA PRADESH MOOPKMMm 

OUTLOOK MODE POLL AMONG TOP SUPPORTERS IN ANDHRA PRADESH 

II ilh i/wciiihll I'/ri ' i///r 

//, VI \ / /•/’ I hu'! < liiiiiili (I 

iiiii'ii i/('</'/('/I I" Mippml 

ihr nil' (lunii'r, iht' 

< n/fuli'iit r ( I'lihi hitrr ‘■■rt h'ii\ 

' t ju‘n f I }r h !\ jri i! \\ 

I, I III (/;.'/;■ Ill III! Oiilli'iili 'll! nn 

IIIi!f I 1 IIIil111 !I'll (lullm!> 

I I'sfifiiiilriili irliii ri’h'il Im ihr liW 

III ihr / Ilh Siih/iii I’l'lh mil liiiinr^ 

Ui Miisliiiisi III I ' /III-liiiiiiriihii \ 

I iiiiiiiiiirih h’s in Inilhi a 

I'l iiilr^li. iili'i I lliiin III I'ri I rill 

III r mn sm i " liriliri lliri r ill 

•rnlr Ini ilh / l>l’m ii’i'i ml'lv 

rlri iinn\. / hr Ir n i iilrhi]iih\ 

fill I ni’ ■shlllil'. Ill Imr III r 

llmliiii'- ,11 III I I II iiii/ini in 

% 

fT 

HcV. the TUP (lone the ri[|h! ttmiij hy 

voliiKi lof the 13JP III tile trust vcile'^ 

Yes bh^ 

No^ 33'S 

Can t say: t”, 

■'iax' .4:* 

lAiouIrt It he eorrt'ct loi the 1PP to 

|()in the BJP (jovernmeitf'’ 

Yes, bbLi 

No 42"u 

Can t say: 5".. 

Should Chaiulrababii Naidu have 

conlinued with the UP instead'-’ 

Yes: r)3"n 

No. 42‘S, 

Can't say: b% 

Has Naidii's image sntlered after the 
TOP s derasiun to su|ip(,rt the BJP'^ 

Yes: 48"o 

No: 47% 

Can't say: 5" 

Should the FDP have accepted the 
Speaker's post in the Lok Sahha'7 

Yes: 70"-, 

No: 28“,. 

Can't say: 2“„ 

Will the Muslim vote move away from 

the TOP alter alliance with the BJP'-’ 

Yes: 63“,, 

No- 34"„ 

Can't say: 3"o 

Will the Lett vote move away trom the Are you going to vote tor the TOP 

TOP alter its alliance with the BJP’ in the coming assembly elections’ 

Yes. 58“„ Yes: 59"o 

No: 34% No: 28% 

Can't say: 8“„ Can t say 13"n 

7M 
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Naidu's Muslim colleagues in the party. 
Among the first to resign in protest after 
the party backed Vajpayee in the tnist vote 
was Bashituddin Babukhan, minister of 
heavy industries. Alleging a "betrayal of 
trust* reposed In the top by the Muslims, 
he says; "I am ahaid the top's image has 
taken a beating among the community. 
People are saying that they voted for the 
TOP because it was secular and that the 
patty has gone back on its commitment by 
siding wift the ajp. Naidu talks of political 
compulsions but ' what 
about principles and val¬ 
ues? We should have 
remained neutral. This was 
the stand that everyone 
expected a party like the 
TOP to take." 

Babukhan's resignation 
was followed by a spate of 
resignations by middle- 
level party functionaries 
from the Muslim commu¬ 
nity. Among those who 
quit the party was former 
Rajya Sabha member Moh¬ 
ammed Khaleelur Rehman 
who has accused the chief 
minister of "sailing with a 
fascist party like the bjp and 
betraying democratic and 
social forces". While the 
resignations will probably 
have no immediate impact 
on the TOP goverrunent, the party's credi¬ 
bility among Muslims is cause for worry. 

Muslims accounts for 13 per cent of 
Andhra Pradesh's electorate. Add to this 
the support enjoyed by the Left and the 
combined votebank is about 20 per cent. 
The BjP polled about 18 per cent of the vote 
this year. The rather simplistic political 
arithmetic that top leaders who favour a 
tie-up with the bjp at the state level are cit¬ 
ing is that the combined vote percentage 
of both parties would be a winning 40 per 
cent—thereby offsetting the loss of the 
minority and Left votes. 

However, this equatioii is based on the 
assumption that the bjp votes will all swing 
the top's way. According to analysts, a size¬ 
able chunk of the bjp votes was a reaction 
to the top's pro-World Bank and anti- 
swadeshi economic policies. Besides, many 
voters cast their votes for a change of gov¬ 
ernment or because they bellev^ that by 
voting for the bjp they were voting for 
Vajpayee as prime minister. Points out 
Congress MP K. Rosaiah: "It is a myth to 
believe that all bjp votes will go to the top. 

Babukhan: laading tha Muslim revolt 

There was an anti-incumbency vote, a part 
of which came to the C.ongress and a part 
to the BJP." 

With Muslim votes still vital, damage 
control is now being given top priority by 
Naidu. In his effort to prove his commit¬ 
ment to the minorities, he has been mak¬ 
ing a scries of .symbolic gestures and 
reminding all and sundry of his past 
record. A surprise visit to the old city on 
April 2 to discuss local problems with the 
people was part of this exercise. Though 

deeply hurt by what many describe as his 
"opportunistic" politics, Muslims admit 
that Naidu has done a lot of good for the 
community through his various schemes. 
Points out Zahld Ali Khan, editor of the 
Urdu daily Siaset "The Muslims have been 
with the TOP because they do not trust the 
Congress. And Babu has impressed every¬ 
one with his work. He has visited the old 
city 1.S or 16 times, which is more than 
any other chief minister. Of course, the 
community is very hurt by his truck with 

the BJP but if he retraces his 
steps, the Muslims may still 
be with him." Khan says he 
is hopeful that the chief 
minister will work towards 
winning back the confi¬ 
dence of Muslims. 

Naidu is also rallying 
around Muslim leaders 
from his own party to go, 
back to their constituencies' 
and explain the political 
compulsions which fomed 
him to extend support to 
the BJP government. 

What is perhaps wmking 
in Naidu's favour is the ill- 
will Muslims harbour tow- 

* atds the Congress. Rosaiah 
admits that the Congress 
lost the Muslim vote after 
the Babri Masjid demolition 
and that it would have to 

work hard to win back the community's 
confidence. But with the top supporting 
the BtP, Muslims may have no option but to 
go against an anti-Bjp formation. Congress 
leaders also sec the emergence of a new 
political alignment with their party head¬ 
ing it. But this is possible only if there is 
no sc'fiening of the present anti-TOP stance 
of many Muslim leaders. As Majlls-e- 
Ittehadul Muslimeen mu Azaduddin Owisi 
points out; "Whoever thinks that the bjp Is 

enemy number two is tite enemy number 
one for tite Muslims." That's an attitude 
that Naidu hopes to change. ■ 
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SPOTLIGHT. 

“What Family? Are (kmgr 
Hunched in a neon-lit ante-room, P.V. Naretstmha Rao 
thanks Outlook for helping him 'edit his manuscript. 
Extracts from an interview with Stigurlka Chose. 

b P.V. Nnrasbnha Rao a writer first aod a polltl- 
daa second? 
I continue to be a politician. I am an ordinary individ¬ 
ual who wanted to communicate something about the 
country and the political process to readers. I'm a small 
man from a small village, although I have lived in the 
city for so many years now. But my soul is in the vil¬ 
la^. Of course, in my state my po^ and other writ¬ 
ings are well known. I began with writing in Tehigu. It 
was an urge for self-expression. But because I am a 
politician naturally 1 have based this book on a politi¬ 
cal subject, with some of my own experiences. 
How did tbe bookemer^? 
1 had written a paper dealing with the same subject for 
a talk at London University entitled Tfw ChiefMinIstets 
Burden. This is a fictionalised elaboration of that paper, 
but I have added many things to make it more read¬ 
able. Also, the book was not written in one day, it has 
been following me around at a distance, but not like a 
diary or an autobiography. 
Yon seem dldllnsloned by the carrent state of 
your party and the role of The Family. 
What bmity? I have no feelings for any family. I am 
from a small village in Andhra Pradesh. Why shouid I 
talk about any family? If 1 had not won elections, 1 
would have b^n just a sarpanch somewhere. Are thou¬ 
sands of Congress workers servants? After all, what if 
Shastri had b(*n prime minister for 10 years, what 
would you have said of family? Today, Farooq 
Abdullah's son contests elections and you say family, 
family. Does the son of a lawyer not inherit his father's 
legal practice? Does he not do weil if he has the apti¬ 
tude? 1 think there is something wrong with our urban 
ways of thinking, the way we keep 
going on about family, family. 
Bat yoo lament that Nehru bad 
no successor.... 
Nehru had the intellectual pre-emi- 

Who^Wboin 
Afrozabad 
These are for starters. 
Wait for Episode Two. As the hype over The Insider pipes up, 

one question looms; frill Narasimha 
Rao do a Sbobha De? In other wOtds, 

wlU the Iblugu bidda send his political 
p^ scuifying to see if he has Included 

. and Aeir peccadilloes in it—like De 
to doiiaens ci the chatterlhg class 

nence to actuaUy create a relationship between India and 
the world that was new. He based this relationship not 
on wealth but on the strength of an ancient civilisation. 
Many others did not have this intellectual capacity. . 
Did Indira Gandhi have trouble living up to 
ha* father's greatness? 
Nobody has bmhered to find out why she wanted mote 
power for herself. Why within a short time after the 
achievement of Pokharan did she have to promulgate 
the Emergency? Some people said she was paranoid 
and had an inferiority complex, but nobody has ade¬ 
quately explained her personality. I intend to try that 
topic in the next volume. 1 am holding intensive dis¬ 
cussions with the people who were involved in events 
at that time. 
The book is an examination of several political 
and social themes: the autocracy of the Hindu 
family, the continuing grip of feudalism, cor¬ 
rupt politics, the llMts of legislation. Was 
writing it like a catharsis? 
So much of our demoaacy is based on received wis¬ 
dom. We have tried to make the democratic model 
ours, but we have to intensify this process. Democracy 
has its own version in India, people have to put their 
heads together and try and find out what it is. My book 
tries to bring out how many dozens of reforms, land 
reforms particularly, are needed. In administration, or 
outside, it is difficult to do good because there are so 
many vested interests, feevan sangram hain. In democ¬ 
racy, the ultimate weapon is legislation, but so many 
laws are dead letters. Anti-dowry acts .are unable to stop 
dowry. There are other laws that are unimplementabie 
and unimplemented. Is this the kind of le^slation that 
can bring about real social change? 

In politics today we see short-cuts to being elected. 
Casteism is a short cut, communalism is a short cut. 
Today, forget about the party worker being bribed, even 

the voter is corrupted. Society has never been as 
centrifugal as it is today. It is totally scattered. 

In many ways the Indian identity has been one 
by which we have grafted something—-the British 
model of governance—onto out society. Yet the 

with Socialite Evening! 
These are early days yet, 
but extracts published in 
the inaugural issue of-thls 
'magazine in October '95; 

Rao’i dechion to posqxme the book's 
launch in January this year until after Ae 
generd elections were over so as not to 
ruffle drilcate feathers; and his th^te to 
"scores of friends, colleagues and others” 
ka lH)dii)| fiieit "flesh airi blood, their 
tempers a^ Jdic^linetaisles” have jurilfi- 
ably heif^tened enwriations in fiie capd-' 
tal^ pcditiaflcttCtK... 

But a sanipOm dense 76?-page 
tome, and Radi rituildane, pedestrian 

desalptions of their shenanigans in the 
anterooms of power makes the task of 
deciphering "who's who” and "whlch's 
bitch” a hazardous, afanost impossible, 
and in die end, a pmtty pointless exodse. 

For one thing, the action in The Insider 
ends in 1975. Which rnew there Is no 
Chandraswsml, whom he met roughly 
around dien. So out goes ril the colour 
and controversy.of a notoiiots friend-. 

riso ineans 'that we to 
walt ipr.lhf su^ (coming sooiO to read . 
aboiri ^tlfe Eamfii^H^i't^ittatiOa Slue 

kKliia Gang's. as$ii^ai^on,:'fite^ 
.pogriun eaeet vikda Jfe . prer^e^ 

vrilidt pforiked. 
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ess mrk&s senants?” 

him in the hotseat. 
And for another, it^ all happening In 

Afrozabad—Rao's Andhra Fradesl^-^vhlch 
until 1991 lay outside the Weltanschaaong 

die amage (north) Indian, except when 
Indira contested horn Meddc hi 1980, This 
also renders his altet-ego toaiul's tlw ftrun 
prodigy to rebel to legislator to mlnlstei to 
chief minister too lo^ to arouse nadon- 
wi(fecuiiostty, 2S years down the liiM. . ' 
, But his jabodoui. lodt at die 
feghftes d heo ;diief ndnistists, 

. Mafaen^anathatdl ^^huiSiairf, leaves iit- 
de dpuht that tdsjessindally saga 

jSeSf^ - sad X 
: BnOmtatuiiida t^hgio patoh 

And then again, maybe he is not. But with 
both l(Mig dead and gone, Rao's on safe 
gremnd here, too. 

Yet, The Itinkr is a courageous effort by 
the 77>year>old..Raot Anand "whose expe- 
timices are often derived from my own” 
goes piiUic with .hts private aftair with 
Anml, a l|gia|atoi, Cdtics are sure to com¬ 
pare dils.ia^ what Raoh successor as CM, 

Rap, wrote in his memoirs 
W®, "PV did notWng but 
Blrt^atoi^. W^iLakihfflila^ a 
dmN;^ Khamnutm. 

offers more insets 

"exceptionally, .eftl-". 

GUffil GILL 

cient...bundle of virtue". There are so 
many references to "Mr BrUUimt* ^‘l .hope 
ne’ll become anotb« Ramamijam," says a 
school official) and his schdarly tntdlcct 
(Chaudhary calk him the cabinet's 
Brihaspati after the God of lAfischnn) dut 
Rao reveals what he ddnks of hlmatif. But 
It's Rao as Voyeur-be lt tn exandnir^ bis 
cousins' gealtak, in attendlnga foui>year- 
old's cltauiicisloti, in w^Chhig his uiide 
stra^ hlsfont indife of n^ in 
his enoountte wtt^.abidcto's daughter, 
m e<^'In hk punipeten views on nratters 
-- L_»_< . .i.a__. _ B_.t ■ 

pa^iiis.dw or^. Insight 
KrithMPraitd 
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SPOTLIGHT 

Hie Filst Was Sexier 
Rao drops the sleaze and slams the politicos The O&ur Half-the unpublldied venion vf The /muter—is 

sexier, with fewer characters and a greater depee of con¬ 
tempt for pobnciaiu In The Other Haff, 'St^tta' and 

'Mnnian' exdumged urgent uncontfoBed kbl^ In The InsUer, 
have different names—'Anma' and 'Anand' tespecbvelf— 

Md instead of Ictsdng imconttoUatdy^ clatp hanm attd sid>- 
Kquently exchange insights on ttieftaire bums of state. In The 
Otter thdrt)odles 'introduced thenselveitoeach odier, m 
a process m which millions o< pmes, blood vetseb and reflexes 
were involved in an all-out mitbd compiehenston* The ^ 
MUer by contrast 1$ fer mote tamr. *A state of one¬ 
ness $w^ over them binding yet dissolving 
thetrbelngs' , 

InTteO^Hdllf^itisnotdearwlKdierthe , ^ % 
protagonist Niranian b ntariled, In Tte T \ i/ 
uMer, he is, to a tadm sad 'homegrown' b . 
figure named Vceru. The first dnit has / v'' J 
pbUdclans like JeevaoPnsad for whom f 
•sex was like an itch" and the urge to 
•fornicate was tike die lUge to urinate* In 
TteiBstder,thedesctfotuxasarealitdeless \ A 
hnicL There ate instead practiltonets of prag- ^ m 
inatKpolitIo like'Chaiidhaiy', who takes ide- 
ologicaldecidrms about die adr^ition of sodal- *«^wjaPb 

'l^e'^md characto'?as relendessly taU^t, * * 
oonsistentiy noble and weanngiy exc^onal as , 
Nhanfan svasui the first draft His equally brUUant 
but unscrupulous lifelong dval, ('Ramclunder' in i^SsJte 

The Otter Mf, named 'Sbddite' In The JMUsr) b dap aimfiat 
Thtou0i both nanadves, the two stage a mom battle obit 
Gandhlan postulates on ends and meam. 

There IS also mote soaologlicai detdl on Anuta than Sieie «aa 
on Sumitia in Tte Otter MafjT, how she suffers in a loveless nuw- 
nage and is oignessed by fei^ obHgatkms before being rescued 
from an Indian womanb middle dass death Iqr the daalfng 
Anand ItehapsanatteiiipthaetogafotlwsympadiyofwOiiwn 
readors m a book otherwise peopled largefy % eduo^ moady 
upper class nude pattadpatib in muscular lealpottlflL 

Severn characters are obvtoudy iQQie devdojpd thartthr^siese 
in The Otter Half, such as the fixa<<ontiactors Uk A|lt'l9t^ 
&nha and Ramptasad, who don't figure in too much dei^ in Tte 
OOm Half Thm is also a new sequence In tddch Anand In a 
dream confronts an angdic ddld whldl is reveded later to be 

himself, in a pure and mnocetit form. Ids •other haff*, as ft 
, were This is die only uistance in which die name <rf the Silt 
V draft figures m the needy published nos'd, 
m The pohdcal and sooal tliemes are mrue at less 

undianged The disabilities aS caste, effects of 
/ pohbcal power on human values, rural poverty, 

▼a i the continuing feudalism erf India underneath die 
^ modem states^ the sleaze factor mpdUded cam-, 

jp palgns are all i»eseiitm Tte Imafer. One new area* 
f of concern, however; has been added—though 
/ ^ fleetingly yet quite powerfiilly-on the oppres¬ 

sions of the Hindu family and how generations <rf 
Indians dutifully play (Hit femdy obligations, bow 

to authonty and consign dieir individualities to 
JIt silence Coming ftom the ungiimuframclad, grave 

I Rao who appears to personify brahmaidcal patd- 
' aidiy, this is quite a revelation There are also new 

. sequences on drunken loumalists who trade dism- 
1^.^ formation for dnnk Rao's revenge on the media 

Stgktlkt QIiom 

two must now be linked The Indian identity must 
be meshed with modern administrative s> stems 
without violent changes to Indian systems Ihere 
must be a necessary interaction between the two 
Did you try to reflect popular cynicism "" 
with politics? 
Lvetyone criticises politicians I wanted to wntc something ajii i 
for polincal workers and general readen If I am pioved wrong 
then I will be only tcxi happy to accept it If, however I am nght 
then someone will have to do something in spite ot all kinds ot 
questionable methods the country is going ahead But people sec 

When I saw what you excerpted, I realised that the 
general reader too would concentrate only on those 

. bits and my efforts would be wasted You understand 
mahakav}a The book reflects a wide spectmm of life It 
contains many phases, several sentiments which we 
call RIMS Rut you highlighted only one rasa and it was 

iNAN not the sole representative ot the work It was not intend 
ed to be so My motivation was not in pandenng to mass instin¬ 
cts I m not interested in becoming that sort of a writer Nothing 
else has changed there are onlv some changes in sequence 
Are the characters based on real people? 

only the minus points It the svste m is bad we must chdn(,e it 
After SO years there are only tentative conclusions Pe jplt blame 
politicians aiidpolitiaans engage in politics It's a vicious cycle m 

which the ixople and their leaders are trapped 
Do you see yourself as a sort of philosopher-king? 
If we want wisdom we must go to the people The selhshness ot 
certain individuals is making the people behave in a ^articular 

No and I intend to say this in mv speech they are synthetic char 
deters I have taken a trait or two from a combination of living peo 
pie But what is the point m saymg that this is so-and-so and this is 
so and so 1 am trying to represent an entity When 1 speak of a chief 
minister I am examining the powers he bias and what he does and 
hou he operates I he person is a representation of an entity 
You must be one of the few novelist-polltlciuis we have. 

way, but there is an innate common sense—the nta wlach is 
ingrained in the thinking of the people I he concept of Absolute 
Good or wanting to be the Absolute Good When thev are not 
good there is remorse of not being able to do the nght thing, but 
there is a constant awareness of what is nght I have lived among 
the people, I know them They cannot always resist evil, they 
don't have adequate strength So we have to organise the good in 
society make it a strong force 
Why did you change some of the provocative parts from 
the first draft ot the book? 
I must thank your magazine for showing me what to leave out 

I he question is why did 1 come into public life m the first place’ 
Was It like a last resort for scoundrels’ Or was it like a hostage’ I 
was virtually thrown into politics When I joined, my ftiends said 
1 had joined "m the name of the dreamers” Nob^y expected me 
to sucieed After all, 1 don't come from a big family, I don't have a 
big name behind me In that sense I am not the typical pobtician 
You could say that I've always been literaty and academic 
You're looking a bit grim. 
Yes, 1 have a difficulty with grimness Ihere are some jseople who 
can smile easily They keep smiling for no reason I can't do that 
I can't smile unless there is a reason to smile ■ 
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ilMIL NAflU. 

A Familiar Vicious Circle 
Raids crack an ISI-backed militant youth network, leaving ordinary Muslims further alienated 

By A.8. PAMHEEH8ELVAH_ A siege mentality seems to have 
gripped T^il Nadu's Muslims. 
As the crackdown following the 
February Coimbatore blasts con¬ 
tinues, it is disturbingly dear 

that the ordinary Muslim is ^coming 
increasingly alienated. Every day the 
police recover quintals after quintals of 
explosives hidden by the 'fringe' Islamic 
fundamentalist group, Al Umma—which, 
as it now turns out, is in fact a rather well 
connected terrorist outfit. 

Ironically, till recently Tamil Nadu had 
been one of the few states to be free from 
inter-faith clashes and riots. Though the 
state witnessed some bloody caste riots, 

, till 1983 there was no serious instance of 
Hindu-Muslim tensions, "i am shocked to 
witness the extreme postures adopted by a 
section of the Muslim youth. White we 
were advocating the path of dialogue and 
recondliation, the younger generation is 

not prepared to listen to us,” declares 
A.K.A. Abdul Samad, president of the 
Tamil Nadu unit of die Indian Union 
Muslim League. 

While the genesis of Islamic fundam¬ 
entalism in the state can be traced to the 
proliferation of strident Hindu forces in 
the '80s, It received a massive fillip after 
the demolition of the Babri Mas|id in 
1992. This was aaompanied by a marked 
erosion in the legitimacy of the traditional 
Muslim leadership. For instance, Abdul 
Samad is seen largely as a lackey of the 
AiADMK and Abdul Lateef of the Indian 
Union League is seen as a dmk flunky. 

The disenchantment with the tradi¬ 
tional leadership logically led to the emer¬ 
gence of a new breed of short-sighted but 
intransigent ultras. Kovai S.A. toha, the 
founder of the Al Umma, is the most 
prominent among the new breed. "Basha 
could never distinguish between concilia¬ 
tion and compromise. Whenever someone 
suggested ways for conciliation, he always 

interpreted it only as compromise and 
tried to get rid of that person,” recollects a 
former aide to Basha. 

Initially the Muslim groups were splin¬ 
tered into as many as 10 major outfits. 
However, after the November riots in 
Coimbatore most of them started working 
in tandem. The most significant groups 
are: the Tamil Nadu Muslim Munnetra 
Kazhagam, All India Jihad Committee, Al 
Umma, Tamil Islamic Peravai, Sunnath Al 
Jammath Youth Front, simi (Students 
Islamic Movement of India), Ai Umma, 
Students Organisation of Islam, Muslim 
Protection Force and the jaqh (Jamiathul 
Able Quatan Wal Hadis). 

During the recent interrogation of six 
youths arrested with a huge haul of explo¬ 
sives, the modus opcrandl of these groups 
became clear. While Basha is the undis¬ 
puted leader, extensive assistance is 
offered by isi-tralned explosive experts. 
Zahir Hussain, 34, has been trained by the 
isi at Rawalpindi and he had also worked 
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TAMIL NAOU 

with some Pakistani-trained groups in 
Kashmir. In fact, the isi has been active in 
lamll Nadu since 1992. According to 
anested members of the Al Umma, the tsi 
had suggested the elimination of the 
Hindu Munnani leader, Rajagopai, in 
Madurai in. 1994. And the rdx used to 
blast the rss office (August 1993) 

appropriate target. She and husband 
Ibrahim Kani have been trained in fabri¬ 
cating explosives at short notice. 

And even as the authorities try to pre¬ 
vent any further disturbances, there are 
many unanswered sociopolitical ques¬ 
tions.. First, the motive. Why should 

of petro dollars. In this era of market 
forces, Gaddafi and Saddam Hussein are 
the Icons. We can no longer talk to our 
boys about Abut Kalam Azad or Sufi tradi¬ 
tions. From being a part of a geographica¬ 
lly restricted linguistic identity, our youths 
have moved to a global, Islamic identity.” 

However, the issue that 
and the Hindu Munnani office 
(1995) was supplied by the isi. 

Investigations also indicated 
that the recent bomb blasts 
were a part of a larger conspi¬ 
racy to assassinate bjp leader 
L.K. Advani and to destabilise 
the entire electioneering pro¬ 
cess. The plan to kill Advani 
was allegedly hatched by Basha 
after the November Coimbatore 
riots, in which 22 Muslims were 
killed. On Basha's instruction, 
Al Umma men went to Samraj 
Nagar in Karnataka and obt¬ 
ained the first set of explosives 

disturbs the ruling dmk gov¬ 
ernment 1$ the fact that 
most of the Muslim youths 
are unconcerned about the 
fate of the state govern¬ 
ment or about the impact 
their action would have on 
their own community. 
Their vocabulary has been 
reduced to just two words: 
mart)rr and traitor. Ansari, 
an absconding Al Umma 
general secretary, told 
Outlook last November: "We 
are not afraid of losing our 
life. It was given to us by 

meant for quarrying. By Dec- Allah and if we give it for his cause, he 
ember IS, they also managed to get the Muslim groups target lamil Nadu which 
support of the People's Demoaatic Party had a better record for harmony than 
chairman Abdul Nasser Madanl—a radical many other states? Second, the ruling dmk 

Islamic figure of Kerala—in mobilising was probably the first political party to 
additional explosives. According to police take a pro-minority stand as early as 1949 
sources, explosives weighing nearly 1,000 and has been consistent in its support for 
kg were accumulated in four weeks, the minorities' rights. Any act of violence 
Innocuous looking motorcycle side- in the state would only destabilise the dmk 

boxes, suitcases and tiffin boxes were fit- government. In this context what is the 
ted with automatic devises and timers. motive behind weakening the dmk govem- 

Oespite the intensive combing opera- ment? What is the isi's interest in Tamil 
tion and spate of arrests, widespread Nadu? is it strategic? 
rumours about a human bomb waiting to 
strike have led to panic. Ayesha, a 24- M CCORDING to a senior leader of the 
year-old Hindu girl from the rss strong- Indian Union League, the growth of 
hold area of Rajapalayam who reportedly Islamic fundamentalism stems from 
converted to Islam after falling in love changing political dynamics. Says he: 
with a Muslim classmate, is said to be part “During the heydays of the Dravidian 
of the A] Umma network. Police sources movement, the dominant identity was Un¬ 
say Ayesha, clad in a burkha with expio- guistic. Tamil was a source of pride and 
sives strapped on, is on the lookout for an there was no wealthy Gulf nor the inflow 

will give us a better life in the next birth. 
If anyone insults Allah or the Prophet, he 
has to pay the price for it.” 

In the process, a vicious circle has been 
set in motion, whereby every arms haul 
results in a larger gap between the faiths; 
the widening communal gap fuels more 
suspicion leading to practical problems for 
the minorities. For instance, many land¬ 
lords are refusing to give houses to 
Muslims, as they did to Sri Lankan Tamils 
afipi Rajiv Gandhi's assassination. In turn, 
these attitudes push more youth into the 
fold of the extremists. 

According to the intelligence sources, 
the present active involvement of the isi 
in Tamil Nadu may be a red herring to 
cover up other, more sinister designs in 
other parts of the country. "While every¬ 
one's attention is riveted in Tamil 
Nadu, they might do anything anywhere, 
say, in Delhi or even in Jammu and 
Kashmir,” observes a senior Intelligence 
Bureau official. Most intelligence agencies 
discount the possibility of local political 
rivalry being behind the spread of the 
bomb culture, despite the fact that one of 
the prime accused is an aiadmk office¬ 
bearer. "Such characters will be found in 
all political parties. We cannot trivialise a 
major problem," they say. 

However, the intelligence agencies are 
not taking chances over a possible isi plan 
to go for strategic targets. With the bjp 

government committed to a nuclear plan, 
Chennai makes for an obvious target. 
With two nuclear reactors, one fast'br^ 
der test reactor and the plutonium repro¬ 
cessing plant located just 40 km south of 
the city, officials believe that the objec¬ 
tive may go well beyond just disturbing 
normal life in the state. ■ 
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FOCUS 

A COMMISSION A DAY... 
Whenever in trouble, set up a probe panel. That seems to be the motto of all politicians. 

By K.S. NARAYAMAN_ _ 

"Public sen'ants and political opponents have 

natural misxivinxs against commissions appo¬ 

inted under section 3 of the Inifuiry Comm¬ 

ission Act 1952 as motivated, slow, ineffective 

and costly luxury. The report is never submit¬ 

ted within time, seldom published, action 

rarely taken. The commission's report is bind¬ 

ing on the gumnment who may accept or rej¬ 

ect the same. The commission can 

give no relief by punishment or 

damages which are left to the cou¬ 

rts. Commissions are often appoi¬ 

nted to allay agitation, to delay 

unpleasant truth or discredit pub¬ 

lic servants or political oppo- 

Sarma Sarkar, former 

justice, Calcutta High Court, in 

his iMlok 'Commivsions of 

Inquiry: Practice and Principle'. 

eve of elections and while the Sena-Bjp was 

wooing minorities who constitute 10 per 

cent of the population. Chief Minister 

Manohar Joshi kept the report under 

wraps. And despite repeated demands in 

the state assembly that the report be tabled, 

the government gave in just an inch, agree¬ 

ing to file an action taken report. 

But the Srikrishna Commission is not the 

only one which is slmggling to see the 

purpose of a commission of inquiry is lost 

if the report is not made public.” 

Soon after the Mishra Commission report 

was presented in Parliament in 1986, with 

its findings on whether the Sikh riots were 

pre-planned, it gave way to the appo¬ 

intment of the Kapoor-Miltal and thejain- 

Renison (later Jain-Banerjee) panels In 1987 

to prolx: other aspects of the riots. Two 

years later, the investigation by the Jain- 

MHpInAprillW 
To proba the SlUi riots 

For every act of omiss¬ 

ion, ap|)oint a Commis¬ 

sion. Ihere are sittings, 

a lot of noise and then 

the matter is dro()[)ed. 

The history of independent 

India is replete with numerous 

commissions of inquiry' which 

have provcHl to be tools in the 

hands of ruling parties, whether 

at the Outre or the state. The 

Shah f iommission, Jain Comm¬ 

ission, (iommissions of Inquiry 

into the 1984 communal riots, 

Thakkar Commissioir, l.entin 

Commission. T he list is endless. All itreon- 

iTusive, reducing tlie whole exercise to a 

farce, forget the burden on the exchequer. 

What did the Jain (Commission's interim 

re|X)rt on tlie Rajiv Gandiii assassination 

case achieve. Ix'sides enabling our politi¬ 

cians to thrus* an ok'ction on the country? 

It got 12 extensions and took six years to 

complete the prolie—Jain .vasn’t given an 

extension when liis term expired oti Febru- 

.iry 28. Now, more than a month after he 

subimtteii his final report, it's still vs'ith tlie 

government. Says Shanti Bhushan, senior 

Supreme ( ourt lawyer; "iCommissions have 

been used and misused lor political pur|Ki- 

ses. They've lioen used to su(>j)ress a contro¬ 

versy rather than determine it, since the 
tindings will emliarrass the ruling party." 

On February 16, Justice B.N. Srikrishna 

submitted tlie /OO-jiage, two-volume find¬ 

ings of his five-year prolx' into the Bombay 

riots of 1992-9:4. Coming as it did on the 

light of the day. Most commission reports 

are talilwl only after court orders. Take the 

Justice ’Thakkar Commission of Inquiry 

that probed Indira (iandhi's assassination. 

Ill his final report submittid in March 

198(1, Justice Thakkar wrote: " The Comm¬ 
ission after due deliberation has formed 

the opinion that while there is no objec¬ 

tion to the interim rejxirt being made pub¬ 

lic, the larger public interest demands that 

the present ■eporl (final report) may not lie 

made public." Tlie I'hakkar Commission 

was not tabled in Parliament, till a I’li. was 

tiled in the Supreme ('lourt. Ditto the 

Lentin Commission, which probed the 

deaths of 14 patients in Bombay's J.j. 

Hospital. The findings were made public 

only after a Bomtiay Iligh Court ruling. 

Former chief justice and niirc chairper- 

.son Ranganath Mishra, who headed the 

controversial c(immi.s$ion that probed the 

1984 riots In Delhi, admits that the “whole 

Banerjee panel was stayed after a Delhi 

High Court order. In 1990, it was replaced 

by the Poli-Rosti Committee whose term 

ran out; then, the Jain-Aggarwal panel was 

appointed. Finally in 199.1, the Jain- 

Aggarwal duo recommended regi.stration of 

.1,18 cases and reinvesligation of a 129 cases 

to be taken up by a riot coll. In 1998-96, 11 

yeais after the carnage, 1.16 persons were 

convicted; (iongress MP Sajjaii Kumar was 

sent to trial; (?ongre.s.s leader H.K.I.. Bhagat 

was jailed but was later n.'lea.sed on bail. 

In the days of Nehru and the old 

Congress, however, inquiry panels had a 

better fate. The M.C. Chagla Commission, 

which took up the Life Insurance Corpora¬ 

tion scam, is unique in mote ways than 

one—it is the only Coinmis.sion that sub¬ 

mitted its report in le.s.s than a month. 

Then, the report led to the resignation of 

then Union finance minister T.T. Krishna- 

niachari and the Special Police F^tablish- 
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inent indicted Haridas Mundra, the wheel¬ 
er-dealer businessman who masterminded 
illegal transactions of uc shares, and han¬ 
ded him a 22-year prison term. This was 
perhaps the first, and till date the only, 
commission which fulfilled its objectives. 

But why do the Commissions fail? Many 
times, the blame is put on officialdom 
which often doesn't part with documents 
citing 'privilege'. Take the controversial 
Jain Commission, probing the conspiracy 
angle of the Rajiv ,Gandhi assassination. 
The Cximmission had complained that cer¬ 
tain vital documents had been withheld by 
the government on the plea that they were 
highly 'sensitive'. Later, as it turned out, 
the information withheld included the 
minutes of a cabinet meeting held on 

February 10, 1994, under then prime min¬ 
ister I’.V. Narasimna Rao, where a proposal 
to wind up the Commission was diKussed. The .Srikrishna Commissiorr's request 

to allow it to examine cenain docu¬ 
ments relating to the torresptmdence 

between the state government and the 
police was turned down. Asks former 
Union home secretary Madhav Gcnibole: 
"If the objective of the commi.ssion is to get 
to the bottom of truth, then what is the 
point of hiding vital information from the 
Commission?" iiometimes there are func¬ 
tional hurdles too. Before the Commission 
began its hearings, Jain wrote to the gove¬ 
rnment that he did not even have an office. 

The Verma Commission set to examine 
"official lapses" in the Rajiv Gandhi assassi¬ 
nation held some key former officials of the 
V.P. Singh and Chandra Shekhar adminis¬ 
tration guilty—but long after the officials 

had retired, among them Vinod Pandc, cab¬ 
inet secretary to V.P. Singh. Later, the Cen¬ 
tral Administrative Tribunal ruled that "it is 
a recognised public policy that aftw retire¬ 
ment of the government servant, he should 
not be haunted indefinitely by the ghost of 
his action and inaction during service." 

.Says Bhushan: "The Commissions are 
often discredited by the ruling party as 
they ignore the reports and shield guilty 
politicians and bureaucrats." For instance, 
the Binod Kumar Commission indictc>d 
C.R. Kaswan, former SP, jehanabad, for 
gunning down 23 innocent people in a 
police firing case in Arwal in the '80s. But 
Kaswan was never punished. Instead he 
was promoted because of his proximity to 
then chief minister Laloo Prasad Yadav. 

The only Commission to 

achieve some resuit was 

the M.C. Chagia probe 
into the UC scam in the 

50s. The then Union 

finance minister resigned. 

There is also no uniformity on whether 
the tainted minister should continue in 
office when a Commission of inquiry has 
held him guilty. The only minister who 
resigned when Indicted was former FVf 
Krishnamachari. For others, it did not mat¬ 
ter. In 1967, the Jastice T.L. Venkataraman 
Aiyar Commission set up by Mahamaya 
Pta.sad Sinha indicted half-a-dozen minis¬ 
ters of the K.B. Sahay government in Bihar 

for financial irregularities. 'l\vo of them. 
Mahesh Prasad Sinha and Satyendra Narain 
Sinha, went on to become chief ministers. 

Soon after the Emergency, when the 
Janata Party swept to power, several 
Commissions were instituted to deal with 
Emergency excesses. Prominent among 
them were the Justice J.C. Shah Comm¬ 
ission to inquire into the misuse of |K>wcr 
by then prime minister Indira Gandhi and 
the Justice A.C. Gupta Commission to 
probe into alleged irregularities in Maruti 
Udyog, a public sector undertaking. Once 
the Congressfl) bounced back to power in 
1980, these Commissions fell out of favour. 
During its two-year term, the .Shah Com¬ 
mission submitted an interim report—the 
panel was soon wound up. Nothing came 

of the Gupta findings. 
In We.st Bengal too, when 

the Left Front government 
headed by chief minister 
Jyoti Basil assunu'd power, 
he apiruinlcd three Com¬ 
missions for atrocities com¬ 
mitted during the Emer¬ 
gency and the years leading 
up to it. The Ajoy Bose 
Cxnnmission set up to probe 
the misuse of official power 
between March 16, 1970 till 
April 30,1977; the Haralosh 
Chakravarthy Commission 
to probe excesses of jail and 
thana officials; and the J. 
Sarma Sarkar Commission to 
probe the a.ssault on deiiuK- 
ratic rights—all the reports 
continue to gather dust. 

"Commissions are effective 
in that they awaken public 
awareness—lor that the 
media must be given cred¬ 
it—f'therwise they are a total 
waste ol time and money. 

Besides public memory is short," admits for¬ 
mer Justice Uakhtawar lentin, who headed 
the probe into IheJ.j. Hospital death.'. The 
two-vear probe into the deaths of patients 
(who were admmisteied glycerol adulterat¬ 
ed with toxic diethylene glycol) highlighted 
the nexus tKtween drug makers, politicians 
and the F(MKt and Drug Administration. 

The Lentin (iommission report w'hich 
was tabled after a court order in 1988 found 
the then state public health minister, Bhai 
-Sawant, guilty. But without batting an eye¬ 
lid, the state government recommencied 
another probe. "In retrospect, they all got 
away except one jterson who was penalised 
because he helji^ the Cximmission." Says 
U'litin: "For Commissions to be effective, 
they must have the power of proceedings 
in {jerjury and the power to proceed in con¬ 
tempt." But who says a Commi.ssion has to 
deliver, in India that is? ■ 

With Lekba RattananI and Ashis Biswas 
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■ Chandrababu NaiduS 
smooth shift from neutral to 
first gear in his support for 
the iijp government may have 
qualified his sti as and MPs 
for the Kss drill in jubilee 
Grounds. But the world¬ 
ly-wise Andhra Pra¬ 
desh chief minister 
is preparing his 
legislators for big¬ 
ger things. Every 
morning and 
evening, for 
20 minutes 
Naidu's men 
(and women) 
attend a course in 
transcendental 
meditation in 
Hyderabad con¬ 
ducted by Maha- 
rishi Mahesh yogi's 
men to “clean up 
tbeir minds and 
bodies". In a city 
where Bill Gates 
has just promised 
to set foot, the 
course is suitably 
firangi and is 
conducted by Dr 
Steve Schulte, 
whose calling card reads; 
International Director 
(Leadership), Maharishi 
Corporate Development 
Programme. So far, so good. 
But the question uncharitable 
critics are asking in Cyber- 
ahad is, why do Naidu and 
his cronies need ali this lii- 
funda TM stuff when tor 
nearly a month—as they kept 
the nation and Vajpayee 
hanging on to their every 
woid—they showed how 
good tliev were at ievitation 
and came down to earth 
without .so imiih as a thmi. 

■ On the hallowed ground of 
Indian electoral politics, the 
Hjr's leaders may claim adher¬ 
ence to the Representation 
of Peoples Act and all that. 
But up there in the skies, its 

supporters fly on a 
wing and a prayer. 

On a Delhi- 
Lucknow flight 
for Vajpayee's 
first meeting 
after he took 
oath, the aircraft 
was caught in 
severe turbu¬ 
lence. F<K)d trays 

rolled down the 
aisles. Commotion 
and confusion 

reined. Brave Bajrang 
Dal activists on board 

quickly seized the initia¬ 
tive. Chucking out 
all their "secular” 
commitments out 
of the emergency 
exit, they began 
chanting "Jai Shri 
Ram" to restore 
peace and pray for a 
safe landing. 

■ These are hard times for 
Jyoti Basu, nearing the end of 
an otherwise iliustrious car¬ 
eer. People are beginning to 
walk out of the West Bengal 
chief minister's meetings. The 
Left parties' scat-share has 
fallen from 53 to 48. Even his 
political assessments are 
going awry. When the bip's 

Tapan Sikdar sought repolling 
in some booths of Dum i)um, 
Basu asked; "Wili he win even 
if repolling is ordered in .5(K) 
booths?” In the event, .Sikdar 
pul ted off a big victory by 
over 136,000 votes. 

Secretariat insiders add insutt 
to injury; they .say there are 
hardly any requests thesWays 
from the outstation press lor 
interviews with the country's 
longest-surviving (.to, a sad 
contra.st from his halcyon 
days. Basu's biographies |)ub- 
lished with such fanfare are 
doing remarkably badly. And 
last but nest least, he rcsiched 
the tornado-affected areas in 
Midnapore 10 days after the 
mishaps. Perhaps, there is 
something to be said in favour 
ol the idea of a retirement age 
in politics as well. 

■ Barely a week in office, 
Vajpayee's near 'n' dear ones 
are beginning to expect the 
favoured treatment that tradi¬ 
tionally "endears" PM's kin to 
.so few and sundry. Dn March 
28, the day the trust vote 
came up, the prime minister's 
adojtted son-in-law Ranjan 
Bhattacharya and his wife 
.sauntered into the Speaker's 
Gallery leaving marshails 
dumbstruck. The couple may 
have had the requisite passes, 
but the manner of tiieir entry 
quickly lit rumours of the 
“surkari danhutd". 

1 he Shts Si-ii.t ,in«l tlu- 

|{ I r ss ilI Ih»I Ii |).i\ < 

I li.it kt i .is s .it llir ticliii 

ll.il 1 li.ii kcr.iv .iilti 

llMl.i i;.il lli.uktr.iv - 

.1 vv .11^ (III Kiish.ilili.iii 

I h.ikrt- 1 i|>|>t'<l 1" l.ikt' 

<>\ ( r I null I K. Vtlv Jii I 

Acting Chief Minister 
AN idle politician's mind is an actor's workshop. Halted 
at the hustings, Shiv Sena scion Raj Thackeray now 
wants to set turnstiles swinging. Bombay Times reports 
that Balasaheb's nephew is to play Govinda's brother in 
Smita Thackeray's Haseena Uaan jayegi, to be directed 
David Dhawan. Tongues are wagging about how the 
Thackeray surname opens doors in the metro, but Dha¬ 
wan is said to be impressed enough by Mr T’s acting 
skills to think of increasing his role in the film and 
include a duet, fliatka? 

Heard in Shimia: 

‘*Who says the 

B«JP won’t keep 

promises? They 
said they would 

usher in Ram 

Rajya. They have 

given us that and 

more. We’ve got 

Sukh Ram Rajya.” 
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PAKISTAN 

It’s 16th Century in Sindh 
Slavery still thrives in this feudal outback; thousands of Hindus have been in chains for generations 

By SANJAY SURI in ^ndon___ Thousands of Hindu men are 
being forced into slavery and kept 
in chains in Pakistan; the plight of 
the women is worse. ITiis has con¬ 
tinued for years, sometimes to 

generations of Hindu families who stayed 
iiehind in Pakistan, information gathered 
over five years by the Human Rights Oom- 
mission of Pakistan shows. The group has 
rescued more than 3,000 Hindus from sla¬ 
very in recent years, but it has produced 
evidence that thousands more remain in 
chains in private jails of Pakistani zamin- 
dars. The Commission, led in Sindh by 
Shakeel Ahmed Pathan, has handed the 
.Sindh administration a list of 4,074 Hindu 
slaves or Haaris as they are called in Sindh. 

The list—was given a copy- 
names the zamindars and identifies where 
their slaves are chained. But tew pc-ople in 
the Pakistani government are willing to lis¬ 
ten. Pathan launched a special taskforce of 
the human rights group to do something 
for this wretched people. " I he problem was 
so great, and is so great that we had to org¬ 
anise ourselves to do just this,” he told (hit- 
hM)k in an interview on a visit to lx)ndon. 

Extensive documentation with Pathan 
provided a glimpse into their world. Hut for 
the cliance of a rescue by Pathan's group, 
the slaves live in hopeless conditions. Some 
atletnpts by tlie Haaris tticmselves to fight 
oft their slavery have tKYii dealt with swif¬ 
tly and brutaliy. On May 12 last year, a 
young Haari named lagsi escaped from his 
/.imindar and "owner" Ramazan Rajer in 
Uinerkot. He tied to I’athan's office in 
1 l/der.iliad. lie had bc-en enslaved and bea¬ 
ten ii|> lor years, tie told the human rights 
group, and tne women ot his family were 
being raped, lor tvs'c> months Jagsi and 
I’allian tried to iriove the district authori¬ 
ties to lesciie Ills lamily. fhev didn't. One 
day he disappean'd. On July 24, Jagsi was 
found dead on llie zamindar’s estate. 

"He had Iweii ticalen up sc*vcrely and 
mutilated, tiis tXKly was lound hanging 
ujiside down," says Paihan. Hie human 
rights group wrote to its head office in 
Lahore with an account tliat Jagsi had gis'cn 
of ills situation. It was typical of the rest. 
"In his application he had stated that they 
were purcha.sed by the above named zamin- 
dar (Ramazan Rajeri trom another zamin- 

A Hindu slave in a Sindlii zamindar’s estate 
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dar, Ghulatn Nabi Qaimkhani of James- 
abad." Buying and selling of Haaris among 
zamindars is a "common practice," says 
Pathan. Jagsi and his family had been ensl¬ 
aved for years, the only freedom they knew 
was the freedom to be sold. "I told the dis¬ 
trict authorities Jagsi died because they did 
nothing, that they should at least save his 

family." Nothing happened. 
According to Pathan, of the 

3,000 iiaaris rescued, almost all 
the women had been raped and 
many were pregnant. "We found 
cases where the mothers were 
raped, and then their daughters 
were raped in front of them," he 
says, in some families, grand¬ 
mothers, mothers and daughters 
had all borne illegitimate child¬ 
ren. "Many of these women have 
10 to 12 children and these chil¬ 
dren are put to work from a very 
young age. Young girls grow up to 
be concubines all their lives." 

Pathan has been trying to .stir up 
consciences in Pakistan without 
much luck. At a meeting called by 
the Pakistan Press Foundation in 
Karachi on November 17 last year, 
Pathan detailed the position of 
these women as sex slaves to 
zamindars. He spoke of Meera who 
was raped over the years by 
Ibrahim Mangrio, son of the influ¬ 
ential zamindar Lai Muhammed 
Mangrio, in Umerkot. But the 
Pakistani media glossed over it. 
Tire administration and the polit¬ 

ical parlies do not seem to care 
either. "1 have approached every 
single part)' in Pakistan tor support 
against this practice but 1 am 
.ishamed to say that hardly any¬ 
body has offered us any support." 
Instead, Pathan complains that 
"many of them call us r,\w agents 
but it is these people who are anti- 
Pakistan by letting such practices 
continue in our country ** There 
have been occasions when "I’i’i' 
(Pakistan People's I'arty) leaders 
have accused us in the Sindh 
Assembly of trying to destroy llieir 
crops and their repvilation." 

Only the Mutlahida Qaumi Mov¬ 
ement has shown some sympathy, 
he says. Meera was among a hun¬ 
dred slaves rescued in a raid on 
Mangrio's estate by members of 
the human rights group along 
with local officials. They had lived 
in slavery for 22 years. " The zami¬ 
ndars simply think that when they 
rape these women they are exercis¬ 
ing their rights," says Pathan. 

From time to time the women are 
sold to other zamindars for "hand¬ 

some amounts”. Nenu, a young Hindu boy 
in Khipri Sanghar, once hurled a stone at a 
zamindar who was trying to rape a woman 
from his family. Nenu was caught and badly 
beaten up. He managed to run away and 
hide in a field. The field was set on fire, no 
one knows whether Nenu escaped or was 
burnt to death. In no such case has the zam¬ 
indar been prosecuted. Now, Pathan says, 
the zamindars have launched a "powerful 
counter-movement" against his group, and 
rescue missions have breome dangerous. He narrowly escaped a murder attempt 

when two men fired at him from a car 
on August 19 last year. Pathan, who is 

partially disabled following a stroke, fell 
down, and the bullets mi^ him. Again 
last year when he came to attend the 
human rights meeting in Geneva someone 
called him to say that his three children had 
died. More than once he has had to hide his 
children in the face of threats. Pathan says 
he has received several death threats, even 
in the presence of policemen. "I told them 
that I can only die once. But 1 will not give 

The women ere sex sieves 
of the nminders; many 

have over 10 children, who 
are born doomed to be 
slaves and concubines. 

uj) my struggle to free these people." 
On September 8, '97, a group of rescued 

slaves [oined a protest march in Karachi to 
the house of the chief minister of Sindh. 
"We arc sold and purchased like ani- 
inals/inarkel commodity from one zamin¬ 
dar to the Ollier, our women are made prey 
of sexual a.ssaults and abuse," they said in a 
memo. Asma jehangir, who hc.ids the 
human rights group in Pakistan, letl the 
protest march. The protesters demanded 
police raids to liberate slaves, held mostly 
in the south of Sindh in Matli, Umerkot, 
Tando Allahyar, Jhuddo, Badin, Mehmood- 
abad, Mithi, Sangarh and Kotri—the areas 
where zamindaris have been granted by the 
Pakistan government to a favoured few. 

At one place, the slaves were found 
chained to one another and then to a 

heav7 stone on a farm in Sangarh owned 
by Murid Khan Moreed. The human 
rights team found the men after one of 
them, Hamiso Bhil, fled and complained 
to the human rights group that his wife 
was being raped by the zamindars. She 
too had been tied up in chains. "The DC 
did not believe us at first," alleges Pathan. 
Only when he was shown photographs 
was he convinced of the practice of slav¬ 
ery in his area. He then led a team that 
rescued the Hindu slaves. 

I Hamiso Bhil's father hadn't been so 
lucky. Wlien he protested, years ago, he 
was beaten to death and buried instantly. 
For years, Bhil and his family had worked 
on fields all day in chains, to tic carted 
away in trucks at night to dwellings from 
where their women were taken away by 
the zamindar. For years, food had been roti 
and water. The human rights group per¬ 
suaded the police to register cases of rape. 
and murder. But no one has been arrested. 

"Hindus are easier to pick on because they 
are the minority, while the Muslims hold 
together," says Pathan. Most of the Hindu 
slaves are fnim the Kolhi, Bhil, Meghwar, 
Gdh and Bagri castc/ethnic groupings. The 
going price for a slave varies, but is usually 
between Rs 20,000 to Rs 1 lakh, records of 
the human rights groujis show. 

Rupo escaped from the household oi a 
zamindar Qamar-u-Zaman Qaimkhani 
and said he had been sold for Rs 20,000 
by his former master Ramzan Punjabi. 
The price for women slaves are higher. A 
fairly large Hindu population lives in the 
Thar area of Sindh from where families 
have been picked up as slaves. "Their 
masters demand a high price for their 
freedom, and they of course have no 
means to find lliat money," Pathan said. 
So they remain bonded for generations. "I 
have met slave children whose parents 

i and grandparents were also slaves," says 
I Pathan. "The children arc given no edu- 
i cation, no medical treatment." 
! Once they get freedom, things are no bet- 
[ ter. “There is just no rehabilitation pro- 
I gramme lor them,” says Pathan. "The most 
I that anyone ever did was a group of 

{atholics who sheltered some of the res- 
i cued slaves lor a few weeks." 
I Pakistan s iHinded talKiur Act makes slav- 
1 ery illegal. Officials liave acted on com- 
j plaints earlier, but are wary of targeting 

zamindars. "Every leader is a zamindar, 
that is the problem. In one case the DC 
refused to conduct a raid because he told 
us that the army chief had been a guest at 
that estate the previous night." Many of 
the zamindars are former army officers. 
Pathan is helllient on wiping out slavery 
but his frustration comes through when he 
admits; "New zamindars or old, the old 
system continues, ‘i'here is just no will to 
do anything about this in Pakistan." ■ 
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SPOTLIGHT 

Just Plain Water, 
Dipped in Faith 

A Jain monk fasts for close to a year in his quest for nirvana 

By ANIRUMHA BAHAL in Bangalore CARDlOLOCJIS'rs have listened to 
his heart. Pathologists have syrin¬ 
ged his bl(Kxl and sampled his 
urine. Opthalmoiogists have sta¬ 
red into his pupils. Radiologists 

have X-rayed his kidneys, stomach and 
liver. Surgeons have looked at those X-rays. 
Neurologists have him on their waiting 
list—they want a peep into his brain. But, 
Sri Sahaj Muniji Maharaj, a jain monk 
fr«)m the Svelambara sect, continues to 
stujicfy science and medics by Ix’ing just a 
month away from completing 365 days of 
continuous fasting at Bangalore. 

Lying on his cot in a backroom of the 
Sthanakvasi Sarniti com|X)und, Sahaj Mun¬ 
iji, 65, has gone down from 74 to 41 kg, 
and still has a month of fasting to go. Says 
he; "If you're busy with something you 
don’t feel hunger, thirst, or the heat and 
cold. I'm busy contemplating the infinite." 
Subsisting on just a few glasses of warm 
water a day—no fruits, cereal or milk—the 
monk plans to break his fast on May I, two { 
weeks after profound civic celebrations of 
his epic ordeal. Those likely to attend 
include the Hir top brass, Rajasthan chief 
minister Bhairon Singh .Shekhawat, Sus- 
hma Swaraj, Buta Singh, and .some Karn¬ 
ataka leaders. Special train coaches have 
been arranged to bring in devotees to Ban¬ 
galore from Delhi and Mumbai. 

•Still very alert, able to walk around with- 
(Hit any helj) at all, sleeping tor just tour 
tioiirs daily and enduring an unending 
stream of visitors and devotees, the cura-nt '• 
fast is the 25tti in .Sahaj Muni's long list of 
such |x-nances. Starting with a 21-day fast 
in l‘to4 at Tohana in Haryana, the monk 
has fasted lor morr' than liX) days on nine 
ixtasions ever since, once even crossing the j 
200-day mark in Bombay fijur years ago. ; 
Says Dr I’rakasti (!;hand, the nwliologist who 
conducts routine check-ups on the monk, 
the last e.vhaustive one being in IVeember 
last year: "t)ur tests have shown no tLssue 
damage at all. Sugar, cholesterol, and lipid 
levels are normal. His bkaxl dix's tiowevcr 
show a slightly low level of protein, the 1 
very first stage of malnutrition.” | 

In extensive ultrasounds that Chand has I 

taken, all ot Sahaj Muni's internal organs 
appear to be functioning normally. "After 
so much fasting, his kidneys should show 
stone formation. But he has none, in spite 
of drinking less than 2.5 litres of water a 
day," he adds. The only ailment the monk 
has had lately was a mild urinary infec¬ 
tion. But forbidden from taking any medi¬ 
cines, .Sahaj Muni treated it by increasing 
his normal intake of water for a few days. 
Kxplains the monk: "I washed out the inf¬ 
ection with water. Now I'm okay." 

I'raternising with Jain saints .since the age 
of 16, in spite of Ix'ing born to Hindu par¬ 
ents in Punjab, Sahaj Muni had his spirit¬ 
ual initiation at 20, an event much resisted 
by elders in his family. Soon, he became an 
itinerant lain monk. 

One of the things that pushed him to 
adopt lainism was "the flexibility in other 
Hindu paths. Nearly everything was accej)- 
tcd". The monk's temixrament led him to 
find an anchor in more stringent forms of 
discipline. And jainism fit the biil. Tlie Sth- 
anakvj.sis, one of the thme .Svetambara 
setts, number around .t,(XX) in India. Hea¬ 
ded by Atharya Devendra Muni, ascetics oi 
the swl have a history of fasting for months 
on enil. In 19%, for instance, a nun ot the 
order, Sadhvi Mohan Mala, completed a 
.111-day fast. .Sahaj Muniji broke that record 
last month. Says Acharya .Suman Muni, a 
brother monk of Sahaj Muni: "In Punjab, 
we had a sadhvi of just five years' spirihial 
initiation completing 265 days of fast. For 
us these things are not new or miraculous. 
Science will Itave to do a rethink on itow 
long a |x*rson can remain without food." 

And control on diet is just one of the 
forms of self-abnegation that the monks 
are supposed to follow. They have to pluck 

My^ifying doctors, and 
detyifiB medical claims, 
SaiiaJ Muni has survived 

solely on a diet of less than 
2.5 litras of warm water 
dally for 11 months now. 

with their fingers all the hair on their head 
and face, at least once a year if not more; 
travel up to eight months in a year, halting 
for four months during the rainy season, 
that t(H) walking barefoot, even if a person 
is hurt on a fix)!, he can't wear a sandal, a 
light cloth bandage will have to do; tran.s- 
(Kirt of any kind, bus, train, or air is strictly 
forbidden; they can't eat food in the night 
tor lear ot ingesting insects that might fall 
in the food; they can’t touch a member of 
the op|X)5ite sex, not even if he or she is 
still a baby; they can't eat out of metal 
bowls; can't intake any medicines ba.scd 
on animal extract.s; can’t take money for 
alms; and have to bog their food from veg¬ 
etarian households. 

Says Sahaj Muniji: "This penance is for 
achieving a state of dc'sirelessness. Life is 
much happier without need of any kind. 
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Sahaj Muni (seated): fasting to be ‘free’ inj> and licr infection has gone, .stie can the siin shines on all." 
, now hear normally." Hut that’s no deterrent for believers. I'liey 

I Ite more your desires multiply, the more I The monk himsell, claim devotees, can ; argue his ca.se armed with episodes illus- 
you run around trying to fultill them." hear people talking at large distances and . trating his miraculous abilities. Otie such 
Sahaj Muniji doesn't give religious disco- seetheluture. .Says .Sahaj Muni: "But I don't ■ storv dates back to the early 19.S(ls. When a 
iirses, but on an average around .'l,0tM) pc“o- lielieve in telling anything about the future young .Saha) .Muni along with a few other 
pie come to seek his blessings daily. .Some, even though it flashes in front of me." i brother monks en route to Delhi from 
braving, extreme pain and diseases, com- : Raj.isthan was allotted the task of oigani.s- 
fortablc in the faith that the monk’s ■ AINIS.M itself doesn’t believe in mira- : ing warm drinking water. In those days of 
personality will cure them. One such Bcles, building its metaphysics instead ' steam engines, Sahaj Muni waited at a sta- 
belicver is Tej Raj, in his .SOs. With three V on the inevitability of karma and the : tion for a steam engine to roll in, hoping to 
arteries blcwked, two over 9.S per cent, and struggle of man to break the shackles ol I condense some of the boiler steam on his 
a BP that sometimes dips to 70-60, Raj reg- karma with a set of elatxirate rules. .Says j l)egging bowl. A few cotjlies tried to dis- 
ularly visits .Sahaj Muni even though doc- Ram Muni, another monk ol the order: : suadc him from waiting explaining that the 
tors have advised him a bypass surgery " I’housands come to visit holy pcniple. It’s conccmc'd train didn't stop at the station, 
immeciialely. Says another believer: "My mere coincidence that the’w'ishes of 20- All .Sahaj Muni said was, "it will”. And the 
wife was suffering from an ear infection odd people are fulfilled. Even if they came train did. even though it wasn’t a sched- 
and couldn't hear in one ear. Our i ns spe- and talked to a wall, you would have had uled stop, and the monk got his water, 
crialist advised a surgery. But she visited that kind of percentage. Miracles should be "It’s this kind of faith," explains Sahaj 
Sahaj Muni often and listened to him talk- those that operate on every’body the way I Muni, "that sees me through my fasts." ■ 
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MALAYSIA 

Shrines of Trouble 
Feuding Indian Muslims and Hindus cause a rare religious riot 

IT'S a scenario that's become painfully 
familiar to most Indians over the last 
few years—riots between Hindus and 

Muslims over a temple/mosque site. The 
difference in the latest instance is that it 
took place in the normally serene Malays¬ 
ian resort Island of Penang, about 400 km 
northwest of Kuala Lumpur. 

The sporadic eight-day confrontation, 
which culminated on March 27, 
was played out away from the 
public eye. For, a strict censorship 
is imposed here on reporting 
racial or religious confrontation 
in this multi-racial, multi-reli- 
gious nation of 20 million citi- 
zens. Few are thus aware of the 
feud between Hindus and Mus- 
lims of Indian origin over the 
conversion of a 50-year-oId tree ' 
shrine into a hill-fledged temple. 

The tree-shrine borders a madr- 
asa which was originally set up to 
cater to the Indian Muslim work 
permit holder and, of late, illegal 
migrants. But over the two deca- 
des or so of its existence, it 
evolved into a mosque as well. A HP 
mosque that is separated by a 
house from the proposed temple. 

The Muslim objection to the 
Hindu temple, ob-servers believe, H^ 
is a follow-up to the bomb 
blasts in Kerala and Tamil Nadu MM 
early this year by an extremist 
Muslim group protesting against the Babri 
Masjid demolition. 

When the problem first surfaced, the state 
government quickly came in with an alter¬ 
nate site for the temple a three-quarter-kilo¬ 
meter away, but fighting broke out between 
tile Miiuiiis and the Indian Muslims on 
Marc 1 26 and again on March 27. 

According to eyewitnesses, about 1,500 
Muslims marc tied on to the temple shout¬ 
ing religious slogans, when the anti-riot 
Federal Reserve Unit, repleni.shed with 
reinforcements rustled in from other parts 
of the peninsuia, stopped them. The 
Indian Hindus relaliated by demon.strating 
in trout of chief minister Ian Sri Koh Tsu 
Koon’s office. 

Among the 150 jieople detained in con¬ 
nection with the rioting is an Indian 
Muslim priest witli a video of the destruc¬ 
tion of the Babri Masjid. The video apiiears 
to have been the last straw in the ongoing 
friction between the two communities. The 
proximity of the two shrines has been a 
bone of contention ever since the madrasa 

became a mosque about a decade-and-a- 
half ago, but had been kept within bounds 
by regular consultations between the two 
groups. However, incensed by the video of 
the Babri demolition, the Indian Muslims 
objected to the nadaswarams and other 
musical instruments that accompanied the 
moving of the idols at the tree shrine to the 
alternate site. Brickbatting by both sides 
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Reilgious dots broke out between I 
Indian Muslims and Hindus over ly 
the conversion of a 50-yr-old tree;' 
shnne, which adjoins a mosque in' ^ 
Kampung Rawa, into a tempte. 

■Kuala Lumpur 

MALAYSIA 

SING'APORL 

INDONESIA 

The Muslim ob)ection to 
the temple—believed to 

be a follow-up to the bomb 
blasts in south India—was 
spurred by a video of the 
Babri Masjid demolition. 

followed and the coicscquent riot was 
stopped by poiice using tear gas. 

A large quantity of Molotov cocktails, 
knives, machetes and bearing scrapers were 
recovered by the police. A quick check 
among hardware shops in Kuala Lumpur 
showed that many of these sharji instm- 
ments were not available for sale, especial¬ 
ly near where Muslim communities live. 

Though there is a surface calm, Penang is 
tense. At the disputed site, police patrols 
keep the peace. And Inspector General of 
Police Tan Sri Abdul Rahim Noor has thre¬ 

atened to impose curfew if the problem 
continues. The deities at the Hindu shrine 
have been shifted to the new site. 

As religion is becoming increasingly asso¬ 
ciated with riots, the government plans to 
ban the Vesak celebrations that mark the 
birthday of the Gautam Buddha in May. 
And within the Chinese community there 
is much nervousness. For, in any racial 
confrontation, they become, as in Indon¬ 
esia, the inevitable targets. 

Religion is incidental in the larger politi¬ 
cal framework in which the Muslim Malay 
holds political power, the largely Buddhist, 
Confucianist or "free-thinking" Chinese 
the economic power, with the essentially 

Moop KAMATH Hindu Indian at the bottom of the 
totem pole, providing much the 
siintc menial roles for which the 
British had brought them to this 
country under terms that were no 

HH better than slavery. In a country 
MH where racial tensions lie dormant, 
9^ an out-and-out religious riot or 

confrontation is a rarity. In Maia- 
ysia, racial tensions are real, rcli- 
gious tensions are not. 

What, has everyone on tenter- 
hooks is the parallel with the Chi- 
nese-led ‘hartal’ in 1967 protesting 

'against the removal of F.nglish as 
; @ one of Malaysia's two official lan- 

guages, and the ruling coalition's 
poor showing in elections 18 mon- 
ths later. Now, with the economy 
down, with fears of a Malay eco- 

E * nomic debacle, and with a general 
, election likely soon, the tears of a 

larger conflagration remains in 
official calculations. For, post-riot 
instability brings in genuine fears 
of a loss of Malay political power. 

Indians provide a political balance i>etw- 
een the rival claims of the Chinese and tlie 
Malays in Penang—the only state in Mala¬ 
ysia where this is so Hence, the present 
confrontation is not one the ruling Natio¬ 
nal Front is happy with. In a parliamentaiy 
byclcction in Teluk Intan near Kuala Lum¬ 
pur, the Indian.s, angry at an official ban on 
trade during a temple festival, had deserted 
the government in droves to elect an 
Opposition member of I’arliament. 

Could the BiP’s coming to power in India 
have anything to do with all this? All that 
officials arc prepared to say is that this is 
one more reason why the Issue of a tree 
shrine became more confrontational than 
it need have. ITie problem, deputy prime 
minister Uato Seri Anwar Ibrahim, stresses, 
is related to "events overseas". Apparently, 
a Bjp victory combined with the Babri 
Masjid video has aggravated tensions betw¬ 
een Hindu and Muslim Indians, far from 
the shores of India, to create a religious pro¬ 
blem in a country where it is a rarity. ■ 

M.G.G. Piilai in Kuala Lumpur 
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REMOVES THE DETERGENT 
OTHER WASHING MACHINES LEAVE BEHIND. 
WITH A RINSE, AND A RINSE, AND A RINSE/ 

AND A RINSE. 
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Electrolux brings to you 

the F.lectra Care lOOo. 
The only washing machine 

designed to guarantee a 

Tqtal_Wash for your clotltc>. 

India's only fully automatic 

washing machine with 

a 4 rinse washing system, 

the Electra Care 1000 rinses 

your clothes with fresh water 

each time, thus ensuring 

that no detergent is left on 

them. Thereby, preventing 

their premattire fading. 

That too, while using less 

water and detergent than 

any other washing machine. 

This rninplele rinse action is 

preceded by a superior 

VVa.tA Power whiclr 

cleans clothes by scrubbing 

labric against fabric, 

lifting and thumping them 

on a bed of water, while 

constantly splashing soap water 

on them. This ensures 

c/omplete exposure of clothes 

to detergent for total removal 

of dirt, and hence, 

a better, cjmner wash. 

These advantages, 

coupled with others like 

24 wash programmes, hot wash, 

single knob operation, 

drip dry and rinse hold farilily 

make Elecliolux 

Electra ('are 1000 the only 

washing in.uhine liiily capable 

of guaranteeing you 

total satisiaction of having 

< hoseii the best. 

Taimtalc? Powc-r 

S] Electrolux; 
YNE WORIM LAMEST HOME APPUANCe COMn^ 



Your fine sense of taste 

Joes not always Lave to skow in tke 

Jelicacies you prepare. 

Il can, for iiislance, maiufcst itself in ihc refreeKiiigly 

lioautifiil manner you cluMise li» Jo tip your Lilcften. A.nJ for 

i.il y«'U ilo not ncccsoarily In luive a I’ost-Ciracitialu Diploma 

in Interior Deeoralion. I'orttinatoly. All you would 

need ib a little iiiwikiiiidlion and Somany Tilcsi. 

SaiVIAJMY 
WALL & FLOOR TILES 

Create a world of your own _ 





ikUSTilALU 

White Man’s Anxiety 
Immigration laws are tightened and thousands screened after an Indian student dies of T6 

By PENNY MCDONALD in Sydney RAMMOHAN Neflam, 24, of 
Hyderabad, arrived in Australia 
nine months ago to take a masters 
degree in computer studies at 
Griffith University on the glitzy 

Gold Coast, Australia's version of Miami. 
But long before he could finish his course, 
he died—on March 17—from TB that hea¬ 
lth authorities claim must have been quite 
advanced last July when he was issued a 
student visa by the Australian High Comm¬ 
ission's immigration section in New Delhi. 

Queensland Health authorities have set 
up a TB screening programme for the hun¬ 
dreds of students and staff he 
might have come into con¬ 
tact with. They are also scre¬ 
ening hundreds of people on 
the Gold and Sunshine 
Coasts following three more 
suspected TB cases last week. 

Neelam shared accommo¬ 
dation with two other stu¬ 
dents from Hyderabad. Like 
many foreign students he 
took part-time work. In his 
case he worked as waiter in a 
restaurant at Surfer's Para¬ 
dise, the main city of 
the Gold Coast. 

According to Hemu, a 
friend of Neelam’s older bro- 
tlier Jagan also studying for 
his masters in computer sci¬ 
ence in Dallas, he took Nee¬ 
lam under his wing when he 
arrived here last July. "When 
I saw him at the airport 1 was 
very surprised," said Hemu, 
another Hyderabadi who 
refused to give nis lull name. 
"He had lost so much weight 
but he said he was homesicK 
and we put it down to ail tlie 
preparations ior the move. 
Me was well until lanuary 
this year when he started las¬ 
ing more weight. When he 
shaved his beard off I sasv he 
was a man with a disease 
problem. He looketl terrible 
and we insisted he go to the 
university doctor." 

Hemu's account only high¬ 
lights the fact that Neelam's 
death could have perhaps 

been avoided if only he had paid heed to 
his deteriorating health and not been 
granted a visa in the first place. With I B 
almost eradicated from the Australian pop¬ 
ulation by decades of public health cam¬ 
paigns, the disease was not immediately 
recognised. When Neelam was first taken 
to the university hospital, the doctor sus¬ 
pected it was asthma. 

Hemu said Neelam grew so thin he took 
to getting dressed in the bathroom and by 
March his breathing was extremely fast. 
"One day we were seeing an Indian movie 
and his breathing was very, very fast. I said 

Pauline Hanson: bringing race into it i 

you are looking like a skeleton and breath¬ 
ing so fast. He said it was an old problem." 

When an X-Ray revealed TB, Neelam 
wanted to fly back to India immediately 
and his parents wanted to come out to be 
with him. The doctors gave him a 50/50 
chance of survival, according to Hemu, but 
his condition deteriorated fast and 10 days 
after being admitted to the Gold Coast 
hospital, Neelam died on a life-support .sys¬ 
tem in the Intensive Care Unit of the Gold 
Coast Hospital. His brother, Jagan, who 
flew out from Dallas, arrived too late. He 
returned home with Neelam's ashes. 

Predictably, Neelam's case has been . 
seized upon by the anti-immigrant politi¬ 

cian Pauline Hanson, whose 
star has faded in recent 
months as it becomes clear 
she has little prospect of tak¬ 
ing her One Nation party 
outside a small audience of 
older, small-town ty|)es left 
behind by economic change. 

His death highlighted the 
government's failure to pro¬ 
tect Australians against viru¬ 
lent diseases entering the 
country, Hanson claimed. 
Tipped off about Neelam's 
death a day before the story' 
broke, Hanson called on 
Australian Immigration Min¬ 
ister Philip Ruddock to ligh¬ 
ten entry standards. "How 
many people have been 
infected since he has been 
here?" she asked. "How many 
others like him do we have 
currently spreading disease? 
Because clearly they will have 
to die before we know they 
arc here.” 

Hanson has gut little 
noticeable support, though 
Neelam’s two flatmates say 
they have been abused by 
Australian students at the 
Gold Coast campus since his 
death. Brad Robinson of the 
office of the minister for 
immigration said Australia 
was tightening the entire 
immigration process after 
the incident. 

All students and other long¬ 
term visitors to Australia are 
required to show X-rays that 
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they arc clear of TB. Neclam got his visa Indians throng Australia’s immigration department in Delhi: in search of new horizons 
before his X-rays arrived showing he need¬ 
ed treatment, and as a result the official Ncelam had been tested for TB when he buiUin Voice said Anand signed a statutory 
who stamped his passport was sacked. applied for his student visa in India and declaration on Deceinlwr 22, stating 

According to newspaper reports here, the results forwarded on to the Health Singh liad advised them that approval 
this was Joginder Singh, 54, who had Assessment Service in Sydney, an arm of 1 could be arranged through another col- 
worked at the high commission for 18 the Immigration Department. "In this case I league if up to $20,(KM) were paid An 
years, and within the immigration section a clinical examiniition and X-Ray indica- I Immigration Department investigation 
for 10 years. Ruddock has ordered an ted active TB and this message was relayed was held and, eventually, Jayani was 
inquiry to determine, "whether or not to our overseas post and further che.st tii- I allowed entrs’ into Australia. Singh main- 
there weie corrupt practices involved." nic treatment was recommended," an j tained to V'/ii'.AiM//n//iu; he was cleared of 

"We arc investigating the reason w'hy i immigration spokesman said. "But the stu- i any wrongdoing, 
this individual took the decision to issue j dent visa was granted in contravention of | Australia, witli Norway, has the lowest 
this visa and will determine if any further ! usual granting procedure." ' rale of I B in the world, with the latest sta- 
action is to be taken against him," added 1 , | tistics showing a 6 jier 1(K),(KK) of the 
an immigration sixskesman. | J%INGH granted the visa within 12 Australian population. In (hieensland, 

•Singh himself, according to The ; days, before receiving the official test ' there are 1(K) lases jrer year within the 
A/isfru/irwi new'spaper, claims it was a case i HP results from the Health Assessment • Australian community, mostly from migr- 
of overwork by staff hard pressed for time. | Service. The niles say Singh should have ! ants and refugees, actording to the Que- 
"It’s just a human error," he said. "I've i waited for the rc.sults, at which [mint Singh en.sland Health Department, 
been made a scapegoat. This mistake could j would have received the service's rejection . Since Neelam's death. Ruddock has 
have been made by anyone." ! of Neelam's ajiplication and its recomrnen- ; ordered a check of aii student visas issued 

Australian universities have certainly dation that he receive further treatment. | in the past year by the Australian High 
been actively recruiting students from No action was taken to revoke the visa, l/rc j Commission in New Delhi and other mis- 
India and other Aslan countries. Their fees Meitraluw said Singh claimed he was not in j sions in areas with a high incidence of TB. 
augment the increasingly stingy allocations charge of that section when the rcjiorl j A tiuecnsland I lealth spokesperson com- 
from Canberra in this Thatcherite era. came back in August. I merited: "We don't want to scare [X’ople 
Between July 1997 and this January, the But Singh is not new to allegations of | oft. This was an unusual ease. If a [X'rson 
High Commission in New Delhi granted corrupt granting of visas, hast May the j with TB wants a visa to Australia and are 
2.485 student visas, up 69 per cent from Melbourne-based community newspa[K*r I treated before entering the country and 
the previous corres[X)nding period. The /«<//(»; VbiVc carried a story of two brothers' i rendertHl non-infections it is okay for them 
mission has a full-time education officer, fight for a permanent entry visa. One to come in. TB is a curable disease. The 
Tom Calma, and universities have agents In brother, Anand Dagore. was allowed into tragedy of this case was that Neelam pre¬ 
several Indian cities. Griffith also has one Australia, the other, Jayant, was refused sented himseif too late and died." ■ 
agent in Hyderabad, Vandana Mehra. despite having identical qualifications. With Ramanandla Sengupta in New Delhi 
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MULTINATIONALS 

BABY AND TH 
The advocates of swadeshi are partly right. But 
they are missing the real issue: the economy. 

By NEERJA PAWHA JETLEY and PARQMITA SHASTRi At suburban Vile Parle, where Mumbai's fourth 
McUonaid's outlet is coining up, Vishwa Hindu Parishad 
and other proponents of swadeshi, the current fad in 
Indian development economics, are fighting the latest 
battle against the big, bad muitinational corporations 

(M.Ncs). Says bji’ corporator Parag Alvani: "Bring us technology, 
that's fine. We don't need mni s in tiie food business telling us 
what we should eat." Other fears: beef burgers, heavy advertising, 

and American culture. Charges that leave vegetarian Amit Jatia, 
Ml) of Hardcastle Restaurants, franchisees for McDonald's, 

quite dumbfounded. "For every explanation we give, 
there's a new objection. Tell me how do I convince a 

sadhu that we're okay?" he asks. 
As an overwhelmingly Indian-industry-friendly 
government takes charge at the Centre, Jatia and 

his counterparts seem headed for a disturbing 
and uncertain future. Suddeniy, • swadeshi seems to be the mantra on 

^ every lip. Over 60 per cent of the 

1,220 people Oi/f/wik-MODi- (.see pages 
S4, S5) spoke lo in the six metros 
preferred to buy an Indian product. 

I hey also oppo.sed foreigners tak¬ 
ing a majority stake in Indian 

fl. 



companies or coming in consumer goods. Close lo 80 per cent of 
them wanted Indian industry to be protected against foreigners. 

Says Tarun Das, director-general, cii; ".Swadeshi means building a 
stronger India and Indian industry, it doesn't mean closing down 
MNi's or barring foreign players. Indian industry doesn't want pro¬ 
tection from MN(' influence. All it wants is fair competition." Agrees 
Amit Mitra, secretary general, na.i: "The entire plank of swadeshi 
is nothing but strengthening of Indian industry, which should 
have been done at the time of o|x;ning up of the economy." 
Misplaced priorities: Why are Indians displaying such jingoism? 
Are we growing xenophobic? Or are we just trying to pick up our 
wounded pride as we discover that even after .SO years of 
independence, more than one-third of our population still goes 

to bed hungry. , , . StapWesbyANOOPKAMATH 
The answer is quite simple. India is not . 

on the brink of a Ram Reich. The swadeshi I 
argument is just the direct result of the FDIflomtoi 
economic liberalisation of the '90s. More Rari( Cowtry 
sireiifically, it's a backlash of the econom- ^ '■ 
icslowdownofthepast three years. When - . 
liberalisation started in the'90s, the coun- * | 
try was forced lo go in for external liberal- ^ ; Malaysia 
isation rather rapidly without siinultane- ♦ - Afpentina 
ously providing for matching internal 5 : Thailand 
reforms. I'or instance, import tariffs were p ; vmezuela 
rationalised but indirc*ct taxes reform was j i Indonesia 
neglcctcxl. Or foreign investment, both . ; 
direct and portfolio, were allowed in liber- « ; p -i 
ally without matching reforms in the ® 
financial sector. As a result, the economy ■ Turkey 
became vulnerable to external shocks and ' lotal sli.ire 

comes from llaramuti in Maharashtra, pickles from Hyderabad and 
the iceberg lettuce from Ooty, Tamil Nadu and Dehraduri So what's 
videshi about this?" Adds’S.G. .Awasthi, Ml), Daewoo Motors: 
"About 70 per cent of the Cielo is indigenised. We are turning India 
into a major manufacturing base for export of coinixinents. Also, 
we have dealings with over 200 vendors and sjiecific arrangements 
with 10-12 ancillaries in which we have taken exjuit)’ stakes." 
Soft targets: While mnc s are far from saints or saviours, they may 
be shouldering the brunt of tlie blame which should ideally 
accrue to previous governments, i'here are three pojrular charges 
against mncs: that they don't mcvl employment or export obliga¬ 
tions despite a smooth sailing with procedures; that they concen¬ 
trate more on marketing skills than quality, buying marketshares 

TORTOISE & THE HARE 
FDIfkmtolIntivitenfmlp^ntaevelopingaHgnriss (in$blSion) 

flank Country 1991 Cownry 1994 GounOy im 

1 Mexico 4.7 i China 33.0 < China 37.0 

Z China 4J; Mexico 11.0 j Brazil 15J 

3 : Malaysia 4.0! Malaysia 4.31 Mexico « 

3.1; kxlonesla 

9.1 

4 - Argentina 2.4: Peru 54 
5 : Thailand 2.0 i Brazil 3.1 \ Poland 

3.1! Malaysia 

4.5 

6 : Venezuela 1.9' Argentina 4.1 

7 i Indonesia 1.5 ‘ Indonesia 2.1! Argentina 3.5 

S ; Hungary 1.6 j Nigeria 1.9! Chile 3.5 
9 Brazil 1.1 : Poland 1.91 India 3.1 

10 ; Turkey OJ ; Chile 1.9! Vhnezuela 2.0 

'• lotal sliiire 74.Z ■ lofai share (%) 76.1 • total share '"i i 72.3 

other pittalis of the integrated global Imta mclmsinlo the hsl of loflOrscmeKls tor IIkM time miss/ '.»ra 
economy. Cocooncxl for 40 years in a 
highly protective environment, industry found itself suddenly with the strong dollar than f iir competition; and repatriate prof- 
exposed to the financial might of global giants, canny Indian con- its but reinvest little. Says Milia: "Our com ern is not so much pro¬ 
sumers and highly competitive export markets. Result: the protec- tcition or competition but the power ol an mm. lo manipulate 
tionist lobbies grew stronger. markets svith ease due to their resource base and volume of oper- 

According to Jagdish Shettigar, memlK-r, bip national executive ations. Indian industry is plagued by higli costs—of borrowing, 
committee, swadeshi is nothing but economic nationalism. In transaction and infrastructure, mm scan counter all these through 
other words, putting indian interests first. Therefore, the demand their access to chcajs funds and ability to lake risks. An mni i an 
for keeping consumer goods out of the reach (jfsiNr s, and soliciting lake a loss of Rs lOOciorea sear easily lor a lew years |usl toeslab- 
foreign invt>stment only in infrastructure, where Indians just don't lish a toehold in the Indian market.” 
have the money to invest, and high technology areas, a term con- Agrees Das: "The ultimate beneficiaries of the lifting of the 
siderably alien to us even after 50 years of industrialisation. licence-permit raj lia .• been the mm s. Indian industry still reels 

But docs businc'ss stop ai national borders? Aren't I'hilips, Bata under the pletliora ol rules, licences and regulations. This is what 
and Dettol household names in India? More important, are the tfie Bombay (Jul) tried to light. But it was blacklisted right from 
MNc s, especially the consumer gmid birth as an mm-basher." In sugar. 
giants, really the big bad wolves as 
they are made out to be? Protests P.M. 
Sinha, Pepsico chairman: "The colour 
of the dollar when converted into 
rupees is no different. So why is every- 
bcidy fussing about chips and cola?" 
Asks Ragvinder S. Rekhi, vice-president 
of McDonald's India: "Our burger buns 
are made by Cremica Industries of 
Punjab, the mutton panic's are .sup¬ 
plied by Al-Kafreer in Mumbai, cheese 

S.G. AWASTW 
MD, Daawoo Motois 

“About 70 per cent 
of the Cielo is 
indigenised. India 
will also be a maior 
base for the export 
of components.’* 

points out (II, importers and foreign 
companies are allowed to import 
sugar freely or under iH,t and sell the 
same in the open market. Not so tor 
the domestic producers who are sub¬ 
ject to not only backbreaking regula¬ 
tions but also a 40 per cent quota for 
public distribution system (rns) sale at 
negligible subsidy. Similarly, sup|iliers 
to refineries can import capital goods 
freely while domestic manufacturers 
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of the same capital );ouc1&. thanks to a 
slew of indirect taxes, suffer from a .10 
per cent cost disadvanlaj?e. 

Industry also advocates a sector-spe¬ 
cific majority stake to mni s to min¬ 
imise chances of unfair or hostile 
takeover and creating subsequently a 
monopolistic situation in any indus¬ 
try. I'or instance, in insurance, where 
industry is keen to share in the profits 
so far reaiJC'd by the [lublic sc-clor, it 
wants to kc^p the mm s out. Not so in 
infrastructure, where it realises that short of a majority stake, no 
MNc, would be interested in putting such huge lunds at the 
guillotine. I'oreign firms, however, argue that the s|X'ctre of mm s 

coming in only to make a quick buck is at best notional. Says 
I’epsico's Sinha; "We are in a capital-intensive long-haul business 
where even it profits come in, you have to put it back in business- 
building. In agriculture, it takes five to si.x years to establish bai k- 
ward linkages and acquire the trust of the farmer. Till dale we 
haven't repatriated anything by way (»f royalty, knowhow or divi¬ 
dends." I’epsico al.so claims to have createii 4.S.(K)() jobs and 
increased export turnover 20 times in seven years. One-and- 
a-half-ycar-old McDonald's India claims it already provides 
employment to 600 people. 
High on technology or funds?: In fact, the swadesbi line of divide 
between consumer goods and high-technology areas is a figment 
of the imagination. This is especially true ol loud processing and 
auto industries, the nationalist lobby's lavourite whijiiiing lM)ys. 
'rhe.se are the sectors which have brought in huge funds in the 
past few years. .Secondly, when India tictides to olfer majority 
stake to vm s in infrastructure, the decisive fador here is funds, 
not technology. India welcomed mm s into fiaid processing 
Iwcause it had hopes of becoming a food superpower. With one- 
third of its produce wasted every year for poor distribution and 
storage tacilities, the [lotential was great, but India was processing 
only one |)er cent ol the food, compared In 70 per cent in the U.S, 
Brazil or the I’hilipiiines. To raise it to even I.*; per cent, according 
to a Mckinsey report, would require an investment of billion 
every year. Also, since the industry is highly labour- and technol¬ 
ogy-intensive, inviting mm s was exicected to ensure prospi-rits of 
the farm economv. 

I'I was the same in automobiles. In iiiany developed countries, 
notably the li.S, UK, (I'ermany, Japan and Soulli Korea (whi'ii 
startl'd .IS a component supplier to japaiiese incustries). auto 

industries have been the engine of domestic and export-led 
growth. Says Awasthi; " Itvhnology is not alioul inacliines, equip¬ 
ment and hardware. Its basic purpose is to improve products and 
services. In thiil sense even managerial techniques and knowledge 
inputs tliat deliver tietter produc Is to the consumer are also a com- 
poneiit ol technologv." 

Moie important, however, is whether loreign investment will 
uuiomaliiallv come in wlierever the government wants it to. In 
I‘>'>7, close to S i.SO billion ot mi flowed worldwide, AS per cent of 
wiiicli tame lo developing countries. India got less thae one jier 
cent or Si I billion, according to the World Bank (ilolial 
Development I'inanie (i.oi) Keport, 1*198. In comparison, China, 
which opened up its economy in l‘>79, got over 10 times more or 
$87 billion. On the |Tositive side. 1997 was also the year when 
India inched up to the list of top ten recipients of ini among 
dc*velo))ing economies, h there’s progress despite our inefficient 
approval system and the disorganised tying up of projects, a 
change in the direction of the present mi policy can send very 
alarming signals. 
How important Is FDI?: I he recent liast Asian debacle has added 
fuel to the nationalist lobby's arsenal against mi. That's wrong. 

OUTLOOK 

Private capital flows to most of these 
countries, except for Malaysia, were 
overwhelmingly in the form of 
volatile portfolio investment and 
loans, not iiit, which is money that 
goes into building factories and creat¬ 
ing jobs. Empirical studies clearly 
show a strong positive correlation 
lictween a country's casi> growth and 
nil inflows into that country. 
According lo the c.iii, over 1998-96, 
China recorded a real oni’ growth of 

about 12 per cent, even as mi accounted for about seven per cent 
ol its (iiii’. Vietnam had corresponding figures of about 9 and 10 
per cent, tmnvcrsely, Pakistan, Argentina and Brazil were at the 
iKittiini of ttie tables. Eurther, (.iii- points out, trade expansion and 
export orientation promote mi flows. 

In lact, the lesson to draw from the East Asian experience is that 
tor a developing economy, strengthening the financial system 
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AMITMITiM 
Secy-general, FICCI 
AMITMITiM 
Secy-general, FICCI 

“We are concerned 
about the power of 
an MNC to 
manipulate markets 
easily due to their 
resource base.” 
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should go hand in hand with, if not precede, a complete freeing 
of capital flows. China is believed to fie already going slow in mak¬ 
ing its currency fully convertible. In India anyway, official think¬ 
ing pre- and post-Hje government, definitely precludes full con¬ 
vertibility of the ruptv in the next five years. 

In going all out to protert Indian industry, the government is 
ignoring a few home truths. Dnc, mm s are a patient lot; they have 
long-term interests at heart for which they are willing to sacrifice a 

Soar(.» teontmr. Surn^ f09B-97 

few years' time and losses. Also, there are many countries where for¬ 
eign investors cannot Ih> sure of being treatc’d reasonably or fairly. 
In mo,st developing countries, foreign investment policies tend to 
yo-yo. In ('.hlna, foreign invc’slors arc still not allowed a majority 
stake in companies. And they are unlikely to be unduly ruffled by 
India's decision to shutter fast fcxids and soft drinks, as long as they 
are assured of reasonable economic returns in the infrastructure sec¬ 

tors. Seccmdly, most 

AS GOOD AS IT GETS Ha uvvV Ha ■ I m i a basically to do with 
fyrelgnlnmmntflcm.post-f'^t^ regulations. One 

1994 1995 1996 of the long-standing crit- 
Dlrvetlnveitmenl 341 586 1,314 2,133 icisms against the Indian 

« z s SIAfHPB route 238 280 701 1,249 neglected administrative 
NRIS 61 217 442 715 and legal reforms. To 
Portfolio Inveitimnt 92 3,649 3,581 2,214 protect Indian industry 
IfeM (A+B) 433 4,235 4,895 4.347 against hostile take-overs 

"f |)re-einption of mar¬ 
ket shares, one only 

nc*eds to tighten the mrii- laws or anti-dumping measures. To throw 
out the MM s and put up tariff or nofi-tariff barriers again to proU-ct 
unprofessional, weak industry house's or inadequate legislation 
would be asking to throw the Iraby out with the bathwater. 
What about the consumer?: But' the billion-dollar questions in 
the swadeshi-videshi debate: is industry's interests the same as its 
consumers'? .Shouldn't gcxid governments first protect the inter¬ 
ests of the consumers? And won't protectionism create a mine 
inefficient and inward-looking industry as it did in the '7()s/ For 
instance, when Japanese cars captured almost a third of the US 
market, the US protectionist lobbies predicted the death of the 
American car. What actually haiijic-neci was that Detroit, the hub 
of car industry, was forced to improve its quality and cost control 
to ultimately recapture its sirre. 

.Asks Shtibhasis Uangopadliyay, professor, Indian Statistical 
Institute: "I'hc* final decision as to which product is usetui for the 
economy rests with the consumer. By acxepting or rejecting tfie 
prcxiuct made by the M.M or an Indian company, he- exercises that 

' choice." By closing the gates to competition Irom Ix-tter, and some¬ 
times even cheaper, foreign products, the government is denying 
the consumer that choice. This is akin to what India had in the 'tiOs 
and the '70s, a throwback to tlie planned economv. It could end up 
looking uncomfortablv like millions ol average Indians subsidising 
incomiietence and sic h of a lew hundrcxl Indian industrialists. 

From the average Indian's point of view, the government can do 
its bit to protect industrs- as long as tin- consumer c'ontinues to get 
what it wants. As m.m s and Indian industry have both learnc-d to 
their cost, the Indian consumer, like the voter, is no fool. Any exer¬ 
cise in denving him his riglit to choose, even under the ruse of 
Swadeshi, can Iwimcrang on Indian industry itsell. As jatia said: 
"Why are we singled out when in Vile Parle, there are liquesr bars lor 
women next to the Jain temple?" The swadeshiwallahs would do 
well to remember that even months after McDonald's entry, 
Niriila's, IX-lhi's homegrown fast food chain, or the roadside five- 
rupc-e burger vendors continue to do roaring businc-ss. .Some would 
sav: better than McDonald's. ■ 

With Arindam Mukherjee in Delhi and 
Lekba Rattanani in Mumbai 
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MULTINATIONALS 

SOMEHMES 
r. NARAYAN 

For Pepsi, iFs Hot 
Potatoes All the Way 
By ASHUTOSH KUMAR SINHA in Sangrur, Punjab ON a sunny spring; tnorning, potato farmer Sat);uru Sin^’h, 

sits outside the I’cpsi lood.s potato citips plant at 
t’lidimo \illane. "UV were not happy with the middle¬ 
men. They would not pay us on time. But now I'm 
happv." he beams, as a ilo/en more farmers line up their 

produce at the plant (tales. 
Unseasonal rains affected llie haisest, but I’epsi-suijiiorte-d farmers 

aren't w.irrieHJ. They were )>iven the potato tube b\’ Pejisi and under 
I’epsi scientists’ guidanev, thes lia\e had a l)umiH’r crop. Against the 
average ot about :7-18 tonnes per tiectare, Satguru has done 25, 
inihing closer to the international mean of !B). Supiwse the new 
gosernmeiit threw out foreign potato chip compa¬ 
nies' Satguru is hailled: tmt why.^ he asks, lie isn't 
suie v\li..t he can do to prevent suih a step; maylie 
he'll vsiii.- lo 'he prime minister, he muses. 

v!\( s III til * food sector may be pariali for the 
svvadcshi hugi.te, hut tlie "unjah farmer is willing 
to vouih loi them. In tart, the government's fail¬ 
ure to provide laimers with the latest techni<iues 
have become tla mm s' oji^ioitunity. Potatoes, 
chillies, garlu, loinaiots- their farming methods 
are all now under \i\i inicrosco|)es. The target; 
improve produce as well tis qualitv. 

Says !)r l.S. tirewal, consultant lo I’epsi on potato 
0|x.’rdlions, and former Jircctoi of Central Potato 
Rc.sparch Institute: '‘Production is just .50 jK>r cent of the job, mar¬ 
keting and post harvest are the rest. I hese cause the real problem 
for the farmer, forcing him into the arms of the middleman at the 
local mandi." Adds \bhiram Seth, t'xecutivc director (exixirts): "We 
have built a relationship with the farmer wiiere he can trust us." 

T. NARAYAN 

Pepsi-supervised potato harvest; the end result at the wafer plant 

What attracts Punjab farmers, already nearly 1,400 in number and 
growing rapidly, to Pepsi, other than aa'ess to better farming meth¬ 
ods deveIo(HHi by Pepsi laboratories, is the assured price the mnc 

offers. The farmer is told in clear terms that the price he would tie 
getting would probably not lie the highest the prcxiuce could fetch 
at the local mandi. But it's a full guarantee of picking up the pro¬ 
duce, timely jwyment and returns. If the farmer has a bumper crop, 
the excess supply drives down market prices. Here a fixed price per 
tonne helps him. If the crop fails, an assured return is insurance. 

Bhupinder .Singh, general manager at the Channo plant, says 
that tile comiiany is very careful alxiut selecting farmers for con¬ 
tract larming: "Tyiiically, we advise them lo go for contract farm¬ 
ing only on a part of their land. A gcxid part of the produce is 
picked up by Pepsi while the farmer can sell tlie rest at the pre¬ 
vailing market price." 

Pepsi already gets its daily potato requirement of 1,0(X) tonnes 
Irom its farmers. Ihe effort now is to produce sugar-free potatoes 
to churn out chips that don’t turn brown when deep-fried. In 

other words, Pepsi at its fully automated Sangrur 
plant IS sparing no computer chip to ensure that 
jxitalo chip quality changes for the better. 

And it's not just potatoes, Pepsi wants chillies and 
tomatoes too. Where results are stunning. Punjab's 
annual tomato production has increased from 
2S,(XX) tonnes to 128,000 tonnes; average yield is 
up from eight tonnes to 20. In chillies, per acre 
yield has shot up threefold. All these with a cumu¬ 
lative investment of just Rs 30 crore from Pepsi, 
part of which is incurred when Pepsi field trial 
executives visit fanners to work closely with them, 
particularly in the case of chillies. The company is 
now looking at carrot and ginger. Carrot juice and 

paste and ginger paste are in great demand in the Far F,ast. 
A quiet helping hand lias been lent by the Punjab Agricultural 

Exjiort Corporation. Two weeks ago, the corporation was entertain¬ 
ing executives from Cargill Seeds, a company anathema to the 
swadeshis, lo help Punjab farmers Improve the quality of wheat. ■ 

MNCs in the 
food sector may 

be pariah for 
the Swadeshi 
brigade, but 

Punjab farmers 
swear by them. 
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T WORKS 
Honk.» Have Drive, 
or Get Outta the Way 
By A.S. PANNEERSELVAN The early '90s euphoria over the entry of global auto majors 

into the country is history. There was a |)erirxl when every 
day, either a new joint venture (jV) or the decision of some 
automobile giant to set up shop with a fully-owned plant 
in India would hog headlines. Hindustan Motors signed 

two JVs: with (ieneral Motors and Mitsubishi. Premier Automobiles 
tied up with l-'iat and Peugeot. Mahindra & Mahindra (m&m) 

teamed up with I'ord, Tatas with Mercedes-Benz, ixm with 
Daewoo. Hyundai got in with a whoily-owned subsidiary. 

In three years, everything seems to have fallen apart. Most JVs 
arc in tioublc. With ik:m unable to put up its share of the money 
for i)( M Daewoo, its slake in the com[)any has fallen to a [raltry 
l.b per lent. Within three years, Daewoo's stake is up from 51 
per cent to 92. ix m Daewix) is now called Daewoo Motors 
(India) l.td, the smoothest takeover in Indian corporate history. 
Premier Automobiles reneged on its agreement with Peugeot 
and tied u|) with Fiat. The matter ended up in court, and 
Peugeot pulled out of the company, Mercedes-Benz has upped 
its stake from 51 to 75 |)er cent in its JV with the Tatas. At Mahi¬ 
ndra i ord India Ud (miii ), mF:m has agreed to allow Ford to hike 

Ford will up its stake to 80 per cent in Its JV with Mahindras 

its .stake from the present 50 per cx?nt to nearly 80 over the next four 
years. In return, m&m will gel technology from Ford, and use of its 
testing facilities. But the truth remains tliat within a few years, all 
the new car companies have come under the full control of the for¬ 
eign partners, bringing little pros|x:rity to the Indian partner. 

Neither have the mni s prospered. For, while JVs collapsed, the 
market died. Daewoo had to slash prices by 25 jwr cent to uj) sales. 
The Fiat Uno bombed, the Peugeot 309 sank without a trace. mn( s 
misread the market potential, especially in Rs 4-lakh plus cars, and 
woke up one day to find that what was seen as undercapacity a 
few months ago, was suddenly a glut. 

What about the other prosperity foreign investment was supposed 
to bring, a ripple effect leading to Indian aut(» ancillary com|)anics' 
doing well? Says John (i. Parker, managing direitor, Miii: "We're 
involved in an aggressive vendor development programme as we 
plan to launch our next car at the Maraimalai Nagar plant in Tamil 

Nadu with 70 per cent local content." 
LiK'al suppliers, however, disagree. 

They assert that most of these vendors 
MNi s refer to are their own subsidiaries 
and n»t really Indian companies. 
Indian auto com|)onent manufactur¬ 
ers will close 1997-98 with a negative 
15 per cent growth rate against a 
positive 20 |)er ceitt last year. To sur¬ 
vive, manufacturers have cut produc- 
titm by 30-50 per cent, reduced prices 
in the replacement market, extended 
longer credit peritxis in the original 
equipment (OE) market and shilted 
focus to exjwrts. 

“FAports are In'ing attem|)ted but it’s 
pot a long-term solution. A pick-up 
nas to happen in Ihedomestii market. 
The indiistrs- i> in bad sha|K*,'’ says K. 
Mahesh, s|wkesperson of the Auto 
t.omponent Manufacturers Associa¬ 
tion l.\( MAI and chairman and manag¬ 
ing director ol Sundaram Brak.. Lin¬ 
ings. Anyway, exports arc almost 
entirely to replacement markets where 
realisations are not trurgood. As [ht an 
■\( ,MA surs'ey, only 38 per cent of loin- 
ponent makers are utilising more than 
8i) |)er cent ol the installed capacity. 

1 he insistence of foreign car majors 
to buy components from their ven¬ 
dors has resulted in a spate of jVs 
which does not tn'iiefit the existing 
business, feel Indian auto parts mak¬ 
ers. According to analysts, future busi¬ 
ness is likely to go to these JVs. "The 
promoters will benefit since they have 
a stake in these ventures but it will 
hardly benefit the general investing 
fraternity," feels an analyst. As of now, 
there's no silver lining in sight. ■ 

As for ears, a 
string of JVs are 
in trouble; what 
they thought is 

undercapacity is 
actually a glut; 
exports offer 
no solution. 
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Filling hearts with happiness and minds with memories. 

It has been 50 glorious years and thi 





MULTINATrONALS 

UNITED COLOUn 
Computer chips, potato chips, swadeshi-vuiesfu, where does the average educated Indian stand 

on those issues.^ That's what Outlook commissioned maiket lesearch agency modf to find out. 

Monr polled 1,220 giaduate men and wometi aged between 18 and 40 yews in the four metros. 

Bangalore and Hyderabad to get a fix on Indian attitudes at this critical crossroads of history. 

The findings: a stunninggroundswell of support for swadeshi policies, from protecting Indian 

companies pom foreign takeovers, to allowing stm s only in high-technology areas. 

Does it matter to you whether 
a product is Indian or 
foreign? 

Which do you prefer—an 
Indian or foreign product? 

Should foreign companies 
be allowed to buy majority 
stakes in Indian companies? 

So, is the average Indian 
mind coloured saffron? 

IVlaybe not. Even the Left, 
sworn enemy of the BJP, 
would respond the same 

way our respondents 
have done. And 

historically, in times of 
uncertainty, nations are 

prone to patriotism. 

Should companies be 
allowed only in high- 
technology areas? 
■ Yes ^ 2% 

No 

I by ANOOP KAMATH 
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S OF SWADESHI 
Do you support entry of Should multinationals be Should the new government 
foreign companies in allowed only if they menu- work towards protecting 
consumer products? facture products in India? Indian companies? 

There's more 
• Swissair in the air. 

Swissair service''' 
Swissair now speaks your language in the air 

Indian flight attendants now on Mumbai flights, soon on Delhi flights 

swissairi^ 
the refreshing airline 

J 



EARSAY 

Graphics 1^ ANOOP KAMATH 

mTHENEWS 

PC Wields the Pen 
GUESS who's going to exchange his lawjii^'s brieft for the mightier pen? Sharing his 
experiences and expertise at Nortti Block with the common people very soon will be 
former finance minister P. Chidambaram; 
PC's latest assignment as consulting editor 
to a leading business fortnightly is guaranteed 
to give the new finance minister, Ykshwant 
Sinha, a few sleepless nights as be gears 
to palm off smne hard decisions on his pre¬ 
decessor's handling of the economy. Not 
that PC is new to the print media. As ex- 
commerce minister, he has written an occasional 
column for the same magazine. Now, hell know 
what it means to be on the other side of the 
desk. The publishers of the magazine, who ear¬ 
lier tried unsuccessfully to rope in Dr Man- 
mohan Singh as a columnist, are understand¬ 
ably elated to pull off the coup. As for PC, 
it's time to unleash some more miracles, so 
what if it's only in policy prescriptions. ^ jayachandran 

Millennium Man 

I'l 'S back to status quo at tlie 
('onteikTution ol Irulian Indus¬ 
try (i II). Its dynamic director 
general larun Das has shelved 
his retirement plans am! aiino- 
uiKed his resolve to continue 
to lead the chambci, right into 
the next inillenniuni. What 
made I ).is change his mind 
sui'deiiK I he l.ick <»l a dyna- 
iiiii ^iKussui. according to the 
grapeviiH- \|); aieiitly none of 
the tliiei loniciideis--deputy 
direitors geiiei.il S Sen, N 'iii- 
nisasan and \l. Koy had ;lie 
lull backing ol the ihamlHi' or 
ol Das, who leli tli.U none of 
the three had the dMiamisni 

required to take the chamber 
to the 21st century. Das was 
supiHised to announce his reti¬ 
rement formally as well as 
name his successor at the c,ii 
annual session beginning April 
29. Das is believed to be 
grooming a young senior direc¬ 
tor, who is expected to become 
fully equipped to ea.se himself 
into the chair, but not In'torc 
2(XW. Better laic than never? 

Strap That Wallet 
HDW do you, harried employ¬ 
er, control vour vaulting wage 
hill.^ The latest method some 
corporates have thought up is 
to tielp employees control their 
personal sjH'ruling. Used to the 
IxKim days of the i*arly and 
mid-9()s, when salarie* rose 
vertically every year, many 
executives apjiarenlly are hnd- 
ing it diffici'lt to ackqit to the 
changing times as the indus¬ 
trial stagnation forces them to 
take It) or 15 per cent salaiy 
hikes. Problem is; an executive 

may already have taken a 
spending decision in anticipa¬ 
tion of a iiefty wage hike, in 
cftci't blown the money tliat 
he is now not going to get, 
come appraisal time. Result; 
trauma, anxiety about financial 
well-being, lack of attention to 
work, hum lor other pastures 
and so on. So in several Indian 
companies, it is no longer 
unu.sual to find Ixrsses and 
human resource managers act¬ 

ing as spending counsellors for 
live-il-up e.xecutives. Not only 
do you have to manage your 
people, you have to manage 
their wallets trx). And of course 
tile company i.sn't paying you 
more for doing tliat. 

IN its first policy announc¬ 
ement for ffie power sec¬ 

tor, the tjp government has 
allowed the state governm¬ 
ents to dear 100 per cent 
fotelgn-owhed projects 
involving an investment of 
less than Rs 1,500 crore. 
States have also been told 
to go ahead with subsidis¬ 
ing electridty for farmers 
and other domestic con¬ 
sumers as long as they pro¬ 
vide for it from their bud¬ 
get. What if the states 
don't listen? The Central 
Electridty Regulatory 
Commission Bill, expected 
to be moved during the 
budget session, will make 
sure that they do. 

The RBI has finally got 
down to clipping the 

wings of the government. 
It has snipped the ways 
and means advance limit 
(what the government is 
allowed to borrow from the 
central bank every year) by 
R$ 2,(X)0 crore from last 
year—to Rs 11,(X)0 crore 
for the first half of 1998-99 
and Rs 7,000 crore for the 
second. Even the mone¬ 
tised deficit this year has 
been fixed at Rs 7,000 crore 
instead of the budgeted 
Rs 16,000 crore la.st fiscal. 

A slew of petroproducts— 
naphtha, furnace oil, 

bitumen, ishs and light die¬ 
sel oil—went out of the 
administered price mechan¬ 
ism on April 1,1998, mark¬ 
ing the beginning of a four- 
year period of phased dere¬ 
gulation of the petroleum 
sector which begins this 
year. One of the most imp¬ 
ortant though highly 
underplayed achievements 
of the UF government, the 
move made all these prod¬ 
ucts substantially cheaper. 

NLY 62 primary issues made it to the capitai market test fiscal, says Prime 

Database, compared to 753 in 1996-97. Of the Rs 2,885 crore raised, tour 

debt issues accounted for over 60 per cent, while public sector banks and 

financial institutions took home Rs 2,492 crore. 
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By SOUTIK BISWAS G \MSH I’yiu- will never lorset his first brush with aedth. 
h wjs the sumiiier ot l‘)46: tonimunal pof'ronis were 
roekinji !he city, ,ind the family had been evacuated Ironi 
iheir crumblinK 1‘^lh century mansion in north • Calcutta 
to a wcll yuarded liKal hospital. Roaming around in his 

sanitised shelter one alternixm, the young boy stumbled upon a 
haiidcarl heaped with dead bodies being wheeled into the mortu¬ 
ary. On the top ol the p.le lay the txidy of an old woman. "Stark 
naked, K)dy turned ashen. I'here were fresh wounds on her breast 
(Xizing blood aiul there was a stiining necklace around her thin 
neck ■' Shaken and stirred bv the sight, Pyne lan to his grand¬ 
mother and sat with her, the images spinning in his head. 

Ever since, the artist confesses to have been obsesswl with death. 
In the dark, brcxxling world ol his lelwile imagination, lYne has sel¬ 
dom painted with a lighted background, his favourite ochre and 

infinite shades ot black and blue colours suggestive of events after 
dark. I )eath repeats itself in various forms, motifs—in the fangs and 
claws of an animal, dark shadows, skeletal figures, unsheathed wea¬ 
pons—in what art critic Ella Dutta descrilH’s as the artist's '‘mysteri¬ 
ous dream-like tempera technique". Agrees art historian and long¬ 
time acquaintance I'ranabranjan Ray; "He is a painter ot darkness." 

But suddenly he's step|)ed into light. Beginning March Bl, the 
(’.alcutta-basccl Centre for International MiMlern Art gallery will 
showca.se 113 Py-ne paintings, .straddling four decades ot work from 
one of India's most influential artists, whom M.F. Husain puts at the 
top of his favouritc-ten-lndian-artists list. For the reclusive artist, 
this Historical 32-day retrospective, gleaned from personal collec¬ 
tions around the country, is a voyage ol rediscovery. "I will explore 
myself again at this exhibition,” admits l^ne, looking out into the 
urban jungle from his minimalist seventh floor apartment in an 
upscale south Calcutta neighbourhood. "I'll remember the times 
when I painted these canvases, last's see how people take to it." 
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LIGHT 
AFTER 
DARK 
Ganesli Pyne, Painter ot Darkness, steps out 
ot shadows with a retrospective o( his works 

K- - * 

Pholognpn by PRASHANT PANJMR 

Pyne's painfully modest ways and manners are part of art lore, 
but Interest in the introverted artist has never been more. For one, 
the retro will also mark the release of The Life and Times OfGanesh 
Pyne, a 120-page limited edition book on the man and his art writ¬ 
ten by critic Dutta and studded with 100 colour reproductloru and 
assorted artworks. Then there’s an upcoming 40-minute film on 
Pyne, directed by Buddhadeb Oasgupta for Films Divisioa 

In the frenetic art bazaar, which Pyne personally abhors, his tem¬ 
pera canvases in the second-hand market easily fetch Ks 2.5 lakh 
^ece; nri buyers snap up his canvases for anything between Rs 7 

to Rs 9 lakh apiece, and art dealers prowl around for his sketches 
and sctibblings, offering between Rs 50,000 to Rs 60,000 for each 
piece. "Here's an artist who hasn't exhausted himself yet,” gushes 
artist Paritosh Sen. "Here's an artist of great integrity, gr^t culture.” 

The man, whose paintings are rich In imagery and symbolism, 
himself lives in a very private world which Sen describes as "one 
where there's ambiguity, and everything's immersed in half-light 

and half-shadow". Pyne grew up in a deca^ng mansion in a 
shady and cold north Calcutta lane; grew up on tales his grand¬ 
mother Nandarani, a folksy raconteur, filled him with. Night after 
night, he lay awake listening to her relating epics, folk tales, 
mythological sagas, limericks and quizzes. "She opened my third 
eye and turned out to be my biggest inspiration.” She also fed 
Pyne's flights of imagination, his dreams. "I wouldn't sleep at 
night thinking I’d stop dreaming if 1 slept," he says. NO wonder then Pyne, who rarely steps out of his world of dre¬ 

ams, has been widely regarded as the archetypal Outsider: the 
obsessive recluse, hyper-sensitls'e, introverted, painfully shy, 

hardly stepping outside his home, almost never travelling by pub¬ 
lic or private transport. But long-time filends and acquaintances 
talk about noisy evenings spent with Pyne in smoky Calcutta 
cafes—yes, the artist would walk all the way from his home--dis- 
cusslng Communism, Fellini and Picasso. "He loved his addas," 
remembers Ray. "He was a good listener, but would put across his 
point as well.” Says film-maker-actor-art collector Victor Banerjee, 
who bought his first Pyne canvas, a watercolour for Rs 250 in 1980 
and has known the artist ever since: "He’s a private person, but he's 
perfectly vocal and able to express himself lucidly." 

What really fed the myth, insist friends, was Pyne's withdrawing' 
into a shell and shutting himself out from the world in the '80s, dis¬ 
illusioned by the jealousy and pettifoggery that the growing art baz¬ 
aar aroused among artists. He also quit s group of his peers, forged 
in the '60s for work and inspiration. Then there was the demise of 
his elder brother Kartick, a printer who brought offset technology 
to Calcutta and was Pyne’s "friend, philosopher, guide". In the early 
'90s, Pyne stepped out into the ll^t again, marrying his art college 
mate Mira Poddar and moving out tof his parental home to a high- 
rise coop. The man, who once shunned domesticity ferociously, 
now aclmowledges the value of companionship. "Having got it, 1 
realise how valuable companionship is, how important emotional 
dependence is. I've gcme through some pretty bad times," he says. 

These include his hardscrabble days when he worked for pocket 
money at an animation company after graduating from art college. 
Working with animation-pioneer Manclar Multick, Pyne worked on 
many ad-films and even completed a storyboard for an animation 
feature, which never materialised because of a lack of a financier. 
These were times vriien his brother died, also his mother. "I feel 
very lonely, you know," he whispers, "after my mother's death.” 

But those times are over. If' time for Pyne to step out of the sha¬ 
dows, destroy a few myths. His early water-colours and sketches 
of misty mornings and wayside temples show the stunning evolu¬ 
tion of an artist—variously influence by Walt Disney's animation 
and the art of Abanindranath Tagore, Hals Rembrandt and Paul 
Klee. Ifs also time to discover the real I’yne; one classic early 
water<olour Winter Morning, for example, was a gift to Banerjee, 
after he'd sulked because Pyne had given away a painting he dea¬ 
rly wanted to somebody else. Ifs also time to tell the world that 
he's enjoying his early morning walks, his occasional holidays; his 
devotion to the cinenia of Ingmar Bergman, Fellini (an image of a 
Rome fountain from Fellini's La Dolce Vita found its way to a Pyne 
tempera) and Andrei Tarkovsky; his love for Jibananda Das’ poet¬ 
ry; his growing interest in outer space and black holes; and a 
sneaking admiration for Discovery c^nnel films. 

Sitting in his small studio stacked with books on the UpanIshads, 
homeopathy, Picasso, Charles Darwin and Marc Chagall, and fiddl¬ 
ing with a duck wing pen, Pyne seems to be coming to terms with 
his fame too. "I realise there's a demand tat my paintings," says the 
61-year-old who sold his first painting in 1968 to a memsahib for Rs 
200 and produces no mote than half-a-dozen paintings every year. 
"But I've to handle it carefullj’." When Yehudi Menuhin bou^t one 
of his paintings and wrote back to him saying he'd "seen the real 
India" In it, he decided he wanted no more encomiums. Give him 
his colour, brush and dreams and Pyne is more than happy. ■ 
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TELEVISION 

Candy^ Dandy, Liquor^ (Uiicker 
Beer. Whisky. Rum. Gin. Scotch. Bourbon. You name it, Indian cricket sells it on satellite TV 

So, you think cricket helps you devel¬ 
op a healthy body and a healthy 
mind? It probably does if you play the 

game But it you're |ust sitting there— 
watching it—chances arc that it could be 
encouraging you to do lust the opposite 
Because cncket on television has ba:ome 
suddenly the vehicle for booze 

As many as 22 brands of alcohol have 
been sold to you, directly or subliminally, 
by ism and Star Sports these past three 
months And some of it surreptitiously on 

adspends because ot existing curbs that 
money is no problem Four years ago, 
Shaw Wallace spent Rs H lakh for a 
Director's Special lest in "dry" Ahme- 
dabad To deflect cnticism, it sold 600 
packs of playing cards at Rs 9 SO per pack 
Cost per pick Rs 5,000' 

No wonder the sports channels are high 
on the ad binge So high that most big 
time advertisers—Hindustan Lever, Godre], 
Reham c Nestle—ate conspicuously skip- 
puig the game 

ing 'Rum Rajya’,” says a DD mstder 
In fact, the liquor barons' message is 

already reaching milhons of homes DD 
increasingly uses pictures generated by twi 
and WorldTel, whose cricketers-tumed- 
commentators are tutored to tout liquor 
brands nding piggyback on the game 
• In Dhaka, Kingfisher's hit-boai^ got sev¬ 
eral mentions on air daily—including 
DD—from Barry Richards to Ravi Shastri 
• In South A^ca, spectators who wrote 

banners praising sponsor 
Doordarshan As William 
Grant's classic catches, 
McDowell's golden mom¬ 
ents, Kingfisher band 
Suddenly, the only thing 
quicker than Javagal Sn- 
nath is hquor 

Sunil Gavaskar and Kapil 
Dev may not have touched 
a drop of the bubbly m 
their playing days But 
Sauiav Ganguly and Ajay 
Jadeja have no qualms 
appearing for Kin^isher 
"I'm only endorsing their 
mineral water," says 
Ganguly, with a perfectly 
straight face, on bottling 
for India 

Just what's happening'^ 
Satellite TV has opened up 
the skies for 'desi' and 
'videsi' brewers who can- 

MOPPK/UMTH 

AS SEEN ON TELEVISION 
I 

■ Kliqflsher ■ Diplomat Special ^ 
■ Kivwanis 2000/5000 Deluxe V 

Gotden Eagle ■ GHbeys DM QohV 
Green Label \ 

Castle Lager got special 
attention from sabc cam¬ 

eras on Star 
• All post-play inter¬ 

views with Austral- 
lan players In the 
recent series were 

/ conducted in beer- 
maker "Fosters* tent 

■ Castle Lager 
■ Charger 

■ Johnny WaMor Red 
Labaynack Label 

■ WHKam Grant 

■ Heritage 
■ Old Tavern 
■ Solitaire 
■ Royal Chaltenge 
■ Signature 
■ Early Times 

■ 1000 Pipers 

1 Vodka ■ Chrlstiw Brothers 
■ SrrNmoff ■ Bacardi 

1 Bourbon | ■ Gin 1 

■ Sotdhem Comfort ■ Seagram Burn tiry 

• In Sharfah, WorldTel 
j repeatedly show^ UB chief 
/ Vqay Mallya sitting with 

Ganguly when West Indies beat 
Ingland Mallya's Kingfisher is the 

Windies' "overseas sponsor" 
"I can understand that the players 

art only modelling,” says veteran 
cricket writer Arvind Lavakare 

"But the thought that they are 
at the beck and call of spon- 

. sors of all manner of 
' products IS nothmg short 

of shocking ” 
not reach cricket's tradi- Advertisers dismiss the cnticism 
tionally male—and increasingly elite— 
viewership because of existing curbs on 
advertising alcohol So surrogate advertis¬ 
ing IS pouring through C all it reverse swig 

The result is there for all to see Live and 
in colour All day Unlike in the US where 
broidiast laws bar hard-liquor ads. Star 
and isi\ arc milking Hong Kong's more 

liberal laws so Southern Comfort gets to 
remind couch potatoes between overs "In 
Ameitca wc vt moved on irom scotch " 

One more result outrage "1 m no moral 
1st But wc rt setting a temble, ternble 
example tor soung impressionable crick¬ 
eters at the grassioots savs spin legend 
Bishen Singh Bedi 1II not cite any other 
example but my own If I hadn't been 
dnnking, I d have lastc’d longer than I did 
Alcohol for ciicketers is a strict no-ro " 

Fven the lecently held women s World 
Cup wasnt spared Diplomat Deluxe 
ho^ed banner space at grounds f learly, 
Bacchus IS the new god of Indian cncket 

Liquor companies have such huge 

"liquor and tobacco are taboo with 
sportsmen Wh> shouldn't it be so with 
sports channels," asks crickcter-tumed bjp 
politician Kirti Azad "i&b minister Sushma 
Swarai should look at reining in channels 
which air the ads' 

But tsPN Star Sfiorts is making such a pile 
that some within Doordarshan want DD to 
also take in bcxize ads in order not to miss 
the crores that are waiting to be made 
"Don't be surprised if instead ot Ram 
Raiya' the bjp government ends up deliver 

*‘111 Mu*! toan drinklnQ, 

luTiiiit 

. JLjfe. " 

as a load ot 'sanctimonious claptrap" Says 
a Bangalore-based liquor executive "The 
argument that not ainng liquor ads on TV 
will curb or stop drinking is ridiculous 
Cncket s alationship with beer is as old as 
the game itself A warm afternoon in the 
sun watching lovely batting with a glass of 
beer in hand is ah, paradise ” 

But cricket's purists (and puritans) say 
the Sri lankan analogy where Tiger beei is 
served at grounds from tanks used to spray 
nui IS more apt "Alcoholism is a recipe for 
hooliganism' Adds Bedi "Player, specta¬ 
tor ot viewer, be warned booze slows 
down your reflexes and thinking process" 

Unfortunately, it's the bottomline alone 
that counts Lj^ed on by TV's bandicoots, 
cricket's athletes and administrators have 
so abdicated then responsibilities that the 
catchline "Jisto chahiye thoda extra" (for the 
beer brand Charger) may well be an 
adman's salute to the mandarms of the 
modern game Bottoms Up ■ 

Krishna Prssad 
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IFOTliaHT 

Adopting a Stance 
A Pur\e-based couple fights for the parental rights of their ‘ward’ 

TwMw^iiidfit wiift bw stfednfi 

Is 6ve-ye>)i-old Sandhya the Kulkamis' 
daughter or ward' This question came up 
when on December 3, a division bench of 

the Mumbai high court ruled that Sandhya 
could onlv be the Pune-based couple's ward 
since they already have two biological chil¬ 
dren and an adopted daughter Sandhya's 
guardians', dismayed by the judgement, 
intend to take matters to the Supreme 
( ourt Bolstering their resolve is the Nati¬ 
onal Association of Adoptive Families (naai) 

ishich mav hie a special leave petition 
I Ik Kulkamis, who can't fathom why 

Sandliva should be denied the recognition 
her three siblings have as heirs, enjoy the 
supjuirt of others equally aggrieved the 
MM) Hindu \doption and Maintenance Act 
(iissui vshich disallows adoption of a sec- 
ot d child of the same sex Gaurang Mehta, 
fouiidc r (It \ \i c mpathises with the Kulka- 
rnis c)| his i,so adopted girls, sot-year-old 
Romaana is recognised as his daughter, 
vviiilt llin t sc ,ir old Aarshna is only a ward 

Sudhir KulKaini londls recalls how San- 
dh\a came to be nart of his family His wife 
Mariljn a I'S citirc n seas a frequent visitor 
to ihe Sasoon Hospitals society of Fnends, 
having adopted Shanti liom there Fven as 
other destitute children tound good homes, 
Sandhya couldn t because ol a medical rep¬ 
ort suggesting a hole in he r heart ' We deci¬ 
ded to adopt her though eve were warned 
under h sma that we could only adopt her 
under Guardians and Wards Act 1K90' But 
the Kulkamis were always uncomfortable 
with the dichotomy in their children's sta 

tus For one there's the ungainly 'alias' 
tag—Sandhya alias Supriya "As if she's a cn- 
minal Since she can’t assume our sunume. 
It's a problem explaining to embassies while 
applying tor her visa" Ihen, the family 
court's permission is a must, under the Gua¬ 
rdians Act even if she has to leave Pune for 
a picnic Worse, she has no claim on the 
Kulkamis' pioperty 

And so they moved anoopkamath 

the courts in 94 Only 
to have the division 
bench comprising jud¬ 
ges Ashok Desai and 
SS Paikar deciding the 
provisions wtii not 
"unjust or unlair Acc 
nrding to the judges 
unlike Islam, thiistia 
nity or Zoroastrianism 
which dont recognise 
adoption and whose 
followers have to avail 
of the Guardians Act 
only the Anciciil 
Hindu Law permits 
adoption since the predominant mytho¬ 
logical design was to have a son even bv 
adoption, to perform the last ntes so that 
the deceased could avail miMa and also to 
contmue the generation of the adopbve 
(larent" Subsequent amendments allowing 
girl child adoption were deemed revolution¬ 
ary But the judges felt it was nght to restrict 
a person "horn having a second son or dau¬ 
ghter by adoption", since hama, “with 

Its secular mission has stood the test of 
time' Ihey accepted the contention of 
additional soheitor general Rafique Dada, 
appeanng for the Umon of India, that 
"unlimited choice m the matter of ad^on 
would be totally Inappropriate * 

Advocate Anand Grover, who repiesented 
Sandhya and the Kulkatnis, argued hama 

infnn^uponArt 14(equahtytoeveryat- 
izen) and Art 21 (right to life) by doiying 
Sandhya her status wlthm the family and 
denymg the Kulkamis legal parenthciod as 
well as restncting their nght to have any 
number of adopted children Advocate Sat¬ 
yajit Bhatkal, who intervened on behalf of 
the Indian Assoaabon tor the Promotion of 
Adoption (lAPA), agreed "It's retrograde 
smee It discourages multiple adoptions, and 
thus disregards the large number of desti¬ 
tute children (aport^ly 12 million in 
India) who could bnd adoptive parents m 
Incha It's odd Indian children are finding 
more ready homes abroad than here " 

For lAPA, this IS yet another battle lost in its 
30-year-old crusade for a uniform adoption 
law The assoaation, along with agencies 
like NAAT, emotionally bulldored the state 
government mto drafting a uniform adop¬ 
tion law Not only did the Sena-BjP govern¬ 
ment nullity H\MA, It assured equal "status 
to an adopted child with that of a child 
bom of lawful wedlock" The 1995 bill 
passed by the two houses of the state is still 
awaiting Presidential approval "Fhe state 
government ruined a go^ deed with their 
nder 1 he bill stresses it's a precursor to the 
Uniform Civil Code," says Grover 

Unfortunate since the prejudice against 
girl child adoption is gradually diminishing 
due to sustained efforts by the Voluntary 

Coordinating Agency 
comprising 13 adop¬ 
tion agencies like iapa 

Najma Goriawalla, an 
lAPA consultant, notes 
how enlightened coup¬ 
les are to^y increasin¬ 
gly looking towards 
adoption Unlike '83, 
when just 58 (only 13 
females) out of 386 
children tound homes, 
in 95 388 children 
found homes, with 
almost equal takers for 
girls and boys (see 
table) "Restnctive rules 

act as disincentives," says Gonawalla hama 

can discourage multiple adoptions, make it 
difficult for adoption agencies to place des¬ 
titute siblings or twins who, most social 
workers feel, shouldn't be separated Adop¬ 
tive parents, too, fear legal wrangling later 
among siblings But naat is determined to 
tilt the balance m favour of their 'wards’ 
For little Sandhya then, there's hope yet ■ 

Shamsam Aktiiar 
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HOCKEY 

Was a Turf... 
And all men were born with a hockey stick. Sansarpur, 
home to 12 Olympians, now has only a past to cling to. 

By 8AIBAL CHATTEBJEE In Sansarpur. Punjab Anonymity doesn’t sw too pretty 
on Sansarpur. Having been the 
centre of the hockey universe 
from the '30s through the '70s— 
India's golden era in the sport— 

the big little village in Punjab's Jalandhar 
district has inexplicably dropped off the 
face of the world map. It ranlda. Though 
nothing can ever take away Sansarpur's 
fabled status in international hockey lore— 
the village is home to as many as 12 hockey 
Olympians, besides a host of interrutional 
players who ve represented three nations, 
India, Kenya and Onada—the last 20 years 
or so have In-en disappointingly effete. 

Riding on wads of greenbacks, the village 
has conquered material want. But amid the 
affluence—huge bungalows, tarred roads, 
neatly cobbled bylajies. tlie general air of 
well-being—Sansarpur is a hamlet whose 
present isn't a patch on its glorious past. 
The price of neglect: the village hasn't thr¬ 
own up a single hockey star of any consequ¬ 
ence since Ajit Pal Singh, the brilliant cen¬ 
tre-half who led India to its first and only 
World Cup triumph (Kuala Lumpur, 1975). 

So when you speak to former Sansarpur 
Olympians about their glory days or 

broach the subject of the vil¬ 
lage's sharp decline as a force 
in world hockey, you detect a 
persistent tinge of sadness, 
hear bitter voices, are con¬ 
fronted by bouts of anger. 
Above all, you become acute¬ 
ly conscious of the tragedy of 
it all as a proud sporting tra¬ 
dition gasps for fresh air. Says 
the Jalandhar sse, Balbir 
Singh, a gifted right-out who went to the 
Olympics in 1964 and 1968; "Today's play¬ 
ers lack commitment and the confidence 
to take on the world. They're in a tearing 
hurry and arc, theiefore, getting nowhere." 

Agrees Jagjit Singh, a pale shadow of the 
memiriai centre-iialf who played a stellar 
role in India's gold medal-winning show in 
the 1964 Tokyo Olympics and the 1966 
Bangkok Asian Games; "Sansarpur is stiil 
the same old village at heart, but it has lost 
its appetite for hard work. There’s still talent 
aplenty here, but the fire in the belly that 
drives young men to greatness is gone." 

Fortunately, hope isn't. Neither is passion. 
The passion that catapulted four-time Oly¬ 
mpian Sardar Udham Singh to dizzy heights 
as a wily, opportunistic attacker in the '50$ 
and '60s. Sansarpur is indeed lucky it still 

has the 70-year-old to spearhead the vill¬ 
age's effort to dribble its way out of the cor¬ 
ner it finds Itself in. As president of the San¬ 
sarpur Hockey Association and chief coach 
of the Karam Chand Ihapar Hockey Acad¬ 
emy, set up in 1996 with the help of the 
army and jer Phagwara, he’s aware of the 
enormity of the task at hand, but is deter¬ 
mined to recapture Sansarpur's lost glory. 

Neither the government nor the Indian 
Hockey Federation (ihf) is willing to help, 
yet Udham Singh is going all out. "I exp^ 
positive results in 3-4 years,” says the sligh¬ 
tly built, soft-spoken gentleman whose exp¬ 
loits as a hockey player at four consecutive 
Olympics (1952 to 1964) and then as coach 
of the Indian team at the 1968 and 1972 
Olympic Gama are stuff legends are made 
of. "TWo of our boys (now no more with the 
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academy) have played for the junioi^ation- 
al team, one (Bhupinder Singh) has been 
hired by a top Calcutta club and several tal¬ 
ented trainees are sure to hit big time in the 
coming years," adds Udham Singh even as 
he enumerates the problems that lace 
Sansarpur; the general decline of hockey as 
a popular national pastime, the absence of a 
synthetic turf, the myopia of the ihf. 

POINTING to a tall, strapping lad on 
the field, he says; "That biry is one of 
our most promising trainees. Watch 

him." One of the academy's a.ssistant coa¬ 
ches, Lakhbir Singh, volunteers more info¬ 
rmation. "He's Gursharan Singh, a full¬ 
back. He possesses great dribbling skills; a 
stinging shot. He has a very bright future." 

But what about Sansarpur as a whole? Jag- 

jit Singh blames growing affluence for the 
death of hockey here. "There's no family 
here that doesn't have at least one member 
living in the West. My son, too, is in Eng¬ 
land," he says. Several former Olympians— 
Darshan Singh and Gurjit Sin^ among 
them—have migrated to the West with fam¬ 
ilies, while those that stayed on are grapp¬ 
ling with a sudden blackout. "Hockey's no 
longer India's premier .sport, it's been repla¬ 
ced by cricket and termis. The prestige it 
enjoyed in our days is now non-existent," 
adniits Udham Singh. Sansarpur is too well 
off for its young men to be genuinely com¬ 
mitted to the game, feels Jagjit Singh. "Our 
comfort level is our undoing. People are no 
longer willing to work hard. So the focus 
has shifted to the tribal belt of Orissa ahd 
Bihar, where youngsters know proficiency 

Ptiolooraphs liy T NAnWAN 

in hockey can open doors, get them jobs." 
The Sansarpui academy, which is tr^g to 

swing the pendulum back, revolves around 
a ground donated by the army. The board 
that announces the academy's location tow¬ 
ers over everything else in the vicinity. All 
else about the place is steadfastly modest. 
1 he two tull-size grounds are dusty; the four 
smaller arenas used for six-a-side gam« no 
different, jer contributes some Rs 2.5 lakh a 
year for the upkeep of the complex and for 
providing the 30-odd regular trainees with 
the right diet—eggs, bananas, half-a-litre of 
mak dally. Just about everything else Is 
taken cate of by the former Olympians who 
sttll live in Sansarpur; Udham Singh him¬ 
self, Col Balbir Sin^, currently the coach of 
the Indian women's team, Jagjit Singh, Tar- 
sem Singh—a '68 Olympic squad member 
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Balbir Singh (Punjab) holds a photograph of tho 1964 Olympic loam and traineas at tha 
Karam Chand Thapar Hockey Academy: hockey past and present 

who's building Jalandhar's first amusement 
park—and the village's second Balbir Singh, 
a Punjab police officer since '87. Others, 
too, pitch in. For instance, the Sansarpur 
Ho^ey Association office at the academy, 
whose walls and shelves are chock-a-hlock 
with framed photographs and memorabilia 
bearing testimony to Sansarpur's glorious 
sporting heritage, was funded by Ajit Singh, 
a former Services centre-half who now lives 
in relative obscurity in a Jalandhar hotel. 

Udham Singh has constructed a weli-equl- 
pped gym at the cost of Rs 6 lakh. "Many of 
the boys lack physical fitness," he says. 
"Unless you're tough, you can't be a good 
player.” He should know; starting out at the 
highest level of the game In his teens (he 
was selected for the 1948 London Olympics 
squad but had to drop out becau% of indis¬ 
position) he went on to become the oldest 
player to represent India at the Olympics— 
he was 36 during the 1964 Tokyo Gama. Hockey came to Sansatpur in pre-Ind¬ 

ependence India through the army. 
The first Sansarpur villa^ at the Oly¬ 

mpics was Col Gurmit Singh (Eos Angela, 
1932). Two decada lata, Udham Singh 
went to the Helsinki Gama. Says Jagjit 
Singh, who quit international hockey at 24 
because of a bone injury: "World War II was 
a big damper. There were no Gama in 1940 
and 1944; many promising Sansarpur piay- 
as lost out on the opportunity to display 
their skills on the world stage.” 

It was as if to make up for lost time that 
Udham Singh and otha celebrated Sansar- 
puris who joined the Indian team subseque¬ 
ntly—Gurdev Singh, Gurjit Singh, Jagjit 
Singh, Daishan Singh, Balbir Singh (Pun¬ 
jab), Balbir Singh (Services), Tarsem Singh 
and finally Ajit Pal Singh, rdl fiom the Kul- 
lar sub-caste and living within a .SO-yard 
radius—turned on their magic. Sansarpur 
reached its pinnacle when as many as seven 
Kullars, including two brothers who turned 
out for Kenya, Jagjit Singh and Hardev 
Singh, took the field in the '68 Mexico Oly¬ 
mpics. Another Sansarpuri, Hardial Singh, 
not only played international games for 
Kenya Init is now president of that country's 
hockey association. Mohinder Pal Singh, 
also from Sansarpur, has played for Canada. 
" Ihere's no parallel anywhere in the world: 
a village of 2,000 people producing so many 
top-ciass players," says Popinder Singh, Col 
Balbir Singh's brother and a physical educa¬ 
tion lecturer at Delhi's Jainia Millia Islatnia. 
He's currently writing a thesis on the rise 
and fall of hockey in Sansarpur. 

Can Sansarpur recapture the clout it once 
had in world hockey? Says Tarsem Singh: 
"The ac'idemy has had an impact. Between 
4 and 7 in the evening, you won't find a sin¬ 
gle San'..irput kid z* home. They’re all at the 
ground " Apart from the 30 trainees who 
form ti-e,core of the academy's activities, it 

attracts 150 children in the mornings; nea¬ 
rly 300 in the evenings, la has appointed 
two young coaches to assist Udham Singh. 

Sansarpur’s eclipse, not surprisingly, coin¬ 
cided with the dwdine of India’s hockey for¬ 
tunes. The ’80s were the worst. The army 
ground that players ust'd was dug up and 
replaced by a canal. "For 13 to 14 years, 
Sansarpur didn’t have a hockey field. With 
the fe^er village shut off, Indian hockey 
was bound to suffer," says Tarsem Singh. 

But when Lt Gen H.B. Kala (now posted in 
Chandi Mandir) took over as commanding 
officer in Jalandhar in ’92, the tide turned. 
He asked his officers to show him Sansar¬ 
pur’s famed hockey field. It didn’t exist. 
"Now I know why Indian hockey has nose¬ 

dived," the shocked general told some of 
the former Olympians and immediately 
ordered the ground be restored to Sansar¬ 
pur. Work on the canal was stopped, a new 
hockey field carved out and the Sansarpur 
Hockey Association roped Into the process 
of weaning the village youth back to the 
game that gave the village its global profile. 

On the comeback trail, Sansarpur now 
awaits ain astro-turf surface at the academy. 
'The ground is no longer under the 9rmy, so 
it can’t invest; the hockey association does 
not have the funds. "We need at least Rs 1 
crore for the astro-turf,” says Udham Singh. 
In a village where a huge slice of hockey his¬ 
tory still lives and breathes, it’s a small price 
to pay for saving the game's future. ■ 
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UMil AM NBRV TO IBl 
By SANJAY SURI in London And so finally we have the Pak¬ 

istani reply to the film Gandhi, or 
as Akbar Ahmed, the producer of 
jinnah says, a film that rises above 
mere reply. The film, scheduled 

for worldwide release this year, had caused 
some embarrassment in Pakistan when 
Christopher!«;, celebrated for his roles as 
Dracula, was invited to play Jinnah. 
Especially since it was part of I’akistan's gol¬ 
den jubilee plan to revive the image of 
jinnah. That, a sneak preview of the film 
shows, is probably the least of its problems. 

In fact, the film had baome controversial 
even bctorc it could be released. The film 
was blessed by the Benazir Bhutto govern¬ 
ment, but the new regime has Iwn less 
than enthusia.stic. And the content of the 
film is bound to stir up a host of debates, 
zjrd Mountbatten (played by James Fox) 

has been iK)rtrayed as quite a villain and his 
wife Edwina (played by Maria Atkins of .4 
fish Ciilltti Waihhi fame) as something of a 
lady Maclreth. Not many historians agree 
with the prcxlucers that the events around 
Partition rested on a sup{X)sed relationship 
between Nehru and Edsvina. 

But to the film. It features two Jinnahs: 
jinnah the historical figure of the days lead¬ 
ing up to IMrtition, and the Ghost of jinnah 
who is shown visiting the past in the com- 
|)any ot Shashi Kaptx)r, Heaven's Librarian. 
But Kapoor is more than Librarian. He 
decides, j'idge-like, who goes to Hell and 
who to Heaven. An early shot shows him 
taking a phone call in his computer-ridden 
office. "No apiteal,” he tells the caller. "Tell 
him to go to litll." Through the film, 
Kap(M)r conducts an investigation of pre- 
Partition events in the company of jTnnah's 
Gho.sl. The two keep popping into the past 
to chat about events as they happen. 
Ka|KK)r must know' before he can judge. 
Any guesses where he finally sends jinnali? 
And Nehru and Gandhi? Wait, 

jinnah, poised between Heaven and Hell, 
tells Kapoor he had no though^ except for 
the safety of the Muslims of India. Kapoor 
responds: "I process thousands of souls 
every day. I can't get emotionally involved, 
just the farts." Now follow "just the facts" 
as seen, and shown, by Ahmed. 

The first shot shows the feet of Edwina in 
bed. Nehru (Rashid Sorvardi) is sitting by 
them, on her bed, stroking her hand. "At 
Harrow 1 called everyone sir," he is telling 
her by way of small talk. This is only their 
first bedroom scene. Another is at daybreak. 

with Edwina in bed, Nehru just out of it, 
drawing the curtains. The momentous poli¬ 
tical decisions of the time are taken in l)ed. 

Edwina: "Where did the time go? I never 
notice it when 1 am with you." 

Nehru: "1 count every second. Very pre¬ 
cious. What will you say to Dicky?" 

Edwina: "I'll say I was with you—talking. 
He wants us to be dose." 

Nehru: "1 feel that too, but why?" 
Edwina: "Well, there's one person in the 

world who explains something so difficult. 
He stands before me." 

Nehru: "Really, the mind of an Anglo- 
German aristocrat." 

Edwina: "Even that...." 
Nehru: "Well, there's the deep answer 

and the shallow answer." 
Edwina: "Have the shallow one first." 

The first bedroom scene 
shows Nehru sitting by 

Edwina,'Stroking her hand. 
The second, at daybreak, has 
her in bed, Nehru just out of 

it, drawing the curtains. 

Nehru. "You won't mind it it's indelicale.'" 
Edwina: "Guide's honour." 
Nehru: "After being married for 2() and 

more years, Dicky doesn't want you any 
more in that compelling way." 

Edwina: "Seems a very shallow answer to 
me. And the deep reason?" 

Nehru: "It's because he understands that 
friendship’s rare and that we've found it." 

Edwina: "And he doesn't want to disrupt 
it with jealousy or whatever." 

Nehru: "No, no, he knows that we have 
found it and...he wants to be a part of it, 1 le 

; wants it to be the three of us. .And he's will- 
! ing to...il's difficult...it’s not a sharing...." 
I Edwina: "No, no, you're right. He lias the 
; deejwst admiration for you. You see you’s'e 

had so much more than he’s ever had. He 
; has power, but you have the love of milli¬ 

ons, and he wants to feel there's something, 
something very' deep between you and him 
too. He can never bring himself to say it." 

Nehru: "1 know, he's an Englishman." 
Edwina: "And the only way he knows is 

to lend me to you." 
Nehru (stroking her face): "1 understand." 
Edwina: "Too well, perhaps." 
History follows. Mountbatten has a bit of 

a complex, Edwina says, that "he's the 
King's cousin, and that’s why we got the 
job". But, she adds, "If Congress were to 
invite him to..." Nehru completes It: 
"...were to invite him to become India's 
governor-general, I think it wiil be a great 
honour for us. And it will please Bapu." 

But Mountbatten wants also to be gover¬ 
nor-general t>t Pakistan, and he invites 
jinnah to the lawns of his residence to 
invite him. jinnah declines because his 
Muslim League has chosen him. "You 
realise, Mr jinnah, that this will cost you 
dear," Mountbatten tells him. "It will cost 
you the future of Pakistan, everything. You 
won’t ha\ e a wooden table or chair in an 

I office in your Pakistan. Or the monev to 
j buy an olive green army water bottle." And 
I SI) the angered Mountbatten robs Pakistan 
! of Eero/.epur and Kashmir and refuses to 
j protect Muslims from klliiiigs. 

A note is brought to jinnah that the Mah- 
■ arajd of Kashmir has signed accession to 
i India, linnah surveys it angrily through his 
I monocle, "kashmir is a .'fiislim state," he 
• says. "Kaslimir is the |ugular vein ol I’aki- 
' Stan." Hie messenger has more to say: "Sir, 

we have reisorts th.it the Indian army is 
; already in Kashmir, and they are being [ser- 
I sonally diiected liy Mountliaften." Earlier 

Ills sister l-alima tells him that Eerozepur 
has gone to India. "But that's Muslim terri¬ 
tory and our major arsenal," jinnah pro¬ 
tests, “It's Mountbatten," his sister tells him, 
“with Nehru whistiering in his wife's ear," 

As the film moves into the final stages of 
' the 'trial' conducted in an open square 
I with hundreds of Pakistanis watching, a 
! British officer in charge of the military in 
! Pakistan confesses that he did nothing to 
j stop the Indian forces under Mountbatten. 
. "I wasn’t going into war with another otfi- 
i cor commissioned by the King," he says. 
I And Sir Cyril Kadcliffe who drew up the 
I boundary between India and Pakistan con- 
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lesses that on Moutitbatten's orders he 
turned a straight line into a curve to give 
Ferozepur with its military arsenal to India. 
Here Jinnah too has a confession to make: 
"1 am guilty of tnisting lord Mountbatten 
and the,British officers who came to com¬ 
mand my army at my request." 

With the advantage of celestial omnipres¬ 
ence, the (ihost of Jinnah and Kapoor have 
seen esen earlier httw Edwina worked on 
Mountbatten for Nehru, and for India. The 
two are shown l(K)kitig thn)ugh a peep hole 
at a scene in a itednMtm shared, for a cha¬ 
nge, by Edwina and her husband. “Fie 
(Nehru) has to be prime minister, doesn't 
he," Mountbatten is saying to Edwina. 
“Yes," she replies, in tlie way that No is no 
option. "Not very dignified," the Gliost of 
jinnah observes from outside the peep 
hole. Mountitatten is talking about a sugge¬ 
stion l)y (landhi to appoint Jinnah as the 
first prime minister to keep India undivid¬ 
ed. This conversation, hinting at some 
agreement with recent pro|)ositions that 
Mountbatten had a homosexual interest in 
Nehru, too goes into the making of 
history. 

Edwina; “I he country would 
never forgive you (if Jinnah 
became I’M)." 

Mountbatten: "You mean 
Jasvaharlal Nehru would never for¬ 
give you." 

Edwina: "Or you, and you 
couldn't live with that. It isn’t 
only me, Dicky, you are in love 
with twtver, and Jawahar is the 
embodiment of it." 

in the end Nehru, who strongly 
op[)oses the installation of Jinnah as prime 
minister, begins to rethink his position to 
avoid a partition. He is at a team table with 
Edwina and Mountliatten. Edwina stojis 
him: "You must be prime minister of India, 
(living away I’akistan is the only way...don'l 
start wavering now.'’ Mountbatten suggests 
he will bring the date for Partition forward 
t)v eight months. "Pakistan will have lo 
scramble against itself, realh'." In so many 
ways, it was the three of them. 

Ill seeking to answer (iiiih/fii, liiiihili shows 
a quite ditteient tiandhi trom the Gandhi 
shown in (niiiilfii. The young |innah is 
shinvn watching satyagrahis from a balcony 
vs hen he spots his wite Rati (Indira Verina of 
Kiuimsuim lame) and his daughter below. 
He pulls them away as the [xilice begin to 
beat up the satyagrahis singing "Kaghu|)at! 
Raghav Raja Ram". Rati Ix'gs linnah to stop 
the police. "Thev are Iveating helpless |veo- 
plc,” she says, "They otter themselves to l)e 
bc'aten," Jinnah replies, "(iandhi's ixiliticA. 
nicrc is nothing I can do. They want these 
tamaslus, this theatre." But in the end 
linnah stops the British police officer. 
"Roko," linnah says. That slops the officer, 
‘'("all the men back," the officer orders. 

Through the film nobody has a reply to 
Jinnah. He speaks. Silence, deference, obe¬ 
dience follow. 

The Gandhi of this film (.Sam Dastur, who 
played (Jandhi in The Last Vkemyi is wily 
in his mind, wimpish in his speech, and 
throws dirty looks at Jinnah when Jinnah 
isn't looking. At an early meeting addressed 
by Jinnah, Gandhi speaks thus: "I weesh to 
laind my shupport In aivrything Mr Jinnah 
shays." When Gandhi proposes Jinnah as 
prime minister ol an undivided India, 
Mountliatten asks what Jinnah would say if 
he knew (iandhi had proposed this. "He 
would say, wily, old Gandhi," says Gandhi. 
And tliat's exactly what Jinnah says. This 
Jinnah has seen through' this Gandhi. 
Something about Gandhi "makes me 
uneasy", the young Jinnah says. 

He explains more to the (ihost of Jinnah 
that comes wandering into his garden. "A 
man who believes in his own mission, but 
ciosed," young Jinnah says to the Ghost. 
" This imitation of the Hindu peasant, the 
s|)inning wheels, the fast, the hits and 

pieces of Sanskrit philosophy, ahimsa, 
salsagraha," not what the smart young 
linnah wants. “If they succeed in kicking 
out the British because they have usurped 
povvei in India, will their attention then 
turn to the Muslim.s'? Alter all, we Muslims 
conquered India long before the British." 
But isn't th.it logical, the Ghost ol Jinnah 
asks. "We are not outsiders," young linnah 
replies. "We are a part of this country. 
Besides, we have no England lo go back 
to." The (ihost, having ilrawn out sawing 
linnah’s thoughts tor the benefit ot 
KapiMir, suddenly vanishes. 

The film has nuiih ol a lear of Hindu 
doiui.iaiue running through it. 
Hindus are shown attacking peaceful 

Muslims. When the iiolice come, Fatima 
says; “ Ihey have sent a Hindu |soliceman.'' 
All over India, Jinnah says, "Hindu officers 
have taken charge ol the police torces". 
Gome Partition, and Sikhs on horseback 
are shown butchering Muslim refugees, 
running spears through fleeing women. 
Jinnah is shown looking at a train full of 
bodies of Muslims that arrive from India. 
And then the film shows Muslim horse¬ 

men attacking a Sikh refugee camp and 
slaughtering everyone they sec. 

The non-Muslims of the film are killers, 
misguided satyagrahis or servants. A Sikh is 
shown dusting Mountbatten's jacket. The 
family servant of the Jinnah household is 
called Ram, the ayah Anita. The film takes 
on linnah's own marriage to a Parsi. But 
she is shown converting to Islam. That's 
less easy to tackle with the marriage of 
Jinnah's own daughter to a Parsi. "There 
are lots of young Muslim boys in India," 
Jinnah tells daughter Dina. “You cannot 
do this to me." But he had married a Parsi, 
she tells him. 

Jinnah: "She became a Muslim. Is Mr 
Wadia prepared lo embrace our faith?” 

Dina: "No. But I will marry him." 
Jinnah; "If you do this, you can no 

longer continue to call yourself my daugh¬ 
ter. I forbid it." 

Dina; “But, but why?" 
linnah: "Because it hurts me, because it is 

against our customs, against our tradition. 1 
have fought foi a Muslim stale, and my 

daughter marries outside the taith." 
'They have a goodbye chat. 

Dina: “Papa, we’ve tome to say 
goodbye." 

Jinnah: "I’m sorry you're not 
coming with us to Pakistan, but I 
understand. Mr Wadia, please look 
after her." 

Dina: "I will visit you. Papa, but 
my home is now in Bombay. With 
my husband and child." 

Jinnah; "Why, Dina? Why must 
we Ih' divided like this?" 

Dina: “People might want to ask 
you politicians the same question." 

Jinnah: "Dina, there was no other way." 
By now Shashi Kapoor has seen ' just the 

tacts" and he puts a last queslion to 
Jinnah. Would he do anything differently'; 
"I'd do the same thing," Jinnah replies 
“But ask others to behave dilferenty." The 
film is now back in the waiting room 
where Kapoor decides who goes to Hell 
and who to Heaven. Gandhi, Nehru and 
linnah are all in the waiting room. “Well, 
gentlemen, I must leave," Kapoor tells 
(iandhi and Nehru, "linnah Sahib, I’m 
afraid you’ie loming with me." To (iandhi 
and Nehru, he savs: “Er...we'll meet again. 
Plea.se say your goodbyes" (i.indhi and 
Nehru (their gho.sts, that is) instantly rise 
in delerence lo Jinnah. Nehru and Jinnah 
exchange a loaded handshake. 

Kajjoor is on the phone to God. "Yes, O 
yes, sir, we are ready. No, no, no, no. No 
trumpets, no brass bands. He won't like 
(hat. A vvord ol advice. No houris) please 
he's a one-woman man." He then turns to 
Jinnah. “Mr Jinnah, you're being called. On 
your way, Jinnah sahib." A door opens up 
and a shimmering staircase awaits Jinnah. 
He ascends to Heaven. ■ 

■ The film produced by 
Pakistani academic 

Akbar Ahmed, shot in 
Britain and Pakistan, 

wiii be reieased 
woridwide this year^ 
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Beefcake to Meaty Roles 
Leading Bollywood action stars streamline their workload and concentrate on quality roles 

By SAtBAL CHATTERJEE GUI7.AR is a [x)et who drenches 
his films in a romantic, iyrical 
glow. Sunil Shelly is a muscle- 
bound hunk who has conslruc- 
led his acting career enlirely aro- 

Uiid the persona of an angry young man ot 
steel. I 'learly, they are an odd couple. But a 
new film, Hu Tu I'li, has brought the two 
men together in an unlikels marriage of 
creative energies that could go miles in 
changing the wav Mumbai’s action stars 
approach their prolession. Shetty’s in Hu 
I'u I'u, hilled as a parable about contempo- 
lary politics cloaked in a typically Gul/ar- 
esque love story, because of a sell-avowed 
urge to evolve as an actiir. 

It's a bug that seems to have bitten many 
members ol the bectcake brigade. .Ajay 
Devgan, another macho star in the Sunil 
Shetty moulu, is the leading man in auteur 
Ciovind Nihalaiii’s next film, I'likshiik. 
Shetty himself, .ijiait from the Ciulaar ven¬ 
ture that is currently on the flixirs, is lined 
up to do a project with Nihalani, .Sksliay 
Kumar, an actor who has never been sus- 
^lecled of harbouring pretensions of seri¬ 
ousness, has been signed up by the prolific 
Kerala whizkid Priyadarshan, the maker ol 

last year's smash hit, Vinisat, for one of the 
eight 1 lindi films he is contracted to deliv¬ 
er in the next two years. Wonder of won¬ 
ders, (lovinda, who has, in tandem with 
Director No. I David Dhawan, made on¬ 
screen baboonery a hugely successful 
industry, has a couple of "offbeat" scripts 
up his sleeves. \nd perhaps not so surpris¬ 
ingly, ,\amir Khan, who has always teen 
perceived as a cerebral actor despite [Xipu- 
lar |xitlH)ilers like Rujti HindusUmi and /.sfi</, 
is the pivotal ice-candy man in Earth, 
Deepa ‘lire’ Mehta’s adaptation of the 
Bapsi Sic'hwa novel. 

"I had nevei earned the kind of critical 
acclaim that I liid lor Mahesh Rhatt’s Haa- 
ya/," says Ajay Devgan. "It was my career’s 
first role ol subst<ince and it set me think¬ 
ing." Around the same time, the star cha¬ 
nced upon (lovind Nihalani’s powerful ver- 
tel slugfest IhohUuil. Imfiicssed, he bought 
the Mumbai distribution rights of the film 
and sent out a loud signal to the director: a 
role in the latter's next film was what he 
was kxiking for. TiMak, Nihalani’s first 
out-and-out commercial film, is the result. 

1 he refreshing thing about these icons of 
a lesser crowd—the frontbenchers—is that 
when they want to work with a particular 
filmmaker, they don't lei bouts of self¬ 

importance get in the way. Devgan didn’t. 
Neither did Shetty. He met (iulzar and told 
him exactly how badly he wanted to work 
with him. And when he bagged the role, 
he made no attempts to conceal his joy.' 
"It’s the te'.st thing that has ever happened 
to me," Shetty was heard saying at the 
launch of Hu I’u Fu. 

Indeed. As Komal Nahata (•! V'dm 
hifbrmitioii, a Mumbai industry trade paper, 
says, “At some stage of his career, every 
actor craves critical recognition." True. But 
never before have Mumbai’s action film six-- 
cialists been so upfront alKxil their desire to 
do more meaningful roles than the ones 
they arc usually saddled with. 'It augurs 
well," saj's Nihalani, "that the new breed of 
Mumbai actors are approaching filmmakers 
like me." What is happening, notes Niha¬ 
lani, is "a fusion of the power of commercial 
cinema and the aesthetics of art films". 

For dircHTtors like liuizar, Nihalani or Priy- 
adarshan to make films that skirt clear ot 
the Formula is no big deal: that’s their met¬ 
ier. But for non-drtors like Shetty, Devgan or 
Akshay Kumar, whose constituency rarely 
tolerates, let alone demands, anything more 
than the run-of-the-mill, to attempt a con¬ 
scious change of pace is a commendable act 
of courage. It’s actually a two-way process, 
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says film columnist Jyoti Venkatesh. "These 
actors tend to be dismissed by highbrow 
critics. And these filmmakers, accomplished 
as they are, want to tap the audience base 
that tlie stars have. It's a healthy marriage 
between art and commerce," he explains. 

Qinsider what Govinda had to say recen¬ 
tly: "Sometimes, wliile doing a jiarticular 
scene, 1 malise that I'm overacting, but I still 
do it keep the public happy. While doing 
IX'cwanu Mastaihi (direct^ by David Dha- 
wan), tor example, the actor inside me was 
being bruised, hurt.” Hence, he now wants 
to do a few roles to keep the "actor inside" 
happy. He has two scripts ready and 
is currently in search of a diredor. 
"(iovinda may have some deep-felt 
need," says Naiiata, "but he is one 
actor who d(K-s not need to prove 
that he |X)ssesses natural talent." 

Neither does Aamir Khan, lint 
uniike Govinda, he has cultivated 
the image of a thinking actor. One 
ol his earliest roles, in lact, was in 
Riitikh, the dimly-lit, stylised film 
about a dead-end Mumbai kid direct¬ 
ed by Aditya Bhattacharya. The film 
didn't make waves at tlie box-oflice 
and the director hasn't been lieard ot 
since, but the star ot that disturbing 
little film has, over the years, gone 
from strength to strength. Earth is 
only another stop in Aamir's exploration 
of the core ol his histrionic talent. 

In Shetty's case, Hu Tit Tii is a new begin¬ 
ning. "I'm not trying to shake otf my 
macho image,” he says. "But I'm definitely 
moving towards a better kind of cinema." 
So like Devgan, he has cut down on his 

workload and concentrate on quality roles. 
The unstinted critical acclaim for his perfor¬ 
mance as fisF jawan Bhairon Singh in j.P. 
IXitta's Border seems to have prompted the 
change. “The star system has crumbled. The 
director is king once again. Only he can 
determine the fate of a film," says the star 
who has had a string of disappointing flops 
in recent months—D/kw/, Vhuishak, Pritint 

In fact, that Is one major reason why the 
Shetlys and Devgans are determined to 
make a mark as ‘actors': the dwindling 
returns of action films, especially in urban 

areas. Says veteran film journalist Rauf 
Ahmed; "Over the last year and a half, act¬ 
ion films h»ve been flopping, even the lav¬ 
ishly produced Bihaa'i (starring Devgan). 
The stars have been hit hard and hence 
they are looking for a change of profile 
with the help of serious filmmakers." 

According to Ahmed, Mumbai’s reigning 
action heroes are realising that violent 
films—since they arc badly done, with just 
a lot ol blood and gore—went out of vogue 
with Ainitabh Bachchan. "The genre as it 
exists now," he says, "allows little scofX' for 
emoting and versatility, and audiences in 
the metros, exposed to more slick interna¬ 
tional productions, are turning their backs 
on amateurishly mounted films.” 

tiiKXf action films require big budgets, in 
the vicinity of Its lh-12 irore. l ew poHliic- 
ers in Mumbai can afford to sink that kind 
ot money into a single project. So their act¬ 
ion films are rather sloppily executed and 
generally sink without a trace. Gone aie the 
days when even an averagely well done film 
stood a fair chance at the box-otfir e. Today's 
audience, S|xiilt by lloilywiKKl’s big-budget 
action films, is much more demanding. 
Says Aksiiay Kumar: "Now only a go<id film 
will ilo really good business." 

Hence bulging biceps and pum|)ed-up 
pectorals arc out, emphasis on characteri- 
■sation is in. Neither Tukshak nor Hu I'u Tii 
nor Priyadarshari's upcoming projects arc 
art films, but they are exjiected to be suf¬ 
fused with an artistic sensibility that will 
put the stamp ol respectability on actors 
whose ability to handle complex roles will 
now be on test. ■ 

With SbamBem Akhtar in Mumbai 
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TRAINING 

Who Won’t Need 
This Education? 

The fun Face of hrd 

I UKTKSIIVVAR is many things 
■to many people. You can flo[i 
Ion a hammock and not move 

for your stav in its idyllic environs. 
Or take in the surieal sunrise and 
the Himalayas which seem within 
touching distance. Kut that's only 
for lioiidaymakers. 

Now it’s |X)ssilj|e to go to the hills 
and use the stay as a s aliiablc e.K()eri- 
ence in Human Resource Developm¬ 
ent liiKD). The idea of using nature as 
an imn tool lias lieen developed by 
the Wildrift team witli Bill .Vd<ims 
workiiig in tandem as a consultant. 

Instead ot using tlie boardroom of a 
conventional Hve-star liolel lor relres- 
her course's tliey has'e moved the 
venue to Saat 'lal. a shod distance 
liom MukU'sliwar. I he idea was to 
allcm the managers to relax while 
they lioneci their interpersonal skills, 
InC not just ill theory, learn tiiese 
•Hill mine invaliialile lessons luil thro- 
ugh (iractice, .iiore S()ecilically, games. 

Suiviviil and negotiation skills are 
tlie kev wolds, leaiii spiiit, the liasic 
means ot acliieving it tin tlie cards 
are e\i it mg eserc ises—groups are split 
up into teams, sen. off into vilbges 
aimed with iiiaiis iin rcMchiiig their 
desliiiations. liiev liave to negotiate 
vvitli |K'ople and convince them to 
bring him liack to the camp. "The 
purpose," explains M.mo| c'liowd- 
liaiy, Wiidiift, “is tli<it adventure 
builds contidonce and team spiiit. It 
also helps in stress management." 

There are several otiier games which 
siviTi dccepfivelv simple, but lielp in 

strengthening the team. Painting ecjuip- 
ment is provided to teams and each mem- 
lier is asked to pick an element from the 
landscape as the subject to be |)aititc'd. It's 
from these smaller pictures that the larger 

picture gradually emerges. 
Probably the mo.st invigorating game 

in the ex[X'ricnce is the one which inv¬ 
olves rcKk-climbing. hlach team decides 
on who will climb up a sheer cliff face 
but not without supjiort from the rest 
of the base team. With ojitions such as 
those available to the corporate world, 
present day iiRii-lraining is a far cry ind- 
t'ld from the convenlioiiul training .ses¬ 
sions confined to safe office environs. ■ 

Archana Jaliagirdar 
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Euro-centric 

Matthias: all about big bucks 

I 

! 

w: 

DISCOVERY CftMPS 

i 

iri'H the annual exams 
f over and summer hol- 

; idays coming up, this is 
i just the riglit time to plan 
; trips tor the kids to Mars, 
; Jupiter... .No. you don't 
; need a spate shiitlle to 
. get there. Mercury, 
; Venus.... ,ire the names 
’ ot tlie summer camps cirganised by Discovery oflet- 
i ing activities like acTO-nuHfelling, archery, photog- 
: raphy, rille-shooting, rock-climbing, self-defence, 
I theatre, liekking, astronomy, painting, and oilier 
■ ocudoor skills. Tliis range ol o|)tions is available to 
i children in the age group of nine to 17 years at the 
; .'am|) local.xl in Sillakhet, .'f3 km from .Alniura in 
I UP at an altitude of approximately 6,H(K) feet above 
i sea level with tcni|K'raturcs in the coming summer i 
; montlis ranging Irom 12 to ,32 dega-es. Children | 
I are al.so given a good dose of resiHinsibility by being I 
■ entrusted with odd-jobs such as cooking, cleaning j 
' and serving other members in an effort, an attempt | 

to inculcate dignity of labour. The cost per child for | 
a week long slay is Rs 6,.S(X), inclusive of travel to | 
and from l)elhi. i 

; For turlliar Infonp-Mion conlaci: Discovery Outbound Camps. ! 

; Tel. (011) 651-75r8r7579,652-4331/4332; Fax (011) 6865072. 

British Airways, in what could be a landmark 
decision, has made its 7,000 flights a week com- 

I pletely smoke-free, in extensive research that the 
! airline carried out, an overwhelming response was 
I In favour of taming 100 per cent smoke free. This 
i follows the airline's,earlier decision to make Its 
I offices—Including its headquarters in West Lon- 
: don—smoke-free. 

T'S a business show with a huge ditfer- 
ence. Produced by Matthias Woestni- 
ann, a German television correspon¬ 

dent formerly stationed in India, and 
aired on Doordarshan’s Metro Channel 
the first I riday of every month, Cash 

Flow turns the spotlight on the 
—"j Turo|H'an economy for the benefit 

j of Indian enlrepreiieurs interested 
in opening ii|) channels to the 
West, i'he programme has been on 
the air since mid-19y7 and is now 
poised on the threshold ot 
expanding into a weekly show. 

"Cash Fbw is visually stronger 
than any other show on air in 
India," boa.sts Win-stmann. But 
that’s only a part of tlie program¬ 
me's strength. What sets it apart is 
its blend of news and features from 
India and hurope: i.ash How runs 
Ihree stories from Kuropr and one 
from India every month. 

(liven its once-a-niontli telecast, 
tlie show’s viewersliip isn't as high 
as Woesiiiiann would want it to 
be, l)ul its budget, tluinks to com¬ 
mitted sponsorship troiii compa¬ 
nies like Siemens and ITeutslie 
Bank, is in a league unmatched by 
any business sliow produced in 
India. "We now want to go wee¬ 
kly to boost viewersliip,'' says 
Woestiiiann. DD giws the progr¬ 
amme 210 seconds ol 1^0 Corii- 
niercial lime (u i). ('.urrenlly 
Woeslniann manages to sell 90 
seconds ot u i. 

The jiroducer ha-* approached the 
Brussels-based Indo-E.uropean 
Cultural Kxchange rrograninic and 
India’s ministry oi commerce for 
iunds and clearance to turn Cash 
Flow into a weekly show. As the 
volume of Irade between India and 
Kurope grows, Woestmann is hope¬ 
ful that his programme will get the 
impetus is deserves. ■ 

Saibal Cbatterjee 
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■ MUMBAI 

Dig Your Teeth 
Into Designs 

LISTENING nielal, a sheen of steel, 
panelled ceilings, curved seating 
with simnlated tiger skin, iive 

music.... Don't look now, Mumbai’s hot¬ 
spot 'studio' is gettinj; a major overhaul. 
For a designer do, a hauler look and a 
couture calling card reading; Fashion Cafe 
Bistro and Bar. "We were toying with the 
idea of a fashion-based restaurant and 
cafe for quite a while," says management 
head, Nirmal Momaya. "We acquire.l this 
place in December '97 and since we were 
meaning to get into a theme-based for¬ 
mat, the location seemed feasible for a 
fashion cafe." 

Situated in the heart of the city, at a 
stone's throw from the erstwhile Victoria 

The cafe’s interiors: the iatest ‘in' thing 

Terminus (now C'hhatrapati Sltivaji 
rorniinusi, the split-level set-up houses a 
7()-ci)ver restaurant and a irar above. "The 
bar whicTi can accommodate 17.S (wople. 
standees included, is only meant lor dub 
members. Memtrership is strictly In invi¬ 
tation and is restricted to those over 2S 
years of age. t here isn't any place in 
Mumbai that caters to this market and 
tiiereiorc we're confident of the success ol 
this concept. The restaurant however, is 
oiK'n to everyone,” clarifies Momaya. 

The perks for the privileged include 
entry without charge, priority during 
reservation-based events and entry tor 
guests of members. 'T.'niike other pubs 
where women sometimes leel unsafe, this 
is a place where women can also chill 

out," adds concept chief IHrepali Patel. 
But it's the gilded world of glamour 

that is abuzz with the immense possibili¬ 
ties of the Bistro. Touted as the next hap¬ 
pening joint for the bold and the beauti¬ 
ful, the Fashion Bistro is being viewed as 
'the' place for fashion previews. Snazzy 
showcases in the bar area will run wow- 
works of designers and photographers 
with 20 other biggies promising to keep 
the couture charge going over the next 
few months. 

As a taste of things to come six design¬ 
ers—Shaina Chudasama, Wendel 
Kodricks, Hemant Trevedi, Krishna 
Mehta, .Arjun Khanna. Ritu Bcri and 
Sarah Eapen—displayed their ware over a 
wild weekend opening with F.scada's 
fruity fashion fragrance 'Que Viva' being 
launched simultaneously. "This place is 
laid out for fashion," says Deepali. 
"Unlike other places w'here models, 
designers and outfits are distant from 
fashion lovers, the Fashion Bistro allows 
for a touch-feel experience virtually." A 

munch of the menu: T hemes ol nostal¬ 
gia, fashion in films, yesteryears model 
material—and a repertoire ol fresh talent 
infused fortnightly l)v hawk-eyed 
Hemant Trevedi. 

Mustata F.asa, former iiukIcT and tlie 
man Ix'hind the concept execution, adds- 
"We had to give this place a character of 
its own-so that it blends beautifully even 
with experimental fashion." And as 
Mumbai digs into its latest "intertiation- 
ally flavoured fashion concept", leaving 
Delhi a few laps behind, Shaina t hudas- 
ama sums up tile Fashion Bistro as tlie 
place that will pull the quintessential 
Mumbaiite who thrives on "good food, 
good clothes and good interiors". Which 
means when you finish gorging on one, 
vou can always start on the others. ■ 

Saira Menezes 
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TheGehisit 
Heritage 
■ F^ndttShlvKunur 
Shaima wtth Rahul Shamu 
Navna Recofda, Rs 7S 

* COINCIDING I 
with the public p 

launch of santoor maestro Pandit 
Shiv Kumar Sharma's younger son 
Rahul, Navras Records features a live 
performance that the father-son duo 

held in Toronto 
last year. The .liWg 
album features ';{^i^|Qdde^,thecra 
two popular 19#(astJ inclui&ig Bui 
ragas—Puriya GtqMisI Nath, Subrata Kui 
Kalyan and the ats, Oh (Ushl^ ate works 
f o I k - m u s i c gam^ljwtth, and at die s< 
based Mishra Olicagp-ba^ architect, f 
Pahadi. Both, Juisen presents an exdusi 
personal fav- nltuiepithePalaceofaTh 
ourites of the (^-dressing comes alive 
maestro. Only Giqita'^ works, while a ri 

this time, he's assisted by his 25- media form the essence oi 
year-old son Rahul on the santexir. and Ranjit AX's works. Ar 
The maestro has indeed done a good 
job at imparting all the finesse of the 
art to his son, including the trademark Uiy- 
akari of his gharana. As a result, through y fj® 
most of the performance, it's difficult to / ~ 
tell father and son apart. S 

o OLT ■«, t Sandstorm—lia g smii 
Arun Live - 

"uiiiiMi' diabetologist. 
Aptii 11,7 inn knows ttu* mosl wil 
iniceh A\jiUiii at 15 tflis aim in I 

I I - book lor diabetic p 
II.A Arun (jerforms live and friends was 

for the first time in the city, bringing to her written. Diabetes, 
fans Siiiuislurtn from the deserts of Ka|dst- one of tlu- mosl 
han—a three-and-a-half hour fusion ol rhy- cuiiimon illne.sses 
thnis, music and colour. Ila will Ik'support- the world over, is 
ec! by over 2(X) artistes comprising professi- however yet to be 
onal musicians, modern dancers and folk under..lood clearly 

.ijjit,'' to , ., 

Aitahd Design CenMitiD^. Op^ 
* fTT-rrit aj a > T» n [TiTKTfK 

lod de^, the creative ens^fole 'foatutes woito 
Inclw&ig Bulbul Sianna, Michael Jans^ 

-GqMiA Nath, Subrata Kundu, Sterre Shamia a^ ofo- 
ets, Oh ate works you can eat oS, sit on, {day 
gam^ljwtth, and at foe same time hang on the wadi. 
Qiicagp-ba^ architect, painter and designer Michael 
Juisen presents an exclusive collection in designet fur¬ 
niture mthe Palace of a Thousand Hues. The art of win- 
(^-diessing comes alive in Reaia Mishra and Anu 
Chqitalt works, while a range lights using mixed 
media form the essence of Manisfa Iyer, Vasant Devaji 
and Ranjit AX's works. And this is fust the beginning. 

How to Live a Good 
/ Quality Life In Spite 

(4 of Oiaoetes 
^ OC/ ■ Hy lii i>radn'p lalwallui 
O Miilpd l^ihlicdtlonv K^ 1(N) 
fiD 

.SAID a pioneering Ame¬ 
rican diabetologist. "The diabetic who 
knows ttu* mosl will live the longest." It 
is with this aim in mind that this hand¬ 
book for diabetic palicnts, their family 
and friends was 

Phantom Lady 
or Kismet 
■ APhotorumanceby 
PiishpamaU N. 
GaU^CheniDukl, Mumhai 
April 7 to 30 

MORE than any¬ 
thing else, this show has enough 
curiosity value. A series of black and 
white photographs reminiscent of 
film stills, in which the artist mas- 

Ip^ querading as a masked stranger has a 
itib series of adventures in the big, bad 
to city of Bombay. Photographer and 

installation art- 
ifo- ist Pushpamala 
day N. has created 
adl. a character 
lael taken from 
lur- Hindi stunt 
to- films of the 
iHU '.HOs and '40s. 
red Different kinds 
rajl of stereotypes 
lg. and stock situ¬ 

ations have 
been used—the good vs bad, lost and 

found twins, the mafia don, the cha.se. .Sliot 
in a dark thriller style with harsh light and 
shade throwing up .scenes of siisfiense and 
fear against the backdrop of Bombay's 
grand colonial architecture and notorious 
underworld. C-oncept, direction and [Terfor- 
mance is by I’ushpamala while pliotogra- 
phy is by Meenal Agarwal. 

■ Public libiary Uii 
h'Mlth education 
()m ( haitilMTS. 5th Moor, 
Kcnipv t orner, Nfiiitibai 
lei- {hH1014 

artistes from remote corners of Rajasthan 
and Gujarat. In 
aid ot Cancer 

by a large number 
of patients. What 
many don't realise 

Patients and Ass- I is that 

Ith and ined 
I ica look exn 

tinancing tlu* 
( paa's project ol 

setting up two Total Management Ontres 
wtiere every need ot the cancer patient will 
be taken care of. On tieing questioned on 
the name Samlstunn for tier show, Ila .Arun 
said: "I want to help those who are fighting 
the raging stonn of cancer within them¬ 
selves." So don't miss. 

ociation (( i*aa) a | with diabetes can 
charitable organi- j lead a normal or 
satioM which pro- I near-normal life if 
vidcs tree tre- I he's careful about 
atment to p<xir all aspects ol the management of the ill- 
iwtients, tin* pro- ness inch' ling diet, medication and exer- 
ceeds ol the sliow else. The disease in no way should be ail- 
will go towards owed to disrupt one's lile. the book also 

HEAI.TH Education Libr¬ 
ary for People (iii.ii*), India's first health 
education resource centre, aims to 
empower people to lead a healthy life. 
t)ne of the world's largest health libraries, 
it has access to _ _ _ __ „ 
in forniat i on I .g| 
on every hea- f ,. 
Ith and ined- I .iil Ijk I 1 

provides information on |)ractical aspects 
of diabetes sucii as liow to take insulin 
injections, diabetes and travel, marriage, 
pregnancy, employment and prevention, 
besides charting out specific diets, med¬ 
ication available in tlie country and 
abroad, complications, houseliold reme¬ 
dies, myths and old wives talcs. A useful, 
comprehensive handbook. 

allied in layni- I ^ j v'.t.j if 
an s terms. mIimmh 
Whether seek- H 
ing addresses of support groups or dctail.s 
about how to hi.i.i' cope with disability, 
hcl|) has a vast databank of over 5,000 
books, magazines and newsletters and 
specialises medical databases such as 
Medline, Cantvrlite, Aidsline and Health- 
star to answer any query. Information is 
sent on request by registered jxist. Open 
Monday througii .Saturday from lOain- 
7pm. E mail: help1ib(«>bigfoot.cam; inter¬ 
net: www.healthlibrary.coni 
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BOOKS 

Hindis Miiror Stage 
An old-fashioned memoir with social minutiae and sweeping scope 

IN THE AFTERNOON 
OF TUNE 
by Narlmiii Hal 
ewiticitiH 

Ming liKta 
Rs 535, Pages. 498 

By ALOK RAI__ The original publication of the suc¬ 
cessive volumes of Harivansh Rai 
liachchan's autobiography was 
something of an event in modern 

Hindi literature. This was due, in part, to 
tile relative |)aucity of the genre of 
biograpliy, and particularly of aut¬ 
obiography. I’his is perhaps not 
the place to speculate on the deep 
s(Kial and cultural reasons why 
tills should be so. I suspect, how¬ 
ever, that it has something to do 
with modernity and post-feudal 
forms of social organisation. Cle¬ 
arly, the interest in self-fashioning, 
whether in res|)ect of oneself or 
others, needs a supportive srxial 
context in wliicli large collectivi¬ 
ties—caste, clan, community—are 
not presumed to say all that is dt>e- 
med to be worth telling. Thus, the 
.scarcity of tlie genre is only one 
mori a.s|x-ct of the general back¬ 
wardness of the Hindi region. 

However, some of tile interest of 
the origiri.-'l volumes also derived 
from tile tact tiiat the author had 
led an interesting life and liad 
lieen involved witli significant lite¬ 
rals people and events. I'htis, 
al'.hougli he is not very' enlighten¬ 
ing on the |)lienomenon that was 
\Uii1liii\lhilii, there aren't that 
many i^ieopie who have observed 
Nirala (halleiige the delicate and 
slightly elleiiiinate Suniitra Nan- 
dan I'ant to a wrestling bouti Bachchanji, it 
appe.ireil. intended to tell all—and he had 
a lot to tell, as both gossips and others agr¬ 
eed, Even iH'fore he was "adopted" by the 
Nehiti-Ciandlii tamily. and before he 
became, retrospectively, tire father of Big B. 
The tait tliat the indefatigable Hr Rupert 
Snell has made the.se volumes available in 
English, allK'it in slightly alrridged fonn, is 
a matter tor congratulation ancl gratitude. 

The cnicial tension in autobiography is 
always that between telling the truth and 

telling the whole truth—ie the truth about 
the ‘whole’. Thus, a certain autobiographer 
declared that while he would tell the whole 
truth, he couldn't promise to be telling the 
truth all the time! It is difficult to decide 
towards which fxric the balance of Bachch- 
an's achievement finally lies. A great deal of 
the value of the work—jrarticularly the first 
two volumes—derives from the fact that he 
tells so much that was tnie and is already in 
the process of being forgotten. Thus, the 
social detail regarding the lives of small¬ 
town lower-middle-class Kayastha families 
in the early decades of this century is inv¬ 
aluable. Despite the intensely domestic and 
even personal fcKus of the early volumes, 
these arc much richer in cultural and con- 

I With Amitaoh, Mutayam; reverse stardom 

textual detail than the latter two volumes, 
in which the writer consciously tries to 
write about the public world, in these, one 

! misses both the larger and the liKal truths. 
I It was probably an impossible expectation 
■ anyway. I would imagine that the disjuncti¬ 

ons of his life must have been difficult eno¬ 
ugh even to live through: going from Ireing 
a small-town teacher and aspiring poet to 
becoming the pext of Madimshala is phe¬ 

nomenon enough. He was also, perhaps on 
the .strength of his Cambridge doctorate 
and his wife's legendary .srKial skills, absor¬ 
bed into the inner circle of the Nehru dyn¬ 
asty. A suspicious reader looks quickly to 
.sec how Bachchan copes with narrating the 
infamous Emergency and, not surprisingly, 
he moves nimblv past that sordid history; 
after all, proximity to the powerful must 
exact some costs, too. Then, inevitably, he 
becomes Amilabh's father—touched a little 
by the pathos of Joseph, God’s cuckold, 
sidelined by the Holy Trinity. 

Self-dramatisation is of the essence in aut¬ 
obiography. But the impulse towards such 
narrative transformation seems to peter out 
towards the end. Obviously, the sheer efful¬ 
gence of Big B's stardom shadows and over¬ 
shadows all—and while that phenomenon 
itself would be of alisorinng intori'St, |)erh- 
aps the father isn't the best person for the 
job. Imposing any kind of shape—the 
'whole' truth—on a life as full of violent dis¬ 
junctions as this was is in any case asking 

for tex) much. But the local detail 
one picks up along the way—even 
where it skimps a little, or hurries 
along, or is discreetly oblique—is 
well worth the price of the ticket. 

There is an amusing instance ol 
the kind of difficulty' I am trying to 
indicate. I he occasion is one of 
those numerous Hindu-Muslim 
confrontations which were once so 
common; the protagonist, HRB's 
fatlier: "Father tucked up his dhoti, 
rolled up the sleeves ot his kurla, 
and advanced, stout hill-walking 
staff held in his right hand and 
resting on liis shoulder, and his left 
arm swinging vigorously. He was 
.self-confidence incarnate. Ehesight' 
ot a single man stepping forward lo 
take on a group ol 2.5 or was 
enough to make even the antagon¬ 
ists stop sliort. I Ie went u[) to them 
and .said, 'I tiaven't come to fight-- 
if 1 had, I wouldn't have come 
alone..."' t)ne can't help thinking 
that he could have learnt a trick or 
two from his lulure grandson! 

Ehe l-jiglisli rearler is, alas, con¬ 
demned not to know the skill with 
which Bachclian deploys Ihe music 
ot ordinary' Hindi, rich with the 

lovingly handled, casually bandied accre¬ 
tions of centuries and civilisations-but 
.Snell's skillful, sensitive translation goes a 
long way towards minimising the sense of 
loss. There is a particular matter for which 
bilingual readers like tlie present one will be 
very grateful: although Snell has taken cou¬ 
rage in both hands and translated not only 
the pro.se but also the interspersed verse 
fragments, and while these translations are 
l)y and large efficient, I would’ve felt quite 
bereft without the appendixed originals! ■ 

PRADEEP BANDEKAR 
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KEY 
QUESTIONS 

11th of 12 

Isn’t the sensitive and enduring 
relationship between spouses a better 

reference for our emotional development 

than the seclusiveness of the monk? 

The sobering influence of the sclf- 

di&ciplincd monk on our worldly behaviour 
cannot be denied. Although it seems to 

touch us only outside our working hours and 

either too early or loo late in life. The 
monk’s philosophy is of self-denial and his 

role is of a social bystander. On the contrary, 

our social processes of self-development, 

family development and community 
development arc necessarily driven by our 

self-focussed behaviour. Why then does the 

monk still fascinate us? 

We all have moments when we feel 

rejected and alienated by our social groups. 

The.se arc lonely times when wc are drawn by 

the scclusive reassurance and composure of 

(he monk. We may not always acknowledge 
ii but our greatest fru.siration at such times is 
invariably with the members of our families. 

Bui for whal is clearly a case of our own 

emotional inadequacy, wc 
prefer to blame the 

community n^rc.sentcd 

by our bosses and peers at 

work. And our children 

grow up to believe that 
the world oulside. which 

has bec'i so unfair to their 

■ideal’ parents, ought not 

to be trusted beyond a 

point. 
Thus the monk remains 

as if to remind us that if 

we cannot learn to give 

organised expression to 

our higher order emotional needs, it is 

perhaps better not to aspire for maniage and 
children and create generations of unstable 

families and communities. 

It has been an exciting revelation for 

Alacrity that by encouraging its managers 

to organise their emotions and aindcrstand 

the relationship between family and 

community, it is possible to avoid the 

frustration of not belonging in either and 

go on to .strengthen both these fundamental 

social institutions. 

Realising the key role the home plays 

in human development. Alacrity works 

sensitively, purposefully and productively 

to keep the family together - the Alacrity 

way. 

If you would like to share with us 

your views and experience on this .subject or 

just tell us you arc interested, concerned. 

excited or plain sur¬ 

prised, you could write to 

us at Alacrity (OL-II), 

Post Ban No B57S. 

Chennai 6(H) 017. or fax 

i:s at 044 H2594()(i. We 

will share with you. both 

the exhilarating and 

disappointing moments 

of our own efforts .so 

far. And carry on the 

process of building suc¬ 

cessful homes together 

with you. 

Home is Key. 

ALACRITY_ 
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Pholographs by JITENOER GUPTA 

And a Cause, Now and Zen 

AS with most celebrity events, there were frayed tempers, ruffled feat 
hers, late arrivals and a moment or two of embarrassment. The Rich 
ard Gere press conference was no different. First, the Pretty Woman 
man arrived an hour late. Then impromptu presentations left him 
unhappy and film actor-tumed-|X)li- 
tician Vinod Khanna managed to 
kick up some heat and dust in the 
otherwise routine press meet. Held to 
raise money lor aids, the conference 
had Mr Khanna announcing that niv 
testing be made compulsory as was 
done in the Osho commune and 
those found itiv positive be identified 
with badges. Anjali (lopalan of the 
N,\7. Foundation, Shabana A/mi and 
Gere himself were quick on their feet to counter that statement. l.ater 
Bina Ramani, the brains behind the event, got into a jam with Gere 
for the impromptu endorsements he had to do. 1 host* wanting to 
know if (icre really is as giKKl looking in real lile, the answer is Yes 

Oh, Mamy Mamy Blue 

After the Ramp, the Aisle 
WHEN Miss India turned Mrs Rampal, Mumbai's U.S Glub 
lawns sparkled with glitterati. As top models—a nervous 
Arjun Rampal and a confident Mchr Jessia tied the knot, the 
bride glowed, resplendent in a f’arsi guru with fiery sindoor 
and sober mangalsutra. Rampal, in his pink angavastram, 
acting the perfect foil to the blush on Jessia's cheeks. Both, 
it seems, were feeling in the pink of health. 

DID you know that Mamata Banc- 
rjee can speed-knit a sweater in 36 
hours? I'hal the feisty politician 
cooks some of the best chicken and 
hilsa in town? That she's the artist 
who drew the Trinamul Congress 
symbol? If the latest issue of the 
iwpulat Bengali women's magazine 
Sanamla is to be believed, Banerjce 
also knows 2.S0 Rabindra Sangeet 
songs "by heart" and plays a mean 
synthesiser as well. For beauty-con¬ 
scious readers, Mamata, says the 
cover story, only uses some Pant- 
ene shampoo and lipguard. The 
Big Question: "Marriage? This Is an irrelevant question," she 
snapped. "I have crossed three quarters of my life. Now my life 
is devoted to the masses.” Tigress or Superwoman, huh? 



slltns 

SANJAY KHAN 
The film star makes an appearance at the 
Tihar Jail to participate in its cultural week 

Wlwt briofi yon te Tth«r Jail? 
I was invited by Uie authorities. Ihey wrote to me explai¬ 
ning their plans for a cultural week for the Inmates, 
b tlib a one-time efifort or are there any long¬ 
term plans to worft with the inmates? 
I do a lot of humanitarian work. I en}oy it. But I must 
admit this is a new experience for me. 
What was the response? 
Even if they get a moment's happiness by seeing me, I will be satisfied. These people 
are unfortunate victims of circumstances. 
How docs having a cultural week help? 
It's a soothing touch for them. They get the feeling they're not completely neglected, 
that the authorities are concerned. This Is like a healing touch for them. 
Do you have similar proiccb lined up for other citlcs/)aUs? 
I'm seriously concerned about the fact that over 6S per cent of the Tihar inmates are 
innocent. 1 would like to make further enquiries about this. If I can help save even 
one innocent man, it will give me great satisfaction. 
There seems to be a liril in your film career? 
In fact, my film career has been shelved for the last 10 years. I will be launching my 
next big blockbuster Amrkall next )«ar. 
Will we see some big names In the film? , 
Jackie Shroff and Rekha have agreed in principle to play Akbar and Jodha Bai respec¬ 
tively. But for the lead roles, we plan to launch a talent hunt. 
The chUdren's programming segment seems to he overcrowded- So what 
was the rationale behind getting Into /adunagarU 
DD doesn't have a single chilthen's pre^amme. Children aren't being given any 
direction. Jadunagari will be a programme on ail the values we have lost. 
Yon seem to be fascinated by hlstorlcab. Why? 
Historicals have a lot of splendour, glory, grandeur. Today's world is so dull that I 
don't want to make a film on it. 1 frel happier making historicals. 
Are you planning to revive Tlpu Sultan? 
Yes I would like to, if 1 get a good slot on a major network. 

Archana Jabaglrdar 

Frankly,jny Dear... 

GREY hair gives you tlic qualificat¬ 
ion to write about "how to grow 
old di.sgraccfully''. Frank .Siinoes’ 
third iKiok is about this, and mote. 
Sinioes, who preferred writing tt) 
advertising despite laurels in lhat 
field (he was elected to the Hall ol 
Fame of Creatis’c Arts (iuild and 
Advertising C'lub), has earlier writ¬ 
ten a biography and a book on 
Goa. The author reveals the novel 
he's working on, Bartliulumfw Wept, 

. is atxHit "seeking and finding new 
pastures", it's not an autobiogra¬ 
phy, but discusses through the pro¬ 
tagonist, the progression of the 
self. He talks ot “forgiveness", 
"oneself", and in inimitable Simoes 
style, "fun, games, ses and love". 

ABHUITBHATLEKAR 
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Chasing Bee-eaters The wintering Siberian cranes—all two of 
them—had long since gone from the marshes of 
the Bharatpur bird sanctuary. The other migra¬ 

tory birds had similarly fled from the advancing 
Indian .summer. The guides were continually apolo¬ 
gising for the low water levels this year which, they 
said, had severely hit the numlwrs of birds on view. 
AH the same, my long weekend at Bharatpur was a 
magical experience. Touring the sanctuary by boat 
and cycle rickshaw, we sjxitted two species of stork, 
three of heron, two of ibis, two of kingfisher, and a wealth of 
cranes, egrets, snake birds, bee-eaters, liarriers, eagles, owls, 
spoonbills, wagtails and woodpc'ckers, as well as gee.se and ducks 
in profusion. Coming from a country where love of birds is in 

Inverse proportion to the range of 
species—and where seeing a harrier 
or kingfisher is alxiut as common as 
winning the national lottery-it was 
a rare and delightful treat. 

Even my wife, Anuradlia, who is 
incapable of distinguishing a Iniibul 
from a mynah and regards my fasci¬ 
nation with the hoopoes who scour 
for worms near our Delhi lioine as a 
cultural eccentricity, was entranced 
by Bharatpur. It is one of Hie more 
kindly legacies of tlie maharajahs, for 
the sanctuary was originally the 

hunting ground of the local princely rulers before a benevolent 
raja decided it was better to conserve wildlife than slaughter it. 
Tliere are other lasting memorials to the maharajahs—the 
splendid forts at Bharatpur and nearby at Deeg, among others. 
But the bird reserve at Bharatpur is the most tnily majestic. 

VIP Preserve 
JUST down the road from Bharatpur is the world's most tanums 

monument, and one wliich rarely disapiioinis tlie sightseer— 
tiie Taj Mahal. t>n our way back from the liird sanctuary, we 
decided to stop off at Agra, and introduce our tvvo-year-ol»l to tlie 
jewel in India's architectural crown. Unfortunately, tlie governor- 
general of Canada got there first. Tlie Taj was closed lor his vir 
visil. Why India's biggest tourist attraction has to pull down the 
shutters evert' time some dignitary with a handle to his name 
comes calling with a camera is a mystery' to me. I ck'ubi very 
much wlietlior there's anyone in India who would be able to 
lecogiiise Canada's go\ernor-general, much less wish him harm. 
It's haul to lielieve that he faces any greater hazard at .Agra than 
that poses! by the more aggressive taxi touts and souvenii sellers. 

I wonder if these Mi-s, as tliey enjoy unlettered acccs;. to tlie 
Taj, spare a lliougiit for the thousands of visitors, Indian and for¬ 
eign, who Slitter the acute disappointment of lieing turned away. 
My driver said he liad biouglit one loreigncr three times to the 
Taj—and lie liadn'l once been able to see round the monument. 
Far be it from me to offer advice to the new government—after 
all, hacks sliould know tliaf their station in life is to report on 
the doings and pronouncements of people who really matter, 
rather than pretending that they ate themselves of some impor¬ 
tance. Nevertheless, I would humbly submit that a {jolicy ol tel¬ 
ling important visitors that they arc welcome to visit the Taj, but 
will have to take the risk of nibbing shoulders with the hoi pxil- 

loi, would have no serious diplomatic reiieaus-sions, 
and would be a small step towards social justice. 

Lucrative Injustice 
Denied entry to the laj Mahal, I headed off towa¬ 

rds Agra's Red Fort from which there are marvell¬ 
ous views of the monument to love. No good, tny 
driver advised. That's closed too! So what about hea¬ 
ding across the jainuna and seeing the I'aj from the 
other side of the river. Can't Ire done, he counselled— 
the car can’t cope with the potholcd village roads. 

In a city where every other building seems to be called the Taj 
view, it's amazing how hard it is to find a vantage point. But 
adversity always provides opportunity. A UP Tourism liotel 
(lose to tlie monument offers a spot f.'om which to gaze on tlie 
white marble tomb--a grassy hillock with a few IramlxMi ciiairs, 
with an admission charge which, at Ks 25, is several times more 
than I recall paying for Ihc real thing the last time I visited Agra. 
We suggested to the hotel receptionist that vii* visits must be 
very good for business. "You should be glad it's not a Monday," 
he replied. "That's the day the Taj is clo,sed, and then we charge 
Rs 11)0 admission [rer [rerson.” Among tliose kee[)irig us com¬ 
pany at our none-too-])roxiinate viewpoint were a grou|) of 
Canadians. I suppose you could call tliat poetic justice. 

Mixed Memories 
WHAT sound will I remember most keenly from my Bliaratpur 

days? Ihe excited shriek of the brain-fever bird? The chatter 
of the pied kingfisher? The tremulous svarble of the green bee- 
eater? Not at all. it's the excitc'd voice ot tlie woman iH'hind me 
on tire train back to Uejhi exclaiming; "Useless buggers!" Let me 
explain. We boarded the laj Express at Agra at 6.30 pm. And ali¬ 
ghted at Ni/aniiiddin 15 hours later. The .Siberian crane could've 
covered hall the continent in the liinc it took us to travel l.tO 
miles. But cranes don’t Itave to bivouac for tiie night in the back 
of lieyond bc'cause the tram ahead has t>een derailed at Faiidabacl. 

Imagine the silualiun. A passenger express lull to capacity 
stranded beyond '■each of a is o, and with not even a chai-wal- 
lull to offer succour. It’s dark. There's not a iiiurmur from rail¬ 
way officials about what's happening, hut word is sfireadiiig 
that we could be stranded until morning. .And wluit’s iiiou;, tlie 
air conditioning is working only intermittently, and mosquitos 
the size of some of the smaller birds at Bliaratpur are maraud¬ 
ing througli the carriages. 

After six slationar>' hours, the laj Express limped into the sta¬ 
tion at I’alwal. wliere it was to remain for anollier lew liours 
until well after dawn. Tempers rose wlien tlie Shatal)(li behind 
us passed at lull speed. The station master, glteraoed by angry 
passengers, picked up the plione to the next .station up tlie line 
and asked why the signals were still at red. Because you nc^er 
told us that the train was ready to depart, came tlie reply. The 
station master was lucky to escape a lynching. 

A tew minutes later, the signals turned to green. But still we did 
not stir. I'hen came an appeal over the station tannoy: would the 
driver please return to the engine. A few minutes later, the same 
message was repeated with greater urgency. The woman behind 
me, who had been muttering for some time about all the mis¬ 
fortunes which had befallen her (tlie greatest of which seemed to 
be her husband), could not restrain herself any longer. "Uwless 
buggers," she intoned. "Useless buggers! Useless buggers!!" 

(Auiknv Whitehead ivo/ks mth the m.) 

JArACHANDRAN 
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Towards Rome? 
In all matters political, Outlook 
has already thrown its weight 
behind Rome (Sonia, I mean), 
but 1 think it's the same with 
religious matters as well. 

The report Retaliation is the 
Religion (Match 30) was extre¬ 
mely biased against Hindu 
organisations. Your views seem 
to imply that they alone are to 
blame for communal brawls. 

There is absolutely no doubt 
about the fact that Christian 
missionaries have been provid¬ 
ing and spreading education 
among the lower strata of soci¬ 
ety. But this is just a cover for 
their real mi.ssion; conversion 
(and later subversion). 

If 1 do smell like a "Hindu 
communalist”, I can only ask 
you to refer to history books 
and read about these missionar¬ 
ies' activities In different parts 
of the world, particularly China, 
Southeast A.sia, Latin America, 
India, of course, and elsewhere. 
I can even recommend Glimpses 

of World History, written by a 
person whose secular creden¬ 
tials are unquestionable— 
Jawaharlal Nehru. 

Prashant Singh, 
New Delhi 

Guide Like No Other 
1 want to congratulate you and 
your leaiii ot illustrators and 
graphic artists for the brilliant 
illustrations used in .1 /.roman's 
Guide to Salfroiminks (March 
.30). As a cartoonist I am greatly j 

inspired by your 'lartoono- 
graphics'. I loci pumd of lieing 
an Outlook subscriber. ! 

Shekhar, | 
Hyderabad \ 

I 

The Greater Smiie? 
"A smile...," Mother Teresa had 
said, "can do a lot." But I'm 
afraid that won't help Aish- 
warya Ral and others of her ilk 

The Ones Left Out 
I read with great interest your 
cover story Trident Missile 
(April 6) abwt the Terrific Tlcl- 
nity—Sachin, Saurav and 
Rahul. Your sports journos 
have very rightly used the 
terms Destroyer, Creator and 

In their attempt to woo the 
south (These feans Might Fit in 
Glitterati, March 30). For, the 

I most beguiling smile of our 
times is about to happen to the 
southern screen. Yes, Madhuri 
Dixit will star in the trilingual 
(Hindi, Tamil and Telugu) film 
Engineer opposite Arvind 
Swamy! Does anything else 
have any chance then? Not 
those anorexic bodies and plas 
tic giggles. I'm .sure (wish we 
could have some million dollar 
'jeans' isn't if Aish?) But right¬ 
ly observed, some smiles are 
real wonders. Now I know why 
the world's been such a 'won¬ 
derful' place ever since it dis¬ 
covered Madhuri! 

Ra/iv Ranfan Roy, 
Delhi 

Do We Need a Bomb? 
Apropos Will the eir Drop the 
Bomb? (March .')()), there is no 
doubt about the tact that the 
country's securiu is a matter 
of foremost priority. But can we 
really ensure such security with 
a nuclear bomb: 

We have to be realistic since 
one needs huge funds for 
developing nuclear weapons; 

j work out the ntode of their 
I delivery, a preventive system 
I against interception, as also an 
j organised network of intelll- 
I gence systems for selecting tar- 

Preserver to describe Sachin, 
Saurav and Rahul respectively. 
But when there's so much 
buzz about the current politi¬ 
cal scenario, wouldn't it have 
been more appropriate if 
Sachin had b^n compared 
to the Judiciary (of course, of 
the hyper-activist variety), 
Saurav to the Executive and 
Rahul to the Legislature 
(the latter considering his 
one-day career which is in 
a state of disarray). 

NUM, 
reedved on e-nuiU 

m 
There were two omlssioits in 
your cover story—Moham¬ 
mad Azharuddln and Navjot 
Singh Sldhu. Both deserved 
to be included considering 
the {otm they hm been in. 

R 'S, RmAore, 
NewDOd 

gets. Our country cannot 
afford such expenditure. 

Our main threat presently is 
from Pakistan. Even if we visu¬ 
alise a threat from China, can 
we alone really counter their 
nuclear capability? There's no 
alternative to a mature foreign 
policy. In the present erfviron- 
ment no nation can take the 

risk of waging a nuclear war 
against any other. 

Lt Col Harish Bah! (retd). 
New Delhi 

Oh, for a Little Charity 
Apropos In Azure Skies and the 
caption, “ihe Winning Cap¬ 
tain: born-again glory" (March 
30), why should Outlook pay 
such a gnidging, left-handed 
and constipated compliment 
to Azhamddin's return to win¬ 
ning ways? True, your calumny 
against the gentleman-captain 

has only backfired too resound¬ 
ingly! But you could have been 
honest to yourself and played 
it straight, instead of shooting 
through some fictitious 
'uncharitable critics'. 

An unreserved praise for the 
renewed confidence of the 
Indian team under Azhar's lead¬ 

ership, so tellingly symbolised 
by the transparent camaraderie 
between Azhar, Sidhu, Sachin 
and the others, would have 
been a gracious acceptance of 
facts; it would have also helped 
restore Outlook's credibility. 

SantPrakash Gt^a, 
Agra 

What is Nationalism? 
Sandipan Deb's A Paradox Called 
Swadeshi (March 23) was an 
opinion well expressed. At least, 
he's more honest than many of 
our politicians in understand¬ 
ing nationalism. With the dep¬ 
arture of the British, 'hate the 
Muslim, the Hindu, the Dalit, 
the M,N'c.s' is how some of us 
perceive nationalism, and feed 
our children with the same poi¬ 
son. Our country is constantly 
plagued by negative politics, 
and it is refreshing to hear 
someone sound the idea of a 
positive nationalism. 

True nationalism is best defi¬ 
ned as love and service for our 
countrymen, irrespective of 
caste or class. Unfortunately, 
many of our politicians would 
find it hard to accept this defi¬ 
nition. As you've rightly poin¬ 
ted out earlier, every election 
the real issues of ppverty, 
health and education are 
ignored and non-issues become 
issues. Anyway kudos to Mr 
Deb. May his tribe increase. 

Rahul Geofgie, 
Mumbai 
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Enough Is Enough 
I was a regular reader of India 
Today, and switched over to 
Outlook once 1 found that 60 per 
cent of the articles in the former 
were devoted to politics. But 
now I find that in foe last three 
or four issues of Outfoolc, the sit¬ 
uation is worse. Agreed that the 
country was going to foe polls, 
that foe pundits were proved 
wrong, that foe ''frictuied" ver¬ 
dict has been a nightmare for 
politicians etc but all this and 
more has been scrutinised, 
bisected, dissected, discussed for 
days on end in foe papers and 
on television. 

So, could you please spare us 
this torture, broaden your 'out¬ 
look' and give us something 
else, anything else. 

Gitrmit GUI, 
Koehtagar, Rourkela 

The Indian Attraction 
Apropos Did the Queen Do it? 
(March 23) Queen Elizabeth 1 
was no Virgin Mary and the 

English would hate to think 
she was frigid. She in all prob¬ 
ability did it with Dudley and 
that was that. Historically sjwa- 
king, Shekhar Kapur may not 
be the first Indian to leave an 
impress on the Queen's charac¬ 
ter. For' "Jalabdin Mahomet 
Acbar the Prince of Cambeya 
(Cambay)” was another illustri¬ 
ous Indian to whom she'd add¬ 
ressed letters. Akbar on his part 
received a set of English dresses 
which he occasionally wore. 
To the Queen, Cambay was 
foe entrepot to the riches 
of Hindoostan. 

KM. Chttabmaia, 
Rt^kat 

Emphasising 'Fraiity’ The Right Questions 
Tarun Tbjpal's interview of V.S. 
Naipaul (T/ie Last Emperor, 
March 23) was devastating. 
Almost as intense as the mas¬ 
ter's prose. 1 have several clip¬ 
pings of Naipaul's interviews 
published over the past IS 
years in both Indian and for¬ 
eign publications. The Outiook 
Interview easily tops them all. 

BaUlev S. Chauhan, 
SMnOa 

m 
Apropos V.S. Naipaul's views 
on Islam and Hinduism, I'd 
like to submit that while 
Hinduism is a 'sangam' of reli¬ 
gions in which an individual 
himself is encouraged to seek 
the Truth, in religions of 
Semitic origin, foe follower is 
expected to follow the faith 
blindly. Hence, interpretation 
becomes more important than 
the scripture itself and when 
people have blind faith in a 
religion, the political class 
assumes foe role of 'viceroys' 
of God and exploit foe masses. 
Perhaps that's why there's 
maximum bloodshed in the 
name of religion, even as all 
religions preach non-violence! 

Parian Kmtiar Jatn, 
DeM 

The debate Softer Imws, Harder 
Wars (April 6) oh the Issue of 
capital punishment involving 
Ram Shri is in the right strain. 
As a woman and as one who 
empathises with gender iss¬ 
ues, I would not hesitate to 
stand up to any instance that 
is unfair to my compatriots. 
But one must also ask, in the 
name of feminism and sister¬ 
hood, how far we should go. 

«ich a severe ptfoifoment 
wl^h Is estab)lfoe4 by foe 
co^ after much .'dellbeta- 
thW/ why foouldn't she be 

as any other human 

being and punished the same 
way as a male? If a mother is 
capable of a heinous crime, 
.should she be handled more 
'softl/ than a father guilty of 
the same crime? 

By taking a gender stand on 
such undeserving Issues, we 
will only send wrong signals 
to society. If, as women, we 
demand justice where the 
question does not arise, we 

can well expect a cynical 
response—"some are more 
equal than others”, etc. 
Ironically, in the same 
issue, there was a report 
{Sisters in Savpger}') on foe 
torture of Buddho led by a. 
women's brigade In a UP 
village. While it is true 
women are at huge disad¬ 
vantage in a society like 
ours, we must also recog¬ 
nise that women too can te 
guilty of violence. Atui 
they should be condemned 

‘ foe same way as a man 
would be In such circum¬ 
stances and not be e»hued 
on the grounds that they ate 
women, 

RanfttaMswr^ 
tkwDdm 

Mr Naipaul may be right in his 
views about the position of 
women under Islam. But his 
calling Islam 'essentially an 
Arab religion', 'colonialism 
with religious sanction’, etc is 
hard to digest. He wouldn't 
have thought so, had he con¬ 
sidered the follos^ng; . 
• The Arabs themselves 
became Muslims by rejecting 
their pre-Islamic faith; 
• Equality of humans regardless 
of caste, crccHl, language or 
colour is a basic tenet of Islam: 
• The political or religious 
heads of Mecca have no com¬ 
mand over Muslims outside 
their domain; 
• All Arabs arc not 
Muslims. A sizeable popu¬ 
lation of Arabs in countries 
like Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, 
Egypt and many Ahican 
countries are Christians— 
Iraq's deputy prime minis¬ 
ter Tariq Aziz, for instance. 

P, Abdtdkader, 
Kasargod 

Wine and Sour Grapes 
It was with utter disgust and 
distress that the readers of your 
magazine were forced to read 
the libellous and slanderous 
remarks of Subramanian 
Swamy against Prime Minister 
Atal fiehari Vajpayee (HT/y 
Vajpayee Hates Swamy, March 
23), a statesman or tlic stature 
of jawaharlal Nehru. A Harvard 
dortor whose negatise philoso¬ 
phy has no healing toucli or 
balmy message, a malcontent 
who has no |ob other titan 
dabbling in polities ot charac¬ 
ter crucifixion, a [K-rverse intel¬ 

lectual who never realised the 
graces of humility. Dr Swamy 
along with his shenanigans 
deserves .i place only in the 
dustbin rather than be dis¬ 
played prominently in the 
pages of Outlook. 

S.M. Kompetta, 
KaUtutdla, AP 
m 

By maligning the reputation of 
one of the most rcsitected poli¬ 
ticians of our country, Subra¬ 
manian Swamy has shown his 
one and only true colour. The 
finance minLster-aspirant (for 
ever!) out of sheer desperation 
has used the print media to 
express his biascnl and unethical 
views aliout Mr Vajpayee. Every 
one knows that there is not a 
doubt about Atalji's sincerity 
and commitment to the coun¬ 
try as a politician. So, there is 
no reason why we should beli¬ 
eve Swamy’s colourful 'story'. 

Prasanth R. Ktishnan, 
Palakkad, Kerala 
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CONTROVERSY 

WAGES OF DISSEIIT: lAPS 
Ail those who breached discipline in the agitation against pilot- 
ground staff pay disparities are taught a barbaric lesson 

By ASHUTOSH KUMAR SINHA The sleepy town of Hashimara on 
the West Bengal-Assam border, 
which has an Indian Air Force (iaf) 

base 20 km away, makes for an 
unlikely centre of controversy. A 

spate of petitions have been filed before 
the National Human Rights Commission 
(nhrc:) and tlie Delhi High Court alleging 
the use of the air base as a torture camp to 
Interrogate technical officers and airmen 
who dared to protest against the disaep- 
ancies in salary between pilots and techni¬ 
cal staff after the flying allowance for the 
former was raised last year. 

While almost 100 officers have been 
blacklisted for the Hashimara camp, those 
who have already been sent there have hor¬ 
rifying tales to relate. Among those who 
have faced the interrogaton are: group 
captains M. Saxena, Navecn Verma, V.K. 
Verma, wing commanders R. Vijayavargiya, 
Jagdal, Santosh Sharma, 
Vashim, D.B.S. Sethi, R.N. 
Gaur and squadron 
leader Rajesh Mishra. All 
of them were lodged in 
dark, isolated cells and, 
but for breaks for forxl, 
the interrogation was 
rcientiess. Such is the scare 
that some officers have 
sought medical check¬ 
ups prior to and after 
their interrogation. 

Questioned on the 
ailcgations, defence min¬ 
ister George Fernandes ref- 
u,sed to comment, saying 
he would wait for the report 
of the A|it Kumar committee, 
which has been constituted 
to look into the unrest in the tAF. 

llte committee was to have sub¬ 
mitted its tefX)rl by the end of 
March, but has been given a 
month’s extension. 

A (X'tition filed in the 
Delhi High (Ourt by air 
commodore S.K. Mishra, 
who fears he is also on 
the hitlist, paints a 
frightening picture of 
what happens to those 
sent to Hashimara: “A 
number of senior air 

force officers have already been taken to 
Hashimara...in February-March 1998. 
(Some of them) have confirmed that they 
have been physically assaulted and ill- 
treated by a team of officers deputed horn 
Air Headquarters...to forcibly make them 
agree to acts of sedition and subversion 
which they did not commit." According to 
the petition, the officers who have teen 
carrying out the interrogation are air vice 
marshal P.K. Mukherjee, air commodores 
R.C. jaln and P.C.S. Rautcia and group cap¬ 
tain V. Pradhan. 

The petition continues: "The officers 
who have been physically assaulted have 
been totally broken by the tenor tactics. 
They have been threatened with dire 
consequences...if they make any com¬ 
plaint to authorities of their ill treatment." 
Sadly, the officers themselves are in no 
state to make any such complaints. 
Veritable nervous wrecks, they cannot 
even S}}eak coherently. It is their families 

I *** toT. tioio rTte vm **" _ 

(From left) the victims’ petitions, wives 
protesting against pay disparities, K.R. 

Nagesh who faces a court martial 

who have taken up the fight. 
For instance, wing comman-. 

der H.K. Nagpai's case is being 
represented by his mother 

I before the nhrc. For Nagpal, 
\ an expert in the repair and 

f 
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maintenance of the lL-76 
Russian transport planes, 

February 18 started like any 
other day. But by noon 

came orders to rush to 
Jorhat, Assam, for the 
repair of an AN-32. A 
day iater, Nagpal rea¬ 
lised that the Jorhat 
visit had nothing to 
do with the "exigen¬ 
cies of duty" and that 
he had been taken, 
by deceit, to the Has¬ 
himara base for the 

most tortuous, three 
weeks of his life. He had 

become a hostage to the very 
force that he had been serving 
for over two decades. Nearly a 
month later, when he finely 
managed to get out of the inter- 
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TORTURE CELLS 
under houw arrest in Delhi for wnting a It t 
ter to hts seniors to look into his gnevanu s 
The officer's case wtU now be coming up toi 
court martial Says his lawyer NarendraKau 
shik “Nagesh had merely written to the lAi 

for redressal of his gnev 
ante He is now being sub 
lected to court martial 
This IS haj^nlng to an 
oliiter who has been bnl- 
liant all through his 
career—a fact accepted bv 
the i\r in court Now, if 
they want to punish an 
officer for writing to 
seninn which is allowed 
under the rules, thi>re is 
little that can be done ” 

M authorities say that 
all the officers against 
whom a crackdown has 
bi'en ordered had raised 
then voice against the 
higher flying allowance 
to fighter pilots 
Iransport pilots, who 
were awarded a flying all¬ 
owance a scale lower than 
the fighter pilots, had 
also resorted to a go-slow 
agitation last year I his 
resulted in a disruption of 
supplies to fotwaid areas 

The media focus on the 
SHUBENOUGHOSH/H.NOUSTANTIMES »d,,^o„tcnt Within the 

rogation camp—thanks to his wife run¬ 
ning from pillar to post in Delhi— Nagpal 
has lost several kilos 

The wing commander's mother, Vidya 
wanti, said in her petition before the niirc 

"My son was illegally confined to Hashim- 
ara, then taken to Jorhat where he was 
kept in the mental ward of the Air torce 
Hospital and then, despite the fact that the 
court of inquiry proceedings were over on 
Mare h 6, my son instead of being sent back 
to Delhi was hrst unfortunately taken to 
Tezpur and then to Shillong, where he's 
presently in captivity with the eastern air 
command of the ivr My son, who is 
already suffering from trauma, is also not 
in a position to define to us the reasons for 
which he is being detained in Shillong ' 

Ihe tales of torture Nagpal has to tell 
would make anyone wince In Jodhpur, an 
officer was made to sit on a heater while 
being questioned Some at Hashimara are 
believed to have been administered mmd- 
altenng truth serums while others were kept 
awake for several days to ensure that they 
recounted “everythmg that they knew" 

What happened with Nagpal is |ust part of 
the story Officers from Bangalore, Ra|okn, 
Chandi^h, Jamnagar and Hindon have all 
been picked up and the unlucky among 
them have been sent to Hashimara There is 
the case of au commodore JS Kalra, a tech¬ 

nical officer against whom a court of inqu¬ 
iry was order^ after protests took place at 
Chandigarh over the dispanbes in salanes 
Kalra was out of Chandigarh when the pro 
tests took place Now, Kalra's name has been 
dropped horn the list of candidates short¬ 
list^ for promotion as air vice marshals 

Wing commander K R Nagesh was placed 

t^WtpjhialtlBtBwwiM 

kUMW UlMg ■vniivni i 

lAF seems to have tnggered oft a damage 
control exercise by Air Headquarters whe 
reby the strategy was to keep the transport 
pilots happy (their Hying allcmancc has 
been increased) while cracking the whip on 
the technical staff on the ground Fvery 
singl* officer sent to Hashimara and against 
whom a court of inquiis has been set up is 
from the technic^' liram h I his line of act 
ion has only confirmed for many airmen 
and otliccis the traditional misgiving in the 
force that the ground stall gets a raw deal 

Senior 11 officers pistif) the harsh mcasu 
res iiwirted to saying they had to contain 
what was a large scale revolt in the ranks 
being actively promoted by senior techni 
c il officers What thev do not dwell on at 
any length however, is the choice of meth 
ods adopted to break the back of those who 
resorted to acts of indiscipline" 

Does two wrongs make a nght ask the 
ground staff Ihe crackdown may have 
stemmed the voices of protest but discon 
tent and divide are the result of crushing 
dissent with a heavy hand Othcers on the 
technical side point out that the struggle 
tot better salaries will continue Ihe tales 
of torture of their officers has further disil¬ 
lusioned the average ainnan, confirming 
his fears about his place in an unpist hier 
archy Which cannot augur well lor the 
airforce ■ 
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Enter PARAM10000, India’s most powerful, Asia’s second fastest supercomputer, courtesy C-DAC 

By KRISHNA PRASAD in Pune This is supposed to be a pension¬ 
ers' paradise. An old, iaidback city 
where things move at their own, 
leisurciy pace quite unlike that 
monstrous metropolis across the 

Sahyadri; where all its senior denizens do is 
dig tlieir dentures deep into the Shrews¬ 
bury biscuits from Kayani's bakery. 

Yi-t, tills IS a place crackling with activity. 
Here, in (lie thickets of lAine University— 
where the < .entre tor Development of Adv¬ 
anced (ompuiing n -i)A( ) is nestled—4(X) of 
the country s best and iirightest engineers, 
crunching nothing but numbers 
and chips, liave made (iixl's Own 
Country eat humble pie. 

By building a suiK-rcomputer that 
can perform I(M),(KKJ.O(M),ikx) mat¬ 
hematical operations fwr second, 
with components bough*, literally 
off titc shelf! Which, it needed, can 
be 'scaled' to work 10 times faster. 
What's so gnat about n? u) years 
ago, the US refused to sell India a 
second supercomputer, a less pow¬ 
erful Qay-’tMT, fearing we might 

divert it for nuclear weapons research. The 
first one, an xmp-14, had been sold on con¬ 
dition that it be used for weather forecast¬ 
ing only under Uncle .Sam's eagle eye. 

"What the hell?" said Rajiv Gandhi. 
"Why can't we make it?” "Yeah," chimed 
in his energy secretary K.P.P. Namblar, and 
turned to Vijay P Rhatkar, an electrical 
engineer he'd come to trust during his 
stint at the Kerala State Electronics 
Corporation, Keltron: "Can we do this?” 

Yo! In the 10 years since, Bhatkar and his 
team—none of whom had 'seen' a super¬ 
computer before—have made 3.S such mac¬ 
hines. On March 28, ticey unveiled mram 

10000, India's most powerful, Asia's second 
fastest, six montlis ahead of schedule. 

"We've dissolved India's vulnerability in 
supeicomputing," says Bhatkar. "Great nat¬ 
ions aren't built on Ixirrowed technology." 
What does it do? Taller than those super- 
tail refrigerators, c-dac's newest gizmo is a 
100 giga-flop machine. Meaning, it can do 
100,000,000,000 floating point operations 
per second; a flop is the addition of two 
large decimal numbers. Only the US and 
Japan have machines that can perform fas¬ 
ter; a tera-flop machine. 

Yet, you can’t type a letterhead or run 
Windows '95 on param IIXXIO. Hell, you 

can't play Solitaire on it. Those are 
tasks for conventional computers, 
which solve problems by perform¬ 
ing instructions one at a time in 
strict sequential order. 

PARAM is built for bigger tasks. It 
works on the principle that if a 
single computet takes 'X' amount 
of time to perform a function, 100 
computers should take ‘X/100’ of 
the same time to perform the same 
function. A bunch of microproces¬ 
sors split the task and do "parallel 



PARAM AUR HUM 

ANIL AHUJA 

processing” at lightning speed. 
How last is it? FARAM 8600, an early model 
c-DAi; supplied to the meteorological depar¬ 
tment, could do an 80-le\'el analysis of the 
day's weather in 55 minutes. The American 
Cray could do it in 25 minutes; 15 minutes 
if clubbed with another Cray, param 10000 
can do the job in 3 minutes 40 seconds. 

But with the bjp in power, and the threat¬ 
ening noises from across the border, it's 
p.aram's military possibilities that have hog¬ 
ged the headlines. According to t wMc advi¬ 
sor Group Capt. M.M. Sharma: 
• param can simulate nuclear explosions; 
help miniaturisation of N-wea{X)ns; and 
solve storage problems; 
• param can simulate m’ssile launch and 
projectile, cutting missile development 
cycles programme by the order ol a decade; 
• c-DAc's 'Sabre' software can simulate war 
games; troop and infrastructure movements 
to encourage leadership development. 
How did they do H? r-DAc's hardware whiz, 
chief technical officer P.R. Eknath admits 
they haven't achieved a major scientific 
breakthrough; merely accomplished a com¬ 
plex technological exercise. But the fact 
they have done so, sans any collaboration, 
he says, is a tribute to our desi genius. 

When c-DAC first made param 8000 and 
8600, the US had hiked the upper limit for 

Bhatkar, the man bohind tha machina 
(left); C-DAC's prida, the PARAM 10000 

computing power that could be imported 
into India to 7000 MTops (mega theoreti¬ 
cal operations per second). This February, 
the upper limit for India and 50 other 
countries was suddenly reduced to 2000 
MTops. Fortunately for chmc. Sun Micro¬ 
systems had shipp^ its Ultra-Sparc chips 
meant for p,tkAM 10000 in mid-January. 

c-oac could have ordered the chips well 
in advance for the March 28 deadline. But, 
.says Eknath, that would have defeated the 
whole purpose of the supercomputer. 

"We could have ordered Sun's chips in 
1996 or 1997," he says. "But in the com¬ 
puter industry, computing power doubles 
every one-and-a-half years. We conscious¬ 
ly waited till the last possible moment. For 
the same cost, we have double the power 
now. It's a game, it's a gamble.” 

Eknath & Co were wiring up param till 
four hours before its launch. Wlien Bhatkar 
commented that the machine would look 
lifeless when it was up and running, they 
hit upon a brainwave lo instal itn (light- 
emitting diodes) on each of the 24 nodes to 
show the level of activity in each. 

Says N. Vittal, chairman, pseb: "c-dac has 
a core of great people. All we need to do 

How wUI a suparcamputw benefit you? Not 
directly, because Its awesome haidware Is for 
number-crunchliH}. BiAttie rldht software can 
alter the man-machins Interface In amaH, 
Imperceptible ways. Here's bow: 

INEATHER FOfteCAST: A HQ-dS/ 
forecast model can be run In 4 

•tnu*’ minutes SO seconds on PMMM 
10000; ittakss 15 minutes on ttw 
ageing American super computer, 
CrtyXMP. 

SATELLITE UUNCH: PARAM 
10000 can simulate launchee In 
35 minutes; It take 80 hours over 
seven days on dated the IBM 
machines that ISRO now banks 
on. 

OIL EXPLORATION; Tapes 
carrytng data are physicaMy fsrrisd 
by trucks to Dahradun; It takes 
wseks to read them. PARAM 
110000 can cut the redtapa by 
weeks. 

NETWORKING: Pune and 
Bombay-ites can vote, register 
vehicles, pay Insurance, call 
police, pay ^one bills sitting at 
home. 

MOLECULAR MODELLING; 
PARAM 10000 can spaed 
development of drugs. C-DAC 
claims it performs better than 
wellknown American machines. 

ANIMATION; To turn Mammooty into 
Ambedkar, a single frame needs the 
manipulation of 10 million pixels.WiUi 
PARAM the speed to do so will only be 
limited by the number of processors 
available. 

Besides, it will help in distance education, 
enabling engineering students to log on from 
anywhere in the country, it will modernise 
power lines in Punjab; store and process data 
for Reserve Bank operations; enable craeh 
analysis for safer cars; and conduct traffic 
analysis lot smoother movement of traffic. 

now is steer industry away from the ghar- 
ki-murgi-dal-baraabai syndrome." 
What ft means? In just lO years, India has 
burst forth on the small but significant 
'super' market, estimated worth $5.6 bil¬ 
lion by 2000. Four of the 35 Made-in-lndia 
‘supers' have been exported to Russia, 
Canada and Germany. President Boris 
Yeltsin is expected lo sign an agreement for 
the new param on his coming visit. And 
Singapore has bought one already. 

By developing its own supers for less 
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INFOTECH 

Maifcet 
pMiiioiiiy 
:'¥mat’s a few desi giga-flops 
when Yankland lies yonder After "beating" die US at its 

own game, an equally daunt¬ 
ing challenge confronts India: 

brain drain. Barely 12-1$ engbiem 
who built India's first superam^mter 
have stayed on to produce the btiert. And 

tttatkar's own estimates, mote than SOO 
have left c-tMc for gteena pastures in the 
"enemy” camp in the past 10 years. 

No one's screaming "Help!" Flight of tal¬ 
ent is common in the H industry—liita 
Consultancy Services is rumoured to have 
a 30 per cent turnover each year. But c- 
oac's problem is unique in that its whir- 
kids are leaving in spite of tihe prestige 
Involved in the project. And the pleasure 

of having socked it to Unde Sam. 
Official figures are unavailable. But 

when repeats first appeared on the exo¬ 
dus, c-DAC Issued vehement denials, it 
now accepts its plight with greater equa¬ 
nimity. "We're maUng no effort to pre¬ 
vent ^ys from leaving, because it can be 
more dangerous to retain them," says 
Bhatkar. Employee No 1 himself has been 
wooed with 8-figure salaries. 

o-DAC is looking at performance-linked 

ooacl 
brightetLi itilrossm'jkn^ 
never—ip 
the fitarjgi wes-can oflBtr. 

"c-paC hecome a ' 
stone to the US»" says. ' 
Oeviprasad C. Sko, wboV seeh kt 
least SO people, mosdy softwqitr 
engineers, kmve in the la^ IS 
months. That's vdty odac is'td^ 

no chances. "Key members of the cofe 
team have a handle on the design com-, 
pletely," says an Insider. "Hcfwever many 
people leave, we can always ddp in.” 

e-DAO's success in spite of the continuiiig 
loss of skilled manpowo; and the fact that 
three other organisations—drdo, barc and 
NAL—are also making 'supers’ simultaneou¬ 
sly, presunubly under similar pressures, is 
testimony to the vast pool of talent in the 
country. But the hnpUcations are obvious. 

than Rs .50 crore, India's brought down pri¬ 
ces of equivalent international machines 
so drastically that American majors like 
Silicon Grapltics-Cray, irm and HP are 
reported to be "dumping" their products 
here, much below the marked prices. 

"If they want to kill us, they’re prepared to 
sell at l/20th the price,” says Eknath. 
What next? Having won the technology 
sweepstakes, t:-DAt; is facing bureaucratic 
hurdles; its bid to sell a multi-million dol¬ 
lar computer system for power 
grid management was stalled by 
(he World Bank which insisted 
that only firms with experience 
in installing 5000 MW plants 
and an arnual turnover of 
Rs 100 crorc could bid. 

But I'AHAM 10(KXJ iienefits lie 
closei home. It offers a way out 
of the techtio-logjain India and 
50 otlici countries find them¬ 
selves in vis-a-vis the US. 
Currenlh, .ill liigh-performance 
compiilers ivliose computing 
power exieeds 2000 Mi’ops 
require dcaraiKe from the US 
Department ot ilommerce. 

Indigenous technology is one 
way of not being sadiiled with obsolete 
stuff. c-iMt s Ajtt Karnik says after all the 
diplomatic dilly-dallying wiih Washington 
over the first t.'ray, all Imlia got was a low- 
end supercomputer; "Once you lely on 
borrowed technology you 11 always be sad¬ 
dled with obsolete stuff." 
Is It (sally so good? Critics say they can’t 
understand the tuss and publicity over c- 
DAC's new machine when the US has 

machines that work 10 times faster. But its 
top brass say they've delivered what they 
promised; a giga-flop machine with a tera- 
flop architecture. "Converting a giga-flop 
into a tera-flop is just a matter of pumping 
in more money and adding more power. If 
some user wants us to do it, we will," they 
say. Bhatkar says a tera-flop requires at least 
Rs 200 CTore which c-oac, doesn't have. 
Is it roally so useful? Critics also say param 
doesn’t facilitate porting of software. Who- 

C-DAC’s Ramanujam: digitalising the Vedas 

ever buys the machine will have to write 
his own software. Which is why, they say, 
not many industries have developed 
around param. But c:-DAc.ers say evem at the 
best of times, supercomputing is a very thin 
segment of the IT industry. (One reason 
why Bill Gates is not in it.) The end-users 
are faceless heavyweights like isro, onck.. 

DRD(> and the meteorology department. 
But Bhatkar—who exp^ iK2s to cost as 

little as envs soon—is aware of the need to 
take param to the common man. He wants 
to combine the best features of a computer 
with those of a telephone to create a cheap 
and efficient communications system. 

Step one is enabling every engineering 
cdllege student to log on to param. Step two 
is to the Internet voice-based and available 
on the telephone, it won't be a full-fledged 

computer, just a small display 
and keyboard (a little like Fra¬ 
nce's MiniTel) on which you can 
send messages, receive voice 
mail and teletext, and browse. 
And finally: By denying what 
India wanted, the Americans 
have unleashed a rat-race among 
the four organisations a,sked to 
build 'supers'—C-DAC, Defence 
Research and Development Org¬ 
anisation, Bhabha Atomic Rese¬ 
arch Centre, and the National 
Aeronautical Laboratory 

DRno's 30 giga-flop machine— 
16 times faster than Pace-32 
developed by nai.—was slated to 
be unveiled In August this year. 

But c-i)Ac has pipped it at the post. 
Moreover, the Americans have unwittin¬ 

gly encouraged what they did not want 
India to do; baning c-dac, all other players 
are said to be developing supers mostly for 
defence needs. But mercifully for the 
Americans, inter-organisation coordination 
between the four is conspicuously absent. 

Pushed to the wall, who knows what we 
can come up with next? ■ 
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That’s why we created the new Nokia 6110 that adapts to your life. 

Now you can screen out unwelcome calls at the 

touch of a button with the new Nokia 6110 Thanks 
to a new feature called ProfBea that lets you choose 

who can reach you, and who can’t 
So if you are in a meetino you can program it to 

only let VUH through Or on the weekend, only your 
fitmgy and fMaflcCt And so on, with upto 5 caller 
groups You can even assign different ringing tones 

to diffeient caller groups 
But that’s no* all This amazing phone features 

Nokia’s new EFR sound technology for lifelike voice 

Clarity, and also our new True 3Volt technology that 
gives you the added freedom of upto 11 dai« 

standby time or upto 5 hours talktime on a single 

Wb’ve also managed to fit in a crtendar/diaiy, 

calculator, infrared data transferal and even a 
saiactlon of games All this in a phone weighing only 

137 grams, so you’ll barely know you’re carrying it 
The Nokia 6110 is another example of how we’re 

building phonos around your needs You may call it 

amazing We call it Awwvi technology 

Noha Helpline 011-651900616519007 

NOKIA 
6110 

We call this 
AeMM technology’ 

5ntMiMw61IOll Iinp//iwili*»l** 
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CONGRESS 

All Set for a Makeover 
JITENDERQUm 

Sonia prepares to revamp 
the party, but can she resist 
the coterie syndrome? 

By AJtTH PILLAI __ Doing is believing"—that's the 
theme song of hopefuls as well as 
sceptics in the Congress. After the 
much publicised April 6 aicc sess¬ 
ion at Delhi's Sri Fort, which 

endorsed the Congress Working Com¬ 
mittee (ewe) decision to anoint Sonia 
Gandhi as party president, the stage is now 
set for the awesome task of "revamping 
and revitalising" the Congress. At the ses¬ 
sion, resolutions were pas.scd, dissenting 
voices heard, notes compared. But as 
senior Congressmen say, the talking is over 
and it is time for action. The next few 
weeks, they aver, will be the first real acid 
lest for the new party president. "The aicc 

session went off well," notes Rajesh Pilot. 
"But this is only the beginning." 

Tliough they have not come to the fore, 
sceptics abound. Many came back from 
the AICC session with a sense of deja vu. At 
the 1985 Congress in Mumbai, Rajiv 
Gandhi had promised to do away with 
power-brokers in the party. But it was these 
very power-brokers who later called the 
shots at 24 Akbar Road, the party head¬ 
quarters. Similarly, while Sonia has been 
very vocal on sycophants in the party, she 

Sonia at the AICC session: echoes of '85 

Cracking the 
Cowbelt 
WHAT should a party which won 83 

out of 85 parliamentary seats in 
Uttar Pradesh in the 1984 elections 

do when faced with a total rout in the 
1998 general elections? At tire aicc: special 
session in New i;)elhi, Sharad Pawar haz¬ 
arded some answers. He said Congressmen 
should start at the grassroots, "get out of 
Delhi, Mumbai and other metres and fan 
out into smaller towns and villages if the 
party is to be saved". Underlining the crit¬ 
ical need for such an effort, he yvarned; 
"We have won Maharashtra, Rajasthan, 

Assam and Andhra. But If we cannot win 
UP and Bihar, we will permanently be in 
the opposition." 

Sushil Shlnde, an aicc member heading 
a four-menioer team to Uttar Pradesh to 
assess the political disaster, echoed the 
urgency advocated by Pawar. Based on 
interviews with irate local leaders, Shinde 
told journalists in Lucknow that there 
was immense resentment against the 
manner in which Congress affairs have 
been handled in recent years; that there 
was infighting at every level in the state 
Congress and that rampant casteism had 
only compounded its plight. 

There is little doubt that organisat¬ 
ional changes are on the cards. Says an 
optimistic ui>c:c chief Jitendra Prasada: 
"We have a programme to revive the 
party and once Sonlaji visits UP, we will 
implement it." But Congressmen in the 
state take a more sombre view. "We have 
tremendous hope in Sonlaji," concedes 
party spokesman in Lucknow Ramesh 
Dixit. "But the key is to appoint persons 
on the pccs who have roots." The names 
doing the rounds are Salman Khurshid or 
Khan Gufran Zahidl—if a member of the 
minority community is to be appoint¬ 
ed—and local Congressmen like Arun 
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could end up being influenced by her very | acolytes like it or not—is bound to play a in the offing in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 
own circle of loyalists. significant role in party affairs, given his Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Assam and 

For now, she has been making it clear to success in the l.ok Sabha elections. West Bengal—states where the Cxingress 
the groups of Congressmen from the states Similarly, those involved in the successful scored next to zilch in these elections, 
that she wishes to start on a "clean slate” poll campaign in Andhra Pradesh and Sonia is also likely to aaxird greater repres¬ 
and would like to "have no friends or ene- Kerala will find their suggestions taken entation to the minorities and women in 
mies" in the party. She has also been tak- more seriously. Indeed, the the jiarty hierarchy. The feedb- 
ing pains to assure them that there will be Congress debacle, particu- ack Is that the minority vote- 
no charmed coterie. But those who see in larly in the northern states, SOIliS i$ tiVinfl moved away from 
this a total marginalisation of old faithfuls has been so complete that . inlnnatix nlil Cong- 
like Arjun Singh and the entry of new faces the party president has 10 Olu ress should encourage leaders 
may be di.sap|X)inted. been implored to give due faithfuls while from this section. How far the 

According to Congress sources, Sonia, credit to those who proved niulnii 4hri current Congress leadership in 
while talking about encouraging the young, they could win elecfioas. BlVIHy mW the states will allow this to 
simultaneously speaks of carrying everyone Sonia has defined the VOUnOBr (UBO Of happen is another matter, 
in the party with her. The aim is to relocate broader parameters of the L * ^ Ihat dismantling the old 
old faithfuls while increasingly involving revamp exercise she has in COflQroSSIIISII 8 order will not be an easy task 
the younger crop. Tills would imply some mind, it would entail bring- OrBStSf S8V 111 evident from the fact that 
leaders who hitherto held sway at the {wrty ing about changes in the * . „ / none of the ewe members 
headquarters may have to devote their aicc, the < wc and the ixxs PSliy 8118118. have so far submitted their 
attention to the states. Tlius K. Karuna- after an assessment of the —i...  .. resignations, even after it was 
karan, R.K. Dhawan, Pranab Mukiierjec, 
Jitendra Prasada and Tariq Anwar may And 
their roles redefined. While Pilot, P.A. 
Sangma, Madtiavrao .Scindia, Priyaranjan 
Das Munshi and P.C. Chacko may be 
endorsed as national-level |X)Iilicians. 

.Sharad Pa war -whether 10 Janpath 

party's perfonnance in indi¬ 
vidual stales. Teams of senior leaders have 
already been dispatched for this purpose. 
I'he initial emphasis of the revamp exer¬ 
cise will be on the appointment of new 
general secretaries. According to parly 
sources, in the first phase a revamp is also 

formally decided that Sonia 
would rccon.stilute the committee. The 
(bngress president is also finding it diffi¬ 
cult to constitute a task force to go into the 
specifics ot an action plan to revive the 
parly. Arjiin Singh has already submitted 
inputs on the scope of tliis task force. 

Kumar Singh, Surlnder Awasthi and 
Sujan Singh Bundela. 

In Bihar, where the Congress* got five 
parliamentary seats, thanks to an alliance 
with Laloo Yadav, the party is a pale third 
force. The political space vacated by it in 
1989 has been occupied by the tun and the 
iijp-Samata combine. Stare Congress chief 
Sarfara^ Ahmed has been no more than a 
by-stander in the faction-ridden party, 
and even if a new president is appointed, 
the Congress' chances of taking on Laloo 
and the Bjp-Samata—Sonia has ruled out 
alliances—are bleak. Among the frontrun¬ 
ners to step into Mimed’s shoes is Kesri 
loyalist Tariq Anwar. But at this stage, all 
this is in the realm of speculation. 

Still, Congressmen voice Immense faith 
in Sonia's vote-getting ability. Ramashray 
Singh, an aio: delegate from Bihar, claims 

Sonia's forthcoming trip to the state 
would galvanise the party. "We have to 
appoint new members right through the 
organisation, at district and bl<Kk levels," 
he adds. In other words, a complete over¬ 
haul Is on the cards. Members of the 
Bihar Congress met Sonia after the ak:*' 

session and put forward their litany of 
grievances, which sources say, surprised 
even the Congress president. The ques¬ 
tion is, can Congressmen override their 
bitter differences? 

Take the case of Madhya Pradesh. In 
their meeting with Sonia, Madhavrao 
Sdndia and Arjun .Singh lashed out at 
chief minister Digvijay Singh's adminis¬ 
tration for being responsible for the 
Congress defeat. According to a source, 
some members even demanded that he 
be sacked for the debacle. But Digviiay, an 

accomplished practitioner of the art of 
rcalpolitik, let it be known to Sonia that 
both .Scindia and Arjun Singh, while mak¬ 
ing tall claims, had actually trailed the bjp 
in a majority of assembly segments in 
(iwalior and Hoshangabad, respectively. 
While Arjun was defeated, Scindia got 
away with a minuscule margin. 

This week Rajesh Pilot is expeaed to 
visit Bhopal to make an on-the-spot 
assessment. Digvijay, however, seems to 
have gotten away with organisational 
changes only. The cunent lot of state 
office-bearers like Urmila Singh and 
Manak Agrawal—both Sitaram Kesri 
appointees—are likely to be shown the 
door, sparking off a fresh round of offen¬ 
sive in which the replacements may well 
be decided by proximity to 10 Janpath. 

Rsnitt Blmsiian 
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CONGRESS 

ON THE BACKFOOT: Mukherjee, Prasada, Karunakaran and Dhawan 

PflASHANT PANJIAR 

As for the pro-changers, they were 
extremely vocal at the aicc session and in 
meetings with Sonia the following day at 
the party headquarters. Their submission 
was that the party must be realistic enough 
to understand its weaknesses, accept its 
failings, identify those working against the 
party interest and to learn from past mis¬ 
takes. One area that the party needs to re¬ 
examine, it was stressed, is the question of 
alliances with regional parties. 

IT was stressed that if the party had 
struck the right alliances in Uttar 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu and had not 

the high command spumed the offer of a 
tie-up from Ramakrishna Hegde, the party 
would have probably been in a position to 
form the government. Similarly, if Mamata 
Banerjee had been handled more sensitive¬ 
ly, the party would not have fared so poor¬ 
ly in West Bengal. 

Fighting elections hand in hand with 
regional forces was one of the i.ssues raised 
by Pawar, Das Munshi and Chacko at the 
Air.c session. Though Sonia's own advice to 

She won't topple Vaipayee so soon 

the party was to be cautious while striking 
alliances with regional forces, a wide cross- 
section of partymen took comfort in the 
fact that she sat through the nine-hour ses¬ 
sion and gave serious attention to dissent¬ 
ing voices. Indeed, it was Sonia who invited 
Pilot—often bracketed as a dissident—to 
address the aicc;. The Con¬ 
gress leader from Rajasthan 
had gone home half way 
through the proceedings 
and it was Sonia's invitation 
that brought him back. 

Indeed, since the session, 
Sonia has made a con¬ 
scious effort to give every¬ 
one a fair hearing. And to 
prove that she is working 
in all earnestness, she even 
constituted a group of 
senior Congressmen whose 
express task it was to take 
down all suggestions from partymen and 
to see which of these could be translated 
into action. The inputs from Cong¬ 
ressmen who attended the aicc session 
are said to be voluminous but the party 
president has made it clear that she will 

study the merit of each sugge.stion. 
With rebuilding the party organisation 

and winning back the confidence of erst¬ 
while Congress supporters, Sonia has made 
it cleat that there should be no hurry in 
pulling down the rji’ government. Explains 
Chacko: "We need breathing space to 

rebuild the party. This is a 
golden opportunity to 
strengthen ourselves rather 
than to rush to form a gov¬ 
ernment." 
While a section of Congre¬ 

ssmen were initially of the 
view that the party should 
work towards ensuring that 
the Vajpayee government 
should not be allowed to 
win the trust vote, the pre¬ 
sent line of thinking is that 
unless the party reconsolid¬ 
ates, it should sit in the 

opposition. However, having said that, 
moves have been initiated to negotiate with 
those who left the Congress like Mamata., 
Lines of communication are also being ope¬ 
ned with the old allies like the aiaumk. 

Senior Congressmen are aware of the 
enormity of the task before the new presi¬ 
dent, who they admit does not have the 
grip on party politics as a seasoned politi¬ 
cian might. They also know that, being a 
foreigner, she will have to make an effort 
to understand the complexity of caste 
equations which operate differently in 
each state. Therefore, it is pointed out that 
the team she chooses to help her run the 
party could be critical. 

Meanwhile, though she has been "acces¬ 
sible" to all partymen, no one is sure about 
how far Sonia will depart from earlier 
Congress presidents to bring about 
changes in the Congress. There are sceptics 
who point out that she will be more 
dependent than her late husband on a 
select coterie, which will have a great say 
in her final decisions. There are others who 
see the April 6 session as one that heralded 
change and revival of the party. But then, 
that's exactly what Congressmen had to 
say after the 1985 aicc session. ■ 

Sonia belioves 
that uniass the 

Congress 
raconsolidatas, 
it shouid con¬ 
tinue to sit in 

the opposition. 
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OPINION 

Now, the Saffron Ketchup 
The BJP’s claim to uniqueness is built on the cunning of Kautilya, not the wisdom of Vyasa The Sip's claim of being a party with a difference 

rests on certain idealised notions, carefully 
nurtured and propagated. Other parties clam¬ 
our for power at any cost, while the sir's pur¬ 
suit of politics 1$ dictated by the farsighted 

agenda of realising an alternative vision of India. Other 
parties readily compromise on their principles, while 
the Rjr is uniquely virtuous inasmuch as it prefers a 
splendidly moral isolation to the capture of power. 
Other parties are only too willing to provide sanctuary 
to all types of shady characters, whereas the bip puts a 
premium on the integrity of its members. All other par¬ 
ties share the faulty Congress vision, characterised by 
myopic appeasement of Muslims going in the name of 
"pseudo" secularism, and the bjp cherishes its own idea of India 
which is not only authentic but also essential for undoing the dam¬ 
age wrought by the self-serving Congress and its paler versions. 

The asp of the bjp lies in this 'difference' in terms of vision and 
behaviour. In fact, this 'difference' has been its self-proclaimed rai¬ 
son d'etre. Objectively speaking, however, the bjp has been no dif¬ 
ferent in its poiiticai behaviour. Only, it has stridently been detail¬ 
ing an alternative vision rooted in a bndamental rejection of much 
of what constitutes the consensual idea of India. Quite frankly, such 
an aitemative is welcome—it provides a foil to the consensual 
model, a critique of its presumptions and, if need be, an aitemative 
to the prevalent political vision and the very idea of India. A party 
with a serious commitment to its ideology would continue to play 
the role of a critical reference point till it is called to try out its own 
vision, to try out a new consensus around 
what it considers to be authentic and gen¬ 
uine. But, is this what the bip is trying to do? 

The temptation to answer that question in 
the affirmative is indeed great. But the reality 
is far more complex and disconcerting. Inst¬ 
ead of trying for a different kind of consen¬ 
sus, the RIP is attempting to appropriate and 
usurp that very consensus which it has been 
deriding constantly. Worse, this appropria¬ 
tion in no way reflects any genuine subscrip¬ 
tion to the assumptions and ideas implicit in 
this consensus. So far as claims .of a higher 
measure of political morality are concerned, 
they are more a myth sustained with the help 
of a media which, due to its social composition, generally shares 
the fears and anxieties of the bjp. Much tefore the so-called aberra¬ 
tion of UP, the party had managed a majority in Rajasthan through 
not-so-moral means. When UP happened, it indicated only a high¬ 
er degree of a pre-existing amoral disposition which has now been 
given the attractive name of 'Pragmatic Idealism.' 

Had the bjp demonstrated an inclination towards putting the 
“contentious issues" on the back-burner after having won a 
mandate on its own, it certainly would have been a welcome 
shift! As of now, the bjp’s denial of a hidden agenda is at best 
only a tactical posture. One has to admit to the credit of bjp 

leaders that they have never spoken of reconsidering their posi¬ 
tion on the very nature of Indian nationhood, its identity and 
culture. It is from this position only that the contentious issues 
are framed. Then why has the bjp committed its government to 
a consensual National Agenda? Is it just a matter of political 
expediency and opportunism? Most Bjp-baiters would have us 

believe so. It is opportunism but not of a here-and- 
now type. This apparent expediency is dictated by 
the Bjp's long-term strategy and agenda, which is not 
so hidden after all. 

The present consensual rhetoric of the bjp reflects 
the bitter realisation that its aggressive and exclu- 
sionist politics can take it only this far and no fur¬ 
ther. Significantly, its own vote share has stagnated. 
Now the option is either to make peace with 
this plateau or to somehow control the formal 
mechanisms of political power and exploit them in 
replacing the existing notions of consensus with 
exclusionist and aggressive ones, bjp ideologues are 
quite correct in their assertion that their party 

evolves its strategy within the framework of a long-term plan. 
Herein lies a lesson for those who either innocently believe the 
consensuai rhetoric of the bjp or attribute it to the desperation of 
some individuals. It is in fact only a tactical move in a coolly 
thought out game. 

The mercurial growth of the bjp can at least partly be attributed 
to its acceptance among sections of the upwardly mobile and 
vocal middle class. The perpetual undercurrent of sympathy for its 
viewpoint amongst mediapersons, offleiais and other sections of 
the intelligentsia would have been impossible without this 
acceptance. In fact, the party's imagination of India is cotermi¬ 
nous with the self-serving perceptions this class holds as a natur¬ 
al Truth. The dexterity of the bjp as a political formation lies in its 
capacity to present these perceptions not only as natural but also 

jAYACHANORAN ju^t- It is in 3 Way trying to reassure its 
middle-class core by going soft on corrup¬ 
tion. The message is clear: corruption is only 
a means to score a point or two over politi¬ 
cal opponents. Once in power, the bip is not 
going to liinder upward mobility, which at 
least the Indian middle class can't even 
imagine without in-built avenues of corrup¬ 
tion. In this rcsjiect, the bh* is quite seriously 
committed to Congressising itself. 

I'he bjp's insistence cm being diffeient 
brings to mind that eftective ad for some 
brand of ketchup. Remember an effervescent 
Javed Jaffrey insisting repeatc'dly, "It's differ¬ 
ent, it's different!" And poor Pankaj Kapoor 

almost crying in de.sjJeratian: "Wiil somebody please tell me the 
difference!" Naturahy nobody is going to spell out the difference 
for him or for the consumer. He mu.st sample the product to expe¬ 
rience the ever-ineffable difference for himself. It is good to have 
the BJP in power from this point of view. Now we have the chance 
of a lifetime to feel the difference. 

The only caution, however, is to keep in mind that the bjp has 
the capacity to just look different where it actually is not and be 
different where it really matters. The reason is simple, yet most 
fundamental. The ass and its various offshoots have deliberately 
chosen to adopt the cunning of Kautilya instead of the wisdom of 
Vyasa. Had their choice been that of wisdom, they certainly would 
have made a positive contribution to Indian polity with their 
tremendous organisational skills and intellectual capabilities. But 
as of now, that unfortunately is not the case. At present, the bjp is 
indeed no different.... ■ 

(The writer is a Professor of Hindi at INU, Delhi) 

PURUSHOHAM 
A6RAWAL 
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BJP 
JITENDER GUPTA 

A PARTY 

Despite all its talk of change, 
the BJP hands over the 
leadership to Kushabhau 
Thakre, old guard personified 

BytSHANJOSHI in Delhi 
and RAAJKUMAR KESWANI in Bhopal BHAIKON Singh Shekhawat was in 

Delhi over the past week even as 
the BJP leadership hammered out a 
"consensus" on party general sec¬ 
retary Kushabhau Ihakre as the 

next party president. And despite the Kajas- 
tiian chief minister's denial that liis hat was 
in the ring, the speculation didn't cease. 

But in the end, the view in party dales 
was that Shekhawat, though the first choice 
of the outnumbered Alai Bchari Vajpayee- 
led 'liberals', is on the defensive after the 
rout of the party in his home state in the 
general elections. And a strong pitch for 
him from the Vaipayee camp could only 
have been at the cost of a possible rupture 
in the Sangh fabric, .so his chances receded. 
Despite what the supporters of Vajpayee 
and even Murli Manohar Joshi may hiive 
wanted, consensus vwed around Thakre 
and the 1*M, albeit reluctantly, gave in. 

In fact, the only time the presidentship of 
the Bharatiya Janata Party passed out of the 
hands of Vajpayee and I..K. Advani was in 
199 i, when Joshi wa.s elected president for a 
two-year term. The conventional view is 
that tile party is still dealing with the fall¬ 
out ol that move in terms of groupism and 
intra-parly liickering. I'rom the current 
campaign in the Bihar unit of the party 
against general secretary K.N. (iovinda- 
charya to the t ireal Mukliauta Controversy, 
the hand ot loshi supporters is seen in 
many ol the coniroversies that liave dogged 
the party over the past few years. 

Joshi's admirers leel tliat his only "crime'' 
was that he had a mind of his own and 
acted on its dietates. While he may not have 
represcnti*d a generational shift in the party 
leadership, he was seen as Die comparativ¬ 
ely younger man who would eventually 
lead the [larty out of the shadow of tiie big 
two, Vajpayee and Advani. But, whatever 
the reasons, it didn't work. Instead, the 
party spent the past five years building up a 

formidable second-rung leadership which 
will, eventually, represent a generational 
shift—Govindacharya, Pramod Mahajan, 
Narendra Modi, Sushma Swaraj, Venkaiah 
Naidu, Ananth Kumar...the list is long. 

But there seems to be no danger of the 
Joshi years problems being repeated, as the 
party prepares to appoint Advani-man 
lliakre, among the senior-most ttss activists 
on loan to the bp apart from vice-president 

Sunder Singh Bhandari, as party president. 
"I do not expect any more nominations. 

Our party tradition has always been to elect 
the president by consensus,” said another 
vice-president Jana Krishnamurthy on 
April n, a day after Thakre's nomination 
was proposed by Advani and Vajpayee. 
Ideally, say party sources, the new president 
should lie someone in tune with the Sangh 
parivar worldview; an organisational man 
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Madhya Bharat Links 
Manipulative, say some. But all agree Thakre built BJP in MP. 

I -3^ 

Despite a puritanical streak, 
Kushabtiau Ibakre has shown 
that he can assimilate the reali¬ 

ties of contemporary politics white 
retaining the core Sangh world^ew. 
And despite the fact that he has not 
always seen eye to eye with Prime 
Minister Vajpayee, the relationship Is 
on the mend, to a degree thanks to 
Advani, who was instrumental in bri¬ 
nging Thakre back to the national 
politics after a hiatus of two decades. 

Described as an architect of the Jan- 
sangh/BjF in Madh)^ Pra¬ 
desh, lliakre gave up his 
ambition to become a doc¬ 
tor in the footsteps of his 
father Sunderrao Thakre. 
Inspired by Guru Golwal- 
kar, he joined the kss as a 
pracharak on July 5, 1942, 
at the age of 20. 

In his early years, he trav¬ 
elled extensively into the 
remote areas of the Ratiam 
division of what was at the 
time Madhya Bharat to 
spread the Sangh’s word. 
He was then assigned the responsibil¬ 
ity of constituting the Madhya Bharat 
unit of the Jan Sangh, which he 
accomplished, in 19.S]. And again in 
1956, when the state of Madhya 
Pradesh came into being, Thakre was 
asked to set up the stale unit. Since 
then, barring a short stint of three 
years, he has been virtually mnning 
the party in MP. 

Some of the aedit for his unques¬ 
tioned dominance in the state's poli¬ 
tics can be traced to tl\p fact that he 
made a conscious decision not to 
enter electoral politics, save for the 
1979 by-election for the Khandwa 
lx)k Sabha seat which he won. But 
Thakre's uninterrupted success graph 
witnessed a dip for the first time in 
1977 when the Janata Party came to 

power in the state, and his manipu¬ 
lative prowess was on show. He man¬ 
aged to replace chief minister Kailash 
Joshi with his crony Vlrendra Kumar 
Sakiecha. A few yean later, Saklecha 
tell horn grace after he was charged 
with corruption, allegedly thanks to 
a nexus between then congress chief 
minister Arjun Singh and leader of 
the Opposition Sunderlal Patwa, his 
new blue-eyed boy. In fact, since 
then, Thakre has stubbornly backed 
Patwa even at the cost of increasing 

Relations with 
Vajpayee, far from 

perfect, are said to be 
on the mend thanks 
largely to Advani. 

groupisra. The assembly election 
debacle Hn 199.1 and widespread rifts 
forced Advani to shift Thakre out of 
Madhya Pradesh to Gujarat. 

In the end, his rap^xirt with Advani 
and the kss top-brass saw to it that he 
got back charge of MP in 1996 and 
though he started off on a cautious 
note, the criticism is that he prefers to 
promote his men, whatever the cnsl. 

who is identified with ttie cadre; a leader 
who can work in tandem with Advani, who 
lias virtually shaped tlie party with his own 
hands over the past decade; and a man 
whom the B|f prime minister can work 
with. Thakre would seem to fit the bill. 

But the irony for the Bji* which has laid 
great store on "preparing the party for the 
future”, *s the realisation that despite the 
array of stars in the second line of leaders. 

it is looking to Thakre, who at 76 is actual¬ 
ly older than Vajpayee and Advani, to lead 
the party at this crucial juncture. 

The argument against tire younger crop is 
that tlie contemporary scenario is iar hx) 
delicate and complicated to blorxl one of 
them; and anyway the second-rung leader¬ 
ship needs some more time before a definite 
pecking order is established. Bhandari is 
widely perceived to have lost his chance 

when Joshi pipped him to the post and nis 
less-than-perfect relationship with Vajpayee 
is cited by party sources as another hurdle. 

"Everybody else is in the Union govern¬ 
ment and the party is clear that its distinct 
identity needs to be maintained,” says a Bjr 
leader. At the same time, the realities of 
running a coalition have to be understood 
by the cadre and as Vajpayee emphasised 
on April 6 at the bji* central office on the 
party's 18th birthday, "the cadre will have 
to show a .sense of maturity". A demand 
Thakre has been quick to take on board as 
it is not lost on him that a working rela¬ 
tionship with the party's prime minister is 
of the essence. 

"'those who say that Thakre is trying to 
shed his hardline image are wrong to the 
extent that his commitment to the tss- 
inclined bip agenda is absolute. But he 

would certainly not like to be seen as 
unreasonable," .says a senior ifip 
leader from Madhya Pradesh. 

While Thakre is expetled to work in 
tandem with Advani and consult him 
on all major decisions, sources say 
that his closeness to the r.ss also 
means that he will help ensure that at 
tea.st the cadre does not begin to share 
the perception that the party agenda 
has been "diluted" to achieve power. 

But for all the polite noises about 
tempering the party's stand in view of 
the pulls qf coalition politics, key 
commitments remain. " I hc Hindutva 

line adopted under Advaniji's leadersliip is 
in tune with the Irasic ethos of Bharat. The 
Congress and the Marxists keep saying they 
arc unhappy with u.s. I am happy they are 
unhappy," "Thakre told Oiitlmik. 

As for the Rarn temple and other "con¬ 
tentious" i.s.siies, he adds: "Our agenda is the 
same. It was there in the elections as well 
and people knew uf it and voted for us, even 
it the mandate was limited." But on the 
threshold uf what will Ise the pinnacle of his 
political career and with tlie mrxlerate Vajp¬ 
ayee as PM, there is a note of cauiion in 
Ihakre’s word.s—"since the mandate was 
not fully lor the bii‘ agenda, the |)arty can¬ 
not pretend it was and pressure the govern¬ 
ment to implement it in full measure." 

The other point emphasised tiy Thakre is 
tlie independence of the party. "A vibrant 
|)arty is useful for the bii' members in gov¬ 
ernment as it provides a fiarallel system of 
information. After all, the bureaucracy can't 
betome perfect overnight." And he promi¬ 
ses there will be "no backseat driving". 

But it is the complete dependence of the 
[larty on the Advani-Vajpayee duo for party- 
strength and mass appeal respectively, and 
that must be worrying the bjp think-thank 
more than anything else. 'Thakre mav 
the bill for the moment, but as the 
interregnum showed, the bh- is ' 
having chosen any real succesy < 
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WIST BENGAL 

The Friend is an Enemy 
Mamata Banerjee and Tapan Sikdar, allies in need, clash over egosrcadres and political space 

By Asms K. BiSWAS TRINAMUL Congress chief Mamata 

Banerjee and state bjp boss Tapan 

Sikdar arc not the best of friends 

and one reason may be traced to 

their (jersonaiity—both are high 

strung, touchy individuals—and the fact 

that each is clamouring for a large slice of 

the same political territory. With pancha- 

yal elections round the corner, both lead¬ 

ers. allies in politics, are not talking ill of 

each other, but as everyone would agree, 

it's just a momentary state of affairs. 

Mamata may be meticulously avoiding 

making snide references about Sikdar to 

newsmen these days, but when prodded 

she barks a "no comment". She adopted 

this course of action during the Lok Sabha 

polls itself. But somehow, news of her "vic¬ 

tories" in her anti-Sikdar campaign always 

got reported in the pre.ss. It is no seaet in 

Calcutta, for instance, that both Atal 

Behari Vajpayee and L.K. Advani have had 

to rein in the irascible Sikdar over unilat¬ 

eral announcements made by Trinamul 

leaders about their alliance, not least by 

Mamata herself. Again, it is widely assu¬ 

med, although denied officially, that but 

for her opposition, Sikdar would have been 

a Union minister. In other words, the kni¬ 

ves arc out, and at the level of state prob¬ 

lems, Mamata still uses her clout with the 

national bjp leaders effectively. 

Sikdar, himself no shrinking violet, pur¬ 

sues a more open strategy. At a news con¬ 

ference and later during a chat with Outiook, 
he scrupulously refrained from taking 

Mamata's name, referring to her always as 

the "Trinamul netri (leader)". He was speak¬ 

ing only hours after another diatribe against 

him by I'ankaj Banerjee, state Trinamul 

party chairman, but his reaction was 

mature. "This war of statements has got to 

stop and |)eop!e must not speak out impul¬ 

sively. I assume that the remarks in today's 

paper by the Trinamul leader were not prop¬ 

erly reported,” he said. And would not take 

any more questions on iijp-Trinamul strains. 

On his part, Pankaj Banerjee, who had 

spoken against Sikdar with Mamata’s appr¬ 

oval, told newsmen the same evening that 

"the past is past and now is the time to 

work together”. And Sikdar, on the ques¬ 

tion of joint Bjp-Trinamul campaigns for 

the panchayat polls, said, "We shall make 

our unity work, never mind the obstacles.” 

It is not as though one has extended an 

olive branch to the other. Still, the present, 

albeit fragile, truce is a far cry from the pre- 

Lok Sabha poll days. Then Sikdar had thun¬ 

dered: "The Bji> is a national party that is in 

no need of allies and will form the govern¬ 

ment on its own steam. We need not kow¬ 

tow to anyone's Didigiri.” No one needed 

reminding who the 'didi' in Trinamul 

Congress was. Yet, the bip leadership deci¬ 

ded to play second fiddle to the Trinamul, 

and fought 1.3 seats against Mamata's 28. 

Mamata assured her followers that she 

could always talk to the bjp's central leaders 

on contentious issues, bypassing Sikdar. 

And she had her way in that Trinamul lead¬ 

ers got away with making several unilateral 

announcements without consulting their 

major ally. "Now we understand what the 

state Congress has had to endure, putting 

up with Mamata. Six weeks of worldng with 

her and we wonder how Congress leaders 

could put up with her tantrums for over 12 

years," a bjp leader had said at the time. 

Observers see in the strained relationship 

the seeds of a larger struggle, a battle 

which will determine who is the sole lega¬ 

tee of the anti-Left agenda. Over the years, 

there have been signals that the Left hold 

on urban Bengal is slipping—it may be 
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SWAPANNAYAK 

under threat in rural areas as well. Between 
the 1996 and 1998 Lok Sabha polls, Left 
votes went down by 2.3 per cent from 
around 49 per cent. Between 1991 and 
1996, the barely active Congress had incre¬ 
ased its Assembly seats in a 294-inember 
House from 43 to 83. The Congress share 
in panchayat votes too climbed steadily. Even Left observers arc worried over 

future prospects, with Chief Minister 
Jyoti Basu obviously nearing the end 

of an illustrious career. Signs of a change in 
peoples' preferences arc apparent even to 
Left leaders. Says rm’ leader Sunil Sengupta; 
"During the panchayat elections, even our 
jrast experience may not be of much help." 
Already, there are desertions from the Left 
ranks. And if the air has tnanagecl to wean 
away Left cadres in Midnapore, Mamata 
has managed to woo disillusioned commu¬ 
nists in .North and South 24-Parganas, 
Murshidabad and Burdwan. 

Mamata has already created a niche for 
herself,.with her fiery brand of anti-Lett 
rhetoric and activism, while Sikdar, after his 
victory, has had greatness thrust upon him, 
according to some observers. Sankar Ghosh, 
veteran political commentator, attributes 
the credit for the unexpected success of the 
Bjp-Trinamul combine to Mamata's style. 

This naturally irks Sikdar and his party 
colleagues. Sikdar, who hails from Malda, 
was in the Congress briefly before joining 
the Jan Sangh and then the bjp, since the 
early '70s, when few in Bengal kept him 
company. By winning a Lok Sabha seat 

after years for the b)I' from a known Left 
citadel, Dum Dum, Sikdar naturally secs 
himself mure as an equal of, not a surro¬ 
gate to, Mamata. "With the bji> at the 
Centre, Sikdar as a minister would have 
helped the party’s growth here but this 
did not happen due to unfortunate cir¬ 
cumstances." says a hip spokesman. 

Bji> leader Paras Dutta points out that 
Sikdar's olrservations against the Trinamul 
in the past were not individual remarks, Init 
had the blessings of the state party. "People 
who think that the rrinamul helped us win 
votes in Bengal should rcmemlK>r that in 
Midna[)ore where the parties fought with¬ 
out seat adjustments, the bip won more 
votes," says another bjp source. In other 
words, the bip, which won ] 1 per cent of the 
votes in 1991, over 7 per cent in 1996 and 
13 per cent in 1998, regards the Trinamul as 
a one-time wonder. "There is no doubt 
about it, both parties are competing to be 
front-runners in the anti-left establishment 
cam|)aign witli the Congress almost out ol 
the reckoning. This naturally invests the 
tensions between Sikdar and Mamata witli 
something more than just mutual liatred,’’ 
say« a senior scribe. 

.Sikdar and Mamata may talk of joint 
political campaigns. Both leaders even told 
the media that "our sole obji*ctive is to 
defeat the Left Front in tlie panchayat 
polls, and this we must not lose- siglit ol." 
But when and if the Left is displaced, pro¬ 
blems between Mamata and Sikdar can 
only intensify because neither wants to 
give each other an inch of political turf. ■ 
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It's true. 
Indian Airlines niarkotine, 

IS not tlu' Ix'st in the world. 

1997 
Indian Airlines Limited 



We only won the Silver at the New York Festival 'Advertising and Marketing Effectiveness' Awards for 1997. 

The most coveted international award recognising both marketing strategy effectiveness and creativity, 

AME 1997 had 12,000 international entries from 64 countries. 

Of course, we did win the FATA International Gold for the Best National Marketing Programme and the 

FATA Grand Award for the Best Marketing Programme of the year (1996), worldwide, from among 17,000 FATA 

members including Airlines, Hotels, Travel Agents and Tourism Corporations from member countries. 

Plus over 20 other awards in the last three years. 

It is our concern for passenger comfort that determines 

every step of our marketing strategy, and it is you, our 

passengers, who deserve our heartfelt thanks. Not just for 

inspiring us, but fur choosing to fly with us. And as you continue 

to show us the way, .some day wo hope to win the only award 

worth cherishing. 

A smile on every passenger's face. 
i 

Your home in the sky 

ENTERPRIS£ Nexus SSSS 



NORTHEAST 

Rebel With a Cause 
George Fernandes strikes a chord as a top ULFA man is nabbed 

IT was a week of successes in the 
Northeast. The security forces struck a 
.significant blow by nabbing vice- 

chairman I’radeep (iogoi in Calcutta. This, 
just days after Union defence minister 
George I'ernandes wrapped up a whirlwind 
tour of the region by striking a chord with 
a wide cross-section of the people. To be 
sure, the rebellious streak in I'cmandes 
refuses to be shackled by the constraints of 
Cabinet protcKol. Sample this: 
• In Imphal, he announced that a one-day 
special .scsssion of I’arliament would be 
held to discuss the repeal of two contro- 

representatives of various political parties. 
Mis support to a long-standing demand to 
scrap two acts in force in most parts of the 
Northeast which give the security forces 
blanket powers to search, arrest and detain 
a person without an arrest warrant won the 
hearts of the common people. Fernandes 
also declared that there would not be any 
preconditions for talks with militants and 
said some "private parties" were already 
talking to militant groups on his behalf. 

The banned which celebrated its 
20th anniversary on April 7, has in fact reit¬ 
erated its resolve to a>ntinue the struggle. 

UTPALBARUA 

he has promised to help identify local arms 
dealers and suppliers. Also found on his 
person was a list of 20 companies suspected 
of financing northeastern militants. 

As it is, resentment among ui.fa cadres, 
most of whom ate currently in Bhutan, has 
been brewing for some time. According to a 
English newspaper. The Narlheaat Daily, sev¬ 
eral memiters in Bhutan have been writing 
pe.ssimistic letters to their relatives, lament¬ 
ing the way they have to live and face hard¬ 
ships. It quoted several letters; "1 am with¬ 
out self-identity now...I had thought I 
would be able to do something for the 
Assamese nation but 1 don't find that the 
organisation has been able to give me any¬ 
thing till today to achieve this goal." This 
anguish is also on account of the siege the 
army has laid along the Bhutan border, 
making it impossible for the cadres to get 
into India, in fa's traditional supply routes 

MANZARALAM 

versial acts, popularly referred to as "black i 
laws " ill till' Northeast. Me added that the | 
special session would review the country's | 
iiuileai option. j 
• For the first time, a Union defence min- I 
ister agreed wiih wliat several experts have i 
been siigge.sting for some time. The stis- | 
tained toiinler-insurgency operations by | 
the army ate eating substantially into the i 
defence budget, he conceded while ads'o- ■ 
lating a siiecial force to tackle militancy. | 
• As foi a solution to the long-drawn-out ; 
insurgency, Feiiiandes said he was willing \ 
to hold talks without any “precondition". | 
"I am willing to go alone wherever the I 
insurgents want me to go,’’ he declaied. i 

Fernandes visitetl all seven states in just ' 
five days. .Apart from the usual trip to vari- i 
ous anny and Assam Rifles formations, he I 
met several orgaiiLsations, csp'dally N(.os 1 
dealing with human rights violations, and ! 

Fernandes and Gogol: changing fortunes 

In his customars' Foundation Day sjic'ei’h. 
I'll A chairman Arabinda Kajkhowa said: 
'' I'here's no alternative other than an armed 
liberation struggle against lolonial occu])a- 
tiori that ignores unarmed democratic mov¬ 
ements. II a solution is not possible within 
the Constitution, then a struggle outside 
the C,on.stitiitioii is the only option." 

But there is no gainsaying that the morale 
ol the banneil outfit has been considerably 
dam|H'ned after Gogol's arrest, loming as ii 
does just months alter oiia general secre¬ 
tary Anup ('.hetia was nabbed in Dhaka. In 
fact, in last six months alone, 16 top or 
middle-ranking uiia personnel have either 
been killed or detained. The arrest of 
Ciogoi, who is a founder-member and sec¬ 
ond in the imfa hierarchy, could help the 
forces in their crackdown on insurgents as 

; through Myanmar and Bangladesh have 
I already tx-en blocked by the Indian forces. 

Meanwhile, there are signs of hope in 
I Nagaland. A ceasefire between the govern- 
j mciit and a major insurgent group, the 
I National Socialist Council of Nagaland 
! (\S( N), is holding for the past eight months, 
j despite occasional hiccups like the recent 
; ambush of an army convoy, in which at 
; least eight army |K‘rsonrieI were killed. 
! Manipur and Tripura are more worrisome. 
I In Manipur, there are at least 18 insurgent 
1 groups operating while the National Liber¬ 

ation Front of Tripura tixi is making life dif¬ 
ficult for the administration there. It recen¬ 
tly killed a popular minister and continues 
to aeate havoc in the state. Fernandes may 
have noble intentions in appealing to the 
militants but as of now there are no tangi¬ 
ble signs of any (X).sitive response. ■ 

NItin A. Gohkale with Asbis K. Biswas 
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OUTLOOK GREW BvGW- ■: //'i Dilf AMD 

HAS A aj/DWTIDiD SUBSCRIBER BASE 

In just over 2 years, Outlook has 

established itself as the premium weekly 

newsmagozine - - the magazine that 

sets the trend! While circulation of most 

other newsmagazines have remained 

stagnant or declined, Outlook has seen 

fantastic growth — 85% from Jan to 

Dec '97. And it still continues to grow 

at an incredible pace. Consistently 

reaching quality readers through its 

newsstand sales and large subscriber 

base in ma|or cities across the country. 
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MAHARASHTRA 

For Powers Sake 
As names do the rounds, Manohar Joshi tries to hang in there 

HIS detractors like to say that chief 
minister Manohar Joshi is on his way 
out. And the names of other con¬ 

tenders are already doing the rounds. One 
of those trying for the top job is Narayan 
Rane, a Sena minister. Ranc is close to 
Thackeray's powerful daughter-in-law 
Smita. Some .suggest that even Thackeray's 
.son Uddhav could head the government. 

Other options that arc being 
bandied about are that deputy 
chief minister (iopinath Munde 
could take the CM's post and 
have Rane as his deputy. "This 
must spring frrrm the Mayawati- 
style deal they wanted In the 
beginning—you rule half tenn 
and then we take over. This is 
not acceptable to our party 
chief," says a Sena minister. 

In the prevailing situation, 
not many in the bji’ favour it. 
Some have even started rai.sing 
the issue of fighting the next 
assembly poll inde|iendently. 
"Even in our days there was a 
feeling that the alliance is not 
to the Hje's advantage. I'oday 
many feel that the bip ministers 
are ineffective, the party has no 
role to play, the Sena takes the 
spoils and the ii|i> shares the 
blame," says Madhu Deolekar, a 
senior leader who cpiit the 
party last year. 

Thouglt joshi got past a major 
threat after Sena supremo Bal 
Thackeray's outburst against him, his posi¬ 
tion is pr«:arious. The poor performance of 
the Sena and the ii|p iii Maharashtra, and a 
clutch of corruption charges surrounding 
joshi and his son Unmesh have spurred the 
[xmer struggle. Deadlines are set for Joshi's 
removal and though I hackcray in an ixlito- 
ria! in (larts organ Siuvimu called it a media 
campaign, tlierc are no drruhts about the 
source ol Joslii's problems "If Thackeray 
had an option he would have replaced 
Joshi. lie may take svieh a step in future. But 
right now what he is doing is keeping the 
heat on," .says a minister. 

RccrirnitMtions within the bip have incr- 
ea.sed after Thackeray attacked Joshi. Since 
then, internally, there have Ixfii questions 
about the government's siirsival, and the 
Bjp's future with the Sena. Joshi has lieen 
constantly under fire with allegations of 
real estate deals, criticism from his party 
colleagues and prickly issues like the Srikri- 
shna (Commission report on the Bombay 

riots of 1992-9;f. Joshi's meeting with Prime 
Minister Vajpayee early last week added to 
his wws. Though Joshi and Munde say it 
was a "courte.sy call", the charge is that 
they met Vajpayee for help to keep the 
Commission's refwrt under wraps. 

Both parties have denied that they 
sought a spix'ial ordinance from the Centre 
allowing the government to put off tabling 

I Manohar Joshi: survival instincts 

the report—the government is required to 
table it within six months along with an 
Action Taken Report—citing law and order 
problems if it is made public, "it was not 
among the subjects listed for discussion 
with the prime minister." said one of the 
officials who accompanied Joslii and 
Munde to Deltii. It is the unlisted subject, 

i the report, hat caught attention rather 
j than the dull ('ffieial agenda which inclu- 
! ded Mumbai's trans-harbour link. 
! Doublespeak on tabling the Srikrishna 
I (Commission Report is common from 
I lioth parties. After a two-day conclave last 
i week, B|i’ state presidcid Suryabhan 
I Wahadne seemed to suggest that his party 
I was more keen on seeing the report out 
I than the Sena. Said Wahadne: "The bib 

I wants this to be published and the Sena 
I hasn't said no." Soon after, Munde said 
i "an all-out effort" was being made to 

tabic the report with the ath during the 
ongoing budget session of the state legis¬ 
lature. By the end of the week, Joshi, how¬ 
ever, said it would be difficult and refused 
to give any commitment. 

The report is one of Joshi's many prob¬ 
lems and is linked to the most important 
one of saving his chair. The chief minister 
has so far managed to dodge the Opposit¬ 
ion’s demand that the report should be 
tabled during this session. Making the 
report public would have repercussions as 
it names Thackeray; indicts .Sena MP 
Madhukar Sarpotdar for fanning the fires 
and his party for its key role in the vio¬ 
lence. "Even if a Commission’s recommen¬ 

dations are not binding, someone can alw¬ 
ays use it as a liase for criminal proceed¬ 
ings. Where does that leave the cliicf min¬ 
ister? What action can he initiate against 
our party chief," asks a Joshi supfxirter. 

Ihough Joshi continues, it is under pres- 
.sure, and his politics of survival has every 
trick from counter-moves to plain black¬ 
mail. Within days after Shashikant Sutar, a 
former Sena minister who had to step 
down following corruption charges, lam¬ 
basted Joshi in the state assembly, he was 
silenced. Sutar found his principal acc¬ 
user—anti-corruption crusader Anna 
Hazare—distributing booklets in Mumbai 
detailing his corruption. 

Joshi's larger trick, in case he is replaced, 
is the underlying threat that a group of 
Mus could move out, breaking the party 
and government. With friends like Sharad 
I’awar on the otlier side that is a threat 
Thackeray cannot afford to ignore. ■ 

Lekha Rattanani 

Am LOKE 
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INDIA TODAY LOST 33% fteADENS IN 2 YEARS 
AND SHOWS BIO FLUCTUATIONS IN CIRCULATION 
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* INDIA TOCMY orculcrtion figures for 1997 on 0niph m Ihousonds 

Cortifiod by Audit Bureau of CwculQtiore 
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Arerogo not poid ortubtion ion iun 9/ 4 10 927 

JuIOm 97 4 13 606 

In two years, Indio Today hos lost 33% 

of its reader base — a fact confirmed 

by the Notional Readership Survey (NRS) 

1997 when compared to NRS 1995. 

The circulation figures ore also pecMior. 

Unusual peaks in the critical months of 

June ond December which happen to 

be the closing months of the Audit 

Bureau of Circulations (ABQ t>Mce yearly 

audit periods. 
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POLsCa^ 
■ The next time somebody 
mentions 13 and unlucky In 
the same breath, fling Atal 
Bchari Vajpayee at him. 
Thirteen sccm.s to be the 
lucky number for the prime 
minister, writes B.S. Achutha 
Rao in the Ikuan Heiahl, 
Bangalore, ahv won tlie 
vole of contidcncc 
of the l.ok Sabha 
by IJ votes. 
The votes 
polled in 
favour of 
the mot¬ 
ion was 
274, which 
adds up to 1.1. 
The number of 
Ml’s present in 
the house was 
5.35, which adds 
up to 13. And of 
course, he was 
I’M in May 1996 
for 13 days! 
C’.ontest the next 
pull, says Kao. 
Why so? Beiausc 
it'll be for the 
I3th Lok Sabha. 

■ There may not be many bid- 
das left to fool after the 
Chandrababu Naidu flip-flop 
in Andhra Pradesh, but 
Hyderabad's newspapers con¬ 
tinue to hide their best sense 
of humour for the first day of 

April. Andhra 
lyoti led the 
pack this year 

with the obvious 
one: "Jaya with¬ 

draws support to HIP 
government." Vaartha 
milked the Nizamabad 

jail-break by 
announcing the res¬ 

ignation of home min¬ 
ister Madhav Reddy. But 
the Deccan CIminkle 
took the cake, by scoop¬ 
ing the resignation of 

NIK'S son ilarikrishna 
from Naidii's Tclugu 
Desam I’arly. 
Among those fiKiled 
by the last one was a 
Delhi journalist, 
who for reasons ol 
peace at the work 
place, shall go 
unnamed! 

t.ticss ss lio IS 

( hu t Miitisit r I II r.ilt I N 

l.n i>tii lit ;;i>tl' I hi 

I < •ni.iit t It I m il Is I i sh ii<t 

Mts l.irL;t ht ,11 11 ilm ss is 

iiiini/itt III tl r.th 1 s.is s 

ol K. Islin.i s Ir. (HKt 

1 riii.ili < misiirt s 

■ Tem|)ers are shcKiting up in 
Bombay even as the mercury 
climbs. And adding to the heat 
is a forgotten piiotograph of a 
women's morcha. Some ad 
agency whiz added sleek dark 
glasses to tlie women in the 
frame--Mrinal tiore, Ahilya 
Rangnekar and Kamal f)esai— 
and, /mi. did trouble break! 
rhoiigli tile jgencs' said sorry 
and withdrew the offensive 
photo, the women are still sim¬ 
mering. The irony of it all--lhe 
agency had done the dirty deed 
and capti'ineti the pic: (.inrnii 
llaliw Morcha Sainiti! 

■ Syed .Shahabuddin may not 
like this, but the goateed-ghost 
is returning to 
haunt him. 
Random I louse is 
issuing a paper¬ 
back edition ol 
Salman Rushdie’s 
controversial 
tome, under its 
Vintage inijirint 
.Although driven 
bv opjxrsite ide¬ 
ologies, the HIP 

government is unlikely to over¬ 
turn the ban on the Ixrok in 
India, but there's little doubt 

that more copies of the sleeker 
(more combustible?) book will 

sneak into tfle 
country. Yet, in its 
own ways, a 
papcrlwck Venes is 
an Allah-send for 
Shahabuddin. Ihe 
last time round, 
the hardback's 
prohibitive price 
thwarted his 
efforts to burn 
copies, and he and 

otliers of his ilk had to settle 
lor Rushdie's effigy. I’rotesls 
have just gotten cheaper. 

■ It isn't often that Sam 
Manckshaw descends from 
the cool hills of Ooty at the 
height of summer. And it isn't 
often he bumps into M. 
Karunanidhi at Madras 
Airport. But he did last fort¬ 
night, and the nation's first 
Field Marshal confronted the 
Tamil Nadu chief minister, 
cheek firmly holding tongue. 
“I see that you are sparr.ng 
with Jayalalilha once again," 
he said. .So far, so true. But 
Sam's parting stunned MK: 
"But which side is Subr.iman- 
ian Swdiny this time?" 

Heard in Bombay: 
“VHP and RSS 

men already 

sneaked into 

AtaUi’s PMO. 

VHP as in Vishwa 

Hinduja Parishad. 

RSS as in Reliance 
Swayamsevak 

Sangh.” 

On a Wing and a Slipper 
ONCh a socialist always a half-socialist? George 
Fernandes may have turned half-saffron by aligning with 
Ihe Hjp but he still remains the jholawala trade unionist- 
type, shunning the material comforts that life as minis¬ 
ter begets. Although entitled to a special iaf aircraft as 
raksha inantrifi, Fernandes flew into the north-east on a 
regular flight before hopping on to an iaf chopper for 
the tour of the region. "1 do not believe in pomp and 
show," George quipped. Sadly, for one who threw out 
Coke and irm, he flew in on a private airline. 
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QUALITY 

From Day One, quality has been the 

driving force at Outlook, Excellence in 

journalism, writing style, design and 

photography. As well as superior paper 

and production. Everything that compares 

Outlook to international standards has 

been our mission NRS 1997 confirms 

that the profile of the Outlook reader is 

better than competition in Socio- 

Economic Category, Income level and 

Education with a concentration in major 

cities. And that is the reason why premium 

advertisers prefer Outlook Because, 

discerning readers buy quality products. 

Outlook 
Reaching People Who Matter 
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Making a Gem of a Killer 
Debt, poverty and a killer disease called silicosis take the breath out of thousands of gem workers 

By SAIRA MENEZES in Shakarpur, 
the Gulf of Cambay (Gujarat) This is the tace of death. Under the 

shade of a stragRliitg tree, Ravjibtiai 
.Somabhai battles each breath. 
Close to his last one, the 49-year- 
uld landless labnurer-turncd-agate 

worker is no longer waiting to exhale. It is 
the culmination ot a decade-long Iwttle for 
survival, first c'conomic and then for life. 

For over three centuries, the Guff ot 
Cambay or Khambhat has played host to a 
thriving agate-processing industry, and for 
the last four decades to a killer disease 
called silicosis, it has paved the bylanes— 
and lined the lungs—of such large villages 
as Shakarpur with the fine, white powdery 
dust of agate. The fallout has been fright¬ 
ening; entire families have Irecn wiped out 
and now, over 10,000 agate-processing 

workers are suffering from the incurable 
di.seasc. Ravjibhai’s .silicosi.s-ridden wife is 
stoic: "What can we do? First we needed 
the money to run the home; then to pay 
for our treatment. In Khambhat, there is 
no other work foi the poor." 

l argely a hereditary profession, agate- 
processing has been the domain of the 
local Mus'ims and backward castes. Even 

Lie iilkud Its premium 
from Rs 25 to Rs 90 amt 

withdrew the scheme due 
to an alarming death rate. 
Silicosis has no cure, so 

workers get TB medicines. 

the prosirect of death in recent times has 
not dulled the influx of first generation 
agate workers. Unemployment, ignorance, 
illiteracy and debt have together combined 
to form a lethal wea|X)n in the armoury of 
the agate industry. Says 35-year-cld Zebru- 
nissa Hussain: "My husband is an invalid. 
I have three daughters and a son. Till they 
grow up, I have to continue doing this 
work." Hollow-eyed college dropout 
Ramesh Makwana tells of his initiation 
into the agate industry: "1 was a contract 
painter for a pharmaceutical company. 
When the contract was terminated, 1 had 
to turn to this. I hate it but there is no 
alternative." Dhuruben Chauhan suffers 
from the dreaded disease as do her hus¬ 
band and daughter. Fishing out an indeci¬ 
pherable chit, she .says, "I do not know to 
count but the seth tells me that my hus¬ 
band now owes him Rs 35,000. He has 
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At death's door: Ravjibhai, 49, (left) with 
tamiiy; a worker toils away for 3 tew gems 

promised us that the loan will be written 
off when tny husband dies." 

I'he swift turnaround of a prosperous 
profession occurred in the early "bOs. Rural 
electrification goaded agate workers to 
switch from manual grinding and polish¬ 
ing machines to motorised ones so that 
more work and consequently more money 
could be earned in less time. "The prelimi¬ 
naries of agate processing—drying in the 
sun to eliminate excess moisture, heating 
and then softening in a wooden ball mill- 
are still harmless. But the replacement of 
the slow and safe manual grinders spelt the 
first signs of doom. The rapid action of the 
electricity-powered machines on the unpo- 
Tshed stones leaves heavy traces of agate 
dust in the surroundings. Prolonged expo¬ 

sure to the agate dust causes silicosis and 
death takes place within a daade," reveals 
Vijay jani, office-bearer at Janpath, an apex 
bexly of Nirfw. 

But though there has been enough agate 
dust to stir up a storm, the heat is yet to be 

generated. Attempts by Janpath to inlni 
duce a group insurance cover for 1,20* 
workers were stalled when Life Insurant t 
Corporation (iic) increased its premium 
from Rs 25 in 1992 to Rs 90 in 1994 fol¬ 
lowing multiple death claims. "With an 
alarming death rate, the scheme was with¬ 
drawn. Now the agate workers are not cov¬ 
ered under any scheme," rues jani. 

The last tabulated death count in 
Shakarpur seems less severe—33 workers in 
1992-93 and 57 during 1993-94 —but the 
truth is far removed from statistical leallt)'. 
"Being unorganised, most of tliese workers 
are not on the roils. It is therefore difficult 
to arrive at the actual death count. In the 
one year 1 have been working in this area, I 
have seen 200 workers, men and women in 
their 40s, die of silicosis," says Rajanikant 
Parmar, a Shakarpur-based social worker. The ftgurcs have grown more frighten¬ 

ing. As long back as 1987, the results 
of a study conducted by the Industrial 

Toxicology Research Centre compelled the 
Gujarat High Court to examine the condi¬ 
tions of agate workers. The expert panel 
comprised the National Institute of Occu¬ 
pational Health (nioh) and the Office of 
the I.abour Commissioner. Some 40 per 
cent of the male workers and 37 per cent 
of the female workers displayed various 
symptoms of silicosis; dry cough, breath¬ 
lessness, fever and gradual weight loss 
indicating that the numbers might have 
seen a sizeable increase since then, Dr H.N. 
Saiyed, director, nioh, reveals: " I'hc 'akik' 
workers are not covered under any health 
programme. There are no specialists to 
treat them, no diagnostic facilities. Mc*di- 
cines meant for TB are used to combat sil¬ 
icosis as the di.sease has no cure." 

Phe contagion of [xrveity has spread from 
Khambhat taluka to nearby taiukas too. 
Compelled by a harsh environment and 
even harsher economics, outstation agate- 
workers inhabit dingy tenements within 
fxxirly ventilated agate factories. "’Vhen we 
come here, we have no place to live. And 
once we contraci silicosis, we cannot move 
anywhere else. .So we live here and we die 
here," says Pravin Goyal of Borsad taluka. 
An embittered Khupat Parmar flashes, "Yes, 
I haw taken an advance of Rs 7,000 but 
what can you do about it. Even if the gov¬ 
ernment introduces changes, how will it 
benefit me? 1 am going to die and going to 
Gandhinagar makes no difference. This 
government is only meant for the rich." 

As if the threat of death wasn't bad 
enough, these jxior agate workers have to 
contend with scavenging contractors. "The 
problem is that both the workers and the 
traders are unorganised. Minimum wages 
therefore do not apply to the agate worker," 
admits M.H. Patel, assistant labour commis¬ 
sioner, Nadiad. Thus, on paper the agate 
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workers appear to be the owners 
of their polishing and grinding 
machines but it's the trader who 
controls the economy. I'o begin 
with, loans are disbursed to buy 
the machines. Once caslaved, the 
unending process of debt by 
degrees begins. The production of 
emery stones, an essential compo¬ 
nent of the grinding machines, is 
controlled by the traders. Says 
Zebrunissa; "The emery .stone lasts 
only a week if four people are 
working on one grinding mach¬ 
ine. It costs Rs 1,300 in the market 
and because we don't have cash, 
we have to depend on the 'seths' 
to give it to us. At the month end, 
he cuts Rs 1,700 from the total 
amount owed to us. Since we also 
have to pay Rs .300 for the power 
bill, there is not much earning left 
and we have to keep borrowing 
money from the 'seths'." 

To top it all, the workers are 
paid anything between Rs 8 and 
Rs 15 per 1,(X)0 polished pieces 
depending on the quality of 
stone. The same when beaded 
together and strung arc priced at 
Rs 80 and above. ATTF.MPI'S to rope in the 

industry under the Factories 
Act by which freriodic 

inspection and model exhaust 
systems are enforced, are as leeblc 
as the workers. The spectre of 
death and the prospect of com- 
jiensation has driven the organ¬ 
ised private sector away. For the 
last two years the health of the 
agate industry, like its workers, is 
in a sorry state. Using recession as 
a retiige, I'l.akore I’unja, an agate 
merchant, offers a defensive, 
"Where is the money? Because of 
urrstahle governments, exports 
have touched a new low. Ffte 
agate dust-controlling 'bankda' 
and 'gargadiya' develo|)ed by the 
(lujarat Cir.im Technology institute not The house anit the workplace is lined With twhite dust when the gems are polished 
only consume ntore power but they cost Rs 
4,000 and Rs 12,im)0 respectively. The ones | arc unfit for any other job bcniause once won’t be long. This illness has no cure and 
which are in use now cost Rs I ,(H)0 and Rs j they contr'*ct silicosis, they do not have 1 know it. Everyday, I am carried like a baby 
3,tK)0. Most deakrs cannot afford tlicm as j the stamina for any other work. As their to the polishing machine where I work for 
costs ol producliiin go high thereby mak- condition worsens, they leave their homes, seven hours and then in the evening 1 am 
ing them lose the competitive edge." j start living in the prcmi.ses of the factory carried back into the hut. There is no dign- 

liiough the Rural lechnology Institute and are carried by the able-bodied to and ity in this but 1 also have to work. Unless 1 
has developed a duM-controlling device, from the grinding machine," says Parmar. am able to pay for my medicines, I won't be 
prohibitive pricing an<t the .ibsence of One among them is 'akik' worker Ramesh able to hold on Please help me." 
enforcing its use by law have proved to be Parmar who serves local bigtime merchant In a cruel way, life has graduated. F'rom 
deterrents And while the government ^’usuf Mansuri. With a loan advance of Rs struggling to make two ends meet to strug- 
dithers by sweeping the agate dust under S,0(K) and the final stages of silicosis loom- gllng to meet the end. The final tragedy; 
the carfKt, more avate workers are virtua- ing large, the shrivelled stature of Ramesh That while agate is semi-precious, the 
lly, and literally, brought down to their | waits. "Four months ago 1 was close to value of human life does not even touch 
kni*e.s. "There is no escape.'Akik'workers i death. I have recovered a little but I know It ■ the halfway mark. ■ 
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RICH ASIANS_ 

Minting Maharajas 
Pickle, samosa, steel, attitude: that’s where the Pound’s foolish I must be in the wrong |ob," 

Prime Minister Tony Blair 
declared last fortnight as he 

felicitated 21-year-old Reuben 
Singh, whose chain of fashion 
stores, under the name Miss 
Attitude, has brought him an 
estimated £45 million and 
earned him a place in the 
Eastern Eye newspaper’s list of 
Britain's Richest Asian 200. 

As England sees it, Asians in 
Britain produce millionaires 
as they do curries. Blair and 
wife Cherie, again in a sari 
(the garment is no longer a 
diplomatic statement, she 
just knows she looks great in 
it), were among the celebrity 
guests in this annual play-off 
between Britain's .Asian fat 
cats. "People here tonight are 
role models for young jx.'rjple 
in Britain today," Blair told 
the glitterati. "Hard work, 
enterjjrise and a commitment 
to family values (and an) ext¬ 
raordinary abiiity to generate 
success and to breed further 
success on the back of it," 
were the attributes that attra¬ 
cted the millions to these Asi¬ 
ans, Biair suggested. 

Ironic, since unemployment is highest 
among Pakistanis and Bangladeshis in Bri¬ 
tain. Iliey are also Britain's [xrorest. Indians 
do as well as whites in education and inc¬ 
ome on average, but young Indians an* far 
less likely to find jobs than young white gra¬ 
duates. But despite this otlier face of the 
Asian reality, there's no denying the success 
of the listed 200, collectively worth £7.5 bil¬ 
lion. Clothing has prrxluced more million 
aires than Reuben Singh in stories more of 
riches from rags rather than rags to riches. 
FckkI’s another. Perween Warsi, wife of a 
doctor who began by selling samosas, is 
now said to lie worth £45 million. Her latest 
contract is with British Airways. Others 
made their money in computers, in keeping 
with the advice a university student facing 
a computer problem is given: just ask any 
Indian male. And inevitably. South Asians 
make their money (also lose it) in property. 

Yet, there's a dubious side to the exercise. 
Especially in the hierarchy of ratings. 
Laxmi Mittal of the Ispat group was 
declared the richest at £2 billion. His steel 
businc’ss is global, but he lives in London. 
The Hindujas tame in second, their for- 

Tony Blair, wile: extolling Asian values 

tunes pegged at £1.2 billion. Nobody knows 
how that figure came about. The list points 
to Ashok Leyland as their "flagship" com¬ 
pany, and to their interests in the coinjiany 
Gulf Oil. Yet the Hinduja stake in the two 
companies adds up to nothing like that. 

Swraj Paul comes in third at £0.5 blliion. 
An earlier list in another newsfiaper had 
estimated his fortunes at £45 million. Diffe¬ 
rent lists can move thc.se billionaires half a 
billion pounds this way or that, lasminder 
Singh owner of Edwardian hoteis, was val¬ 
ued at £40 million by Eastern Eve last year. 

Wb fust betnfi Asian that 
attracts the millions, Tony 
Waft sii00ests. Ironicaiiy, 

poverty mifl unemployment 
Is al^hlphest amottg 
M Allans in Brltiitn. 

at £50 million this time. But this "signe. 
cant revaluation", it says, is owing to 
remarkable reversal of fortunes". A1.s<j co:. 

troversial is the fourth listing, a "new entiy' 
that many said should not have been tlieie 
at ail—Subhash Chandra of Zee TV at £450 

AFP million. He doesn't live in 
London but a broadcasting 
branch of Zee TV in London 
has ensured him a berth. 

Others in the list include 
Manubhai Madhvani (6th/ 
£lS0m), who despite his 
sugar and beer business in 
Uganda is better known as the 
man whose family film actress 
Mumtaz married into; Ixrrd 
Bagri (14th/£80m), an unex¬ 
pectedly low valuation; Gulu 
Lalvani (15th/£60 million) of 
Binatone Electronics who so 
keenly let his friendship with 
the late Diana be known; Kirit 
Pathak (.10th/£iUm) known 
for Pathak pickles and his 
father l.akhubhai Pathak’s 
relations, or the lack of them, 
with Narasimha Rao; Gokul 
Binani (SBrd/£15 million) of 
Metal Traders whose compa¬ 
ny is well known in India; Raj 
Ixromba (7Brd/£10 million) of 
Rinku Knitwear, flanked of 
late by princes and prime 
ministers at London (larties; 
Mohammad Sarvar (97lh/ 
£8m), the Pakistani facing 
charges of fraud over his elec¬ 
tion la.st year; and a relatively 
[xior Jayesh Manek who has 

launched a growth fund, at numlwr 155 
with £B million, lor some reason Naresh 
I'afcl (2()th/£4.S million) of Colorama photo 
company has lK>en given a special award 
named the Premier I’atel Award. 

I I he list, “stuffed with liast Africans", takes 
I [larticular note of the rich who visit tlie exo- 
I tic .Swaminarayan temple in Ixu don. For 
I them tfie "Mammon-Mandir relationship is 
I axiomatic". says the reixirt, and that "co- 
I existence is as necessary and correct as saas 
\ and almi". But there are many millionaires 
; from the temple and outside it who don’t 
j figure in the list at all. Across Britain, says a 
, fiiiancial advisor, there could fx' another 
■ 2(X) who'd shy from such publicity. The list 
I claims its estimates rest on the strength of 
! stakes in quoted cum|xinies and business 

assets. "We don’t attempt to compromise 
their privacy in this respect,” says the rep¬ 
ort. According to it, there's no way to mea¬ 
sure private wealth or to gauge wealth when 
profits an- ploughed back into private com¬ 
panies. But a list there is, rankings there are. 
lor the rich, there's no place like London to 
be rich. Also a little famous. ■ 

Sanjay Suri in London 
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‘J&K is better off’ 
A Pakistani police officer tells the UN of life in the Northern Areas 

A Pakistani ssr posted in 
Gilgit in the Northern 
Areas of Kashmir has writ¬ 

ten to the UN secretary-general 
that Pakistani occupation of 
that part of Kashmir is illegal. A 
3S-page report by Amir Hamza, 
now under suspension and 
Aghting in the Supreme Court 
of Pakistan to save his job, did 
more than challenge the consti¬ 
tutional validity of Pakistani 
occupation; it gave a flavour of 
what life i' like in the 28,0(X) 
square mile area under a rule "worse than 
(that of) the East India Company." 

More uncx|x?ctedly, the Pakistani officer 
listed several ways in which Indian Kashmir 
is ;ar letter off. The rc|X)rt of the officer was 
released in lx)ndon by the Kashmir Interna¬ 
tional front which speaks for several pro¬ 
independence grou|)s within Pakistani 
Kashmir. The ]X)lice officer picked on evi¬ 
dence from an olticial statement in the Pak¬ 
istani Supreme Court that has gone unre- 
ported in Pakistan and unnoticed in India. 
The statement was lileti by way of an offi¬ 
cial rcs(K)nse to a petition in the Supreme 
Court by a group called ttie A1 Jihad Erust, 
challenging the validity of Pakistani ckcu 

pation of the Northern Areas of Kashmir, or 
Gilgit and Baltistan as the two backward, 
mountainous areas are known IcKally. 

But the statement, the officer said, act¬ 
ually denies the validity of what it describes 
as Pakistani "occupation" of the Northern 

‘‘People of 
IniUan Kasliinir 

have rights; 
people of Gilgit 

have been 
suppressed for 

years.” 

Areas. In that statement, the Pakistani gov¬ 
ernment challenges the petition on the 
ground that the Supreme Court has no 
jurisdiction over the Northern Areas. The 
official statement then gtx^s on to say that 
Parliament "has t>y law yet to admit into 

I the federation Northern Areas on such 
I terms and conditions as it thinks fit." 

Only in 1994 did the Pakistani govern¬ 
ment pass an order to formalise some claims 
of control, it is "astonishing", the ssp wrote, 
that "Pakistan has been violating its claims 
and contentions before the UN." The rejjort 
.sent by the officer points to a fundamental 
flaw in Pakistan's position—that groups 
demanding merger with Pakistan for the 
sake of benefits are called anti-national. "If 
such elements were anti-Pakistan, how can 
|)olitical figures demanding autonomy also 
be treated as anti-Pakistan?" 

He {minted to the official defence before 
the Supreme Court that "Paki.stan exercises 

de facto sovereignty over Northern Areas"; 
that it "has exercised a continuous effective 
occupation of the Northern Areas for the 
past so years" and that through this period 
"there has been an effective and continu¬ 
ous display of state authority.” 

But "by that logic," Hamza wrote, 
"why wilt the government of Pakistan 
not recognise Kashmir as an integral 
part of India?" The Pakistani position 
on Kashmir has been weakened by 
such "bogus and contradictory” cla¬ 
ims, the officer wrote. The Indian 
government, he says, has "always 
been trying to establish self-ruling 
governments since 1947, while the 
government of Pakistan has always 
been running the administration thr¬ 
ough a non-local bureaucracy." 
If a movement for self-determination 

is launched on the Pakistani side, he 
wrote, "I will not hesitate in express¬ 
ing my view that the Pakistani gover¬ 
nment will kill 1C times more people 
than the Indian government." People 
in Indian Kashmir enjoy fundamental 
rights, he wrote, and it is the people 
of Gilgit and Baltistan who "have 
been suppressed more than the peo¬ 
ple of Indian occupied Kashmir for 
the last half century." Indian Kashmir 
has "100 per cent more development" 
than Pakistani Kashmir. The officer 
sfiokc of the need for "international 
pressure or amied street force" against 
Pakistani authorities. 

^ • Tlie officer drew from his own exper¬ 
ience to speak of miserable conditi¬ 
ons. Among a list he presented are the 
following; just one hospital in Islama¬ 
bad has 400 drxtors while the entire 
Northern Areas has 12.S. Ust year, 
Pakistan sanctioned more money for 
ref)airs to .Nullah lai of Rawalpindi 
than for the development of the 

Northern Areas. There are 50 colleges in 
"Azad Kashmir" sf>read over 4,S(X) square 
miles, and only five in the Northern Areas. 
Other than the Karakoran Highway that 
runs through the area, the Gilgit-Skardu 
Road and the Giigit-(io{)is Road, all roads 
are unmctalled. No |X)litical representative 
of this area has ever been allowed to visit 
foreign countries. Passports are rarely iss¬ 
ued—"the need for passport never arises." 

There's more. The Northern Light 
Infantry made up mostly of local people has 
lieen given second-rate powers compared to 
the army. Ihe police officer said he knew of 
several cases of rape by Pakistani armymen. 
The officer's wife has also spoken in opposi¬ 
tion to Pakistani occupation as a memtor of 
the Northern Areas council, whose powers 
Hamza described as "less than those of a 
municipal committee." For once, Pakistan 
was caught red-faced over Kashmir. ■ 

Sanjay Surl in London 
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the future 

T-Series Fans. Sleek Se sturdy, backed by superior AD+ technology, including 

unique ribs on the blades to ensure more air over a wider area. An extra powerful motor. 

For the smoothest flow of an*. What’s more, the fans also come with a two year replaxsement 

guarantee and are available in an exhaustive range of vibrant colours and designs. So, visit 

your nearest T-Serles dealer and witness the range of the future for yourself. 
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DEFENCE 

Psycho Skirmish 
Pakistan’s ‘success’ in test-firing the Ghauri calls for strategic analysis, not political bravado PAKISTAN has announced the successful test 

firing of an intermediate-range ballistic mis¬ 
sile (iRBM), Ghauri, on April 6. This has set off 
alarm Irells in India, both in the media and 
political circles. Which begs the question; 

should we as a country indulge in emotional tan¬ 
trums just because Pakistan has done something 
which was anticipated. 

A historical recall is merited. Pakistan had com¬ 
menced building a delivery sy.stem for conventional 
and nuclear warheads in the mid-1980s ever since it 
achies'ed tangible nuclear weaponisatiun. Roth Gen 
Mirza Aslam ^g, the then chief of army staff, and Dr 
Abdul Qadir Khan, father of Pakistan's nuclear programme and 
director, Kahuta nuclear project, have since 1988-89 rc|)eatedly 
claimed on record that Pakistan is going to upgrade its nuclear 
and missile weapons system as a force multiplier of its defence 
capacities to balance India's conventional weapons superiority 
vis-a-vis Pakistan. No scope for surprise. 

The Pakistan space research organisation has operational 
cooperative arrangements with its Chinese counterparts. Paki¬ 
stan's weapons and defence technology acquisition progra¬ 
mmes involve a wide range of external connections—including 
with China, North Korea, Japan, Germany, Prance, Holland and 
the IJ8. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Pakistan 
has also developed defence supply linkages with important Past 
European countries like Ukraine. Poland and the Czech 
Republic. The point is, Pakistan has been putting in place a 
structured and purposive military capacity development jrolicy 
for nearly two decades now. The missile capacity expansion is 

Ghauri is being touted as the answer to india’s Prithvi (beiow) 

an important and integral part of this process. 
It is well-known that Pakistan has received a steady 

supply of M-9 and M-11 missiles from China, along 
with related supporting technologies; these missiles 
were reincarnated as the Hatf series. Since 1989-90, 
Pakistan's military industrial complex at Wah has 
been trying to indigenise the production of this cate¬ 
gory of missiles. Gen Aslam Beg had announced in 
1991 that Hatf-1 and Hatf-2 missiles had become 
deployable, asserting that they would constitute a 
response to India's Akash and Prithvi missiles. Dr 
Abdul Qadir Khan had also asserted at the time that 
Pakistan was engaged in dcs'cloping an appropriate 

delivery system for weapons. The Hatf-1 to Hatf-4 series of mis¬ 
siles reportedly have a range of between 150 km and 800 km, 
with a payload varying from 50 kg to B50 kg. 

India's advancing its missile development programme into the 
intermediate range, with the successful test-firing of Agni in 
January 1994, evoked an expected response from the Pakistanis. 
The then Pakistani chief of army staff. Gen Asif Nawaz Janjua, 
had asserted that Pakistan would develop an appropriate answer 
to this new Indian strategic threat. So there is really no cause for 
the Indian intelligentsia to feign surprise about the re^iorted suc¬ 
cessful test-firing of the Ghauri missile. 

There is an attendant emotional dimension to this test launch. 
There have been rejwrts that the Pakistanis have named the 
missile Ghauri in respin)se to India's Prithvi missile system. The 
allusion is to the historical confrontation between Prithvi Raj 
Chauhan and Shahbuddin Mohammad Ghori in the first quarter 
of 12th century when the latter defeated Chauhan and killed 
him. But this dramatic, indeed psychological, dimension t<< this 
strategic development ignores certain historical facts. Though 

Ghauri finally defeated Prithvi Raj 
Chauhan, he had been defeated 
and captured thiee or four times 
before his final victory. l,egend has 
it that each time (ihaurl was 
defcatc-d and captured, he arrived 
in Chauhan's presence with a blade 
of grass in his mouth, claiming the 
status of a surrendering refugee. 
According to tradition, Chauhan 
set the invader free on each occa¬ 
sion before ultimately suffering 
defeat and death at his hands. So 
the attempt to underline the effic¬ 
acy of Ghauri missile by histori¬ 
cal allusion has little relevance to 
actual facts. 

The Ghauri missile is reported to 
have a range of 1,500 km and a 
payload of 500-700 kg. Both in 
range and payload, the missile 
doesn't match the proven capacity 
of Agni or the shorter-range 
Prithvi. If the claimed range and 
payload of Ghauri is accurate, then 
most of north, central and south- 
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i>rn India would come within the target range of the missile, 
depending on the location in Pakistan from which the missile is 
launched. We have to take note of the operational as well as 
strategic threat inherent in Pakistan acquiring this capacity, 
t 'om'.i-ired to Ghauri. Agni has a range of 800-2,.^00 km and can 
carry a payload of 1,0(K) kg. The Prithvi, with its range varying 
from 1 SO km to 2.S() km (depending on the army and the air force 
versions) and a payload of around .f(K) kg and Akash missile sys¬ 
tems, though if a shorter range, are now in a deployable and 
operational stage. So there is no need for India to develop high 
blood pressure about Pakistan having claimed to have launched 
a missile ol suIwriim capacity, that too as an experiment rather 
than a technology demonstration exercise as India did. 

TWO dimensions of the Indian reaction to the Ghauri test 
leave one somewhat bemused. Defence minister George 
Fernandes indulged in .spontaneous .sabre-rattling by stating 

that every corner of Pakistan is within the range of India's missile 
system. Rut boasting about India's missile capacity to Pakistan, 
and the world at large, is certainly nol going to deter Pakistan 
from continuing with its missile des'elopment programme. It was 
Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee who articulated a more .sen¬ 
sible resixsnse on April 8 when he said there was no cause tor 
anxiety and India was capable of taking care of its security. 

I'he second perplexing asiiect is the mixture ot self-congratula¬ 
tory smugness and illogical scepticism evoked. A number of 
Indian experts have opined that the missile was not launched at 
all, that it does not e.xist. that Pakistan does not have the requisite 
propulsion fuel or technological capacity to launch such a missile, 
that the visuals of the launch in the electronic and print roctiia 

indicate that the missile is not really an irhm, etc. 
One is in no position to make an informed judgement on these 

spc'cific and minute doubts, but the fundamental governing prin¬ 
ciple of strategic planning is not only the ability to resjxind to 
anticipiated challenges bi-.t also a readiness to meet unexpected 
contingencies. Tlie prime minister ol Pakistan has declared that 
an iRB\i missile calletl Gh.iuri has been test-fired. The American 
official spokesman has confirmed the launc h. I he American gov¬ 
ernment has ap|)ealed tor restiaint to both India and Pakistan in 
their missile deselopnient programmes in the aftermath of the 
launching of the inKssile. 

(fommon sense dictates that we take note of and acknowledge 
the official stafements and claims oi Pakistan seriously. I he var¬ 
ious dimensions and magnitude of the threat po.sed by this mis¬ 
sile can be anaivs'd by our e.sperts over a period of time to pro¬ 
vide a basis foi an appropriate response to the threat. But to 
ignore the threat on the basts of an immodest and self-centered 
.sense of supenorits and derisive scepticism is the surest way to 
be caught unawares. 

Another point made is that Pakistan's launch of the (ihauri 
missile is a response to the Bif's declared intention of nuclear 
weaponisation and the development of Agni. That is akin to 
Minerva emerging out ot Jupiter all of a sudden. The Pakistani 
missile launch necessarily required preparation over several 
weeks, if not months. W'hatever immediate political justifica¬ 
tion may be given, the Ghauri launch is part of Pakistan's 
ascending as.sertivc strategic posture in the subcontinent. India 
would do well to remember that threats can be neutralised only 
by matching strength not by technological scepticism or polit¬ 
ical bravado. ■ 
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NEPAL 

Beyond 
Belief 
The Hindu kingdom’s reaction 
to India’s BJP regime is muted 

THK Hindutva-espousing bip does 
touch a chord among a large section 
of the Nepali popuiation,” admits 

analyst Dhurba Kumar. "But I very much 
doubt whether Nepal’s 'Hinduness' would 
mean anything once you get down to the 
arena of realpniitik." That just about sums 
up the dilemma Hindu Nepal faces while 
dealing with a hji’ government in New 
Delhi, not the least i)ecause there's enough 
domestic instability to bother about. 

On April 10, weeks after India got a new 
prime minister, Nepal's Surya Bahadur 
Thapa, of the royalist Rashtriya Prajatantra 
Party—heading a shaky alliance with the 
Nepali Congress—.stepped down as per the 
terms of the pact. Preoccupied by this cli¬ 
mate of flux, few predictions are forthcom¬ 
ing on how the bip's ascent may affect ties. 

But there arc those who fear the bip for just 
the opposite reasisn; India, under Hindu 
"chauvinists", may come out a bit too str¬ 
ongly in favour of "special tics" between the 
two Hindu nations, riding roughshod over 1 
the sensitivities of the minority groups, j 

Nepalis like to iK'lieve religious tolerance is j 

•) hallmark of their society where Hindus ; Ncfial's newly opened alternative transit 
and Buddhists shan* a number ol rituals and route to and through Bangladesh—after 
festivals and visit each other's shrines. | thi e.spiry ot the six-month trial phase was | 

But most analysts readily agree that, bip i a foregone conclusion, it drove home a 
or no BIP, South Block’s stand on bilateral ! vital message; the bip would continue with 
issues wili remain much the same and the | the policy of "constructive |solicy" towards 
status quo will hold. After the bip assumed | smaller neiglibours. In fact it went a step 
office, New Delhi said the ])olicy of non- j ahead. Upon renewal, tiie Phulbari corri- 
reiiproiity in India's dealings with smaller j dor has now been made available for four 
neighlHiurs, as enunciated in the Ciijral | days a week for transit traffic—instead ol 
IHKtiine, would not be ihanged. I two davs granted iiv the United Front. 

All tiiis Ivsn't slop()ed the common Nep- 1 The sense ot relief was spontaneous. " I'he 
a!i Iroiii loiully recalling the heydays ol the j extension ot the I’anitanki-Phulbari transit 
lanata gowrnment (1077-79), which mar- i route from two to four days a week is a 
ked a thaw ill ties. lor the first time, India ' commendable gesture on the part of 
gave in to .Nepal's dein.ind India," guslied The Kath- 
foi separate travie and Iran- imiiJii Post, Nepal's leading 
sit treaties. .And evervone is Given the good- English-language newspa- 
aware that it was none otlier ufill thfl BJP P'"'*'' newspaper, in 
than the then loreign mini- ***'' its April T editorial, also 
ster, A.B. Vajpayee, who ini- enjoys among reminded that the "Indian 
tiated the hreakthroiigl.. MAIUllifi tllH government is soon expecT- 

Early (his month, the new HBpallJi, Ills inform Nepal on an 
government in New Delhi muted reaction alternative route." It was 
reassured everyone here kg u. uietArV iS hinting at the jjossibility of 
with one of its fi'st foreign *** wiviui j 15 keeping the route open for 
policy dccisitins. rhough rather baffling. all seven days, as has l)cen 
the extension of Phulbari— . suggested by a parliamen-. 

IRMN HUSSAIN 

kixl a thaw in ties. lor the first time, India 
gave in to .Nepal's dein.ind 
foi separate travie and Iraii- 
sil treaties. .And evervone is Given I 
aware that it was none < itiier ufill I 
than the (hen loreign mini- Will I 
ster, A.B. Vajpayee, w’ho ini- enjoy] 
tiated the hreakthroiigl'.. Mansi 

Early (his month, the new Wepa 
government in New Delhi muted 
reassured everyone here kg tk. . 
with one of its fi'st foreign *** ’ 
policy decisions, rhough rather 
the extension of Phulbari— . 

Given the good- 
wiilthe BJP 

enjoys among 
Nepaiis, the 

muted reaction 
to its victory is 
rather baffling. 

tary team that recently paid a field visit to 
Phulbari. To make the route commercially 
viable, Neisali businessmen argue, India 
would have to keep it open all seven day... 

"Phulbari is only the tip of the iceberg," 
says Hiranya Lai Shrestha, who lieads Parli¬ 
ament's foreign affairs committee. "Vajpa¬ 
yee is certainly among tho.se Indian leaders 
who have great giKxlwill tow'ard Nepal. But 
the key to his succe.ss lii-s in how he bal¬ 
ances his lilKral initiatives with the deeply 
entrenched South Block bureaucracy." 

On the whole, however t'.ie Nepali 
media’s reaction to the nie's victory lias at 
best been muted. Which is somewhat 
strange, given that tlie party enjoys consid¬ 
erable support among the intelligentsia. But 
whatever little that's been printed reflects a 
distinct Hindu bias." Ihe Himalayan Hindu 
kingdom views the (the mld-tenn jioll) and 
the subsequent change in government as a 
wise decision on the part of the Indian elec¬ 
torate," observed the government-owned 
Gorkhapatra in an editorial. Clearly, the 
Nepali establishment is keen to see some 
concrete bilateral gestures before endorsing 
the Hir's ascent to power. ■ 

Akhiiesh Upadbyaya in Kathmandu 
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Dual Dealings 
Is it advisable for the PM to retain the foreign portfolio? 

By SUNIL NARULA 

Former prime minister Inder 
Kumar Gujral used tn invite senior 
officials from the Ministry of 
External Affairs (mla) for breakfast. 
The first time an invitation came, 

officials were pleasantly surprised. Norm¬ 
ally it is only the foreign secretary or other 
secretary-level officers who deal with the 
prime minister, unless it is a special brief¬ 
ing or discussion. But Guj¬ 
ral devised an informal and 
prodndive way ot interact- Qh. a 
ing with officials and dis- • 
cussing important foreign preocci 
policy issues for an other- |i|a aft 
wise bu.sy prime minister ” 
who was also his own exter- alwa< 
nal affairs minister. 1I0I 

These breakfast meetings 
highlighted two things. discuss 
One, the advantage of hav- v|eil|na 
ing the prime minister han- 
die the foreign affairs portfo- .. 
lio. And the second, the dis¬ 
advantages of this arrangement. 

After Jawaharlal Nehru, Gujral was the 
first prime minister with such a hands-on 
approach to foreign affairs and the mi a and 
officials say he used to devote considerable 
amount ot time to the ministry even after 
trecoming prime minister. Indira Gandhi 
always tcxik keen interest in foreign affairs, 
but she mostly had a foreign minister. Rajiv 
Gandhi too had a foreign min- 

Due to ottier 
preoccupations, 
the PM cfflinot 

always hold 
detailed 

discussions with 
visiting offlclais. 

urable impression in the ministry despite 
her lack of experience, cannot possibly han¬ 
dle the ministry on her won. 

Most foreign service officials see distinct 
advantages in having the prime minister 
handle their ministry. A senior officer 
notes that he can provide direct political 
inputs, thereby “raising the credibility of 
the country's foreign policy because the 
PM controls it". Besides, papers and files 
reoiive attention at the hipest level. It 

also increases the clout of 
the ministry, as happened 

flflinr during Gujral's time, when 
unioi pfj,„p Minister’s Office 
lauOnS, was dominated by foreign 
emnnt sers'lce officials, much to 
u ill * chagrin ol ias officials 

I hold who consider it their tradi- 
Ifld tional domain. 

Others disagree. Says an 
ns with official; "Our ministry has 
ffleiRiS functions. One 
II b p 9. involves policy and reflec¬ 

tion and the other is the 
day-to-day bandobast. A lot 

of our time goes in the second function, 
which is inherent in any ministry's work. 
While the I’M/foreign minister scores in 
that he lays down policy, it would be tet¬ 
ter lo have one more level of reflection in 
foreign policy. An independent foreign 
minister couid provide this." 

fhe arrangement has other problems 
too, the most obvious teing that a prime 

Vajpayee, the Sri Lankan foreign minister 
and Vasundhara Raja (in the background) 

minister can't devote as much time to the 
ministry as an independent foreign minis¬ 
ter could. This has various implications. 
Foreign ministers of otfier countries can¬ 

ister in P.V. Narasimha Rao, 
though he tended to get mar¬ 
ginalised when important 
developments took place—for 
instance, his .Sri Lanka poiicy 
was virtually formulated and 
lun by Iruieaucrats from dif¬ 
ferent ministries. 

Now with Prime Minister 
Atal Behan Vajpayee hoiding 
on to this (xirtfolio, even if it is 
iK-lies'ed tliat he is keeping it 
warm for a coalition partner, it 
has again raised questions on 
why this slot could not haw 
berm fillcxl up when the gove¬ 
rnment was formed. Fspc-cially 
since Vaji>ayce is not known to 
have any speci.1l interest in for¬ 
eign affairs, unlike Ciujral. And 
minister of state Vasundhara 
Raje, who has made a favo- 

“Depends on 
credentials” 
Inder Kumar Gufral, who retaimi the 
external affairs portfolio during his term as 
prime minister, last week discussed his 
experience with Outlook; 

What do you think of the prime 
minister handling the foreign 
affairs portfolio himself? 
To a large extent every prime minister 
has to participate in foreign poiicy bec¬ 
ause ultimately when the nation's for¬ 
eign policy is spelt out the head of the 
government has to be very closely asso¬ 
ciated with it. Foreign j^llcy can be 
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And foreign ministers from otlu ■ 
countries are sometimes reluctin', 
to meet the minister of state in thv. 
MIA due to protocol. This lini 
resulted in many joint commLs- 
slons, headed by foreign ministers, 
not meeting at all or many minis¬ 
terial-level contacts not develo|v 
ing. I’rotocol problems also arise 
when there is a visit abroad and a 
foreign minister is needed. A min¬ 
ister of state cannot quite step into 
a Cabinet minister's shoes. 

Besides, important administra¬ 
tive decisions get delayed because 
of the prime minister's crammed 
schedule. Key files which go to the 
I’MO do not come back on time 
and a prime minister can't give 
the kind of attention that a for¬ 
eign minister can to detailed oper¬ 
ational aspects of policy ahd 
administration. The access of 
senior officials like the foreign sec¬ 
retary is also restricted and they 
cannot simply walk in as they 
could with their foreign minister. 

Having said that, generalisations 
can be misleading as it all depends 
on the incumbent's inclinations. 
While Gujral, with his own pat¬ 
ented Doctrine on ties with neigh¬ 
bours dictating policy, managed 
to carry on with the ministry, 
Vajpayee has not evinced any stie- 
clal interest though he was a great 
hit in Pakistan when lie went 

nut meet their Indian counterpart for a 
sufficiently long and meaningful interac¬ 
tion if he happens to be the prime minis¬ 
ter. in fact, a western ambassador con¬ 
fessed to Outlook some months ago, just 
before a senior leader from his country 
arrived on a state visit to India, tliat having 

a foreign minister would have been 
immensely beneficial tor a meaningful 
exchange between the two countries. "As 
your prime minister was too busy manag¬ 
ing the coalition, we could not get our for¬ 
eign minister over here for preliminary 
talks," he complained. 

there as foreign minister during the Janata 
Party regime. But administratively, he was 
not considered very effective. In fact. st»me 
officials who worked with Vajpayee then 
recall that files sent to tiie foreign mini.s- 
ter's office used to take ages to come back. 
Will it be a diffeient story this time? ■ 

divided into two parts: day-to-day admin¬ 
istration and the policy. It has become 
more difficult now particularly when wo 
ate trying to structure India's post-Cold 
War strategy. Therefore I kept the portfolio 
to myself primarily because 1 felt that I 
should be able to sustain the type of 
vision that I have on foreign policy and to 
that extent 1 have succeeded. It has some 
handicaps also because sometimes the 
details in administration are just defused. 
But it is very important that whenever a 
prime minister holds the portfolio, he 
must have his own credentials as foreign 
minister also. Credentials in the sense that 
his own vision should be very clear as to 
what type of foreign policy you want to 
give. When Pandit ji took charge of foreign 
policy himself, 1 don't think anybody else 
could have done it. 

People say there are certain advan¬ 
tages—for instance, the PM can take 
direct interest in policy formulation. 
But at the same time it is very important 
that foreign policy is not like any other 
portfolio, it is not that you can give it to 
anybody. You see, the administrative port¬ 
folios any person can be given charge of. 
But when you select your foreign minister, 
there should be some orientation in the 
man and unfortunately this conmiodity is 
not readily available. People generally com¬ 
ment on foreign affairs but I do not come 
across many people who really understand 
it, particularly at a juncture when you are 
not running a routine foreign policy. 
Do things like {oint commissions suf- 
to becanse the PM is busy eisewhen. 
Ultimately you have to balance the two. 
That is why during my period I had two 

ministers of state wlio discharged their 
responsibilities reasonably well. 
How do you .see your tenure as the 
foreign minister? 
Well, without being egotistic about it or 
without bragging about it, I think I suc¬ 
ceeded in giving a structured foreign pol¬ 
icy for a post-Cold War era. 
Will Pakistan's mislle test have an 
impact on Indo-Pak talks? 
I'he main point is that modernisation of 
weaponry is a concern of every nation. It 
has not come as a surprise to us, we knew 
it was coming. We knew that their int¬ 
ernal capacity and capability is limited 
and we as a nation are very confident 
and it in no way disturbs our own capac¬ 
ity or our security. But please understand 
that improvement of ties with Pakistan is 
not going to be an event, it is a process. 
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THC 6flP:LfiCK OF FAIR CREDIT 
A gap that is responsible for the Small Road 

Transport Operator (who transports over 85% of 

the cargo that moves on roads) carrying a grossly 

unjust interest burden of over 36% per annum for 
his borrowing. A gap that is responsible for his 

struggling on and on with his old fuel-guzzling, 

pollution-creating, inefficient trucks. Not that he is 
not keen to abandon his old rickety machine and 

buy a newer vehicle but the extra capital that he 
needs for the shift is so costly at more than 36% 

per annum, that he resigns himself to carrying on 
with his present situation. 

me BRioee: shrirrir 
Over the past 20 years, the Shriram Group has 

been engaged in a mission to induce the individual 
investor, the banking sector, the financial 

institutions and cash-rich corporate entities to 
assist Small Road Transport Operators to 

modernise their equipment and contribute more 

effectively to the betterment of the economy and 

the environment. 

• SHRIRAM TRANSPORT FMANCE COMPANY LTD, 117/118, Dalamal Towers, 211, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021, 
Ph: 2842483/2846855/2842508. Fax: 2826846. • SHRIRAM INVESTMENTS LTD, MookarTt)ika Complex, 3rd Floor, 
4, Lady Desikachary Road, Mytapore, Chennai 600 004. Ph: 4990075/4990356. Fax: 4993272. 



Though success has been limited, it has not 

dimmed Shriram’s hopes of<ioing better and better 

in the future. 

In pursuit of this mission, the Shriram Group 

launches the country’s first Truck Exchange 

Scheme which will create new entrepreneurs out of 

drivers and cleaners of trucks. A scheme that will 

help the economy to take a further step towards 

modernising the country's fleet of trucks. 

Shriram Staup Companies 
Shrirani l^anspoii Fiaance Company limited 

Sliriram Investments Limited 
Shriram City Union Finance Limited 

Shriram Ceneral Finance Pvt. Limited 

• SHRIRAM CITY UNION RNANCE LTD.,Vikas Building, 3rd Floor, 1 Dr. U.N. Brahmachari Street, Calcutta 700 016. 
Ph; 2409588^801388. Fax; 2409415. • SHRIRAM GENERAL FINANCE PVT. LTD., 13, Sant Nagar, East of Kailash, 
New Delhi 110 065. Ph: 6237519/6237626. Fax; 6451748. 
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PROFILE 

Bank of Contention 
Nadars want Jayalalitha to get their Tamil Nadu Mercantile Bank back 

During her recent visit to Delhi, 
AiAPMK supremo Jayalalitha asked 
Prime Minister Vajpayee to help the 

Nadar community get back their bank— 
Tamil Nadu Mercantile Bank (tmb)— 
whose controlling rights are now with nbi 
businessman Sivashankaran. But why are 
the affairs of an insignificant regional 
bank so high up on Jayalalitha's list of 
demands and implicit threats? 

The answer ties in the fact that 
the close-knit community of 
Nadars account for nearly 40 
per cent of the votes in two dis¬ 
tricts—Nagerkovil and Tiru- 
nelveli. And the Nadars, apart 
from Brahmins, are the only 
newspaper owners in Tamil 
Nadu. The community publis¬ 
hes three prominent morning 
papers and two evening dailies. 
Politicians know that informa¬ 
tion is power, hence the support 
for the Nadars to retrieve their 
TMB. And who cares if, technical¬ 
ly speaking, Nadars have no 
claim over the bank? 

Some Nadar entrepreneurs set 
up TMB 76 years ago. In 1984, the Ruias of 
the Lssar group kickstartcd a saga that has 
degenerated Into pure farce when they 
cashed in on the rift between the three 
promoter families. Two of them sold the 
Ruias 3;i per cent of imb. But the Nadar 
community viewed the Ruias' entry as a 
"northerners' assault to take over our own 
bank". There were rallies and demonstra¬ 

tions. Under the chairmanship of news¬ 
paper baron Sivanthi Adityan, a share 
retrieval committee was formed and it 
offered to buy back the shares at a hefty 
price of Rs 5,000 per Rs 10 share. 

Meanwhile, the bank's board worked 
out a compromise formula by which the 
Ruias, after their formal takeover, would 
have four directors from the Nadar com¬ 
munity on a permanent basis. With the 

fWVI SHANKARAN 

TMB Retrieval Panel: political lobbying 

Company Law Board accepting this set¬ 
tlement, even the third promoter family, 
which had initiated the anti-Ruia move¬ 
ment, sold its shares to the northerners. 

But RHi refusetl to allow this share trans¬ 
fer. With the Ruias in all sorts of trouble 
with banks they had lx)rrowed from, the 

KBi didn't feel they were the ideal people to 
own a bank of their own. So, to add to the 
farce, the shares remain re^stered In the 
name of the original shareholders—the 
power of attorney is with Essar. 

Though the bank's promoters them¬ 
selves had sold out to the Ruias, the 
Nadars continued their crusade to get 
"their bank" back. In June last year, fol¬ 
lowing the initiative of the chief minister, 
the Ruias agreed to transfer the shares 
back to the Nadars for Rs 100 aore. But 
the community could not muster the 
funds and the cash-starved Ruias, who 
had already mortga^ the bank's shares 
with Singapore-based nri Sivashankaran 

of Sterling Computers, sold 
off their holding to him 
and got out of the mess. 
The new player, Sivashan- 

karan, wants the Nadars to 
cough up Rs 186 crore. The 
Nadars are willing to pa^ 
Rs 100 crore, but Sivashan¬ 
karan thinks that's too lit¬ 
tle. The community has 
now turned its anger on 
the DMK, and routed the 
party in the Lok Sabha 
elections because they feel 
chief minister M. Karun- 
anidhi didn't try hard 
enough to get their bank 
back. So, whatever the 

Jpgal position, the aiadmk and the bjp, 
aware of the community's clout, want to 
keep the Nadars happy. The question 
remains: how, even with an aiadmk man 
in charge of the banking ministry. All 
the fragile bjp government knows is that ■ 
Jayalalitha would be quite willing to 
hold the tmb issue as a gun to its head. 

A.S. Panneerselvan 

alt\ letdicil him a [»lace in the 
Kajyd Sabha in 1996. Kumar's 
>ldrs startl'd to shine after the 
iiM'sit, dcicat in 1996. lie 
Iteianio tlie mi>st media Irieiidly 
lace ol tile I'artS’ and tried to 
bridge tile gap iietween the parly 
and tile ItMdership. 

In till’ meantime. Kumar has 
already tot nuil.it ed some plans 
al)out wh.il he wants to do as 
mintster. Ai cording to liim, ot 
the 2i?. totttpatiies reletred to the Hint last 
year, at least 171) wea- toreed on to the list 
just l»ccau.se of government jxilicies and 
banking indecisivencss. '1 want this ten¬ 
dency of attributitig motives for eacli and 
every' move to end so that the prtKes-s ol 
wealth creation whii h is very imiwtant for 
the economy, can go on without any artifi¬ 
cial impediments." 

“The budget will show 
us what the FM can do 
and what he can’t. But 
Kumar’s entry is aimed 
at saving Jayalalitha.” 

Surjit S. Bhalla, Oxus Rmarch 

With reference to revenue, he wants to 
create a conducive working atmosphere to 
ensure serious field-level Implementation of 
various resource mobilisation moves. "I 
can't adopt a carrot and stick policy because 
1 don’t have any carrot to offer. Salary is 
dcterminwl by the pay commission. Nor 
can I adopt the stick iK'cau.se it never works 
in the government. So, 1 am planning to. 

evolve non-monetary incentives to 
help the goixl officers and staff." 

He is, however, very cautious about 
the insurance sector. He 'eels that 
Chidambaram’s aborted attempt to 
get the Insurance Regulatory Autlior- 
ity Bill passed could have ix:W easily 
avoided: there was no need for a reg¬ 
ulatory authority when there was no 
private sevtor participation in insur¬ 
ance. "For any major breakthrough 
in the sector, we need the numbers in 

I’arliament. First, the ui Act has to be 
amended it wc liave to permit private sector 
entry. It is very complex. Unlike in banking 
and revenue, I don't think I would be able 
to do anything drastic in the insurance sec¬ 
tor," he concedes. That’s the same sort of 
pragmatism he has displayed throughout 
his political career. ■ 

With Arindam Mukherjea in Delhi 
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INCOME TAX 

A Frozen Goldmine 
A slump leaves the l-T dept sitting on real estate worth crores 

ATULLOKE THK real estate slump has hit brokers, 
speculators and corporates across the 
land. Add one more name to the list: 

the Income-Tax department. Thanks to the 
slump, it's stuck with 64 prime pieces of real 
estate worth Rs 93.5 crore in Mumbai and 
another 34 properties in Delhi, worth Rs 9 
crore when acquired. 

But what is the l-T department doing with 
bungalows in )uhu and South Delhi? Sim¬ 
ple. If someone is suspected of evading 
taxes by undervaluing his property, the dep¬ 
artment is empower^ to purchase the pro- 
jK-rty from the owner at the declared price. 
'I he owner has no option but to sell. 

According to law, if the value of transacti¬ 
ons of immovable property, located in any 
one of 28 notilied cities and towns, exceeds 
a prescribed limit (see table), the buyer and 
ANIL AHUJA 

Navrang building. Mumbai: acquired by IT 

seller are jointly required to file form 37-1, 
where the value of the property has to be 
declared. If the proficrty is undervalued in 
the form, state governments lose .stamp and 
registration duties which are calculated as a 
percentage of the registration price. If the 
Appropriate Authority, compri.sing two l-T 
commissioners and a chief engineer of the 
iTwn, feel the stated price in the agreement 
has been declared lower to evade taxes, they 
pass orders lor purchasing the properly. 

These propierties are then sold off by the 
l-T department in an auction or through 
tenders at a resers’c price 15 pt'r cent more 
than the amount the department jiaid to 
acquire the property. The over Rs KK) croie 
worth of prime housing that it currently 

holds are from tax evaders. 
The department has traditionally made 

good money from these .sales. I'or instance 
in an auction held on August 27, ’94. a 
2,335 .sq mt plot of land In Prabhadevi, 
Mumbai, went for a whopping Rs .11..50 

crore. The department had purchased 
the property for just Rs 11.75 crore, 
the reserve price was only Rs 13.51 
aorc. And on May 27, 1995, a bun¬ 
galow under construction in Mum¬ 
bai’s Juhu area went for Rs 9.45 crore 
-—the reserve price was Rs 3.35 crore. 
"In 1994-95,1 handled 40 enquiries a 
day relating to income-tax auctions," 
says Anis Memon, proprietor of Quick 
Sale Services which has handled a bulk 
of I-T auctions in Mumbai. 

But 1994-95 was the boom time of 
the property market. Property priras 
have since fallen from 25 per cent to, 
m some cases, 50 jier cent in Mumbai. 
In many cases, market prices have slid 
below what the department bought 
the properties lor. In an auction held 
in Mumbai on March 17, six proper¬ 
ties were put up lot sale Only five per¬ 
sons showed up, and a flat IcKated at 
Worli was sold off at the reserve price 
of Rj 1.30 crore. Brokers feel that but 
fur a nationalised bank wanting a 

clean deal, which was feasible only through 
.such auctions, even this flat wouldn't have 
been sold. "Tlie nirrent market value of this 
flat is about Rs 1 crore," a broker told 
OutliHik. And this was the only auction held 
in Mumbai in 1997-98. 

Afwrt from the price slump, relentless liti¬ 
gation has also stalled auction plans. In one 
ol the more lamous cases, C.B. tlautani, 
cllise associah- of forttier prime minister 
Chandra Shekhar, look his ca.se to Ihe Supr¬ 
eme Court when l-T officials decided to pur¬ 
chase his south IX’lhi liouse. "The right to 
property is no more a fundamental rigid 
and hence we managed to svin the case," 
explains an l-T ofticial, adding nearly all 
properties in Delhi are tied up in litigation. 

K.K. Roy. income tax commi.ssioner, and 
member. Appropriate Authority, Mumbai, 
however, siiys he isn't jrcrturlH'd by the lack 
ol res[.ionst‘ at the auctions or tlie fact that 
over Rs 93 crore is locked up. “In the abse¬ 
nce ol this law that empowers us to buy 
these pro|x;rties, the department would 
have lost much more revenue in taxes than 
Ihe funds locked currently in those proper¬ 
ties. This law serves as a deterrent to all 
th(»e who want to evade taxes," he says. 
Analysts agree that the best option for the 

l-T department is to wait a year and then 
sell. "The department had generated huge 
surpluses during the boom period, so they 
can ideally wait for the market to pick up," 
says Memon. 'fhe big question 'when' that 
will happen, is anyMy's guess. ■ 
Linus Chattlar with Ashutosh Kumar Sinba 
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TAKEOVERS 

Melting Cement 
in a smooth killing id’s N. Srinivasan gobbles up Raasi Cements WHEN the Rs 832-crore 

India Cements Ltd (i('.i,) 
acquired a controlling 

stake in Raasi Cements by pur¬ 
chasing promoter B.V. Raju's 
and 17 others' stake of 32 per 
rent at an average price of 
Rs 286 per share, it was a dream 
come true for N. Srinivasan, 
vice chairman and managing 
director, ici. The Rs 380-crore 
deal was one of the biggest ever 
acquisitions in Indian corpo¬ 
rate history, and the first suc¬ 
cessful hostile takeover. 

Raju was loath to sell the 
company that had taken 20 
years to build, and had even 
publicly evoked Andhra pride. 
A team of leading Andhra 
industrialists, led by Dr K. Anji 
Reddy, chairman of Dr Reddy's 
Labs, had petitioned chief 
minister Chandrababu Naidu 
against the hostile takeover 
bid, accusing Sriniva.san of 
splitting the Raasi family. 
Finally, abandoned by the 
shareholders he had relied on, 
Raju capitulated on the night 
of April 5. “The unfortunate event of sale 
of shares by Andhra Pradesh Industrial 
Development Corporation (.mmix.) to in 
created further problems for me in addi¬ 
tion to the sale of shares by one of my 
family members", he admitted 

With the agreement, n I's holding in the 
Rs 3.S0-ciore Raasi Cements goes up to .S.i 
per cent of the paid-up capital of the com¬ 
pany. i( 1 hopes to get another 20 per cent 
llirough the ofien offer for a price of Rs 300 
per share, in is also hopeful of getting the 
six per cent stake in Raasi iiekl by some 
transport onerators. In all, the Raasi deal 
will cost in less than Rs 5(K) crore. A fan¬ 
tastic bargain, considering that a greenfield 
plant ot this size would have cost in more 
than Rs l.otK) crore and involve a gestation 
IHjriod of three years. 

With the acquisition under its 
belt, u 1 's niarketshare in the south 
will go up from tfie current 14 per 
cent to .15 per cent. Returns trom 
Raasi are expected to be Rs 54 crore 
in the first full fiscal year. There may 
be some hidden benefits too, sour¬ 
ces point out. Primarily, that the 
price reali.sation' can be manoeu¬ 
vred once the additional capacity 
from Raasi is with ici.. If the price of 

RAVI SHANKAflAN 

Srinivasan: the new canny predator 

cement is increased by one rupee iser bag, 
there could be an additional revenue flow 
of Rs 7.5 crore from the 7.5 million tonne 
(MT) capacity. 

.Secondly, the acquisition svill wijte out 
the compc‘tition between two company’s 
brands in the same markets. Till now, Isoth 
in and Raasi were competing with eacli 
other in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh 
markets, sources point out. The plants wiil 
serve only nearby markets, thus also elimi¬ 
nating transport costs. 

The Raasi takeover proves that 
Srinivasan, the first fiercely coinpetitis'e 
businessman to emerge from the south, 
has sha-)ly honed his killer instinct. 

It took promoter B.V. 
Raju 20 years to 

build Raasi 
Cements. But he had 
to lose It once APIDO 
sold Id its shares. 

He has mastered the art of friendly as well 
as hostile takeovers even as he has built 
the group's core competence in cement. 
He uses his political connections very sub¬ 
tly so that very few notice the series of 
coincidences. Specially the role of god¬ 

father Murasoli Maran, former 
Union industries minister. 

ICL has two promoters, 
Srinivasan and his brother 
N. Ramachandran on the one 
hand, and the Sanmar group 
controlled by brothers N. 
Sankar and N. Kumar (the pre¬ 
sent cii president) on the 
other. Both have equal stakes 
in the cement major. In the 
'80s, the promoters had fallen 
out on running id. The legal 
battle between Srinivasan and 
the Sankar families led to the 
stepping in of financial insti¬ 
tutions to manage the compa¬ 
ny. After FIs ran the company 
for a decade, when the omk 

was voted back to pow'er in 
1989, Id. came back to the 
promoters thanks to "friendly 
intervention" by chief minis¬ 
ter M. Karunanidhi. 

While Sankar became its 
chairman, the team led by 
Srinivasan was given full free¬ 
dom to chalk out a growth 
strategy for the company. 
Srinivasan completely revam¬ 
ped the company and success¬ 

fully turned if around. Then began the 
expansion drive. In 1990, he acquired the 
one million tonne cement plant of 
Coromandel Fertilisers in Andhra Pradesh 
at a cost of Rs 105 crore. Last year, k.i, com¬ 
missioned a new 9 lakh tonne plant in 
Tamil Nadu at a cosl ot Rs 370 core. 
Alongside, iri. also acquired the uiKoming 
Visaka Cement in Andhra Pradesh whicii is 
expected to commission its 9 lakh tonne 
plant in September this ycai, for a cost of 
Rs 300 crore. 

Then came the takeover ot the 
Yerraguntla plant of tlie public sector 
Cement Corporation of India last year. 
ICI and Srinivasan managed to pip (iujarat 
Ambuja, the other bidder, at the post 
because of the tacit support ne got from 

the U.nion industries minister llien. 
This was followed by the Raasi bid. 
All this has entailed an investment 
of Rs 1,300 crore. With all these suc¬ 
cesses, Srinivasan has finally 
emerged out of the shadow of the 
Sanmar Group. As a next step, per¬ 
haps the canny predator will ask the 
Sanmar group not to include id's 
name in their brochures as an asso¬ 
ciate company! ■ 

A.S. Pannaerselvan 
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CONTROVERSY_ 

UMciidog 
Trips 
is SEBi chairman D.R. Mehta 
continuing on borrowed time? 

Has the tenure of D.R. Mehta, chair¬ 
man of the high-profile Securities 
and Exchange Board of India (sebi), 

ended? As per sebi ruics, it has, since its 
chairman can be appointed for a term of 
three years only. If one goes by that, 
Mehta’s term ended on February 21, 
1998. But he continues in office, with the 
blessings of the finance ministry. 

The debate on the tenure of the sebi 

chairman's term has been raging for over 
a year now. And the finance ministry's 
actions, instead of clearing the air, have 
only served to heighten the controversy. 
A full 20 days after Mehta's term had 
technically expired, the ministry issued a 
press note on March 12, to confirm that 
Mehta had been appointed sebi chair¬ 
man for five years—till February 20, 
2000—and that "this appointment is 
valid and there is no question of any 
uncertainty in this matter." 

Others didn’t agree. On March 25, a 
Iwo-mcmber division bench of the Delhi 
High Court issued notices to then Union 
cabinet secretary T.S.R. Subramaniam, 
and Mehta, in response to a public inter¬ 
est litigation (I’li.) challenging the validity 
of Mehta's continuance as sebi chairman. 
The court has also asked 
the government to submit 
all records relating to 
Mehta's appointment. 

The petitioner, Arun 
Kumar Aggarwal, has also 
questioned the actions 
taken by si hi in the last 
three years under Mehta's 
chairmanship. Among 
them: sebi's role in the MS 
Shoes scandal, the Reliance 
share .switch controversy, 
un's direct bulk purchase of 
Reliance shares and the i:rb 

Mutual Fund case. 
Market ob.servers point out that the 

ambiguity about the sebi chairman's 
tenure needs to be resolved, not so much 
for the deeds ot Mehta as .sebi chairman, 
but to help throw light on the way in 
which the entire issue of Mehta's appo¬ 
intment was handled by the finance 
ministry in February 1995 when he 
took charge. 

When S.S. Nadkarni, Mehta's predeces¬ 
sor, died while .still In office, Mehta was 
a deputy governor with the Reserve Bank 
of India. When the finance ministry 
approached him to take charge of sebi, 

Mehta made a five-year term his precon¬ 
dition for acceptance. That defied existing 
rules. Section 3 (2) of the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India (I'erms and 
Conditions of Services of Chairman and 
Members) Rules, 1992 (as amended up to 
February, 1995), specifies that "the 

Chairman and every 
whole-time director mem¬ 
ber shall hold office for 
such a period, not exceed¬ 
ing three years, as may be 
s{)ecified in the order of 
his appointment, but be 
shall be eligible for re¬ 
appointment." 

but then, section 20 ol the 
same rules provides toi 
relaxation of the tenure 
nornt. It says: "The Central 
Government shall have the 
power to relax the provi¬ 
sions of any ol these rules 

with respect to any class <ir category ot 
persons." Unfortunately, it is also not 
clear whether the finance ministry had 
invoked Section 20 to grant Mehta five 
years instead of three years of tenure. 
There was no mention of any such relax¬ 
ation or a reference to Section 20 in the 
official notification in The Gazette of 
India (extraordinary) dated February 17, 

Mehta (left) with finance secretary Montek 
S. Ahittwalia: is he legally SEBI chairman? 

1995, by the department ol economic 
affairs, ministry of finance. 

The finance ministry notification goes 
like this: "in exercise ol the powers con¬ 
ferred by Section 4 of tlie Securities and 
Exchange Board ol India .Act, 1902 (IS ot 
1992), read with rule .3 of the Securities 
and l^xihange Board oi India (Terms and 
Conditions of Services of Chairman and 
M‘inbers) Rules, 1992, the (Jentral 
Government hereby appoints D.R. Mehta 
for a period ot fivi- years Irom the date he 
assumes charge ol olikt ol Chairman." 

This is the key iss:ie. point out some 
legal experts: Set lion 20, which empow¬ 
ers the Central (lovernment to relax the 
rules. They sav that there should at least 
be an internal note in the appointment 
tile whii ti notes down the relaxation in 
the rules as per .Section 20. It not, lh;it is, 
if .Section 20 has not been invoked Iry ttie 
government, tiieii it could he a case of 
major bureaucratic lapse on the part of 
the ministry. 

When contacted, Mehta conlirmed that 
his appointment was for a period of ti\e 
years, but refused to elaborate turther, 
saying the matter was now sub judice. So 
is Mehta legally sebi chairman or not? 
Since even the March 12 press note does 
not refer tr) the relaxation clause, the last 
word on this unseemly controversy seems 
to lie witli the liigh court. ■ 

Rajesh Gajra 

Asp«r$EBl 
rates, meMa^ 

term as 
cliatnnaR ended 
In February, but 

the finance 
ministry bsllevns 

ofiierwise. 
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A lesser-known Mumbai company sparks off a price war that’s sent computer biggies into a tizzy 

B^ASHUTUSIHCUMAR ^NHA_ THKUK’S bltKKl on the streets in the 
computer market. Price Wars I 
tinfoldeU a year ago, and ended 
witli tile near-<lemise of k;i., the 
company that sparked off the 

mayhem. Price Wars II, the 1998 version, 
could end up being far bigger. The bazaar 
conditions this time are more complex, 
trie desperation levels higher, the cast of 
cliaractcrs large and stellar. 

But first the wild card, who’s come in 
from nowhere and thrown a twist into the 
proceedings just as the biggies were sett¬ 
ling down to a good steady free-for-all. On 

April 6, Miinibai-based Zenith Computers 
announced that it was launching a multi- 
media personal computer (PC), for jast Rs 
33,500. ('an Zenith do in the computer 
market what Akai has with its exchange 
schemes m the colour television sector? 
That is, catapult itself to a near-number 
one position in the industry? "mn(. quality, 
Indian prices" is the Zenith line. Tlie com¬ 
pany also claims its machines have more 
features packed into them than any of its 
competitors—MNi: or Indian. All it doesn't 
have is software, and of all the things a 
computer may not have, software is the 
one the average Indian buyer is least con¬ 
cerned about. He can still get a software 

pirate to pack every sort of software into a 
computer for less than Rs 1,(X)0. 

In fact, the 1998 computer price wars have 
lieen distinguished by not what computer 
makers are offering at a certain price tag. but 
what they are not offering. After ail, tlie 
whole shelrang began in early March, when 
(Compaq, the world's largest PC maker, 
announced the launch of its Deskpro KWO 
machines at under Rs 40,0(X). The catch: the 
monitor, which comes for Rs 10,000 or so, 
was not included in the price. 

That set the cat among the pigeons. Rival 
companies got on Compaq’s case. Claimed 
a full-page advertisement from Hewlett-Pac¬ 
kard: "What you do not get for Rs 39,990 
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compared to HP Vectra for Rs S6,40()." 
Then came the technical arguments: HP 
claimed it was offering sdram with Vectra 
while Compaq was offering Edo ram, which 
was slowly being phased out in developed 
markets. Digital India too didn't let go the 
opportunity to take a dig at Compaq. Said 
its ad: "It always makes better sense to go to 
a vendor who gives you everything at a 
price that hides nothing." Ironically, Digital 
had just been bought by Compaq. 

The advertisement from hci, the coun¬ 
try's largest computer company, was more 
direct. "Our ads include the price of the 
monitor," it said. Questions Sharad Talwar, 
marketing manager at Hri. Infosystems, 
pointing at the Compaq advertisements: 
"Is a car ever sold without an engine?" 

Compaq returned fire by releasing a state¬ 

ment which said Deskpro 1000 was being 
introduced in emerging markets in Europe, 
Asia Pacific and Latin America. Aha, said 
rivals, notice how Compaq has omitted 
Western Europe, the US or other developed 
markets. Compaq's statement said the com¬ 
pany had decided to exclude the monitor 
since "in India too, we have seen this trend 
among other leading mnc players", industry 
watchers, however, rubbish that claim. But why point the finger at Compaq 

alone? Other vendors cried foul but 
their products including the monitor 

were not any cheaper. All the mnl brands 
are currently selling their computers for 
just under Rs 50,000, a price which does 
not include the multimedia kit. Add that, 
and the prices go closer to Rs 60,000. 

HCL offers a 1GB hard disk with a mono 
monitor and a Samsung printer for 
Rs 39,990. But who's buying a 1GB hard 
disk drive today? Want more disk space, 
pay more. Want a colour monitor, pay 
even more. A c:d-rom drive, pay much, 
much more. The estimated price for the 
HCI. computer then goes well past the Rs 
50,000 levels. 

This is where Zenith wants to make a dent 
by providing its computers at a price which. 

as CEO Raj Saraf says, "will put a computer iu 
every home, not on every office table". 
Hence the throwaway price of Rs 33,500. 

But will Zenith go the in way? The com¬ 
pany had launched computers at throw¬ 
away prices: the customer paid, and was 
supjwsed to get delivery in four weeks, 
m-'s strategy was to raise the cash first and 
then make the computers. The company 
was already reeling from a severe cash 
crunch, so this was a way to get out of that 
problem loo. Didn't work, m's calcula¬ 
tions turned out to be way off the mark, 
and it found itself unable to supply the 
computers for which it had already taken 
money. The entire company collapsed. 

The other case is Sterling Gomputers, 
which undercut everyone else consistently 
in the late '80s, and then one day disap¬ 

peared in the wake of its ever-thinning prici- 
tags. Zenith's Saraf, having spent nearly two 
decades in the computer Industry, is only 
too aware of the m. and Sterliiig stories. 
"We are not asking for any advance," he 
says. "You have the system delivered at your 
place and only then make the payment." 

Some industry observers say Compaq's 
move to start a price war may have been 
triggered off by the gloom surrounding its 
global operations. The company last 
month announced that sales had fallen 
short of its forecasts and profits may end 
up shorter by nearly 25 per cent comirared 
to the last financial year. So, Compaq's 
Indian operations may also have been 
pushed to spike sales up. Also, after more 
than three years of setting up shop in 
India, Compaq may be getting impatient 
to grab the No 1 slot from net. hci. sells 
nearly 88,000 PCs a year; Compaq won't 
reveal its sales figures, but industry esti; 
mates peg it at around 30,000. 

But the reasons may go deeper than that. 
PCs have increasingly become commcnliti- 
sed, with no real difference between 
brands, since all ot them anyway run on 
Intel-manufactured chips and Microsoft- 
designed software. The variation between 
one PC and another may simply be brand 

aur j, and styling and design, where 
of course the larger brands are far 
ahead. So, branded PCs in India 
have always had a tough fight agai¬ 
nst unorganised sector assemblers 
who put together their machines 
in hole-in-the-wall workshops and 
sell at a price much lower than the 
big companies, with their much 
larger overheads, can afford. 

Chipinaker Intel llorporalion has 
added another key twist by giving 
the assemblers iredibilitv by titling 
them "genuine Intel dealers". 
Assemblers, now empowered, and 
spirting "Intel Inside" stickers on 
their machines, have tlius lieen 
able to reduce the brand choice 

question to a large extent to only one vari¬ 
able: price. So it may be Intel's move really 
which has lorced Compaq and HP and 
every oilier biggie to cut prices, but they're 
still Rs 10,0(X) or so more expensive than 
the comparable unbranded PC. 

The other factor is the huge potential 
market that is beginning to open up: Hie 
Indian home. Manufacturers exptvt their 
sales growth in the next few years to be 
powered significantly by the home market. 
And this market is price-sensitive. 

Enter Zenith at Rs 33,5(K), lower than 
what "genuine Intel dealers" are offering. 
"This is the price for the next two 
months," says Saraf. "1 don't know what'll 
happen after that. Rut we hope to sell 
10,000 computers by then." Now wait for 
the big boys to respond. ■ 
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PAN MASALA 

A Thing to Chew On 
Manufacturers protest an imminent ban on chewing tobacco IF a government committee has its way, 

your favourite pan masala pouch could 
soon disappear from your neighbour¬ 

hood pan shop, ft has recommended a 
blanket ban on the manufacture, distribu¬ 
tion, stocking and sale of all forms of che¬ 
wing tobacco including pan masala, gutka 
and plain and zafrani zarda. 

The proposal was mooted by the expert 
committee appointed by the UF govern¬ 
ment, in its meeting of September 
1997. Last month, it was deci¬ 
ded, in principle, to ban these 
products on health grounds. 
Til is is expected to be ratified 
when the Central Committee 
on Food Standards under the 
Directorate Cieneral of Health 
Services (ixjhs) meets in New 
Delhi on April 13, after 
which a public ann¬ 
ouncement will 
be made. 

The ban’s ^ 
triggered by ^ 
the govern¬ 
ment accumulat¬ 
ing substantial evi¬ 
dence that non-smo¬ 
king tobacco causes 
cancer of oral cavities, 
|)harynx and oesophagus 
and also leads to coronary art- ' 
ery diseases. I'he committee also 
says it has data to prove that con- . y 
sumption of chewing tobacco has 
increased the incidence of oral cancer 
in the country. According to official sta¬ 
tistics, consumption has increased tremen¬ 
dously over the last decade or so. The indus¬ 
try has grown six-fold in five years to reach 
around Rs 1,200 crore in turnover in 1997. 

Among tlte studies referred to by the com¬ 
mittee is one by the National Institute of 
Nutrition, Hyderabad, which states that 
pail masala with chewing tobacco, if consu¬ 
med tor five to seven years, led to oral fibro¬ 
sis. Anotiier study by the Regional Cancer 
Centre, rtiiruvananthapuram, in collabora¬ 
tion with Johns Hopkins University of the 
t.LS, showr'd mutagenic activities—which 
could lead to genetic deformities—amongst 
users of parr masala, with or without toba¬ 
cco. Yet another study by Chittaranjan 
National Cancer Institute, Calcutta, revea¬ 
led that 31 per cent of malignant cancer 
cases were attributable to tobacco. 

'Ihe prospect of this ban has left manufac¬ 
turers of flavoured chewing tobacco fum¬ 
ing. The domestic industry, with close to 

300 companies and a Rs 1,200 crore turn¬ 
over in the organised sector, says the gov¬ 
ernment is acting in haste and under the 
influence of mnc cigarette companies who 
have been the direct sufferers of the pan 
masala and gutka revolution in India. 'They 
claim the cigarette industry has lost 25 to .30 
per cent of their market since the beginning 

of organised chewing 
tobacco manufacture 

in India 12 to IS years 
ago. "It's funny that 

be harmful. When doctors and researchers 
in the US and Europe are asking people to 
switch to chewing tobacco, in India, the 
government is going the other way round.” 

Manufacturers argue that studies show 
chewing tobacco is 98 per cent safer than 
cigarette smoking. A study by the Central 
Tobacco Research Institute, a goverrunent 
agency, said "chewing of tobacco or its pre¬ 
sence in gutka and pan masala Is far less 
harmful, if at all, in comparison to direct 
smoking of tobacco, cigarettes and cigars." 

The manufacturers also point out that the 
committee in its report has admitted that 
epidemiological studies linking oral cancer 
to the use of pan masala and other forms of 
chewing tobacco, were unavailable and the 
government had based its report on unsub¬ 
stantiated theories. "The government has 

no concrete evidence to prove this sector 
is directly responsible for 
the incidence of oral 
cancer. Its decision is 

TRIBHUVAN TIWARI 

Manufacturers find it funny 
that pan masala, which has 

20 par cent tobacco 
content, is being banned 
and not cigarettes which 

have 100 per cent tobacco. 

a cigarette, which has 100 per cent tobacco 
content, is allowed to survive and pan mas¬ 
ala and gutka, with 20 per cent tobacco, is 
being banned," says Shree Gopalji Gupta, 
MD, Gopal Industries of Gopal zarda. Says 
M.M. Kothari, proprietor, Kothari Products, 
makers of the popular Pan Parag pan masala 
and gutka: "Cigarettes have been proven to 

arbitrary," says 
Ashok Agarwal of 

Dharampal Satyapal 
Group, makers of Rajnigandha 

pan ma.sala and I'ulsi zarda. 
But ix:hs officials say that since 

pan masala in India is of recent ori¬ 
gin and oral cancer has a long incuba¬ 

tion period of 15 to 20 vears, any epi¬ 
demiological study now would be useless. 
Their theory; "Sufficient information is ava¬ 
ilable on the carcinogenicity or cancerous 
nature of two mixtures .similar in composi¬ 
tion with pan masala containing tobacco— 
Mainpuri tobacco and mawa, a tobacco 
mix. if these can have a harmful effect on 
human beings...pan masala containing tob¬ 
acco would have the same harmful effects." 

I'he other aspc>ct is that the industry emp¬ 
loys over 50 million people in its manufac¬ 
ture and raw material supply and many 
more in its distribution networks. That 
could be too large a number for a bare-maj- 
ority Union gos ernment to offend. If it fol¬ 
lows the committee's recommendations, 
there could be serious political repercus¬ 
sions. The question now is of priorities. ■ 

Artndam Mukherfee 
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PETROCHEMICALS 

How Long 
to Haldia? 
Bengal’s pet project has much 
at stake, but imponderables rule WEST Bengal's largest project and 

biggest prestige issue, the Ks 5,170- 
crore Haldia PetnKhemicals Ltd 

OtPi.), is now closer to reality. Managing dir¬ 
ector A. Krishnamurthy is confident of 
going on stream in November 1999, and 
reaping profits from the year after. Should 
he be believed? 

The tardy pnigress of iipi., conceived way 
back in 1977, signifies all that is wrong with 
the much-toutal economic rejuvenation of 
West Bengal. That's also the reason why the 
state is so keen to push Haldia Petro off the 
ground. Ona* operational, luu. should not 
only transform the town of Haldia into the 
sunrise industry centre, but also catalyse the 
state's industrial revival. 

It was only in 1994 that dpi. started look¬ 
ing real, thanks to a new team of promot¬ 
ers—The r.hatterjee Group (la;) of US- 
based NRi Purnendu Chattcrjcc, West 
Bengal industrial Development Corporat¬ 
ion (WBinc) and the Tatas. While irc and 
WBiiK will each hold 21 per cent, the slice 
of the Tatas, who were the main partners 
initially, is a thin 9 per cent, fuelling dou- 

Slte of the Haldia project: tardy progress 

bts that they may not remain long-term 
partners. Together, the promoters are 
contributing SI per cent, or Rs 1,010 crore 
(Rs 505 crore has already been pumped 
into the project). 

Chatterjee made it clear to Outlook that 
his group's involvement in Haldia was 
more a pragmatic investment decision 
with huge profit and employment poten¬ 
tial than the symbol of an expat Bengali's 
sentiments. While the main plant will pro¬ 
duce polymers by crushing naphtha and is 
capital-intensive, it will supply feedstock 
to a clutch of downstream 
industries which have an 
employment potential of 
1.2-1.5 lakh in the next five 
years. The prospects have 
attracted foreign giants like 
Mitsubishi, which is setting 
up a Rs 1,600-crore I’lA 

plant. WBiDi’ expects Rs 
9,000 crore to be invested 
in Haldia in the next cou¬ 
ple of years alone. 

The long-term prospects 
of the pctriKhemical indus¬ 
try is the brighte.st in east¬ 
ern India, long starved of 
polymers and refinery products. Vijay 
Chaudhry, president (commercial), him., 

feels that in the aftermath of the currency 
crisis, cheap East Asian products will flood 
India. "The future will be lough for ril and 
in 1., but by the time hpi. goes on stream, the 
worst should be over," he says. Domestic^ 
demand for [jetrochemicals and down-" 
stream jiroducts has shot up from 0.4.1 mil¬ 
lion tonnes (ml) in 1984-85 to 1.6 mt in 

mption of polymers at 1.8 kg, compared to 
the world average of 16 kg, the potential is 
mind-boggling. Even with Reliance Indust¬ 
ries' 750, W tonnes per annum (tpa) and 
iipl's 500,000 TPA coming on stream in 
1999-2000, domestic supply will lag behind 
demand by over 0.3 mt. 

Besides, several infrastructural problems 
threaten the project. Primarily, project fin¬ 
ance. Promoters are supposed to contrib¬ 
ute 51 per cent, but since the balance 49 
lK*r cent could not be raised from the capi- 
tai markets, hpl obtained the Foreign inve¬ 

stment Promotion Board's 
permission to raise foreign 
equity to 70.84 per cent 
(including icc stake). Eit¬ 
her Dow Chemicals of the 
US or Japan's Mitsubishi 
Corporation will be offered 
10-15 per cent of equity. 
Another crucial issue: The 

Tatas arc pa.ssive partners. 
Tco is a fund management 
company which has never 
set up any greenfield proj¬ 
ects. So far, there's no long- 
haul partner for hpi . While 
Chaudhry says foreign equ¬ 

ity will be raised through private placem¬ 
ent at a premium and there won't be a 
takeover threat, the domestic route is also 
under discussion. I'hc issue is likely to be 
finalised in two months. 

Another hurdle is the slow pace ot land 
acquisition, tcg is reportedly unhappy since 
land is yet to be allotted to its two new dow¬ 
nstream projects for hpl, a Rs 3,20()-cn)re 
refinery and a Rs RtKrore polypark. 

The fourth bottleneck: transportation. 
The 140-km four-hour-long road link betw¬ 

een Calcutta and Halclia is inadequate 
to cater to the rapidly swelling Haldia 
cargo. So is the rail link. D.P. Patra, 
managing director of WBiiic, says the 
newly-completed Kona expressway 
should bring sisme relief, wbiix' chair¬ 
man Somnath Chatterjee has talked 
alxrut a six-lane Rs 700<rore super 
highway to be built in partnership 
with Raythecrn Corporation of the US, 
but that may arrive too late for him.. 

In fact, the key to hpl's viability is 
the Haldia port which is almost non¬ 
functional. The authorities have taken 
steps to incTease the river draft from 
the current 8 metres to the rated 10.7 
metres. This will raise vessels' cargo 
canying capacity from 35,000 tonnes 
to 50,000 tonnes, reducing freight 
costs, says Calcutta Port Trust chair¬ 
man and former Haldia Dock Systems 
chamnan H.P. Roy. But unless the 
state government ties up the loose 
ends fast, hpi. will continue to remain 
its great white hope. ■ 

NIkhil Mookerji 

1994-95, when domestic production came 
to 1.1 mt. And with a low per capita consu¬ 

The State 
govarnmeiit Is 
banking on a 

pro|act bogged 
down by lack of 
finance, passive 
partners, poor 

transportation... 
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DOIfT COMPROMISE 
THE LIFE OF YOUR 

JSSk' 

UKE YOUR BODY AND HEART NEED GOOD BLOOD, 
AN ENGINE NEEDS A GOOD ENGINE OIL... LIKE CASTROL GTX EXTRA 

Today, car engines are compaot and hence work In high stress environments that demand 
the very best. Like blood, a good engine oil has to keep flowing without clogging or 
choking, carrying vital additives to the various engine parts. Castrol GTX Extra Is 
engineered for increased resistance to thermal and viscosity breakdown, offering belter 
protection to your engine. Castrol GTX Extra is made with superior Castrol technology, 
tested over millions of miles for safe, reliable, trouble-free performance. 

The advanced international formula of Castrol QTX Etrtra provides : J 

Excoptionsl onoitio protoction i 
Longer engined ° Superior engine cleanliness , 
Smooth, noiseless running ° greased dram interval 
Reduced oil thickening ° Catalyst Friendly i 

Remember, engine oil accounts for le.ss than () 5% of your car ,-urinifig co.Ms 
So why compromise with anything less Insist on Castrol GTX Extra for Ford 
Escort, Opel Astra, Cielo, Peugeot, Maruti, Ambassador, Premier, and all 
other Indian and foreign cars. 

"7^ tfouH, \ 

World Champion Lubricants 



EARSAY 

New Man In 0^^ 

Graphics hy JAYACHANDRAN 
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WIRES are crossed r^tt'agrdn jttt 
^Mvaii, headquarters of %e 
’ndecommunicMlon. 'nii]i over 
new ailnistei, Buta Singh’s a 
drive. 'A.nninber of dfficiafa; aae 
becaUM Singh, he the jMM 
bribery fane, keen to have mart 
rooms at hiS disposal :dum His , " T 
predecessor, has been rising'' v 
roughidiod over them, fhese bffi' 
(dais had to be duowh ciHt of thek 
co^ rooms and hastily arsroinmpdated elsewhere, 
all for the benefit of iHe ihstallatlott ci SlngH’s personal 
staff. None of the officUds, smote of wHoin are actually fiincdoa 
Ing without a (firtcephCHte or fox Unephave had die courage to put their foot doWii’ V' 
so far, never mind If die nde book clewly rules out certain pdylleges for dievdidSfor's 
personal staff. Afterall, why step on the toes of a minister who himself Is not sure v 
how tong the government will last? Ltd him at least have the pleasure of settling 
down grandly before being Uprooted ^in! 

Wrong Vibes 

WMKN will multiiiatidnals 
learn alxiut Indian v.-n.sitivitics? 
I lie niarkclinj! team lor the 
newiy-laiinched l.ovable brand 
ot women’s lingerie must have 
ihought tliey'd had a brainw- 
.ive when they flagged off mail¬ 
ers l() working women in Ind- 
i.in inelros. I.ittle knowing tfiat 
the .uerage Indian working 
woman w uildn'l lx- too amu¬ 
sed to led'iw a mailer, one side 
ol wlikli was splasheil with the 
picture ol a voluptuous woman 
giving a eome-liilher look, wea¬ 
ring onl\’ a Ilia anil a parity. So 
wliat it it w.is an invite io a 60 
|X‘r cent disioiint sale. Women 

in dozens of offices arrived to 
discover this inviting mail, 
(and their male colleagues 
dying to know more alxiut the 
envelope’s contents). Talk 
about subtlety of approach! 
Reminds one of the exjiensive 
foreign lingerie brand launched 
in India a few years ago. When 
asked about the reason for his 
optimism about the Indian 
market, the marketing chief 
explained that since promiscu¬ 
ity and prc-marital sex was on 
the rise in India, he expected 
sales to soar. .Sales reports went 
on to substanti.’.te that his opti- 

. mism was indeed misplaced. 

Scoring Points 
WANNA know how Ixisiriess- 
meii in the capital’s Clhaiidni 
(Tiowk area keep in touch with 
tile latest cricket news? Accord¬ 
ing to Essar Cellptione, its <ul)s 
cribers at Delhi’s ol !c.st and 
busiest market were the most 
frequent users of the comjia- 
iiy’s online news service and 

updates of cricket scores. More, 
the Chandni Chowk set/is beat 
their brethren in other upmar¬ 
ket venues hands doivn by 
exceeding the expectations of 
the Essar executives by three 
times. Essar marketing director 
Peter Stok feels the heptic pace 
of life in these areas leaves peo¬ 
ple with little time to go thro¬ 
ugh newspapers. So, anything 
that gets them regular news 
updates is welcome. Is the time 

ripe for cellular ofierators in 
Mumbai to carry out a similar 
study? Tile suited fraternity in 
Nariman Point may tremble if 
thev find out their Crawford 
Market counterparts out-talk 
them on cellphones! 

IN its fi»t moy^ to piofoct' 
Indfon industry, the 

Union govenuneiit has.. 
dedded to Impose a 10 per 
cent duty on sugar imports, 
curroitly imported fo^y 
wlfoout du^. The landed 
price of imported sugar (at 
current rates) will now be 
Rs 1,400 a quintal. THe . 
industry had asked for 40 
per cent import duty, inclu¬ 
ding countervailing duties, 
the same as in Pakistan. 

Citicorp, the number 
two US bank, and Tra¬ 

velers Group, the fast-gro¬ 
wing financial services 
major that bought Solo¬ 
mon Inc. last year, have 
announced the largest 
merger in corporate hist-* 
ory, creating a global 
powerhouse in banking, 
insurance and brokerage, 
Citigroup with $697.46 
billion in assets and 
$135.96 billion in 
market capitalisation. 

IN a move to speed up 
the digital revolution in 

the living room, Microsoft 
Corporation of the US and 
Sony Corporation of Japan 
have decided to cross- 
licence technologies to 
forge a single standard to 
link such devices as per- . 
sonal computers, digital 
TVs, video cameras and 
video cassette recorders in 
a home network. 

The currency turmoil 
has taken its toll on 

India's contribution to the 
1998 Forbes list of richest 
men in Asia, leaving 
Dhirubhai Ambani and his 
family as India's only 
remaining billionaire. The 
other billionaire of Indian 
origin to be unaffected is 
Lakshmi Mittal. 

More upsetting news for the tax-paying saiary-earnar and the revenue- 

planner alike. Taxes paid by Indian corporates were only 1.5 per cent 

of the GDP in 1997, down from 3.3 per cent in 1994. Even the taxed corporate 

income is low at 4.3 per cent of the gop, says an independent study. 
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If your car is a Maruti, 
shouldn’t your engine oil be Maruti, too? 

ADD SERVO . ADD LIFE. 



Little originality, loads of hype, ripoffs from western 
ramps: this face of Indian fashion isn’t pretty 

By SUNIL MEHRA ___ _ 

Beware of all enterprises that require new clothes—Henry I'horeau WOULD you buy a sari blouse for Rs 30,000? A chikan, okay 
with some silver thrown in, salwar kamcez for Rs 75,000? A 
lehnga choli for Rs 600,0(X)? A sherwani for Rs 25,000? A cot¬ 
ton shirt for Rs 3,0(X); part of the product line of the same 
designer that offers you the above opulent objets d'tarl? 

You wouldn't? Well, here comes the surprise. A lot of people do. Mani¬ 
pulated into their vapid vainglorious purchase by a media hype machine 
that allocates Rs 200 crore worth of free TV time, newspaper/fashtrash 
magazine space to the 20-odd, mostly self-styled, seldom bonalide, 'fash¬ 
ion designers' of India. No wild conjecture this, but the findings of a 
study conducted last year bv the National Institute of Fashion Technol¬ 
ogy (Nin), Delhi, on the free manna dispensed by the media on Indian sg 

fashion mavericks in the last decade. "It's illogical," exclaims Dr Darlie O. ^ 
Koshy, chairperson, apparel merchandising de^jartmenl, niki , "to expend g 
that kind of media resource on an industry, the turnover of which does f 
not exceed 40 acres in 10 years, but spend nothing to advertise a 30,000 5 
c70Te export and branded garments industry. Imbalanced!" Koshy ques- | 
lions the basis of the media hype. "Dressing 200 socialites and filmstars ® 
each isn't fashion. Where are the volumes, the style statements that bee- «• 
ome universal, are embraced at various levels of scxrial strata, which qua- 1 
lify to be called 'fashion'? This talk of Indian fashion is plain hype." | 

Cleverly, deliberately orchestrated hype. In the creation of which the “ 
media and designers have colluded For mutual benefit. A tmnd that ? 
has its genesis in the '8'.)s publishing boom when periotlicals resorted ® 
to plastering glos.sy images of designers, scmi-clad models across their g 
pages in a bid to grab fickle, wavering consumer attc^ition. Real and g ' 
wannabe designers shrewdly plugged into that need and have contin- | ; 
ued to bandwagoneer their way into prominence. "We don't neetl to ^ i 
advertise," quips Delhi designer Suneet Varma. "The media does it tor S | 
us." Columns like Who's Weurinx What, I Hate I Like, What's In What's M , 
Out, Designer of the Week, Outfit of the Week, FV programmes like Var- | ! 
ma's Sfy/e Gurus, help spread the designer gospel from Delhi to IMma- f 
put, Guwahati to Gorakhpur. The media's transparent fashion illitera- § 
cy guarantees instant, unquestioning cult status plus commenial nir- i 
vana to sdrtual nonentities. An Ouffdok survey revealed that 38 pet S 
cent res()onder>is think Ritu Bcri, arguably media's most successful J 
creation, is an excellent designer. Similar examples abound: take Jatin a 
Kochar, 19 for six years, 'dt*sign' flotsam, whom a national newspa- £ 
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The plagiarist Indian designer’s Omerta Code; 

per lifestyle supplement, Saturday Timex, virtually tuirturcd into 
spurious celebrity in the last six years. Now chatting indulgently of 
his trip to Rio, another time of his latest purchase in shoes, under¬ 
wear, his drag at a party, his nose job.... "It was enough to make 
one throw up,” exclaims hip Delhi-based dentist Aparna Varma. "I 
went to his Vasant Kunj and Greater Kailash shops. Both closed 
down in rapid succession. At both one saw clothes that made one 
weep. Lousy, lifted-off-Bangkok-racks variety. Yet, you coitstantly 
read of him as l}eing a design whiz, are subjected to seeing his mug. 
reading his airhead quotes in your morning paper. Made you angry. 
Ask WHY?” Ask Vinita Dawra Nangia, (sobriquet in the fashion cir- 

MYACHANDHAN 

DESIGNER TURNOVER GUESSTIMATES^ 

Ritu Kumar [only domestic sales] 10 croros 
Abu Jani / Sandeep Khosla 5 crores 
Tarun T ahiliani 5 crores 
Rohit Bat 3 crores 
Suneet Varma 3 crores 
J J Vallaya 2 crores 
Ritu Beri 2 crores 
Shahab Durazi 1.5 crore 
Raghuvendra Singh Rathore 1 crore 
Rajesh Pratap Singh 75 lakhs 
Abraham and Thakore SO lakhs 
Rina Dhaka 50 lakhs 
Rana Dhaka 50 lakhs 
Geetanjali Kashyap 40 lakhs 

Total 35.15 crores 
"Also Ran* Pack; 5 crores 

Grand Total 40.15 crores 
Biabt ligiHW aw Impoailble to coma by In a trada conductad In cash. 
MoaHy, black. Based on faadback fiom daaignais. Industry analyM. 

cult; Vinita Vreeland from VACiUK after the lamous Diane Vreeland 
from ViX/UHl) editor, Saturday Times, why that onslaught happened 
and the res|X)n.se is a defensive, dissimulating; "But we projected 
him as a party creature, never as designer." Facts speak otherwise. 
Ask Nangia about her fashion credentials to edit a nationai fashion 
suppiement and .she res|xsnds by describing herself with almost 
Victorian delicacy as “someone who knows as much about fashion 
as any other lady with good taste and no training" Ahem! "Good 
taste," snorts a fashion designer. "Wouldn't accuse- someone who’s 
just discovered georgette is a fluid labric of THAT sin." She now 
writes up Vi jay Arora (str KUM liad (.axes) as a good 'ilesigner' with 
the same trademark nonchalance. IT stems from people not understanding the difference Iretween 

someone who makes clothes and a designer," says Delhi-based 
designer Rohit '('ludda' Bal. "The latter makes a style statement, 
packs panache," he says. And the hy|K' around the self-styk-tl 

gurus? Press releases are often reprinted verbatim by cub reixsrters- 
/editors, more intere,sted in the 'meat' (Madhu Saprc-'s legs!) rather 
than the bones (the designer's design credentials) of the story, 
"tiood taste apart, they don't know Kanjeevaram from I’aithani, 
mauve from lilac," says Varma witheringly of fashion journalists. "I 
do. Because- I'm trained to do wliat I'm doing. Are they?" Deilii- 
ba.sed designer Rana Dhaka iaughs about the time hei press release 
was retxrxluied with e.xactitude in a national paper. "Convenient," 
she laughs, "proclaim oneself a design goddess and it will be prin¬ 
ted. (iiKid!" The story would be tunny if it weren't true. 

Bal Ix-nuMiis the fail that matey rather than nieritorious consid¬ 
erations decide the print space given to a designer. "It works at the 
level of having one or two friends in the media, lake tiieni out for 
lunch, suck up. Bingo: you have a write-up and a new life. As desig¬ 
ner! The upcountry customer reads about the nobody being praised 
to high heavens, thinks he's great. It's misleading." In a country 
where, even 10 years into the establishment of nii r, no qualified 
fashion journalists exist, .such a scenario is more norm than excep¬ 
tion. “It’s a case of blind men leading ttie blind," quips Narendra 
Ahmed, Niri alumnus. Bombay-based fashion editor for-File and 
probably the only professionally qualiiied fashion journalist in the 
country tixlay. "llic girl that writes alxrut floods today writes about 
fashion tomorrow. No knowledge. No integrity. Who cares? It’s hip, 
it's fashionable to write on fashion. So... " Add paid journalism— 
Delhi-based freelance journalist Anshu Khanna allegedly charges 
designers Rs 15,000. for every press conference she organises; next 



i^'ou don’t squeal on me, I don’t squeal on you. 

plugs thf same clients in her fashion column in Asian Age; yet anot¬ 
her freelancer reportedly asked Delhi-based Gyaan fashion store 
owner for Rs 4(),()flf) for 10 'insertions' in national publications over 
two months—to tlio list of what is flawed in the media and the 
recipe tor public deccjrtion is complete. The fallout of such moti¬ 
vated fasiiion panegyric? The end consumer gets coopted into the 
designer hysteria, conned into buying the Rs 30,000 blouse Varma 
derisively calls the "zardozi tea cozy". 

So much for the media. Yet, designers are not 
innocent bystanders in a hyfie scenario that 
lias benefited Ixith pa-dics. The media storm is 
the smokescreen that masks their lack of achie¬ 
vement in real design terms. " The Mughlai cos- 
tumcry Indian designers are hawking as 'des¬ 
ign' is the couture equivalent of butter chick¬ 
en," says Delhi-based designer Geetu Kashyap. 
"Embroidery is not fasiiion. Zardozi from liere- 
to-hell docssn't constitute gcxxl design. When 
you crssial and head everything where’s the 
design.’ To make something ornate is easy. To 
make simple look stunning is tlie challenge 
they can't meet," Mys fresh from in. New York, 
anci stint as Ralpli lauren apprentice. Rana 
Dliaka, cuttingly. "Is ANYONE here sc-riously 
thrashing fashion? Resides his wife and Nina 
Pillai. who'll wear lanm lahiliani's Rs 80,(Xk) 
dra|K.'s?" She turns confessional: "V\'liy anyone 
else? 1 wouldn't wear W) pes cent of the stuff 1 
churn out. it's alxmt txitlomliiies hero. Atxnit 
keeping 2f)0 workers in work. Not lasliion. 
Don't set* any Guccis or I’radas happening 
here." Ahmed agrees: ".Sixty |ier cent of chaps 
here don’t know how to cut. How do you exp¬ 
ect them to design?" Delhi designer Kajesh I’ra- 
tap Singh elaborates: "When, like the Ritu Beris 
of the world, you start designing trash for the 
Dolly Aunties, you kill gcxxl design. There's no concept of garment 
engineering. I ook beneath the ari and zardozi and you'll find seams 
ripping. Not design. It’s plain surface adornment." Bombay-based 
designer Shahab Ifurazi, the rarity who’s (lernickety about sizing— 
his garments come in six standardised American size.s—is appalled 
that not one designer he knows is into cutting and sizing garments. 
"I supervise every etoile which forms the basis of any new design," 

reveals Durazi. "With even top designers liere though it's alxiut 
telling the master cutter ‘Mhar piiffsleew him. iiilltar kali Jena'. One 
size fits all. How does a client that walks into a store know what will 
fit her? Fitting is about a luck here, a nip there. And I'HIS is sold as 
couture. At couture prices! The client is being bluffc*d." 

Quality basics apart, many designers including Durazi lament 
the fact that nothing new has happened in Indian design for the 
last eight years. “I've never walk^ away with the sati.sfactioii of 

having seen anything new at 
any fashion show since '89," 
says Durazi. Kashyap (who 
delivered a surprise with a 
pathbreaking line statedly 
inspired by Belgian designer 
Dries Van Notteii last year) 
agrees. "Designers discovered 
a safe 'selling' Icxik: kalis, 
choori sleeves, embroidery, 
miles of yardage, traditional 
men's sherwanis, angarklias 
translated into women’s wear 
in the last decade and stayed 
with that. Tile one c|ue.stinn I 
asked at every show la«t year 
was vvliere are tlie nnv looks? 
VVliere are the short-fitted 
kameezes over salwars that 
would mark a departure troni 
the usual? Who is MQVlNf j? 
J.J. Vallaya didn't bother to 
change his colors, not even 
the placement of his embroi¬ 
deries, last season. He hasn't 
changed that crepe de thine 
in Ireige and blue Icxik since 
the Shalimar Paints show in 

1992! Journalists call to ask me what the 'look tor the sc*ason' will 
be. I can only say 'same as last year and the year before that'. 
Silhouettes don’t change, cuts don't change, colours don't 
change. It's upsetting," slie says despairingly. 

The con.sequence, as Delhi designer Ravi liajaj points out:" They 
ALL look alike. In Indian wear I can't make out one designer s 
work from another." Asha Baxi, department head, fashion design, 

“Till such time as the husbands 
control the money, we have to 
control the husbands. Hence 

the fashion hooplas." 
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at MKi sums up the disillusionment. "There's no Indian designer 
today one can look up to for inspiration, innovation, perfection." 
Like Hindi masala film producers, Indian designers discovered a 
winning formula; zardozi armour suits coordinated with slimlinc- 
/Patiala/palazzo pants, a decade ago and have continued to repeat 
themselves. Safely, profitably, uncritically. 

Yet, Indian designers need to mask the poverty of design ingenu¬ 
ity. This they do. .Successfully. At times with tall claims, other times 
plain lies. "Bias cut was last year's catchphrase," fumes a young 
Delhi designer. "Every press release was full of It. How many guys 
can cnit in bias in India? It took me three months to jitenoer gupta 
get even one right. After you cut you hang the gar¬ 
ment for 48 hours so the cut 'sets in' else the hemline 
gets squidgy. 1 hey took those pains? Well..." 

Tall claims constitute bald deception. Fashion shows 
constitute sweet deception. Ranging from the Rs 2.5 
lakh 'small' shorn to the Rs 20 lakh hoopla that 
Omega funded for Bal at Delhi. 'Fhat costing excludes 
the whisky, champgne, 500 people sit-down din¬ 
ner—de rigueur .sequel to the Cecil De Mille-esque 
fashion extravaganza prequel. Interesting variations: 

the time the husbands are controlling the money, we have to con¬ 
trol the husbands. And the only way we can do it is through these 
hooplas." He goes on: ".Screw the clothes. They don't care. That's 
the wive's department. The Indian male goes to the show not to 
.see the clothes but to see the girls. It's always who’s this, who's 
that? Madhu Sapre's looking good, Mehr's looking lovely yaar." 
Truly spoken. Most designers like Bal clued on early to the fact 
that the Indian fashion show, unlike its Western counterpart (seri¬ 
ous buying occasions where individual buyers/retailers congregate 
and where, sometimes, not even the social glass of wine is offered) 

There are many contencJers for 
the true design crown but Delhi- 
based Abraham and Thakore are 

spoken ot as having made it. 

the McDowell and Cidade de Goa-sponsored '94 Ense¬ 
mble show at Goa to which celebrities like Shobha De, 
Maurtvii Wadia, Devika Bhojwani, Alisha Chinai, 
I’armeshwar (lodrej were flown in two days before the 
event. .Sjx>nsoie(l wining, dining, frolic preceded tlic 
frraks! Another variation: the recent Richard Gere 
fashion tamas'na m Delhi—reductive rather than help¬ 
ful lor tlie Hi\ cause it was fwrportedly supporting. 

Not charits Cynical, hardboiled, commerce is 
what sucli fashion trock 'n rolls are all about, as Bal 
reveals in a moment of rare candour: "Unlike the 
West, here the husbands h.ave the money. And till 

Audiences at Rina Dhaka's shotw in Park Hotel, Delhi 

‘Screw the clothes. The Indian male goes to faj 
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is less fashion, more me-too social event. This is where people 
whom Rana Dhaka terms "hi-society types, terribly hit by glam¬ 
our" converge to gawp and be gawped at, where EVERYBODY is 
loth to own up to being over 34, where the 1‘riyas of the era spell 
themselves as Preah, where the Vadehras of the world reinvent 
themselves as Vadra, where clothes are bought not necessarily 
because they are the best going but "because everyone whose next 
party you will wear them to is there and knows how much they 
cost," points out Rana Dhaka. 

Not fashion illiterates alone. Even savvy, fash pack varieties you 
think would know better subscribe to that philosophy. "I’d I rather buy a Muzzaffar Ali than an Abraham and 'ITiakore. 
An Ali looks expensive. If one spends Rs 6,000, one likes 
that to show," drawls fashion choreographer Harmeet 
Bajaj. That it SHOWS, that they KNOW, is critical. Desi¬ 
gners who've cannily intuited this, catered to the social 
and sartorial insecurities of the people who subscribe to 
this idea are laughing all the way to the bank. 

Those designer balance-sheets are nothing to laugh 
about though (so* Designer Tumoms). In a fashion pan¬ 
demic situation, young bucks like Singh who started two 
years ago, reportedly clock incomes of Rs 10,000 a day; 
three-year-old labels like that of Jodhpur-based Raghuv- 
endra Singh Rathore allegedly net Rs 15,000 a day. Delhi- 
based Ritu Kumar happily assures you her domestic line is 
worth "much, much, more" than your Rs 7 crore annual 
guesstimate even as Tarun I'ahiliani owns up to a turnover 
of Rs 5 crore for En.semble. Not biggies alone. Even Delhi- 
based small-timers leena Aushima who started three years 
ago with 1.5 lakhs today have a turnover of Rs 1.5 crore. 
Figures are murky in an industry where most transactions 
arc done in cash and under the table. Yet, industry feed¬ 
back indicates that members of the 20-odd name designer 
trade earn between Rs 1 to 5 crore per annum. (Lucrative 
fallout of cult status: offers to design uniforms for Hyatt 
like Bajaj has done; for Oberois India wide as Tahiliani has 
done; for Air India as Varma has done; for the Olympic 
contingent as Beri did. This, aprt from roles in telc-ad 
campaigns: Beri for shamp(K), Ashi.sh .Soni for Digjam suit¬ 
ings.) Not bad for what remains quintessentially a cottage 
industry. Altreit one pc*opled by master tailors like Tanin 
Tahiliani’s who moves around with a cellphone! 

^^LKARLY the tashion show beneiits the designer. 
■ "But what d(H!s the sporcsor get? Sponsors like iive- 
J jjstar watering holes that offer venue space, rooms 

to models, find their interests converge. They aim 
to cultivate the very, well-heeled-rorporate-celebrity- 
cash-cow audience the clesigner houses to milk. The 
upmarket cellphone, tyres, fizz drink, sunshades, lipstick, 
jewellery, watchmaking firms b)o aim to make a direct hit 
at the same audience. And what better way to capture 
audience interest than by holding them captive in five- 
star comlort for 45 minutes watching the inevitable 
audiovisual on your company, its product line, its use; 
subliminally ingesting your brainwashing balderdash 
together with someone else's advertorial tCirover's 
Vineyards ITesents...!) white wmc as they wait for the 
Breasts 'n Butts fashion spectacular to unfold, to be able 
to hold an audience captive for THAT long, watching 
your logo, hearing your spiel, is a marketing coup in a 
media context where 'IV iw-walas report average viewer 
attention span to be no higher than three to five minutes! 

Model Bad Cases 
Wannabes crash into the design trade 

Jatla Kochar 
Design Credentials: NIL. 
Design Record: NIL. Consta- 
ntly In-your-face courtesy 
fond father who owns fleet > ,, 
of refrigerated trucks and V« 
favourably disposed don’t- / . 
know-better newspaper sup- ««,* 
plement editors. Claim to * ’ 
fame: eternal youth. Nay, • * 
teenage. Nineteen for six «* 
years. IN PRINT. Ull he sud- «•> 
denly decided that song was J 
played out and decid^ to ‘ 
turn 25. Three hundred ' 
banners proclaimed the ' < 
opening of two shops in 
Delhi's Vasant Kunj, next at Greater Kailash. Tacky shops, 
embarrassingly tacky clothes. Both closed now. 

Seen periodically. Now cadging an entry to a fashion show 
he's not invited to. Another time talidng about a life, a nose, 
an undie, a trip no one barring one fashion editor wants to 
hear about. 

industry feedback: Shunned by designers, clients who know 
better. Survives on fashion shows in upcountry Jalandhar, Bho¬ 
pal. "For Gawds sake!" shudders a fashion choreographer when 
he's mentioned, "write him off". 

TNARAYAN 

Vi|ay Aron 
Dest^ Credentials: NIL. Design Record: NIL. Modus Operandl: 
Crash into newspaper offices, claim to be "great friends" with 
on-leave page editor on the strength of a party handshake, con 
way into one-time fashion column authorship till you’re dis¬ 
covered. And discarded. Wide-eyed wannabe. Hung around the 
fringes of fashion ("off off Broadway phenomenon, darling," 

bitched a Nirr-y) for years. 
Armed with management 
degree from US, wife from 
Delhi’s prominent Jas Jewellers 
family and a thriving construc¬ 
tion business, he gatecrashed 
into design. I'emptcd by 
visions of glamorous party 
invites, the face-on-front-page 
prospect. Own face in own 
clothes plastered all over his 
office. Breathless with excite¬ 
ment at the sight of a press¬ 
man, a photolens. "I do my 
own modelling," he neighs. 
"Why spend on outsiders vdth 
an in-house model," he smirks. 

Low-profile wife. Low-quality clothes. Albeit with the 
occasional flash of quality embroidery. Nothing mote, nothing 
less than anything you'd find in the average upmarket Karol 
Bagh showroom. 

i0n shows not to see the clothes but the girls’ 
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Splurging 20 lakh for a collection that cost 5 iaki 
la which context, Omega splurging Rs 20 lakh to help Rohit Bal 
sell a collection that didn't cost him over Rs 5 lakh to make last 
year, makes great commercial sense. If they get even a five watch 
sale out of the entire exercise, they would have recovered costs. 
Not to mention the bonus of free media mileage worth four times 
that much. Moral: not designer alone. Even his sponsor, co- 
hypester is hoping to take you for a ride on the Great Hype Wagon. 

So that’s the story of Indian design. Fashion shows and yet more 
fashion shows. No less than .18 major ones choreographed by two 
Delhi-based choreographers alone last year. Bangalore-based chore¬ 
ographer Prasad Bidappa did 18 shows 
last year. At an average costing of Rs 4 
lakh per show, it translates into a Rs 90 
lakh income (calculated at minimum 
40 per cent profit) between just three 
people in the business. There are at 
least a dozen of them keeping frantic 
schedules! Not to mention makeup 
artists like Delhi-based Ambika Piilai 
who's done a staggering 28 shows in 
India and abroad last year. Multiply 
tliat by the Rs I,.100 she charges for 
each of the 12 faces that usually par¬ 
ticipate in a show and it translates into 
Rs S lakh plus an year! There are six of 
her ilk in Delhi, at least a dozen cell¬ 
phone-wielding maquillage nionsieurs 
et madamoiseiles in Bombay. Yes, all 
very, very, busy. But then, fashion does have the 

ugly face that needs tarting up. 
That ugliness is about rip-offs, 
from Western ramps, from 

each other. Thus Kina (not Kana) 
Dhaka is 'Donna' Dhaka: she faithful¬ 
ly ripped off Donna Karan year after 
year till scribe .Seema Go.swami 
sounded the alarm in Sunday some 
years ago, (Things have looketl up 
since, last year .she did do the original short-fitted kurtas Kashyap 
Ix'moaned no one had thought about doing.) 

Suncct V'arma who also came up for (dis)honourable mention 
for lilting Pucci prints is none the wiser for the cxjK'rience of that 
humiliating 'expose'. Since then, this Indian ‘Style Guru' has 
cloned and [>a.s.sed off as his own creation the Yves Saint l.aurcnl 
bustier. Evi'n that imitation was secondhand: R.P. Singh, then a 
Mi l iindergrad, had dune something similar based on the Bikaner 
thewa for his 1991 Air ’•'ranee design competition. Varma ripped 
off both Singh and Saint Laurent. Stimulus from one, style Irom 
the other. Again, at his show last year, the much-admired Hemi 
Bawa-devised le.ither accessaries were lifts from a Pacco Rabbane 
sliow. t wo prominent Delhi designers quietly passed off Thiery 
Muigler’s '92 collection spikey and broken glass bustiers as their 
own in nut so recent shows. In literature or art such plagiarism 
would spell the end of a career. Here neither designer told on each 
other. Design's Omerta Code: You don't squeal on me. 1 don't 
squeal on vou! 

When they're not ripping off foreign designers, they’re ripping 
olf each other. "That Gudda," fumes Bombay designer Abu jani, 
more outsjioken half of the Abu-Sandeep Khosla duo, "has the 
cheek to come up to me, fuss over me at the same Delhi show 
where he ripped off OUR Kamasutra look, look at the Meera Nair 

film credits. It features our names. It’s on record.” Anyone who 
has seen the cholis in the film would find it difficult to disagree. 

That rip-off screams to be noticed. Other rip-offs are more subtle. 
Ust year a leading Delhi designer allegedly picked up sweaters 
from an exporter, switched labels (and upgraded prices) before sell¬ 
ing them as his own. Ditto, loena Aushima: in a bid to show THEIR 
versatility they palmed off nifi designer Josie Khanna's knitwear 
(that they'd bought from her) as THEIR Goan Design Collection! 

Sometimes poetic justice prevails. Bal’s addewala (embroiderer) 
apparently did roaring business once selling ‘Gudda originals' for 

Rs 18,000, 'copies' for Rs 10,0(X)! At a 
hi-society nuptial at Delhi, an indi¬ 
gnant socialite staged a walkout 
when she came in wearing a Tarun 
Tahiliani Rs 80,000 'original' only to 
espy another society number wearing 
a Rs 25,000 knock-off. Delhi designer 
Bina Modi reportedly does an 'impo¬ 
ssible to tell’ Rs 25,000 knockoff of a 
Rs 70,000 Abu Jani and Khosla white- 
on-whlte. Of course, both buyers ins¬ 
ist theirs is the RML Abu-Sandeep 
drag! "I'm constantly surprised," says 
Khosla darkly, "at the number of peo¬ 
ple who claim I dressed them for 
their wedding.” 

Fashion's sleekest shyster'? The fash¬ 
ion retailer. Markups at stores like 
Delhi’s Ogaan, Carma, Ensemble 
(Bombay outlet included), Bombay's 
Melange, Bangalore's Ffolio, Goa’s 
Camelot range from a 'modest' 75 per 
cent to an outrageous 125 per cent. 
"It su(k.s," complains a young Nin 

designer who recently shitted her rack 
from Ensemble to Carma, Dellii. "1 
make Rs 1,.500 on a saree the store 
selling it makes Rs B,(MKI on". 

To whom do these designers sell their 
five-star fantasies? To the wedding 

market. "These are Maganbhai Dresswalas catering to matiimoni- 
al costume dramas," rasps an industry insider. Bal owns u;) to wed¬ 
ding outfits constituting 60 [rer cent of his designer business till 
recently when he scaled it dosvn to 40 per cent for "creative pur¬ 
suit" reasons. Industry insiders aver it’s reduced perforce Because 
new-boy-in-town Tahiliani has spirited away some of rhe clien¬ 
tele. Rathore recently sold thirty Rs 15,0(K) wedding achkans to 
the Bakeman and Farco groupsvalas who tied a designer knot; Bal 
was flown to Hongkong and Bangkok by the Ambanis to pick the 
fabrics, fashion the wedding wear for the Anil-Tina alliance. Every 
designer in town was harnessed for the rw ent Poddar-Modi wed¬ 
ding. while society mags were full of the Taiiiliani wedding sari for 
Tanya Godrej, his salwar kameez lor Jemima Goldsmith. 

Then, there are the socialites. Like the newspaper baron's wife 
who, in a "sign of the times”, bought Rs 12 lakh-worth Pradas, 
Gucci's, Armani's on a single trip abroad. A young designer recou¬ 
nts the story of the uppercrust media lady he was 'tracking' who 
broke journey at an exclusive Mehrauli store to make an off-the- 
rack purchase of Rs 1.5 lakh worth of designer wear. "There's a 
spcHTies of Delhi socialite woman," confides a Mrxli wife, "who only 
likes to socialise with women who carry the Gued bag, sport the 
Manohio shoe, don the Versace dress." It's this segment, the one 
that values the wrapping more than the present, that keeps desig- 
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The Indian Style Guru' first 
ripped off Pucci prints, next 
palmed off the Yves Saint 

Laurent bustier as his o\wn. 
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net marts buoyant. It's also a segment designers themselves find 
difficult to conceal their contempt for. "Laxmi and Saraswati," says 
Jani, "never dwell in the same house. They have Laxmi, they pay 
for our Saraswati!" And why do they buy him? "Simple," he 
answers. "It's about level of possession. They buy us for the same 
reason you buy first day, first show, front row theater tickets." 

The designers' uitimate saviour? Whoiesale buyers. Farzana of 
Farsateen, Dubai, apparently bought 80 per cent of Soni's Indian 
wear last year at a .3.S per cent discount. Bal's Maheshwari .suits sell 
for a low Rs 5,500 wholesale; Varma's labcl-lcss silks go for Rs 
6,000-7,000. Seri apparently nets 60 |)cr cent of her revenues from 
Sheetal sales. Ditto ^na Dhaka. "Most designers, fabricate quanti¬ 
ties fur department stores like Big Jp's, Delhi, and Sheetal, Bombay. 
That, and the wedding lehngas, is where the RF.AL money comes 
from. The hype nets the bulk order. The bulk order pays for the 

Rich Kid^ Playground INDIAN fashion seems to be a business for, of and by the rich. 
Delhi-based designers Rohit Bal, Rana Dhaka, Rina Dhaka, 
Geetanjaii Kashyap, J.J. Vallaya come from rich exporter fam¬ 

ilies. Desi^er R.S. R^ore belongs to the Jodhpur royal family, 
owners of a heritage hotel, priceless heirlooms. Bombay design¬ 
ers Ikrun Tahiliani and Shahab Dutazi come from wealthy 
stock: Ikhiliani's family has thriving business Interests apart 
from huge real estate holdings in Bombay while Durazi's family 
has a seafood export business that pays for the bread, butter 
AND jam. Varma, Ravi Bajaj and Ra|esh Pratap Sln^ seem to be 
among the few that depend on fashion alone to survive. 

A Rina Dhaka-Soutbem Comfort polo show at Delhi: all mint 

hype which brings the bulk order," reveal.s an industry in.sider. 
That fuelling of fanfare isn't cheap. Beri is said to have paid Delhi's 
Perfect Relations PR firm spin dcKtors a hefty sum per month for 
two years to devise her spiel, keep that face lront|)aged! 

So is the Indian scene All Din, No Design? Not really. There are 
many contenders for the tr.ie design cn)wn but Delhi-based Abra¬ 
ham and Thakore who sell at prestigious stores abroad like Liberty, 
Ixrndon, Gallerie l.afayctte, Paris, aa- spoken of as )K'ople wlio have 
MADE IT. So is Asha Sarabhai whose Asha-for-lssey Miyake line as 
also her product line for the tres chic 'Egg' shop in 1 ondon are hot- 
sells hailed for their design simplicity. " I hev made it, dading," 
hisses Khosla, “not because they arc the only good ones but tiec- 
ause they are the only ones that EVER had any government patron¬ 
age. Let any other designer try to use a Weas'crs' Service (’.enter 
anywhere in India the way they do. Dcxirs don't open for anyone 
else." Sour grape assertion but nut without a kernel of trutli. Jam is 
dismissive of Abraham’s (iarbo mystique, declaring not enough is 
seen of the A and T label to justify their formidable reputation. 
“Band mtilthi laakh ki/khtd taaye to khaak ki," he laughs. 

Sarabhai is similarly dismissed as "not Indian but an export phe¬ 
nomenon " So is New York-based Style Swami laliel owner Alpana 
Bawa. "She's not an Indian designer. Period," says Bal. He himsell, 
though, gets unanimous praise. As one designer pul if. "He's the 
only one after the late Rohit Khosla to dii^lay flair, ingenuity, tho¬ 
ught. He's spawned many clones. No one more significantly helpcnl 
change the way people looked in the '80s. But he’s lazy, repetitive 
now." Another much-admired stylist: Ritu Kumar of Kitu’s. "She's 
shown the way," says Bal, "to do things cheaply and well without 
compromising on quality, profitability or design. Sells from Delhi to 
Amritsar to London to Dubai. Does accessible, affordable fashion." 
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Key words: Accessible, dflordable. "Designers are myopic," 
says Kosliy, "catering to 2,000 people when there is a ready- 
wear Industry growing at SOO jK*r cent annually, waiting for 
them out there." Indian designers have learnt no lessons from 
giants like Delhi's Fab India and Jaipur's Anokhi which have 
addressed the mass market: stylishly, cheaply, successfully for 
two decades. Designers seem content to play at being 
trousseau titans, customised ladies'-tailors-by-appointment to 
the che-ches. Prel or ready-to-wear lines arc things they pay lip 
service to. "Doing 50 Rs 800 shirts for Camclot, 100 salwar 
kamcezes for Ugaan at Rs 4,000, isn't pret (Krw)," quips a nid 

lecturer. Tahiliani protests: "I'd do that pret line, but where are 
the 3,IX)0 retail stores countrywide that would sell me profes¬ 
sionally?" Abraham concurs; "Comparisons with the West are 
ill-advised. In Italy fabric manufacturers started tying up with 
designers only when export yardage sales figures plummeted. 
Building up designers was a way of value-adding a prcxluct 
that was no longer competitive." 

lie has a point. One brought out sharply through the alleged 
reaction of Vijaypat Singhania, promoter Allen Solly brand of rtw 

who, when approached by a fashion editor with a proposal to 
employ professional designers responded famously: "Why? Doing 
well enough without them." Yet, change is discernible. I'he Times 
of India Group is apparently negotiating with Rathore to (ointly 
float a Rs 1 crote venture of rtw lines that he would design, they 
would retail countrywide. Bajaj and Varma have launched a small 
mw line while Bal, Tahiliani and Kashyap (who's hired a mer¬ 
chandiser to launch her in stores across Delhi) are also liHiking 
seriously at the rw market. WHY bother with pret? Who wants to market 500 shirts for 

Rs 5 lakh, when one wedding lehnga can get them that 
much?" quips a niki lecturer. Another reason for not 
addressing the rtw segment? The impossibility of pricing 

arbitrarily in a market acutely conscious of bottomlines. "There's no 
formula. I ask myself: how much could 1 flog that garment for? 
THAT becomes my price," admits llal. Rana Dhaka expresses amaze¬ 
ment at such fiscal arbitrariness. "Abu and .Sandeep prices go up to 
seven lakhs. What do they do to price it that way? Weave it in 
gold?" Bidappa is cynical: "T hey charge whatever the traffic can 
bear." Designers arc realising, belatedly, that they can ignore the 
huge mid-level market at their own pc'ril, 

Not markets alone, Indian designers 
stand accused ot neglecting even des¬ 
ign. .A pnrblem com|K)unded by the 
fact that there's no tashion Ixxly like 
the French Chambres .Syndicale de 
Haute ('outure. that stipulates guide¬ 
lines lor haute and pret lines, "l^an 
nnvtrnc wearing a zardozi coat of 
armour iraijise through the stre-ets of 
London.' Ibis is not tunctional cloth¬ 
ing," vivs Ahmed. 

I'rulv spoken. Indian design today 
remains |iiM that- Indian. Unlike 
lapanese inastcis Kenzo, Y'amomoto, 
Miyake, who came from similar anci¬ 
ent cultural contexts atrd made their 
impact telt on the world stage by 
virtue ol new tfiought and strong 
design signatures, Indian designers 
remain culture confined. "True 
design." says Baxi, "has universal, nut 
only IX’lhi and Bombay appeal." Hal, 
stung by that argument, otters 
swadeshi justification: "Why design 
for the West when Coke and 

Socialites check out a lapdai’s Meera and Muzaffar All sari 

McDonald are coming to the l(ast?" Ahmed demolishes that argu¬ 
ment with another: "The question isn't whether they SHOULD 
but whether they COULD sell abroad." Do Iridian designers have 
the creativity to assume centerstage on world megalopolises rather 
than Maurya Sheraton ramps? "It's about poverty of thought. 
Indian design has neither mass nor couture apfieal. They don't do 
mass .saying they do couture. But couture is about the quality con¬ 
struction and finish they don't offer, so what's it all about? Not 
fashion. This is fanfare sans substance," says Baxi. 

The fanfare masks the critical malaise that ails Indian design. 
"Indian design lacks a belief in itself," says Ahmed. Navtcj Singh 
johar, a Delhi-based Bharatanatyam dancer who often lectures at 
NIKI, concurs: "Indian designers underestimate the risk-taking 
capacity of the wearer. Tlie wearer may not be as timorous about 
carrying his pleasure-jexture upon his body as these play-safe 
designers seem to assume." He's dismissive of tlie ethnicity argu¬ 
ment. "Ethnic fashion seems like a deliberate fault-concealing 
afterthought. This whole Indian/Western argument is redun¬ 
dant. In getting bogged down by these categories, Indian design¬ 
ers miss out on the ino.st important category of all; delight." 
Industry insiders caution against reacting violently to the 

hoopla that surrounds tashion. “Fas¬ 
hion operates within the realm of 
e.xcess," cautions Abraham. Johar 
agrees; "Fashion, after all, is as much 
about wearing 'labels' as about 
'labelling'." 

What media and designers need to 
watch out for is the "excess of e.xcc'ss" 
which is counter-productive. In other 
words, give emdit where and when it's 
due rather than gratis. "Sure you must 
have hype, but it has to be tracked by 
SOME achievement," says Baxi. [ohar 
elaborates: "Such a circulation of uncr¬ 
itical exaltation between an es.sentjal- 
ly incestuous design coterie kills ince¬ 
ntive for concentratc'd honing of skill. 
Encourages people to compromise, 
capitalise too quickly. To succumb to 
that 'give-them-what-they-want' argu¬ 
ment is to fall short of realising one's 
own capacity." Indian designers today, 
at once sictims and perpetrators of a 
Hype-about-Tripe syndrome, would 
do well to remember that. ■ 

"It’s about poverty ot thought. 
Indian design is neither pret nor 
couture. Couture is about quality 

and finish which they don’t offer. ” 
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CRICKET. 

Look Who’s Clucking 
SCF’s new bowling machine helps hone players’ batting skills I TS the pride of the Sports Coaching Fou¬ 

ndation's (si'i ) cricket academy in Hyd¬ 
erabad—the Jugs pitcher, a bowling 

machine tliat generates some intimidating 
swing at a top S|)eed of 180 km an hour. 
I'he brainchild of K. Saibaba, a former Ranji 
player and an employee of .Syndicate Bank, 
the cricket school may not havejthc same 
prt)file as the MW- Pace Foundation but is 
the first to import a bowling machine for 
training batsmen to face Ixrwiing of every 
description—from pace to spin. .Mso to give 
some fielding practice both close to the 
wicket and in the outfield. 

Within the cricketing community sci's 
bowling machine has already gained some 
measure of recognition. The Zimbabwean 
team has been here for practice. The West 
Indies women’s eleven came for nets. 
V.V.S. l.axman tries to correct his batting 
here when he is in town. Key functionaries 
of the Board of Cricket Control in India 
(ncci) have come to see the wonder mach¬ 
ine at work and are now keen to instal one 
for coaching the Indian team. But most 
enamoured of the .lugs pitcher are the 200- 
odd schcxrlchildrcn who come to practice 

every morning, "it's a great feeling to face 
a ball coming to you at the same pace as I 
Alan Donald’s," says one. ' 

Another attraction is the number of ! 
airrent and former Test stars who have 
come calling on the v :k It enthuses young¬ 
sters every lime a Heath Streak or a Noel , 
David comes to the nets. The stars not only ; 
mingle with the juniors but also ofkr ! 
valuable tips. i 

Coaches at the st:i, former .South Zone bat¬ 
sman Abdul Hai among them, swear by the ' 
machine. One great advantage of praetising | 
on the machine, he points out, is that a Irat- ; 
sman can actually concentrate on liis prot>- \ 
lem areas. Says he: "If you have trouble with . 
balls swinging away from you, then you can i 
set the machine to Ixrwl that fwrticular ball ■ 
and it will keep pegging away." .Some | 
international teams like South Africa are said ! 
to practice a lot on the bowling machine, j 

Though India Cements has followed i 
Hyderabad’s lead in prtxuririg a bowling 
machine in Chennai, it’s strange that other 
cricket coaching centres are yet to prixmre 
the equipment that costs no more than 
Rs three lakh. One reason could be that i 

most of the bigger cricket academies have 
been concentrating on producing Ixrwlers 
rather than batsmen. 

While the Ixrwiing machine is the current 
attraction at the s< i’s cricket academy, 
Saibaba has done a lot more to simulutc the 
Test match feel at the schexd. I’he Founda¬ 
tion, which functions out ol a municipal 
park and is supported by coqxrrate dona¬ 
tions. has a mini-cricket stadium where cri¬ 
cket tournaments ire held during the crick¬ 
eting season for 11-year-olds. Hie mini-sta¬ 
dium even has a commentary Ixix to enco¬ 
urage youngsters to take the mike and even 
a press gallery. The Andhra I’radesli .State 
l-lcs'tridty Boanl contributes its bit by prrv 
viding lights for the day and night games. 
"We want the youngsters to get a real teel of 
big league cricket. So we have virtually 
duplicated a Test match scenario, but on a 
mucli smaller scale," says Saibaba. 

When they started out, all .Saibaba and his 
fiiends had were ideas With a little help 
from friends, and institutions, these ideas 
Ix-came real. I he Municipal (Corporation of 
Hyderabad allotted a portion of its park 
Others came forward to help lay the (litches 
for the nets. Now the si i has eight nets and 
a mini-stadium. The>' also have a team of 
six coaches—all former Ranji players. Well- 
fortified in all ways now, the Foundation 
ho|x*s to churn out some top-flight batsmen 
in the future. ■ 

Ajitii PHlai in Hyderabad 
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PROFILE 

His mastery of the No. 6 spot raises the swashbuckling vice-captain into Indian cricket mythology 

By ANIRUDDHA BANAL For Indian vice-captain Ajayjadeja, matches in Delhi arc 
something he dreads, llis friends bug him for passes, his 
neighbours beseech him tor passes and Jadeja has to slink 
in and out of liis own liome to avoid added requests. Says 
he; "They have a very inflated idea about the number of 

passes we can organise. ' Also, it so happens that he himself is at 
,«X)-rtins plus, an unvanquished champion in four essays to the 
crease, principal candidate for the man of the one-day series 
award and the final is in the town of his residence. 

The spotlight has suddenly turned to Jadeja for turning his posi¬ 
tion in the batting order into a jrerformance hologram. No. 6 is 

not a fun position to be in, but Jadeja's turned it into martyrdom, 
from being an essentially peripheral figure in national cricketing 
mythology, he's mastered the tactical dynamics of the spot to 
enter a kind of stronghold of glory. Says fonner spinner Maninder 
Singh: "His talent's been vindicated. The 30s and 40s that he got 
at cmcial times were never really appreciated even though their 
value was immense. At least, now he has some hundreds." 

Jadeja's isn't a nebulous voice with indistinct appeal. The owner 
has the essential social skill to pass self-revelation as a currency for 
friendship. His utterances are intelligent. They have none of the 
banal tones of Indian captains and players in general—the 'we will 
work together and win' kinds. It has rap. .Sample one: "Batting at six 
in an Indian team is like going to the pitch with a loaded gun. It 
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bytNARAYAN 
either aims at the competition or it 
swings around towards your head." 

Just back from a miniscus knee 
surgery in the US to treat the mus- 
cie tear, jadeja had had oniy 10 
days of jogging prior to the start of 
the one-dayer at Kochi. Says he; 
"There was pressure in the sense 
that the Indian public doesn't 
understand injuries. They assume 
a kind of lethality. That it's fatal 
etc. Also, though no cricketer 
commented on my Dhaka form, 
some journalists did. One, before 
the tour, said I should be captain 
and after the tour questioned why 
I was in the team. So it was a kind 
of comeback." 

In j way the third. His first one 
was in 1993, when out of the squad 
for almost an year, he came back in 
the team when Navjot Singh Sidhu 
injured himself during the Hero 
Cup. The second was in 1995 
against the West Indies, when he 
made it into the 11 because of Bar- 
ANIL AHUJA 

Ji ; mFiV H KNOCKOUT 
PEPSI SERIES LEAGUE STAGE 

MstchMlim N/0 Rum HsiSeoru Am 100 SO 

Jadeja 4 4 4 305 116 305' 2 iH 
Azhir 4 4 1 Z3S 1S3 79.3S 1 1 

Tundulkar 4 4 - ni IM l».88 1 0 

BEFORE PEPSI SERIES LEAGUE STAGE 

Jadeja 118 105 14 2961 119 32.53 2 17 

AFTER PEPSI SERIES LEAGUE STAGE 

Jadeja 122 109 18 3266 119 35.89 4 is] 
‘Before the Final on April 14,1998 

Jadeja: working out at a 
Delhi gym two days before 
the Pepsi Cup finals 

oda batsman Atul Bedade declaring 
himself unfit on the morning of a 
one-day match. Says Jadeja: "It had 
been a late night for me. And in the 
morning I was playing for India." 

Fir^st some cloak of background on 
this 'playing for India' theme. The 
first time Jadeja felt he would do so 
was in 1983 when he made it to the 

undcr-15 team. "I had this sense I'd make it in time for the 1992 
World Cup. But I ended up making my debut in 1990 at .Sharjah." 

In tact, he was in London in 1983 during the time of India's 
World Cup triumph. Says his father, three-time Congress MP 
Daulet Sinhji Jadeja: "In 1983 I went on a 18-country Latin 
American tour via London. Ajay insisted on coming with me and 
getting dropped off at London. He wanted to play cricket in the 
schools there. I told him, 'which school will take you for three 
months'. But he wouldn't listen. When I returned after three 
months, he told me he had averaged nearly three matches a week 
playing for different teams. Of course, what helped was that there 
are 60 Jadeja families .staying in london." 

This scent of opportunity was something that marked him out 
as a youngster. In 1979, when he was eight years old and living 
in Jamnagar, he managed to sneak into a juniors team going for 
a match to Bombay without telling his parents. Later in Delhi, 

his talent was given direction by the likes of coach Gurucharan 
Singh and Kapil Dev. In fact, the ace Indian allruunder has had 
more of a pervasive influence on his career than anybody else. 
Says Jadeja; "1 think the best thing that happened to me was Paji 
moving to Delhi in 1984. He used to practise at the National 
Stadium near where I used to stay. Maninder introduced me to 
him and soon we were playing for the same club. 1 always scored 
runs batting with him." IN fact, after his first century at K(Khi in the recent triangular 

series, Kapil Dev rang up to tell him that he was showing a 
tendency to run before he hit the ball. Says Jadeja: "From him 

there's no hiding. All these not-outs have also something to do 
with the fact that I didn't tire as much expected towards the end 
of my innings. The little fitness that 1 have is because of having 
trained rigorously with him. Paji would never drink water in 
between in the Ranji matches. Also, never at the boundary. 
Only in the intervals. These days bowlers have a drink every 
three overs." 

Beside.s, in one of the matches when he was officiating because 
Azhar was off the field, .Saurav Ganguly was pelted with bananas 
and other knick knacks. He came and complained to Jadeja.- 
Jadeja offered to switch positions with him, leading Sachin to 
comment that he was behaving exactly the way 'Paji would have 
done'—that is, trying to settle the issue without disrupting the 
game. According to former manager Madan l.al, Jadeja's matur¬ 

ing has to do with 'realising thor¬ 
oughly what his job was'. Says he: 
"He's always got runs when India 

IE STAGE needetj it most. The position in 
HsiSeoru Avo 100 SO which he comes in matches can 

swing cither way." Comments 
1S3 70 SS 1 1 another player: "Now we have our 

*■ best three players coming one, two 
IM l».88 1 0 and three which is what should be. 

jadeja's our Lloyd's insurance. Also, 
what should be food tor thought for 
you guys is why when Azhar, .Sachin 

AGUE STAGE and Jadeja bat with each other these 
terrible mix-ups in running belwc-en 
wickets don't happen. It's always 
when one of them is baiting with 

Sidhu, Dada (Ganguly) or Dravid. You see, Azhar, Sachin and 
Jadeja are better risk managers and, of course, run faster." 

About the reason why India was crossing .UK) now with increas¬ 
ing regularity, Jadeja feels the reason lies in some players becom¬ 
ing stronger mentally. Also, witli Saciiin opening it gave a great 
advantage. Says jadeia: "You see, we are all playing in the sh'>dow 
of a player who is tlie defining clement of our generation. Our 
grandchildren will, perhaps, ask us more about how Sachin used 
to play than about our own game. With him are players like Robin 
Singh. The way I can define him best is by calling him a cricket 
Buddhist. He is so tool. You see, what's happening is that we are 
getting a larger crop of players to choose from. Thai’s good. And 
quite a few who are getting to be in the mould of Ravi Shastri as 
far as mental toughness goes, for Ravi to play cricket for as long 
as he did with that kind of public booing is unbelievable. Some of 
us can't sleep for a week if we are bowd for a single day." 

For jadeja, however, the one day international is a format in 
which you cannot fool around. .Says he: "Every run is important. 
I was once batting in the last over and played the fifth ball to long 
off. T here was an easy two in it, but my partner at the crease did¬ 
n't run back. I was upset. He also missed the last ball. While com¬ 
ing back, I asked him about it and he said ‘ek do run se kya hota hoi, 
bahut run hogaye liain hat'. It so happened that we lost that match 
in the last ball. When I bat there's always the sense in me that 
each extra run could be the onlv difference." ■ 
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Chants of India 
■ Pandit Ravi Shankar and 
Ci(‘nrge llardMin 
Milest'mv l.ritertainnitfnt 
AuUk) Rs Kfl 
CD- RsSSO 

PRODUCED by 
former Beatic (ieorge Harrison, who 
also plays alongside Pandit Ravi 
Shankar, the album is based on 
prayers and chants of India, the 
album's 16 tracks are mostly in Sans¬ 
krit, from the Vedas, Upanishads 

and the Bhag- 
vad Gita. The 
opening sequ¬ 
ence sets the 
tone for the rest 
of the aibum, 
beginning with 
the sombre 
strains of west¬ 
ern strings and 
the reverberat¬ 
ing sound of 

'Om'. A fusion of the style of Vedic 
chants and western classical music, 
the album also features flautist Ronu 
Mazumdar, tabla player Bikram 
Ghosh and Shankar's daughter 
Anoushka. \n album which touches 
the spiritual core of the listener. 

ImiiitM 

Drawings & 
Paintings 
■ Nitashajaini 
lie Gallery Annexe 
New Delhi 
April 1710 24 

Piiiowm gy. . 
.fUeFMidiMMiW 
Ulitwift ttajponWIltya Spic 

TflIS|iiedesx)f wvm films 
xA ttif 4!rittcal ismes fiuit India confibtn* » ft’CEwnts 
dowiifto the aeixt mUhinnium’—gendei; govonanee, 
envlnimmatt, educattoo, phualism etc—to collii^ota* 
tton <Wtth Indira scholgn such as Dr Ashls I’bmfy, 
Dr Vlndana Shiva, Dr KapUa Vatsyqran and Dr. Mak- 
anHid Paran|ape. The films: GoMm /uMter (Paaka] 
Butate), For Maya (Vasudha One Weapon 
(Sraiio^ Kak), A Season Outside (Ainar Krawar), Our 
fbur^ Within (Raiiv Mehrotra), tn Uietye of die fish 
(Motiia Naiula, Shuddhabtata Sengupta, 
Bagdfi), Fish Tides (Rltu Sarin, Tenzing Srmam). Star 
TV will be premiering all these.visual.tieataisd)kh ate 
ready , for screening at the Singapore biternmional 
nim ftstival, the (^rtolina Film totlval and 50 col¬ 
lege (^puses alt over India. A commendable effort, 
these^ms provide a tenable creative matrix to help 
best Indian minds address, evaluate rad begin to 
understand these complex yet very basic issues. 

MEN, caught by the female gaze, 
arc at the heart of Nitasha Jaini's 
highly original artistic output. Her 
latest exhibition brings together 20- 
odd ink-on-paper drawings and 15 
aaylic-on<anvas paintings, all cre¬ 
ated since her show in August last 
year. They mark a clear point of 
departure: her 

OMMNQSgniMnNQS 
NITASHAJAINI 

00 <s> 

Home AloneS 
■ StdrnnK Alvx l> I in/, 
rwontiiih (t‘iiiur\* lo\ 
Dimtenlfn Rdtd(»o5nvli 
IVkIuciiI h\ liihri Hugticx, 
MiviMiig iMtHinwiih' on April 11 

SINr'E Macaulay Culkin is now ready for 
marriage, there's no reason why he shoul¬ 
dn't in: left alone at home. In fact that's 
probably all he wants right now. So in steps 
newcomer Alex D. 1 in? in this new sequel 
Home Alone.'i. Four hi-tech industrial spies 
steal a top secret computer chip from the 

US defence depar¬ 
tment designed 
for missile guid¬ 
ance systems. 
They hide the 
chip in a remote 
control toy car 
which winds up in 
the hands of 8- 
year-old Alex. Tijc 
rest is predictable. 
Ibe baddies Uiep 
trying to burgle 
Alex's house, Alex 

comes down with chicken |)ox, and his 
arsenal ot booby traps includes a pet rat 
and a gabby parrot. The only difference 
from the earlier filins is that the bad guys 
are world class spies instead of bumbling 
burglars. Don't expect too much save for a 
few laughs with your kids this summer. 

DOOSRO NA KOI 
■ ttv Prerna Shnmali 
Sliri Ram Cx'iitre, Nvw Deini 
April 20, <» .Wpm 

“■ FOLKLORE has made 
_ Meetabai a super 

human mystic saint 
totally caught up in her pursuit of spiritu¬ 
ality, ignoring the fact that she also had 
human qualities. In this latest intcr|)rcta- 
tion of Meera, the medieval .saint-poetess, 
I’rema Shrimali tries to depict the woman 
that siie was with normal desires, longings 
and one who had no inhibitions express¬ 
ing her love for her beloved. Expressed 
through Katliak, more precisely the Jaipur 
gharana, a style which lends itself to the 
rich repertoire of Mcerabai's poetry. The 
music has In-en specially composed by 
Madhup Mudgal. And not only the 
music but the choreographic treatment for 
this presentation has also been specially 
designed to suit 
the mood. Shri¬ 
mali has earlier 
experimented 
witli the poetry 
of Kalidas, Amir 
Khusro, Ghalib 
etc. This time, as 
she says, the 
attempt is to 
discover the 
"other Meera," 
the woman, not 
the saint. 

engagement 
with the single 
male form, esp¬ 
ecially in its 
stark physica- 
lity, has meta- 
inorphosed 
into a more 
complex, mult¬ 
ilayered, freq¬ 
uently intrigu¬ 
ing interpretation of men in rela¬ 
tion to their immediate environs, to 
women, to their own spiritual 
core. Colours, contours, construc¬ 

tions are all harnessed to serve up .several 
levels of meaning. 

The Femina/Mapin 
Book of Absolute 
Beauty CO 

o 
o 
oa 

■ Ky I'ratima Raichur with 
Marian ( ohn 
Mapin i*uhlfshinR ivt ltd 
Pno! not stated 

FOUNDF.R director of the Tej .Skin (larc 
Clinic in New York, I’ratima Raichur is a 
naturopath who has trained under India's 
foremost Ayurvedic 
physicians. In this 
300-page book 
along with Marian 
Cohn, a teacher of 
meditation and self- 
development, Rai¬ 
chur lays bare the 
secret of beauty and 
inner harmony through the ancient science 
of Ayurveda which treats the individual 
and nut just the ailment. She has tried 
throughout the book to focus on the practi¬ 
cal applications of Ayurveda to skin care 
and the connectivity of skin, the body's 
largest organ with ail other organs and life 
processes—physical, mental, emotional and 
spiritual. Aesthetically produced, a well- 
researched exhaustive glossary aids the 
reader. A book that aims to offer a totally 
new and unique way to achieve beautiful, 
youthful skin that incorporates the best 
wisdom of scientists and seers. 
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TIME 

■ FARMING 

Have a Bite of 
Sweet Success 
London, during the Wimbledon, is 

famous for its strawberries and cream. 
You could soon taste the delicacy sit¬ 

ting in the comfort of home, and without 
burning a hole in your jxjckel. 

The prohibitively-priced exotic frui! may 
■soon be a tiling of the past. A group of far¬ 
mers in Punjab, having studied the requir¬ 
ements of the sweet-and-!iour fruit in the 
T NARAYAN 

Fresh-plucked strawberries: whatta treat! 

Indian climate, now promise to make stra¬ 
wberries as affordable as apples or oranges. 

Meet Ravibir Singh, a cellular phone-bra- 
ndi.shing, convent English-speaking, suave 
larmer, who operates from liis office in the 
posh sector 17 market at ('handigarh. He's 
always game if there's com|Ktition at the 
18-hole goli course. Besides his (lassion for 
golf, Singh finds time to market h« pro¬ 

duce. At his farm on the outskirts of Chan¬ 
digarh, with just three years of toil, and 
Singh's production touches a tonne of stra¬ 
wberries a day in peak season. A part of the 
produce is sold to ice<ream and canned 
juice manufacturers besides metro markets. 

But before Singh’s initiative, which rece¬ 
ived admirable support from the Punjab 
Agri Fjqxrrt Corporation (PAORF.sa)), straw¬ 
berries svere grown only in western India. 
As the sweet story unfolded, nearly 30 far¬ 
mers in Punjab have followed suit in an 
attempt to repeat Singh's feat. And with 
admirable success. 

Recalls Singh: "Three years ago, we were 
the first to grow strawberries on a large 
scale. Tlic first plants were imported from 

California." What was large 
scale three years ago, only 
promises to get bigger. 
Higher production would 
mean easier availability of 
the fmit in local markets, 
which would in turn, drive 
down prices. This would 
also ensure that the fruit is 
available for the prcKessing 
industry as well as the local 
fruit-seller. 

To ensun.' that the farmer 
gets better prices for his pro¬ 
duce, efforts are also being 

made for a strawberry processing plant, to 
Ix' set up at Hoshiarpui. A few companies 
have already shown interest in the project. 
"The farmers' problem primarily is market¬ 
ing. If processing plants buy their produce, 
fanners will keen to grow a product," says 
a i’At:Kr..\<.() official. 

If better prices is what drives farmers to 
cash crops, they should cash in on .straw- 
Ixirries. Uter would lx* time to make hay. ■ 

Ashutosb Kumar Sinha 

■ TOURISM 

Please Visit Us 

The do last year: Salta pa Salta Travel marts by their very nature 
acquire a life and reputation of their 
own. Yet, it's the fifth edition of the 

annual South Asia I'ourism and Travel 
I’jcchange (.saitf.) coming up on April I.S-IK 
in New IXillii, and the event ha.sn'l seen 
any extraordinary growth. Nor has it slip- 
[KHl. With 165 buyers from 32 nations atte¬ 
nding this year, the usi* of the exchange 
has been its undiluU-d concentration on 
buyers of Indian tourism products. 

SATTF is a wholly tourism itiduslry-s(X)n- 
sored event. The convenors promote the 
event with a few Delhi hotels olferiug 
complimentary stay for the buyers. 

Says Navin Berry, co-ordinator, wriE: 
"Fine f(x:using is the order of the day. We 
can't affonl to thin our aims and maintain 
the same standing. Resides, tourism events 
of this kind are not stand-alone things. 
Their growth depends on whether India is 
makes the right kind of noises elsewhere." 

The venue: I.e Meridien. With 120 bfX)- 
ths sold out at Rs .SS.WK) apiece, 20 to 
state governments, there's been much 
competition with marts like i’ai ia in 
SitigdiKire, iNt.ABA in South Africa, and the 
Dubai travel mart, all of which occur 
within a month of each other. ■ 

Aniruddha Bahai 

•’".'SW.ws '■», 

MFANWHILE, there seems 
to be a veritable Festival of 

France happening in Delhi. 
Fiench-expat-painter Kajendra 
Ohawan showed great work at 
Delhi's Vadehra Gallery, while 
Paris-based Vishwanadhan was 
the big draw art the noma last 
week. Yes, the latter is the 
same genius who collaborated 

famously with filmmaker 
Adoor Gopalakrishnan. 
France again. Somewhere 
in the deep and delicious 
south of that country, film¬ 
maker Rajan Khnsa of 
Dance of the Wind fame is 
holed up to write his new 
film script. The last film he 
was working on fell through 
after he had differences with 
his anonymous co-writer. 

♦ More news of Indians abr¬ 
oad. Designer Rajiv Sethi 

is of course doing the mega 
budget Indian Trade Promot¬ 
ion Authority pavilion at the 
Hanover Ttade Fair this year. 
More significantly, he's one of 
the 9 designers from the world 
over, allotted a budget whispe- 

rc*d to be in excess of 25 
million dollars to aeate 
one of the nine Design 
Pavilions. Others accorded 
the same honour: Peter 
Brooks, Peter Gabriel; Big 
time, or what? 

♦ The grapevine has It that 
there's a Festival of,lndia 

scheduled in Italy sometime 
srxin. Culture ministry man¬ 
darins arc still finctuning tim¬ 
ing and budgets, but the event 
is more or less decided. 
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■ PEISOIAIITY 

For Men and 
Butterflies 
INDIAN sartorial designers in search of 

things ethnic may find more than just 
the look in Debu Murmu's jewellery 

fashioned from naturally dried roots, 
palm leaves, seeds and khus grass. A 
native of Sarpukur Danga in West Bengal's 
Bitbhum district, Murmu demonstrates 
his art best sitting under a tree, close to 
nature, the supplier of raw materials for 
his healer craft. 

With pliers and copper wire, he pierces 
and threads tmlas of organic beads, the 
ecologist's fancy jargon for the seeds col¬ 
lected from the receding forests near his 
home, an hour's drive from Tagore's 

for allergies in one form or the other, and 
is very popular with sophisticated 
Calcuttans suffering from this symptom 
of everyday living. It is also apparently a 
weather forecaster. Says Murmu: "If it 
sweats in the evening, you can be sure 
there will be rain in the morning. Single 
or in combinations, whatever be their 
medicinal properties, the necklaces make 
an unusual display." 

To the question as to how he came by 
this knowledge, Murmu looks up sur¬ 
prised. A man for all seasons and of few 
words, he has not yet learnt the art of 
selling. He gets his direction, inspiration 
and the secrets of the seeds in his dreams, 
he says. Dressed in saffron, he calls him¬ 
self a sanyasi without a guru. 

A former student of music and 
Manipuri dance at Tagore's Viswabharati 
University, his medicinal and aesthetic 
jewellery, self-conceptualised and self- 
designed, is just one facet of the 36-year- 
old tribal. He is an artist, a poet and a 
scriptwriter for the Bengali folk tiieatre 
form Jatra. And there's more. He's also a 

Murmu selling his hand-crafted wares 

Shantiniketan. The malas are worn for 
adurnnient and often more for their med¬ 
icinal properties by his rural customers 
and very recently by a growing number of 
urban Calcuttans. 

I he bright retl nikuuhamlan is the seed 
of the legendary Rain Tree, a native of 
Central America and listed as a medicinal 
tree whicli, according to Murmu's phar- 
macopia, restores impaired circulation. 
The wild triangular iMniphal or water 
chestnut kcH'ps the body and tempers 
cool. The beige hokul, the seed of the 
Indian Medlar, turns brown and more 
(xrtent with use and is a cute-all especially 

journalist, contributing regularly to Sant- 
hal and Bengali newspapers. An environ¬ 
mentalist and social activist as well, 
Murmu adds modestly that his next pro¬ 
ject is to study herpetology (the study of 
reptiles and amphibians) from an expert 
who lives m the next village. 

Under the aegis of the Crafts Council of 
West Bengal, Murmu travelled for the first 
time to the capital early this year to dem¬ 
onstrate bis craft at Delhi Haat. It rained 
on the opening day of the exhibition and 
as he sat In his hotel room he wrote in 
Bengali: 'Look at nature. The butterflies 
share her bounty. It is only man who 
fights over her with each other'. ■ 

Jaya Challha 

iMMYSTICISM 

i The Dark Side 
Are you an X- 

Files aficion¬ 
ado? Do you 

prescribe crystal- 
gazing and gems’ 
iridescence for a 
sneeze? Do you 
spice up your fut¬ 
ure with astrology, 
cure yourself of its 
predictions with 
tantra? The supe¬ 
rstitious will soon 
find an all-India 
forum. Here occ¬ 

magical mystery tour 

ult will rule, and imagination will be 
untrammeled by disbelieving lliomases. 

M.C. Bhandari, editor of the magazine, 
Mystic India, which has been provoking- 
rational India with its unabashed wallow¬ 
ing in superstition, plans to float Mystic 
India Clubs across India. The Occult Fou¬ 
ndation, founded by him earlier, boasts 
over 10,000 members. 

The appeal to form these clubs, set out 
in the monthly magazine, has already 
found ready takers in Calcutta (from 
where the magazine is published), Delhi, 
Mumbai, Bangalore, Jaipur and Kota. 

Apart from arming its members with 
^Mystic India Club Cards, these clubs will 
• "organise conferences on mystic subje¬ 

cts," hold "monthly meetings, to exch¬ 
ange ideas," while the head office will 
"send or inform these clubs about the 
experts visiting the respective cities". 
Among the 'Rules' for membership, the 
most important one demands you display 
expertise in a mystic field. 

Delhi, surpri.singly, boasts highest mem- 
benhip activity. Such response has encour¬ 
aged an annual feature—an exhibition on 
"India's ancient wisdoms"—at the Pragati 
Maidan (scheduled from October 7 to 15). 

Bhandari, on the trail of mystic-lovers 
like himself, is organising the clubs whose 
membership fee has tentatively been fixed 
at Rs 1 ,(XX) per year. Part of the activity 
will focus on a mega-task—compiling an 
encyclopaedia, with each volume focusing 
on a subject that fires believers. Telether¬ 
apy, hypnosis, astrology and meditation. 
"Scientists have accepted yoga and medita¬ 
tion, but go only by the physical references 
to these practices, while we at the club will 
look into its mental aspects," he elaborates. 

He has already set up 'guidance centres' 
where you may check out if the tentrik 
you are visiting is saying his mantras right. 
Or if it is, as a sceptic might say, just plain 
hocus pocus. ■ 

Shamsam Akthar 
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tFOTLIfiHT. 

TheVI^ 
thafs a Hood 

Be it love, Leonardo, or the sinking ship. 
Whatever, India gets that Titanic' feeling. 

By 80UTIK BISWAS_ IMA Sarkar is just five, and she's already crazy about a sink¬ 
ing ship. At home in Calcutta's middle-class Salt Lake City 
neighbourhood, she’s been growing up on fairy tales and 
cartoons on the boob tube. Lately, of course, she's been 
picking up her pencil and colour pens, doodling a ship sink¬ 

ing with people falling off. "Helpl Help!*, screams Ima's blurb 
for her sketch. You guessed it right. She's mad about intanic and 
she’s seen the promos on the tube. Now she's pestering dad to 
take her to the movie. 

Ima’s sister, Lshani, II, also can’t wait to go either. No, she isn't 
really interested in the shipwreck. She's, instead, mad about 

niuttiatim by IRFAN HUSSAIN 

leonartlo DiCaprio, the 23-year-old chocolate-faced hero ol this 
epic .limit doomed love on a doomed ship. And she’s just seen 
glinipse.% cl him on the film's commercials on satellite television. 
I lei Ineiuis have l.eo pictures on their walls; and she's a victim of 
Leo itis too. "Isn’t he cute?* she asks. 

Some dig the bigget-than-life romantic treacle, invei /ing a lov¬ 
able Itohemian and a winsome upper-class girl trying to escape a 
brutish fianu. Others gape at the spectacular ship sink, involving 
one of the world's worst disasters. The result is a Titanic fever 
sweeping Indian homes and workplaces. The $200 million James 
Cameron film, which won a record-tying 11 Oscars last month 
and has raked in more than $ I billion worldwide so far, is the new 
mantra of lovesick teenagers, well-heeled yuppies and solidly mid¬ 
dle-class families alike. “Everywhere 1 go to," says Calcutta-based 
superintendent of police and avid moviegoer Bansi Dhar Sharma, 
"people are talking about Titamc." 

Sure enough. Consider this. Since the film opened at some 
25 theatres across the country on March 6, more than 1.4 mil¬ 

lion people have seen it. There's no let-up in the manic frenzy: 
as Titanic sails effortlessly into its fifth week, the queues are get¬ 
ting longer and the scalpers bolder. In Mumbai, where the film 
is showing in two theatres, cellphone-toting touts have been 
stalking 2 km-Iong queues to hawk Rs 75 stall tickets for Rs 100 
and Rs 100 balcony seats for Rs 900. in Calcutta where people 
have been queuing up since five in the morning—counters open 
a good five hours later—at the only theatre showing the film, 
scalpers are offering Rs 15 tickets for Rs 150 and premium Rs 35 
balcony seats for Rs 500. In Chennai, where the film is running 
in three theatres, the dial-a-ticket facility on the Internet is 
clogged by visitors trying to beat the blackmarket. "I've never 
seen such craze for a film. My phone 
rings constantly for people wanting 
tickets," says Prasha^ Srivastava of 
Delhi’s Priya cinema, where alone 
the film has grossed Rs 60 lakh. 

That's not all. Though Titanic didn’t 
hit the market with the usual merchan¬ 
dising tie-ins, the film’s sound¬ 
track, released by Sony Music, 
has already sold 28,000 units- 
cassettes and CDs—and 
demand is climbing. Average 
sales expectations "from such 
releases", according to a Sony 
Music spokesperson, is 5,000 
units. The film’s lead track. Let's 
Talk About Low, an ear-candy bal¬ 
lad by Celine Dion, is also a 
chart-topper around the coun¬ 
try. “The Titanic fans," says 
Deepanita Singh of 20th 
Century Fox India, distrib¬ 
utors of the film, "have 
been even accorded a 
special name— 
Titaniacs." 

Well, the Titaniacs 
then are surely running 
amok. In Calcutta, for 
example, they are choking 
traffic queuing up for tick¬ 
ets and staring at posters 
wistfully for hours. Alarmed 
by skittish crowds.and ram- 

(irnmc?/ 
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paging touts, city police chief Dinesh Vajpayee called up the Fox 
Mumbai offices last fortnight and pleaded for more prints for 
more theatre releases. (Sometime next week, one more print will 
arrive to open at a second theatre). In Delhi, Fox opened with 
the film at two theatres and within a week, they were swamped 

^ith requests for more prints. Clearly, the 21 prints released 
across the country are not enough to satisfy the growing legions 
of Titaniacs. So Fox has now decided to import 1S more prints to 
meet the galloping demand. 

This means that Titanic, which has entered the 16th week of its 
international roll-out in .S6 countries, is surely on Its way to 
becoming the highest-grossing foreign film released in India, 

surpassing such past favourites 
- • ^ Wind, Sound 

of Music, Ben Hut, laws and 
tyfflffT 'TiJA/jt I more lately. Blue Lagoon, 

j Jurassic Park and Indepen- 
IKJP MAUP J ^y- One example: the 
*W\ ItninC * doomsday sci-fi Independence 

Day, had a 13-week run in 
, Calcutta over 1996-97, but Globe, a 

city theatre showing the film has already com¬ 
mitted a six-month or 24-week run to locals 
already! "Unlike other blockbusters where col¬ 
lections begin to drop steadily. Titanic collec¬ 
tions have remained 100 per cent throughout 
since its March 6 release," says Sumit Mitra of the 
Fox's Calcutta office. 

Fanning the pandemic are a slew of eateries and 
regional channels with Inventive promotions. 
Chennai’s Raj TV, for example, is bringing a pop¬ 
ular editor to its studios to do a Ihmil rundown 
on the gist of the epic interspersed by scenes from 
the film to take it to regional middle class audi¬ 
ences. Sun 1'V too telecast a Tamil dub of a mak- 
ing-of-the-TJffl/iir film and puts the movie on 
top of its Top Ten film show. In Delhi, five-star 
Le Meridien hotel is planning to "recreate* the 
Iasi dinner on the liner later this month. At 

Bistro eateiy, you get a 25 per cent off on the food 
if you produce the ticket counterfoil. In Calcutta, pop¬ 
ular children's magazine Anandamela ran the film on its 
covet and watched its circulation soar—and audiences 
tunning In from the suburbs. 
What’s the ma^c that has made Titanic a religion with 

viewers? Qearly, the three-and-a-quarter hour-kmg film 

has something for everybody. "It has the right amount of rom¬ 
ance, drama, enormity of spectacle and the fact that it is based on 
a true life incident," says critic Rashid Irani. Teenagers sob incon¬ 
solably watching the romance short-circuiting because of cruel 
natural elements, and DiCaprio meeting a watery grave. The 
Dickensian social animus between the haves and the havenots on 
the ship also come close to the Bollywood stereotype of golden- 
hearted-rich girl fathered by a stuffy tyrant meets freewheeiing- 
poor boy with a talent for the artS. Ergo, it touches the right 

chords. But In the end, 
DiCaprio and the spectac¬ 
ular shipwreck are the real 
winners. Speculates critic 
Amita Malik, who's seen 
the trailer: “It's technical 
effects possibly make it 
real. Then there are hero¬ 
ics where men let the 
women go first. It's a clas¬ 
sical tragedy." 

. It's also a Generation-X 

Jl'Sv. - an old fashioned tale: a 
^ W ^ fr86 freezing DiCaprio makes 

iM iHlifQilff Hckit. 21 
- \ ■ •' ... Atlantics icy waters that 

; ; In the she wouldn't die, but live 

J '’“Wes. "It has an 'It's my 
-liniiH TlttniC d06S. Ufe' credo in the midst of 

- tragedy," says film-maker 
Judhajit Sarkir. But many 

are disappointed too and feel it's a schmaltzy special effects vehi¬ 
cle. "It works on the principle of the 'bigger the better'. That does 
not make for good cinema," says Uttama Ray, a Calcutta-based 
academic. Film-maker Mrinal Sen says he'd like to "see it once", 
but is sure that will not offer "any aesthetic stimulation". 

For tlie moment, however, most people—one estimate says 40 
per cent of the audiences comprise repeat viewers—are flocking 
the theatres to make Titanic, the film, a part of history now. "Oh, 
I love l,eo! And I love how the ship goes down," gushes Sunita 
Arora, IS, who's seen the film six times and is raring to go again. 
For Bollywood bubblegum-flick sultans, this is bad news. But then 
a homegrown remake might not be very far away—Kajol meets 
Amir Khan on an overcrowded launch, maybe? ■ 

With Shamsam Akthar, Saira Manazaa and Arehana Jaliagirdar 
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The Inside Story 

P.V. Narasimha Rao may be 
down and out politically, but 
that didn't stop people who 
matter from turning up in 
droves for the launch of his 
book The Insider. Prime 
Minister Atal Behari Va|payee 
did the honour of releasing the 
book, just as Rao had done for 
Vajpayee on an earlier occa¬ 
sion. Could it be more than a 
case of touche. The novel, 
which according to the author 
is the story of the nation, will 
have a sequel soon. And hope¬ 
fully, a literal sprinkling, if 
not extra-big spoonfuls of 
spice too. 

One More Cause Celebre 

INDIA has been swarming with phoren celebs lately—models Kate Moss, Cindy 
CraVvford, Naomi Campbell, actor Richard Gere. The latest star on the Indian 
horizon—Bianca Jagger, ex-wife of Rolling Stones lead singer Mick Jagger. Acco¬ 
mpanied by Robert Kennedy's daughttf Kerry Kennedy Cuomo, to participate in 
the Jaiptu-Delhl leg of the Global March Against Child Labour. Bianca has been 
for children's rights for over 15 years. Says she: "Children's rights are undermi¬ 
ned not in India alone, but the US and the world over too." 

f ■ * 

The Lady Likes Pink 

THE celebrity down|K>ur just doesn't cease. Madonna's mehndi wasn't just a coincidence in her latest album. She 
was in Jaipur (definitely a hot spot, remember Naomi was also there), and stayed with the local glitterati of the 
city. Now rumour has It that the lady will be back to shoot for her next music album, and Jaipur will be the 
chosen city. The chatterati of the city can safely start readying for photo-ops with her now. 
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AIULUHtt 

Of Lords and Ladies_ 

MOHINI Kents 40-pius yean don t quite 
show More so, as she beamed last veck, 
while tying the knot with Bntain s foodie 
king (> K Noon The Apnl 8 avil cerem¬ 
ony was preceded by dinner last fortnight 
with Pnnce Charles Kent, the journalist, 
may soon be Lady Noon GKN, one of the 
richest Asians m Britain, is tipped to 
bee ime a jwer Watch out 1 ady Nadira 
Naipaul Lady Mohini Kent Noon someth' 

With Malice, indeed 

IHE Sadia Dehlvi-produced chat show 
Not a Nice Man 7b Know, for which 
Tehmlna Durrani recorded the open¬ 
ing episode last week, promises to be 
np-roanng good fun Take the chat 
recorded with Star Frekker Petsis 
Khambatta last week Khushwant asks 
Pctsis, "So you didn't do the nude cen- 
terspread for Stem magazine'" Persis, 
"No Khushwant, I wanted to do India 
proud Khushwant's nposte "I'm sure 
you'd have done India proud even if 
you'd done it'" Really' 

ati««a .... .. . 

PRAMOD NAVALKAR 
The MahiHBShtra state minister for culture 
on why rock shows will now be censored 

b it traa IlHrt ■■■g llMVMni will rods BO num? 
I aims sdd sod) a UWtg- AH I said was that lyrics of 
soi^ diQidd he 9cnittd^ before a perfonnance 
l»t«Iwrihig Bewipayer wyarted oaierwiac. 
There U ifo suteianar m w news item (arned by Ei^nss 
Newline. TSfey have ereatedl a etoty where there was none 
So viiuft Iwvc yaw bhn iriblactlag to7 
Nottung, All t sakl was thin the Script Scrutmy 
Gmmuttee should be carefol of the performances that ate passed. 
Why luwe yoB Mriud far ttfiitciilag of cuitnris7 
There has to be a system. 
Bat what haa ftovokae yon to tidu tiib staod? 
RockshowsgoiiitetaltPtbeil4^tandRangBhavanoverlooksaptesbgio«»ediica- 
tmnallnstltuhtmltkeStXm'forhcidteg^ A^, there are several residential quartets la 
the area. Why ihoutd they be subjected to any sort of nuisance? 
Will yoB be setting » sepoiwte coaunlttcc to clamp down heavliy oa 
rode coBoeets? 
I have not referred to anyUdng new.'Die Sctlpb Scrutiny Committee has been In 
existence since 1974. Th^ nted to be a little more vigilant. 
Do yoB tUak Ubk b * lot of VBlgutty hi rock ansIcT 
Vul^ty on the whote'hat increased. It can he found qyen in Hmdl and Gujarati 
plays. It should nelUter be permitted in these plays, not in any other performance. 
W^ dill the Sews fomaiaait peradt Mlchaei JadrsoB to perfonB 1b 
Mooiboi coosMiHteg that a lot of people flod daacc oioveaicats 
extremely iTBlgar? 
Hits IS a matter die pohoe. Jf any person feels that a performance is vulgar or has 
nuisance value, foe poltoe can be approached to take necessary action 
$0 «rc yoB aiiflag that Baag nwToa CBB coBtlaBc to rods'a ran? 
Why not? There has been no Imposition, ban or anything of that sort 
Win tihere he Bay Boticcdble difference la tts styte of fhnctlonlng? 
If the lyrics or scripts are deued, and there u nofoing objeettonabie, any show can 
be held at Rang Bhavan 

Ssira Menezes 

Show to Showdown 

FHC spectacular break-up between the promu 
ter protege team, film-makei bubash C,h<u 
and Mahima Chaudhary, dramatised 
in court, has spent itself Mahmia 
just as she outtalked Ghai on the 
Simi Garcwal show, outdid him 
m the media showdown He 
hutted that she was peeved at 
lo'ing out to Aishwa'7a Rai 
in his next venture Taal, 
she putted that he had by 
doing so nullified the 
contract and 
that she was 
a tree bird 
now So will 
she revert 
to her origi¬ 
nal name 
Ritu? 

lUKESH P SHAH 
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Blue Princess SHE walked, tali and regal like the princess that 
she Is, into the Polo Bar of the Rambagh Palace. 
In a clinging Jaipur chiffon .sari of the kind she 

has made internationally famous. It was in a vibrant 
shade of turquoise blue, what the locals call a Feroza 
colour. What made her different from the others at 
the famous bar was that she entered only after an aoc , 

in a formal black prince coat, had pce{)ed round the 
door to make sure I was there before ushering her in. 

It had all started the evening before, when I had just 
got into bed. My friend rush^ In breathlessly: '"Gayatri l)evi is in 

the coffee shop. Why don't you get 
an interview?" That was the last 
thing to do with a woman with such 
style and elegance, invade her priv¬ 
acy and interrupt her late night 
snack like a gauche cub reporter. I 
decided instead to send her a hand¬ 
written note across to her home, the 
Lily Pool, which is within a stone’s 
throw of the hotel. I reminded iier of 
our conversations in Bengali at 
diplomatic receptions in Mhi. 
The response was quick. I gr»t a call 

first thing in the morning. \ male 
voice announced: "The Rajmata would like to .speak to you." And 
over the phone came that rich, deep alto voia-, which I think 
always matched her beauty. “Kenion adieu (how arc yi>u)?" 1 
asked in Bengali. "Bhalo, kaal liindi time e meet korehn," she said 
in that delightful mix of English and Bengali known as Ingo- 
Bongo, so typical of the Calcutta elite. I did my sightseeing and 
shopping the whole day to be free for lunch the next day, when 
I was leaving, and returned at 7..3() to find a note .saying: 
"Itajmata is leaving Jaipur tomorrow and the lunch is cancelled. 
Please meet her at the Polo Bar at 8 pm." I rang up the I ily I’ool 
to accept and told the aix; I would be there, and delighted. 

Lessons in Grace 
The Polo Bar, which is reputed to have the best BUkhIv Marys 

in the world, was crowdetl with hearty German tourists. I l.iv- 
ing made sure which was Gayatri Devi's favourite table, I sat there 
for the moment while the tourists asked, ya, could they stiare the 
table? There was nothing for it but to get a Reserved sign put on 
it. I xclusivity ensured, I had a quiet look at the polo tiopiiies. the 
photos ol polo matches all over the world and etchings ol horses 
Ix'fitting the Irar. .And not least of ail a vintage photo of King 
George A' in a sola and Queen Mary in a flowery hat shaking 
hands with lai, (iayatri Devi's husband, the late Maharaiah, in his 
youth. As she sat down, one of Cecil Beaton’s 10 most neautiful 
women in the world. 1 noticed she had retained her flawless com¬ 
plexion although her figure and face were both fuller, her hair, 
now snow white, framing her face in what used to be called a 
bob. "Yes, what is it you wanted to know?" she asked briskly. 
"You came to this palace as a bride, it was your home and now 
you come as a visitor to the bar and the coffee shop," I began. 
"IX) you feel nostalgic, at all bitter"? "Why should 1?" she replied 
in totally no-nonsense tones. "It is my hotel, I am one of the dir- 
ectoR." She made it clear there was no more to be said and we 
left It at that and avoided the subject thereafter. "IX) the tourists 
bother you?" I asked finally. “Surely they recognise you?" "Fortu¬ 

nately very rarely," she replied. And that was also 
that, except that her exit was as regal as her entrance. 

Feudal Finery 
JAIPUR is a feudal city made for pomp and pagean¬ 

try and it was sheer luck that we stumbled on to 
one of its two most famous festivals the very day after 
we arrived. The Gangaur festival is always watched 
best from the long terrace of the Hind Hotel at 
Tripolia Gate and we were lucky to get seats in the 
second tow, the front rows being totally monopo¬ 

lised by foreign tourists, including two charming couples from 
San Francisco and the inevitable Japanese with their cameras. 
The festival lasts for IB days and we saw the grand finale, the 
spectacular Gangaur procession. Ihe festival is named after 
Parvati, in her form as Gauri, when she underwent intense med¬ 
itation and penance to win Gan (Lord Shiva) as her consort. 
Symbolising conjugal bliss and happiness, it is celebrated both by 
unmarried girls praying for a good husband and married women 
wishing long life and happiness for their husbands. 

The procession, which began from the Zenani-Deorhi of the 
(Tty Palace via I'ripolia Bazaar, Gangauri Bazaar and Chaugan, 
converges near the Talkatora, with the images of the deity being 
immersed in the lake. The procession started with 14 gorgeou¬ 
sly caparisoned elephants, followed by equally ornamented 
camels, tlieir noses disdainfully in the air, as usual looking 
down with contempt at the crowds on the street. Then came 
the city band, all brass and spit and polish, then carefully selec¬ 
ted and richly decorated white horses of the kind one sees in 
wedding processions and beautifully behaved. I'hen came the 
palanquins of Gauri, some mounted on beautifully decorated 
bullock carts and S>me simply carried on their shoulders by 
men, as of yore. The palanquins contained the images of Gauri. 
But in this festivai of women, there was not a single woman in 
the palanquins or in the procession. They were all at home, 
singing and dancing, they had fa.stcd the whole day and had 
mehndi on their hands. One daughter told me how they had 
dressed up their mother in her bridal finery and pamper^ her 
with love and tenderness the whole day. 

And the Peacocks Danced 
JAIPUR'S feudal glory survives, miraculously, although the new 

breed of politician:, is doing its best to destroy its spaciousness 
and unique [)ink stone architecture. Originally planned by archi¬ 
tect and town planner V^idyadhar Bhattacharya, it w|s more rec¬ 
ently lovingly nurtured by Gayatri Devi and her husband, whose 
taste was as impeccable as their total devotion to the city. Its baz¬ 
aars remain a shopper's delight, beautiful bandhni saris, minakari 
leweltery, swirling peasant skirts and Jaipur-blue Sanganer print- 
eii bedspreads and Jaipur blue pottery to match. 'ITiere is an 
entire lane devoted to marble products, including much-trea¬ 
sured carved deities in marble. The lovely red-and-black felt nam- 
das (rugs) with yellow chainstitch have, alas, vanished. 

On my last morning in Rambagh Palace, I kept on looking out 
over the vast grounds. Just before breakfast on the verandah, 
tour peacocks appeared from nowhere and strolled without a 
care just below the luxury suite aptly named the Peacock Room. 
One felt sure they would be there for ever, even after the mahara¬ 
jahs and maharanis have gone. Because the age of palaces is fast 
fading, and even the Princess in Blue and other environmental¬ 
ists seem to be fighting a losing battle to save the Pink City. 

JAYACHANDRAN 
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Zodiac co-ordinates your shirt and tie, 
200 times a week. 
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Tk « pink Oxford cotton akirt 
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Ivory Collection akirt. 

A navy kt gold ornamental tie ia 

complemented ky a traditional 

kordeaux Claaaiiral Stripe skirt. 

A koU indigo striped skirt makes 
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Some watches are trendy. 

Some of them are unique. 

See the difference. 

Rado DiaStar lntegt.il 'Supcrjubile' Sparkling (li.imonds on the sciatchprool surface of ttie sapphire crystal give the watch 
a sophisticated elegance, the fine elemeiils of the bracelet are in skin friendly, si ratchprool high-tech ceramics 

Rado. A different world 

Switzerland 
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Why the Hangover? 
Apropos Candy’s Dandy, Liquor's 
Quicker (April 13), why can't we 
think b^ond alcohol? Why has 
the Indian team become a liv¬ 
ing endorsement for Wills? The 
logo is clearly visible at all times 
on the players' t-shirts, whether 
on field or off it. I'm sure there 
are enough non-alcohol, non¬ 
tobacco companies willing to be 
sponsors, cola and car compa¬ 
nies for example. I feel aca 
should lay down specific mles 
about sponsors and companies 
the Indian team can endorse. 

Deepa V., 
Mumbai 

This Robin Didn’t Sing 
1 was informed by your cone- 
spondent that in the cover story 
titled indent Missile (April 6) the 
statement—“If we just take the 
middle order leaving out Gava¬ 

skar I think .Sachin, Azhar, and 
Ganguly are stronger than 
Vengsarkar, Vishy and Amar- 
nath iKcause they can score at 
match-winning rates"—has 
been wrongly attributed to me. 

Needless to say it took me by 
surprise—not only the state¬ 
ment but the call made to me 
l)y your office informing me of 
your mistake! 

Jtofrin Singh, 
Chennai 

It was an inadwrtent mix-up in 
faxes. We rei^ret the error. 

m 
Kudos for iHiblishing brilliant 
photos of Saiiras’, Rahul and 
Sachin along with a knowled¬ 
geable cover stor>'. Within a 
short time, these three bats¬ 
men have won the heart of the 
nation with their skilful hat¬ 
ting. Sachin especially showed 

More is Merrier 
Apropos your cover story India 
WOO? (April 13) on new states 
in the offing, you seem to have 
missed the point. Imagine: 
14 new states, 
14 new chief ministers, 
14 new (|umbo) cabinets, 
14 X 'n' new regional parties 
(their presidents, working 
committees, etc). 

The employment opportuni¬ 
ties are massive. Ihere's work 
for even 'retiied' politicians: 14 
new governors! Why wasn't it 
thou^t of earlier? With stabil¬ 
ity out for the count, there will 
be so muiy ex-ministers, aya 
rams, gaya rams, dukh rams, 
sukh rams, |aya rams, parajaya 
rams, the opportunity's |ust 
begun. And, no 'retirement 
onl/ benefits. And, that 14 

could as well be 40! 
JK.C. Balakrlshnan, 

Mitmbai 
■ 

You've done well to caution 
the new ajp government about 
the Pandora's box it might 
open by creating new states. 
But you've missed out the 
potential time-bomb Konkan 
could become. Geographi¬ 
cally the metropolis of 

I Bombay falls within the 
Konkan region, and is 

I bound to create another 
problem like Chandigarh. 

The principled bji’ and its 
highly-acdaimed, highly-prin- 
cipled leader, Mr A.B. Vaj¬ 
payee, have proved no better 
than the highly-crooked Cong¬ 
ressmen. How does one justify 
defeated candidate Pramod 
Mahajan's appointment as 
cabinet minister? Or Sukh Ram 
being made deputy CM? Need¬ 
less to add, all cases against 
him will be dropped. I wonder 
what price this honest man, 
who had Rs 4 crore stacked up 
in his official residence, might 
have paid to a princi^ed wp 
leader? How long will this big¬ 
ger IMchdi of Bjp last with Jaya 
and destructive genius George 
Fernandes among them? 

vs-litna, 
Mumbai 

u 
About Uttaranchal, Neeta 

what a brilliant batsman he is 
by scoring 155 runs in the first 
Test in Chennai. They all have 
a good cncketing career ahead 
of them. We wish them luck. 

B.N. Bose 
Calcutta 

■ 
I am an ardent fan of OutltM)k, I 
only wish I'd been the anony¬ 
mous writer writing to you 
about your boring covers and 
politics (No Poiitks This Time in 
Delhi Diary, April 6). Alter 
weeks of political personalities 
on the covet, the April 6 cricket 
cover was indeed welcome. 

I am a diehard cricket fan and 
was glad to see my favourite 
players (Sachin most of all) on 
your cover. Sonia and A.B. Vaj¬ 
payee had stuck to your covers 
like the unbreakable Fevlcol ka 
jod—'Yeii Fevicol ka jod hai, 

tootega nahinV i'm glad it's 
come un.stuck at last. 

Sonal, 
Gwalior 

Diplomacy, Thy Name is 
Apropos By (itvrge, He's Stiil an 
Activist (April 6), George Ferna¬ 
ndes, as defence minister, sh<v 
uld be careful about what he 
says and does. His reputation as 
a staunch supporter of the i.n>., 
which massacred many ipkf 

jawans in .Sri Lanka, may send 

Chandhoke in her column 
writes: “The movement is a 
recent one and exhibits all the 
signs of political immaturity.” 
Just one page earlier, in the 
graphic Pandora's Box, you 
state that the demand for 
Uttarakhand first originated at 
the '28 Congress session in 
Karachi—it's the second-old¬ 
est demand after Gorkhaiand. 

Chandan Singh, 
Jalpsir 

m 
One can't ignore demands for 
separate states so long as the 
federal nature of our constitu¬ 
tion allows it. And as long as 
our national leaders M to pro¬ 
tect people's interests and ind¬ 
ulge in nepotism, communal- 
ism and corruption, such dem¬ 
ands will continue to arise. 

To cite an example, even 
after 50 years of Independe¬ 
nce, tea workers in Darjeeling 
and Duars in West Bengal live 
like slaves. Their disillusion¬ 
ment often surfaces in agita¬ 
tions and insurgencies, like in 
other Northeastern areas. 

You've failed to project the 
ground reality of (jorl^land. 
There's no gnlf vice-president 
by the name of Paras Dutt; it’s 
just a fictitious name. Such 
tqx>tts only damage your cted- 
Wty and mislead readers. 

Vlfay Bantawa, 
SIkUm 

wrong signals and jeopardise 
our relationship, already under 
a bit of a strain. He should act 
more responsibly and try not to 
let his personal leanings embar¬ 
rass the government. 

Venkatesh Vanklpuram, 
received on e-mail 

Two-Way Traffic 
Apropos (iod, Godse, and the PR 
War (April 6), any attempt to 
put the record straight or con¬ 
structive criticism of the foreign 

media is taken as fana¬ 
tic/fundamentalist. in any 
foreign media broadcast, 
the BJP is referred to as a 
militant Hindu party, 
Kashmir a disputed region. 
We have every right to put 
our views in this regard. 

Hlman^u Saran, 
Nashik 
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She Hanged First 
You refer to the death sentence 
given to Ram Shri {Softer Laws, 
Harder Wan, April 6), as the first 
ever to a woman in India. But 
the first woman to die on the 
gallows was Ratan Bai Jain in 
the 'J50s, tor poisoning her hus¬ 
band's paramour, lire execution 
was carried out in the old jail 
premises where now stands the 
Maulana Azad Medical College. 

niay Poising, 
NewDeM 

it’s Different 
Your calling the Jamaat-e-l$Iami 
a Muslim counterpart of the kss 

in Cosmetic Change (April 6) is 
misleading and untrue. Unlike 
the ass, the Jamaat is an ideo¬ 
logical, non<ominunal organi¬ 
sation which advocates etfdcal, 
constructive, peaceful and 
demexn^atic means, not ones 
derogatory to truth or the 
Constitution, in contrast, the 
Sangh stands for coinmunal- 
ism, has no regard for truth or 
the Constitution. Outlook sho¬ 
uld not have based its compari¬ 
son on the simultaneous ban 
imposed on both organisations. 
The ban, thrust not once but 
twice, on the jamaat was politi- 
caiiy motivate and the judici¬ 
ary later lifted it for that reason. 

Ibn-e-Vmar, 
Vettore 

Nobel for the Ignoble? 
By recommending Paki¬ 
stan premier Nawaz 
Sharif for the coveted 
Nobel Prize for Peace 
(Delhi Diary, April 6), 
Vinod Mehta is support- • 
ing I.K. Ciujral's wimpish 
'Gujral doctrine'. We 
expkted something bet¬ 
ter from Outlook than 
this kind of pamphletee¬ 
ring. Why does Sharif des¬ 
erve this honour? Because he's 
closed his hawkish eyes to the 
isi's neforious modus c^ran- 
di? It's common knowledge 
that it's been using proxy wars 
to destabilise India. 

Mr Sharif didn't care to rec¬ 
iprocate Gujral's unilateral 
'visa liberalisation' policy. He 
has openly declared Paki¬ 
stan's opposition to India get¬ 
ting a permanent seat on the 
Security Council. Indian 
Muslims who'd preferred to 
migrate to Pakistan after Par¬ 
tition are reportedly ill-trea¬ 
ted by their own co-tellgldn- 
ists. The only praiseworthy 

Facts About the DMK 
The Item lubilee. No Jubilation in 
Sadanand Menon’s Chennai 
Diar)’ (March .TO) gave the 
impression that C.N. Annadurai 

and M. Karunanidhi 
launched the dmk party in 

:*■ 1948, after breaking with 
their mentor 'Periyar'. 
This is not true. Mr 
Karunanidhi stayed with 
'Periyar' and joined the 
OMK only after a while. 

M.S, Shah Jahan, 
Hang Kong 

thing Mr .Sharif has done is to 
allow his State to honour our 
Yusuf Khan (Dilip Kumar) 
with the Nishan-e-imtiaz. 

Now that Pakistan has devel¬ 
oped its iBRM, Mr Sharif 
d^rves to be honoured with 
the Nobel Prize twice, once for 
promoting peace in the sub- 
contlnatt and the other for 
disturbing peace. If Vinod 
Mehta's logic is followed. It 
won't be a surprise if Veeta'. 
ppan is honoured with the 
Miarat Ratra for his 'courage'. 

MS-KHpaifyi 
MhmImI 

Just an Inflated Idea 
It was a bit noisome to see S. 
Khilnani, his nose high up at an 
elitist angle and his tush parked 
on a pedestal (Caw the mi' Escape 
its Political dna?, March 30), dec¬ 
laiming about DNA and tOlar- 
valas and trying to 'educate' rea¬ 
ders about the Nehruvian 'defi¬ 
nition of India which allowed 
definition—expansions, to a 
layered, ojien-ended and con¬ 
stantly revisable picture of Ind¬ 
ian selfhood'. Yeah, layer upon 
layer of corruption, open-ended 

like a sieve out of which pouted 
out national talent and wealth 
and flowed in toxic waste and 
obsolete technology, and revis¬ 
ing itself with a band-aided 
constitution which has more 
amendments to it than a teen¬ 
ager has pimples on his foce. I 
wanted to take this pudgy bro¬ 
wnie by the scruff of his neck 
and have him dip his nose in 
the stench of the nearest urban 
cesspool so he could take in the 
fragrance of Edwina Mounfoat- 
ten's farb! still wafting over our 
land. As per the opinion of a 
British high commissioner, 
aired on the bbc after the smirk 
of retirement, Nehru was India's 
last viceroy who acted like,a 

raja; whose privy purse is still 
claimed by those who have tra¬ 
nsformed 'Gandhi' Into a bran- 
dname with which to peddle 
characterleis sleaze and syco¬ 
phancy; and competence only 
in the use of the language of the 
world's muddlers and meddlers, 
aka, the UK and the uva. Yechl 

Vyom AkhU, 
Sambalpur, Orissa 

Relief At Last 
Outlook has finally stopped 
dumping political trash on us 
and is at la.st giving us some¬ 
thing worthwhile to read. 

Edirin Saldanha, 
received on e-malt 
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"My hubby decided we needed a bigger fridge. He said we'd 

outgrown the one we had. I tried to talk him out of this silly idea... But 

he dragged me to the market and there it was so confusing — so many 

fridges to choose from! Then we saw the LG Refrigerator. Its 

Preserve Nutrition' System not only keeps the food taaza, but also healthy 

by preserving its nutritive value... amazing. Now, whenever 
my son eats from the fridge, he 
makes me check his muscles ■ So my 

husband was right this time... that's amazing too!" 

LG Refrigerators 
Preserve nutrition. Day after day after day.. 

us PNSyttwn ItelrlfiwMara an malMH. in SIOi; 331k, 360(;3g(k, 4a0r, 411k, aaOCiSTOr and 640'capacities. 
LG Fraali Maatar {Direct Cool) Relrigantor. avaMabla In iTSr, 210r end 2S(k capacItloB. Faaturee vary from modal lo model 
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KERALA 

Zero, The Magic Figure 
The state becomes a role model for the rest of the country in fulfilling the small family norm 

Kerala is fast moving towards a pop¬ 
ulation growth rate of zero. In a few 
years' time the number of births in 

the state will equal the number of deaths. 
At the moment, the birth rate in the state 

is marginally ahead of the death rate, with 
17 births per 1,000 population in a year 
and six deaths per 1,000 population in a 
year respectively. It will take one genera¬ 
tion or roughly 30 years to close this gap. 
This trend is the result of a drop both in 
the fertility and mortality rates, making 
Kerala a role model in 
the fulfilling of the 
smail-family norm. 

Most couples in the 
state today have less 
than two children, 
bringing the fertility 
rate down by 40 per 
cent. The decline in the 
fertility of women in 
the country is 20 per 
cent. From an average 
of six children per 
woman in 1950, the 
fertility rate dropped to 
2.8 in 1981 and to 1.7 
in 1996. High literacy 
and relatively late mar¬ 
riages have possibly 
contributed to this fall. 

The state has also set a 
new milestone in the 
matter of infant mortal¬ 
ity. As few as 1.1 infants 
die out of every 1,000 
that are born in a year, as uppo.sed to 67 
per I ,(XX) infants that die in the rest of the 
country. This represents a drop of 66 per 
cent over a IS-year [wriod from 1981 to 
1996. while the national average came 
down l)y 20 per cent. Infant mortality in 
the state stood at .17 in 1981. 

Demographic expert Dr K.C. Zachariah, 
an honorary fellow at the Centre for 
Dcvelf)>)meiit Studies in Thiruvanantha- 
puram. attributes tite dramatic fall in fer¬ 
tility and infant mortality to the high qual¬ 
ity of healthcare and the success of the 
family planning programme. 

t)ne reason wiiy family planning pruha- j 
bly worked in Kerala is it did not target I 
mothers directly, as in otiter states 
Instead, it was made a part of the health¬ 
care system so that every woman who 
went to the hospitals and dis[)ensaries to 
immunise their children came back with 
the message of the small family. Women 
who were initially turned off by the aggres¬ 

sive targeting began to respond positively 
to the programme once it focused on the 
health of their children. 

Family planning has also struck roots in 
Kerala because of the changing social envi¬ 
ronment here. As more women step out to 
work, small families have become a practi¬ 
cal necessity. Working mothers want to 
avoid the hassles of child-bearing and rear¬ 
ing. Sterilisation therefore has become a 
welcome option. 

And so the sterilisation drive gradually 

'Hum do, hamare do’ couples are being 
replaced by those with less than two kids 

gained momentum, with vasectomy giving 
way to lubectoiny. Though now the 
C^entral government is keen to revert to 
vasectomy owing to the emerging su.spi- 
cion that tubcctomy miglit have implica¬ 
tions on the reproductive health of 
women. Moreover, over ,30 per cent of the 
sterilisation proccd>ires arc carried out in 

High litefacy, a growing 
number of working women, 
exceiient heatthcare, aiong 
with the success of family 

planning have contributed to 
this demognqihie feat. 

private hospitals, fuelling the argument 
that the government should support the 
sterilisation programme in private institu¬ 
tions so that the public can avail of their 
services at lower costs. Many couples are 
opting for temporary birth control meth¬ 
ods like the pill and lun. 

If birth control succeeded in Kerala, it is 
mainly because of factors that range from 
education and land reforms to cultural 
heritage. lowards the end of the last cen¬ 
tury itself, educational qualifications bec¬ 

ame a prerequisite to 
government service. 
Education instantly 
acquired an economic 
value. You couldn't get^ 
a job if you didn't go to' 
school and college. 
Then, land reforms bro¬ 
ught down the status of 
land as an investment 
option. Today, an aver¬ 
age Malayan family 
prefers to invest money 
in their children's edu¬ 
cation in anticipation 
of the long-term finan¬ 
cial advantage. 

But not everybody 
endorses the small fam¬ 
ily norm. Certain com¬ 
munities, such as the 
Muslims of Malabar, 
still have a high fertility 
rate and shun family¬ 
planning. Community- 

wise, the Nairs had low tenility levels even 
before the advent of family planning. The 
Ezhavas, who once believed in having 
large families, have now accepted the 
small-family norm. While fertility differen¬ 
tials in the state have been almost com¬ 
pletely era.sed, infant mortality differen¬ 
tials still exist. The infant mortality rate 
among the scheduled castes and the eco¬ 
nomically backward sections is several 
times higher than that of other groups. 

The state is definitely at a point of critical 
demographic transition. Couples with two 
children are being replaced by less than 
two in the long run. Therefore, the fertility 
level is already below the replaotment 
level. Though the birth rate is on the 
decline, the number of women in’ the 
reproductive age group is till high, owing 
to the backlog from previous years. Once 
this backlog disappears, Kerala will touch 
zero population. ■ 

Vanu Menon 

RAVI SANKAR K.V 
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SPOTLIGHT 

As crop failure spreads to 
more states, farmers’ 
suicides stir a political storm 

By SAIRA MENEZES in Yavatmal. 
Maharashtra, P.N. KRISHNA in Bangalore 
and_M.S. SHANKER in Hyderabad 

The harvest of tears continues — 
and continues to spread. After 
more than .f(K) indebted cotton 
farmers took their lives after a 
failed crop, the tragic tale is now 

being repeated in tlie Marathwada and 
Vidarbha regions of Maharashtra and 
Karnataka's Bidar. (iuibarga and Kaichur 
districts (where shortfall in the tur dal crop 
has wreaked similar devastation). 

Hit by unseasonal rainfall, hail and subse¬ 
quently debt-inlliciwl |X)verty, 17 Maha¬ 
rashtra tarmers—mostly cotton growers— 
have already ended their lives, leaving beh¬ 
ind hectares ot dead crop, a string of debts 
and grieving families. Setting the pace of 
the suicidal spree in Yavatmal district was 
•tS-year-old Kamdas Ainbarwar of Telang 
lekdi, i’andharkawda taluka, whose debt 
had already crossed Rs 2 lakh. l.ess than two 
months later ;t(i-year-old Bhaskerrao Sayan- 
kar of (iadachi Bor;, Maiegaon taluka, con¬ 
sumed poison leaving l)ehind a wife, four 
young children and a debt of Rs 70,()(X). A 
iew days after, tfie taKly ol .SO-year-old 
Vtahadeorao Kinnekar of Veni Kotha, Kal- 
amh taluka, was tound in a well. I lis legacy: 
a tinancially devastated family comprising a 
wife and five efuMren. 

Tfie deaths are also reflei led in tile ilown- 
swing of the state's cotton procurement: 
trom 140 lakli quintals ol cotton in IfOu- 
‘>7 to 57 lakfi quintals in IW7-‘>8..a Rs 
2,(KM) crore loss in the 10 cotton-produc¬ 
ing districts of Maharasiilra. The succes¬ 
sion ol suicides has thus hiought into 
sharp louts the failuie ot the slate's 
MonopoK Cotton 1‘rocurement Scheme 
IM( l^l, a scheme unique to Maharashtra. 

■'Siiue l‘)72, cotton farmers in Maha- 
Mshlra have been legally liound to cotiduct 
trade only wit'i the state. I’resutnahly done 
to safeguard their interests, the slogan of 
this populist measure was 'cotton-to-clolh'. 
Uuloitunatelv, neitiier has Hie scheme 
reached tlie sarii stage nor have tanners 
iKMielilc-d li\ the SIC l^," notes Vi jay lawand- 
hia. toriuei piesidenl, .Shetkari Sanghatana. 

Farmers complain of bas ing to trans|sort 
their produce to a distant prixurenient cen¬ 
tre, then of pttyments lieing made in instal¬ 
ments. 'How can a tanner already bitnlenc'd 
with loans wait for the monc-y m come in?" 
asks Kisfune Tiw.iri, convenor, Dushakal 
I’aiishad (Prought Council), an organisa¬ 
tion recently tormeu to deal witli the proh- 
lems of cotton fartners in Vidarbha. 

(.onsc-quently, farmers have bent com- 
IH'lled to sell their crop to agents at rewk- 
bottoin prices, with the agents tlien offload¬ 
ing the same to the Maharashtra .State 
Cotton (irowers Market rc*dera1ion at much 
higher government fixed rates. Thus, des- 
crilK-s lawaudhia, it has become "a scheme 
that is a warehouse for traders". .Again, as 
farmers liave not Ix'cn the direct beneficia¬ 
ries of .subsidies, tliey have had to jiay the 
price ot i'liie.ised costs of farming. Elec¬ 
tricity bills have climbed irom Rs 5(K) for six 
months to Us 2,(KH). I'he pi ices of ix.‘sticides 
'ind seeds lluctuates according to the fancies 
of private financiers. 

I Left at the mercy of 
moneylenders, farmers 

: cannot even seek drought 
I relief, which is governed 

by pre-Green revolution 

! Families of farmers who killed themselves 
j struggle to make peace with tragedy 

! The imb-ilancc in loans for farmers is 
I startling: while the cash input jwr acre per 
' year is Rs 6,000 for dry tanning and 
: Rs l(),(XX) |X'r acre per year for irrigated 
: tanning, the farmer is allowed Rs I,OCX) 
I and Rs 2,tXX) [wr acre |X!r year, respectively, 
j at 18 per cent interest by way ot bank 
: loans. Failure of repayment means that 
i credit is unavailable for the tollowing year, 
I with the result that cotton farmers are 
I pushed into the arms of private lenders 
! and their accompanying interest rates 
' varv’ing from 25 per cent to 125 per cent. 
! As a tearful Indirabai Kinnekar says: "We 
1 are never able to |)ay back all the money 
I even il the crop is good But if there is a 
I natural calamity and the crop along with 
j fodder for cattle is destroyed, we can't 
I recover from its after-effects for at least 

three years. It was this fear and the con¬ 
stant hounding by moneylenders that 
made my husband commit suicide." 

Under the Drought Relief Scheme, the 
government is supposed to provide free sch- 
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ooling to children of affected fami- culture department to tackle the pcMs, 
lies and free fodder to' the cattle, which have reportedly developed resistana- 
among other things. But the dehni- to certain pesticides, and lacunae in pesti- 
tion of drought ^tes back to the cide control laws that prescribe a long- 
British Raj. Says Jawandhia: “Accor- drawn legal procedure against companies 
ding to that definition, one quintal that dump spurious pesticides in rural areas, 
of cotton yield per acre amounts to Sources in the agriculture ministry say S3 
100 per cent pnxluction. With the cases of substandard ircsticides In Gulbarga 
green revolution, the yield has inc- district and three in Bidar have been 
reased considerably, so that not one detected since last January. Of these, 17 
farmer qualifies for drought relief." companies have been taken to the local 

Meanwhile, in Karnataka, all par- court in Gulbarga while action is being ini- 
ties are trying to reap political cap- tiated against three companies in Bidar. 
ital from the failure of the tur dal But it is still held that many of the sui- 
crop on aa'ount of a pest attack cides reported are not due to crop failure, 
and unseasonal rains, driving According to a report prepared by the state 
about 20 farmers to suicide. While intelligence wing and the deputy commis- 
thc Bip sees in it an avenue to con- sioner of Bidar district, in 12 cases farmers 
solldate on its recent inroads, the were driven into taking to the extreme step 
Congress too is trying to exploit due to harvesting losses. The report then 
the .situation and has urged Sonia lists l.S other cases of suicide traceable to 
Gandhi to tour the affected areas, factors Iresides crop failure. 
For the ruling Janata Dai, it has 
utility as a mere excuse to secure g g OWEVF.R, in order to secure maxi- 
more financial assistance. ■■ mum Central assistance, Karnataka’s 

The .state government constituted ■■Janata Dal government has played 
a committee of legislators from all dosvn these details in the memorandum 
political parties which toured the submitted to the prime minister. Nor is it 

‘northern districts and is expected to willing to accept the figures on suicides 
submit its report soon. As expected, provided by its intelligence wing, 
the reaction of each member has a In Andhra I’radesh too, the ruling idp all¬ 
political slant. Says a bip member: eges that many of the suicides had nothing 
"Tliere's no coordination between to do with the |x?st allack. Says a senior offi- 
the agriculture and revenue depart- dal in the .state agricultural department: 
ments. The statistics provided by "Suicidal deaths caught on like wild fire ever 
both vary, as does their information since the government announcc’d Rs 1 lakh 
on the crop insurance scheme." ex-gratia payment to the next of kin of the 

Government officials admit a deceased. A majority of those who commit- 
major lapse on the part of the agri- ted 'suicide' were cases of 'accidental' or 

'natural' deaths and registered 
under 'suicidal deaths' with an 
eye on the money, 
interestingly, most victims were 
also not cotton farmers." 

These charges arc also being 
leselled in Karnataka, though 
observers say facts point other¬ 
wise. Says legislator I’uitanna- 
iah, who belongs to the Karna¬ 
taka Rajya Raitha .Sangha: "We 
have come across 21 suicides, 
and all have ended their lives 
ix-cause they were in debt. The 
dalals in tliese districts lend 
more money than coo[»eratlves 
sexieties or rural banks, so the 
farmers have been in distress. 
It’s wrong to say that more 
farmers are giving up their lives 
because the government has 
announced a com|ten.sation of 
Rs I lakh for every victim." 

And as these .statistical cha¬ 
rges are traded and political 
postures adopted, the plight of 
the hapless farmers threatens 
to be overshadowed. ■ 
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The BJP-AIADMK alliance is 
pushed to its limit as the 
Jayalalitha Effect takes over 

ByA.S. PANNEERSELVAN AIADMK general secretary Jayalali¬ 
tha Jayaram is no C.V. Raman or 
Chandrasekhar but political circ¬ 
les in Chennai are grappling to 
understand "the layaialitha Limit 

and Jayalalitha Effect" which have put the 
Vajpayee government in a spot. The Jaya¬ 
lalitha Limit has a very low threshold and 
its cardinal character is impulsiveness. No 
one knows exactly how soon she will reach 
her limit of bjp tolerance. The Jayalalitha 
Effect has three major characteristics; to 
erase the dividing line between the ruling 
party and the ruling government; to bridge 
the difference between the functioning of 
the government, executive, legislature and 
judiciary; and finally, to make an individ¬ 
ual’s wish the nation’s command. 

The AIADMK is not only keeping the 
Central government on edge with veiled 
threats of withdrawing support, but it is 
also embarassing the bip by demanding the 
resignation of all chargesheeted mincsters in 
the (Central government, 
including home minister 
L.K. Advani. So we have 
ministers from the ruling 
front issuing threats to each 
other. What is worse, the 
AiA[>MK is simultaneously 
trying to work out a deal 
with Sharad Pawar. Whe¬ 
ther this is just a ploy to 
pressurise the dip is not clear. 

However, aiaomk leaders 
are only too keen to provide 
the arithmetic of a Congr¬ 
ess-led coalition. Tliey 
imint out that the numbers 
game would come into play should 
jayalalitha feel that the b|p is not comply¬ 
ing with her demands. The calculation is: 
the Congress can muster up 196 Ml’s. If the 
AIADMK and It allies, numbering 27, join 
Hie front, tlie tally goes up to 223. The Left 
Front with 48 si-ats is ex|K'c:ed to supjKirt a 
Congress-led government to ka'p the bip 
out of power. Which means the tally would 
be 271, reducing the hip and its allies to a 
minority. Hence, the Hobson’s choice 
before the b|p; either to break the other par¬ 
ties to increase its su|)port base or to suc¬ 
cumb to all the demands of Jayalalitha. 

Right now her sole agenda is the’dis- 
missal of the ismk government. And she 
wants it to hap(>en before the Election 
ComniLssion issues the notification for the 
Rajya Sabha elections from lamil Nadu in 
the second week of May. At present, the 

GOING FOR 
BROKE? 

JayaliHttia is flot 

vsiteil threats of 
wifiidrawtng 

support, she is 
also working on 

a deal with 
Sharad Pawar. 

vs.-Wakh/;'-!- 

^ ."r W 

DMK has no representation in the Upper 
House. But given its strength in the state 
assembly, it is certain that the dmk will 
win live seats, with the sixth one going to 
the Tamil Maanila Qmgress. It also means 
that minister of state for finance R.K. 
Kumar, a crucial man in the government 
for the party, will not lx; renominated. 

Unlike her first protest where she delayed 
her letter of sup{)ort to Atal Behari Vajpayee 
for a week, her present sulking bout has 
been more ominous and volatile. Her irrita¬ 
tion sterns from the fact that when Tamil 
Nadu chief minister M. Karunanidhi visited 
New Delhi two weeb ago, Vajpayee and the 
home minister L.K. Advani were more than 

cordial in their reception, with the former 
asserting that he would not use Article 356 
to dismiss the dmk government. 

And Union agriculture minister S.S. 
Bamala expressed total support to the dmk 
government and even offered 100 MW of 
electricity from Punjab to Tamil Nadu to 
tide over the pre,sent power crisis. Tltis, just 
days after Union |x>wer minister Rangarajan 
Kumaramangalam’s promise to Jayalalitha 
that he would use tlie power situation to 
create problems for the state government. 

Meanwhile, on the legal front there were 
two major developments. A relative of Sasi- 
kala often referred to as Reserve Bank, Bhas- 
karan, was arrested by the cbi. He was the 
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WHILE the Bjp has given a patient 
hearing to all of aiadmk chief]. 
Jayalalltha's demands, her lat- 

e^ that LK. Advanl, M.M. Joshi, Uma 
Bharat! and Buta Singh should quit 
the cabinet b being viewed with con¬ 
cern in the party. All four ministers 
have been chargesheeted. 

While home minister Advani, hko 
minister jo^i, and minister of state 
Uma Bharati were chargesheeted in the 
Babri Masjid demolition 
case, charges were framed 
against communications 
minister Buta Singh in 
the JMM bribery scandal. 

The 49 accused in the 
Babri case includes 
Advanl, Joshi, Uma 
Bharati, Kalyan Singh, 
B.L. Sharma, Vijayaraje 
Scindia and Bal Thac¬ 
keray. Advani, Joshi, 
Uma Bharati and the 
others were booked 
under the ik; on October 
5, 1993: Sections 147 
(rioting); 149 (partici¬ 
pant in unlawful assem¬ 
bly); SOS (statements 
which can lead to public 
mischief); 120B (criminal 
conspiracy); I.S3A (pro¬ 
moting enmity between 
different groups on basis 
of religion, race etc); 295 
(intentional destruction 
and defiling of a place of 
worship); 295A (mali¬ 
cious acts intended to 
outrage religious feelings of any class); 
39SA (dacolty); 297 (trespassing on 

ON THE JAYALALITHA HIT-LIST 
The AiADMK boss asks Vajpayee to remove ati chargesheeted ministers 

burial place); 332 (causing voluntary 
hurt, deterrtag a public servant firom 
his duty); 338 (causing grievous hurt 
while attempting robbery or dacoity); 
397 (robbery or dacolty with an 
attempt to cause death); 153B read with 
SOS ipc (1S3B—imputatloas, assertions 
pte}udlcia! to national integration.) 

The leaders were asked to appear 
before the special designated court on 
Ayodhya on February 29 for the formal 

Advanl, JothI, Bharati, Buta Singh: 
the Babri and JMM ghoits return 

haming of charges against than. (This 
is necessary as tite (^ges have to be 
read to them and then are asked to 
plead guilty or not guilty.) The AfP lead¬ 
ers did not comply and challen^ the 
order bi the Allahabad high court on 
technical grounds, saying among other 
things, that the chaiges of incitement 
and actual demolition should not have 
been clubbed together. 

At the political level the bf has been 
arguing that its leaders are 
not guilty ol any moral 
wrongdoing since the 
party sees the Babri Ma^ 
|id demolition as part of a 
political movement. Acc¬ 
ording to legal experts, 
some ot the charges fira- 
med, if proved in a court 
of law, would debar them 
under the Representation 
of People Act. 

After the April 17 
Supreme Court ruling 
that bribe-givers are offe¬ 
nders and MPs are public 
servants, there is a doud 
over Buta Sirtgh's contin¬ 
uance in the Vajpayee 
ministry. Singh and a 
host of others were accu¬ 
sed of having bribed MPs 
to save the Narasimha 
Rao government in 1993. 
The Union Communica¬ 
tions minister faces cases 
registered unda* section 
120-b of the ipc and sec¬ 
tion 7, 12, 13 (2) of the 

Prevention of Corruption Act 1988. 
K.S. NarayaiMo 

conduit for various forex irregularities com¬ 
mitted by Sasikala and It.T family. At the 
same time, a special cour'. rejected the iwli- 
lion of .Union surface transimrt minister 
Sedapatti Muthiah and declared there is a 
prima facie case against him and his family. 
Shell-shocked, Jayalalitha asked Muthiah to 
resign and started consulting her trusted 

■ think tank to decide future strategy. 
A three-pronged strategy was devised. 

First, to use the Union ministers close to 
her to show Karunanldhi in poor light. 
Then step up pressure for changing the 
Chief Justice of the Chennai high court, 
Liberhan, who has refused to toe 

* Jayalalltha's line and replace the standing 

coun.sels for the government with her loy¬ 
alists. Tltird, to deny any moral high 
ground that the »)P may projecl to differ- 
eniiatc itself from its allies. IN keeping with this plan, Kumiramang- 

alam .started accusing the sltite govern¬ 
ment for not anticipating the power 

shortage in Tamil Nadu. The dmk govern¬ 
ment has worked out plans for 20 short 
gestation power plants which should go on 
stream in another 18 months. Karunanldhi 
had to come down heavily on Kumara- 
mangalam for levelling charges without 
any basis. The other Union minister from 
Jayaialitha’s 27 to join the chorus was 

; Union |)etrolcum minister Vazhapadi K. 
i Ramamurthy, who started interacting 
j directly with Tamil Nadu officials and 
I bypassing Ihe state government, 
i 1 Inion law minister Thambidurai has bro¬ 

ught in .13 new standing counsels for the 
Union government—all of them ,\i.\omk 
members, most of whom have at some lime 
or the other appeared on behalf of Jaya¬ 
lalitha and Sasikala. He is also trying to tran¬ 
sfer the ('hief Justice of Chennai high court. 
These moves have already snowballed into 
a major crisis with the entire advocate lo^y 
protesting against the "unethical beha^or 
of the law minister that would undermine 
the independence of the judiciary". 
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Meanwhile, on April 14, the Bjr leadership 
asked Jayalalitha whether she really wanted 
C. Sreenlvasan, an MP from Dindugul, as 
the replacanent for Muthiah as there were 
two cases pending against him at the Padm- 
anabapuram Magistrate court. This proved 
to be the Limit, jayalalitha immediately 
convened her jjart/s executive next day to 
discuss what should be done to bend the bjp. 

She demanded the immediate dismis.sal 
of the OMK government and declared that 
the PM's observation that he was satisfied 
with the steps taken by Karunanldhi fol¬ 
lowing the Coimbatore blasts was made 
because "Mr Vajfwyee has not l)een proper¬ 
ly informed." I'hen the aiadmk chief 
dropped her bomb shell; "1 demand the res¬ 
ignation of ail the Union ministers who 
have been chargesheeted or have firs 
against them. Failing which the PM should 
ask them to quit." Those on her hit list inc¬ 
luded Advani, iird minister M.M. Joshi, 
communications minister Buta Singh, com¬ 
merce minister Ramakrishna Hegde, defe¬ 
nce minister George Fernandes and urban 
development minister Ram Jethmalani 
(who actually sacrificed the law portfolio to 
accommodate jayalalitha's demand that it 
be given only to her nominee Tham- 
bidurai, who has no legal background 
whatsoever) j.syaialitha thundered: "There 
cannot he one set of rules for the aiadmk 
and another for other political parties. 
What applied to Muthiah should also apply 
to all politicians and members of the Union 
cabinet. We have set high standards in pub¬ 
lic life and this should be followed.” 0BV1OUSI.Y, there is no way the Bie can 

accommodate this demand, especially 
as the heads demanded include Adv- 

ani’s. H)i> sources say it is "almost impossi¬ 
ble" to dismiss the dmk government imtne- 
diaK'ly and. Though optimistic noises about 
a rapprochement are being made, the bjp 
assessment is that even if Jayalalitha's com- 
plusions lead her to a drastic step, the gove¬ 
rnment will not be toppled. An effort is also 
ireing made to em[)hasisc the distinction 
bet seen criminal cases and jrolitical ones. 

I he [ireemptive outburst was aimed at 
iiiiliiencing the central team k-d by .Ashok 
Kumar, sjiecial secretary in the Union 
home inimstrs, which was visiting the 
state to assess ihe law and order situation, 
jayalalitha believed hei 
tantrums would (rredude a 
clean chit to the omk. How¬ 
ever, the team said it was 
fully convinced by the 
actions taken by the state 
government. Later talking 
to the media, the sirecial 
secretary said: "The state is 
peaceful and it is unfair to 
call it a 'terrorist state’. The 
problem is only in three or 

r NARAVAN 

four districts which are used by certain ele¬ 
ments for mischief and trouble. But they 
arc being dealt with stringently". 

The first [lerson to criticise Kumar's as.sess- 
ment was mdmk general secretary and the 
MP Irom Sivakasi, Vaiko. He said: "The cen¬ 
tral team has no business to reveal its views 
to the media. They should have merely sub¬ 
mitted their report to the Union home min¬ 
istry'." A view .shared by many in the min- 
i.dry. Advani has already held Kumar 
rc.s|K)nsible for "jumping the gun" and 

North Block is abu/y with 
speculation about "who 
cleared the briefing". 

There is a growing suspic¬ 
ion among aiadmk leaders 
that the bip is trying to mus¬ 
ter support by breaking the 
RjD, Saniajwadi Party and 
even the aiadmk. Says a 
senior aiadmk leader; "After 
the recent ruling of the bjp 
speaker in Uttar ITadesh on 

Vajpayee, Karunanldhi: a cordial touch 

the disqualification of the defected b.sp mlas, 
we are worried about the bjp's intentions. 
On the one hand, it is soft on the dv.k, on 
the other, the party is asing people like 
Hegde and Jethmalani to discredit us in the 
public eye. We have also hearo that 
Fernandes is talking to his other li it. suppo- 
rtere like the pmk and mdmk to stay with the 
BJP if Madam decides to part company." 

i'he aiadmk is now convinced that it can¬ 
not afford to lose time. Most of the case; 
against Jayalalitha are at a critical stage and 
two crucial judgments are expected next 
week-vis-a-vis Jayalalitha’s role in the R.' 
60-crore Tansi disinvestment case and hci 
petition challenging the constitution of a 
special court to try cases against her and 
her colleagues. Under the present chief jus¬ 
tice of the Chennai high coun, her hopes 
of getting legal remedy seem very slender. 
Hence, the bjp’s worry that she will increas¬ 
ingly indulge in brinkmanship. ■ 

AIADMK leaders 
suspect that the 
BJP is trying to 
muster support 

tiy breaking 
other parties. 
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■ Guess whose passion for 
pan masaia ^11 be nixed if the 
Bjp government bans chewing 
tobacco? Bhairon Singh 
Shekhawat is who. The 
Rajasthan chief minister 
spends half his waking hours 
cracking open pouches of the 
"dreaded stuff" and chewing 
its pleasures. But with the 
thought-cops set 
to strike, 
Shekhawat will 
surely feel the 
pinch. “Mr 
Moneybags" is 
hookt^ on the 
stuff in spite of a 
major operation 
last year, and the 
well-intentioned 
warnings of his 
colleagues. Not 
to worry, says 
Shekhawat: "The 
American dcKS put 
.such huge pipes 
through my mouth 
that they created a 
tunnel for tobacco 
to enter and exit 
safely." Touche! 

■ Is Pramod Mahajan poised 
to become a super-minister? 
It's a question that you won't 
hear toing broached in Delhi 
for fear of being "shut out", 
but the Northeast is abuzz 
with whispers about the PM’s 
political advisor. Mahajan cut 
quite a picture during his visit 
to the region last week, 

conspicuously 
whispering into 
Vajpayee's ears, 
and fielding 
questions 
intended for 
actual ministers 
(like Nitish 
Kumar). All this, 
days before tak¬ 
ing oath. But 
those who met 
the real PM 

came back struck 
by the t(X)-big-for- 
hi.s-boots image 
'I’M' flaunted. "Ane 
yam, jo dete hain, 
woh Ido," he told 
Bodo student lead¬ 
ers with astonish¬ 
ing arrogance. 

■ Atal Behari Vajpayee's call 
to partymen to declare their 
assets has become the cause of 
much amusement in Andhra 
Pradesh. Karimnagar MP, Ch. 
Vidyasagar Rao, was one of the 
first off the block. Tie .said he 
held frroperty totalling Rs 7 
lakh and no more. The 
moment the figure was made 
public, opposition politicians 
in the district pounced on 
him. .4nd one of them has 
now made an open offer to 
the lyi’ leader; "If your assets 
arc worth just Rs 7 lakh, then 
I'll pay Rs 15 laki) for it." 

■ Coalition governments may 
come and coalition govern¬ 
ments may go, without mak¬ 
ing too much of a difference 
to our lives. But the repeated 
change of guard is sure exact¬ 
ing its toll on «)fficer.s of the 
anned forces. Each new 
defence minister comes with 
his own ideas and idiosyncra- 
cies, and in the stuffy environs 
of the uniformed world, that's 
placing some pretty demands. 

. Consider the last eight years. 
First, there was Sharad Pawar. 
No problem. Me took to golf 
and uttering 'isms' like "Hey, 

chap!" without too much of a 
fuss, before hopping on to his 
hobby horse: to sell excess 
defence land to whip up 
funds. 1'hen, Mulayam Singh 
Yadav. He hit it off very well 
with the aam jawaii, but posed 
a problem or ttvit to transla 
tors. Now, George Fernandes. 
Besides spreading sartorial 
confusion in the ranks, the 
kurta-pyjama clad rukslui 
matilri’s half-socialist leanings 
mean officers have to pay 
obeisance at all the temples of 
the minister’s fancy: human 
rights, trade unionism, etc. 

■ It was just another day in 
the Tamil Nadu assembly. But 
Chief Minister M. Karunanidhi 
and the omk's leader of the 
House, K. Anbazhagan, were 
soon launching into eulogies. 
"I walked 5 km to go to 
school," said MK. "Ditto," 
replied KA. "I presided over 
the release of his book," said 
MK. "And I presided over hi.s," 
said KA. Amid all the backsiap- 
ping, somebody sought a col¬ 
lege in Chidambaram. "My 
father-in-law is from there," 
said MK. "My father's from 
there," said KA. 

Cell-sale Signs (Just Jestin’) 

ON a visit to the US, a cellphone salesman wows Laloo 
Yadav with a "You<an-caU-any-place-on-this" handset. 
Laloo decides to speak to his dead grandfather to check 
out the claim. He calls heaven but doesn’t find him there. 
So he calls hell. An hour's chat costs him SSO. Impressed, 
he buys the instrument, and returns. But Rabri Is one up 
on him: “1 bought a handset in Patna with which 1 spoke 
to my grandfatiier in hell for Rs SO.” Livid, Laloo phones 
the guy and complains he has been gipped. No way, says 
the Yank; "Hie hon'ble chief minister made a local call.” 

Heard at the 
environment 
ministry: 
*‘The latest 
species facing 
extinction from 
the face of 
the earth? 
Congressmen 
with spine.” 
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ji|r,P^OHS on the Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh may 

but the evidence Is clear; since its inception at 
P^|s|JKir in 1925 under Keshav BaJiram Hedgewar with a 

of followers, it has emerged as the organisation 

Hindu revivalism. All along, its goal too has 
establishing a "vibrant Hindu nation" with the ethos 

i/^eged Golden Vedic at its core. Simultaneously, it has 

* t^;^^olidate the Hindu community from within. This 

itop project has been worked on with a single-minded- 

” S' ■ penchant for absolutes. 
its birth as a Hindu revivalist response to the 

" -fcpjslUii-^mmunal tensions of the early 1920s. The cos- 

' Nehru and the radical Communists were the ideologi- 

Btit the real threat was Gandhi who made free use of 

projected his personal religiosity as an asset 
Pifffipci the Rss notion of Hinduism completely. And he 

._e, acceptability for his propagation of non-violence and 

» towards Muslims. Both facets that severely under- 
tn^HP^’^iergism" espoused by the rss. 

fs, ctMiTse, a duality in the rss sense of identity. At one 

_of reforming Hindu society, with a new emphasis 
■^^-casteism, even if touched by the Brahmanical spirit. But 

also a response to the C.>ther; the perceived threat of a 
istog ■'Christian' British Raj and the sword-arm of Islam, 

core, the outer form has appropriated an array of 

Jgui^ wti^ world-views offer a wide gradient—Vivekananda, 
Bhagat Singh, Ambedkar—and acceptability, 

its sea^for absolutes and its vision of a tasteless motherland 
IchuaernMn the Hindukush to the Indian Ocean, the rss has 

, &ve, its critics say sinister, body. In close to 75 years it 

^ly four sarsanglichalaks—Hedgewar (1925-40), M.S. 
1(1940-73), Balasaheb Deoras (1973-94) and present 

RajCTdra Singh. Succession has never officially been a 

niurmurs have persisted because the heir is nomi- 
tbfi cliief, often on his deathbed. Despite Hedgewar’s 

t^ sarsanghchalak has been mythified as the guide 
orate Hindu nation defined as the living God", 

j^jue taught martial arts in Sanskritic military termi- 

d military heroes are venerated and its membership 

jjrtj^. Funds have traditionally been collected at the 

ma ^sftval where swayamsewaks offer money to the 
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Kss flag, but to avoid taxation, individual shakltas are authorised to 
collect money. The iis.s has been banned thrice—after Gandhi's 
assassination, during the Emergency and after Ayodhya, though it 
claims a non-political turf for itself. It has also spawned a parivar: 
over 80 affiliates in various fields working to change attitudes and 
cast Indians in the Sangh mould. Character building, in Kss-speak. 

The early Rss insi.sted its ties with the Hindu Mahasabha and the 
Jana Sangh were "symbolic"—there is a catalogue of angry, critical 
exchanges between V.D. Sarvarkar/S.P. Mookerjee and Hedgewar 
and (iolwalkar—but links with the bip are certainly symbiotic. Com¬ 

pare Sarvarkar's (Hindu Maha.sabha chief from 19.17) public criti¬ 
cism of the RSS—"the epitaph of the rss volunteer will be that he was 
born, he joined the rss and he died vdthout accomplishing any¬ 
thing"—with joint general secretary K.S. Sudarshan walking up to 
A.B. Vajpayee's house, influencing aspects of cabinet formation. 

When Golwalkar finally agreed to "lend" men to the Jana Sangh, 
he cautioned them not to transgress the "role of actors," as "you 
have to perform your role like an actor in a play". Mere footnotes? 
Or a liw tension? That's the question for the 21st century. ■ 

Isltan Joshi and Rajesh Joshi 

The Tree, The Branches 
The belief is governments cannot change the nation; oniy creating a committed cadre in various 
spheres will ensure the success of the Sangh’s vision for India. That’s what they are working at. 

"Symihitliy for Hhuiulvu is far 
more wulespread amongst 
senior offtters than suspixted. 

One has reason to heliew that under the immaculate uniforms a large 
number of senior senicemen wear a saffnm ivs/."—l•■ormer chief of 
naval staff Admiral J.G. Nadkarni 

For the las, the defence serv'ices are 'natural allies'. The growing 
disillusionment with successive governments since the 
1971 war; the increasing complaints about ptwr salaries, 
retirement benefits and lack of "izzat" have only helped 
them inch closer. I'or, the rss and the bip, with their 
emphasis on macho Hinduism and national pride, pro¬ 
ject themselves as the only organisations which can right 
the "injustices" meted out to the armed forces. 

Admits a senior army officer: "Most people in the anny 
are won over by the word discipline. I'he black cap, the 
khaki shorts and the danda impresses them. Since the h|p 

and the rss are identified as Iwlonging to the same fam¬ 
ily, many in the army are sympathetic to the hip.” In Feb¬ 
ruary alone, as many as 2.S retired generals joined the bip. 

While the kss has always txvn pro-.Si’r\’ices, retired otfi- 
Lvr., say the Sangh has stepped up its campaign in the last 
seven to eight years, llie ituxius ojierandi; open lines of 
dialogue with officers through social circles as well as the 
family and make them aware of organisations which 
value tlieir contribution. The Sangh is also tap[)ing the 
gn <viug hank of retired personnel. 

1 lie K|i-KSS combine was the first to cash in on the frus¬ 
tration in the .1-million strong ex-servicemen fraternity. 
In l'>91, ihe I'urva Sainik Seva I’arishad (issp), an rss wing 
looking atlei the interests ol retired service personnel, 
was ktunehed m tittar Pradesh. The organisation has 
since spread to I.? states and nt'W has an ambitious plan 
of ctiannelising tlu energies ol retired officers to incul¬ 
cate soldierly qualities in tlie youth. It also wants to keep 
alive the forgoiien pride ol tlie tliree forces. 

Much largesse has already come Ihe l^sp's way with the 
HIP at the Gentre. On March 28, the government granted 
a corpus ol Rs 1 crore for the body, a statue of Subhash 
Bose at Rt*d Fort lias been cleared: land has been allotted 
for a military school in IMhi; students of Cilass VII to 
Class IX countrysvide ivill be imparted military training. 
The first batch will Ik- trained at Saraswati Sishu Mandir, 
Nainital; friendly schools in Delhi are next on the list. 

According to Wing Commander K.I.. Nagpal, I'ssp general secre¬ 
tary, the training programme for the youth which he describes as 
“an amalgam of rss and army ideals" will open an avenue for retired 
officers to "serve the country." He hopes that his organisation's 
plans will take off now that the bip is in |X)wer. 

The iw's training programme is in kreping with the catch-them- 
young strategy of the rss. Two residential military schools are being 
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venting western influence on Indian culture, has 900 branches 
which focus on sangeet, nritya, natak, chitrakala and sahltya. Sajrs 
Rajesh jain of Deihi Sanskar Bharati; "We want all these fine arts 
to be based on Indian traditions as initiated b]^ Bharat Muni.* 
Akhil Bharatiya VidyaithI Parishad: Founded in 1948, this stu¬ 
dent body was registered only on July 9,1949, and is still growing 
with more than nine lakh members in the fold. Former abvp pres¬ 
ident and member of national executive Ratkiunar Bhada says its 
"sole objective is to channelise the energy of students in the task 
of national reconstruction." Among the 30 central universities 
where elections to students’ bodies are held, it has captured IS. 

The ABVi> played a major role in the Ram J«tmabhoomi move¬ 
ment in the run-up to December 6, 1992. They mobilised 
resources—men and money—for the Babri Masjid's demolition. 
But Bhatia disagrees that the Sangh has foil control over abvp; "It 
certainly draws inspiration from the Sangh but we are an inde¬ 
pendent organisation which determines its own course of action.” 

INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES The Rss has a s'ast network of 
sympathisers among bureau¬ 
crats but it is the relations 

with the Intelligence that provide elements of high drama. Over the 
last two decades, the itss has, albeit clandestinely, built up a rapport 
with 'individuals' in the Intelligence agencies lUe the Intelli^nce 
Bureau (IB), Research and Analysis Wing (raw) and Military 
Intelligence. These Indian agencies have dme and again sought the 
help of the nss to infiltrate &e ranks of the 'enem/. 

Scores of Kashmiri Pundit youths belonging to the rss or the abvp 

gave their services to raw and IB in Kashmir to infiltrate the ranks 
of separatist militants. These young students were trained in Islam 
by the Intelligence agencies before being sent to the militants. 
Some of them got caught and had to face the wrath of Kashmiri 
militants. "I can offer namaz and can recite ayats of Quran as 
Muslims do, still I got caught and they tortured me with cigarette 
bums," says an abvp activist from Kashmir, requesting anonymity. 

Similarly, the intelligence agencies have approached the kss for 
"hardcore Hindu agents to be planted in Pakistan". Says 
Chamanlal, in charge of the rss' foreign department: "Our foreign 
agency (raw) approached us when they came to know about our 
good reputation. They wanted us to give them young Hindu men 
who could be trained as Muslims and planted as their agents in 
Pakistan. Because you cannot trust Muslims and Christians.” 
Chamanlal, however, says that the rss did not oblige. 

That there is a startling similarity between the r.ss and IB 
thought-processes came to the fore during the IB raid on a Muslim 
educational institution in Lucknow sometime ago. The IB seems 
to have been convinced with the rss belief that the isi has spread 
its network in every household across western UP and parts of 
eastern UP bordering Nepal. "The isi has a presence In every gali 
and mohalla," insists a former IB deputy director. 

FMMERS Bharatiya Kisan Sangh: Set 
up in the late '60s when farm¬ 
ers across the country were 

becoming powerful pressure groups, the bks has senior rss man 
Dattopant Thengari as its patron, who is also its founds. In fact, 
Thengari is also the patron of two other powerful Rss-backed organ¬ 
isations, the Swadeshi jagaran Manch (sim) and the Bharatiya 
Mazdoor Sangh and the activities of all three have been meticu¬ 
lously coordinated in the advent of liberalisation. While tradition¬ 
al issues—prcKuring a higher purchase price from the government 
for crops, fertiliser and power subsidies, small-scale Irrigation pro- 
jetls keeping in mind local needs—have always been on the bks 

agenda, the organisation has become increasingly assertive. The 
bulk of the activists for agitational programmes inspired by lyM 
against the Dunkei Draft (now wro agreement), patents of Neem 
and Basmati by Western companies came from the bks. Then, the 

Activists at an RSS-ran camp for lopars in a Daliii colony 

BKS led a powerful agitation against CarglU in Karnataka and 
propped up ace activist Prof. M.D. Nanjundaswamy's campaign. 

SCIENTISTS Vigyan Bharati: Many top 
office-bearars, indudir^ 
Sangh chief Prof. Rajendra 

Sin^, have degrees in science, rip leaders with strong rss links such 
as Union hrd minbter Dr M.M. Joshi—a Physics professor at 
Mlahabad University—has long bm lamenting tiie treatment 
meted out to ancient Indian (Hindu) scientific texts and have called 
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for promoting "indigenous scientific research*. Result; the Vigyan 
Bharati. Its aim is to "promote the use of swadeshi technologies and 
encourage indigenous scientihc endeavours." A quarterly magazine 
(also called Vigyan Bliarati) is its link with the scientific community. 

. In fact, the "infiltration", says rss critia, is pronounced. Regular 
seminars are organised where leading Indian scientists are invited. 
Sangh officials say Kerala^based Prof. Vasu, who is involved with 
Vigyan Bharati, was instrumental in getting Dr Raja Ramanna to 
speak at one such seminar; this was followed up by a "Technology 
SamRKlan" at Mumbai irr. The Sangh believes diat a healthy rela¬ 
tionship between industrial houses and the scientific community 
will lead to private funding for endeavours the govenunent may 

not be keen on promoting—this is one <rf Vigyan 
Bharati^ key alms. Top scientists like M.G.K. Menm are 
sympathisers. It now wants to set tqp a Vigyan Bharati 
group in each Indian university. 

Alchli Bharatiya 
Adhlvakta Baris* 
bad: The abap, 

founded in 1992, wants "to work constantly for the 
improvement and evolution of a judicial systm which 
is in harmony with the genius of the nation and in 
consonance with Bharatiya traditions, values and 
sense of justice and to make the justice delivery system 
more efficient." 
The ABAP has offices in ail courts of the country except 

the High Court of Sikkim. Adarsh Goel, its general sec¬ 
retary, told Outlook: "The abap has spearheaded the 
cam^ign against Article 356 and wants it amended. It 
has fought against the entry of foreign legal and media 
firms. We have already passed a resolution on these 
matters where legal luminaries Ram jethmaiani. 
Justice G. Lodha, Justice H.R. Khanna, justice 
Venkataramiah, Justice B.L Hansaria were prestifit. 
The Parishad focuses on the problems in the judiciary. 
For Instance, the serving of notices, recordlrig of evi¬ 
dence, obtaining a copy of any order and delay in dis¬ 
posal of cases.” 

It also grooms newcomers by organising lectures, 
study groups and conferences in various streams of 
laws. Many lawyers to^the Sangh parlvar line and take 
up the cause. And even fight Sangh cases. 

Vanavasi Kalyan 
Ashram: The sss 
was not particular¬ 

ly taken up with the question of Adlvasls for the first 2S 
years of its existence. It was only in the communally 
surcharged early 'SOs that the founder-fathers of the rss 

planned to counter the growing influence of Christian 
missionaries in the tribal belts by spreading Hinduism. 

And in the '9(h, the tribal belts form one of the key 
areas of rss activity. Founded in 19S2 in Jaspur town in 
Jharkhand region by an rss activist Ramakant Keshav 
Deshpande, the Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram has mush¬ 
roomed into one of the strongest Sangh organisations 
with 8,975 projects for tribals all over the country, 
including the Northeast. 

Aping Christian missionaries and their Bibles, rss 

pracharaks went to Jaspur and surrounding areas with 
the Haiwmtin chaiisa and the Ramcharit Manas in their 
hands. They organised Ramayan mandalis and "libera¬ 
ted several tribal places of worship from Christian mis¬ 
sionaries" to win hack the Adivasi population—the r.ss 

insists on calling them vanvasls—to the Hindu fold. 
One of the main aims of the organisation is to assim¬ 

ilate tribal youth into the Hindu mainstream. Under the striking 
programme called the .Students' Experience in Inter State Living, 
tribal students from remote areas are taken to Delhi, Mumbai and 
other cities and put up in the families of rss sympathisers to make 
them familiar with a Hindu parivar. As a student, Arunachal CM 
Gegong Apang was once taken to Mumbai to stay with a Hindu 
family—he's now an ally of the Vajpayee government. 

Through its development and welfare projects, the organisation, 
and therefore the rs.s, has been able to enter the remotest of areas. 
According to figures with the organisation, of a total of 1,36,525 
tribal villages, the vka has its presence in 26,768 villages. The max¬ 
imum number of 2,398 projms run by the vka are in south Bihar 
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Flashpoint in Ihrf Whr 
The RSS and the Church clash over a flock that both claim More than Hmdu-Musiim confla¬ 

grations, the RSS has had niiHns 
with the Chnstian musionaiws, 

whom It views as a remnant of cdantal 
rule The tussle is almost hke a ftopefty 
dispute After a century of Christian activ¬ 
ity, the Sangh is striking back as 
If to reclaim the 'Hindu' 
ctHuhtuency Goaded by its sus- 
{»don of “eiements winch did 
not want to assimilate mto the 
mainstream” 

Inevitably, a conflict witti the 
well-entrenched Chnstian mlsi- 
kmanes Is a real possibility m 
the Northeast TVro recent con¬ 
troversies illustrate the pomt. 
Nearly 31,000 Reang tribals, 
Hmdu by religion but Uvutg In 
Chnstian-dominated Mizoi^, 
fled tile state to take shelter hi 
makeshift camps in IHpura and 
Assam The Rss, In its annual 
report for 1997-98, takes note of 
what It calls *tQnble spree of 
tooting, bunung, kUltaig and 
tape by a couple of Miao tenonsts organi¬ 
sations abetted 1^ Chnstian missionanes ” 
Chnstian organisations and even the 
Mizoram government denied the charges 

The other controversy was over an 
alleged letter written by PB Acbarya, rip's 
man in-chaige of the Northeast, to 

* 

Valpayee, crowing about having made tnr- 
nads mto ”Chnstiand” Adi of Inflamma¬ 
tory language—sample this’ ”It would 
haw been commend^le to dulkoutstm- 
fiar (Kogtammes so tiiat we ckn wipe out 
this unholy aitistumlty...*-4he letter, 

The bone of contention: ClHlsRnn cmwrti 

claim RIP leaders, was forged. Although 
there is a plea for restraint ffom both sides, 
there is bound to be conhontatum at some 
point of tune m the near future as the rss 

tnes to expand its base and the Christians 

attempt to mntBWWi mw HMWBiHt 
fo MnijB)]fnTltai9qhf,hih dHwebI: 

story, ‘nteflari^ andlhtiDttMimbhae 
nevK been m penob iMR) MPA eoMA The 
btmc of coateottoi' coovtodnn. ham 
six Christians haiw hiHR URed Iti 11^ 
few yean m ailadn by ar aa^ 
Indira lyengat picalaeim; Idf 0illtt)aA» 
Association llrepiobiem rtccMMiil Iftiar 
the *G3iar Vaapasl* QtooibCM^igp cam' 
palgn laundMd by ex^ vicc<pKSidtftt 
Di% Singh Judeo to QAatflvnfh, to 

back tdbab into toeUfauitt Add. 
The tituatlon has come to a 

bid m tnbal Bihat wtoa t num¬ 
ber of priests In recent months 
having bdng made the target of 
attack and humiliation. In Ke^ 
da, the RS has been druged 
with unleashing ylotence on 
Christian grotms. The rss daims 
that these attacks are sponta¬ 
neous reactions to in^ting 
remarks agalitat toe Hindu fidtii' 
at Chmtian conventions 

The installation of a VP gov¬ 
ernment m Gujarat has given ^ 
an incentive to proponents of 
a 'Hindu rashtia' Proof, if any 
was needed, came on April 16 
when about 300 residents of 
Naroda village demolished a 

Roman Catoolic diuich under police 
protection There seems to be no short¬ 
term solution to the problems, as an 
mgieasingiy assertive version of Hind¬ 
uism takes on all comers 

NHIn QoUiile, Rnltaimar KnwMi. 
Vbiw Manon and MHiwliibi Ra|an 

whert It also rum 1 i hostels tor hoys and ont tor girls In tht 
Northeast, Assam 'ops the list with 114, Tripuia comts ntxt with 
108 centres followed by Aiunachal Pradesh which has '^4 

in the Red bastion of West Bengal too the rss is active Savslavint 
Sanval an engineer This year rss activists distnbuted medicines 
among the poor in our area to help prevent malana although the 
CIVIC bodv or the ruling Lett parties should have been active 

Ihe rss uses bkxxl donation uinps and tree medical c imps to 
establish its presence in tribal dominated areas such as Karhi \ng 
long C hai Meghalaya Arunachal, Udalgun and kokrajhai 

Rashtra Sevika Samiti Ihe 
role of an adarsh naa i 
according to rss par titters is 

confined to inspire her lather brother, husband and son m the 
righteous jMth as t good eiaughter sister wite and mother 1 he iiss 
sought to rtiicliiu the lolt ot women during the Ayodhya upheaval 
giving It a more aggressive ind militant hit ‘Hintfu yuvatno' Lo 
hunktiar ia\t mruhi \huhh um',kar(0* Young Hindu women' Raise 
th<* warcry to inspire bravery and g'xxl values),' was the rss slogan 

Ihe organisation responsible lor oiganising women is Rashtra 
Sevika Samiti founded in 19t6 by Laxmibai Kelkar, which func¬ 
tions tssentiallv as a family Instead ol bringing women out of 
their houses swayamsevikas go to the houses of their target audi¬ 
ence, mingle with tamllv members, help them in household work 

and talk about the role of women m a Hmdu family 
The samiti has S,000 shakhas and swayamsevikas hold regulai 

shakhas and dnils in lull uniform h was through this sarath that 1 
the VHi mobilised thousands ot families to ccxik food for kar sevaks 
headed for Avodhya It has spread the word overseas as well—it now 
has shakhas m England, Holland the US, Canada, Kenya, South 
Afnca, Myanmar and Malaysia by the name of ‘Hindu Sevika 
Samitr According to the RSS the idea of an organisation for women 
was initially resisted tcxith and nail by some Sangh leaders but they 
gave in Despite that, the rss has not accepted woman as man's nat¬ 
ural partner Celibacy and a bachelor status is encouraged tor who- 
ktimers which has natuially created some distortions Des Raj 
Ooval loumalist and former rss insider m his book Rashtnya 
Sh iiyumu vak Snnt'f) said In some casts the piacharaks staying with 
prominent citizens in various slates had developed uncalled for mb 
maev with members ot those families and that had caused great 
harm to the organisation and its reputation' 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS Videsh Vibhag The rss takes 
pnde in saying that "it was 
only the governing party 

which was opposed to the Sangh, not the government* Ihere has 
always been some kind of an mformal understanding between the 
State—especially the sympathetic bureaucracy—and the rss It is 
this tacit understanduig toat enables the rss to function abroad 
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Taacblng them young: an R8S achool at Nand Nagri In Oaihi 

with a certain degree of credibility through its Videsh Vibhag. 
Working on its long-term plan, the rss opened its tint shakha in 

Kenya's Mombasa city way back in 1947. Fifty years down the line 
it has 200 shakhas in 27 countries. The rss gets maximum support 
from the Indian High Commissions. "Nobo^ ever creates hurdles 
abroad. We get full cooperation from Indian Embassies," says 
Chaman Lai. According to Des Raj Goyal, "When Vajpayee was 
external affairs minister during the Janata Party regime all bcilities 
were given to ‘Friends of India Society Intemationai' of which 
Chaman Lai was chairman." Iben there are organisations like 

I 'Hindu Vigil' which keep an eye on media criticism of the as. 

SOCIAL WORK Sewa Bharati: In 1980, the 
_ R.SS decided to spread its 

shakhas to the poor and the 
underprivileged. In the last 18 years, Sewa Bharati has taken up a 
number of welfare projects—in Delhi alone, they are working in 
407 of the 668 slums. Here also the main concern is to prevent 

Christian missionaries from gaining a foothold. The ass has 
shakhas in a lepers' colony in Tahirpur in the trans-Yamuna area 
in Delhi. Spread across several hundred acres, the leper colony has 
a large presence of Christian missionaries. Including one run by 
Mother Teresa's mission. In Maharashtra, the Sangh runs 'Samajik 
Samarasta Manch' to work among the Dalits. It also works among 
nomadic tribes like the Pardhis and even criticised Arun Shourie, 
considered to be close to the ass, for his controversial views in his 
book on Ambedkar, Worshipping False Gods. 

UBOOR Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh: 
In 1996, VMS was declared the 
country's largest trade union 

by the Ministry of labour. Mooted in 1949 by the then ass 
sarsanghchalak, it was founded on July .10, 1955, by Uattop.int 
Thengari, on the slogan "Bharat mata ki jai". By 1980, the 
"nationalist" trade union was India's largest but one, with a mem¬ 
bership of 11 lakh. This swelled to .31 lakh in 1989 and today the 
BMS claims a membership of 45 lakh. 

"We do not Irelicve in class and caste struggle. Unlike communist 

Sardar Patel and Mahatma Gandhi on the RSS 

iton’l foroet, so had Hitter’s Nazis and the fascists under Mussolini ...it (ths R8S) is a com* 
munal body with a totalitarian outlook. ” WahiMi Gammi on nss » $ dlselpllmil larca, to l>gantel. 

’’Hindu Ba]..4hat ^d idea.” susurfoiit^igl^ 

soo.;«8it;ai 
laildart' aptochas communal poison. As a finij rmittlt M dm poi- 

phOfi was eradtad id mbh irach a ghastly tragmty (dandhiV a^assinatiQii) 
distrihutad swaats ^ Bandltip daatti.” 

I^OUllio. 
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trade unions, we believe the malik and mazdoor can work togeth¬ 
er. We want to promote workers' welfare, as well as that of indus¬ 
try and the nation. The bms Is a trade union in consonance with 
the Indian ethos," observes general secretary Hasmukh Bhal Dave. 

Ostensibly, the bms is apolitical. When Interests coincide, they 
even work in tandem with Left-backed unions. "Workers come 
to us full of hope that 'our' government will sort out their prob¬ 
lems. Rut that's not the case. We have no expectations from this 
government. Out attitude will remain one of 'responsive coop¬ 
eration'," claims Dave. 

But the BMS is yet to respond to the scrapping of import curbs on 
a variety of consumer goods last week—a move in line with wro 
policy but at complete variance with the union's "Resolution on 
Economic Aggression" passed at its March 24-26 session—where 
BMS activists were asked to imbibe the spirit of swadeshi and 
spread the message countrywide. Dave admits the announcement 
by Commerce minister Ramakrishna Hegde has been a setback to 
the Swadeshi Jagaran Manch and the bms. The agitation against 
GAIT and WTO, planned for September, will go ahead as scheduled. 

MEDIA Traditionally, the rss has 
been extremely seaetlve and 
Hedgewar wrote in 1936 that 

it is a bad thing that news concerning the rss had appeared in 
the newspapers. "Due to such publicity many dlKlculttes will be 
created in our work.” Hmes have changed—in large part due to 
the three-time ban on the organisation when senior leaders, who 
were arrested, wanted to get their point across. To create a better 
image of the organisation, the Sangh is wooing the media. In 
1997, Srikant Joshi, all-india publicity in charge, discussed the 
predominance of Left ideology in the print media and embarked 
on a plan of converting journos into rss sympathisers, ks 
Purushottam Aggarwal, Hindi professor at jnu, insists: "The rss 

recognises the fact that if you don't hegemonise the centres of 
opinion-making and dissemination of information, you can't 
influence the thought process. Therefore, they capture the 
media and academics." ■ 

Ajltb Piliai, Rtjnh Joihl, Ishan Joshi, K.S. Narayanan, 
Bhavdaap Kang, Lakha Rattanani and Ashis Biswas 

Friends of Saffron 
The Congress—progenitor of Ayodhya—has often had sympathisers for the Cause 

‘'/n the end, Indira Gandhi has earned her name as 
a great mart}T on the doorsteps of history. With her 
courage and efficiency, she demonstrated that only she 
understood the realities of our corrupt and divided soci¬ 
ety and was capable of uniting the country domhuited 
by ratten prditics. She was a great woman and in her 
valiant death, site has became greater."—Nanaii 
Deshmukh, rss thinker, after Indira's assassination. 

"Indianness means equal respect for all religions. This 
is the core of Indian philostphy. Atal Behari Vaipayee's 
viskm is soaked in this Indiatmess. His becoming PM Is 
tire vkUiry of this 'sanatan' Indianness. If Atal Behari 
had not tailed about this '.sanatan' Indiatmess, the Hir 
would never have come to power. "—Congress leader 
Vasant Sathe, in the March 29,1998, issue of 
Panchianya, rip weekly. 

The Rvs-Congress relationship can be best 
described as symbiotic. Tljough Congress now 
describes the r.s.s as 'fascist', rss leaders say the 

current trend of bi-polar politics is what is needed for 
the country. "The ass would be very happy if a two- 
party system emerges in the country," says Seshadri 
Chari, editor of Organiser, who points out that the RSS 
has no problem even if its members join any party, 
other than the bip. "Of course, the party should not 
have extra-territorial authority," he says. 

.Such parties would include the Communists, who 
many In the ru believe is responsible for souring of 
relations between the Congress and ass. According 
to some of them, ever since the Communists star¬ 
ted to influence the Congress, the uss and indeed 
the Bjp became political untouchables. 

At least two {wominent Congre.ssmen, ex-prime 
minister P.V. Narasimha Rao and ex-home minister 
S.B. Chavan, ii.teracted with the top rss brass during 
the run-up to tiie Babri demolition. On November 24 
and December 1992, Rajju Bhaiyya and Rao met 

Rio, Ciimn and 
Dram: Tin Congran 
liadiK opanly lialaad 
with tha RSS top bran 

twice, ostensibly to discuss Ayodhya. 
BIP leaders say the Ayodhya issue—a non-existent 

one—was a creation of the Congress. 'Die first 
demands for opening up the disputed structure came 
up in the '50s when Hindu organisations demanded 
that the mosque—since the idols had been sneaked 
in—be opened for worship. For three decades, apart 
from the 'fieriodic hearings of the ca.se in the high 
court and fresh appeals in the Faizabad district 
courts, there was little interest. 

Liaison between the rss and Congress is not new. 
Historians attribute some kind of saffron hue to the, 
older variant of the Congress—Nehru's western lib¬ 
eral thought as opposed to the 'Indianness' of ’ 
Sardar Patel, Purushottam Das l^ndon, Kajendra 
Prasad, Balgangadhar Hiak and Gokhale. 

Witness Prasad's letter to Nehru on the Somnath 
temple. "I note that you do not like the idea of my 
associating with the opening of the Somnath temple 
as such an association has a number of complica¬ 
tions. There is no doubt that the Somnath temple 
has a historic significance and it seems that the 
implication of my association with the function may 
be that some people may not like the idea of a tem¬ 
ple which was destroyed more than once by Muslim 
invaders of the time being rebuilt and revived." 

For instance, when on the night of December 22- 
23,1949, idols of gods suddenly surfaced at the mos¬ 
que at Ayodhya, Nehm recognised the wider impli¬ 
cations of such an act. His first reaction was to jump 
into the fray and take instant action. But not every¬ 
one in the Congress felt that way. Sardar Patel, for 
instance, stressed on the "great deal of sentiment 
behind the move which had taken place in 
Ayodhya"—at the same time agreeing witit Nehru 
that law and order had to be maintained at all costs. 
At a special session of the Congress in 1949, the 
party passed a resolution saying that even 'swayam- 
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0OVEIi STORY 

The Godse Dflmiiiiia 
eandhi's assassin continues to hauht the RSS of 
which he had been a member for four years 

HE Rs> has great difficulty in either adoiovidedging ori^ect- 
uig Nathuram Godse. The officud hne 0 dut the ns had 
nothing to do with Godse and be was not 

a member when he killed Mahatma Gan^. 
But only three months ago Professor RajenrOa 
Singh, Rss chief, told Ou^ck "Godse was moll* 
vated by akhand ffiurat. His intention w|s 
good but he used the wnmg method." 

Bom m 1908 in die of a village poBt 
master, Godse was drawn to the phdosofdiy of 
Idndu nationalism. In his eady be pattk- 
4>ated in stray movements aga^ caste dtoffik- 
inadon to "reform Hindu society*. He was a 
moderately educated poscn, with a faldy good 
command of English, gteady influenced by tire 
writings of Veer Sava^, president die aggres¬ 
sive Hindu Mahasabha. He had also read 
Dadabbal Naoio|i, TUak and Gtfldiale. 

In 1930, at the age of 22, Godse became a member of the ns, 
which was then considered to be an organisation of Marathi Bra- 
hmm youths. Very soon he carved a niche for himself in the 
Sangh and became 'baudhik piacharak' (mtellectual propagator) 
His brother Gopai Godse says, "Nathuram had declai^ bkote the 
court that he teft the ns in 1934 as the then ns chief was fac¬ 
ing a lot of trouble But he actually never left the organisation" In 

diose days, the ns ffidn't mahitabi a isoMl of the meiiflmshlp, 
md.'diemote, the oiganisadmi Jtei flttte dlffioiflty disoMn^ 
Godse. The im headquarters in Odffi imSMly iammitiedi Surudfl 
Ptakashan not to sell any Uttiatuie on Godse. 

A unified India comprbing Pakistan, Bangladesh and 
Myanmar was Godse's dream and In his will he deoeed that his 
"ashes may be Immersed in the hrfly Eindhu dm when she wifi 
again flow fieely under die aegis of die flag of Hlndtwmi.* 

As a member of the ass, Go^ on<x went on a tour wUh its 
founder K.B. Hedgewar. In 1934^ he left the ass 
because he wanted to transfotm die ii$s-*^acul* 
tural outfit”’-*Into an aggressive Hindu p^cal 
party. At that time, the Hindu Mdiasimha was 
the only "poilticat party of Hindus” wlflch pre¬ 
ached mihtansation of Hlncfos Soon afln com¬ 
ing mto contact with Savarkar, Godse became a 
member of the party. Later, he became general 
secretary of its Pune branch But giadi^y he 
started feeling uncomfortable in the Hindu 
Mahasabha because he thought Savarkar was 
bdng soft on the Congress 

in 1944, Godse along with hu friend Narayan 
Apte lauticdied a newspaper called Hindu Rashba 
from Pune to propagate the ideology. He was* 

closely monitoring Gandhi whose efforts to bring about Hindu- 
Muslim uiuty mtunated him Interestingly, when M.S Golwalkar 
became rss chief, he ndiculed Gandhi's stand of "no swaiai with¬ 
out Hmdu-Muslun unity" At S10 pm on January 30,1948, Godse 
fired three shots at Gandhi at Biria Bhavan His newspaper earned 
the story of the assassination mentioning the name ot its editor as 
the assassin Godse and accomplice Apte were hanged in Ambala 
lail on November 15,1949 -^ajesh Joshl 

KHARAK SINGH XAIRA 

1963, Republic Day The RSS marches past on Nehru's invitation 

sfvdks would be welcome to |oin the party I his was the year the 
ban on the kss was lifted after Gandhi’s killing 

What was the C ongress rale in Ayodhya’ Something happened 
onrebniarv 1,1986, changing the situation radically Writes Ashis 
Nanciv in his latest senes ot essays, tided at home "More than 30 
years later in 19«6 the Congress regime, apparently trying to 
appear impartial alter a section of Muslim religious and political 
leadership had forced its hand in the Shah Bano case, allowed the 

lock on the disputed shrme to bt ojiened and 
thus gave the \ hi> the hotH< that its dieams might 
be realised We say 'apparently' because the aim 
ot the Congress was no different from the Sangh 
parivar—to build a vote bank tfiat would under¬ 
cut the support base of the Hindu nationalists 
Ihen pnme minister Rd|iv Gandhi had not only 
unlocked the disputed shrme, but had sought to 
take electoral advantage of it" Savs Maulana 
Wahiduddm, president of isiatiue C entre "Rapv 
and Rao were not communal fhey were trying 
to get political capital out ot Av'idhva " 
fven though Rapv had no ideological truck svith 

the Kss, his administration allowed ths 'shilanyas' 
ceremony at the disputed site and in 1989 the 
( ongress campaign was launched by him trom 
Tai/abad and votes solicited on the promise of 
ushering in a 'Ram Raiya' Nandy quotes Vaipayee 
as saving that the rii had no option thereafter 
"but to resfiond to the situation " 

I he organisation also has had leaders amidst 
it who have actively proposed a working rela 

tionship with the f ongress Among them, Bhausahab Deoras, 
wlio in 1991 proposed that keeping the Pun|ab problem in view, 
the RSS would be keen to cooperate with the Congress govern¬ 
ment " 1 he C ongress has never been interested in such offers," 
says party spokesman V N Gadgil, but rss leaders claim that no 
one in the Congress could understand the true depth of the 
offer, which would have helped arrive at a solution for Punjab 
RSS leaders say (ongiess-minus Sonia is an alternative- a scenario 
which is certainly not happening now. ■ 

Ranjit Bbushan 
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OPINION 

No Ism But Dharma 
Joint general secretary K.S. Sudarshan says the Sangh’s first priority is character-building 

IT is not new that every time the bji*comes into pro¬ 
minence, [X)Iitically that is, the name of the hss is 
brought in almost compulsively. For all its attempts 

to shun media attention, the Rss is again in the lime¬ 
light. For those who would like to rush to a quick con¬ 
clusion that the hss has realised its goal with the bip 

coming to power, the words of Guruji Golwalkar 
should be revealing. "Our real national regeneration 
should start with the moulding of man, instilling in 
him the strength to overcome human frailties and 
.stand up as a shining symbol of Hindu manhood embodying with¬ 
in himself all our traditional values of love, self-restraint, sacrifice, 
service and character. We .should unfailingly keep this vision, this 
real essence of our glorious nationhood before our eyes, so tliat we 
can again rise to our original pedestal of world preceptor." 

The Sangh’s first priority is to strengthen its character-moulding 
programme—only to the extent to which such 'men with capital 
M’ become available. The hss is in no hurry. Over the years we 
have built many new institutions, .some of which have outlived 
their relevance. But long-standing institutions and attitudes can¬ 
not change as if by the turn of a magic wand. As historian Will 
Durant put it: “After all, when one tries to change institutions 
without having changed the nature of men, that unchanged 
nature will soon resurrect those institutions.” 

llte Kvs feels that no material objective transformation can be suc¬ 
cessful if it is not accomjsanied by appropriate subjective and psy¬ 
chological transformation. The rss, through its vast network of 
shakhas, service projects and the silent workers, the swayainsevaks, 
attempts to bring about such changes. The country mi.ssed an 
opportunity in 1947, when we could have 
promptly set about the task of social trans¬ 
formation. Instead we got mired in needless 
controversies and isms. 

After 1947, a whole new generation was 
brought up on borrowed ideologies which 
naturally needed borrowed technology, 
capital and infrastructure. As a result, the 
creative ability of the country suffered. 
Fconomic prosjjerity and politics bereft of 
‘Swadeshi, swabhasha and swatantra' will 
lead us nowhere. We must remind our¬ 
selves of our 'rajyadharma' and 'rashtrad- 
harma' and understand the subtle difference between rajya and 
rashtra. I'he concept ol Hindu rashtra should not be confused 
with a theiK Tutic Hindu rajya which is something absolutely non¬ 
existent, like the proverbial flower-in-tne-skv. 

In an article written for OiiWii/scrOune 2.S, 1950) Shri Guruji wrote 
tliat after S.P. Mrxikcrjee resignc'd from the government, he liid not 
find any of the then existing political parties suitable. Dcv.iding to 
found a new party he met Guniji and sought his counsel. "We met 
often.... Naturally, I had to warn him that the hss could not be 

drawn into [xilitics, that it could not play second fiddle to any {Xilit- 
ical or other |Mrty, since no organisation, devoted to the wholesale 
regeneration of the real, that is cultural, life of the Nation, could 
ever function it it was to he used as a handmaid of (xilitical parties.” 

The issue of Hindus vis-a-vis non-Hindus has been dealt with by 
the late M.C. ('.hagla more emphatically than probably any other 
HSS sympathiser. "In the true sense, we are all Hindus although we 
may practise different religions. If the distinction (between 
Hindus and non-Hindus) were to go then there will lie no conflict 

between Hindus and non-Hindus." (Bhawan's 
Journal, August 27-September 9, 1978). 

The founder of the rss, K.B. Hedgewar, realised the 
need for this distinction to go just as Gandhiji had 
concluded as.similation was a time-tested process by 
which society gained .strength. But assimilation pre¬ 
supposes an accommodating philosophy and the real¬ 
isation of its inherent strength by society which Is 
predominantly Hindu. I'he exptes.sion Hindu has a 
totally national aspect that takes in its stride the whole 

gamut of the traditional culture and other livilisational aspects of 
.social behaviour as evolved on this soil through millennia. Hindu 
should not be seen in any context other than dharma, which not 
in the least means religion in the sense of an ecclesiastical order. 
Dharma is the Hindus’ eternal point of reference. 

Tliosi* who arc allergic to the very word dharma and have there¬ 
fore difficulty in understanding and appreciating it might find U 
useful to knew what the champion secularist of our times, Jawah- 
arlal Nehru, had to say about it. In a foreword to a book by Shriman 
Narayan (May 25,1964) Nehni writes; "In India it is important for 
us to profit by modern technical processes and inacase our pro¬ 
duction both in agriculture and industry. But in doing so we must 
not forget that the essential objective to be aimed at is the quality 
of the individual and the concept of dharma underlying it." 

It is this dharma that Hedgewar sought to project and perpetu¬ 
ate when he started the rss in 1925 and later incorixwated its prin¬ 
ciples in the hss prayer revised in 1940. We should endeavour to 
protect this dharma—vW/wyn iisyu ilhumiasyu smiinkshuiutm, says 
the HSS prayer. Thus, he was not in favour of adofiting any ready- 

rftede ism as the .Sangh’s philosophy, no 
Hedgewarism, and certainly not Hinduism. 

The Hindu thought and (ihilosophy is 
truly universal in nature, content .nd 
character. It is not even in conflict with, 
internationalism. It would be useful to 
recall here what Gandhiji said about 
Hinduism: "Hinduism is a relentless pur¬ 
suit after Tnith, and if today it has become 
moribund, inactive and irres|K)n‘ive to 
growth, it is because we are fatigued, and 
as soon as the fatigue is over. Hinduism 
will burst forth upon the world with a bril¬ 

liance ^Krhaps unknown before." Ihus the path of nationalism 
along which the hss (iroceeds in its task of reorganising the 
national life of Hindu is in conformity with the spirit of world 
unity and universal welfare. 

Hedgewar firmly believed that before embarking upon the 
worldwide mission of krinmito vishwiiin arymn, (let us make the 
world noble), we must put our own house in order. 

I herelore, his emphasis was on creating a strong network of 
shakhas where Hindus would gather and reftirbish the values of life. 
If India’s glorious heritage was being condemned and divided, if 
attempts to recast Hindu scKiety in the mould of one of the new¬ 
fangled isms or religious orders seemed to succeerl, if disorganised 
and diffident I lindus fell an easy prey to global predatory forces, 
how can we as a nation realise our world mission? Hedgewar forged 
the unique shakha with its auto-financing system and deep-rooted 
traditions as moorings to mould the Hindus so that we can stand 
before the world a mighty self-confident nation. ■ 

(As told to Seshadri Chari, editor, Organiser) 

The RSS feels no material 
objective transformation 
can be successful if it is 

not accompanied by 
appropriate psychoiogicai 

change. 
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CONTROVERSY _ 

Inquisition From Within 
Were Pakistani funds meant 
for the Kashmir cause 
siphoned off to Labour MPs? 

By SANJAY SURI in London The dispute in London last week 
was unusual. British MPs from the 
i.abour Party were facing ques¬ 
tions over their support to the 
Pakistani government in the past. 

But the challenge to them came not from 
New Delhi—it never effectively has—but 
from Islamabad. These champions of 
Pakistan complained to the Speaker of the 
House of Commons, Betty Boothroyd, that 
moves were atoot to involve them in 
financial scandals, moves that had been 
initiated by the Pakistani government. The 
MPs needed to be rescued from those they 
believed they had been trying to save. 

After years of mustering a campaign over 
Kashmir, the wheel has come full circle to 
ri'st at a point the Pakistanis could never 
have wanted. Ilte sixikesman of a Kashmiri 
group has openly accused the Pakistani gov¬ 
ernment of "trying to discredit their sup¬ 
porters". The Kashmir lobby in Britain has 
always been a world of its own, and its links 
with Kashmir on either the Indian or the 
Pakistani side have been marginal, at most. 
This lobby has now been rcKked by finan¬ 
cial allegations and charges of incompe¬ 
tence. Moreover, some of the men regardeil 
as trusted lieutenants of the movement an* 
turning against its leaders and their lobbies. 

The s|xirk for this new Kashmir lobby cri¬ 
sis was provided by a SumUiy Titnes investi¬ 
gation into Benazir Bhutto's assets abroad. A 
spin-off from that probe was an accompa¬ 
nying report alleging that the Bena/ir gov¬ 
ernment had channelled £300,0(K) into a 
company called Asian Voice funding East, a 
Pakistani wivkiy in London. l.alx)ur MP 
(ieorge Calloway, who has been closely 
involved in the running of East, was said to 
have been one ot the Ireneficiaries, an alle¬ 
gation he denies. "Tlie allegations in T/w 
Swiilay r/i»cs are totally false, and the mat¬ 
ter is now in the hands of my solicitors," he 
told Outlook in l.ondon. Itichard (]asby, 
managing editor of The Smutay Times, says 
the newspaper stands by its story. 

What shook the Pakistan-backed Kashmir 
lobby was not .so much the report as the 
push behind it. The Sumlay Times quoted 
Pakistani sources for much of its informat¬ 
ion. Stephen Gray, a co-author of the rep¬ 
ort, carried out much of his investigation in 

Photographs by AFP 

Galloway: suspact gains 

Islamabad. Saifur Rehraan, the Ehtesaab 
(Accountability) Commissioner of Pakistan 
now on a global hunt for Benazir's trea- 
surc.s, said "there is an investigation into 
money given to Galloway’s company to 
help set up the magazine" and that "she 
was hoping to use him as her personal 
lobbyist under the cover of raising the issue 
of Kashmir." Rehman added that "he 
(Galloway) is involved in our investigation 
and the case will be passed on to the courts 

if appropriate". Clearly, if The Sunday Times 
investigated, it is the Pakistani government 
that did much of the digging. 

Pakistan's lobbyists don't quite know 
what to make of this attack from the home 
front. But tltcy are openly complaining 
against the Pakistani government. The 
newspaper long reported that several MPs 
had complained to Boothroyd that 
attempts are being made to connect them 
to payments from Pakistan. Boothroyd has 
handed the complaint to the police who 
have promised to protect the MPs from 

1 
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what a Pakistani newspaper called ‘intru¬ 
sive and insuiting” investigations. But the 
Pakistani government is looking for evi¬ 
dence of its own hospitality that might 
have done more for the MPs than for its 
cause on Kashmir. The flip side of this inves¬ 
tigation is worrying .some Kashmiri lobby¬ 
ists more than anything else. "This means 
that the present government might not be 
offering the same kind of support any more 
to the same lobbyists," says Afzal Tahir of 
the Kashmir International Front. 

of a Pakistani inquisition. The Kashmiris 
gained nothing by lobbying. And now it 
seems that Pakistan too has gained noth¬ 
ing; only India has, by doing nothing. 

For the Ml% questions now hang about 
payments and benefits. In the pok council, 
Sardar Abdul Qayuum declined to disclose 
how a sum of Rs 56 crore was spent. He 
claimed that spilling the beans would give 
India critical information. But substantial 
attempts have been spent on visiting 
British MPs, information of which is now 

ly to the British government. And since 
Labour MPs started much of this, handling 
the adverse press is now their problem. 

Significantly, there are a host of Kashmir 
lobbies for Pakistan here. That none of 
these organisations, and certainly not all of 
them together, have been working well has 
been apparent for some time. But now a 
senior Pakistani leader based in Britain, 
Syed Nazir Gilani, who has worked tirelessly 
with these groups to campaign for Kashmiri 
self-determination has told them all that 

The Kashmid case in Britain has waned 
on several fronts. A fracas over the Queen's 
.speech in Pakistan led to a clarification by 
Tony Blair that Britain would not meddle 
in Kashmir. To the lobby, that was a clear 
signal that they must continue as they had 
before under a Tory regime, that L.ibour in 
government would not do in Kashmir as 
they would have liked it to. Foreign secre¬ 
tary Robin Cook, whatever his personal 
views, had to fall in line with Blair. Now the 
lobbies are coming apart under the threat 

being made available publicly and private- 
ROBtRT NICKELSBERG 

they have failed to deliver. Gilani, secretary- 
general of the Jammu and Kas¬ 
hmir Council for Human Rig¬ 
hts, wrote that British Kashmi¬ 
ris have been "ghettoing them¬ 
selves in |X)litlcal shells" and 
said "this ghettoing may have 
been a reason that our efforts 
seem to have no bearing on the 
quality of life and politics jn 
Indian-controlled Ka.shmlr" * 

Gilani's letter was addressed 

Casual^: 
Kashmir Hr is the most hated man amongst 

the prime minister's closest aides. 
Yet after Nawaz Sharif's brother, 

Shahbaz Sharif, he is the second most 
powerful man in Pakistan today. After 
'playing' chauffeur to Sharif while he was 
in opposition, Saifur Rehman has not 
only been rewarded with a seat in the 
Upper House but has emerged as a "Mr 
fix it all", where he is present in all the 
aisis situations with what many of his 
detractors swear are briefcases full of "temptation". 

This unabashed display of clout has resulted in even the 
staunchest supporters of Sharif asking for his resignation. 
Heading the dreaded Accountability Cell set up to follow up on 
corruption charges against the Pakistani elite, Rehman is under 
immense pres,sure to deliver. "The exercise has been completely 
one-sided with several members sitting on the treasury benches 
going scot free. There is a very thin line between accountability 
and victimisation and Saif has easily aossed it," says a cabinet 
memiKr who has no love lost for the man. 

Of late, faced with mounting pressure, Rehman t)ecame ner¬ 
vous a'nd started to make diplomatic faux pas. While trying to 
nab Benazir Bhutto and Asif Zardari, some of his statements in 
Islamabad made the governments of Switzerland, Australia and 
Britian get up and tate notice and issue strong denials. The for¬ 
eign office here cringed with embanassment and refused to bail 
out the senator who. they said in private, was entitled to sort out 
the mess of his own making. 

But this time he has apparently grme too far. "I met with Sunday 
Times reporter Stephen Gray for five minutes on the request of inf¬ 
ormation minister Mushahid Hussain. He insisted that I give him 
infonnation on George Galloway but I replied that I had none. At 

Bmazir: altoglim treachary 

this the reporter said, given 
my reluctance, his report 
could not get published. 
Then he asked me if I had any 
problems with Galloway and 
1 said that he had links with 
Benazir through Pakistan's 
then high commissioner to 
the UK, Wajid ShamsUl 
Hassan. I deny ever having 
said that Benazir paid him to 
help the Kashmir cause. Gal¬ 
loway is an upright man and 
a friend of Pakistan," Rehman 
told Oudook. 

But Tlie Sunday Times report 
in which Rehman was accused of saying Benazir paid Galloway 
millions to muster support for Kashmir shocked Pakistan and sta¬ 
rted an unsavoury controversy—with everyone asking for his res¬ 
ignation. "Energy that would have been b«ter spent on drawing 
attention to human rights violations by Indian security forces will 
be wasted on answering absurd allegations," pointed out Hussain 
Haqqani, a former spokesman for the Bhutto government. A 
point Benazir harps on too. "The accountability commissioner 
has caused great damage to Pakistan's reputation and the cause of 
Kashmir with his allegations that payments had been made to 
Galloway," she said, terming it "treachery against Pakistan”. 

Other voices were also rais^ about the Muslim League govern¬ 
ment's attempts to ignore long-term security interests for short 
time political gains. The Nation, an English daily, warned: "Foreign 
policy and defence are two areas where a suspension of normal 
political contention in the interest of high state policy’ is called 
W. The damage done to Paklstah's image and the Kashmir cause 
may take years to undo." Indeed, even Sharif has taken Rehman 
to task and there are moves to invite Galloway to Pakistan as a 
damage control measure. The accountability antics of Rehman are 
yet another example of the heavy mandate of the Sharif regime. 

Mariana Baabar in Islamabad 
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CONTROVERSY 

Of an Empire Called BB The 3SO*acie estate that Benazir 
bought In Surrey and the house on 
Wilton Crescent in fashionable 

Belgravia may just be small stuff in rela¬ 
tion to the reports of her real wealth 
abroad that Pakistan's Ehtesab Commissi¬ 
oner Saifur Rehman has begun to divulge. 

On the basis of this, the British and Pak¬ 
istani media are reporting Pakistan's own 
Bofors tiiat never was: an agreement by 
the French company Dassault to pay $200 
million to Marleton Business, a company 
said to lx* controlled by Asif Zardarl, for 
the sale of 32 Mirage aircraft to Pakistan. 
The deal was, however, cancelled. 
The new information, some of it carried 

In Till- Sunday Times, s|X’aks of 12 off¬ 
shore companies suspected to hold Bhu¬ 
tto family wealth and two properties 
other than the Surrey estate and the 
Belgravia home. Information came to the 
Pakistani government in dramatic cit- 
ctimstaiices, The Sunday Tunes reported. 
A source' offered the Paki.stanis informa- 

to Kogei (iodsift, chairman of the All Parlia- 
nu'iitary Kashmir Croup: Cerald Kaulman. 
(.hairman i>f the Justice for Kashmir; lord 
liric Avebury, chairman of Iriends of 
Kashmir: and Michael ('olvin, chairman of 
I'onsen ative Friends ol ICishmir. The list of 
lobbies does not end with these four. 
Calloway's group, National hobby on 
Kashmir, and others were not included. But 
Cilani asked the t'mr groups: "IXi our 
efforts need to end m the ('ommittee Rixim 

tion a year ago for $10 million. The offer 
was declined then, but was made again 
recently in a hotel near Hyde Park. 

Some of Zardari's offshore companies 
had names like Bomer Finance, Capricorn 
Trading or Marleton Business, going by 
the information released by Rehman. And 
documents on transfers of money carry 
names like "Nusrat", "Zardari" and "BB". 
Some of the payoffs have come through 
award of a contract to improve the Pakis¬ 
tani f'.ustoms, to give a licence to a Dubai 
dealer for import of gold, through deals of 
all sorts still being investigated. 

Some of the more recent deals abroad 
are the purchase of a flat in South Kensi¬ 
ngton and the transfer of £.SO,000 from a 
numbered account in a Swiss bank to Zar¬ 
dari's account in Barclays. The docu¬ 
ments also point to the purchase of a sin¬ 
gle item of jewellery for £100,000. Six 
hondon accounts arc reportedly being 
probed. Not surprisingly, the reports have 
made Benazir's friends in Britain uneasy. 

Ill the House ol tiommons or at a lecepllon 
or j dinner, with a rituali.stic hurling of 
opprobrium, far distanct‘d from the com¬ 
mon cause ol liie common men, women 
and childri'ii in Kashmir? " 

Divisions among the groups have Ixcn 
deepening over lime, even though Kaufm¬ 
an's group has decided to back Calloway in 
the campaign against him by the Pakistani 
government. Ailama Azimjee. general secre¬ 
tary of Kaufman's group, has pleaded with 

A demostratlon against India in Pakistan; 
and Zardari: limping to accountability 

the Paki.stani government to slop the inqu¬ 
iries against Calloway. Azimjee said in a 
press note that Calloway, who was awarded 
the Silara-e-Paki.stan, one of the highest civ¬ 
ilian awards, by Benazir, "should be given 
the Nolx?l Prize". But the Kashmir lobby will 
be tested by more than rhetoric. 
Xord Avebury has called a meeting on 

Ka.shmir with representatives from all sides 
to the dispute. From the Indian side he has 
invited representatives from the bii*, the 
Congress, the National Czmference and the 
ilurriyat (including individual leaders and 
parties williin I lurriyat) as well as represen¬ 
tatives from Jammu and ladakh. On the 
Pakistani side, he has invited members from 
all the parties within Pakistan Occupied 
Kashmir (isik) and from Cilgit and Baltistan. 
But Lord Avebury's attempt to resolve the 
Kashmir issue sitting in Ixindon are not 
expected to yield much. Few from the 
Indian side have accepted his invitation so 
tar. In fad, the ii|i> government is expected 
to disregard this meeting quietly. 

" They are promoting the hidden and not- 
so hidden agenda of the isi," Atzal lahir 
from the Kashmir International Front told 
OuthMk. " rhe attendance is loaded in favour 
of Muslims from the Valley and from ihik," 
he said. For Lord Avebury the refusal by the 
Indian side to attend will be seen as a refu-sal 
to face the problem. For India any attenda¬ 
nce will mean a recognition of a far from 
neutral Lord Avebury as arbiter. Indian atte¬ 
ndance is critical but effectively a non-issue. 
To the Kashmir lobbies in Britain, what is 
more worrying is the differences within 
what the Pakistanis like to call their side. ■ 
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IRAN 

A Moderate on Trial 
The Right’s battle against the reformists claims Tehran’s mayor THI' Iranian establishment heaved a 

sigh of relief on A|)ril l.f when a |K)w- 

erfiil students organisation called olf a 
rally which had been credited with imme¬ 
nse destabilising |H)tential. The i)rovocation 
lor the threat was the arrest of Tehran's 
mayor (Ihulamhussein Karbaschi, sparking 
oft probably the biggest crisis in the Islamic 
Hepublic's almost 2t)-vvar history which has 
left the coiintrs sharply divided. Notes |m)I- 
itical commentator Darioush .Sajjadi: "It's 
alarming because a controversy surfaced 
even among the top officials f>f the system. " 

Karbaschi was arrestetl on April 4 on cha¬ 
rges ol fraud and embe/zlement, a move 
considered by President .Seyed Mohammad 
Khatami-led moderates to be a blow to 
their retormist plans. I he 47-year-old 
maym says the Iraiul charges are part ot 
the 'political campaign’ launched by his 
'righlisi opponents’. Says a moderate 
memlier ol Parliament, lae/eh tlashemi, 
daiightei ot lormer president Akbar llash- 
emi Katsaniani; ’’It's a blow to democracy 
and political and lultiiral reforms in Iran. 
This is an ait of revenge by the faction 
which io.st in the presidential election." 
The Khatami cabinei met on the day ol the 
arrest and voiced unanimous protest. 

Karirtischi campaigned with relentless zeal 
for Ktiatami in last summer’s presidential 
eleciion, in which he overwhelmingly deft- 

atCKi the rightist candidate, Ali Akbar Nateq- 
Nouri, now Parliament Speaker. And since 
the head ol the judiciary, Ayatollah 
Mohammad Yazdi, is believed to Ik* close to 
Nateq-Nouri, the legal proceedings have 
been given a political colour. For their part, 
judicial otficials deny that the prcKcedings 
against the mayor are "[Militically motiva- 
tc-d" and argue that they are jiart of a cam¬ 
paign against "ill-gotten money”. 

“ rhe probe carried out by the court is fren? 
ol [xilitical concerns," said Mohseni I’.jeli, 
head of a sinrial court for try'ing public ser¬ 
vants. Kightist lawmakers and journalists 
agree, saying that Karbaschi's impressive 
achievements during his nine years at the 
helm of the s|)rawling nuinidiialily arc no 
reason to wtiive the i barges against him. 

The hardliners base focused their attack 
on the mayor ove; ths last year. Karbaschi 
seemed eq’. il to the task when he defended 
hiiTuself in hi' news|);i|)c‘r. Hiiiinfuihri, win- 

Mayor Karbaschi angered 
the Right when he formed a 

political faction and won 
the support of most 

technocrats and executives. 

'Robin Hood’ Karbaschi 

ning $up|X)rt from moderate lead¬ 
ers and especially former presi¬ 
dent Rafsanjani, who now heads 
the powerful Expediency Coun¬ 
cil. Since stepping down as presi¬ 
dent, Rafsanjani remains an infl¬ 
uential figure as a top advisor to 
Ayatollah Seyed Ali Khamenei. 

Karbaschi angered the right 
wing when he formed a political 
faction called Servants of Recon¬ 
struction, also known as Group-6 
or G-6. Most of the lechnwrats 
and executives in Khatami's gov¬ 
ernment are allied with the G-6, 
including government sjjokes- 
man and minister of culture 
Seyeil Ataollah Mohajerani and 
Interior minister Abdullah Nouri. 

A former cleric, Karbaschi Ixfgan 
his education at a Quranic sch(X)l 
in the holy city of Qom and 
Isfahan in the late 1970s. As a 
young man he fought against the 
regime of the pro-West Shah wlio 
was toppled in tlie 1979 revolu¬ 

tion, and spent .some time in jail. He attrac¬ 
ted attention when he was appointed gov¬ 
ernor of Isfalian. In 1989, Katsanjaiii, labe- 
llc'd by the foreign media as a pragmatic, 
brougiit Karbaschi to Tehran, where as 
mayor, he gave the city a facc'-lift and built 
s|x>rts grounds, libraries and art galleries. 
These efforts won him the title “modern 
day Robin Hood” as he allocated taxes 
levied from the rich on social work. 

Meanwitile, a political standoff continues, 
Willi the interior ministry, which aptx'ints 
the mayor ol the Iranian capital, complain¬ 
ing that it had not ix-en informc-d of his’ 
arrest. Anu in an unusual move, tlie crisis 
was discussc'd by Kliamenci when he sent 
for Rafsanjani and the lieads of all three 
government branches—Khatami, Nateq- 
Nouri and Yazdi—and ordered them to 
urgently find a .solution to the problem. 

’Tile officials met once of their own accord 
and then for a second time on April 12 in 
the presence of Khamenei. Although no 
information was availalile about the talks, 
the I’ersian daily Km)-Kiir}(ur reported that 
some .sort of settlement was underway. It 
addcnl that Kliamenei's intervention was 
likely to stwd up the mayor’s release. 

Simultaneously, students called for a pro¬ 
test rally on April Ilf in front of Tctiran 
University, a spot ttiat has witnessed much 
revolutionary activity before and alter the 
revolution. But while tensions may have 
lieen defused for now, it is still luit clear 
whether the mtxlerates' programme will lie 
diluted. Most analysts remain optimistic 
and .say that refonns will continue, no mat¬ 
ter svho is at the helm of affairs. ■ 

Irfan Parviz in Tehran 
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CENTRAL ASIA 

Missed Train to Tashkent 
J.N. Dixit travels to Uzbekistan and lambasts India’s myopia vis-a-vis a strategic Central Asia 

Photographs by SUNIL NARULA UZBEKISTAN has a S|)ecial plaie in j 
my political consciousness. Histo¬ 
rically, it was a major transit txjint | 
on the trade routes between China 
and India; and the Mughal period 

of Indian history began from Andijan in the 
Ferghana Valley tRabar originated from 
here). There’s another India connection, 
albeit a less pleasant one. Timur, the 
Uzbeks' national icon who had led numer¬ 
ous ex|)editions to India, is from here tcxi. 
Uter the Soviet collaiwe, a statue was erec¬ 
ted in his memory in the heart ol Tashkent, i 

Uzbekistan's geo-strategic and economic i 
importance in Ontral Asia dawned on me i 

during my stint as India’s ambassador to j 
At«hanistan. It was then tliat I understood | 
the relevance ot forging ties with ! 
Uzbekistan so that both Indians and | 
UzlK'ks would benefit. 

This was my third \isil to Uzlrekistan | 
since the mid-’HOs. The Uzlx'k government 1 
and our embassy in I'ashkent enabled me 
to meet senior Uzbek leaders and acade¬ 
mics and also to visit Khiva and Urgench in 
the north-eastern province of Khworajm. 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union, 
theie are a host of things happening in 
Uzlx’kistan of which thrt*e developments 
should be ol sjrecial interest to India: the 
post-Soviet Uzbek endeavour to forge a dis¬ 
tinct national identity: the Uzlxrk aim to 
define its new geo-strategic |X)sitioii in 
Ontral Asian politics; the motivations ani¬ 
mating its South .\sian [XJlicies. 

Before going info the impressions I gath¬ 
ered during my week-long visit, it would 
be pertinent to mention the geo-political 
and economic significance of Uzbekistan. 
With a geographical area of 447,4(K» square 

Uzbek attention is focused 
on Pakistan, not India. One 
reason is that there was no 

meaningfui response to 
Uzbek overtures for better 

ties in the past. 

kms, it is the largest Central Asian country 
after Kazakhstan. And with a population of 
23.5 million people, it is demographically 
the most important. Having frontiers with 
Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyztm, Taji¬ 
kistan and Turkmenistan, it is a focal point 
in Central Asian politics. 

Uzbekistan has tremendous economic 
potential too. It is endowed with natural 
gas, |X.'troIeum, gold, coal, uranium, silver, 
copper, lead, zinc, tungsten and molylxle- 
num. It has a large market hungry for 
investments, human resources training, 
technology, economic rcstnicturing and 
modernisation. Bairing perhaps Kaza¬ 
khstan, it has the most pluralistic ethnic 
society—though Uzbeks form the majority, 
there are Russians, Tajiks, Kazakhs, Tartars 
and Karakalpaks among Uzbek citizens. 
Though it has a Sunni Muslim majority, 
there are some Ea.stern orthodox Chris¬ 
tians. To give a sample of its diversity'— 
there's even a "Hare Krishna" community. 
Most significantly, Uzbekistan has one of 
the highest literacy rates in the region at 
97 per cent, with female literacy pegged at 
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an awesome 96 per cent. 
It is in this backdrop that the government 

of I’resident Islam Karimov is trying to 
shape Uzbekistan's new national agenda. 
His main tasks will be to first disengage 
from the political and linguistic connect¬ 
ions with Russia, to diversify economic con¬ 
tacts subject to the limitation of not being 
able to break away completely from Russian 
strategic links, and to forge a secular politi¬ 
cal society where Islam's importance is 
acknowledged, but not taken to extremes. 

Dr Rustam Kasyniov, dean of the Aca¬ 
demy of State and Social Reconstruction, 
told me that Uzbek society is aiming at 
reviving its pre-Soviet traditional identity 
with a strong desire to emerge as a modern 
state with contemporary political, cultural 
and economic terms of reference. This exer¬ 
cise is subject to contradictory pulls from 
Islamic groups, and the present power 
structure which insists on .seailarism, not 
only because it's a reasonable thing to do 
but because if it wants to retain power, 
that's the most sensible path to tread. 

Uzbeks are conscious of their politi¬ 
cal and economic importance in ('.en- 
tral Asia. But they are landlwked. With 
Tajikistan and Afghanistan suffering 
from civil strife, and with Kazakhstan 
and Turkmenistan being the target of 
strategic and economic influence from 
the West led by the US, UzlK-kistan 
craves for political and economic 
attention of the West. It also wants to 
counter any threats to Us territorial 
integrity from Tajikistan and seeks an 
ojiening to the sea at Karachi. OlTKTAli of the Strategic Institute 

and the foreign Office feel that 
Uzbekistan consolidating its geo- 

straley.ic |)osilion in Central Asia is 
subjert to conij)etitive and contradic¬ 
tory pressures born (if the tunnoil in 
Afghanistan and Tajikistan and cross¬ 
currents oi oilier external involvem¬ 
ents in the region. They feel that a reg¬ 
ional consensus to stabilise tlnf situa¬ 
tion, guaranteed by Russia, the US and 
the UN, is necessary if Uzbekistan has 
to establish its regional imixirtance. 

As for Uzbekistan’s South Asia poli¬ 
cies, Uzbek foreign ninistcr Abdul 
Azis Kamilov emphasised the highest 
importance Uzbekistan attaches to 
respecting the territorial integrity of 
all the Central Asian Repuiilics. He 
says Uzbekistan wants a political reso¬ 
lution of Tajikistan's civil strife, as it 
may have implications on its own sta¬ 
bility. He feels that the UN should 
play a key rule in bringing about a 
political settlement in Afghanistan 
and that the first step should be a 
Security Council-imposed embargo 
on the flow of aims and related mate¬ 

rial to various Afghan groups. According to 
Kamilov, the new power structure in 
Afghanistan should be based on participa¬ 
tion by all ethnic groups and all possible 
military factions including the Taliban. 

The think-tank feels Iran, Paki.stan and 
Saudi Arabia should support the Uzbek 
approach. The most important reason why 
Uzbekistan seeks stability in Afghanistan 
and a good relationship with Pakistan is 
that it will enable Uzbekistan to have 
access to the port of Karachi. And facilitate 
the long-term, economically beneficial, 
exploitation of natural gas and other min¬ 
eral resources of Central Asia which, in 
turn, will benefit South Asia as well. 

But a disturbing development could 
throw a spanner in the works—certain 
extremist Islamic organisations in Pakistan 
arc training Uzbek youth from the 
Ferghana valley in Wahabism and in 
armed combat. Kamilov recently issued a 
.statement, accusing these Pakistani organ¬ 
isations of generating subversive and ter¬ 
rorist trends in Uzbekistan, infiltrating 

ANOOPKAMATK 

members into the country through 
Tajikistan and Kyrgyztan. He asserted that 
the ultimate aim of these activities is to 
train fanatic followers of extremist reli¬ 
gious ideology to destabilise Uzbekistan 
and subvert its constitutional system. This 
indicates that Pakistani-Saudi extremist 
organisations are not only creating trouble 
in Jammu and Kashmir, Afghanistan, 
Tajikistan but now also in Uzbekistan. 

Interestingly, Kamilov clarifies in the 
statement that the "Pakistani government 
has no knowledge of these activities"—the 
concern being not to create any misunder¬ 
standing with the Pakistan government. 

The Uzbeks deliberately differentiate 
between the government of Pakistan and 
the activities of Pakistan-based extremist 
Islamic organisations because they obvi¬ 
ously don't want bad equations with a 
country that can give them access to a port. 

As far as India is concerned, there is a 
genuine interest in expanding cultural, 
economic and technological tics. Yusopov, 
governor of the distant Khworajm provi¬ 

nce, pointed out that these are 
spheres where India can be of 
immense assistance to the Uzbek peo¬ 
ple. His counterparts in Tashkent 
stress the im[K)rtancc of the large 
UztIL'k market and Uzbekistan's 
ex])ectalions about Indian coopera¬ 
tion in developing their economy, 
upgrading their trained manpower 
resources and tedmologies. On the 
cultural side, I was pleasantly surpri¬ 
sed to find Uzbek scholars translating 
the Maluihhiiriilti and the poetry of 
Malik Mohammad Jayasi and Amir 
Khusro. I was also told of the creative 
activities oi the Indian Cultural 
('.entre at Tashkent despite its limited 
resources, which has evoked interest 
in Uzbek's cultural circles, 
t^ne als(/ noticed that Uzbeki.stan 

does not envisage any special politi¬ 
cal or strategic c>c]uation with India. 
Uzbekistan's attention is focused on 
Pakistan in terms ot its national 
interests. One reason for this, I can 
say from my professional memory, is 
the tact that the political overtures of 
president Karimov to India between 
1991 and 1994 did not evoke sutti- 
cient meaningful responses from 
New Delhi. And since 1996, tliere 
has been a drift in relations. 1 his was 
an opportunity missed, because it 
would be relevant to remember that 
contacts and cooperation with Uzbe¬ 
kistan are important if we desire a 
rational settlement ot the Afghan sit¬ 
uation which would not be .subject 
to extremist orientations. This is 
apart from tlie potential of mutualh' 
beneficial economit and technologi¬ 
cal relations. ■ 
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EXiM POLICY 

.. .THE MORE THINGS REIV 
Hegde manages the delicate 
balance between swadeshi 
and WTO. But is it enough? 

ByARINDAMMUKHERJEE A pleasant surprise awaited all those 
at the Export-Import Policy con¬ 
ference on April 13: commerce 
minister Ramakrishna Hegde. The 
new government had organised 

its first major economic policy announcem¬ 
ent well. The press conference was on at the 
same time in the four metros. A big-screen 
monitor allowed questioners from all cent¬ 
res their turn. Hegde walked in at 11.30 am 
sharp, read out his policy, answered questi¬ 
ons deftly without recourse to secretaries or 
other officials, was openly critical of his pre¬ 
decessor as well as the ex}K)rt mess, and 
UK)k his leave before lunch. But not before 
making another small announcement: this 
year the Fjdm Policy has gone on the inter¬ 
net. And so will all fitture decisions taken by 
the commerce ministry and the Directorate 
(ieneral of Foreign Trade (ix.ri). 

Contrast that with this. A notification is.s- 
ued after the announcement of the Exim 
Policy 1997-2002 tfx)k a year to reach the 
Engineering Export Promotion ('oiincil 
(Eh-is), an exporters' body under the minis¬ 
try of commerce. Still, it didn't quite make 
it. iJiis. sources say the notice reachc-d just 
before Central government offices closed on 
April 7 for a five-day weekend. As a 
result, the notification could be 'offi¬ 
cially' entered and sent to exporters 
only last week! By which time Hegde 
had announa'd his new Exim Policy 

The more things change, the more 
they rcmiain the same. The ini’ gover¬ 
nment's amendments to last year's 
export-imiwrt [xrlicy has kept to the 
Ireaten track; some .140 more items 
to he freely imported under the 
t)|)en General i.icence at 10-40 per 
cent duty levels; another 1(H) items, 
so I.U banned, can be imported at 
high duty; import duty relief for :i(X) 
more export items; the five per cent 
sjurial customs duty announcc-d by 
P. Chidambaram scrapped; capital 
goods imports by exjxrrters further 
liberalised; an anti-dumping direc- 

may not be a visionary, but he is 
more pragmatic than swadeshi. 
Especially as the announcciiwnt of 
the Exim Policy changes coincided 
with the wio meeting in Geneva to 
review India's progress on trade 
commitments. To turn back at this 
])oint would have put India in a 
tight spot in Geneva. 

The government has taken pains to 
emphasise that the (Mriicy changes 
do not amount to a dilution of 
swadeshi. In an announcement that 
lor the first time plays down its own 
achievements, the ih.ki savs that 
most of the items shifted to Open 
General Licence (oc.i.) have anyway 
been freely importable uttder the 
Special Import Licence (sil); Sec- 

torate-general set up; and cxjxrrt procc- j 
dures simplified to achieve a growth rate of | 
20 per cent. The surprise; despite its anti- i 
wro bluster, the Cen’.re kept its promises to | 
the trade body in .spirit if not in letter. 

In fact, by pushing for a more liberal 
trade regime and increasing the numlier of 
im|x>rtables (removing quantitative restric¬ 
tions, in wit) language), most of which ate 
consumer gocxl,s, Hegde has proved that he 

ondly, the imports of these items were so 
Insignificant that it does not make much 
difference whether they are in or out of 
ua.. Which just shows that the country has 
been pnxiucing these items and meeting 



AIN THE SAME 
DETAILS OF THE 

EXiM POLICY 
■ 340 mon items can now be imported 

treeiy. Anottwr 300 shifted out of tiw 
negative iist. 

■ Exporters of far iower turnovers than was 
the norm tiii now can avaii of the export 
promotion capitai goods schemes 

■ OHseeds and vegetable oils can now be 

■ Special export packages for software | 
and agricultural products sectors I 

■ Anti-dumping directorate set up under the [ 
Commerce Ministry ^ 

■ Private warehouses allowed In India and 1 
abroad | 

■ Proposal tor a Ministry of Infrastructure, [ 
modelled on Japan's MITI I 

■ 1998-99 export growth target fixed at j 
20% In dollar terms 

itiK the swadcshi brigade. 
For the average consumer, the itn|x>rt 
lilreralisation may not lead to a price 
advantage except in some items like 
processed foods, teci storeowners. 
The Pampers diaper or Lego toy may 
not turn much cheaper than black- 
market item.s, but will be widely 

software, where exports grew by SO per cent 
even last year, more exporters will be allo¬ 
wed to import capital goods at zero duty. 
Smaller firms are now allowed to claim facil¬ 
ities of the various ex|X)rt houses' schemes. 

But there are no new export incen¬ 
tive schemes. The thrust instead is 

\ on a 'trust-based' approach, bv 
changing the attitude of customs 
officials to ‘no-que.stions-a.sked' exp¬ 
ort promotion and also of exporters, 
who have found selling to the dom¬ 
estic market more lucrative in recent 

was times. .Says Hegde: "We have framed 
irt the new |X)licy keeping in view that 

it would take some time to improve 
» the export environment to achieve 

high growth. It cannot be done 
overnight and there is no short-term 
solution. It has to begin by changing 

' the the attitude of our exporters." 
’ F.X|X)rt growth in 1997-98 has 

nd , Iwen 2..S fter cent in dollar term's, 
with the trade deficit already gaping 

re, at $6.5 billion The main contribu¬ 
tors continue to fare badly. (Jems 

t and jewellery gre-w by just three per 
J cent, while agriculture and allied 

products dropped by 12 per cent 
and leather by 9 per cent. Says 

Sunder 1. Vachani, chairman, Rlectronics 
and (x)mpulei Software lixfKjrt Promotion 
Council ttv): "With our best efforts and 
with government support, I cannot see any¬ 
thing beyond 10-12 per cent this year." 

Hegde blames India's ptmr e.sport |)erfor- 
mance on the erosion of competitiveness 
of exporters, com|)lex prcxedurcs, delays 

accessible. The bottomline: if the rich i in claim settlenteni. increasing transaction 

Hegde: pragmatic but no visionary 

the domestic demand efficientlv. Thinllv, 

Indian wants to blow money on cos¬ 
tly imported stuff, let the government 
make money out of it through duties. 
Domestic products will stay chca|)er 

than the foreign, and will not lx: under any 
threat. Besides, the decision to include 
items like onions or fruit juices under (h.i is 

the customs duties on these items are high j a clear move to protect consumers. 

I HE list of items that can now be 

enough to ensure that the interest of the j Where the exim jKJlity fails is in measures 
domestic industry would be protected. i to boost exports, despite its tali claims. Tme, 

j more exporters will now Ik‘ allowed to imp- 
HE list of items that can now be ! ort capital goods cheap under the Ex|H)rt 
imported, either freely or under sii, is Promotion Capital Goods (i.is t,) scheme in 
interesting. And is indeed diverse: electronics (hardware), textile, leather, gems 

:< cameras, camcorders, assorted lurni- and jewellery, sportsgotxis, IockI processing 
ccKiking stoves, shaving systems, dolls industry, agriculture and allied prcxlucts. In 

video cameras, camcorders, assorted furni¬ 
ture, ccKiking stoves, shaving systems, dolls 
and games, [wints and enamels, cotton, 
soa[)s, detergents, a variety of fruits, vegeta¬ 
bles, seafood, mineral water and soft drink 
concentrate along with rubber bands, sin- 
d(H>r and bindis, koktim oil, sandalwood 
oil, sweetmeats, pawa and mudi, and rick¬ 
shaws. Clearly, by including the latter items 
(why should anyone want to import bindis 
and mudi and from whom’/), Hegde has 
tried to kill two birds: shortening the nega- 
tis’c and restricted lists as much as poisible 
without seeming too radical, while appeas- 

By pushing for a liberal 
trade regime, Hegde has 

shown he's mors pragmatic 
than swadeshjx'YOt he fails 

in providing a climate for 
export growth. 

costs, high cost of export credit and infra¬ 
structural constraints. He can do little 
about the last, at least not until his pro- 
|K)sa' for setting up a new ministry of 
infrastructure on the lines of the japanese 
Ministry tor Internal Iracle and Industry 
(MiiifTis implemented. As Hegde said. "The 
total ex|xxt sales of 5iM) top coriKsrates 
constitutes less than 10 iht cent of their 
sales. For public sector undertakings, this is 
less than four (ler cent." lo take this to 20 
per cent, Hegde will initiate a dialogue 
with the to)) houses. 

Hut ultimately, a mere tinkering with rules 
may not be enough to pusli exports to top 
$40 billion. The exim policy changes show 
the 11)1’ regime has not done its homework 
well. With revenue giveaways exiiertcM to 
result in a loss of over Rs 10,(ioo crore to the 
exchequer, a figure which can lx- comix’ii- 
sated only if trade volumes rise suificieiitly, 
Hegde has clearly taken a big risk. Also, con¬ 
sidering the T.tXX) more items lett on the 
restricted list plus the negative list which 
will have to go by the end of 2(K)2, the gov¬ 
ernment has also fallen short of wro com¬ 
mitments. So stay tuned for phase two of 
trade reforms. And it had better tx- fast. ■ 
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STOCKMARKETS 

BULLWORKER EFFECT 
A sharp mood swing—upwards. But only stability and infrastructure spending will keep it there. 

By HARIMENON 

S stability returning to Indian politics? 
That may be the message from the 
markets whore in recent weeks, the 
benchmark 30-share bsf. Sensitive 
Index has captured all attention. Since 

the end of January, the 50-share National 
StiKk Exchange index has appreciated by 
about SO per cent. And the Mumbai Sensex 
has made a gain of .30 per cent. 

The fundamentals still disappoint. Apart 
from tight credit, many of the factors that 
justified a Sensex level of .3200 points in 
January—slowing industrial growth, poor 
corporate performance and worries about 
the government's ability to manage its 
finances—arc still around. But what has 
definitely changed is expectations. 

I'he [.rositive talk from the new govern¬ 
ment, of kickstarting the economy, and 
easier liquidity, has warmed up the market, 
lo the extent that the mood has reached a 
|H)int wheie some fii analysts think the 
stocks are actually undervalued at a Sensex 
level of 4200. "Even if the Sensex were to 
cross its all-time high over the next 4-5 
months, its component stock would still 
only be trading at 11-12 times 
projected (1<?0«-99) earnings," 
.says one i n analyst. 

Apart Irom the .30 .Sensex 
stocks, the other stocks have 

MitrS 
BJP and allies 
touch 223 seats 

1 
1 

! 

■ 1 

all stocks of a company at current prices. 
The Sensex stocks are large-capitalisation 
ones, and the revival is more pronounced 
in mid-cap stocks comprising the nse 

index. And that's very significant. 
Despite the markets' general agreement 

that 1997-98 will be one of the worst-ever 
years for corporate results, there have been 
several strong performances. Software 
stwks have been among the most high- 
profile, with scrips like Satyam Computers, 
Wipro, nri Software and Mastek surging so 
powerfully that they hit the circuit brea¬ 
ker-a mechanism designed to halt run¬ 
away price movements on the exchanges. 

Others, too, are making their presence 
felt. Once dismissed by most analysts as a 
deadbeat industry, thanks to reports of 
stagnant sales and mounting inventories, 
consumer goods have indeed staged a 
comeback, innovative discounting sche¬ 
mes seem to have boosted sales without 
damaging hottomline growth. 

Easier liquidity following the latest 
round of interest rate cuts and heavy activ¬ 
ity by badia financiers (who fund operators 
who wish to postpone payments on com- 
mittc'd trading decisions), has helped push 

the prices of a lot of .shares 
upwards. "There is more 
money in the market coming 
through badia," agrees .stock 
broker Pashupati Advani. 

have easy liquidity in the economy if the 
slowdown in industrial growth persists?" 
she asks. "The government's monetary 
options are limited, and they have a huge 
revenue deficit to finance. The movement 
has been mainly technical in nature; noth¬ 
ing has fundamentally changed." 

Paradoxically, the very fundamentals 
that caused falling stock prices are setting a 
corporate revival in motion. "Poor sales 
growth, and scarce capital have forced 
managements to cut costs and interest 
charges—a better way to boost the bot¬ 
tomline than through price increases 
alone. Many non-performing or non-core 
assets are being sold," argues Dhiraj 
Agarwal, director, S..S. Kantilal Ishwarlal 
Securities. And as the better companies 
readjust to economic reality, the market is 
rewarding them by re-rating them jwsi- 
tively, which is happening tight now. 

But stability remains a big if, and the 
market is already sizing up Jayalalitha's 
potential to destabilise. Says S.V. Prasad, 
chief executive of JM Fund Management: 
"The impirrtant thing is that there is a 
perception that the government will last, 
but stability cer¬ 
tainly Is a concern, 
given the pulls the 
government is sub¬ 
ject to from some 
of its important 

Mat S 
TOP to be equidistant 
from Congress and BJP 

Mar 12 
Jayalalitha twants 
Tamil Nadu 
government dismissed 
in return for support 

Mat 17 
BJP finalises 
iist for group 
of ministers 

Mar 4 
No ciear 

majority for 
BJP and allies 

been falling almost continuously since the 
last bull market |ietered out in 1992-93. 
The si/.e of a company is measured in 
terms of market ca|vtalisation, the amount 
of m(sney that would be required to buy up 

Badia finance rales went up to 90 |K*r cent 
in the week ending April 10. Ordinarily, 
such an implication of a .serious shortage 
of funds in the market would have led to a 
crash. But the market continued its rise 
with barely a blip, something that rarely 
happens unless sentiment is very bullish. 

Such technical factors, however, arc rarely 
sustainable in their impact, and this wor¬ 
ries market watchers like Devina Mehra of 
First Global Finance. "How long can you 

coalition memlwrs." 
Despite good performance by some sec¬ 

tors in 1997-98, Mehra doesn’t expect fun¬ 
damentals to carry through tlie rally. “We 
don’t expect fundamentals to improve 
across the board until the 1999-2000 
results. Meanwhile, the technical factors 
driving the market should hold up for 
another 2-3 months." 

Similarly, a measure of protection given 
to commodity stocks through sops like 
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higher tariffs has buoyed up their stock 
prices. But there's a flip side; because their 
performance will depend on their protec¬ 
tion, these stocks will not be valued so 
much by fiis and other institutional 
investors in the long term. The result: their 
share prices are unlikely to show much 
more than a short-term jump. 

One unique trait about this rise is that fiis 

have been largely peripheral. In fact they 
may have contributed to the fall during 
Janunry—many fiis with investments else¬ 
where in Asia found themselves suddenly 
overweight in Indian equity after the sharp 
declines in several of the region's curren¬ 
cies. To rebalance their overall jxirtfolios, 
several of them had to sell while the mar¬ 
ket was at a low—and were unable to cash 
in on the rise that followed. As a manager 
with one such ni points out, this might 
actually be good news for investors: "Many 
of those who missed out on the last rally 
are just waiting for a market correction to 
get back into the market, which, of course, 
will push .share prices back up, or at lea.st 

Mid Cap 50^ 

investors. Moreover, as one fii analyst 
points out: "How do you justify buy¬ 
ing Reliance at Ks 200 when you 
said a couple of months ago that at i 
Ks ISO it wasn’t worth it? And there J 
aren't too many stocks that have m 
lagged the rise but still look set « 
for appreciation." 

Market operators, however, 
have no such problems; where 
there's business, there they will MM 
go. And so, they are currently 
trading heavily in several Mm ‘ 
underpriced, smaller stocks. Mjv. 
It was only a matter of time m'M 
before retail investors spot- Mm'' 
ted the movements and 
began pouring money into MM' 
these stocks. Mm 

rhe trigger for tlie rise ** 

Mar 21 Mg 
FM plans Mg 
heavy core gg 
sector Mg 
dose for MM 
economy Mg “f/P them steady." 

W Much of the rise in 
mid-cap stocks has 

been due to the return 
of the retail investor to 

the markets. Institutions, esf»- 
cially fiis, have been limited to buying 

mainly blue-chip stocks since many under¬ 
valued scrips were available in quantities 
too small to justify buying by such large 

RISE OF THE MID CAP STOCKS 

Mar 29 

wins coin- 
dence vote n—wiiiiiit.iiiJii 

in mid-cap share prices appears to have 
been the rash of asset sales and merger and 
acquisition deals that marked the corpo¬ 
rate calendar over January and February. 
"I'here were about five major stories— 
among them the Raasi Oments takeover, 
Sterlite’s attempt on Indal—but they gave 
rise to about 500 stories. Large punters 
started looking for value and retail 
investors were quick to follow suit," 
explains Agarwal. 

One worry about .sustainability has been 
that the market hasn’t needed very much 
to swing it sharply. As Pashupati Advani 
points out: "It hasn't generally taken much 
to move the market; even about $30-40 

THE TOP TEN 

Sensex 

I 10 20 1 10 20 1 10 20 1 10 20 
Jan F«b Mar Apt 

Uiaptiica by ANOOP KAMATH 

Price on 
16.4.98 

Percentage 
change since 

10.3.98 

Afxillo lyres 130 60 

NIIT 1,259 68 

NagvJunaFartilisere 28 65 

Siemens 274 59 

UC Housing Finance 58 57 

Orchid ChemicaLs 117 57 

KotakMahMn 40 54 

Federal Bank 110 51 

UnltBdPho8|)horus 181 51 

Steritte Industries 317 48 1 

Apr 14 

Exim policy In 
line with WTO 
commitments 

14,134 
Apr 16 

Jayatalitha 
wants charge-sheeted 

ministers to go 

million (Rs 120-160 crore) can trigger a 
major move.” But greater dej.>th in this 
market rise could get around that prob¬ 
lem. "This rise is very clearly much broa¬ 
der," agrees Ajay Srlnivasan of icioi Asset 
Management. "625 stocks just hit the 
circuit breaker. Now, that's a sign of a 
really big rally." 

Agarwal agrees: "Ixiok at trading vol¬ 
umes. In the past when the Sen.sc‘x has 
risen by if similar amount average, daily 
volume on the bse would have been 

Rs 300 crore, and that on the nsf., about 
Rs 1,500 crore." Today, the average daily 
volume on the n.sf. is about Rs 1,600-1,700 
crore, and on the bse it has jumped to the 
Rs l,.S0O-l,700 crore range. 

Moreover, the number of stocks accom¬ 
panying the rise in the Sensex lias gone up. 
Says sskTs Agarwal: "In 1996 and 1997. 
when the Sensex also rose sharply, the 
movement was effectively restriiled to less 
than a hundred stocks. Today, it’s much 
more." It is this combination of depth and 
volume that loulii sustain the current rally 
for longer than those in 1996 and 1997. 

"1 don't expect major trouble in the gov¬ 
ernment for at least the next lR-24 
months, during which time the Sensex 
could rise to the 48CM)-.5()00 level," he says. 
But along with the market, some worlhle.ss 
stocks could rise too. As Agarwal worries: 
"Ten good stocks go up, but another 20 
bad ones will follow. F.ventually this could 
create another bubble." 
There seems little doubt that the rally 

isn't over yet. But the key to whether it 
will last lies with the government’s ability 
to do what its predecessor couldn’t; boost 
infra.stnicture investment. "If we see evi¬ 
dence of that happening over the next six 
months—higher government investment, 
more private sector project clearances—we 
could see a bull run all the way into 1999," 
concludes Agarwal. And that's definitely 
good news. ■ 

With Narendra Nathan 
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WEST BENGAL 

Another Flat lyre 
Why does the state want to take over Dunlop’s Sahagunj factory? 

pany. Tamil Nadu chief minister M. 
Karunanidhi was taken aback by the pro¬ 
posal, but after some goading from the tmc: 

announced: "We'll follow Basu's lead and 
reopen the Ambattur factory if the law per¬ 
mits the takeover of the Sahagunj factory." 

But, says a senior banker: "A temp¬ 
orary takeover of only the Sahagunj 
and Ambattur units, not the com¬ 
pany itself, won't be viable. Such 
sectional takeovers don't work. And 
if the management is replaced, 
what sort of managers will join 
these bifurcated units? If Basu and 
Dasgupta really meant business 
they should've consulted the Cen¬ 
tre and Kaninanidhi, and gone into 
the problem in depth before ann¬ 
ouncing the propo.scd takeover." 

Dunlop managing director I’.J. Kao 
expressed surprise at the state gov¬ 
ernment's intention to find a ‘cor¬ 
rect buyer' for the Sahagunj factory. 
Says Rao: "No one would want to 
take over Duniop in its present 
state. It's otte of the least cost-effi¬ 
cient tyre factories in the country 
with output per employee at 6 
tonnes per year compart to the 
industry average of 17.6 and indus¬ 
try's best of 29." To make the WEST Bengal ftnana* minister Ashim 

Dasgupta's announcement on April 
7 that the state government pro¬ 

posed to temjsurarily take over ailing tyre 
company Dunlop's .Sahagunj factory, which 
has been shut for some months now, took 
everyone by surprise. .Said an important 
( 111! leader: “Ashim has once again shot off 
his moutii without doing his homework." 

Few tears will lx* shed for Manu ('hhab- 
ria, Dunlop chairman and 44 per cent equ¬ 
ity liolder, who allegedly siphoned off 
huge funds from his two blue-chip compa¬ 
nies-Dunlop and Shaw Wallace—and 
who liasn't come to India for the last two 
years to evade questiorimg by the Knforce- 
ment Directorate. But why have Jyoti Basu 
and Dasgupta woken up to Chhabria's mis¬ 
demeanours now? 

Die answer; political ex|»ediency. Fhe 
lockout ol the Sahaguii) factory had bec¬ 
ome ar\ e.splosive issue during the l.ok 
Salilia elections and after the unexpected 
balleiing from ttie lrinamul-ii|l' combine, 
the < i‘nsi) isn't taking any chances in the 
panchayat elections slated for May 28. 

Hence Dasgupta's win-win formula. If the 
.Sahagunj tactorx- can 1h' taken over and 
reojiened, it would be a great victory tor the 
ci'Hvi); if the deal turns sour, tlie Centre can 
be held guilty. But unfortunately for Das¬ 
gupta, the initial euphoria among industrial 
laliour is turning into scepticism. What's 
worse, if the attempt flounders, it'll strengt¬ 
hen Chhabria's grip over these companies. 

When contacted over the phone. Dasgu- 

Workers at Sahagunj: turning sceptical 

pta refused to answer any questions, pre¬ 
ferring to read out this statement instead: 
"The state government had written to the 
BiFR chairman about its proposed takeover 
with a request not to declare the company 
sick. If required in the interim, the state 
government is prepared to be associated 
with the management in this, provided it's 
legally permitted and working capital 
loans arc made available by the banks." A 
copy of the letter was sent to the govern¬ 
ment of Tamil Nadu, where Dunlop's other 
factory, also closed down, is located. 
Dasgupta also said the state is looking for a 
suitable industrialist to take over the com- 

Basu and 
Dasgupta are 

taking no 
chances in 
the coining 
panchayat 

polls. Hence 
the proposed 
move to take 
over Dunlop’s 

factory. 

Sahagunj and Ambattur units viable, the 
number of employees will have to be halved 
from the current 7,400, according to the 
management's revival plan. It had earmar¬ 
ked Rs 50 crorc for voluntary retirement, 
jyhile both the consortium of banks 

which have a large exfxrsure In Dunlop, and 
the state government, want to keep away 
from Hii'R, the Dunlop management has dec¬ 
lared the company sick on grounds that its 
net worth of Rs 9'^ crore has been enxled. 
Dunlop had run up a loss of Rs 19 crore in 
the first half of 1997-98. In 1995-96, the 
company showed paper profits worth nea¬ 
rly Rs 2(X) CTore, and now the Dunlop man¬ 
agement, which paid dividends on the fiasis 
of these fictitious transactioas, wants to 
reverse them to declare the company sick. 

If the management's contention of Dun¬ 
lop fteing sick is accepted, it will lx: pro¬ 
tected against its creditors as no recovery 
suit can be filed. Interest on loans will be 
frozen and loans will be rescheduled. Even 
then, there's provision for a takeover of the 
management but this will be a long-drawn 
affair as Chhabria will resist selling his 
holdings and litigations drag on for years. 
But if Dunlop is not admitted as a sick 
company, then under .section 18AA of the 
Industrial (llevelopment St Regulations) 
Act, 1951, the management can be taken 
over promptly, according to legal experts. 
But one wonders if the deadline will be 
May 28, when West Bengal goes for the 
critical panchayat polls? ■ 

Nikhll Mookerjl 
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

Swadeshi Goes Global 
A lot of confusion, a little cynicism and much enthusiasm greet Yashwant Sinha on his US trip 

By NARAYAN D. KESHAVAN in New York 

Swadeshi is a state of mind. 
—Yashwant Sinha, Indian finance 

minister, April 14,1998, New York 

Photognphs by NABAYAW 0. KESHWAW 

The prestigious Harvard 
Club, more known for Its 
ambience, camaraderie and 
informal deal-making than 
its bland food, a perfect set¬ 

ting for the bureaucrat from Bihar to 
sell swadeslii? Nah! It's more like a 
place for Harvard alumnus I’alania- 
ppan ('hidambaram to wax eloquent 
about free markets. But here was 
Yashwant Sinha spinning his spiel at 
the Harvard Club: "Swadeshi is an 
attitude of mind. It's not a govern¬ 
ment order. If somebody asks me to 
define swadeshi fprccisely), I won't 
be able to do it." 

Very simply, swadeshi means 
nationalism, explained Sinha. "It 
means jiatriotism. When we say that 
we want India to be built by Indians, 
we are exhorting tmr countrymen to 
work harder and work more diligen¬ 
tly—to think about the nation tx:f- 
ore they think about themselves. 
That's the kind of spirit we would 
like every Indian to imbibe. And I'm say- | 
ing it in the context of the fact that there i 
has been an erosion of those values and I 
therefore it is important for us to empha- | 
sise this jmint.” 

And just in case his American audience j 

didn't get the point, the finance minister ' 
elaborated: "Swadeshi is 
pro-globalisation because 
it's pro-Indian without 
being anti-foreign. And 
that's the im(X)rtant mes¬ 
sage from India: you can be 
pro your own country with¬ 
out being anti any other 
country. Therefore, swa¬ 
deshi is the best means ot 
globalisation. If every coun¬ 
try was to tollow this poliq-, 
and most countries are fol¬ 
lowing it, we can have a 

better world. A more equal world, a more 
just world." 

Care was taken to allay fears of potential 
investors. "Swadeshi can be defined in 
another way and that is more easily done, 
because I can tell you what it doesn’t stand 
for. Swadeshi doesn't mean a retreat into 

protectionism. That is not 
the case of this govern¬ 
ment. We are not relapsing 
into protectionism. We 
arc not trying to create a 
wall of tariffs. Having recog¬ 
nised globalisation as a tact 
of life, we are merely sas ing 
that u calibrated approach is 
needed toward the process 
of globalisation. In some- 
areas we shall move vigor¬ 
ously and fast. In certain 
others, w-e have to be a 

Sinha: between hell, heaven and swadeshi 

little more cautious. And that is all there¬ 
to swadeshi." 

"We are not running away from global 
competition, far from it. We will face glo¬ 
bal competition. We are looking for part¬ 
nerships. We art looking forward to a com¬ 
mon goal (with the IJ.S). I'm sure we can 
find that commonality. There's nothing to 
stop us from manhing together." 

A sold-out crowd of mote than d.SO big 
shots of the .New York financial coinimin- 
ity warmly applauded .Sinha, as well as 
finante secretary Montek Singh Ahluw- 
alia—who is more familiar to the Wall 
Street crowd than Sinha is—and the burly 
Indian envoy to the US, Naresh Chandra. 

In introducing Sinha. whose son works 
in McKinsey, Boston, Winthrop H. Smith 
Jr, chairman of Merrill hvnch Inter- 

“There is active and keen interest in India. And the timing of Sinha’s trip 
couldn’t have been better.” —Winthrop H. Smith, chairman, Merrill Lynch International 



FORCIISIt mVESTMERT 

“Swadeshi isn’t the core. Impulses for growth-oriented policies will come 
from the states. Watch what people do, not what they say.” -ftm msm, w-us mwi/ 

national, noted: "There is active and keen 
interest in India. And the timing of Sinha's 
trip couldn't have been better." 

Ever since the Atal Behari Vajpayee adm¬ 
inistration was inaugurated in New Delhi, 
a sense of confusion, if not sheer bewil¬ 
derment, has prevailed in the American 
financial community about the govern¬ 
ment's economic policies. The question In 
the minds of those who control the levers 
of the global investment community 
were: Who are these new rulers of India? 
What are these people up to? Is India still 
open for business? Do we nc*ed to keep 
India active in our radar screen? 

In coming to Gotham and making a case 
for India in his own earthy and sincere 
manner, Sinlta apisears to have succeeded 
in giving a human face to the hji> and its 
1‘conomic policies. In his presentations 
before the Indo-American Chamber of 
Commerce and the US-India Business Cxru- 
ncil as well in appearances before the Asia 
Society and the leaders of the Indian 
American community, Sinha was confid¬ 
ent and com|X)sed and made a logical case 
about "change-with-continuity" being the 
core of his government's policies. Says international management con¬ 

sultant William S. Poston: "I liked 
everything he said. He sounded very 

positive. The new government's case was 
presented very well. I'roin a purely US per- 
s|H'ctivc, I saw no headaches or problems 
per se." Agrm Stella Yiu, a dire¬ 
ctor of the Hongkong Shanghai 
Bank: "He particularly imp¬ 
ressed me with his opennesss. 
After hearing him, my impres¬ 
sion is that India is o|X!n for 
business. Also, Mr Sinha sc^'ined 
very conlident about the stabi¬ 
lity ot his government. And 
that's indeed important." 

Ot course, not everyone w'as so 
ecstatic. C'ne grouse was that 
Sinha was nut verv specific, 
announcing tiiat policy deci¬ 
sions would lie made public in 
the u[K ommg Budget. Says Ram 
Khanna. vice-president, Asia 
business at Marine Midlands 
Bank: "He’s not a charmer. He 
spoke very well, imt he's a 
bureaucrat or a tc*chnoirat. ! 
didn't see any torcetui commit¬ 
ments being made. On policy 
matters he simply stayed away. 
A prditician wouldn't do that." 
Catherine J. Dwyer, vice-presi¬ 

dent, strategic planning at 
New York Life Interna¬ 
tional, feels the same: "1 
don't think he clarified 
much. He didn't lay out a 
financial agenda.” "Posi¬ 
tive, but wail and see. The 
proof of tile pudding is in 
eating,” asserts Uwrence 
D. Rosenshein, general 
manager, international 
operations, from the Pori 
Authority of New York 
and New Jersey. And 
Guido Chiprianni, a vice 
president of research at 
the Union Bank of Switzerland (chs), 

remains skeptical about the pace of ref¬ 
orms: "We look fonvard for a strong state¬ 
ment in this regard in the Budget. I believe 
that talk is one thing, action is another." 

Merrill l.ynch, which sponsored the 
Harvard Club event for Sinha, observed in 
a position paper on India: “We believe that 
reforms will continue—the extent of mod¬ 
ifications of the reform process in the light 
of the Bie's protectionist attitude and likely 
restrictions on the role of foreign direct 
investment in non-priority areas are the 
key policies to watch out for." 

The eight-page document adds: "Cor¬ 
porates arc likely to postpone their invest¬ 
ment decisions until the gos'ernment 
spells out its economic ixdicics in its 
Budget document. ' Another paper from 

the same investment bank 
observes: "Currently, 
political .stability is a con¬ 
cern, but this may be 
overcome with a set of 
pragmatic policies aimed 
at giving a thrust to the 
economy which will likely 
boost business confidence 
and improve stock market 
sentiment.” 

Asserts the document; 
"India is a transitional 
economy undergoing the 
difficult task of making 
structural changes in the 

trade, finance, industrial sectors and capi¬ 
tal markets. The Big Bang approach to lib¬ 
eralisation has tieen consciously rejected in 
tavour of a more gradual approach by all 
political parties. This implies that at every 
.stage the reform process will be evaluated 
and certain measures will be pushed 
through while others will not. This is clear¬ 
ly the case with the new government.” 

And this is global credit rating agency, 
.Standard & Poor's assessment; "The new 
government is likely to continue with 
cautious liberalisation, but faces serious 
challenges in strengthening public 
figances and reforming the putilic sector. 
Despite provocative statements by some 

The Indian delegation at a breakfast meet 
with Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co 
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!▼ Kc'^Slcl i> C'od > own c ()iml ry, 

lAl ViAKOIM RtTRkAr kliMAKAKOM 

Reauliful, liuguilin^ Kerala. Iiulia’i: very own piece of paradise. Wliere countless spellbinding experiences 

iiwait you. ideally you would start at laj Malabar, Coebin or even Taj Residency in nearby Trtiabulam. And 

spend a couple of days soabing in tbe area's unique sprinbliiig of Dutch palaces, jewisb synagogues, Chinese 

nets, and of course, tbe finest antique rnarbet in India. Hve hours by road from here should find you in 

l:lephant Country •• I hehhady. This sanctuary is home to free ranging herds of wild tushers, tigers, bison, and 

yes, The laj Liavticn Retreat, I Kckkady. PfrvKcil on stiltb, alon^ tlie lines o( tnachtins, ilie ^uest villas Kere 

o ffe r fascinating treelop views of the woods around. Next, we suggest yovi slop over at the laj’s Kuniarabom 

retreat. And labe a vallum d«>wn dreamy, tree-lined backwaters where some of tlu> finest subtropical sights on 

earth glide past you. Scenic \arkala is just a few hours down south. I lere, like in Kumarakom, you can rejuvenate 

yourself with effusitms of herbal oil and traditional massage. You could take barefoot walks on tbe secluded, 

bone-while I’apnnasini beach. .'\nd even pay the 2()()()-year-old Jaiiardban lemple nearby a visit. Happily, 

Kerala has so much to offer. Her famed cuisine. Her bewilebiug beaut;. Her beckoning past. Iruly, no one 

brings you this magical, mys tical place qiiilc tlie way llic laj tlt>cs. Conn* to Kerala. And see il willi llu* Taj. 

Stay at any Taj lu>ti?l in Kerala for a total of () niyhtst, anJ you yet the 7th niyhTs stay abst^lulely free. 
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

Rich Returns from the Reforms 
World Bank aid to India is set to double to $3 billion Even as finance minister Yashwant 

Sinha caiied upon the International 
Moneury Fund (imf) policy setting 

committee to hike its quota allocation to 
developing countries, his prayers for more 
funds may be answered by its sister organ¬ 
isation, the World Bank. Bank aid to India 
is set to double to $3 billion this year. 

Sinha concluded his US visit by attend¬ 
ing the Fund-Bank Spring Meeting being 
attended by finance ministers of 182 
countries, which also coincided with the 
meetings of the powerful Group of Seven 
industrialised countries. 

Bank chief economist for South Asia, 
John Williamson, was quite encouraged 

Sinha and his team’s commitment to 
rdorms. He seemed to agree with Sinha's 
unequivocal comment on going slow 
on financial reforms and sequencing cap¬ 
ital convertibility of the rupee. "1 would 
get off the boat on welcoming heavy 
short-tenn Investment flows into the 
country," he said. 

Bank officials told Outlook that the main 
reason why India's loan portfolio could 
increase significantly was the progress, 
though uneven, of reforms. "There's a 
realisation both by the Indian govern¬ 
ment and the Bank that India has not 
been borrowing as much as it is qualified 
to do. We are likely lo see a doubling of 

the loans to India," the official said. 
What's more important, the iua 

(international Development Association) 
component of the loans, which are virtu¬ 
ally interest-free, is also set to rise. 
Currently, the ida part is about two-thirds 
of total tok loans. 

India is the Bank's largest single borro¬ 
wer, with cumulative lending of around 
$49 billion at June-end 1997, and the 
largest overall recipient of ida aid. In a 
position paper on India, the Bank noted: 
"One main obstacle to further develop¬ 
ment lies in India's fiscal imbalances. 
Only when these imbalances are correc¬ 
ted will the high real interest rates that 
have prevailed in the recent past decline. 
While the government has made gains in 
reducing its fiscal deficit, these have been 
offset by a recent deterioration in the 
financial position of public enterprises.” 

of its members, the B|i'-led 
government is likely to pursue 
the cautious, step-by-step 
reform path tollowed t)y its 
predecessors. While the bip 

government is not likely to 
rescind existing agreements, it may 
increase selective tariffs withiit the con¬ 
straints of existing commitments. .Such 
measures could stall the gradual improve¬ 
ment In India's external debt burden in 
receitt years." While Ski’ feels that the 
HiP-led government is unlikely to change 
the direction of economic reforms, the 
pace may get slower "more due lo insta¬ 
bility within the ruling coalition titan by 
ideological hostility.” A similar sentiment that the hip was not 

against economic reforms was enun¬ 
ciated at a high-powered seminar on 

India at the Asia Seniety as a prelude to 
Sinlia's appearance at the organisation’s 
closed-door dinner. Jagdisli Bhagwati, 
Ariluir lehinan I’rol'essor of economics at 
(’.oiumbia tinisersity, said: "The threat to 
retorm re.illy comes from the 
I.elt ■ and not from the right 
in India." tie, however, tell 
that since iliere was "no 
threat of crisis" in India, 
tlieie was no r.-al urgency 
toward speedy retornis; "I 
wish a little ot tlie contagion 
from East Asia had come to 
India. t)nly il lliere’s a crisis, 
there’s a niomentuni iK'tiind 
the need for reforms." 

“The 3.5 per cent Hindu rate of growth will essentially be 
killed by a Hindu party.” —Jagdish Bhagwati, professor, Columbia University 

Bhagwati dismis.sed swa- 
deshi as a “cultural artefact" 
and said the concept has no 
ideological moorings lo it: 
"In that context, the hip 

comes (to power) with no 
ideology or (economic) bag¬ 
gage. In that sense, tliere is an 
opening to convince lliem 
about liberalisation. The .1..S 
jier cent Hindu rate of growth 
will essentially be killed by a 
Hindu party." 

Speaking at the .same seminar, former U.S 
envoy to India, Frank G. Wi.sner said: “The 
new government’s strategy thrust will be on 
infrastructure. Swadeshi is not the core. And 
the government is going to accentuate the 
fiositive." Wisiier, who returned Irom a 
business trip to India recently, said that 

more than the federal govern- 
nienl, growth signals in Hie 
economic sector will emanate 
from the states and cited the 
exanipie ol Rajasthan, where 
the )iower sc'clor is to lie freed 
from government controls: 
“Watch the states. Impulses 
for growtli-oriented policies 
will be coming from the 
states. Watch what pixiple do, 
not what they sav." 

“There’s a fog of confusion (about the Indian 
economy) to be cleared.” -Marshal Bouton, India expert 

Professor Ashutosh Varsh- 
ney, who teaches at Harvard 
ana (Columbia Universities, 
agreed: "Tlic rhetoric has 
gone down and the modera¬ 
tion in their policy is also 
seen in the choice of person¬ 
nel. Three key economic min¬ 
istries—linance, commerce 
and power—have gone to 
moderates or non-iiip niiniv 
lers." Varshricy argued that 

the main threat to stability for the govern¬ 
ment stemmed from the kss and ttie vhp. 

But .Sinha dismi.ssed the rvs factor in his 
apjiearance before the editorial board of 
The Wall Sluvl Journal. According to a par¬ 
ticipant in that session, Sinha forcefully 
argued that contrary to the lielief that the 
B|p was influenced by the r.vs, the reality 
was the other way around. 

A( the Asia Swiety seminar. Marshal 
Bouton, the main India expert in that out¬ 
fit, had observed: "In tlie weeks since the 
new government has come to power, there 
is a deep concern about the state of the 
Indian economy. There's a fog of confu¬ 
sion to be cleared here." .Sinha’s debut on 
the international stage is a first step in 
clearing that fog. Act {)ne of Sinha’s over¬ 
seas .swadeshi .saga attracted an enthusias¬ 
tic audience. The financial community 
came to see him, heard him and appear to 
have given him the benefit of the doubt. 
But they await firm action to arrive at a 
firm decision. Read: the Budget. Talk alone 
won’t sell. ■ 
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Sweet Tooth 

REMhMBER the southern 
^ chocolate-making cooperative 

Campco which huckicd under 
after the multinationals took 
over the chocolate market in 
India? It's planning a come¬ 
back, Inioycd by the surge in 
chocolate consumption. I'rom 
10,000 tonnes five years ago, 
chocolate consumption is 
up at 21,(XK) tonnes now, with 
the two MN( s, Cladbury's and 
Nestle, accounting for 19,000 
tonnes. Market leader 
Cadbury’s rules the roost with 
13,000 tonnes and Nestle has 

6,000 tonnes, half of which 
comes from the sales of KltKat. 
It's Nestle which now uses 
Campeo's modem 9,000-tonne 
factor)' at Puttur, Karnataka, 
leaving only 600 tonnes for 
Campco to make and sell 
some varieties in the south. 
But the agreement expires in 
2001 and Campco is taking 
this opportunity to go it 
alone. Its white chocolate is 
already a hit and to signal the 
breakup, Campco will launch 
a product to compete with 
KitKat. Before this, of course, 
Campco will have to psyche 
its farmers to produce more 
tocoa than arecanut. 

Tired Tyres_ 

THE ailing Premier Tyres may 
be coming up for a curtain call 
soon. I,abour problems at its 
Kalamas.scry unit in Kerala 
have reached a head. And 
Apollo Tyres, which took over 

the company under a revival 
package by the Board of 
Industrial and Financial 
Reconstruction, is hard put to 
find a solution. Apollo is facing 
labour trouble at its own unit 
at Kerala too and tripartite talks 
to get the worken to start work 
on the new machines the com¬ 
pany has installed at these two 
factories, have failed. 

According to the management, 
the labour costs at thr .c two 
units are already quite high at 
10-12 per cent and daily pro¬ 
duction loss due to machines 
worth Rs 10 trore lying idle is 
averaging around Rs 1 crore. 

f * i. 

efsb^lHICriMi 
SCDDSK IB IDB hOBBW ' 
AantR. wnm Wtijik 
SSlwctMetsliiiKtiiWr 
ctllp lOapK 

Pemtumni 

have been 

tlonSandsenwt.'liMr » 
enhance aerva^ffOd 
station peifiH|BipG^%f> ^ '* 
nearly 30 
chips are based on th*9$, .‘i 
nilcto-axchtM£tuii^«iliiidt - 
will be the basis Of sitt dtt 
newcbipstobeoSittedid ' 
the madtet. The ooiaiiSM^ 
mil also shortly lauim i 
new generation of pto^ 
son,.called 
has been devdoj^-l^^wfl;' 
team of sdenhsts 
and Hewlett Padtaedi'’':, 

The Nadars have'S^^il^"'^ 
iy regained contti^^ dH 

the boa^ of Tanttlsad , 
Mercanttle Bank . ' jlj 
VWth AiAOMK supi^o' :■ 
Jayaiailtha fi^tbigthe b^i' 
tie on their behalf at the, 
Centre, the Kadats fatne 
increased tbdr pr»(^%' 
eight directors on tiiie b^ I 
board. Embolddiedl 1:^'^. v' 
strength df numbed, tte X 
new board has already 
taken a resolution to r^e^;' 
the TMB share ttan^fier to . 
the Essar group in 1996. 
The bank is now under 
control of the Essar Group 
and Nu businessman C.. 
Sivasankaran. 

Twenty per cent of the world’s population consumes 60 per cant of the 

•nergy, says the World Bank World Development Indicators 1998. The 

US, European Union and Japan contribute 13 par cant of tho population but 

gift to tho world 40 per cent of the carbon dioxide emissions. 

■f 
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Brick 
By 

Brick 
Children in 21 villai|es around West Benrial s 
Bariiipni toil to iniprnve an imperfect world 

It. 

/ 

little le.iild'S siiiiiinu kirljiis to spie.iil .) ser.i.i. iiii’ss.Kie 

By SOMA WADHWA in South 24 Parganas; 
Photographs; SWAPAN NAYAK THI-. inheritors of the future have 

detlatwl ownership over the pre¬ 
sent. Litile hands grapple with big 
jolis and bigger dreams. Burning 
amhition defies oppressive heat as 

some 80 children toil at making theirs a 
model village in an imperfect world. Today, 
they are building a road for their Kochpukur 
gram. And tutoring the adult world in a les¬ 
son on bricks, banter and bonhomie. 

"It's out village, it's our toad, just let any¬ 
one spoil it," warns 11-year-old Devi Dhara, 
two bricks precariously atop her little head. 
Friend and co-worker Sujata Mandal, 10, 

mischievously adds yet another brick onto 
Devi's headload and otters an insight into 
her threat; "A family took some bricks from 
the other road we'd built earlier. We recog¬ 
nise oui bricks. We brought them back and 
shamed the 'amily by singing kirtans about 
honesty in front of their house'" The mem¬ 
ory evokes gurgles of laughter that bring 
work to a happy halt momentarily. Then 
attention Is diverted to Khoka, barely seven, 
struggling with grim determination and a 
single brick. Fourteen-ycar-cjld Brojogopal 
induces a ftesh round of hysterical lau^ter 
by leaping up to cany Khoka and the brick 
to the end of the road. Where work resumes 
amidst Khoka’s giggly protests. 

Childhood camaraderie that seems to be 

working better than quibbling National 
Agendas in this pari of the state. TWenty- 
onc spick-and-span villages around the 
Baruipur locality that are being all but ruled 
by their children. Where, about 1,400 chil¬ 
dren and adolescents have organised them¬ 
selves into Bal, Balika, Kishor and Kishon 
Bahinis to take care of their villages, their 
people and their concerns. Proud young 
citizens who refuse to be battered by cyni¬ 
cism that dumps all responsibility of bad 
governance on those who seek votes' with 
an alarmingly growing regularity. 

And it's Mina di, standing unobtrusively 
in the shadows as the eager children work, 
who has helped keep cynicism away. Distu¬ 
rbed by the dirt and deprivation in Baruipur 



from where she hails, 37-year-ol(l Mina Das 
realised early in life that harbingers of cha¬ 
nge don't come from outside. So, she mob¬ 
ilised women in the area through mahila 
mandals junder her organisation Nishtha. 
The success that ensued through the invol¬ 
vement of the communities encouraged her 
to believe that children would have to be 
involved if attitudes have to be changed. 

Mina's achievements have got her scant 
attention and scantier funding. "My Engl¬ 
ish is pathetic. And 1 am somewhat a misfit 
in the urban seminar dreuits. I couldn't 
quite manage to manipulate a place for 
myself in the mainstream ngo circuit. 
Maybe that's why Nishtha is not flush with 
funds," the besp^acled Mina says humbly. 

But she compensates for 
these 'drawbacks' with large 
doses of oithusiasm and a 
passionate belief in her 
cause: "Even a decade ago, 
villagers took pride in their 
village because they would 
build it themselves. Then, 
the panchayats became 
flush with funds. And vil¬ 
lagers learnt to crib to and 
about the panchayat and 
treat the village as if it were solely the pan- 
chayat's responsibility. They learnt to com¬ 
plain for months about a broken toad that 
would take mere hours to mend if they ^t 
down to doing it themselves." But not for 
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long, she assures herself. 
These motivated and mobi¬ 
lised children, feels Mina, 
will bring back the sense of 
ownership that people had 
for their villages in the past. 

Because these children are 
the builders and protectors 
of their haWtat. They build 
roads, clean their villages, 
fine people tor defecating 
neat public places, conduct 

toilet checks in houses, sing kirtans about 
washing vegetables before cooking, help 
kakimas (aunties) fight against alcoholic 
male members, settle family disputes and 
take care of the lonely elderly. Most signifi- 
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Tlie kids an Ihe 
liroteclon of 
their hahitat: 
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cantly, perhaps, they ptod each other into your house and make you sick," says 12- kudos he’d get for his tantrums in an upm- 
going to school. With the adolescents year-old Asha Mandal. A realisation that has arket seminar on gender rights, lO-year-old 
teaching their younger friends at one of the prompted the children into constructive Bhola shouts the house down if his mother 
10 Nishtha centres for informal education, action In some of these villages that are refuses to let his younger sister accompany 

But ask the junior-most member what she prone to waterlogging during the rains. him to the school. "We need more voices 
likes most, and she drags you to a model of Suspicious of any interest shown in their for the kirtans," is his simple analysis, 
their village. Mud cakes for huts, pebbles for patch of land, kakus (uncles) would rather And off leaves a kirtan mandali for its rou- 
roads, twigs for trees, grass for fields and a have their homes and fields mucky than nds of the village. Chanting at the top of 
lisp for a proud prcmouncement: "The lea- allow anyone build drainage systems thro- their voices; "Xrtmf tamo, desk bachao (Ch- 
ves dry up, so we decorate it with hesh lea- ugh them. The children then use their inno- ase away the worms and save the coun- 
vcs and flowers every day. Out school books cencc to cut through the resistance and the try)." The songs become expansive—ins- 
showed us where the Himalayas were but sludge. "We plead with the kakus to allow tructions about cleaning vegetables, wash- 
111)7 trad no map of out village. No one had us, with their kids, to clean up the mess. No ing the rice, covering the food follow in 
a map of our village. So we made one oursel- one's been able to refuse us," boasts Asha. tune. Girls and boys sing aloud, sing alike, 
ves. Our village is beautiful, isn't it? It's bee- Few have been able to resist these child Indulgent adults look on. Doting mothers 
aiise we keep it dean. When you go back, change-makers. Fifteen-year-old Gauri's fat- silently mouth the kirtans they hear their 
you must also keep your village clean!" her had to quit alcohol when she locked children reciting at home. Proudly polnt- 

him up in the house for a day. She summo- ing out her grand-daughter in the mandali, Then, ignoring an embarrassed elder's ned the cou’.age to do it because she knew S2-year-old Anlma Pramanik observes 
rebuke for volunteering such precoci- she had the support of her comrades. Beca- thoughtfully; “Amader baaper gram chilo aca 
ous advice, a group of eager kids flaunt use when she did let him out the next day, shoshtuer gram ditto. Aamar natni nljer gram 

their model of the adarsha badi (ideal she was cheered by her friends and her fat- khujiya pelo (We had a maternal village and 
home). The poultry is locked behind a net, her sensed that the social dynamics were a marital village. My grand-daughter has 
the food is covered, two buckets of water are changing. That he was undisputed king of discovered Her Own village.)" Neighbour 
stacked near the toilet behind the house his home no more. That his daughters and Bhola Nath Mandal nods approvin^y but 
and flowers adorn its fenced frontyard. wife were the socially accepted challengers not without a jest at the expense of the 

But the adarsha badi, the children insist, to the whims he thought were his power. New Emancipated Wmnen-in-the-Maklng: 
mato sense only in ah adarsha gram. "What Significantly, the impact that these groups "Look at these boys, they'll all end up as 
use is having a clean house if the village is of children have had on the cause of gender hen-pecked husbands...but who cates, the 
slushy. Sooner or later the mud will enter equality is tremendous. Unaware of the villa^ has never been healthier;* ■ 
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Rupali Repale of Mumbai becomes the youngest 
girl to swim six of the world’s seven straits 

BySHAMEEMAKTHAR A blur of fluorescence bobbed in inky waters. Thundering 
waves drowned the faint voice singing hits from DU To 
Pagal Hai. These were the only signs for the pilot boat 
anxiously Mowing the 16-year-old swimming-machine 
Rupaii Ramdas Repale in Cook Strait's icy, choppy waters. 

Between dangerously dehydrating mouthfuls of teine, the petite 
girl refused her father Ramdas' ap|^ to give up. The original tar¬ 
get of swimming 26 km, thrown to truant winds—often reaching 3S 
knots—contrary to predictions of a calm sea on Match 9. When 
Rupall touched land at Owhiro Bay, after a punishing 19 hours and 
44 minutes, she’d covered an unintended and stupendous 80 km. 

Rupaii braved the odds, only because she knew that her cash- 
strapped father, who barely makes Rs 5,000 a month through his 
phone booth, couldn't afford another hip. It was now or nevei 
Aborting the attempt meant klliing the dream of Rupaii conquering 
world's seven major straits before completing 16. 

And she's done precisely that. Today, her proud father waves a fax 
message from New Zealand's minister of sport, Murray McCulIy, 
congratulating her •entry into Guinness Book as the youngest per¬ 
son, to successfully swim six of the world's seven straits or chann¬ 
els" (though the Guinness office in Ixindon couldn't corroborate 
that). She has swum the English Channel, Palk Strait (between Sri 
Lanka and India), Straits of Gibraltar (off Spain), Australia’s Bass 
Strait, and two-way between Mumbai's 
Gateway of India and Dharamtar (78 km) 
which, though not part of the world's 
major waterways, according to Ramdas, 
"qualifies in terms of distance". R. Kutra- 
leeswaran of Tamil Nadu has made it to 
the Guinness Book as the youngest boy 
to swim the major waterways. Rupaii will 
be listed in the female category. 

Coach Rajendra Palkar, who's helping 
Rupaii gear up for triathlons at Singapo¬ 
re's Asian championships in June, b^sts; 
"After the games, she will prepare for 
Panama Canal and a two-way on English 
Channel." Ramdas' final goal—the triat¬ 
hlons at the .Sydney Olympics. Maharas¬ 
htra's 'Sagar Kanya', though, is less of a 
dreamer, more of a realist. "Olympics is 
his dream. I take things one at a time." 

Save for an aberrant indulgence, purple nailpolLsh, this child- 
woman’s lile is dictated by a gruelling routine—4(X-km cycling, 15- 
kin ninning and hours of swimming daily. Too tired for friends, she 
listens to I linen film hits in her spare time. With no ambitions .save 
her faliter's. and neither Olympian Mark Spitz nor Padma .Shri 
Mihir .Sen as role models, the Std-Xl commerce student at Mumbai'* 
Kelkar Vaze College just manages to scrape through exams 

■As her motliei P.ekha. an employee with Employees' State ln.su- 
rance t'orporation, notes: "When she was five, we used to send her 
by auloticksliaw alone tor her swimming practice even before sun¬ 
rise. As a mother, sometimes I've Ireen traumatiscKi by the burden of 
our dreams on her, but....she's mature beyond her years." Even 
when abroad, chasing her manager-father's dreams, she 'handies 
everc-tliin. '. "Despite all our quarrels, I still depend on her for trans- 
latii'i,,” la.-gl's her father who, when he was a mathadi worker 
(cleaner and Irtver), used to take Rupaii swimming, while he 
worked on his body-building schedule. The family's star, Rupali's 
photos are plastered all over the tiny pco, which is named after her. 

Fame has not eroded Ramdas' humility. Says he: "I am a toota- 
phoota admi. But how many fathers can claim to have laid the world 
at their child's feet before she's 16? Her stamina is God-given. 1 will 
slave for her for four more years." Her Fjiglish Channel gioty cost 
the family jewellery, and Ramdas admits to taking loans of over 
Rs 9 lakh for the record-breaking trips and expensive equipment. 

Perhaps this is the prod to Rupali’s determination. A determina¬ 
tion well in evidence during her swim in Wellington's Cook strait. 
"My father and I spent three days waiting for the weather to clear 
(existing on a shoe-string budget of no more than NZ$ 9 daily). 
When I started, the sea was calm for three hours. I covered half the 
planned distance," recalls Rupaii. But the next 16 hours were a 
nightmare dipped in icy brine. *I could barely swallow my energy 
drinks. I was swimming against the current, on the same spot for 
hours. 1 could make out the destination North Island. So close, yet 
so far. Femperatures outside were 14 to 18 degrees, the water must 
have been 8 degrees." As New Zealand's m«iia ask^ how she man- 
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aged it, the usually taciturn Kupali blurted: "Because I couldn't feel 
anything". She'd lost 8 kg, dehydration and mild hypothermia had 
set in. But Rupali is proud of having been "the youngest of the 36 
people to have cross^ the Cook Strait among the 1.200 who tried." 

"The English Channel cross-over was equally spectacular. And 
heart-rending. A postal mistake delayed the Channel Swimming 
A.ssociation's nod. When it came, 12-year-old Rupali was severely 
underweight—just 30 kg. Hence, she was put on a crash diet, in 
reverse. Her daily intake included pork, two packets of butter.... In a 

- fortnight, she gained 12 kg. This, while Rupali had subsisted on a 
single shared meal a day with coach Subash Sule, and Ramdas, 
when awaiting the go-ahead. After Rupali was dragged out of the 
channel, the association banned channel swimming for under-16$. 

This dare-devil crossed the Bass Strait two years ago in a shark- 
cage. "Only the top of the cage was open. The waves were wild. My 
head was knocked against the sharp grill, my toes tom against it. I 
couldn't see the boat. 1 was waving and shouting. 1 saw a snake bob 

its head at me. I was terrified. They found me half-an-hour later." 
But there were cherished moments too. Dolphins prancing along¬ 

side in Cook Strait, pei King her flagging spirits, even as a petrel, mis¬ 
taking her for a fish, tK*cked her toe. Or when, moved admirers 
rushed, business suit et al, to carry her in victory out of the sea. 

“Long-distance swimming attracts the funds," says Ramdas Rao, 
aquatics correspondent. Times of India. Perhaps that accounts for 
the petty politicking Rupali is subjected to in swimming circuits. 
Some associations cite her absence in pool events as a 'disqualifica¬ 
tion' for nominations to government awards, rues her muftcr. 

Though confident she will swim through her trials in May, her 
team comprising Dr Dilip Nadkami, dietician Nivedita Saraf, athle¬ 
tics coach Bala Gobind, intend to prosride her with a cycling coach. 
And teach her meditation to combat contest blues. Ramdas is try¬ 
ing for a resident permit in Australia or New Zealand for specialist 
training, even as he anticipates a Rs 20-lakh tag to his Olympian 
dream. Only then, he believes, will his water-ba^ come of age ■ 
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The Brass A^, 
Minted Afresh 

Old is gold, even if it’s fake. The world’s crazy over neo-antiques, made in India. 

By PRITHA SEN in Moradabad & Roorkee _ THF, liny office KXJin in one of the 
dingiest parts of India's brass capi¬ 
tal Moradabad, 175 km from Mhi, 
is stufty, the claustrophobia height¬ 
ened by the high-pitched whine of 

th' buffing machine in the corner. But all 
discomfort melts away as 70-ycar-old Ata- 
tir-Kehman, JUing upriglit on a narrow 
straight-backed chair, stnrkes his flowing sil¬ 
ver beard and weaves a fascinating tale that 
has its genesis in the year 1917. 

That was when his father started the Reh- 
man family brass business, crafting pu|a 
items for the then remote regions of Ben¬ 
gal, Bihar and Orissa. There's a twinkle in 
his eyes as he says: "From exporting to 
eastern India, sve've graduated to export¬ 
ing to the US, Middle-east, Australia, New 
Zealand, Germany, Holland, Italy, Bel¬ 
gium, France and Spain. And it was a hum¬ 
ble typewriter that started it all." 

Brass puja items and a typewriter. Intri¬ 
guing connection. But Rehman continues, 

waving aside any interruption. In 1947 the 
family lost a lot of business. All they were 
left with was a typewriter, a strong box and 
some money. "We started writing letters on 
the typewriter to buyers. The first large 
order came from Kuwait and after the cid- 
tural revolution in China, American buyers 
looked towards Hindustan" Puja items? 
He begins to lose patience. "You'd be sur¬ 
prised at what we export and what the 
demand is. Apart from the usual Morada- 
badi brass vases, candle-stands, ashtrays 
and photoframes, the demand today is for 

unusual items—-mainly reproductions of 
antique products originally made in the 
UK and Europe. Sometimes we do about Rs 
10 crore of business a year.” 

Rehman's words open up a Pandora's box. 
Of a niche industry picking up faster than 
you can say "antique, my foot", fhe manu¬ 
facturers: nimble-fingered craftsmen, wield¬ 
ing a mastery over an art form handed 
down to them through the generations. 

You have to stoop to enter Sabir Mian's 
haveli through a low-slung wixKlen door at 
the end of a labyrinthine lane in the Darya- 
ganj area of Old Delhi. No natural light ent¬ 
ers this tiny 10x10 ft room. A single naked 
bulb swinging from the ceiling casts strange 
shadows, the light scattering as it bounces 
off rows of golden megaphone-like objects 
stacked one on top of the other. It's tile wor¬ 
kshop of the largest manufacturer of repli¬ 
cas at antique gramophones in the country. 

Sabir Mian's initiation into the business, 
like Rahman's, began in 1947. "We were 
originally manufacturers of items like sur- 
madaanis, rose-water sprinklers and other 
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The Moradabad all-stars brass band: Sabir 
Mian’s NMV-style gramophones; and (left) 
Dilshad Ansari's nautlcalia rules the waves 

ornamental items." I'lie Partition upheaval 

brought a break in the business and about 
10 years later Sabir Mian's father went into 

the fake antiques business. "1-arlier, hmv 
used to sell the gramophones lor Rs 200- 
250. When they became obsolete, we 
began to assemble fakes." he explains. .And 

once they are put together it's difficult lor 

the lay person to spol a fake from a real. 

The replicas are perfect, down to the last 

detail of the hmv logo. The horns are gleam¬ 

ing bra.ss, the base dark varnished wtKxl— 
tlte iiMv trademark. "The voice boxes are 
manufactured in Mumbai where the origi¬ 

nal demand for replicas began—at the Chor 

Bazaar. The rest of the parts are made by 
individual craftsmen in Daryaganj and here 
I just assembie them," says Sabir, uncrow¬ 

ned king of the trade. Assembling takes 
about 5-fc hours and prices for the local 

exporter vary from Rs 1,500-2,000. .Says F. 

Rahman, a Roorkee-based exporter: "We 

sell it to the overseas buyer for about Rs 1 
5,(M)0 and over-lhe<ounter prices abroad ■ 
can be anything around Rs S0,(KX)." A NO tiiey're not just dummies which 

add a toiu h of antiquitv to a corner ot ! 

the living room. Sabir demonstiates 

by playing an old Suraiya 7R rpm record, 
which takes off at a high scrcfch, steadies 

foi a few seconds and then slides slowls 

I down the road to a groaning death, saved in : 

I the nick ol time by a worker who jumps up ; 

I and winds it up again with great gusto “1 ! 

j don't do any orders for the domestic mar- | 
ket," explains Sabir, "there is not much , 

demand here." But he's sery cages’ about 
revealing specific figures regarding volume ; 

of trade and turnover. He relents aflei much ; 

persuasion, looks away, drops his voice low i 
and reveals that he exixrrls alrout 60,fK)0- 

one lakh pieces a year to Germany, Saudi | 

Arabia, England among other places. i 
However, exporter .Saleha Singh, of the ! 

Delhi-based firm Budget l.ink India, says i 

Sabir's figures are much higher for she's not 

liis only buyer. .\nd that his tuinoser in a 

good year (uii run into much more than a 

crore. \’ot surprising Ix'cause gramophones 

are not his only bread and butter. 1 le alsrj 
deals in refrriKluctions ol classis' grandfather 

ckn ks which chime on the hour and go lor 

alrout Rs 2.(KX) t,(KK) apiece: reirlUas ol old 

brass telephone iiistnmienls priced at Rs 

1,(K)() and antique watches ((Hickel and 
tablet which go lor upwards of Rs SSI) 

Down the barely .t If-wide lane is another 

tiny hovel ol a workshop owned by Moha¬ 
mmad .Xnis. Four die machines stand 

shoulder-to-shoukler, stivers ol Ix'alen brass 
prop|)ed up against walls which hasen't 

had a brush with paint in years. His busi¬ 

ness, though not quite in the same catego- 
ry iis Sabir Mian's, is an atteiilion-grabfH'r, 

for startling reasons I’aranijit Singh, part¬ 

ner in Budget Link, tells you why. 
Apparently, the bulk of Christmas decora¬ 

tions on sale in the US, UK and Euroix? are 

sourced from India! "And Mohammad Bhai 
is the biggest manufacturer in Deltii <>1 
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these brass decorations for export," he says. 
The import of Singh's words doesn't obvi¬ 

ously sink in, for Mohammad is unaware of 
exactiy where his products are shipped. For 
him, Christmas decorations are just an exte¬ 
nsion of the traditional family kuriKari in sil¬ 
ver. "1 know my products are supplied by 
buyers during Christmas to departmental 
stores ill IX'ihi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Goa, 
Chennai and Calcutta," he says. "Beyond 
that I only know they go to Wfciit." He has a 
produil range of 40-50 designs comprising 
stars, bugles, ciiristmas tree.s, Santa Claus, 
reindeers and other decorative items popu¬ 
lar during Yulctide in the West. "My orders 
run into :i-4 lakh pieces a year with prices 
ranging from Rs 8 to Ks SS. 
Weight determines the price.” 

Brothers Tanvir-ur-Rahman 
and Taufiq-ur Rahman, own¬ 
ers of one of the largest exp¬ 
ort houses, Jansons and Co., 
in Moradabad, provide a fair 
idea of the reach of these 
products. Apart from the 
trademark Moradabadi bra.ss 
items, the brothers deal in 
bulk in Christmas decora¬ 
tions. Says 'iaufiq: "We sup¬ 
ply to western Eurojie, the 
US, UK, Australia, Guatemala, 
Brazil, I'hailand, Korea and 
Singapore, adding up to more 
than Rs 5 crore of business." 

But while C^hrlstmas deco¬ 
rations have a timeless quali¬ 
ty, never going out of fash¬ 
ion, the Rahman brothers have tuned in 
very fast to the latest craze sweeping the 
international circuit—fake antiques. Hi'tice 
they also deal in prtKlucts like replicas ot 
antique brass coal l)ins tor tlie fireplace 
complete with poker and shovel: classic sil¬ 
ver-plated champagne Inickets and wine 
raiks; brass-liandled walking sticks and 
hat-stands; old lanterns and lamps; man¬ 
telpiece and, cuckoo clocks: miners' hel¬ 
mets; and most interesting ot all, quaint 
English tea, coffee and sugar containers. 

Bl.' I tile piece de resistance ot tliis tlour- 
ishing trade in antique reproductions 
is mamitactured in RcMirkee. 170 km 

from Delhi. A legacT Irom tne days drawing 
and sursey instruments were maniitaitured 
lor the Thomson College of Engineering, 
later Rcxirkee University, the export market 
is only alxiut hall-a-decade old. A small 
community ol 2(t-2.S crattsmen work the 
year round to meet the demand for replicas 
ot antique nautical instruments. 

"in Roorkce it’s like a cottage industry 
with more and more families pitching in to 
make assorted jiarts which are then assem¬ 
bled.'' says maiuilacturer Dilshad .Anwar 
Ansari, an early entrant to the market. 

According to Dilshad. whose family owns 

Super Industries and Alfa Industries, he 
manufactures about 150 models of nautical 
instruments comprising compasses, tele¬ 
scopes, sextants, theodolites and levels in 
various sizes, solely for the export market. 
Prices range from Rs 25-Rs .'1,0()0, the largest 
a .^9-inch-long, 4.5 ft tall telescope with a 
52 mm diameter and achromatic lens. Exp¬ 
ort orders are flowing in from Delhi, Mora¬ 
dabad and Mumbai. Except for telescopes, 
most other items are not functional. "Only 
if the dealer wants a functional consign¬ 
ment do we make them but then the price 
goes up," Dilshad explains. In a year they 
make up to one lakh big items but both 
father and son can't put a number to the 

I The Yuletide spirit's forever: Mohammad 
I Anis, the biggest exporter 

{ smaller ones and claim ignorance as to 
■ where their products are exjxrrted. 
' I he only option is to ask exfKirter E 
; Rahman of Precision industries, and wliat 

tile Riw'rkee University graduate lias to say 
j stuns vou. From humble 
' beginnings in '‘)2, the market 
i has grown to alHiut Rs Ih 
i crore. His buyers are in the 
! US and the coastal areas, 

[Kirts and jxirl towns in Belg- 
I ium, Spain, the l.’K and South 
; .Africa. Gfthand he can recall 
I only Harrnds in london 
, wliicli stix ks Ins supplies but 
i pulls out a catalogue ol Nau- 
I ticalia, tlie large.st firm in the 
{ UK dealing in reprudiictions 
I of antique murine products 
I all over Europe. Some of . 
i Rahman’s products from 
i Roorkee are listed and the prices are mind- 
; boggling, matching his assertion that over- 
i the-counter prices at outlets abroad notch 
I up profits to the tune of 9fX) jx“r cent, 
i An excerpt from the catalogue's descrip- 
i tion of the Brunton ('omjwss, for example. 

A Roorkee-ite 
peddled his 
wares at a 

UK fair, then 

auctioned off 
leftovers worth 
Rs 15,000 for 
Rs 6.5 lakhs. 

reads: "...invented in the 19th century it 
was in use in every country from Australia 
to Alaska to survey the world's contours and 
coastlines...Nauticalia's replica is a remark¬ 
able instrument. Price £95 (Rs 6,270)." Rah¬ 
man smiles and says: "I buy it for Rs 125 
from the kartgar, sell it for lls 400 and you 
can .see for yourself what their price is." 
Similarly, a pocket sextant recreated, bought 
and sold for Rs .TOO and 6(X) respectively fet¬ 
ches £99. Another quaint item supplied by 
Rahman and listed in the catalogue is a 
range of ship wheels in wood and brass, the 
write-up urging you to “fantasise that you 
are the master of a great clipper braving the 
Roaring Forties". Available in sizes between 

16 and 72 inches, Rahman 
buys them for Rs 250, .sells for 
Rs 400 and their (irices range 
from £49 to £995. 

Rahman takes pride in being 
the first exixirter of nautical 
items to have travelled abroad 
attending ‘airs and surveying 
the market. According to him,^ 
“people are crazy there about' 
these items." lie cites an exa¬ 
mple of this mania from th^ 
last time he was in the UK to 
attend the Birmingham Fair. 
Stuff hardly worth Rs 15,tXK) 
was still lying with him which 
lie passed onto a London auc¬ 
tion house. He kwks you stra¬ 
ight in the eye and says: "In 
one day 1 got back Rs 6.5 lakh 

■" after paying off the auctio¬ 
neers' commissions. Ihat’s liinv cra/y it is." 

As more models come into the country for 
replication, the market can only grow. I lotel 
chains are dabliling in marine repriKiiicti- 
ons lor decor as are Iwth Bollywood and 
Hollywood films. “Do you remember Jackie 
Sliroff's desk in Agnhiitikshi? I'he compiiss 
and antique teleplione were my proiJiiCts,” 

says Dilshad. At the moment, 
tlie only coiniX'tition is from 
Korea, but their pnxiucts are 
in plastic, made trom dies 
rather than casting which is 
the norm liere. 

Whatever be tlie amount ol 
money and business tioatiiig 
around, wliat comi"i to the 
tore is the skill involved. 
From gramophones and 
grandfather clocks to com¬ 
passes and ships' wheels, the 
secret of success lies in perfect 

. replication. With raw mate¬ 
rial and labour cu.sts still low 

compared to the developed world and qual¬ 
ity ot craftsmanship high, buyers the world 
over will continue flcKking to the country 
armed with new ideas. And each year may 
well see the birth ot yet another new prod¬ 
uct culled from the days of yore. ■ 
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A Satanic Spoof 
A satire on Rushdie and Bradford Muslims is acclaimed by critics IT isn't often that a celebra¬ 

ted author has a bixrk tur¬ 
ned down by 25 publishers. 

It happened to David Caute, 
author of 10 novels and sever¬ 
al other books, over his latest 
novel Fatima's Siarf, which he 
has now had to publi.sh him¬ 
self. Not surprising, (lerhaps, 
because its story is built 
around someone called Gamal 
Rahman, whom Caute calls a 
character “parallel to Salman 
Rushdie", and around several 
Muslims in "Bruddesford" in 
Kngland whose lives arc touc¬ 
hed in all sorts of ways by the 
publication ol a novel by 
Rahman tailed The ikvil: An Interview. 

^Fatima's Scarf is a work of fiction “but its 
» genesis is to be found in a real event", Caute 

acknowledges in the book. 
The Bruddesford of the rmvel is never far 

from Muslim-dominated Bradford in north 
England where copies of Siitanic Vt’rsra were 
so zealously burnt in 1989. The publishers' 
refusal to touch Caute's novel "certainly 
comes from fear," he told Uutlaok. Fears, ne 
said, "that the Muslim community would 
be uf)set, and fears also that it might get 
Rushdie upset". A pity, because Caute, des¬ 
pite his string ol caustic one-liners, has bro¬ 
ught a breath of real—and so, im|H’rfett— 
life into the Muslim stereotype in Britain. 

I'he 5.58-page novel sits in three sections, 
ttie first and last set in Bruddesford la fic- 

I tional city first created by J.B. Priestly 60 
years ago, a different Brudde.sford with, as 
Oute says, not a mosque in sight then), 
and the ntitldle and somewhat less convinc¬ 
ing section devoted to Rahman and set in 
Cairo. Unlike real-life Ru.shdie, Itahman 
comes to England from Egypt, not India, 
and in vastly different circumstances ol 
political (jcrsecution for his writings from a 
new fundamentalist government. 

Nasreen, after whom the first section is 
named, has had about enough of the "rapid 
descent into madness" of her hus¬ 
band liassan Hassani, secretary ol 
the Maududi Mosque. The near 
impotent Hassan ("a sparrow's 
spurt, before he tumbles into snor¬ 
ing sleep") devotes his life to an 
overheated pamphlet against Rah¬ 
man while Nasreen is in love with 
her (Xtiitically correct boss Rajiv l,al. 

Ainong the other Bruddes- 
fordians are Saifa, the under- 

' dressed, ambitious daughter of the 

Hailed as a novel of “a vary 
rare kind” by Barry 

Unswortti, the book found 
no takers and was finally 

published by Caute himself. 

chairman of the Islamic Council. For her, 
“London is the glittering prize, the dan¬ 
cing Shiva, and sex is the ticket she 
knows." She is raped by lariq, the illiterate 
but irresistible waiter in Bruddesford wlio 
tries in the end to murder Rahman, 

Caute's language is hardly likely to have 
pleased publishers with their minds on sales 
rather than riots: "Prxsr Islam! So eloquent, 
{xretic and commanding in its own linguis¬ 
tic domain, so clumsy and tongue-tied in 
the land of the infidel. Coolies hauling an 
alien cargo from liast to West." There is a lar 
more candid irreverence, particularly 
among women. And through a debate with 
Ali Cheema, Rahman says: "I am convinced 
tliat religious Revelation is at Irest a tragic 
illusion, at worst a hoax." 

Fatima, tlie pious schcxilgirl and sister to 
tile sluttish Safia, is a marginal character. 
She defies rules by wearing a scarf to scIkk)! 

The story Is built 
around a character 

called Gamal 
Rahman, whom 

Caute calls “parallel 
to Salman Rushdie.” 

and gets martyred through expulsion. But 
Fatima is not so pious that she won't lay lit¬ 
tle traps for Ali who she desires but has alw¬ 
ays thought of as a Brother. And she is not 
above jealousy of his sister. 

Tlte Rushdie parallel starts life precocious, 
and stays so: "To the young Gamal It see¬ 

med close to impertinent that 
anyone had considered life 
worth living, wars worth figh¬ 
ting, treaties worth signing, 
operas worth singing, in his 
absence." Gamai's brush with 
Islam iK'gins early when he is 
"attacked by a gang of young 
fundamentalists all fir^ up 
for Friday". Me is desired by 
Hamida and Huda, whose riv¬ 
alry fires the middle part of 
the novel. He writes a novel 
called The Patriots, an "unpub¬ 
lishable folly", and then The 
Crossing, as unpublishable. 

Rahman is weakly celebrat¬ 
ed. Hegetc misunderstood for 

what are believed to be references he's 
made to the Prophet's wives tliat no one is 
sure he ever did. Fatima's Scarf gets into 
controversy about the references, and it is 
dcitatable whether that itself is derogatory. 
The Bruddeltordians who abuse Gamal 
speak in a language that Caute has pene¬ 
trated well. Bradfordians could hear them¬ 
selves in the Bruddesfordians. 

And ceitainly, getting the book publislu'd 
has been an effort. The name of the fiction¬ 
al publishers is lotterdown Books, named 
after Caute's cottage. He spent £13,000 to 
get the first 2,000 copies in hardl)ack pub- 
lishtxl, at tl,'i.99 a copy. Booksellers nc'eded 
persuasion to stock it, and it is now being 
distributed by ( entral Books. 

It i lOO early yet for Booker Prize nomi¬ 
nations, but enthusiastic critics have been 
suggesting that the judges themselves nom¬ 
inate the novel for consideration. Most rev 
iews ol the novel have been excellent. "It's 
a hook which [lertectly highlights middle- 
class contusion over Muslim politics," Mel¬ 
anie Phillips wrote in 77rc Observer. It is iro¬ 
nic, she said, that "the reason the Ixiok 
trade would not publish Fatima's Scarf was 
because it is loosely based on the freedon- 
ol-spefch furore over The Sittanic Verses." 
She called the bcxik a "dazzling tour de 

force" and praised its "|)art Dicken¬ 
sian satire, part post-modern 'magi¬ 
cal realism'." 

Barry Unsworth wrote in The 
Sttthiay Telegraph of its "constant fre¬ 
shness and vividness of phrasing". 
An acerbic humour runs through 
the book and Caute, the critic 
wrote, has "a very sharp eye for 
stxial detail and pattern of speech". 
It is a novel "of a very rare kind." ■ 

Saniay Surf in London 
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cc 

Gifts of the 
Forest'Gifts of 
the Loom 
■ KahiiidiJ Bluwan. 1 Jilt 

KiilJ VUdenii. 
f |»[ll'rnllu^ Mjik, 
\«’V\ IVlhi, hit V^ii ttt 

GUTS 1)1 thf riirest is a colli-clion of 
works by six contemporary Norwe¬ 
gian women woikI artists. Hiding on 
the wave ot 'neo-truditionalism' tliat 

Land ef the 
Tiger 
■ BRCWWId 
Tuesday]: J^O pm 
TtiundayKi pm 
Sundays: $ pm 

Bapu 

swept Norway in the post-modernist 
era, the artists have played signifi¬ 
cant roles in reviving the dying art 
ot Norwegian woodcrafts while 
evolving their own distinctive styles 
with subtle techniques and lively colours, i 
Some of the works make l)old statements I 
on current kx io-polillcal events, at times 
with humour, sometimes ss'ilh sharp irony, 
(lifts of the l.oom highlights seven of 
Norway’s most innovative women artists. 
Their works revolve round the revival of 
traditional techniques of Norwegian knit¬ 
ting, taix-stry and weaving, pleating and 
dyeing techniques in linen and felted 
wool, clothes made front a sjtecial folding 
teclutique, wall hangings and painting on 
)iite. ,\n exhibition not to be missed. 

The Sound of Silence 
..IMl.l i tlJi lull 

•tii(Si.i llh.iiN.it' liiliiKaid MsikUiii) IVihi 
rii ’* iti M.i\ I 

I'AHUIY colours, straight lines and bold 
sliokes lire the hallmark ot painter Sarita 
('h uihan’s landscajtes in oil, 'logether with 
the rail' quality of lombining the natural 
wit't till met.'physical, a continuity emer¬ 
ges .IS till- lorms untold themselves in vary¬ 
ing moods Yellows, greens and browns ' 

merge as if in sym¬ 
phony, light and dark ! 
shaiies spread them¬ 
selves effortlessly, ' 
where every shade ! 
acquires a distinct i 
meaning, a definite ■ 
contour, a specitie ; 
place in the scheme | 
of forms. A very per- i 

sonal response to the I 
elements of composi- j 
tion, o[ien to univer j 

Sill interpretation. 

THE tei^slon series. TlJe book. The video. For the 
first time in India, bbc launches multiple media prop¬ 
erty—latnd of the Tiger, a landmark series, a full-colour 
288-page book and tbe first home video release of a 
BBC series, celebrating India's spectacular natural 
world, from the frozen peaks of the Himalayas to the 
sun-scorched deserts of Ra|asthan, from the green 
humid forests of Assam to the warm, blue waters of 
the Inifian Ocean, Indian writer and conservationist 
Valmik Thapar, also the author of the book—finds a 
richness of plant, animal and even human life unri¬ 
valled anywhere in the world. From bearded vulture 
to walking fish and even swimming elephants, this 
series takes you through Icy Mauntaim, Sacred Waters, 
The Tiger's Domain, Die Wet Forest, The Oceans and The 
Islands, and The Boiling Deserts. For further informa¬ 
tion elide www.bbcworld.com. 

Yeh Kaisa Sambandh 
■ 1>1) I. Suiuljv, April 26 i pill 

_ nOOHDAKSHAN tele- 
films liave rarely man- 
aged to engage the 
viewer's attention. More 

like dry documentary films, they've pon¬ 
tificated more than entertained. Hut this 
one's straight Irom the heart, A telefilm 
that tells an old-fashioned story svilh a 
refreshing lack of artitice. Producer-direc¬ 

tor Anurag Shivpuri, nephess of the late 
vsn-frained Hollywood character actor 
Om Shivix 'i, homes in on a rather lamil- 
lar theme- the clash between two gener¬ 
ations within a middle-class Indian fam¬ 
ily—and gises it a humanistic denoue¬ 
ment. Change is of the essence, and the 
two generations, neither ever wholly 
wrong, have to meet at a halfway point to 
tide oser their inevitable differences and 
bridge the gaj). The cast, headed by 
Bolls'ss'ood veteran Satycn Kappu, delivers 
a solid ensemble performance. Disarmin¬ 
gly modest in its ambition, but watchatile 
all the svay. 

■ Ashram llhaiariavali 
i>r Balamuraii Krishna ht 
Anup Jdinta 
BMC Crt^ndo 
Piiu* RsSS 

THIS album fea¬ 
tures Raga Mohan Gandhi, a raga 
composed by Carnatic music mae¬ 
stro Dr Balamuraii Krishna, on the 
eve of Mahatma Gandhi's 125th 
birth anniversary. Similarly, Nar- 
sinha Mehta's 
Vaislimivti laiia 
to, Teiie Kcihiye..., 
an all-time favo¬ 
urite of the Mah¬ 
atma. and Haghii- 
piiti Rdghiiv Raja 
ram, a traditional 
hhajan sung at 
all of Bapu's pra¬ 
yer services have 
been included in the album. The 
first side teatures .\mjp Jalota's voc¬ 
als and Dr Balamuraii Krishna on 
the Viola. Side B has the new raga 

whict) Balamuraii Krishna has rendered at 
recitals at tin- Royal Albert Hall and belorc 
Nelson Mandela. A soothing presentation, 
tile allium deserves a hearing. 

Swadhinata Sangram 
■ iK'lhi I liiUin'nS Ihi'dtro 
M.uljnluii XiKlitnnuiii. iLjti 

New I klhi. \piil 21 lo 2 i 
iiihYnlt>i I'htUltctionh 

f* K pill t(U IflMllfS 

. NI-.AR1,NG its fifth decade 
ofexistena-, Delhi Children's Theatre (m i) 
looks liack at 44 full years with its annual 
festival. ,A regular feature, it includes a vari¬ 
ety presentation by children tor children, 
and this year's theme is the freedom strug¬ 
gle. An liour-long programme encapsulates 
India's struggle for freedom Irom colonial 
rule. A culmination of efforts made at the 
training centres which the n< i funs in col¬ 
laboration witli several schools, the aim is 
to lielp children aspire towards achieve¬ 
ment and excellence, im Ts centres prewide 
training under qualified teachers in (i’e- 
atre, music and dance, and each child gets 
an opiKirtunity to appear on stage al tlic 
annual festival. For further information 
contact tel: .1381525; 301(M)94. 
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CINEMA 

The Big 
Picture 
Bollywood is cautious 
as the BJP mulls over 
granting it industry status THERE’S a new ray of hope on 

the horizon for the chaos- 
ridden Mumbai film indus¬ 

try’: the iiji’-led coalition govern¬ 
ment at the Centre ap[K>ars to be 
more than willing to grant Bolly¬ 
wood the tag that has eluded it 
for decades despite persistent 
effort—that of a full-fledged 
industry. Information and broad¬ 
casting minister Sushma Swaraj, 
pursuing a promise s|X'lt out in the hii>'s I that the Mumbai film industry is in need i Will industry becoms the new ‘Badshsh’? 
election manifesto, lias retrieved the Indus- | of than a semblance of order. | 
try's long-standing demand from the back- i But are Mumbai filmwallahs ready tor the ! have to be sorted out Ix’fore Hollywood is 
burner and placed it on her ministry's , makeover.' As always, they are siseaking in | actually declared an industry. As are other 
immediate agenda. "It's an important ! several voices even as the rii prepares for a j leaders of tjie film industry. Says N.N. 
beginning," says Amit Khanna, managing | watershed seminar on the need to acquire | Sippy, president ol the Indian Motion 
director. Plus Channel. " The impact may ■ indu.stry status. The seminar, organised i Picture Distributors' Association; "We are 
not be substantive in the lieginning, but it ! under the aegis of the Federation of Indian not sure whether we are ready to be an 
is bound to open up a whole lot of possi- j Chambers of Commerce and Industry industry yet. Before we become one, we 
bllities. It will set the ball rolling." ! (l u (i), is slated for May 10. A section of the must know exactly what the tag entails." 

indeed, in the next two weeks, Swaraj is | industry feels that financial institutions Morewer, films are a state subject and, 
expected to hold a series of meetings with may shy away from investing in films ■ therefore, polities difler from region to 
ministry officials and film indu.stry repre- because of the speculative nature of the region, "lilms have to lie moved from the 
sentatives and chalk out the modalities for business. "That's not true," says Khanna. | state list to at least the concurrent list to 
the transition. The minister is scheduled to "It is happening ail over the world. If com- i make for uniform |)olicies," says Khanna. 
meet office-lwarers of the Film Federation ■ puter soltware or consumer goods ljusi- Hut won’t the states be opposed to sucli a 
ot India (in), the industry's apex body, on ! nesses, which are just as speculative, can ; move? "Not it revenues are shared in a 
April 2T in New Delhi. (Tearly, Bollywood’s I be financed, why not films?" . manner that does not bariii the interests ol 
leaders seem to have lirmed up their ! As'cording to in's general secretary, K.D. : the slates," says khanna. 
approach to the que.stion of pushing for \ .Shores, the federation is planning to seek ^ In tail, one |)riricip<il reiisori why the May 
industry stati.s. I hey've got rid of their \ ii< 11 membership in a bid to strengthen its | 10 national conlerence is being organised in 
own misgivings about the move. In the ; claims to Ix-ing an organised industrial sec- Mumbai is to dis|X’l the doubts that state 
late'80s, the Ml had set up a committee to j tor, one capable of honouring its commit- governments might have on the matter, 
study the pros and cons of seeking indus- inents and playing by the rules. Says Itie national contereiue was originally 
try status and, after mulling oxer the pro- ; .Santosh Singh Jam, in president: “It we schediiksi for May 2 and .1, but it has hei’n 
posed move for over two years, it decided i work closely with ru 11, the task of sui- postponed Ix-iause the iiif's national execu- 
against pursuing the demand, fhe tear • mounting the hurdles in the wax’ will Iise is due to meet on those two days. I'lie 
among the industry's leaders was that become infinitely easier" dates have been deterred to enable finance 
institutional finance would come with ere- , The veteian film distributor is. ot course, minister Yashwanl .Sinha, Sushma Swaraj 
ative and prixediiral strings attactied. | aiutely aware of all tb.e problems that will and tlie iNn minister of state Mukhtar Abbas 

But the general mood in the muih- ! .\ai|vi to attend the seminar. Ministers from 
maligned industry appears to have ; 
changed of late. Fhe altered status of the ■ 
film industry, if and when it comes into j 

effect, will lead to tin array of obvious ben- i 
efits: it will boost the process of corixrrati- 
sation, give the industry access to institu¬ 
tional finance and insurance facilities, and 
streamline the activities of producers, 
exhibitors and other entrepreneurs 
inv.rls’ed m various sectors of the filmmak- j 

ing business. And ttiere is nothing more I 

The altered status of the 
film Industry will lead to 
corporatisation, give it 
access to institutional 
finance, insurance and 

streamline various sectors. 

; various slates will also be present. F.tforts are 
■ on to involve Prime Minister Atal Betiari 
; Vajpayee as well in the exercise. The indiis- 
: try ix-rceives both Vajpayee and Sushma 
; Swaraj as film lovers and it is, therefore, 
i confident ot having its way with them. Says 
' Jain: "1 am hopeful that the new dispensa- 
i tion will be receptive to our demands." The 
j film industry will breathe easy only when 
i hope turns to conviction. ■ 
' Salbal Chatterjee 
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■ REPATRIATION 

Back Home, But Where’s Home? The scene could be straight out of 
Beckett. As hordes of ioutnaIi.sts 
zoomed in for the picture of the 

moment, the Reunion Scene, the key 
character, Manser Ali, couldn't be found. 
He was supposwi to have Iwen among the 
12 children going home to Bangladesh 
last week after long stints at various shel¬ 
ter homes in India—the only one whose 
family would Iw there to welcome him 
back. His bewildered uncle, who'd come 
all the way from the border district of 
Khulna, was calmly told that Manser, just 
turned 16, had been released from his 
Delhi Home barely a week ago. 

This bizarre hitch apart, nothing can 
detract from the contribution of the 

T NARAYAN 

At Dhaka: back to the roots 

Bangladesh Society for the Enforcement 
ul Human Rights, the Indian National 
Commission tor Women (m w), the 
Bangladesh National Women's l.awyer.s’ 
Association iisNvvi \), and British Airways 
to leturn 12 children—nmre than 70 arc 
to tollosv—to their roots, most of whom 
were rescued from child traffickers. 

I here was some consolation in the tact 
that someone came calling for Lokman 
Hawladar, someone called Khokan, who 
.said llawladai's mother worked on his 
farm. Hawladar said he couldn't cpiite 
remember him. But, as Sigma 1 lucid, 
human rights activist and one of the 
iiNWi.A founders, admits, the reunion with 
their families will lie anything but easy. 
For, some were torn away from home 
when tfiey were as little as thres;. 

This batch was living at Alipur Home I 
and li and Nirnial Chaya, and once siois 

(Stop Trafficking, Oppression and 
Prostitution of Children) convenor Roma 
Dchahrata identified them, the ncw and 
various Bangladesh organisations decided 
to act. And when BA agreed to transport 
them frc>e of cost, things fell into place. 

So there was Rulry Fouzila who was 
happy to be going home, but apprehen¬ 
sive wliether she’d be able to finish her 
studies—"I want to be a teacher". Nine- 
year-old Zubaida, who didn't even 
rcmeinlrer her Bangladesh address. But 
the story of Abul Hussain, lovingly called 
Golu, is the one that disturbs you. He was 
barely three when he was rescued from 
Delhi airjxnt while Ix'ing whisked away 
for the infamous camel races in the Gulf. 

A (Mjsky seven-year-old, 
he does a perfect takeoff 
on 'I'urdesi, Vmksi', but 
doesn't quite figure out 
where he's being taken. 

The children share one 
other thing. They can 
barely understand 
Bengali, their mother 
tongue, and speak only 
Hindi. Fouchdown at 
Dhaka airport, and the 
unfairness of it all sinks 
in—this estrangement 
from the roots. The 
Bangla hooks a.s 
Welcome Home {)resents 

were understandably lost on them. Once 
there, the kids wore transported to an 
orphanage, Sistiu Palli/Families of 
{'hildren, founded by a BA stewardess 
and supported by BA, wliere .S.SO other 
diilctren were waiting since morning. 

Cliilclren, whose storie.s are similar. 
Otp.'ianed, uprooted from families, aban¬ 
doned-all longing to Ire pampered. All 
wanting their pictures taken. .And while 
the hoys q''ietiy complained that they 
weren’t allowed mucli TV, and that their 
favourite cricketers were Siiaheed Afridi 
and Saurav Ganguly, the girls wondered 
how tlicy'd coiiversc* with their new fam¬ 
ily of 12. For the moment, language is of 
the least concern. After all the star treat¬ 
ment on the way home—Mickey Mouse 
and other Disney delights, Cwa-Cola 
and strawberry cake—they'll have to 
iH'gin all over again. Not to talk of 
Manser Ali. Where is he? ■ 

Sudipta Datta in Dhaka 

I ■ CALCUTTA 

I History Gets 

IN downtown Calcutta, the magnificent 
185-year-old Town Hall has a chequered 
history. Built at a cost of Rs 7,000—rai- • 

sed through lottcriccs—this 8,8(X) sq-ft iiall 
with a majestic Doric facade has witnessed 
luminaries like Tagore, Henry Ixiuis Vivian 
Derozio, and K.C,. Sen hold forth on the 
burning issues of the clay. 

In 1943, it was closed to public anct con¬ 
verted into a complex ol grubby governm¬ 
ent offices. In 1980, the Calcutta Munici¬ 
pal Corporation decided to demolish the 
hall, but tile outraged dtizenrs’ stalled Hie 
plan. By the late ’80s it had tx’come an oil¬ 
ing coinjilex by day and a part-time brothel 
by night. When all seemed lost, a restor¬ 
ation trust, s^wnsored by Ciujarat Amhuja 
(leinenls Ltd, raised Rs 1.1.5 crore by aucti¬ 
oning 12 Hikash Bhattacharjec paintings 
six years ago. Last Wc-dne.sday, on a propit¬ 
ious Bengali New Year's Day, the restored 
Hall, having regained its old sheen, was 
handed over to the munici()ality. 

But before the hype alxiut the lacelitr 
subsided, tlie fate of the hapless hall sc>e- 
meci to return to square one; the governm¬ 
ent doesn't liavc a clue about wliat to do 
with it. For one, an ugly markc^t complex is 
coining up barely 20 ft from the hall. The 
municipality has other hair-brained ideas 
for using tlie refurbished hall: turning tlic 
teak-floor ball rcxim into a marriage hall, 
hold receptions, chief minister )yoti Basu 
prefers a 'big' art gallery. As confusion 
abounds, the restorers fume: "With a mar 
ket coming up," said an engineer, "where's 
the point of renovating the Town Hall?" 

This episode betrays the utter lack of 
coordination in a sluggish municipality: 
its building committee gave a go-ahead to 
a market complex even as its heritage 
committee was busy with restoration 
blissfully unaware of the construction. 
Heritage and real estate sure don't go 
hand in hand. ■ 

Soutik Biswas 
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SOCIETY 

L5DKI JA*,AS PASOSI PAH[5HAs| 

For A Ffew Lau^s 
& A Dash of Sleaze 

BAAI’ of all Si'x Comedies". “Naughts' 
Ooiiblc Meaning". "Non-Veg Jokes". 
Add titillation to these lla.shy diama 

ads with "Strictly for Adults". Mumbaikars 
will no longer squirm at tfiesc ads littering 
their mtwning pafiers. The ‘vulgar’ play 
scenario has been white-washed by state 
cultural affairs minister, I’ramod Navalkar. 
With yet another ban. 

IVrforming licences have been rev- : -■ 
oked for nine plays, with one i 
producer scraping through with a j 
warning to change the odious’ title ‘ 
Hiiikii l\’ksliii Mi'htini liiiii iSister-in- j 

law's Better than Wife). It's curtains j « 
for Satili Paori (llimviili, Paniyi Ntui ; 
/.i/ge Pyitii, Puti Aiiiuli Dfviii KhiUuli, ; 1 
I iitiki liiWiiii Piiilosi Piirc\hiiii, Pati Kv * ; 
Piwii, liiiiiilh Kiimuic Klein and Pali i 
Niiunn Piitiii (inniin. : 

C.'hairman of the 17-member Stage j 
IVrtormances Scrutiny Board and i 
Marathi lyricist Shantaram Nandga- | 
onkar is firm in his resolve, never j 
mind if some crib about the state's ; 
double siandards by instituting an | 
award foi the king of douhle ent- j 
endre, the recently-demised Marathi I 
film-actor-prcKlucer Dada Kondke. ; 

"Kondke's issue is different. It's J 
like saying the k/miiv/iii culture is i I 
vulgar. It's vulgar, but appeals to ^ I s 
rural audiences," he rules. Besides ( I 
vulgarity, the culprit is chauvinism I ( 
too. Nandgaonkar is agfiast that j 
women go tor plays which poke tun i ' 
at them. I 

As political moral-keeper Alka j [ 
I’ande of Agnishisha Manch asks; [ 1 
"Will they let their mothers, daugh- J i 
ters parade like that.'" With such a i i 
clincher, she has bc'eii among the * c 
most vocal protesters. Tfic .scrutiny | t 
board will meet on May 10 to review | I 
the applications from vagrants, to see 1 I 
if they have mended their ways. 1 1 

And law enforcement seems to be I t 
going full-steam ahead, in Auranga- i i 
bad, police raided a theatre hall | i 
where the play ltlw},ikisi was being | t 
staged, after police officer Ulhas t— 

Joshi photographed sirens selling the siz¬ 
zling .script. Dinesh Thakur of the Ank 
group observes: " Theatre must have dign¬ 
ity. Using cut-outs of bikini<lad foreign 
models to sell sex in the name oi comedy 
is fooling audiences." Kspecially, the 
'Strictly Adult' variety. ■ 

Shameem Akthar 

mtliL illViSltli] 

■ FARMING 

A Heady Success 
WHAT do farmers in Punjab and 

Andhra Pradesh have in common 
besides the obvious? Progressive 

thinking and an inclination to adopt nenv 
technologies to reap a rich harv'est! 

Unperturlted by the series of suicidal 
deaths of cotton 

i' - ^ A A - 

•* 

i THK Oberoi group of hot- ' 
! I els offers a host of well- ' 
I known destinations as get- * 
‘ aways this summer. Beg- * 
i inning with Rhubanesh- * 
; war, where the interiors «» , 
: of the hotel civc vou a i 
; lasteoftheterSpleamhit- OBEROI. SHEER LUXURY I 

I ecture of Orissa, to Colo- | 
j mbo, when? the hotel rwerlooks the Beira lake, and ; 
I then there is Gopalpur-on-the-sea, which offers a f 
I view of the Bay of Bengal. Finally, there is Khaju- ; 
i raho, where the temples are just a kilometre away ; 
I from the hotel. Old favourite's Shimla and Dellii are ; 
; also on offer. Fares range from Rs 5,495 lor two ' 
I nights and three days in Bhubaneshwar to Rs I .f, 155 i 
j for thri'e nights and three days at Gopalpur-on-the- * 
I sea. The rates are valid fnnn April 1 to September .10. ; 
( For luither information contact: (Oil) 4363030. (022) 2026/67. | 

I (033)2492323 i 

i ! 
i THIS Usha Shrlram projierty also offers an unbeat- ,; 
I I able holiday |>ackage. The city has tremendous i 
( potential for sightseeing. Begin with the Mysore j 
[ Maharaja's Palace. Move on to Sri jayachamaraje- | 
; ndra Art Gallery. Then there are the Chamundi Hills t 
i and St Philomena Cathedral and the Zoological Gar- ; 
i dens, Kukkarahalli Lake and the National Museum 
I of Natural Hlsttny. Of course the world-famous 
I Brindavan garden^, Balamud Mint Falls, 'Ralakad, 
1 Nagaibde WUdiife Sanctuary and Kharapur Jungle 
I Lo^e are not to be tni^. The hotel, apart from ail 
I the modern £acilM«,. also boasts a di^, named very 
i aptwopiiately; Ecstasy. 
I FsrlWlWr.rtsiBSliws(i|l|Me (0821) <296«6,488441 

farmers in neighb- 
ouring (luntur dis¬ 
trict, this money- 
minting formula is 
liecoming popular 
in parts of llie coas¬ 
tal Krishna district. 
Simply due to the 
‘zero' investment 
in pesticides. The 
larmers were canny 
enough to cluKrse 

the lucrative and all-seasonal crops— 
■■ T flowers and curry leaves. 

Farmers in the villages of Nutakki, 
I'ediivadlapudi and Nidamarru, on 
the banks of the Krishna in Manga- 
lagiri m^ndal, grow the most sought- 
aller fragrant flowers-jasmine, jaaji, 
kanakambaram, bant hi (marigold) 
and dhavanam. On a visit to the 
flower fields one is transportc'd to 
Holland or the settings of a Bolly¬ 
wood song sequence. 

Nidamarru’s farmers transport over 
' 20 tonnes of flowers and 50 tonnes 
I of curry leaves a day, grown in a little 

id ; over 1,2(X) luxlares to other |>arls ot 
a i the country, besides meeting the 

u- ; ri-quirements ol surrounding dislr- 
ay ; 'els, Kacli farmer I’wris alxiul 5 to 10 
re ; acres and on the average earns Ix t- 
ro ' ween Ks «.{K)()-12,CX)() a month. 
15 i I hat Hie farmers of these villages 
e- * are indml prosperous tan be gaugetl 
0. ; from tlieir interest in TV program- 
>7. I mes and Mk for agricultural tips. 

I "We're regular readers ol Anmi dmiUi, 
; a maga/ine, k-sides walching i iv 

It- i programmes on farmers." admits 
js { Suliba Kao ot Nutakki. 
re j Also, these farmers don't depend on 
e- I the middleman. They directly dis- 
lls t (wtth their stocks to the Vijayawada 
r- ; market. Some have diversified into 
11 transport, real estate. "We’re proud 
is that a few of the big transixirters 
d, have o|)ened offices in our villages 
le for our convenience," says Venkales- 
lii hwara Rao oi i’cdavadlapudi. 
ry What is to be seen is whether farm¬ 

ers elsewhere will take a leaf or two 
, out of the Mangalagiri experience to 

tread a safe path to prosperity. ■ 
— M.S. Shanker 
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EXCLUSIVE EXTRACTS 

SECESSION OE 
THE SUCCESSFUL 

A forthcoming book by Pavan K. Varma charts the Indian middle class’s insular landscape Till! nbsL'ncc ui ii nicircil code, binding on all, 
reinforced the doctrinal bias in Hinduism for 
the individual over the coininunity. There 
were, of course, the loyalties of kin, clan and 
caste. At first Rlance it would ap]Kar that these 

could provide a transcendinj; Irainework lor the indiv¬ 
idual to acquire a wider and collective vision. But, |)<ira- 
doxically, tliese were too narrrrw categories, while blur¬ 
ring a sense ol obligation to the community as a whole. 
Ihe tact ol the matter is that whether as a result ol his 
religious inheritance, or the rigidities of the scKial stru¬ 
cture to which he Iwlongctl, or the absence ol a moral 
im|x;rative which stresscxl collc’ctive values, the average Hindu mid¬ 
dle-class [wson had a very undevelrrjral sense of srxial sensitivity 
to the overall gextd of his community. I le attachc-d little priority to 
an altruistic interlace with s(h iety. I lis motivation to contribute to 
its betterment, without the notion of [X‘rsonal gain, was weak. He 
saw no great reason why he should identify his personal welfafc 
with the well-being ol even his immt'cliale environment. His con¬ 
cerns were restricted to himself, his family, and, at a lower scale, his 
clan or caste. I lis cosmic view held an individual to Ik* a micriKosm 
unto lumsell. There was no nc-ed tor his path In meaiuler into the 
nec'ds ol others, who, even it they were obviously in ncc’d of suc¬ 
cour, were only suftering the consequi’nces ol llioir own 

... The issue here is not of |»overty alone. Itfiviously, India is a [xarr 
country, and poverty cannot be luislic’c! under the car(X‘t. The issue 
In-re is the iiffrmli o| Ihe more well-to-do citi/ens ot Indian sini- 
et\ to tins all-|K'r\asi\e |)overly. Tor the burge-oning and upwardly 
mobile middle cl.iss of India, such |K>verly has ceasc-d to c-.slst. It has 
i e.isc-cl to e.sisl In-cause it doc-s not create in most ol its members tlie 
slightest motivation to do something alxnit it. Its esislence is taken 
tor granted. Its svmploms, which would revolt oven die most 
scinpatlu-lic lorc-ign obserser. do not even register any more. Tlic- 

geiieral approach is to get on with one's liie, to 
caive out a liny island ol weM-heing in a sea ol 

deprivation. I he utter obsession with 
individual survival and better¬ 
ment and the com|il''lc- absencc- 
of a sense of srKial cibligation is 

not unlike a system of apailhcid, 
rencterc-cl more insidious bc'Cause the 
pet|K-tualnrs no longer c-vc-n noticc- 

thc- conditions of those they have 
Iwnished. The- concc-in with jx-r- 

son<il salvation at the spiritual 
plane had assumed, at the 

temporal Ic'vel, a Frankenstein form: Ihe almost com¬ 
plete inability to see or identify with anything beyond 
the narrowest definition of self-interest. The absence of 
a strong moral imperative for sociai altruism had 
resulted, under the tutelage of unethical leaders and 
opixirtunistic politics, in a horribly bloated unconcern 
for sexiety itself. The end product was the acceptance 
of a certain kind of lifestyle: insular, aggres.sive, sc-lfish, 
obsessed with material gain and socially callous. 
...The attempt to escaix* the external milieu, to build 
fences as a substitute lor civic responsibility, nurtured 
its own sense of a siege mentality; if the unwashed 

masses seem to lx- climbing uj) the garden wall, raise Ihe height of 
the wall, if there is not enough supply of water, dig a tube well, or 
add a water tank, or, best of all, siphon off the supply with a pump 
on the municipal line it.sell, irres|x-ctivc- of the consequences to 
the others; if the electricity is delicient, insial a general, or illegal¬ 
ly increase the sanctionc-ci load liy bribing the electrical sub-sta¬ 
tion. The emphasis wsis on finding a short-cut, a quick-fix solu¬ 
tion, which had to be efficacimis even if unethical. In fact the 
siege mentality had little ol the iiincxence or valour of thosc- 
wrongltiliy liesieged. Its origins lay in a cynical and delibc-rate 
witlulrawal from a constructive interlace with society; its motiva¬ 
tions were based on an unyielding conviction that there could be 
no interest higher than one's o-vn. Such a conviction was not res¬ 
tricted to a theoretical narcissism; it was easily identifiable in 
action, (amtrary to the popular notion, mo--* ixipular with the 
middle class itsell, that it is the urban (xior who are the least con¬ 
cerned about municipal rectitudes, the biggest offenders in the 
massive Ihclt of electricity all over urban India belong to Ihe 
'aflluc-nt yuppie middle-class'. Vehicles owned by the micldle class 
arc- the largest cau-e of pollution in metropolitan India. If Delhi 
has l,.sO() tons of uncollected garbage every day, much of it is not 
generated in the squatters' colonies: a low-incomc-grouj) colony 
produces only 0..T kg waste per head, wherc-as a inicldle-cla.ss or 
rich colony produces upward ot 1..S kg per head. Moreover, the 
lower income dumps have ninety-six per cent bio-degradable mat¬ 
ter, whereas the garbage from the more alHueni neighbourhexxis 
have only lorly per cent bio-degradable rc-hise. A typical middle- 
class colony ol one thousand homes can generate an average of 
.S,2(K) plastic bags a clay, and these do not include the hundreds 
left scattered in public parks alter a weekend of picnicking. 

One reason for the 'predatory prowess' was the |x-rceivcd ineffici- 
eric y ol the system: it could not deliver in accordance with expect¬ 
ations. not even such basics as electricity and water, or such essen¬ 
tial services as garbage removal. But this resentment at the State's 

Liberalisation gave the middie ciass a clout it could otherwise not 
possibly possess in a country as poor as India. 
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limitations led to no desire to address the root causes of the prob¬ 
lem. There was no introspection; it did not occur to the average 
middle-class Indian that in a country where scores of millions did 
not have even enough to eat, the State could, perhaps, have priori¬ 
ties other than only catering efficiently to the increasing demands 
of a vocal minority. Middle-class criticism of the State for its ineffi¬ 
ciencies and rampant corruption was certainly valid. But this criti¬ 
cism was flawed, emphatically limited only to "why can’t the State 
do more for us?"; and it provoked no desire for organised action to 
rectify this state of affairs. The 
demands and the indignation dis- niusitatos iiy irfan hussain 

played an acute sense of dependen¬ 
cy: the State should deliver; it should 
deliver more of what we want; and if 
it cannot do so, we have the freedom 
to criticise, but no obligation to 
think or act beyond the articulation 
of our requirements. 

Mindless imitations: The seeking of 
approbation from the West may 
have become a noticeable trait in 
Nehru, but it did not diminish 
him as an Indian His fonnidable 
intellect and his genuine pride in 
being an Indian combined to 
make him more than an equal to 

\hose whose ai)prohation he 
sought. But as a role model for less¬ 
er mortals, such as the average mid¬ 
dle-class Indian, this 'looking up to' 
the West only strengthened the 
deep sense of racial inferiority 
bequeathed by the colonial experi¬ 
ence. Phis inferiari‘y manifested 
itself in more ways than one. First, 
it reinforced the tendency to seek 
solace in an idealised ]ust whose 
achievements, imagined or other¬ 
wise, could reduce the erosion of 
self-worth. Secondly, it fostered an 
excessive sensitivity to any criticism 
or praise emanating from the West: 
the one ssas countered with dispro- 
[X)rtionatc aggression, the other pro¬ 
jected with unbecoming effusiveness. 
And thirdly, and this was by tar its 
more debilitating consequence, it 
spawned a vast imitativenc'ss 
which dulled the pursuit of excel¬ 
lence and creativity, and made 
most educated Indians—in their 
lilestyles and aspirations and cultur¬ 
al idiom—jtersistent and unthinking 
afFcs of.anything Western. 

There is hardly any area of achieve¬ 
ment, aesthetics or lifestyle where 
this imitativeness, and the 
accommcxlation with 
mediocrity which it 
legitimises, is not evi¬ 

dent. The world of academia is littered with doctoral theses which 
have nothing mote to cj)mributc than extensive quotations from 
'foreign' experts. The best works on India are still the m«jnopoly of 
Western experts, or of Indians ss-ho have suddenly discovered their 
brilliance in institutions abroad. Scientists an- judged by their 'for¬ 
eign' degrees. The general impression of the middle class is that 'sci¬ 
ence and technology in India is second rate’. Institutions of excel¬ 
lence have been patterned on those of the West, with liiili.- timught 
to curriculum and amtent as relevant to India. Some ot the Ih^sI and 

brightest students study here hut their dominant 
interest is to go West, to somehow enhance their mar¬ 
ketability by acquiring a Western degree. Most faculty 
members in such premier institutions have the 
'mandatory' diKlorate from the U.S, but that is proba¬ 
bly the last time they did any worthwhile research. 

...Lutyen's Delhi, even as a statement of im|)erial 
power, imaginatively incorporated Indian motifs 

and construction materials. But since then 
architecture in India has become a showcase 

of some of the most rootles.s—and ugly— 
imitations of Western design and conc¬ 

epts, a pathetic, tasteless hybrid that 
has prompted such clever appellutioiis 
as "(Tiandni Chowk r,hip|)endale, 
Tamil Tiffany, Bania (iotltic, Punjabi 
Baroque", etc. Incredibly enough, 
even today new housing colonies in 
the capital of the country proudly give 

themselves names such as Beverly Park, 
Regency Park, .May Fair Cardens and 

The attempt is to escape 
the external milieu, to 

build fences as a substitute 
for civic responsibility. 

Malibu Towne! The meIcKly and lilt 
ot Indian him imi.sic, with its roots 
in the classical and folk traditions, 
has gradually given place to the sim¬ 
plistic obsession with the last-paced 
Iwat c'l Weitern popular music. Hie 
beat c.in be catchv, but there is often 
a soullessness that bespeaks a 
mc'chanical graltingand an unthink¬ 
ing neglect ot the |x)ssibililies and 
appeal of the indigenous tradition. If 
an earlier generation ot upper-inid- 
dle-class children came ol age on the 
entertaining stories of I'.nid Blyton set 
in small-town Fngland, ignorant ol 
the extensive reiiertoire ol lolk tales 

and mythological sto¬ 
ries in their own 
country, a new 

generation iv 
being weaned on 

Barbie and (.indy 
dolls, completely clue- 
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less about the rich Indiaa doll-making tradition. 
Artistic talent has scandalously lanijuished in India until recogni¬ 

tion and acclaim has come from abroad. Once recognised in the 
West, all discrimination Is thrown to the winds in lauding the new 
find, 'fhere is no balance, no equilibrium, that comes from a confi¬ 
dence in ones own worth irrespective of the certificates from oth¬ 
ers. The fiishlon conscious adopt the fads or the labels of the West 
with lightning spivd. Women who still pronounce lingerie as 
'linger here' flaunt designer wear from the West as their most trea¬ 
sured possessions. " I'he Indian woman whose individualism was 
such that it used to Ik said that no two women wore a sarec or a sal- 
war-kameez the same way" can now be seen "squeezing, squirming, 
pulling and punishing (her body) to fit into undergarments made 
with the Western woman, with one and a half children and an 
active sex life, in mind". If Victoria’s .Secrets is still spelt correctly in 
the marquees of the bigger cities, the middle class in small-town 
India is not half that fussy: Western designer labels that look like 
the original and roughly spell the same way will also do quite well. 

Consumer nouroses: Driven by the twin engines of material desire 
and the ceaseless competition to fulfil these wants, the Indian 
middle class appears to be close to a collective neurosis. The symp¬ 
toms of this neurosis are increasingly discernible. Between 1984 
and 1994 the number of people who committed suicide in the 
country almost doubled. This statistic does not take into account 
those who failed in their attempt, estimated to be ten times the 
number of those who succeeded. Divorces have increased dramat¬ 
ically. Stress-related diseases have become commonplace. And 
worst of all, children are showing signs of stress-related symptoms 
that were till recently the exclusive preserve of adults. 

What has gone wrong? There are visible signs of greater material 
success. The average middle<iass family today has, for instance, 
many more consumer durables than that of a generation ago. But 
the possession of m<»re seems to have fuelled the desire for more, in 
an endless rat race of want multiplying want. The problem is comp¬ 
ounded because this race must be pursued atnidst an avalanche of 
municipal concerns—alxiut housing, transport, etlucation, 
and even such basic amenities as adequate water and 
electricity supply. Moreover, the new ethos of acquisi¬ 
tion and comfKtition does not .seem to have oblit¬ 
erated a hankering for the easy-paced securities 
and assurances of the past. In order to enhance 
the family income, more atrd more men now 
seek out working brides; "and yet, after mar¬ 
riage, (they) miss their non-working mothers' 
single-minded dedication to the family. Ihe 
contradiction afflicts women too: much as 
they desire economic independence, they 
long for the securities their mothers enjoyed 
within the confines ol the home." Tlie instit¬ 
ution wliich is under ceaseless pressure* is the 
home. The demise of the joint family has 
given place to the nuclear family, where tra¬ 
ditional family values of sup|X)rt and a sense 
of iKlonging and togetherness have often 
given way to individual pursuits and ambit¬ 
ions. Ecoiusmic inilependence and etlucation 
have* maele women more assertive, mostly for 
the right reasons. But this has also meant the 
destal)ilisation of the traditional equilibrium 
of mieldie-e'lass homes. If the mores of a male-dominate‘d society 
are—ever so slowly—iKing e*clipsetl, so are the virtues of compro¬ 
mise and adjustment long considered an intrinsic part of marriage. 
Divorce has Iweome a real middle-class alternative. Twenty divone 
petitions are filed in the cxrurts of Delhi every day, and the trend is 
the same in ail the bigger cities; even in Bangalore, where the pace 
is less frenetic than in the big four metropolises, the number of 

divorce cases has doubled in the last three years. One of the reasons 
for the spectacular success of two recent films. Ham Aapke Hem 
Katm and Dilwale Dulhaniya he Jayenge, was that they reaeated an 
idealised world of the happy joint family and the slightly aimless 
hut settled pleasures of a bourgeois existence, but without the strife 
and tension that have become their adjuncts in real life. 

Libaratad from guilt: In mid-1991, the then Prime Minister, 
Narasimha Rao, ably guided by his erudite Finance Minister, Dr 
Manmohan Singh, announced a series of economic reforms which 
would help dismantle some of the inefficient State controls on the 
Indian economy and facilitate its greater integration with the world 
economy. This 'liberalisation' package, tailored to make India a 
player in the 'globalised' economy, suddenly put the spotlight on 
the middle class for an entirely new reason: its ability to consume, 
if India was to o|Kn up to the world markets, it was essential to 
know how much it could buy. The segment with the largest con¬ 
centration of purchasing power in India was the middle class. Its 
consumerist prowess had therefore to be accurately gauged. 

This exercise was important not onl> for the Indian govern¬ 
ment, which wished to advertise the strength of the untapped 
Indian market to woo the economies of the developed world, but 
also for the latter, always sensitive to newer pastures for the sale of 
their goods and technologies. The logic of economic reform,^ 
therefore, dictated that the middle class now be analysed, not for 
its lack of ideological moorings, or its lack of commitment to any¬ 
thing but its own material well-being, or for its utter insensitivity 
to social and moral causes, but for its craving for and ability to buy ' 
what the developed countries could st*ll to it. 

In this process the size of the Indian middle class became, for the 
first time, a matter of crucial importance. Several figures were 
bandied about, ranging from 200 million to SOO million. 
Overnight the consumerist thirst of the middle class became an 
asset, a sign of the dynamism of the Indian market. la^arned pro¬ 
ponents of the New Economic Polity (ni.i*) exulted in the revela¬ 
tion that "urban India itself is the world's third largest country". 

Several systematic surveys were carried out to reinforce 
perception with facts. 

...The great Indian 'liberalised' economic machine 
was all set to roll with the middle class as its 

engine, but, unfortunately, many of these very 
surveys revealc'd that the power of the engine 
was hardly in conformity with the wishful 
thinking of the enthusiasts. According to 
(an) N( AFR survey, households with incomes 
restricted to between Rs 12,500 and Rs 
40,000 per year account fur as many as 331 
million people. Only 4.1 per cent of the 
population, or 37 million people, have an 
income of over Rs 40,000 a year. And the 

rich, with an income of over five lakh rupees 
a year, do not number more than t .4 mil¬ 
lion. Other indices are equally sobering. 

..."People who wake up in the morning 
thinking that they have no history, no ances¬ 
tors, arc simply uncultured." This was a com¬ 
ment made by a leading Russian politician to 
Newsweek in March 1W6, and should have 
been profoundly sobering for those in his 
country who thought that post-communist 

Russia could at one stroke forget the legacies of the past and, much 
in the nahire of a quick<hange artist, emerge totally at ease in the 
new attire presented to it by its Western benefartors. Some such per¬ 
spective is perhaps of relevance in the Indian context as well. The 
\Ki' may have put a new focus on the middle class, primarily as a 
consumer, but the middle class was not suddenly conjured out of 
thin air the day the policies were announced. The middle class had 

Western fads are adopted 
with lightening speed and 
new housing colonies get 
names like Beverly Park. 
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'ancestors’, and a 'history' before policy makers began 
to carefully assess its buying capacity and size. Its 
origins and evolution, its behavioral traits, and the 
nature of its interaction with other elements in 
society, should have been as relevant to the 
architects of the liberalisation policy as putting 
an accurate fix on its consumer choices or pur¬ 
chasing power. Such an approach would have 
made immediately clear that in a country where 
the destitute are numbered at over 200 million 
by the same surveys that mapped the 
predilections of the consuming classes, the mid¬ 
dle class could not be expected to achieve an 
economic miracle in isolation; the Indian mid¬ 
dle class could not be an entity unto itself, 
defined solely by its material desires, and 
autonomous to the economic realities of the 
country as a whole. The error, born out of his¬ 
torical myopia, was two-fold: first, it gave to the 
middle class an economic clout that it could not 
possibly posse.ss in a country as pcxrr as India; 
and second, and with far more serious con¬ 
sequences, it failed to take into account what 
the policies of liberalisation would do to a 
class which was already morally rudderles.s, 
obsessively materialistic, socially insensitive 
to the point of being unconccrneil with any¬ 
thing but its own narrow self-interest. 

...Its economic prowess may have bc-en lim¬ 
ited, but there was no ceiling now on the middle class' aspiration to 
the g(K)d life. “The lifestyle of the Indian elite is amazing,” com¬ 
mented Noam Chomsky during a visit to India in 1996. "I've never 
.seen such opulence even in America." It was this litestyle, replete 
with expensive cars, the latest consumer gadgets, designer clothes 
and accessories, and five-star living, which Irecame the role model 
for the middle class in the heady hedonism unleashed by the liber¬ 
alisation process. ITie urge to move up the consumption ladder, to 
somehow put an unbridgeable gap lx.'lween the squalor of tlic |XX)r 
and the plush material insularities ot the rich, was always there. But 
now this urge had the stamp of 'official' acceptance, the justifica¬ 
tion of an ideology. "We should all get this clear, ' wrote an ideo¬ 
logue of the new school of thought on the editorial page ot a 
national newsfwper, "that a countrv’ of the size and importance ot 
Irtdia has no cfioicc but to clamber to its new tryst with destiny 
inside shiny buildings of chrome and gla.ss at the free market. There 
is no mileage in looking wistfully at quaint mud huts rushing by tlje 
car windows Ixs ause they, and their ilk. cannot meet mir Inirgeon- 
ing needs, and it truth be told never liave." 

...Is the middle class capable of pausing to think, of seeing what is 
gix.d lor its own enduring interests? Can it for a moment see bey¬ 
ond immediate .self-interest, and think seriously about what tire 
pioblem is anu liow Ixst it can achieve on a more secure liasis its 
goals for a better life, not just for tomorrow imt for the next genera¬ 
tion and the foreseeable future? Can middie-cla.;s Indians transcend 
the sound and fury ot their myriad little gaurigill 

worlds ot desires and pursuits to forge a 
vision that is sustainable in the long run? 
Can they someliow escape the clutches of 
tlie illu.sion that their upwardly mobile asp¬ 
irations lan remain insulatcil from the 
basic deprivations that are the lot of most 
of their countrymen? i'lte odds certainly 
appear to be stacked against their under¬ 
taking such a fundamental reappraisal. 
ITiere is a total absence of any credible app¬ 
eal to social commitment or a moral imjx’r- 
ative tnat can aninter the obsession with 

A westernised affluent fringe 
finds ingenious, flamboyant 
ways to party, oblivious to 
the revulsion this creates. 

persona! gain and promotion. The shrinking of the 
moral domain in national life cannot but destroy the 
resolve of even the most well intentioned. "Mora! 
losses are like radiation, colourless and odourless 
and the more terrifying for that." Greed—-the 
desire to possess more and more irrespective of the 
means or the consequences—is a fertilizer that 
accelerates the growth of particularities; it can har¬ 
dly be cx|)ected to produce a harvest of restraint or 
re-evaluation. The buoyant media messages of 
consumer nirvana crowd out the need for sobering 
introspection. The removal of any stigma associat¬ 
ed with making money has ended hyixxrrlsy but 

aLso the need to be concerned about anything 
else. "When a long-suppre.ssed desire Ixvomes 
realisable, it drives the fortunate few unscr¬ 
upulous." Unscrupulous in the single-minded 
pursuit of Iheir own betterment to tlie exclusion 

oi any other cause or concx-m. In such a milieu, 
the loss of one kind of restraint quickly leads to the 

unravelling of the whole system. A young 
fashion designer holds a 'loo' theme party at 
a disco in the countryside on the outskirts of 
Dellii. All the guests tiave 'o come dressed in- 
apparel worn normally in the loo, and the 
decor is done up to resemble a Icxi. Is this 
great party idea just a frivolcxis. juvenile rip¬ 
ple of the atlluent class? t>r is there just the 
iiint ot the vulgar and the [X’rversc? Not in 

moral terms at the choice- of the theme, but in what the evening 
demonstrates: the unthinking acceptance of the c-normcxis gulf that 
scfiarates the tiny group of people living (xil in tlie middle of a 
semi-rurai selling from the thcnisands cn people only a few yards 
away who still use the fields to detccate and walk a kilometre or 
more to obtain sometliing as basic as drinking water. I lie comment 
is not on the event per sc: that is of no consequence. It is on tlie 
sensibilities of a westeriftsod aftluenl fringe, inc reasingly a role- 
model for many in tlx- middle class, that can find .sucli ingenious, 
flamboyant ways to party, oblivious to tlx- revulsion siicli a lifestylc- 
creates when juxtajxised to the tiackdrop tor its slit-nanigans. 

Judgement hour: For the Indian middie class, the moment lius conu- 
for some very critical decisions. Ivilhc-r it must pause, in its own 
intcre.st, and take a hard look at wliat ncc-ds to lx- done to ensure 
ils well-lx-ing in tlie long run, or persist with its current stiort-sight- 
ecl obsession only with what can be liad, by any and all means, in 
the here and now. latlier it must curb its frenetic precxcupalion 
with immediate material gain, or contribute to enduring material 
progress by preixcupying itself a little more witli the goexi ot the 
nation as a wtiole. Kitlier it mu.st inculcate in itsell a greater social 
sc-nsitivity, or accept the fact that all titat it is sex-king to acquire can 
be set aside by torces Ix-yoncl its control. India may not sec, tor a 
variety of reasons, a violent revolution liy the dispossc-ssc-ci. But if 
their needs arc- not addressed in a more- concc-rnecl and iiiterveiili- 

oni.st manner by tiiose who are in a better 
|X)sition to do so, tlic-rc- is likely to be great 
political instability, which could be as 
inimical to economic growth and pro.sjx-r- 
ity as violent upheaval. A funclioniiig 
democracy—and tliere is no reason to 
assume that India will not remain one— 
renders illusory the prospect of the seces¬ 
sion of the successful. The- time has conic 
to definitively bury lhat illusion. ■ 

The Great Indian Middle Glass by I’miii K. 
Vanm; Viking India, Rs 21S, panes: 232 

Pavan Varma 

.X , . S' . 
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JITENDER GUPTA 

All Gered Up 

EVEN as Deepa Mehta's film Earth is being touted 
as a must-see, news comes that she has signed on 
the heart-throb-activist-Buddhist Richard Gere for 
her next Hollywood film. While details about the 
content, location, and remaining cast are still 
sketchy, what is undeniable is that the lady has 
pulled off a casting coup of sorts by landing Gere 
in the film. 1'hat alone should guarantee a huge 
constituency waiting to sec the film. 

The Dynasty is Forever 

IS she? Or isn't she? That's the question weighing on many minds. I'riya- 
nka Vadra, as the ()icture suggests, is said to be pregnant. And that, more 
than the Congress presidentship, is what has brought the smile back on 
grandmother-to-be Sonia Gandhi's face. This is also ap|)arently the reason 
why the extremely popular Priyanka did not accompany her mother for 
campaigning during the last elections. Yet another heir in the offing. 

Games People Play 

BII.I. Richardson, the US ambas¬ 
sador to the UN, shared a lighter 
moment when he was in Delhi last 
week at the Roosevelt House. 
Wicket-keeper Nayan Mongia and 
Anshuman Gackwad and Rich¬ 
ardson exchanged tips on cricket 
and baseball. Mongia and Gaekwad 
gave Richardson some useful tips 
on India's most popular sport. 
Richardson, in turn, raved about 
America's most popular sport- 
baseball. Ducking from the line of 
Richardson's swing (in the pic) is 
US ambassador Richard Celeste. 
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Quite A Cuppa 
HIS face has been his fortune. Shyam Lai, 
70, has struggled all his life working as a 
dhobi. And then good luck happened. A 
picture taken of him by Tazo Tea president 
Steven Smith two years ago featured in the 
US in the company's tea ad. Determined to 
pay lal his rightful fees as a model, the 
company tracked him down after a long 
search. Lai is now richer by US $500. Never 
know when Udy Inck does comes calling. 

GAURI GILL 

Reaping the Harvest. 

MANJULA Padmanabhan is going 
from strength to strength. Her 
play. Harvest created waves in India 
with its futuristic nightmare of the 
third world becoming a breeding 
ground for an organs bazaar. The 
play has had the honour of being 
read out fully by a cast of profes¬ 
sional actors at the Australian 
National Playwright Centre, in 
Canberra. The lady seems to be 
cruising ahead in the right direc¬ 
tion, and that too at full throttle. 
From being India's first woman car¬ 
toonist to boasting her own comic 
strip, to writing, she's certainly 
come a long way. 

sHottS 

SHABANAAZMI 
After Richard Gere, the activist-actress 
asserts that celebrity events do help 

Were the IMhl-MoiitlNd events of Art of Giving 
successfol? 
Absolutely. In fact, the Mumbai evening was magical. 
Are yon satisfied with the amonnt raised? 
No exact figures yet, but yes, quite. 
Do these events hdp vailons canses? 
Hre generic term 'causes' is upsetting. People don't Just 
take up a cause one fine morning. There is a level of 
involvement and understanding before a person gets involved. 
There has been some controversy alMut NAZ not getting all Uu money as 
promised In the beginnlag. 
This is something which Anjali Gopalan of NAZ and Bina Ramani who organised die 
event can answer. What was explained to us was that NAZ was only a noM agency. 
What aspects were yon Involved In directly? 
The film industry was well represented in the Mumbai event. I'm certain that if ever 
a public service message is needed, I can pick up the phone and elicit their support. 
Ann gets a lot attention while health woiicers feel that the real kOlers 
are TB and malarte, whldi get no attention at alL Do yon agree? 
A person doesn’t die of aius, but because the body’s immune system is unable to fight 
the diseases it acquires. Diseases like TB, malaria get exacerbated due to aids. 

Do yon feel celdirity Involvement helps a cause or detracts from It? 
It doesn't detract at all. You generate excitement duough^n event. If somebody 
wants to lend their name alone, that itself is creditworthy. 
What has been the most satisfying experience for yon? 
To see the common man/woman act as a ca^yst for change. Attltudinai problems pa- 
sist with the middle class, not the poor. 
Now that you're a Ra)ya Sabha member, what will be your contrlbntlon? 
It's an opportunity to take the grassroots work I've been doing to the House. I Intend 
to take ^e term very seriously. 
What would yon like to focus on during this term? 
I feel there should be housing for all by the year 2020. Housing needs to be viewed as 
a productive Investment and not as consumption. Studia have shown that it is the 
fastest way of getting unskilled, uneducated adults out of abject poverty. 

ArchaiM Jahaginlar 

Passion for Fashion 

JEMIMA Khan, tile young wife of 
cricketer Imran Khan, wa'. in the 
capital last week, jemima, who has 
taken to traditional clothes in a big 
way, was spotted at the shWA exhibi¬ 
tion in the city, busy spending to 
her heart's content. But apart from 
that, the lady kept her visit quiet 
and checked out of a city hotel 
without any fanfare. I'hough she is 
expected back tliis week. For mis¬ 
sion unknown. 
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Unlikely Hero TMKKK is no job seemingly more thankless than 
that of finance minister when a country is in the 
midst of a catastrophic economic crisis. Against 

the odds, however, Thai finance minister Tarrin Nim- 
manahaeminda seems to win more admirers every 
day. Little girls dip into tlieir father’s wallets and mail 
him money to pay off the imk. I he typically sceptical 
press applauds his every move. Gushes Bangkok Post: 
"I’orget your idols of popular culture. I he most watc¬ 
hed man in Thai society is I’arrln." Tarrin seems just 
the man for Thailand’s difficult times. For starters, the former 

btinker is more a technocrat than a 
(Krlitician. In this era of bewildering 
financial comple.xity, that ought to 
be a constitutional rec|uirement for 
the job in any country. With military 
speed and precision, Tarrin has 
defused the financial time-bomb he 
inherited, quickly shutting down S6 
insolvent finance companies prop- 
IKkI up at a cost of several trillion dol¬ 
lars. He lias also restored a semblance 
ol sanity to the central bank, whictr 
last year bet an incomprehensible 
S2.S trillion in its futile defence erf the 

baht. Ry saying all the right things, Tarrin has coaxed the baht 
from a low of 5i7 to the dollar in january to 40 nr the dirllar. 

While larrin’s colleagues may rrccasirrnally disagree with him in 
private, (rrcniier Ghuan Leekpai and Iris cabinet hack liim to the 
hilt in public. It tliere is (rne tiring investors and businessmen 
value in policymakers, it is c(rnsistenc7. A flcrod of money tnrm 
firreign institutional investors has made I'hailand, the epicentre 
of tire earthijuake that hit Asia just last summer, airurng tire best 
perfitrming strrek markets in the wrrrid since the beginning erf tire 
year. The manner in which cabinet ministers have galvanised 
support frrr their government and presented a unitevl trout to tire 
world as tliey tackle the worst economic crisis in Thailand's 
e.xample is sometiring rrur new gervernment might try to emulate. 

Victory for Democracy 
WIIFN I iirterviewed him, Tarrin vehemently disagreed witlr 

the cons'enlional wi.sd<tiii that deiiiocrac)' is a liability when 
a country is trying to turn around an economy gone badly 
vviintg. '’i he wlude country is united in trying to solve our pro- 
lilenis," he a* .erts. Tarrin. .s2, went to school in Mussoorie for a 
couple oi vears and still retains a great affection for India, lie 
iK'gaii our inters lew Ijy sating, "let’s talk alrout India instead ol 
tlie fconoMiv. Iliat tvouici be so much more enjoyable." Dutt' 
iK'ckoned, htiwewr, and lie soon launched into a candid issess- 
itieni ol tile Imge challenges the Tliai economy still face*. If 
democTatic I li.ulanci comes out of this crisis faster than its aut¬ 
horitarian neiKhliouis, that will bury one of India's most endur¬ 
ing rationalisations for decades ol cs.onomic imderachicvemcnt. 
It is our leadership, not ctemcKracy, tliat’s the problem. 

Missed Opportunities 
As the siiiall-built, sott-spoken techncxrat said goodbye, I 

remembered lic.ng similarly moved by Manmohan Singh’s 
resolve during an interview in the spring of 1992. For a brief shin¬ 

ing moment, it was possible then to believe that India 
might at last get the kind of economic policies it des¬ 
erved. Handled right, as Tarrin understands, a crisis is 
also an opfiortunity to wipe the slate clean. In 1991 
and 1992, Manmohan Singh, Chidambaram and 
Montek Ahluwalia were sequencing wave after wave 
of reform with such breathtaking speed that they see¬ 
med unstoppable. Six years on, returning even from a 
country in the throes of a cri.sis fills me with despair. 
When we aren't congratulating ourselves at having 
avoided East Asia's fate, we continue to shout oursel¬ 
ves hoarse in the same sterile debate on foreign inve¬ 

stment. The din completely drowns out recent warnings by 
Unicef and others that we are now the most malnourished and 
illiterate country. Our Olympian smugness, alas, is unshakeable. 
Still, Yashwant Sinha’s remarkably level-headed interview in llie 
Ecomnnk Tunes cheered me up—till 1 got to the incredible bit 
where he blames the press for the misconception that the bji* is 
against foreign investment. In any case, the real scandal is not 
that our cossetted quasi-mono[K)lists are being cx|X).sed to fore¬ 
ign competition too soon, but that we are doing so little to raise 
India’s levels of literacy and basic health care, which would give 
our farmers and factory workers a fair chance against better edu- 
caled and more productive competition in places like Thailand 
and China. But, do our Neros, uhm netas, even care? 

Still the Land of Smiles 
TIIAILANH’S habitual graciousness towards outsiders hasn't 

fjcen worn thin by tlie economic crisis. The unfailingly quo¬ 
table Nikhil Srinivasan, who heads Morgan Stanley's office in 
Bangkok, announced last summer that "the land of smiles had 
bc'come the land of frowns". 1 realised that he was exaggerating 
while covering a run on one of the city’s troubled banks in Aug¬ 
ust. 1 was having trouble finding someone among the long lines 
of customers who sjxike enough English to give me the quotes 
1 needed when a bank executive spotted me. He proceeded to 
take time out from trying to calm the panic that swirled around 
him to find me an interviewee. I eventually chanced upon a 
third generation Tliai Sikh who informed that he was deposit¬ 
ing money, not withdrawing it. At the seaside resort of Hua Hin 
recently, an elderly fruit vendor, whom I’d thanked profusely 
for a perfectly sculpted pineapple, interrupted my reverie as I 
watched the tide run out, to gift me a mango. 1 tried to prote.st, 
then attempted to pay lier for it, but it was a losing liattle. I had 
more money than she had, but slie had much the bigger lieart. 

Massage is the Medium 
Traditional Thai massage, different from tlie sordid variety 

that draws planeloads of dirty old men to Bangkok every year, 
is anything but gracious, il you imagine a yoga teacher who 
msists ilidt a first-time shident wear striped prison pyjamas 
before he is put through the mo.st diffinilt asanas and randomly 
pummeled like a punching bag, you begin to get the picture. I 
agreeil to the standard two-hour massage only after a friend who 
is a devotee of tills bizarre relaxation routine agreed to accompia- 
ny me. Ten minutes into the experience, 1 was iiegging her to call 
them off. (1 can only say thank you in Thai, which in the circu¬ 
mstances seemed recklessly inappropriate.) A fierce London-born 
Pathan, she liellowcd in haughty, Tliatcher-like tones; "STOP! 
.STOP! You’re HURTING him." I was regarded with thinly-veiled 
contempt by the entire staff when 1 slipped away after an hour. 

lAYACHANDRAN 
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i Wj H OIV D A Innovation and Satisfaction 

ANY TAKE YOU TO YOUR DESTINATION 

ONLY ONE SAYS YOU’VE AaRIVED. 

Honda unveils a car that will take you to a new height in luxury 
and performance A car that not only makes a statement ol your 
style but also fulfils yjur need for power and control 
With a 1500CC. Hyper 16 Valve Engine, the Honda City 1,5 EXi S 
delivers a whopping 100 QHP of power. Propelling you through 
City traffic or a comfortable ciuise on highways. 
What’s more it now comes with even more unmatched features 
that have been designed for style and speed. Take for instance, 
the stunning set of alloy wtieels - not only styled elegantly but 
also light weight in design. 

Or for that matter, the unique real wind spoiler Designed to add 
to the sleek prt'lile of ihe car while giving it that push of power. 
A high mount rear brake light on the rear wind spoiler ensures 
greater visibility wtien you are braking, even in adverse weathei 
conditions. 
So ride the Honda City 1.5 EXi-S With its international looks, 
stylish and comfortable interiors and world class safety 
standards, il wilt announce your arrival the way no other car can, 

HONDA CITY ISexlS . 
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Letters 

A 25’Anna Rag 
Your cover headline All you wan¬ 
ted to know about the RSS but were 
afraid to ask (April 27) gave the 
false impression of the organisa¬ 
tion being xenophobic. You 
also quot^ several unnamed 
sources, conveniently masking 
your own biases. Outlook need 
not be so blatant in proclaiming 
whose payroll it’s on. impartial¬ 
ity, I thoi^ht, was your weekly 
rag's forte but the run-up to the 
general elections and subsequ¬ 
ent reporting has clearly proved 
that you're a 25-anna primary 
member of the party of netas. 

1 won't be surprised if the 
next ('.w<' is held at AB-10, SJ 
Enclave, New Delhi. 

G. NaUsh, 
Chennai 

Your consistent prejudiced and 
biased reporting about the Bjr 
and its leaders is disappointing. 
You may be against the Bjr's 
ideology but as |)art of a med¬ 
ium that reaches the masses, 
you have a res|X)nsibilily to 
give lumest, unbiased reports 
and act with restraint. If the 
media itself loses its credibility 
and accountability, the com¬ 
mon man has little hope of get¬ 
ting reliable information on 
which he can base his own 
views. 

DeepU Sood, 
\ewDemi 

The Raj Complex 
The extracts (.Setession of the 
Sticiessfiil. April 27) from Pavan 
Vanna's The Great Indian Middle 
Class talk of the middle cla.ss’ 
obsession with getting foreign 
approval, its inferiority complex 
etc. But Varma himself refers to 
Delhi as Lutyen's Delhi. Indeed, 
the malaise goes deeper than 
even he can comprehend. Do 

(mM 

Hint’ll* 
JBVRIHIITHH 
,smRST»NmNCiHi mm mind 

The Maya That’s Jaya 
The Life and Times offayalalitha 
(May 4) was a vivid portrayal 
of the lady's tumultuous relati¬ 
onship with her mentor, of alt¬ 
ernating love and pique, trust 
and distrust In the 1985 gen¬ 
eral elections, Jayalatitha pla¬ 
yed a very dynamic role in the 
AiAUMK cam^ign on behalf of 
an ailing MGR, alone and in 
the teeth of sniping from ene¬ 
mies within the party. The 
public, the press and MGR 
gave her a gc^ deal of credit 
for the spectacular victory that 
followed. Her enemies were 
humbled and silenced for a 
time. She’d established herself 
as a politician in her own right 
and a major factor in the poli¬ 
tics of the parly and of Tamil 
Nadu in future. 

5.V. Ramakrishnan, 
Hyderabad 

Your article on decoding Jaya- 
lalitha made interesting read¬ 
ing, especially her views on the 
men in her life. Is that why she 
derives sadistic pleasure when 
menfolk fall at her feet? 

G. Vifayan Rao, 
Bahrain 

m 
1 read the piece An Intriguing 
Dualism by Sagarika Ghose. 
The Tamilians seem to be a 

I favourite ethnic community 
I with Outlook, having been 
featured on varying issues— 
the Jain Commission com¬ 
ment on their alleged 'anti- 
national' sentiments, their all¬ 
eged antipathy to Hindi, North 
India, etc. Undoubtedly, the 
Tamils enjoy pride of place in 
India because of their achieve¬ 
ments. The article, written by a 
non-l'amilian, was all-encom¬ 
passing and went deep into tlie 
psyche of the community. But 
as a Tamilian, 1 wish you'd 
elaborated on how the Tam- 
Brahm metamorphosed and 
survived from the early 20th 
century to now, emerging as 
an example for his country¬ 
men to emulate. My compli¬ 
ments on a job well done. 

K. blaresh iTmnar, 
Begusarai, Bihar 

■ 
Apropos An Itririguing Dualism, 
there arc some traits presented 
as essentially l^mil that can 
easily fit any lingual commun¬ 

ity. The rdivision of the world 
into Brahmins and non-Brah- 
mins" nothing peculiar to 
Tam-Brallms—it's as much a 
practice ^f Brahmins from the 
cow belt.; In fact, most of the 
ruling ns^rahmin class see the 
world in |ie$e two colours. 

Anotheil interesting fact that 
highlight! the Thmil paradox 
was that !t the height of the 
anti-Hindi agitation, T.N. Ses- 
han, a I'a^-Brahm ias officer, 
quelled ti4 riots in Madurai, 
where he | was collector. On 
the other (hand, C.P. Rama- 
swami lyefl as Dewan of Tra- 
vancore, jdvised the king 
against joining the Indian 
union. So s^iu've secessionists 
on the oneihand, strong uni- 
tarists on the other. 

Jayalalithaj as the Brahmin 
leader of thi Dravidian ai.m)MK 
took part injhe public bathing 
festival at Mahamayam when 
she was CM.lln the next tenn, 
K. Karunani(|hi dismissed the 
minister whd, walked on coals 
to propitiate the gods to get his 
CM a long tenure. 
Somasekhair Sundaresan, 

recHml on e-mail 

An excellent glimpse into the 
Tiimil community's mind.set. 
Kindly give us more stories on 
other linguistic communities 
to convince the readers of 
India's unity in diversity. 

RJ. Pandya, 
Mumbai 

we take pride in our capital only I 

liecause it's built by a foreigner? 
Yet another nugget from Aniar 
Chitra Katha—"With his long | 
hair and his black skin, he 
looked terribly ugly and triglit- 
ening"—this about Valmiki. 
The intelligentsia can only exji- 
ress its sense of alienation. But 
when the alienated .sti"l espous¬ 
ing causes inimical to their own 
country... there's really no hope 
then, I'm afraid. 

Sundar Subramanyam, 
received on e-mail 

Sonia’s Reverie 
Apropos All Set for a Makeover 
(April 20), I’m surprised it 
hasn’t struck Congre.ss politi¬ 
cians that the party has served 
its jHirpose, and can never res¬ 

urrect itself into what it usc-d to 
be under Nehru. I he c:ongrcss 
simple refuses to believe in 
jsarty polls, dissent, debaie and 
internal democracy. Moreover, 
India's a huge country with an 
exceedingly complex structure, 
lb redesign a party that's every- 
tliing to its 9S0-million people 

is an impossible dream. If Sonia 
is serious, she should ask herself 
what she stands for, and how 
she intends to practice what 
slie professes to believe. 

Abu GMyas, 
Hyderabad 

The Final Cut 
Hip, Hyper, Hollow (April 20) 
revealed the true and unoriginal 
face of the Indian fashion ind¬ 
ustry. It only shows what len¬ 
gths our seif-proclaimed design¬ 
ers go to, to stay in the news. It's 
an industry plagued by the lack 
of creativity and imagination. 
To add insult to injury, these 
designers have the cheek to 
palm off rip-offs as their own 
creations. Congratulations yet 
again for exposing these indi- 
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viduak for what they are—pub¬ 
licity-hungry np-off artistes 
After reading the story 1 assure 
you that the Suneet Varma shirt 
m my closet is iny first and last 

1^ remmder of how I as a con¬ 
sumer have been duped 

Sameer Bhamlarl, 
Gurgam 

■ 
I was shocked to see the Apnl 
20 cover of Outlook Don't you 
know that a lot of your readers 
are women' We don't expect 

this from a magazine like yours 
hvcry other cover except this 
ugly one has been excellently 
crafted I am quite sure you will 
not publish this letter as there 
aie a lot of people who must be 
appreciating this covet 

Seema Sair, 
KoOii 

Smoked Cherry 
1 ague with Bishen S Bedi 
when he says were setting a 
terrible ternble example tor 
young impressionable cricket 
ers ((am/ys Dandy liquon 
Quiiker, April 13) Right from^ 
the Australia days when, flus* 
htd with victory, Ravi Shastn 

An Unskilled Marx-Man 
I'm deeply disappointed and 
surpnsed at your publishing 
the extracts from Pavan 
Varma's book The Gnat Induin 
Middle C tas\ (Secession of the 
Siuiessful, Apnl 27) 
lo wnte a book full of vitu¬ 

perative umuendo based on 
half-truths, queshonable facts 
and unwarranted assump¬ 
tions IS easy But how could 
Outlook dignify this so-called 
hterary work with an extract'' 

The author vents his spleen 
on what he himself acknowl¬ 
edges is just 41 per cent of the 
population and blames them 
for all the woes of this coun¬ 
try Not only that, he takes the 
ridiculous position that Oils 
41 pa cent must somehow 
hoU the hand of the remain¬ 
ing 9S.9 pa cent and be 
responsible for thdr success 

and failures A bit like blaming 
a dozen foot-soldiers for the 
defeit of an oitlre army< 

There is only erne thing that 
this book proves Marxism 
may be dead and gone the 
world ova but Its rootless 
adherents ate still alive and 
kicking (and squealing voy 
loudly) m India 

NmnSealuuM, 
Bmeigakn 

and others openly drank cham¬ 
pagne, clowning on his newly 
won Audi, these cnckaers hire 
themselves out to agarette 
compames and deck themselves 
all ova with the companies 
logos And, instead of calling 
themselves the in|ury-to-health 
causing companies' team, they 
have the cheek to ull them¬ 
selves the Indian team Shame 

AhU Ekbote, 
Hyderabad 

Nipped in the Bud 
In India 2000' (Apnl 13), there 
are many references to C hhatti 
sgarh all of which reflect the 
inadequate reseaah of your edi- 
tonaiteam Neera Chandoke in 
her opinion, discusses only the 

Chhattisgarh Mukti Morcha, 
marguably the most powerful 
movement in the region, but 
there are others that can't be 
Ignored The Pandoras Box says 
Prathak (separate) Chhattisgarh 
was first demanded in 1964 and 
composes tribal areas of MP, but 
the demand was first made in 
1924 by the then Raipur C ongr 
css chief (Jihathsgarh doesn't 
comprise only tribal areas nor 
does It cova all tnbal areas of 
MP rhemostglannganc'inm 
inal mistake is m the map 
which shows only half the rtg 
ion as Chhattisgarh and omits 
at least three districts—Bastar 
Sarguia, Raigarh 

Amitabh Behar, 
Raipur 

Oistoitud Perceptions 
In the article Slnghvi Was Hen 
Then (December 29) Sanjay 
Sun has raised false and libel 
lous allegahons that I'd publicly 
supported a Labour resolution 
on Kashmir, implying I'd end¬ 
orsed a plebisate The arhcle is 
cnhcal of my name appeanng 
all over Bntain in the form of 
commemorations, etc Well, 
commemorative planting of 
trees and installations of statues 
are never done anonymously 

Many of the plaques that bear 
mv name bear the names of the 
host and the cause of celebrat¬ 
ing India, Indian hentage and 
Indo-Bntish fnendship Often, 
many of these plaques are put 
up by local authorities, or the 
organisahon or even individu¬ 
als All 1 can say is that 1 was an 
audible ind visible mstrument 
of meamnghil messages project 
ing India and m the nature of 
things 1 couldn't be anony¬ 
mous By makmg my name his 
target and by turning a blind 
eye to the message of India 
which 1 tned to disseminate. 
Sun has fallen into the trap of 
superficially tnvialismg some¬ 

thing tar bigger than the high 
commissioner and himself 
LM. iinghvi, former Indian 

high commissioner 
to the UK, New Delhi 
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GUEST COLUMN 

My Friend, Ngodup 
Patrick French remembers the man who brought Tibet back into international headlines I first went to Dharainsala in Himachal Pradesh in 

1986, a few weeks after my ZDth birthday. I iiked 
the village of McLeod (ianj in particular—the 
tranquil atmosphere, the Tibetan tea-shops, the 
monks in their maroon robes, the simpiicity of 

village life with the mountains rising in the distance. 
I resolved to go and live there during my summer 
vacation from university the following year. 

I took a riH)in in a hillside monastery called Tsc 
Chok Ling, just below McLeod Ganj, and remained 
there for several months. Kach day 1 would attend 
Buddhist teachings for a couple of hours, atid then 
read and write in the Library of I'ibetan Works and Archives for 
the rest of the day. I was at that time especially interested in 
Tibetan history and culture, and the way in which it was being 
eradicated by the Chinese. So, apart from writing a desultory 
novel, I spent most of my time reading books and talking with 
Tibetan refugees. 

At Tse C.hok l,ing there were (KThaps a hundred monks. Some 
were grizzled old veterans who had esca|X-d over the Himalayas 
following the (’hinese communist invasion of their country in 
19.S0; others were lively shaven-headed boys of nine or 10. There 
was one man who imsked as if he was attached to the monastery, 
sometimes herding cows and goats or cairying firewood or pots of 
food, but he did not dress as a monk. 

ile was a shy, quiet figure, and he was unsure of himself. Som¬ 
etimes we chatted in a mi.xture of |)idgin English and 
pidgin Tibetan, rather to his embarrassment; 1 think he found it 
strange talking to a foreigner. I learned that his name was 
Thubten Ngodup, that he was an e.x-soldier who had seen servir e 
during the Bangladesh war of liberation, that he had no family 
in India, and that he had been given a sinail plot of land 
near the monastery on which to build a hut, in excliange for 
doing odd jobs. When he had first escaped into India in 1969, 
Ngodup liad, like many libetans, worked in pitiful conditions 
on a road gang. 

He had the face of someone who has lived tlirough a lot, a worn 
lace, which was primed with experience. LcKiking back, 1 think he 
had Hie lace of someone wliose life has been ruined by the polit¬ 
ic li events which have been inlbctc'd on him. 

Ngodup liad learned to cook when he was in the Tibetan 
l•ronti<■^ l(«rc '. which is attached to the Indian army. One of the 
riionks suggested that he migfit make 
some niom y hv providing food tor the 
hall-dozen m so loreign tourists wlio, like 
mysell, wen st.icing in the guest rooms. 1 
agreed to lidp with the plan, and after 
much discussiii". wiih Ngodup—wlio was 
keen to chaige ahsurdly low prices, while 
I felt that money belted foreigners were 
soft targets lor a cleciml profit—we drew 
up a menu, which 1 wrote out and had 
copk'd: tea, coffee, omelette, shabalay, 
thukpa. soup, momos, luitler toast, and so 
on. riie 'restaurant' worked well, with 
Ngodup always Ix-ing aicxious, niavbe too 
anxious, in an ex-military sort of way. to 
provide perfect service. .\t tiie end of that 

summer I left Tse Chok Ling, and did not give him 
another thought. 

A fortnight ago, on April 27, while police were dis¬ 
persing a group of 1 ibetan hunger-strikers at Jantar 
Mantar, Ngodup was heard to shout; 'Long live His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama! Long live Tibet!'. Then he 
ran forwards, doused himself with inflammable liq¬ 
uid and set himself alight. Although he received 
almost 100 (ler cent burns, it took him nearly two 
days to die. 

The photograph of the 60-ycar-old Ngodup burn¬ 
ing to death reached the front page of newspapers 

all over the world. Tibet was back in the headlines, although this 
time with the implication that a new militancy was sweeping 
through the Tibetan diaspora. The Dalai Lama himself admitted 
that his 'middle way' in dealing with the Chinese had not so far 
succeeded: "'I'his frustration stems from the fac t that the Tibetan 
people are being gradually wiped out from the face of the earth," 
he said. "I have made every eflort for the past 20 years for the 
sell-rule of the Tibetans, but I have failed." 

Certainly many Tibetans, os()ccially among the younger genera¬ 
tion ol exiles, feel that only the mosl radical measures are likely to 
work. As po|)iilar suiifxirt grows for the Tibetan cause around the 
world, they want tangible results. When the police movc'd in, the 
six hiinger-slrikers were all close to death, demanding that the 
Unitcxl Nations facilitate a peaceful settlement of the Tibetan 
issue, and hold a plobisQte in the disputed region to determine its 
future status. 

I'be Indian government finds itself in a very awkward (losition 
over Tibet. L'niike European countries and the US, Indian security 
is directly affected by any deterioration in relations witli the 
Chinese; posturing of the (Tintonian variety is not an o[)tion.. 
After decades ot mistrust and patient Icnce-building since the war 
of 1962, nobody, with the possible exception of George 
Fernandes, wishes to risk renewed .Sino-lridian hostility. Matching 
this, however, is the undeniatile righteousness o! the I'iiK'tan 
cause. Few serious historians would dispute tlie fact that Tibet was 
in 1951) a dc facto independent nation, and that terrible atrocities 
iiave lieen committed there by the occupying C.hinese during tlie 
past half-century. Iliis leaves New Delhi in a tricky situation, as 
Neliru discovered in the 1950s when lie tried simultaneously to 
reacti out a hand of friendship to the Dalai Lama while trying not 

to offend Mao Zedong. 
The proximate cause of Ngodiip's death 
was the decision by the Indian authori¬ 
ties to break up the 49-day-old hunger 
strike at Jantar Mantar. The fact that the 
Chief of the General Staff of the People's 
l.iheration Army, Fu Quanyou, was due 
in Delhi for a five-da} visit was certainly 
no coincidence; Tibetan refugees 
engaged in a Gandhian fast-unto-death 
was not the sort of sight that the Chinese 
general's hosts wislied him to see. 
Certainly the conduct of the police in 
dispersing the protesters was unnecessar¬ 
ily (and typically) aggressive. As a state¬ 
ment from the Tibetan Youth Congress 

Ngodup had learned to 
cook when he was in the 
Tibetan Frontier Force. I 

helped him draw up a 
menu for his ‘restaurant’: 

tea, coffee, omelette, 
thukpa, memos.... 
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Since Ngodup’s death i have tried to think through his actions. He was, by 
Tibetan standards, an old man; he was unmarried and had no 

dependents; he had a hard life and for almost 40 years he had been an 
exile from his own land. His preparations for death were deliberate. 

stated: “The police acted most brutally, dumping the weak strik¬ 
ers into ambuianccs and kicking the men and women who 
attempted to prevent the strikrys from being removed". 

However, the reports that Ngodup's self-immolation was a 
protest against the conduct of the Indian authorities do not 
appear to be accurate. Certainly there was, and still is, consider¬ 
able anger among Tibetans tliat they were not permitted to con¬ 
tinue with their protest, but Ngodup's actions were at least in 
part premeditated. He was in the second batch of hunger-strik¬ 
ers, ready to join the fast if nternbers of the first batch were to 
die. He made it clear, in a last written statement, that he was act- 
iiig in this way to draw world attention to the plight of the 
Tibetan people. Ngodup was a convinced and determined 
Tibetan patriot; in 199.S he had participated in a peace march 
from Dhatamsala to Delhi. 

it is hard to comprehend how a person could make the 
supreme sacrifice that Ngodup made: to be willing not only to 
die for your country, but to die in unspeakable pain. Since his 
death, 1 have tried to think through his actions. He was by 
Tibetan standards an old man; he was unmarried and had no 
dependents; he had had a hard life, and for almost 40 years he 

|i had been an exHe from his own land. His preparations for death 

were deliberate, in Maiih he told his friend, len/in, in confi¬ 
dence, that he wanted to join the hunger-strike. He signed a last 
testament giving Its .500 tf) the Tibetan Youth (.'ongress, and 
before departing for Dellii, handed Ten/in the key to his hut, 
telling him to give anything of value to the youth body. During 
the course of the demonstration at Jantar Mantar, he was often 
to be seen sitting with the strikers, fanning them and shielding 
them from the sun. He was ready and willing to take their place. 

I believe that Ngodup had made up his mind to die, and that 
for him death by fire was an accelerated form of his intended 
fast-unto-deaih. it was a last, desperate gesture, the cry of the 
powerless man whose s<jico has been left unheard, and feels 
there is no other option left. 1 have seen something similar 
among the Stranded Pakistanis or Hiharis in the refugee ramps of 
Dhaka, who have also considered self-immolation as a means ot 
drawing attention to their plight. 

Ngodup is now a martyr, a man whose name will be honoured 
in the history of the libctan freedom movement. Whether he 
died in vain remains to be seen. 1 think of Jan Palach, the young 
Czech student who burnt himself to death in 1969 in Prague, in 
protest at the Soviet invasion of his own land. Today the Soviet 
empire has been dismantled, but Jan I’alach lives on. ■ 
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■'When we shifted into our own house. I wanted to make it 

into a home and do it up my way. I also wanted to buy a new fridge. 

But when I got to the market, I didn't have a clue about which one to buy. 

Every fridge sounded okay. Then the LG Refrigerator caught my eye and 

when I found out that it was the only one with a ‘Preserve Nutrition' 

System, I simply bought it. This refrigerator keeps the food fresh and 

healthy by preserving its nutritive value. So now when I’m 
late from work, I know our fridge 
will make sure my husband eats 
healthier snacks.” 

LG ^ System Refrigerators 
Preserve nutrition. Day after day after dayb.. 

U1PN SyUwn FMrigw.lora an avallaU* in 310i; 330i. 360(. 3901.400i; 4101; 460(. S70( and 640( capadtlM. 
LQ Fnah Maatar (Dtncl Cool) Ratngsnlore wallabla In 1754 2101 and 250reapacniaa. Ftttuna vtry tmm moM lo moM 





JETHMAUUII NAILS JE 
He may find it hard to fight off 
a FERA vioiation probe, but the 
case against Hegde is weaker 

I 

By CHARU LATA JOSHI and B.R. SRIKANTH JANATA Party president Subrantan- 

ian Swamy's attack on ('.abinet min¬ 
ister Ram jethmalani may not be a | 

mere publicity stunt alter all. : 

According to information available j 

with the Directorate of Unfone- . 

mcnt (ixii'O is currently "investigating the 

case" against Jethmalani and has prima 

facie concluded that "there does appear to 
lie a violation of foreign exchange rules". 

I'he Union minister for urban development 
is under scrutiny for spending .$?(X),(XX) 

obtained from various sources abroad way 

back in 1987 without declaring this expen¬ 

diture to the Indian government. 

While lethmalani has asserteil that the 
ca.se, which was investlgatcil after .Swamy 

publicly retx'ated these allegations in 199.S, 

is dosed, the ikh. emphatically disagrees. 
Agency insiders say that what has made 

matters worse for the minister is an earlier 

defamation proceeding filed by him against 

godman c.:handrasw.uni in which he had 
himself admittcxl to using the fuiuis abroad ' 

to finance an investigation into the Bolors ' 

case-. The noi has already moved the Bom- , 

bay high court to access the original cIiku- 

iTients in the defamation case. The agency i.> 
also planning to send a team to the U.S to ; 

authenticate I he bank transactions. 

Meanwhile, it is reliably learnt that attor- ■ 
ne> general .Soli Sorah|ee has dtvided to 

inlorm prime minister .\.B. Vajpayee that ■ 
he would prefer not lo oticr an opinion on . 
the case due lo a number of reasons, among • 

which is bis frieiidshi|i with lethmalani. : 

The allegations against lioth lethmalani and j 

his cabinei colleague Kamakrishna Hegde ! 
were retcrri*tl lo Sorabje-e tor legal opinion : 

soon after Swamy wrote to Itie prime minis- ! 

ter, seeking the ir resignation on the grounds ' 

that they were Ixine investigated l)y differ- ^ 
ent agencies. Insideis in the law ministry ' 

leel that solicitor general .Santosh Hegde’s ; 
upinion may now lie solicited. 

While legal exjierts in the c la feel that the 

charges against Hegde—which involve a i 

land deal and siphoning ofl of commission ^ i 
due to a .state-ownc-d company are not ■ 
strong enough, |.'thmalani aptxars to be on i 

a weaker wicket. The noi is currently exam- ' 

ining the allegation that while he was a ' 

T NAHAVAN 

member of ParliamenI in 1987, he travelled 

to the US, Switzerland, Panama, Sweden 

and various other countries tor nine 

months, apparently to investigate the 
Botors gun deal and spent S2(X),(KMI. 

Ironically, the noi case rests on two crucial 

documents whicli lethmal- 

ani himsfll piovided to the 
agency wfien tliey Iwgan the 
MUitiiry in I99S. .\n allidavit 

was provided fiy lethmal- 

ani's Counsel lo tile Bombay 
court which gives a break-up 

of funds received Irom vari¬ 

ous scnirces to help out in 

the 'cause’ of the investigat¬ 

ion. Among the mam contr¬ 

ibutors were Kanmalh (ioc*- 
nka and Uhanclraswami aide 

F.rnie Miller Ix-sicles Jethma- 

lani's son janak and daugh- 
ter Geeta, who are Ixrth (iS 

citizens. .Statements of bank accounts in 

possession with Outlook show that on July 

28, 1987, $50,IK)0 was transferred from 

Miller's Euro Bank (’orporation account in 

Grand Cayman to Janak Jethmalani's 

account in C.ilibank, New York. 

Jethmalani 
admitted in 1993 
that money was 
deposited in his 
son’s account 
as “expenses 
for the Bofors 

probe”. 

The scHTond is a detailed cross-examina¬ 
tion by Chandraswami's coun.sel during the 

defamation suit in 199.1, in which Jethmal¬ 

ani, while categorically asserting that he 

"did not receive any money from anybody 

abroad", admitted that money was doposi-W 

led in his son's U.S account 

"as a contribution towards 
the esjHiises for the Bolors 

investigation". I herein he 
also asserted that Chandra- 

swami tried to persuade his 

son lo open a secret account 

for the investigation, and 
though lx)th he and his son 

declined to do so, his son 

"received a phone call from 

Ernie Miller, who introduced 
himself as Chandraswami's 

disciple and sent a amtribu- 
tion towards the Botors 

investigation". 

Jethmalani, on his (lart, is dismissive of 

the entire case. He told Outlook: "There is no 

charge. As long as they (the rKit.) don't come 

to me, they can go on with the investiga¬ 

tion. They will find nothing." ikm; insiders, 

however, are categorical that though Jeth- 
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malani won the courtroom bat¬ 
tle in hi.s earlier defamation suit 
and obtained an unconditional 
a|K>l())$y from the godman, the 
foreign exchange violation case 
stands. F.xperts argue (hat a 
legal apology is entirely unre- 
iatcHl to I he Issue and will not 
hold in the face ot the charges. 
“We will go bv the (acts of the 
case. The fact is that he did 
utilise certain foreign exchange; 
abroad without obtaining prior 
permission from the govern¬ 
ment. I he cause is irrelevant," 
says an insider. 

But for now the agency is 
undecided on the gravity of the offence— Hegde: the allegation may not Stick 
the case can result in cither adjudication 
proceedings, in which case Jcthmalani will be pronounced on them by the Central 
merely have to pay a minor {tcnalty, or and state governments, 
could result in the filing of a chatgcshcel In the housing case, the governnients 
and subsequent prosecution. have been asked by the high court to rc^ply 

As for commerce minister Hegde, the to notices on a writ petition filed thiee 
ghost of an unpleasant past seems to haunt years ago by a Bangalore advcK ate, S. 
him. But reports on the two ca.ses quoted Vasudeva. Hegde supporters have been 
by Jayalalitha—the allotment of 110 acres quick to cry foul. In the land ca.se, Hegde 
of land to an nri housing association and was accused of allotting the land for an nki 

siphoning off of the Rs 2.S-crore commis- housing scheme which is said to be a front 
Sion due to the state-owned noef Ltd— set up by Mumbai-based builder Siraj Lokh- 
havc been in a iimbo. A final word is yet to andwaia to grab land and rake in crores of 

j rupees as profit. Lokhandwala, according to 
Hegde's detractors, was a friend of the 
leader's son-in-law, Manohar I.al Nichani. 

j A re})ort on the land case is turning yel- 
I low with age though Supreme Court judge 
I Ktildip Singh completed his inquiry in 
j 1990. The judge concluded: 
I • Hegde was aware of the decision of the 
1 Bangalore Development Autliority to allot 

the land. 
• He knew that the housing assiKiation 
was a false front set up by Lokhandwala. 
• He did not take any adion to stop the 
fraud from being perpetrated. By delilrerate 
inaction on his part, Hegde abetted the 
commission of the fraud. At the last sitting, Singh remarked: "I 

have never met this man (Hegde), but 
from what I hear, he is brilliant and 

gets to know everything. It is difficult to 
believe that he did not smell the fraud." 
The judge was unmoved by the then addi¬ 
tional solicitor general P.K. Goswami's 
attempts to have Hegde exonerated. 

The about-turn in the stand of the coun¬ 
sel (or the Central government was ofwi- 
ously prompted by a change of guard in 
.New Delhi when Rajiv Gandhi made way 

j for V.P.,Singh. Since then successive gov- 
i ermnents did not pursue the case. All that 
j the present government has done is to 

reply to a letter from the Union law min- 
I istr>' on action taken by the administration. 
I Hegde had scofled at the protH; by Singh, 

arguing that the inquiry had {xrlit- 
icdl overtones as it was ordered by 
the Rajiv (iandhi adminisiration. 
Besides, I legde wrote to (he judge, 
saying he was going into a “non¬ 
existent issue" as only a prt)posal 
was made to give lamt to .skis. 

But in liis rejiort Singh maintai¬ 
ned that I rrkliandwala had deposi- 
ii-d 2.S per cent of the land value, 
had lencetl the area and even put 
up struclures on (he she. Hegde was 
also informed on ste()s ht iiig taken 
In hand over the innd to tins a.sso- 
ciation, and Lokhandwala had met 
him (when he was the chief minis¬ 
ter) to expi-dite file puKess of allot- 

L a vtNKATFSM suceessoi, S.R. Bom- 

1 mai, later cancelled allotment ot the land. 
' Hegde and his sup|M)rtcrs also dismiss the 
! second allegation lliat a sum of Ks 2 .S crore 

due to Ni.i i Ltd cxnnmission for torix’dos 
■ sold by Alt. of West Germany was [XKketed 
j by Hegde. Their contentirm is that the ( ki, 
j which probed the lorpedos deal, has not 
I made any mention of the commission to 
, Non from its German collaborator. 

As for Jcthmalani, even though the noi. 
claims it has strung evidence against him, 
hi.s seemingly candid explanations may 
just work in his favour. But w’ill his [loliti- 
cai opponents call a ceasefire? ■ 
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BIHAR 

Open Season 
for Poachers 
Emerging realignments may involve heavy duty wooing of Laloo 

ByRANJITBHUSHAN POACHING on Members of Parlia¬ 
ment is an informally accepted 
fart of political life. Particularly in 
a situation as tight as the current 
b)k Sabha—split clown the mid¬ 

dle, with treasury and Opposition benches 
almost on pat. But in Bihar, last fortnight, 
the nuiiilHTs game seemed to take off in 
earnest, with an all-tcw-new twist. 

The first .signs of strange goings-on began 
with the visit of Kajasthan chief minister 
and «ji’’s troubleshooter Bhairon Singh 
Shekhawat to Patna, ostensibly to celebrate 
the ongoing birth centenary celebrations of 
the state's renowned freedom fighter Babu 
Kuer Singh. Quizzed Iw reporters on what 
should be done in Bihar, now that a b|p gov¬ 
ernment was at the Centre, Shekhawat rep¬ 
lied that the Rabri Devi government should 
not be dismissed—the only state that dese¬ 
rved Article 356 was Tamil Nadu. 

Was the slate waking up to a new realign¬ 
ment? After all, Lalcx> Prasad Yadav is clas¬ 

sically in the anti-Hji> camp, anti-Bji’ism is 
the leit-motif of all his political campaigns, 
and along with Muiayam he had formed 
an important axis to keep the bji’ from 
sweeping two politically crucial slates in 
the last general elections. 

More was in store. Rajput chieftain Anand 
Mohan, an MP of Shankarsinh Vaghela's 
Rashtriya Janata I’arty organised a get-toge¬ 
ther in his village to remember Kuer Singh. 
It had an unlikely starcast: Shekhawat and 
LaIcK). The two leaders shared the stage and 
joked will I each other in front of disbeliev¬ 
ing state BJI' workers. Shekhawat's stoc'k 
reply to journalistic queries; the Biirar gov¬ 
ernment should not be dismissed. 

Speculation picked up tempo when one 
of the first acts of newly-appointed Bihar 
governor Sunder Singh bhandari, an old 
uss man, was to let it be known that there 
was no question of dismissing the Bihar 
government, that it was not the bjp policy 
to indulge in such tactics. 

Significantly, neither does Bhandari seem 
in any hurry to sanction pro.secution in- 

Building bridgus: Shakhawat sham a stage 
with Laloo; (lolt) Fernandes and Kumar 

the key fodder case against Laloo. This is 
much to the chagrin of bjp ally .Samata 
Party, which for months now has been 
demanding that the sanction for the case, 
presented by the cbi nearly eight months 
ago, cannot be stalled on any grounds. 

To Laloo's cars, it was pure music. Threa¬ 
tened with dismissal every day when the 
BiP was not in power, the present assertion 
by a ruling pai^ .strongman that the Rabri 
government should stay is an indication, if 
any is required, that politics is one thing, 
governance quite another. 

Things have now changed drastically for 
the former chief minister. The bjp people 
aren't the only ones apparently cosying up 
to Uloo. Newspaper reports hint that at 
least five of the 13 Samata Party alliance 
members—all veterans in their own right 
like Abdul Ghafoor, Digvijay Singh, Prabh- 
unath Singh—were disgruntled at not 
being accommodated in the Union cabinet 
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or rewarded some other way. They have 
reportedly been meeting Laloo in an effort 
to create an alliance of their own. 

Is Laloo's Rashtriya Janata Dal (hiu) attem¬ 
pting the feat of running with the hare and 
hunting with the hounds? Said Ranjan 
Yadav, MP, acting lyn president and Laioo's 
long-standing and trusted friend; “There is 
no question of aligning with the bji>." Asked 
his opinion of the new governor, Yadav 
replied: “Bhandari is a seasoned politician. 
He is a mature man. His steps aie measured 
and his appointment is welcome." Could 
there be a realignment of forces? “All 1 can 
say," commented Yadav, "is that there are a 
lot of disgruntled elements in all parties.” WITH such low-levels of stridency 

between sworn enemies, questions 
are bound to be asked. But state bjf 

leaders claim the media is blowing the 
whole thing out of proportion. "The quest¬ 
ion of allying with Laloo does not arise. Let 
the government fall, but there can be no 
compromise on Laloo," says state Opposit¬ 

ion leader, Sushil Modi of the bjp. Accord¬ 
ing to Modi, Shekhawat had consulted 
him before embarking on the trip with 
Laloo and there was no question of 'hob¬ 
nobbing' as has been sug¬ 
gested. "1 appear with Uloo 
on several platforms. Does 
it mean that we are going to 
join hands?" asks Modi. 

But critics die hard. Points 
out Bihar JO leader Ganesh 
Yadav: "The secret under¬ 
standing is that if jayalalitha 
pulls out of the Bjp-led allia¬ 
nce, laloo and his MPs will 
abstain from voting and 
help save the government. 
Operation Save Vajpayee has 
begun and Laloo will have 
an important role to play in 
the proceedings." Senior wo leaders, how¬ 
ever, say that such motives are unlikely; 
Laloo would harm his basic vote-bank, his 
bread and butter, if he goes with the bjp. 

But that is front number one. Front num¬ 

ber two has a diffc'tent scenario. In that, 
Irate Samata MPs are meeting Laloo r^fa- 
rly, assuring him of their support against 
the policies of Union railway minister Nit- 
ish Kumar, who they allege is only interes¬ 
ted in policies designed to help the Kurmi 
community. Abdul Ghafoor 'accidentally' 
met Laloo at the Gopalganj Circuit house— 
both of them just happened to be there. 
While the contents of the accidental discus¬ 
sion is not known, a week later Ghafoor 
hastily put out a denial saying there was no 
question of joining hands with the lyn. 
Ditto with Prabhunath Singh and Shakunl 
Chowdhary, both laws unto themselves. 

"Some of the goings-on are strange ind¬ 
eed," said Samata Party leader Jaya Jaitley. 
"No official explanation has been asked by 
us—or offered by the bjp—for the Shekha¬ 
wat episode. But all this talk of our MPs 
meeting laloo for pulling down the gov¬ 
ernment is bunk. Even at the Samata Yiat- 
lonal executive, none of our people made 
any unrea.sonable demands. We feel the 
Bihar government is a fit case for dismissal, 
but there is no undue pressure." According 
to jaitley, some Samata MPs are getting 
'impatient', but would not necessarily 
jeopardise Vajpayee's government. 

'lYte sanction for the fodder case against 
laloo would appear to be a test case for the 
BiP-Samata alliance, as senior Samata leaders 
are keen that the cbi cases against laloo be 
expedited as soon as possible. " This,” assert¬ 
ed Jaitley, "is the least that can be done." 

As of now, however, the political parties 
are engaged in the numbers game. Once the 
summer session of Parliament begins, the 
ruling combine will have their hands full 
with handling Opposition moves like Cut 
Motions: the only way in which the gov¬ 
ernment will survive is if it manages to 
muster enough members. Says Sushil Modi: 
"If laIcK) is trying to win over our MPs, we 
are doing the same. There are at least a 
dozen aji) MPs who are in touch with us." 

The days to come are like¬ 
ly to be interesting. Byelecti¬ 
ons in the state next month 
will Indicate the public 
mood. Disgruntled leaders, 
particularly in the Samata 
Party, are questioning the 
Bjp's earlier announcements 
about dismissing the Bihar 
government immediately 
after coming to power. 

On the other hand, George 
Fernandes and Nitish Kumar 
are impressing upon mem¬ 
bers that it is not just a que¬ 
stion of one state governm¬ 

ent: dismiss one and you will have to follow 
suit. The key question is whether there will 
be further realignments in the days to 
come. For, if they do happen, many proph¬ 
esies will be thrown out of the window. ■ 

deal is that 
tf ^layalalitha’s 
team pulls out, 

Laloo’s MPs urin 
abstain aod 
save the ajp 

e 
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CONTROVERSY 

Bengal’s Little Big Lamp 
As old inquiries reopen, Jyoti Basu’s businessman son Chandan meets the BJP’s Pramod Mahajan 

By ASHISK. BISWAS _ Ever since the news broke out that 
Chief Minister Jyoti Basu's son, 
Chandan Basu, had met Pramod 
Mahajan, Prime Minister Vajp¬ 
ayee’s political advisor, there have 

been denials and counter-denials. 
Chandan Basu first denied it, then said it 
was a chance encounter. Ditto Mahajan. 
Finally, at the Gandhinagar bjp plenary, 
Mahajan said he did meet Chandan but 
insist^ it was a courtesy call. 

Now, the question doing the rounds is 
why should the son of a veteran ci'i(m) 

leader, who always savages the bii’ as "a 
party of uncivilised barbarians", seek audi¬ 
ence with a "barbarian", so to speak? What 
possible business links could he have with 
Mahajan? Critics in the Trinainul Congress 
point out that an Instinct for self-preserva¬ 
tion could have impelled Basu junior to 
approach Mahajan. 

Says Pankaj Banerjee, president of 
Trinamul Congress: "Our Bengal package 
submitted to the bip contains specific 
demands for a thorough probe into the 
assets of Chandan Basu and we have 
back-up documentary evidence. Mahajan 
or no Mahajan, we shall see there is no 
cover-up this time," echoing his leader 
Mamata Banerjee, who has questioned 
the provenance ot funds provided to 
ensure the education—in F.ngland—of i 
Jyoti Ba.su's grandchildren. 

But, is there a probe against Chandan? 
Yes, according to officials of central inves¬ 
tigating agencies. "We were first asked to 
investigate Chandan's assets while l^cve 
(iowda was prime minister. When l.K. 
iiU|ii)) took over, it was stopped. Now, the 
cases li,jve been reopened again. Much of 
the spadew(,fk was done when Ajit Panja 
(now Mamata ally) vs'as Union minister for 
revenue." So, is tliis why C:handan met 
Maliajan, ttecause he has the ears of the 
prime minister.' No one knows for sure. 

While the I,eft l■■lont tried to play down 
the ericounter—the Central Committee's 
Anil Biswas declined comment—it has pro¬ 
vided one more stick for Trinamul Con¬ 
gress to lieat the left with. Ihe Trinamul 
(Congress saw It as a clear ploy of “trying to 
blackmail the government". As for the 
other Left partners, tPt state secretary | 
Manju Majumdar said "a meeting between 
Mahajan and Basu junior cannot be a mat¬ 
ter that concerns the Left Front. 1 have no 
idea what they talked almut. I am told that I 

SUDHIR UPAOHYAYA 

Chaniian: extending official patronage? 

they have mutual business interests of 
which 1 have no knowledge". 

Tlic "business interests" is the problem 
area. For, though Chandan Basu may be 
apolitical, unimportant he is not, in 
Bengal that is. Congress leader Saugata Ray 
is categorical that "Chandan represents his 
father Jyoti Basu in circles where the latter 

cannot make a direct access. He is known 
to have acted for his father in business as 
well as political circles." This view is 
endorsed by a senior scribe who covered a 
recent meeting of the Cxinfederation of 
Indian Industries in Calcutta. "Jyoti Basu 
introduced his son to a number of indus¬ 
trialists and others. In fact, there was a pic¬ 
ture of him in a Calcutta daily the next day 
talking to business magnates," he recalls. 
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Observers point out that there has been 
growing criticism within the cpi(m) about 
the rise and rise of Basu junior. 

Another Front partner, the Forward Bloc, 
added to the gossip mill by claiming that 
Mahajan and Chandan know each other 
very well~"why the media focus on this 
meet alone?" FB insiders say they have 
seen Mahajan's pilot son Fradip hobnob- 
b'mg with Chandan Basu some months ago 
in Calcutta, ostensibly in connection with 
the making of a film. 

Of course, no one dares to question the 
chief minister on such matters anymore. 
People who did, have had to pay dearly. 
As the maverick Jatiii Chakravarty found 
out years ago. It all started with jyoti Basu 
ordering the state government to place 
large orders with the Bengal Lamp comp¬ 
any where son Chandan was an employ¬ 
ee. Chakravarty put a dissenting note and 
the matter was picked up by the press. 
He was dropped unceremoniously—and 
later contributed this gem to explain Left 
politics in Bengal; "The Left Front has 
made only two contributions, Chandan 
and Nandan (a film complex)." 
ATUL LOKE 

Incidentally, tliis was the first hint that 
Chandan could well move into big time— 
with official backing. 

Party insiders point out that the 1993 
ouster of Jyoti Basu's heir apparent, 
Buddhadev Bhattacharya, too had occ¬ 
urred after a bitter exchange over the chief 
minister taking his son along on official 
trips abroad. Jyoti Basu's stock response 
then was: "My son and his family mem¬ 
bers pay their expenses when they accom¬ 
pany me on these trips.” 

Jyoti Basu has tended to dismiss sugges¬ 
tions that his son received undue favours 
from the administration and business cir¬ 

cles. "My son is not in politics, he is in 
business, which does not concern me. And 
if he is guilty of some wrongdoing, surely 
there are laws in the land to deal with 
them," he had once said, 
implying that the anti- 
Chandan campaign sus¬ 
tained by a section of the 
local media was occasioned 
more by jealousy than by 
hard evidence. 

Some Left leaders agree. 
"hi this country documents 
relating to alleged financial 
scams involving Sharad 
Pawar, the Jains, even L.K. 
Advani and others am avail¬ 
able and can he published. 
Why can’t his dctraclors 
unearth a single tell-tale doc¬ 
ument showing that Chandan Basu is no 
angel? Why has the media failed to impli¬ 
cate Jyoti Basu or his family in the same 
way they have gone for Sukh Ram or 
Kalpnath Rai?" 

'Fhcy insist that if there was a figment of 
truth in the allegations something would 

newsman. Interestingly, Basu senior'-, 
recent biographies (mostly breathless eul¬ 
ogies) throw no light on the emergence ot 
Chandan Basu as a power in his own right. 

the writers skirting the issue 
altogether since Jyoti Basu 
doesn't like the subject. 

But whether Jyoti Basu likes 
it or not, there is much spec¬ 
ulation about his son's busi¬ 
ness Interests. After Bengal 
I.ainp, Chandan was associ¬ 
ated with the F.astem Bis¬ 
cuits Company, Durgapur. 
Then, he set up an office at 
Bondel Road, Calcutta, 
under the auspices of East¬ 
ern Carriers. He was also a 
handling agent of Indian 
Oil. Now, there are uncon¬ 

firmed reports that he plans to set up fish¬ 
eries in coastai Midnapore in the name of 
some Andhra-based firms, and may get a 
loan from the local cooperative for another 
of his business ventures. 

More than anything else, his transparent 
high living leaves Basu's son exposed to 

SWAPAN NAYAK 

l|V8«ttOII ^sit 
It 

ilM Hit rise 
nitt rise of 
i^iKlse. 

Mahajan (left) insists It was a courtesy call; Mamata, of coursa, smells a rat 

! have come out. For, Basu junior, quaran¬ 
tined from the unfriendly gaze ot the 
fourth estate, and flush with his liusiness 
successes, is ideally suited to attract criti¬ 
cism. “From a fledgling executive in 1978, 
Chandan is now a firmly established 
member of the international celeb circuit, 
whom commentator Ravi Shastri singles 
out for special identification during one- 
day matches. Tmly, he has come a iong 
way, and must learn to cope with the 
stresses and strains this must engender for 
himself and his father," says a senior 

barbs. His hands-off attitude towards the 
press doe.sn't help either. 

.State mi’ vice-president Paras Dulta is 
confident that a cover-up on the proln,* 
against Chandan's assets will not be easy. 
"People like Chandan Basu are small fry 
and they will find out that the hji* is differ¬ 
ent from the United Front or Congress. 
When Jyoti Basu called on Advani on the 
issue of a new governor for Bengal, Advani 
met him, heaid him and then proceeded 
to appoint Kidwai regardless of his views. 
That should carry a clear message." ■ 
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ISRO CASE 

IB Imagined Spy-Ring; CBI 
A classified CBI report indicts IB. But was the espionage scandal part of a wider frame-up? 

By RAJESH JOSHI WAS the role of the Intelligence 
Bureau (IB) in the iSRo spy 
scandal motivated? Even as 
the Kerala government has 
been directed by the Supreme 

Court to pay Rs 1 lakh each to the six 
accused, a hard-hitting cai report submit¬ 
ted two years ago to the Centre recom¬ 
mending "necessary action" against senior 
IB officials responsible for "lapses" in the 
case has been put under wraps. The report 
severely indicts D.C. Pathak, the then IB 
director, and nine other senior officers for 
mishandling the investigation and sending 
unverified reports to the prime minister 
and home minister. This is perhaps the first 
time that an IB chief has been indicted. 

But why did the IB act in such a manner? 

^ vB diif® 

Was it a mistake on the part of senior IB 
officials or was it a deliberate attempt to 
frame the top isro scientists? The c;bi report 
d(X’s not touch upon this angle, but one 
theor>’ emanating from the IB itself is that 
Mariam Rasheeda, a Maldivian accused in 
the case, was set up by some foreign 
agency in order to humiliate two key isro 

scientists, D. Sasikumaran and S. Nambi 
Narayan, demoralise their colleagues and 
thereby slow down the indigenous cryo¬ 
genic engines project. 

The CBI report claims the IB was the main 
organisation responsible for creating an 
Imaginary spy-ting and falsely implicating 
the two Indian space scientists. In the 
process, the cbi brief might give the acquit¬ 
ted persons a handle to file defamation 
cases against the IB officials. 

The report piints out how Pathak issued 
unofficial not'.s based on unconfirmed 
information, implicating innocent people 
like Kenla igp Ramon Srivastava. "The 

Director IB (dib) sent several notes referred 
to above to important functionaries, little 
realising that those notes from the oib 

would be treated as authentic and having 
been sent after careful verification and 
consequences of report being false or 
untrue would be serious," it says. 

The ISRO probe was handed over to the cbi 

after the IB opined that the case had "inter¬ 
national ramifications". On initiating Inves¬ 
tigations, the CHI found that the informa¬ 
tion collected by the IB and the Kerala 
police was not only false but was forcefully 
extracted from the six accused—Mariam 
Rasheeda, Fouzia Hassan (both Maldivian 
citizens), Nambi Narayan, Sasikumardn, 

sent 

eport 

Glavkosmos representative K. Chandra- 
shekhar and businessman S.K. Sharma. it 
filed its closure report on April 30,1996, rec¬ 
ommending that the accused be discharged. 

Soon after coming to power in Kerala, the 
LUF government ordered further investigat¬ 
ions. This was successfully challenged by 
the CBI in the Supreme Court, which passed 
strictures against the state government. 

Even though the cbi's brief did not 
include an investigation into the real 
'motive' of the IB officials for creating a 
false case, it has indicted the IB in 
unequivocal terms. The 32-page report- 
marked "confidential", details of which are 
available with Ouf/ook-shows the coun¬ 
try's premier counter-intelligence agency 
in a poor light. The contents, so far unre- 
port^, also throw light on the "unprofes¬ 
sional" and shoddy manner in which 
investigations were carried out by the IB. 

The cbi report was sent by dig Sharad 
Kumar to the home secretary on June 3, 
1996. It notes; "During the course of 
investigation of RC ll(S)/94 (isro case), 
certain lapses on the part of some officers 
of the Central Intelligence Bureau came 
to light. A self-contained note in this 
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sdaittst at^Med IH Oie ato xaidal, Is 
keen Ip fit bed: to the ayogenk p^ed onedfbdtbe Mm wort^ 

0K pink. £n»pa/hm OR ftiikrvifnt'wM 

Itoa hkvc bMB emtcmtad bf liw cmnt. Has the cue act 
y— beck prefcMjonelly? 
I.am keen to get back to my job stot. I wasthe man response 
for leaUsliig the cryogenic engine in toms of fabricating and 
manufactu^ it I want to come back to the cryogenic pio|ect. 
Because of the <ase 1 was transferred to die satdUte ap^catlon 

«rtwa.WRAV.8AMKAHa.V. 
to do With die cryogoiic project -^- 
Wh liadln'!i conuMrcInl interest at 
ataire when yon aiad Nainhl Nainytti 
were renaoved firona your foets? 
Qilna walked away wldi contracts In^ 
could have got. In^ has the potential to 
be a major player in the world market for 
the 500 kg satdiite. We could have quot¬ 
ed prices well below the US and France. If 

regard is enclosed herewith for necessary 
action as deemed fit." 

After questioning several IB officials asso¬ 
ciated with the probe, the CBi has named, 
apart from Tathak, at least nine IB officers: 
deputy director R.B. Srikumar; joint direc¬ 
tor Mathew John; assistant director C.R.R. 
Nair; DCio G.S. Nair; ix:io K.V. Thomas; 
DUO M.J. Punen; At;io (Kochi) P.S Jaipra- 
kash; dd-sib (Mumbai) C.M. Ravindran; 
and DCio (Delhi) V.K. Maini. 

The report observes: “The aforesaid IB offi¬ 
cials comprising the team enquiring into 
IS80 case acted in an unprof^ional manner 
and were privy to the arrest of six innocent 
persons, thereby causing them immense 
mental and physical agony." It categorically 
indicts Mathew John and Srikumar for “fail¬ 
ing in their duty to conduct the inquiry in 
an objective and fair maimer". 

Sources in isro say the conspiracy theory 
needs to be investigated, piey feel the 
need to check India's advances in rocket 
propulsion was an economic necessity for 
others. Giant corporations in the US and 
France were providing launch rockets for 
Indian satellites for $50-60 million. Their 
business Interests were bound to have been 
severely affected if isku developed its own 
propulsion technology. Moreover, tsKO also 
had a long-term plan to enter the launch 
technology market and provide services 
cheaper than the western corporations. 

Interestingly, a year before the scandal 
broke the then isro chairman, U.R. Rao, 
had accused commercial powen like the 
US of obstructing India's attempt at self- 
reliance in space technology. Earlier, the 
US had damped a two-year embargo on 
the sale and transfer of space technology 
to India for alleged violation of the imcK 

Itundi tneMcJe jm^pmnme is delayed, 
aewieone else the 
diame of ihe ntir-4th stiqp «n^ 

while Nambi was.ln ovorim charge (tf the ayogmdcim^ea. 
It hu Imai aitggcrted liurt the BM «Md WM Ike vemtR 
ef am farteraatioiMd cwi^piiwcy to itowin iiidfaih 
progress la aatcliltc tcdUMlogiy. 
It is a pursu^e theory When the cam broke, ttieload .fi) d»ps 
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Vm hMl acGos to ihnniniriitr mot 

(missile technology control regime) rules. 
ISRO was also deprived of Russian support 
in the development of cryogenic technolo¬ 
gy at the instance of the US. 

Nambi Narayan and Sasikumatan had 
visited Glavkosmos, the Russian space 
agency, to facilitate the transfer of cryo¬ 
genic technology. The spy scandal, accord¬ 
ing to Sasikumaran, effectively broke the 
chain of sdentists working on the project. 

According to IB sources, senior Bureau 
ofridais may have knowingly or unwit¬ 
tingly played into the hands of an intema- 

isxo is like any oAet govermuent ofgmk 
sation. If it wants to buy a product, it. 
approaches the market. Anyboefy v^o 
bi^ a tendering document gets .aU the 
faiformation, Induding the drawing, oao 
technologies ate available to my bi^. 
As fat as documents are concerned,it ian 
totally free flow situation at bro, 

tional lobby. And it was the IB in Delhi 
which monitored the case and provided 
the state police with "vital" clues. 

The,entire episode has once again 
brought into sharp focus the issue of trans¬ 
parency and accountability of the coun¬ 
try's intelligence agencies. Certain impor¬ 
tant questions regarding the IB's style of 
functioning and the conduct of some of its 
officials still remain unanswered. And, 
experts say, only a thorough probe can 
provide satisfactory answers. 

The ISRO case has become the burning 
example of the manner in which Indian 
intelligence agencies function. The cbi 
report indicates how an innocuous-looking 
case of a foreign national extending a visit 
can be blown out of proportion by torturing 
the accused physically and mentally to ext¬ 
ract "confessions". The case began on 
October 20,1994, with the arrest of Rashe- 
eda, a Maldivian citizen who had oversta¬ 
yed in India without a valid visa. Incident¬ 
ally, Rasheeda happened to be a former 
agent of the Maldivian intelligence agency, 
the National Security Service, and had jot¬ 
ted down some information about the act¬ 
ivities of a group opposed to the Maldivian 
president Ghayoom in her personal diary. 

Believing that they had tumbled across a 
major spy-ring around India's space pro¬ 
gramme, the IB officials jumped the gun. A 
special emissary was sent to "inform" 
Ghayoom about the plot being hatched to 
overthrow him. "TTie authorities in Male 
laughed at this information because the 
person who was said to be one of the con¬ 
spirators was present in the meeting," says 
a former IB Joint Director. But IB decided 
to go ahead with its operation anyway. 

The questions which have now come to 
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ISRO CASE 

the fore are: was IB playing into 
the hands of an outside agency? 
Was it used by certain outside 
agcncy/corporation to deflate 
India's space progratn<ne by dis¬ 
crediting India's top-notch 
space scientists like Nanibi Nar- 
ayan and Sasikumaran? "It is 
rather impossible to buy over 
the entire organisation, but one 
or two core people can always 
be influenced," says a senior c;bi 

official associated with the 
prolw. He also points out that 
projects in space research are 
carried out by a team of experts 
from different disciplines. “You 
pull out one or two of them and 
the chain is broken, destroying 
the entire project," he explains. That the IB sleuths con¬ 

ducted the investigation in 
a sluxldy manner without 

checking the veracity of the 
information gathered is evident 
from the interrogation re|x>rts 
.submitted by the IB. The report 
of one of the accused K. Chan- 
drashekhar gives information 
about "the fusjrected wiB men" 
who operatc-d in India. It reads: 
"In respect of Indian contacts, 
Lalit Suri of Holiday Inn, Delhi, 
having rice deal with ossk and 
Saurab Chaudhary (of Power 
Tools) s/o Indrajit Gupta, MP, 
are the prominent ones.” Tlie 
reports are not signed, a typical 

were a mixture of truth, half- 
tmth and untrudi. Notwithstan¬ 
ding this, the officials on the 
spot did not conduct verificat¬ 
ion of the disclosure. If they had 
made the verifications at that 
time, arrests of innocent persons 
could have been avoided." 

Significantly, Pathak's role has 
come under heavy criticism. He 
drew sweeping conclusions 
about certain people without 
confirming the information sent 
to him from his subordinates 
based in Thiruvananthapuram. 
Pathak sent an unofficial (UO) 
note (No. 30.^/DIB/DESP/94) on 
November 21,1994, saying that 
a Hyderabad-based business¬ 
man, M.T.A.R. Kavindra Reddy, 
an important person in the spy¬ 
ring, had "business dealings" 
with Prabhakar Rao, son of the 
then priine minister, P.V. 
Narasimha Rao, but later contra¬ 
dicted it. IB sources said Nara¬ 
simha Rao was peeved at 
Pathak's letter but did not .shunt 
him out to avoid yet another 
controversy involving his son. 

Not only this, Pathak advised 
that Ramon Srivastava, ICi Pol¬ 
ice, Kerala, Ite brought into the 
ambit of the case without 
spelling out the evidence on 
record against him. The c.bi 

report notes that "the niR first 
issued UO notes to highest 
functionaries in the govern- 

IK methcxlology to shirk acTountahility. Mariam Rasheeda; forced confession? { ment of India indicating involvement of 
In fact, nothing significant came out of , Ramon Srivastava, M.T.A.R. Ravindra 

Rashceda's interrogation till the Kerala |)ol- ndrashekhar and Nambi Narayan”; : Reddy and others and subsequently negat- 
ice sei/.(.*d her personal diary which contai- i • "They interrogated Nambi Narayan and ■ ed his own version given in the earlier 
ned notes on the activities of the anti-Gha- S.K. Sharma but did not prepare interro- | notes'. Insiders say normally a deputy dir- 
yixim taction. Prom then on, the IB's role gation rejjorts on them. It appears their | ector is allowed to sign a report unless it is 
beiaine prominent. The r bi report notes statements were not recorded as they did i of a highly sensitive nature but Pathak 
that after the IB came into the scene, it took not toe the line suggested by clearly went overboard. 
Rasheeda from the Kerala (H)lice and kept the IB officials"; The isro case lias brought 
her separately in a i:ki>i gviest house. Accor- • "The interrogation of Fau- “SfiiliOf IB question of accou- 
teng to inspector K. Vijayan of the Kerala zia Hassan, Chandrashekhar . . ntability of the intelligence 
[xiliie. vvlu) first arrested Rashc'eda: "The IB and Sasikumaran were vid- OllICBrS 8310 agencies to the fore. In fart, 
wanted tlie uKal police to be kept out of all eographed bv IB officers but diSClOStirSS bV ^ move initiated by njp leader 
artiviiies, including inteirogation." none of them during their jaswant Singh in 1989 as 

And how did the IB force Raslieeda to i examination admitted hav- *R6 8CCII880 chairman of the Parliament 
speak.’ I'he < hi leport says: "The IB officials 
told Raslieeda...if slie did not tell the truth, 
she would lie stripi>ed naked and would be 
made to lie on ice and insects would be 
thrown on her body." 

After thorriugh investigation the i.bi 
arrived at the following conclusions: 
• "The IB officers conducted inleriugation 
In a husli-hush manner, totally disweiat- 
ing the Kerala Police, for reasons best 
known to them"; 
• "They tortured/ill-trcated at least three 
accused persons, Mariam Raslieeda, Cha- 

ing done it. What is surpris¬ 
ing is that even Mathew 
John, who was over-all in¬ 
charge of interrogation, fai¬ 
led to identify such officers"; 
• "IB officers did not (seek) 
the veracity of the statement 
of the accused. If they had 

were a 
mlxtuie of 

half-truths and 
untruths.” 

F,stlmates Committee to 
bring raw, IB and cri under 
the ambit of parliamentary 
scrutiny was resisted tooth 
and nail by intelligence 
mandarins. The Supreme 
{'ourt's observation and the 
(.BI report on the 'lapses' by 

done so properly as any professional age¬ 
ncy would do...thc honour of respectable 
scientists could have been saved"; 
• "Even the senior officers of IB stated that 
the disclosures made by the accused persons 

the IB provide a good opportunity to the 
Atal Bchari Vajpayee government to pick 
up the lead and set the country's intelli¬ 
gence system in order. ■ 

With Vena Manon and B.R. Srikanth 
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INTERVIEW 

Vw importance of being L.K. Advant. That's 
what the Union home minister has proved is the 
key after last wccit'? tr/p plenary at Gandhina¬ 
gar. He I' no longer the «//' president ami has 
willittgly plami second fiddle to A.H. Vajpayee 
in gomntneiit. Kiit it is Ailvani who is nudging 
a hesitmrt party into the imchartered territory of 
ttumaging contiuilii tions aiul "change". Exce¬ 
rpts fiom an inten inv with Isihan foshi: 

Parivartan, a new, changed bjp, has 
been the thrust ever since you came 
to power. Does this mean only "con¬ 
verting an Opposition party into a 
party of governance" or is there a 
change in programme as well? 
I’ttjple expect a change for the better from 
this government. Secondly, we have been a 
party of the Opposition in all our years of 

existence and there is a need for the average 
party activist to be conscious that the respo¬ 
nsibility on us is different now and, there¬ 
fore, we .should l)e able to change ourselves, 
our psyche. As for a fine-tuning in terms of 
ideoiogy and programme, 1 can only say 
that this *■ not the first time in the history 
of the Jana Sangh/Hii’ that we have had to 
articulate our point of view in a manner 
which is intelligible and aaeptable in a 
changed situation. This docs not mean that 
the basic commitment of the party has been 
discarded. Now, of course, there is a major 
change with the bjp heading the govern¬ 
ment. But even over the last six years or so, 
1 have read commentators say every two or 
three months that "Hindutva is now on the 
backbumer, now it is in the forefront". This 
kind of comment only shows an inability to 

appreciate that the party is responsive to 
changing situations. And responsive, hon¬ 
estly, not in an opportunistic way. At the 
National Council I had said that national¬ 
ism is at the core of our ideoiogy and at 
every stage of our yatra we have Ijeen hon¬ 
est to this. We have been honest to democ¬ 
racy, and to samafik samarasta (social harm¬ 
ony). Of the factors responsible for the 
growth of the party I mentioned the Eme¬ 
rgency, Ayodhya...several things, but only 
Ayodhya was picked up (by the media). 
You say your core commitments 
remain the same. Aren't you doing 
exactly what you have criticised oth¬ 
ers of—being Ideologically rigid? 
And isn't the qp being dogmatic 
about this "com Ideology"? 
if it becomes a dogma, then it can obstruct. 



Plwtograph liy JITENDER 8UPTA 

Others” 
A good example is Akliand Bharat. In the 
'6()s when Deeii Dayal Upadhyay raised the 
issue of a confederation of India and Pakis¬ 
tan, many were shocked—"am’ ho gaya 
hai Dem Dayal ko! He is talking about a con¬ 
federation. Which means that he is recog¬ 
nising Pakistan." This, when our stand, at 
least in the early years, used to be that we 
do not recognise Pakistan because of our 
commitment to Akhand Bharat. This only 
shows that he had that capacity to think in 
terms of breaking away from, rather, of not 
allowing a commitment to become dogma. 
Akliand Bharat was a commitment. 
Such as Hlndntva, the Ram temple? 
Yes. All are commitments, not dogma. 
At the National Council It was obvi¬ 
ous that there was an attempt to get 
this point across but the cadre see¬ 

med to resent It... 
(Interrupts) Likely, that is quite likely. 
Someone said, in a careless manner, "ah 
tnandirki kya ^at hai?",.. something of that 
kind. Naturally, the reaction is strong. This 
is, of course, a question of ideology. We 
have been strong critics of communism and 
the communist parties. Yet, when there was 
talk of putting up a common Ofiposition 
candidate against Giani Zail Singh for pres¬ 
ident, I agreed to Hiren Mukheriec. For, 
though I am critical of communism, that 
did not make me feel that Hiren Mukherjee, 
a person whom 1 have known in Parliament 
and have great respect for, should not be 
backed for high office bec¬ 
ause he is a communist. 

emment docs not complete Its term? 
Shall 1 be frank? In earlier coalitions when 
the government fell, the parties which led 
the coalition suffered. ITiis time. I’ve a feel¬ 
ing that if the government does not last, the 
jiarty leading the coalition will not suffer. In 
fact, it may derive an advantage from it. 
The victim rather than the culprit? 
Yes. I have told my colleagues that we have 
got the numbers, as they are. In the Lok 
Sabha. Now just forget it. Let's concentrate 
on work. Our parliamentary party has peo¬ 
ple who can keep track of what is going on. 
When you took over, the Home Min¬ 
istry sent a proposal to revert the 

Personnel Ministry to 
It. What Is the status 

Even vis-a-vis the Emerge¬ 
ncy, there was a time imm¬ 
ediately after when being 
friendly with a person dep¬ 
ended on his attitude dur¬ 
ing the Emergency. If he 
was supporting it, we'd not 
touch him. Lekin ab to 
Emergency-wak bhi hain 
hamate suat/r—Jagmohan 
is with us and 1 have great 
respect for him, even Bansi 
Lai is there. This only 
shows the resilience of the _ 
party. In fact, this appro¬ 
ach makes it possible for us to break away 
from the straitjacket of dogma. 
In the next polls, wlU you campaign 
as the party which heads a coalition 
or will It be on the bjp manifesto? 
1 will not be able to say anything in precise 
terms today. A lot depends on how this 
coalition functions; on how strongly com¬ 
mitted our allies are to this coalition. Beca¬ 
use there is some variance among them. 
Some arc definitely with us. Others have 
come along recently, who may want to 
judge us. So it is too early to say what we 
will go to the people with. By and large, 
however, 1 think the aje has immense 
scope for growth; we have not plateaued. 
No coalition has lasted a full term. 
What is the minimum period your 
coalition will have to last to prevent 
it from being fust another one? 
I am optimistic it will last longer than the 
others. If you compare our coalition with 
the others, you wiil find one major differ¬ 
ence—that there is no dispute over leader¬ 
ship. Either the collective leadership (b)I') 

or the individual leadership (Vajpayee). I 
can't give you a minimum period because 
the durability is not connected with the 
fact that the government is a coalition, it is 
related to the arithmetic of the House. 
You still haven't said what you think 
Is the minimum period this govern¬ 
ment needs to last. Half the term? 
Now you are putting words in my mouth. 
But won't the bjp suffer if the gov- 

“There is no 
moral or ethical 

dilemma. 
Because I know 
that the day it 

(Babri demolition) 
happened was 

one of the saddest 
of my life.” • 

of the proposal? 
I have 1(^ it to the I’Mu and 
the Cabinet scH^etariat. 
Can you set a time- 
frame on the Bofbrs 
and HDW probes? 
Though these are not 
directly under me, 1 keep 
myself informed of the 
progress. Il is difficult to 
put a time-frame, but the 
people shouldn't perceive 
it as if we arc dragging our 
feet. The legal prexess is 
such that difficulties arise, 

but as far as the government is concerned, 
these matters will be pursued vigorously. 
You've been in power for almost two 
months. Has It been happy? 
Well, It has lieen satisfactory. The govern¬ 
ment is doing well. The image has been 
somewhat afltcled due to certain statem¬ 
ents. But 1 think in the last eight-ten days, 
we've been able to do some damage control. 
You have been charged under the ipc 
in connection with the Babri demoli¬ 
tion. You set an example by resigning 
as MP when charged in the hawala 
case, why this distinction between a 
"criming" and "political" case? 
Ttiere is no moral or ethical dileiiuna for 
me. I am clear in my mind on this Ixx'ause 
I know that the day it happened was one of 
the saddest of my iite. And they are prose¬ 
cuting me on that! On what basis? Even 
journalists with me on the stage itself on 
that day (December 6, 1992) can testify, I 
have nothing to hide. No dilemma. These 
are cases which are politically motivated. 1 
saw on television the other day a spokesper¬ 
son for the Marxists saying that these are 
serious criminal charges. But he did not 
have a reply when asked why the same yar¬ 
dstick should not be applied for their lead¬ 
ers Involved in trade union activities. How 
many of them have been chargesheeted? 
How many have been prosecuted? All these 
are also criminal charges. How can these be 
made a basis for denying anyone a mem¬ 
bership of Parliament or a ministership? ■ 
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FOCUS 

The Taliban Tattoo 
Terrorised, victimised, incarcerated: an Indian woman’s story of life under the extremist regime 

T. NARAYAN 

i'/At ynin in Afghanistan, three 
of these under the Big Brother scruti¬ 
ny of the Taliban, has made 
Sushmita Banafee a hardened 
woman with hitter memories. The 
34-year-old Calcuttan had been 
trapped in Sarana, a village three 
hours outside Kabul, ever since 
1989 when—after a whirlwind 
nmtaiue and marriage to fanbaz 
Khan, a Pathan—she had gone to 
visit her in-laws' home. Eventually, 
she became the target of the 
Taliban, for close to three months 
she was placed uiuler Imuse arrest. 
And was nabbed when .she tried to 
fliv the country. Sushmita recalls 
her trials ami tribulations in a coun¬ 
try where the populace, partiailarly 
women, live under severe repression: 

SARANA was a picturesque 
village when I went there in 
1989 But, for an Indian, 

the Muslim laws pertaining to 
women were hard to follow. 
Being a woman meant that one 
had to live an isolated life— 
never stepping out of the house 
or talking face to lace to any 
man other than your husband. 

My husbanil, Janbaz, who ran 
a business in Calcutta, had to 
make an urgent trip back to 
India. I stayed back. Unfortunat¬ 
ely, Janbaz tailed to come back 
to Afghanistan. Though my in-laws were 
tiot too kind, life was tolerable until the 
I'aliban crackdown in 199;i. 

i rememlH'r it was early that year that 
members of the Taliban came to our house. 
Thev had heari' ol the dispensary 1 was 
ruMiiiiig from my house. I am not a quali¬ 
fied docti,r. But i knew a little about com¬ 
mon ailments and since there was no med¬ 
ical help in the vicinity, I thought I couM 
supjiort myselt and keej) myself busy by 
dispensing medicines. The members of the 
Taliban who called on us were aghast that 
I, a woman, could !«• running a business 
establishment. They ordered me to close 
down the dispensary and branded me a 
woman of pixjr morals. 

ITiey also listc'cl out dos and don'ts. The 
burkha was a necessity, listening to the 
radio or playing a tape recorder was 
banned. Women were not allowed to go to 
shops. They were even prohibited from 
stepping out from their houses unless 
accompanied by their husbands. All 

Sushmita Banerjee: Taliban’s target 

I women had to have the names of their 
husbands tattooed on their left hand. 
Virtually all interaction between men and 
women outside the confines of their own 
homes was banned. 

Here 1 must mention the case of a 
woman who called in a priest to pray for 
her son who was seriously ill. Members of 
the Taliban sa\/ the inauivi going into the 
house. The woman and the priest were 

“I tunneled through the 
mud walls of my house and 
fled. But they caught me. A 
15-member Taliban group 
interrogated me. Many felt 

I should be executed.*’ 

executed in public. They were 
taken to the square alongside 
the local police station and shot. 
The entire village was terrorised 
by the incident. 

Members of the Taliban would 
often call on the village folk and 
demand focxl. They came to my 
house on at least 50 occasions. I 
have cooked for them. They 
would come in groups of 50 per¬ 
sons Sometimes, the house 
would be searched for weapons. 
We had two AK-47s. In fact, every 
house had its own weapons. This 
shows the terror all around. 

Sometime In early 1994 1 deci¬ 
ded to escape. I can't recall the 
exact date becau.se you don't 
have calendars in rural .Afghan¬ 
istan. One keeps track of the 
months by watching the phases 
of the moon. 1 sought the helji of 
a neighbour who pretended he 
was my husband and for a con¬ 
sideration offered to take me 
across the border to Pakistan. But 
in Islamabad, the Indian High 
Commission could not help me 
since 1 had no passport or visa. 

Meanwhile, my brothers-in-law 
tracked me down and texsk me 
back to Afghanistan. They pro¬ 
mised to send me back to India. 
But they did not keep their 
promise, instead, they kept me 

under house arrest and branded me an 
immoral woman. The Taliban threatened to 
teach me a lesson. I knew 1 had t.s escajK. 

One night 1 tunnelc'd my way through 
the mud walls of the house and fled. Close 
to Kabul 1 was arrested. A 15-member 
group of the Taliban interrogated me. 
Many ot them said that since I had fled my 
husband's home I should be executed. 
However, I was able to convince them that 
since I was an Indian I had every right to 
go back to my country. 

The interrogation continued through the 
night. Tile next morning I was taken to the 
Indian embassy from where I was given a 
safe passage. Back in Calcutta I was reuni¬ 
ted with my husband. I don't think he will 
ever be able to go back to his family. 

Ever since my return I wanted to write 
about my experiences. I am happy that my 
book on a Bengali bahu in Kabul has been 
published. There are many other Indian 
women trapped in Afghanistan. I hope 
someone does something to help them. ■ 
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PURULIA CASE 

Long Way to Latvia 
The accused languish, with varying claims about their complicity 

LII-'F. has not followed a Forsyth script 
for the five latvian soldiers of fortune 
arrested in connection with the 

Purulia arms dropping case in December 
1995. For two years now, they have been 
incanerated in Caicutta's Presidency jail- 
isolated from others, with too meagre a 
kniiwledge of English t(j effect even the 
most basic communication. Not surprising 
then that two of them—Igor Moskivitine 
and Yevgeni Antimenko—are critically ill. 
And for the rest, the rigours of yet another 
harsh Calcutta summer lie ahead. 

During the time they have been in jail, the 

At the mercy of the prison medicos 

frequently." His “treatment” was discontin¬ 
ued on the basis of an X-ray taken on April 
6, and the dcHrtor said his condition had 
improved. But the high commis.sion doctor 
who examined him disagreed, saying his 
condition had deteriorated between March 
S and April 6, with TB attacking both lungs. 

Antimenko's condition is worse. He has a 
blood circulation affliction that creates car- 
(iio-vascuiar probiems and has suffered 
seven seizures while in 
prison. Advocate Milan 

believed that they were on a routine mis¬ 
sion. When they questioned the arms dro¬ 
pping mastermind Kim Davy about certain 
cargo loaded at Karachi on their way to 
Calcutta, he threatened them with a gun 
and asked them to shut up or else." 

Davy, who seemed to have I the run of Mumbai and Vara¬ 
nasi airports prior to the arms 
dropping, remains at large. 
While he had offered Bleach 
over £30,000 for the delivery 
of the arms, he had recruited 
the latvians at only around $5 
a day, with around $1,000 as 
bonus. The five were just then 
at a l(x)se end, with the virtual 
collapse of their Utvian air¬ 
ways and they provided the 
AN 26 plane that was used. 
“The conspiracy itself was 
planned at Copenhagen where 
the l.atvians were nor pre¬ 
sent," claims Mukherjee. 

The arms, including AK-47s, 
rocket-launchers and grena¬ 
des, were procured from Bulg¬ 
aria. Some observers say the 
consignment was really inten¬ 
ded for the Kachin rebels in 
Myanmar fighting the Burm¬ 
ese army. It is further argued 
that the consignment was 
dropped over Purulia district 
on the night of Decemlter 

17/18 in 1995 by mistake. 
"Our stand is clear," lansons declares. 

“We do not wish to interfere with the 
pruce.ss of justice or go against any law of 
the land. But let them lie treated properly 
and until they are (iros ed guilty, they can 
be presumed to be innocent. In case they 
get bail, the Latvian government will 
stand guarantee tor them." 

The CHI, hciwever, op()oses the bail plea, 
and tfie cliargesheet acaises 13 people, 
including Davy. Bleach and the latvians, of 

attempting to "wage war 
against tile state" and to 

Latvians have been on no one's conscience. Mukherjee, who appears for 1^0 LstviSRS procure funds and arms to 
There has been no consular or diplomatic the Ijtvians, tried in vain , . .. achieve this. Says an official: 
interest in their plight, Latvia having no to move a bail petition for CiSlIll tllBy WBfB "|t is yet to be established 
presence in this part of the world. To add to them recently, 
their woes, the five are ethnic Rus.sians But help was tinally at 
whom native Utvians do not exactly adore, hand, with the arrival of 
To their relief, the British high commission Raimonds Jansons, chief of 
and Engiishman Peter J. Bleach, who was the legal department, Latv- 
arrested along with the Latvians, have ian Foreign Ministry. The 
moved the local authorities on their behalf, visit was the outcome ol 

ignorant about 
Davy’s plan; the 
CBI says there 

is no proof. 

just Ilow much the Utvians 
knew and whether they 
were really imuKcnt. In any 
case, they can always throw 
valuable light on what Davy 
had told them, his plans and 
movements. Thev must be 

Says British vice<onsul Bemie Andrews; "1 
visited them in jail once recently and found 
them in a highly emaciated condition." 

Bleach—who shares their plight, but is 
better looked after since he has access to 
diplomatic help and has UK-based lawyer 
Chris Hudson to fight his case—adds: “Igor 
suffers from TB and has high temperature 

intense diplomatic pressure 
exerted by the Russians. In fact Moscow 
charged Riga with neglecting its own citi¬ 
zens, never mind their ethnicity. After 
meeting with the detainees, Jansons said; 
“These five men were not really involved 
in any gun-running or smuggling racket. 
They had been recruited as freighters and 

available on a where-and- 
when-we-want-them basis, as inquiries do 
take time on a massive arms dropping case 
like this." And given the slow, winding 
nature of most court proceedings, the Lat¬ 
vians are likely to remain in India for quite 
a while to answer some thorny questions. ■ 

Ashis K. Biswas 
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PoLsCaPE 

■ A demand a day keeps ikuki- 
Xiri away," may be layalalitha's 
mantra for surs’ival in the age 
of coalition politics. But, 
Amina is no demon. Or at least 
wasn't wlien she was a pig¬ 
tailed kid, many moons ago in 
Madras. A journalist, who went 
to the same school as Jaya. 
lecalls an incident that says a 
lot about the m.uimk supreini}. 
bach morning, |aya and the 
|ourno-to-be would meet at 
the same bus stop, wait for the 
same bus, and ride to school— 
without exchanging a wonl. 
Same routine on the return 
journey: same bu.s, same 
stop, lots of silence. I his 
went on for months. One 
day, the journo arrived late, 
expecting the bus to have 
departed. But to her coin- 
piote shock, she found that 
jaya had got the bus-driver 
to wait tor a while longer. 
The journo acknowiedged 
the good deed. Iriends for 
liie.’ No, the silent waits and 
rides began all over again. 
ANOO> KAMA1H 

■ L.K. .Advani and 
R.K. Hegde may not 
know this. But they 
are only following in 
the footsteps of 
Bhagwan Kajneesh 
alias Osho in suggest¬ 
ing a presidential form 
of government to veer 
around messy mino¬ 
rity governments. Says 
who? Swami (;hait- 
anya Kcerti. The Osho 
('(immune spokesman 
says the "I'nlightened 

my.stic" made the proposal 
"shortly Ixfore leaving llis 
Ixxly" in 1990. "I'lierc is 
nobody who c m gain the love 
and confidence of the whole 
country." Osho apparently 
said, and suggested that India 
adopt the American system in 
which the president is chosen 
directly by the people. 
Prescient? Says Swami Kc-erti; 
"Osho has a history ot making 
suggestions that our jxiliti- 
cians eventually have to adopt 
because He has the right 
vision for India." 

FACT PILE 
■ Sec'iirily at Bal Tiiackeray's 
"Matoshree” tickles the tunnv 
bone with each passing day. 
Alter the (ihulain Ali episode, 
when a television crew went 
to interview Hcldhav 
1 hackeray, the cop on duty 
c]ueried, “Kill kaum alic? tWhat 
work do you have.')" “Anihi 
I V-f(xi/i (Kilo nlwl tWe'rc' with a 
I V company)," was the 
journo's response. The mes¬ 
sage was duly relayed to the 
security higher-ups inside the 
tiger's lair. Soon, a voice cack- 
lecl on the speakerphone at 
the outpost: " fell those people 
that none ol the I'Vs in the 
house need any repairs." 

M '■I'oity-five second Rabri." 
I hat is what bureaucrats are 
calling their duel minister 
liehinci her liack. I he sobri- 
c|iiet is not a coinpliineiitary 
relerence to the liglitning-last 
speed with which Mis l alcNi ’ 
Yaclav peru.ses ,11x1 disposes ot 
files which they send across 
to her On the contrary, they 
say, 4,S seconds is the approxi¬ 
mate time she takes to affix 
her signature on it. 

■ .Mill' has also sneaked into 
the I’Sio: Atal Behari Vajpayee! 

Ramakrishna 
Hegde's swing to 

saffron from 
socialism has set 
tongues wagging 
in the Urdu press. 

In Bangalore, 
they’re already 

calling him 
Lalkrishna Hegde. 
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1st century will 
:otally n 

of air conditioner. 
Here’s a preview of 
the first 44. 

At the close of the millennium. Voltes presents a whole new (eneration of air conditioners 
built for the next one. Like the Vectra, the whisper>silent room air conditioner with 
microprocessor and rotary compressor options. The Vertis, the sleek and elegant vertical 

^ spilt with a built-in microprocessor. The Verdant high wall mounted split that looks down 
on today's air conditioners. The Verdant cassette type that can cool every corner of a 
room with Its d-way directional air flow. The Verdant universal type that can cool from 
anywhere - wall, floor or celling. And Virtue, the silent, out-of-sight ductabic split. The 
ail new range of air conditioners from Voltes. 44 examples of the future. INtMAVLARQ^T > 

AmCONDmOMINQUOltmMY ' 



CONTROVERSY 

GEORGE IN THE 
CHINA SHOP 
The defence minister puts the PMO and the MEA in a spot 
with his hard-hitting utterances on the threat posed by Beijing 

By SUNIL NARULA At least George Fernandes is con¬ 
sistent. He has held strong views 
on China's occupation of Tibet 
and its growing threat to India. 
His views on Burma are equally 

strong. And he has been expressing these 
for years. Only difference is, now he is the 
defence minister and his views on security 
and foreign affairs have the Prime 
Minister's Office (pmo) and the ministry of 
external affairs (mu) running for cover. 

Prof. G.P. Ueshpande, a China specialist 
and dean of the School for International 
Studies, Jawaharlal Neliru University, reco¬ 
unts an amusing tale of tlie time he landed 
in Beijing just after V.P. Singh came to 
power. One of the first things Fernandes did 
on becoming railway minister was to make 

a statement on the independence of Tibet. 
"After that 1 spent the first few days explain¬ 
ing to my Chinese interlocutors that the 
statemenl was made b)' the railway minis¬ 
ter, not the prime minister or the external 
affairs minister. I had to teii them that there 
was no change in India’s Tibet policy. 
Everywhere I went the conversation would 
begin with this," says Ueshpande. 

But now that he is defence minister, 
Fernandes' utterances are being taken 
more seriously. Indeed, they seem to have 
left the I’Mo and the mu somewhat shell¬ 
shocked, so much so that with both him 
and prime minister Atal Behari Vajpayee, 
who al.so holds the external affairs portfo¬ 
lio, out of town early last week, it took the 
government more than two days to issue a 
statement politely distancing itself from 
the defence minister's views. 

“I don’t understand why there is such a h 
Defiince minister George Fernandes is 
unfazed by the brouhaha over his statements. 
Excerpts an interview to Sunil Sarnia 
after his return fim the Andamans: 

You say what you expressed about 
China were your personal views. 
Doesn't that bring you Into a conflict 
with the government? 
I have said that so far as my work as defe¬ 
nce minister is roncemed, it is the govern¬ 
ment's policy which I have to implement 1 
cannot have any personal policy whether 
related to defence or a human rights issue 
or issues pertaining to democracy move¬ 
ments. This does not mean that 1 will aban¬ 
don my convictions or commitments. 
The mo was worried that your state¬ 
ment could affect ties with China, 
As defence minister it is my responsibility 
to ipake a proper assessment of the security 
pensions of my country. The defence 

‘.mltdsKr cannot do his job unless he also 

JITENDER GUPTA 

has the right perspective of the challenges 
which the country's security forces have to 
face. In the making of that evaluation som¬ 
eone may differ. V^at I have said does not 
go far b^ond what several governments 
have been ipublicly stating in the annual 
reports of the ministry of defence. So ban- 
kly I do not undentand why there is such a 
big turmoil over my utterances. It is not my 

words which have been used but headlines 
written by sub-editors, and they are now 
supposed to be my words. 1 never called 
China "enemy number one". 
Tbe MEA statement of May 6 contra¬ 
dicts what you have been saying. 
1 think the mea has a certain point of view 
where diplomacy occupies the most impor¬ 
tant place. I have no quarrel with that. 
Your statement from Port Blair was 
seen as backtracking. 
1 was not backtracking. That morning I was 
told that TV had gone to town and every¬ 
thing has been blown up. Then it was con¬ 
veyed that the newspapers headlines have 
been saeaming that 1 had said something 
which is atrocious and that 1 am opposed 
to any kind of talks, have declared China as 
enemy number one and so on. So I thought 
that it was necasary for me to make a state¬ 
ment. Iben came this quation as to 
vdiether the PM had prasurised me and 
whether it was at his behest. The PM had 
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IRFAN HUSSAIN 
In the process, the incident has strength¬ 

ened the impression that Vajpayee is too 
busy managing the problems of his coalit¬ 
ion to be able to devote sufficient time to 
foreign affairs. Says former foreign secretary 
.|.N. Dixit: "The major problem is that tho¬ 
ugh the PM is in charge of the mea, he can't 
focus on it completely because of his mani¬ 
fold responsibilities. The lack of a hands-on 
foreign minister is a major handicap." 

Agrees Congress spokesman Salman Khu- 
rshid; "The mea is too important a ministry 
to be left understaffed at the top.” Having 
himself been minister of state for external 
affairs, Khurshid feels the mfa needs at least 
two, if not three, full-time ministers. The 
foreign affairs portfolio being kept with the 
prime minister is not the problem, he clar¬ 
ifies; it's a fact that, given the current polit¬ 
ical situation, the time devoted to foreign 
affairs by Vajpayee has been marginal so 
far. "The mea has traditionally been a'prime 
minister-driven ministry. It’s a very politi¬ 
cal ministry and Fernande.s, being vocal 
and articulate in his political opinions, has 
been making statements which are a bit out 
of place and which no government can 
endorse," he adds. Agrees another former 
foreign seaetary, S.K. Singh; "Vajpayee is 
very preoccupied with the government's 
internal problems." 

Indeed, a perception is gaining ground 
that there has been little political manage¬ 
ment of foreign affairs in the first few weeks 
of the Bjp-led government, despite Vaj¬ 
payee's keen interest in this area. Former 
prime minister Inder Kumar Gujral, while 

ig turmoil. I haven’t said anything new.” 
^ not telephoned me. Late that night, I heard 
* that the nao had telephoned. I got In touch 

and the PM told me what steps he had 
taken. I said I had also sent a statement ear¬ 
lier in the morning. He said He had seen it. 
Yet the pmo amd the mea feel yon 
qieak, they're left holdliig the baby? 
if there has been any kind of situation 
where they have been put into diffiaiities, 
well I think 1 will have to be little more 
careful. What dse can I say? (Smiles.) 
It fa said fliat yoa are stlU bdiaviiig 
like ao opposltloa leader. 
Not at all. I am very very conscious of ray 
responsibilities. But I want ttie people to 
know about the challenges we face on the 
security front. Because if they are not 
aware, then we cannot forge a response. 
Nobody can deny that Giina has consider¬ 
able military dont It has the latest milit¬ 
ary in the world, it Is one of the five nudear 
powers, and I have a certain peiceptlon 
about what we need to do to ensure tiie 

security of our fiontiers. Now making a 
statement that these are the perceptions 
does not mean we should not have talks to 
resolve our problems. But we should always 
be prepared to safeguard our territorial 
inte^^ and in this 1 insist on greater 
transparency because unless the people are 
aware of what sacrifices are need^, we will 
not be able to get the requisite support in 
any emergency. 
Don't you la the process play down 
the thnat ftom Fakfatan which Is 
perhaps bigger than China's? 
We are fitting a proxy war in J&K, nobody 
denies tire immediacy of what's happening 
on out western front, but we are discussing 
the whole question of national security. 
Von were qpusted as saying India win 
not redeploy its forces on the bnder 
or rcdnoe tts forces? 
The media is obviously playing its own 
game. 1 go to a friend's bouse for iunch. 
Hardly do I dt at the table when there is a 

big noise outside by TV journalists gathered 
there. As I come down someone asks: are 
you going to reduce our forces on the bor¬ 
der with China? Out of nowhere. 1 say no. 
Today it is the headline that 1 am not going 
to reduce the troops. There is a joint work¬ 
ing group that decides that once we have 
reached a certain phase of our talks we will 
both withdraw. Where is the question of 
suddenly asking me, are you going to 
reduce the troops? 
Do yon thfaik that yonnl^fat develop 
some kind of pineal dtfterences 
wltii the q|P over yonr stance? 
1 have absolutely no di&rences with the 
PM, the Bjp or any of my colleagues. 
How do yon act the strong CUncse 
reaction to ybnrstateHMnt ? 
I don't think they should have reacted this 
stroni^y. It was not necessary. Ibey should 
know that we are a society where we disc¬ 
uss things qrenly, we don't have one per¬ 
son controlling and i»esslng a button. 
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CONTROVERSY 

apiX'dling to Vajpayw; last week to rein in 
lernandes, reminded liis successor that he 
had assured Parliament that he would "sus¬ 
tain the consensus-backed forei}'n |M)licy. 
But his (V'ajpayee's) silence either by pur¬ 
pose or design, is imparting a dil'lcrent sig¬ 
nal", which he wariieil could damage the 
national consensus. 

DESilPANOE also discerns a degree of 
disarray in the government. " Things 
seem to Ije falling apart in the last si.v 

WvH'ks," he says, adding that Fernandes’ 
comments haw compounded the confus¬ 
ion. 'The government iias made no major 
statement on foreign policy," he notes. 
"Besides, the day Vajpayee denied Fernan¬ 
des’ claim alKHit the (ihine.sc' helipad in 
.Aiunachal Pradesh, he should have had a 
meeting witl. Iiim and told him to tu' circu¬ 
mspect. ” In fact, that’s what hap[wned. Vaj¬ 
payee met U rnandes and told liim to hold 
his horses, particularls as the chief of the 
genera! stafi ot the c hincse army, Gen. Tu 
Ciuanyou, was cisming to town. 

lust then Fernandes had lecorded his now 
famous TV interview with Karan Thapar. 
Soon alter his meeting with Vajpayee, the 
defence minister rejKirtedly rang up the 
producer of the show and reejuested him to 
hold the interview till the ('timese official 
left town Itecduse the PM did not want any 
controversy. The interview was not telecast 
tor tvyo weeks anu carried soon alter Gen. 
Fu left India. In this the defence minister 
described China as the main threat to india. 

30 

Vajpayee: reining in the unstoppabie George . 

.As it happened, the interview coincided 
with his Krishna Menon memorial lecture, 
where too Feinandes reportedly expressed ! 
his stiong views on Cliina. 

To tie sure, wliat the defence minister is 
saving is not new. The oiilv difteience is 
that now he is not in the op|)osition. liis 
comments iiave put the lat among the ■ 
pigeons, Iherehy suddenly c liarging up the . 
atmosphere in Siiio.Indian relations, 
which had heen mosing niacidlv. at least 
on the surface, oxer the Iasi lew years. 

But Fernandes seems to have rullled more 
feathers in tlu I'xio and the \ik than in 
Beijing. An emhariassecl I'Mo source, close to 
Vajpayee, ipiicklx distanced the goxern- 
nient tri'in the delence minister's views, 
"liis remarks do not reflect liie gox'ern- 
ment's consioeied x ie\\ on lies with ( hiria." 
Asked it the PM hiniselt would lontradid 
Fernandes, he rcToried "How often do vou ' 
think can the prime minister lontradiit ' 

‘‘How often can the prime 
minister contradict 

Fernandes?” asks an 
embarrassed PMO source. 

‘‘He did it once on the 
helipad In Arunachai.” 
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him? He did it once wlien the defence min¬ 
ister spoke of the helipad in Arunachai 
Pradesh.’’ He admitted that the defence 
minister's remarks were "uiualUxI lor and 
lajnprovoked". .\s lor any mechanisin to pre¬ 
vent such diploinallc laiix |ias in liiture, the 
l•MIl sniirce sighed: "Well, he is the delencc 
irimister. Ilovx imieli can yon do? ,\ man has 
tile ngtit to make new mistakes." AnJ as 
aiiotlier source loneedcxl: "George .s doing 
everything on his own." 

South BItKk fiiiutionaries arc [H-eved at 
lernandes and would ralher that he left 
Siiio-lndian ties to the mi \. F,specially as it 
sends wrong signals about the- PM’s hand¬ 
ling—or the lack ot it ol the toreign affairs 
porllolio. But all said and done, in this con¬ 
troversy, it is the I’MO and the mi 4 which 
liaxe cut a helpless figure. The goxeriinic’iU. 
Deshfiande says, is caugtit in a [X.’ciilidr 
dilemma: "It can't coinplelelv disown what 
the delence minister is saying because that 
would send a certain signal. It can't com¬ 
pletely own up to it iiecaiise it would send 
anotlier kind ot signal to tlie C.liinesc.’’ 

After tlie denunciation liy tlie Chinese for¬ 
eign otfice sfxikesinan, Zhu llang/ao, in 
Bc’ijing, tile i’mo and the mi.,\ wore toreexi to 
start fire-tighting operations. Zhu accused 
Fernandes of "seriously saliotaging" tlie 
atmosphere for improving bilateral ties bet¬ 
ween the two neighbours. About I'ernandcs' 
comment that c;hina, not I'akislan, is a big¬ 
ger potential threat to india, Zhu described 
the remarks as "absolutely ridiculous and 
iiimorlhv of refutation". 





CONTROVERSY 
T. NAMYAN 

The defence minister himself, 
then in Pun Blair, issued a relati¬ 
vely conciliatory statement, 
presumably after a chat with 
Vajpayee. "It appears that there 
is a feeling in certain circles that 
I am not keen on an India-China 
dialogue to resolve the outstand¬ 
ing issues," he said. "During the 
Krishna Menon Memorial lec¬ 
ture on May 3, my emphasis was 
precisely on creating peace and 
amity Iwtween India and China 
and between India and Pakistan. 
Of course, I put the spotlight on 
the contentious issues with our 
neighbours with the purpose of 
making the Indian people con¬ 
scious about them. This is 
because I believe that matters of 
national security must become 
people's concern.” He denies 
that the i'M spoke to him before 
he issued this statement. But Fernandes is unstop¬ 

pable. On his way back 
from Port Blair, on a ques¬ 

tion from a journalist in 
Calcutta whether India would 
reduce troops along the Line of Actual 
Control (lAC) with China, Fernandes says 
he simply said "no”, which was ititerpret- 
ed out of context. He told Outlook there is 
a process on between India and China for 
redeployment and reduction of forces 
which will continue. He has no problems 
with that. He denied that Vajpayee had 
pulled him up. Mure importantly, he has 
made it dear that he was expressing his 
personal views. He has told his confidants 
that he would continue to speak his mind 
on Tibet, China and Burma. 

That is lx)und to create problems for the 
B)r-leti goverrment because Fernandes' 
views are completely in contlict with the 
government line. And perhaps sometime 
in future lead to iwlitical conflict. The 
Samata Party has of course announced that 
it is completely behind their president on 
China. And that's a problem for the bii*. 

"How do you control the president of a 
coalition parts ’’, asked bip leaders. 

Tile sii-A has lH?en kept busy watching 
every statement of the defence mittister. Its 
May 6 statement, ste<-ix.-d in bureaucratese, 
was only a reaction to his comments in the 
TV interview and the lecture. New Delhi, it 
clarified, remains-coinmitted to the process 
of dialogue and "development of a friendly, 
cooperative, gixxl neighlxsurly, mutually 
beneficial relationship with China, our 
largest neighbour”, it also emphasised the 
growing economic ties with China. 

Seeking to distance Vajpayee from Fer¬ 
nandes, it pointed to the fart that as exter¬ 
nal affairs niinistei in the Janata govern- 

Gen. Fu's visit was a temporary lull 

ment, Vajpayee "had taken a personal and 
active interest in the normalisation of rela¬ 
tions with China. It was at his initiative that 
the first understanding regarding mainte¬ 
nance of |)eace and tranquility along the 
India-China border was reached”, a process 
which continues to this day. Whatever be 
the gloss put on this, Dixit notes the fact 
remains that the government has been 
forced to "eat George Fernandes’ words". 

I he curious thing is that no one disagrees 
with the Fernandes formulation that (Tiina 
is u big threat to India. He has articulated a 
deep-rooted fear and suspicion of China in 
the Indian mind. In fact, his utterances 
have tremendous support among the 
bureaucrats in his ministry, the armed 
forces, particularly the army, strategic affairs 
analysts and tlie public at large. ’They are 
thrilled that he is calling "a spade a spade”, 
as a senior defence official puts it 

But it is the manner in which he has gone 
about that has been seen as objectionable. 
An exasperateo official described the spat 

Some commentators are 
asking whetliar Fernamles is 
piaying Ms US game. They 
say it’s no coincidence that 
right after the spat he was 

invited fay Whstiinghm. 

between the defence ministry 
and the mo and the mea thus: 
"First you wake the sleeping 
dragon. When the dragon wakes 
up, you show the ted rag; and as 
soon as the dragon spews fire, 
you run for cover.” 

Gujrai, who has complimented 
Vajpayee for being a good stu¬ 
dent of foreign affairs, describes 
the "defence minister's diatribes" 
as smacking of adventurism. 
"His utterances and chauvinism 
are straining the country's for¬ 
eign policy and generating a psy¬ 
chosis, particularly when neither 
the PM himself nor the mea artic¬ 
ulate the official policy to end 
the confusion," he points out. 
Says Dixit: "You may have a cer¬ 
tain assessment of China, but if 
you want to counter it, do some¬ 
thing about it instead of shout¬ 
ing fiom the rooftops. There is 
no point in making threatening 
noises, unless you have the coer¬ 
cive force to carry through your 
threats.” Agrees Deshpandc: 
"The whole exercise which star¬ 
ted after the test of Ghauri miss¬ 

ile, where Fernandes blamed the Chinese, is 
very speculative. There is a limit to specula¬ 
tion. The need is for action, not words.” Yet 
another Indian diplomat also wonders if 
Fernandes’ 'bluster', which can only raise 
temperatures, is necessary and if India has 
the naessary wherewithal to handle it. 

While commentators agree that Fernan¬ 
des is being dictated by his personal agenda, 
some ask if he is playing the US game or 
Tibet. They warn that India should not fall 
in the US trap on Tibet as the US has long¬ 
term goals on Tibet and China. China's 
biggest worry about India is its potential for 
mischief on Hbct because the Dalai Lama is 
based here. It is not a coincidence that fol¬ 
lowing that sooon after this entire contro¬ 
versy, Fernandes has received an invitation 
from the US defence secretary William 
Cohen to come to Washington for talks. 

Fernandes certainly seems to have shaken 
up the Indian political and foreign policy 
establishment. The Congress has accused 
him of having a "super-agenda” of reversing 
the foreign polity consensus on building 
bridges with China, while ttie r;pi(M) asked 
Vajpayee to explain how within sbe weeks 
the threat perception had changed. The 
Chinese are, of course, watching carefully. 
As lYof. Tan Chung, a former jnu teacher 
and now co<hairman of the institute-of 
Chinese Studies, says: "The Chinese have a 
tong memory. Indians make statements cas¬ 
ually, the Chinese don’t.” And the Pakist¬ 
anis must be laughing all the way. A bjp gov¬ 
ernment is at least busy paying more atten¬ 
tion to the Chinese than to Lslamabad. ■ 
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PAKISTAN 
PRASHANTPANJMR 

Goli.'ir who was 
hnoliiui him? 

Was foreign minister Gohar Ayub Khan asked to resign due to his proximity to the military? 

Bv MARIANA 8AABAR in Islamabad 

I. w.i.N ilic first loroifin minister to 
make his own prime minister ' 
blusli. Ami tiwt loo in front of an 
Indian prinn’ minister. Nawaz : 
Sharil iiexer tcruavi' (lOhar Ayub ' 

Khan for embarrassing him at the Idiii- 
burgh Coinnionweallh m<‘c(. Siiarif, on a | 
request from the then Indian pnme tnin- i 
ister, I.K. Gujral, said I’akistan would con- ! 
sider selling electric fxiwer to India. Setting i 
aside all protocol, tiohar intervened to say 
lliat this was simiily mit (xtssilile. \ 

Soon ifICT, caught completely otf guard, 
tile strongest prime minister in Pakistan s . 

history was toll! that his foreign minister 
had just announced tliat tiie goveriimenl 
had recognised the lalifian government in 
Afghanistan. Sli.irif, like the proverbial 
wife, was the las* to know. 

However, the last straw on the camel's 
back was when (iohar made one of the 
strongest attacks on the US government in 
Hie National .Assembly, which caught even 
his own cabinet members sitting there by 
surprise. Sharif had just convinced the cou¬ 
ntry that the Americans had made it very 
clear that they understood I’akistan’s nuc¬ 
lear concerns, c-specially the successful test 
Are of the Ghauri missile, fhe impression 
was that the Americans were ready for the 

first time to apply an even-handc'ci app 
roacli in dealing with the issue ot nuclear 
and missile iiroliieration in South Asia. 

Days before the IIS staie department cla¬ 
mped sanctions under the Missile Techn¬ 
ology Qmtrol Regime on Klian Research 
I,at>oratories, the llien foreign minister 
said that such a step would be meaning¬ 
less as i’akistan was not receiving any mil¬ 
itary or economic aid from Washington. It 
was not only the wording but the manner 
in which (.iohar delivered his statement 
that caused emliarrassing ripples for the 
Sharif government. The ante was raised 
just a few months ahead of one of ttie 
most eagerly awaited visits, that of US 



president Bill Clinton himself. "The time for hawks to be fluttering about portfolio had kept him away from his 

Where was Gohar getting his controver- has gone. Sharif has brought in a breath of constituency and thus there was dis- 

sial policy briefs from? "TTie government fresh air to bilateral ties between the two gruntlement amongst his voters, 

should have dismissed Gohar Ayub neighbours and we need more people like But as the English daily The News comm- 

instead of accepting his resignation as his Mushahid Hussain who understand the ented: "Ihe timing of this change of guard 

foreign policy had been a disaster for the economic and security needs in the region at the ministry of foreign affairs appears 

country. Foreign policy shouldn't be parti- but who makes it very clear that this does somewhat odd, given the fact that peace 

san to the national party politics, it is rel- not mean diluting Pakistan's stand on talks between the warring Afghan factions 

evant to bring this to the notice of peopie Kashmir," a senior official at the foreign were under way in Islamabad, in which the 

that Gohar should never have been office told Out/ook. foreign minister and his ministry have 

assigned the portfolio of foreign affairs as been playing a key role. But to look for 

his policies have proved to be disastrous," iMlHIS is all the more true because just a rational!^ in such moves is perhaps quite 

shouted Pakistan People's Party (Shaheed I day before Gohar resigned, Sharif naive since the logic of politics is often 

Bhutto) president Mubashir Hassan. I made it clear that his government is known only to its practitioners." 

Speculation was rife in Islamabad that still interested in selling power to India and The prime minister had certainly not 

Gohar's policy statements gelled with the in this regard a final report was awaited. helped matters when last July he had 

sentiments being expressed by the military However, the timing of Gohar's resigna- appointed a state minister for foreign 

establishment. Son of held marshal Ayub tion left much to be desired, coming as it affairs, Siddique Kanju, who had also held 

Khan, Gohar has strong links with the mil- did right after the breakdown in talks bet- this portfolio in the first Sharif govem- 

itary, where his brother-in-law. General Ali ween Afghan rivals in Islamabad. What ment. Relations between the two ministers 

Kuli Khan, is next in hierarchy only to was it that made Sharif take such a drastic were far from cordial and Sharif was aware 

chief of army staff Generai Jehangir Kara- step, to compel his foreign minister to that Gohar was anything but pleased 

mat. The Pakhtoon lobby is hoping that All resign when the eyes of the world were about sharing power. There appeared to Ire 

Kuli will replace Karamat after he retires. focused on Islamabad? Gohar himself no sympathy for the former foreign minis- 

There are enough reasons for speculation offered a rather tame alibi, saying his ter, with most commentators agreeing his 

linking Gohar Ayub with the afp performance was indeed lac- 

military but at this stage it 

would be too far-fetched to 

succumb to conspiracy theo¬ 

ries, including one which 

has it that the prime minis¬ 

ter's secretariat and the gen¬ 

eral headquarters in Rawalp¬ 

indi are at different wave¬ 

lengths on foreign policy. 

But that there are differences 

in nuances is quite clear, 

especially in three vital areas 

of the foreign policy—-India, 

Afghanistan and the US—on 

which mixed signals have 

been beamed from the for¬ 

eign office under Gohar 

Ayub Khan. 

"The impression has gai¬ 

ned ground that our foreign 

policy has been in disarray 

and is being pushed in 

opposite directions by the 

different forces at work in 

Islamabad. The two key 

issues before the country at 

the moment are Afghanis¬ 

tan and India," cautioned 

the English daily Dawn in an 

editorial. "On both of them. 

klustre and Gohar lacked the 

diplomatic skills needed. 

An example of this was the 

statement he released thro¬ 

ugh the media when he resi¬ 

gned. Never before has a dep¬ 

arting minister announc^ 

that he had asked for re-assig¬ 

nment of portfolio and that 

the prime minister had agr¬ 

eed. The minister certainly 

had a knack for surprising his 

prime minister. "Gohar's 

announcement that he had 

asked for re-assignment of 

portfolio is being taken as an 

act of indiscipline in the offi¬ 

cial quarters. This is a blatant 

attempt to escape embanass- 

ment. The prime minister has 

shown his displeasure and 

Gohar is likely to be accom¬ 

modated in the cabinet with 

a less important portfolio," 

confided a cabinet member. 

Gohar himself is eyeing the 

defence ministry, a post that 

the prime minister has kept. 

This is the second time 

since the return of democra- 

Pakistan is at the crossroads. Whoever is 

in charge of the foreign ministry must 

undertake an immediate exercise, involv¬ 

ing all the other concerned ministries, 

government agencies as well as opposition 

parties to adopt a clear-cut and coherent 

line of action on the crucial issues." 

But it is widely believed that as far as 

Indo-Pak relations are concerned, Gohar— 

like former high'commissioner to New 

Delhi Riaz Khokar—was unduly hawkish. 

SItvilf, Who hod jiist won a 
hogo oioiidote, was the 

M hi him ahottt Gohar’s 

cy that a foreign minister has had to resign. 

The first was Sahibzada Yakub Khan who 

was told to go by the then prime minister, 

Muhammad Khan Junejo. Gohar has been 

presently asked to officiate. But his possible 

successors are: finance minister Sartaj Aziz, 

commerce minister Ishaq Dar and petrole¬ 

um minister Nisar Ali Khan. Which means 

information minister and Nawaz aony 

Mushahid Hussain's dream of being named 

to the post might not come true again. ■ 
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ADVERTISING 

Ad Infinitum? No More 
The industry is hit hard as consumer good prices actually fail and consumers delay purchases 

ByNEERJAPAHWAJETLEY 
andARUNAVAIDYANATHAN 

Photographs by JiTENDER 

Has the advertising slump bot¬ 
tomed out? Or is it going to get 
even worse? Advertising agencies 
of all sizes and shapes will cer¬ 
tainly be hoping that things will 

get Iwtter now. For times are hard indeed. 
The slowdown began a couple of years 

ago, when marketers, after four years of 
heady activity—brand launches, ad 
blitzes, concept selling, 
brand building—suddenly 
faced up to the fact that the 
Indian consumer was not 
responding enough to the 
enticements. Miscalculati¬ 
ons of potential market size, 
inability to convert imag¬ 
ined potential to real num¬ 
bers and the pall of political 
uncertainty that has been 
hanging over India for the 
last two years have forced 
marketers to cut back on 
advertising and concentrate 
on other means to get the 
customer to bite the bait. 

"The main problem in the 
economy," says S. Dhar- 
marajan, associate media 
director, Euro rv <:. "There is 
no stable government, as a 
result there is no stable fiscal 
policy. So no one can under¬ 
take any planned expendi¬ 
ture." So no advertising, 
which is usually the first 
budget that gets slashed 
when a marketer faces bad 
times. "The advertising industry was grow¬ 
ing at ;TS-40 per cent two years ago," .says 
t'.lifford Misquith, media controller, 
McCann hrick.son. "Now they are about 
12-1S |)er cent." 

" I'his April has been the worst month in 
many years for agencies," notes Sandeep 
(ioyal, president, Kediffusion nvEiR. "1\s'o 
rcas<»ns for that. One, people are waiting 
for the Union budget which will have a 
significant impact on the sentiments in 
consumer makrets. iWo, customers are for 
the first time in Independent India experi¬ 
encing a diiwnslide in prices. A lot of 
unthinkable things are happening: gold 
pric’es are falling, real estate is sliding, cars 
and television pric.^s are crashing. As a 
result, the customer, for the first time, is 

realising that he has the powerful weapon 
of 'postponement' in his hands. So he's 
delaying purchases, sending marketers 
into a further tizzy to cut prices." 

The roles have got neatly reversed. 
Earlier, consumers were panicky of mi.ssing 
out on goods in short supply. Today mar¬ 
keters worry of Inventory pile-ups and 
hence go out of their way with the help of 
promotions, schemes and freebies to woo 
customers, iche balance of power has shif¬ 
ted to the customer's favour, and the cus- 

GUPTA 

"No one is 
looking at the 

long^rm, 
only at small, 

teetical 
activity.” 

OOPWAIRMENON 
aiAiniALEORURNEn 

"There Is no 
dearth of ads 
on television. 
The question 
Is, how many 
are paid?” 
SANDEEP GOYAL 

REDIFFUSION DYAR 

tomer knows it very well. 
A quick look at the kind of advert¬ 

ising that is happening currently also 
confirms this. "There is a short-term 
approach evident everywhere," says 
fJopinath Menon, media director, Chaitra 
Leo Burnet* "There is no theme-based or 
brand-focused advertising happening. 
The only exception being bpi, or maybe 
Philips but even that is a year old. 
Nobody is looking at the long term. There 
are only promotioru and contests and 
schemes happening. People are looking at 
small tactical activity that will imm^i- 
ately drive up sales.” 

"When did you last see a telecom ad?" 
asks Goyal. "The Ericssons, Motorolas and 
Nokias are limiting their advertising to tac¬ 

tical activity. There is no thematic adver¬ 
tising taking place. No advertisements 
happening for Complan, Boost, Bournvita 
or Maltova. No financial or corporate cam¬ 
paign for the last two or three years. No 
ads for banks except the 'we-are-open- 
seven-days' types. Or 'we-are-opening-a- 
new-ATM'. Titan is not visible nor is mkf 

except for some cricket advertising. The 
only place where there's activity is Pepsi 
and Coke. But that’s a competition-led cat¬ 
egory. If one advertises, the other is forced 

to spend." 
Entire categories of adver¬ 

tising have dried up owing 
to different factors: 
• Cellular service providers 
are not advertising because 
the concept-lmilding stage is 
over. Everybody now knows 
how the cellphone can 
change their lives. There is 
no generic advertising nee¬ 
ded. I'his has reduced the 
intensity of advertising. 
• White gorxls ate spending 
less because the market is 
down. Except for exchange 
schemes, nobody will 
spend a jrenny on 
anything, the only 
exceptions being iiri. 
and Videocon. 
• Tyres, lubricants 
and batteries arc 
also spending less 
than before. Says 
Menon: "The Elf, 
Gulf, Mobil advertise¬ 
ments are today con.spicu- 
ous by their absence. Exide 

has taken over Standard Batteries. In that 
sense, there's no competition left and 
hence no advertising, mkf would 
usually have a marketing spend 
of Rs 28-SO crore. Last year it 
was down to half." 
• The ban on outdoor 
advertising in .some metros 
has taken its toll. For instance, 
in Delhi, cellular service provider 
Air'I'el was spending Ks 2-2.S crore 
on outdoor hoardings, and rival 
Essar another Rs 3 crore. Now these 
monies have got diverted elsewhere. 
This could add up to a loss of nearly 
Rs 50 crore per annum to the adver¬ 
tising community. 

But, says L.V. Krishnan, joint media 

0 A* 
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director, Chaitra Leo Burnett, part of the 
slowdown is also psychological, rather 
than based on ground realities. "There is 
actually potential for growth. Figures 
clearly show that people's lifestyles have 
been upgrading, to someone is buying 
something or at least is interested, to it is 
for the marketer to tap that demand. 
Most people think that if the consumer is 
spending, then one should advertise. 
Actually, it is the other way round. One 
should advertise and induce consumer 
spending. And companies should give 
more value to the customer." 

Krishnan looks at the slump from a dif¬ 
ferent angle and emphasises the need to 
make a key distinction between recession 
and lower growth rates. "People should 
not be talking about countering recession, 
but about getting higher growths," he says. 

To illustrate his contention, Krishnan 
cites the highly popular annual Sahara 
Cup cricket tournament between India 
and Pakistan in Toronto. In 1996, lspn, 

which had the telecast rights for the one- 
day series, offered a 10-second spot during 

the match for Rs 15,000-20,000. 
^ The next year, in September 1997, 

the co.st of lO-setond spot had 

risen to Rs 45,000. But advertisers still 
flocked to them. "Banks and mutual funds 
are flush with funds and in general money 
is available in plenty," says Krishnan. 
“However, the mindset is such that since 
everybody is talking of recession, no one is 
ready to take a step forward." 

Rising media costs, in fact, have made 
the situation more complex. Earlier, 
points out Menon, one could launch a 
brand on television with a budget ol Rs 1 
crore. Not any more, by a long shot. And 
the failure rate for consumer product 
brands is 70 per cent to 80 per cent. I'he 
marketer is thus concentrating his adver¬ 
tising on a few high-viewership pro¬ 
grammes. to, while on the one hand, 
advertising rates tor most television pro¬ 
grammes can be nego- / 
tiated down to * 
peanuts, at the 
other end, even . • // 
Rs 50-60 lakh is jL U 
not enough for 
an advertiser to I 
get a good deal for // \ I 
an Indo-Pak cricket i \ 
series on fspn or on \ / \ V 
Star Sports. \ \ 

IRFAN HUSSAIN I \ A 

"Theoretically, there seems to be no 
dearth of advertisements on television," 
says Goyal. "Channels seem to be more 
full than before, but the question to ask is 
how many of them are paid and how 
many are bonus spots. On television, there 
is just no rate card. There is cut-throat dis¬ 
counting taking place. Moreover, since air 
time is perishable, there is a lot of free time 
being given as bonus." WITHIN the advertising industry, the 

slowdown has translated into 
squeezes on jobs and increments. 

"In 1996-97, average increments in the 
industry were 35-40 per cent; in 1997-98, 
that is, March 1997, increments were 
about 25-30 jrer cent. But in 1998-99 it has 
been about 10-15 per cent," says 
Dhannarajan. "Recruitment plan.s have 
been curlred and the increments for exist¬ 
ing employees have not been too fan^," 
adds Misquith. "in fact, a 35-40 per rient 
hike at senior levels would be glory, unlike 
a couple of years ago." 

"Earlier people in agencies could count on 
25-.30 per cent increment every year, beca¬ 

use that's the rate at which business was 
growing. And the increment would 

be across the board," says 
^ 0 Goyal. "Now with single-digit 
I growth, only 10 per cent of 
1 those in functions critical to 

V \ the agency would get big 
Nv ^ hikes; for the rest, inc- 

\ rements may be stag- 
. I I riant. Agencies are 
^ ^ also saying goodbye 

j I .1 V to a lot of staff." 
I y V c;urrently, all eyes 
I ] • are on the Union 
II j budget on June 1. 
\ / . J "Growth is now a 

W , / lunction ol the gov- 
f trnment," says Mis- 

* \ quith. "It the gov- 
] crnment dues some- 

thing about the cco- 
nomy, advertising 

expenditure will also 
In the com- 

ing months, the advertis- 
ing industry could be trea- 

ted as a barometer of how 
the government's economic 

policies are working. Adv- 
. ertising, after all, is the 

A A expense to be cut 
m\J when times turn had. 

HV \j^ expense to be added 
||r on when an upturn 
hH seems round the cor- 
^ ner. Because in the 

final analysis, 
, advertising is all 

^ about hojK*. ■ 
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DUMPING 

Chinese Coke, Anyone? 
Foreign manufacturers are selling at low prices in many sectors—jeopardising domestic industry 

By SH^HM GHOSH Are foreign manufacturers, aided 
and ahetted by their govern¬ 
ments, selling their products in 
India at ridiculously low prices, 
just to ensure that Indian com¬ 

panies arc wiped out? This is what scores of 
domestic manufacturers are alleging. As 
many as 41 industries have tiled petitions 
to this effect with the Commerce Miniistry 
over the past couple of years. The govern¬ 
ment, they say, must move quickly to stop 
this "dumping". Otherwise, it could be 
curtains for several Indian industries. 

Commerce Minister Ramakrishna llcgde 
has already announced that he will set up 
a directorate to investigate dumping. 

The logic of dumping works thus. Covern- 
ments subsidise exiwrts so exporters can si41 
their produrts at a cheaper price interna- 
tionaliy. But sometimes, the subsidies are so 
high that the exjxrrter can sell at lower than 
manufacturing cost, thus getting an unfair 
competitive advantage over others. Indian 
industries say that a great deal of our 
imports are coming in at these ahsurd 
prices, making the imported ^ narayan 
product cheaper than the 
domestic one. f)omc.stic indus¬ 
tries will die, and then these for¬ 
eign companies will have a 
monopoly over the Indian mar¬ 
ket. .At which |X)int they can 
charge exorbitant prices from 
the helpless customer. Most 
governments tackle dumping 
by slapping anti-dumping 
duties on the im[X)rts so that 
they match prices offered by 
domestic manufacturers. 

l-or instance, the Industries 
and Commerce .Association 
(u A) is demanding an anti¬ 
dumping duly on coking cxxil 
fioin China. Metallurgical coke 
used in the ntanulacture of pig 
iron is l^eing dun\(x;d in India by China at a 
rate of $88 jier tonne tat an im|)ort duty of 
I.A per cent) Coke troin bhi- Australia is 
being quoted at $92 to $94 per ttrnne. The 
lancM cost ot Chinese errke works out to | 
around Rs 4,200 per tonne while the dom¬ 
estic coke supplied by Bharat ( oking Coal 
and Durgapur Projects is quoted at a price of 
Rs .$,000 per tonne. However, the freight 
costs to other parts of the country hikes the 
domestic price upwards of Rs 4,200 jier 

tonne. Says Anup Agarwal, managing direc¬ 
tor of BiA Industries: "India has enough 
reserves of coking coal to meet domestic 
requirements for the next 200 years. It will 
be suicidal for the national economy to 
completely close down coking ccsal and 
coke production due to unfair trade prac¬ 
tices followed by China's coke producers." 

On March 2(i, the Commerce Ministry 
issued a notification concluding that 
"metallurgical coke originated in or 
exported from China has been exported 
to India below normal value, resulting in 
dumping; that Indian industry has suf¬ 
fered material injury and that the injury 
has been caused cumulatively by the 
imports from the subject country." The 
ministry has recommended an anti¬ 
dumping duty ot Rs 1,800 per tonne. 

But coking coal customers do not want 
this duty to be imposed. Coke users in the 
pig iron and soda ash industries have 
threatened to go to court againsi the duty, 
they claim that Indian coke has a high ash 
content while in the Chinese coke, ash 
content is quite low and suitable for tiie pig 
iron industry. "Besides," says a Pig Iron 

Hegde is setting up 
a directorate 
to investigate 

"dumping”, but it 
won’t be easy to 

ban cheap imports 
because that wouid 
increase prices. On 

the other hand, such 
imports are hitting 
domestic industry. 

Manufacturers AsstKirition (pim,\) member; 
"The minimum exjMrrt price of Chinese 
coke is within 10 per cent of the domestic 
price and thus not liable lor anti-dumping 
duty." The Commerce Ministry has now 
sought a response from aggrievc'd parties 
before the end of May. 

Last September, the Finance Ministry 
turned down the Commerce Ministry's pro¬ 
posal to impose an anti-dumping duty on 
cheap TO Imports from South Korea, 

Thailand and Indonesia. The currency 
devaluation in those countries has made 
several commodities cheap enough to com¬ 
pete with Indian manufacturers, fast year, 
, Herdillia Unimers, part ol the 

Huncan Goenka group, filed 
another petition with the 
Commerce Ministry to imiKi.se 
anti-dumping duties on fcom 
(ethylene propylene diene 
monomer) rubber troir. 
Japanese and Korean compa 
nies. Herdillia Unimers is the 
only pnxlucer of kpdm rablx>r in 
India and the alleged dumping 
had forced the company to 
halve its production. Bisphenol 
and epoxy resin manufacturers 
have also expres.scd their ire 
over the dumping they say is 
going on from japan, Brazil, 
Russia, US, Korea and Taiwan. 

The Commerce Ministry has 
also initiated anti-dumping 

investigations on acrylic fibre imports 
originating trom Japan, Portugal, Spain 
and Italy. According to the ministry's 
notification, there is prima facie evidence 
that imports of acrylic fibre from the 
acTused countries are causing material 
injury to domestic industry. It has also 
recommended anti-dumping duties on 
magnesium originating or exported from 
China. Early this year, the Finance 
Ministry imposed anti-dumping duties on 
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ANOOP KAMATH 

ARE THEY 
GUILTY? 

Some dumping charges the Indian 
government is investigating 
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live categories of catalysts originating or 
exported front Denmark. 

Domestic manufacturers are also up in 
arms against the low Imfxtrt duties that 
many ol the iinfxrrts attract. Says one 
attected industrialist: "It'.s more like us ask¬ 
ing the government to correct t'hidam- 
baram's mistakes.” 

lopping the list is the demand by the 
Indian Sugar Mills .Association (issiu to 
impi'se a 40 per cent customs duty on 
imported sugar. Says Shishir Uajaj, ism\ 

# Polysterene 
♦ Vitamln-C 
^ Metallurgical Coke 

Bangladesh have levied im[K)rt duties rang¬ 
ing from 66 pet cent to 2(W [wr cent," says 
Baja). Sugar imports in India do not even 
have the special customs surcharge of .S {x;r 
cent applicable to ail commodities import¬ 
ed into the country. 

Even the US has imposed a duty of 1 .'JO per 
cent on im|K)rtcd sugar. Under the World 
Trade Organisation (wio) terms, India can 
impose a duty up to 150 jH-r cent. .According 
to isst.s, India dot's not nec'd any im{X)rtcc1 
.sugar when it is carrying a stock ol 10.1 mil- 

president anti Bajaj Hindustan no; "The ! lion tonnes as on March 15, 199B. But 
Mahajan Committee's rc'commendation to 
decontrol sug<ii‘ prices should be accompa¬ 
nied with an imposition of 20 per cent cus¬ 
toms duty ancl 20 (ler cenf aiui toicr 
countervailing duty on impor¬ 
ted sugar." 

India is the largest producer ol 
sugar in the world with a likely 
production of 12.1 million 
tonnes this year, which means 
work for 40 million farmers in 
the country. The Rs 15,000- 
crore turnover industry is in the 
dumps, thanks to free imports 
from aruntries like China, Pak- 
i-stan and some cis countries. 
"Sugar imports at zero duty are 
causing havoc. India is the only 
country in the world with zero 
duty on sugar. Countries like Sri 
liinka, Thailand South Africa, 
Colombia, the Philippines ancl 

vale trading companies including multina¬ 
tionals have registered the import ol 6.5 
lakh tonnes of sugar out of which 4 lakh 

Shishir Bajaj, CEO, 
Bajaj Hindustan, 

says sugar imports 
at zero duty are 

causing havoc. And 
warns that unless 
the government 
wakes up, weMI 

have an imported 
surplus and a 

replay of ’94>9S. 

tonnes have already landed in the country 
"Unless the government wakes up, India 
would be having an imported sugar surplus 
of almost 10 lakh tonnes," warns Bajaj. 

The domestic sugar industry has to sup¬ 
ply 40 per cent of its pnrduction as levy 
sugar to the government much below the 
cost of production. By December, the 

I industry's total stcx:k of free sugar is esti¬ 
mated to go up to 2..'! million tonnes while 
the levy shortfall of sugar would be 1.3 mil¬ 
lion tonnes. So, even if the levy sugar short¬ 
fall is made good from the free sugar, India 
would have 1 million tonnes of surplus 
sugar for free sale. "It makes absolutely no 
sense for the government to allow imports 
when the domestic situation is more than 
comfortable," says Bajaj. Bajaj says the European Union, which 

is the principal exporter of white 
sugar, sells it at about $800 per tonne 

in its domestic market and dumps it into 
the Indian market at around $310 per 
tonne. Ses'eral multinational sugar trading 
houses—Gleiicore, Cargill and so on- 
have established outfits in India. Warns 
the ISMA president: "We would like to cau¬ 
tion the government that a repeat of 1994- 
95 should not re-occur when 2 million 
tonnes sugar were imptwted in the country 
which ultimately creatcHl havoc in the 
Indian sugar industry." 

The fact that anti-dumping duties are 
re.sorted to by almost every nation lends 
credence to domestic industry's demands. 
Indonesian authorities have slapped anti¬ 
dumping duties on exports of hot rolled 
coil and plates by Tisco and Essar Steel. 

I Thailand is also scrutinising dumping alle¬ 
gations against India, Kazakhstan, 

i Bulgaria, China, Russia and Ukraine. The 
; T'liopcan Commission has imposed defin- 
! itive anti-dumping duties on imports of 
! unbleat In (1 cotton products. 

As the clamour for anti-dumping duties 
grows in strength, the government may 
soon hnd itself between the devi' ,md the 

deep sea. On the one hand, 
domestic industries are crying 

CEO, hoarse to incite the swadeshi 
Ian sentiments of the present gov- 
ilaii, ernment. On the other, the US 
iports Trade representative has assert- 

ed that the US government will 
not tolerate India's balance of 

I. And payment excuse for imposing 
■less ■■ttport duties. The European 
' Union has also objcH:ted to the 
IBm various subsidies available to 
16*11 Indian exporters in terms of 

duty drawbacks and passbook 
)ii6d schemes. 
I « Thus, dumping is turning into 

a curious case where the gov- 
•95. ernment has to move both 

torcefully and with care. ■ 



WEST BENGAL 

Orphans of the Red Book 
Where have workers been reduced to the most abject destitution? In Left-ruled Bengal, where else? 

Phologriphs by SWAPAN NAYAK 

By ASHISK. BISWAS _ I T was the worst May Day celebrations in 
West Hengal, after 21 uninterrupted 
years of Left rule. On the maidan, Chief 
Minister Jyoti Basu, Irerefl of heroics, 
delivereil his annual address. His mon¬ 

otonous pitch, with its mandatory reference 
to the “conspiracy" against the working 
class, diverted attention Irom a remarkable 
admission: even alter 21 years, tlie ruling 
iTont had not been able to do much for the 
workers of sick and closed industries. Now a 
committee would be set up to lixik into 
their problems and for workers whose units 
had closed down last year, there would be a 
inonthiv allowance ol Rs 500. Meanwhile, 
workers must startd united and not allow 
divisive lorces to mislead them... 

■Ihe same day, workers <rf the sick Alumi¬ 
nium Maniilacturing Company tix-k out a 
priKession in ilie once-red suburb 
of Dum Dum I he main .slogan: 
“Dalai rietara ^lum iaan ((irrmpt 
trade union leaders, get out)." On 
a day of tributes to working class 

I solidarity, the prestige of Bengal's TU lead¬ 
ers was at an all-time low. Yet by definition, 
the I'ront is an "iastrument of working class 
.struggles”. After 21 years, why was the pack 
turning on its leaders? 

liCft leaders admit that somewhere during 
their long tenure, they were overwhelmed 
by economic forces lieyond their control. 
Says (.lit! leader Chittabrata Majumdar: 
"Lay-offs, lock-outs, closures, unemploym¬ 
ent will inca-ase so long as the crisis of cap¬ 
italism remains and feudalism is also preva¬ 
lent in our country. Ihc Front government 
cannot protect the working class against all 
lypes of assaults.” 5o what can it do for the 
people? “It can provide some relief for peo¬ 
ple whose standards of living have declined 
during 30 years of Congress misrule. It can 
provide an honest administration free from 
nepoti.sm, corruption and inefficiency." 

It is with the second part of his claim that 

the common worker would join issue with. 
The spectre of industrial sickness and clo¬ 

sure has haunted the state through the '90s: 
• Over 56,083 .small-scale units arc c'osed or 
sick, locking up a capital of Rs 359 crore. 
• Also sick are 229 large units, the out¬ 
standing credit being Rs 1,139 crore 
• Kmployment in registered factories, how¬ 
ever, is around 10.52 jx;r cent of the natio¬ 
nal figure, although job opportunities have 
remained largely stagnant over the years. 
• And the most stunning statistic of all: 
between 1992 and 1994, the number of sick 
small units rose more than 70 per cent from 
32,022 to over 55,000. Figures for Maharas¬ 
htra were 20,153 to 21,3,50, Rajasthan 
14,420 to 14,665, while in Tamil Nadu and 
Punjab, there was a dc>cline, from 5,485 to 
2,434 and 9,797 to 8,125, respectively. 

No government could have failed more 
abjectly to protect workers' interests. The 

“MAKING INDUSTRIES SICK IS THE ONLY INDUSTRY 
HERE. THE OWNER CAN MAKE A QUICK BUCK AND RUN.” 
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leaders from Basu downwards BASU’S GOVERNMENT HAS OFTEN FLOUTED HIGH COURT 
bureauaacy to exert itself in DIRECTIVES INTENDED TO BRING RELIEF TO WORKERS. 
any way to improve the lot of 
harassed labour, indeed, the 
state government has often 
ignored and in effect flouted 
the directives of the Calcutta 
high court intended to bring 
some relief to the workers of 
ailing units. This is a state 
where workers apparently 
have no recourse at all. 

Local NGO Nagarik Mancha 
(Citizeiis' Forum) some time ■HHI 
ago conducted a detailed 
study into the condition of workers in West 
Bengal. Its findings are shocking. "It is not 
our contention that senior TU leaders like 
Niten Ghosh, Kamalapati Ray or Labour 
Minister Shanti Ghatak are corrupt. They 
are all men of impeccable honesty whose 
lifestyles have not changed. But the same 
cannot be said for some people close to 
them, people on whom they rely, nor about 
many government officials. Their sole 
objective is to make it easier for fly-by-night 
operators to acquire ailing units for a song, 
with a promise that no one will be retrenc¬ 
hed—and then strip the factories of their 
machinery and assets and close it for good," 
says Naba Dutta, a convenor of the Mancha. 

iniik 's Robin Majumdar points to another 
area of labour exploitation under the Left 
Front. "There are only 39 industries in the 
state where minimum wages have been 
affixed, against 67 in Uttar Pradesh, 60 in 
Tamil Nadu, 79 in Orissa, 63 in Bihar and 54 

I in Andhra. These legally fixed 
rates are also not always paid 
to workers in rural areas, 
where they arc too poor and 
disorganis^ to protest." 

As for helping workers of sick 
or closed units, it's been more 
media spin than concrete 
action. Recently, Kolay Biscuit 
Company was reopened 
amidst great fanfare, in the 
presence of Ba.su, senior min¬ 

ister Suhhas Chakravarty and other lumi¬ 
naries. An intrepid entrepreneur had inves¬ 
ted around Rs 1.75 crore. It worked only for 
a day, as the gas company refused supply 
because of pending bills not cleared by the 
earlier management. The question arises: 
why was no coordination achieved with gas 
supply authorities? No response. SIMILARLY, the Aluminium Manufact¬ 

uring Company unit shut down In 
1987. Then in 1995-96, again with 

much song and dance, the company was 
reopened, Chakravarty being again on 
hand. The new owners stripped the factory 
of its assets. Angry workers sued the state 
government, which was involved with 
each stage of the handover. The govern¬ 
ment reacted by acquiring the tx)mpany's 
land. How does this help the workers? No 
reply. Why was the new management not 
punished for reneging on its pledge—each 

THERE COULD BE OVER 500,000 JOBLESS AGAINST 
THE 900,000 REGISTERED WORKERS IN THE STATE. 

I 
I 

! 

takeover is accompanied by promises that 
production would resume and workers not 
laid o^ Again no response. 

"This is only the tip of the iceberg. 
Making industries sick is the only industry 
in Bengal If only because the management 
finds it easier here than in any other state 
to make a quick buck and run. Has the state 
government at all bestirred to ask why this 
should happen, what's causing all this, how 
to protect the workers? Of course not, all 
we got from the ministers and the TU lead¬ 
ers was the usual lecture about economic 
systems," says a Mancha spokesman. 

A few other cases of the state government 
violating the law to help employers defraud 
workers: Bharat Electrical Industries was 
bought by the state government with* an 
undertaking to the high court to reopen it 
as a workers' cooperative. In fact, the unit, 
after staying shut for five years, was sold to 
one A.K. Saha in total violation of the offi¬ 
cial undertaking and he promptly sold off 
all the assets. And the government didn't 
respond to a high court inquiry. 

Take the erstwhile bluechip Metal Box. 
Over 1,500 workers are without wages since 
1988. The Maharashtra government has fin¬ 
ally allowed the land around the Mumbai 
unit to be sold, provided workers are reha¬ 
bilitated. In West Bengal, the government 
did not oppose the proposed sale of land 
here, without any such provisions, presum¬ 
ably to make it easy for any eventual buyer. 

At the National Textile Cor(>oration 
mills, provident fund dues to the tune of 
Rs 21 crore were not paid. At Aluminium 
Manufacturing, at the time of closure, 
there was the factory, the machines and 43 
bighas. The high court ordered the compa¬ 
ny to be sold and .so it was to Oriental Sales 
Agency. Then the cm' and the iNrui, agreed 
to accept a payment of Rs 66 lakh for the 
workers without any general staff meeting, 
and the faiTory was demolished. 

Even if only 10 workers were on the rolls 
of each of the S6,(HX) sick units, it would 
mean that over 500,0(X) woikers are now 
jobless, against around 900,0(X) registered 
workers in the state. 

'Even existing laws guaranti'eing mini¬ 
mum facilities to workers have not bt'en 
implemented. The state government rem¬ 
ains unconcerned while viable industries 
are ruined and thousands rendered unem¬ 
ployed," reads the report of the Mancha 
fact-finding team headed by ex-Justice R. 
Sachar. So-called capitalist states like 
Maharashtra, the report notes, has stood by 
workers far better than leftist Bengal. The 
l.eft's undiminished high rhetoric makes 
this betrayal even more shameful. ■ 
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CURRENCY 

Know Your Euro 
India’s lack of interest Is dangerous—EU is Its largest trade partner SUIH TLY—and ignored, typically, by 

India—11 Kuropean nations last 
week decided to move towards the 
stage of the Economic and Monetary 

Union by adopting, from January 1,1999, 
a single currency that might even rival 
the dollar someday. Beginning next year, 
all financial business and wholesale trade 
will be conducted in Euro in the Euro¬ 
pean Union (EU), except in Greece which 
didn't make the tough criteria and in 
Britain, Denmark and Sweden, which 
have opted out for now. However, coins 
and notes in Euro will come only in 2002, 
giving the countries enough time to make 
a smooth transition to the new integrated 
economic and fiscal system. 

Where does India stand in this econo¬ 
mic watershed? At the farthest periphery. 
As a senior government official com¬ 
ments, lamenting the lack of any Euro- 
related government measures, political or 
economic, so far: "We don't act, we react. 
and only after a global event hits us." 
True, a decision has been taken to hold 
the first EU-India Partenariat in March 
next. Such partenariats are organised by 
the EU to promote business partnerships 
between its own small and medium enter¬ 
prises and of other countries. Comm- 
endably, however, the External Affairs 
Ministry has undertaken a study by a 
joint secretary on the Euro's 
implications for India. 

Tile government's lack of 
interest is dangerous because 
EU, ns a bloc, is India's largest 
trading partner. Euro has 
implications for all three eco¬ 
nomic fronts for India- 
trade, investment and aid, 
and l.li is a global partner 
India can ignore or choose 
nol to woo at its own cost. 
Trade: EU acc unts for ,1.1 per 
cent of India's exports (Sti 
billion out ot $.11 billion in 
1996). Ill 1990, two-way trade 
came to 18..S billion Ecu 
(European currency unit, one 
Ecu=Rs 44.H) or $2.1.07 bil¬ 
lion, leaving a trade gap of 
$1.6 billion in EU's tavour. 
India, however, has only 
about a half per cent share in 
EU's total imports or exports. 
India's imports from EU have 
grown Iry 60 per cent since 
1993, while expous are up 
only by 46 per cent, allowing 

the trade gap to more than triple in the 
last four years. Major items of import are 
electronics, precision and heavy equip¬ 
ment, pharmaceuticals and organic 
chemicals. 
Invastmant: in 1995 and 1996, EU 
accounted for 18-19 per cent of all foreign 
direct investment flows into India. 
According to Eurostat, EU is the largest 
.source of fdi in terms of actual inflows. 
Aid: India is one of the largest recipients 
of EU's development grants, totalling 2.1 
billion lieu ($2.6 billion) between 1976 
and 1996. India is also the only Aslan 
country so far to have accessed the 
European Investment Bank, for a Ecu 55 
million loan for I’owergrid Corporation. 

EU has been moving towards stronger 
ties with India for quite sometime now. 
In 1995, when it came out with its Asia 
strategy, India was peripheral. Not being a 
member of asmn, it has been left out of 
ASKAN-Europe Meetings (asem). But in 
1996, EU approved a long-term strategy 
paper on enhanced partnership with 
India; this came right after similar EU 
communications with japan 
and China. 

For India, the 
implications of 
the single cur¬ 
rency go much 

Graphics by ANOOP KAMAW 

EURO EFFECT 
■ InIra-EU competition will 

bring down operational 
costs for Indian traders 

■ A borderless Europe will 
otter greater convenience 
in business 

■ Stability ot Euro will reduce risk hedging problems 
■ Software exports to EU. at S 250 million now, 

may boom 

BUT... 
■ There'll be more pressure on India to change its 

trade policies removing quantitative restrictions 
and changeover lo a stricter patent and IPR regime 

■ Non-taritI barriers like export subsidies, quality and 
environmental standards, health and sanitary rules, 
child labour, etc will come in tor closer scrutiny 

■ The single market could raise protectionism 
within EU 

■ Also, India, with its hard economic realities, may 
(all behind in the race to capture new markets in EU 

beyond the simple of Indian 
exporters receiving ttadh ieinittances in 
Euro from January 1. For one, In a border¬ 
less Europe with common standards, the 
cost of transaction and tranportation (the 
freight rates have already halved) will 
come down allowing the exporter to sell 
the same product evraywhere with mini¬ 
mum effort. For another, rising competi¬ 
tion inside EU will result in lower prices 
for importers. 

Unification demands may lead to a 
boom in software exports from India,' 
aleady at $250 million and growing at 75 
per cent annually. Provided Euro remains 
stable—it probably will with 11 nations 
backing it with direct reserves of £33 bil¬ 
lion—importers will be able to minimise 
currency risk hedging. 

The flip side is that, to raise its paltry 
share in EU trade or even to maintain it, 
India needs to bone up on several policy 

fronts. One, EU wants India to remove 
quantitative restrictions fast, espe¬ 

cially for a priority list of prod¬ 
ucts. In textiles and leather 
products, India is lacing a 
tough figlit from China and 
Brazil. Two, the non-ta.ifl 
barriers to exports—stringent 
quality, health, sanitary and 
environment norms, child 
labour, e.xport subsidies, plus 

anti-dumping investigations, 
which resulted in penal duty in 

23 cases in 1996, may rise further. 
Three, a post-Euro EU will be more 

strident in demanding protection of 
inleliectual pro|)crty rights and liber¬ 
alised economic and capital market 
{)olicics. l.astly, the advantages enjoyed 
by India, tiiose of cheap labour and 
other costs, will also be enjoyed by a 
unified Europe, where unemployment 
is acute, debt high and growth reced¬ 
ing. The same reasons may lead to ihc 
emergence of Fortress Europe. Within 
Europe, multinational corporations 
may merge, restructure and relocate to 
minimise costs and maximise gain. A 
rainbow of an opportunity may turn 
into a formidable problem, if Indian 
industry and government do not wake 
up now. ■ 

Paromlta Shastrl 
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The Plot Thickens 
The entry of foreign firms revolutionises the real estate business Every panwafa or kiranumUi, with 

knowledge of a couple of empty flats 
in his neighbourhood, rolls up his sle¬ 

eves and turns into a real estate agent. But, 
creeping into the market arc multinalionai 
firms, who, by virtue of size, funds and 
service, are rewriting the niles of the game. 

Enter the new breed of brokers; function¬ 
ing liom posh offices, using laptops, and 
backed up by professional degrees—in con¬ 
trast to the barely educated local brokers 
who function from seedy rooms. As (»f now, 
eiglit multinational property consultants 
{see box) are in India and more are likely. 

"We came to India as our clients wanted 
our services," says Elizabeth Parry, director, 
Richard Ellis l.td, who, with CMiers Jardine 
(India) ProjKJity .Services, were the first to set 
shop in 1995. Their main clients: foreign ' 
firms entering India, who prefer to rely on 
companies they ate familiar with. "Our clie¬ 
nts wanted our services in India as the risks 
and exposure are high and information 
hard to come by," says Aa.shish Velkar of 
Cushman & Wakefield (India) Pvt. Ltd. 
"Accountable advice is what we provide," 
adds Marcus Wraight, director, Chesterton 
Meghraj Property Consultants Pvt. Ltd. 

Resides brokerage, these firms offer evalu¬ 
ation, research, property audit, property 
management. Services that are mostly new 
to India. "We are trying to institutionalise 
the real estate business, ” .says Pranay Vakil, 

MD, Knight Frank (India) IM Ltd. 
Tltough they arrive with the intention of 

servicing foreign clients, these firms ultima¬ 
tely target the Indian corporate sector and 
the retail segment of the market. Top Indian 
corporate clients have already been roped 
in—Knight Frank services the House of 
Tatas and the Godrej Group, Richard Ellis 
advises the Lai Bhai and the Dalmia groups. 

The F.state Agents' Association of India 
(I’AAi) is worried. "We have lost over 30 per 
cent of business to these firms," says Ronnie 
Wadia, secretary, iaai. "They are able to use 
an array of computers which stoa- their 
database. Plus, contacts with the parent 
firm abroad help them get deals with tiie 
l(Kal subsidiary And, they provide far Ix-tter 
service to clients than we do," he admits. 

JZk. 

GLOBAL 
Name 

■ Colliers Jardine 

■ Lloyds Biooke 
HMIer Parker 

■ KnIghtFrank 

■ Jones Ung Wootton 

■ Chesterton Megivaj 
■ RiciwdEMe 

■ CinhmanftWMtefleld 

■ UHSale " 

_ i.7k 

TOUCH , 
Btanches in India 

Mumbai, Banijalore, 
Delhi, Chennai 
Mumbai, Bangalore. 
Delhi. 
Mumbai. Delhi. Pune 

Bangalore 
Mumbiri, Delhi 

Mumbai. Bangalore. 
Delhi, Cheimal 
Mumbai, OeM 

oielhl 

Parry of Richard Ellis: 
the hig league entrants 

ANOOPKAMATH 

'Service' is the mantra. 
As in the “comprehensive 
hand-holding exercise" 
that Colliers Jardine and 
its iik do when trying to 
sell the flat of a Mr Joshi: 
• They scrutinise his doc¬ 
uments, check whether 
he has paid all his dues. 
• Inform him of all recent 
transactions in his area to 
give him an idea of the 
prevailing market price. 
• Quiz the buyer about 
the source of his funds, 
ask him about the mode 
of payment. 
• Ask when he wants 
delivery of the flat. 
• Advice Mr joshi to keep 
part of the amount for 
capital gains tax. 
• Check whether Mr 
Joshi is in "arrears on 

taxes". Because all transactions of immov¬ 
able property alxive Rs 5 lakh must have a 
certificate under section 230 (A) of the IT 
Act, whtch states that the person is clear 
on all taxes. If not, the IT department can 
impound sale proceeds and recover taxes. 
• Be with Mr Joshi till he hands over the 
keys of the flat to the buyer. 

Despite the tough talk, foreign firms and 
local brokers do interact. All the firms have 
a |>anel of brokers through which they tran¬ 
sact deals and build database. "It would be 
easy to be rude about Icol brokers but they 
control the market. They have knowledge 
of market and landlords," says Wraight. 

Yet, according to Wadia, 90 (XTcent of tlio 
broking community has been hit. And, the 
next move on the agenda of the foreign 
firms is the retail segmenl. According to 
Kumar, five years down the line, (iolliers 
will Ifxjk at the retail segment together with 
joint venlure partner, non . "We want to lx* 
the .Singapore Airlines of real estate in the 
country, catering to a range of peojtle—cor- 
(X)rates, rich and the middle class," he says. 

Are foreign firms edging out Itxal brokers? 
It seems so, at least as far as mega deals go. 
fxilliers Jardine claims it "negotiated the 
biggest square footage deal in India" for sof¬ 
tware giant Microsoft Corp. in Hyderabad 
And Knight Frank and Colliers Jardine wor¬ 
ked on either side to sell the Siemens Build¬ 
ing, at Worli, Mumbai—a Rs 47 crore deal. 

Wraight doesn't see any reason tor the 
old-timers to worry: only five per tent of 
the deals are done by mncs, lota) brokers 
do the majority of the deals, he says. But 
the writing on the wall for local brokers is 
crystal clear: shape up or ship out. ■ 

Linus Chsttiar 
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EARSAY HI THE HEWS 

Graphics by ANOOP KAMATH 
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lftheswadeshiwatlahslShtbia^1S^'.'{^mmi^^.-. jWKCHiiiiiDBAN; 

could browbeat the 
they were wrong. LG lEtadttenk^^!^'' >@1 
of the leading Soittii Korean 
giants, has come out v^ 
concept to beat the nahdtuO^ 
cals at theli own gamti. The o6ihJ»* 
ny win soon unveil |inew.Uhjt'^,;./nF\~ra|l 
TVs with their manuais, jta^s,. -i '/I \ j fml 
remote control panels and / 
on-screen dtspla^ys In flb^t The S I 
'Sampooma'series w^1iie:f8i^etedM 
the rurallndian mail^, aiidat wiilh are 
unhappy with the an^^i^.btvasloh and v^t Hindi back in their living rooms. The 
company which lauitai^'fhe-wmdd's first lcd display TV-com-PC rntniitot last week,, 
claims to have made a sijibstmtial investment in developing a new mictodtip for the 
Indian language iiiterface lcn Its protects. The Hindi versions will be Introduced first! 
Later, TamU, Tdugu, Bengali and Punjablmuy see the light of small soeen. ^ next 
time you swftdi on an LG TV fo your nahve village, be prepared to tune up the 
nwbaz (volume), ujwalataa (brightness), dudherao (contrast), rang (colour), spasktataa 
(sharpness), santtdai (balance). Or else the awaaz band (mute). 

.... ^ 
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Price Virus 

I KOM the td|)itai, nmspa|K“r 
price wars liave |XTCt)lated to 
tlie slat?.s. In (Jaicutia, five Ben¬ 
gali dailies are at each other's 
throats, with the .\v»*ek Sarkar- 
owned Aihiiiilti Hti/tiar I'alriku 
(\iii‘i, and .hi/'Li/ unnouiu'ing 
priie nils ol .SO p.iise and .it) 
p.«ise re'.|X‘ctively. lire < i’i(\i) 
mouthpiece'iiiiiiishiikti low¬ 
ered Its price hy 20 paise. t iirr- 
enlly. \ia-. riatUliii and <.niiiiidi- 
iikli sell at Its 2. Ati/kal and Uni- 
Uiiihiii .ire priicd at Ks 2.20 and 
Us 1.80 resixvtisely fhe price 
war was kicked oft hy Ikirhinnm 
slashing priees Iroin Ks 2.,10 to 

Rs 1.80. In spite of initial resis¬ 
tance hy vendors, allegedly 
egged on by rivals, BarUtnum\ 
price strategy, coupled with its 
all-out stipiHxl for Mainata 
Bdiicrjee, appears to tiave wor¬ 
ked. On weekdays, its circula¬ 
tion is up from 2.1.S lakh two 
years ago to 4 lakh. Hence a 
shift ill slralegs’ by the rest 
Ohsen'ers tear another lound 
ot piite cuts is in the otting, 
with .MU'dipping to Rs 1..S0. If 
so, HuiUiniiiii and ilaniHihakti 
might hold their own due to 
their fxilitically ecrniuitted 
readership, hut Aiijkiil and 
I'nitidiii could be in troiilrle. 

Bare Feat_ 
VV1-;.\U Bare, gel lucky. That's 
the catchy slogan lor Mumhai' 
fiasecl apparel-niaker 
Pantaloon Fashions (India) 
l td, maker of the Bar*' brand 
of jeans, t he company is now 
asking people to take its slo¬ 
gan seriously. In other words, 

that its jeans work wonders for 
wearers. Proof; ace-cricketer 
Ajay Jacleja, who recently won 
the Man of ttie Series award. 
Bare claims his luck changed 
alter he started modelling for 
it. If Hindustan Lever, Pepsico 
and UB, Close-Up, Pepsi and 
Kingfisher beer— some ol the 
prociucts which jadeja endors¬ 
es, decide to contest the claim, 

T NARAYAN 

Pantaloon has a ready answer 
to that. F.vidence, in the form 
of Sri Lankan ace Sanath 
Jayasuriya and South Africa's 
Hansie t!ronje, the other pro¬ 
moters of Bare jeans. Will 
PepsiCo and Visa follow suit 
with .Sachin Tendulkar? 

A.V. .Bbte com¬ 
ply Titidian Raym has 

Rcoi^ Its hist <hap in net 
profit hi the last five. y|e»»— 
from last yeat^ Its 214.77 
ciore to Ks Z12.STcioie, des¬ 
pite a decent rise in turno¬ 
ver, mainly due to a dlamal 
performance in the first half 
of the fiscal year. 

IT was curtains last week 
for Kapal Mehia-owned 

Orkay Industries, the texti¬ 
les and petiodiemlcals 
company which gave Relta- 
nce industries a run for its 
money in the mid-1980s. 
The court appointed a pro¬ 
visional liquidator for Ae 
company on a winding-up 
petition filed by the Maha¬ 
rashtra State Financial Coip-> 
oration. In Delhi, the High 
Court ordered the winding 
up of ModiLuft, appointing 
an official liquidator to take 
care of its dues. 

IN a move to coincide with 
the F.U's adoption of a sin¬ 

gle currency, the Fairo, Ger¬ 
many's Daimler-Benz, the 
makers of Mercedes Benz, 
announced its decision to 
merge with Detroit's Chrys¬ 
ler Oorp. The $40-billion 
deal to form the world's 
fifth largest car producer, 
will aeate a new global 
conglomerate with holdings 
in cars, trucks, aerospace, 
railways, auto technology 
and electronics. The new 
company, Daimler Chrysler, 
wilt be headquartered join¬ 
tly in Stuttgart and Michi¬ 
gan with a market value of 
$92 billion and annual sales 
of over $130 billion. Analy- 
.sts predict a rise in mergers 
in £U, more in financial ser¬ 
vices. The mergers are expe¬ 
cted to touch $450 billion 
in 1998, compared to $100 
billion in 1993. 

States that corner the maximum subsidy for pos cereais are not necessariiy the 

poorest. Andhra pockets 13 per cent of the total but should get only 5 per cent. 

Similarly Kerala gets 10 but deserves only 2. At the other end are poor states like 

UP and Bihar which need 18 and 16 per cent respectively. Iliey get only 8 and 5. 
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THE PROBLEM IS SAHEB IS LOSING TOUCH 
WITH THE GROUND REALITIES IN THE SENA 

JAIDEV THACKERAY 
Balasaheb's son 



COVER STORY. 

Pakistani ghazal singer Ghulam 
AH had been slighted at the 
hands of the Sena and on May 
1, Bajrang Dal activists stormed 
the Mumbai residence of pain¬ 
ter M.F. Husain reacting to 
his two-decade-old Situ Kesnied. 
in seven days, between the 
enemy-aruntry, the errant can¬ 
vas and the egregious con¬ 
cert-three disparate tliough 
joint-at-the-hip episodes—the 
changing face of a cosmo|x>li- 
tan city called Bombay became 
ominously visible. 

The hnger of blame pointed 
straight at Bal Thackeray's rowdy Shiv Sainiks, provoked and 
encouraged by the Thackeray family. "1 most certainly feel that 
there has been some kind of cultural degeneration and I feel that 
it has come in with the present government," opines social histo¬ 
rian Sharada Dwivedi. I'ilm-maker Shyam Benegal is aghast: "Why 
should one group decide what is good or not for us? Especially in 
matters of culture, and particularly taste, which has different 
lnterpretation.s? It seems certain biases are coming to the fore." 

The 17-member governmcnt-apirointed scrutiny board authorised 
the watchdog Citizens' Organisation for Public Opinion (copo) to 
hold performers and audience to the caveat—"No man, woman or 
child shall behave in an indecent fashion during the show, includ¬ 
ing hugging and kissing". Show organiser ona Networks briefed the 
band to hold on to its shirt and tongue 
during the concert. No swear words, no 
shirtless strut. Even as coho justified: "Else 
in future we shall have everyone walking 
all over the Morality which the state gov¬ 
ernment wants to preach". 

Among those retorting "Papa, don't pre¬ 
ach" is (ierson da Cunha of the Bombay 
I'irst organisation. "Not all .Sainiks, but a 
narrow group within is making political 
capital. B\ atUcking Marc or AH they are 
seler'ting the softest targets. Why don't 
they hit out at the film industry for visit¬ 
ing the greatest vulgarity on us? That'd 
antagonise its s'otebanks." Comparing 
these moral breast-beaters to Nazi Brown 
Shirts, (la t’uriha says; "The silent major¬ 
ity cannot sjX'ak out against violent street 
thugs. But citizens can organise them¬ 
selves. We have the numbers." 

But, cautions writer Shanta Gokhale, 
the Sena may well be speaking for these 
numbers. The average Maharashtrian 
believes he has l)ecn far too tolerant. 
"Since they love Ginilam AH they’d dis¬ 
approve of what happened. But would 

okay policing of rock concerts 
since it concerns their chil¬ 
dren's behaviour." Thackeray's 
blessing the Bajrangis' action— 
"If Husain can enter Hindustan, 
why can't we barge into his 
house"—may find a frisson of 
empathy among a majority 
that finds it difficult to appreci¬ 
ate an artiste's right to plural¬ 
ism in art and easier to question 
his need to needle sentiments. 

Referring to Lalbaug's Chand 
Shahsaheb ka dargah which 
houses a well donated by a 
Hindu tamasha group as the 

finest example of harmony, Dwivedi continues, "Nobody can dict¬ 
ate terms to the public, unless done by plebiKite, and this 
Includes the random renaming of the city from Bombay to 
Mumbai or Victoria Terminus to Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus. 
The recent attempt to rename Khodadad Circle, presumably 
because it had been named after an Afghani god, displayed the 
nadir of ignorance. Can history be changed and can anyone wipe 
away the fact that the British built Bombay?" Protests notwith¬ 
standing, the zunkha-Miakrifying of the city has reached new 
heights: with Marathi signboards thrust upon peeved shopkeepers 
and Chief Minister Manohar Joshi making phone-in promises on 
TV that names like Grant Road would face the axe. 

Asks Dwivedi; "Why eradicate the history of the city without ask- 

■ Do you tuppoil the Sena's 
idea to shot down MumbaPs 
night life aRar 11.30 pm? 

Yes 
82% 

No A 

H Is the setting up of I 
Stage Performance Security 
Board a good Idea? 



KIRAN NAGARKAR Writer 

MITHACKHUYIIiSiUI 
EXnEliilY lIMITf D 
AnmnoN span, he has 
RUN OUT OF IPEAS, NOT 
THAT HE EVER HAD MANY. 

Am LOKE 

S! Do you think lyrics of 
songs should be censored 
by Pramod Navalkar? 

ing the iteople? Even the so- 
called iin|)erialist British made 
publicly available the designs of 
the (iateway of India and called 
for public opinion but when 
Prarntx! Navalkar expressed a 
desire to build an India Cate- 
akin structure at Kalaghoda, he 
didn't seek public opinion." 

Public opinion has mattered 
least to a party tliat has gathe¬ 
red its moral might by muscling 
in on the minoritv—first South- 
Inrlian followed by Muslini- 
Iwshing. "The Sena began as a 

hr.iacklash to the overwhelming 
inlluence ol outsiders. In the beginning they wanted to assi^rt them¬ 
selves, that later changed to being against others," opines Kumar 
Ketkar, editoi, \Uilitirtislilrii Times. 

Subsequently, cultural terrorism which began as an innocuous 
part of the agenda soon rose* to head it. "In the early '7()s, the Sai- 
niks almost burnt down Kas'indra Natya Mandir and threatened our 
entire family. We we,e escortitl to school by policemen and every 
visitor to our home was trisked, including the bieadman," recounts 
Priya Tendulkar, daughter of eminent playwright Vijay Tendulkar. 
"Based on their reading of Siiklumim liiiitler and (iluLsiriim Kuhfiil, 
the Sena felt that my father was anti-Hindu and was corru[)ting 
Indian culture. Now it a party has its roots in goondaism, the fact is 
not likely to change even when they assume power. And this grow- 

ATUL LOKr 

ing intolerance is an offshoot of 
the ruling |iarty's culture." 

While their tolerance manifes¬ 
ted itself in a number of ways, 
the pluralism of the city fell 
prey to the |X)litics of (xipulism. 
AcTording to Ketkar, the .saffro- 
nisation of the middle-class til¬ 
ted the lilieral scales "In 1968, 
the Sena could not cash in on 
communalism but by 1987 
when Ayodhya started gaining 
ground, so did the Sena. One 
would suppose that middle class 
sup|)ort for the Sena was amipl- 
ete by 1992—post-Babri." 

Bencytal believes such catatonic reactions to imagined slights and 
defiance are uncharacteristic to Mumbai. "Everybody functions 
within his chosen area. It has yet never disturbed frcace. Is kissing 
anti-constitutional? Why the hue and cry? 1 am surprised and alar¬ 
med. We live in a deiiuKracy. 1 find no serious logic in the estab¬ 
lishment's entire exercise." Actor Dilip Kumar, whose acceptance of 
Pakistan's highest civilian award Nishan-e-lmtia/ still provokes jibes 
over his patriotism, rues Mumbai's fall. "It is no longer India's grand 
metropolis, it is more unbearable. But it had a very civilised ethos, 
framed by eminent men ot letters." No longer. As cnxiner lla Arun, 
affected by the decision to wind up concerts by Id pm, a.sks. "Why 

The targets: Husain, Ghulam All, Jansher Khan, Mumbai's bargirls 

SHmIIENDRAYASHWANT 

«i is it obscens (or Bombay- 
Ites to make gestures of 
iove and affection in pubiic? 
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should every second person 
educate me about patriotism? 
This from people who cannot 
be consistent.” Concert organis¬ 
ers watch the ckKk, while festi¬ 
val loud-speakers blare on. 
Some Pakistani artistes are allo¬ 
wed, while doors are slammc*d 
on others. Singer Nusrat Fateh 
Ali Khan faced a Sena-ordered 
Bollywood ban for his remarks 
on plagiarism in India. I'he ban 
was lifted when he denied this, 
offering to urge Pakistan to [jer- 
mit Indian concerts. Actresses 

■ lYi not people but the « Should cultural and 
govemmant that creates sporting ties between India 
rift between India and Pak? and Pak be stepped up? 

CiniNy 
2\ 

Cmliay 
2% 

cover—sex symbol Mamta 
Kulkami. Catholic Communi¬ 
cation Centre dashed off a dis¬ 
traught letter to Film Federation 
of India over blockbuster 
Dilmle Dulhaniya Le Jayenge 
where Shah Rukh Khan not 
only flips through a Bible irrev¬ 
erently in a church, but puts up 
his little finger. The C.atholic 
Centre questioned the film fra¬ 
ternity's penchant for creating 
.stereotypes by giving molls and 
drunkards Christian names. 

The Maharashtra Cable Sena 
Somy Ali and Zeba Bakhtiar browbeat Siticable into yank- 
were allowed into Bollywrwd because they had British passports, ing the Pakistani serial Red Card off the air. But the mother of all 
inconsistency is the only consistenc)' here, ('.rotch-clutching fuss was over Mani Ratnam's Bomikiy, distributed by Amitabh 
Michael Jackson is on, but Oef leppard is kept off. Shaggy, like Bachchan C'orjtoration Limited. Reza Academy started a virulent 
Jackson, makes it after paying obeisance to city fatliers. campaign against the film for showing a Hindu boy romancing a 

Has pettifogging unseated Mumiiai's legendary laissez faire? burkha-clad girl. Sena flexed muscle over the politically incorrect 
Shared schoolmarm sentiments eclipse political differences. Some- title, insisting it be made Mumbai, and objected to Tinnu Anand 
time ago, the Youth Congress made Benetton withdraw its ad show- caricaturing the supremo. Perhaps Bachchan's proximity to the 
ing a horse mounting a mare. The Qureshi community criixi foul I'hackerays helped. Thja title was unchanged, 
over the line ‘%isai, yaliaii Mb kasai ham'' in Priyadarshan's Sa/aa- Responding to prevalent ptudishness. Railways, winch sold 
e-KaaUifhmi. The context, they contended, demeaned butchers. The space for Striptease posters, dressed up Demi Moore in garish [)aint. 
same week Samajwadi Party did a double-take over a l-series cas- Another group found Necna Gupta unfit to play the role of Kunti 
sette in which religious songs by Nusrat had an unacceptable as she was an unwed mother. When revival of the Shops and 

Establishment Act faileci in its attempt to stop 
bar maids from working beyond the mandatory 
8.10 pm, the government decided to scrutinise 
cabaret dances being euphemistically staged as 
Bharatiya Sanskritiya Nritya. 

Though bar-owners protested, most visitors 
trundled in only after 11.30 pm, and the govern¬ 
ment decided to stop serving liquor well before 
the Cinderella hour. Tlie bar girls' plea, that this 
deprived them of the tips which form the bulk of 
their earnings, has fallen on indifferent ears. And 
Ashok Row Kavi’s activism continues to generate 
petulant hysteria since gays "are still politically 
incorrect in a procession doing violent protest". 

Alka Pandey of the Agni Shikha Manch shrilly 
protested Shekhar Kapoor's Bandit Queen (anot¬ 
her ABCL distribution) for disrobing Seema 
Biswas (In Phoolan Devi's role) and abusive lan¬ 
guage. "There were 25 abuses used," recalls 
Devendra Pandey, Alka's husband. The manch 
has also marched over other abused mores. 
Stardust covers—Pooja Bhatt's computer- 
inspired nudity, topless torsos of starlet Trishna 
and actress Mamta Kulkarni draped only with 
hands (in Trishna's case, not her own). Trishna 
begged off, saying the photographer had spiked 

Amclii Mumbai: tbu renaming frenzy, a spinoff of the city’s Marathi revivalism her drink, while Kulkarni's mother's anger at the 
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NARI HIRA PiiLlisher 

111 COHNNUIIH Oun^ 
irmciiYisvBtrsiwNis 
Ml msi VMHOW CUMPS 
wuowriiiiBURniE 
SBUfROMIHIKOni. 

Coalition at 
Loggerheads 
The tenuous Sena-BJP combine 
can’t seem to agree on anything WHEN Ashraf Jahangir Qazi, Pakis¬ 

tan's high commissioner in India, 
tailed on Bai Thackeray in January, 

he had to wait for over 10 minutes before 
getting past the tight security ring around 
the Sena chief. Later, Thackeray fumed to a 
journalist who complained about his secu¬ 
rity: "These securitymen have no sense. 
They even did this to Qazi, a diplomat, his 
country's ambassador, and yes, a 
nice man." That was Thackeray 
before the elections, and the drul^ 
bing his alliance received. 

One conclusion Is that Thacke¬ 
ray's suggestions about national 
monuments in Ayodhya did not 
cut Ice with the minodtles. Worse, 
there are some who feel that such 
postures may have even cost the 
Sena the hardline Hindu vote. 
That has revived the Sena snarl. 
Thackeray's handshake with the 
minorities is now a memory and as 
Sharad Pawar put it at a Gmgress 
meet in Nashik last week: Thacker¬ 
ay's effort now is "to play the mil¬ 
itant Hindutva card to win the 
next assembly elections". 

This marks a return to a position 
that is over a decade old. Militant 
Hindutva turned into a trademark 
by thd 1990 assembly polls and 
lines like "Garv se kaho hum 
Hindu Imin (say with pride we are 
Hindus}* berame familiar. Uie bjp, 

which piggy-backed to power on 
its ally's muscle-over-mind style, 
shows signs of retreating as ffte 
Sena returns to its old stage props. 

But that won't be too easy. Tlie 
BJP and the Sena are locked in a 
tenuous sharing that is glued by 
the hict that each needs the other 

Munda, Josbl: pulling In dlffamnt dinedom 

to be in power. Coming under the overall 
umbrella of saffron, die sharing some¬ 
times gains from the image of ideological 
compatibility. But beneath that surface, it 

is cleat that the two parties are 
essentially different. 

The Sena still has a narrow agenda 
and can, therefore, look forward to 
gaining locally from the recent 
nrforcement of a cultural code. On 
the other hand, the ajr is well aware 
that such wild cat whims can only 
cost the party its image and votes.* 
Ihe BJP would want to build its inde¬ 
pendent base and get away from 
having to deal with Thacker^s. On 
the other hand, the Sena would not 

want to share key portfolios with the bjp. 

■niese differences were the subject of a 
meeting last week between Thackeray and 
senior state>Bjp ministers in the run-up to 
cabinet expansion. To sort out these dif¬ 
ferences, a coordination committee of 

senior leaders from both parties 
has been set up. The move 
towards a committee comes at a 
time when there is growing res¬ 
entment towards Manohar Joshi 
and the Sena tackles new prob¬ 
lems like the rebellion of two 
ministers asked to resign. 

At the root of the problem is the 
fact that the first anti-Congress 
state government has no issues left 
to talk of. With two years left for 
assembly polls, the bjp is keen on 
improsnng its image and wants to 
convey to the Sena that it cannot 
take the law in its hands and 
enforce a cultural code of its 
choice. After a drubbing which 
reduced the hip seat tally from 18 
out of 48 to just four Ixrk Sabha 
seats, the bjp feels it can do without 
the negative fallout of the Sima's 
style. Says Madhav Deshpande, 
wdio fell out with Thackeray and 
left the party; “When he becomes 
more and more politically inse¬ 
cure, he uses this kind of drama.” 
For Thackeray, whose vaulting 
ambitions were curtailed by his 
party's performance (six seats, 
down fr^ IS), one formula to 
gain ground seems a return to the 
Sena's inational hardline tactics. 

Lekhi Ratiminl 

“We differ with the Sana” 
—Deputy CM Gopinath Munde tells Outlook 

Joshi says he will not allow Pakistani artistes 
in Mumbai. Where do you stand? 
Our PM has taken a view that there should be no 
attack on artistes, sportspersons or any visitor. I end¬ 
orse that view. As home minister I will give protection 
to those who come to Mumbai. That is my duty. As a 
government we cannot stand by and let this happen. 
Do you disiqpprove of the Sena style? 
I do not want to comment on this. But if any one takes 
the law into his own hands I will take action—like the 
action taken against Bajrang Dai activists who ran¬ 
sacked M.F. Husain's house. No one's above the law. 
While the Sena attacks nddstani artistes, the 
qp says such steps will harm hUatcral ties. 
lsn*t this an obvious contiwUction? 
We are against Pakistan's activity in Kashmir and 
have led agitations in the state. That is different, and 
attacking people Is different. 
Do you think the Sena's actions wUl tarnish 
the MP's image? 
How can It aff^ the jup? Our commitment is dear— 
we differ with the Sena actions against visiting artistes. 
Is there a rlfl between the Sena and the bijp? 
I dwi't think so. You have differences between hus¬ 
band and wife but that does not lead to divorce. Angry 
words may be settled over a cup of tea in the morning. 
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ATUL LOKE 

Salaam Thackeray 
Bollywood bends backwards to appease the Sena 

Last year, in his den at suburban Bandra, Thackeray released 
tlie album of the Bobby Deol-Aishwarya Rai starrer Aur Pyar 
Ho Gaya featuring Nusrat Fateh All. Last month, the launch 

of Subhash Ghai's Taal was graced by the supremo's nephew Raj 
Thackeray and daughter-in-law Smita Thackeray. A few days 
ago, the bejewelled bahu was spotted at the premiere of Yash 
Johar's Duplicate. Subservient superstar Shah Rukh Khan, who 
normally doesn't give in to such actions, was seen paying obei¬ 
sance with a public peck on her cheek. The writing on the 
screen was obvious: That Bollywood is bowing to the Shiv Sena. 

For a lortg time. Dubai-based don Dawood Ibrahim had a free 
tun of hlmdom. But .Sena-controlled unions served as a forum 
for frightened filmmakers to run to. Then, the Maharashtra 
Cable Sena strode into the cable scene, even blocking the 
beaming of I'akistan TV in Muslim mohallas which Cable Sena 
chief R. Keni dubs “mini-I’akislan”. 

Thackeray, meanwhile, played the role of master mediator. 
Music director Nadeeni was apparently told to lay off Mala 
Sinha's daughter Pratibha. A Dawood-loyalist producer who 
supposedly threatened to bump off Govinda was sent packing. 
F.ven tlie Subliash Gliai-Mahima Chowdhury rift was allegedly 
laid to rest by the supremo. 

But the Sena also creates prob¬ 
lems for tliose who refuse to toe 
their line. ".Smita has become a 
flashv fixture at every do and God 
help those wlio don’t include a 
member of the family in the invite 
list." says an industry insider. 
F.ven the pre.ss isn't spared. The 
1997 Filmfare Awards came to a 
iialt at midnight, I.S minutes after 
Raj left the venue: supposedly 
iKTause the mighty Times group 
had forgotten to lend a personal 
touch to their invitation, "ilie 
parik -stricken Response cliief was 
pleading with Shatnighan Sinha, 
Rajesli Khanna and Sunil Dutt to rescue the show because the 
main awards had not yet been given. A call to Raj ensured that 
the last [Kwt of the programme passed through. By that time, the 
crowds tiad letl, only TV viewers savs’ it. This when the Indian 
Exiwss group’s Screen Awards, held 20 days before the Filmfare 
Awards, at the .same venue, went on till 2 am," a source infor¬ 
med. Says t.hhagan Bhujbal: "You have to say salaam to Thack- 
iTay. The him industry is faced with extortion from the under¬ 
world and the S<‘na. With the underworld these poor fellows can 
go to the police, but who can complain against the Sena?" 

■ Should Pakistani sports- 
persons be invited to play 
in India? 

m Should Pakistani singers 
and musicians ha allowed 
to perform in India? 

IF" 
Yes 
W% 

No A 
, 20% M Cinluy 

1% 

According to an Outlook-MODF. poll conducted in Mumbai 
city, while 82 per cent back the government's decision to 
shut down bars by 11.30 pm, 80 per cent are Insistent that 
Pakistani artistes be allowed to perform. The poll was con¬ 
ducted among 31.3 graduates between May 5 and May 7. 

protesters earned her a (lolice case. Bhatt won tlieir sympailiy alter 
slie convinced them it was a simulated siiot. 

l.ast month, tlie .Senaand tlie inanch took on the "vulgar" Hindi 
and (iiijarati plays. VVtiile I’andcy courted arrest by disrupting a 
play tilled Slunya (Bed), Marathi lyricist .Santaram Nandgaonkar 

recranked tlie scrutinv board, rewiking 
licences of several plays induiliiig SuuH 
I’ouii Glhirwali, I ailkl liiwan I'aiioG 
I’arcshan and I'ati Ai/ra»/ I'atiii Ganim 
wliiie overhauling suggestive titles like 
Buiko IHshii Meliiini Biiri (sistei-in-law 
is better tlian wile). 

Chafing at such "doulile standards", 
I'day Renegal of Indian rock group 
Indus t.lrec'd wonders it Sainik Dacia 
Kondke’s Aiitlluri Raul Xkiii Diyu 'im 
lltuUh Miiii evokes just chasie giggles. 
"Revoke the government award institu¬ 
ted in Kondke's name. Ban liis films 
wilh retros|)eclive etiect. SomelxKly, it 
siTiiis, IS on a |xm'er trip. Such incon¬ 
sistency IS dangerous. Are tliey banning 
nautanki and taniasha art.'" Benegal 
docs not liny Nandgaonkar's argument 
that villagers' tastes are dictated by their 

illiteracy. "Does it mean the illiterate is also unculturcnl? Don't they 
need more protection than us who can choose? I tieard performers 
at concerts arc ordered not to remove their shirts." And muses why 
tlu- crusaders never tick off .Salman Khan when his dhobi defaults. 

Nandgaonkar is, in some quarters, patted on the back for his 
determination to sweep the stage clean of "shabby lichavior that 
militates against Indian ethos". Pop singer Remo Fomandcs, how¬ 
ever. defends such moral jxilicing. He points out how Indian rock 

With Aishwarya, Deol: 
lording over Bollywood 
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groujR, sUmping to copy foreign numbers, also pn)p up their lack 
of talent with swear words. "Western civilisation has attendant 
problems of violence, dnigs. There is no need to emulate these. 
Unfortunately, people doing that harm those among us who favour 
the better aspects of the West." But half-baked strictures confound. 
Ila Atun mockingly proposes the government decide a code of con¬ 
duct through legislation. Women in burkhas, goodbye to miv, peo¬ 
ple shut themselves up after 9 pm, as in West Asia. Why should the 
government, and not the parents, tell their kids how to behave? 

.Says Aftmiooii Despatch ami Courier editor Behram Contractor: "It 
is a matter of opinion whether our youth is getting spoilt by Wes¬ 
tern lifestyles or becoming more sophisticated. But it is for their par¬ 
ents to decide and correct, not the state." Industrialist Miheer 
Mafatlal, squeamish about any censorship that is not self-imposed, 
also warns "it will never work if dictated by an outside agency." 

Ila Anin says these censorship norms may send the entertainment 
industry scuttling out of Mumbai, dna Networks T. Venkatvardhan, 
who coached Savage Carden on Mumbai’s new strictures (no vulgar 
lyrics, winding up its act by 10 pm and urging the audience to 
behas’e themselves), agrees, " These 
were acceptable to us. But if more 
mies am added, it would he impracti¬ 
cal to bring groups to Mumbai since 
cities like Hyderabad are picking up." 

But in its hate agenda, the Sena sets 
one standard for itself and another 
for the city: While the Thackeray- 
owned Drumbeat restaurant is open 
into the wee hours of the morning, 
the high court order of the midnight 
mark was enlorced on other joints. 
While the Sena-backed Michael 
Jackson's trip to the Thackeray toilet 
was gushed over, teeny-boppers 
attending rock cona'rts were uncere¬ 
moniously told to clean up their ai1. 
“lell me, are you going to plant 
guards to keep couples on Marine 
I)rive Iroie kissing each other? The 
city has alwav s known where to draw 
the line; it is the govenment that 
hase.Kceedrd ail ilecent limits," rages Rohinton Poonawala, partner. 
Amp kntertainment whose 12-year Independence Rock concert at 
Rang Bhas .in nught just suffer a commercial break. Equally vocal is 
hunky model Miliiul Soman. "Even the reartion to the Tuff shews 
ad was a politically motivated gimmick. This shortsighted approach 
alienates the youth as the\' can see through it. Why don't they have 
the guts to target the tobacco industry which is a far greater threat 
to youth than kissing and holding hands can ever be?" 

The spillover has spread onto the pulsating art scene too. Says 
Jehangir Sabavala, painter:" The Husain incident was political—it 
had nothing to do with culture. But when a situation is so volatile, 
artists tocj have responsibility to be more cautious in what they 
say and do, so that the .situation docs not worsen. Artistic freedom 
would be stifled—but today a Bombay-basal artist has to restrain 

himself artistically for the greater good of social responsibility." 
Hemmed in by self-styled sultans who have carved out the city, 

even the Sena hold has spun out of control. Obvious indications are 
the 140-odd zunkha-bhakar kendras described by a senior office¬ 
bearer of the Association of Hotelier and Restaurantcers as "a big 
joke on small people". Basking in government subsidies, nuzzling 
in prime public place's, the kendras, instead of dishing out focxl to 
the poor are giving out fast food and favours alike to party workers. 
Rues Jaidev Thackeray: "Hie problem is that saheb is losing his 
touch with the ground realities of Sena. Individual leaders have 
cropped up each doing his own thing. Alsu, the Sainiks have begun 
showing allegiance to individuals rather than the organisation.” 
Thus while the city has grown, its iwrspectives and the jwopic in 
power haven't. "The .Sena supremo has an extremely limited atten¬ 
tion span and he has also mn out of ideas, not that he ever had 
more than two or thra-," notes celebrated novelist Kiran Nagarkar. 
Tact is that the Sena has been recycling its rampage schedule. The 
goons who disrupted the India-Pakistan cricket match by digging 
up the Wankhede pitch in October 1991 are the same lot who disr- 

uptai the Ghulam Ali concert and 
arc creating a racket over squa.sh star 
jansher Khan's trip to the city. 

Grieving over the loss of the city's 
sporting edge, veteran spurts colum¬ 
nist K.N. Prabhu observes: "Thacke¬ 
ray has spoken for the people of 
Maharashtra but he has also spoken 
for a lot of thugs. He has been a dis¬ 
appointment since he had the power 
to make this city into a model stale." 
Not all have downed the peg of pes¬ 
simism however While Dwivedi 
believes that "Bombay has been 
through worse in the past 100 years 
and has survived”, Nari Hira, head 
honcho of Magna Pubtishing Comp¬ 
any says "the cosmopolitan character 
of the city is very strong and the 
clamps will alienate the Sena." 

Hie changes creeping in are dis¬ 
couraging—in spite of the peace offe¬ 

rings made by Pramod Navalkar, the Sena's moral minister. "The 
policy of the government has not changed It was, it is and it wili 
always be open. After all, we want our youth to enjoy." To begin 
with, the Buywafc/i-likcned Asian Beach Volleyball Championship 
to be held at Chowpatty Beach with swimsuit<lad participants is 
likely to sail through. But behind this silver lining hangs another 
culture cloud. Two weeks ago, the new haute-spot Fashion Cafe 
Bistro and Bar was visited by the police. According to a source, 
"Under orders from the cultural ministry, we were told that we had 
to change our chairs (the chair backs were in the shape of a wom¬ 
an's torso). Either that or they'd be confiscated and we'd be charge- 
sheeted." The curved chairs have been replaced by severe-lln^, 
straight-backed ones. If the moral police have their way, the fashion 
cafe's new seating could be a metaphor for the new Mumbai. ■ 

ATULLOKE 

Pramod Navalkar: the Sena's moral minister 
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KEY 
QUESTIOIVS. 

12thcfU 

Isn’t the work bond as essential 
for community building as is the 
family bond for home making? 

5 

I 

We have dreamt of the good society. We have 
struggled jn vain to build the good community. We 
have, through our beliefs and experiences of caste, 
colour, creed, religion and politics, relentlessly 
.searched for the ideal community bund. Yet we 
remain divided, if not splintered as a society. 

Despite the differences in our beliefs and 
experiences, there is a common reality we all face. 
We have all carried into our adulthood at least a 
few critical emotional inadequacies on account of 
having received imperfect parenting. If we wish to 
do better as parents ourselves, we need to resolve 
these emotional inadequacies through the sensitive 
and enduring relationship between .spouses and 
make the family bond truly effective. 

At any given point, our life functions not just 
within a family but within a community as 
well. And when there are some families in the 
community who, having fairly dealt with their 
emotional inadequacies, are 
able to encourage and enable 
other families to follow their 
example, the quality of life 
of the community as a whole 
is truly ensured. 

So. we need an effective 
bond for the community. A 
bond which, by addressing 
our economic and emotional 
needs, can secure our spiritu¬ 
al needs as well. A bond that 
is capable of becoming as 

.sensitive and enduring as the family bond. A bond 
that allows the free expression of one's 
fundamental human identity. A bond which when 
replicated can lead to a society of peace, health and 
happiness. And the only bond that has the 
intensity to .so empower the community is the work 
bond. 

It has been an exciting revelation for Alacrity 
that by recognising the value of the work bond it is 
po.ssible to enable its managers to realise the 
depth of their human identity and help build a 
community that would in turn lead to a truly 
integrated .society. 

Realising the key role the home plays in 
human development. Alacrity works .sensitively, 
purposefully and productively to keep the family 
together • the Alacrity way. 

If you would like to share with us yout views 
and experience on this subject or ju.st tell us you 

are interested, concerned 
excited or plain surprised, 
you could write to us at 
Alacrity (OL-12), Post Baa 

Xo.SSJH, Chennai 600 017, 

,1 fax us at 044-8259406 

We will share with you. 
both the exhilarating and 
disappointing moments of 
our own efforts so far. And 
carry on the process of 
building successful homes 
together with you. 

Home is Key. 

f ALACRITY 



ECOMMENOATIONS 

Useless 
Ceramics 
■ (HAinil Niva\. 

Vilf I'drif (VVl 
Vfiimbji 

_ VVHKN one thinks 
of ceramics, items 

like tiles, plates, cups and saucers 
and mu};s come to mind. Gopi 
Kukde has tried to s've a new 
meaning to the term ‘ceramics’ by 

<S> 

s ^ 

creating a range of innovative 
show-pieces, knick-knacks and 
murals and the term 'Useless Cera¬ 
mics' has been coined to relate to 
these creations, lie has iaunchal a 
range of creative ceramics at hi.s newly- 
opened gallery 'Useless Ceramics by Gf)pi 
Kukde'. At the gallery, a range ot brightly 
glazed fun ceramics like figurines, bowls, 
flower pots, vases, paper weights, trays, 
sculptures, wall hangings and mini paint¬ 
ings are on sale. They come in all sizes, 
right front tiny turtle-shaped paper 
weights to large pots. Prices are reason¬ 
able, starting from Rs 2.S0. 

■ $hM«LArtiTn«t 
.AM |3iut Gravel 
AiKRwiiain. Celt I Jjpit 
KalCoUige.HeliAU. 
Mumbi(itlll]une.S 

A aeiAivity summer camp for children and young peo¬ 

ple, tIUs year the camp features four workt^ops—ani¬ 
mation films, puppetry and mask making, theatre and 

pottery, murals and gardening. Among this year's reso¬ 

urce p^ns ate national award winner and animation 
filminaker V.G. Samant, theatre and film personality 

Dr Mc^an Agashe, mask-maker Prabhakar Bhawe from 

Pune, puppeteer Hemant Kanitkar from The Puppet' 
in Karfat and Srirang Godbole horn the Pune Dieatre 
Academy, Workshop Khedules are as follows: For those 

between 9-21 years, the programme Is from May 21-26 
between 10..T0 am and 12.30 pm. For those between 

14-22 years, the workshop duration Is from May 27- 

June 3,10 am-S pm. For the age group 5-8 years, there 
is a separate course In pottery and clay moulding. For 
details contact Draupadi Rohera or Gautam Chawla at 

4930494. Forms available at camp venue. 

SITUATED adja¬ 
cent to Desha- 
priya Park in 

south Calcutta, Browse is projected 
as the complete books supermarket. 
Spread over 1,500 sq ft, separate 
rooms house material on fiction, 
children's books, computer books, 
(^Ds and soft¬ 
ware. There's a 
software lib¬ 
rary and multi¬ 
media play¬ 
ground i*s well. 
The focus is or: 
Indian writing 
in English and 
other literature 
from Europe, 
Afrit a, Eatin 
America. 'A month ot Suiulavs' feal- 

I O 
i O 
I P 

o 

Passages 
■ Btillvt (I'ntrt. 
Jl. HliJi Vm Sint;h Marg 
imli' M.uU‘t liistituUoiKiI \n'<i 
Si'U IVIlii, M.U IK. V |>iii 

PASSACiLS, a dance tlie- 
atre piece jointly choreo¬ 

graphed by (lilies C.huyen and Nas'tcj 
Singh )ohar, is a meeting of two choreogra¬ 
phers from dilterent backgrounds. Inspired 
l>v Saiiit 1 \uper\''s Little I'rmce. Passages is 

.ibout travelling 
both within and 
’vithout, about 
entries and exits 
into worlds of oth¬ 
erness, contradic¬ 
tions, traditions 
and modernity, 
about seducing, 
desiring, losing, 
lictraying, recall¬ 
ing and detaching, 

it is also an altcmpt to find a harmonious 
way to combine and juxtapose varieil tech¬ 
niques of movement: Bh.iratanatyam, 
Chhau, Ballet, modern Jazz and western 
lontemjjorary dancx>. 

Yellow Brick Road 
■ Iho AiniMsstidur lidlul 
Ni'W iK'lhi 

'fHE hotel's in-house 
*** team is at it again. After 

refurbishing its (■:hinese 
eatery, now they've turned their attention 
to the coftee shop. The effort is laudable. 
First the origins. I hc name and decor can 
be traced to tlu WiztUil Of 0/., where in 
the film adaptation Hnllow the Yellow liruk 
Rtuif is sung in the 19.19 version. And why 
should a eolfee shop be inspired by The 
Wi/anl Of O/f in tire film, Dorothy and 
her friends take a )ourney on the Yellow 
Brick Road, which leads to their dreams 
being fulfilled. The idea being that culi¬ 
nary dreams are fulfilled iiere. The 
menu—in its newspaper lorm-harks 
hack to the Anglo-Indian days and thi 
names ol the dishes bring back a whole 
host of stories. Of particular note is the 
asailabilitv ol BuH's Eye. a very jiopular 
de.ssert at Machan, Taj Mahal, a sister lon- 
cern of The Ambassador. A meal for two 
could sel vou bac k bv Rs .S(K). 

iires cliserrunt sales on Sundays of 
English books by Indian pulrlishers. 

Browse also offers personalised giftw.-ap- 
ping and mcs.sages on greeting cards, mail¬ 
order and library order services besides tfie 
usual book releases, signings and seminars. 

Turpaiye—Musical 
Journeys Without 
■ LutohouM’ Kcstjurjiit 
.Vat 1 tiiliili \lii)-)i lA'Itn 

^ \la> Uijmi 

AND now a new musical 
band called lurpaiye. 

I'ransliterated from l’uiijal)i, tliat means 
'Let's (jo'. The Irand members certainly do 
have a lot of go in them. I'lierc’s photogra- 
plter-turiii'd-bassisl-vocalist-lyricisl- 
c'oinposer-jammcT Aiishim Ghosli who 
styles himself as a 
'Bonjabi': ot Bengali- 
Punjabi extraction. 
Then there’s Deepak 
C^astelino, theater dir¬ 
ector Barry John's i.u, 
acltir, musician since 
he was eiglil! lie plays 
the l)anjo and guitar 
lor the group. Madan- 
gopal Singh, creative 
(ollahorator of the 
likes of filmmakers Kumar Shahani, Mani 
Kaul, the painter Manjit Bawa, and singer 
Shubha Mudgal is yet another groupie who 
tirings his extensive repertoire of original 
and rare Punjabi, Urdu, Hindustani com¬ 
positions to the band. Finally there's 
Australia-based ace drummer Raju Sharma. 
By all indications, they promise a heady 
cocktail ot music, poetry, pure magical 
multi-cultural, sensual, Sufi sound. 
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A 

great 

appetiser 

should 

served 

with 

proper 

accompaniments. 

Supreme presents yet 

another exciting addition to its 

evergrowing range of 

stylish moulded 

furniture. The new. 

sensational Supreme 

Dining Set. 

Comprising Omega, 

India's tirs*. moulded dining 

table, with a sleek woodgrain- 

et look vapocure finish. Serx-ed 

ts with a fitting complement 

, of rosewood brown Pearl 

lacquer fini.sh chairs! 

Omega also 

I'eatures a unique level 

adjustor, that helps toeliminate 

a, "rocking" on sloping or 

ig uneven floors. Detachable legs 

a- for ease of storage. And a 

n Ornate ■ Florence ■ Lily t Spectra 

lightweight, durable body that 

requires virtually no 

maintenance. 

You can also order the Pearl 

chairs to ta;.te! .Ask for a .set of4 

or 6, as you please. And even 

choose between chairs with or 

without upholstery. 

B'inappetil' 

nocker 

Supreme 
FURNITURE 

ladia’s widest range of moulded furniture. And still growing! 

The SuprenwInduttrlenLtd..Mumbai: 17/1 a. Shah IndusMal Estaio, Veera Desai Road. Andhen (Want). Mumbai-dOO OSSTal.e322B0Q/i/2/3/4/S/6 Fax 91 -22.6367037.6367264 Dallii: 51B. 
Ooinn Buildiny. 12. Nehru Place. New Dnlhi-i lOOl9Tal. - 6416153/6423163/6466445 Fax : 91-11-6480696 Channai: No 12. Ground Floor. 1st Cross Streai. CIT Color/ Myloporc 
Criennai-600 004 Tel 4970119/4970120 Fax ' 91-44-4998263. Calcutta : 601, Central Plaza. 2/6 Sara! Bose Hoad. Calcutta-700 020 Tal 47481/8/4748236 Fax ' 9t..i;)-4/460M 
Hyderabad: Suryaiok Cemplax, 4lh Roor, Office Premises No 414-417. Gunloundry, Hyderabad-^0 0O1 Tal .2359731 ax ■51-40-235973 Ahmadabad. S-LMaharshiCompfex. tind Flo< 
Nr Sardar Patel Colony. Usmanpura, A/imodabad-SBOOUTal. 7478761/7410043 Bangalore: Pamadi Torvar No 24, lind Floor, Gandhi Nagar IWyn Road, Bangaiorc-560009 fel 22046911/ 
97/96 Fax 91 80-2704697. Punt: Global Trade Cenire. 1/1. Ram Baug Colony. L BS. Road.Opp Navi Path Pelrol Pump, Puna-411 030 Tai.. 530663/530679 Fax 91-212-530661 
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CROSS-COUNTRY EXOTICA Ever danml the night away atop the Himalayas at a 

disco 7,200ft high? Or experienced the thrill of watch¬ 

ing the world fly by as yon bungee jump with the 
mighty Ganga thundering down below? Or for that matter, 
did anybody tell you that story about how sugarcane and 

cotton farmers from a village in western India marched into a 
travel agent's office last month and announced “Home l,onilon 

deklina hai, woh jahan bin ho"! And about the five-year-old 
who wanted to go to Au,slralia because he wanted to feed a 

kangaroo? His imrenls obliged. 
There's no fear in flying for the Indian middle class any 

lotiger. ,\or any trepidation about falling off the map. They 

are packing their Imgs in droves and setting off..not anymore 
to visit Ihirga masi in Daltongimj, but to crisscross the coun¬ 
try, and foreign climes as well ij you please, in .search of the 
per/ect holiday -cu.stom-madc lor luxury, leisure, adventure, 

wildlife, cultural aud gastronomic thrills. 
It's the day ol the peripatetic Indian. East year India was 

placed 11 th in the list ol the top 12 tourism generating coun¬ 
tries worldwide, i 'or the last 2- J years, the middle aud upper 

middle classes have been looking for oHbeat options, i’arty 
conversations revolve round exotic holidays. Gm or Manali 
are pas.se. .1 game ol oneupmanship is constantly being 

played out as to who's been to the most unheard of but exotic 

destination, fj’sser-known areas in the Himalayas are emerg¬ 

ing as the most popular tourist destinations. Soft and hard 

adwnture holidays are being snapped up by the young and the 
yuppie. Children arc being packed off to sjiecially-designed 
holiday camps, blature care resorts are mu.shrooming for the 

health conscious. There's somellung for everybody, to .suit 
every taste and every pocket. 

The reasons are manifold. For one. there's more disposable 

income, plastic money and ns7«r«U<ni.v are on the upswing. 
People are marrying late and starting families late in order to 
enjoy life just that little hit more. Company cultures are also 

changing as stress lexujs rise. Professionals are working hard 
and playing hard. It's becoming a part of corporate culture to 
hold conferences in offlmit resorts and also sponsor family 

holidays as incentives. Travel agencies have caught on and are 
offering Corporate Incentive Tour packages. Easy leasing of 
cars have helped the overworked executive make a quick get¬ 

away. There are mure rail and air options. And there's noth¬ 

ing like a ‘Tourist Season' left anymore. Tourism now is a 12- 
month phenomenon and there arc different clientele for differ¬ 

ent seasons. For instance, till recently whoever wanted to go 
to Goa in the rains or Lulakh in winter? 

Sindoori's Take a Break... without hurting your wallet! 

Bring this in to avail 
additional 

benefits 

S^%s.5550l-«e« 

■nett 

Buffets for ail meals; 
2 children below 12 yrs 
included- FREE, Plus a 
FREE trip to MahaballpuramI 

The Sindoori Hotel 
(THE APOLLO HOSPITALS GROUP) 
24. Qreams Lane, Greams Road. Chennai; 600 006 ' 
Phone. 8271164,822S015 Fax: 8275838 E-mail: sindoorlOglaBmdOl.vsnI.neLin 
Also cheek out “The Slnttoorl Cenlral" - just 1/2 km from Centre/ Mtatlon Web aWe: wiww.m-s-tconVaIndoofI 
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-■--V 1" •'lil 

Quick.' I he hill staQom oi (>arhwal aiul Kumaoii hivt not been 
diSLUvetcd yet Ciet thire before the crowd Take i dtep bicatli at 
the fdothills of the Shivahks and step right into tht heart 
of tutute Or try the panoramic view ot snow niiptd , 
mountains from atop Chandak hill And as thi sin , ' 
sets in blazing splendour behind the niouiiums '* 
reort to your to*y camping sites You 11 be woUn , 
in the morning bv the chirping of mynad buds ’'■% 
among the exotic alpine floia, fens uul h uigiiig / 
tnoss A few days of this, and you’ll b* abli to fict 
the world below with a new spring in sooi steps 
wben you decide to descend' 

s 

m aaaaaf te kiaKnanx 
f caMiaii-maaHWwaMbaa'ft eMofwonwidiSi^-mmM^^ 

NawRai-Pii aeatMaanMagaar qmvn Ottadun oi»^iziaBMM%raii«* 
bnxihuwmlhaliaawkmiiairMnaasm'elUPMawMtt* Of IbuitainOliMimM a 
NawaligihanmaitLucIMw 288001 UP W 0022^28340 2Sft8S Fta 0022 221770 

Tjttop r 

^pradeBh,^| 
Tafce the road 

less travelled by. 

fodimislon-DY&ilA>eI/UPT/174 



OUTLOOK HOLIDAYS 

Secondbi, with tin- iimlia explosion, Indians are taking tra¬ 

vel in/onnation ver/i serioiisli). With a numhir of loreipn 

agencies latau liing a marketing blitzkrieg in India, Indian 

agencies, which haw hern innlliplging like fleas, haw restruc¬ 

tured their sales strategies to grab that customer who could at 

ang moment wriggle out and escape abroad. Hi/e-catching 

travel programmes and advertisements on satellite television, 

radio and newspaper supplements, travel I'reebies with consu¬ 

mer goods. opening up of affordahhi priced Heritage propert¬ 

ies all over the country, attractive packages, travel fairs, free 

access to information on the Net and this, the third season 

after the plague scare unmarred by any natural calamity, 

have contributed to the creation of the New Age travel mart. 

However, the Indian traveller is still very budget i onscions. 

is aware and demands value for money. ,^nd this is where, 

unfortunately, outbound tour operators are cashing in. It's 

.startling but true that tourism in India has not yet been given 

the status due to an industry. And there are no subsidies. 

Consequently, taxation on the domestu tourist adds up to 

about iO pel cent, which automatically pushes up prices. 

Today, travelling within India is comparable to going to cer¬ 

tain destinations abroad, at times even more e.\pen.sive. Most 

international airlines are oflering exciting destinations at 

excellent rates, with baits like buy one ticket and get one free. 

Mwn Indian corporate houses are pushing foreign destina¬ 

tions. for instance, nv along with International Travel House 

has launched three packages: action-packed Wills Holidays 

covering 10-11 destinations for the jirsl-time traveller; Hold 

I'lake custom-made holidays for the more mature traveller; 

and Classic special interest packages which cover areas like 

golf wine-tasting and music. The good news is that they plan 

to introduce such packages for the domestic sector very soon. 

While home tourism runs into millions with no sjHvifIc esti¬ 

mates available, the figures for outbound travel are .still minu.s- 

cule. lint, according to a Cacific-Asia Tourism Association 

study, the market for oulixiund holidayers is increasing at the 

rate of I 5 per cent /xr annum and by the year JUHO is expect¬ 

ed to.send about Hi).()()() tourists abroad. The government 

should see the writing on the wall and .step up domestic infra¬ 

structure and revise taxation. ordome.stic tourists will flee. For. 

Indians haw iinally come of age and there's much to see and 

learn right here in this land of the seven rivrs. 

One last question: Did you know that 'tour' Is a Hebrew’ 

word which means search and learning.' Just what the Indian 

traveller Is looking for! 

— Pritha San 

ADVENTURE 

It's,’liei>i,'iniilitiiiiilhue wiinli i\ \iiie 

I,’,111 lliiil 'iilieiiiiliiiIhm'iiiii -‘Sel 

h’l'l ill ll•!|||llll| iiiliiil’iteil hi 

v. iiihYiinners iiiih oilier cyii 

li. s/x'iii"* llie hire i\ on 10 fiei tlieie 

hrioie Iheii ill e UiL :i hi the leeiii- 

rrii; \ l.n the li.e ol luiyeiiliire 

hos h’li! krnll’ilin liiil'iiii heoit\iiiul 

iitm lhne\ no yloi’iniiii iheiii. With 

tmi i'l enliei’ii 'i.v', nilivihi, iiiij iii'U- 

(li’MiniilioMs tiiiil iiinoeniiwiiihvniiiie 

lonr\ ivei ii /lenr non ,ion'i lim e Ir 

fi’iiA'I I'l 1//(II I,” ihiii Iniiiini iiili’i r- 

(i.M’i/ III \onie loieiilii iih • m/ h'IiiiIi 

lion'ye heeii ilroolinn oyei \ .t fin n 

illij It llieri ■[ nioveiiiji inenhr o! 

ii(/i’micx. 'll./iiix \Vniiilerlr\l I'ln.'eh. 

/iiiivii iiiiiii/vi ol eMiliniioi’lioiiy. 

TREKKING: Anhilly ilc.simi.-d p.kI.- 

iigesliiki- voii lliriiiigh ilu> 

(idrhwiil. Kumiiiin. Ilitniii'hiil. 

l..iihHul-/iiiisktir-i.iulHkli tiiul 

Sikkim iliiii>il:i\'ii'. liiUL'Iuiit’ on 

pl(ii.'t.'.s III' inltTL'st iiiid siKikiii)' tn 

i'hiin|>inK cultiiiex us tiu' iiiiuisiupc 

(liiin)>(‘s Olhrr purkii);i*s olTcr liil 

fcTi-nt I’oiiibiiiiilioiiN of irekkint: 

with raDiii):. trout lishiiitt. iiionn- 

tuin hikiiu’. ivikllirc. pon\' trck.s. lint 

sprinn biillis, ulpinc tluuvr treks 

iiiui more. 

RIVER RUNNING: lA.-iiilnii' riter run- 
iiiii}t es’iH'i'ts limeopiiiei.1 thut 

liuliiiM I leei s lime some ol llie most 

poteiitiii'ly ewitiiiii sircUebes ol 

ri\ei riiiiMinp. iti tiie worlil like 

tlioseon Ihe Cimjtu Three Kliiul 

Miee. I ro.sslia-. Kelm n to 

Setider. Holler fousti-r. 

lioir I'oiirse <md I lie 

Wiill ThemosI popiiliii: 

tile (iiiiittii i):rude ll-l\T: 

lihuitii'iithi iprmie III l\ I: 

.Makiiiiiidii (jirude lll-l\T. 

Vliimiped b\ prol'essioii- 

.ils, the e(peditioiis oiiee 

cipiiiii eombiiie leisure 

nith iidvenllire ill piiek- 

iipi-s like lloiil trips, white 

iriiler i'<iltiii|> .mil wildlil'e 

tourisin. 

JEEP SAFARI: lorthoM- 

u ith limited time niid 

udiitiiip to cover more 

destmutioiis, the ideiil 

wuv to esplore the 

lliiiiiiluvus is bv roiid. 

ilimiicluil iiiid l.iid.ikh 

li.ne im excellciit net¬ 

work of roads piissinp over sonv of 

the world's hipliest passes and 

breuthtiiking liind.seupes. The 

OverlandTians-llimulayan jeep 

Safari lakes yon from Delhi 

tluoiiph .Naliiparh. Niirkniida. 

Saiipla, I’lili. Ku'/a. ('holadluira. 

lispa and Sarehu to l.eh. I.ikewise. 

there's the Kumaoii I’anorania. 

'file I'orbidden Land alonp the 

Tibet Koad. Iliph K.tad to Ladakli 

and Island and Wildlile Salarisiii 

(iiijarat. Kaja.sllian and t'orhetl. 

DEEP SEA FISHING, SCUBA DIVING. 

SNORKELLING: Olf the .Malabar 

coasl ill the .\iabiaii sea is the 

beaiililul island lesort of lianparam 

111 the Laksli.idueep islands, (in 

deep lishinp loi S.iil. liarraeiida. 

Seer. Hoinidlish and ihe l'■l.lnt 

■frevi’llv. The .\ndiiniaiis and 

l.aksliwadeep islands oiler eseellent 

faeilities I'oi snorkelliiip iiiid .seubii 

(liMiip. for snorkelliiip, one need 

Hat air MlaMiig fa llRiaBlIian; ronn with a irtaw 
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Come 
jkce-to-jhce with Shiva 

AtEUpbanta in Mumbai 

See the world~Jamoia. line-headed SAiva at Utephanla Caves 

Cross over the sea. From the Gateway of India. 

To an ancient island. Over which the three>faced 
'Maheshamurti' presides. 

Mythical, ancient, medieval and modem - Mumbai 

is a city of awesome monuments, caves, sculptures, 
forts, temples, gothic churches... and more. 

A great melting-pot of cultures. 

Glorious monuments are just one of the many 

attractions. Mumbai has many more to offer. Lively 

beaches, zrniy amusement parks, wildlife and nature 

parks, and a colourful night life. Not to forget the 

glitzy shopping malls. 
Then, you must spare some time. To see the 

marvellous sights of Maharashtra. They're all so very 

near Mumbai. 

„ I 

1^ 
nAMANASHTRA 
tourism 

Take a dip in the holy 
vaten of Banganga 

MUMBAI 

Discover the Magic of Mumbai... The Marvels of Maharashtra 
HHizicmoc mm 

For moie informiition. contact MAHARASHTRA TOURISM DEV£LOPMENT CORPORATION (MTOC) Otlices/lnlormalion Counters at 

MUMBAI Express '.owers. Nariman Point Tel. (022) 2024482, 2024522 Tours Division Tel (022) 2024827, 2026713 PUNE' Central Bldg., Block 

Tel: (0212) 62686' Telefax (0212) 628169 AURANGABAD; Holiday Resort, Ststion Road, (aleiax 10240) 331198 KOLHAPUR Kedar Complex, Station Road 

Tel (0231) 652935 NASHIK. T-1, Golf Club, Old Agra Road Tel: (0253) 570059 NAGPUR: Sanskrutik Bachat Bbavan, SItabuldi. Tel. (071?) 53332i 

AMRAVATI: C/o P.W.D Resl House, Maltekdl Road. Tel. (0721) 874008 RATNAGIRI; C/o. ZIlia Parishad Oflics, Near Jalstambha Tel: (02352) 23347 

SINOHUDURG, New Adinn. Bldg , 'C Block, Oras Tel: (02362) 28785 DELHI; 1/8, Stale Emporia Bldg., Baba Khlrakslngh Marg Tel' (011) 343773. 



Amu MtHNIII uW VMMf ■■ rMim* 

only bt' ii ciisual swimmer lo ('cl 

Koiiif;. (he flippers iloini; miieli ol 

the work for yon. The ITol'evsion.'il 

Ass(N-i!i(ioii of Diving Instruelors' 

open water eonrses are nseil. 

Inviting (lay trips lo the islands are 

add-ons. 

PHOTO SAFARI: Mew India 

lliroiigli your lens. .\n opnorlunitv 

lo eaptiire tlie essence of India in a 

sliorl span, or you leight s|K‘nd ti 

lilelime Irving lo diK'iiiiieni the 

siihcoiiliiienliil spleiidoia 
.Vroinplished plioiogi apliers 

aisonipiiov and guide voii in voiir 

clioieeol liK'a'ioii and llinerary 

AERO SPORTS- l ike a child's fanl- 

•isY come true, giani balloons |ii|. 

low oiil aiitl rise in itie skv in 

coloiirl'iil pariide as bullooiiisis siis 

pended on wlial .seem like isiskels 
sail idiHig III ilieir liol air airsliips. 

The basket is like a iloaling balcony 

and cai i les ihree-loiir persons and 

the bailoon i an ri.se to a height of 

d.lKlim. VV.niderliisl isllu only 

agency in Indi.. ofl'ermg this stxirt. 

I’ara jumping ■nnl I'ree-fall para- 

chiiling are also .■ i ofler for the 
first lime. Hseitiiiv I* laslhaii and 

IliiiMchal balliMin sal'ans eomhnied 

u nil camel salai is with o\ ernighi 

slay III I'alace holels are cuitenily 

the rage on an Indian Itajpiilaiia 

tour. Kaiigra and Ka.sauli areexcil- 

iiig I lang I Hiding ceiil res. Kaiigra 

liolds the aiiiuiiil liang gliding 

championships w'liich allract the 

hesi in the world. Iliiiigee jumping 

IS also heing mlriKluced this year .it 

V\atcrhaiiks Island Camp and 

Resort, a 1 i-acre isl.ind on ilie 

Damdania Uike. 

WILD INDIA: 'lours of national 

parks, t'orbelt. si\ hours hv 

road from I lelhi. Dudliu a 
Uaderiiig \e|vd; .Sariska 

four hours from Delhi: 

Itliaralpiir bird 

.Saiictiuirv. four hours 

from Dellii; 

K.iiUliamlxire Tiger 

Reserve, accessible by 

tram from Delhi: bison 

leri.dn Kaiih.i and 

liandhavgiirh. accessi¬ 

ble by train or by air via 

Khaiiiraho; tiir. tlie last 

home of the Vsiulic lion. 

acces.sihle ii\ road from 

.Miniedahad; Handiptir. Niig- 

arhole. Miiduiiialni. .iccessihle 

by road from Bangalore. .Mysore: 

IVrivar Tigei Reserve, accessible by¬ 

road from Kix'hl; and Kiedranga 

National I'ark. known lor it.s onc- 

horned rhinos and the tiger. 

Accessible from (juwahati liy road. 

ORNITHOLOGIST'S TRAIL: Knam 
the Ciiirliwal valleys lo have your 

fill of Himalayan dippers, forktails 

or a variety of river chats, wagtails, 

woodpeckers or eolourful pheas¬ 

ants who rule the pinewoixls. 

Kestrels, golden eagles and even the 

laniinergeir are common sights. Or 

revel in nature in the Vallej' of 

Flowers. Allernale lours lake yon 

through the scrub jungles of the 

Rajasthan desert and the wetland 

reserves famous for wild fowl and 

waders. .Siherian eram-s and flights 

of geew. Dr move down south fur 

its ix'servi: iif herons, iielicans and 

the prehistoric inarshniugger. one 

of the three speeii's of crocodiles 

Ibiirid in India. 

CAMPING: An e.sciling new desli- 

nation is the .Sangla Valley lucked 

away in the lliniachal lliniuluyas, 

steeiied in Hindu and Buddhist 

mythology, at an altitude of 12,0011 
ft. Timherline Trekking Camps 

offers other exciting options like 

Kimiaur. 2-10 km from Sliimla on 

the old Hindiislun-'Tibel Hoad, 

washed by waterfalls whicli (rails 

port you hack lo the days of the 

Silk Route. Chortens and temples 

abound on the route from Kalpii to 

Chilkul. lu.st ruggcti harreirnioiin- 

lains. a desolate stillne.ss and the 

sound ol silence broken hy gushing 

rivers and breatlilaking gorges. 

Special campsites offer .iclivilies 

RIvar raftlRi: for tho iofiiig 

s' ' ' V i'. ' „ 

like mountain biking, .stargazing, 

trekking, kite tlying. ILshing. bird- 

wutehing. wildlife, nature wulk.s. 

photography and camp games. 

MOUNTAINEERING: l.asi but not the 

least, and certainly not fur the faint 

hearted, mumitaineering ns a sport 

offers the greatest challenge as W'cll 

as a rare experience. But requires 

exhaustive planning, elaborate 

logistics, specialised equipment and 

technical guidance. .Now travel 

agencies lake care of all that. There 

are several packages which offer 

expeditions to selected peaks in the 

Himalayus with varying degrees of 

diflieiilties. Designed for the begin¬ 
ner. budding mounliiineer and 

high adventure seekers at altitudes 

ranging from 17.0()() If to 2S.0()() 

n. Spread out over Ihe Himachal, 

tlarhw'al. I.adakh and ensterii 

I limnlayas. oilier iiiUTesling expi‘ 

diliuns includ - cunquenng pa.sses . 

like Kalindi. Hanita. f’umnotri. 

llulap Kanfri. Mana I’arbal. Kiillu 

Pumori. Mount Shiva and Moiitil 

Siimerii. I'oi- Ihose not in Ihe know, 

tlie goveriinieiit of India, in eollab- 

oration with Ihe Chinese govern- 

nieiit. has also opened up Ihe 

Kailas-Mansaroviir trail lo a lot 

more tourists and pilgrims Ilian 

allowed earlier. 

I lliinalely. all the fun in Ihe world 

IS |ust a hooking away. I'or details 

regarding packages, pricing and 

diinilion of lours, c.uilact: 

Uanderlust Travels 

M SI -S2 I’alika Bh.iwan. 

Opp. Ilolel I Ivan Regency 

\ewl)eliii-l IIHMi 

Tel: 6S7S2(H). (iS.S12tlb. (>l I ISSO 

Fav bRSs 1KS. e-mail: travel.wan- 

depu aecess.nel.iii 
liiterii.'l: liUp://\vww. iiieliiidia. 

cum/wanderlust 

Timberlinc Trekking Camps, 

2l)fi-2tl7. Allied House, I, 

Izieal Sliopping CenI'-e. 

Madangir.NewDellii- 

IU)()(i2'l'el:()'fH4()17, 

Fax: h‘)K(l74f). e-mail: 

circuils/i<;iida.iiet.iii 

' , Internet: 

' hllp//www'.indiiicoii- 

nei't.com/lrvkking.htm 

Choice Travel Planners 

, K-53, SarilaVilmr, New 

IVlhi,Tel; 6947444/3/6 

IVildrill .Adventures 

.New Delhi Tel: 6220329 

Snow Ixsipard Adventures. 

New Delhi Tel: 6898634. 

6891471 

Fax; 6893903. 
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“/ iilnvi>l (uri hyM 
in thiiM' liii/{i‘- 

fP>i}pi)iifftnMiii(h. 

"Hr »ivit hiu'k III 
(/«■ Ullli ivmiin 

fur iliiUHV." 

•» • • Jf 

Ml 
rrn 

“M7mi(V lifr 
wilhiHif a Huh' 
r\iili'iiuia!~ 

'Mtirkiiif! offibim' 
buftH iffrawrs ihr 

iihJ fuMuti'd 
WfiHli way." 

“Just imagine, 
100 years of 

Kathmandu’s historv 
in the lap of luxury!^ 

That's what the Yak&Yeti’s all about. 
Anuuing contrasts. 

An IKih miiiii') |uiIh(i-. 
.\iiri pun* 2(hh (‘(■iilur) I iirrialiiyiiii lu.Miry. 

rfMaiininis fnrilir fiiicsl 
pirnsiiii's. MiKoftiU* irii'iliiiiioii ni 

11m‘ fHiriciil liiisini's, facifilios. I Iw \si)<l 

Hiviniliiri ill ili(‘ ('.‘isino llouih'. 

< hi (h)' Kiof of (III* worlti. 
\< ilic triKif (>rKatlini;ui(lii. 

rbc wimiliT of II woi'ltl-cliiss liiHfl. 
Till' siiiipk-joy of ii (ii'iiiL by ttir fiivsitlr. 

(■.oiiiriisii‘il |KM'ft'ctly (o picasi’. 

I gill's.-* liiHi's wiint makes ilio Vuk&Vi*ti 

.Nepal's finest hotel. Of ail time. 

N • O • T « i • 1 

YAK & YETI 
I^^^IMANOU 

KtmttUMOU'sWSTDRKXlW 
NS^LSfMBTHOTtL 

SHjsiDinaatwMDEii. 
SfMBTHOTtL 

hfuiJr^o/) 'g:ch'ii[n 

A ii'hif hM/f^^'VJOlJ Id I fox 9/9 ! Inun' < "'-uiKoriifvL’t''-’i:'' 

‘jJO/2‘^8 fci ‘^1 3J tmuil pinvoii W'O'-ciO! ncl in miMBAI lei 91 9? /OI^OS-I fri diiK 9i 2726JNI3 

M 2^^ 31 iGt 91 Ii 6iS2NQ ■ ndli I'-.nl n<‘l m 
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LEISURE 

n"\ II Im l iImI till' iilin rs mul imi- 

|>/i' llitil iilaii hiiril hi i/cl lire iilwiii/\ 

llie lines i/ini mint In liiilil mil hi. 

Wlitil elliirin m in/i'tieriiinn tlieie 

f»).vsiMi/ be ill It iiliiiT till’ eiixil/i nrrivecl 

III.- Ilinviiiii null evi'i leel (ni/i; eiit nil 

frnni the rest nl the wnrhl il i/tmt ini- 

\nte lienveii is nnlii ii i nniile nl slei’s 

Irnin the veitiinihlii liellnl the 

iiielinimli.s iinii'ee been lii/itii/ In 

eh Ills- Hill Inn nim li 'iifiuii/ nilil Ihr 

Imvellei Insi-sisilieiiee Tni>hllle 

iiiiniui mill ml sense nl nilwiiliiir mill 

irmiiilislnsl. Iliem; nl iiiiH’inibiifi 

then IS In siiike the I’erh 11 biilmii e 

belm eii 111(1'll;/ iiinl ei sliisij 
I'lhl hiiiil mil Inr ihn I’eihri 

ilesliiiniinn wbieh suns /imi 

mil! i;.';ii Iniiii' i this siiininei 

Inst >1 (iw iiliii\ \i huh iln ilnl 

iiei I’ssin lUi !)!\ I live I'hjisii nl 

VISIT NEPAL YEAK 98: 

Will) till' mil Miuiii III iiiiik- 

ill/itlll-ll I'lHIIIil Mill'll 

mviiii'iil him Ii'Iii'mii I lip 

N'lidil llii'i'i'iiiKiiiivor till' 

coiiiiin. till' Nopal Bovorii- 

iiioiil iiliiii)! uitli Iho pri- 

Viilo sooti I liiis di olarod il 

iho Yi'itr Ilf Nopal All In llio 

hoiiolil Ilf liiditiii io..risls 

will' iiro iK'inu iillorod 

iiiihi'liovHblo rillo^ by imir 

ii|vriilors. I'or inslHiiro, one such 

piickiijio ciisK uhnul Ks 7.800 fur 

lliroe nighl.s aiid I'uur days includ 

mp iiirliiro. TTierc’s much In mi- and 

dn ill the world's nnly I liiidii kinp- 

diiiii which lies nestled in Ihe 

I'liolliills Ilf the Himuliiyus. Home In 

the iiivesniTio Ml Iwcrosl. aeriiil 

lours provide a hreHtlilakiiip view 

of Ihe majestic mnuiituiiis. W'litk 

throiiph the hiiiianrs of Katliinuiidu 

nr visit I’iishiipatiiiiith temple or 

the i.OOO-yenr-old stupa at 

Swiiyumhhuiiath. ITie House nf the 

Kiimun. the vestal virpiii. is not to 

be missiHl. Other places nf interest 

iiuTude the ancient capital city ot 

.Nepal. ISodliiialh. ti'.o poldeii gale, 

rokhara T'alley. Go wild at night at 

the niiinv casino.s. Take this oppor¬ 

tunity In slay in Mw-star comfort at 

Nopal's premier live-star hotel. Iho 

Yak and ^’oll. Iix'aled right in tlie 

heart of Kallmuiiidii. 

Originally an I Kth century pal.ice. 

the hotel offers exciting family, cas¬ 

ino and honeymoon packages for 

three nighls and four days in 

Indian nationals al very affordable 

prices. Faniilv package' Rs 

per person Casino: al IMI 

lll.ocm |K'i person. 

I toneymoon: Ks t b. H f 

per cou|ile. 'i'be packages i " 

include eirport Ir.msiers. “ 

liK'al sigbiseeing. eompli- Z; 

inenlary hreakfasi iind 

dinner. No extra charge ■ 
till cbildieii helim t.! 

VISIT KERALA'98: Touiistsan-in 

lor a lHiiuin/.a this war. With the 

stale government geared up for this 

very special year, new and e.sciling 

destinations heckon in GiHrsown 

land. Caleb a bird's eve view from 

the highland areas of Ihe western 

ghals. Tuck yourself away in 
c|uainl little stone cniiages among 

rich loamy plantations of lea. cof¬ 

fee. rubber, orange and spiees. 

Iinbihe the Iragrance of rare lion - 

ers that bloom once eierv 1J years 

Tor lul l her delai's ciin¬ 

tact. Y.ik and ^'cll. tel. 

d4.S‘)-lO: Delhi: nlSJdil. 

I'aiculla. s 1J77 IJ: 

Munibiii. hi >1 !(i.: 

Kmli^Miww badnntMs; (atam) the water ttarnfark at Ooty 

in the bill stations of Kerala. To 

name a few: Mtiiinar at I .bill) m 

above sea level boasis Ihe Kiindale 

te.i plantation, liraviknlam nalional 

park is a four-hour drive froin 

Kochi. Nelliyainpalhy. 7S kni t'lom 

I’alghal has .mmen.se trekking 

potential and is home to the 

r.iramhikiilam wildlife sancliiarv. 

Wavanad. Deviknlahi. I'eerieade 

and I’onmiidi. Ihe Iasi home lo 

orchids, and kovalain be.ich oiler 

esciting liolidays. Contact Kerala 

'I'oiirism. leh 141-I7II 

I'riim I he lulls lo llie beac- 

lies. 'Vie beach resorts the 

j..-' sameevervwlieie.- Not .i1 

Siim.ilheeram. 4 km south 

■ 111 Kovalain. Ihiilt in woirI 

^ and sporting .inliigie caned 
W archileclni'e. Soniallieeram 

|i^ has been coiiieiwd as .. 

mici'iH’iisin III Keraki. I'co 

liiendlv all ihe ua\. Ihere 

are a liosi ill rare opporliini- 

■K liesloi residents will wish 

III do soiiii'lhing in iie lha.i 

nierelv bask in lIu sun. 

t .Siinialheerani has an 

I'.sclusive .Acurvedic centre 

which oilers llu'r.ipies 

based on S.(H)ll-)var-.ild 

body toning piaclices. 

Tliere'salsii a \iiga ceolre. 

.Soma housebiiats lake you 

Ihrough the backwalers 

Manaltheeiani close In is .i 

sislei resiirl. 
.Spread across Ihe coastal 

ciinloiirs of Ker.ila and Ihe 
l.akshudweep islands, the 

Casino group of holels offer 

lempli'ig gelaway.s al their 

four resorts. All you hace lo 

do is choose bi'twivn Ihe 

CiK'Oiiut UigiHin at 

Kumarakiim on Ihe back¬ 

waters with iradilioiial 

wiUKlen family hou.ses: the 
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SONY 

This year, bring your holidays back 

with you on a Sony Handycam. 

I he ntw f.CD-’I RV | SUP Hantlycam with 3(Hlx Di^rital /■t)oin. Low, I^w Light Shooting; The (X;D-TRV15UP allows j-ou 

I here’s iiorliinK like ihe new CCD I'RN'I Si:i» Son\ I liinihcam to sho.il in li)>ht as low as (1.2 lux. Which means >sni can record 

In record and rclicc the sigl-is and sounds of iliese holidaes the pre.-ti nightlife you mat encounter on j-our holidays in light 

over, and over, and over a;>ain. l.ong, long after 

tou’re hack. 

Digital Zootii; Hesides a K)\ zoom facility. 

the TKX'l.sl.P also lias ,i 2tHl\ 

digiiial /ooin. Which means 

fhai ihst int oh|eets can mi\v he 

•111 inciedihh 2(1(1 times cli>ser 

Stamina InfoLithiutn 

Battery; A hunt invention, 

this ama/ing haitcrt gives o»u 

up lo 12 hours of shooting 

conditions etjual to just 2 candles. 

Vicico 8XR Format: The XR (extended 

resoltitionl system cteates more realistic life like 

images as the horizontal line 

resolution goes up frtim 24t> to 

2HI| lines. The Sony Hmm tape 

formal is the most popular 

around the world. While it’s 

only 1 /^th the size ol'a VI ISC 

tape, vttti can record up ro 

4 hours of precious memories 

in l.P miHle itinlv I hour uith 

lime. \\ hat s more a lilile t ii.irge is all lhai s rct|uired for a lot ,il VI IS (.). Its puremet.tl (ape means tai sii[x.Ti*irpiclures, colours. 

ret ording. 1(1(1 1 hoiiro) recording nine with jusi a l.’i minute 

charge willi optional M**! ')'>(l. NP |■"^l)|, The intelligent 

hatterc will also displai on screen esac d*. 

hose much reciirding time vou have lift 

Down to the last nuniiie. So all (hose memories dial soti'd like 

to record will never he missed. 

'Free starter kit with CC0-tRV15tP only. 

NEWI a;D-TR411E. 
• Stamina 12 hour inloLithium battery 
• 16x optical zoom, I60x digital zoom 
• Picture effects 
• Shoots even m 0.2 lux low light 
• Video 8 XR tor never-before lita-like images 

sound and glitch free recordings and plavhack for tears. 

5 Year Mead Warranty Hxclusivcly 

Front Sony India: t)nlv Sont llandvcams WARRANTY 

tVi»tiiN>!iv IiuIm (i.Du wiih .1 hill \cari»ncunif head Mi'jirrantv. 

IxMi and h.i[ip\ 

hnitilaxv witli :iSi>n\ I l.uid\r.ini. Handycam 

MEWi GCD-TR7ieE 
• stamina 12 hour Inlolilhium battery 

• 15x optical zoom, eOx digital zoom 
• Solar colour vlewtinder 
• Electronic steady shot 
• 8 preset picture effects 

f'l ^ l- 1 S' H R i M A S 0 S f I •, I S f fl \ 't 0 U R S 0 f. y l r| || > # V/ A K R A N ( y CAR 

Office: SONY INDIA LTD., H*5 Block B-1, Mohan Co-operative Industrial Area. Mathura Road. New Delhi-110 044.Tel.:695 9990. Fax: 695 9141. Mumbai, 
Tel.: 820 4812. Fax; 839 3758. Calcutta. Tel.; 29 7774. Fax: 246 2937. Chennai. Toi.; 622 8573. Fax: 828 4853. Bangalcye. Tel.; 529 4983. Fax; 529 4987.* 

b.NTcnPRISt: NL*iUS 5iei 
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tropical Ijikshailwrcp Islands 

where lltey haro the Hanpardm 

Kcsort where then* arc no Indige¬ 

nous Inhabitants: tlielr own l^:riyar 

Tiger Reserve with the Spire Village 

Resort in cardamom country: or 

the exclusive plantation bungalow 

neatly tucked aivay in the heart of 

Kerala amidst rubber plantations. 

U'Isurc activities include adventure 

sports. Spice Coast cruises, water 

safaris, backwater cruises, forest 

troks. cookery clas.scs and 

Ayurvedic body toning. Por further 

information regarding [Mickage 

prices contact; Casino Croup. 

Willingdon Island. Kix;hi-bH2lM)} 

Tel: 6f)K221 or Choice Travel 

Planners. New Delhi, tel: f>‘>47444. 

SNILON RESORT; The only S-star 

rosort project in Himachal Pradesh, 

it's only 3K() km from IXtIhi and 24 

kin from Shimla on the Chail-Kufri 

highway. I to'hed at a lieight of 

7.2(K) fl amidst lolly Himalayan 

peaks and picturesque orchards, it 

makes a great holiday destination 

any time of the year. Huilt on seve¬ 

ral levels and set among apple and 

cherry orchards, its SO cottagi-s 

offer breathtaking views of the sur¬ 

rounding KinnerKuilash, Chur 

Chandni peaks and the .Shivalik 

range. E'or recreation Ihen-'s the 

Playpen which has a host of indoor 

games like chess, billiards, basket¬ 
ball and a doll's hou.se beside.s video 

games for childi en. h'or outdiMir 

enthusiasts there's tennis, skating, 

badminton, criKiiiel and golf. Also 

yak and hor.se ridi»i as well as 

trekking. There's a tea lounge, a 

reading room, a curd nxim. a 

multi-ciii.sine ri'slaurant and a 

weli-sliK'ked bar. Hut the piece de 

resistance is its swank nightclub 

and discotheque. Scandal I’oinl. 

The lirsl disco and the highest in 

the Himachal, there's no scandal, 

though attached to the di.sco. It just 
derives its name from Sliimla's 

Scandal I’liint irom when' the nolo- 

rious Maharaja of Patiala is .said to 

have abdneled the British Viceroy's 

daughter hall a centurv ago. h'or 

further information and reserva¬ 
tions contact: 14! Centre. D.H. 

(hipta Rd. Karol Hugh. New IX'lhi, 

tel: =;745()7T. i74SS UorMilM 

Better Relations. Tel; 10. 

bSi20l2 
BIKSAR VALLEY RESORT. MANIPUR 

ESTATE; All exciting new destina¬ 

tion is being created in the Kumaon 

Himaluvun region, an urea referred 
to as the playground of the gods. 

The Manipur Kstate where the 

orchard on the banks of the Ganga. 

The wdilte sands of the beach are 

tempting. The architecture with 

large glass panes, from adilch the 

resOTt derives Its name, puts Uie 

river in full view of the house 

which stands raised on a plateau. 

Activities Include river rafting. 

Contact: Wanderlust Travels, tel: 

602180,6111889.687^200. 

CHMHIOHAIH: This Is an ethnic 

village resort less than half-an- 

hour's drive from bustling Jaipur. 

lYanquU and peaceful, beautiful 

landscaped grounds, tree-top plat¬ 

forms. lantern-lit pathways, bullock 

carts, pigeons, camels and dally 

puppet shows give you a lasie of 

the land of the Rajputs. Contact; 
WaiiucrliLst Travels, tel: 602180. 

6111889.687S21H). 

DISCOVER INDIA BY RAIL: Promise 
yourself a weekend filled with fun 
and ailvcnture as you discover 

India with short package tours 

introduced by the Indian Railways 

in culluboralion with the stale 

Tourism Development 

Corporations. The aists include 

fares fur the return journey, 

uveniiglil slay and conducted 

sightseeing along with tour escort 

resort stands, was established in 

1914 by Major I’ande as his sum¬ 

mer residence. The present owners 

continued lo develop the estate and 

have added an isiuestrian centre, a 

chalet and another collage. About 

nine-ten hours from Delhi tliere's a 

.short route through Aimora town 

via Ka.sardevi and Denapani. 'i'lic 

Kanikhet Express from Old Delhi 

station deposits you al Kathgudam 

from where it's a Ihree-and-a-half 

hour drive. AcTivilies include sheer 

lasing. trek.s. puny triiili, bird 

walching and (rips lo the Binsar 

sanctuary Aday triptoPatal 

Bliubaneswar Is n live-hour drive 

from the estate which boasts apri¬ 

cot, peach, pear, plum aiJ apple 

un'hards. What's more, the greens 

served comes from their very own 

vegetable patch, I'or more informa¬ 

tion and reservations contact: 

Mukul and Kalpanajoshie. 1592, 
Seelor C. Pocket I, Vasant Kunj, 

New Delhi-70. leh 6896520. 
GLASS HOUSE ON THE GANGES; 

Perfcct for a quick weekend gel- 

away, the Olass House on the 

Ganges is set in a sprawling litchic 

MIILAHUJA 



A crocodile imilei for you al Bliitarkauika, Oriiia. 

At Bbilarlianika, JOU 

can eipect tkc tkrill of 

a lifetime. Situated 

kalf-way (ictwevn 

Calcutta and Puri, thif 

dreamland kaa often keen likened to Relixe 

in Coata Rica. A virtual Garden of Eden. 

So come, ffet adventorouf. Book yourielf 

into one of tliose enckantin{{ accommodation 

unitt provided ky tbe Foreit Department 

and tfet let for tkc koliday of a lifetime. 

Experienre wild life at tke Bkitarkanika 

Sanctuary. Skare your vacation witk 

dolpkini, aeaffolla, kerona, deer and a 30 ft 

estuarine crocodile or two ! Tkeae salt water 

crocodiles, popularly called 'Baula', 

are tke lari^esl in tke world and 

kavc to be acen to be kelieved. Come winter, 

and lakka of Olive Ridley Turtlea arrive 

kcre from Soutk America • truly a 

0 K J S S A 
T<rr diVTarttv eiilrrrrriTrTTni. 

faacinatin t *i(!kl tu kekold. * 

Boatinff kai ite own epeciai ckarm kere^. Cruixe 

down tkc river to tke ocean and feel tke maf^ic. 

Add to all tkia, tke vait viri^in keackci of 

Gakirmatka and tkoae uninkakiled 

icenic iaianda juttinif out of a 

lurquoiae lea and you kave tke 

perfect eacape for every 

city-weary toul. 

Gettinjj to Bkitarkanika ia no problem. 

Juit get off at tke Balatorc Railway Station, 

drive down to Ckandkali (on tke Baitarani Rivrr), 

and you’ll find a motor launck waiting to 

take you to your destination, l or tkosc wkn 

prefer travelling to Cullark, a 

motor launck from Rajnagar 

will prove move convenient. 

So, witk notking to keep von from 

a riveting rendezvous witk nature, rkeck out Oritsa. 

Director, Tourism; Paryatan Bkavan;Bkukancswar 7S1014 

Tel : 00-91-674-432177 Faa : 00-91-674-430887 

E.mail : or tourist pbk. aoft. net Vekaite : ORISSA • TOURISM . com 
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M-iitoil l() liis brolliiT Ajii Sii*('li. Voii 

services, for a cDinplelcly hiisslc- 

frir trip. The lours commence on 

iTiduy evenings and terminate on 

Vlonday mornings. Ttsclve pack¬ 

ages in all. they originale from 

Oellii, Vliiinbai. Clu-imai and 

Calcutta and cover pilgrintage 

spots, hill .stations, cultural centres 

and beach resorts. 'Ilien there's the 

Toy Train package which lakes you 

on jorrides up tlic hills. Take a .slow 

train up to the hill resorts of 

Shimla. Ooty. Dariecling or 

Matherun pa.st little hamlets and 

terraced Helds, through tunnels, 

over breathtaking bridges. The toy 

train from Kiilku to Shimla has 107 

tunnels. Tor enejuiries contact: 

Railway mfornialiim or 

(lovcrninent of India tourist offices. 
BOGMALO BEACH PARK PLAZA 
RESORT, GOA: The Holiday Club 

launched In association with 

Diners Club-Citibank cards prin'ides 

a member with a week's vacation 

every year for a peruxl of 15 years. 

Value-added bcnelits include up to 

eight free return tickets to (lua from 

all inajor metros and the resort is 

fully geared to cater to the demands 

of the leisure traveller. Holiday Clnb 

has sales offices in Delhi, Calcutta. 

Chennai. Mumbai and Bangalore. 
TAJ SUMMER HOUDAYS '98: Tfie 
Ta) group of hotels is offering excit¬ 

ing packages valid till September iO. 

It allows customers to holiday at Taj 

kKatioiis at halt the price they nor¬ 

mally have to pay to stay in these 

hotels. In some cases, even less than 

half the price. The destinations incl¬ 

ude the Maldives. Sri l,anka and 

Kathmandu. You could head for a 

holiday in l''i$haTiian's Cove in 

Chennai, visit any of live different 

kx-ations in the backwaters of Ker¬ 

ala or. for the royally inclined, Jaip¬ 

ur's Palace pn^Tttes. Compliment¬ 

ary airport transfers. (ckxI and bev¬ 

erage facilities and. in some cases, 

sight-seeing are part of the deal. 

OBEROI AND TRIDENT GROUP SUM¬ 
MER SPECIALS: On offer arc spe¬ 

cially de.signcd holiday packages 

and weekend getaway s from Oberoi 

locations. Ueslinalioiis range from 

Sn Uinka to Khajuruho to 

Oopiilpur-on-Sca.Bhubuiieshvi'ar 

and Konarak. Oucsts ciin b<x)k 

these packages through Oberoi Instant reservation offices. 

THEME PARKS: Black Thunder, the 

water theme ptirk in Mettupalavam 
on the Ooty Main road. -10 km from 

Ooly, is a fun place to be in. s(x-cially 

when your kids are screaming aliout 

so much sightseeing. Sprea^ix'er bS 

acres with the Nilgiris as the back¬ 

drop, It offers wild river rides, a wave 

pixil. white water ridt-s, camuiii ball 

rides, a kiddie's pixil witli a vuleano 

in the middle and dry rides like ilie 

giant wliwl and rnllercoastei'among 

others. I'ortj eoltages iirovide eoin- 

fortablc uccommixlation. Aiiullier 

theme park in Clieiiiiai. Kishkintu. 

promises to attract 3.S Uikli visitors 

this Slimmer. Water ride.s, water 

giinies, boating and Co Karting, 

make it an attractive pre|xisiliiiii 

HERITAGE PROPERTIES: I or 

the budget conscious trav¬ 

eller. thirsc properties Inn e 
come like an answei to a 

pray^T. Allordably priced and 

conveniently I'xated, tlusse 

forts and havclis wliich have 

Ixen turned into hotels offer 

excellent holiday oplioiis 

mixing leisure with grandeur, 

history with pleasiiie. Kawla 

Narlai Is a 17lli century 

forlnss kwatctl midway 

between jixlhpiir and 

Udaipur in Raiaslhun. It was 

originally a hunting kxlge 

which the then Mahanija uf 

jfxlhpur. tnuald Singh, pre- 

caii visit the Kiimblialgarli fort 

steepisi in history, as «ell as lhi“ 

Kaiiakpiir lemjiles and sites of exca¬ 

vation. Coiilael' Ajit Bhavan. tel- 

(tliSll 57410 

Kesroli in K.iiaslhan's .Muar dis- 

Irict IS accessible b\ i oad Iriiiii 

Delhi. .Agra ami |aipiii 'flic seven- 

liirrel loi l is saal to li.ive been hiiill 

liOO years ago by V.ulm aiislii 

Raipnis. .'silualed atop Ihe ’aie 

llornslone Bren la rocks. Ii com- 

nnmds a splendid view. Nearby are 

llie S.iMska lige- sail ■liiurv the 

kankwadi fori and the iliomiineiils 

of I'iiara. Kaigarli. Maehai'i. 

Vialiiagai. I)eeg,iiid Blinralpur. 

Coiilael' .\-SS. Ni'/aimiddin l'.iist. 

New Delhi, lei; 4b 1 b I IS. 

I limaclial I’radesh also Inaisls a 

minilx'i of lieriiagepio|x'rticslike 

Hie Oheroi Clarke and V\'ikxIviII< 

Palace 1 lolel. .Shimla, I’alaee 1 lolol. 

v'luiil: I'ort Kesorl. Nalag<irh. Hotel 

Roscommon and .Alasia in Ka.suuli. 

Other properlks arc spread out ovei 

Mandi. .Nuggar. Palunipur. Dalho- 

usie. Pnigpur. .Miishobra and .Solan. 

The village of Pragpur with its 

age-old archilii'lure and cobbled 

slnvts has br'en declared a Heritage 

Village wiiilc Ihe I.IKlO-yeiir-old 

Tatxj nuiuastery in Spiti with its 

wall paintings and slutco statues is 

a World 1 leritage site, for 

inforniHlion contact: Himachal 

'i'l.’urism offices. ■ 
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At thi' VIP Deaigrf Lab we 

design smonihiiess To lighten 

any ioaH W th highly 

precision-engineered 

wheeling systems Like 

corner radial wheels 4-wheel 

drive Wide irnck whculing 

because "nothing should hold back a man 

on thu move. Not even his luggage 

Ihe VIP Design Lab constantly works 

on new processes of discovery For better 

. material Better designs To develop newer 

ways, safer ways, more comfortable ways 

of travel Fusing a deep understanding with 

design engineering, Because we believe 

your luggage should do you proud. 

Anywhere in the world 

Regi-sier^d Truxhmarh ot VIP linhisItHta Ltd 
MartidtHd 6^ Plow Plast (bJ. 
Visit us on file internet at. Mtp^.www v^Jbags coni 
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MEDIA 

STOP PRESS! 
The early ’90s boom is bust—even the biggies swim in red ink 

By SAIBAL CHAHERJEE _ The grand design;, of the early '90s 
have been consigned to the foot¬ 
notes of print media history. As 
financial viability eludes a large 
number of bloated, mismanaged 

dailies and periodicals across the country, 
several publications, old and new, have 
downed their shutters. Many others are 
floundering in a sea of red ink. Even rela¬ 
tively healthy ventures have cut down 
drastically on running expenses and placed 
all expansion plans on hold. "It is not that 
people are not reading newspapers," says 
H.G. Verghese, former editor of The Imium 
Express. "But the industry is in the throes of 
a severe recession aggravated by a diversion 
of ads to the electronic media." 

Indeed, the writing is on tlie wall in stark 
black and white: the industry is up against 
an unpreceitented cash crunch, with the 
advertising pie shrinking alarmingly over 
the last three years and debilitating price 
wars pushing the weaker players out of a 
fiercely competitive market. "Tlie newspa- 
[jer business neexis an awful 
iot of money," says A joy Bose, 
a former c.xecutivc editor of 
7'/«’ Pioneei. "The smaller pla¬ 
yers stand no chance." But 
aren't ideological clashes Iret- 
ween editors and proprietors 
and the increasing tendency 
to treat newspapers strirtly as 
brands also responsible foi 

. the crisis^ Veteran journalist 
Nikhil Chakravartty agrees: 
"The undermining of the edi¬ 
tor's role does not necessarily 
aflecl a paper's fortunes. 
I imiled resources do." 

A major shakeout seems inevitable and it 
is bound to be excruciatingly painful. 
Whethei it's Delhi or Mumbai, Calcutta or 
Chennai, :t.uigalore or Hyderabad, the bat¬ 
tle will now ;iu roasingly Ire fought between 
the leadCT ami the challenger, betwetm the 
No. 1 and the No 2. As for the rest of the 
field, unless they reposition themselves as 
niche products cateriirg to a specific reader- 
ship, it IS going to a losing battle. “The ad 
scene is pretty bad," says New Delhi-based 
media consultant Ajay Kumar. "No client 
will waste the little money that is available 
on publications that don't figure among 
the top two in a particular market." 

The genesis of the trouble can be traced 

back to the first half of the '90s. As the sto- 
ckmarkets .soared and new investment came 
into publishing, print media ventures, mes¬ 
merised by the appeal of Manmohanomics, 
went into overdrive. An element of profli¬ 
gacy ctept in as the battle for mindspace 
assumed frenetic proportions. Pages and 
sections were added to newspapers indis¬ 
criminately, salaries of journalists rose expo¬ 
nentially, the staff strength of virtually 
every mainline daily went up dramatically 
and as newsprint imports become prohibi¬ 
tive in the wake of the rupee's devaluation, 
operational co,st5 went through the roof. 

It all seemed to work wonderfully well for 
a while. Two years ago, the nmes of India 
group registered post-tax profits of over Rs 
90 crore, and other media houses, ensnared 
by dreams of emulating the leader's suc¬ 
cess, succumbed to a false sense of buoyan¬ 
cy. For three years in a row, adspend grew 
by .35 to 40 per cent—the usual annual 
growth hovers between 10 and 15 per 
cent—and dailies and peritxiicals went hell 
for leather. The wake-up call hasn't come a 
day too soon. "The inroads made by TV and 

the political instability of the 
last two years have taken the 
sheen off the print media." 
says Arya Bandopadhyay, 
manager, media, Madhyam 
ad agency. "What is happen¬ 
ing today is a correction of 
the artificial boom of the 
early '90s,” adds Aalok 
Wadhwa, chief operating 
officer. Business Stmitlard. 
Hence the dropouts and str¬ 

ategic realignments. Both in 
the prim media and satellite 
IV. And with the exception 
of Zee, no Hindi language 

channel is making money although Sony is 
expected to recover its costs by the end of 
this financial year. Star lY is still a few years 
away from break-even point, while Home 
lY has changed hands, rvi, the Business 
India group's TV channel, is draining away 
resources to such an extent that editorial 
staff with the magazine as well as the chan¬ 
nel go without chunks of salary for months. 

I’he 'correction' process is proving to be 
rather costly. The Pioneer has lurch^ from 
one aisis to another during the past year, 
accumulating losses of over Rs 70 crore. The 
daily has been saved for the time being—it's 
been bought from I..M. Thajiar by a consor¬ 
tium that includes editor Chandan Mitra 

DMinbliai 
Ambanl, Vivek 

Goenka and 
Lain Thapar 
(riglit) have 
burnt their 

fingers in the 
last few years. 

I (armed with the employees' combined 
compensation package, rumoured to be 
aberut Rs 7 crore) and Bahubali Shah, a bji> 

sympathiser who owns Gujarat Samachar. 
Will it work? Bose isn't loo sure: "It's a high- 
risk arrangement. Five years ago, it might 
have been possible. Not today." 

Fhe tenacious Indian Fbtpress group, hxi, 
is in the midst of a major co.st<utting exer¬ 
cise following the three-way partition of the 
company's assets. While the group's real 
estate has gone primarily to Saroj Goenka, 
the widow of B.D. Goenka, the publishing 
business has been carved into two—the 
healthier northern editions going to the late 
Ramnath Goenka's adopted son, Vivek 
Goenka, and the southern editions to 
Manoj tonthalla. The latter, who owns six 
editioiu of the Express, Andhra I’rabha ffel- 

.ugu), Dimmani ('(^mil). Cinema Express and 
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the Sterling group of maga/ints, has been 
hit hard by a steep hike in the rent for the 
building that houses his offices in the heart 
of Chennai—Sonthaiia now has to shell out 
Rs 25 lakh a month for the premises. 

"For the first time ever in the paper’s his¬ 
tory, salaries are being delayed," says a hig¬ 
hly-placed Indian Express Newspapers 
(Madurai) Limited source. The company has 
been forced to cut down pages, while The 
Hindu has increased its number of pages. 
According to one estimate, the Fjcptess 
group loses Rs 36 crore a year on its printing 
business, but the rentals it receives from its 
2S-storcy building in Mumbai's Nariman 
Point and other properties keep it going. In 
a bid to bring down operational costs, the 
Indian Express New.spapers (Bombay) 

Photo imaomg by BISHWAOEEP MOITRA and JAYACHANDRAN 

l imited, located on Bahadur Shah /alar 
Marg, has split its Delhi office into three, 
sending several editorial and administrative 
departments to less expensive locations. 

The ABi' group, which owns The Telegraph, 
is jet to fully retxiver from the huge losses it 
incurrexi on the IX'lhi edition of Biiwiesi 
Standard. So while it economises, The 
Telegraph now rides piggyback on the 
Bengali daily Ananda Bazar Palrika to main¬ 
tain a steady flow of ad revenue. Even 
Delhi's The Times of India, by no means a 
media weakling, has reportedly shelved all 
expansion and put a freeze on reemitments. 

Media barons, hit by a wave of reverses 
triggered bj' a general economic slowdown 
and a consequent slump in advertising, are 
veering round to the view that the going 

has never been so tough. "In the last year 
and a half or so, no major public issues 
have been announced, robbing the print 
media of its ptinidpal revenue-earner—cor- 
(Kirate advertising," says Bandopadhyay. 
Moreover, he points out, many clients have 
deferred their product launches. 

But all is not lost, asserts Wadhwa. "Major 
ad campaigns did go away to TV for a while. 
But a reverse swing is happening now." As 
long as a print vehicle delivers a fixed, clear¬ 
ly defined audience to the advertiser, it will 
definitely work as a market tool, he argues. 
"Advertisers are increasingly more comfort¬ 
able with smaller publications which are 
delivering a .stable and loyal audience.” 

Verghese secs the shrinking advertising 
volumes as a temporary setliack. "Reader- 
ship will continue to increase in India for 
the next 20 to 25 years," he says. "I'm sure 
advertising will resume its upward trend 
once the economy is back on the rails." BUI' in several markets in India, there 

are currently tar too many competitors 
for the gotxl of the industry. Take 

Guwahati. Though the As.samese capital has 
no industry worth the name, it has 20 
dailies, seven of them in English. Except 60- 
year-old Ifie Assam Tribune, the market 
leader, all the other English dailies have 
come up after 1982. Barring TIk Sentinel, 
none of them is making money. Says 

Jayanta Rarua, owner of Asmniya Pratidin, 
the largest circulated As.samese daily: 

"We rely heavily on government ads. 
Tlie big display ads released from the 
big metros are given only to the num¬ 
ber one newspapers." 
How do all the other newspa|>ers sur¬ 

vive? Those in the know say that except the 
top lour or five newpapers, thi'se dailies 
exist only on pajx-r "to derive the Iwiiefits 
of lieing part of the fourth estate". While 
that may Ik- true ol a huge number of piil»- 
lications, even the serious dailies and peri¬ 
odicals are up against heavy odds. In 
Andhra I'radesh, lor inshinte, more than 
hall a dozen nevssjiajiers have mided up 
during the last three years, rendering over 
1,(K)() journalists jobless. I'hings have come 
to such a sorrj’ pass that journalists working 
with Aiidhia Prabha and Andhra J)Dti have to 
stxiire advertisements to get their salaries. 

l'() north, several industrialists entered 
the business during the last decade: 
Vijaypat .Singhania, Sanjay Dalmia, L.M. 
Thapar and the Ambanis. Except the 
Ambanis, whose Observer of Business and 
Politics and The Sunday Observer have made 
little impact, all the others have quit the 
game, having realised that in post-liberalisa¬ 
tion India, newspapers don't neces.sarily 
fetch you political clout anjmiore. But they 
definitely dig big holes in your pocket. ■ 

With A.S. Panneersaltmn, 
M.S. Shankar and Nitin Gokhala 
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TIME 
■ FELICITATION 

■ DOCUMENTARY 

An Indian Story 
EATH is a cclebtation in Kashi, pre¬ 
sided over by the Dom Kaja, the 
uttaradhikdris (inheritors) of the 

mahashumshan. The majestic stone tiger 
at the entrance to his home is indicative 
of his status, at par with the Raja of Kashi. 
With the spirals of smoke that rise from 
the funeral pyres at the burning ghat, the 

A still from the episode ‘Dom Rs|s’ 

story of a community, harking back to the 
days of Raja Harish Chandra, unfolds. 

Skirting past the feuding naga babas at 
the Kumbh Mela, a sensitive camera 
zooms in on the Jangham sadhus, spning 
from the janxh (thigh) of Lord Shiva, 
resplendent in their peacock-feathered 
turiians, whose music resounds thruugli 
tile niela. \nd bit by bit, like the lyrics of 
their songs, an entirely new picture ol 
this colourful congregation is built up. 

These frame.s, and much more, form 
part of a mega 2f>-episode docu-serial 

Indium, to be telecast on DD from June 
on Sundays. Produced by Phaiguni Mati- 
lal and directed in part by National Geo¬ 
graphic Earthwatch (iold award winner 
Aruna Har Prasad and Niret and Nikhil 
Alva, winners of the Green Oscar for 
the TV serial Living on the Ed^e, the series 
is loosely modelled on the US documen¬ 
tary Americans. 

But that's where the similarity ends. 
For who is a real Indian? The episodes 

uncover an India made up of multi- 
hued layers in an attempt to under¬ 
stand the entire social s^iectrum 
through the lives of unknown and 
known Indians. Says Niret Alva; 
"We've just shot an episode on Ram- 
oji Rao, the owner of the highest 
selling paper in India, Eeimlti. The 
camera follows a day in his life and 
slowly his story becomes a day in the 
life of Hyderabad." 

Har Prasad elaborates by stating the 
example of the episode she shot on 
Ladakh. ".Sonam Paljor is a comman¬ 
dant of a battalion in the Indo-Tibcl 
Border Police. A Padinashree, he's 

scaled the Mt Everest without oxygen, 
given up his son to religion, but he's 
declared proudly that he’s Indian first and 
Buddhist later." 

.So far, l.-i episodes have l)een shot with 
Har Prasad having made eight. The (mi- 
tagonists arc drawn from l,adakh to Ker¬ 
ala, Maharashtra to A.ssam. "Even the 
music is drawn trom tlie cultures, as is 
much of the narration," .she says. Shot 
exquisitely, visuals and characters blend 
seamlessly. A docu-series alnnit the rich 
storehouse that is India, each episode 
throwing up a new jewel. ■ 

Pritha Sen 

ANUPAMNATH 

Malik receives the award from Mahanta 

Back for a Pat IT was a sweet homecoming for the self- 
confessed 'daughter of Assam’. Amita 
Malik, the veteran media critic, was on a 

nostalgic tri|) to Guwahati last week to 
receive the Kamal Kumari National Award 
for Arts. "I'm a daughter of Assam and 
have always tried to live up to the expt*cta- 
tions of the Assamese people," she said in • 
her acceptance sfH*ech on April 29 after 
receiving the trophy and Us 1-lakh from 
Assam chief minister Prafulla Kumar 
Mahanta at a glittering function. 

She recalled that she was born just a few 
hundred metres from the venue of the 
awards funitioii and her childhood S|icnt 

in the C.otton College campus where her 
lather was a revered teacher. Malik, now 
based in IXThi, lias always been a staunch 
sup()orter of Assamese films and literature. 
The likes of himmakers Jahnu Bania and 
Santwana Bordoloi owe much ol their ini¬ 
tial exjxjsure in the national jiress to hi r. 

Hie citation acknowledged ttiis contribu-, 
tion: ".\ daughter of Assam, who despite 
iutving livc-d away trom the land of her 
birth for so long, has not forgotten her 
r<K)ts. Time and again, siie has sough! to 
highlight the neglect of this region and 
acquaint the rest of the country with its 
ricTi history and cultural heritage." ■ 

Nitin Gokhale 

TITLEK 
HERE'S to a liberal helping 

of Ahmedabad. And its 
premier dancer; always 
cerebral, always original, 
Kumudini Lakhia. The lady 
who gave us star dancers 
like Aditl Mangaldas, 
Daksln Sheth. She and 
her Kathak troupers are 

off on a .South 
American tour that 
includes Brazil. One 
can always tell a 
Kumudini trouper; 
straight back, clean 
lines, lyric grace, fleet 
of foot and always 
supple as a reed. 

* AHMEDABAD-based 
photographer John 

Panicker and textile 
designer wife Kinnari 

triggered off a 
trend when they 
restored and 
moved into the 
150-year-old house 
she inherited from 
her grandfather. 
This single move 
made design and 
restoration history. 
Now, the couple's 
scored another 
first: opened a tres 
chic textile shop 
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■ ART ■ NEPAL 

Self Service, In the Name of God? Looking Back 
IT is the richest tenipie in the kingdom 

of Nepal. Kings and prime ministers 
have borrowed from the Pashupatinath 

temple in times of crisis. However, no 
proper accounting has ever tK’en made, no 
one knows exactly how much lies in its 
coffers. Not surjwisingly, allegations nf cor¬ 
ruption are rife. The bulk ol the offerings, 
which run into tens of millions of ruiK-es 
yearly, have allegcdl)' been |K)ckeled by the 
temple's .South Indian priests. 

I.asl year, Indian film actor (lovinda rep¬ 
ortedly paid Rs 7(K},0(10 for a private cere¬ 
mony. Where did the 
money go? Into the pri¬ 
ests' pocket, say critics. 
According to a source at 
IMshupati .Area Develop¬ 
ment Trust, the chief 
priest (Tockets 70 to KO 
million Nepali rupees 
(l,\'U 4()-.S() million) 

> anniiallv, the other 
three priests take HI 
million Nepali rujiees 
(INK 0 million) each. 

Incensed by tiie char¬ 
ges, particularly by an 
attempt last montli to 
regulale the cash inllow, 
the temple’s priests 
leave resigni-d eii masse 

When asked the rea¬ 
son lc>r the mass resig¬ 
nation, a priest said: "It is an internal mat¬ 
ter. I don't have the authority to say more 
than this. We haven't stopped the pray¬ 
ers." the chief priest, Raliul Suhrainaniun 
.Shastri was not available lor comment. 

Tile custom ol .South Indian priests, il is 
believed, began in the I2th century, when 
Shankaiachars.i \isited the kingdom Irom 
Benares. In the loth century, lor over 40 
years, the then king had Neptilcoe priests 

conduct serv'ices at I’ashupatinath. But his 
successor reverted to Indian priests. 

The priests are Brahmins from South 
India and to cpialifs', must be wcll-vcrsccl 
in the Shastras, Vedas and the IHiranas. 
And not have scars of any kind on their 
liody. They are chosen by the chief priest 
who is promoted to his |X3sl on the basis 
of semiority and apiiointed by the king on 
the royal priest's recommendation. 

When contacted, the royal priest said he 
was aware of neithc-r the resignations nor 
the meetings. But as jier custom, it is to 

the royal priest that 
the resignations are 
submitted and have yet 
to he accepted. And 
even if they are, the 
chief priest, according 
to custom, will haw to 
train the new lot 
betorc he can leave. 

In case the resignati¬ 
ons are accepted, repre¬ 
sentatives from Nepal 
have to go to South 
India If) gel new pri¬ 
ests. l urther, the pal¬ 
ace. it is said, is not 
kc-c-ii on tills move 
which could earn the 
displeasure of the chief 
|)riest. “I'.ven if the 
Indian priests are being 

replaced by Nepali ones, what guarantee 
is there they won't lie corrupt?" asks San- 
geetha l.ama, a journalist who has resear¬ 
ched the issue. 

Clearly, the issue of cliange in the tem¬ 
ple's sy.steni is vers sensitive, particularly in 
a country where every mesvige ot tlie king 
to his countiymeii ends with the words 
"May l.ord‘l’ashupalinath bless us all '. ■ 

Manesh Shreshtba in Kathmandu 

BIKAS RAI'NIEH 

Pashupatinath: priest takes all 

WH.A T better 
way to com¬ 
memorate .AO 

years of Indian 
lndc|)cndence than 
by toasting its her¬ 
itage. In this case, 
more s|X.*cifically, 
(ianclhara art. That's 
what the Chandi¬ 
garh Administration, 
and the tiallery ot 
I’ortrails, Chandig¬ 
arh did, by organis¬ 
ing an e.vhibition 
and colloquium. 

(landliara art is the 
catalyst for all subse¬ 
quent Indian arl, 
though not the dominating influence. 
Almost all Indian an finds its rexits here, 
rile image nf a dated tiariti, images of the 
Bodhisattvas, Buddha, and narrative pan¬ 
els lorm part ol the unique collection. 
Normally perceived as Buddhist ait, it 
does speal ol—sulitly oi explicitly -tireek 
iiilluences, as it does of Brabmaiiical 
influences, particularly in the area ol 
iconography. I tie colloquium brought 
together (landhara scholars from India, 
I’akistan and Bangladesli. 

“At the exhibition, we pul together die 
best reprcxluctions of Ciaiidhara objeds 
Ironi collections in I’akistaii and India," 
said Anuradha Cupta, the dynamic 
Culture and Home secietary. The result; a 
redefining cd this aiicieiil art heritage. 
And a comprc'hensive document by the 
end ol tile sear vvitii the active collalicira- 
tion ol Hie I’aki' lani scliolars. Which will 
in all possibilits create a new synergy 
which may lielp bridge geographical i.nd 
cultural chasms. ■ 

Atka Pande 

A third century 
image of HaritI' 

»*' ^1. .. 

in Soho, New York. Rep¬ 
orts have it that their 
new v&nture has been more 
than ecstatically received 
by Nu-Yark's design com¬ 
munity and the biggies. 

♦ More A'bad. its painters 
arc making waves, last 

month, Amlt Ambalal— 
painter, gallery-owner— 
had an exhibition of his 
latest work at the Chester 
Herewitz Gallery, Ahm- 

edabad. Just one word to 
describe his new work: 
Excellent! He's obviously 
made an inspirational and 
imaginative breakthrough 
in this work that resembles 
none of his earlier 
attempts. Rousseau-esque, 
fantastic animal figures, 
each linked to and illu¬ 
strative of a fable, a dream. 
The exhibition, which trav¬ 
els this month to Ams¬ 
terdam, will regrettably 

not be shown in Dellii or 
Mumbai. Do try and see 
the print copies floating 
around: a set of 10 can set 
you back by Rs 2,.S(K). 

♦ 
NI) lest we be accused of 
bias, here's some news 

from Bangalore. Odissl 
dancer Protinia Bedi's 
Nrityagram students, 
soloists in their own right, 
among them a la Surupa 
Sen and Bijayni Satpathy, 

made a handsome gesture 
other dancers woulcl do 
well to emulate. The wor¬ 
thies donated to the tune 
of Rs 3 lakii out of their 
joint earnings to the 
gurukui that gave them 
their craft when they 
realised that the strapped- 
for-funds institution was 
Rs .3 lakh short of the Rs 10 
lakh it required despera¬ 
tely to keep itself going. 
Bravo, ladies! 
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BOOKS 

An Exceptional Life 
A revolutionary’s brush with Netaji and the Rani Jhansi regiment 

A REVOLUTIONARY 
LIFE 

by likilMl Srtgal 
Kail lor Womon 
Rs2S0.Paais. W 

By SOMNATH CHAHERJEE This book is a colledion of a mem¬ 
oir and an article written by 
Lakshmi Swaminathan Sahgal and 
an interview given by her in March 

1989. The compilation unfolds the story 
of her eventfui life covering her child¬ 
hood, her student days, her stint in 
Southeast Asia during World War 11 under 
Japanese occupation, her decision to join 
the Indian National Army (ina), her sub¬ 
sequent experiences in Singapore and 
Burma, her leturn to India and her life 
thereafter in Kanpur. 

It is the saga of struggle, sacrifice and 
service by one who has dedicated her life 
towards the emancipation of the com¬ 
mon people, the workers, the peasants 
and particularly the women in our coun¬ 
try. In the epilogue, she has narrated the 
events of her life in Kanpur, her clinic, 
her work in the refuge camp in the post- 
I’artition period, her joining the fiM(M) 
and her participation in the strengthen¬ 
ing of the women's democratic move¬ 
ment in our country. In her interview 
with Kitu Menon and Kamla Bhasin, she 
has elaborated on her experience of 
Partition and the aftermath of the anti- 
Sikh riots of 1984. 

It IS very apposite that this book has been 
punlished during the birth centenary of 
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose and in the 
•SOth year ol Independence. It is necessary 
that tile people should know more about 
the life and contribution of Netaji in the 
anti-imperialist struggle for the emancipa¬ 
tion of the country and of his contribution 
towards the actiievement of Indian 
Independence. I'he publication of the 
memoirs is an important addition to the 
understanding of the way in which the ina 

significantly contributed towards hasten¬ 
ing the achievement of our freedom. It is 
heartening that some atteniion is now 
being paid to the role of the ina and the 
Rani Jhansi regiment. 

The important contribution of women 
in our national movement, particularly 

for the achievement of Independence, is 
correctly highlighted in the book and one 
cannot but feel inspired by the activities 
of the Rani Jhansi regiment and its con¬ 
tribution to the national movement. The 
introduction to A Revolutionary Life has 
raised periinent questions in relation to 
the place of women in history', rightly 
pointed out the inadequacies of the con¬ 
ventional approaches to writing of hist¬ 
ory, and emphasi.sed the necessity of giv¬ 
ing attention to complexities and the 
need to go beyond social constructionism 
and essentialism by thinking in terms of 
strategic essentialism. 

The memoirs will no doubt provide 
inspiration to the women of our country, 
as they unfold the pages of a very crucial 

Lakshmi Sahgal: the battle continues 

Netaji oelleved that in the fight for 
independence women should not 

remain spectators, they should play a 
positive role. He asked me if 1 would be 
prepared to take up the command of 
the Rani Jhansi regiment. He warned 
me of the dangers ahead and said he 
could not promise me even minimum 
protection and security. I listened to all 
he had to say and then gave him my 
unconditional support. 

period in our history when Indian women, 
circumscribed by various social and family 
constraints and value systems, made sig¬ 
nificant contributions and proved that 
they could be partners, on more than 
equal terms, with men in accomplishing 
the tasks which might otherwise be con¬ 
sidered the exclusive domain of men. 

Ukshmi Saghai's life illustrates what 
can be achieved if a woman can rid her¬ 
self of what are called the rigid definitions 
of malc-fcmaie behaviour. She could have 
lived a life of ease and comfort but adop¬ 
ted a life fraught with danger and priva¬ 
tion .so that she could contribute towards 
the emancipation of our country from 
imperiali.st domination. The book also 
highlights many important events in the 
INA movement and the activities of the 
Rani Jhansi regiment and the great hard¬ 
ship that .Sahgal and her colleagues had to 
suffer—which, however, did not dampen 
their spirits. 

lakshmi Sahgal has d^'dicated herself to. 
the overdue struggle for the true emanci¬ 
pation of Indian women. As she had 
realised that our country's Independence 

would not come without armed struggle, 
she also liclievcd that the emancipation of 
Indian women also cannot Ik- achieved 
without struggle and movements, albeit 
not an armed one. She has actively associ¬ 
ated herself with the Left, Progressive and 
Democratic movement and is a leading 
member of the cnifiu) and All India 
Democratic Women's Organisation and is 
admired not only for her significant role in 
the INA, but also for her continuing strug¬ 
gle to organise Indian women, fight for 
their legitimate causes and ultimately 
achieve their due role in Indian society. ■ 

(The writer is a cpi-m member of Parliament.) 
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Politics of 
ItanslaHon 
What exactly is regional fiction? 

VISI0IIS-REVISI0NS2: 
KATHA REGIONAL FICTION 
Edited by KMrtI 
BswcliiMidw 
KMa 
Its ISO, Psass. ISO 

By RUKMINI BHAYA NAIR The creation of linguistic states," 
wrote B.R. Ambedkar in 1955, "is the 
burning question of the day." Half a 
century iater, we are reminded by Ms 

Jayalalitha's recent demand that Tamil, and 
the other 19 languages, be treated as natio¬ 
nal tongues on par with Hindi and English, 
that language is still a bargaining, if not 
quite a burning, issue. Prima facie, the sugg¬ 
estion seems reasonable enough. After all, 
why should a Malayan or Mizo speaker in 
Parliament not have access 
to the facility of translat¬ 
ion if he chooses to repres¬ 
ent his people's interests in 
his mother tongue? if, as 
our Constitution guarant¬ 
ees, being illiterate is not a 
disqualification in the 
democratic electoral sta¬ 
kes, surely it is a little con¬ 
trary to demand that an 
MP should hold forth in 
either Engli.sh or Hindi? 

Indeed, if what one 
might call the Jayaialitha 

The Urdu story in 
this volume Is 

culturally specific 
yet universal in 
theme, but in 

what sense is it 
regional? 

doctrine on matters lingui.stic is accepted in 
principle, it would certainly herald a held 
day for translators. Translation would be on 
its way not only to being, but to asserting 
its 'supremacy' as, one ot the major intel¬ 
lectual industries in the country. Katha, a 
publishing enterprise with a specialist focus 
on translation, represents one of the suc¬ 
cess stories of the last decade in this regard. 

In particular, Katha was in early on the 
'regional' trend within cultural studies that 
Jayaialitha expresses with such vigour in 
politics, indeed, this \ olume from Katha is 
glos.sed as "regional fiction". But what is 
regional fiction? Obviously, it would be vac¬ 
uous just to maintain that these stories der¬ 
ive from some geographical location or 

other on the subcontinent, since this pretty 
much has to be the case. So is the adjective 
'regional' to be equated with the idea that it 
emanates from a political entity known as 
'the linguistic state'? it would appear so. Yet, 
even here, classificatory difficulties show 
up. For instance, the last story in this col¬ 
lection is an enjoyable modem fable in 
Urdu about a property dispute among four 
brothers. The theme is both culturally spe¬ 
cific in that it uses the Arabian motif of the 
klutwab (dream) and at the same time uni¬ 
versal, but in what sense is it regiomH 

Of course, one could forget such nagging 
intellectual conundrums and simply lie 
back and enjoy the fiction. And there is 
much to enjoy. Naiulita, a Bengali story by 
Bani Basu and translated with finesse by 
Jaya Banerji, explores the psyche of a young 
woman whose charm lies precisely in the 
fact that she feels everything so deeply that 
it hurts—not only herself but others. How 
does society deal with people whose only 
'flaw' is their depth of feeling? This 'burning 
question' that Naiulita raises is asked more 
obliquely in the three very moving stories 
that have children as their main protago¬ 
nists—Bun/en, in Marathi by Prakash Sant 
and translated by Kamal .Sanyal; Pabi Maina, 
translated from the Punjabi of Gurbaksh 
Singh by Githa Sagar; and Our Teacher by 
Sundara Kamaswamy translated from the 
Izrail by Malini Mathur. M.T. Vasudevan 
Nair's Sherlock is marked by that poignant 
humour that is his hallmark; while a grim 

and rather showy satire 
characterises Pratibha Ray's 
Oriya morality tale. 

Judged in tenns of read¬ 
ability and variety, theref¬ 
ore, this volume undoubte¬ 
dly rewards the casual bro¬ 
wser. However, it strikes me 
that if Katha is to go bey¬ 
ond its own l>enchmark 
now, it has to attend to the 
more problematic socio¬ 
political as|)eils of iinguis- 

—— tic pluralism that Ambed¬ 
kar struggled with. Blithely 

providing 'quality translations without an 
accompanying debate on matters of region¬ 
alism and linguistic power is to neglect to 
build foundations for the important project 
of literary translation. "We want," declared 
Ambedkar, "linguistic states for two reasons: 
to make easy the way to democracy and to 
remove racial and cultural tensions." VM- 
ons-Revisions shows that Katha has the 
vision to sustain its translations. One hopes 
that, in the complicated political years 
ahead, Katha will also be flexible enough to 
revision its goals when required so that, as 
Ambedkar once envisaged, the 'regional' 
processes of translation serve the wider 
'national' purpose of reducing cultural ten¬ 
sion and enhancing the demoaatic ethos. ■ 

R AFiB Reader 

Mifseil 0| 
Indo-I^k 

lortunitiM, 
'ar1965: '.tf Vi 1* 

Wal.OM.l«Winnn Singh 

Natrai 
Rs425 

A relook at the first all- 
out war between India 
and Pakistan, this book 
traces the historical 
background to a conflict 
that still plagues the 

subcontinent. The study is also based 
on discussions with participants and an 
examination of Pakistani literature on 
the subject. 

Tbi Orphan: shaihi 
Wairlsr 

'V ^ 

Panguin India 
RsZOO 

Sage Piitilications 
Rs395 

A new thriller from the 
author of Night of the 
Krait. After a daring res¬ 
cue operation in Paki¬ 
stan-Occupied Kashmir, 
38-year-old commando 
is asked to probe the kid¬ 
napping of the PM's grand-daughter, 
whose abductors are demanding a sen¬ 
sitive diary in possession of the CBI. 
But things go wrong, the girl is killed, 
the kidnappers escape...and the rest 
would be telling. 

Betwaen Tradition and 
Modernity: edKad by 
Fred Dallmayr, G.N. Davy 

Wide-ranging essays on 
the struggle to forge an 
Indian 'identity', to rec¬ 
oncile modernisation 
and centuries-old her¬ 
itage. Besides reappra¬ 

isals ot the legacy of leading nationalist 
figures, the volume, aimed largely at 
western readers, also has writings on 
contemporary social, political, literary 
and academic issues. 

liliistraled Computer 
Dictionary for 
Dummies: oan Goekin 
and Sandra H. GooMn 

An accessible and hilari¬ 
ous guide for everyone 
suffering from comput¬ 
erphobia. In addition to 
helping with technical 
skills, it also promises to make you 
appear cyber-sawy by providing pro- 
nounciations for aaonyms like ascii 

(ass-kee) and scsi (scuz-zee). Also rec¬ 
ommended for the computer literate. 
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(jlitterati 

Katie Mae’s a Good Girl_ 

FOR the Tewari family, hosts of Rlshikesh's exclusive one-stop 
toutlsm shop, Kate Winslet was moie than the Tlfimic star. As 
Seema Tewari recounts: "Kate had a spiritual experience 
when she touched the holy river." Kate went to the Tlrivenl 

1 Ghats to see the arti on the banks of the Ganges. She also 

sampled, among other things, the ]ulce of the Rhododendron 
flower, available only in the mountains. While leaving, . 
Wnslet wrote in the guest register of their High Bank 
Feasants Cottage: "Ihis place is so beautiful and peaceful, 1 
love to stay here." Says Rajeev Tewari: "We are all Inspired by 
her. She is so down to earth." But the media frenzy made her 
change her plans and sent her scurrying back. 
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Behold This Roy_ 

MKET Arundhati Roy, the beauty. Her 
looks have taken the backseat due to 
her literary skills. But her chiselled 
bone-structure has found its rightful 
place in the sun. She’s figured in Peo¬ 
ple magazine's list of 50 most beauti¬ 
ful people alongside leonardo Di 
Caprio, Tony Blair and Titanic's 87- 
year-old Gloria Stuart, among others. 

Designs on America_ 

I'TIF. fashion scene in India this sum¬ 
mer has l)een rather dull. This expla¬ 
ins why J.J. Valaya's off to foreign 
shores to showcase his work. Next 
month, he will show his collection at 
the Donald Trumjvowned hotel The 
I’iaza, alongside leading American 
designer Todd Oldham who has desig¬ 
ned clothes for the film Batman Foie- 
irr. With The I’laza as the backdrop, 
and Oidham as a co-designer, Valaya 
seems to have a good thing going. 

VIJAI KAPOOR 
PRASHANTPWU 

Delhi’s new LG discusses future plans, 
says people must demand better services 

From Indraprastha to • city foil of problems, 
how hu Delhi come to sneh a sorry pass? 
Delhi has not reached a sorry pass, it's a leading agent of 
India's rural-urban transformation. 
Delhi's the wortd's seventh most polluted city. 
Are efforts on to reduce pollution? 
Most of the pollution is caus^ by vehicular traffic. The ■%. 
solution lies in establishing a mass rapid transit system. 
Delhi's traffic is dangerous, yet little is done about it. How do yon plan 
to make some sense of this traffic nuidness? 
We propose to bring blueline buses under the kllometerage system of the dtc, as a 
result of which they will adhere to the operating norms. 
Every summer there is a spate of Illnesses. Any plans of prevention? 
We ate laying emphasis on delivery of potable water in all colonies, and improving * 
curative processes, including rehydration. 
A recent report said the water in south Delhi's fUdwai Nagar is unfit for 
human consumption. 
The test of the sample has so far not disclosed the presence of any contamination, 
but we are maintaining utmost vigilance. 
What specific agenda have you chalked out for the caidtal? 
We have to improve all facets of metropolitan infrastructure and governance. 
How can the Delhi police be made more effective? 
By professionalisation and commitment to the functions laid down by law and ensur¬ 
ing total integrity in its operations. 
How can tlw crime rate be reduc^, especially against women? 
Mote professional surveillance of potential offenders, preventive action and effective 
investigation and prosecution of cases. 
Any plans for Delhi's architectural heritage? 
We will bring historical Delhi into focus; lighting up major monuments and gates. 
What is the key to the emergence of Delhi as a superior metropolis? 
A metropolis is built by its people. On the one hand, they should contribute to its gro¬ 
wth; on the other, they must demand that Use official agencies function efficiently. 

Arcbana JahaBirdar 

SANOEEP MATHUR 



Miracle Isle Jl.'S r bt-cause Indians are the majority community 
in Mauritius and Hinduism is the predominant 
religion, don't imagine that this palm-fringed 

Indian (.Kean island is anything like the mother cou¬ 
ntry. Tliere are no bullock carts, no cycle rickshaws, 
no auto-rickshaws, no Ambassadors, no potholes, no 
cows on the road, no paan stalls, and no station erx)- 
lies. What's more, no one f)lays cricket and no one 
tries to sell you tissues at the traffic lights. The simple 
fact is, little Mauritius, 1,500 km east of the Alrican 
mainland, has a lot of money. It's ntade the leap from a one-crop 
country entirely dependent on sugar to a diversified economy 
with a strong textiles sector, upmarket tourism, offshore banking 

and finance, and trans-shipment 
facilities fur the countries of tiie 
Indian Ocean rim. Unemploy¬ 
ment, inflation, [xspulation growth 
are all remarlaibly low, wiiile eco¬ 
nomic growth and business confi¬ 
dence are high. No wonder Mauri¬ 
tians .'•peak rather smugly of their 
economic miracle. 

It’s a miracle which has worked 
its magic for the Indian communi¬ 
ty in Mauritius (and in the curious 
local lexicon, 'Indian' means 
Hindu, as tlie island's Muslims, 

though clearly of Indian origin, deny all links vs'ith the Hindu 
Raj back home). Hindus make up just over half the ]H)pulation. 
And whates'er their diKtrinal, caste and regional dilferences-- 
there are |)lenty—they have made common cause to keep fHslit- 
ical power firmly within their grasp. The parties in Mauritius are 
not divided along racial lines. All communities bas e always been 
represented in government. But there has been an inlormal poi- 
tioning out ol the spoils. Tfie small Ilnro^H-an comnuinit) dom- 
inares the private sector, Muslims and the Chinese own most of 
the small businesses, and Hindus have the upper hand in tl)e 
civil service and tile professions. A carve -up which has left the 
African Creoles—the .tO |K'r cent of the population '.vlio are larg¬ 
ely of slave descent—on the margins of powei and prosperity. 

Not that all Indians are wealthy. 1 visited a sugar-growing vil¬ 
lage in the east of the island and s|wnt some time with an Indian 
lamily whose lorebears were brought over from Bihar three or 
four generations ago to work in the c ane fields. 'I he women were 
sitting rice in ])re|)arntion lor a taniils’ wedding, and the men 
were lounging around watching them work. All tlie adults of the 
family lalxiured on tlie sugar estate, for what was, by Mauritian 
standards, a low wage--around 5,(K)0 Indian ruim's a month. 

Speak Creole, Think English 
EVERYONF. speaks Creole, but maverick Mauritius has given no 

official status to the language. It isn’t taught in schixils, and 
can’t lx- used in the National .Assembly. Cyclone warnings are 
broadcast in Creole, to make sure es'eryone understands, but oth¬ 
erwise the bulk of Miu's programmes are in the official languages 
of Hnglisli and French. There is, though, a television news bul¬ 
letin in Hindi for the benefit of Bhoipuri speakers—which is a bit 
like broadcasting in Spanish to Italy, or in Telugu to Tamil Nadu. 

File demeaning of C.reole has lieen .seen as part of an official 
policy to sideline anything regarded as of .African origin, or 

tainted by association with slavery. "Mauritius is a 
land of make-lx-lieve," Dev Virahaswamy told me. 
He’s an example of the Bombay mix which gcx-s to 
make up modern-day Mauritius—has an Indian 
name, makes his living teaching English, and writes 
his poetry in Creole, a language he is determined to 
rescue from the condescension of the establishment. 
"We like to pretend we are a multi-lingual nation, 
but ill fact we are semi-lingual," he warns. "Due to 
the way Creole has been officially ignored, most 
people speak a smattering of several languages, but 
aren't fully coherent in any." 

Part-Time Pilgrims 
Tl IE ethos of the island has been to seek not integration oi the 

melting pot approach, but rather to promote—in a phrase 
much used by the Mauritian government—’iinity through 
diversity. One consequence is that all religions are state-fun¬ 
ded, and the island must have more places of worships— 
maiidits, mosques and churches- -tlian any other country of its 
si/e. Hindu community leaders arc proud to declare tliat 
Mauritians are devout in their religious observance. It didn’t 
liHik that way to me. Mandirs are locked and shuttered (or 
much of the w'eek. And even the island’s loreniost place ct pil¬ 
grimage—the lake shown on the map as Crand Bassin, though 
more widely known as (iaiiga lalal)- bore a rather deserted 
look when I pas.sed through the area one weekday alteriKxni. 
On Maha Shivratri, up to .tOO.tXH) pilgnms--a quarter ol the 
island’s total population—make their way to the lakeside 
mandirs. But for much of the rest of the year, (irand Bassiii is ,* 
sleepy backwater. Some say It’s a little loo remote tor regular vis¬ 
its, but in an islaniTwhcre nowhere is more than two hours by 
car from anywhere else, that excuse doesn’t cut iiunli mustei. 

You Get Only One Boss 
I.\ .ft) years of independerce, Mauritius has had only three 

prime ministers—all Hindus and, indeed, from the same casic. 
there’s little commuiial tension on the island, but the issue ot 
what some Muslims and African (.reoles in particular i escribe as 
Hindu domination has tiecome very sensitive. When I raised this 
with Manou Bheenik, the minister for economic development, it 
provciked a surprisingly aggressive rcsjxmse. Bheenik is a bit of a 
whi/kid within Hie government. He's the Mauritian version ot 
( hidambaram, bright, lorcetui and mote than a little impatient. 
I asked when Mauritius wcnild have a non-1 lindu I’M. “When the 
US has a Negro president," he replicxl a little tartly. But that could 
Ix' diiotlier ceiilurv, I parried. "It could be," lie responded, "but 
that doesn’t make us any less a deimx’racy than the US." 

Speechless in Port Louis 
As a basic rule of thumb, the smaller the country, the less acces¬ 

sible its leaders. I'd been assured in advance of arriving in I’ort 
Uiuis that prime minister Navin Ramgixilam would be happy to 
talk to me. 1 was (old that it was just a matter of arranging a date 
and time. 1 was eventually given an appointment, and even got 
as far as the outer waiting room, but no further. The I’M was app¬ 
arently preoccupied by a sjxxxh he was to deliver that evening. 
"He often writes his own speeches," an aide confided. Those who 
sat through his discourse were heard to whisper that employing 
a professional .sixxxTiwritcr would be a wise investment. 
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My hubby decided we needed a bigger fridge. He said we’d 

outgrown the one we had. I tried to talk him out of this silly idea... But 

he dragged me to the market and there it was so confusing — so many 

fridges to choose from! Then we saw the LG Refrigerator. Its 

Preserve Nutrition' System not only keeps the food taaza, but also healthy 

by preserving its nutritive value...amazing. Now, whenever 
my son eats from the fridge, he 
makes me check his muscles ■ So my 

husband was right this time... that's amazing too!' 

N y'" LG f System Refrigerators 
Preserve nutrition. Day after day after dayi.. 

LQ PN SyMffl IMrlamlon «• mItaM. ki 311V, 330l 36%, 3Mk; 4004 4104 4Mh; 57lk uid 6«k otpKMM. 
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L ETTERS 

No Rhymes, No Reason 
It doesn't pain or hurt me to 
read about the Shiv Sena's cal¬ 
culated disruption of Pakistani 
singer Ghulam Ali's ghazal ren¬ 
dition (The Day the Music Died, 
May 11). it leaves me sad that a 
city, unofficially the country's 
most savvy and cosmopolitan, 
and the powers that are, can't 
spare a thought for the mun¬ 
dane pleasures of the hoi polloi 
before embarking on a quid 
pro quo contest. 

Codes of conduct at concerts 
(read foreign invasion!), self- 
styled cultural inspectors, 
screening of artistes' lyrics 
(what'll they do to a rap 
artiste?), who is fooling whom? 
Wonder what Ghulam Ali was 
thinking that unfortunate 
night after all the din was over, 
could it have been his; 
Hungama Hai Kyoii Barpa... 
Jaaka to nahin daala? 

Suresh Menan, 
Mumbai 

OlTlOOK 

n 1 -)\\ 
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Partisan Humbug 
Rahul .Singh has done well to 
deflate godmen like Satya Sai 
Baba (Kozhikoile Dial}-, May 4). 
Must articles in our press on 
charlatans masquerading as 
men and women ol religion 
have dealt only with the Hindu 
variety. A leading fortnightly 
recently carried a story on a 
dozen Hindu godmen. The 
sloiy was by a Parsi lady repor¬ 
ter. Arc there n<j Pars! frauds? 

Rahul Singh should also tell 
us about the goings-on in his 
own .Sikh religion. Christian 
frauds are not uncuininun in 
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Maharash¬ 
tra, Goa and the Northeast. 
Outlaok should give us a wide- 
ranging cover story on this 
truly national institution. 

Why do our i.mrnalists, espe¬ 
cially those belonging to mino¬ 
rity communities, expose only 
Hindu leligious humbug.s? Is it 

Signs of the Times 
Your cover story SmB lima. 
Big Money (May 11). was lebe- 
shingly dffieroit devel¬ 
opment df new ui^ oflcdtes 
is definitely a poddm sign f&t 
a iaxg^ nnal 

because this selective inves¬ 
tigation focusing on the majo¬ 

rity is a pleasant exercise 
and absolutely safe? 

K.R. Sundar Raian, 
New Dethi 

We’re no Extremists 
We are cximpellcd to take 
i.ssue with some observati- 
ons made in your story 

^ T Rude Awakening (May 4). 
Chief minister E.K. Nay- 

anar never said that terror¬ 
ist organisations are working in 
Kerala. He labelled some organ¬ 
isations 'extremist', including 
among them the k.s.s and viii’— 
which your corres[M)ndciit has 
conveniently failed to mention. 

Your writer says that accord¬ 
ing to the police, activists of A1 
Umma have regrouped under 
the Ni». This is pure canard 
NOF is a cultural organisation 
working with educational and 
developmental ('bjectives. We 

oped India. However, while 
mentioning the various attrac¬ 
tions of Indore, you missed 
the latest one—an Indian 
Institute of Management (iim) 

which is to start operations 
this year. Another um has 
been started at Kozhikode 
(Kerala). The government's 
decision to open new iiMs at 
these centres is proof of 
their growing importance. 

AbMumGoet, 
NewDOhl 

m 
Your article falls to even 

mention Chandigarh, one of 
India's most happening new 
cities which posset a youth- 
fid exuboaoce and a pench¬ 
ant for the good things In life. 
Clently» an encH; of judgement 

RadOMaSafira, 
OunuHlgark 

do not preach Islam. Gur age¬ 
nda is totally different from 
that of any radical Islamic 
group. We don't promote activ¬ 
ities designed to widen the 
communal divide. 

No responsible police officer 
has said that we were behind 
the arson attacks on cinemas in 
Malappuram nor the •• 
cache of pipe bombs. Not 
have NOF activists been 
arrested for the crimes 
your writer has attributed 
to Islamic fundamentali¬ 
sts. A journal of repute like 
Outiook should have cross¬ 
checked what your corre¬ 
spondent cooked up to 
sensationalise a non-issue. 

A. Saeed, 
Generai secretary, snr, ' 

Manlert, Kerala 

Caste in a Mould? 
it isn't clear how your writer 
defines 'Tamils'—we prefer the 
word 'Tamilians'-but she 
sc-ems to ignore Tamil-speaking 
Muslims and Christians (An 
Intriguing Dualism, May 4). 

Stringing together quotes 
from persons however eminent, 
does not constitute an auth¬ 
oritative study of 70 million 
people. Some unacceptably swe¬ 
eping statements; "One thing 
...unites all Tamils...rejection of 
Hindi”. "C.R.”, an outstanding 
Tamil, urged them to study 

Hindi, the "path to survival". 
Besides, don't Tamils flock to 
Hindi films? Another; "...always 
Tiimil first and Indian second”. 
If so, why have Tamils given 
their lives in faraway Kashmir? 

Faced with contradictions, 
the writer discovers "an intri¬ 
guing dualism" and patronis- 
ingly labels the Tamil "a para¬ 
doxical CTeature". And the end¬ 
ing: "Whatever happens, the 
Tamil is genetically program¬ 
med for survival". If this has 
any meaning, where does it 
leave Bengalis, Punjabis et al? 

S. Venkatesan, 
Delhi 

m 
There is no proof that the 'Ary¬ 
ans' were invaders or foreigners. 
It's preposterous to claim that 
"the roots of real civilisation are 
more available in South than in 
the North," and "a drop of 
Tamil blood ensures quickness 
and intelligence which a num¬ 
ber of other communities sim¬ 
ply do not have". Such casteist 
thinking in the 21$t century! 

'Brahmin' is a Sanskrit, North 
Indian word. So how are there 
Tamil Brahmins? Simple: Brah¬ 
min isn't a caste. One who imp¬ 
arts knowledge is a Brahmin. 

Ashok Sahdev, 
New Delhi 

■ 
Your dissection of the Tamil 
psyche was interesting. Tamil 
Nadu is a classic case where a 
social 'revolution' has taken 
place with little stKial reform. 

Nandini Dutta, 
New Delhi 

m 
In the cover story, you have 
printed the photo of former 
minister Ram Niwas Mirdha 
Instead of Rajasthan chief min¬ 
ister Bhairon Singh Shekhawat. 

Narendra Poonia, 
New Delhi 

The error is regretted. 
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THE AVERAGE MAIf 

THANK GOODNESS FOR TWIN BLADES. 

One doesn't have to be Albert Einstein to 

figure out that a) that's an awful lot of shaving 

to do, and b) there must be an easier way out. 

Hold your horses. We're not 

suggesting that letting your beard grow 

is a license for laziness. Far from it. Growing 

a beard doesn't free you from shaving and 

griK>ming. You have to clean, trim and 

shave the edges of your beard regularly. 

So, is there indeed an easier way out? 

With Einstein's option eliminated, we 

must turn to a different sort of genius; the 

Laser Control Twin Blade* Shaving System. 

Easer Control has two blades. So 

what the first one misses, the second 

one -catches, it's actually like getting 

two shaves in one. And keeping those 27 feet 

of whiskers off becomes that much easier. 

Now let's say you have a beard. But you want 

to take it off. How do you make sure the shave 

doesn't turn into a hair-raising experience 

First of all, try to do it on a Friday evening. 

Thar's because the skin under your 

beard will be quite render. So, if you 

have to shave again on Monday morning, 

you'll get at least a couple of days to recover. 

Cut off as much of your beard as you can 

with scissors. Soften what's left by raking a 

steamy hot shower. Then use lots of shaving 

cream. Leave it on for a few minutes to soften 

your beard further. Now shave sKiwly. But 

never go o\er the same .spot twice, as this 

could make your .skin raw. And make sure yi>u 

have a fresh cartridge. Because nothing but 

the sharpest blades will be equal to the task. 

Titat, gentlemen, is the whole nine yards. One 

doesn't have to be Eirtstein to # « 

figure out that that's 27 feet. *’*^^*'^ 

THE FINE ART O F SHAVING 



Betters 

Many Faces of the RSS 
Your itory on the nvs was a bril¬ 
liant publicity campaign. Your 
article has bcfn unfair in show¬ 
ing us, your readers, only one 
face of the coin. In fact, the uss 
seems to have many faces and 
masks. Were you afraid to tell us 
more about the violent sister 

organisations of the rss—viz the 
Bajrang Dal and the viip? 
Perhaps the blo(xi of our Inno¬ 
cent countrymen who suffered 
in 1992 under them may not be 
so afraid to tell you. 

Rahul George, 
Mumbai 

■ 
The Vishwa Hindu Parishad, 
Bajrang Dal, Hindu Seva Prathi- 
stan, Bharat Vikas Parishad, 
Hindu Jagran, Hindu Munnani, 
Rashtrothana Sahitya, and Sam- 
skrita Bharati are some groups 
which were inspired liy the ass 
but were left out of your story. 

The coverage on the rss is 
inadequate. For instance, few 
organisations have survived for 
so long without any splits. 
There can also lx* no parallel in 
the world of distingui.shed peo- 
()le having saciificed their ambi- 
rioiis to work zealously, with no 
remuneration, for an organisat- { 
inn. Which is why the PM stro- | 
nglv defended it in Parliament. | 

I his monolith organisation is ' 

a worthy case for a Guinness 
entry. It has been maligned, 
but has emerged unscathed. 

Samasekhar VM., 
Bangalore 

m 
Kudos for your courageous 
story. It gave thought-provo¬ 
king details about the so-called 

national organisation. 
Allah hare zor-e-qalam aur 
ziyada (May your pen be 
more mighty). 
My first question to the 
Rss: what is the need for 
military training? It 
means that the kss does 
not believe In our 
nation's military on 
which millions of rufiees 

are being spent. 
Pandit Nehru's remarks are 

relevant: "Hindu communal- 
ism was the Indian version of 
fa.scism, and, in the case of rss 

it is not difficult to perceive 
certain similarities. 'Ihe leading 
primiples: the stress on mili¬ 
tarism, the doctrine of racial 
cultural superiority, ultra-nati¬ 
onalism infused with religious 
idealism, the use of symbols of 
past greatness, the emphasis 
on national solidarity, the 
exclusion of religious or ethnic 
minorities from the nation- 
concept. All of these features of 
R.SS are highly reminiscent ol 
the lascist movement in 
Europe". 

Abdul Shahed, 
Pusad, Maharashtra 

m 
The material on thi* r.ss was 
graphic and very revealing. A 
similar story on isi, Pakistan, 
would clue in your readers. 

A.f.. Sethi, 
Dehradun 

The Way to Equilibrium? 
Madhav Godbole's opinion 
(A Specious Distinction, May 
4>—in which he stated that 
since Advani had been chaige- 
sheeted in the Ayodhya crimi¬ 
nal case, he could have offered 
to resign as home minister- 
may be legalistically correct, 
but it won't solve the emotio¬ 
nal knot of communal affairs. 

The need is to make Hindus 
and Muslims rise above the 
sentimental approach. Hindus 
feel that Muslims have always 
ill-treated them. They do not 
like to remain inferior to Mus¬ 
lims forever. They feel that if 
Muslims can convert shrines 
into their mosqiKS, why 
om't Hindus Ubmte the 
place of their God? 

The .approach of die 
San(^ p^ar is against 
tlKi ihndu tradition of 
.tolaance. However, 

the Muslims have no moral 
right to protest because they 
have always destroyed relig¬ 
ious places of non-Muslims. 
Even the Qutab Minar was 
erected after demolishing 
hundreds of temples. If Mus¬ 
lims can prove their tolerance, 
communal tendon in India 
will end. For this you must lib¬ 
erate religion from politics 
and establish that the ethics of 
religion is the real thing. 

Parian Kumar 
New Dead 

Batty Selection Process 
The striking feature about Ajay 
jadeja is his ability to bat at any 
position in the batting order 
{Butting to Infinity, April 20). He 
has often done well for^the 
team's cause. His adroit batung. 

outstanding fielding and enth¬ 
usiasm have made him an indi¬ 
spensable member of the one- 
day team and have also forced 
tlie .selectors to give him the 
vice-captainship of the team. 
Despite this, Ajay is yet to make 
a pennanent mark in the Test 
side. He is probably a victim of 
the policy ol having separate 
teams for the limited overs ver¬ 
sion and the Test version. 

Kingsley Joseph, 
TIruchl, Tamil Nadu 

Corrigendum 
In The Mohocrat\ Whip (May 
18), the blue grids in the gra¬ 
phs on page 52 should have 
read 'no'. The error is regretted. 

liRANDstf/Ncrain 
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We invented the CD. 
Now weVe reinventing 

CD systems. 

A GREAT RANGE OF 18 CD SYS- 1 

TEMS, FROM RS 5.S55 ONWARDS i 

THE PHILIPS GUARANTEE 

AND NOW. YOU CAN BUY A CD 

FOR AS LITTLE AS RS 70. , . i 

leik mh fktt^ betiw' PHILIPS 



By SUNIL NARULA 

AFTER THE BLAST 
The device and instruments 

were vaporised. The rocks 

surrounding them melted. 

The rubble caved In, 

causing the crater on top 

HOW THE »TE LOOKS FROM ABOVE 

ONLY nine decision-makers in a nation of 975 million 
were in on it before the others. Four weeks before India 
dropped the S3-kiloton bombshell on the world- 
scorching an indelible mark on the nation's life-stoiy 
and sending the average Indian into a web of delight— 

Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee met an even smaller club 
of officials and cabinet colleagues to give the final nod. Secrecy 
was the utmost element in the prime minister's brief, official 
postures gave no liint of any such covert operation. The world 
was lulled before the storm. 

Pokhran-Il was staggered over May 11 and 1.3—a batch of three 
the first day, including the thermonuclear device, and two on 
the second. Defence Research and Development Organisation 
chief Dr A.PJ. Abdul Kalam, the man on the spot along with 
Atomic Energy Commission chairman Dr R. Chidambaram, gave 
the signal. The tests, conducted within milll-seconds of each 
other, showed up as a single explosion on the Global Seismic 
Network. That technical fact became a metaphor for the post¬ 
test scenario. World leaders, stung to the quick, let loose a del¬ 
uge of angry admonitions. 

Before all the brouhaha, on May 11 afternoon, the same select 

THERMONUCLEAR 
DEVICE 
In olher words, lire 

H-bomb. Inside Ibis 

cylinder. Irilium was 

corbpressed and 

heated lo a high 

temperature This 

triggers the explosion. 

Otopmlla 
iMmiV 
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lElUft Ml gu Ijr DESK MS IIEn FPUUB 

group wdittd toi news of what was lodi named Operation Shakti 
from the two tie-n*ifi( heads on the sjxrt at I’oktiian They com 
prised the I’M, home minister 1 K Advani, defenee minister 
Oeorge lernandes, hnanee ministir Yashwant Sinha pi inning 
commission deputy chairman Jaswant Singh political advisoi to 
the I’M Pramod Mahaian and principal secretary Brafesh Mishra 
When kalam s call came that the tests were* done at i 47 pm, at 
least Advani was seen wiping ins eves An old, deep seated desire 
in his party had lieen fulfilled 

I hat desire is now construed of as national consensus What is 
the nature of this consensus' Ttie scientists have long aske*d for 
N tests, as the logical culmination to years of research Strategic 
analysts have consistently clamoured for it, citing breathlessly 
compelling reasons Popular opinion too has sporaclically shared 
this gung ho feeling, albeit m vaguer and less informed terms 
This strand ol thinking fructified in what was undoubtedly a 
saentific achievement But where do we go from here’ More 
tests' Nuclear warheads' Sources say a cabinet minister privately 
disclosed that there would be more "fireworks" 

The political class, though coveting the credit for such a state¬ 
ment of national machismo, never gathered enough spunk to go 
the whole hog Globally, Ini a kept parroting a nghteous dissent 
for a world order built around the imbalance of nuclear haves 

CACHE OF PLDTONIDM IN Maeclk tm Sotiet-bulb Ilyiishfo-76 alicnft toudied 
at a forward base In Raiasthan with wme precious caqp that 
was placed arrud equipment for SkM, a show of the 

Indian Air Force's fire pom at Pokhran range. The cargo made 
Its way into the Thar desert with the ground staff oblMous to 
the fort that it was weapons grade phttonhim, die fuel wbid) 
would ptc^ India into die rarefied trmks of nuclear powers. 

The Air Force's top btms, under instructions ffom the new 
government to ferry the nuclear fuel and gadgets requiied for 
die nudear tests, etiqiloyed two mote of dime c^Mdmis trans¬ 
port aircraft under the ruse of flying panqihemalfo to die air 
defence exercise. The two aircraft wbidi carried the hid and 
odier trappings essential to die tests flew north, ftom an ah 
force base m the south. Pilots wdio were at die omtiob were 
under instructions not to divulge any inftnmatlon about die ‘ 
lethal cargo even to die ground staff rt the air force base. 

Defrtice sources said di^nce minister George Fernandes was 
given a detailed bnefing by the DRDo about preparations under 
way to the nucleai tests idien he visited a fbtmrd ah base in 
Rafosdian m mid-^nil India's plans to nudear tests by »ib- 
teiige with surgical pteodon moved on without bdng detect¬ 
ed. Prune minister Vajpayee's bnef, according to defence 
sources, was to encapsuie the bomb plan m secrecy, to even a 
folnt hint would lead to piessores from the nudear dub. 

Sdendsts m drdo said this team's task was made simide 
because it had the expenence of planning tests scheduled in 
199S, but whidi had to be called off because of the hullabaloo 
m the US media The team, therefore, had only to move the 
equipment and fuel to tests into trenches that were in place 
Bmldes, the army has been known to keep digguig tiaichm just 

to keep thmgs confused. 

wiMWlwmm^i ahead m the second week of 
BMIF WAS TO ^ril by the pnme mmister, sd- 

entisb, engmeers and defence 
personnel stated moving to 

THE BOMB Pokhran, but with the utmost 
pUyi m care so ^t sateUites could not 

mnai pick up any movement 
SECRcCT FOR Besides, m tandem with isao, 
IVIN A FAINT sdentlsts who were working at a 
■■gMT myiHui feverish pace to a successful IIIIIT WwMliM JgjJ yp Jljg pj,^ qJ 
AURTTHI civilian and nulib^ satellite erf 

•iiupii ■AM M ■■■ die US to idenbfy "btand ^ts", 
NUCUAR CUIR. satellites 

w(^d not pass ova Pokhran 
"We were hicky that only satellites hke Insat ae focussed on 

India all through the year For some tune every yea, none of 
the US satellites orbit over Pokhran America launched satel- 
lita exclusively to monitor d^loyment of missiles by Iraq 
well before it d^loyed forces to the Gulf wa. They cant keep 
a watdi on us all the tune because the orbit ol sateUites 
change with the orbit of the earth," says a top bro sdentist 

Ihe final signal to testmg at Pokhran came ftom Dr Kalam, 
who, say sources, went venf dose to the site soon afta the tests 
And an elated Vaipayee, was a[to>ently supposed to men¬ 
tion only one Mast, announced three. 

I.R. imaolli 
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ir WAS A MASHnV wav to hijack a SICDHIY issue, T0!{ 

As domestic fubUiOlon continued wabated and 
international criticism mounted agitinst the 
Ptddmn tests. Prime Mbotster AUU Behmri 
Velptriiee teid Outlook on Saurday afternoon 
that his gqverrtment would not conduct any mare 
nuclear tests, Dedartng that India was a nuclear 
weapons power, the jnime minister was Insistent 
that eamomic sanctions would have a short-term, 
Umtted impact. 

nc fiimnawitt tai Itw Natiraal Agenda 
had praadtad a strategic defence review 
beftm Indnctlaf unclear weapons. Why 
was this not done? 
There was no such promise in the National 
Agenda. 
(Outlook; Point 26 of the National Agenda for 
Oavetnance released by the prime minister on 
March 18 states: "We will establish a National 
Security Council to analyse the military, economic 
and pMitical threats to the nation, also to contin¬ 
uously advise the government This council will 
undertake India's first ever Strategic Defence 
Review. To ensure the security, territorial inteffity 
and unity of India we will take all tucessary steps 
and exercise all avedUtble optkms. Towards that 
end we will re-evaluate the nuclear policy and 
exercise the option to induct nuclear weapons.") 
There seems ta be some confnslon <m 
what we are going to do next. Have we 
already weaponlsesl, or are we In the 
process of wcapmilsing? 
We ate a nuclear vreapon power. 
What is the sltaatioa regarding more 
tests? Are there going to be more tests or 
is the programme over? 
No more tests are planned. 
The government says that it is prepared 
to sij^ the rtST, but It wants to renegoti¬ 
ate the treaty. What chrases are accept- 
Adile to the government and which dans- 
es does the government want to renego¬ 
tiate? And what abont the iqvtlon men¬ 
tioned by some observers that India 
sign the emr as it exists after registering 
Its reservations? 
This is a mattei ot negohation. We wlU not dis¬ 
close OUT position in advance. 

IkndltioiiaUy, there has been a consensus 
halndla M nndcar policy matters. That 
consensus seems to have broken down 
with certain political parties opposing 
dm tiaditg of the tests. 
The pepi^e of India are wholeheartedly behind 
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TIE CnED TmEIT USESSIHNT HAS EXIinD EM TEAM. I 
renders it virtually impossible to question the party's motives. 

When asked if the tests were meant to buoy up the bjp, Mlshra 
snapped at this correspondent; "if you are not concerned about the 
nation's security, what can I say?" He flatly denied there was any 
word on conducting a strategic defence review before the N-tests. 
The euphoric response to Pokhran led ex-prime minister I.K. 
Gujral to remark; "Vajpayee shouldn’t project the tests as a ajp 
victory," otherwise it may break the consensus on the issue. i 

For the BJP, the Pokhran N-tests bring some welcome salu- i 
taty byproducts. Soon after the tests, a top government offi- m 
ciai observed; "The explosions will silence the implosions m 
within the coalition government," adding that the key m . 
question of stability had now been settled. "The nation's M J 
morale, which had taken a beating over the last couple m. | 
of years, has been lifted by this bold measure. People m I 
are happy that we are self-reliant. Every third world 
country will develop a certain respect for us. It is 
unlikely that the Congress or other parties will try to 
destabilise the government." Observe the convenient ml' 
dove-tailing of domestic and global concerns. li Wm The bjp had made several promises to the coun- 

try in its manifesto and national agenda—a 
Ram temple in Ayodhya, a uniform civil code, 

repeal of Article 370 and induction of N-weapons. 
"What the government has done is to fulfil the easi- 
est promise it made. This did not require support of 
its allies or the Opposition. It only required a con- 
sensus on the nuclear issue," said die official. 

The stated consensus among ail parties, baning the 
BJP, was that India needed to keep its nuclear option 
open. From that point to actually going nuclear is a 
long step. Observed Mahajan; "It needed a bold 
prime minister to take this step. Others in the past 
have only thought about it." That's the crux in the 
image game. Vajpayee was being seen as a weak 
prime minister, exhausted by the endless effort of 
holding a squabbling coalition together. ITiat's when 
Pokhran happened. The significance of the timing is 
lost on most. Says former minister Prof. Y.K. Alagh; 
"We need to be told about the immediate strategic 
objectives. You can state the policy without reveal- 
ing national secrets." . BoEn 

Scientifically, there are no quibbles. The 
world did not know India could conduct the ^ 
low-yi<‘ld and the thermo-nuclear tests. As it F 
still reeled from May 11, the second tests F 
came. These w^re equally sophisticated low- 9 
yield, sub-kiluton tests—a progress towards 9 
weapon miniaturisation. Says Savita Pande, 'M 
fellow at the institute for Defence Studies 9 I! 
and Analyses; " 1 he micro and mini-nukes •rucoMn ui 
that were te.stcd were the most sophisticated lnCnMO"lll 
and the latest senes of nuclear tests in the (AN ARTIS 
world." The tests helped generate data for 1. HJCTHtCALOE 
improved computer simulation of weapon *• MNHJniOHl 
designs and attain the capability for suberiti- •• BtFlOWH 
cal experiments, if necessary. A. MW BlPUm 

Pokhran ‘74—the peaceful nuclear expert- J* 
ment (a contradiction in terms) meant essen- 
tially for the "greater glory of Indira Gandhi" unMMMDEUI 
at a time when her .stars were on the wane— g‘ pufllHMIM-lll 
has long rankled with the bjp and ever since it ii. mimiM AND Ol 
has wanted something similar. When it was in 

THERMO-NUCLEAR WEAPON 
(AN ARTIST'S IMPRESSION) 

1. ajCTRWAL DETONATORS 
S. O-TNEUntONDEAMDENERAIDR 
S. n«TEXn.OMVE LENSES 
4. SLOWEXPUWIKLBHES 
I. UTNNNMOEUTBnOE 
I. PUmMHUIMlI 
7. MAMUM-aB 
8. LmOMMOEUTBIlOE 
8. PUnWNMMIBIMMPLUe 
18. mmUM AND OEIITEMUM 0A8 REBERVOn 

power for 13 days in 1996, confirms defence analyst Brahma 
Chcilancy, it had authorised a nuclear test, but it lost the confi¬ 

dence vote before it could be conducted. This time, it wasted 
no time. For the party that has overdrafted the Ram temple 

L cheque, the Brahmastra hasn't come too early. 
B The government's most potent argument for the tests is 

the regional security environment. It has specifically 
^B trained its guns on Pakistan and China and their clan- 

destine nuclear and missile cooperation. In the post- 
^^B Ghauri days, this threat assessment is valid. The 

entire Pakistani missile programme and much of its 
N-programme is of Chinese origin, believe interna- 

experts. 
^H^B In the aftermath of the tests, the US has rejected 

Indian concerns, voiced in Vajpayee's letter to 
jH^^B Praident Clinton that cited China and Pakistan's 

nuclear status. Somewhat hypocritical, given that 
2np|flB a month ago Karl Inderfurtli, assistant secretary 

ill i^'iiii understood India's 
BBjFs concerns. Beijing also attacked India for "under- 

mining the international effort in banning N- ‘ 
tests so as to obtain hegemony in South Asia in 
defiance of world opinion." Strong words these. 
But they came only after Vajpayee's letter was 
leaked to the US media. China’s initial reaction 
had been mild. 

Several questions remain; Does India have the 
guts to take on everyone at the same time? The 
sanctions, heighten^ tensions with China, not 
to speak of Pakistan? Are we opening too many 
fronts at the same time? Could the complaint 
against China have been tackled more diplumat- 

I^B^H ically? 11}e hjp’s own .supporters are asking these 
questions. The cited threat assessment is not 
new. It has existed for years. What has changed in 
the last six weeks? By declaring its N-status, says 
a senior Indian diplomat, India has made "a syni- 
bolic statement" but "not changed the objective 
strategic situation. The only real change is the 
popular perception of the government." 

Then, there's the looming spell of severe sanc- 
tions that India will have to live with for some 

years. The point was made by finance sccre- 
tary Montek Singh Ahluwaiia in a secret 

rc(X)rt on the worst-case scenario he 
prepared in 199.S. Hut other ministries, 
especially the mea, had differed. Was 
such a study done recently? Officials 
say yes, but the government is fudging. 
"India has taken a leap in the dark. If 
you can pull it off, it'll be great. If you 

. __. can't, our problems could snowball," 
LEAR WEAPON said an analyst. 
IMPRESSION) Since the tests the government has 
ITOHS made two other crucial points—perhaps 
SENERAIDR the moot point of the whole exercise. 

First, that it’s willing to accept parts of 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(cnxr) and second, that India is an N- 
powei and should be accepted as the 

K world's sixth nuclear power. "India (can) 
UM PLUS consider being an adherent to some of 
MUM BAS REBERVDn the CTBT undertakings. But this can’t be 

done in a vacuum...and would depend 
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lAT Exmir HAS laUNGEI in TIE IASI SIX WEHS? 

on a number of reciprocal activities,” said Mishra on May 11. 
This, then, may be India's trade-off with the world. The defence 

community has argued for two years that India could go in for 
the CTBT provided it tests its N-capability and generates data, as 
was done by France and China before they acceded to the cibi. 
France conducted Sve tests and China seven before they signed 
on the dotted line—India had then been a bitter critic. 

While preferring not to spell out jts precise 
reservations, India is not willing to accept the 
treaty in toto as demanded by Clinton. Yet 
.some guesses can be made. Two years ago 
when India blocked the treaty in Geneva 
before it was passed at the UN in New York, 
its main problems with the erm were the fol¬ 
lowing: that the entry into force clause hurt 
the country's sovereignty; that it was discrim¬ 
inatory because it allowed the N-powers to 
conduct computer simulation and subcritical 
tests and that it didn't provide for time- 
bound disarmament. After Pokhran, India will now have to 
explain why has it done exactly what it was criticising the 
nuclear powers for. 

Experts say the crai is non-disaiminatory like the Chemical 
Weapons Convention. It bans nuclear testing by all countries, 
while allowing computer simulation and subcritical testing. But 
fact Is, these sophisticated lab tests can only be conducted by 
the five N-powers, which have already conducted extensive 

tests India is a new entrant to this club. 
Indian missions abroad have all been sent a brief in case the 

host governments question India's motives. One of these dealt 
with the (jtbt's entry into force clause. The way this clause was 
framed, it could never have come into force unless India signed 
and ratified it. This kind of force, India has consistently argued, 
violates its sovereignty. 

It's difficult to believe the world will open 
the c'lHi and modify it now for India to adh¬ 
ere to only some provisions. Conceded a top 
security analyst: "We have to accept it com¬ 
pletely. There can't be a partial acceptance". 
What is possible is that India can sign the 
treaty after regl.sterlng its reservations, an acc¬ 
epted practice the world over. The tough ver¬ 
ification regime is also a serious hindrance. 
India wants negotiations to get around its res¬ 
ervations, and also get the sanctions reduced. 
That seems to be the government's gameplan. 

The other Indian wish of being formally accepted as the sixth 
nuclear power in the world, is even more difficult to realise. 
Under the npi, only the countries which carried out nuclear tests 
before January 1967 are recognised as nuclear powers. And India 
is late by 31 years with no hope of any nit member even think¬ 
ing of amending the treaty. India, said a senior defence analyst, 
does not want to be treated like a rogue nuclear state. But perhaps 
that's what it has to be prepared to live with. ■ 

INPIA PARTIALLY 
ENDORSES CTBT, 

NOW THAT IT HAS 
TESTED. CHINA AND 
FRANCE HAD DONE 
THE SAME—INDIA 

WAS THEN A CRITIC. 
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llIL l^i 

By KRISHNA PRASAD and LEKHA RAHANANI 

group lUhh'i I '.liuuimhiiriim worked on the ailailatious in great 
detail ami tvus lertain of ihc exp<riment going ofl s/mwfW}.' 

—Dr Raja Ramanna POKHRAN '98? No. I'okhran 74. Kamantia writes these 
lines in his autobiography Yean of Pilgrimage. And, as 
the world's 2,048th nuclear test at 3.47.07 pm on May 
11, slips into history, the Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEc) chiefs name is the only one connecting India's 

two big bangs with the first one 24 years ago. 

That is, apart from Anil Kakodkar. While Rajagopalan Chidam¬ 
baram. an internationally noted crystallographcr, was in the 
thick of things then, Kakodkar was the youngest mentbet in the 
I’eacelul Nuclear Experiment. Now, as director, Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre (BaRC), it's Kakodkar’s turn to bask in the sun. 

"The fact that there were just two persons from the '74 te^in in 
'98, and we still managed to carry if off means there's a core of 
really capable, motivated youngsters capable of shouldering the 
burden," says litKiness India science writer R. Ramachandran. 

Kakodkar last year become the first Indian to receive the Rockwell 
medal for excellence in technology. He was also recently inducted 
into the World Hall of Fame for engineering, science and technol- 
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AND DIDN'T KNOW WHAT THE OTKEHS WERE DP TO 

Scientists R. Chidambaram, Abdul Kalam meet Vajpayee: 
(inset) Kakodkar: the many faces behind the Buddha 

ogy. And has made significant contributions in the analysis of the 
larapur reactor core shroud, recommissioning of the Kalpakkam 
reactor and in the development of thorium technology. 

For the moment—and for g«x)d reason—though, the public face 
of rhe Defiant Triumph is of Chidambaram, 'and' Avul Fakir 
Jainulabedeen Abdul Kalam, the boss of the I>efence Research 
and Development Organisation (orih»). It was they who called on 
A.B, Vajpayee the day after to the pop of flashbulbs. 

Hut it takes more than three to bang-o. In fact, when the prime 

minister said, "I warmly congratulate the scientists and engineers 
who have carried out lhe.se succe.ssful tests," it was a fairly accu¬ 
rate summation. Most of those responsible for this 'Moment of 
Pride’ are famously faceless. 

"In 1974, just about 20 people knew the secret. This time, the 
number could be even less," says former asx; chairman 
P.K. Iyengar, adding that India very nearly went 
nuclear in 1982 before Indira Gandhi baulked at the 
caution of her advisors. "Secrecy is critical to a mission 
of such wide ramifications." 
• Which is why Chella Chidambaram couldn't fathom 
the import of her husband's frequent visits to Delhi 
soon after their daughter’s April 29 marriage. 
• Which is why Suyasha Kakodkar was told "don't call 
me. I'll call you; there're no phones near where 1 am," 
when her husband called from his mystery destination. 
• Which is why barc's physics group director S.S. Kap¬ 
oor and radio isotopes group director Deen Dayal Sood 

left for dilferent destinations, then converged at Ground Zero. . 
• Which is why Prithvi project director V.K. Saraswat told colleag¬ 
ues at the Defence and Research Development Laboratory (driil) 
in Hyderabad that he was going to 40-degree Delhi for a holiday! 

NLY K. Balu, director, i(,\Ri's fuel reprocessing and nuclear 
waste management group, broke the establishment's code of 
omerta with an interview to the Rss mouthpiece Orgun'iMfr to 

mark the 2.Sth anniversary of nuclear India. "We can do it again," 
he boasted. Otherwise, silence wa!/is the buzzword. 

Newspaper reports said some of the scientists even travelled 
under assumed names to different cities, and then preceded to 
Prskhran. But Chidamabaram's Delhi trips were often conspicu¬ 
ous. At Bombay airport, aides ensured that he boarded the aircraft 
without the hassles of a security check! 

Mark Hibbs, the highly resjrected correspondent ot Nihlamics 
Week, told Outlook: "The South African N-project involved hun¬ 
dreds. But Ramanna told me on the evening ot the tests that a 
small, compartmentali.sed team was in place. And that most of 
them were still at the site." 

Some with sc ience expertise, some with military expertise. Most 
not knowing what the oti ers were up to; some not even know¬ 
ing that they were all in it together. Diagnostic experts, physi¬ 
cists, electrical and electronics engineers, timing experts, physical 
chemists, detonation e.xperts. 

The one big difference, though, Ix-tween '74 and '98 is the deg¬ 
ree of involvement ol orik). "That drdo plaved an imiwrtant role 
in the entire (qHiration indicates that its logistics are now much 
lietter than they were in 1974," says Iyengar. "More modern com¬ 
mand and control systems would have Ireen used, consistent 
with DRDo's participation. It is likely that compatibility with mis¬ 
sile-carrying capabiliiy had been built into the designs." 

However, Bieiimws hulia 's R Raniachandran, who has keenly fol¬ 
lowed the guarded manner in which the atomic energy estab¬ 
lishment operates, say s: "F.ven Kalam's involvement is likely to be 
limited to the extent of asking ORixi's affiliates to go along with 
AFC." ('.learly. till weaponisation happens, af.c will continue to be 
the senior partner. For instance, given the weapons-angle to the 
tests, experts agree that the nRixr's Terminal Ballistics Research 
Laboratory (ibrl) in Chandigarh would have been involved to a 
great extent. "If the intention is to weaponise, im must have 
made the casing," adds Ramachandran. 

I'hose in the know say DRixr’s role in the tests means the involve¬ 
ment of its diriftor Prahlad; Agni project director R.N. Agarwal; 
former technology advisor to Kalam, K. Santhanam; and droi. engi¬ 
neering RfccD head, S.K. Roy. Similarly, the Afc.'s role means Y.S.R. 
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NGE BARG'S AI\IURAg SGPERCOMPGTER STEPS IN. 

FUEL FOR 
OPTIMISM 
HOW to make a bomb is something any sur¬ 
fer with the byte and the browser can fitch off 
the Net. But ike nationwide euphoria and the 
worldwide pararuna cloud the real achieveme¬ 
nts that the ctish-strapped Indian nuclear and 
defence establishment has achiewd. To wit: 

• The pioneering work done by baw, sci¬ 
entists in extracting highly enriciicd tri¬ 
tium, a radio isotope of hydrogen, which is 
a strategic ingredient in hydrogen bombs. 
This was done, according to T.S. Gopi 
Rethinaiaj in fane's IntelligetKe Review, from 
heasy water used in power reacton, at a 
fraction of what it cost American scientists 
($7 billion), and in just two years. 

• Dr Roger Highiield of The Daily Tele¬ 
graph, London, svrites that the tests .suggest 
that our scientists have overcome the key 
probiem in hydrogen-bomb development- 
designing a primary that can detonate the 
secondary stage before the weapon blows 
itself to smitiieruens. With this success, lar¬ 
ger explosions can be generated at will, 
merely by putting more nuclear fuel into 
it, which is not [xjssible with an A-bomb. 
• Scientists at okoo say the low-yield dev¬ 
ice which India tested on day one is the 
first .step towards 'tipping' Indigenous mis¬ 
siles, a euphemism for mounting nuclear 
warheads. I'lie low-intensity tests, for 
example, would help develop the warhead 
for missiles of deep penetration aircraft like 
Sukhoi-.'iO or jaguar. Besides, the surface to 
surface missile Prithvi, too, could carry low 
intensity nuclear bombs to ravage ammu¬ 
nition dumps or an array of artillery guns. 
• According to former Ate chief M.R. Sri- 
tiiva.san, the tests are a positive step in 

miniaturisation of weapons. Subcritical 
tests (with less than a kilo yield) open up 
possibilities of nuclear artillery shells 
which can be fired from field guns. 
• The thermonuclear test will help fabri¬ 
cate a battle-ready warhead for Agni, the 
intermediate range ballistic missile. "We 
are working to augment the range of 
Agni, perhaps to 2S00 km and later to 
40001^. You will hear soon about prepa¬ 
rations for test firing of Agni with an 
enhanced range," .say nRix> scientists. 
• The tests throw up possibilities of evolv¬ 
ing new materials, improving the design of 
nuclear reactors, and of changes in con¬ 
struction. "It's every nuclear scientist's 
dream to build a reactor driven by thermo¬ 
nuclear reaction or the process involved in 
a hydrogen bomb. If one can contain this 
fusion reaction, there'll be no dearth of 
power," says Dr S.V. Subrainanyam, of the 
Indian Institute of .Science, Bangalore. 

B.R. Srikanth 

Prasad, executive director, the Nucle.ir Power ( orpoiation; S.K. 

Sikka, associate director, b\K('s solid stale s|)eclroMop\ group; .A.K. 

Anatid, dirwtor, its reactor project group; and Ram.i Rao, tornier 
department ot science and tc*chnology. are presumed involved. 

Iyengar admits that "indigenously enriched uranium " was used 

in the two low-yield devices. So s|K'culalinn is rile that the mate¬ 

rial could have been sourced Irom the Ra/e Materials Plant in 
Mysore where »\Kf s uranium enrichment plant is located. Othei 

reports suggest that the uranium may hase 

come from the l-'ast Breeder ’lest Reactor 
(IKIK) project in Kalpakkam. 

But Klark Hihbs believes much ol the fissile 

material could have come from mm in 
Irombay. ".A.N. Prasad whom Kakodkar rep¬ 

laced as B\m director is a very very impo¬ 

rtant per ion," viys Hihbs. "He's been the top 

IH-rson tor plutonium production lor many, 

many years. But I’m not vcr\' sure of the 

degree ol involvement ot Placid RiHlrigues, 
director ol the Indira Gandhi t'entre for 

Atomic Reseaich Hoc \ic) at Kalpakkam.’’ 

Sources say the fissile material used in the 

tests came Iron ii,< .uc's 40 MW-ihir. I'horium 

mined .iiid processed into thorium pins )iy 
Indian Ran- I'arths IcKated .it .Vluva, Kerala 

were transmuted to l'raniiim-211 at tiie iitiu 
under tile direct supervision ol Rodrigues. 

()ne senior sc ienlist compares the piepar.!- 

tions for the le.sts to a u't\ldnig: • Diflereiit 

reejuirements are sourced trom ditlerent 
people in ditlerent pl.ues. Duly a tew key- 

people know what it's all about.But on hindsight, there were a 
few pointers in the p.ist ce.ir: 

• ('i)idamharam, who was set to retire this yc.ir, got a y-ear's 

extension .'.s ,\ri chief trom the I K. (iujral government which 
wa.s ratified by the iiii’ government. 

• .Midul Kalam got the Bharat Ralna last year from tlie (iU|ral 

government and V.K. .Saraswat got a Padniashri. 

• i'ormer \ic chiel M.R. Srinivasan was drafted into the Planning 

t'.ommission after the 'rumours' over the llecember '‘).s plans. 

• And then there is Rainaima. 
ihe piano-playing father of the first bomb, who’s Ix-cn running 

the National Institute of Advanced .Studies, Bangalore since retire¬ 

ment, loves to Haunt the image ot being out of the nuclear loo[). ,\ 
week iK'fore the tests, on May .S, he was reinducted into the .tie.. 

Kamanna, former miniMer in tlie V.P. Singh team, is seen by stra¬ 

tegic atfairs analyst Pniful Bidvv.ii to stiare 
the itii’'s political views. He almost contestc-cl 

the '9ft general elections on a Pavitra Hindu 

Kazhagam ticket: the still-born party tlcwted 

by Ram Jethmalani, now a iiii- minister. 

To this day. Ramanna says that he too was 

taken unawarew by the news, but when his 

wile gave him a "as-il-you-dicln't-know" 
look in the presence ol the press. Ramanna 

shooed hei away. I hen opened a bottle of 
wine to celebrate Buddha’s smile 
.Says Ramanna; "I take objection to Buddha’s 

name Ixing brought in. It's not the corfect 

statement. It was the idea ol P.N. Dhar, then 

the Pkf's princijwl sc-cretary, and H.N. Set- 

hna, then uc chief, to send the coded mes¬ 

sage: 'Buddlia is smiling.’ Left to me, I’d have 
.said 'Hie deer in the desert are In.’-atitifur." 

Success notwithstanding, the secrecy conti¬ 

nues. Sources at Pune-based i-rv, which 

built the I'Xkwi sinK-rcomputer after the US 

backtracked—fearing its misuse by India lor 
nuclear purposes—say ii.sxc may use its own 

su[)ercomputer, the axently-ujigraded snckm; BtKII- system, to 

prcHc-ss data from the tests. Still, the Indian atomic energy establi¬ 

shment’s much-derided weaknesses—an imivnetrable veil of secre¬ 

cy .ind a lack ot transparency—have suddenly become its great stre¬ 

ngths. Gctieration of electricity, its objective, has suddenly taken a 

backseat as its cash-strapped scientists enjoy a fresh lease of life. ■ 
With A.S. Panneerselvan, B.R. Srikanth and M.S. Shankar 

FOR THE LOW-YIELD 
DEVICES, INDIGENOUS 
ENRICHED URANIUM 
WAS USED. THIS MAY 

HAVE COME FROM 
BARC'S MYSORE UNIT 

OR KALPAKKAM. 
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NOW, DEFUSE 
By PAROMITA SHASTRI and SANDIPAN DEB ON May lii the day the US and Japan annoiinctiJ 

c'cononiic sanctions and aid treeze in reaction to the 
Indian nuclear tests, it was Irusiness as iisudl in 
India. Cola j>iants Coke and I’epsi were locked in a 
court Irattle on einployce-poacitins. Southern 

Klectric Utilities, tlie largest power company in the US. was 
meeting central government bureaucrats to propose a 1,000- 
M\V project in Crissa. In the US, Motorola announced a 
.S.t..S-million investment in a world-class design centre in 
(iurgaon outside Delhi, (.hi receiving the news of the sweep¬ 
ing sanctions, whicli also implied that billions of dollars in 
aid from the World Bank, India’s largest jiatron, might lie 
threatened, New Dellii artiieil its eyebrows just a little. 

Keen as protests and aid cutoff threats are |)ouring in from 
other nations, llie corridors ol the gosernment are cool. US 
National Security Advisor Sandy Berger told reporters "it was 
a lairly e\|XMisis'e decision lor India", but India declared that 
economic sanctions announced so far would not have any 
lai-reaching impact, at least nothing tliat cannot be tacklecl. 
I he budget is being tailored to factor in the financial flows 
tliat may drv up, core sector projects arc lieing cleared fast, 
tears of a run on the rupee have been ignored. Indian indus¬ 
try has slirugged off anv long-term impact ol the sanctions. 
Said III president Ra)esh Sluih: " I he normal course of busi¬ 
ness. loreigii investment, trade and economic lies would 
continue as before." Added Amit Mitra, iii ci secretary-geii- 
eial: ''Sanctions do not achieve anything. Anyway, those 
imposed by the I S are only soft sanctions." 

loo gooii to Ik true' Can we really lielieve this? That the 
fourth liigliest aid getter in the world with tlie average 
Indian getting S2 per head, is not bothered liy sanctions.^ 
lhat a couiitrs \vhicii gets 22 |ht cent of its gross national 
product from clelit and uses only kwh of elcH'tric pinver 
per person, compared to lUWI kwh by tlie average 
(ir.ipmcb t)v ANOOP KAMAIH 

A SHOWER OF ANGER 
Swaden. 
Cancelled a $119 /■'■r— 
million 3-year 

aid pact / •: I 

Norway: ' i J, 
Considering aid cuts^|, ' 

Canada: 
Cancelled all aid 
consultations 

Netherlands: ■ -. 

Frozen development aid 

Denmark: -.- -. 

Limited aid at current level of $28 
million, scrapped a pianto double 
aid by 2002 

M-. 

^ Japan: 
$26 million (3.5 billion 

^ yen) in grants 

A cancelled. 
'.jB Suspended new 

loans. Declined to 
Hrdr host IDF meeting 

scheduled over 
WW\ June 30 and July 1. 

Australia: 
Stopped all non-humanitarian 

aid and defence links 

-- Germany: 
Frozen fresh 

development aid 

IRFAN hUSSAIN 

American, can alloul lo pitcii its niigtit against global investors 
like the US, lapan .iiul (icrinainBelore we can answer that, we 
liave to lake sloe k ■ ■! esactly wfiai we face. 

IViMt do all the sanctions add up to? 
I'he global wrath lias mcleecl lieeii strong. Japan has cancelled .3.5 
billion yen in grants ($2h million), suspended all new loans and 
refused lo Imsl tlie slcuk-taking meet of the International 
Development lorimi. (iermany lias frozen DM .RIO million of 
fresh aid, Denmark limited aid at the current level of .$28 million 
and scraptx-cl a plan to double aid by 2002, Sweden cancelled a 
new $I !‘l-iniilion tliree-year aid pact, .Australia stopped all noii- 
luimanitarian aid and dctence links, and Canada, Netlierlands 
and Norway are in ditterenl stages of aid cut moves. But the 
harshest of all are the sanctions iinposc-cl by the White Uoii.se. 

Under a first-time invoking of an amerulinenl to the Nuclear 
Proliferation Prevention Act ol 1994 by Senator (ohn Glenn (also 
the tirst-ever American astronaut). President Clinton has declared 
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WHAT THE GLENN AMENDMENT MEANS 
us threatens $20.7 billion Impact, but even US experts put total economic damage to India around $ 2blllion 

Hiadt ttSoMai Poai/WtWes 

Terminalion of credit and 
guaiantees by US agencies 

■ TOAgr^ (pending) 

■ Eidm guarantees (pending) 

a OPIC (potenHai Insurance and flnaniAig 

a Export credit guvantees (potentlai) 

US opposition to international 
financial institutional loans 

a IBRD. IDA, ADB loan approvals (upcoming) 

Blockade of US bank loans or credit to 
Indian government 
(except to purchase food or agricultural 
eommodRlas) 
a Current loan exposure 

Termination ol Itconces lor munitions 

Temtinafion of bilateral sssistanGe. except 
humanitartan Hems 

Exports prohibited under the Export 
Administration Act (except for food, agricul¬ 
tural commodities. Items related to 
concessional oversight of Intelligence activity) 

Termination of military sales and financing 

$2 m Yes 
$4 b $500 m pending will be stuck. The rest is noMnal, based on proposals andj 

$10.2 m Notional impact. Costs rise lor US partners hi big core sector piolectSj^ 

$20 m Yds, but the figure is potential. 

Unlikely, because US will find It tough to muster 
$3.8 b enough support. 

Man government says exposure is nil. 
$1.98 b US banks unclear, exploring legalities. 

$552 m Yes 

$142.3 m Only $51.3 m hit. Rest is food aid. 

$12 m Yes 

$0,775 m Yes 

a cut-off of US financial assistance to India except humanitarian 
and food aid, an end to the export of certain defence and hiKh 
technology material, halt to military aid and to US credit and 
credit guarantees except for the purchase of food, and opprjsition 
to international financial institutions' loans. A White House press 
statement on May 14 estimated that the sanctions, taking into 
account pending and potential proposals, would amouirt to a 
damage of $20.7 billion but said the final figure was sub|ec1 to 
"legal determinations as to the precise scope of the sanr tions". 

■flic- threat may not be as big as it is made out (.see c/wrf). New 
Delhi, especially, has taken this estimate with a large pinch of salt. 
It says tile actual damage could be only $1.14 billion. Tire militars' 

AIP 

THl RiAL THORN IN INPUTS SIDE 
COULD BE JAPAN, THE HIGHEST 

BILATERAL AID DONOR, AND THE 
LAROEST CONTRIBUTOR TO ADR. 

impact of the sanctions would be negligible, as also of aid cancel¬ 
lation. usAin lias shut shop in India (last year it gave $112 million), 
thus affecting tite Ahm^abad municipal bonds issue and a stock- 
market development plan. .Some trade is certain to be affected, 
especially capital gorxls imports. The U.S is India's largest trading 
partner and investor. 1997 imports trom the US was $7.7 billion, 
led l)y aircraft and parts, machinery, fertilisers, scrap metal and 
computer hardware, while exports were $7.;t billion. As for loans 
from U.S banks to the Indian go\ eminent, implying public sector 
units, banks are still to ascertain the legalities ot the situation. 

But there are two areas ol concern. For one, the impac. of the 
sanctions would be borne by American companies, who form the 
largest chunk of potential and existing investors in India. 
Marshall Bouton, executive vice-president ol the New York-based 
Asia Society, said: "We'll see a rapid slowing to a hall within 
months of new commitments across the board." US Commerce 
Secretary William Daley wanted: "The Department ol Commerce 
lias $10 billion worth of projc*cts in the pi^wline that we would 
be advocating. Those may come to a grinding halt." 

Next, take the case of the guarantees given by Overseas ITivate 
Inve.stment Corp and tlu* US F.xporl-hnport Bank on lunds com¬ 
mitments by US firms in large projects. oi’U., which sells iwlitical 
risk insurance and financing to U.S firm.s, had provided $.3.t() mil¬ 
lion in 1996, while US Exim offers vendor credit for 15-16 years 
at concessional terms. US firms will now have to go in for more 
ex|)ensive credit, raising the cost of these projc'cts. Some 20 
power companies, totalling an installed capacity of 15,000 MW, 
were expecting $4 billion from US banks, and may now pass on 
the additional cost to the Indian customer. 

India will be alile to get by without the aids that have been cut 
off. But where it will hurt is in the slowing down, cancellation or 
hiked project costs of infrastructure projects like power and tele¬ 
com, pro|ec1s that the economy sorely needs to get on-stream as 
quickly and in as large numbers as possible. 
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PRASHANT PANJIAR 
Will World Bank toans stop? 
World Bank India Director Edwin R. Urn says no. Loans, Lim told 
reporters on May IS, will touch billion in '98. "As on April, we 
have $14.5 billion loans approved for ongoing projects, some $8 
billion of which has yet to be disbursed. But there'll be no disrup¬ 
tion in the disbursement as this is a iegal contract between the 
donor and the donee and do not involve political risks." However, 
he declined to speculate on the future of four landing proposals: a 
$4.S0 million (xrwergrid loan for Andhra, a $1.10 million renewable 
energy project, $275 million for Haryana roads and $110 million 
for UP agriculture. The first three were to go for vote this month 
but Bank officials in Washington hinted the agenda could change. 

Bank officials say that opposition from major shareholders 
had in the past encouraged the Rank to postpone such deci¬ 
sions. "These events are so rare that our president and our board 
would have to contemplate on," says Javad Khalilzadeh-Shirazi, 
Bank regional manager for East Asia and the Pacific. But, feels 
one financial analyst; "The question is whether the US will be 
as tough as they were against loans to Vietnam, or will 
Washington ask its director to oppose a loan citing the sanction 
law, but let other members come to their own decisions? The 
board could then approve the loan." 

lhat’s something the weekend (J-S meeting at Birmingham 
ouglit to decide. It has ruled out any imposition of collcstive 
sanctions but is yet to take a clear stand on backing tiie US at 

ONi BIO WORRY IS DiVELOPMENTAL 
AID, MONEY THAT'S USED POR 
SOCIAL SECTOR PROJECTS LIKE 

PRIMARY HEALTH AND EDUCATION. 

the ODi', wliich won't be very difficult to mobilise." 

CAN THE US STOP WORLD BANK LOANS TO INDIA? 
Anti-India vote shares 

US 17.03 

Netherlands 2.30 

Germany 4.B7 

China 2.89 

Japan 6.04 

Australia 1.59 

Canada 2.69 

Total 37.41 

This is assuming that the US can manage the support of all the above 
countries at the next World Rank board meeting on loans to India. To stop 
loans, US and allies will need at least 50.01 per cent of the vote. 

other fora, japan, which has imjtosed more worrying aid halt to 
India, has Iracked the US. But with the current division in Ci-8, 
the US, despite its largest share ol 17.6 per rent, cannot hope to 
muster the SO. I per cent requiredto veto a loan ap|)roval. 

Tile real thorn in India's side could be Japan, the highest bilate¬ 
ral aid donor to India and the largest contributor to the .Asian 
Dcselopment Bank. l.ack of Japanese grants will surely jeopardise 
several projects awaiting funds from the Overseas Economic (Joo- 
peration Eund as will caiuellalion of loans troin aob, which tias a 
big exposure in the roacis and [xirt sector, affecting some $.500 
million wortli ol expressway and port projerts. As for the other 
countries, tlie economic damage is expected to be low. Says 
Michael Ashfield ol tlie India Research Group in London; 
"Tliere's no reason why tests should make a difference 'o business 
investments. It didn't happen with the US, but we might find 
that some people are not happy accepting exports from India." 

The other big worry is developmental aid, money that's used for 
projects like primary health and education. Germany and 
Denmark, for instance, are liberal donors to poverty alleviation 
programmes and leprosy-related work. But most of the aid is 
sourced from the World Bank, UN agencies and voluntary groups 
independent of their national governments. Says Alok Mul^opa- 
dhyay, executive director, vuai: "The total aid is 1.8 per cent of 

What alHtut Indla’a credit ratIngT 
Despite euphoria among India-Iovers and nkis, ex))erts say the 
long-term economic impact of the sanctions could be much 
more. One reason is the absence of credit guarantees which stim¬ 
ulate investment decisions. Says Dr Sumit Ganguly, professor. 
City University ol New York; "These sanctions could limit India 
from getting high technology, plus they could also hurt foreign 
investments in India." Asks Jairani Ramesh, joint secretary, 
C'ongress: "What have wo achieved? We won't get tater market 
access or technology anyway." 

Secondly, the political risk premium on loans to India has already 
gone up by a whopping 8 [ler cent, raising borrowing costs shar- 
|)ly. Downgrading by the New York-based Mixxiy’s (current rating 
BAA.T) and Standarrl ft lYxir's (BB+) is quite likely. Kristen I.indow, 
vice-president and senior credit offtcet at McxkIv's, says India can't 
afford to nit the inPow of for¬ 
eign aid as private credit is 
co.stlier, hinting tliat Nkxidy’s 
is tilting toward downgrad¬ 
ing. Says sfee's cfiiel India 
expert joydeep Mukherjee; 
"What will he the impact on 
(India’s) access to e.xternal 
capital? The le.ss access to 
money, the worse it will Ix'. ’ 

And the rupee? 
That the sanctions had liit 
the currency market more 
than tlie stockmarkets twe- 
ame clear on May 14, when 
tlie rupee- crashed through 
the psychologically im|K)rtant Rs 40 mark to bottom out at an all- 
time low of Rs 40.77 to a dollar. And busint*ss is scared of a pos¬ 
sible freeze on bank finance for export-import. 

Though sanctions don't affect transaction between two private 
enhties, corporates, banks and most forex dealers have been madly 
buying up dollars. On the first two days, the State Bank of India 

EXTERNAL DEBT IN 1996 
(ntbiWon) 

Lomj-term debt 87.2 

World Bank, IMF 28.5 
AOB borrowing 
Bilateral borrowing 18.7 
Export credit 5.5 
Commercial borrowing 12.7 
NRI and FC deposits 11.1 

Short'term debt S.D 

Total debt 92.2 

CoiKessional debt is 46% ot total debt 
and short-term debt is only 6 per nenl 



THE RUPEE'S FUTURE HINGES ON OUR CTBT STAND. 

SWAPAN NAYAK 

SOME 20 POWER COMPANIES WERE 
EXPECriNO $4 BILLION FROM US 

BANKS, AND MAY NOW PASS ON THE 
COST TO THE INDIAN CUSTOMER. 

moved in at critical moments to keep the rupee stalrle. But on the 
third day, all hell broke loose while kiii and sbi watched. Says K.N. 
Dey, senior vice-president, Mecklai Financial Commercial 
Services: "Till late attern(X)n, there was no seller of dollars. I'he fact 
that there was no gesture from the mil added to the panic and 
increased the loss of faith in the liomestic currency." It was only 
late in the aftenuxrn that siii hauled the rujiee hack to Ks 40.55. 

That could have been deliberate. Post Southeast .Asia, it is being 
increasingly felt that the rupee needs to be devalued turtiior to 
maintain India's export com(Teliliveness. "The Riii may use this 
opixirtunity to let the ni|H“e find its correct level,” probably at Rs 
41. But not beyond. Sa\'s K.K. Bharat, managing director, Credii 
Suisse First Boston: " I he government may tinker around witti the 
rupet' to depreciate it slightly more than Ks 40.50 level, but I 
doubt it'll let panic dictate the market.” Adds an uri offici ti: 
"There is a large corpus ot foreign currency deposits with domes- 
tii bank-, and nothing to worry about." But the future of the rupee 
in the next lew months will hinge on India's stand o.i the i iin. 

Analysis asseit that India 
does have an element of SLIDE OF RUPEE 
cusliion to withstand the 39.0 
sanctions, svhich many see 
as a mini economic war 

Hupee against dollar 

waged by the US against 39tS 
Epgu^9.70 

India, because it is equipped m 
to figiii .lit a run on the 
ruiiee with a Imv external 

^0 33.76 

debt and .S.'’,(i-billion forex 
40.5 

a” sn 
reserves. "From die macro 
point of view, the economy 40.5$ 
doesn't look \ers vulner.ible 41.0 
to a payment crisis nr a cur¬ 12 13 14 15 
rency attack." says Yilina/ 
Akyuz ol the UN ConleK iice 
on trade and Development. 

May 

Hffiat happens to the stoekmarket? 
In the first two c:.iys alter the Pokhran Irlast, the nsr Senses 
drop()ed by 2.t9 points (around h ix*r cent). Near-hysteria set in 
vs'hen. on the afternoon of the second dav. news of the two later 

tests flasfied. Says Bhadresfi Modi, the man in charge of funds at 
on Asset Management: "People were on tenterhooks and the 
repeat tests triggered off panic selling." 

Itut the day after Clinton announced the sanctions, the Sensex 
rebounded by 115. Says Arun Kejriwal of Woodstock Securities: 
"This sudden new direction of the market is being prompted by 
tile depreciating rupee and the attractive valuations." That is, 
stocks were cheap, and cheaper still if you were looking at it in 
dollar terms. Plus, big boy Unit Trust of India (uti), perhaps under 
New Delhi’s instructions, muscled in with Rs 200 crore and 
bought like it was boomtime again. 

Even foreign institutional investors (nis) showed cautious opti¬ 
mism. Feels U.R. Bhatt, chief investment officer with jardiire 
Fleming India Asset Management: "The markets might dip in 
spurts, but 1 guess overall the stock exchanges will remain unaf¬ 
fected by the sanctions. Within a v’eck, even the volatility 
should reduce." Others strongly feel that the US and India will 
come to some kind of compromise, despite the current tough 
talk. "Even if India agrees to certain aspects of i iin, the problems 
should substantially reduce," opines Bharat. Says a Morgan 
Stanley strategy note: "At the moment there seems to be noth¬ 
ing flitting trade in a major way though infrastructure projects 
are likely to get delayed further." 

In the meanwhile, strong rumours have swept the market about 
various impending government policies to bixist the indices. 
Most punters have also assumed that government institutions 
like ni, iii and i.ii. would put their entire might into maintain¬ 
ing the Sen.sex levels. There's also the feeling that with .Southeast 
Asian markets still in disar¬ 
ray, global investors have no 
choice but to concentrate 
their Asian portfolios on 
India. Jon Connor, Jund 
manager with Hong Kcing- 
based Geomatrix Fund 
Management t^ompany, tokl 
I'he Willi Sirei’l lomuil: "We 
are more than likely to 
increase (our exposure on 
India) than reduce it. India 
is the cleanest ol the dirty 
shirts in Asia." And John 
.Stamsby ot l.loyd George 
Management says: "We like 
India because we like Indian companies, and I can't see how (the 
nuciear tests) are gomg to affect them." 

Summing up the sentiments ot many, K.R. Bharat told Outumk: 
"It's a great opixirtunity tor the country to railroad the econom¬ 
ic retorms. I'he government could initiate steps to make foreign 
direct investitu'iit lucrative enough to nullify the effect of the 
sanctions, ft could also bring in several policy-level legislations 
that would open up the economy on an extHinential scale. That 
Pokhran II occurred just on the eve of the Union budget should 
give all of us a lot of hope." Let's hope he's tight. 

Win US bumtnees Interest be hurt bad enough 
for Clinton to back off? 
I hi;, is the crucial question, and the denouement of the current 
crisis hinges on this issue. I'he government is banking on US 
business interests getting fiurt seriously, leading to pressure on 
the US government to soften its demand that India sign the c.ibi 

unconditionally. Like any other US government, the Clinton 
Administration's first priority is US business interests. 

The US position is made more difficult by the fact that countries 

SENSEX MOVEMENT 

12 13 14 15 
May 
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n $2-1 BtBM HNIMn MIIV n n/UBHB. 

AFP 

THI IMPACT OF THC SANCTIONS 
WOULD BE BORNE BY THE US, 

WHICH HAS THC LARGEST CHUNK 
OF INVESTORS IN INDIA. 

like Britain and France have refused to impose sanctions on India. 
Coasider simply the $2 billion aircraft supply contract that the 
Seattle-based Boeing Company has been negotiating with Air India 
for two years now, a deal that could finally grow to over $1S billion 
in the next decade. Boeing's only competitor Is the F,uropean con¬ 
sortium Airbus Industrie. To service the Air India contract, Boeing 
needs credit guarantees from the US Exim Bank. These will not 
come now, as long as the sanctions are in force. Airbus Is not 
bound by any sanctions, and wiil get the entire order with Boeing 
watching helplessly. And the removal of US Exim Bank guarantees 
will hike costs for all US-backed infrastructure projects. 

As of now, US corporations are still figuring out the effects of 
the sanctions on their business prospects. But Enron sources 
admitted that funds for the second phase of the Dabhol project 
have not been tied up yet and costs will rise. 

US private investment proposals worth SH.S billion have been 
approved by the Indian government till now. The companies 
include at least 13 of the 20 largest American coqmrations. Mean¬ 
while, the government is moving fast to dangle juicier carrots 
before investors by hurrying through a slew of approvals. The day 
after the first tests. Housing and Urban Development Minister 
Ram Jethmalani announced the opening up of the housing sec¬ 
tor to foreign investment. Three days later, the Ministry of Steel 
and Mines approved the mining licence for US-based mining 
giant Phelps Dodge for prospecting for coppei and allied miner¬ 
als in Bihar, and also to set up a 100 per cent subsidiary. 

The same day, power minister P.R. Kumaramangalam announced 
that the government would sotm be signing the counter-guaran¬ 
tees for the Ispat Group-promoted Bhadrawati, Hinduja-promoted 
Viag and US-based cMS-promoted Neyveli power projects, for a 
total investment worth Rs 8,500 crore. He also said that the gov¬ 
ernment was committed to counter-guarantee another US power 
project by Cogentrix. Simultaneously, the Civil Aviation Ministry 
informed Boeing that it would very soon be taking a decision on 
the airaaft deal. The message to these US companies is clear. 

The question is whether the Indian government can pull off 
what China puked off in the wake of the sanctions imposed on 

it after the Tiananmen Square massacres in 1989. China tailored 
its policies to attract huge investment and not only neutralised 
the effects of the sanctions, but spurred faster gdp growth rates. 

So lf$o bottomllnmT 
In the short term, India can live with the sanctions that have been 
announced till now with almost no effect on the average Indian's 
life. The shoe, however, will begin to pinch when the inhastruc- 
hire projects begin to get delayed or cancelled, or the costs shoot 
up. These projects are crucial for two reasons. One, India needs 
very fast inhastructure growth—more power, roads, ports—to 
support a 7-8 per cent gdp growth. Two, these projects have mas¬ 
sive multiplier effects to lift industry out of the recession. 

The other dangerous effect will be that Indian companies will 
only be able to borrow abroad from now on at exorbitant interest 
rates. This will hike project costs across the board, raise prices, and 
make Indian goods uncompetitive in the global market. Trade 
sanctions on Indian goods have not yet been impo.scd, and they 
are unlikely to be, since under the Wbrid Trade Otganlsafion 
agreement, no country can unilaterally impose trade sanctions 
unless it can prove to the wro that its national security is at risk. 

There are two factors working in india's favour. One, till now, the 
developed world is divided over the sanctions issue. India, after all, 
is a large country (and a targe market), a democracy, and has 

SOME MFIIASTRUCliURE PROJECTS HIT BY 
WTHDRAWM. OF US EXIM BARK BOMUMTEES 

■ $2 billion Boeing 737 aircraft sale deal to Air India (Akbustogaln) 
■ Second phase of Enron's Dabhol power project 
■ 1,000 MW Cogentrix Mangalore power project 
SI 250 MW ST-CMS Energy Neyveli power project 
■ AES Energy-lb veiiey power project 
■ Foster Wheeler-Saigent & Lundy power project 
■ $5 billion Hughes Ispal basic telSGom project in Maharashtra 
■ Tata Teleservices AP basic telecom projein 
■ BPL-US West cellular network 
■ BIrta AT&T cellular network 

always been a law-abiding world citizen (Even the nuclear tests 
have not broken any treaties that India has signed; India has 
always opposed the (.i Bt and always kept its nuclear options open). 

Two, and this will be the government's biggest challenge now, 
as one Wall Stre<'t analyst puts it: "The sanctions could well be a 
blessing in disguise for India. They now give the government 
enough political cover to speed up reforms, privatise their loss¬ 
making government-owned establishments, liberalise the insur¬ 
ance sector and ( 'can up the highly inefficient banking sector." 

That's what the country and the world will be looking at now, 
when the nuclear heal and dust settles. This is a great opportun¬ 
ity for the finance minister. Says Francine Frankel, visiting fel¬ 
low at Ihe Washington-based Woodrow Wilson Centre; "This is 
what tlte Americans are looking towards—positive signals. For 
example, on insurantx* or fast-track projects." Frankel, who Is 
on a sabbatical from her post as Director of the Center for the 
Advanced Study of India at the University of Pennsylvania, 
observes that India has always seen itself as destined to be a 
global power and that US policy-makers have never understood 
that vision, adding to New Delhi's resentment. 

The next few weeks will decide whether India will ever realise 
that vision. ■ 

With Nanyan D. Keahavan in New York, Shekhar Ghosh in Mumbai, 
Sanjay Surl in London, Naerja Pawha Jatley and Prttlia San in Delhi 
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HOW A ‘TIRED’ PM BE 
This is m> time for partisan debate. All of us 

who comment on national affairs have a 
solemn responsibility to weigh our words 
and inferences with utmost caution. Those 
who rule us have taken measures in the 

last few days which will change the destiny of this 
and future generations of Indians. Mr Vajpayee and 
his ministers, therefore, deserve every consideration 
before judgement Is passed. If clear judgement is not i 
possible and a third umpire is required, the benefit I 
of the doubt must go to the government. India's 
capacity to repel external aggression concerns each 
and every citizen; that concern needs to be lifted 
out ot party wrangling. 

Like countless others, I have done little else in the past week but 
examine and discuss with friends all the justihcation put forward 
by the Vajpayee government. The prime minister states, as he did 
in his letter to President Clinton, that he is "deeply conierned at 
the deteriorating security environment, especially the nuclear 
environment". If that statement is even .SO per cent correct, all 
questions must cease immediately; the debate must end. 

Alas, on the evidence submitted—and there has been precious 
little—by the government, a completely different conclusion 
appears unavoidable; India's security environment in the last few 
years has not deteriorated, in fact it has improved marginally; 
there are no new threats to India’s security from any country. 
There are, however, plenty of threats to'the security of Mr 
Vajpayee's prime ministership. 

Assume that new and urgent threats had lieen suddenly discov¬ 
ered. Mr Vajpayee's categorical promise, then, when he read out 
the National Agenda for Governance regarding the exercise of the 
nuclear option, becomes pu?y.ling. The prime minister had 
announced that his government was committed tc setting up a 
National Security Cxumcil. This body would “undertake India’s first 
strategic defence review" and only then would the dei ision on the 
nuclear option iw taken. George Fernandes was t*ven more sjieciflc. 
He said at a press conference on March 20 th.it the "nuclear option 
had been put on hi)ld. We did not say we were going for nuclear 
weapons. We will reevaluate (x»licy to ensure security.... In the light 
of that we will decide on the nuclear option." 

Iwenty-four hours before the blasts at 
Pokhran, Mr Vajpayee's trusted aide, Jas- INDIA WA> 
want Singh, was interviewing candidates tor j* ji* » 
the top job in the National .Security (Council. vREAT NA1 
Leave alone the strategic review, the Ixidy MAY II- 
which was supposed to conduct the review |l« BlfCll 
remains on [wpor. I think the country has BwEM ' 
every right to ask Mr V<ij|>ayee when this 44 PER C 
review tcKik place and what were its find- POPULATIl 
ings? If the idea of a strategic review was 
abandoned, what wore the reasons for aban- UVE IN 
doning it? You cannot place much faith in POl 
the abilities ot the government to undertake 
a detailed sti ciegic review when it cannot even decide if the 
Chinese have built a helipad somewhere in the Northeast. 
(George Fcmai; ks says yes, Ataiji says no.) 

If tor some classified reason Mr Vajpayee feels that the new 
threats cannot be made public, he should at least have been more 
open with Bill Clinton and the other leaders he wrote to justify¬ 

VINOD MEHTA 

INDIA WAS ALREADY A 
GREAT NATION BEFORE 

MAY II. IT WOULD 
BE EVEN GREATER IF 
44 PER CENT OF ITS 

POPULATION DID NOT 
LIVE IN ABSOLUTE 

POVERTY. 

ing his government’s decision. These leaders, partic¬ 
ularly the American president, are determined to 
turn India into an international pariah, so the need 
to give these gentlemen a full and comprehensive 
explanation was im|x.‘rative. Mr Vajpayee's letter to 
Clinton is a classic in terms of fudging. It is so casu¬ 
ally written that the Americans say it adds "insult to 
injury". Mr Vajpayee’s "deteriorating security envi¬ 
ronment" consists of "Chinew armed aggression 
against India in 1962". And the threat from Pakistan 
consists of "three aggressions we have suffered in the 
last .SO years. And for the last 10 years we have been 
the victim of unremitting terrorism and militancy 

sponsored by it...especially in Jammu and Kashmir." 
No factual inaccuracy here, but the C'hinese aggression is over 

.TS years old, the last war with Pakistan is 27 years old, while mil- * 
itancy in Kashmir is on the decline with near-normalcy returning 
to the state. Furthermore, India's relationship with China on all 
fronts has improved dramatically (trade figures will bear this out) 
even though a long-standing border dispute moves slowly, j)cr- 
haps too slowly, towards resolution. If a strategic defence review 
had been initiated there is no guarantee that it would have con¬ 
curred with Vajpayee's "deteriorating security environment". 

And what happened to the famous Coco Islands around 
Myanmar? George Fernandes made much of hostile Chinese sur¬ 
veillance of India from these islands. He even announced that 
the Chinese had placed missiles there, all of them targeted 
towards Indian cities. Tjjjs is certainly a dangerous element and 
constitutes a new threat, but ever since the emphatic denial from 
Beijing and, more significantly, ever since the Pokhran blasts, 
Crxo Islands seem to have di.sappearcd into thin air. No one in 
Vajpayee's team mentions them. 

As tar as the threat from Pakistan, even our establishment 
Genghis Khans concede that Islamabad, with or without nuclear 
capability, is more than matched by India’s conventional and 
nuclear strength. Pakistan poses no threat to India militarily; it 
can at most harass us by proxy wars, but even here the present 
regime has realised that the Indian state has extraordinary' 
resilience and slaying power. Efforts from Pakistan to normalise 
relations, the clamour for more trade, tlie willingness not to 

make Kashmir a hurdle in bilateral dia- 
kLREADY A •‘•Kut--aii this is the result of a new and 
tM BCItABE acce|itance of India's superpower 

VErvKB in jhg regi,,,, I'hey n,ay not like it, 

WOULD but they have begun to accept it, 
||> The five blasts reintroduce the poison in 

our relationship. Whatever the Pakistanis 
IT OF ITS tell the Americans, sooner rather later, 
I PIP not Islamabad too will conduct its own test— 

nuclear weapons. A debilitat- 
’•DLUTE ing and criminally wasteful arms race 

already existed in the sulKontinent; now 
we have gone and added the nuclear-com¬ 

ponent to it. Next time there is a tmrder skirmish, or something 
bigger, |)etrified citizens in both countries will Ire trembling 
wondering when the dreaded button will Ire pressed—and in 
which country. Indo-Pak ties, mirving steadily, courtesy a dia¬ 
logue, have been put back, maybe, 20 years. 

A week before Mr Vajpayee pressed the button, India had in its 
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50-ycar existence as a free nation-state never been more psycho¬ 
logically and physically secure. The country's democracy had 
demonstrated an unsuspected capacity to accommodate unstable 
coalition arrangements, the economy, though slowed down 
slightly, was still growing with projections being made whether 
2005 or 2010 would see India as an economic superpower, the 
nation's military strength was awesome, so awesome that it sent 
shivers in the region. 

It is possilrie that i may have accidentally or deliberately 
ignored some threats, or aspects of the threats, if so, correction 
should be swift. If Mr Vajpayee can shoot off letters to nine 
world leaders, including the prime minister of Mauritius, surely 
he has a responsibility to share with his 
fellow countrymen what grave and fresh 
security threats led him to May 11? 
Where is the nation-wide broadcast? 
Where are briefings by key ministers? If 
the Pokhran tests deserve dancing and 
crackers and distribution of hulitas and 
“victory rallies", they also deserve a few 
straight answers. 

So. why did the bh- government do it? 
Why did a 50-day coalition on the verge 
of collapse rush into an act which at least 
three inlinitcly more stable regimes had 
considered—and rejected. The reason is 
so obvious, so unsubtle, that it barely 
needs mentioning. A rookie political 
reporter could supply it. We have only to 
reflect on the day Mr Vajpayee made the 
earth-shaking announcement. On that 
day the pa|X'rs were full of public criti¬ 
cisms of the PM delivered, this time, by 
Ramakrislina llegde. "Tired", “latigued", 
"indecisive" was how Hegde descrilred 
Vajpayee and his government. 

Interestingly, around H p.m, last Mon¬ 
day when word j;ot around in newspaper 
offices that the prime minister had sum¬ 
moned journalists for a hastily organised press conference, the 
bu/z among mediapersons was that Vajpayee was throwing in the 
towel; he had had enough of this coalition nonsense with his 
own ministers rubbishing him in the media and his own jiarty 
(read the kss) covertly discrediting his pragmatic agenda. (Those 
wlio know Vajpayee intimately, and there arc not many, say he 
may be a bit of a hand-wringer, but he is no quitter.) INSTEAD, the announcement he made “electrified the nation" 

and within minutes, in tlic words of Mr Pramod Maliajan, a 
"tired" prime minister became a "bold" prime mini.)ter. It was 

in the tactical sense a master move. To his own constituency, 
restive, angry, betrayed, Mr Vajpayee was saying: 1 am sorry I 
have not been able to build you a Ram temple, neither have I 
lieen able to give you a Uniform Civil Code, nor have I lK*cn able 
to suspemd Article T?*). But I am giving you something much, 
much lietter and much, much bigger—a Bir bomb. 

The impact outside the patty was predictable. Most of the 
Opposition, after a small initial sulk, found voice. Given the 
charged public mood, they decided to "hail" the achievement 

because contesting it would have been suicidal. A Congress leader 
told me: “We know this is a lilatantiy political act, but what can 
we do...." T he man and woman on the street reacted as if India 
had won the World Cup. On I'uesday morning voices of dissent 
vanished. It was as if the nation had been mesmerised. 

Prime Ministers (and the governments they head) on the verge 
of losing their jobs ail play “cards". This is an old and moderat¬ 
ely effective play first intrcrduced by Indira Gandhi. Mr V.P. Singh 
discovered Mandal to counter Devi lal; Rajiv Gandhi dispatched 
troops to conduct provocative military exercises on the Pakistan 
border when tlie Bofors scandal became too hot; P.V. Narasimha 
Rao, surrounded by impending charge's of corruption against 

himself, thought a languishing diary with 
names would be useful. Thus, Mr 
Vajiwyee is in goixi company. The only 
difference is the breathtaking audacity of 
his card. It is, as our cover-line says, the 
Mother of all Gamliles. And, unlike other 
cards, this one cannot be called back. 

We must not forget one last justification. 
The Bii* and its apologists say the govern¬ 
ment had'to rush into the tests Ixcausc, 
like the French and the Chinese, it now 
wants to sign the (.nn. Meanwhile, the 
publicly announced strategic review had 
to be rancelleii because the treaty comes 
up for early ratification. It is a grKxi try, 
but alas, it is not hacked up by tacts. 

Gver the last week Outlook has tried 
with great diligence both at the Foreign 
and the Prime Minister's Offices to elicit 
whether there was any contingency plan 
on signing tlie treaty once the tests had 
be<-i' conduded. We discovered that 
alter May 11 there was utter confusion at 
the I’Mo and the \ii \ on the issue. When 
speculation that we might consider sign¬ 
ing the I iBi surlaced, a caveat was intro¬ 
duced; we miglit consider signing if cer¬ 

tain clauses in the treaty were modified. Wtiich clauses? Again, 
no c>ne seemed to know. TIuis, it is clear that the i ib'i justifica¬ 
tion was an attcT-tliought. 

Ratification ol i nn? Another red herring. The date for ratifica¬ 
tion is not next v .'ek or next month, but .September 1999. 
Tiieretore, it tlie government was serious about the strategic 
review, there was iilenly of lime left to conduct it. 

Are critics of tlie tests all 11,\ agents? .Should we not be grateful 
to Mr Vajpayee for "making Indians eveiy'where walk tall"? Have 
[leople like me lost all sense of national pride? Possibly, but in a 
genuine demcKracy dissent and op|K)sitiun are vital. So, tiere 
goes. Nuclear bombs do not make a nation great (North Korea is 
a prime example), particularly when such capability is acquired 
lor short-term electoral gain rather than strategic needs. It you 
add the devastating economic consequences inevitable, you 
realise what a mess the country has got itself into. “We will show 
the world" is easier said than done. 

India was already a great nation before May 11. It would 
become an even greater nation if 44 |)er cent of its population did 
nut live in absolute poverty. ■ 

ASHQKVAHIE 
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HE WAS THROWING IN 
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INDIA IS DELDDINGITSKF THAT N AHMS WIU MAKE IT A 

By LUOWINA A. JOSEPH in Washington, DC Fury, condemnation, disbelief. Washing¬ 
ton bristled with these sentiments in the 
immediate aftennath of India's nuclear 
tests. A hint of scorn too. Sample only Ass¬ 
istant Secretary of State Karl Inderfurth's 

words to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relati¬ 
ons, at a hearing last Wednesday: "There are reports 
from the Indian press which cite gleeful claims that 
India has now become the world's sixth superpo¬ 
wer—a fact which is apparent only to those making 
the claim. Clearly, the world thinks otherwise." 

But amid all this, did the tests also bring a certain 
grudging respect for New Delhi? Perhaps leverage 
for a possible seat at the UN Security Council? 
Perhaps even a bargaining chip at the Conference 
on Disarmament in Geneva? 

Not at all, chimes a chorus of US officials, lawmak¬ 
ers, and analysts who claim they will never again 
trust India, which had claimed all along to be a con¬ 
scientious objector to the world nuclear regime. And 
so the “ton of bricks", as one Western European dip¬ 
lomat put it, came hurtling down on New Delhi-an 
array of stiff economic sanctions, suspension of mili¬ 
tary cooperation. Envoy Richard Celeste, who happ¬ 
en^ to be in Hawaii, was recalled for consultations. 

Once the US exploded, it was only a matter of time 
before foot-soldiers reacted with matching zeal. 
Australia and New Zealand were first off the block- 
withdrawing their envoys for talks hours after the 
blasts. Japan, with its own personal history never 
receding from mind, slapped tough economic sanc¬ 
tions. But world reaction was hardly homogenous. 
The powerful G-B, meeting at Birmingham, asserted 
that "there will be no collective sanctions". Of the 
eight, Japan and the US have slapped sanctions; but 
the others—Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the UK 
and Rus-sia—opted for restraint. Spokesman Alastair 
Campbell stressed the G-8 wanted to get India to 
sign the CTB1 but that they didn't want to "raise the 
temperature". French ambassador to India Claude 
Blanchemaison said in Delhi that though France 
was concerned about the stability of the region, he 
didn’t think sanctions were the "most appropriate 
way to help India to join the rmn". 

But the US kd the world in condemning India. Dr 
Gideon Rose, who co-authored the 1997 Indepen¬ 
dent Task Force report, "A New US Policy Toward 
India and Pakistan", stated mainstream opinion for¬ 
cefully. "That India's current government chose to 
Ignore (US) warnings and move forward in this area 
is deeply regrettable-not least because it makes 
those of us who have argued for better US-Indian relations, partly 
on the basis of past Indian responsibility, look like fools or patsies. 
That the Indian tests came as a bolt from the blue, moreover—and 
that a high-level Indian delegation visiting Washington (and New 
York) mere days before the event never gave the slightest hint of 
what was in the offing, adds insult to injury. It may be a long time 
before the words of senior Indian diplomats are taken seriously 
again as reliable indicators of Indian government policy," he said. 

Repudiating the claim that the tests were conducted to 
demrmstrate India's greatness, US President Bill Clinton said in 

Pluloaniihs by VP 

Berlin, where he was attending the SOth anniversary of the Berlin 
airlift; "They have to define the greatness of India in 2l$t century 
terms, not in terms that everybody else has already decided to 
reject." Although there has been no word that Clinton's late '98 
visit to India will be cancelled, official Washington does not 
ex{)ect the plan to go through now. 

To be sure, dissenters to this seemingly all-round American 
indignation too could be found. House of Reprerentatives 
Speaker Newt Gingrich criticised Clinton's 'lopsided' policy. “I 
think it's a very one-sided position. If he's going to apply that, he 
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SBPEBPOWEB DESPITE POVEBTY, DISEASE, MISEBY." 

ITHI US BRISrUD VflTH IRI 
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ought to apply it as much to China," he said. 
"China has more nuclear weapons, missiles, 
and has conducted more tests than India. I'm 
curious about his (Clinton's) imbalance, this 
anti-Indian bias, and this willingness to forgive 
the Chinese anything. You've had a one-sided 
policy that a Chinese dictatorship is okay, but 
an Indian democracy isn't." 

The speed with which Clinton imposed sanc¬ 
tions—without even the 30-day grace period—is 
an indication of the depth of official US wrath. 
The fact that America has never befom invoked 
its Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act, 1994, 
sent US officials scrambling to find out what the 
legal and political ramifications would be. Apart 
from the squeeze on millions of dollars in direct 
aid and billions in credits and guarantees, this 
could signal "a long-term rift between the US 
and India," said a White House source. 

Clinton's alacrity probably had as much to do 
with trying to head off Islamabad from conducting its own retalia¬ 
tory tests as to punish India, said a senior Congressional aide. The 
team of officials headed by Deputy Secretary of State Strobe ‘ftlbotl 
was despatched to Islaniabad with the message that an N-test 
would insite "the same punitive sanctions on Pakistan*. The car¬ 
rot is that restraint could help repeal the Pressler Amendment—a 
propos^ to the effect was tabled in the Senate on May 15—which 
b^ US military sales to Pakistan because of its N-programme. 

Capitol Hill, meanwhile, overflowed with wholesale opprobrium 
for India. Republican Sen. Jesse Helms waxed derisive- "India has 

deluded itself into the absurd assumption that the possession of N- 
weapons will make it a 'superpower', at a time when hundreds of 
millions of its people are in pover^. The fact is India is tangled in 
economic knots; disease and misery are rampant—hence the 
absurd assumption that a big boom will make them a big power." 

Washington is also concerned about the domino dEto. "As 
India puts Its linger on the nuclear trigger, how many will follow 
suit?" asked Ted Koppel on abc TV's Nightline. Besides Pakistan, 
the US is also watching closely the effect on North Korea, Inn, 
Iraq, and to a lesser extent, on Israel. The same programme also 
drew a half-serious scenario of Indian nuclear-powered submar¬ 
ines being able to target US cities. Not to be outdone, a guest on 
one of the late-night talk shows. Bill Maher's Politically IncorreO, 
wondered whether Clinton himself had set off the nuclear device 
in India to divert attention from domestic scandals. AS for countries in the European Union, the British expressed 

"shock and dismay" over the tests. On May 13, deputy high 
commissioner P.K. Singh was summoned to the foreign 

Office in London and told that the British government was "deqdy 
disturbed" by the tests. Yet, Prime Minister Tony Blair's spokesman 
clarified there would be no sanctions. Sweden and Denmark talked 
sanctions and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl said it would con¬ 
tinue all existing development projects, but that $6 billion worth 
of fresh aid commitment for 1998 would be put on hold. 

But not so with Japan. After cancelling $30 million worth of 
grants soon after the first test, i^ suspended $1 billion worth of 
annual loans to India after the second round of tests. In Moscow, 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin said "India had let us down”, but 
foreign minLster Yevgeny Primakov clarified that Russia would 
not support an International cartel of sanctions against India. 

So, what can be done to lift US sanctions? A Congressional sou¬ 
rce told Outlook that though "the US-lndia relationship had been 
derailed and a rocky period lay ahead", he was "not unhopeful*. 
It was "not in US interests to treat India as an adversary or rogue 
state". What he thought would happen now was for "the Admin¬ 
istration and Congress to begin consultations about the realities 
in South Asia and try to mesh them with our glottal non-prolifera¬ 
tion objectives. To lift sanctions, what do we need India to do? 
The Administration has to nave an accurate road map to do this." 

Did the Administration have such a road map? They were work¬ 
ing on it, confirmed a State Department official. The only way they 
could be lifted was "for Congress lo pass another law", he said. 
Under what circumstances would Congress lift sanctions? Prolifer¬ 
ation expert Selig Harrison—who in a remarkably prescient paper 
suggested two months ago that India would go the China way and 
conduct several tests before signing the nuclear non-proliferation 
treaty—told Outiwik that "it was possible for India and Washington 
to come to an understanding mgarding India's access to civilian 
mis.sile technology, which the US is making available to China but 
not to India." Die fact that the Indian government "was now talk¬ 
ing about signing the Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty was a big step 
forward" and could be part of a "series of trade-offs" by India. 

As far as the i.mi was concerned, he felt that if India was pre¬ 
pared to terminate testing but was still reluctant to sign, the US 
(in lieu of India signing) might accept a firm commitment from 
India, perhaps made at the UN, that it would no lunger test. 

Most important, is Indian diplomacy equal to the task of limiting 
damage, if not actually wresting advantages, from the crisis? Earlier 
last week, Indian Ambassador to the US Naresh Chandra came acr¬ 
oss as lame and inarticulate in a TV interview with ras' |im Ijehrer. 
Says one source; If New Delhi wants to influence American public 
opinion, they will need persuasive and better-briefed speakers. ■ 

With San|iy Suri in London and JanakI Krammar in New Deihi 
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1IIMIF MAV Mffi n DFnM NT TO Gllina^ «im, w 
By MARIANA BAABAR in Islamabad The seismic aftershocks that hit Islamabad after the Ind¬ 

ian nuclear tests are still reverberating across the length 
and breadth of the country. All eyes are focused on prime 
minister Nawaz Sharif: will he or won't he finally go for 
a nuclear test? Going by the reaction from every corner 

of the country including the main opposition parties, it appears 
that Sharif has no choice left, demurrals notwithstanding. 

But pressure on Pakistan by the US to eschew nuclear tests has 
increased, with the Clinton administration hectically pursuing a 
carrot and stick approach. Within days of the Pokhran tests, a 
high-level US mission—headed by deputy secretary of state Strobe 
Talbott and assistant secretary of state for South Asia Karl Ind- 
erfurth—arrived in Pakistan. After its first mc-eting with Pakistani 
officials, Talbott refused to divulge whether Islamabad had given 
an undertaking not to conduct a nuclear test and simply told news¬ 
men; "It is particularly important for good friends like Pakistan and 
the US to understand each other's views at difficult times." 

Islamabad heard the news of the Pokliran tests at a time when 
Sharif had chosen to extend his stay in Almaty, Kazakhstan. Since 
he holds the defence portfolio too, it was left to a lame-duck for- 
PholognpftsbyAFP 

"WHAT ABOUT THI STiPS 
BIYOND THE HUCLIAR TEST, 

WEAPONISATIONT" ASKS THE 
PAK NAVAL CHIER "ARB WE 

READY TO EAT ORASSr' 

eign minister, Gohar Ayiib Khan, to keep the stiff upper lip and tell 
the nation that Pakistan was considering an appropriate response 

It was not only the US intelligence which was calling it tP ’ "intel¬ 
ligence failure of the decade". The chief of army staff (i:oas). Gen¬ 
eral Jehangir Karamat, said: "We are prepared for any security envi¬ 
ronment." Hitting out at global powers for tailing to maintain vig¬ 
ilance despite lieing warned by Islamabad, Karamat said: "We are 
not surprised by these explosioas. Since the bji> government took 
over in India, there have been constant statements to activate the 
country's missile and nuclear programme. The Indian defence 
minister said a few days ago that the greatest threat to India comes 
from China. At the time the world should have been on alert." 

The day after, photographs of a worried roAS and chief scientist 
Dr Abdul (^adeer Khan were splashed across the newspapers as 
they put ttieir heads together at a diplomatic reception where they 

met by chance. Leaving the final decision to the goverrunent, 
Qadeer nevertheless said that he was ready for the blast. "We are 
like a cook who can prepare whatever the owner of the house will 
order. We will put spices according to the wishes of the owmer. The 
holy Quran also says we should always be united and prepared," 
was the doctor's prescription. 1'hough Qadeer said that a week was 
all that he needed, latest American reports indicated that Pakistan 
could tighten the screws in just three days. 

But as the time of reckoning neared, a question that was being 
asked was that now that Pakistan's bluff had been called, did it 
really have such a capability? "Pakistan's top nuclear scientist, 
Qadeer, says there is nothing to worry about because the country 
has sufficient technological heft to respond to the Indian chal¬ 
lenge," The Frontier Post, an English daily, said in an editorial. "He 
has been making pretty loud statements in recent days which 
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ciw numiui in MiBim siuKno^ 
doves who had flown the coop and were nowhere in 
sight. They had been proved wrong, and howl The feel¬ 
ing amongst many of them was that the bjp govern¬ 
ment would be not only unstable, what with contra¬ 
dictory pressures from its electoral partners, but it will 
also tend to eschew rhetoric once it is in the seat of 
power. The head of the institute of Regional Studies, 
General Nishat Ahmed, had told Outlook on the eve 
of the Bjp coming to power: 'The bjp Is slowly modify¬ 
ing its statements. 1 do not think it will go overtly 
nuclear. They will find some excuse to retract from 
their election stand.' 

I; 

saner elements regard undesirable. Little did the great scientist 
know that his assertions would be put to test that soon. Some 
observers, therefore, tend to view the Indian challenge with obvi¬ 
ous trepidation. What if Islamabad had been bluffing about its 
much-vaunted nuclear capability, they ask." 

This was a point being rubbed home by none other than former 
Bi chief General Mamid Gul, who asserted: "If we do not respond 
now, the whole nation would plunge into deep depression. It will 
also have a demoralising effect in the region and in the Muslim 
world. Friendly countries will begin to doubt our capability.” 
Almost immediately, the Iranian government called upon Palds- 
tan to detonate a nuclear device. 'It is the conspiracy of the West 
to keep Pakistan out of the nuclear club. The US wants to pit 
India against Pakistan," 1'ehran radio called out. 

This week was certainly not a time for either the peaceniks or 

F there was one defence analyst who had read the 
Bjp's intentions right, it was someone who had never 
worn a uniform. In March Shireen Mazari had told 

Outlook: "A BJP government will be very good for Pakistan 
because Indian designs will come out in the open. New 
Delhi will now openly be speaking about Issues which 
matter to Pakistan. Especially where nuclear weapons are 
concerned, the duplicity of the Indian programme will 
be exposed to the international community." 

After the latest nuclear blasts, she lost no time in telling 
Sharif that his government alone can decide whether it 
will be pushed into this new milieu willy nilly or 
whether it will move forward on its own terms, keeping 
its national interests forfmost. 'India may have defined 
the new milieu's framework by its nuclear tests, but 
Pakistan can still help define the operational mode with¬ 
in this milieu if it chooses to do so," she pointed out. 

As the entire world focuses on New Delhi, at least in the 
region there is no love lost for the only superpower in 
the world. While the Indians told Washington to go take 
a walk and stop interfering in their internal affairs, 
Sharif, speaking to Bill Clinton on telephone, did not 
mince his words either. "Like any other country, Pakis¬ 
tan must give priority to its security needs and it has no 
option but to take appropriate measures to protect its 
sovereignty and security, in accordance with the aspira¬ 
tions of the people," he told the US president. Recalling 
the letter he had written to him, Sharif said he was dis¬ 
appointed that the US had tailed to recognise the immi¬ 
nent threat posed by the Indian nuclear programme. 

In fact, New Delhi has put the whole American .South 
Asian policy in a spin. Where will Washington go from 
here? What wili be left of the American president's visit 
to the region? Foreign prdicy analyst Talat Hussain 
replies; "For all practical purposes, Washington now has 
to find a new policy to fit .South Asia's totally reshajied 

nuclear reality. It cannot use its old arguments to dissuade 
Pakistan from not pursuing the same path that India has, one of 
which was, do not do it because India has not done it." 

There arc really only a handful who care to look beyond the 
power of the bombs. "It would be a grave mistake to go nuclear 
when the entire international pressure is on India. If Pakistan 
goes for a nuclear test, international pressure would be directed 
towards us. It would help India escape the global condemna¬ 
tion," Dr Mahbub-ul Haq cautions. 

Adds Admiral Fasih Bokharl, the naval chief: "What about the 
steps beyond the nuclear test? Because then you are talking about 
weaponisation. Do India and Pakistan have that kind of money 
to go in for nuclear weapons? Are we ready to eat grass?" But for 
a nation which saw the Ghaurl missile as only an appetiser, the 
Indian nuclear tests has them craving for more. ■ 
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THE ROAD NOT TAKEN f 
The Pukhran tests have established India's 

nuclear capabilities. This has provoked Wes¬ 
tern and Pakistani commentators to scream 
that New E)elhi has acted with reckless aban¬ 
don, that its nuclear tests are dangerous and 

foolish because they are bound to heighten security 
concerns in Asia and precipitate a military arms race 
which no country can afford. But the Indian perspec¬ 
tive is quite different. New Delhi says it was forced to 
gatecrash the nuclear club because its pleas for effec¬ 
tive and equitable global disarmament were blithely 
ignored by Washington. However, India now appears 
ready to sign the Comprehensive 'lest Ban Treaty (cmr) provided it 
is granted the same nuclear status as the "club of five". Indeed, 
In^an strategic analysts argue that the world would be no less safe 
with the entry of India, Pakistan and Israel into the nuclear club 
than it is with the historically most "war-prone gang of five". 

There is a problem with this thesis. It appears to open the route 
to nuclear proliferation by countries which have abandoned their 
nuclear programmes (like South Africa, Argentina and Brazil) or 
decided not to build one (like Germany and Japan) or want to 
brandish nuclear weapons (Iraq, Iran and Korea). In other words, 
India might be opening a Pandora’s box of nuclear states and 
making the world much more unsafe than it is today. 

India's decision has also put Pakistan on the horns of a dilemma. 
Islamabad admits it can test and make nuclear bombs but it hasn't 
done so as It doesn't want to precipitate a new arms race in the sub¬ 
continent. But now that India is pashing ahead with its own nati- 
oruilist agenda, and may or may not sign the onrr, Pakistan is faced 
with Hobson's choice. If it does not demonstrate similar nuclear 
capabilities as India, its case for {oining the club of five will not be 
as strong as India's and it will forever doomed to the status of 
an lnsc>cuie partner in the non-pro- ^fp 
llferation alliance. But if it follows 
India's route, the penalties and sanc¬ 
tions wliich face it would be much 
stiffer and mure crippling than those 
against India. What should it do? 

An answer to this may be found in 
the political circumstances in which 
India has tested its bombs and the 
West's response to these tests. The 
cunous thing about the tests is that 
there was no advance warning, espe¬ 
cially by the l.S. of any Indian prepa¬ 
rations in the offing. Tills is in dra¬ 
matic contrast to the situation in late 
IW.S when American intelligence 
sources leaked credible reports based 
on satellite data that India was read¬ 
ying the Pokhran site for an underground explosion. The swift and 
hostile reaction which followed at that time may have persuaded 
India to postpone the tests. But since no such preemptive "strike" 
was forthcoming from Washington this time round, Pakistanis are 
wont to wonder whether Washington may have had strategic rea¬ 
sons not to reveal India’s impending tests. Certainly, there is cir¬ 
cumstantial evidence to support such a conspiracy theory. 

US President Bill Clinton recently sent two important envoys to 
India and Pakistan, Thomas Pickering and Bill Richardson. Shor¬ 
tly before India conducted the nuclear tests, the Indian foreign 
secreta. ■ made a discreet visit to Washington. Indeed, shortly 

before Pakistan test-fired its Ghauri missile, the 
Pakistani army chief was warmly welcom^ in 
Washington. We do not know what was discussed in 
all these meetings. But we do know that discussions 
between the Americans and Pakistanis were followed 
by the Ghauri test and discussions between the US 
and India were followed by the nuclear tests. 
Is it possible, ask lay Pakistanis, that the US may have 

decided to "concede", albeit reluctantly, a one^rff mis¬ 
sile test by Pakistan and a oneoff nuclear testing by 
India in exchange for getting both countries to sign 
the ovr? This would help explain why Ginton has 

merely expressed his "regrets" at Pakistan's missile test and why he 
is now only "disappointed" with India and insisting that India 
should sign the enrr without further ado. Of course, Ginton stands 
to gain a feather in his cap if both countries are now nudged into 
signing the cm. If this hypothesis is correct, we should expect US 
"disappointment" with India to translate into insignificant sanc¬ 
tions only for one main reason; so that a "proper" message is sent 
out to Pakistan, which is likely to be hurt by sanctions much more 
than India, and it is restrained from following India's example. 

Pakistan's choices are clear. It can either test its nuclear device 
immediately and line up behind India to sign the cmr on the 
same terms and conditions as India. Or it can forego or postpone 
nuclear testing, negotiate some sort of "peace dividend" with 
Washington and sign the enn when India does so. 

There are greater advantages and fewer pitfalls in the second 
approach. If Pakistan takes the first route, it might have to contend 
with sanctions during the time it takes for India and Pakistan to 
negotiate their terms for^ning the ctbt. This couid have far more 
serious short-term consequences for Pakistan's economy than for 
India’s. In fact, the economic outlook is so bad in Islamabad that 

the Nawaz Sharif government would 
have serious difficulty in keeping the 
economy afloat in the stormy sea of 
sanctions. But if Islamabad takes the 
second route and postpones its deci¬ 
sion to test, it could conceivably exp¬ 
ect to receive a minimum dividend 
on the "F-16 or money back" option 
and a repeal of the Pressler amendm¬ 
ent when Ginton visits Pakistan this 
autumn. The second route is also less 
problematic because, as a recognised 
threshold nuclear power state with 
demonstrated missile capabilities, 
Pakistan’s security can remain reaso- 
nabiy assured without testing a nuc¬ 
lear device immediately. After all, 
Islamabad has managed to establish 

a nuclear deterrence for over a decade without testing a device. 
Ginton had a quiet word on the phone with Sharif on Thursday. 

A high-powered US delegation of nuclear experts, defence person¬ 
nel and state department officials arrived in Pakistan on Friday. It 
is carrying a big stick and some carrots. An anguished Pakistani PM 
is in session with his cabinet colleagues. Though scientists say they 
are ready to press the trigger, and Benazir Bhutto has banded with 
fundamentalists to demand a test, the Pakistani press is, by and 
large, against any "knee-jerk" reactions. There are two roads which 
can be taken. The road not taken could make all the difference. ■ 

. (IIk writer is editin' of Friday Times, Lahore.) 

The Pak nuclear eiitablishmeni is now under scrutiny 
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ROMS, SIGNAL TOWBIS, OASM: DESPIIE SBIUS, FACTS Ft 

CIRCLE OF SUSPICION 
By BRUCE HAWKE and ETHAN CASEY In Bangkok_ For years, international defence experts have been repor¬ 

ting Chinese activity in Myanmar, particularly on the 
Great Coco Island, just 20 nautical miles from the north¬ 
ern tip of the Andamans. The rapidly growing Chinese 
presence in Myanmar, which started after the military 

regime assumed power in Rangoon in 1989, has lent credence to 
Indian fears that China plans to "encircle" India strategically. 

"China's aim is to have a strate^c outpost in the Indian Ocean. 
Encircling India is its grand strategy," asserts Maj. Gen. Y.K. Gera, 
deputy director of the United .Servica Institution. Of immediate 
concern to India is the presence of four Chinese radar bases at 
Man-Aung Island off the Arakhan coast, Hainggyi Island near the 
mouth of the Bassein (Pathein) river, Great Coco Island, and Za Det 
Kyi Island (also known as St. Matthew’s island). The St. Matthew's 
Island base, the biggest of the four, also has a direct .satellite link 
with China. In addition, there has been an increased Chinese naval 
presence off the Myanmar coast, according to Asian diplomats. 
There is also concern over a deep-sea port under constmetion at 
Kyauk Phyu, Ramree Island off the Ara¬ 
khan coast, ostensibly to provide an Ind¬ 
ian Ocean port for Chinese exports. 

China, of course, categorically denies 
that it has anything to do with the Coco 
Islands. Only, the facts speak otherwise. 
There are obvious reasons why China 
would want an Indian Ocean port for 
trade—the most important being that 
this would halve its shipping costs to 
F.uro|)e. But since India's military is sec¬ 
ond in Asia only to China's, Beijing 
would obviously also like to keep an eye 
on its only serious regional rival. 

Besides the sea route, China is also seri¬ 
ous about building road links with Myan¬ 
mar. A road has been built from China's 
Yunnan province to Bhamo in Myanmar, 
from which the Irrawaddy river is naviga- 
bie to dll points south. At the south end 
ot the Irrawaddy, a road is being upgra¬ 
ded from Minhla (north of Prome or 
Pyay) to the town ot An on the Arakhan 
(Raidiine) coast, and a causeway is to l»e 
constructed to Kyauk Phyu harbour. 

Minhia's proximils to important mili¬ 
tary in.stallations and arms and ordnance factories in Myanmar 
raises concern that planned new weapons plants .surveyed by 
Chinese engineers in 19‘)4 might be made operational. The port 
has naval potential and is seen as a long-term security threat to 
India. According to one Asian military analyst, the water in the 
area is deep and capable oi hiding submarines. 

In a related development in March 1997, a 30-year fishing lease 
was signed, allowing 22S Chinese fishing boats to trawl in Myan¬ 
mar's waters. China has traditionally us^ fishing boats as a cover 
for intelligence gathering in the past. Dr Swaran Singh of the 
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (iusa) points out that in 

November 1994, the Indian Coast Guard intercepted a trawler 
equipped with sophisticated electronic surveillance equipment. 
Heeding China's appeal not to make the issue an international 
one, India downplayed the incident. Two months later, in January 
1995, New Delhi signed a deal with China for the supply of enri¬ 
ched uranium. Singh, however, points out that the threat should 
not be seen solely In the naval perspective, since the proliferation 
in small arms, drug production and money laundering in the 
region has a direct long-term impact on India's northeastern states. 

Chinese technical and training staff, around 4(X), have been pre¬ 
sent In Myanmar since the early '90s, and hundreds of Myanmar's 
military personnel are known to have trained in China over the 
last six years. Since 1988, the vast majority of Myanmar's military 
imports have come from China, largely because only China was 
willing to provide it with soft loans. According to military analysts, 
China has assisted Myanmar in developing new infantry machine 
guns and automatic rifles to be manufactured in Myanmar. 

India apart, other neighbours are also concerned at these devel¬ 
opments. Since 1995, Singapore has been operating twice-weekly 
surveillance flights over Myanmar's coast, using C-130s and 

Fokicer F-SOs equipped with signals 
intelligence gear. 

Jane's Defence Weekly said in January 
1^4 that "a signals intelligence station 
has been established on Great Coco Isl¬ 
and, but it is unclear whether the facility 
is controlled by Rangoon or Beijing." 
The report revealed the construction of a 
50-metre tower on the isolated island. It 
quoted Chinese sources as saying tFiat 
work on the island had begun two years 
before "with Chinese technicians insta¬ 
lling Chinese-supplied equipment”. The 
signals station "is thought to cover the 
Andamans facilities together with snip¬ 
ping in the Bay ot Bengal, Andaman Sea 
and Malacca Strait," the Weekly reported. 
The station will monitor communica¬ 
tions in these areas and later may also 
monitor Indian missile tests, it said. 

The Inlernatkmal Defence Revie]\' repor¬ 
ted later the same year that the 50- 
melre antenna for signals intelligence 
had been detected by US satellites. 
"The suspicion that this new equip¬ 
ment was likely to be operated at least 

in part by Chinese technicians led to fears that Beijing's intelli¬ 
gence agencies would monitor this sensitive region." The intel¬ 
ligence station could observe Indians missile tests at Chandipur- 
on-Sea, the journal said, and that India made several diplomat¬ 
ic protests to Myanmar over this. 

But a 1995 article in Jane's Intelligence Review said there was no 
conclusive proof of an intelligence station on Coco Island. A mon¬ 
itoring station from mainland Myanmar would be mure useful to 
China, it said. The article spoke of Indian reports that "China alr¬ 
eady conducts eletironic and other surveillance in the Indian 
Ocean from trawlers of the kind captured in the Bay of Bengal." 

PimiANDIS' PEAR IS NOW 
BUTTRESSEO BY REPORfS 

THAT CHINA IS THROWING 
A STRATEGIC 'CIRCLE' 

AROUND INDIA—THOUGH 
SOME EXPERTS DEMUR. 
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en n II mwiiiii OHMSE 
lane's Intelligence Heview reported last year 

that "Chinese strategic literature continues 
to list India as one of China's most likely 
opponents in regional conflicts." It referred 
to the remark in 1993 by a senior officer of 
China's People's liberation Army and direc¬ 
tor of the Chinese Academy of Military Sci¬ 
ences that China cannot accept "India's 
naval expansion and that 'we are not pre¬ 
pared to let the Indian Ocean become 
India's Ocean'." It said that "strategic allian¬ 
ces with Pakistan in the .southwest and 
Myanmar in the southeast thus constitute 
the linchpin of Beijing's strategy." 

Myanmar's coast is 1,930 km long and 
includes 8S2 islands. According to a paper 
ot the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre 
in Canberra, Myanmar claims a territorial 
sea of 12 nautical miles, a contiguous zone 
of 24 nautical miles and an exclusive eco¬ 
nomic zone of 200 nautical miles. That 
makes for a legitimate Myanmarese pres¬ 
ence in waters very close to the Andamans. 
But the paper also says that the Myanmar 
government may not permit the Chinese 
the unlimited access they want. 

India's relations with Myanmar deterio¬ 
rated simultaneously following strong crit¬ 
icism of the military junta, though there 
are reports of attempts to improve rela¬ 
tions following a visit by former foreign 
secretary J.N. Dixit. But reports in defence 
journals s|K-ak of a closer relationship bet¬ 
ween Myanmar and Pakistan, with the 
exchange of several defence missions, and 
unconfirmed reports of supply of Pakistani 
arms and ammunition to Myanmar. 

Mo-st US expert.s, however, scoffed at the 
notion that China was "encircling" India 
strategically. "There is almost nothing seri¬ 
ous in these suspicions. As far as 1 know and 
the US government knows, the facilities 
that the Chinese have helped to build in the 
Loco islands are relatively small-scale and 
not designed for long-range radar iptercep- 
tion. They are not designed to serve major 
(3iinese .ship.s," said Paul Kreisberg of the 
Woodrow Wilson Institute. But a State 
Department expert on China felt that there 
were more chances of an !ndo-China row 
over the border issue, since it would take 
years for 4",hina to have the capability to 
move into the Indian Ocean. If the C.hinese 
could not make a serious threat to Taiwan, 
they would hardly be likely to do so in the 
Andamans, says a Congressional source. 

Sumit Ganguly of New York's City Unive¬ 
rsity has the last word. He agrees with Geo¬ 
rge Fernandes' assertion that China is a thr¬ 
eat to India and is happy that "someone has 
shown some spine and spoken out against 
the Chinese and put them on notice." ■ 

With Sanjay Surf, Ludwina Joaeph and 
Ramananda Sangupta 

ANOOP KAMATH 
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POimCAl PARTIES HAVE REACTED ALOWB PREDICTABLE, G 

SILENCE OF THE 
By AJiTH PILLAI That the five nuclear tests at Pokhran have temporarily 

silenced the Opposition needs no elaboration. In one 
voice, parties across the board have said they “hail the 
efforts of our scientists". No party or Opposition group¬ 
ing has dared to go against the tide of national fervour 

and question the nature of the security threat that led the bji* gov¬ 
ernment to e.\ercise the nuclear option, kept so long in abeyance. 
Though in private Opposition leaders point out that the tests 
may have been hurriedly conducted to give a shot of adrenalin to 
the Bjp, they admit that it is too early to raise questions and run 
the risk of being dubbed anti-national. 

Only the left parties (see box), after making tentative state¬ 
ments, have finally come out strongly against the tests. But they 
too kicked off the bomb week by issuing a statement praising the 
scientific achievement. And aii efforts to get the dmk to react 
proved to be in vain. According to omk leaders, the party was not 
keen to invite public wrath. 

ilie TMC, however, chose to question the bjp's intentions and the 
timing of the tests. .Said party chief G.K. Moopanar; "I apprehend 
that the bjp government is trying to divert the attention of the peo¬ 
ple from the disenchantment with its inefficiency. While I con¬ 
gratulate the scientists for the tests, I am also worrit about its pos¬ 
sible consequences. 1 appeal to all concerned not to push the coun¬ 
try into long-term difficulties for short-term political gains.” 

Ibe single largest Opposition party, the Congress, has chosen to 
hold back its fire, initially it rais^ questions through Natwar 
Singh, who heads its external affairs ceil, about the haste in cond¬ 
ucting the tests; but later it decided to water down its criticism. The 
cm, which met on May 14, lauded the achievement and a Sonia 
Gandhi-backed resolution expres¬ 
sed the party's support for the 
tests. Congress spokes|)crsons reit¬ 
erated they did not view national 
security in a partisan manner. 

Even Arjun Singh seemed confid¬ 
ent that the tests were only aimed 
at enhancing the security prepare¬ 
dness of tlie country. Said he; "The 
explosions are not a political issue 
and the bip cannot use the nuclear 
tests to expand its |X)litical base.” 
Not ever>' Congressman would 
agree with this view. There is one 
school of thought that once the 
initial enthusiasm dies down then 
the party would liave to raise some 
questions about the wisdom of 
conducting the tests. 

The dilemma before Congressmen is that successive Congress 
governments have supported and allocated the funds for nuclear 
research and it is now impossible to direct the blame on the bjp 
alone. According to a senior patty leader, the cm: meeting had 
gone into the various aspects of the tests and the conclusion was 
that the Congress could not immediately question the nuclear 

PESPITE THE 
FEELING THAT 
THE BiP STOLE 

CREDIT, THE 
CONGRESS HELD 

RACK ITS FIRE, 
SAYING IT DOES 

NOT Vim 
SECURITY IN 

PARTISAN 
TERMS. 

Vajpayao tMlUi Sonia Gandhi: rallying support 

programme which it had initiated. 
But the party hopes to raise quations in time. Says Salman 

Khurshid, former minister of state for external affairs: "We don't 
want to appear spoilsports who are denying the scientists their 
moment of glory. But we will be examining whether the decision 
to conduct the tests was an informed one. Also, the overall 
impact of the tests on the country's future and the economy will 
have to be looked into. But that will come later." 

The reaction of the Janata Dal and the Samajwadi Party have 
been along predictable, cautionary lines. In some quarters, it is 
even being argued that the bjp made the most of a dynamic opport¬ 
unity while previous governments failed to reap political capital. 



OTiONARY LINES AS "EVERYONE IS CONFUSED" 

LAMBS 

One senior Dal leader pointed out to Outlook that the Opposition 
parties are failing to react because “everyone is tonfused". He says 
there is no doubt in anyone's mind that the bjp's decision was polit¬ 
ical and that the Vajpayee government had gained from it. 
However, no one seemd to be in a mood to oppose the tests. 

A section of Congressmen not only wants the party to liail the 
tests but would like to go to great lengths to highlight the fact 
that it was four decades of support to the nuclear programme by 
the Congress which culminated in the five bla.sts at Pokhran. Says 
a senior Congress leader: "The bjp government has completed 
only two months in office and is claiming the nuclear tests are of 
its own making. It is time the Congress takes credit for the tests." 

However, Khursnid feels that it is not time for blowing one's 
trumpet. Says he: "It is not for the Congress as a party to make 

After days of ditfieiing. ifie loff fioaOy the 
BJP'S whipping up an arms race in tN i^idn CONTRARY to the letter written to world leaden, Mine 

Minister Atal Behart Vaj^i^«e told a deiagatlbri of eri and 
CFi(M) parUamentary pariy leaders that Odna was not the 

lenon wb^ India carried out the uridergtoiind jfKKdeu tests. 
Unlob Home hfinister LK. Advanl also categwIoiHy idd Uw 
ddegatlon dur India would not sign die ciar. 

Senior cn(M) Rajya Sabha leader E. Batanandan t^ Ortfook 
that he had asted the prime minister a sjpedfic questibh ^t- 
ing to the reasons and the timing of die nuclear ids^. aideed 
die PM if, as was bdng widely reported, the diteat pt^c^on 
had come from China. The prime minister told us puduilna 
was not the reason why the tests were carried out;* 

The Left leaders then asked whether the government was 
keen to sign the ctar on its own terms. To this, Advaid cate¬ 
gorically stated that die government had no (rims to sign die 
ctvr. Says Balanandan, senior poUtburo member; *Mr Advanl 
denied sriiat was being reported In die media that the gov¬ 
ernment was keen to sign jhe enr at the earliest. He tdd us 
that the government was not going to sign die cm.” 

The L'n(M)-cn leaders did not rake up die issue of intemadon- 
at sanctions and how the government planned to condiat it 
since Vajpayee assured them that he would make a statement 
about it during the budget session of Parliament The prime 
minister also told die Opposition leaders at the May 14 meet¬ 
ing, i^ieie M.L. Khurana and Sikandar Bakht were ato present, 
that the National Security Council would be set up soon. 

According to a senior cn(M) leader, following Vajpayee and 
Advanl's teveladoit the L^ parties have decided to *v^r- 
ously* oppose the manner in which the tests were conduct. 
*It is veiy clear now that the government did not take any of 
Its alliance partners into confidence and was citing an exter¬ 
nal threat for its own political gain.” 

On May 15, after days of dithering, the cn(M) led the voice 
of Left protest and said that the tests were intended to divert 
the people's attention from pressing issues and ”whip up an 
arms race” in the subcontinent, jeopardising good neigh¬ 
bourly relations. An editorial in die forthcoming issue of its 
patty oigan, People's Democracy, says Defence Minister George 
Fernandes' statements on China were "actually a build-up to 
making the bomb." 

the claim. It is for the bji- to recognise the fact that the Congress 
has had a great contribution in initiating and promoting nuclear 
research. We will not say it. But can they deny it?” 

At the fwlitical level, no one seems to be weighing the funire 
ramifications of India joining the nuclear superpower club. Very 
few leaders talk about tlie huge budgetary allocations which will be 
necessary now that India has decided to go in for a nuclear wea- 
ponisation programme. The impact of the sanctions on the econ¬ 
omy seems to tie the last thing on the minds of most (loliticians. 

At the moment, the tests are being evaluated purely in terms of 
its populist appeal. The fallout of economic sanctions and initiat¬ 
ion a nuclear arms race seem to the last thing on politicians' 
minds. This is perhaps why some Congress and UF leaders regret 
their governments did not cash in on the appeal of the bomb. ■ 
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If TIBt'S A MB-TBMM MU, THE BJf S«yS IT HAS A MM 

NUKE HARVEST 
By RANJIT BHUSHAN WITHIN hours of Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee's 

dramatic announcement, a journalist, an old acquain¬ 
tance of Home Minister L.K. AdvanI, met him at his 
North Block office. Advani could barely hide his emo¬ 
tions. During the time spent there, the saibe saw the 

home minister wiping his tears at least twice. One of the earliest 
promises, going back to Jana Sangh days, had just been fulfilled. 
For Sanghis of that generation, the need to join the nuclear club 
had finally moved from mere demands, smacked across Delhi's 
boundary walls three decades ago, to the real thing. A feat that the 
party believes gives them the edge if there's a mid-term poll. 

In the current mood where even rabid B|i>-baiters have had to 
'hail' the underground explosions, the air top brass is predictably 

euphoric—and says it can now look ahead. Though no one Is talk¬ 
ing elections yet, the underlying theme that the party now holds 
the advantage come what may is quite evident at the party's cen¬ 
tral office in Delhi and through the two monolith blocks. North 
and South, from where the bjp and its allies now run the country. 

Key Vajpayee aide Pramod Mahajan reflected the mood when he 
piped up immediately after the announcement that the Bjp-led 
government would complete its full five-year term. "This is a que¬ 
stion of national security and the whole country is behind us," he 
gushed. "This is not a nuclear test but a test of nationalism”. 
Union minister Sushma Swaraj was equally ecstatic: "This is not a 
question of the bjp alone. Parties across the board and the com¬ 
mon people are overwhelmed. It is tmly a momentous occasion." 

For a party plagued by unpredictable allies making unrealistic 
demands, Pokhran II could not have come at a better time. The 
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MMML T1IMIS n IR lULD N-STIUrECV 
news of the bomb and the international outcry have pushed other 
outstanding issues, threatening to bring down the Vajpayee gover¬ 
nment, off the front pages. Jayalalitha's unending demands, Ram- 
akiishna Hegdc's words of 'advice' to the PM, George Fernandes' 
table-thumping attack on China, likely Congress manoeuvres dur¬ 
ing the budget session of Parliament—ail seemed to taper off. 

Union ministers, disgruntled party MPs who had not got a 
berth in the Cabinet, .state bjp units and the party rank and fiie 
exulted alike. Sample this: a resolution adopted at the Rajasthan 
Bjr unit in the presence of party leader Govindacharya and Chief 
Minister Khairon Singh Shekhawat said the five explosions in 
Pokhran had energised the Gandhian dictum Kaw ya imro (do or 
die) and that countrymen today were facing challenges similar to 
Maharana Pratap who "chose to eat chappatis made of grass but 
never succumb^ to the pressure of the Mughal empire." But 
though party spokesman Venkaiali Naidu denies the explosions 
"were carried out with any political purpose," it's clear that there 
were other considerations as well. 

Who planned the explosions, the date and timing of which was 
reportedly known to only a handful at the top? rss leader K.S. 
Sudarshan told reporters in Hyderabad that the bomb was prior¬ 
ity number one for the bip and that even during its 13-day tenure, 
the party had planned it on day one of Vajpayee's take-over. The 

plan, Sudarshan claimed, was leaked to the Americans who then 
pulled down the government. Barely known to express its views 
ofienly, the Rss appeared remarkably candid about its roie—with¬ 
out mentioning any dates or the artual happening. 

Kss mouthpiece Orsm/focr carried four articles in its May 17 edit¬ 
ion, that hit the .stands on May 11, elucidating that the bjp chose 
the hard N-option because of the security environment. A top sci¬ 
entist at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (bari.) was quoted as 
saying, "we can do (Pokhran) again." Even more significant was 
the visit of rss chief Rajju Bhaiya to the bar( where he said "Pok¬ 
hran has .sent an important message to the world"—and that a 
nuclear arsenal remains an effective deterrent. Without mention¬ 
ing the time and date of the blasts, Rajju Bhaiya, a physicist, is 
quoted as saying: "A nuclear wea|X)n is likely to prove more eco¬ 
nomical than a huge stockpile ot Sukhoi aircTaft and Bofors guns." Wm.-PLACED sources say the rss has some plans: among 

them, a little skirmish with Pakistan, wherein their trcxrps 
could be chased inside their own territory. "Now with ^e 

nuclear option, it probably means a changed scenario, but that 
option has not l)een given up," says a source. With the bomb 
option open, a small-scale war with I’akistaii is just the poll plank 
the party wants. All indications, however, are that b)i> hardliners 

favour defence-oriented measures, like Agni (1. 
Will the Bji’ go in for mid-term |K)IIs riding higii on the 

bomb? Party leaders say off the record that anything is poss¬ 
ible. "If a recalcitrant ally.gets too tough, that is an option 
that can be exercised," says a source, rss leaders favour elect¬ 
ions by year-end and admit that the biggest problem tor the 
party would be to sustain the 'high'. The notion in the rss 

is that the bip "finds it difficult to sustain a movement". 
Some Rvs hands have reijortedly taken exception to 

Mahajan taking on the role of bip spokesperson while he 
was briefing the media at his official residence. Some 
have even expressed doubts about the outcome of eco¬ 
nomic sanctions-partiiularly if it hits some Mumbai- 
based industrial houses, reportedly close to Mahajan. uss 
leaders are particularly peeved that the two |seoplc it dis¬ 
likes the most, Mahajan and laswani Singh, are the clos¬ 
est to the prime minister. 

Key BJP leaders are already m iintaining a low profile- 
prime among them Advani. While some media reports sug¬ 
gested that .Advani was is surprised as everyone el.se, well- 
placed sources say that without ,\dvani's n«l, the explo¬ 
sion would not have t'een iHrssible "Even in no.mal cir¬ 
cumstances. it is not jiossible tiiat agencies would not be in 
touch with the Home Ministry and as such the home min¬ 
ister cannot be kepi in the dark." 

The party '.elebrated in style on May 16 countrywide to 
mark India's entry into the niiclear club, highlighting the 
role played by "our bold Prime Minister". Party chief 
Kushabhau I'hakre (who has jiointed out in media inter¬ 
views that the explosions were not political) is going to 
Hyderabad to di.siuss bypolls in Andhra. 

Party sources indicate that with the fractious coalition, 
it's going to l)e difficult to keep their promises on Ayodliya, 
Article 37(1, Uniform C.ivil Code. So, it would be a go«xl 
idea to have an electoral issue handy—the bomb. In addit¬ 
ion, the party wants to enforce its image as the only jiolit- 
ical formation which practises vvliat it preaches. "We prom- 
i.sed to demolish the mosque, which we did. We promised 
to enter the nuclear club, which we have. I'hc sky has not 
fallen,” says a veteran. A dear indication of the path the 
party wants to follow in the crucial days to come. ■ 
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ponm tguu im SAW IK INMU REBME 

ECHOES 
OF 1974 

By AJITH PILUU _ IT'S a lesson the Vajpayee government can do without. It may 
be basking in the national euphoria following the live under¬ 
ground tests at Pokhran, but Cxingressmen point to Itie sim¬ 
ilar burst of pride lhat had come with the first nuclear lest in 
1974 and which had seemed to brush all problems of the 

ruling government under the carpet. 

revolution which eventually culminated in Mrs Gandhi's promu¬ 
lgating the Emergency on June 25, 1975. The nuclear test also 
failed to take the sting out of Morarji Desai's Gujarat movement. 
It was a mass uprising the government found difficult to contain. 
There were people defying the crp and even the army in thou¬ 
sands, posing a grave threat to the Congress government which 
had come to power riding the Indira wave after the 1971 war. 

It was the levelling of the Indira wave that, according to senior 
Congressmen, set the alarm bells ringing at the party headquar¬ 
ters. The Congress High Command realised the Gujarat scenario 
was indeed grim and that the party would lose the elections 
should the governor dissolve the as.sembly. The deteriorating law 
and order had already culminated in President's Rule on March 15. 

So while Morarji Desai and Jayaprakash Narayan rallied support 
in their campaign against the "corrupt and authoritarian Cong¬ 
ress regime", Mrs Gandhi could smell the conspiracy that was 
brewing against her in her own party. At the same time she 
realised the need to curb the development of alternate power cen- 

Except that Indira (iandhi's troubles 
returned only tw) soon and proved to 
be the nemesis of that government. 

Domestic political compulsions 
rather than defence considerations 
had probably weighed heavily on 
Mrs Gandhi's mind when she gave 
the go-ahead for (he underground 
nuclear test at Pokhran on May 18, 
1974. Then too the news that India 
had made it to the nuclear club had 
evoked national pride. For a few 
weeks at least, the nation forgot 
about the acute food shortages and 
the rising prices that were behind 
the Gujarat and Bihar uprisings. It 
also brought to a halt, temporarily, 
bickerings within the Congress. 

Says a .senior retired bureaucrat who 
was then a a>ntidant of Mrs Gandhi 
and among the few in the know of 
the 1974 nuclear programme: "Every 
political party across the board hailed 
the scientific achievement. Even the 
severest critics ot Mrs Gandhi were 
silenced. Feelings of national pride 
were awakened." The cri hailed the 
achievement. As did Sarvinlaya leader 
Vinohi Bha-e. Even the ci’ifMt con- POKHRAN K.C. Pant, Mrs Gandhi, H.N. Sathna, JRO Tata at the Pokhran site 

iributed to the general euphoria that DIDN'T QUELL within the Congress. Hence, her move to marginalise leaders 
seemed to have gripped the country. BICCMMT OB Hahuguna and Y.B. Chavan and her sidelining of Jagji- 
But the "|wsitive after-effects" of the IPIBBMi'iT VK gj pg^^ president. Instead, it was Dev Kant Baruah, who 
test, says the bureaucrat, did not la.st MSINQ MASS coined the slogan 'India is Indira and Indira is India', who was 
as had been anticipated in the early AGITATIONS promoted. Fearing that the party was slipping from her grip, Mrs 
reactions. A.K. Gofialan even cautio- ^ * Gandhi also decided to keep organisational elections on hold, 
lied that the ‘‘prevailing i^conomic INDIRA SOON It was against this backdrop that the 1974 test was conducted. It 
crisis could not bi* hidden under the HAD TO SLAP described as the explosion of a "peaceful nuclear device" but 
smokescreen of a nuclear explosion". retrospect can be seen as a move to bolster Mrs Gandhi's sagging 

The cost of the Bangiadesfi opera- EMERGENCY. image. Points out Achin Vanaik, who’s written extensively against 
(ions were already taking their toll India e.xercising the nuclear option; "There's no doubt Mrs Gandhi 
on the Indian economy. ‘Fhe 1973-74 budget projected a deficit gave the go-ahead for the 1974 test to gamer domestic support." 
of Rs 8^ crore, bui revised estimates .show^ this deficit to be in Except the bomb didn't help her. Nor did the launch of India's 
the region of Rs 6.S0 crore. There were few who had faith in the first satellite Aryabhatta in April 1975. Or the successful testing, 
Rs 120 crore deficit projected in the 1974-75 budget. five months later, of RohinI 300, a single-stage rocket. Science, 

By June 5, Jayajirakash Narayan had given the call for a total obviously, could not be a political saviour. ■ 
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ByHAJESHJOSHI inPokhran THK expression on the jawan's face was enough to make 
me jump back in fear. Clad in daunting fatigues, the 
stonefaced young man was getting increasingly hyster¬ 
ical. How could anybody challenge his authority by 
entering the desert area declared 'out of bounds’ where 

not even a puriihla was allowed? He approached iik menacingly 
and shouted angrily; ‘^Vho are you and why have you come 
here? Ekilam vtipis jnuo." 

By then tluee more armed jawans had come 
out of tile makesliift hut constructed with 
dried shrubs, roots and canvas. Surroundc'd by 
frowning sc,'.diets, my plurtograplier, two vil¬ 
lage lads liom the nearby hamlet ol Khctolai 
and I found ounselses cocvering in the scorch¬ 
ing sun amid lust winds sweeping across tlie 
vast expanses of Irarren land deep in tlie Desert 
of Thar in weslein Rajasthan. 

Welcome to India's nuclear test site near I’ok- 
hran in the Imtder district ol laisalmer where 
India stunned the world liy carrying out five 
nuclear evpiosions. I'or a moment I thought I 
was in the middle of a war zone. For a moment 1 cursed myself for 
taking the risk of sneaking beyond Khetolai t illage and getting as 
close to the actual explosion site as possible. After all, other med- 
iaiX'rsons had also come to cover tlie explosion, but nobody tried 
to venture througn the army ring. The words of caution from the 
villagers ..ere ringing in my ears: 'ITon't you dare venture into the 
desert. Nc.boov is allowed inside tlie range. They could arrest you. 

they could beat you up and they could even kill you." 
For a moment I thought the soldier was about to hit me in a fit 

of anger. But before he could do that, 1 flashed my accreditation 
card issued by the Press Information Bureau, hoping that it 
would at least satisfy the jawan that I was not a /asms. Much later 
I realised that in an effort to sound confident and normal, 1 also 
shouted back with the same pompousness characteristic of army 
personnel: "We are from Delhi...from the press." While one of 
the soldiers started struggling with the field phone to inform the 

'higher-ups' of our presence, another 'ordered' 
the four of us into the hut. I knew we were in 
the unpronounced custody of the Indian 
army. I could actually feel what it was like to 
be a mw. A chill went down my spine. 

However, for the people of Khetolai it was not 
a new experience. Many of the villagers who 
strayed into the prohibited zone chasing their 
cattle had to face the wrath of the army. They 
were blindfolded, handcuffed and subjected to 
rigorous questioning. In December, Bhikha 
Ram, 16, was caught inside the lange and was 
blindfolded for 12 hours. He recounts: "My cat¬ 
tle had strayed into the range area. I managed 

to cut the fence wire and went inside the area to get my herd back. 
But the army people caught me and I was kept blindfolded for 12 
hours. They kept saying, you are a spy." The villagers say the test 
site is surrounded by three layers of barbed-wire fences. 

Similarly, Asha Ram and l.adhu Ram of the same village were 
caught Inside the fence and were blindfolded. "The first thing they 
do is to blindfold the person caught inside the test range, so that 

VILIAGERS SAY 
HUNDREDS OF 

TONNES OF ONIONS 
AND POTATOES 

WERE DUMPED ON 
THE TEST SITE TO 

LESSEN THE EFFECT 
OF THE BLASTS. 
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lASIIW CATTU AW HEMS TAHIII FOR iOESIlOIIIIIW 
he cannot take in the details of the area,” says 3S-year-old Shaitan 
Ram. But then, never in their wildest dreams did the villagers imag¬ 
ine that untjer the eyes of snoopy satellites the government was 
secretly drawing up a plan to catapult India to nuclear status. 

Though the activity around the area had been rather unusual 
recently, nobody In Khetolai had an inkling of the actual plan, 
until helicopters began hovering over the village. In fact, flying 
of helicopters over the test range was stopped in 199S. But the 

S ■' c.- 

■‘I ‘ 

Even though no official survey was conducted in the area on the 
after-effects of the 74 test, the villagers recall that during the fol¬ 
lowing rainy season the entire village suffered ailments like k/tu- 
/// (itching). Even camels and cows suffered from the disease. 
Asha Ram claims that before the explo.sion serious diseases like 
cancer, polio or heart ailments were unheard of. 

Since then, he says, at least six people have died of cancer and 
five are suffering from serious heart ailments, while seven chil¬ 

dren born after the explosion have polio. 
Munni Lal (IS) and three-year old Dev Kis- 
han are mentally retarded. All these may not 
be the direil result of the nuclear explosion 
but the villagers fear that this rainy season 
may bring another round of sufferings. Not 
that Khetolai is only cribbing. "I’akistan has 
got the reply to Ghauri,” beams a well- 
informed young lad. 

/ - /i, 

Menacing |awans and signboards scare away trespassers; a 
vliiagers group protests against the after-effects of 74 (top) 

villagers got suspicious when some helicopters started hovering 
around the area early this month. Says Sajan Ram, an ex-service- 
man in Khetolai: “When truck-loads of concrete, stone, onion 
and potatoes were taken to the site, sensible people could under¬ 
stand that something big was hapfrening.” Villagers insist that 
hundreds of tonnes of onions and potatoes were dumped at the 
site to 'lessen the effect' of the explosions. 

The activity brought alive the memories of the '74 explosion. 

The veil of secrecy was so thick thyt 
hours before the explosion on May 11, 
an army brigadier came to the village 

and asked Mangi l.al a specific question; 
"Does any Muslim reside in the village?" And 
two hours before the explosion all telephones 
and electricity lines of the village were dis¬ 
connected. The army jawans told the vil¬ 
lagers to stay out of their houses between 3 
pm and S pnf. 

Equip|)ed with sophisticated weaponry and 
a field phone to keep in touch with the 
Command, the jawans arc on perpetual alert. 
Besides a .lO-ft-high tower to keep a watch on 
the surroundings, they have erected a tin- 
shade to house their belongings and commu¬ 
nication system. But it bc>come$ rather impos¬ 
sible to venture into the structure during the 
summers when the earth burns like a furnace. 
And so, the soldiers spend the day in a 
makeshift shade made with dried shrubs and 
roots and thick canvas. To beat the heat they 
keep sprinkling water on the roots. 

Soon enough one of the soldiers had estab¬ 
lished contact with his otfleers. He handed the 
phone to me and a firm voice from the other 
side stated. "Plea.sc go hack and don’t compel 
iny chaps lo allow you to go beyond because 
we are conducting some mining exercise 
which might cause you harm." There was no 
scope- lor a second thought. The jawans very 
}X)litely ottered us water and we beat a hasty 
retreat to the waiting cab. llic villagers told us 
later that they were threatened and abused by 
tlic jawans tor taking us to ttre range. 

It was 3.30 pm on May 13, 1998, and the illegal channel to 
reach the explosion site had been exhausted. .So, I decided to go 
through the "proper channel". It was difficult to give up. Half-an- 
hour later we were knocking on the gate of the main anny office 
on the Jodhpur-Jaisalmcr highway. 

"Hold your horses for at least 48 hours. We are still in the mid¬ 
dle of the operation. We have carried out anotliet series of two 
explosions just a couple of hours ago...thc Instrument is still on," 
informed a gleaming colonel straight out of a beer party. As I 
turned back to get into my car, 1 heard the strict voice of the 
Colonel behind me: "And listen! No quotes." 1 dare not. ■ 

^'7-if 
r./.'m.'s, y-' 'I 
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in« SEEMS TO l» X IWUlWOlffiB 0^ 

MUTED VOICES 
By SAGAflIKA GHOSE The nuclear debate appears a bit 

weighted in favour of the 'hawks'. 
ITiis category of predominantly 
male doomsayers, expounding on 
macho-sounding and obscure terms, are 

the same the world over, from Washington to 
New Delhi. They have been called an elite club of 
mandarin-philosophers talking of shadowy, _ 
unaccountable bodies like the Defence H y.>.\ 
Research and Development Organisation / j UVU) 
(ORIX)), a ‘Manhattan class' with the power i / / { 
to influence billions of rupees, yet lofty, U y 
secluded and uniformly gladiatorial. V \ 

While the internal political debate is ^ Afl 
vibrant, the nuclear debate seems to be ^ 
dominated by hawkish loyalists, echoing ^ 
a blood-and-thunder anti-West patrio- 
tism. Dissent is condemned either as 
fuddy-duddy misguided Gandhian- ' 
ism, outdat^ socialism or slogans by 
West-inspired anti-nationals. There 
.seems to be a 'manufactured consen- 
sus’, a government-inspired sameness 
of view which then, in the absence of 
any other view, becomes public dis- 
course. "The liberal voice in the 
nuclear debate is undoubtedly , 
muted, forums are limited because of V ‘JT 
allegations of being a ci.\ agent," says '•^^9 
P.R. CTiari, co-director. Institute Of n 0 
Peace and Conflict .Studies. (7 m ’ ^ 

In the interests of a gtxxl debate, where 
are the ‘peaceniks'? Amidst national euphoria 
and a battery of tele-hawks, where is a coher¬ 
ent, sophisticated 'freace lobby ? Several rea- WHIRE Hi 
vjns are given tor 'hawk' dominance. First, 
the peaceniks have painted themselves Into a DOVBS OO 
hroccoli-and-wine radical chic corner, where NATIONJU 
thev are considered Ux) distant Irom the j»mi% m m 
nationalist urges of Real India and where no AND A B 
(H)litical paity will touch them. They are TELE* 
often described as destructive cranks of “zero ■mcmm 
personal credibility". Second, without an DI»5Eil 
actual event until now, there has simply BRANDED 
been no opportunity to start a homegrown 
peace movement and the debate is too immature to be nuaitced. 
Third, the thinking classes are simply not iierturbed about foreign 
nr security (x>lity or are too flushed with radioactive nationalism. 

Kanti Bajpai, professor of International Relations at jawarhalal 
Nehru University (|ni'), who Ixrlieves that India should have uni¬ 
laterally given up its nuclear option, says that Indian nationalism 
has become inex'ncably linked with nuclear weapons. "Some¬ 
how, nuclear weapons arc caught up with our mddem identity, 
they are seen as an extension of the Nehruvian temples of science 

'M 

WHERE HAVE ALL THE 
DOVES DONE? AWUDST 
NATIONAL EUPHORIA 

AND A BATTERT OF 
TELE-HAWKS, 

DISSEHTERS ARE 
BRAMDED CIA AGENTS. 

IRFAN HUSSAIN 

- All *!■£ people who o|)pose them are called 
“ tieshdrohh (traitors)," Bajpai says. There is a 
17 AMUDST subliminal perception that we were coiique- 
IIPIIQpiA red by colonialism because of military 

defeats, a perception which leads to milita- 
TERY OF rist assertion. "There is a widespread feeling 

iWKS 
safeguard our sovereign 

RS ARE nty," Bajpai .says. The Indian government 
E AGENTS, probably still does not properly appreciate 

that in a post-Cold War world, economic 
rather than military power receives greater international prestige. 

There are other reasons why the dissenting voice is not heard. 
Importantly, the lack of independently funded research institutes, 
like the relatively liberal Brookings Institute in the US, makes 
most defence experts crucially dependent on the government not 
only for funds but also for information. The government provides 
them with raw material and is about the only agency who will buy 
their expertise. "Information control," says social scientist 
Dhirendra .Sharma, autiior of India's Nuclear Estate, a critical work 
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IMOVT-IIIISPIRED SAMENBS OF VIEW ON THE TEOTS 
on the nuclear establishment, "is one of the crucial ways in which 
the government secures 'friendly' academics and loumalists." Acc¬ 
ording to Sharma, the military-industrlal-scientific establishment 
which is in charge of nuclear research is the recipient of enormous 
amounts of money and is an industry in which several companies 
like the Kirioskars, Ikta, and Larsen-Toubro are involved, an oper¬ 
ation that provides kickbacks to several politicians. 

No wonder, says Sharma, that this establishment is so secretive, 
a seaecy that is presented as a matter of national security. Ques¬ 
tioning die government line means not only being denied access 
to what information is available but can also, says Sharma, lead 
to physical threats. 

The lack of information, according to Praful Bidwai, journalist 
and committed anti-nuclear activist, is of critical importance 
because without it, people simply do not comprehend what 
exactly nuclear weapons are about. "The government controls 
information," Bidwai says, "to disseminate its own views, provide 
a kind of legitimacy to nuclear weapons which India has histori¬ 
cally never granted and propagate a sort of tub-thumping nation¬ 
alism among scholars and scientists."_ 
Independently-funded Institutes 
would ensure that dissent is not mar¬ 
ginalised. Instead, defence research 
institutes are heavily subsidised and 
controlled by the government. The government not only controls 

information, it also controls patr¬ 
onage and jobs. Chari recalls that 

a RAW director once told him that if the 
threat from Pakistan and China was 
allowed to fade, raw would have to red¬ 
uce its staff and budget by one-third. 
The ORCH), says Chari, is definitely a sin¬ 
ister organisation, which bribes-^hari 
uses the word 'suborns'—txrth journal¬ 
ists and academics to press hardline 
causes in the media, so that a culture of 
fear is acated and the huge supplies of 
money that are needed to support this 
organisation are maintained. 

"If you take an anti-nuclear line, you 
are implicitly threatening a lot of 
jobs," says Sharma, pointing out that 
while the orix). Atomic Energy^ and 
Space get 65 per cent of the National Scientific Research funds, 
rural development and agriculture get less than 1 and 10 per cent 
respectively. Sharma says he has been called a cia agent, his 
Centre for Science Policy Studies in jnu was shut down, and till 
today no government office or library stocks his book. Bidwai 
and Achin Vinaik, co-authors of Testinji limes, have also been 
labelled x ia agents and occasionally publicly abused. Bajpai has 
even been personally attacked in an editorial in a national daily 
and Chari was forced to set up his own research institute. Entry 
into the seminar circuit and field trips abroad are all controlled 
by the government and those who take a strongly independent 
line can sometimes be left out of the patronage system. 

However, in contrast to Sharma, Amitabh Mattoo, professor of 
International Relations at jnu, a nuclear rationalist, that is, nei¬ 
ther hawk nor dove, says there is no systematic persecution of 
anti-nuclear activists in India. Bajpai agrees. He says the mea 
often invites him for meetings and he has regularly stated that 
the government must develop a system of listening to multiple 
points of view before It formulates policies. Mattoo, who 

THI HUKI IfTABUSHMIia 
Sm Ml. CHAM, INDUCES 

ACADEMICS TO PRESS HARD- 
UNE CAUSES AND CREATE A 

CULTURE OF FEAR TO JUSTIFY 
ITS EMSTENCE. 

describes himself as a nuclear 'owl', says the nuclear option 
must be retained to deal vdth a belligerent China but at the 
same time India's welfare indices must also be met. According 
to Mattoo, the main reason why the anti-nuclear voice Is less 
heard than It used to be is because the two main constituencies 
which voiced them in the past—Gandhians and old Socialists— 
have declined. Gandhians are few In number and there are 
hardly any old Socialists left. 

"The moral argument or moral politics are not considered rele¬ 
vant anymore, realpolltik has replaced moralpolitik," says Mat¬ 
too. Old Socialists who believed ^at nuclear tests would militar¬ 
ise society and create a secretive and authoritarian regime ate also 
in decline with the fall of world socialism. Nuclear activism in the 
West has been a manifestation of middle class radicalism because 
only the middle class has the economic well being to worry about 
a potential nuclear war. But in India, the affluent conscience has 
not had time to develop. Further, not only is foreign policy never 
seriously debated—after all how much public debate was there on 
the iPKF in Sri Lanka, anyway?- -the middle class does not take th{i 
_jiTENDER GUPTA issuc scriously enough. 

Those who do know about the issue 
are not inclined tn question its ethics. 
According to Bidwai, Indian nuclear sci¬ 
entists are very conformist and there Is 
still no culture of activist science as 
there is on medical ethics. "The scienti¬ 
fic community is generally Brahmanl- 
cal, wi^ rigid hierarchical structures. 
The tests ate, in fact, a misuse of scie¬ 
nce," he says. Chari believes that unless 
a scientist becomes a bomb-wallah, he 
isn't taken seriously or given facilities. 
"For them the bomb is a career, a bread 
and butter issue. Ihey can't oppose it." 

Gandhian activist Suhas Borker feels 
that although we have reason to be 
proud of our scientists, the nuclear 
bomb is not a short cut to greatness. 
“What kind of greatness is this? With 
fU per cent |)eoplc who have no access 
to food this is a haywire view of great¬ 
ness," he says. Bharat Variavalla, visit¬ 
ing professor at the University of Hull, 
believes that the nuclear option should 
have been given up years ago. "Today, 

force is no longer the currency of power. Germany and Japan are 
both superpowers but both have no nuclear weapons." 

Variavalla says India's obsession with Great Power status (a lega¬ 
cy of Nehru’s leadership of the Third World) snuffs out real debate. 
The Ministry of External Affairs (mia) is known for its stately pro¬ 
tocol and its great power complex, but not for its commitment to 
free speech on the nuclear question, says a foreign policy analyst. 

However, drxs India need to develop its own nuclear debate 
and not remain governed by terms such as 'hawks' and 'doves'? 
"The Indian debate on the nuclear question should be different 
from what It is in the West," says K. Subrahmanyam, often 
described as a 'hawk'. "We must be realistic and realise that today 
it is only the Black and Brown men who are being denied nuclear 
status the US. The so-called 'doves' are only mouthing import¬ 
ed slogans. We should develop our own debate, keeping our 
social welfare but also our sovereignty in mind. We should not 
think of 'hawks' and 'doves', niese are borrowed terms." 

Yet, to create an 'indigenous' nuclear debate, first It will have to 
be democratised and many more voices heard. ■ 
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BUM CM snw yw H1-7 iMWEi, wn an 

A 6HAURI SIGHT 
ByMimUDDHABMUL 
and KRISHNA PRMAO IT might come one afternoon 

when you're busy buying pastry 
at Wenger's in Connaught 
Place, New Delhi You 
wouldn't hear any shrill 

whistle, Hie advance audio 
that precedes artilleiy shdls You wouldn't feel any 
pain either for being 2,000 ft below an aerially burst 
1 megaton thermo-nuclear device—80 times more 
powerful than the Hiroshima one—dropped by an 
F-16 means that you would be vapour m seconds 

When It explodes, you won't know what hit 
you but people ui and Jaipur, 200-300 km 
away, will see the flash 

In Hiroshima, 100,000 people died when 'Little 
Boy* feU, 9,000,000 people will pensh in Delhi if 
that happens, according to S Rashid Naim, a Geo¬ 
rgia Ibch Umversity scholar, who studied 
precisely this scenario Naun based hts esti 
mate on 1991 census figures when Delhi's 
population was 9,118,600 
l^ch means roughly one in 10 persons 

m the capital stands the chance of survival 
in a nuclm attack . _. , „ 

Everyone within a seven km radius will be • IIIWillBlIIpNl 
killed instantly Everything will be reduced to • 
rubble That mcludes South Block, the pmo, IB I In MNV 
the Supreme Court, Bahadur Shah Zafar 
Marg, Delhi 700, Jama Mas|id, AiiMs, the five- • iNHk, WMWW fit 
star hotels, Nehm stadium, and India Inter- eoilMtalM 
national Centre, Nizamuddin and Janpath 
• First, concrete structures will collapse In the 
impact of the blast If yixi're in a shop/house, itll come down on 
you like a ton of bncks Fires will rage through the city A single 
megaton weapon can cause third-degree bums up to 8 km away, 
and second-degree bums up to 10 km away Within a 72-km radius 
the fires are likely to burn for 10-12 days The damage will be more 
severe because we have very lim¬ 
ited firefighting capabilines 
• Second a heat 

•QNiriwti'ltiiR' 

Itlustiatloiis by JAYACHANDRAN 
mdANILAHUJA 

wave—of more than 1000°C—will sweep across If 
you're m the open, and weanng a half-sleeve shirt oi a 
micro skirt, your skm will get charred beyond repair If 

that happens, death will come easier Remember, aiims has alre¬ 
ady bem razed lliat is if you can get there Remember, roads 
have already been destroyed, traffic has lammed And then 
remember, you're not the only one India has just 35 [.hysiclans 
and 74 hospital beds per 100,000 people 
• If the bla^ or heat don't get you, a gale of nuclear radiation will 
It can cover much of a contment If you're lucky, it will blow across 
the Yamuna and luck will run out for Ohaziabad and Sahibabad 
Milk/water contanunation A 600 Rem dose of radiation over a 



mE IN DEM, iUlime 89.36 
week will cause fatal illnesses to 90 per cent of the population 
exposed. Radioactive iodine can cause you six types of cancer. 

Needless to add that the number of casualties could go up 
depending upon existing wind speed, population distdbution 
and timing of attack, etc. And, of course, the number of bombs 
that the aggressor chooses to drop. 

A 9 am office traffic at rro would probably be a "big}! value* 
strike. Says Professor Chari, former director of the Institute of 
Defence Studies and Analyses (tnsA): *Ground level detoiutions 
cause more deaths due to radiation than air bursts.” Radiation 
effects can be felt for more than three generations. 

Don't say: *I'm not worried. They won't 
get this far, and if they do I'll take pre¬ 
cautions." As Bharat Kamad of the Centre 
of Policy Research says: "From Lahore to 
Delhi, as the crow flies, the flying time for 
a commercial aircraft is IS minutes. 
Imagine what ifll be for Ghauri.” Adds 
iDSA director Jasjit Singh: "Ghauri can hit 
Delhi within 6-7 minutes of launch." A similar strike above Victoria 

Terminus in Bombay would wipe 
out around 89.36 lakh people, 

according to Naim. A five psi (pounds 
per square inch) blast would raze 
Nariman Point, Mantralaya, Colaba, 
Navy Nagar, the business centre at 
Worli, Mahalaxml, Bombay Central; 
even parts of Dadar, Bandra and Kurla. 

Researchers say it is more likely that 
given Bombay's changing 
demographic distribu- g‘|i|||li 
tion—more and more 
people are moving into - iUHriMll 
the suburbs—an aggres- • 
sor is more likely to make * ■ ' 
heavily populated Dadar 
the ta^ (rfhis attack. In 
which case the toll will 
be^n higher. 

Hie casualties in Bom- . 
bay will be higher beca¬ 
use of the structural high- . . 
rises, higher population . 
density. The flash wilt be visible in Pune. Says an expert: "In 
Bombay and Delhi, a very high percentage of national rvealth can 
be destroyed by fewer warheads, since hi^-value centres are con¬ 
centrated in small areas." 

Pakistan will choose 

•'Wifi 

to attack in the October-May period. For, otherwise the south¬ 
west monsoon winds would cany smne of the fallout to IWstan. 

JJ and Jaslok and Cooper and Nanavati hoqiltals will fall in the 
penumbra of the attack. Besides, post-strike casualties would be 
higher because Bombay'^ linear des^ won't leave many towns for 
pe^e to tush to for shelter and meffical aid. The nearest landmass 
across the Thane Creek is New Bombay—Vashi, Nettil, Beiapur. But 
again the city's design will hamper movement of survivors. 

TTk hills around Thane will act as a buffw if the aggressor choos¬ 
es to attack VT or Dadar, just like the 
hills of Nagasaki saved lakhs. But the 

long-term effects will be 
stunning. There vtill be an 
outbreak of leukaemia in 
the initial 10 years before 
it tapers off. All other can¬ 
cers will then take over. 

The Radiation Meets 
Research Foundation in 
Hiroshima, which has 
conducted epidemiologi¬ 
cal studies of long-term 
health effects, says peo¬ 
ple exposed in-utero 
have shown a reduction 
in IQ with inaeasing 
dose, a higher incidence 

of mental retardation in the heavily exposed. 
Researchers say that an aggressor will specifically focus on energy 

and transport ta^ets—which means the atomic power plants at 
Ibrapur (near Bombay), Kakrapar (in Gujarat), Kota (near Delhi) 
and Natora (in UP). That will cause further radiation havoc. 

The only saving grace for Bombay will lie that a lot of the ther¬ 
mal radiation will sweep into Arabian Sea. But only just. 

Of course, if you are half way from hitting water with your 
triple somersault in the Iblkatora Indoor Swimming stadium 
when Ghauri strikes, what could be a moot point to wonder is 
whether the water in the pool would vaporise before you hit it. 

Hiat is, if you made it that down. ■ 



CRISIS IS OPPORTUNITY f 
Finally, economics wiii decide whether N-India will be a banana republic or a global power At 5 pm on June 1, Yashwant Sinha will 

stand up In Parliament to present the most 
crucial Budget in Independent India. He 
will have the chance to use the nuclear cri¬ 
sis to trigger off a chain reaction that will 

At 5 pm on June 1, Yashwant Sinha will 
stand up In Parliament to present the most 
crucial Budget in Independent India. He 
will have the chance to use the nuclear cri¬ 
sis to trigger off a chain reaction that will 

make India far stronger than she has ever been— 
stronger economically and in real terms, and not in 
terms of empty rhetoric and school texttxmk pwms. 
He also could send India down Damnation Alley. 

The global seismic tremors unleashed by the | 
Pokhran blasts will converge that day in the Ontral 
Hall of Parliament. Because in the final analysis, the 
rumblings are all economic. They may disguise themselves as oth¬ 
erwise: moral, political, emotional, cultural, but that makes no 
difference. The develops world knows this truth, and none more 
so than the US. That is why President Clinton announced the US 
sanctions with carefully rehearsed personal anguish; that is why 
he, apparently irrelevantly, mentioned “the great Indian middle 
cla.ss," the vision that US corporations have been chasing enthu¬ 
siastically for some years now. That is why France has reused to 
Impose sanctions: Its largest export is defence equipment, and 
India is a big cu.stomcr. That is why Japan announced the cancel¬ 
lation of $1 billion worth of soft loans, slashed that the next day 
to $26 million, and then added the day after that all the loans 
approved already will be going through. 

To seize that chance, however, Sinha will have to rise above 
those other fake considerations also. Mote importantly, he will 
have to persuade the hardliners and reckless ^auvinists in his 
party to sheath their sabres and relax. Till now, the Pokhran after- 
math has been remarkably kind to India. It is unlikely that World 
Bank loans will dry up, that trade sanctions lyill be imposed, that 
anyone will compare India with rogue 
nations like Libya, Iraq and North Korea. 
The rupcH: is down, but to a level that 
should be cause for cheer rather than 
apprehension; the stockmarkets remain 
volatile but not hysterical; no foreign 
investor has cancelt^ any project. 

But, paradoxically, this only makes the 
government's next moves all the more crit¬ 
ical. It has to manage the delicate interna¬ 
tional thnist-and-parry with clinical timing 
and hairtrigger sensitivity. It has to negoti¬ 
ate to gel the maximum it can get, but It 
needs to sense liow much of what it wants 
i.s realistic It has to look the world in the 
eye proudly, Imt also with some charm; it 
should realise how far to go before the 
developed world begins believing that 
India is irrational, and therefore nut a good 
economic bet Alvive all, it has to be singie- 
mindedly fcKu.sed on India's economic 
objectives, and lie totally dispassionate. 

This is where the problem will lie. The 
aiP has several lunatic fringes and first 
cousins. They must be contained. To keep 

. iowest-common-denominator pai»lons up 
Inside tjbe country, the party has already 
begnn trti^anise the usual sideshows and 

SANDIPAN DEB 

photo-ops: farmers burning American goods in front 
of the US Embassy, the usual breast-beating theatrio, 
but these will only end up scaring and repelling the 
West, always suspicious of the true nature of the 
“Hindu nationalist party.” What India needs to do is 
what China managed after the Tlaiiatunen Square 
massacres, using its enormous potential as a market 
to seduce that apolitical apatriotic creature called the 
transnational corporation, let tnc business interests 
neutralise political sanctions, and enable China to be 
master of its own destiny. 
To do that, India needs to remind the jingoists that 

the television news on May 11, after reporting the first series of 
Pokhran tests, also coveted a village in l4jasthan where a girl has 
grown to a marriageable age for the first time in 110 years. I have 
never heard anything more sickening than this about my coun¬ 
try, and our politicians must understand that the energies of their 
cadres are far better utilised in attacking this repugnant problem 
than in dancing the bhangra to celebrate a military weapon they 
only dimly comprehend, and make a spectacle of themselves in 
the eyes of the dvllised world. They must also understand that 
problems like female infanticide, shorn of their cultural, socio¬ 
logical, education-related veils, are economic problems. 

When Sinha rises in Parliament at S pm on June 1, he will know 
that he speaks for a government that is right now more powerful 
than any government India has had in the last decade. Coalition 
problems have been rendered irrelevant, the Opposition is in dis¬ 
array, a huge majority,pf the Indian people are cheering him on. 
He can get away with mmost anything. He should open up insur¬ 
ance to the private sector, start the process of serious disinvest¬ 
ment in public sector enterprises, stop this corrupt and whimsi- 

iRFAN HUSSAIN systcm of case-by-case approvals of 
investment proposals, saap the Foreign 
Investment Promotion Board. Above all. 
he has to put the government's might 
behind infrastructure projects, by setting 
up independent powerful single-window 
authorities which will whisk the projects 
past those mountains of bureaucratic 
paperwork and copies in triplicate. To 
kickstart infrastructure spending through 
government funds, if he needs to take the 
fiscal deficit to 8 per cent, he should do so. 
He—and all the other ministries—should 
rush in as much as they can, now. If the 
government cannot detonate as powerful 
an explosion in the area of economic pol¬ 
icy as it did under the Rajasthan sands, all 
the brilliance of our scientists will have 
been for nought. 

If Sinha presents a status quoist or 
inward-looking budget, India will remain 
a petulant bystander as the world moves 
into the 21st century. And that pinnacle of 
Indian technology, the explosion of the 
SS-klloton thermonuclear device will have 
no impact even ISO km away, where a 
newborn glrl<hild is about to be mur- 

. dered by her tearful mother. ■ 
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tIHAR 

Criminal gangs hold the state to ransom as a spate of 
abductions raise fears of an exodus of businessmen 

8y NAVIN KUMAR in Patna Gee Pee Futnitures-4he name i$ 
mounted in silver lettering on a 
glittering display board. The shop 
occupies pride of place in the 
crowded Nala Road, which is 

flanked on both sides by some of the 
best furniture shops in Patna. Till three 
months ago, the shop (Ud brisk business. 
Today, it is draped in a pall of gloom. 
Gopal Prasad, the proprietor, has no will to 
live. His eyes are sunken pools of despair 
and his face mirrors a gnawing sonow. He 
dreads the telephone ring, for it Is bound 
to bring another day, anottier call, another 
threat from the abductors of his 25-year- 
old son Gautam Kumar. 

What worries Prasad most is that his son 
wUl end up as just another statistic in the 
kidnapping spree that has registered alarm¬ 
ing ^wth in post-parliamentary polls 
Bihar. According to police reports, more 
than 51 persons have fallen prey to organ¬ 
ised kidnapping syndicates, which often 
operate in tandem, this year alone. 
Unofficial estimates are much higher 
because many Instances—where ransom is 
paid—go unreported. 

While most targets are businessmen or 
their relatives, professionals too are at risk, 
especially flourishing engineers, doctors 
and lawyers. No one is safe. Mahendra 
Saurabh Kunai, the 14-year-old son of a 
retired district judge of Samastipur, was 
abducted on April 3. His captors have 
demanded Rs 15 lakh in ransom. 

Law enforcement has been rendered more 
difficult, with most gangs passing on vic¬ 
tims to each other to shirk off the police. So 
the hapless tamilies of kidnapped persons 
have no alternative but to negotiate with 
criminal gangs. For instance, a popular doc¬ 
tor of Darbhanga, Dilip Chaudhary, spent 
10 ilays in the custody of kidnappers who 
demanded Rs 1 crore in ransom. Darbhanga 
traders and doc.ors observed a bandh to put 
pressua- on the administration and register 
widespread condemnation. The doctor was 
finally rescued alter negotia¬ 
tions and payment of a 
reduced ransom. 

But Gopal I’rasad Is bitter 
with the [xrfunctory efforts 
made by the police to trace 
his son. "t)n my request, my 
telephone was put under 
observation by the police. 
But even alter three months, 
the police have nut both¬ 
ered to contact the telecom 
d^rtment to locate and 
Idcntifv' the abductors,” he 

said. The son of a judicial magist- 
tate^ Sushma Sinha, was more for¬ 
tunate. Abducted last month in the 
state capital, he was recovered on 
account of prompt police action. 

The current spate of kidnappings 
hi towns is indicative of a geo¬ 
graphical shift in criminal opera¬ 
tions. Gangs whldi traditionally 
called the ^ots in the forests and 
ravines of Champaran have now 
started to stalk the streets of Patna, 
Bhagaipur, Samastipur, Muzaffar- 
pur, Buxar, Biktamganj and Ranchi. 

Amidst the spurt in cases of kid¬ 
napping, dacoity and extortion, 
there are conflicting reports about 
an exodus of businessmen and 
traders firom Bihar. "More than 
10,000 Marwari famUies have fled 
Bihar because of the bad law and 
order situation. The process of 
exodus has accelerated because of 
the recent alarming rise in crimi¬ 
nal activities,* says Jagdish Prasad 
Mohanka, newly elected president 
of the BUiar Marwari Sammelan. 

But Yogeshwar Pandey, former 
president of the Bihar chamber of 
commerce, vehemently disputes 
this claim: "It's pure hogwa^. Of 
course, the business community b 
reeling under the threat of kidnap¬ 
pings. But a majority of local busi¬ 
nessmen have their roots in Bihar 
and it b not possible for them to 
give up their businesses and leave 
the state.” Pandey says most Mar¬ 
wari businessmen have been settled 
in Bihar for several generations. 
"Even if they want to migrate, it is 
not going to be very easy," he said. 

D.P. Lohia, president of the Bihar 
chamber of commerce, agrees: 
"The exodus of the business com¬ 
munity and the flight of capital 
from Bihar have on-going 
processes because the law and 
order situation and inhastructure 

have never been conducive 
. ..-v ' v ' to the growth of commerce. 

The recent spurt in crime 
could speed up the exodus a 
bit but it would be wrong to 
say that businessmen have 
begun to desert the state." 

Of course, law enforce¬ 
ment has to be made more 
eff^ve if the threat of exo¬ 
dus b to be averted. In this 
regard, Lohia and Pandey 
appreciate the efforts initi¬ 
ated by the new director 

general of police, K.A. Jacob, to contain the 
Incidents of kidnapping and extortion. 
They point out that the police have been 
successful in rescuing several kidnapped 
businessmen, including Muzaffafpur's 
multi-millionaire textile merchant Nand 
Kbhore Lai Tikmanl and Patna’s prosper¬ 
ous businessman Ajay Kumar Agarwat. 

Tikmani was rescued mote than a week 
after he was kidnapped by a gang which b 
reported to enjoy high-level political 
patronage. The main culprit, Jamadhar 
Singh, b a close relative of a cabinet minis¬ 
ter in the Rabri Devi-led wo government in 
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the state. Agarwal was recovered by the 
police on May 14 following an encounter 
in which one abductor was killed. He had 
been traceless since May 3 when he left 
home to attend a funeral. 
,But in many cases the victims are not so 

lucky. Pradlp Slnghania, an affluent trad¬ 
er from Patna, was reportedly gunned 
down by his abductors after the police 
turned the heat on the gang. His dis¬ 
traught wife, Sangeeta, committed suidde 
after learning that her husband was no 
mote. Indeed, In several other cases, kid¬ 
nappers are said to have killed their vic¬ 

tims after their relatives failed to cough 
up the money demanded. In all such 
cases the victims are missing for months. JACX)B does not agree that theie has 

been any spurt in cases of kidnapping. 
'It is lust that Uieie had been some 

sensational cases which drew instant media 
spotlight,” he says. The ix:p feels that there 
is no definite cause for the recent incidents 
of kidnapping. 'It is just another form of 
crime. I do not see any definite pattern or 
design behind it,* he Insists. He strongly 
refutes charges of political patronage to 

kidnapper gangs. 'At least, 1 
have not come across any 
political Interference in deal¬ 
ing with cases of kidnap¬ 
ping,” he avers. 
The police chief also denies 

that there has been any laxity 
on the part of his men in 
busting criminal gangs. *Vlfe 
have succeeded in rescuing 
four engineers in Gumla as 
well as businessmen Tlkmanl 
and Agarwal.” 

But Jacob's words are little 
comfort for the businessmen 
who have resorted to restrict¬ 
ing their movements and 
have begun to employ private 
security guards to pre-empt 
possible strikes by the kid¬ 
nappers. *Of course, the busi¬ 
ness community was living 
under a bone<hllUng fear 
and it has affected their life¬ 
style badly,” notes Giridhati 
Saraf, a member of the Bihar 
chamber of commerce. 

Ihe kidnappings have also 
become a hot political issue, 
with the opposition losing no 
opportunity to lash out at the 
Bihar government. The leader 
of the Opposition, Sushil 
Kumar Modi, has all along 
accused am leaders of being 
hand-in-glove with the kid¬ 
nappers. He has also deman¬ 
ded the resignation of mines 
and geology minister Sitaram 
Singh over the arrest of his 
nephew in the kidnapping of 
Tikmani. “It is well known 
that criminals in Bihar have 
high political connections in 
the government," he argues. 
Otherwise, the police would 

not have been so ineffective 
In tackling them." 

Modi points out that incide¬ 
nts of kidnapping havie risen 
sharply during the Rabri-Laloo 
era. "Whereas in 1989, there 
were 115 cases of kidnapping, 

last year the number touched .342,” he says. 
The state bjp has given a call for a Patna 
bandh on May 21 to protest against rising 
incidents of crime and kidnapping. 

But RjD general secretary and the party’s 
chief whip, M. Nemetullah, sings a difto- 
ent tune. "After the lyp-led government 
assumed power at the Centre, the party’s 
state unit is trying to sensationalise inci¬ 
dents of crime. It is a ploy to justify the 
imposition of President’s rule in Bihar,” he 
says. But that argument is unlikely to cut 
much ice with the citizens living in per¬ 
petual fear of abductors. ■ 
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Like Jain, Like Liberhans 
The commission probing the Ayodhya demolition is near-ready with a damning report 

ByCHARULATAJOSHI IT'S a cycle most inquiry commissions 
go through. Indeed, the Liberhans 
commission of inquiry looking into 
the Babri Masjid demolition is likely to 
meet the same fate as the controversial 

Jain panel. T! e term of the commission, 
which has been receiving periodic three- 
month extensions ever since it was formed 
in 1992. is due to expire on June .^0 and 
information available with Outlook shows 
that the Union home ministry has for now 
decided against giving it a fresh lease. 

However, there arc indications that the 
panel, entrusted with investigating the 
sequence of events leading up to the 
demolition of the Babri Masjid and the 
role of the Uttar Pradesh government, is 
in the prwess of putting together its 
report. And, in case it does nut manage 
another extension, justice M.S. Liberhans 
will meet his deadline. 

It is believed that Liberhans' report will 

I be a veritable blotter of charges against 
membcis of the ruling ujp government and 
will also contain a damaging revelation of 
attempts made by various governments in 
the past five years to thwart the panel's 
functioning. But the crucial issue is that 
the Bjp-led government will have to make 
the report public within six months of it 
being handed over and that the home 
ministry, headed by L.K. Advani, will have 
the ignominous task of submitting an 
action take>> report (atk) on it. 

Technically, this means that the ministry 
will have to set up a special committee of 
senior bureauctats to implement the rec¬ 
ommendations of the inquiry commission. 
Given the fact that almost all senior mem¬ 
bers of the Bjp are likely to be indicted in 
the report, this is going to be no mean 
task. Sources close to the commission fear 
that, as in the ca.se of the Srikrishna 
Commission, this one too might just be 
permitted to carry out its work with yet 
another extension and that the final report 

will not be published nor any action taken 
on it as long as the bjp is in power. 

What perhaps makes the situation more 
tricky is the fact that the Central Bureau of 
Investigation (rBi), which was roped in to 
probe the demolition, has already filed a 
chargesheel in the case. Among the 49 
individuals implicated are Advani, Bal 
Thackeray, Ashok Singhal, Murli Manohar 
Joshi, Vijayaraje Scindia and Kalyan Singh. 
The framing of charges, after which a for¬ 
mal trial will begin in special judge J.P. 
Srivastava's court, is to take place on May 
27. The trial could not begin earlier since 
the accused obtained a stay against per¬ 
sonal appearance by a higher court. 

But insiders are sceptical of the obi 

chargesheet. The case comes unddr the 
specially constituted Ayodhya cell in the 
home ministry, which is functioning 
under one of the (nime accused; hence, the 
commission fears that the agency will not 
be permitted to pursue the trial. 

- Interestingly, the Liberhans commission 
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AYOOHYA DEMOLITION 

has been functioning largely in his 
absence as he has recently been elevated 
as chief justice of the Chennai high court. 
And it is far from clear whether his find¬ 
ings will have the same impact as the Jain 
commission report, which resulted in the 
downfall of the UF government. For, curi¬ 
ously enough, the history of the fivc-and- 
a-half-year-old panel is replete with con¬ 
stant court battles and vehement govern¬ 
ment opposition. 

For one, the Narasimha Uao government, 
which set up the commission in 1992, 
ensured that its terms of reference were 
limited to the role of the state government 
alone and did not extend to the larger 
issue of acts of omission or commission by 
the Central government. And six 
months after the commission 
became operational, the home min¬ 
istry circulated a note to the Prime 
Minister’s Office seeking to wind up 
the commission. The explanation 
offered was that the case was already 
being investigated by the cri. 

Further, the commission's work 
has been seriously ham.strung b> a 
stay order obtained by 17 rss-bji’- 
VHP leaders from the l.ucknow 
bench of the Allahabad high court 

against notices served by Justice I 
Liberhans. Insiders in the commission say j 
that despite repeated requests to counsels j 
of the Central and state goventments and 
the advocate general, no steps were taken 1 
to get the stay order vacated. "We are dis- I 
mayed at the inaction of the Central and | 
Uttar Pradesh governments in their I 
inability to get the stay vacated even after 
four years," Liberhans complained at a 
hearing recently. i 

In effect, this has resulted in a situation 
where none of the 41 individuals sum¬ 
moned by the commission on tlie basis of 
depositions by 53 witnesses have been 
available for cross-examination by the 
panel. Prominent among these are Advani, 

joshi, Uma Bharati, Ashok Singhal, Girirai 
Kishore and Vinay Katiyar. And given the 
positions of power that these individuals 
currently occupy, in all probability the sta¬ 
tus quo will continue. 

•Says Gautam Naulakha of the Peoples 
Movement for Secularism (pms), which has 
been actively pursuing the progress of the 
commission: "What is most galling is that 
the inquiry has treen thwarted at every 
possible step. It is called a political case 
and this has just become a euphemism for 
victimisation and killings." 

Yet, on another level, the pressure is 
really on the Sangh parivar. Given prime 
minister Atal Behari Vajpayee's stand on 
not permitting chargesheeted ministers to 

continue in the cabinet, the case 
has the potential of providing fod¬ 
der to political detractors who will 
now be better positioned to press 
lor the resignations of the indicted* 
ministers. And what can hurt the.se 
Bii> leaders—apart from facing the 
ignominy of a trial under charges 
of a criminal conspirac7, intention¬ 
al defilement ot a place of worship 
and attempts to obstruct dispensa¬ 
tion of justice—are the revelations 
in Justice Liberhans' report. ■ 

The five-and-a-half- 
yaar hiatory of the 
Liberhans panel is 
replete with court 

battles and 
government 
opposition. 

There's more 
Swissair in the air. 

! 
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The world's largest touchscreens, audio and video on demand, interactive games. I 

There’s never a dull moment on Swissair. j 
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The Picture is Grim 
Will the colour TV scam be the end, or yet another false start? The law seems to be 

linally catching up with ; 
former Tamil Nadu 

chief minister J. Jayalalitha. 
Despite her 70 attempts to 
stall the judicial process 
against her and her cohorts, 
the special court is tighten¬ 
ing its noose around her 
neck. Of the eight cases filed 
against Jayalalitha, the spe¬ 
cial court has so far framed 
charges in three—the Plea¬ 
sant Stay Hotel case, the dis¬ 
proportionate wealth case 
and, on May 14, the Rs 10.16 
crore colour TV scam case. 

Dismissing the discharge 
pelitions fiW by Jayalalitha 
and the others. Special 
Judge-ll V. Radhakrishnan 
.said; "An overall picture of 
the colour TV scandal, which resulted in 
loss of several crores of ru[wes to the gov¬ 
ernment, is visible to the naked eye from 
the materials placed on record." In his 
order, the judge said that oral and docu¬ 
mentary evidence gathered during the 
investigation and produced in court led to 
the presutntion that the accused had extm- 
mitted offences triable by this court. 

According to the judge, it was well settled 
that suspicion was sufficient to frame 
charges against the accused in respect of an 
offence alleged. As such, the charges have 
been framed under ns, .Section 12()-B (crim¬ 
inal conspiracy) read with Sec 1.1(2) and 
ll(l)(d) and (c) of the Prevention ot Corni- 
ption Act and alsi' under iik, .Set 109 (abet¬ 
ment) and 409 (criminal breach ot tnist). 

Jayalalitha contended that as sanction 
for prosecution had not been obtained for ! 

Jaya with Shashikala: the end is nigh 

Haribhaskar, it was a truncated cognisance 
and hence invalid. Also the sanction order 
in her case was issued by the (lovernor 
without due consideration as he did not 
know Tamil. She also requested for a direc- ] 
tion to be sent for the report of the direc¬ 
tor of nvAc sent to the Governor. I 

Rejecting her contention, the judge said | 
the nwe director's report was in no way 
necessary for the purpose of this enquiry. 
The nature of documents placed before the i 
Governor had been made clear in the sane- | 
tion order itself. Except for the report of j 
the additional i)(,i‘, all otlier documents | 
were available l)ef(>re the court. Tlie judge, ■ 
therefore, said the petitioner had nut made 
out a case which would require (he pro- | 
duction of dtxumcnts soiighl lor by her. 

Rebutting the argument that the 
Governor did not know Tamil, the judge 
said there was no rule or accepted proce¬ 
dure which laid down that the Governor 
should mention in the sanction order that 
the documents in Tamil were translated in 

English and that the sanc¬ 
tion had been granted on the 
basis of that traaslation. The 
sanction order was in no way 
vitiated, he said. 

As for the plea of truncated 
cognisance, the judge said 
the Supreme Court held the 
view that no sanction was 
necessary under Section 19 
of the Prevention of Corr¬ 
uption Act once a public ser¬ 
vant ceased to be one. Hence 
this contention was not ten¬ 
able. All the technical objec¬ 
tions raised by the petitions 
were without any force and 
they should be overruled, 
the judge said. 

Despite that, the special 
judges could not proceed 
with the trial against Jaya- 

NAKKHEfHAN laiijha hct team due to a 
stay granted by the Chennai high court 
which has reserved orders on a batch of 
writ petitions filed by Jayalalitha and oth¬ 
ers, challenging the constitutional validity 
of the appointment of special judges. 
According to judicial sources, Jayalalitha is 
hoping that the Union government would 
shift the Chennai high court chief justice 
M.S. Liherhan before the first bench deliv¬ 
ers the judgement in (his crucial case. It is 
very evident that tlic present chief justice 
cannot declare the appointment of the 
.spec'?' judges as contra-constitutional 
because the special lourt was created and 
the judges' ap|iointment cleared by him. If 
jayaldlitha fails to secure the transfer of 
lusticc ljlK.'rhan twfore the day of judge¬ 
ment, iier conviction is bound to happen 
before the end of the year. ■ 

A.S. Pannaerselvan 
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PUNJAB 

A Dat1(er Green 
A spate of suicides rips off rural Punjab’s facade of prosperity 

By BHAVDEEP KANG in Sangrur The romanticised image of the 
brawny Jat farmer atop his trader, 
a bumper harvest of golden grain 
in the backdrop, has always epito¬ 
mised Punjab's prosperity. Now 

that myth has been shattered, with a rash 
of apparently debt-related suicides—a cou¬ 
ple of hundred, according to estimates by 
activists and the media—l)y marginal farm¬ 
ers in SangPir district. In fact, experts say 
the deaths could well be the price of main¬ 
taining the idealised picture, as small farm¬ 
ers are forced to live way beyond their 
means, overspending on agricultural inputs 
am non-productive domestic consump¬ 
tion despite fragmentation of holdings. 

In Banga sulage, farmer Balbir 'Beera' 
Singh set himself afire in the courtyard ol 
his anreslial liome on May 7, becoming 
the village's 2frd case of alleged suicide 
since 1994. II is brother, Rathaiah, was the 
22nd. All the victims, sa\ villagers, had two 
things in cimiinon- they were deeply in 
debt and relatively ymirig, aged 20 to 40. 

On May 14 lormer sarpanch Kuldip 
Singh hit the headlines when lie killed his 
wife and child and then killed niirself by 
swallowing jiesticides. A medium larmer 
from Sakroid village in Patiala district, he 
was in debt to the tune of Rs .1.4 lakh. 

In Chotian village of Sangrur's Munak 
suD-Uivision, there have been .15 cases in 
five years, says farmer Ram Dayal Singh. 

"When five young men from the village die 
under the wheels of a train in two years and 
half-a-dozen others from consuming pesti¬ 
cide, it is hard to believe all the deaths were 
accidental," he says. Likewise, Balran vill¬ 
age reports some 10 cases and Dalhara vill¬ 
age 29. Human rights activist Inclerjit Singh 
Jaijee, whose* Movement Against State Rep¬ 
ression IMASR) first t(K)k up the issue, says 
similar reports have come in from Mansa 
and Ludhiana districts. A survey conducted 
by the Punjabi daily Ajit found at least 75 
deaths in the Barnala sub-division. 

The authorities, however, downplay this 
spate ol suicides. Prime minister Atal Hehari 
Vajpayee and chief minister Prakash .Singh 
Bailal have termed the reports as "baseless" 
while parli imentary aflairs minister Madan 
lai Kliurana laughed off the very idea of 
niral ixiverty in Punjab. But tor Beera's 
mother, widow and two sons, it is no laugh¬ 
ing matter. "We art in the grip of money¬ 
lenders. Pwi cjillas were sold to pay off the 
debt and only three are left, but still we owe 
Rs 40,(KX)," says the older son, Ramesh. 

.Sarpanch lafela Ram admits that none of 
the deaths were officially recorded as suic¬ 
ides. The village chowkidar was instructed 
to describe them as accidental or kudrati 
(of natural causes). Says farmer Ramdiya 
Singh: "To give the true cause invites 
police harassment. Besides, to take a body 
for post mortem to Sangrur and bring it 
back tor cremation means a loss of two 
days plus heavy expenditure." Adds the 

The hapless families ol 'suicide' victims 
Beera Singh and Bhoia Singh (above) 

sarjsanch: "We told the tehsildar about the 
suicides, but no one will tell the truth in 
front of a policeman." 

Initially, it was easy for the state governm¬ 
ent to deny the reports as no official rf*cords 
were available. But inde[H*ndent media 
investigations bore out laijee's contention 
that the number of suicide*: were abnorma¬ 
lly high and Badal was com|K*lled to order 
an Inquiry. "The number of deaths is on the 
higher side but as for the causation we will 
have to wait lor the inquiry' reports. They 
are not due to indebtedness," argues Badal’s 
principal secretary, Ramesh Inder Singh. 

The farmers insist the deaths are poverty- 
related. A survey conducted by the Chand¬ 
igarh-based Institute of Development Com¬ 
munication (iiK ) at the behest of the state 
government points to a sharp increase in 
rural indebtedness—a whopping Rs 5,700 
crore. Ol thi,s, 46 jier cent comes from com¬ 
mission agents {ahurliyiis) who charge 2.5 
per cent interest monthly and have taken 
on the role of sahukars. The interest burden 
alone is Rs 1,1 (K) < rore, amounting to 11 per 
cent of the net income from crop produc¬ 
tion. Small tanners are the worst affected: 
they borrowed far more and were least able 
to pay back and 70 per cent are in debt. 

Chief Election Commissioner M.S. Gill, 
. who has served as agriculture secretary and 
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I’unjdb development commissioner, is not 
suqirised: "The middle and small peasant 
even in Punjab is under severe pressure and 
burdens. I would like to sec government 
policies locuseil more in this direction." 
Significantiy, unlike other states, where sui¬ 
cides by farmers have been linked directly 
to cro|» failure, Punjabi farmers themselves 
attribute indebtedness not so much to fre¬ 
quent crop failures and yield fluctuations as 
to excessive expenditure on social cere¬ 
monies and the high prices of farm inputs. 

The cotton tTO[) f.iiled iasl year and the 
wheat crops too suffered because of iinsea- 
sonal rain, but indebtedness arises from 
different reasons. Pro! Sucha Singh (till ol 

Patiala's Punjabi University says farmers 
need credit for various reasons: agriculture 
in Punjab is investment-intensive, requir¬ 
ing tremendous inputs ot fertilisers, pesti¬ 
cides, new seeds, machinery and irrigation 
systems, which is not suited to small hold¬ 
ings; tile increase in the social cost of liv¬ 
ing. The new generation, aspirational way 
beyond its means, is not enamoured of 
agriculture but has no other opportunities. 

Frustration fuels social and family ten¬ 
sions and could well be one cause of sui¬ 
cides by young men. Increasingly elaborate 
("Maruti") marriages are an index of 
increased domestic consumerism. Dowry is 
rampant and consequentially, so are dowi v 

deaths. Loans to buy tractors, which are 
then offloaded at low prices and the 
money diverted for non-productive expen 
diture, is a common feature. Jagga Singh of 
Chotian, for instance, admits to defaulting 
on a tractor loan—after selling it off. 

GOVKRNMENT statistics show that 
holdings of 5 acres or less comprised 
44 [)er cent of the total (Gill regards 

7.S acres as the minimum for economic 
viability) in 1991. Simultaneously, hold¬ 
ings of 20 acres or more have also increased 
while those in between have shown a mar¬ 
ginal change. This (Mints to two concur¬ 
rent trends—marginalisation of the small 
farmer and consolidation of holdings by 
the rich farmers. Small farmers have taken 
to leasing out their land to capital-intens¬ 
ive cultivators, the amount depending on 
crop intensity. Once the gung-ho Punjabi 
farmer could migrate to Rajasthan or Terai, • 
but both options have now been closed. 

In Munak sub-division of Sangrur, the 
immediate, and recurring, problem is of 
flooding. Thrice a year, the low-lying fields 
are flooded by the tlhaggar river. Farmers 
say this began five years thanks to faulty 
construction of the svi. canal. 

Punjab's agstrian economy needs structu¬ 
ral change, says the iix 's Pramod Kumar. 
C'-rop diversification and forward linkages 
with industry should be the order of the 
day. The state government recently accep¬ 
ted a pro|)osa) for market intelligence net¬ 
working, to feed data to farmers on which 
crops to grow for the global market. Ihm- 
jab's wheat, cotton and rice are already 
conqietitive. In 1‘>9.S, the price of wheat at 
Kandia pKirt—that is, including transporta¬ 
tion costs—was Rs 4,761 |H*r tonne, while 
the international price was Rs 6,9it4 per 
tonne. A tact noted by experts who want a 
hike in the prcKurement price ol wheat. 

Three decades after the Green Rev¬ 
olution. ilie dark side of rural Punjab is 
beginning to emerge: villages stalked by 
alcoholism, drug addiction, debt, suic\!es 
and dowiv deaths. ■ 
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SCIENTOLOGY .. 

Mind 
Psmith 
Cometh 
One of the world’s most 
controversial ‘religious’ 
groups enters India 

“Iflohii Tnmltti has Ivneftted by Scientolog}', 
so cun you. Special tnming pro^ramiue foi 
Markelinx People. Scientolog, World's fastest 
srowingorganisation now in India. Call...." An innocuous ad buried in a tabloid. 

Travolta wannabe.s in India were int¬ 
rigued. Other reactions ranged from 

the iterturbed to tfic enthused. For, the 
Church of Scientology, the newest entrant 
into India, is, as its Mumirai champion Dr 
Yusuf Mercliant says, "the world's most 
controversial organisation." 

Admirers like Hollywood artistes Tom 
Cruise and John Iravolta insist Scientology 
is a religion. Detractors including U.S-hased 
anti-cult awareness network i .w—which 
went bankrupt after a slew of high-stakes 
litigations filed by scientologists—denou¬ 
nce it as a cult. 'Mind is Power' is their phi¬ 
losophy, say Scientologists. Disparagers 
counter that Mammon is more like it. 

"Kvery new idea is initially faced with 
opposition. Did lesus C.lirist not face it.'’ If it 
has enduring value it will tide 
over," detcncis Malcolm Rodrig¬ 
ues, evc'cutive director. Church of 
Scientology, Mission ol Mumhai. 
11.e mission, registcied as a public 
trust III India two years back, con¬ 
tacts possible new parishioners 
tliroiigli diieit mail order and 
telc-iiiarkeling. Two workshops 
have iH'eii held in India for top 
e.xecutives .ind everal ‘Way To 
Happiness' woiksliops lor school- 
kids. collegians and diug-addicts. 
"Whatever probkm von bring 
to Scientology," pinmises Rtxl- 
rigues, "you can he sure it 
won't follow you home". 

Tlie 'scripture' ol this reli 
gion is Dianetiis- I'he Klotltiii 
Science of Mental Health, writ¬ 
ten by its founder 1.. Ron 
Hubbard. Tlie beliefs of Scien¬ 
tology in essence: the individ- 

; iial is a spiritual being called Thetan, a cre- 
, ature of [Hire energy who billions of years 
' ago was uprooted from another planet to 
; earth by an evil emperor Xenu. The painful 
; past lives of each individual leads to evil 
I deeds, diminished awareness and ability. 

I'he 'Bridge' to freedom comes through 
j the processes of 'auditing'—by which the 
' Thetan is helped to acce.ss and address past 
1 lives with the use of an 'Klectro-psych- 
I metre'. I'o critics this 'auditing' is mere 'bra- 
I inwashing'. "What is brainwashing? Taking 
I out old data. Replacing it with new data. If 
I the old data is rotten and new is good, then 
I brainwashing is not such a dirty word, no?" 
j asks Rod.ngues. I le is wary of describing Sci- 
' entology as a religion in India, possibly as it 
I would involve treading on delicate turf. 

At the suburban Andheri office set up by 
international scientologists Helmut Flasch 
and .Vridv I’otfer, every Iravolta wannabe 
is gifted with a lush book profiling the fou- 
tuler. The practi.sed spiel zooms in on recr¬ 
uits to the lold and |H)tential staffers. 

Hollywood mogastars Tom Cruise and John 
Travolta are followers of Scientology which 

they proclaim to be a new religion. 

I'he workshops charge Rs .3,(XX) per per¬ 
son, and Rs 2,7.S0 per couple. .And the 
auditing courses—ranging from .Sttuly Skills 
for Life to (laining Seif Respect—are tagged* 
at between Rs 470 and Rs 1,470 per person. 
Staffers who undergo free training courses 
sign a contract by which quitting Sciento¬ 
logy would mean remitting the cost of "all 
services received" from the Church. 

One disgruntled student felt bis spirit 
was not getting his money's worth. "That 
was because he was paying Indian rates 
and exjjected either Potter or Flasch (who 
allegedly left the country under a cloud) to 
do the auditing for him," says Rodrigues. 
i'The inflow is outflow," explains Ravi 

Ummadisinghu, the mission's young com¬ 
munication executive secretary. " The don¬ 
ations go hack into spreading the message. 
I had a great career as a marine radio ')ffi- 
cer, but I now work here at a nominal sal¬ 
ary as I want to pass on all I gained thro¬ 
ugh Scientology. Today, 1 am confident, 
my parents take me seriously, my unders¬ 

tanding of Hinduism is finer." 
"Dianetics is mind-blowing," 

.says Dr Merchant. "It offers ans¬ 
wers where established p.sych- 
iatry fails. All its services to addi¬ 
cts and schoolchildren are frc'e in 
India". Participants at the work¬ 
shops—from Asit Mohapatra, 
vice-president. Blue Star Ltd, to 
Y.K. Gupta, GM, Izirsen and Tou- 
bro, are effusive, (iupta writes: "I 
am going to use this learning in 
my business and family life." 

However, as eksewhere in the 
world, the entry of the new 
'religion' has evoked mixed 
feelings. The charmed wax 
eloquent about it lieing an 
elixir for the soul. But the 
wary warn it's a dangerous 
experiment with the mind. ■ 

Shamsem Akthar in Mumbai 
with Sanjay Sari in London 
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SPOTLIGHT. 

Pakistan’s premier poet comes to Delhi to pay homage to Ghalib He certainly does not look like a |Joet, 
this tall, rugged, thickset, Pakistani, 
Pushto-speaking Pathan, with bushy 

eyebrows and a gravelly voice who goes by 
the name of Faraz Ahmed Faraz. He was in 
Delhi to participate in the Ghalib Bicent¬ 
enary Mashaira held last week. 

Certainly not your archetypal delicate cus¬ 
todian of a more delicate aMe-zubaan, Urdu. 
Yet it's not an AK-47, but a pen that he wie¬ 
lds. And uses like no other. So effectively in 
fact, that texlay he’s likened to the legen¬ 
dary poet, the late Faiz Ahmed Faiz. 
Eminent Indian poet Ali Sardar Jafri calls 
him “the most imixrrtant poet of tlie sub¬ 
continent, an agitational ixret par excel¬ 
lence whose poetry is marked by sweetness 
and lyricism." Litterateur Races Mirza 
claims he is the "next Faiz whose thinmar 
(body of work) is among the mwiitnz alum i 

(premier poetry) of the continent." laconic 
writer Qurratulain Hyder, no mean literary 
figure herself, offers what people in the 
know rate as high praise: "He's an extremely 
interesting poet." Ix)ng-time friend Sadia 
Dehlvi, once a columnist for Urdu maga¬ 
zines Shama and Bano, calls him an "endur¬ 
ing" poet. "Even though he's written pow¬ 
erful protest poetry, he's not a dmir ka alma- 

Faraz Ahmad Faraz: a rabel 
and poet par axcelience 

Flights that landed the protest 
poet in jail. During the '70s, 
when Bhutto's army brutally 
raided Baluchistan and shot 
four students protesting this 
move at a I.ahore rally, Faraz 
penned a stinging condemna¬ 
tion called Peshewar t^tiUm 
(Professional Murderers), 
which led to him being mar¬ 
ched off to two months soli¬ 
tary confinement at Attock 
prison. When released, he 
went to Karachi to recite 
Muhiisra Cl'he Siege). Mera 
iialani miliin kirdur m imiliafiz 
iui/lo apne shehr ko mehmn kiir 
ke maz karein (No custodian of 
my pen is he/ That besieges 
his own land with impunity). 
He was rearrested. This time 
by Zia-ul-Haq. llpon his 
release, a disgusted Faraz took 
exile in london for the next 

seven years, only to return once the dicta¬ 
tor and his regime crashed. 

Today, theilslamabad-based [hh'I is polit¬ 
ically and economically rehabilitated. As 
eminence grise, director general of the 
Academy of letters. Political tumult, if not 
awareness, is a thing of the past. It's time 
for mists and mellow fruitfulness. The shn- 
yar that gave us the celebrated Ranjiah hi 
Siihee... is singing again with his trademark 
intensity, that lush passion. Clrafting jewel- 
like verses on life, love, its evanescenee: Is yar (a poet of a time), she says. "There's a 

quality of grace, a tremulous sensitivity, an 
ineffabie beauty in his works about human 
relationships that has timelc.ss appeal. 
Faraz's poetry will certainly outlive him." 

And to think this man, who has btxm 
given his country's highest literary award.s, 
almost missed his vocation. "I wanted to 
be a pilot. My family wanted me to become 
a d<Ktor. I became neither." Nr) flights lor 
Faraz, except those of the imagination 

se pehle ke hum hewajiui ho janyein/ ki'oon na 
ai dost hum juda ho janyein/ tu hare se ban 
gaya patthar/ bum bin juane kya w kvaa ho 
janyein (Before we deceive let’s part my 
love/ You, my di.'jmond have turned to 
stone/ What i am. what I may become who 
has eser known?) Distilled wisdom of a 
man who has known both politics as well 
as the raw fiolitics ol passion. ■ 

Sunil Mehra 
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SPOTLIGHT 
Photographs by ABHUIT BHATIEKAR 

THE OTHER 

The betrayer or the betrayed? The Zeenat-Mazhar relationship takes its ugliest turn ever. 

By SAinA MENEZES Film glostiles ran thu trailers long 
before tlie final showdown. In April 
1998, Cine Klitz carried "the bizarre 
details" of the Zeenat-Mazhar divo¬ 
rce, listing out the darker side of Ms 

Ainan \ month later, Shinlust carried Zee- 
nafs vcrsKin ol "Mazhar's Revenge". Then, 
on Mas R. 1 **''«, /.eenat's Hill Road home in 
suburban B.hkIi.i was stormed by in-laws 
and her furmus t .st-lK)rn Azaan—leaving in 
its devastating ts.ikc- shattered panes, a bat- ■ 
tered car, sinashivl i Itairs, a bruised 7.eenat, ! 
her battered friend Aiheer Aslam and her 
shell-shoc ked eight-yearold son /.ahaan. 

Two days later a shaken Zeenat, along 
with close friends actress Dimple Kapadia 
and script-writer Honey Irani, summoned 
the press. In presenting her "side of the 
story", the famed stoic silence of the Khan 
couple took a severe beating. 

But then, so did Zeenat. I'he sex symbol of 
the 70s wore makeup to camouflage her 

swollen face. Through the warpaint, 12 
years of an unhappy marriage proclaimed 
themselves. "Nobody remembers the 12 
years of devotion and sacrifice to my child¬ 
ren—and to Mr Mazhar Khan. His addiction 
to drugs, his lO-year-old film vshich never 
took off, his debts, spending sprees, cars— 
noltody saw that. Nobody saw that emo¬ 
tionally and financially I got nothing out of 
this relationshif). Right now I want to rescue 
my son who's being used as a weapon 
against me,' was Zeenat’s constant refrain. 

It was seconded in equally powerful tones 
by Dimple Kapadia. "We have a right to live 
the way we went to. We can't have people 
coming into our homes and bashing us up. 
After all, she has been divorced. What do 
they want from her? What right do they 
have to spoil the relationship between her 
and her son? That's the saddest part of all." 

But the solidarity of the three women 
seeking common cause with women's 
rights stirred little sympathy with the 
industry. "The industry will be divided 

over the issue," notes Bharati Pradhan, for¬ 
mer editor of Showtime. "They'll discuss 
the couple, dissect the marriage and then 
go back to leading their own lives." 

Condemning the assault. Cine Blit/, editor 
Rita Mehta says: "If the industry is coming 
together over this act of violence, it should 
also take up violence on screen. The issue 
at hand is highly convoluted. Is Mazhar 
to blame? Is Azaan, the child, to blame? 
There are too many considerations here." 

Of equal significance is the fact that sup¬ 
port came from quarters that could be snig¬ 
gered at. Dimple, whose liaison w'ith Sunny 
Deol had caused immense heartache to wife 
Pooja; Honey, who traipsed in and out of 
relationships, largely with younger men. In 
Zeenat's case: a 25-year-old called Zaheer 
Aslam who weaned her away from her fam¬ 
ily. Soon after the attack, producer Tajdar 
Amrohi, Mazhar's brother-in-law and one of 
the in-laws charged with assaulting Zeenat, 
said: "I've been unnecessarily defamed in all 
this. I vow on the Holy Koran I can't even 
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remotely think of banning a woman. Zee- perfume. Says Kiron Kiier: “She gave up atment. Jackie Shroff, Nana Patekar, all my 
nat seems to have gone crazy. Maybe it's working and has been a devoted mother, friends have rallied aiound me. Besides, 
that boy who stays with her. 1 wonder what She's stood by Mazhar and was with him shouldn't she have been glad 1 had a weak- 
relationship they share—is he a relative, in England during his illness. The last 2-.^ ness for cars—not booze, dnigs or women?" 
friend...? What could be the reason for the years have been very hard for her. The har- Taking all these troubles to heart is 12- 
son not wanting to stay with his mother?" dest was losing her emotional anchor, her year-old Azaan who Zeenat claims is being 

As per Zeenat's confession to a friend, mother." Meanwhile, Mazhar's Gang was "brainwashed" by her in-laws. But, says 
"getting beaten up was becoming the story shot in spasms. Debts mounted. Then pan- Mehta: "Children find it extremely difficult 
of my life". A secretive whirlwind wedding creatitis struck him, leading to renal fail- to understand when another man or 
with actor-director Sanjay Khan ended in a ure. Followed by a marital breakdown. woman is living openly in the house. They 
srnash-up at Mumbai's five-star lobby of the can't accept anyone else besides their mom 
Taj. Forgotten flame Robin Kumar report- Jjt SSF.RT1NG that while Zeenat only sou- and dad. In .such a scenario, one can't be 
edly hit her in public while toy boy Frank ght separation, it was he who asked blatant about things and confuse them. 
Marino sped away with her money. Then, divorce, Mazliar thunders; "I've hit One should go easy on their emotions." 
the Ma/har-Zeenat rollercoaster romance people for her but never lifted a finger on Though the divorce by "mutual consent" 
ended in disaster. ".Save for Dev Anand, j her. 1 know there has been talk about how came through in January, the couple have 
Zeenat has ttiis ability to pick up the wrong much money has been spent on my film I yet to resolve their conflicts. Uppermrxst 
guys. Mazhar was a much-married man, and for my treatment in Ixrndon. Sturdusl among them is the custody of their chil- 
why did she choose him?" asks Pradhan. has written that she has spent Rs 70 lakh on dren—as evident in Zeenat's March 25 

Shrugging ott her sex symbol status and me. If she can produce a piece of paper to police complaint which listed "abduction 
settling down to her role of a sjxnise, two show that she even spent Rs 70 on me. I'll of son Azaan" by Mazhar and family, 
kids and 12 years of marriage just raced by accept she spent Rs 70-80 lakh on me. Yes, Well-wishers believe all is not lo.st. All it 
for Zeenat, excep' in the last four years, she stood by me but in the entire 14 years needs is an actor called Mazhar Khan and 
She confined her public apjscarances in the we were together, 1 never took money from the sufx?rstar of such hits as Hate Rama Hare 
early years of marriage to launching a pho- her. For the last four years, my family and I Krishna and Satyam Sim am Sumknam lo get 
netics album tor kids and an eponymous ! friends have borne the expenses for my tre- their collective wits—and act together. ■ 
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R ECOMMENDATIONS 

Anglo Indian 
Food and 
Customs 
■ liy Patniu Brown 
IVngiitn Books; R^ 251) 

THIS is one cuis¬ 
ine which was always there but was 
never really accorded a special 
acknowledged place of its own on 
the Indian tabic. However, with the 
revival of interest in the Raj in the 
50th anniversary of India’s Indepe¬ 
ndence, this genre of cooking has 

been receiving 
some belated 
attention. Pat¬ 
ricia Brown, 
who grew up 
in India, has 
lovingly and 
painstakingly 
recreated the 
delicious blend 
of eastern and 

western cooking that originated 
from the Anglo-Indian's kitchen. 
Chicken country captain, junglec pulao, 
mulligatawny soup, dal soup, kui kuls, 
rosa cookies, foogath, fish moley, the list 
is long and tongue-tickling. One wonders 
why she rai.sses out on such items, so 
intrinsic to the Anglo-Indian table, like 
pantaras—a time-consuming dish of stuff¬ 
ed pancakes, crumbed and deep-fried— 
caramel custard or the many kinds of 
chops and cutlets that have become a part 
of the Indian gourmet dictionary today. 
Nevertheless, the book is a joy to read. 

Book Stop 
■ < h<imfKkC.ti> DepartmeiiMl Situct 

KK 2(>. Sail ( alcutta-7(XM)9l 

THF. departmental store which houses this 
iHHsk shop is built with German associa¬ 
tion and overlooks the green of the Salt 
l.ake Stadium, just oft the Eastern By-Pass. 
Bookstop is spread over 2,(XM) sq ft floor 
space on the third floor of tills impressive 

building, 
riie special 
locus here: 
bestsellers in 
fiction and 
non-fiction 
published in 
India or abr¬ 
oad, glossy 

coffee table Ixioks, cliildren’s books—they 
occupy almost 30 per cent of shelf space, 
CDs, stained glass giti items, paintings.... 
Also on offer are literary addas—regular 
meetings to discuss books, theatre, and 
the regular fare—book releases, author 
signing, mail order. 
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Paintings by 
Miiind Muiick 
■ jclungir Art Gallery 

Mumbai 

May 14 tu 2Xi 
11 am to 7 {nn 

. DMtiah. 
aii», mmhm 

. i';' 
ASpact (^fts SOP) anntveisary.pit^Bninie, the British 
Coyndl,^ association frith partners In ^taln and 
India, ‘is,jManning a yeai-long fesPvai of events high- 
li^tiii|[:^ liidcs that have been and are being crea¬ 
ted in vttlous fields. The season stai:t$ tlfis. month, 
with conceru in all four metros the Eurt^an 
Union Chamber Orchestra. Formed In 1983 widi pro- 
fessionai musicians from the EU, the orchestra has 
enjo^ ian annual schedule of over 70 conc^ 
wotldwiA. They have performed In die piesence of 
its patron Queen Sofia of Spain, Queen Noor of Jordan 
and the King and Queen of Belgium. Passes for the 
peifomuEnce can be collected from the Biitish Council 
on a first come fint serve basis. 

</3 
s 

<S> 

Anastasia 
■ lux Aiitmtilion Studios 
l^iduivU ami (tiitvit*d iiy Don Hltith 
and (ijt> (iftldman 
rteicdsiriA >i) Mav 

THE first animated fea¬ 
ture film to be shot and 

released in Cinemascope since the release 
of 'Sleeping Beauty' in 1959, 'Anastasia' 
has been made Irom an original screen¬ 
play. Tlic film, set in the year 1916 in the 
times ol tile evil Rasputin, clironicles the 
■idventures ot a young Russian orphan 
named Anya, stiuggiing to remember lier 
past in the hope of finding the family she 
knows 1 launied by fragments of a life she 
can barely recall, she makes the fateful 
decision to follow a single clue—a neck¬ 
lace tieariiig the inscription ''I'ogetlier in 
I’aris'. As .'Vnya cmliarks on this epic jour¬ 
ney to lier past slie is joined by a series of 
unlorge*tai)le iharacters, each iflaying an 
instrumental role in restoring -Anya to her 
rightful place as Princess Anastasia. A 
vibrant cast ol actors and singers make 
this film a niemorahlr exjierience. 

THE artist is well-known for his 
realistic oil paintings on historical 
and mythological subjects and bet¬ 
ter known to children for his 
perennially 
favourite car¬ 
toon illustra¬ 
tions for the 
Amar Chitra 
Kalhu and 
Chanakya ser¬ 
ies. Although 
Miiind has 
never had 
any formal training, his aptitude 
for painting has made liim more 
than make up for it. His paintings 
washed over with sutKlucd colours 
are soothing to the eye. He also 
makes skilful use of white spaces 

on paper by leaving them untouched 
most of the time. It, in fact, acts a« a cat¬ 
alyst when the artist is depicting subtle 
nuances of light and shade and adds a 
touch of mystery to his paintings. 

Gobar Times 
■ A Di»wu lo Farth Supplemt'iil lor 
i)i)lilu‘n 
I liviroiiinvntdl i'dmjtiuii Dnii 
i .ontre for Scieiur diiil 

I'm iron iik’iH 
•I I. luKhlaktibail Institutional Ari'd 

- NcwDelhi-lltKMia 

\vl 

THIS is ail ccomag for children, free with 
'Down to F.arth' but witiioiit the usual 
greens. It features attitudes, culture and 
lifestyles. Hot news and cold facts on 
environment, competitions, quizzes and 
do-it-yourselfs. 
But why the 
name Gohar 
Times? Accor¬ 
ding to the 
publication, 
gobar is so sus¬ 
tainable. it's 
cheap, it's used 
as fuel, fertilis¬ 
er and more. 
It’,s woven into 
the daily goings-on ot millions of Indian 
lives. Gobar is the ^Krfect metaphor for 
what environment should mean to ail of 
us. Can we teach ourselves the principle 
of efficiency the use of gobar embodies? 
Can we imagine a future like gobar for our 
world—sustainable? This is one supple¬ 
ment children will enjoy for it's a survival 
guide with a difference. 
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L^y^ure has had enough. Once fresh flowing rivers, now run polluted. Tranquil 
pure lakes are now murky and threaten life. Contaminated underground reserves 
are now the order of the day. 

Kverywhere the beautiful gift of nature is under threat. And just on the brink of 
unleashing a major catastrophe. 

This is why Shriram Engineering has put its heart and soul into 
caring for the environment; to protect scarce resources. To this 
end, Shriram's Recycle - Resource Recovery approach is already 
in use in the following areas: 
*MuBicipal Infrastructure : Water and Sewage Treatment. 
•Industrial: Complete Water Management. 
•Hotels, ResorU and Complexes : Waste Water Management. 

, SHRIRAM ENGINEERING 
It GONSinUC'llON COMPAMV l.TO 

A MCMtER or AHSmAM OROUP OF COMPANIES 

Corporate Office : CHENNAI 304/305, Anna SaUi, Blh Floor, Gunn Buildings. Toynampei. Chennii - 600 018. Tbl: 044-458364. 4321481. 
4344081, Hix : 044-4332711, E-mail: shranco.shi1ram(<»gsnis.vsnl.nNLin 

Branch Offices i BANGALORE No. 237. 16lh Main. Bth Cross, HMT Layout, Mathikere, Bangalore - 560 054. Thl : 080-3470562 
Rix ; 080-33*2540 • MUMBAI 58/488. Unnath Nagar -11, Goregaon (W), MUMBAI - 400 082. Thl ; 022-8720771, Rix : 022-8755050 
• NEW DELHI KD-S5G, Phase -1. Ashok Vihar. New Delhi - 110 052. India. Iblofax : 7420005 • HYDERAB/VD Flal No. 110, 2nd Floor, 
Ramanaiah Apts., jyoihi Colony. *^laar ACKI Gaia, Sacundoiabad - 500 015. Ibl: 040-7745131, ftx: 040-817297____ T
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HOUSING 

'tjs'-' 

■ Rcpeiil the Urban Land Ceiling Act. 

m Demolish bungalows in Lutyen’s 
Delhi and replace them with 
high-riscs. 

■ Provide fiscal sops for the 
housing industry. 

m Construct cheap houses for the 
poor through the private sector, 

m Allow private and foreign 
funding in housing, 

m Increase lloor-to-area ratio for 
farmhouses. 

ByARiNDAMMUKHERJEE SliOUI.1) politicians and top bure¬ 

aucrats occupy sprawling 1-2 acre 

l)ungalows in the capital's best 

area- while the rest of the city's 

citizens are pushed to misery^ 

Uniiui Urban Development and Employ- 

nrent Minister Ram Jethmalani Iwlieves 

they don I. Ibis wastage of prime real est¬ 

ate, he says, is a luxury the government can¬ 

not afford. Jetliinalani's prescription: demo¬ 

lish these palaces and build high-rise apart¬ 

ments, some of whith can lx- occupied by 

the erstwhile inhabitants of the bungalosvs. 

This proposal forms part of a series of rad¬ 

ical recommendations and decisions anno¬ 

unced by the Urban Development Ministry 
last week. Housing and construction is one 

of the priority are-rs spelt out by the gover¬ 

nment in its National Agertda and Mme 

Minister Vajpayee's reform call at the cii 

annual session late last month. In fact, 

Jcthmalanl's proiiosals have come ahead of 

the 60-day deadline set by the PM for a 

National Housing Policy. The government 

sees boosting housing as one of the best 

ways of energising the economy, since con¬ 

struction will have ripple effects on a host 

of other industries like steel and cement, 

and generate significant employment. 

Beginning with a repeal of the Urban 

land (Ceiimg & Regulation) Act—-ulcra— 
the proposals centre around efforts to incr¬ 

ease construction of quality houses at affo¬ 

rdable prices, reducing real estate prices, 

providing houses for the poor and exten¬ 

sive sops for the housing industry: 

The repeal of utciu: The ineffective and oft- 

misused uu:iiA has been the bane of the 

housing and construction industry for the 

last two decades. Large blocks of urban land 

have stayed locked up, creating an artificial 

scarcity. The government identified 220,674 

hectares of vacant land In 8,000 sites as 

excess, but only about 50,046 hectares had 

0 0 

been lawfully vested in state governments, 

■fill November 1997, only about 19,020 

hectares (nine t>er cent) of this had actually 

been taken over by the states. 

The result: large-scale speculation, taking 

property beyond the reach of the average 

Indian. Says Jethmalani: “Construction of 

houses in urban metros like Delhi is at a 

standstill and one of its main stumbling 

blocks is the ijijCRa. It is a totally useless 

Act, an instrument of corruption and has 

failed in its prime objective." By repeating 

the law, Jethmalani expects to increase 

supply of urban land for construction, 

which should bring prices down. 

The fresh Act will be introduced in the 

upcoming budget session of Parliament. 

Interestingly, the United Front government 

too had decided to repeal the uu:ra and 

would have done so had it stayed in office. 

But there is some scepticism about the 

move. Says M. Balachandran of the Mum¬ 

bai-based Gold Star Property Services: 
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The crowded Mumbai skyline: a bousing 
nightmare; (right) Sukh Ram’s bungalow 

"Theoretically this is a grxxi move: Jots of 
land will lx* available in the market and 
prices will go down, but one must be careful 
of the law that will replace the uu,ra, 

because there will be an affected lobby from 
whom land is traditionally iruahased and 
whose earning will be redua*d. The builder 
k)bbv will'also suffer as free and increased 
supply of land may shrink prices which 
they will not like." Agrees Niranjan lliran- 
andani, vice-president, Maharashtra Cham¬ 
ber of Housing Industry: " There are many 
things needed to make housing universal. 
iiicRA is just one of them and it is not a 
magic wand. Non-agricultural permission 
has to come fast, stamp duty has to Ite red¬ 
uced and zoning laws have to be reviewed." 
New Daibit Bungalow Zona: The govern¬ 
ment feels that the bungalow zone—what 
is known as Lutyen's Delhi—has adequate 

infrastructure to take on additional load, if 
necessary, 100 bungalows could be retained 
as a showpiece of the past. Ministers could 
be shifted to high-quality multi-storeyed 
residential complexes which would also 
facilitate security. A threc-mcralier commit¬ 
tee has been appointed to study the issue 
and report in two months. At the same 
time, the ministry has sought extra-bud¬ 
getary allocation for general pool housing 
to constmet more houses for government 
servants, where there is an acute shortage. 
A minimum of Rs 1,000 crore is n.*quirt>d in 
the current financial year for this. 
Rahabilitation of slunt-dweliers: Due to 
large-scale migration to cities, slums have 
increased—in l)elhi, about 1.5 million peo¬ 
ple live in slum.s. The government will 
involve the private sector to convert part of 
the slum land into houses. The private sec¬ 
tor can develop the remaining land as com¬ 
mercial complexes. The land would be put 
on open bids and houses would be given to 
slum-dwellers at nominal or no cost. 
Bringing down property prices: High pro¬ 
perty prices and rentals have led to unau- 
thoris^ colonies and encroachment on 
government land. In Delhi alone, there is a 
shortage of rrne million houses. Since cre¬ 
ation of new housing facilities will not 
solve the problem, construction of one 

JITtHDER GUPTA 

r NARAYAN 

more floor in existing houses would be 
allowed to create more space without put¬ 
ting any extra burden on the government. 
Concessions to housing indu^: Massive 
sops announced include according infrastr¬ 
ucture status to housing so that companies 
get a five-year tax holiday. Other concessi¬ 
ons: housing finance companies to be given 
special concessions on lending, 40 per cent 
of their profits to be tax-free, 100 per cent in 
case of low income group housing. To enco¬ 
urage rentals, income tax deduction on rent 
will be raised from 20 per cent to 50. Cons¬ 
truction loans will be aiiowed as deduction 
under the IT Act. Rental housing will not be 
assessed for wealth tax. Real estate develop¬ 
ment companies can take foreign loans. 
Houses can be depreciated over 10 years. 
More private sector involvement: Since gov¬ 
ernment agencies like the Delhi Devdop- 
ment Authority (npA) have failed to deliver, 
Jethmalani proposes to allow the private 
sector, even foreign companies, to develop 
mini-townshiiK. In Delhi, doa could hand 
over plots to private developers for faster 
development, and similarly, in other dtles. 
DOA itself is to be restructured and its staff 
strength slashed from the present 25,000 to 
about 2,500] "The economy can revive it 
this happens,; says K. Raheja, cto, Kaheja 
Constructions. "In every country under 
recession, the government pumps funds 
into the housing sector but since the gov¬ 
ernment does not have funds, it should 
allow foreign funds into this sector." 
Prafab bousing: (Considering the delays in 
construction by government agencies, the 
government proposes to encourage prefab¬ 
ricated housing. So the public sector 
Hindustan ITefab l.td may lx* modernised 
with private sector help. If necessary, pri¬ 
vate sector expertise in terms of investment 
and technology can also be brought in. 

On paper, most of letlimalani's proposals 
are perfect to flu* T, but in practice, it might 
lie asking for t(X) much to cxpL*tt tfie private 
sector to construct low cost house's and han¬ 
ding them free to the |K>or by nitting prof¬ 
its Irom otlier operations. ICsiMially given 
the pi ivate sector's record in low cost hous¬ 
ing. Demolition of bungalows in Lutyen's 
Dellii. though a laudable idea, may not lx* 
posM.ble. And to think that there will be a 
sulistaniial drop in real estate pricx*$ may be 
very optimistic. Says Akshaya Kumar, clo. 

Colliers Jardine (India) I’ropcrty services: 
"Prices will weaken in the short run due to 
sentiments but is unlikely in the long run 
and physical shxk will not Increase." 

While Jethmalanl's moves may bring 
cheer to the people at large and give the 
housing sector its much required Ixxist, it 
will also entail a substantial ex()enditure on 
part of the government. Does the govern¬ 
ment have the funds, especially at a time 
when India faces international sanctions? ■ 

With Linus Chottlar in Mumbai 
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EDUCATION 

Junior Execs 

ABHUITSHATUKAR 

All about time managomont 

The new section which will 
house the business school is 
nearing completion in one part 
of the 120-aCTe campus. *A large 
part of the funds were rais^ 

through the alumni who contributed gen¬ 
erously," says a teacher. "Students here are 
not just our students, but our children. 
This relationship is the essence of educa- 
tlcm," says Prasad, explaining why dona¬ 
tions from alumni have been pouring in. 
Echoes Dixit; "Daly College is heaven." 

However, the emphasis on quality educa¬ 
tion has not bluned the vision of the school 
authorities with regard to other activities. 
Seven football, two cricket, several hockey 
grounds, tennis courts and other sports faci¬ 
lities ensure that the students are well-occu¬ 
pied in their idle time (if any). A tennis 
academy, on the lines of the cricket acade¬ 
my that is functioning, is on the anvil. 

Clearly, education is more than just 
about teaching or being taught. ■ 

Asbutosh Kumar Sinha in Indore 

■ FAIR 

Down With 
Cynicism 

6AUHI BILL 

Developmant with a soul 

I 
IOVE over Weilham's Dehra- 
I dun, Woodstock Mussoorie, 
I OPS and Modern School 

Delhi, and Rishi Valley Madanapa- 
lle. It's time these schools watched 
from the sidelines as Daly College, 
Indore, has earned the distinction 
of offering the first undergraduate 
business school in the country. 

What's unique is that students 
shall study for two years as Dalians 
and, at the end of the third year, 
graduate with degrees from De Mon- 
tford University, England. Explains 
Daly College Principal M.V. I’rasad; 
"Students will be studying the same 
course as their counterparts at De 
Montford University. Teachers from 
there will .spend time at our school 
on a rotational basis." 

Says senior vice-principal P.S. Dixit: 
"As far as I know, no public school in 
the country is ofiering this kind of a 
course." For a school which boasts of 
an alumni of the likes of Madhya 
Pradesh chief minister Uigvijay 
Singh in its 1)6 years of existence, a 
new liitnension will be added to the 
quality ot education on offer come 
•SeptenilM r. to coincide with the Bri¬ 
tish educationa'i calendar, this year. 
As expected, the students are an exc¬ 
ited lot, as Ihey’ll be given first pref¬ 
erence for admission to the course. 

Over the years, explains Prasad, 
school authorities noticed that a 
large number of aiuinni were opting 
for management courses iater in 
their career. Hence, the detrision to 
offer an undergraduate business deg¬ 
ree Since the accent was on quality, 
the tie-up with De Montford was 
done after careful consideration. 

travel iDViSSRY 
Gold Flake Golden Geta-, ’ 

ways is about an over-,) 
seas holiday specially < i 
designed to suit Individ- ' J 
ual tastes. There are no ] [ 
limits to where your ^ 
imagination can take 
you. TVavel through Aust- COASTTOCOASTINUSA 

ralia's vast outbacks, cruise on its magnificent rivers 
or stay in an aboriginal village. Flit from coast to 
coast in the US, explore the mysteries of the dark 
Continent, Africa, or escape the heat and go on a 
Scandinavian vacation aboard a liner on the magnif¬ 
icent Sogne, the world's deepest fjord. Custom craft¬ 
ed for you, on a Gold Flake Getaway, the world is 
your play^und. All you have to do is specify your 
preferences and destination. 

THERE'S more from nc. The WUIs Holiday pack¬ 
age for the first time traveller. 'This includes lO-U 

action-packed destinations for you, your family and 
Mends. There's a bit of eveiythir^ thrown in— 
sightsedng, culture, fun and food. The third, the 
Classic special intisest package takes you on a tour 
of your tbeams. It hdtes ofi fr^ where your dreams 
start. If you like mude, you couldf be in Austria 
attending one of its filmed concerts. A witte tasting 
totn;7 ¥au opuid;go fo the Soudv of France, Call- 
fomfai'Or. /U^ if It's, golf 

Bad) 

T was a fair with a difference, and for a 
cause that was more than fair. Dver a 
hundred noos from various parts of the* 

country came together at Delhi's 
Pragati Maidan from May 8 to 16 
and invited people to "meet, share 
and explore partnership possibili¬ 
ties" with them. 

The range of wares on offer were 
vast: from social outfits in Rajasth¬ 
an's Bartner—selling hand-crafted 
colourful linen, to Bangalore-based 
Books for Change—displaying liter¬ 
ature on development. There was 
even a .stall that boasted a finely 
pnxluced c.n-ROM on Women in 
Panchayat! International develop¬ 
ment agency A(.’noN aid was all 
over the fair: networking to add to 
what they are already doing in 
India in partnership with 275 vol¬ 
untary organisations. 

Ilie .sheer diversity ot the v/ork 
being done by the ncos on display 
in the fair forced even those cynical 
of the do-gtxxlers community to do 
a rethink. "1 always thought social 
workers were society ladies who did 
not know what to do after their 
kitty parties. But just look at what is 
being done all over the country by 
people for themselves. Never did 1 
think it was so organised, sincere 
and productive. There aie disabled 
women here who make pickles and 
want others to help them in their 
income generation," said a visitor, 
who admitted to have strayed into 
the fair only to pick up a friend. 

Naturally then, the participants 
were upbeat not only of the con¬ 
tacts and funding that the fair 
would generate, but also the gcxxl- 
will that was a byproduct. Now 
that's what's called innovation! ■ 

Soma Wadhwa 
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■ PARTITION 

Umbilical Cords 
HE colour of the sky over the Indian 
subcontinent is red. Relationships 
built up over the years are threaten¬ 

ing to break down as the toxic fumes 
from the Indian nuclear blasts blur inter¬ 
national vision. But quietly, oblivious to 
all this heat and dust, one man with a sin¬ 
gle-minded mission has been helping 
renew familial ties, cutting across borders 
and creeds. Reuniting siblings, parents 
and children, separated during the Partit¬ 
ion 50 years ago with his Indo-Pak Parivar 
Milap Trust. 

Trust founder, 80-year-old Col. P.S. Gill, 
former governor of (Joa and father of cEc 

Col. P.S. Gill Hanked by Nawaz Sharif and 
his father: family matters 

M.S. Gill, returned from Pakistan late last 
month after successtully uniting eight fam¬ 
ilies. Says he: "I was helfred in this mission 
by none other than Pakistani prime minis¬ 
ter Nawaz Sharif." And the story that he 
narrates is amazing. He was the first Indian 
to be granted |)emii.>sion by the Pakistani 
government to travel across the border and 
into the interiors by road. The prime«min- 
ister’s personal car met him at the Wagah 

border, lliose accompanying Gill were pro¬ 
vided an airconditioned bus which took 
them as far as 2,800 km into Pakistan. 

For those who went in search of their 
families, it was a dream they never thou¬ 
ght would be realised. Nine-year-old 
Manna, originally a Muslim from Bhail 
near Tarn Taran, came home one evening 
in 1947 to find his village on fire, his 
family missing. I.ast month, Gurminder 
Singh, 70 (nee Manna), a proud Sikh and 
karsewak, had an emotional reunion with 
his Muslim sister in Multan. 

The stories of Pritam Singh, Niranjan 
Singh and others who accompanied Gill 
all have happy endings, some culminating 
in Lahore, some in Sialkot and some in 
the heart of Pathan country. It was a meet¬ 
ing of Hindu sisters and Muslim brothers, 
Sikh mothers and Muslim daughters. 

Says Gill: "I couldn't have 
done it without Nawaz Sharif's 
generosity." Gill, on his part, 
thanked the Paldstani prime 
minister with a novel gift. "I 
come from Allahdinpur and 
Nawaz Sharif's family is from 
jatiumrah, twin villages near 
Tam Taran. I just when to 
jatiumrah, took the door from 
Nawaz Sharif's ancestral house, 
packed it up and presented it to 
him and his father Mian 
Mohammad Sharif. There were 
tears in their eyes," says Gill. 

News of the success of his 
mission has spread like wildfire and more 
Partition victims are pouring into his resi¬ 
dence in Chandigarh, hoping to finally 
sec those they had given up for dead for 
the past 50 years. Finance is arranged by 
the retired colonel himself, some from his 
own resources and some from wellwishers. 
About the recent turmoil regarding the 
nuclear blasts, he retorts: "1 couldn't care 
les.s. It may lead to a temporary delay in 
my work, but I can assure you it will carry 
on smoothly." ■ 

Pritba Sen in Chandigarh 

■ ASIDi 

Imelda Marcos n 

P. ANIL KUMAR 

Pbewl Asfia with bar 164 pairs of shoes THAI' tiny tots are knotty is no new 
phenomenon. But that their preco¬ 
cious behaviour gives them a license 

to figure in the Guinness Book of World 
Records is astonishing. 

That's the case of four-and-half-ycar-old 
Asfia, daughter of Dr G. Aieem Quadri of 
Shalibanda, and student of St Helen's Sch¬ 
ool, Hyderabad. She has worn a record 
numlrer of 163 new pairs of shoes, from 
the first academic working day of the sch¬ 
ool till the lasti Says her proud father: "She 
refused to go to school if I didn't buy her a 
new pair of shoes and socks for the day." 

The school records confirm her attenda¬ 
nce at 1(K) per cent and her brilliance as a 
student. Although Quadri claims he has 
felt the pinch, he admits: "I bought her 
shoes from the Bata showroom," pulling 
out bills from a file. 

Though overwhelmed by Asfia's feat and 
the decision of the school management to 
dash off a letter to the chief executive of 
the Guinness Book, London, Quadri is 
confident her name will soon figure in 
the world records. 

No mean achievement, this. After all, 
how many parents can afford to pamper 
their children to this extent, just to 
ensure 100 jrer cent attendance? ■ 

M.S. Shanker 

Where will gold 
take you in the 

long run? 
India's flrsC pafsonal flnanca 

has ttie answer 

Sample issue coming shortly in Outlook 
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BOOKS 

In Netaji% 
Footsteps 
Veterans go on a nostalgic tour 

byJUdMI 

Oiytsty Books 
Piles not msnHonsi. Pstss: 109 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN WHAT wouldn't a travel buff do if 
given the offer to retrace the steps 
of the Indian National Army (ina| 

through Singapore, Malaysia, 
Burma and India, where ona; in the quest 
for Independence, thousands of motivated 
Indians went down in a welter of blood and 
bullets, chin up against the hostility of the 
British and ambitions of the Japanese? Tra¬ 
vel writer Akhil Bakshi and his 18-strong 
team comprising three old sweats. Col 
Gurbaksh Singh Dhillon, Capt Lakshmi 
Sahgal and Capt S.S. Yadav, who 
proudly runs an All India ina 

Committee at Old Delhi's Dary- 
aganj, and actor Sunil Dutt. As 
the expedition memlrers progr¬ 
essed from Singajrore to Manipur 
to Delhi, on the way they over¬ 
came the recalcitrance ol the 
Burmese government, milled at 
the Indian government's deci¬ 
sion to give the Nehru award to 
Aung San Suu Kyi in 1WS. 

The IN \ force was basically ext¬ 
racted out c‘ the 90,(KK) Indo-Bri- 
lish soldiers who surrendered to 
the lapanese on iTbreary IS, 
1942. I lie writer's account: "The r-ows were 
jrlaced in various camps spread over the isl¬ 
and. On February 17, the Indian Hows were 
singled out, picked up from different loca¬ 
tions and brought to the Old Raev Course, 
now Karrer Park. At I’arrer Park, Col. W.S. 
Hunt of Hodgoii's Horse handed over the 
Indian i>ows to the Jaiwnese, who in turn 
handed them over to Capt. Mohan Singh." 
rhe anti-imiierialisl moexi (read anti-Bri¬ 
tish) roused the Indians no end and a new 
chapter and front had been opened in a 
land far away from India, but imbibed with 
traditions that could be considered Indian. 

One of those assembled there included a 

27-year-old, Capt. Gurbaksh Singh Dhillon, 
whose nostalgia can only be appreciated as 
he st(X)d ,S0 years later on the same greens 
of the Farrer Park remembering his fallen 
comrades. Bakshi's account is filled with 
similar memories; the Indian High Commi¬ 
ssion in Malaysia fixing a meeting of sur¬ 
viving INA veterans where crippled old fight¬ 
ers sat together and cried; of Moulmein in 
Burma where Netaji once stayed on his way 
to Singapore and five decades later ethnic 
Indians delving martial law regulations gat¬ 
hered to welcome the expedition; visiting 
Bahadur .Shah Zafar's grave in Burma and 
the excitement of Indian families in the 
remoteM parts of Malaysia and Burma 
where' er news of the expedition reached. 

There are tales of real heroics like the bat¬ 
tle ol Irrawady where Dhillon, then a 29- 
year-old officer commanding the ina's Fou¬ 
rth Guerrilla Regiment, with shoestring 

I ammunitions held off Gen. William Slim 
' and his well-e(|uip|K-d 30,000-strong unit 
, Irom crossing the rivet in what the writer 
! describes as "the longest held river crossing 
■ in any theatre of World War II". Or Mount 
' Popa in Burma, site of the ina's last stand 

against the advancing British troops which 
wav fought by Shah Nawaz, Sahgal and Dhi- 
ilon and the heroism of Company Comma¬ 
nder Gyan Singh Blsht and his unit. Also 
reprcKluced is Netaji'v last order issued to 
the iN.t on August 14,1945, four days before 
his plane crashed in Taipei. The order called 

Bakshi: InsighMul expedition 

uprm the officers and men of the Azad Hind 
Fau) to "p’lnairualm and unperturbed" and 
above all not to "allow yourself to lie influ¬ 
enced in any way by wild bazaar rumours". 

Bakshi is a resouiceful writer of many 
facets, which makes access easier. For 
instance, when the expedition was asked 
to leave Burma without any further ado, 
Narasiinha Rao ordered that an Indian Air 
Force IL-76 airlift them Irom Rangoon to 
Imphal. Similarly Jyoti Basu was at hand to 
receive the expedition when they reached 
Calcutta. Photographs by Kabir Khan, a 
producer of travel films, are Impressive. 
Certainly a book to treasure. ■ 

DejaVu 
You can’t get by on idle chatter 

by AmI ChatlMlM 

Psnguki liHts 
A* 200, PaBss:!4S 

By SUDIPTA DAHA IF there is an overwhelming feeling of 
deja vu, it's Irecause Across the Lakes is so 
reflective of contenqrorary reality. Stee- 
I)ed in Kolkata nostalgia—right down to 

the |X)t of tea at Flury's, kal baisakhis or "spr¬ 
ing thundershowers", the ubiquitous Niz¬ 
am's rolls, adda and plnuhkas (gol gappas), 
lavishly dismissed as "light puffed pastry"— 
four characters tread four different paths 
that meet, but with tragic consequenc es. 

There's the .Scotland-returned economics- 
educated PutuI who will have to take up his 
uncle's business as soon as he can shake off 
his languorous ways; Meena, budding poet, 
idealistic yet unable to conceal her excitem- 
l!ht when her cultured Sen {larivar shortlists 
her dada's marriage potentials; Scotsman 
John Stewart who wanders into India in 
search of, what else, his roots; and Choto, 
the para Ivkar (unemphryed) who obviously 
ends up with the local mastaan Nawainla. 

lyrical in parts, images of Calcutta flee', 
past as the narrative delves into, well, 
everything—politics of both the Left and 
the rising rightwing (the Hindu Sangh), lib¬ 
eralisation, class anxiety, corruption, club 
culture, Fmergency, the Naxal era One ol 
the more delightful exchanges is when 
Meena and growing love interest Ranjan 
talk about their childhood, experiences, 
tLakntta. Ranjan about his schooldays in 
Darjeeling—"Kanchenjunga suspended 
above the clouds. Everest isn't a touch on 
it. Someday I'll go back. Don't think I could 
live there though. I'm t<K) much a city jrer- 
son now." But then things start going out 
of hand. Once Putul's uncle forces him to 
go to Delhi, the easy pace is forgotten. Sud¬ 
denly, the apathetic Putul, John, Meena, 
Choto hurtle towards the denouement. 

This is clearly a first novel, raw, rushed, 
parroting stereotypes and, in the end, say¬ 
ing nothing original—"nothing in this 
country works". To be fair, the evocation of 
Calcutta superbly conveys the flavours of 
the city, but alas, a book surely can't stand 
on nostalgia and idle chatter? ■ 
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Victor’s Vaudeville _ _ _ 
HE’S sold aluminium foils, mn a tour agency, and written for The 
runes. He's done plum roles in Satyajit Ray, David Lean and 
Roman Polanski films. later, he made a film, plunged into politics, 
directed an award-winning documentary. Now, reclusive actor and 
rarely successful jack-of-all-trades, Victor Banerjee has launched 
Chinar Entertainments, a corporate and ad-film agency. He wants 
to be a "world-class cinematographer" under the tutelage of the 
legendary Subrata Mitra. 1 jfe begins all the time for some. 

’W 

4'V 
‘.S': 

Palate For all Seasons _ _ 
GOURMET Karen Anand now intends to send suburban Mutnbai 
salivating. Your tongue will flip over her delicatessen—.10 vari¬ 
eties of cheese, chicken liver pale, humus, honey-glazed smoked 
ham and fresh salads. Pune-based Anand. currently rctaUing her 
Gourmet Food Products at Coiitemiiorary Arts and Crafts, is 
launching the range at Kiki's in Handra on May 18. She will be 
bringing Pune's German Bakery wholegrain breads and seasonal 
exotic vegetable to Mumbai's gourmand who, she advises, may 
wind up a heaitv meal with her champagne and rum truffles. 

Li’ B;sB^ 

KAKISHMA Ka^H^li Bendre and 
.sundry others^^M^Sieir hearts out. 
Bipasha Basu^mKfo become the lea¬ 
ding lady in Bachchan's life, 
professional^Hpgh unconfirmed, the 
windmills lJ||wi whizzing with tales 
of Jaya Breffl^approving of the leggy 
lass’ loofcr-^png her the hottest con¬ 
tender to <J^j.P. Dutta’s Aakhri Mug¬ 
hal opiwsSa&chchan Jr. She has howe¬ 
ver, been Biting other headlines. Mahar 
ashtra’s lAl police has blown the whis¬ 
tle on him boyfriend Dino Morea: for 
rompinoBiound in the barest minimum 
for the ^lida’ innenweat ad. But to give 
the devl her due, she maketh herself: 
clothes, or the absence of them, can’t 
hog the credit. 
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It’s Quiztime Folks 

SIPDHARTHA Basu is back to doing 
what he’s best at. The quizmaster 
extraordinaire will now host bbc's 

Mastermind India, the desi version of 
the legendary TV quiz Mastermind. 
The contest is ojren to any adult 
Indian whose s|)ccialised and gene¬ 
ral knowledge will be put to rigor¬ 
ous test and win him the ultimate 
accolade: Mastermind India. Says 
Basu: "It's a grcat chance for Indian 
polymaths of all ages and from all 
walks of life to prove their mettle." 

ViNOD KHANNA 
The actor-prodiicer^BiJP MP on getting 
Industry status accorded to Boll^ood 

stKtns ww top priority for Bsrttjrwood. 
yra hutroiBeotri fat paddag It throHgli? 

Yes, I've worked hard to get industry status. The eSort 
began In '94 when I met prime minister Natasimha Sao. 
Bos bdag a VP MP yon In this? 
Yes, it's bem mudi easier. 
Is rids a step towards butitntlonal finance and 
nuuiy Steps away firoia doMonsly sonreed finads? 
Industry status will not bring Irutitutional finance. For this, the nh needs to fcamu* 
late norms for ride evaluation in the film Industry like tt (Hd for the sdtwaie industry. 
If tlw nraney cfHaes, wiB It rid Bollywood ^ the mafia and cxfwrtiosd 
To the extent that for those desperate producers who turned to duMous souicte in 
the absence of imtitudonal finance, it will. 
Arc red and green dsannds a solution or shonld the censor he nnHWod? 
I think the idea floated by foe iSts minister is excellent. It involves foe same self-regu¬ 
lation that foe film Indu^ has been talking about. 

Ifisc the US, would It he best to have a watdhdog body (froai the film 
liulostry) to classify films for restricted and universal soeenlng? 
No. I'm happy with the idea of the film devdopment council, whidi will make a 
quarterly review of the Industry suggested by foe minister. Let's see how It works. 
Are censors and cnltaral morality going to be a groUem area, given tike 
Victorian sentiments of your party and tihe rest rtf the saffrM fraternity? 
Not Victorian, I see their sentiments as totally Indian. Despite popular perceptioru, 
the ivp is for all forms of free expression—in a respontible manner. 
How much would a film ciqNMrt cmmdl b^ the film Industry? 
Enormously. Rl^t now producen are acting in an Individual capacity. This would 
give negotiating leverage. 
Do yon expect the rate of entertainment tax to fop now? 
Not by getting industry status, but by being Isought on foe concurrent list. 
Is It pranlUc to bring tike rUsdpllnc <tf Imtantry to Brdlywoad? 
'The film industry is not indiscipline, it has its own methods. But yes, It will bring in 
certain systems of working that will benefit everybody. 

Lekha Rattanani 

W off CCS 

i 

The Kid Bards 

INDIANS finally saw and heard 
Jiinnon, the Pakistani Sufi-rock 
band-topping the charts for six 
weeks now—belt out Sayonee. As 
part of the Pepsi summer extr¬ 
avaganza which includes a whirl¬ 
wind tour of seven Indian cities. 
The three-member band of lead 
vocalist All Azmat, seen as Pakis¬ 
tan's answer to Jim Morrison, bas¬ 
sist Brian O'Connell and guitarist- 
composer Salman Ahmad have cre¬ 
ated an unusual blend of rock, gru¬ 
nge and qawwali. All praise for the 
Indian band Silk Route, they hope 
to join them on a friendship tour 
soon. Says O'Connell: "We'il play 
in Mumbai someday, for what is 
happening there isn't a reflection 
of public opinion." 
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Uneasy Paradise The little Dornier plunged through the clouds, 
skimmed over the blue-green sparkle of the Gulf 
of Thailand and landed smartly in a palm-frin¬ 

ged, thatched-roof village. “Just like an Indian vill¬ 
age,” I beamed hopefully at the orchid-adorned air 
hostess, anxious to establish the I'm-Asian-you're: 
Asian-isn't-Asia-wonderful relationship. "No!" she 
hissed sternly, rejecting outright any possible parallels 
between Thailand and, Buddha forbid, India. "This 
not Indian village. This airport design." Amid green 
slopes little w(xxlen huts with painted signs announced 'Arrivals' 
and 'Departures'. Koh Samui is an emerald isle an hour south of 
Bangkok. The airport (voted the best air|x>rt in Southeast Asia) is 
IRFAN HUSSAIN a metaphor for the tiny island; pac¬ 

kaged rural exotica for the ovtr-str- 
cssed, urlran ’90s tourist. Steaming 
hot and scented with lemon-grass. 

Koh Samui was practically invented 
and discovered by '80s backpackers 
as they scoured the Third World for 
The Real Thing. It's a tropical, nctr- 
hippie hang-out, "cool" rather than 
Five Star, a bar-filled, cottage-on-the- 
beach experience where, a decade 
ago, pot-smoking trendies must have 
Returned To Nature most efficiently. 
And still do. The sea is crystal-clear 
and warm and you can walk in for 

about half-a-kilometre and still be in only waist-deep water. The 
beaches are lovely and clean, palm slopes and Utrquoise sky are 
almost a picture postcard cliche. The local inhabitants—having 
made the transition from hawking coomuts to mixing I’ina 
Colada and Tequila Sunrise in just a couple of generations—seem 
happy encHigh at the tourism but some older people complain 
that their young people wear beads in their hair and swim with¬ 
out any clothes on. Koh Samui may have lieen good for the yup- 
pie-hif)pics, they ask, but were they good for Koh .Samui? 

New Imperialism 
IT'S quite surprising that although the 'Thais seem completely 

westernised, they sjieak very little English, probably Irccause 
they wei.’ never ruled by a Eurojrean power, although now tiiey 
svein to Iw ruled by the European tourist, ^ngkok still appears 
.somewhat like a post-Vietnam war Rest and Recreation zone for 
soldieis. Fast food and fast entertainment to an extent obscure 
the grai i ms and aristwratic traoitions of Thai temple architect¬ 
ure and delicate music and dance. However, most people seem 
fairly unconcerned alwnt any national dilemmas about neo-imp 
erialism. They )iist smile "siiwuw/cv" at regular intervals and 
young women link hands with some of the mote eager men, 
jump into brightly-coloureii vans which carry the crowds to the 
dinky littF resorts that line ttie never-ending white beaches. 

1 always ;ind tropical tourism a little sad. The young waiter 
proudly iu iding aloft your evening Singapore Sling decorated 
with a sprig of basil and the ubiquitous orchid, is skinny, his 
pants arc frayed, his feet in threadbare sandals. He brings in 
mountains of licer cans and plates ot shrimp and crabs for the 
guzzling visitors but eats olf his hand at the back of the kitchen; 
he gazes wistfully at the semi-nudity which is the staple of a 
"good" seaside alternative experience while he himself must 

wear heavy local costume to satisfy the clientele. 
"But then," says our hotel manager, "look at It this 
way, at least tourism gives us employment." 

Tanner’s Rainbow 
The naturally dark-skinned feel like a minority on 

the beach. Row upon row of peeling pink paunc¬ 
hes, pink arms, pink legs and breasts swarm over the 
Chaweng Beach in eastern Samui. I don't think I've 
ever seen so many naked white people together all at 
the same time. Vast Irald and tattooed medallion- 

men and chunky, hairy women jqstled for space and beach- 
chairs, spiriting away rugs when the original occupants were in 
the sea. Fresh breezes off the lagoon mixed deiicloiuly with 
wafts from the underarms of a nearby lounging Lithuanian. The 
.scent of sun tan oil floated from tiie luxuriously forested legs of 
a French female designer. There were some with peeling skin, 
some with shards of skin hanging loosely from the forehead, 
some with backs ravaged by multicolured layers of lan, blonde 
hair bleached white, pink faces rendered maroon, noses shat¬ 
tered by deep skin wounds; the ferocious April sun in Koh 
Samui rampaged over Anglo-Saxon dermatology. 

This is the day of the baht crash, so holidays here are cheaper 
than they would be at any other time. Families from .Stuttgart, 
secretaries from Munich, office “temps" from Inndon, busines- 
.smen, airport handlers and we Indian journalists were all there 
to experience the joys of a local financial crisis. Yet, meltdown 
or no meltdown, there were some Thai families as well, celebr¬ 
ating Songkran, or Thai New Year, during which they throw 
water and smear each other with white i>aste. " This is similar to 
an Indian festival, Holi," 1 ventured to a cheerful-looking Thai 
woman. "No," she flashed back, her expression changing 
immediately. "It's not like Indian festival." Something tells me 
the Thais don't like being reminded of comparisons with India. 

East-West Encounter As in Bangkok, the sex industry in Samui is as sadly matter- 
of-fact and and as vigorous. Several couples seemed to com¬ 

prise of white male and Thai woman, some married, some 
"hired", some "holiday partners". White men like Thai women, 
a friend tells us, because ihey cook well, they are passive, they 
don't argue and of course they are very pretty. In fact, women 
seem to be one of Thailand's major exports, from maids to 
wives to partners. At the cabaret in Koh Samui, quite near a sta¬ 
tue of the Buddha, adolescent girls extracted a range of con¬ 
sumer durables—from cigarette [Mckets to chopsticks to lengths 
ot rope to tennis balls—from their jirivatc parts, smiling and 
calm as they did so. Young girls with dead expressions, victims 
of a lethal industry. "This is utterly shcKking," whispered a 
(-anadian shop-owner. "You'd never get any of this in Canada." 

Welcome Meltdown The Thai Sikhs are textile tycoons and there are a few families 
in Koh Samui. "What do you do?" one genial patriarch asked 

my husband, "journalist," he replied. "Journalist! Journalist!" 
he exploded in shock. "Do Indian journalists have enough 
money nowadays to come to a place like Koh Samui?" "Er, you 
know, the meltdown...it's cheap now," my husband said weak¬ 
ly. "Ah, the meltdown, but that won't go on for too long you 
know, .you Indians better make the most of it," he warned. 
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When it comes to my family's health, I m a fanatic. 

Simply because I feel, if you eat healthy, you stay healthy. And 

that s why we got the LG Refrigerator. It s the only one with a 

Preserve Nutrition' System that not only keeps the food taaza, but 

also preserves its nutritive value. And that means the food actually 

stays healthy, longer in our refrigerator. So now, our 

refrigerator has become an 
essential part of our diet. Andyucan 
also say there's another health fanatic in the house... our fridge! ' 

)LG S^jfstem Refrigerators 
Preserve nutrition. Day after day after dayi. 

U PN SyMMfi Rifrlgantora an waHiW. n31(k;33ar,3a0i;3Mk400e 41(k:48(k.S7lk and 6401 cwaeltiM 
LO Fraah Maatar (DIrael CooO RafriBaraton nMUM. modW w nwM 





ETTERS 

twve been 
4f>' to 

,/ 27; Vnmt^pmj&’ 
Kiioton MW 
25). Wbj; Inc- 
omeso 
answer Mlii 41 naiw,ii that I 
the w^b^pjpBMtf fornas* ‘ 
ons'tnfiiKjljr K|wate ten 
itfCUpllIncii^. 

mjrn nbe flw bogejr 
M tin dnk teeat mm 
abto^ Mr Vb)payee. It^i 
teid^ OHM dUBcolt to tacUe 
YIm: vM pnMenu faced by 
•seat Indlim every day: pove- 

dbease, infustice. 
: ate fhe dtin^ that nuke 

biAan UveslMecuie rtf^t now 
Mow we have alio to hve under 
the threat of PaUstan's own 
nudear bconb. Since you 
raBOUln unvUUng to address 
tfacaeitsuaar f«e^ bogeymoi 
an a convenient dtstra^n. 

Besides, the bomb also serves 
to rally the country around, a 
fine bmefit when you have a 
dl^arate coalltlrni to run. For 
cmsoUdatlon of support, Mr 
Vajpayee, you couldn't have 
cmne up with anything better 
than tile bomb, ‘nut's the real 
reason for It, we know. So 
please q»re us the rhetoric 
about the threat from abroad, 
/apanfultey, fiMuidt Side, 

Nmmh fenupides, Si4tt 
PatHHinOum, WMn 

J*ervh«^ INkp IKBama^ 
MumM 

‘The Unveillag at BaMi 

pi; ■ 
'■r 

ViTKxi Mehta's erUtorlal Hew a 
Tbed' PM Became a 'JSoU' One 
(May 2$) leaves jno doubt tiut 
he's slck-mlndedand parandd; 
I'm surprised he's not in the 
Agra Mental HoiMtal. His e^- 
orial Is full of htm*trutie, untr* 
uths and lies. He has the temer¬ 
ity to ask: are critics (rf tile tests 
all CIA agents? Vis, these cowar¬ 
dly critics ate oa, XSB or isi age¬ 
nts and be must thank his stats 
the Press Council of India is an 
'important' body, otherwise 
dastardly nlt-plckm like him 
would've been behind bars. 

Ife might be obsessed agamst 
the up's popularity, but that's 
no reason for hun to use bis 
pen to make all kinds of bom¬ 
bastic denouncements Have 
some nahonal pnde Mr Mehta, 
don't bark like a mad dog 

MS.KUpufy, 
MmidHd 

^od Malta's edMorhd was a 
hiettti of cool reason tn tiie 
bl^-chaiged'gungho'atm- 
o^hm Itll be perfectly in 
order if the ptlnc^ idm is to 
provide N-Bondi designs and 
generating database for te¬ 
ther timuiided testing. We can 
now affotd to (oto ibe cm 
juipme which internstioiieity 
would be a step in the tight 
dtiCctkm. But it wouldn't be 
in order If these tests prove 
to be ptecuisoB of an aO-out 
weqionlsation programme. 
It would be worse if the teal 

J purpose turns mit to be no 
mme tiian strengthening 

tire tiding dispensation's hold 
on Patilament 
MrUweateafrmt.ZOieer, 

NmrDetM 
■ 

When the entire nation cele¬ 
brated the tests on May 11 and 
13, predictabty Kuldlp Hayat, 
Ptaful Bldwal, Amulya Ganguly 
and the 'Intematimial patri¬ 
ots'—tiw cotnmanlsts--protes- 
ted. It was no surprise to see 
tile old as>-basher and Atal- 
hate ^od Mdita, chuiaHut 
a negative editorial in an Issue 
devo^ entirely to picking 
holes in the government's case. 

AnUSImUaf, 
Ajhauama 

m 
I think India has been stupid 
in making the Pokhian move. 
As a natlcm we've wasted SO 
yean wallowing in our past; 
the government has betted the 
next generation's future by 

Hew wfi fboiid) 
la in* make 
PevthuwPpewiiiAataoa 
drank on aenirfass Poww 
VVhen tlw high wests OR, 
ted ouiarfves like tnoat dntei 
on the mottdtig afin; in agut- 
ter; wondering whote we am 
and how we flcti tiieie. 

HsaHtalkiM, 
raoeterf ByoaMwff 

• 
Kudos to Vinod Mehta for say¬ 
ing what nobody in tile estald- 
itiuneot-odented Enflish [»ess 
dared to say. Vfe say no to the 
tests, R^ln support of tiie 
bal communlly, which has 
been morally bankrupt and 
hypocritical on this, nor beca¬ 
use of sanctions. Itll tiirqply 
take away too many resources 
tem what cries out for atten- 
tkHi. Nothing has changed In 
terms of our security. If CItea 
is the threat, it's stUI stronger 
than us; we've needlessly rai¬ 
sed tensions with rt If the tim 
eat is Pakistan, we've alw^ 
been stionga, with or without 
tests. Out tiurats ate tianristor 
bombs, poor law and order, 
caste and religious riots, none 
of which will go beci^ of 
tins. Anyway, was the tuning 
right In any reflect other than 
providing a pre-poll Image 
boosts Perhai» If India was 
more of a world economic 
force, a test would annotuice it 
had ‘anlved’ as a superpower. 
Rl^t now, we seem nothing 
but regional bullies. 

The pngolstic Indlam are no 

Hypermetruph? 
Rukmini Nair's rcvi i of Vi\wm 
Ri\isum 2 (/V)/ilK\ of lumsla- 

n Mj\ 18) IS a tint example 
'“I,; not io V nti a leview for 

a i i/inc aim,.d al tht general 
leads Ihi nvieiv'i sv,ems 
more ksin to suk htr xulue 
)udgem'*nts and peuei'tions 
abmit the teini regional' in the 
tonlext of literature vis-avs 
Ainliedkar'' view on linguist! 
states, Jayalalitha's stanvi i<t al 
than about the scle< ted stoi'ev 

0.5. u.mspat 
\ewDemt 

Fashionably Late 
We vveren t in town whsn Hip 
Hvpti HoUoo (April 20) apjsed 
red and couldn't respond earl¬ 
ier Wc, as fashion desigiiers, are 
serious about our vsoik anu nut 
here with visions' of glamor 
oils part> invites' Working with 
master weavers in Benares to 
revise age-old traditions, under 
the guidance of Martand Singh, 
IS painstaking albeit satisfying 

Wc may not have design qual- 
^cations per se, but definitely 
hav> aesthetic sense Many int¬ 
ernational designers don't have 

professional degrees, >et their 
credentials can't be questioned 

Media hype works to a certain 
point, evcnluallv the clothes 
s|)eak for themselves (lood PR 
IS an integral part ot any indus¬ 
try, you can't fault us on that 
To bring our personal back 
giound and families into this 
was in even poorer taste 

Fhe article was almost a per¬ 
sonal vendetta—we’re clueless 
as to why we should be so fier¬ 
cely cntiased by a |oumalist 
who doesn't have any qualifica¬ 
tion in loumaiism himself 

We think Outlook shou’d apo¬ 
logise to us tor the big mistake 
It has made with respect to our 
reputation and ciedibihty 
Shobhna tt Vifay Arora, 

New Delhi 

Corrigendum 
In rcc-ding the Flames (Manh 
23) about I'hP M tiwts targeting a 
Cbmtiun festival in Baroda, those 
in the photo, including UP via 
A/ai Kumar Poliiya, were not 
invoked m the incident The pic- 
tuie was of a yagna in Mathura. 
We regret the error —Editor 
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Naked Ihiths 
AOmnt &om tite Amerlcaiii 
wiiabiliidly vyinre stafs end str- 

K Qieswhfiktbeboontiry^honb- 
^ ^ Inq. M acaiy ^ such a 

decision, Mhidi desi^ affects 
die pubUe, is taken vmout it 
having a due. This nuy be ine¬ 
vitable hi tvai, we'ie at peace, 
wane, theteh now talk (rf die 
budget idUing out the Kd OB* 
pet hR fqrdgn investmern. So 
mqdi for siradeshL The igp wiD 
hqipily vidate all It has ever 
said about econtmiic develop¬ 
ment, )ust to salvage the |^oM 
fallout of its dedsim. 

M.R0liii$pat, 
Bostm 

m 
You nghtiy say Pokhran-I was 
a manoeuvre by Mrs Gandhi 
to impress the masses. But 
even the swelling nationai 

A pride then could not keep the 
^ Emergency horn happening. 

How different is it this time? 
Unable to implement any¬ 
thing else from the aiv's 
'national agenda', Vajpayee 
has set off these fireworks just 
to keep the show ticking. 

M.SIuaMAbdiaia, 
MtmgiRare 

m 
India can't join the tanks of the 
'great' by explodng 'A' or 'H' 
bombs. It can do so only when 
SO per cent of its officialdom 
ceases to he corrupt; when 40 
per cent of its population IS fed 

I every day; wrfien lumpens 
don't get away with murder 
because of political backing. 

Jtamesii Goel, 
NewDOM 

m 
h the chess trftea^dlllk, the 
qp has {dayed its ^eces weU. 
Pakistan now has a mete five 
months to make its decision: a 
hard one at foat If it doesn't 
ei^lode a device in this thne, 
IndM will definitely sign die 
CRT, efiecdvdy leqdtlng Paki¬ 
stan to sign it as well (Ohiton^ 
lenatks about the quid-pio- 
quo Pakistan keeps promidng, 
are rdevant hm). Pakistan 
then wtxit have a credible ave¬ 
nue to legalise Its nuke arsoial, 
lll»lndlafaas.AsBmiaziraRte- 
ctly pointed out, in a few years, 
India wUI become a d^jure 
member of the Security Gxi- 
ndl; for die first time Pakistan 
won't be able to catch up. 

AmltXsMun’, 
DM 

m 
One must accept that Outlook 
IS the official magazine of die 
Congress, as Fr^Uu is the 
an(M)'s. It's all right to call a 
spade a qiade Imt hounding a 
pmdcidar party is sad. Much as 
Outiook hates the qr, it's in 
poor taste to diow fiie^uggo- 
sdng evil?—In the PM^ eyes 
on the cover. I dont think die 
PM has tinned or done evil by 
protecting Indian interests. 

AMshRtBedduir, 
Miimbal 

■ 
Your editorial policy is more 
suited to a scandai-mongertng 
rag. The N-bomb special sta^ 
ted in earnest with critlcisrp of 
the tests. But do you re^se 
tlhit the tests achieved what 

earUer govemmentt oooldat 
foresee or impleBient? Pakistan 
has been devekqAig die bpinb 
and mlfdles wdfa asdstance 
fiom CSdna uid North Kona. 
By conducting die tests, wcVe 
pm it in a Catcfa-22 tituadrm. 
Exi^ode the bomb md be dam¬ 
ned by die world; dimt and be 
dami^ by your own people. 

Don't let your bias deter you 
fifom rado^ reporting. You 
lean so mudb a^inst qp and 
towards Congress, you might 
as well pftat your ouigai^ 
from Sonia Gandhi's house. 

SMPrmsad, 
CalniiNSiCwe 

« 
A Ghmi Si^ anticipates M- 
istan’s mistile atdtek over 
Delhi and Miunbai in Octo- 
ber-May and a forecast of totd 
devastadcm. Ute details are 
horrifying even if the estim¬ 
ates are only 5 per cent accu¬ 
rate. But what about our cap¬ 
acity for nuclear retaliation? 

TS.Chmrt«, 
DMuiH 

m 
Apropos A Ghatai Sfgfif, do you 
mean that whatever our ene¬ 
mies do, we should follow 
Gandhi and Christ? If they hit 
Delhi and Bombay, should we 
allow them to use our bases to 
strike Chennai and Calcutta 
too? Haven't we already gifted 
POX to Pakistan and parts of 
Arunachal Pradesh to China? 

Ffyiiaii Mlehroins, 
nerved bff e-mtdl 

m 
The most upset about India’s 
N-tests are those who gave it to 
the world—the self-assessed 
savlouis of the world, the US 

Kotolifyliinlafibi, maVl^ 
itaiB, ahaftanid JK| {Mdb j^ride 
bid also dated ynt N- Cs on its MtftlQttdbBlfy, 

rest of Dm worn K upset 
because India tNd whit ^ 
<fid not have the guts to dd. ! the guts toad. 

My former 'shtomate' RR. 
(we were once colleagues 

In tiw /(tint Intelligence Com- 
mittto) in Muted VUca (Msy 
25) says: "diioo is definltofy a 
sinister mganisatian, which 
tHlbes...|oiitnalists and acade- 
mlcs to press hantilne causes in 
the mediB...* He abo si^ a SAW 
director tmee toU him they'd 
have to reduce their staff a^ 
budget by a third if tiueats 
from Chim and Pakistan were 
allowed to fade. Would Mr 
Chari ptease tdl me how to 
approach the dxoo as I too 
would like to support it hi the 
media? Also, is it necessary to 
float an organisation like the 
Institute of Peace and Conflict 
Studies? Can one also call it the 
Institute of tile Saleables? 

Sofybuini Stnigit, 
NtwOOM 

A tribute to the two scientists 
Dr R. Chidambaram and 
Abdul Kalam. 
There were two men from 
Madras, 
Who split Ote atm into parts. 
When diey signalled die mush¬ 
room sigrature, 
Up went Bill's h^h nmil posture, 
M down (ame his pants which 
lay on the grass. 

S. Mudaltar, 
Pmue 

Net k■'^k 



Who lifill attend to the phone 
when you’re not at home? You 





PARLIAMENT 

A Deterred Defence 
An unprepared BJP come under Opposition attack on the N-tests, but is bailed out by the PM 

By RANJIT BHUSHAN Facing a Parliament session days alter exploding a nuclear 
device, in the best of times, is an exercise no prime minis¬ 
ter would like to undertake. Add to it the bjp's lack of num¬ 
bers in the Lok Sabha and a t)ciiigen>nt Opposition ques¬ 
tioning the motives l)ehind the tests, the session is inmnd 

to be explosive. If amidst all this, Pakistan also carries out its own 
nuclear test as "retaliation", the heat generated can overshadow the 
sweltering summer and rattle the most hard-boiled of politicians. 

Last week, it took all that Atal Behari Vajpayee had to barely pull 
the Bir's chestnuts out of fire in the fate of a vimlent Opposition 
offensive on the timing of the Pokhran tests, in the process, 
India's 50-year-r)ld consensus on security issues cati.e under attack 
as never before, perhaps suggesting the pattern of things to come. 

BiP leaders were expecting fireworks but its intensity took them 
by surprise, and on the wrong toot. Opposition leaders of all hues 
had the same cant: while the work done by Abdul Kaiatn, 
Chidambaram and Co was commendable, the same couldn't be 
said about the bip's intentions. Also, they chorused, the dogs of 
war have to lx: leashed and [K'ace has to again top the agenda. 

Former prime ministers Deve Gowda and I.K. Gujral attacked the 
government for its motives. Gujral, for instance, said the subcon¬ 
tinent had been pushed into a nuclear arms race "purely for polit¬ 

ical reasons". "There was no .security threat when I laid down 
office," he claimed. Gowda attacked the "partisan and political" 
nature of the tests, saying previous governments had the where¬ 
withal to turn the screwdriver, but had not done so because the 
threat to security was not as sharp as the bip perceived it to be. 

In a welter of charges, rarely well met by the bjp with the excep¬ 
tion of Vajpayee's reply, home minister L.K. Advani's interjection at 
about the same time that Pakistan was detonating at Chagai Hills 
and defence minister Cieorge Fernandes' defence. Indeed, there was 
no real respite for the bjp, which came under severe attack from the ■I Instead of 

I reacting to killings in 
I J&K by mercenaries, 
I the government shouid 
I take pre-emptive 
fl action. 99 
I L.K. ADVANI 



■ ii No convincing 
answers have come 

from the government 
with regard to the 

reason and timing of 
the threats. 5f 

RA. SANGMA 

Congress, the main Opposition party. While Natwar Singh, who led 
the charge, scoffed at Advani and his policy of liot pursuit, saying 
it contravened laws of international relations, the others were criti¬ 
cal of the way the bji' had handled the aftermath of the bomb. 

Points out Madhavrao Scindia: "The way in which the whole post¬ 
explosion scene has been handled makes a mockery of the situat¬ 
ion. If this is the way nuclear states behave, heaven help all of us." 
Dittoes party spokesperson Salman Khurshid; "We are trying to help 
the Bjp combine, as this matter relates to national security and there 
can no disagreement there. But we are .seeking a few answers and 
apparently there is no one in the government who can give us an 
answer. My fear is that the government is badly divided." 

In a no-hoids haned match, the Opposition gave it all it had. 
Apart from Natwar Singh, fonner Union minister P. Chidambaram 
presented a coherent case: the anns race, mounting of missile 
heads, more nuclear warheads in the region and, then again, the 
real motives for the blasts. (Chidambaram in fact recreated a mini- 
Star Wars situation for the subcontinent—only to be denied hotly 
by I'ernandes who urged Chidambaram to "look at the annual rej)- 
orts of the Ministry of Defence for the last few years" before raising 
ridiculous queries. And he pointed out later, a nuclear weapon had 
been used just once by a country that was the sole possessor of an 
atomic device. Since then, as more nations acquired the technology, 
it has not been used and has only been ust'd as a deterrent. Not to 
be outdone, the en's indrajit Gupta talked of the water and power 
crisis in the capital "while this government is busy making bombs". 
Fernandes' retort: "Water and power have been a problem for the 
last 50 years. Could all of it be linked to the nuclear explosions?" 

While the tenor of the Opposition’s objections remained the 
same, some in the Congress like P.A. Sangma raised different 
points. He demanded that the government publish a detailed 
re(x>rt, a while pa|x:r of sorts, on the socio-economic ramifications 
and cost of the bomb. "This is the least that the government can 
do," Sangma said, pointing to the rising problems faced by the 
general population. 

But the two-day attack on the sir clearly had two phases. On day 
one, that is May 27, Pakistan had not yet detonated and the 
Opposition seemed to have its act together. The attack on the gov¬ 
ernment was better orchestrated and the Congress and the Left 

There was 
no security 

compulsion for 
conducting the tests 

when I laid down 
office. 33 

I.K. 6UJRAL 

parties coordinated so well that it was difficult to believe that the 
former had pulled down an United Front (UF) government barely 
a few months ago on the flimsiest of grounds. 

Then came the announcement that Pakistan too had entered the 
hallowed nuclear club. In the middle of <‘I’i(m) leader Somnath 
Chatterjee's speech, Natwar Singh interjected, asking the govern¬ 
ment to confirm what he had seen on the wires. All hell broke 
loose after that, with the entire Op|)osition on its feet, with no 
Vajiwyee or Advani in sight and only Madan Lai Khurana to con¬ 
firm. Luckily for the bjp, the prime minister walked In, as if on cue. 

The Bip's response was rather subdued. Former Jammu and 
Kashmir gtjvernor Jagmohan made a lacklustre speech which 
instead of countering the Opposition charges, emphasised on dis¬ 
armament and the ills of nuclear bombs—prompting Subra- 
manian Swamy to suggest that Jagmohan had perhaps got the 
wrong brief. Whatever little opposition came from the younger lot 
■ it BJP MPs like Vijay (iocl, who asked Sangma why he did not 
mention the Pakistan blasts with the same clan as he presented 
the case against India. Says Goel: "The tenor of spcnjches lieing 
made here are blatantly political. Some speakers are presenting 
Paki.stan's case, all in the name of attacking the bip's decision to 
carry out explosions." Questioning the wisdom of quibbling over 

Pakistan’s tests 
have vindicated the 

fear that India’s going 
nuclear would herald 
an arms race in the 
subcontinent. 33 

R CHIDAMBARAM 

L 
the timing of the blasts, former Himachal chief minister Shanta 
Kumar said no country in the world "could afford to disclose its 
closely guarded security plans publicly"; hence. It was the 
Opposition's line which was motivated. 

In his reply, Vajpayee reflected similar sentiments. Pained at the 
charge that his party had started the nuclear arms race, Vajpayee 
asked whether it was possible to organise nuclear tests in a mere 
fortnight—a reference to Pakistan's tests just 17 days after India's. 
As for bickering over issues of national security, he said: "I had 
supported Pokhran I in 1974 when Indira (iandhi had done what 
was long needed. My parly had asked no questions on the motives 
of the (iongress government. I had personally haileil it. But now 1 
find everyone attacking us on untenable grounds." 

But the most signiliiant .statement came from Advani during his 
interjcftion. This is likely to alter the scenario in the days to come. 
He empliasist‘d that K,-,hmir affairs vis-a-vis Pakistan ceasc-d to be 
purely an external aflairs matter, so he as liome minister was entit¬ 
led to intervene. .Said he: "Instead of reacting to killings by foreign 
inspired mercenaries in JkK, as has tx.>en happening for so many 
years now, I want the government to take pre-emptive action." Aa- 
ording to well-placed .sources, the Kashmir policy is likely to change 
in the days to come. "There has been a lot of surveillance, but cha¬ 
nces are that it is going to be made stricter. This is also what Farooq 
Abdullah wants. Now with the home minister himself making the 
scenario clear, the signal will go down the line," says a source. 

Clearly, the speeches last week in the Parliament broke fresh 
ground. The House has never debated national security matters 
in such great detail and so publicly. Many politicians hope that 
in the eventuality of elections, the proceedings may well turn 
out to be crucial. ■ 
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COVER STORY 

By MARIANA BAABAR in Islamabad_ 

T was the worst kept secret in the world. All of last fortnight, 
the constant and cruel reminders from foreign minister 
Gohar Ayiih Khan that Pakistan was ready for a nuclear test 
spun around the globe. Recurring with ever-higher frequency, 
it finally drowned out the alternative—the still-born no-tests- 

for-aid deal. Gohar's dark "not if but when" prediction wa.s ful¬ 
filled last Thursday. Never before in history was a nuclear test so 
inevitable, almost “imposed" on a country as it was now. Pakistan, 
its leaders exulted, had picked up India’s gauntlet. 

"It is a great day for Pakistan. We have finally entered the club 
of elite nuclear states. Like August 14, which was a day of freedom. 
May 28 was a day of independence for the nation—a day when we 
defied the United States and kicked open the doors to freedom," 

said a jubilant General (retd) Hamid Gul, a former isi chief. 
For over 20 years, Islamabad had kept its nuclear agenda 

wrapped in a cloak of uncertainty, though around the world the 
nuclear programmes of both Pakistan and India were open secrets. 
But at times even Pakistanis themselves would joke about whether 
they 'had' it or not; indeed, it was argued that this ambiguity itself 
was an effective deterrent. But that was before May 11, when New 
Delhi shocked the world out of its slumber with its nuclear tests. 
Obligatorily, Pakistan's Chagai Hills became the cynosure of all 
eyes and the question was bounced up around the globe; would 
Islamabad respond? 

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif found himself in the eye of the 
storm. He perforce had to vacillate between a pragmatic mode for 
the outside world, and be seen to Ire rising to the occasion on a 
volatile domestic front—a Benazir Bhutto back at her vocal best 

NDGUARFIBIZY 
iTMfiFTmiungK 

As the world watches aghast, the 
subcontinent drifts dangerously 
into a game of one-upmanship 



being not the least of factors. But his ,, . ,!V- 
predicament went beyond the concerns ' 
of ordinary politics. For, in no other coun- ; 
try had there been such a votiferous wWwMHIBwW 
debate on which road to take. lsy|N| iittliid I 

"A nuclear India tiie world has covertly nf 
been prepared into accepting~and one IWHCf, W 
wonden what Pakistani diplomats were 
doing all this while—but not if it means Miwi 
having to deal with a nuclear Pakistan in ylofl WWwB 
the bargain. For Pakistan the security threat .... 
has increased manifold, not only in terms 
of India’s nuclear weapon status, but also in terms of the likelihood 

of conflict over Kashmir," said 
a defence analyst, on Sharifs 
initial hesitation on whe¬ 
ther to take the plunge. 
Finally, 17 days after Pokh- 

raii, the match was evenly set 
at .S-5. Two days later, Paki¬ 

stan claimed advantage with 
two more tests. In India. Prime 

Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee 
had responded to global criticism 

with a moratorium on tests, but 
Gohar said more tests may be nee¬ 
ded as Pakistan begins inducting 
nukes into its armed forces. While 
the official Indian reaction was not 
immediately known, unofficially 
it was indicated that India may 
not change its mind on the mora¬ 

torium. But it seems the last word 
on this is yet to be heard. Along the 
way, regional tension escalated; 

Gohar Ayub charged India (promp¬ 
tly denied) with planning to attack 

Pakistani N-installations. Ilie world 
watched in honor as the subcontinent 

presented a brand-new flashpoint, a sce¬ 
nario the West had always feared. 
US President Bill Clinton was the most 

dispirited man as his South Asia policy 
blew up in the smoke of Pokhran and 
Chagai. “I cannot believe we are about to 
start the 21 st century by having the Indian 
subcontinent repeat the worst mistakes of 
the 20th century when we know it is not 
necessary to peace, to security, to prosper¬ 
ity, to national greatness or national ful¬ 
fillment,” he said while slapping sanc¬ 
tions after Pakistan's tests. In Pakistan this 
was seen as a sign that the only superpow¬ 

er had come to terms with the fact that 
Islamabad would take no further dictation, a 

rarity in contemporary history. 
"They offered us too little, too late," said 

Chowdhury Nisar Ali, minister for petroleum and a 
close Sharif aide. Nisar had been a dissenting voice in 

. the cabinet and was very vocal against carrying out 
nuclear tests. "In a last ditch effort on Thursday morning, 
President Clinton made die prime minister an offer of $5 bil¬ 
lion, F-16 planes and a security umbrella, but this was not suf¬ 
ficient for us," he told Cforiook. 

As die nadon deliberated on its new nuclear status—a curious, 
mixed bag of empowerment and impoverishment—there was 
disappolritment ^t Sharif had paid no tributes to the man 

til», MNliil 0«f8ir 

, , who had first settled Pakistan's nuclear 
t dilemma. After several years, newspapers 

i> tnitwirMiij carried photographs of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 
n Iffl WOSw who had defied the Americans with that 
MteW classic quote, "We will eat gras.s, but make 

/ , the bomb." If there was one man basking in 
BVnlOf the glory of decades of hard and fruitful 

ICh flUiCkSr scientist Abdul Qadeer Khan, 
iM " against whose laboratories the Americans 
HO 0^1061. had only weeks before imposed sanctions— 
. .—.I provoking cynical comments like "Pakistan, 

America's most sanctioned friend". 
Some details of the first series of tests started trickling in the 

day after. Dr Qadeer disclosed that the five devices were "brxisted 
fission devices using uranium 2.S.S. We have been manufacturing 
this at Kahuta for almost 18-19 years. The first enrichment was 
done on April 4, 1978. The plant was made operational in 1979 
and by 1981 we were pnxlucing substantial quantities of urani¬ 
um". Asked about the yields of the tests, he said "one was a 
big bomb with a yield of about 30-;{5 kilotons, twice as big as 
the one dropped on Hiroshima. 'Phe other four were tactical 
weapons of low yield". Asked how long a thermonuclear test 
would take, Qadeer replied: "Much quicker than one expects. 
When the Indians tried to call our bluff, we proved otherwise. 
When the Indian prime minister gave a go-ahead, their scientists 
took more than a month. Qur scientists took merely 15-16 
days". He said Pakistan had attained the capability to explode a 
nuclear device by the end of 1984. All this was met with some scepticism by both Indian and 

American scientists, who doubted whether Pakistan had even 
conducted five tests in the first place. They expressed surprise 

over the claims of the size and the number of devices and estimat¬ 
ed that the total yield of the tests was between five to ten kilotons. 

One aspect where Pakistan can claim superiority over India is in 
having a well-defined Nuclear Command Authority, comprising 
the president, the prime minister and the army chief. This has 
existed since the time of Gen. Zia-ul-Haq and after his death the 

Jubilation In PakMan (lalt); Qoliar and Sharif: satlling acoraa 
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then president Ghuiam Ishaq 
Khan took over the charge of 
the nuclear button, so to 
speak. But now, with a tooth¬ 
less president, it is the prime 
minister wlio would be in 
control of this button. India 
has still to sort out these 
issues—considered a sine qua 
non among nuclear powers 
globally. 

Reacting to the Indian lead¬ 
ership’s belligerent state¬ 
ments over Kashmir, Gohar 
Ayub indicated that Ghauri, 
Pakistan's recently tested 
intermediate range (^.SOO 
km) mi.ssiie, would be tippt'd 
with a nuclear warhead. 
Qadecr, on his part, added 
that tipped on small missiles, 
the low-yield weapons can be 
used in the haltieheld against concentrations of troops. "None of 
these explosions were thermonuclear. We are doing research and 
can do a fusion blast, if asked. But it depends on tlie circumsta¬ 
nces, the political situation and the decision of the government". 

According to one report, five shafts of the tests were from 800 to 
835 meters long, had a 7 ft diameter each and were drilled deep 
into Baluchistan's rocky mountain range. The device was mou¬ 
nted and erected only four days before the test and extensive 
monitoring instruments were employed. Reports said panic gri¬ 
pped the area in nearby Dalliandin when the |M‘ople felt tremors 
of the tests and came out from their houses reciting verses from 

PRASHANTPANJIAR 
the Holy Quran. A report 
quoted Faqir Mohammad, a 
farmer who was busy harvest¬ 
ing, as saying, "an un-Islamic 
country carried out nuclear 
blasts which should have 
been responded to by Islamic 
Pakistan." 

T! 

Anti-bomb activists stage a rally in Raw Oeibi 

HE day after, the nation 
awoke to a rude shock 
when front-page reports 

in newspapers announced 
that all fundamental rights 
had been suspended. Presi¬ 
dent Rafiq Tarrar had promul¬ 
gated emergency in the coun¬ 
try under Article 232 of the 
Constitution with immediate 
effect in view of a threat of 
external aggression. This 
denied the people any 

recourse to courts too. "We could understand it if there had been 
a financial emergency declared but there is no justification for_ 
Sharif to suspend our fundamental rights," said former ppi* interi¬ 
or minister, Gen (retd) Nasirullah Rabar. 

If anything it quickly moved the bia.sts off the front-pages as 
people tried to comprehend the new reality—an emergency in a 
fragile democracy. Used to emergencies under martial law, this 
step by Sharif's civilian government baffled them as there was no 
mass agitation, no strong opposition to trouble the government. 
It was interpreted as a move to impose tough economic measures 
in the wake of global sanctions and quell any future di.ssent. 

Five Weeks to Disaster? 
Sanctions, dipping forex reserves, high debt spell economic doom PAKISTAN may have salvaged its 

wounded nuclear pride, but the hard 
economic reality is that its people 

will soon have to 'eat grass’. And that 
could.be just five weeks away. 

Public bravura notwithstanding, fina¬ 
nce minister Sartaj Aziz is well aware 
that sanctions could cripple a country 
that lives off imports and foreign funds. 
"The sanctions against both India and 
Pakistan by the US and the European 
Union could be even-handed, but 
Pakistan’s capacity to absorb these 
shocks is far less," Ftof. Ian Bcllany from 
the University of Lancaster told Outlodc. 

Pakistan’s foreign exchange reserves are 
at $1.2 billion, barely enough to meet 
five weeks of imports. Food, mainly 
wheat, and fuel account for 36 per cent Ol 
imports. Exports are about two-thirds of 
imports value, leaving a massive trade 
gap of $5 billion. Hie other face of the 
hydra Is external debt. At met $30 bil- 
lltm, it is mote than double that of 
eeports and taka over 40 per cent of the 
CNF. Ihe short-temi ddit component is a 

high IS per cent. Annual debt servicing 
runs up to $5 billion, according to the 
State (central) Bank of Pakistan. With $1 

BOMB OVER BREAD I 
GfJP . 65 

External debt : 30 

GDP grov'th over 1990-96 4 6 

FDI : 690 

Portiolio investment s 850 

Aid dependency ■ .'.c- 1 4 

Delence expenditure . - ■ ' 28 1 

Tax revenuu ' • 15 3 

Adult literacy rate 63 

Lite expectancy at birth , 62 

liPani mnr'ality , 86 

Population betoc; poverty line 34 

Per capita health eipunditure 17 

billion-odd debt repayments looming, and 
USi«nd Japan, biggat trade and develop¬ 
ment partners, slapping sanctions, Pakis¬ 
tan may be forced to go in for a morator¬ 
ium on debt repayment. 

Income growth remains poor, with gnp 
growing at 3.5 per cent in 1995-96. With 
14 per cent savings rate, Pakistan is also a 
poor saver. Significant liberalisation and 
privatisation undertaken by the govern¬ 
ment has improved growth prospects of 
the domestic economy. Foreign direct 
investment has risen of late, to $690 mil¬ 
lion in 1996, most of which has gone to 
the power sector, with the US and japan 
being major contributors. Sanctiems at 
this crucial juncture could take the 
reforms process back by at least five 
years. Ihe government's liberal financial 
policies could prove a bane now. Already, 
all foreign currency transactions have 
been suspended and fears are that pri¬ 
vate foreign currency accounts in banks, 
totalling $10 billion, could be frozen. 
'The Paldstani mpee, at Rs 45 before the 
tests, has tested Rs 55 in panic trading. 

Seme $3-4 blOlon in direct aid stands 
threatened. Just before the tests, Aziz told 
reporters after the Pakistan Development 
Fomm meetings that over $5 bilUon of 
aid had been lined up for the current fis- 
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Asma Jehangir, who chairs the Human 
Rights Commission of Pakistan, reacted 
sharply. Castigating India first for "nuclear 
lunacy and then following that up with 
dire jingoism", she said it had to have its 
effect in Pakistan. "The government 
should resist the temptation of using the 
excuse or the tool of emergency for any 
kind of aggrandisement of itself or its 
party. Countries have Ireen at war and yet 
kept all their citizens' constitutional rights 
fully safeguarded. Is this the way to elicit 
cooperation from the people or to reward them for the saaihees 
demanded of them? People of this country have had their rights 
suspendc'd for long spells, mostly under military rulers. Their 
experience of it is bitter". Added Tlic News in an editorial entitled 
'A ShcK'ker': "This bodes ill for democracy and national unity and 
is a red rag to the bull of political instability. That is why the soon¬ 
er fundamental rights are restored, the better... The way to elicit 
‘sacrifices' from the public is not by forcing it through draconian 
measures but by building consent and relying on the innate patri¬ 
otism ol the Pakistani people." 

nwasttrM tiiit iBttH any 
futnre iMsssiit. 

The Paklftani rupee, at Rs 45 to a dollar bofora the testa, loll to Rs 55 In panic trading 

cal beginning July 1. Japan had convn itted 
loans of about $1.68 billion. The US, 
which recently renewed assistance after 
partial lifting of curbs imposed in 1990, 
has only about $100 million in giants and 
loans committed to Pakistan. But it could 
put on hold a rollover of around $500-700 
million of commeidal loans and swap 
funds invested In the US by Pakistani 
banks. "Foreign banks have stopped cross- 
border financing into Pakistan and mote 
pressures from toe US might follow," says 
a foreign bank executive, in drawing a 
post-sanctions scenario, A:dz had estimat¬ 
ed a loss of $5 billion owing to cancella¬ 
tion of half of all aid and ^todrawai of 
instuance cover provided by US banks. 

Also under thn»t is the remaining $1.2 

billion of toe $1.6 billion imf structural adj¬ 
ustment loan, two tranches of which have 
come in. As for the World Bank, it has said 
Pakistan will get toe $2 blliion approved 
for 41 projects. But fffojects worth $750 
million in aid pending approval could be 
in jeopardy. Says Gautam Sen of the Lon¬ 
don School of Economics: "The Pakistani 
economy is very close to default." 

Already, remittances from Pakistanis 
employed in the Gulf have shrunk consid¬ 
erably, and there are little signs of anybody 
or anything filling toe gap. Pakistani offi¬ 
cials are Imklng to *^ndly countries" 
like the Arab nations, China and Iran to fill 
tois gap, otu commentator wrote in toe 
Jung newspaper WAtoout that, he said, 
payment d^ult could be a frdt accompli. 

Others realised in horror that all foreign 
exchange accounts had been frozen; peo¬ 
ple could no longer make drawais. The rea¬ 
son was simple. The $1.2 billion that the 
government had in forex reserves included 
those from the private account holders. As 
the dollar and Pakistani rupee ratio 
touched new heights, with the dollar 
unavailable even for Rs 55, the govern¬ 
ment declared Friday a bank holiday. "If 

... we had not done this, there would have 
been a run on these foreign exchange 

accounts and that would have created problems for the govern¬ 
ment," finance minister Sartaj Aziz told Outlook. But two days after 
suspending the business of money changers, the government 
withdrew the order on .Saturday. 

But this is just the beginning. The government faces $1 billion 
in debt servicing which has to be coughed up by June. If Japan 
withdraws $.S00 million and the World Rank $250 million, then 
only $300 million will be left in the national exchequer by 
end-June. It takes only an educated guess to realise whether it 
would be the government or the people who would have to eat 

AFP grass first. Meanwhile, Sharif asked the 
Ontral Board of Revenue to prepare a 
package of tax reforms to generate Rs 
500 billion during 1998-1999. 

So where does the government go from 
here? Right after taking the nuclear 
plunge, it has opened another front for 
itself at home by declaring emergeiuy, a 
sure recipe fpr creating dissent. A hither- 
to-weak opposition and a small but 
vocal band of human right activists 

With times so hard, all eyes are riveted 
on toe Juiw 13 budget. Rmnue inflow 
is estimated to be just half of the bud¬ 
getary expenditures of Rs 550 billion. A 
substantial part of this goes to defence, 
already at around 30 per cent of central 
government sjrending and lit^ng after 
the tests. Nawaz Sharif has asked toe 
Central Board of Revenue to prepare a 
package of tax reforms to generate Rs 
500 billion for toe current year. Citizens 

have been asked to tighten their belts and 
live simply. The government Is expected to 
unveil a national agenda launching a 
campaign to boost exports, raise more rev¬ 
enues and expand form production. The 
solution could take much more than that. 

Says Munir Ladha of traders M.L 
Securities: "Only changing your lifestyle 
will not solve the problems of the econo¬ 
my which is already in recession. The 
stock market is at its lowest ever at 1,040 
points, nearly $5 billion have been wiped 
out of toe market. It will take a long time 
to bring it back to toe earlier position." 
What he didn't mention is that severe 
inflation and back-breaking taxes could 
be toe fust signposts of a long and dreary 
road ahead for the economy. 

Panmiti Sbailri with Azhar Abiwt 
in Karachi and Sanjay Burl in London 
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Pro-nuke public Mnllmants forced Sharif's hand 

have been handed readymade ammunition to attack the gov¬ 
ernment. Islamabad's diplomatic skills will also be put to the 
test, now that it is a nuclear state. 

Similar to the aftermath of the Indian tests, the West remained 
divided when it came to condemning or imposing sanctions on 
Pakistan. If New Delhi had Mowow to lean upon, it was Beijing 
which scuttled a resolution at the United Nations condemning 
Pakistan for the tests. Earlier, Iwforc the tests were conducted, the 
ambassadors of both China and the US were called in and 
informed about the decision to test. Reports also mentioned that 
Iran and Saudi Arabia too were "con- 
.sulted" before the tests but there was 
no official confirmation of this. ITS too early to say how the West will 

now react to the two South Asian 
nuclear neighbours, ajrart from the 

sanctions that have Irecn imfxcsed. "It 
was easy to isolate India in the region. 
But now that Pakistan has also openly 
declared itself a nuclear power, how can 
you isolate two nuclear jwwers in the 
region? This is the test that the West is 
facing," says a Pakistani analyst. 

Adds Dr Mehbubu! Haq, a former 
finance minister who has been fre¬ 
quently advising Sharif; "The West 
would have no clujice but to welcome 
India and Paki.stan as meml>ers of the 
nuclear club. They should start negoti- 
.iting theciBT so that the two countries 
move towards making the world a safer 
place. Just like the agreements between 
the US and the ussR. I'hcy will have to 
deal with us on the basis of nuclear 
equality, not nuclear apartheid." He 
feels that Clinton and British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair will once again 
jum{)-start dialogue between India and 
Pakistan. "sA,\Rt'. has also to be revived 
and I have already talked to the leader¬ 

ship in Sri Unka and Bangladesh that we 
ne^ someone strong like I.K. Gujral to take 
over as the political secretary of smrc and 
push through the Gujral Ctoctrinc in the 
organisation,” Haq told Outlook. 

At his press conference immediately after 
the first nuclear blasts, Sharif also held out a 
tentative olive branch to New Delhi and 
said a dialogue was the need of the hour, 
with Kashmir being the core issue. Now 
that 'natural belligerence' has found release 
on both sides, putting the dialogue back 
on the tracks is really the only option for 
the two states, especially in the eyes of an 
alarmed West. Besides, it is only at the nego¬ 
tiating table that the two new nuclear pow¬ 
ers can come to any sort of understanding 
on de-escalating tension on the border. 

Said former army chief, Gen. Mirza Aslam 
Beg: "Now that we stand tall with pride and 
dignity, we have to look to the future by 
not engaging ourselves in a mad arms race, 
but rather by searching for peace which 
would provide better future and prosperity 

to the teeming millions in the South Asian subcontinent. We shall 
not fear to negotiate but we shall not negotiate out of fear". 

In New Delhi too, voices of sanity were urging the Indian ieader- 
ship to cool off its tough posturing and restart the dialogue with 
Pakistan. Indian officials, not completely surprised by the Pakistani 
tests, felt there was a silver lining. At least the world would have to 
impose sanctions on Pakistan and international pressure would not 
be directed exclusively on India. Finally, responding to the nuclear 
debate in Parliament on Friday, Vajpayee assured Pakistan that it 
faced no threat from India and that ho was prepared for a compre¬ 
hensive political dialogue with Islamabad. He reiterated his offer of 
no-first-use of nuclear weapons, saying that India was prepared for 

a discussion on confidence building 
measures to enhance security in South 
Asia. But as things stand presently, the 
bilateral dialogue is going to be kickt'd 
around for some time, with botii sides 
expecting the other to make a substan¬ 
tive gesture. But simultaneously, the 
tough talk on Kashmir continues una¬ 
bated on both sides. Gohar went fur¬ 
ther saying a nuclear war was pos.sible. 
Earlier, the Indian establishment failed 

to see the contradiction in Vajpayee's 
retrospective justification of the Indian 
tests, which he came out with after 
Pakistan conducted its own tests. 
Reacting to the Pakistani tests, Vajpayee 
said "it liad not come as a suqrrise and 
has vindicatexJ out policy and stand. 
Tliey have confirmed our doubts and 
we ate ready to meet the challenge". 
This argument flew in the face of India's 
long-standing defence that its nuclear 
programme was in a'sponse to China's. 

Back in Islamabad, the week ended on 
a note of uncertainty not .so much from 
the nuclear blasts themselves but from 
the direction Sharif has taken by declar¬ 
ing emergency. Tall claims about mov¬ 
ing out of palatial buildings and put¬ 
ting them up for public use has fooled 
no one. This, coming from a man who 
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dinton Begs, Sharif Differs 
, Pakistan's seven tests undermine the US administration’s clout The Pakistan nudear tests on May 28 

and May 30 delivered a double 
whanuny to US foreign policy ob}ec- 

tives. Not only did PiesUfcnt Bill Qinton 
lose £k», the blasts also put paid to ano- 
dw of his cherished goals-^o get die 
Senate to ratify die cnr. 

hi the last two weeks Washington had 
brauj^t all its conridetable dipionudc 
clout to bear on Pakistan to dissuade it 
from nudear testing. But It didn’t work. 
What does that say for US foreign policy 
initiatives? Glnton made several Impas¬ 
sioned pleas to Pakistan prime minister 
Nawaz Sharif and a high-powered 
American delegation led by deputy 
secretary of state Strobe Talbott visit¬ 
ed Islamabad. To no avail. Aldiough 
the White House is trying to gloss 
over the apparent failure of American 
diplomacy and Clinton's personal 
intervention, several analysts have 
remarked on how far the US adminis¬ 
tration stuck its neck out when it was 
clear that there was not going to be 
much chance of success. 

A former state department offidal 
said that when Sharif "suiiunarlly 
rejected" Clinton's advice, it "struck a 
blow at the heart of this administra¬ 
tion's foreign policy. They act without 
considering the consequences just as 
they recently did when they issued an 
ultimatum to Israel and were com- 
pdled to backtrack. If nothing else, 
the Pakistani nuclear test is a loss of 
face. The argument that the Pakista¬ 
nis were ultimately swayed by domes¬ 
tic compulsions is inherently shallow. 
Sharif was watting to see what we 
would give them." 

A diplomatic observer called it,a 
"bitter defeat” when Pakistan ignored 
Clinton's "private phone calls and his 
appeal for restraint In the end, the 
president had no clout in trying to 
persuade Pakistan against following 
India's lead, it is a reality check, a les¬ 
son in the limits of power and the limits 
of US influence around the world, as well 
as US ability to influence global decisions 
since the end of the Cdd War." 

At a White House briding, spokesperson 
• Mike McCurry acknowledged as much. 

"The US, despite all of its wealtii and its 
might, cannot control every event, every 
place in the world, particuhily in a place 
where, for five decades now, goveniments 
have fought wan and peoples have lived 

with incredible tensiem," he said. 
Elespite India and Pakistan's nuclear 

tests, tile US is not prepared to recognise 
either country as a nudear weapon state 
and treat them as sudi hi the various inter¬ 
national treaties. Referring to the Nuclear 
Non-Prollfeiation Iteaty, 'Mbott said: "We 
don't think it is wise to get into the busi¬ 
ness of amending this treaty.” 

However, former secretary of state Lawr¬ 
ence Eagieburger said on cnn that it wasn’t 
Clinton's Mute and blamed the US Cong¬ 
ress for meddling in foreign policy. Said he: 
"Hoe we have the president saddled with 

The Chagai tests came 
less than seven hours 

after Clinton phoned Sharif 
and “all but begged him 
not to detonate a nuclear 

weapon”. 

having to impose sanctions on botii coun¬ 
tries, which seems to me a very indfoctive 
means for him to be aMe to with eit¬ 
her country.” But Paul L Leventhal, presi¬ 
dent of the non-government Nudear Cem- 
trol Institute, accused the administration 
of "a colossal foreign policy faUiue”. 

An administration source tokl Oudoak 
that tiw Pakistani tests came less titan 
seven hours after Clinton phoned Shaitf, 
"and all but begged him rmt to detonate a 
weapon.” He described the talk as "ang- 
ultiied...Clinton did everything he could 
but tile Pakistanis were not convinced.” 

Dr Gideon Rose, a non-proliferation exp¬ 
at at the Council of Foreign Rdations in 
New York, sees the nudear tests as both a 
failure and a success for the admfaiistra- 
tion. "The outcome in both cases was obvi¬ 
ously not what tte adirrinistration wanted. 

But the prime villains in this situation 
are the Vajpayee government and tiie 
US Congress. Both the Clinton 
administration and the Pakistani gov¬ 
ernment, in my ofdnion, had little 
choice but to do what they have 
done, given their domestic political 
situations.” 

Ramesh Raveila, president of a 
Vtrginla-b|sed software company 
who frequently publishes tetters to 
the editor on ^licy issues in the 
press, said: "In a larger sense, Pdd- 
Stan's nudear test underscores the 
folly oi American foreign policy vis-a- 
vis China. For well over a decade, 
China has been exporting missile and 
nudear technolo^ to Pakistan and 
the US did nothing to stop it The real 
danger now is that countries like Iran, 
Iraq and Libya may buy nudear tech¬ 
nology from cash-starved, sanctions- 
rldden Pakistan." A point that is wor¬ 
rying Israel, "imagine how unstable 
the world will be if Iran were to deto¬ 
nate a nuclear device,” said prime 
minister Benyamin Netanyahu. 

As for the future course of action, 
McCurry said the US would push for 
India and Pakistan to "sign the errsT 
without condition, to join the discus¬ 
sions in Geneva for a cut-off of fissile 
material production, and to refrain 
from any actions that would suggest 

deployment or weaponisation of balltstic 
missiles." He ctenled that there would be 
any revamping of the existing •non-pro¬ 
liferation architecture”. Even if India and 
Pakistan did not sign the ctbt, he said, 
there were "other ways that you can 
ensure compliance. Uke the way we mon¬ 
itor compliance of the North Korea agree¬ 
ment that they made in Goieva in 1994." 
So, all may not be lost. 

Lutiwim A. Jowph in Washington, DC 
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From China to Chs^i 

The Chacjai hills: N-zone 

UK scientists say Pakistan couldn’t have tested without China’s help ONE of Britain's leading nudear exp¬ 
erts, caressing surprise at the speed 
with «^ch Pakistan carried out its 

nude« tests says "Pakistan has had to 
depend on overseas assistance, and they 
would look to China in this respect.” 

John Large, nudear sdentist and an inde¬ 
pendent a(h^ to the British Parliament 
on nudear issues, told Outlook that "even if 
Pakistan had a nudear weapons arsenal, 
they were not primed up to detonate." In 
the first stage, he says, a test needs the dig¬ 
ging of a hde about two metres in diame¬ 
ter and 400 to 600 metres deep. A chamber 
has to be built at the bottom connected by 
cable and a gamut of sophisticated instru- 
moits. Ihat Pakistan had such a facility 
ready is indication that they were prepared 
to test. But beyond that, testing five nuc¬ 
lear devices needs preparation that up 
would take more than two weeks. 

Even if the US with its advanced 
technology were to decide to test, it 
would iie^ at least two months 
from start to finish, according to 
Large. While Pakistan may have 
recently imported some techno¬ 
logy for the tests, he says there is 
still no indication whether what 
was tested by Pakistan was "a static 

pUe or a deliverable weapon." And the 
tests themselves are no indication 
whether what has been tested can be fit¬ 
ted on to the Ghaurl, which he describes 
as an "adapted North Korean missile." 

Now, both India and Pakistan would 
look towards developing short-range deliv¬ 
ery systems for compact devices, he points 
out. "Those are sophisticated and complex 
weapons that would have to be very very 
reliable in their design.” Neither country is 
lilwiy to have developed these to required 
sqrhisticatlon. Politicians wlio say that 
both India and Pakistan will now sign the 
crar are being "very optimistic," he adds. 
“Over the next five years both countries 
are likely to do a lot more testing to devel¬ 
op their nuclear weaporu." 

Prof. Ian Bell«iy, an expert on nuclear 

put on hold the entire development 
work in the country and diverted 
funds to build a controversial motor¬ 
way of dubious utility. A.Q. Khan: successful orchestration 

The Opposition is also pointing to 
the fact that several Muslim League members, including a brother 
of the prime minister, Abbas Sharif, are loan defaulters. Will 
Pakistan now see new trends being set? The last time a prime min¬ 
ister promised to put generals in Suzuki cars, Gen. Zia-ul-Haq 
quickly gave him a one-way ticket to Sindh. Though Sharif is no 
Moh. mmad Khan Junejo, the austerity that Sharif talks about has 
so fai been more of an imposition on the |)eoplc than a strict work 
tthic for the government itself. 
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issues at the University of Lancaster says 
Pakistan may have slowfy ptqiated a test^ 
ing site over the years wfOtaiit attracting 
mudi attention, "ftit they could nothave 
known tiiat they needed to test five of 
them." That they had five devltts resdy 
to test at a fortnl^t's notice is "a puade”: 
But by Satuiday, die number of tests had 
gone up to seven. Oven tihat hidia had 
tested first In 1974, he says, "ft would be 
surprlring If the Indian tests did not 
include some advance systems." On the 
other hand, the Paldstanl tests seemed to 
be of "simpler and less advanced devices.” 
There is "an extreme possibility that the 
devices were not Pakistani at all but 
Giinese devices," says Bellany. 

Pakistan's first nucto power station was 
supplied by Canada which withdrew sup¬ 
port in 1976. France then agreed to sell a 
reprocessing plant to extract weapons- 
gtade uranium but was persuaded in 1978 
to cancel the deal. Amid reports of Pakis¬ 
tani nudear weapons plans, the US imp-' 
osed an embargo on militi^ supplies to 
Pakistan in 1979, lifted It in 1982, lelmp- 
osed it in 1990, allowed an exemption in 
'95 and has imposed sanctions once again. 

Clandestine Pakistani efforts continued 
meanwhile. Its chief nudear sdentist 
Abdul Qadeer Khan was sentenced in 
absentia to four years imprisonment in 
Amsterdam in 1983 for trying to steal 
nudear secrets, but the app^s court set 
aside that order two years later. 
^fkrman media ran separate r^rts of 
attempts by Pakistani diplomats to obtain 
material for nudrar weapons. But as its N- 
programme was stepped up, the govern¬ 
ment gave up attempts to secure N-mater- 

ial fiem Canada, France, Germany - 
or Holland. For many years now, 
China has assisted Paidstan's nuc¬ 
lear and missile programme—both 
openly and clandestinely. Iteports 
ttet China supplied nearly 70,000 
ring magnets for Pakistan's nudear 
programme, only proves that 
Pakistan and China have a growing 
nuclear relationship. 

Sanjay Surl in London 

Fxonomically, things are only going 
to get tougher for the people. Report.s 
surfaced that those inside the gov- 

riratlon emment circles who had prior kno¬ 
wledge of the impending 'freeze' on 

the foreign exchange accounts had emptied the banks. Though 
the Chagai tests may have taken only 17 days to conduct and 
ta.ken the immediate pressure off Sharif, they were the result of 
over 20 years of hard and persistent work. But what about the new 
pressures that will build up if things worsen domestically? Will 
the new phase of Pakistan's nudear policy also cost the head of a 
prime minister? ■ 

With Sunil Narula in New Delhi 
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Feel the experienee.While you shop. 

When 1 want to .see the world, I just 

pop over tii Shoppers’ Stop. And why 

not! They have everything here an 

international store offers. A range 

that goes on forever. An international 

shopping ainhience. Warm, efficient 

.service. Even rest rooms, parking facili' 

tie.s and a c.ite. In fact, coining here is 

almost like taking a trip abroad. Except, 

now I ,im icsed to it. and it teeb like home. 

See rhe world. Travel. 
But 11 (' V C‘ r I e V u 11 o n i e 

wabsta. www.shopparsstop.coin | 
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KASHMIR 

Advani's utterances on Kashmir have only alerted the enemy, 
and defeated the very strategy, say senior army officers 

By AJITH PlUAI & ZAFAR MERAJ in Srinagar SILENCE might have been better— 
the enemy has now been warned. 
That’s how senior army officers 
who do the daily grind in Ka.shmir 
view home minister L.K. Advani's 

much-quoted "hot pursuit" strategy vis-a- 
vis Pakistan. The bjp, of course, has no 
dearth of support in the army—given the 
party's hyp^-up nationai security con¬ 
cerns, where it even thought it fit to exer¬ 
cise the nuclear option. But battle tactics 
follow, quite a different l(^c. "It would 
have been more appropriate for Advanl to 
talk about hot pursuit and a pro-active 
strategy for Kashmir at a closed-door brief¬ 
ing of army seniors rather than to the 
press," rues a senior army officer. "Secrecy 
is what makes such operations a success." 

The spiral of warspeak hit an all-time 
high after Pokhran. Advani 
and a number of other b|p 
leaders, like Pramod Mah- 
a]an and Madan Lai Khu- 
rana, spat war-mongering 
rhetoric on Pakistan; defe¬ 
nce minister George Ferna¬ 
ndes let loose on the China 
threat. Supplementing this 
gung-ho BjP talk was the bat- 
tk-oy sounded by Jammu 
and Kashmir chief minister 
Farooq Abdullah. 

The upshot: apart from 
whiffing up nationalistic 

fervour, and heightening diplomatic tens¬ 
ion, all eyes got focus^ on the bordec 
Soon enough, there was a build-up of Paki¬ 
stani forces aaoss the loc and an increase 
in the exchange of fire. Since May 17, there 
has been firing at Kargll, Gurez, Machil, 
Kamah, Keram, Uii in the Valley and at 
Rajouri, Poonch and RS Pura in the Jammu 
sector, shattering the peace. 
Just what Advani wanted to check by 

adopting a "pro-active approach"—by 
which he meant that India would deal 
firmly with Pakistan's hostile designs on 
Kashmir. Ruling out talks with militants, 
Advani had explicitly advocated the "hot 
pursuit" option. The new policy, he said 
pointedly, was the direct result of India 
becoming a nuclear power, which had 
brought about a “qualitative change in 
Indo-Pak relations". Rather than react, the 
army would now "act" against terrorists, 

pursue them aaoss the ixx;. 
Fact is, the army's already 

been following the "hot pur¬ 
suit" strategy, albeit covertly. 
It Involves sending comma¬ 
ndo teams across the Line of 
Control and striking at 
camps where mercenaries 
group prior to crossing the 
border. Since such an opera¬ 
tion involves crossing the 
UK, the army would rather 
make it seem like a covert 
operation; and not one 
which is perceived as "troops 





ElIWCV,. Is agreed, Is 
w ^ ill lire Kashmir Valley. 
Acoon^ lo ftig. AJC Chcqna, 

Mgaott Gesretal Staff of ffie IS £c^, 
'.toed tiffUtant gioaps based in die VaUey 
’llliiAi been ma^fnahred. "In dl. drere are 
'S$0 idiitaiits. Another 700-odd InfU- 
dilt6'* Ibsiing up statistics, he adds that 

. ihioe Janurey, 150 . militants have been 
'kffied by the army and paramlUtaiy forces. 

Amai^ the Kashmir-based groups, only 
t^ree—Hlabul Mujahideen, Lashkar-e- 
Tdba and Harkat-uI-Ansar—are to be 
reckoned with. But a spUt in the Hizbul 
Mujahldeea and the subsequent slddin- 
Ihg of- one of its leaders, ^auddln; by 
the in has furthe weakened the outfit. 

Now, the army has to tackle the merce¬ 
naries—the Mast Guls of die trade. These 
hired gunmen often had from Sudan, 
Afghariistan, some even from Bosnia. 
Funded by the bi, these toughs are taken 
on one and two-year contracts, brought 
to Pakistan Occupied Kasbrnh (pok) from 
whwe they sneak into the Valley through 
mountain passes. 

With Jehad (holy war) on died mind, 
the mercenaries are usually armed with 

rifles, machine guns, sniper rifles, 
rocket launchers, grenade launchers, 
.nfinmand flame throwers. The mlUtanls, 
SKxprdlqg to army officers, now prefer to 
UK stand-off weapons—those wdikrh can 
.be fijred ftppi a distance—-and prefer to 
htt-fjlft targets rather than have a direct 
;coi1frmitatlon with the army. 

. But ^ot aUthe mercenaries are hofed up 

lU mountains. So^ cot^ down to 
the tillages and put‘up with fni^tea, 
often at gunpoint Aobm&iV to the 
umy, manyptefato.Ifvein 'W^ and 
often do not cuty oUf di the tasks 
assigned to them. Says an officer: "All d 
them are desperate youiii idib hiree no 
family and have come for tire mdOiey or 
becauK they believe that a better life 
awaits them if th^ die in the Jdiad. But 
once they come here, some of them pre¬ 
fer a family fife to the wtti" 

The mercenaries operate through local 
contacts. Much of the army^ success has 
come bom intercepting wireless messages 
to local operatives. In some cases, vfllagers 
report the movement of tire gunmen. 
A^rding to army officers, the feeffiiack 
and cooperation bom the people has been 
improving although fliey admit that vrith- 
out local su]^rt it would be Uiqiossible 
for the mercenaries to operate in Kariimb. 

Wth strict instructions not to stray 
out of the Jungles, these gunmen bring 
hooks on iife after death and audio cu- 
settes of Uispiratiortal songs to see diem 
through a Ifoly war. In the Kupwaia sec¬ 
tor the army has recovered quite a few 
videos. of-acthMi films in whidi a sAidl 
(potip Of p^e tdte on the might da’ 
imgefdce. The foreign militant, acco^ 

; ing tohd^offliters. Is btainwa:^ 
Is Note, the armjr says d f*' 
hqpdd of siting die infhiX’ih 

tend dieb,si^|^it/'. 

moving across the border". But post- 
Advanlspeak, Pakistan has stepped up vigil 
on the ux: and, according to a renter offi¬ 
cer, the army would now have to exert that 
much more care, for if Indian troops are 
found crossing the border, Pakistan will 
surely retaliate, "triggering off a war." 

The army is very upset with the patriotic 
bombast of qp leaders—that India can take 
on Pakistan and Giina simultaneously and 
"teach the two a lesson". A sizeable section 
of army officers is agreed that in miUtary 
operations, silence is the better part of val¬ 
our. They point out that a war, particularly 
with China, should only be a last-case sce¬ 
nario. "It is one thing for the politicians to 
make tall statements but once they are In 
government they should show restraint. 
Unfortunately, our politicians are only 
interested in political gains." FAROOQ Abdullah’s rantings were seen 

particularly as out of turn. "The next 
war will be fought on the soil of 

Kashmb. But this time modern-day 
weaponry Including the nuclear arsenal 
will be used," he declared, merely dajrs 
aber the test. Then, he stated that he 
would advice the Centre to "launch a deci¬ 
sive and very strong battle against Paki¬ 
stan." He went so far as to dare Pakistan to 
"detonate a bomb if it possessed one". 

Army officers point out that statements 
made in Srinagar are closely monitored 
across the border, and are never dismissed 
lightly. The impression given by the chief 
misirier was that India was all set for 
war. And such a decision, they argue, 
should be normally pronounced by the 
prime minister, and after taking the three 
services chiefs into confidence, "ft is not 
for a chief minister to say that rockets and 
missiles will be used and that the war will 
be over in five minutes." 

Opinion about whether "hot pursuit" sho¬ 
uld be carried on is divided. While the you¬ 
nger crop of officers insist Pakistan must be 
taught a lesson and militant camps should 
be destroyed, senior officers art* satisfied 
with the current o|)cration$ and feel that 
the tide has turned against militancy. One 
officer estimates that militancy could be 
rooted out by maintaining strict vigil on the 
border, and by cracking down on militants. 

According to him, the popular support 
the militants once enjoyed is on the wane 
and that the core problem now was infil¬ 
tration. But the army claims to have put 
the brakes on poachers as well. He, howe¬ 
ver, admitted that the forces in Poonch 
and Rajouri sector, which are the new areas 
of infiltration, need to be on the alert. 

Just when things were apparently on the 
bend, India's nuclear tests happened. And 
Pakistan's response has added to the panic 
in the Valley. The array anticipates height¬ 
ened activity on the border. There is all- 
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AtimSfi 
'rspa^jt «ff v^.^dl4C»te 9tii».affidi|l: 

imtdd «ei7 #nc«i^ 
to caniaiititsdflofMbc^^ . 
cspftis^ ff it 0)^ aiEmIng tiK Mfder 
totel lWttm IMd/.att4di^ 
dabtt annSteit oaops. Vife ctttncrt cjaB* 
deoenlhtt jitroii^ tsu^igh, llito woo^be 
foldu^ ^ante. ft wouddl ftaM- 
big ibe towct to a wtioAe aeiv and 
cotdd lead to ttie Und nf cdnfiontatton 
that both sides ahould avdd at i^costof- 

Atodytt Stapbok Roaoif^dbeltevn^^ 

togioii. liift).;jt:ito^^>vi^''<!%dl8.'s hot 
puntot of di#ed fttUstan 
had InafttotedftAi ^ * common 
scratotid fbr ftesr a w the two 
mli^thi^’^llew)^ ft/Wmdd not 
be'^’cmrtotitiitojioinitou^ The 
nudleat'potentiaL ft some- 
totng erftJdpiiaiiat^tm ahtceftw Cuban 
miasUe cdab'oi ]t9fi2.b’'. ‘ 

fteseitfddciHidmltoBto afftafta'sAme- 
lican tidtohiim 
US nanpitoeift ifeim ^fattest evtd^ 

lit to pwlc 

round condemnation of the tests and fear 
that if war breaks out, the prevailing nor¬ 
malcy in Kashmir would be rolled back. 
Abdul Gani Lone, executive meniber of the 
Hurriyat Conference, descri¬ 
bed the tests by India and 
Pakistan as most unfortu¬ 
nate. "India is a poor coun- \- 
try. So is Pakistan. What we 
have is. two beggars fighting 
each other. If you can’t feed 
and clothe your people then 
what are you fighting for?" 

Even within tfie National 
Conference there is a view I 
that war is not the answer. ^ 
P.L. Handoo, law minister ^ 
and a senior member of 
Farooq Abdullah's cabinet, 
told Outlook that "crossing the border In 
hot pursuit would only invite trouble." He 
felt that "militancy should be controlled 

, t- -y ^ 

within the state" and that India should not 
resort to war. "Forget the bomb. With iiss 
chauvinists on one side and pan-Isiamic 
chauvinists across the border there is 

enough cau,se for concern." 
Handoo also said that the 

Centre .should take up the 
offer of unconditional dia- 
logue with separatist leader 
Shabir Shah. Said he: "If 
someone is ready for talks 

^ then there is no harm in talk- 
m tng." But this goes against 

the grain of Advani's stand, 
publicly endorsed by the 
chief minister, that the gov¬ 
ernment was not interested 
in any dialogue till militancy 
was crushed. Shabir Shah, 

who has dropped his hardline approach 
and floated the Democratic Freedom Party, 
is irked with Delhi's stand. "The Kashmir 

of Jammu «ad ftie 
areas undn tordgn ocofflatfon-jand «ani$ 
Cbnton to obefi^ heed these ftgns.. 

India is hot behasditf to b 
befits a country wito ^ great blstc^ and 
tradition,* says a White Houx $oiuibe:|l^ 
"hard-line pro-acttve prflky Oh Ka^fttoft 
would be foolish beyond tvorcto” de^ltte.'. 
the source, adrtotg that India 
refrain from *any ^oit to ledatot 
Stan-held Kashmir by fmoe. !hie togqtttRi :> 
tlonai community would not eaafly , 
look such an act ^ aggtesdon * be 

Other South Asian exp^ say th|:.-< 
CUnton Administration is now taki^.f^,;^ 
HP's remarks—especially Uiose on K»^ 
mlr—much mote serlmisty than ft «#:•' 
did. "The State DepartntentTs rquitogand.'' 
re-rearftng toe qp's election platftHm .ar#^. 
otoer public statements," sap a CoiKgt; 
lesslonal aide. Becaux they did imt 
toe up's statements on the nuclear testtof ; 

rat tom value,-they were "toocked by.toe 
. tests. They wto now take care to stt^ to 
great detail vtoat the bjp says md to dud*, 
letige statements that In the past they 
'ml^ have dismissed as rhetoric." Ihe 
aide va^ explaining why Advani's 
remarks, which mi^t have been ignmed 
In the past, caused such a torote. 

Besides condemnation, what would ft 
mean in concrete terms? Would India be 
treated as a pariah or rogue state along 
the lines of Iraq, Iran or Libya with full- 
scale trade embargoes? "It could hap¬ 
pen," says the aide. 

Uidwina A. Jocopli 

prolilvm can only be srirted out through 
dialogue and not througli the gun. Wc app¬ 
eal to both India and Pakistan to show 
restraint and not to harden their stands." 

But war is what many {teople in the 
Valley see looming on the horizon. The 
army liopes that their political masters will 
talk in one voire, and with some level of 
caution. One senior officer even went so 
far as to say that the Indian government 
should have kept quiet after the tests rat¬ 
her than flex its nuclear muscle. "We 
should have waited for Pakistan to react. 
There was no point in our boasting and 
bragging. But politicians have their own 
way of doing things," he says. 

With a section of dp leaders going over¬ 
board in pronouncing to the world India's 
superpower status, a sharp reaction was 
expected. Cloxr home, one of the bitterest 
critics of the army when he was not in 
power, Farooq Abdullah lias been issuing 
military threats to Pakistan at random. Sur¬ 
ely, an N-bomb cannot solve militancy. The 
army is crying foul, with good reason. ■ 
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CTBT 

Between the Dotted Lines 
India says it may renegotiate, but isn’t that indulging in the hypocrisy it accused others of? 

By SUNIL NARUU_ ON May 11 and 13, it was the Indi¬ 
ans. On May 28, it was the Pakist¬ 
anis' turn. The 10 tests between 
the two neighbours within fust 17 
days shattered the world's arms 

control agenda, effected through the Nucl¬ 
ear Non-Proliferation "fteaty (npt) and the 
Comprehensive Test Ban TYeaty (ctbt). 

Thoi^ the latter is yet to come 
into force, it forms the West's 
bulwark against nuclear tests. 

Two years after the cm van¬ 
ished from die front pages of 
newspapers, it is back in the 
limelight. In 1996, India had 
braved international criticism 
and refused to sign the treaty. 
But following its five tests, India 
at .least is talking in terms of 
signing it, or showing some 
IncUiution to do so. Pakistan 
has yet to declare its post-test 
stance on the cm. Its old line 
was that it was willing to sign, 
provided the Indians did so too. 

However, much water has 
flown under the bridge since 
May 11, when the principal sec¬ 
retary to the prime minister, 
Braj^ Mbhra, announced that 
India was prepared to adhere to 
some provisions of the cm. 
"This cannot be done in a vacu¬ 
um. It would necessarily be an 
evolutlonarj' process from conc¬ 
ept to commitment and would 
depend on a number of recipro¬ 
cal activities,” he said. But 
under pressure from the world 
po\<;eTS, particularly with the US 
and the European Union dem¬ 
anding that India sign the ctst 

unconditionally, the Indian 
response since then has been, to 
put it nnldly, confused. On May 
27, Prime Minister Atal Behari 
Vajpayee, while reiterating that 
India would observe a volunt¬ 
ary moratorium and refrain 
from conducting underground 
nuclear tests, told Parliament 
that India was willing to move 
“towards a de jure formalisation 
of this declaration"—in other 
words, that India was willing to 
sign the crar. 

This was before the Pakistanis 

exploded their own nuclear devices at 
Chagai. In the aftermath of these tests and 
the subsequent imposition of sanctions on 
Islamabad too, there is bound to be a 
rethink on the ctbt in both the countries, 
especially in New Delhi. Offering to sign the 
treaty was a carrot that New Delhi had 
extended to the world after the Pokhran 
tests, when it was seen as the only bad boy. 
It was unable to work out a dear position. 

moving within 15 days from talk of partial 
adherence to the treaty in return for some 
concessions (which is curious because there 
can be no partial adherence) to stating that 
it was agreeable to a de jure formalisation of 
its moratorium on testing. Now there are 
two bad boys in the eyes of the worid and 
both are non-signatories to the cm and the 
NTT. And both are nuclear weapon powers. 

The situation's changed dramatically. No 
longer can the five nuclear wea¬ 
pon powers "fudge” the fact of 
both India and Pakistan being 
in the same league, says stra¬ 
tegic affairs analyst C. Raja 
Mohan. The important quest¬ 
ion before the government now 
is not just whether India should 
or should not sign the treaty 
(on which the PM has spoken 
in Parliament) but what it gets 
in return for signing the treaty. 

India's chief cm campaigner 
two years ago, former amba.s- 
sador to the UN in Geneva and 
the Conference on Disarmam¬ 
ent, Arundhati Ghose, is absolu¬ 
tely against India signing the 
aw. "The ctbt is not a stand¬ 
alone treaty," she says. It flows 
from the control mechanisms 
of the NPr and seeks to control 
the weapons and not a country. 
Ghose argues that the ctbt and 
the proposed Fissile Material 
Cut Off Treaty are predicated on 
the present nuclear regime of 
the NFT, which has now proved 
to be unstable. "The npt regime 
is dead in the water. It is in tat¬ 
ters," she says emphatically. 

Adds Savita Pande cf the 
Institute for Defence Studies 
and Analyses: "The Americans 
thought the worid will take 
anything they lump on it, like 
the NPT. It was tolerated for 
more than 25 years. These tests 
are ample evidence that the US 
can't have its own agenda in 
the name of arms control." 

As far as signing the ctbt is 
concerned, she says nosy that 
India has conducted the tests 
and declared a moratorium, it 
does not matter "if you sign 
the treaty or not*. But the imp¬ 
ortant thing for her, too, is 
what India gets in exchange for 
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AFP 
signing the treaty. India, she 
argues, should negotiate to 
get the various export con¬ 
trols against It removed. 

Ghose differs, saying India 
would be hypocritical If It 
now signs the treaty. "India 
had castigated the nuclear 
weapon powers for their 
hypocrisy" in trying to force 
throu^ the cnrr, she notes. If 
it now signs, "how will It 
make India any different from 
the nuclear weapon states?" 

Which is certainly a prob¬ 
lem India faces. India had 
some basic objections to the 
cm. Firstly, it has no linkage 
to time-txwnd nuclear disar¬ 
mament. Secondly, it does 
not ban sub-critical testing 
and computer simulation of 
tests, which would allow the 
nuclear weapon powers to 
further Improve their wea¬ 
pons. Thirdly, the verification 
regime could be too intrusive. 
Lastly, the entry into force 
clause seeks to force India into 
signing and ratifying the 
treaty, which is unacceptable. SOME of these objections 

still remain, though 
India now has the capab¬ 

ility to itself conduct subArit- 
ical tests and computer simulation, lire ver¬ 
ification regime outlined in the crar, for 
instance, argues Ghose, is unacceptable. 
The inclusion of national technical means 
(NTM) for verification in addition to the inte¬ 
rnational monitoring system (ims) would 
result in inequality. The ims in a non<iand- 
estine environment can detect tests only up 
to one kiloton. But ntos would be required 
to detect tests below that. "That does not 
make it equal. We are weaker," Ghose says. 

India does not have advanced monitor¬ 
ing systems, unlike other * 
nuclear powers. She recalls a 
Chinese delegate at the 
Conference on Disarma¬ 
ment telling her there were 
26 stations on the Chinese 
borders to detect any 
nuclear activity apart from 
several satellites looking 
only at China. Every cou- 
ntry can’t have these faclli- ' 
ties. The on-site inspections , 
triggered by ntms would also 
be extremely Intrusive, ope¬ 
ning up just about every nuclear facility of 
a country to interrutional inspections. 

Yet another problem for India would be 
that it took a moral high ground by refusing 
to sign the cun' tor its la^ of a time-bound 

bamework for nuclear disamuunent. lYiat 
linkage is still missing. Ghose feds that this 
argument is still valid: "The nuclear weapon 
powers have made no attempt convince the 
world that they would eliminate nuclear 
weapons within a time-frame." 

Recognising that the goal of nuclear dis¬ 
armament is nowhere in sight. Raja 
Mohan wonders whether India must link 
every treaty to this. He says India's primary 
concern in judging a treaty should be to 
see how it affects the country's security 

and that its linkage to 
nuclear disarmament sho¬ 
uld be secondary. 
The Indian government is 

still struggling to fcmulaie 
a clear stance on the issue. 
Former foreign secretary 
S.1C. Singh disagrees that 
there is any confusion in 

^ the government: "My feel- 
ing is they are studying the 
whole issue but wouldn't 
like you or me to know 
about it." But should India 

sign the crreT? “You have to first bring the 
world into a negotiating mode. They (the 
world) want us to sign the ctbt uncondl- 
tionaUy. It's all -very complex." 

So far there's no indication that India has 

i- .ur ■ 

Anindhatl Ghose: ‘it's still discriminatofy' 

been able to bring anyone into the negoti¬ 
ating mode, it made an offer to adhere to 
some provisions of the treaty. That was 
spurned and it was asked to sign the ctbt 

imconditionaliy. Then came a flurry of 
statements, ending in Vajpayee's offer of a 
de jure formalisation of the declaration 
announcing the moratorium on tests. That 
too got an unequivtxral answer: sign the 
cTBi' unconditionally. The US has said 
India must first sign and then it can rem¬ 
ove the sanctions imposed on India. 

Linked to this is the question of India 
wanting to be recognised as a nuclear 
weapon power. For that, the NfT would have 
to be modified. Wliile at the moment it 
docs not seem as if the nuclear weapon 
powers are in any mood to give in to India's 
demand on reopening the nft or the cnrr, 
they too are cau^t in a bind. There are two 
nuclear weapon powers in South Asia and 
the genie can't be put back into the bottle. 

But what of the Indian government? It is 
still struggling witti the fallout of the nuc¬ 
lear tests abroad, which it has handled so 
disastrously. The country can only hope 
that at least it will be able to decide exact¬ 
ly what it wants when it does finally go 
into negotiations over the ctbt. ■ 
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DEFENCE 

Want Real Nukes? 
Spend a Billion 
From Pokhran to full-fledged N-status means actual weapons, 
delivery systems, storage-all calling for colossal investment 

By B.R. SniKANTH IF the land of Buddha wants to make a 
quantum leap to weaponisation from 
the Pokhran tests, it would have to 
spend a billion dollars. Shorn of the 
military jargon, "weaponisation* 

means India has to develop a systematic 
framework to manufacture atom bombs 
and the carriers so that they can be drop¬ 
ped accurately on enemy targets. The quest 
for an ideal atom bomb, which could be 
handled by army jawans or Indian Air 
Force technicians without the hazards of 
an explosion on home soil, would entail a 
colossal investment, say defence experts. 

The government would have to plough in 
enormous amounts not only to make such 
bombs but also to develop a variety of 
methods to carry these weapons to the 
enemy. Missiles with a range 
of 2,.S00 km-plus, and fight¬ 
ers which can fly up to 500 
km, are the ideal delivery 
systems for these bombs. 
And, according to defence 
sources, India is a long way 
off from being such a 
nuclear weapons state. 

A credible deterrent, acc¬ 
ording to a top Ministry of 
Defence official, would 
mean manufacturing at 
least SO Agni missiles with 
a range of 2,500 km, each 
with a capability to carry a 
10-tonne nuclear warhead. Each Agni 
missile with such a long range would cost 
at least Rs .5 crore each. Add to it the cost 
of making bombs of 15 to 20 kilotons 
yield—about the si/e of one of those 
which were tested in Pokhran—the cost 
of holding them in bomh-proof silos, the 
expenditure of moving them from one 
high-security base to another in order to 
evade detection by military satellites, and 
the funds required to develop a network 
of radars and early warning systems to 
detect possible enemy attacks. 

"We need missiles with a range of 2,500 
km because we must demonstrate our 
ability to strike deep into China in order 

to prove that we have a deterrent. The 
missiles must be powered by a solid pro¬ 
pellant because liquid propellants defeat 
the purpose of a quick response with a 
laborious loading operation. We have 
deployed Prithvi near the border, but with 
its range being 150 km to 250 km, it is not 
an ideal system to carry a nuclear weapon 
on target. We could also risk an enemy 
strike as we move the missiles close to the 
border," he pointed out. 

Atomic Energy Commission chairman R. 
Chidambaram says India can produce a 
nuclear bomb of 200 kiloton yield after the 
hydrogen bomb test in Pokhran. And 
though he says that many technologies are 
being developed in the nuclear field which 
would be of great benefit to India, the 
country still lacks all the basic attributes of 
a nuclear weapons state. For, to achieve 

such a status, India has to 
first evolve a nuclear doc¬ 
trine—identify the adver¬ 
saries, prepare a flexible 
res{K)nse if a nuclear wea¬ 
pon were mounted on 
India, set up a foolproof 
command, control, com¬ 
munications, computers 
and intelligence network to 
pick up information of a 
possible attack. But the 
most important component 
of the doctrine would be to 
build up an effective range 
of weapon delivery systems. 

According to the Mon officials, "Some 
components of a command and control 
network exist, like images from our remote 
sensing satellites, a network of radars along 
our border^ and a communication network 
set up by the Department of Telecom¬ 
munication. What we need is a secure net¬ 
work where either the prime minister or 
the president, who is the supreme com¬ 
mander of our armed forces, hands out a 
command to fire a nuclear weapon." 

Defence analysts say the five nuclear 
powers have studied these issues at length 
before deploying a triad of nuclear wea¬ 
pon delivery systems: intermediate range 
ballistic missiles (irbm), fighter aircraft 

I 

AihBome 
^fection 
us curbs target Kalam's light 
combat aircraft project S.ANCriONS imposed by the US 

have hit Abdul Kalam's pet pro¬ 
ject—the l^t combat aiictaft-^ 

hardest. Within hours of Clinton's 
announcement, a team of Indian scien¬ 
tists working on the flight conhol sys¬ 
tem with the help of Lockheed Mastin' 
in Binghamton (New York) were .asked 
to pack up and leave. Ihe flight contzol 
system is a key component which holds 
the aircraft steady and keeps M on 
course. Indian pilots had alm^ tested 
the software for the system im an 
in the US, according to sources of ^ 
Aeronautical Develoi»sent Agency 
(ADA). At around dte satoe fioMal 
Electric, which has 11 F-4(M : 
engines to power i 
representative 

The indigenous 
to ^Uce mtderilikls 
sdiedukhy a 
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JITENDER GUPTA 

r-'- 

ing on the {aoject even wldied India had 
posteoned its nudear tating: "We were 
on the verge of completing the flight con¬ 
trol system. The ideal time for nudear 
tests would have been October or Novem¬ 
ber because we (at aoa) would have been 
through with our contract with Lockheed 
by September." 

The scientist said ada would now 
explore two alternatives—either to go it 
alone or seek the help of British Aerospace 
or the Russian aerospace Industry. Both 
strategies, how¬ 
ever, would need 
time and mean 
budget overruns. 
From an initial budget 
of Rs 568 crore for two pro- 
tot^res, the profect's cost has 
already risen to Rs 2,1B8 crore. 
The lAF was initially told that 
the first batch of lcas would be 
ready for induction in 1994, an ambi¬ 
tious plan because even the prototypes 
were not ready at that point of time. 

the revised scheduie said the ifA's first 
flt^ woidd be sometime in 1998. The 
project deued a major buidk in April 

ground tests with the American 
i^^nie vtfeie lidtlated by Wing Com- 
tmmdp Rakesh Shahna., The indigenous 

. en0M fin hdlng develqpedby the Gas 
: tildcK ReiaM^ Banga- 
: Iciie, ‘Whaa^ flcnilh ’to Rusda fx tests. If 

the Kaveri oigine meets the strtngmt 
requirementi of.this jet, it would be a 
record; the first ei^e to power an aircraft 
since cm's inception finir decades ago. 

At international aerospace conferences, 
Kalam had tom-tommed the lca's poten¬ 
tial as the worlds smallest fighter and an 
ideal replacement for ageing jets in Aslan 
and African nations. He had invited par- 
tldpation of international names in the 
industry, but firms like saab .Miiitaiy of 
Sweden and British Aerospace backed out 

after showing initial inter¬ 
est because of the tardy 

progress of the project. 
Stung by the swift US ' 

action, Kalam sum¬ 
moned the heads 
of DRDO laborato¬ 
ries, who were 

working in tandem 
with Lockheed Mar- i 

tin, on May 21, and ; 
told them that they should ! 

adopt the swadeshl route and ! 
develop the lUght control system indlge- ! 
nously. Kalam Is keen to inwe to the US 
that Indian acientt^couid cross any tech¬ 
nological fifittUe posed by It. "He wantt 
the team fo stick to the schedule of a first 
test fli^t by ^ year-end. He told us that 
the goventment will bark the effort with 
sufficient'funds «)d a defeated effort 
fiom ex|Kilsi* twoo sources said. 

which could toss a nuclear bomb and 
scoot to safety, and submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles from nuclear-powered 
submarines. 

Sources in i>rdo claim India's own 
nuclear triad could only be achieved over 
the ne,xt decade. “We have yet to prove 
Agni’s capability as a missile of ikbm class. 
And, if we have to drop a bomb using 
an aircraft, we must develop a missile 
like tile French Air-Sol-Moyenne-Portee, 
which is launched by a fighter about 80 
km away from the target, leaving the jet 
ample time to move away before the 
explosion. We have been working on the 
advanced teclinology vehicle, the 
nuclear-powered submarine, and Saga- 
rika, tlie missile to be launched from this 
submarine. We may reach the phase of 
prolonged tests a couple of years from 
now. We want to hand out the most 
secure nuclear deterrent, just like the one 
the UK's Royal Navy has, a weapon 
ensconced inside a nuclear submarine," 
the scientists point out. The scientists say a special test bed has 

been set up to develop a perfect ejec¬ 
tion system for Sagarika. Initially, 

gases generated inside the submarine 
would push the missile out, while by 
another mechanism, water would be pre¬ 
vented from gushing into the vessel. 
Boosters on board the missile are fired after 
it clears the surface of the sea and destroy 
the targets with a total element of surprise. 

The lAf has identified three fighters— 
Mirage 2(XM), the laguar and the recently 
acquired Sukhoi 30—if India ever needs 
to carry out a nuclear attack. In fact, 
pilots who tly the Mirage 2000 have been 
traineil to loss dummy nuclear warheads 
just as they begin a steep climb into the 
skies in onler to escape the aftermath. 
"Vi'e would narrow down the choice to a 
hit squad of either Mirage 2000s or Su- 
.fOs," says one dctence ctfficial. 

Hut analysts, ot course, admit that one 
wav out from pouring funds inlo a black 
hole and fuelling a nuclear weapesns pro¬ 
gramme would be to mend fences with 
nuclear powers in the neighbourhood. And 
to restore funds for development, they sug¬ 
gest a reduction in conventional arms. "The 
more one weaponises, the higher is the 
msc'curity. That's how America and the erst¬ 
while Soviet Union stockpiled weajxms. 
India should instead work to reduce defence 
expenditure through a series of confidence 
and seairity-bullding measures. Otherwise, 
India would only prove true the statement 
of Admiral Eberlc of the Royal Navy, UK, 
that poor countries can be military powers 
only by Impoverishing their population." 
For now, India's missiles brains are more 
intent on taking the country's nuclear pro¬ 
gramme beyond Pokhran. ■ 
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INTERVIEW 

“War hysteria is no gd 
After Pakistan's nuclear tests, iJC. Gv^rai, former 
prime minister whose Gujral Doctrine stressed on good 
neighbourliness, says leaders of both countries slwuld act 
sensibly. He spoke to Sunil flamla. Excerpts: 

What Is your reaction to Pakistan's N-tests7 
The tests were foreseeable—especially after the type of 
pressure on the Pakistan government after Pokhran. 
Now, the leadership of both India and Pakistan must 
apply their heads coolly to the fate of their countries. 
N-weapons are weapons of mass destruction. Ihose 
who have not seen the film on Hiroshima and Naga¬ 
saki should see It now, rather than be taken in by cha¬ 
uvinistic slogans. Now both the countries have a cred¬ 
ible nuclear deterrence and must convey to each other 
in a sensible way that a war is mied out either with 
conventional or nuclear weapons. They must work 
towards peace and friendly neighbourliness, under¬ 
take a shared view of saarc rather than waste resources 
on building nuclear weapons that can never be used. 
What wiU be the Impact on Indo-nUt ties? 
It's too early to say but both must be sensible. 
How shoidd India respond? 
We should respond with a message of friendship and 
cooperation, and not jingoism. 
On the political levd, what is the govern¬ 
ment trying to do post-Pokhran? 
1 wrote two letters to Vajpayee where 1 
emphasised that the government sho¬ 
uld not make it a partisan issue. For, 
then other parties would have to take 
a position. The basic point is that on 
security issues we must have national 
consensus, otherwise India's foreign 
and security policies will be under str¬ 
ain. Any impression of jingoism and 
war-mongering will do us immense 
harm. Thus, jingoistic rhetoric, which 
has been witnessed during the ia.st two 
weeks, causes me great anxiety. 
The Bjr has been jingoistic? 
In the prevailing din, some sort of san- 
ity must prevail. We have done our¬ 
selves a great deal of harm. We have given tne 
impression that we have a weapon of offence. Even 
in the worst circumstances, nuclear weapons are not 
weapons of war. Everywhere in the world it is meant 
for deterrence. Our projection should have been on 
that basis—that we have a situation in the wotlo 
today when detenence was called for, perhaps righ¬ 
tly. And that is what the government and the PM 
should have projected. This wa.sn't done, but it is not 
too late to conect it. 
What about the reasons India gave for the 
tests, partlcnlarly In the letter to Clinton? 
I have only seen the media leak, not the original let¬ 
ter. The letter was drafted in a very unfortunate lan¬ 
guage. We have to commit ourselves to non-prolifera¬ 
tion. Without joining the ntt, we had abided by its 
provisions in that we never transferred our knowledge 

Withilif 
ImimHit 

image ami dis 
office, Advani 
mustdioose 

ills words wry 
carefiiily.” 

about nuclear sciences to any other country. There 
have been some tempting offers which the Indian 
government always reject^. That commitment must 
continue, nft talks of non-proliferation in the sense of 
nut giving to other nations but it does not talk in 
terms of horizontal expansion. Those who have the 
weapons can go ahead with the weapons and that is 
one of our objections. Second, in the projection about 
our own reasons for the test, one dimension which 
may have been accepted by the world was that we 
have some security concepts. Indian security concerns 
have to be looked at in the broader framework—not 
in terms of Pakistan and China alone. 
How have ties with Oiliia, Pakistan suffered? 
The damage has been done—this was avoidable. 
China must be assured that statements by our 
responsible people should not be taken as policy. As 
for Pakistan, the situation is more complex. When I 
was PM I met Sharif four times. The progress was 
slow but we were slowing the process of animosity. I 
took a policy decision that Indian foreign policy 
should not be Pakistan-centric. That is not to oblige 
Pakistan but to satisfy India's own compulsions. 
But now a war hysteria is being created. 
1 say with a great deal of sadness that it will not do 
Pakistan so much of harm as it will be a setback to 
India's foreign policy, because India cannot afford to 

be Pakistan-centric. Unfortunately, a 
mistake has been done primarily 
because the ruIirlS party spokesmen 
have their own mindset and they look 
at the world through myopic eyes. 
A lot of people, not the PM who 
looks after external affairs, are 
talking on foreign policy. 
Diplomacy suffers its biggest setback if 
foreign policy is being spell out by dif¬ 
ferent people. 1 have taken serious exc¬ 
eption to the defence minister's state¬ 
ments on China. The PM owes it to the 
people to make our foreign policy 

... credible and I suggested to him that if 
he wanted somebody to speak, they 

must get a clearance. We have an mea which com¬ 
prises professionals. All major pitfalls would have 
been avoided if the mea had teen kept in the picture. 
I don't know whether it is true, but the media says 
the letter written by the PM to Clinton was neither 
drafted nor cleared by the mfa. If this is true, we are 
slipping—and these slippages will be costly. 
Shouldn't the PM have qioken to the nation? 
The PM didn't speak—and he should have done so 
much earlier. He should have told the country about 
various things. 
What are the bjp's compulrions for an aggres¬ 
sive foreign policy? 
The difficulty is not with the bip but the rss' philoso¬ 
phy, which has always been aggressive, intem^ly and 
externally. One can be aggressive without doing any 
harm when you are not in power. But if you are in 
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ct coolly.” 
power and that ideology prevails, the cost is very high. 
Can India back up Its ton^ postnring? 
We are in the post<oId war era wdrere the first com¬ 
pulsion of every country which intends to play a role 
is economic. Fortunately, successive governments 
since '91 have tried to give us economic hope. The 
rate of growth has not spectacular but satisfact¬ 
ory. Unless in the next two Plans we target a 10 pet 
cent powth rate, whether you have a bomb or not 
makes no difference. China's growth has been spec¬ 
tacular. If a foreign poiicy gives your economic policy 
a setback, then nuclear weapons will never measure 
up to the demands of the time. In the region many 
countries—I won't name them—think that deferice is 
more important than social expenditure. You can see 
thdr fate. It is important for us that social transfor¬ 
mation based on economic growth is given priority. 
It is being said thtt onr chances of getting 
into the Secniity Council have biightoied. 
In my last address to the Security Council I had said 
that we are one billion people and therefore any 
Council which ignores such a large number of people 
is not going to lx; very credible. But world powers 
don’t seem to be In a mood to accommodate India. 
What's the damage vis-a-vis ties with the US7 
The damage hasn't been so much by the test as by 
the way we projected our policies. We should now 
tell the world of our ba.sic commitment to peace, 
friendship and good neighbourliness. India should 
assure the world that though It hasn't signed multi¬ 
lateral treaties like (.Tar, it is willing to see it. India 
should emphasise that it will not use the nuclear 
weapons first against anybody. And under no cir¬ 
cumstances will India use the nuclear weapons 
against a non-nuclear weapon power. 
What about Advaul's hot pursuit theory? 
1 have great respect for .\dvani, he is a very senior 
person and a public man of eminence. 1 don’t know 
if I am talking out of turn, but I would like to advise 
him that consistent with his image and the office he 
occupies, his words must be chosen very carefully. 
Is this war-mongcrlng part of mp agenda? 
Statements of party spokesmen and viip activists 
and this talk of temples at Pokhran make me feel it 
is lurt of a Hindutva approach. Those who talk of 
temples do not realise that if anybody can be given 
credit. If a nuclear explosion is creditable, it is 
Kalam. And Kaiam’s a Muslim. If they want to eter¬ 
nalise the moment, let them build a monument to 
Kalam—that will symbolise Indian unity and secu¬ 
larism. When 1 gave the Bharat Ratna to Kalam, 
apart from the fact that he richly deserves it, there 
was a message—that any political party or individ¬ 
ual who doesn't have a secular outlook can never 
project India as a country of peace. 
So, if you are communal inside, yon will pro¬ 
tect the same viewpoint outside? 
If you arc communal, it means you are divisive. If 
you are communal it means you are selective and 
then you cannot project India as a united entity. ■ 
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PUNJAB_1 

EMBERS OF AN OLD FIRE 
Moderation, peace reign but the fundamentalist cause is not dead—for old generals, new recruits 

ByBHAVDEEPMNG _ ON the eve of the 300th year of the 
Khalsa, the reassertion of the Sikh 
identity has brought hardliners 
out of the closet. Fundamentalist 
ideologies are being articulated in 

a rash of recent publications, in academic 
conclaves and on the Internet. To all appea¬ 
rances, say observers, the searing memories 
of terrorism have faded under the moderate 
regime of Punjab chief minister Prakash 
Singh Badal, but a section ot the intelli¬ 
gentsia has pulled the Amritsar Declaration 
from the archives and is dusting it off. 

“Fundamentalist violence (militancy) has 
disappeared but fundamentalist ideology is 
well-entrenched in our universities, where it 
is goittg unchecked," observes jasbir Singh 
Ahluwalia, d''ector of the Gum Gobind 
Singh Foundation and a key piayer in 
Badal’s face-trff with the Akal Ttikht in 1994. 

In this context, the Damdami Taksal's ele¬ 
gantly produced Khalsa Aetihasik Diary, 
1998 has created a stir. It seeks to establish a 
continuity between the .Sikh martyrs of 
Mughal times, the freedom fighters and the 
alleged “terrorists” shot down during insur¬ 
gency. Banda Bahadur dominates the front 
cover and Jamail Singh Bhindranwale the 
back, with the caption; “When all channels 
arc closed, the sword is picked up." The 
diary—since disowned by tire Damdami 
Takul chief but still being distributed—eul¬ 
ogises the assassins of Indira Gandhi, Beant 

Singh and A.S. Vaidya. A case in point is the 
Illustration of the former PM being shot 
with the caption: “Indira, the Akal Takht is 
that of the Akal (God), but you attacked it 
without a trace of fear. Brave Satwant Singh 
and Beant Singh riddled you with bullets.” 

No less jingoistic is the magazine Shahadat 
Intematioml The back cover boasts a hand¬ 
some photograph of alleged militant Bhai 
Dilawar Singh Bittex), who is still in jail 
under tada. The accompanying poem, app¬ 
arently inspired by Walt Whitman's To the 
oid cause, is replete with Bittoo's determina¬ 
tion to fight for 'freedom'. The magazine 
dedicates itself to expressing the pain of the 
.Sikh ifaum. Another journal, Panj Danya, 
describes itself as a platform for the defeated 
generals of the Khalistan movement. 

Somewhat more powerful—because inter¬ 
active—is the 'Burning Punjab' website. It 
puts out new: relevant to Sikh communi¬ 
ties worldwide, like the hukumnamas 
(orders) issued by the Akal Takht or protests 
by NKi Sikh': against the nuclear bomb, car¬ 
ries articles on the separatist ideology and 

airs the views of hardliners. An e-mail from 
a Pakistani expresses solidarity with the 
“Sikh struggle", another from Canada lam- 
basts Balwant Singh Ramoowalia while a 
third attacks multimillionaire nri Didar 
Slf^h Bains. President of the World Sikh 
Organisation which endorsed separatism, 
he has now adopted the moderate line 
espoused by his gexxi friend Badal, tims 
ditching the "cause", complains the author. 

An example of the website's staple fare is 
the hard-hitting article "Home for Little 
Terrorists", an account of the orphans of 
militants gunned down by the Punjab pol¬ 
ice, who've found a home thanks to the 
“Guru Aasara trust" and Bibi Kulbir Kaur. 
She is the wife of Anwar Singh Dhami, 
who charged K.P.S. Gill with staging mock 
surrenders (including his own) of terrorists 
to gain brownie points with the Centre. 

Ahluwalia finds fundamentalism being 
articulated in the most unlikely fora—like 
the 31-member sopc subcommittee set up to 
oversee the tricentenary celebrations, or col¬ 
lege seminars. "The very people who draf¬ 
ted the Amritsar Declaration (which in '94 
reiterated the demand for a Sikh homeland) 
are openly espousing it now," he says. TTie 
Sikh scholar fears a section of the intelli¬ 
gentsia, which took on the religious ortho¬ 
doxy in 1994, is now giving it a boost. 

Certainly, the Sikh clergy is rather more 
active. Akal Takht jathedar Bhai Ranjit 
Singh has issued a record number of hukum¬ 
namas with the aim of purifying the Sikh 
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faith. On April 20, he ordered gurdwaras all 
over the world to maintain “sangat de pan- 
gat di maryada", the custom of sitting in 
lines on the floor while partaking of langar. 
He castigated gurdwaras for not themselvn 
cooking the food served as langar, creating 
consternation among sangats abroad. 

Over the last three months, 'Guru Panth 
da das' Bhai Ranjit Singh has issued a series 
of hukumnamas aimed at preventing disre¬ 
spect to the Guru Granth Sahib. On March 
16, he banned installation of the Granth 
Sahib in hotels and marriage halls for the 
purpose of anand kora} (wedding). On May 
5, he declared as tankhaiya (deserving pun¬ 
ishment) publishers who had been selling 
or burning spare gntkas (holy scriptures) as 
raddi rather than with the proper rituals. 
They had further insulted the granth by 
printing gutkas bearing photographs of 
persons other than the gurus. 

Earlier, on April 20, the Akal Takht had 
ordered the social boycott of a Ludhiana- 
based publisher for selling gutkas as quick 
fixes for illness. In a separate order, it ruled 
that gutkas would henceforth be published 
only with the authorisation of the Takht 
and the sgk:. Perhaps inspired by all this, a 
group of intellectuals from the Punjabi 
University at Patiala have suggested a 
hukumnama banning the juxtaposition of 
Guru Nanak's name with footwear firms, as 
in "Nanak Boot House". IN a quasi-political order, the Akal Takht 

punished Bibi Amarjit Kaur, who alleged¬ 
ly had to forgo her Rajya Sabha ticket for 

having once supported Operation Bluestar. 
A more significant political issue before the 
jathedar 1$ Congressman Amarinder Singh’s 
complaint against .\kall heavyweight and 
sr-pc chief Guichatan Sin^ Tohra for hav¬ 
ing sought Nirankarl votes for his nomin- 

Bhai Ranjit Singh: against un-Sikh practices 

ees. The jathedar is miffed with Tohra at the 
moment; the sgk: had questioned his acco¬ 
unts, prompting him to quit its accommod¬ 
ation. 'fhe central issue, however, is that as 
far as all the three parties are concerned, the 
Nirankaris are ''untouchable”. 

Tohra and the jathedar were on the same 
side of the fence at a meet organised by the 
AIS.SF in Jalandhar last year, when Punjab 
education minister Manjit Singh Calcutta 
called for a religious "code of conduct" in 
school'-. He also suggested "kirtan" classes 
so that religion and education should not 
be separated. Significantly, the meet hono¬ 
ured Pritam Kaur, widow of Bhindranwale. 
Tohra presented her a memento. Another 
relevant element is the Singh Sajo Lehar 
(movement for baptism), which some find 
reminiscent of the late '70s and early '80s. 

Among those who have "taken amrit” 
and been baptised is former Supreme Court 
Justice Kuldip Singh, now president of the 
World Sikh Council. He's also changed his 
lifestyle to conform with the faith. TTie jat¬ 
hedar of the Akal Takht is the council’s pat¬ 
ron, but the Damdami Taksai has extended 
support v;jth a Rs 1 lakh donation. While 
some Sikh scholars have attacked Singh for 
having caved in to the orthodoxy, he 
claims he can accomplish more for the 
Sikh community "from the inside". 

Dr Pramod Kumar, head of the institute 
for Development and Communication, 
fwis these trends signify an attempt at "def¬ 
ining boundaries in relation to other sects 
and religions. On the face of it, this may 
seem a natural rc.sponse to modernisation, 
but it has to be seen against the unpleasant 
background of terrorism." It could well res¬ 
ult in the negation of the process of recon¬ 
ciliation initiated by the resurgence of 
democracy in Punjab, he feels. "What's 
particularly di.sturbing," he notes, "is mod¬ 
erate politics is supine and is in fact busily 
trying to placate the hardliners, just as Zail 
Singh tried to placate Bhindranwale." 

Curiously, it is a section of emigrant Sikhs 
who provide external and financial stimu¬ 
lus to liardliners. Constantly seeking to 
reassert his identity through religious moor¬ 
ings, the NRi is vulnerable to separatist 
rhetoric. A high-level delegation visited 
C.anada, the UK and the US last year to gar¬ 
ner funds for the tricentenary celebrations 
and was met with tremendous enthusiasm. 

Some summarily dismiss feats of resurgent 
Sikh separatism, saying moderate governa¬ 
nce as represented by Badal is the need of 
the hour and the choice of the people, and 
fundamentalism remains only at the level 
of ideas. All very well, replies Kumar, but 
ideas are more powerful than AK-47$. ■ 
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PoLsC^PE — 

■ Guess who else is 

thanking Vajpayee for 
detonating the H- 
bomb? J.H. Patel. The 
JD government in 
Karnataka was totter* 
ing with the other “H" 
(Hegde, Kamakrishna) 
ticking away. But in 
one blast, Vajpayee 
has given himself (and 
Patel) a breather. 
Hegde is now too busy 
to make mischief. 

■ William Jefferson Clinton 
may not know Dayanand Nene 
from Adam. But the American 
president is warned! The bip 

man is the spearhead of the 
yankec-bashing in Bombay. 
Nene’s Mahiin Vikas Mandai 
has inspired eight other groups 
to join hands for "Co-ordi¬ 
nated Action Against American 
Sanctions". After draining 
Coke and Pepsi in the city’s 
gutters, they're now asking 
Mumbaikars to contribute any¬ 
thing from jeriiis to hair dye to 
show that right is might. 

■ From the American Embassy 
in Delhi's diplomatic enclave 
Chanakyapuri to South Block 
where the ministry of external 
affairs is located, is a stone's 
throw as the crow flies (never 
mind tiic metaphors). But it 
took over 36 hours for the 
Americans to get a copy of 
Vajpayee's letter to Bill 
Clinton on the tests. When 
the Americans sought a "cc", 
the Mt \ feigned ignorance, 
even while it had been signed, 
sealed, delivered, and leaked 
in Washington. 

■ Muthuvel Kaninanidhi 
turns 75 on June 3, and 
DMK cadres are leaving no 
gemstone unturned to 
honour the Tamil Nadu 
CM on his Miillw Vizim 
(pearl jubilee). A dais in 
the sha[)e of an oyster has 
come up on the Marina 
beach. And the 'pearl' that 
it contains houses the 
chairs which MK and i.K. 
Cujral will grace. 

ANOOP KAMATH 
■ In blaming the eyes in the 
sky (spy satellites) and on 
earth (< i.\ spies) for failing to 
sec who was digging in 
Pokhran, the Americans may- 
have embarked on a scape¬ 
goat-hunt very familiar to 
Indians. But US state depart¬ 
ment spokesman James Rubin 
could well have kicked him¬ 
self when he saw the prime 
minister's principal secretary 
explain the hip government's 
derision. Pray, why? Brajesh 
Mishra's nephew, Manish 
Mishra, is Rubin's colleague at 
the state department. Across 
the Atlantic, several thousand 
km away, in Helsinki, Finland. 

■ Troublesome Shiv Sainiks— 
mostly the 'lltackerays—have 
created enough problems for 
Manohar Joshi. Now, the 
Maharashtra chief minister 
has had an eye operation, so 
hopefully he can spot trouble 
before it spots him. IVsky 
lensmen have been asked to 
pack up tiic flashbulbs and 
spare the CM's overstrained 
eyes. Iliose who don't oblige 
get thrown out, perforce. 

■ I'he burgeoning anti-bomb 
lobby in Madras has coined a 
new ’ism': they refer to it as a 
'Kalam-itous' development! 

Heard in Nagpur: 
*‘lf the leftists 

oppose the bomb, 
they’re called 
peaceniks. 

If the right wing 
supports the bomb, 
why do they call us 
peaceknickers ?” 
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NUCLEAR MriNTEU 

WE DIDN’T 
START TH 
FIRE... 
Behind the tit-for-tat tests, religious schisms, 
and fragile egos, lies the real danger: The End 

By KRISHNA PRASAD___ 

"My God, look at that son of a bitch go!" With these words of unabashed 
exultation, Robert Lewis, the co-pilot of Enola Gay—the B-29 aircraft 
that dropped the world's first atsmic bomb on Hiroshima—swung away 
to escape the cloud mushrooming upwtirds. After seeing the death and 
destruction Little Boy unleashed, Lewis revised his reaction to: "My God, 
what have we done?" The director of the Manhattan Project tests, 
Kenneth Baittbridge, was emphatic: "We're all sons of bitches now." AS war-mongrels on both sides of the border bare their 

canines in a super-hot summer, the question looms: is 
the dreaded Nuclear Winter around? Both Atal Behari 
Vajpayee and Mian Nawaz Sharif have what it takes. So, 
has the Doomsday clock begun to tick away in the sub¬ 

continent for the world's first full-blown nuclear war in which 
both sides possess The Weapon? And, will Nuclear Winter follow? 

Temperatures as low as -30° Celsius for months; darkness all day 
for weeks; dying plants; forest fires; storms; food and fuel short¬ 
ages; radiation; contamination; starvation; death. The End? 

Yes and no. First, the good news: the newest nuclear wannabes 
are still in the kiloton category. India's biggest bomb produced an 
explosion the equivalent of 40-55 kiiotons of rm. Pakistan's was 
even lower. The two nations would 
have to rain their targets with thou- 
sands of those at one go if Nuclear 
Winter is to set in. Their arsenals 
(CIA guesstimate: India 40, Pak 12) ’ J 
don't permit that just yet: their eco- >''' ■ 
nomic status probably won't. 

The bad news is that both govern- ; ^jh 
ments, their atomic energy scienti- 
sts and detena* strategists, are work- . ^J*^*^* ^ 
ing on this 'perceived' weakness. ™*®*'!***^.^ 
Within days of fathering the bomb, It Wtt.lii 
Atomic Energy Commission chair- I ;| 
man R. Chidambaram was aim- 
oundng how he and his Oppenhei- ' ■ 
mers could come up with an even 
more potent device. Abdul Qadeer Khan will presumably say the 
.same rrxtn to his men. 

Clearly, a worst-case scenario is not entirely misplaced. The two 
nations have fought three wars over territory (Kashmir) in 50 years. 
Add to this religious fundamentalism (Hindu bomb, Muslim 

ftwinrrtprM wiH 
iiiitBMiow w « 

.MUlRillAlWilK.lliM 
pflliiiiKliwiiiiiiir 

BRAIN DRAIN 

EMpRMiilllMl 
Amim, rgsHKlwri 
aiqf a ItaelMr Winter 
may ptnaia aurvivon 
Into an andlass cycle 
alanilety< tonnaiit. 

bomb), and you can t underestimate 
their ability to self-destruct. US sena 
tor Daniel Patrick Moynihan said on 
NBc: No generation has been litis 
close to a nuclear disaster before. 

First things first: just what is a Nuc¬ 
lear Winter? The dictionary describes it drily: "n. a period of extre¬ 
mely low temperatures, caused by obstruction of sunlight, tliat has 
been suggested would occur as a result of nuclear war.' But, Dr Carl 
Sagan and his a.s.sociatcs—Drs Turco, Toon, Ackermann and Pol¬ 
lack—who announced their theory in '8.3 painted a ghastly picture. 

TTiey said tliat if a nuclear war was fought with weapons upwards 
of 5,(i00 megaton range, burning cities and forests would send up 
almost 225 million tons of smoke into the troposphere. Which, 
over a period of two weeks, will be evenly distributed in the north¬ 
ern hemisphere (India and Pakistan included). In the days to follow, 
this smoke will block the sun's rays from reaching the earth's sur¬ 
face, especially lictween latitudes .30 degrees and 70 degrees north. 

Then, catastrophe. Forget those who die instantly when the 
bombs fall. As per the Stockholm International Peace Research 
Institute (sipri), a worse fate awaits survivors in a Nuclear WInten 
STARVATION; Urban survivors may face shortages of water, food 
and fuel. Low light levels may inhibit photosynthesis. Food can't 
be grown on the frozen wastelands. Tropical forests may be 
destroyed. Dead and dry conifers may kindle massive forest fires. 
RADIATION; Radioactive fallout from the detonation of nuclear 
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weapons may render water 
unpotable. Food items may 
get contaminated caus¬ 
ing an outbreak of cancers 
and tumours. 
CONTAMINATION: Ruptures 
from nuclear, oil and gas 
storage facilities may spill 
into rivers and streams kil¬ 

ling aquatic organisms. Fres¬ 
hwater systems may freeze to 

considerable depths. Phyto¬ 
plankton may die rapidly; food 

chains may get disrupted. 
DEPLETION: The nuclear exchange 

will damage or even destroy the 
ozone layer, causing enough addi¬ 

tional ultra-violet rays to reach the ear¬ 
th's surface, resulting in a noticeable 

increase in skin cancen and cataracts. 
STORMS: The difference in temperature betw¬ 

een cold continental land masses and warmer 
oceans may create viol¬ 

ent coastal .storms. Within a [|Kn7f7rnitnrr?Vi 
month, the cloud blocking the 

sun's rays, now much thinner, may 
rover much of the earth's surface. 
Result; unbridled chaos. With both 

countries likely to aim their nuclear 
arsenal at civilian targets to effect Fond iharliBtt 
maximum damage, and given the 
total state of unpreparedness of our 
cities in terms of bomb shelters and tflOWnt BtOflM liwy 

other infrastructure, the casualties Iwd pBORla lO IIOIM 

may lie high, high, high. ao>*lllfto Iwill lOT 
uicemir ami abaHar. Maybe, probably, (lerhaps. It's 11,.,, 

a good thing most predic¬ 
tions alKiut Nuclear Winter are still in the ‘may cause this, 

may cause that' realm. 'JS military experts like Eugene G. Zutell, 
of the Arizona Department of Emergency and Military Affairs, say 
the Nuclear Winter theory is piire overkill. Normal meteorological 
prexesses like rain and snow would negate the impact. 

"In seven to ten days, before the theoretical initiation of the 
cooling cftect, an amount ot water far greater than the weight of 
smoke generated by the nuclear exchange, will rain out of the 
atmosphere, and in doing so, will have a significant cleansing 
effect." he explains. "Couple this with the commonly demon¬ 
strated fact that smoke and dust particles injected into the atmos¬ 
phere spontaneously create rain conditions. Historical records 
desaibe a black rain in Hiroshima within hours of Little Boy." 

But then, a Nuclear Winter hasn't happened before. Says Dr 

Amit Sengupta of the Delhi Science Forum: "Much of the 
euphoria over the bomb in both nations is a result of ^oiance. 
It's been an ill-informed debate so far. Few know what a bomb 
is, and fewer still know what it can do If it is used by both par¬ 
ties. People still haven't realised what they're playing with." 
What we do know is what happens under the mushroom cloud 

when only one nation has a bomb and drops it. And that's scary 
enough. "In order to envision the consequences of a nuclear 
holocaust," says Shinji Takahashi of the Nagasaki Institute of 
Applied Science who has analysed survivor-surveys for the UN, 
"we must first use our imagination and reconstruct the hell ae- 
ated by the atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki." 
HEAT: The 12.S kiloton "son of a bitch" that Robert Lewis dropped 
on Hiroshima killed 70,000 instantly, a casualty of 5,600 per Wlo- 

um. The temperature at the hypoce- 
ntre reached .3,000-4,000 degrees 
(iron melts at 1,550 degrees). Mlch- 
iko Yamaoka was IS years old and 
800 metres from the 'hypocentre' on 
August 6, 1945. Her face was burnt 
beyond recognition. She has since 
undergone 27 facial plastic surgeries. 
BLAST: It's estimated that at the 
moment of the explosion, the blast 
pressure was 35 tons per .square 
metre at a velocity of 440 metres per 
second at the hypocentre. Ten seco¬ 
nds later, the blast had spread out 
over .3.7 km. "With a ghastly roar, 
whirlwinds of flame were rolling vio¬ 

lently downhill like bright red drum cans," says eyewitness Yoshito 
Matsushige, then a photographer with The Chugoku Shimbim. 
CANCERS: If you've escap^ instant death from the heat and blast, 
the chances of surviving the effects of radiation depend on your 
distance from the 'hypocentre' and the number of neutrons 
released into the air. Uttlc Boy released only 3 per cent, yet cau¬ 
sed hair loss, diarrhoea; internal bleeding of intestines and blood 
vessel ruptures. Or worst—cancer. Sadako Sasaki was two when the 
bomb fell. Ten years later, she was attacked by the ‘A-bomb dis¬ 
ease', a euphemism for leukemia. She died the same year. 

.Says Dr Nanao Kamada of Hiroshima University: "In Hiroshima, 
In the first seven years, there was leukemia; then thyroid cancers 
till 1960; breast cancer up to 1970; lung, stomach and colon can¬ 
cers till 1975; skin cancers from 1975-85. And a high frequency of 
lung and hepatitis cancers all through." His co-researcher Dr T.S. 
Kumaravel found an excess relative risk of breast, ovarian, thyroid, 
bladder and non-melanoma skin tumours. 
SMALL HEAD DISEASE: .Studies on prenatally exposed A-bomb surv¬ 
ivors show that the incidence ot survivors with small head circumf¬ 
erence and severe mental retardation increasi'd with increasing 
radiation dose*. Yuriko is 53 years old. Her mother was 26 and preg¬ 
nant when Uttle Boy fell lc*sts show that Yuriko, now 53, has the 

intelligence of a 27-month-old child. 
IN-UTERO: In-utero studies by the 
Radiation Effects Research Foun¬ 
dation found a reduction in IQ 
with increasing dose, a higher inci¬ 
dence of mental retardation in the 
heavily exposed and a change in 
rate of growth and development. 
Approximately 80 per cent ot the 
mental retardation was caused by 
radiation exposure In the 8-15 
weeks of gestation. 
The bottomlinc: any which way you 

look at it, playing around with the 
atom will get you: in war or winter, ■ 
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STRATEGY 

Long-Distance Love 
Influential Indian Americans flex their sinews against sanctions on the homeland 

By MARAYAW D. KE8HAVAN in New York SCENE one; A few days after the 
Pokhran tests on May 11 and 
13, two influential Demoaatic 
lawmakers from Capitol Hill 
were hosted by the wealthy 

Indian American community at a 
fund-raiser in Edison, New Jersey. 

They got an earful. Representatives 
Frank Patlone and Richard Gephardt, 
who is also the party's leader in the 
House of Representatives, were bom¬ 
barded with sharp questions as to why 
US Congress was being so hostile 
towards India's nuclear tests. 
President Bill Clinton also came 
under fire from Indian campaign 
money donors. 

The lawmakers, who are norma¬ 
lly showered with much affection 
and bonhomie—besides hot samo- 
sas and tangy chutneys—by the 
Indian community, could sense the 
deep feelings of the community, but they 
had no straight answers, with Gephardt 
simply managing to say: "We (US and 
India) need to talk on the issue." 

Scene Two: TVo days after India conclu¬ 
ded its tests. Dr Mukund Mody was taking 
a call from New Delhi at his Brooklyn cli¬ 
nic. India's prime minister was on the 
line talking to his best friend in the US. 
Mody recalls Vajpayee telling him: 
"People will have to accept we 
are ? nuclear power now." 
Says he; "Atalji wanted all of 

us in the Indian American community to 
understand why India did what it did and 
sought our assistance in explaining 
India's position to mainstream Ame¬ 

rica—and that includes the US politi¬ 
cal establishment." 

The Indian American community is 
now viewed with respect for what they 

have accomplished professionally and 
economically in their adopted home¬ 
land by the US political establishment. 
And it is seen as a major asset by the 
Indian government in its diplomatic 

efforts to repair the damage in ties 
with the US. 

In effect, the community has 
emerged as a huge component Jn 

the equation between the world’s 
two largest demoaacies—somewhat 

akin to the powerful Jewish American 
community that plays a central role in 

shaping US-Israeli relations. And like 
the US Jewry, Indian Americans are divid¬ 

ed in myriad ways, but when it comes to 
the well-being and national security of 
India, they tend to rally behind the home¬ 
land—just as US Jews always stand up for 
their promised land. 

^ "There are no Ifs and buts about it," says 
'*Kamai Dandona, chairman of the Indian 

National Congress of America (inca) and a 
personal friend of the late Rajiv Gandhi, 
“The Congress and the bjp may have 

nuanced differences over the nuclear 
frsue inside India, but here in 

America we are all nationalist 
Indians. Period. We at inc.a are 

IRFAN HUSSAIN 

‘Make India an economic power’ 
Prof, fagdtih WhagmM, -world-Tenowned 
economist (and an expert on sanctions), has 
always disapproved of fi-wea- 
pons. But in a phone interview, 
he echoed Hu o^nUm of Mbs of 
Indians in the US. Excerpt: 

On ImHa’s nctiftty rMn: The 
world was not paying any att¬ 
ention to regional problems. 
For many years, China has 
been a problem because of the 
bardor row. The fact that it Is 
low key doeai't mean that it doesn't exist 
do 'flte McMahon line. Then we have the 
Iftetsn refugee problm—we can't put 

them back on yaks and send them back to 
be slaughtered by the Chinese. Can we? 

We would all protest—right? 
My first reaction to the tests 
was one of regret, but then 
after looking at the argu¬ 
ments by experts on the secu¬ 
rity side, I thought there was 
a regional rationale for it" 
On Mnettons; Unilateral trade 
sanctions almost never work, 
so all these Washington esti¬ 
mates wh^ph are produced ate 

really nothing more than garbage. The 
effect of US suictiom on India wSl be very 
little. But I'm glad some sanctions are 

being used. At least Indians will realise 
what a ridiculous situation has developed 
after SO years of so<alled development. 
Finally they should get their dhotis tighte¬ 
ned, get their act together and open up the 
Indian economy. Actually, when you look 
at It, my head spins. What is India after SO 
years of independence doing taking aid 
from small countries like Sweden and Den¬ 
mark? All those political leaders should be 
lined up and tied to the next missile like 
Tlpu Sultan used to do—put these guys on 
the cannons and fire them off. 
On what India tbouM do: If the Indian gov- 

■ emment reacts by turning inwiards, and 
going swadeshi, that of course that will 
make matters worse. The key is to open 
up the economy and make India an eco¬ 
nomic powerhouse. 
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NRI 

IN the UK, a^y nb» m eeelng the 
beghihiitig of A iww gone, a 
compehtlan between them a&d non¬ 

resident PaklstBhls. *We«dhhe^letD do 
more than tlrem,” 'K.K. Mahaan, 
who di^red a meeting betwem com¬ 
merce minister R.K> H^de ati^ nus in 
Blrminghun last wedk. 'The fnoNem is 
that we do not have a new^Mper with ns 
like /Hflg that can encome^ pepple by 
listing donors and aH ttet/ m. a nsiflt, 
he says, "even thoti^ we do mote, th^ 
may be able to show off more." 

But the about-to-be pantllel that 
enthusiastic ijt si^poit- 
ers are beginning to see 
between the overseas 
Chinese and the nms may 
not happen. The overseas 
Chinese propped the 
Chinese economy after 
Tiananmen Square, vdten 
the world had tu^ed. 
against China. Nias talk 
on similar lines, but diere 
are indications they may 
not take the same steps. 
The NSis at the gung-ho 
meeting addressed by 
Hegde in Birmln^am 
were proud of India's nuclear muscle. 
But money to strengthen India against 
sanctions? Here bu^nessmen spoke 
more business than India. Conrad Dave 
(Bengali surname) udio is investing in a 
$12 million state farm in Bengal said 
later; "I believe commercial enterprises 
won't be affected by sanctions.” But 
would NRis place money in Indian 
banks? "The fall in the rupee value In 
India will have a ma|or impact on the 
banking sector,” he replied. "There is a 
problem with Indian banking." India, 
he said, "needs new administrative sys¬ 
tems for NRIS to work through.” 

About contributions from nris, $.K. 
Thukral, an importer of textiles and 
other goods from India, says "nobody 
has suggested that yet." And if nris were 

to pool In to balance the 
"how mud) mOney can they jpoti^taT. 
Such issues have to be taeSJed, he'^hiDli’ 
"by political means.* Kanuil ChqnPBa, 
who is putting up a polythene bags plhht 
at Dera Basl non Chandigaih, apd. a. 
group of other budnessmen hare voMmi 
to the Indian government "that dipy. 
have done a voy good thing, ffiese peo< 
pie should know our strengdi.* Sayahe 
"Our overall view 1$ that we ate hi^ipy.* 
But he feels dieie Is no question Of Nan. 
countering sanctions bemuse the sam:- 
tions are "only drama." Nobody is dibdi;* 

rnwvmniniwi 

ing of the ecomunic fallout for IncBa yet 
But this couM turn out to be die true.test 
of the overseas friendship. 

Prime minister Vajpaim is under no 
illusions about the nris. On his last visit. 
to London, he made it clear that ffieir 
interest in India should not be driveo by 
profit and Interest alone, but by some 
love for the country. He reminded than 
of the vast withdrawals of money when 
they thought India is in trouble. Not a 
reassuring precedent If India faces uou- 
ble now. The nri, more than any Indian, 
thinks of what the country, or better, two 
countries can do for him. Nobody may 
be thinking of surrendalng pr^t or 
investment for India for any competitloh 
with Pakistani businessmen. 

Sinjay SnrI 

launching a campaign to explain India's 
security problems to our friends in US 
Congress and the media." 

M overwhelming majority of Indians— 
with the exception of the tiny left-wing 
fringe groups—support the nuclear tests 
and assert that the US policy to impose 
sanctions on India recks of hypocrisy. Even 
sceptics like economist jagdish Bhagwati 
have had a shift in their views (see inter¬ 
view). Says Narpat Bhandari, co-founder of 
the influential Tit (The Indus Entre- 
preueui), an elite grouping of Silicon 
Valley entrepreneurs: "This (nuclear) tech- 
nolt^ cannot be governed liy any one 
person or any one nation. We as Indians 
ate as good technologists as anywhere In 
the world. These sanctions, i believe, will 
make no iota of difference to India." 
Bhandari is consulting with friends to fig¬ 
ure out a mechanism to mount a campaign 
to explain the Indian position to lawmak¬ 
ers from California who form the largest 
delegation in US Congress. Across the us, on the East Coast, 

Swadesh Chatterjee, president-elect 
of the Indian American Forum for 

Political Education (an on-again, off- 
again outfit), says he's waiting for the 
"heat and dust" of the controversy to set¬ 
tle before he makes his move: "The Indian 
explosions have totally upset our (Indian 
American) calculations and we are back to 
square one and have to start all over 
again. I do understand the rationale for 
the Indian tests, but the people in 
Washington are furious, and I don't think 
there’s any point talking to people who 
are furious. Once tlie temperature cools 
down, we in the community should move 
to mellow down our lawmaker friends. 
We liavc a huge challenge ahead of us.” 

l.rft-wing political activist Chandana 
Matnur is among those who vehemently 
opiMise the tests. She organised a small 
group of people to protest against the 
nuclear tests last week near the Indian 
f'onsulate in New York's fashionable Fifth 
Avenue. Says the .soft-spojjen Mathur: 
"I'he rickety coalition government cur¬ 
rently ruling India was moved by tlic 
basest of motives: short-term political 
gain internally, and the wish to strut 
around self-iniportantly on the interna¬ 
tional stage. Tlieir jingoism lias uprooted 
the-lines of communication that had only 
recently opened up between India and 
Pakistan, and severely damaged India's 
relationship with tihina." 

She also adds: "We are also appalled by 
the hypocritical posturing of the five 
nuclear nations, when all these nations 
have blocked every international move 
towards a nuclcai-ftee world by retaining 
their own arsenals." 

lVventy-.seven years ago, when Richard 

Milhous Nixon ordered the .Seventh Fleet 
into the Bay of Bengal to threaten India 
during the emancipation ot Bangladesh, 
there was no real Indian toiistituent7 in 
the US to oppose the move. Today, howe¬ 
ver, when President William Jefferson 
Clinton calls for sanctions against New 

I Delhi, the situation is vastly different. 
1 There's an authentic Indian American con¬ 

stituency in place, and that constituency is 
deeply upset with the US sanctions. And 
they are poised to act. 

Just as a defining moment in US-India 
relations has just about arrived with the 
Indian nuclear tests, the Indian .American 
community has reached its own Rubicon 
in its political awakening and empower¬ 
ment in the US. ■ 
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Cleffl'ing Post-Pokhran Blues 
The Confederation floats a new initiative to inform investors that India exists beyond May 11 and 13 

INDIA Inc has now got into the damage of sanctions as the Glenn Amendment has banks, foreign companies and identifying 
control act. The Confederation of Ind- never been used before. So everyone is per- alternatives to dollar financing. The group 
ian Industry (ai) has started an initiative plexed on the issue and that is what the has held a meeting with American compa- 

to restore confidence and assuage fears expert group will try to clear." nies on May 26 and with foreign banks on 
regarding the economic and investment Rumour mills have made it worse. Says May 27. On June 4, it will have an exten- 
climate in India. Y.S. Rajan, technical advisor, cii: “In the sive interaction with Indian and foreign 

The industry association has set up an absence of concrete information, misinfor- banks, financial institutions, nsfl-s and fiis 

expert advisory group and a hotline to mation is overshadowing the positive to find ways and means to tackle problems 
send the message aaoss the planet that the developments. One has to tell the people that may arise out of the sanctions. 
Investment climate in India, despite the that India exists beyond May 11 and 13." Abroad, the group has taken up India’s 
sanctions, is extremely attractive. That The group has drawn up an ambitious case with international rating agencies 
India respects and welcomes foreign 16-point action plan, which, apart from like Kofac in France, Hermes and kfw in 
investment and that foreign investment in disseminating information, would centre Germany and a few others in the US, 
India is safe. around interaction with the governments South Korea and Japan. Campaigns pro- 

The group comprises experts from dif- of India and other countries, foreign moting India have already begun in news- 
ferent fields as well as jitender gupta tnarayan papers like Financial 
captains of industry. 
Among others, they 
include Jamshyd N. 
Godrej, managing direc¬ 
tor, Godrej group; 
Anand Mahindra, man¬ 
aging director, Mahindra 
& Mahindra; Venu 
Srinivasan, CEO, Sunda- 
ram Clayton; and 
K.N. Shenoy, chairman, 
ABB. It will primarily col¬ 
lect and disseminate 
information on the eco¬ 
nomic and investment 
climate in India in the 
aftermath of the sanc¬ 
tions. Says Ajay Khanna, 
senior director, cii and 
coordinator of the 

Times and India Abroad. 
On the Internet, cii hjis 
set up a special site indi- 
anindiKtry.com to answer 
queries on sanction 
implications. After the 
Union Budget on June 1, 
another website—•liit/i- 
amc.or^V—will come up to 
give post-budget updates 
of the situation. 

Currently, industry is 
extremely wary. It feels 
that the situation is tense 
and much of this nega¬ 
tive impression is bec¬ 
ause of loose talk from 
the government. Ragh- 
uraman feels that the ini¬ 
tial euphoria over the 

group: "Investor confi- Jamshyd Godrej and Anand Mahindra: supporting the CII effort tests is gone and there is 
dence was already suffer- more caution on the 
ing in India. The tests have really shat- position of governments and foreign com- 
tered it further. Now we have to do much BIHBI331I1IIQ2I0E9HH panics towards India. Says a leading indus- 
morc to bring it back and assert that there trialist who is part of the group: "By con- 
is, after all, nothing wrong with India. ■ * Helpline to answer queries and ducting the tests, the government has said 
Most companies, especially American, are assist companies to look for it's implementing swadeshi. The signal is 
extremely sceptical and wary about the partners loud and clear. And now it is a godsend 
investment climate in India now. We 
have to make them feel secure." 

Already reeling from recession, Indian 
industry has been groping for direction. 
Says V. Ragliuraman, senior advisor to the 
group: "We are worried about the type of 
problems the sanctions can create. We 
have to understand the ground realities 
and then find the way out. At the moment 
everyone is clueless about the goings-on." 
Says Khanna: "There is complete lack of 
understanding of the sanctions per se and 
most people are confusing between eco¬ 
nomic and trade sanctions. We ate not Iraq 
or at war with the US. In fact, the US gov- | 
ernment itself is not clear in its definition I 

■ Couimunlcata to soloct hiailo of 
govomoMiit 

■ Commuoicoto to CEOo of mojor 
HHCo 

■ Commuoicato to IIS Soootoro, 
Congroosmoo and govoraon 

m Moot soloct ombasslos ami high 
ceoMriosioas 

■ Advis la major IntomatloMl daiilos 
w Moat multllatoral agaoclas 
ai A CII fond for offoctivo 

iatflraatloaal comawolcatioa 

opportunity for the swadeshi brigade to do 
their bit. But Pepsi-type incidents (burning 
of Pepsi trucks in Gujarat) will only vindi¬ 
cate the fear of foreign companies that 
they are not safe or welcome in India. The 
government should also streamline its 
statements rather than letting them trickle 
down from all cornets." 

Whether the initiative works or not, one 
thing is sure, that the Indian industry has 
put one foot forward to help the govern¬ 
ment tide over the aftermath of the blasts. 
And it's only with concerted efforts from 
both that India can come out unhurt from 
this confusion. ■ 

Arindam Mukherjss 
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I was moving in the fast lane 

of success. My two wheeler 

couldn't keep pace so I 

bought a new Maruti 800. 

The freedom to realise dreams. 

Exp«ri«nQ» th* fraiidom of broodoning your horizons. WiHi ttio 

Martrti 8(X>. 

9 Now easily avoiidbfe wHh shorter delivery periods. 

• Choose from a vnde range of convenient financing ofrfionsi from 

various companies. 

• 154 sales outlets, 1037 oufirofised serVia centres assure exfiert core 

for your car in 4T5 cities ocross Indio. 

• Indio's most preferred car gives you maximum fuel efRciency, easy 

handling, and low moinfename. ^ 

Gome, e«f youimff file Mbrvlf 0iM. irb/tt cfbcoy<^4i jmiiy 

meaning of life. 

■ mu 
7iSSl\ '• 

Freedimi Within Your Reach 

MARUTI 800 





A painless way to turn your thousands into crores. All you need is to DC regular. 

■ MONIKA HALAN Il's Ihi' itexi niilliMiniiim's humvurd 
r<ir siiccessfiil siivini>s. Slfiidy. surt‘. 
swurf. powcTSiivirin is it dcialile 

iiuihod 111' stushin}; wviillh sysicni- 
tilK-idly. TIk’ tuimbcrs sti’iii iinbf- 

lii-vablc (after all. hinv many pi'oplc 
can make K.s I croreat I be end of a workiiit> 
lifetime.'), but they are real. And. unlike 

most pood thinps in life ~thal come with 
hard v\ork -ail this requires is an attitude 

that says: "I will put asivie a sum of monev 

regularly for savings." 

i’owersaMiip works on a simple concepl 
that iiiatliematieiunscall compounding, t-'or 
smart savers, this translates into a potent 

tool for making siivings grow in ti way that 
nothing else can. 

I’artieularly for salaried people. It's so easy 

to put that mont hly payche<|ue in the baitk. 
And lose it. Uquid money has a dangerous¬ 

ly .seductive habit: it entices vou to spend. 
When you I'md a hank balance of 
Ks 7().()t)() sitting .snugly in your savings 
account, your lingers begin to itch. 

Yoti rememlwr the modem and CD-ROM 

drive vou wanted. You recall that the wash 

iiig machine has to be replaced. Yotir rejec¬ 
tion of the kids' iKTennial demand for the 

latesl in everything begins to sound weak. 
I'ive days later, the warm account is cold 
iind empty. You join the league of losers who 

Saying 
horizon 

RslOOO 
a month 

Rs 2,000 
amontti 

Ra 5,000 
amonth 

Rs81,189 Rs 1.62 lakh Rs 4.05 lakh 

(Hi ■ 'Skti: (fts iir!i<;ij 

Rs 2.24 lakh Ra 4.48 lakh Rs 11.21 lakh 

ii!s ■ " • 1 iH'. '■ i '..kiM c'c t. MKii; 

Rs 4.76 lakh Rs 9.52 lakh Rs 23.82 lakh 

li'ii i i' .'.(Kll. ikj :t.f. lakOi IR;',') lak.h) 

Rs 9.20 lakh Rsia41 lakh Rs 46.04 lakh 

'Rs 7 4 :akhj Ills -i )3 lak!!' Ills lakh) 

Rs 17.04 lakh Rs 34.08 lakh Rs 85.20 lakh 

(Hr .5 icik!',) (Rs ? lakti; (Rs 15 lakh) 

Ra 30.84 lakh Rs 61.68 lakh Rs1.54crore 

(Rs s 6 lakm (Rs 7 ? lakh) (Rs 18 lakh) 

Rgures in brackets show the money Invested 

Qiaphic RASHMI 

wonder where their money goes. 
It's strange. You siiend most of your w.ik- 

ing life preparing for. going to. corning from 
iind it' w'ork. And wlicn the fruit of this 
labour rolls in. you ciiii'l seem lo take care 
of it. I’art of the reason is jnsi pnK'rastiiia- 

lion iind nishness. The oilier, 
more important, part is the atti- 

liule towiirds money. Dig, deeper, 
and lilts (ranslates into one qne.s- 

iion: how do I siive money so it 

grows steadily.' 

Going steady. Think of money 
as voiir liancee who needs iitlen- 
tion. even pampering. Il's yours, 

of course, bill if jon don't take 
I'iire of it. it may move clsewliere. 

l-'or starters, vou have to plan 
your monetiiry needs according 

lo the future that yon envision for 
your family. This could mean 
answering simple quest ions like 

how much money you reiilly need 

for day-to-day living: how much 
liquid cash you need: how much 
sliould be invesU*d for I hree years: 

how much fur five. One basic rule: 
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pliin your lifr nnd let your life's pl.'in deler- 
luiiie how you liiuuK'c it. 

Accorcliiit; to exix'rl.s, Ihriv lo four monlh.s 

of your .saliirv should be readily available as 
liquid or ea.sily meltable iiiwstiuents. The 
rest siioulil be put on iiiediuiii- and long¬ 

term burners. The world over, rmaneial 
planners haw one important pieeeof advice 
to give: save as von earn. That is. just as your 

company hands you your paycheque each 

TRIBHUVAN TIWARI 
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ing to powersuvlng. Tlitr bt'st and tlic uiisicst 
way to powersavi- is to put savings on auto¬ 
pilot. IdentiEv an inslrumont that will lake 
out a rcriairi ainoiinl from your salary 
hejorr you can lay your hands on it. 

(live this strategy some time, and you're 
on your way to sm eighl-ligurc net worth. 
Kor instance, if you were able to regularly 
save Rs S.DDI) each month for 27 years in 
an in.strument that pays you 12 per cent 
interest per annum (the rale fur most gov- 
ernmenl-backetl securities), you would have 
Rs 1.01 crore. Compare this with what you 
have actually pul aside in the.se 27 years: 
27 years X 12 months X Rs S.OOO = 
Rs lb.2 lakh only! .And if the instru¬ 
ment you have chtssen is the Public Provi¬ 
dent Fund (PPF). your Rs I.Ol crore is 
entirely tax-free! 

For the less iimbitious. with a smaller 
investment horixon. the returns are still 
worth the attention (.see inWe). 

.Suppose you can put away just Rs 1.000 
every month, without really mi.ssing it. for 
the next 20 years. That's when your 5-year- 
old bundle of joy w'ill be ready to lly west to 
Harvard, or get hitched for life. Or retire¬ 
ment may be <i fast-approaching reality. By 
that lime, your 12 per cent .scheme would 
have bloated your total savings of Rs 2.4 
lakh to Rs ^1.2 lakh. 

How would this happen.- 
The power of rompoiinding. .Money has 
a strong brotherhood; it quickly attnicts its 
kinsmen. Not only does your original invest¬ 
ment earn interest, but this interest earns 
more interest, and the entire kitty is pow¬ 
ered by itself, let's say you start your pow¬ 
ersaving plan from 30 June. 1998. and pul 
Rs 1.()()() a month in a scheme that gives 
you an annual return of 12 per cent. This 
money wili earn the full interest, that is 12 
per cent, for I lie entire year, and grow to 
Rs 1.12'). Dll 51 |uly. 1998. you pul 
Rs 1 ,l)()t) more into the same account. At 
the end of the year, this will earn 12 per 
cent, but for 11 months, giving you 
Rs 1.1 It). .And likewise for the remaining 
10 months. By 1 July. 1999. you would have 
pul Rs 12.001) in the account, and it would 
have grown to Rs 12.780. 

Now Aear 2 begins. Abu save Rs 1.000 a 
month all through 1999-2000 as well. That 
will earn interest in exacllv the same way 
as the previou - year. At the end of I his year, 
you would have another Rs 12.780. 

But that earlier Ks 12.780from Ai'ear 1 has 
not been sitting idle; it has been working 
hard and. .it 12 per cent, has grown to 
Rs 14.31 3.Ml. So in )une 2000, your 
total investment of Rs 24,001! becomes 
Rs 27.09 3.60 (Rs 12.780-1 Rs 14.51 5.60). 

Ihi this for 30 years, and your total 
investment of Rs 5.6 lakh will turn into 
Rs 50.84 lakh. And you can do this by pow¬ 
ersaving just Rs 1.()(){) a month: the iium- 

PRASHANT PANJIAfl 

her grows subsiantially if you 
increase that to Rs 3.000 a 
month. 
Party bird gels the worm. 
Starling early is crucial. Here's 
why: assume two sets of par¬ 
ents. \ and Y, bolh of whom 
are blessed with a daugiiicr 
on 1 Juiiuary. 1998. Both want 
some money slacked up for 
their diiughters iihen (hey 
turn 2.. X starts immediately 
and puts in Rs 1.000 a year for 
six years into a savings inslru- 
ineiit that fetches a 12 percent 
return. Y. on the other hand, 
starts when his daughter turns 
Five. He goes on investing 
Rs I.OOO a year in the same 
instrument till his daughter turns 21. 

In 2019. when both the girls turn 21. X's 
daughter has Rs 49.749. while Y's child gels 
Rs 47.884. This is after X has invested 

to buy a tMHiM 
pputtbalr 

eoliaga. Sanlay 
sava up dabbling 

toi stoeka far 

atoadlar nrtuma. 
He saves ever a 
quarter ef his 

monthly Income. 

Rs 6.()()(), and Y has put in Rs 
16.000. If X had carried on 
with his annual iiiveslment as 
long as A' did—for 16 years, 
that is—his daughter would 
have been sitting on Rs 
84.578 at age 21. 

fliis simple principle has 
caught the fancy of many 
families across the country 
t.sw lio.ve.s). All of them have 
clear goals, save regularly, and 
are on their way to becoming 
powersavers. A'ou can do it 
too. Just remeiiilier these tips: 
uniKCTiviis. A goal helps you 
move from merely thinking 
about saving to actually doing 
it. It could be anything: 

your child's education, cash to 
post-retirement comfort, or a 

money lor j 
fuel your 
house. 
spurs. But objectives arc lime-bound. For 
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LG 
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Washing Machines 

For the cleaneot, quietest, tangle free wash 

Finally, a perfect partner for your home. One that fits 

right in and makes living a joy. An LG ‘Chaos Punch' 

washing machine. 

Its ‘Chaos Punch’ thrusts water upward to knock out dirt from 

every inch of your clothing wl ule flipping it over to avoid tangling 

The 3 additional pulsators create a chaotic water flow that 

help churn out a more uniform wash. Despite 

all this hectic activity, the LG washing 

machine with its 30% quieter advanced 

silent clutch and a noise blocking motor is 

the quietest in the world. Don’t 

wait too long Strong, silent types 

aren’t easy to find. 

Available in 5.5 6 A' ;f & 10 LG Electranics India Pvt ltd Hoao Office Mktg ^ Sales. Toi 9M t-6950559 \/is;r us at' http.//wm.igcii com/ 
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instance, while you might need a home in 
10 years, your child w'ould need the money 
after 18 years. So split up your savings into 
short-term, medium-term and long-term. 
Ri-:i.MurRSEMi.NTS. Yuu probably get about 
Rs lO.OttO a year from your company as 
medical reimbursement. Don’t use it to buy 
medicines: you spend on these everyday 
thin-.'s out of your salary, anyway. Instead, 
put the money in a medium-to-long-tcrm 
investment, like the infrastructure bonds 
that hit the market rei ently. 
spr.M) MORE. Not money, but an even more 
valuable tool: time. Most of us fall into the 
trap of either digging a hole in Hie backyard 
for our money or putting it into junk paper 
in the ho|)e of crazy returns Remember, it is 

make you Ibae trade of you've spent. 
Plastic is painless; cash payments hurt. 
• One ATM visit a fortnight. The less cash 
you carry, the less your urge to spend. 
• Cut trips to the eateries. Don't give up 

your hard-earned money. 
Treat it like a marriageable 
daughter and check the fam¬ 
ily background of the man 
who is going to marry her. 
before you sign that cheque. 
I^wersaver’s toolkit. Once 
you have dccideil your time- 
based saving obiectives. 
mo\e on to the saving ins¬ 
trument.^ and take a hard 
look. For instance, w’hy let your day-to-day 
living money lie in a savings deposit, wlien 
many private banks offer what are called 2- 
in l accounls.n'hesegivcyoua higher rate 
of return and ensure liquidity as well. 

In the medium term, tnuluai funds 

• Save your raise. Earmark that extra 
Rs 4,000 for a savings instrument. 
• I^k out for bargains. Know when and 
where to shop. 

despite poor .service, pathet¬ 
ic returns and broken prom¬ 
ises—remain a saver's par¬ 
adise. Of course, you wall 
liave to .scour the list with a 
magnilier for investor-friend¬ 
ly fii nds that offer systematic 
investment plans. 

I’or long-term burners. 
pi;-.t-ofticc recurring deposits 
olTer average returns, but 

oodles of security. A Ihc-year deposit will 
earn Ji.'s per cent interest compounded 
quarterly and you gel lax benelits under sec¬ 
tion 801.. wIikIi says that intcr-st income 
up to Rs 1 S.OOt) is exempt from tax. 

,-\nd in 1 he verv long term, no inslrument 
can malch llic power of I’l’F. More s(> for 
young couples with children. .\s soon as 
your child is born, start putting Rs ) .000 
every month in a PI’F account for her. 
.Mthougli the Pl’l’ is used more as a lav- 
saver. its growth potential is iiiulerraled. 
'I'lie reality: a 12 per cent tax-free return 
— the interest from I’Pl’ is lax-e.vempi 

- works out to 18 per cent. 
Depending on your risk profile, age and 

return expectation, pick wlial is good for 
you. Remember: don't saie only for a rainy 
day: powersave for a prosiwrous future. ■ 

With Arduiini Kiii in Mmifitihm' ami 
Anuptmui Mditkan in Se\v IMIr 

10 Easy Ways To Save 
.. .-s;, :-.V5i#S! 

'.H caiiis • Redi:^ yo«f- 
Make a hIgW down payment 

al^ toit. 
■interert pityments. 

-fiiiiniiSKE 

iMNW'IV-t 
ineoM 
got a hoiiM for th* 
family^ wHa Jayanti, 
tha family^ monay 
managari la now 
foeusaad on ratlre- 
mant planning. 
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Two words to describe Allen Solly’s now collection 
Toucti and go, 

We'vo seen it happen Men, the kina wfio wcalti rioi Kier lor Pays over a 

ootporafe derision, have walkeicl mU' vjtjr .'-.tore, touct'cxi one .shirt from o n 

Icxt' ires collection and niixle u|j their rmnd ii i nrimtitr'i. Not surprising It's 

very hard to not sinx.i..i,li in '"jii' t.„w ottice wijrlhy .stiirts v,/oven in urv.isual 

surface palteais suctr as |ii((Ui.; aohtjy, rriocklerio, wattle and cord. All tf 

which, wo might add 'n your interest are t.ast disapfiearing frotn our sloies 

ffiday. 
Replace the Five day Wriek with a Friday Week 

• Jallaiidlw • Jamiu • Jodtvui • Kvipu • Kollayim • Lucknow • Livlliiaiu • MMuai • Monokine • MimOai • Mysore • New MrimOki • Nadiui • Noma • Paliaia • Ouilon • Raikol • Rknckr • Salenr • SecmmeialMO • Srmlk • Sural • Udaipw 



TAXATION 

An Idiot’s Guide to Filing Returns 
Like it or not, tiling income tax returns is mandatory. And for first-timers, the 

paperwork and procedure can be quite daunting. But help is at hand. 

Being u good citizen and paying taxcii 
regularly is not enough anymore: it 
doesn't mean that the taxman is 
happy and veil! not pay it visit. 

Reason: apart from ptiying taxes, good citi¬ 
zens are also expected to Hie income tax ITI') 
wturns. The logic may seem convoluted, but 
governments across the world—including 
India's—have to be told how much citizens 
have paid them in ta.xes. 

That means paperwork, headaches 
and, in some cases, ulcers. Kven starling is 
not easy: tinding out which form to HI! 
can be daunting. But remember. Piling 
returns is a must. There is no alternative- 
even if tax has been deducted at .source 
from the income. So how does ont 
go about tiling.' 
Assessment year. For starters, anyone 
whose annual income from all sources is 
more than Rs 4I),0()() has to Pile ret¬ 
urns—whether or not there's a tax liability. 
Two words that scare Pirst-limers are: 
assessment year. They simply represent the 
year in which you Hie your return. 

For income earned during iinancial year 
1997-98 (I April. 1997 to 11 March. 
1998). returns have to be filed in 
1998—by June for salaried people and by 
August for .self-employed professionals and 
businessmen. Since these two dates fall in 
the following financial year (1998-99). the 

the final checklist 
n Fill in your name and address 

cause* 

Otherwise, you may enuuu 

fBvlsGd rclurnb. 
OAttachoriginalcertilicatesafW 

’ attach Form 16 (you get 

company) 
O Remember to attach relevant 

supporting documents. 

OFlnally. check and re-check. 

r ^ lie 

©Keepa 

BASHMI 

CHOOSING A TAX 
PRACTITIONER 

income is assessed in that year, and 
therefore the term. 
Formis. Forget filling and filing, it could be 
quite an ordeal get¬ 
ting a li\ on the right 
form. person with 
an income of less 
than Rs 2 lakh from 
salary and other sou¬ 
rces—interest. lot¬ 
tery and money that 
is not earned profession¬ 
ally—must use Form 2A. 
Those earning more 
have to fill Form 1. 

Professionals and busi¬ 
nessmen should use 
Form 2. In addition, in the 
last linion buget. for¬ 
mer finance minister 
P. Chidambaram 
introduced 
Form 2C. for 
individuals 
n'ho have not 
Piled returns 
and who fulfil 
any two of the fol¬ 
lowing conditions: 
own a house, tele¬ 
phone or cur. or have 
travelled abroad. 
Where tu file, livery 
area has an assessing 
officer. So when the form 
has been filled and 
it's time to sub¬ 
mit it. know¬ 
ing tlie loca- •' 
lion is impor¬ 
tant. This is 
particularly relevant for those filing 
income la.\ returns for the first time. 
.Siiinetimes. lliere could be an as.se.ssing 
officer lookip'i after specific income class¬ 
es. The best person to tell you about this 
is the public relations officer at the income 
lax ofiice. 
How to Hie. There is good news here: 
a.ssessa’s need not go to the counter in per¬ 
son to file returns. Sending them by regis¬ 
tered post will do just as well. 

There are two acknowledgement forms 
attached to the return whieh have to be 
filled. The official at the counter returns 
one of thc.se after signing, stamping, num- 

• Get reconiniendrtloos from 
friends, or bom die practidoaer's 
_ existing clients. 

• Dslk to two or diree tax 
advisors before finaQy 
selecting one. Beware 
a |ack*irf'«]i-trades: he 
probably doesn't know 
enough. And income tax 

laws are so intricate that you cannot 
afford to be complacent. 
• Check if the advisor is managing 
cases stanllar to your own. 
• Find out how much time die 
advisor can spare. If he hurries you 
through meetings, doesn’t explain 
things, or doesn't return your calls, 

dump him. 
• Finally, choose a 

tax advisor you 
are comfortable 

with. 

MAHf.SH EENKAR 

bering and putting the dale of receipt. 
This is the u.ssessee's proof of having 
filed the return. 

If problems persist, professional help 
is always available {sec hox: ClKHisiii!/ ti tax 
imH litiiiiur). liusieally. there are three kinds 
of people who can do this: chartered 
aecountunis. lawyers and registered 
lax practitioners. 

Tlwir fees range between Rs SOO and 
Rs 1 ().()()(). depending on their experience 
and the assessee's income. 

If they can ensure worry-free sleep, it's 
worth every ruiHV. 

■ Clifford Alvaras 
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THE BIGGEST IDEAS 
IN FROST-FREE. 

SINGE FROST-FREE. 

-lit ' Vi I. 15 I. • ■ All C'«cit''i8 Miige o'l-msI-F r('<'’plngprators. 

iH'ji,/hCH -'OtiVi lAiith innovalioriMlesi^ncd iT’oiind your needs I Jt'np I jimii 

a Godrej r'ii.1. in j iiniquoly styled curved ooorth.it ci pales extra di.-pth fer 

greater storage 403^21^^ Iritpitllr.. ensures that food m every shelf 

is cooled uniformly 1 lempi-rature 7oiiPs- because different 

kinds of fix'd need different cooling Hign Hficicni y Compressor 

your dependable power' saver. Humidity control to 

APPLIANCES keep vegetables crisper Curd o rnati. - the first cif 

it> xiiid in tr.p world 'opt'oiui atta'h-iit-ni j 

th.ct '.h'lis ppiti-s’ cu'd. 'll ttif I ell lyerator automatically ' In addition to these 

marvels the 'OCXL has rno'ip‘WoneJer’s Nut'isavei - that pieseives Me giving 

nutrient: 'ii 'oud fievisnelf allo'ws you to accommodate oven l.he most 

ovei'SiaiHf ol vessels f)p.'di)nser . dnves aw.iy 

bad .nomas, fruit trrv ■ extra space for more 

fruit So if you're looking for refrigerators that 

go beyond cooling, think Godrej. Ideas fhot work for you 

W
TA
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WINNING 

SANDEEPRUPAREL 

Love, 
kid. 

When her two-year- 
old daughter star¬ 
ted confusing fax 
with fox, Shobha 

Prasad, now 32. decided it was 
time to buy a proper oftice 
instead of running her fledgling 
market research agency from 
home. Her husband and part¬ 
ner Balaji Prasad agreed. Look¬ 
ing afler Ffarini. their daughter, 
was the most difficult part of doing their 
own thing. But they decided to bring her up 
without help, hired or (tlhertvise. “I used to 
feel frustrated when my inputs were really 
needed and i had to be away," says Shobha. 

That was only part of their struggle. 
When Balaji. now 3b. quit his job with 
Mudra Communications in November 

all he knew was that he loved doing 
market research and wanted t(»be free. Free 
to ptH’r into people's minds, to understand 
what drove them to behave as they did. 
Soulmate Shobha. also a market research 
profcs.sional. quit her job ns well. 

Together, they bi'.rrowed Rs 2 lakh from a 
friend to set up Drishti Strategic Research 
Services at their house in Mumbai. Their 
experience and contact base, built over nine 
years at various research agencies, came in 
handy. Tlie first client was Real Value Appli¬ 
ances. of Ceasefire fame. Drishti made 
Rs 15,()()0 on that job. BPL followed, asking 
for coasumer surveys on Idpnxlucts. 

Hie result: 19-hour workdays, and a wefl- 
eurnedRs4.5 lakh. “We repaid our friend wi¬ 
thin three months," says itolaji. .Meanwhile, 

freedom, research and a 
How the Prasads did it. 

babj'sitting continued to be a problem. Final¬ 
ly. Shobha decided to choose one over the oth¬ 
er. Without regrets, she .stayed away from 
work for the next two years. 

Rut handling Harini 
proved to be easier than 
handling their parents. The 
idea of “doing business” was 
unpalatable to the conserva¬ 
tive Brahmin families that 
they both came from. “t)ur 
parents felt that consultancy 
services were more res¬ 
pectable than business.” 
says Balaji dryly. 

'I’oday, he’.s managed to 
prove them wrong. Over the 
years, Drishti has grown. 
Current billings stand at Rs 
2 crorc. And Balaji expects 
them to touch Rs 3 crore by 
March 1999. 

One would think that owning a firm span¬ 
ning seven cities and 52 employees would 
make a man feel satisfied enough to burp. 
Not Balaji. “If we had started with a capital 

HAUE 

Bali^ and Shobha PrsMd 
'•nsrtiKSK 
Uarktt Msoaroh 
»:k? 
“Baoauaa w« lovid raaaaroh 

and wanted to bo 
Indapondant.* 

.rmsT ?«(! aWM 
wit Rs 4.B lakh nssareh 
projsot 
SKGRETCPSUCCKSS 
Honisty 
STARTING CAPIT&I, 
Rs.81akh 
OURaSJJTTURUOinRR 

BsSorort 

of Rs 40 to St) lakh.” says the stocky man. 
between puffs of Marlboro, “we would 
have been twice our size today, and would 
have expanded to Southeast Asia by now.” 

Shobha says. “If i could, I would erase the 
whole of last year. We over-recruited 
bacause we assessed the market wrongly.” 
And then the economy slowed down. 

Balaji isn't too worried, though. He reck¬ 
ons that their personal involvement in each 
project gives them an edge in a market 
where differentiating one's service is tough. 
Drishti's largest project today is worth near¬ 
ly Rs 4 lakh. “In a large agency, such a pro¬ 

ject would be given to green¬ 
horns.” says Balaji. 

The duo believes the volume 
of business they get will 
depend on the number of pro¬ 
jects they are personally 
involved in. Balaji realises they 
need to balance grow'th and 
good service—an issue most 
advertising and research agen¬ 
cies hiive yet to crack. 

With Bajaj Auto, BPL. 
Ogiivy & Mather and Ammirati 
Puris Lintas among their 
clients, and the best market 
rc.search agency rating by 
PrtKter & Gamble this year, the 
Prasads are set for a place in 
the big league. 

Any regrets? Sure. Complains Balaji: “I 
have not played bridge ever since we started 
on our own.” 

■ Unw R. Sastry 
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Whatever your cup of tea, 

we liave a loan for you. 

J 

Ik' It ,1 lioiiK', ,1 c ir. ,1 lloll^l.l^. i Jiu.Ml ion oi' ,ii i\ 111 oIm.' i hat 

nompIcinciU'' \'our lifcsixln. noiiin U' AN/ (n iiullavN Ituik. 

wall pro\ hie \'ou the neiMM\,',r\ pi. r\oiMl tin.iiu'c niiiii^T one imoI. 

AutoPovver - tor n.ir loan si.'1k'iium. 

Property Gainz - a laeiht'.' tor boi ia>\\ him ap.niist an nxislinp home o\\ ir\1 h\' \oii. 

Easy Access Deposit - loi- eaw lK|nulit\ with tip to (weialratt apainst \anir ik'|iosit. 

Home Loaiiz - linanre lor xanir hiiul of honie, eitiuT reatK oi’ tiiuler laansiriietion. 

RightNow! - IVrsonal loans tor exeetitnes. 

Grindlays Bank 
A world of possibility. 

• Ahincdabad: 042 (>422 • Banjrilorc. 558 7084 • CtalcutU: 220 0017/210 2758 • (:iicniiai: 533 1212 • C'-oiinbatorc: 431 127 

• Delhi: 330 1783 • Ernakiilani: 301 301 • Hyilerabad: 332 1202 • Mumbai: 203 4242 • i-mail: loanini!ia(<i^ui7..ci)in 

Name:_ 

Address:. 

Yes! I want to know more about 

□ Property Gain/ L I Home Loanz i ! Easy Access l)c-posit AutoPower 1 1 RightNow! 

__(teeupatioii:_ 

_lel.Offi_Res:_ 

Fax or mail this ecmpoii to ANZ (:iin<)l.iys Bank. IM Anii,i Salat, v’lu-iiii.u f>(KI (102 Fax: HSK7222 

H LII49II / 



STOCK STRATEGY 

MRmrUNJAY MONOAL 

^mmm 

AVERAGE 
YOUR WAY 

TO SUCCESS 
The Indian small investor gets a valuable tool to make 
money on the stockmarkets steadily: cost averaging. 

■ AMOLDHARIYA Forget the stories you've lieard 
about how getting rich on the 
market is all a matter of 
ehiinee. You might play against 
the odds lor that really big 
break, but nothing equals the 

sale, secure leeling vou gel from a disi’i- 
plined. methtKiical investment plan. 

Hick a slock you think is a long-term win¬ 
ner. pul your money down reguliirly under 
such a plan, and vou could en|oy returns 
that comfortably beat "siil'e" options like 
recurring dep<isits 'ti banks or monthly 
inve.stment schemes in mutual funds. 
One of the best such investment pro¬ 
grammes is cost averaging. 

Once you've picked your stock, choose 
a period over which you can invest 

regularly--inon I Illy, quarterly, whiilei'cr 
suits your budget. Structure your purchas¬ 
es so you only spend a 
fixed sum in each piTiod. 
As a result, you will buy 
more shtires when prices 
are low. and less when 
they are high. True, you 
can’t avoid buying some 
shares when prices are 
high. But because llu' 
cost -averaging discipline 
ties you to a fixed sum, 
the impact of these high- 
priced purchase's on the 
average cost of the 
shares is relatively low 
(see table an next page). 

With the setting up of 
the National Securities 

Depository Ltd (NSDL). this valuable Uxil 
has moved from the realm of theory to 
practice. Wh.il NSDL does is simply this: if 
dcmaterialises a company's shares by 
replacing paper share certificates and 
transfer forms with computer entries.. 

Computers don't have any problems 
dealing with awkward quantities of 
shares. So now you neither need to buy a 
marketable lot of shares—usually SO or 
100—nor do you have to be saddled with 
untradeable odd lots (a number of shares, 
say. 12 or 21. which is not a market lot and 
which is diflicult to sell). If you have 
Rs 1.200 to invest, you cun buy ju.st two 
shares of Hindustan Lever. Barlicr. 
the minimum lot of 50 lA-ver shares 
would have meant a hefty shell-out of 
nearly Rs 80,000. 

Over 1 SO shares have been admitted for 
dematerialisiition and all are open for 
trading. The table Ix-luw lists the 12 most 
heavily traded stocks. Since blue chips ant¬ 
icipate any economic recovery, you could 
watch your portfolio appreciate with rela¬ 
tively less risk. And capture share price 
growth through cost averaging. 

So far. I lindustan licvcr has accounted fur 
mo.st small-lot trades, but the list of .slocks 
admitted fur dematerialisation is growing. 

Ror cost-averaging in¬ 
vestors, the choice will 
only widen in the coming 
months. Thai’s good 
news for salaried in¬ 
vestors. who are general¬ 
ly constraineil by fixed 
monthly budgets. Here's 
how this regular and sys¬ 
tematic approach to 
investing works: 
Ignore the swings. 
Over the past three years, 
the market's mood has 
swung wildly between 
dark pessimism and 
gung-ho optimism. Prices 
of even sound stacks 

ACTIVE DEMAT SHARES 
ACC . 1,782 
Aptech . 720 
Castrol . 725 
GE Shipping.42 
HDFC Bank. 80 
Hindustan Lever . 1,600 
ICICI .102 
IPCL .72.50 
L&T.275 
Nicholas Piramal.405 
Reliance Industries.181.70 
Telco.279 

Share prices m Rs as on 21 May 1993 
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Summer Cheer 
for your Famify 

BIG CASIT 

DISCOUNTS 

The choice is yours 
Intelligent Investor and Countrywide 

present exciting offers to bring home 

your favourite products instantly! 
TNiwayforamrid 

la^eeMiaiml 

Mrst pMvonal fftiwiM imwuftii 

C^UNIRVWM 

HDFC A JOINT VENTURE Of 
HDFC AND OE CAPITAl 



cymBfWM 

MWkm^ A JOINT VlNTUlf Of 
fl WP V hDFC *N0 os CASITAl 

Smart Valu 
lEXCITING Cl= PIERS 

COUNTRYWIDE APPLICATION FORM 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

SDUNAMI I ll-iGT NAMI 

RESIDENCE . _ 

Minn: i n/^mi 

CIIY_ PIN.. rcL. 

NEAREST LANDMARK_ 

OCCUPATION 

Salaried 

• • Sell-employed 

Salary Date_ 

NuOrVLAHSIN UFPARIMbNR 

CURRENT NAIUHt OF 

EMPL0YMLN1 RttSINLSS 

.Other Income. 

DESICNATION 

MONTHLY INCOME (RSI 

Source __ 

SEX 

I Male 

Eemale 

BESIOENCE 

OWNED BY 

;seii 
• 1 

I Parents 

, ifie'alivc 

' Employer 

leased 

■ Payiiio 
■ OiiesI 

MARITAL STATUS 

! I Married 

' : Single 

Other Arraiigemenis 

(Please Specify) 

Monthly Kent (Rs) 

No of Years at this 
Address 

NO OF DEPENDENTS 

' Children__ 

Others _ 

EDUCAtlONAl 

OUALIEICAUONS 

Maine 

Under Graduate 

, Graduate 

Post-Graduate 

PhD 

DATE OF BIRTH 

1) 1 mT' 

IT PROFEiSIONAt 

I Doctor 

■CA 

Engineer 

I Lawyer 

.MRA 

Othei (Specify! 

Litiployer/lhisiness Name. 

Address_ 

City . Pm . Tel. Lxt 

REFERENCES (RESIDING IN THE SAME CITY) 

Name of Person 

1. RELATIVES 

Relationship 

2. ASSOCIATF/COLLEAGUE/FRIEND 

Address 

(Off) 
(Res) 

(Oth 
(H'-S) 

teleplione No 

ABOUT YOUR BANK ACCOUNTS 

Name of the Hank Branch & telephone No Accuuol No (S| Name nt the AcrxMint Holder (si Year A/c Opened 

T 

1 L. ...1 

-- - - 

ABOUT YOUR REQUIREMENT 

FINANCE REQUESTED 

Product to be Financed_ 

liivuici. Value (Rs) 

Down P.iyrnent (Rs) 

Loan Arnuiiiit Requested (Hs). 

ILHM (in Montlis) • I? 

;30 

' i« 

36 

lype of Scheme_ 

GENERAL INFORMATION DECLARATION 

I Have you ever applied fur ii Countrywide for a loan^ 

It yes I nan ATC No___ 

? Have yc i applied earliei to HOFC lot a loarP 

It yes t lied nan A'() No ... 

Yes 

Yes 

Crerlil Ctird No Sell 

Issuer 's Name . - - Member Since- - 

Classic ' Pretterred ! type CulJ ' Silver («PC 

Do you own a 

Reftigeralur Washing 

Machine 
Colijiir IV ' Music ' VCR 

System 

?-Wheelet Miibile 

Ph(i.ie 
Pager Miciowave . Cat 

:PC AC 

No 

No 

Add-on 

Inti 

l/Wi‘ [ii*diir{‘ that wt' 'in- [:ili/i*ns ul India and Utat all the [Virliciilar-) laal iiifniniatK]i) tjiveii ir Sie apfila atiini 
ioini am due cormrt and cumplR.< and tliat limy <itiall ftam tla* Itasis id any hiait Ciiuetiywiile may datide 
111 gran! men-s tWi* cradinri Itiat l/Wn Iwivp had no aisnlveni.v rvra apdinqs aqainsi naaiis nor haul l/Wn 
evei been aiiiudtcalnd insolveii t/Wi' aguip IImI enundywKli! nuy takn af) lairti fetnrpncos and n akn laidi 
anquirieif yi mspeci ot Uiis applHaitinii ah ynu may dtjt*ni nacchhiirv IWn iimlnuaki' to inform fahintiywKh' 
reqaidiiiu any clianqn in my/na ixjaipaliufveflipluynKait aial tu prnvidr any turthoi mfonnalian dial you 
may OHiuifu bVA: also imdcrtako to autliunse my/oitr employers to deduct I qtiafed MondiY Insfalrnsnlh- 
trom iny'oui salary wtwre available and remit Die same to bumbywide dmsdlv every monDi lA^' foiDiei 
agiee Dial inydiui ftiai' hllall be goveinnl by Die iuh*b ul Cwaibwmie which may be in fnn.e Irom time to 
lime CuunbywKte reserves Die ri^il to lefed any appficalHNiwiDvsdpnrvidviq any reason t/We/Oi a company 
agieipsi Dut Uiuiiliywii)e snail lie free to iditiui any/idl iiiloiiiialsvi,das it meAis fnan tlOTORanlei/nnancial 
hstiDilioiisiUedit Biaeaos/Lmployettsi atvl may, at its sote disc retiori, provale any and alt Cmintrywate 
aapiiied luiaiaaai inluiisilHai back Di HDFC/B3nk.s/fiiHiB ul kislilutaev'tMil Huieansir mpkiyeris) for 
any .aliMioiwiI infuniati'ai. .so provided l/Wi'/Our i-rimapiiy ackiHiwIedqelsi and aqnie(s) Dial l/yve/Oiii 
rcanp.iny will led lutd Cuuoliywido tcsponsihle for Die use ut sea li inturmation tiy the oDter hanks/tmancsit 
insIdotimVIini'C/Ciedit Huieaus/I mpkiyeilsl 

Applicant's Signature_ 

Signature otVarifier_ 

Dealer's Stamp 

Date 

Date 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Application Date _File No_ Dealer Name 

Approver's Name (L Signature Approval Data. 



Maruti Countrywide 
brings you a Special ^ 

Jnterest Offer 
intelligent investor and Maniti Countrywide bring you 
attractive finance offers on your favourite Maruti Offer 

n valid till 
Claim I % off oil Prevailing Interest Rates witti tliis tear-ofi coupon 30th «June 
Per further details call us today (telephone nuinbeis overleat}, 

‘ Conditions Apply (See Overleaf) 

Y INTELLIOeHT I 

llAX'StOl 

only 

MARUTI COUNTRYWIDf 
Better Finance Options on Marut 

Grab the HCL TWin Offer! 
HCL presents world class computers powered with Pentium 11 processor- now available to you with a fabulous discount of Rs.2,000/- and a Free upgrade to - 

Digital Monitor, only for Intelligent Investor readers. And, of course vou can easily buy an HCL computer with Countrywide's attractive finance options. | 

Ha COMPUTERS 

mmuNE Rs.55,9M 
* Samsung Printer g30 A 

+ free Upgrade to Digital Moniloi 
Intel 233 MHz Pentium II Processor / 512 KB Cache /16 

MB Sn RAM / 2 I GB Ultra DMA HDD /1.44 FDD /14 " Nl 

GVGA Color Monitor /104 KBD / PCI VGA / Microsoft 

Intellimouse / 32X Multimedia Kit with amplified speakers 

and CD title /1 yoai On-sile Warranty / Win 9.‘j with CO 

FOR FURTHER GCtAILS, CALL US AT THE TELEPHONE NUMBERS MENTtONEO 

Otter Mutually Exclusive of any other otter in the market. Otter available both on 

HCL BEANSTALK 

PREMIUM LINE Rs.69,990 
4- Free Samsung Printer 630 A -4 Free upgrade to Digital Monitor 
Intell 233 MHZ Penbum II Processor / 512 KB Cache / .32 MB SO RAM / 3.2 

GB Ulba DMA HDD /1 44 FDD / 64 Bit PCI VGA with 2 MB VRAM / Microsoft 

Natural KBD / Full Motion Playback MPEG software / Norton Anti Virus / 

MIcrosott Intellimouse / Micro.soft Sidewinder i 32 X CD ROM /16 Bit 3D 

Stereo Sound / Hands Free Mic /14" Nl SVGA Colotir monitor with Integrated 

amplitied speakers / Microsoft and NUT LEDA CDs /1 year on-sile warranty 

/1 year Telesupport and BBS V Win 95 with CD 

OVERLEAF AND AVAIL OFFER WITH THIS TEAR OFF COUPON, 

cash or on easy installments from Countrywide. 

InvcMol' 

MUlilinrwH Offer 

valid till 

30th June 

only 

Last cheince to cool off this summer. 

Get Rs 2000/- off! 
Voltas presents a special offer tor readers ot Intelligent Investor. Get 

Rs 2000/- OFF on the MRP* ot Voltas air-conditionnrs (any model). 

Alternatively you can avail of the fabulous zero interest loan lor 

12 montlis from Voltas and Countrywide Avail the otter with this 

tear-off coupon 

So hurry, call us now at any ot our offices mentioned overleaf. 

‘MRI* wiH lie based w prevniJing exuse Ally Corfdibons apply (Iredil at Vie sole dLsriPttnn 
Qi nountrywifte Discuiiiii amt tbfi zero interest loan otter a>e mutually exclusive 

c^mmnwBE 

Offer 
valid till 

30th June 
only 

VOLTAS 
NtalA^tAM&T 1 

= mCOmmONINOCONIIMNYl 



CONTACT US AT THESE NUMBERS 

Delhi: 6859157/58/59/60/61/ 6861743/1740/1715/1720 

Mumbai: 8206704 / 06 / 8238461 / 62 

Calcutta: 291425/291478 

Chennai: 4814313/ 4814288 / 4814262 / 82 / 92 

Chandigarh: 533631 / 704155 

Pune: 359305 / 06 / 08 / 357768 / 69 

Ahmedabad: 7435031 / 32 / 33 

Kochi: 367147 / 368903 / 363959 

Bangalore: 2241781 / 82 / 83 / 2244983 

Hyderabad: 596424 / 596387 

* Offer open on Maruti 800, Maruti Zen & Maruti Omni only. 

* Credit at the Sole Discretion of Maruti Countrywide. 

* Offer mutually exclusive of all other offers made during the period of offer or earlier 

* Offer open in select locations. 

* Limited stock offer. 

* Conditions Apply 

For more details, E-Mail to HCL at: Response@liclinsot.com or call: 

Ahmedabad Tel 6566625 /6g Fax: 6566799 

Bangalore Tel 5595362/4/5 Fax; 5592655 

Calcutta Tel: 4645506 /7/8/9 Fax: 4632287 

Chandigarh Tel: 667449 / 91 Fax: 667602 

Chennai Tel;4338624/5/g Fax:4342632 

Cochin Tel: 322892 /3 Fax: 317112 

Coimbatore Tel: 214933 / 218075 Fax: 218070 

Delhi Tel:6149544 / 6/7/9 Fax:91-533877 / 5444527 

Hyderabad / Secunderabad Tel: 866041 / 59 Fax: 866059 

Jaipur Tel: 305331 Rix: 381825 

Lucknow: Tel / Fax: 238497 / 564 

Mumbai Tel: 98210-419511 / 2/3/4/5/6 Fax: 8525069 

Nagpur Tel: 553815 / 6 Fax: 553816 

Pune Tel: 634 862 / 6 Fax: 631894 

For furUrer detaUs, call us now at 

AHWFOfiBALt 

rfANt.AlOiU‘ 

CALCVHTA 

CHfcNNAi 

CHAWniCARH 

OfcLHf 

INOORE 

JAIPUR 

KOCHI 

MUMBAI 

NAGPUR 

PUNE 

KVDERABAO 

Patrick Noronha, ‘Pushpak’, Khanpur, Ahmedabad 380001. Tel: 079-5502835 

Krishna Kumar, 37, Kasturba Hoad, Bangalore 560001. Tel: 080-2273691 / 0592 

G. Sehgal, Gillander House, 8 Netaji Subha'h Road, PO Box No. 606, Calcutta 700001. Tel: 033-2205731 / 4246 

S Subramaniam, Mount Road Establishment, 503 Anna Salai, Teynampet, Chennai 600018. Tel 044-4349118 / 4572 

Navnit Sahni, SCO-441, Sector 35C, Chandigarh. Tel: 0172-663669 / 669868 

U.B. Kadri, 7/1, Asaf All Road, New Delhi 110002. Tel: 011 -3239105 / 8938 

R.B. Amin. 159-160 Sajan Nagar, Chitwad Main Road, Indore 452001. Tel 0731-402889 

Amit Banneriee, C-68 SarojinI Marg, C-Scheme, Jaipur 302001. Tel 0141 -372117 

K.C. Poovaiah, Post Box No. 1945, Vidyaniketan Avenue, Providence Road, Emakulam, Kochi 682018. Tel: 0484-395694 / 390998 

Nitin Joshi, Voltas Sagar, Dr Ambedkar Road, Chinchpokli, Mumbai 400033. Tel: 022-3711359/1462 

C.D. Dushane, 25 Vidyavihar, Rana Pratap Nagar, Nagpur 440002. Tel: 0712-221923 

R Jaganathan, 14 Mumbai-Pune Road, Wakdewadi, Pune 411033. Tel: 0212-317426 / 810 

Dinesh Kumar, 87/D Rashtrapati Road, Secunderabad 500003. Tel: 040-813401 / 030 

VOLTAS 
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have been Huctuating enough to scan* oFT 
would-be iiivcstorii. Even experts are not 
confident of consistently liming the 

market well. 

But don't abandon all hope of investing. 

With cost averaging, you're relatively insu¬ 

lated from the fluctuations. 'Ilie discipline 
of investing reguiarly neatly sidesteps 

the troublesome issues of timing the mar¬ 

ket and the impact of emotional invest¬ 
ment decisions—two 

ing is a long-term strategy. If you're l(K)king 
for quick capilai appreciation, this meth(xi 

won't be much lielp. But as long as you're 

confident that a stuck has the potential to 

appreciate inrr the long term, it is possible 

to accumulate it at a comparatively low 
moan cost of acquisition througlt cost 

averaging. So what should a retail inve.slor 

look for while choosing a sux.*k for a cost 
averaging plan.' 

areas where most 

investors stumble. 

As the legendary 

investment guru Ben¬ 

jamin Graham points 

out in his classic text, 

The liilrUifii'iil Investor. 

such techniques “pr(^ 
vent the investor from 

concentrating his 

buying at the 

wrong times”, 

How to pick 

a stock. You 

miLst first be 
clear in }'<Hir 

mind that 

cost-averag- 

HERO HONDA IN A COST AVERAGING PLAN 
Maikat Shares Amount Value of Average 
Price Bought Invested Investment Price 

Aug-95 213 23 4,899 4,899 213 

Nav-95 204 24 9,795 9,588 208 

Feb-96 278 18 14,790 18,038 228 

Mav-96 280 19 19,730 21,840 236 

-288 16 24,454 29,525 245 

■P6 V33 21 29,342 26,163 242 

idipll lit?" 16 34,270 42,196 280 

9 38,923 75,482 267 

Aug-97 882 7 43,489 99,794 284 

Nov-97 882 5 47,949 140,936 303 

Feb-9B 818 6 52,836 133,578 322 

May-98 1,178 4 57,536 197,400 342 

Emiifipt for nun^ of shares bought, aU figures are in As RASHKH 

THE RATIONALE 

Hero Honda illustrates well how cost averaging 

works to your advantage, especially in a situa¬ 

tion where the share price hB.s been up and 

down. Ihe example above shows the pos.sibte 
gains from having invested Rs 5.000 in Hero 

Honda shares every quarter for tliree years, 

starting August IV95. 

We have assumed that the Hero Honda stork 

could have been bought in any quantity— 
which has been the case since demateriaitsa- 

tion was introduced. 
Wliile transfaclion costs—brokerage, stamp 

duty, postage, and the like—have been ignored, 

the number of shares bought has been round¬ 

ed off to the previous whole number (since it is 

not possible to buy 1.3 or 1.8 shares, we have 
assumed only one share was bought). That Is 
why the total amount invested through the 

three-year period is less than Rs bO.UCK). 

In three years, an investor would have 
accumulated I OK llc-ro Honda shares, worth 

Rs 1.97,400 Hi current prices. That Is 3.4 tbnes 

the total invested amount of Rs 57,5 36. 

By contrast, if the same Rs 5,000 had been 

invested In a recurring fixed deposit com¬ 

pounded quarterly at 11 per cent over 12 quat - 

ters, tile value of the Rs bO.tHK) invested would 
have grown to Rs 70,960. 

Safely comes first. It's risky to try a cost- 

averaging plan with a slock susceptible to. 

say. technological change. Likewise, it's a 

bad idea to try it on highly .speculative 

stocks like Reliance Industries, which ofien 

move tiM) fast for a monthly cost avoniger 
to lake advantage. It is also important to 

catch the growth cycle of ii company. 

Getting in too early doesn't generate very 
impressive results. 

'fake BHEL, the stale-owned power 

equipment manufacturer, which has bi*en 
in a growth cycle, and Timex Watches, 

which has yet to enter one. If you hiid 

followed a four-year cost averaging plan up 

to May 19VH. investing Rs 2.0t)() every 

monlh in both stix'ks. the results would 
have been very different. 

The average purchu.se price for BHKI, 
would have been Rs 1 70. and fr>r Timex 

Rs 59. Compare this with the 20 M.w 
market prices of Rs 585 for BHIil, and Rs 24 
for Timex. 

Top slocks for a co.il-averager tend lo be 

fast-moving consumer giuxts companies 

and phiirmaceutical linns. They are not as 
.sensitive lo recessions and upswings in 

economic cycles as engineering giHxl.s or 
compuni(;s in the commodities business. 

The cost averaging tcchniaue works par¬ 

ticularly well with shares of companies set 

for sustained grow’th based on strong com¬ 
petitive advantages, like Castrol in lubri¬ 

cants. Currier Aircon in air-coridilioniiig. 

and Infosys Technologies in software. 
Cyclical slocks -such as commodity pro¬ 

ducers like Gujarat Ambuja in ccmenl. or 

infrastructure companies like l.aisen & 

Toubro work besl only when I he econo¬ 

my il.scif is in a siist aim'd growth phase. 

I'or inslanci'. a recovery from India's cur- 
mit economic .silu.ilioii would be the per¬ 

fect slartiiig point for a successful cost¬ 

averaging piogramnie in these stocks. A 

|)lan llial would not lose you a single 

night's sleep over the volatile and unpre¬ 
dictable stiK'km.irkeis, ■ 

With Raiesh ti'a/ra in .Vliimfiai 

• ConvMlvnM and comfort of doinff oxorolM iM homo 
• Lotoot world elooo dooigno 
• tqiiipmofito Importod from U.S.A. A Canodo 
• Highaot aafoty with oaay cofitroia A 2 HP Motor 
• Prompt aftor Saloa SarvMo 
• Solos loo A octroi oxiro. ex. Bongotoro 
MARKETED IN INDIA EXCLUSIVELY BY 

OLYMPIC SPORTS 
8S, K.H. llaMI,IDouM« lloadl. BMgalara-SaO 027 
Pk; 222<m71.222«41S Fn: K»0I - 224S22S. 
VWt in M - Mip:l/i*iiliw.w«MMltMtta.e«m 

AUTHOmSEO OEALEHS :_ 
• raNTUM NMLTH IVtTIMS - AHEMDMAD W : 4MaH 
• WORTS nr - CHAMOiaARH RH ; MlOtS 
• fl«. miWM lOUIRMtNTt «iO ■ COmiATORC m . 4n32t 
• CAXTONIMIITR ■ MUMMI rtt; Z0R7MT 
• RJC. RMHirR - CALCUTTA HI : ZMtXI 
• lAND MARX AMOCIATn - CHCttNAI TH - 4f3WU 
• RROAL RMNira CO. ■ HCUNO(RARAO RH ;MMM 
• ORAND MAM - HIW OCLHI W : MUMZ 
• HH.TON HTHUR RYtTIMR . COCHIN FM : tIRITZ 
• CHAMW MARAtTWia ■ RCA FH : MRW_ 
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CRISIL gives 

NEW INDIA ASSURANCE 

Signifying highest financiai strength to 
meet policy holder obligations. 

Some excerpts from CRISIL report. 

< H' ./S - 

widi luiitih uuh!inh'itiMiotiii 

in>urM)%t 

\i »i huin \ fhc nhukvt ic.hivnn — 
i!tmk >iH y,t lit mlinsm in<cIhimih's^ .tnd 

.ut\'iin{'> tm .lUHind <l ftrmynwu 
iinfit n in // uMii.iih< iihlusux 

nH'ptnitid,(>h.is\tuy\\n 
yijanifk.itU jypnn.ilit n) 

in iiu/Ai'i i.i/iic 

■ ' IhxIu.iIm) 
nuinUin>./ ttunUnUhlc 

fKl'iiJif} f\Ksiimn 

t’ii>filjhihi\ i/f (/h’ti».;/\inx tu>t\vn - 

t < nf/i tiiyti 

I'Di ilir first tiiik- III liiili.in insur.incc liistoiT. Ni-\\ Inili.i 
Assiii.iih^-, liiilias lai>'i's| niin-lilv InsiiMnic t.onipaii\. 
lias hivii awaitksl llic tlKISlI lalinji - AAA'. 

Our ''lri|)li‘ \ i.iliiiK IS a Kwaid Itii our uiiiiiiiiIiik-iiI 
oil in.iiis lionis. 'I'lir (.ust<>iu(.‘i uIhivc all lulpps .ind 

toillciilfd i-iilji|ci\i.-c loin' \iiil .I ili't'p lOiKcrii lor llii- 

oM\ ironiiii'iv 

\cii lihli.1 /i./.-I<i\n.1 /viiDi'i'i 

III tA'U‘/u/w|i; inihn.iiiM' 

lll\l,IJ!hl‘HluilU\> 

TIkti iliL'u.- IS our iii'twork Tin.' largest in ihi- iiidiiMr%. 
spanninj' I l()2olliii-.s. Plus our piaiik-nt invc-slnifiil jxiIUa', 
lli.ii yields liif>lic.si asailahle ix-liiins al minimal risks. 

.Mut .ii liiot in}’ niiineious landiiiark.s in our .SO yeain of 
e.sislein.c-, ol wliu li llii- Triple .\ i.itin}> is onl\ llie latest, 
N'evx India Assiir.inee would like to leilenile lli.it our 
.sunes.s stor\ li.is onK )Ust Ix-'min. 

THE NEW INDIA ASSURANCE CO. LTD. 
India’s laf;gest non-life Insurance Company 

More than just an Insurance Company 

HDVCMfs I ill (III ail'd •j'lMif. ) iO|x.|iti louis. Wilakli point lioliliT.* llOiolliit's in Imki • stoflrux'.s in 3) axinlnts • da.KKI aiiiunilled eniployots 
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Red Hot on Blue Chips 
Their prices have begun to fluctuate after the promising surge earlier in the year. But 
that shouldn’t put anyone off the top stocks. There’s plenty of steam left in them. 

■ VKHALCHHABRU For months, the wisdom on Dalai 
Stmet was that the stochnarhet was 
not a safe or remunerative place jbr 
InvestmenL Ami investors watched 
in mule horror as Hindustan Lever 
tare past the Rs 1,600 mark and 

ITC crossed Rs ROO. Was staging out of risly 
equities such a good idea after aU? 

Nobody can say for sure, but few Investors 
would deny that any sustained market 
recovery will be led by the market’s pivotal, 
blue-chip slocks—the same shares that 
drove the market through its recent upswings. 

Without exception these are large, siuxessful 
companies, whose success usually anticipates 
that of the industry as a whole. The liquidity 
of these stocks—they have a large number of 
shares available in the stockmarket—nuikes 
them equally high-profile too. 

Liquidity makes these stocks prone to heavy 
speculation, a mafor factor behind the strong 
rise In blue-chip prices since February. But the 
opportunity to cash In on their growth hasn't 
\mished in a puff of speculative smoke. 

Specidators don't stay invested very long, 
so without sustained medlum-to-long-term 
investment demand, stock prices may dip once 
speculators ca.sh in their profits. 

Their exit is often an excellent time for 
investors with a longer-term investing horizon 
to enter. A strong brand image, a wide range of 
products that enjoy sustained demand, a 
nalionndde distribution network, sound man¬ 
agement. constantly Improving flnancials. and 
leadership in almost all their business cate¬ 
gories should keep these blue chips among the 
top-performing stocks In the long run. 

"These companies are cn a higli-gtmvth /wlh. 
Their market earnings are always greater than 
other stocks.” explains A jay .Srinlva.san. man- 
agir^ director. ICICI Asset Management. 

Such consumer non-durables companies 
are least affected by the ups and downs of busi¬ 
ness cycles. Says .Sanglta Bhandari. fund man- 
ager, Tata Mutual Fund’s Young Citizens 
scheme: “The consumer goods sector should 
continue to do well next ym" 

While the best stocks have not dipped much 
in the market’s recent swings, they neverthe¬ 
less look worthwhile long-term investments 
each time they decline. Intelligent Investor 
analyses four proven winners—a must for a 
powerful portfolio. 

IllintriUons' MAHESH BENKAR 

HINDUSTAN LEVER 
India's biggest private-sector 
back in the news the day it 
announced its plans to gob¬ 
ble up Pond's India. Post- 
merger, Hindustan Inver's 
value (market capitalisa¬ 
tion) will increase to about 
6.80 per cent of the market 
capitalisation of the entire 
Bombay Stock Exchange. 

Lever is one of India's 
most cash-rich companies, 
notable in a time when must 
companies are crying out for 
cash. Each rupee invested in 
fixed as.sets adds at least Rs 5 
to sales, and the return on 
net worth—net profit as a 

company was 

HIHMJSTAN LEVER 

1.700 Rs 1,544 

1,600 
(P/E 48.4) 

T,500 
1 r 

1^., J 

i;3M' 1 

LMOJ' 

^ ''''vA.AP.’k 

Sales . .Rs8 343cr 1 
EPS Rs28.14 \ 
Mkl Cap Rs 32.733 cr \ 

percentage of the sum of its share capital 
and free re.serves~-is also at a high 44 per 

cent. Last year. licvcr paid out 
60 per cent of its Rs 560<rorc 
net profit to its shareholders 
as dividend. 

Financial strength apart, 
(.ever also has India’s largest 
and most successful distribu¬ 
tion network, spanning a 
million retail outlets, through 
which it sells many success¬ 
ful branded products—Surf. 
Lifebuoy. Brooke Bond. Lux, 
Organics. Close-Up, Pepsodent 
and Walls. Ail are maiteUead- 
ers in their categories, some¬ 
thing that rivals have to reck¬ 
on with before tackling Lever. 

SAMPLE ItSUE 
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Explains Ved Prakash 

Chaturvedl. head of research 

at Sun F&C Asset Manage¬ 

ment (f); "New brands cost an 

enormous amount to Intro¬ 

duce. Indians are essentially 

conservative and reluctant to 

switch brands, so early 

entrants have an advantage." 

And given the fast growth of 
bran^ product markets, the 

biggest beneflclarics will be 

companies with established 

brands; they enfoy improving 

cash flows, which can be rein¬ 

vested in the business or paid 
to shareholders as dividend. 

Despite its size, there are few 

signs, if any. of a slowdown. 

Lever's management is confi¬ 

dent of maintaining a healthy 

growth. Says chairman K.B. 

Dadlseth: "We hope to achieve 

sales growth of 18-20 per cent 

and profit growth of 25-26 per 

cent for the next five to six 

years." The growth in profits 

points clearly to continued 

share price appreciation. 

'.tW 

FIs 6,927 cr 

Rs 21.44 

Rs 20.173 cr 

ITC 
Barring some hiccups, this 
88-year-old company has been 

an old favourite with Investors. 

Despite the uncomfortable 
recent past (excise claims. W"’!* 

FERA violation cases and _ 

money-laundering allegations), 

and the tussle between the 

Indian management and the 

foreign parent—the UK-based 

BAT—for control, the ITC .slock has 

emerged a winner. 

Reason; good performance in the past 18 

months that has sent its profits soaring. 

Also, the foreign parent now seems to be in 

a comfortable position with the new man- 

Sales Rs 993 cr 

EPS . . . Rs25 61 
Mkl, Cap . Rs 4.181 cr 

its operations. Apart thnn 

its mainline business, tobac¬ 

co. it will remain in hotels 

and paper. But it is getting 

out of financial services and 

agro-based products. Both 

industries are in the mar¬ 

ket's doghouse, so the move 

will help ITC improve its 

.stock valuation. 

While the total cost of re¬ 

structuring and a proposed 

modernisation project calls 

for over Rs 1.500 crore in 

investment over the next five 

years, funding is unlikely to 

be a problem for ITC. bec¬ 

ause the tobacco business is 

intrinsically cash-generat¬ 

ing. In 1997-98 ITC earned 

a cash profit of over Rs 600 

crore—a Rs 200-crorc jump 

on the 1996-97 figure. 

castrol 
iltelra/’ As the second-largest lubri- 

'.Ir cants (lubes) manufacturer in 

P India, Castrol is the most 

aggressive player in the indus- 

-1' try. The post-liberalisation era 

K. has been extremely fruitful for 

S' - the company; it has hiked its 

{X'oduction capacity, enlarged 

. its distribution network, 

ijf ' ''"lift widened its product range. 
and strengthened research 

- and development activities. 

The result: Castrol's market- 

share tripled to 18 per cent, 

and profits zoomed past the 

Rs 150-crore mark in 1997. 

The company is its UK-based parent's second- 

largest operation in world, and accounts for 

10 per cent of the group's annual profits. 

In volume terms, the Indian lubes market 

has virtually stagnated over the last five 

years, so Castrol's achievement is remark- 
agement. Benson & Hedges, a BAT product, 

was recently launched by TIC, and State 

Express-5S5 cigarettes, another interna¬ 

tionally popular B^'XT product, is on the way. 

Today. IlC is India's largest cigarette 

manufacturer, with a markelshare of over 

60 per cent in the organised sector. It is 

also among the largest exporters, and 

reports filtering out of ITC’s Calcutta- 

based Virginia House headquarters sug¬ 

gest that the company is Ln talks with BAT 

to source Benson & Hedges and State 

Express-555 for other BAT markets. If this 

comes true, ITC could see a spurt in 

growth, up from the single-digit growth in 
the domestic tobacco industry. 

The company is currently restructurtng 

able. Apai t from eating into its rivals' mar- 

ketshare. the company has been introducing 

better quality, and longer lasting products— 

at a pi'smium, though. It is now further 

strengthening its core business of lubricants. 

With capacities already in place and no 

fresh investment needed for at least three 

years, cash at the company's disposal will 

increase dramatically. This increased 

cash flow is very likely h> go into the pockets 

of the shareholders through dividends or, 

when regulations permit, will be used to 

buy back shares from the open market 

to enhance shareholder wealth. A smooth 
ride past uncertainties hi the Indian 

stockmarfcet seems assured from Investing 

in this profit-making machine. 

BRITANNIA 
The deregulation of the biscuit Industry in 

April 1997 makes It a significant year for this 

leader in the Rs 1.500-crore organised biscuits 

segment. Even though Britannia has a mar- 

ketshareof 37 per cent that contributes 85 per 

cent to its revenues, the scope for further 

growth is still enormous. 

With capacity restrictions gone, Britannia 

can now expand rapidly. This, along with 

modernisation of plant and machinery, 

will help it offer better products at affor- 

^ dable prices. Keeping future growth in mind. 

' Britannia has initiated a Rs 2l)0-crure 

(Rs 62 crore spent till March 1997) mod¬ 

ernisation and ——— 
expansion plan Bilillfd.'l.'lfll 

spread over the 

next three to five 690 tu Bii 
years. ' ■ tP/E;83.4) 

The company 

recently revamp¬ 

ed its corporate 

identity. Its new 45Q 

look coincides 

with the launch 

of new products 350 
like cheese and 

dairy whitener, 

and projects Brit¬ 

annia as a foods 

company—away 

from Us earlier 

image of merely 

a bakery prod¬ 

ucts company. 

The non-bakery segment is likely to feed 

future growth, as the company plans for a 

third of its projected Rs l,80()-crore sales In 
2001 to be in Aat segment. 

Britannia's French parent, (froupe Danone, 

may hike Its stake to 51 per cent, if a reluctant 

Nusli Wadia (the main Indian promoter, with 

a 32 per cent stake) agrees. This would go a 

long ivay in adding spice to the stock price. ■ 
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For higher education, 
you need 2 things. 

1 

1 

The wiU to study Resources 

BOB will provide the second. 
Further studies need not be impossible, just because you may not be 

able to afford it. 

BOB Educational loans ranging from Rs. 50,000/* to Rs. 5,00,000/- 

are possible, as financial assistance for further studies, in India 

and abroad. 

That leaves Just one thing for you to do. Visit any of our branches 

and ask for more details. 



PICK OF THE FORTNIGHT 

Risk-free Windfall 
SANDEEP RUPAREL 

MasterPlus could give 40 per cent gains by Jan ’99 

Brisk, handsome proiits on the 
stuckmarket at virtually no risk.' 
'I'he action is already bolting up at 
the l!TI (linit Trust of India) 

MasterPlus counler. with investors queuing 
up to rash in on the opportunity oflered by 
this Rs 1.8()(K'rore scheme. It will be 
redeeming its units (buying them back from 
investors) by |aiiuary 1 ‘)9'-) at their net asset 
value (NAV). 

On 1 3 .May. these units wi're trading at Rs 
19.05—a discount of just under 20 per 
cent on the NAV of Rs 11.71. So in seven 
monfhs. even if the NAV remains un¬ 
changed. an investor at current prices 
would make a profit of nearly 19 ptT cent. 

MasterPlus isn't the only G^ujjicRASj 
mutual fund set to redeem its PHTltn 
units over the next 12 to 18 

months that's trading at a 50 

heilty discount to NAV. In many (^1 
cases, the discount rcllects the 45 '*’1 
market's disillusionmenl with I 
the poor inanagemcnt of those ^ 1 
schemes. 

But MasterPlus is different. 
Its top holdings arc public s«'c- 30 

tor stocks in secure bu.sinesse.s. 
such as MTM,. VSNL. “ 
Hindustan Petroleum. Bharat 

20 
Petroleum, and BHKI. (sec 
tahle). “This is because our lau- .|g. 
nch dale coincided with PSr May 97 
divestment.” says B.(I. IJaga. 
chief general manager. I'Tl. 
who manages the fund. "We 
have acquired only those PSPs 
that we are comfortable with. 
Last year. PSl.'s did better than 
the markel. and will continue 

It'Juliie RASHMI 

May 97 Nov 97 May 98 

The gap Pehveen MasleiPlus' NAV 
and its iiiarkel piice lias been nar¬ 

rowing sieartilv, as investors latch 
on to the profit potential But the 
current price still otters an excet- 
lent opportunity for those who 
missed out riaiiiiii 

to outdo it in the future as wvll." 
The fund’s portfolio also includes 

some of the blue-chip heavyweights 
that have been moving the Sensex in 
recent weeks, such as Hindustan 
Lever and ITC. As a result, the 
scheme’s NA\' has been moving in 
tandem with the market. 

.So what we have here is a portfolio 
loaded with the market's best stocks 
and available at a discouni. The 
redemption will be at NAV. so a mar¬ 
ket upsw'ing would fetch more than 
the normal return, if the market 
drops, losses are minimised. 

Basically, the market could move in 
three directions: Dat 

[iTKlfflllTlM One. the Sensex 
remains stable at 

NAV and market price 3.750. MaSterPlus' 
asapercer^pt ff,en ‘ 

market price , _ , 
vary much from the 
current Rs 22.72. f*, 

A Compared with the 
I present purcha.se price 

I I H of Rs i9.()5. the 
kn f I annualised return to 
Vlf I those who hold for sev- 

If I en months works out 
■ 0 to a tidy 3 5 per cent. 

Two. the Sensex rises 
. to 4.500. The net as.set value 
'97 May98 of the scheme would also 

rise ill proportion, to Rs 
27.0 3, .Seven months on. the 
return would work out to 
nearly 42 per ccnl—an 
annualised rate of apprecia¬ 
tion slightly over 82 percent. 
And three, ihe Sensex falls 

Daga has taken care to buy the right PSU scrips 

A TRIK BLUE PORTFOLIO ”* < i' ^ this pessimistic .sce- 
BPCI^ nario is the main risk 

u Hindalco that any investor faces. 
Hindustan Lever Not the MasterPlus 

investor, however. Rea- 
(, Indian Hotels . jf jj^y 

MTNL *'***■' 
« Reliance market, it would still be 

VSNL Rs 19.01. marginally 
below the current 
price. On redemption, 

investors would .still recoup their principal. 
With an tiverage daily volume of 50.000 

unitf. Ma.sterPlus is very liquid, unlike sev- 
enil other schemes. Picking up MasterPlus 
units in the secondary market, sending 
them for transfer, and redeeming them in 
junuary 1999 is a smart way to cash in on 
.some low-risk profits. 

■ Narenlra Nathan 

SUN F&C MUTUAI. FUND 

Value 
t, Funi^ 

An Open-End Equity Scheme for the Value Investor 

CONSISTENTLY OUTPERFORMING THE MARKET NO ENTRY OR EXIT LOAD 

■ For more inlormalion please rnniact SUN FAC Asm! Minageimnt (India) Pvt Ltd., Alternatively rxmtacl Karvy bwtalor Sanrict Ctrarat at' Bangalore (6221184), Calcutta 
Apeeiay Chambers. Graund Floor. 5. Wallace Street. Fort. Mumbai 400 001 Tel 2036222 . (4E47231),Chennai(82534445),N8wDelhi(51S497e).Puna(32329l).Hyderabad(235701) 
Fax ' 2036333 Email: sunlcabom2 vsnl nel in 

STATUTORY DETALSi SUN FAC Mutual Funds a liudsenM by Foreign 6 CNonalErmrgngMarkals Ltd. UK ■DwaaaidalTnBleasoldia Mutual Find haw apdomlad SUN FAC AaaalMBnigaiiMnl|lniia|FM ltd atM 
irwKlirwniManager RISKFACTDRSdATIineseiwnisntiHiiualtundsandsacunlesarasuliiaclloinaikalralaandlhaNAVoltaacheniaainaygoupordoamdaganiingiiionlhelacloraaridlotoeaallicMigliesecuiltasiiiaihal Thais 
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"Opening an account here is as easy 
as saying, Hello, Standard Chartered." 

When you open a 2-in-1 account at Standard Chartered, you don't have to go to the bank The bank comes 

to you Within 24 hours And that's guaraHeed If our representative doesn't reach you within 24 hours*, we'll 

pay you a fine of Hs.50 for every day of delay. What's more, the 2-in-1 account gives you the high interest rate 

o! your fixed deposit plus a connected savings account, that lets you withdraw any amount of your money by 

cheque or AT M card Any time of the night or day. So give us a call right now And don't forget to time us 

To open your 2>in>1 account at home, call Room Service on 
200 8888 (Mumbai) and 619 1378,619 1382,581 9770,581 9772,336 8888 (Delhi). 

Standard ^Chartered 
BranchM It Mumbai: D.N Road SaniaCruz Chotivpatty Worh. M Q Road Qhatkopar Dtttil: Parliament Street, Vasant Vihar Miofmiym deposi/As PS.OOO All interest rates are 
ner annum *Only within Municipal limits of the c.Bank's terms and conditions apply 



Dreiiin house or hell with a 
doorbell.-' The differeuee 
(ould he in the iiilly-prilly. 
the siiinll print, the bad pho- 
loeopies of I'lideil (ioi’uments. 
the tiresome paix-r pile-up.. 

S|X‘nd lime on this—as mueh time as it 
takes lor you to say with a elear eonseieiiee 
that you've uiulerstooil what's goinn on. 
Otherwise, you eould '■pend apes in ..eedv 
eonrlrooms. iryinploestahlishsoui riphis. 

What follows is horinp slul'f, hut vou 
want to own the toof (a’er your head, 
riphl.' So. all lirst-lime purchasers of prop¬ 
erty. before >ou go on and make your 
largest invesiiienl. prepare your.sell fortlie 
evil effects of these 12 devils. 
AGREEMENT The agreement, is the basic 
document for buying property, and must 
comply with the itiw in your slate. For 
example, in Maharashtra, an apartment 
purchase agreement needs to abide by the 
Maharashtra Apartment Ownership Act, 
which lays down the fundamental clauses 

to protect vou. The preamble to the agree- 
menl contains the history of the title to the 
properly: the original owner and the pn- 
senl one. claims made on it. and so on. Hv 
law. ihis data should go back at least 4ti 
years. Don't panic if the propertv you're 
considering is not in the name ol llie 
builder. C’heck if lie has a clear right to 
develop and sell the Hats built on it 'Die 
histor) of the pro[XTlv tells you whellu • 
the seller ha.-, the right to sell it. 

rtiil there are many papers that need to 
be attached to any agreement Insist em 
these: they tire crucial to protecting your 
rights in the years to come. 
PROPERTY CARD This spi-IN oui the actu.d 
iiwner's name and all encintibranci's on the 
properly. It is issiasl by the colUvtor of the 
district who is the linal authority on the tilie 
to the property This is the basic document 
on the right to the property. All claims on it. 
recognised by the government, are high¬ 
light^ in the card. 'ITie subsequent millili- 
calion of such claims has to lx- indicatwl in 

the agreement, or you may receive a legal 
iKitice from sotr.eone you've never heard of. . 
ci.iiming that he is the ovnier of your bed¬ 
room. .'ind all the other rooms. 
LAND STATUS Did vou know that all prop¬ 
erly i,-i India is agricultural. unlL..s other¬ 
wise noiilieil.- For any lirst-lime projx'rly 
purchase, tin- distrii’t collector must issue <i 
uon-agrieultural certilicate. permitting its 
use for non-agrieultural puipo.ses. Kven 
city proixTties must fiiHil this criterion. 
Naturally, this doesn't apply to a second 
Side or purchase. 
PROPERTY TITLE 'i'his certificate is issued 
by a lawyer after he has investigated tlie 
title to the properly, and .should he : 
attached to the agreement. Don't depend • 
blindly on this to get the correct picture. 
Ijiwyers usually give the property a clean 
(hit on the basis of diH'umeiils shown by , 
I he builder. However, they don't specify the 
documents they have checked. In case the 
title is not clear, the Itiwyet risks being de- 
biira’d. Hence this vagueness. Check for 



tiu* liiwyi'r's name, address, and other 
details, oti the certincate—in case you 
wish to get in touch with him later. 
UmO CEIUNfi Under the Urban Land 
C'eiling Act tllLC’A) of 1976, nobody can 
own more than SOO square metres of land 
in any metropolitan city. For permission to 
build on land of more than S(H) .square 
metres, an exemption certificate is needed. 
The land ceiling act Is on the verge of being 
.scrapped. But until then, you should check if 
the pemns.sion is attached to the agreement. 
Kxemption is subicct to some clauses, which 
you should clarify with the builder. 
SI*KIFICS The agreement should specify 
the carpel areti—the actual area within 
the walls of your house. Add to that the 
area of the inside wails (measured from 
outside) and you get the built-up area. This 
is important to calculate the saleable or 
super built-up area, which you pay tor. It is 
about It) per cent more than the carpel 
area. .Super built-up area is the built-up 
area plus the total outside area of the 
building—including lobby, staircase, out- 
.side corridors, lift, and so on—divided by 
the number of flats in proportion to their 
.sixe. .Some builders also include the terrace 
and paved approach to the building. 
PRICE The price should include ail external 
and internal amenities. It is explicitly stated 
in the agreement, and normally docs not in¬ 
clude refundable depo.sils for things like elec¬ 
tricity meters or water charges. Also, it dot's 
nut include stamp duty and registration 
chtirges. substantial in some states. Check 
the standard out-goings laid down by the 
government and the society to lx* formed. 
AMEWTIES The iigreement should slate 
the amenities being offered by the builders. 
es|X‘cially internal ones, such as the kind of 
entrance d(x>r (normally of a better quality 
than the other doors in the house), lloor- 
ing, elci'trical wiring and lix- 

duws. it should be the plan that the builder 
has got approved by the local municipal 
corporation. How' to tell whether the plan 
copy you gel is genuine.' l.ook for the mun¬ 
icipal stamp and number. 

REGISTRATION In all stales, it is 

documents are in ortler is to approacli a 
housing tinance company with the draft' 
agreement fur sale and a copy of the 
builder's certificate (income tax 
clearance). This indicates that the builder's 
income lax returns are up-to-date. 

lures, plumbing, bathroom iind 
kitciien liltings. and the kind of 
windows. Lxlernal amenities 
.should include the building 
entraov’e. garden, kind of lift, 
passages, stai, cases and the fin¬ 
ish of the building. If a builder's 
brochure says that marble tiles 
are incliided in the price of the 
flat, it sinnild be explicitly staled 
in the agrceiiiciil. Otherwise 
there is no wa\ to force the 
builder to pul in those ameni¬ 
ties. If the agieenieni diK'sn'l 
include these detail.'-, you may 
end up pitying extra for basic 
things like ii door or tiles. 
PLAN i'lie plan of the building and the fiat 
V'on are buying should be attiiched to the 
agreement. It should spell out ureas room- 
wise, with dimensions of internai pas¬ 
sages. biilcunies and the number of win- 

slatutory to register the iigreement 
with the sub-registrar of a.ssiir- 
ances. The central governinenl has 
empowerwl stales to cluirge and 
'.•oiled the registration fee. which 
differs from stale to stale. Iti 
Mahariislura. for instance, the fev 
is 1 per cent of the market viilue 
of the proixM'ty or Rs 2f).()()(). 
wt.ichever is k-ss. 
STAMP DUTY A stamp duty has to 
be paid every lime <1 flat is trans¬ 
ferred. even if it's w'ithin ii family 
or inherited or a gift. It varies from 
1 to IS per cent depending on the 
slate. Before signing iin agree¬ 
ment. find out the stamp duly 

payiible so that you can keep the money 
ready. It must lx- paid within four months 
of signing the agreement. 

.Scared you enough.' Now for an etisier 
way out. One way of making sure that the . 

You don't liave to take a housing loan 
from the companv for this. lIDh't' cliarges 
about Rs SOO for the job. wiiile).[(' Housing 
I'iiuiiice exiimiiies your papers free. Nor¬ 
mally. if you are buying a fiat in a project 
cleared by a repulal housing linance com¬ 
pany. all the documenls, are examined in 
detail anyway by the latvyers and architects 
of the companv. 
CARELESSNESS ^■ours. that is. Whenever 
you plan to buy imiperiy. ensure that you 
read «i draft of the agreenieiit before sign¬ 
ing it or making a payment. 'I’hal is your 
responsibility. If you find that it is vague on 
any of these points, seek a clarification, 
preferably in vi'ril>ng. Ideiilly, talk to a 
Isiwyer before buying anything. It's far bet¬ 
ter to pay a few thousand rujx'es in legal 
fees than to lose lakhs because you didn't 
check things out in the beginning. 

And don’t say we didn't warn you. 
■ Romial Samuel, CEO, Millenium Realtors 

One way of 

making sure 

that the papers 

are in order is 

to have them 

examined by a 

housing finance 

company 



Total privacy, with just 4 apartments 
to each floor. 

A choice of 213 bedroom apartments. 

iliKlifiiieiii homes 

wnrounded 
by every 

IHIIe detail. 
? * 

La Gardenia. Apartment 

homes that are not limited 

within walls and ceilings. 

Indeed, you'll discover that 

it's a whole new way of 

living spread over a 

sprawling 11 acres 

condominium, where more 

than 85% of the land is 

extensively landscaped. 

So, for a detailed view 

of your dream home. 

Dedicated amphitheatre, 
health centre and 
swimming pool. 

Fool-proof security. 

• La Gardenia is 
situated at South 
City, Qurgaon. 

• Underground parking. 
• Shaded pergolas for 

visittws' pacing space. 

contact us today. 
. A * Classical, permanent finished 

A • Functional and aesthetically designed exterior with rich specifications, 
surroundings. 

• Beautifully landscaped gardens. 
• A jogging track. 
• Play area for children. 

UNITECH'S 

”r'e s i d/e In c y 
Extra Care. ^ Extra ConveHieH€e.llf Extra SpecMk 

Unitech House. 27 Community Cetitre, Sahet, New Delhi, India, Ph: 6857331, 6854550. Fax:6857338. ], 
Brtmeb Office.’ 612, Antriksh Bbavan, K. G. Matji, New Delhi. Ph: 3711059,3326192. Ftix37380^^, ■ 

Visit our website nt htilp;//ttnitecidhmted.6l^^ 
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Buying ii second-hand car was 
never easier: new nuxlels are in 
town, prices are down, and 
tinancing is ea.sy. So wliy jam 
Ihe brakes? Because prices are 
expecled to plummet further. If 

tliut is hard to believe, lake a l(K>k at the box 
f IVrt/t Kximialhmsl. In junuary 1998. a 199 S 
Maruti 8()t) wtis going for Ks 1.6 Itikh; today, 
it’s available for Rs I. i S lakh—down I b per 
cent. And car dealers are pn-dicting a grab 
price of Rs 1.2 lakh by Ikvember. hikewise 
for other cars. In the mid-sixe segment, a 
Cielo is available for Rs 2. tS lakh, down 24 
per cent since January, and the price is 
expected to fall by another Rs 2 S.OOO. 

What gives? Two things: oversupply and 
expected ovcrsupply. 

The strongest jolt to the second-hand car 
baxaar followed the high-prolile exposure of 
new' cars at Auto Kxpo 98 in New IX'lhi in 
January. Altogether, six cars should be hit 
I ing Indian roads by the year-end: Daewoo's 
Matix. Telco's' Mint'. Hyundai's Santro. Mit 
subishi's Lancer, and a City each from Kinel 
ic Rngineering and Honda. 

Others haven't been sittitig idle either: 
Mahindra & Mahindra has launched 
Voyiiger. a mini van. and Telco's Safari 
is already on the roads. Maruti Udyog. the 
market leader, has announced the launch 
of new moilels. 

With each announcement, the price 
of second-hand cars has fallen. 
.Says Sanjay Kadekar. man 
ager of t he used car divi¬ 
sion at Sai Service. 
Mumbai: "('lone arc 
the days when a ear 
was expected to 
Inst a lifetime." 
Working witli one 
of the largest car 
dealers in the 
country, he should 
know. “With the vari¬ 
ety now av lilable. there 
are people who change 
their ears every year or 
two years." That means mon 
cars and falling prices. 

.\nd what a fall Uk). Kstimates by 
car dealers in .Vhmibai indicate 
20 per cent slump in used car 
sales in 1997. In Bangalore 
Mutiawur Sharieff. proprietor of 
Standard AutornobileCon.sultants. 
saw' his sales plunge St) per cent. The 
story in other cities is nodifferont. though tlie 
degree may vaiy. liasy linancc for new vehi¬ 
cles and i)oor liquidity in the market are to 
blame for this glut iti the used cars 
market. And dealers across the country are 
holding their breath, waiting for the market 

Don t buy a usedcarn^ 

to bottom out. After till, the commission 
they get is on the value of the car. and wit h 
thatdivindling. their earnings would follow. 
Some arc dellant: "The market has now hit 
bottom." declares Mnhesh Kantaw'ala. who 
runs one of the oldest used car dealershipi; 

in Mumbai. Other dealers don’t agree. They 
believe that Ihe market will kee|) falling 
till December, particularly for premium 
second-hand lars. 

And thill is ihe most interesting part of the 
fall in used car prices. Predicts Rajinder 
Sethi of I’opulurCarBuxiiar. anotherMum-. 
bai-based used car dealer: "The t’ielos and 

SAMPLE ISSUE 
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Aslras aro likely lo be sold earlier. /\s a 
resiill. there should be a major I'all in 

prices." 'I'hc prices of two cars are unlikely 
lofall further- -the 1492 iiUHlelsof the I’re 

inier II8NI! and the t'onte.ssii: they'ri 

already gointt for less than Rs 1 lakh. Prici 
ol second-hand vehicles like I he Tala Sumo 

and Maruli Omni aie also unlikely lo be 
affected because of the high demand Irom 

Uixi and travel operators. 
The sharpest drop in prices will be lor the 

Zen. Keasun: most of the new cars will jo.s 

lie for markclshare in this cate¬ 

gory. Also, like Hyundai's aMMa 
999cc Santro, they will be |Q|^Qj 

priced around Rs ) lakh sig- Maruti 8 

niticanlly lower than (he Zen's Maruti Zi 

RsJ.9Slakh. Maruti £ 
Om I’rakash I'liukral. a New „. 

Delhi-based used-car dealer, ™ 
expects a 1996 Zen lo be avail- 
able fur a little over Rs 2 lakh by CielO 

Dwember. The bottomline; OpelAst 
today, it is possible to buy a priewgrr 
much belter second-hand car *1996tn 
than SIX months ago. for the n ... 

same money. 
The waiting time can be used to plan your 

purchase of a second-hand car. The trick 
really lies in identifying the right one. Kven 

a second-hand car cun cost you a neat sum. 
A great-looking used car is suspect- it 

Buyer’s Checklist 

The dealer says the gleam¬ 
ing beauty you've set your 

eyes on is a second-hand 
car. Maybe. But It could 

be third-, fourth- or 
lilth-hand. Damaged or 
overpriced. How do 

you protect yourself? 
Try these tenners; 

• Buy the car Irom 
a known dealer, or 
someone recom¬ 
mended by a pre¬ 
vious customer 

• Check the reg¬ 
istration papers lor 

the number ol times 
the car has 
changed hands 

• Check the 
miles the car 
has done 

• Have the car 
valued by a mechanic 

• Check the insurance papers (or 
any accidents 

• Ensure that the engine and chassis 
number correspond to those on the 
registration certilicale 

• Check the tax book lo see It the 
previous owner owes any taxes 

• Do a test drive with the mechanic 

• Don't pay more than 2 per cent o( 
the car's value as commission. (The 
minimum lee. however, is Rs 2,000) 

• Never rush to close the deal—it's a 
buyer's market 

Maruti 800 2.44 1.60 1.35 i.a 
Maruti Zen 3.99 2.50 2.25 2.00 

Maruti Esteem 5.37 2.50 2.25 2.00 

Tata Sierra 550 2.50 2.25 2.00 

Tata Estate 5.63 2.00 1.75 1.60 

CielO 6.26 3.10 2.35 2.10 

Opel Astra* 8.26 5.75 5.45 4.7S 
Prices Bfs In Rs lakh for 1995 nwMs'inMuinliat' 
*1996tnDiM . . 

could be ii cosmetic job. A cur that has 
changed hands more than once also calls 

for caution. 
"My dealer Iried to pass off a 1982 Pre¬ 

mier its a 1990 iiKKiel," says Kelan Shah, a 
57-year-old Mumbai-based stiM’kbroker. Nol_ 

surprisingly, trouble followed: a kxtse clulrli 
failing hraki's and a growling engine. “I had 

to get rid of it dirt cheap." he says. 
Which brings up the issue of price. Two 

things determine this: tlic year of maiiufae- 

ture and roadworthiiiess. Most dealers have 

a cut-off date Itir the ears t hey sell, l-’or exam¬ 
ple. Mumbai's Sal Service won't deal iii a 

Premier Padmiiii older than 199 5. or a 

Maruti older than 1990. 
intimately, the year of mannfaeture mai¬ 

lers only so much. The onus of verifying the 

roadworlhine.ss of a car—which finaily 
decides ils viduc -is on the buyer. Most 
dealers give no guarantees on the condil ion 
of the vehicle. There are several things lo 

check out when you assess the roadworlhi- 

ness of a car Istv box: lUiin’r's Clurklixt). 
15eside.s. even if the insurance for a .second¬ 

hand car can be transferred lo the buyer's 
mil le, il is always advisable lo gel a fresh 

insurance. In a 199i ca.se (National Insur¬ 

ance t'ompaiiy versus K. Raiagopail, the 
National t'oiisiimer Disputes Redressal 
t’oniinissioii ordered lhal the insuraiiee 

bought by the first owner could not be 
deemed auloiiialieally transferred li' the 
second owner. The order was later upheld 
by the Supreme Court. 

Diaiis lo buy .i used car are also available. 
Depending on the car’s condition, finance 

coinpaiiies will fund about sO-7S jut cent 

of 'lie price. 'I’he cuich; few repuled compa¬ 
nies liiuince used curs, and lhal too at high 
rales of interest. The longest payback peri¬ 

od is three years. Hie documents usually 
needed are a copy of the latest saliiry .slip, 

lax returns for the past two years, and a 

hiiiiksuilemeiil. 
So il would be wise lo wail until Decem¬ 

ber before buying a seeond-bund car. Not 
only does that leave plenty of lime to figure 
out lhee.s.senti;ils of buying il. it also means 

saving almost Rs 2 S.()()(). ■ 
IV'irfi Airluma Rui in htiiiftalorf 



A Question of Timing 
Time your purchases carefully and get interest-free credit for longer periods. 

eMiOB; 
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WOKE POWER IN YOUR HANDS 

Hara't an illuatration of how you could juggle cards Ui get credit up to 51 days. 

BILL01TE DUE DATE BEST TIME TO USE 

15 May 4 Jims . 13 to 22 May 

25 May 14 Jana 23 May to 2 June 

5 June 25 Juno 3to12June 

Graphic RASHMI 

SANDFF.P RUPAREL 

Yogishwar's is a successful real-smile story about smart-bming two cards. 

That little 3-by-4-inch piece of plas¬ 
tic you carry in your wallet is more 
than just an alternative to cash or 
a status symbol. Go beyond the 

momentary security and pride that it 
lends. By using it smartly, you could get 
upto 51 days of interest-free credit. Here’s 
how to stretch your card. 
Renember the bill date. Thu bill date is 
printed on the monthly credit card state¬ 
ment that you get. If the date is the 20th of 
every month, time your purchases from 
the 18th onwards. Banks prepare bills for 
all purchases made up to two or three days 
before the bill date. So the last few pur¬ 
chases would not be included in the bill, 
and you would enjoy a credit period of up 
to 51 days--compared to the normal 10 
days. For example, if you buy a week before 
the billing diite. you get about 26 days 
credit; but if you do it a week later, that is. 
closer to the bill date, your credit period 
will be about 50 days—almost double. 
Get more cards. A smart move would be 
to get more than one credit card. Juggling 
the bill dates and due dates can give you 
credit periods up to 51 days (.vre table). You 
might arg’'c that the maximum credit you 
can get on one card is anyway 51 days, so 
why bother. Two rea.soiis. For a single card¬ 
holder. buying something really impor¬ 
tant. say. a week before the bill date will 
rc.sult in it being included in the bill about 
to be prepared. With two cards, you can get 
separate 51-day credit for purchases made 
at different times. 

Be.sidcs. to prevent default you have to 
pay at least 5 per cent of the bill amount 
within 21) days of the bill dale. After this, 
the bank charges interest on the unpaid 
amount at the rate of 2.5 to 2.95 per cent 
a month, depending on the card. So it is 
best to stop using your card until you repay 
the sum and interest. That's because, once 
your money is in revolving credit, banks 

start chiirging interest on every transac¬ 
tion made. A second credit card comes in 
handy at times like this. 

One such smart user is Seema Yogishwar. 
Siiys this 26-vear-old college lecturer: “On 
an average. 1 idways tiiiinage to get credit for 
more than 45 days, using both my cartis." 

Whether you arc buying a consumer 
durable or eating out. do it all within 1 5 
days of the bill dale of the first card. Start 
using the .second card just before its 
billing date, and stop using the first. That 
gives you free credit for longer than if you 
were using only one card. Of course, 
using two cards involves paying annual 
charges twice. But if you use a credit card 
to make most of your payments, an annu¬ 
al service charge in the range of Ks 400 to 
Rs 900—depending on the card you 
choose—is justified. 

The key to getting really long credit peri¬ 
ods is to ensure that the billing dates of the 

two cards are at least 15 days apart. Take a 
chance, and apply for a second card 10 
days after the bill date of your present card. 
Depending on the bank you apply to. it 
could take one to three weeks for the appli¬ 
cation to be pn)ce.ssed. Of course. yr>u may 
be unlucky and may end up with a card 
whose hilling dale is very dost; to that of 
your first card. Relax, you can always 
refuse it and reapply, ju.st ensure that you 
don't use the card before refusing; other¬ 
wise you would have to pay the annual fee. 

Unfortunately, you cannot ask for a spe¬ 
cific bill date. "We often get requests from 
customers to change their billing dates. 
Hut we refuse, as that requires us to 
change our system and records,” says the 
head of the credit card division of a 
Mumbai-based foreign bank. 

And. the next time you reach for your 
card, just remember one word: timing. ■ 

■ Anlii Dhingra 
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I am cnreful (o budpet because 10 years from now I 

want the same lifestyle 1 enjoy today. 

I have never actually made any investments. Duyaiy 

a liouse in .Mumbai ate up all my savings. I do 

plan to invest, (hough. 

My only linancial problem, if .vou can 

call it that, is that I bought my hoiist 

when real estate prices had gone 

through the roof, hut I really wanted 

it .so I have no regrets. 

I am al.so not a borrower. .My phi 

losophy is that if I don't haw the 

money I won't spend. I'm not a 

very good monev manager but I 

If I don't have 
the money, 
I won’t spend 

do have a good chartered accountant to (urn 

to for ailvice. 

I've never paid money nuii’h atten 

lion. To me. it is simply a means to 
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My adv ice would be to never 

borrow, spend carefully, and 
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RED STORM R^NG 
The world’s worst-kept secret: the souring of the China miracle 

By A^DAM MUKHE^EE THK world's fastest developing, 
most admired, seemingly invinci¬ 
ble economy is in serious trouble. 
The signs arc everywhere. In 
Standard & Poor's recent down¬ 

grading of the ratings of four of China's 
largest financial institutions from "stable" 
to "negative"; in the slowing down of o'lr 
growth and foreign direct investment; in 
galloping unemployment; in falling pro¬ 
ductivity and rising prices; in a banking 
sector that could actually be bankrupt. 

AbQve all. there is no rule of law as there 
is no legal framework. Says Professor Tan 
Chung of the Department of Chinese Stu¬ 
dies at the Jawaharlal Nehru University: 
"China's legal framework is almost non¬ 
existent as the concept of supremacy of 
law is not recognised. The government and 
the party have always controlled every¬ 
thing and their dedsion has 
been the law. But this is result¬ 
ing in chaos in a market econo¬ 
mic situation." With no legal 
redressal system and no free 

media, Chinese agencies can renege on 
contractual obligations, and leave the for¬ 
eign investor watching helplessly. Chung 
cites the case of US fast-food giant McDon¬ 
ald's, which was apparently given prime 
real estate in Beijing, and one fine day, dis¬ 
covered that the land had been sold off to 
a non-rc.sident Chinese. End of story. 

Indeed, many analysts are beginning to 
question China's spectacular foreign direct 
investment figures. A large chunk of if, 
they say, may actually be black money in 
the hands of China's vast bureaucracy (cor¬ 
ruption in China is on a different level of 
magnitude from India's) being siphoned 
off through a maze of subsidiaries based in 
places like Macau and Taiwan, and then 
redirected back into China, posing as non- 
residrnt-Chinese fdi, which gets a lot of 
concessions from the government. 

The other disaster waiting to happen is 
the rising economic tensions between the 

With foreign investment slowing significantly, China’s 
GDP growth this year may be a lowly 5 per cent 
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cities and the countryside, between indus¬ 
try and agriculture, between impoverished 
inland provinces and the wealthy coastal 
areas. Urban migration of the t)^ never 
witnessed in history is taking place as 
starving farmers move to cities to look for 
work. Three hundred million farmers— 
more than the entire population of the 
US—are looking for alternative employ¬ 
ment. Some analysts predict that this 
diversion of farmers to other professions 
could lead to China having to import 75 
per cent ot its food by 2002. 

Tile other jjowderkeg China is sitting on 
is its banking sector. According to the Bank 
for International Settlements (bis), all big 
banks should have capital equal to at least 
8 |K‘r cent of their assets. However, with the 
possible exception of the Bank of China, 
none of China's banks meet bis standards. 
Tile governor of China's central bank has 

against minimal collateral from non-resi¬ 
dent Chinese. There is no official or unoffi¬ 
cial estimate of how much these add up to. 

Ail arrows point downwards. According 
to the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 
this year, China's gdp growth will defini¬ 
tely miss its 8 per cent target, landing up 
somewhere around .5 per cent. This, it says, 
is primarily because the state sector has 

The dichotomies 
between Industry and 
farming, wealthy 
coastal areas and dirt- 
poor hinterlands are 
leading to the greatest 

f urban migration the 
world has ever seen 

cally. .Says economist S.L. Rao; "Foreign 
investors are wary of investing in China 
now because their earlier investments have 
not borne fruit." Increasingly thus, poten¬ 
tial investors from the US, Japan and Europe 
are looking towards India, he says. "China's 
GiM> growth rate is falling for the last two 
years and is set to fall further this year. ITie 
economic debacle of Southeast Asia will cre¬ 
ate problems in China too and it is in for a 
massive devaluation towards the end of the 
year which is likely to make macro-eco¬ 

nomic management even more diffi- 

Agriculture is in disarray. By 2002, China may be China, which has a long history of 

forced to import 75 per cent of the food it needs. Communist Party, took a plunge into 

already admitlcxl tlidt 6 to 8 per cent of all 
loans were unrecoverable, a majority of 
which were to public sc\tor enterprises, 
llowcv’er, tiresc are only estimates as no 
concrete study is available or is allowed to 
Iw conducted; the real figure could be 
much more. Some Cliina experts put it at 
even 80 pcT cent, the writing off of which 
could cost China 30 [ser cent of its gdp. 

Huge bank loans have also been made 

remained stagnant and has had no growth; 
unemployment is on the rise and has 
already crossed the 30-mlllion mark with 
another 30 million about to be laid off. 
Says an expert: "Today, Chinese workers do 
not even enjoy minimum social guaran¬ 
tees and their demand has already reached 
the stage of calling for the right to eat." 

Investment by foreign parties other than 
non-resident Chinese has slowed drasti- 

market economy in 1974. The late 
Deng Xiaoping developed a new model of 
the "authoritarian market economy”. 
Then came the 'Dananmen Square mas¬ 
sacre on June 4, 1989, resulting in western 
sanctions. To overcome these, China had 
to open more of its markets like real estate 
and retail banking to foreign investors. 
Also a bigger share of the consumer mar¬ 
ket. Says Chung: "China willingly accepted 
the absorption theory which says if you 



expose yourself to capitalist orientation 
and culture, you will be sucked into the 
system and become jiart of it. Once in it 
willingly, China has prepared itself to get 
into this socio-Darwinistii world of .sur¬ 
vival of the fittest, where 20 ^xrr cent peo¬ 
ple get richer while the remaining 80 per 
cent poor are pushed further into misery." 

Chung believes that one of the main rea¬ 
sons for China's success was its dtcision to 
make the world’s sunset industries its main 
engine of growth. These lab<)ur-intensive 
industries, shed by the US and Japan, have 
now become Chinese monopolies. China 
today supplies products from these Indus¬ 
tries—small everyday use and household 
products; dolls; consumer items like tor¬ 
ches, shoes, staples and low technology 
producTs—to the entire world. Western 
corporations have found the country a 
great source of cheap labour. 

This labour is cheap because they work in 
abysmal conditions and have no rights 
whatsoever. On September 21, 
1997, the Yuhua Shoe Factory in 
Fujian province was gutted in a OU 
fire. The windows of the factory art 
were baned and the exits locked. ‘v'J 

Thirty-two workers died. Conditions at the 
factory were similar to many other foreign- 
invested factories in China: workers are 
locked inside factories in which they work, 
eat and sleep (such buildings are referred 
to as .1-in-l factories with the workshops, 
warehouse and dormitories all iocatc‘d in 
the same building). Conditions are similar 
to those found in prisons. American com¬ 
panies like Nike arc already under tremen¬ 
dous pressure in their home country to 
raise wages in China, give workers lietter 
working conditions, or face boycotts. CHINA has been the biggest success 

story of the last two decades and tlicy 
have followed the Japanese miKlel of 

development to the T," .says economist Sur- i 
jit .S. Bhalla. According to him, the key to 
China’s economic success was the bold step 
to get a comfortable trade sur^ilus by restru¬ 
cturing imports and undervaluing its air- 
rency. "The Chinese effectively and actively 

used the exchange rate and trade policy as a 
major tool of their growth strategy and 
unlike India’s swadeshi policy, opened up 
almost all sc'ctors for foreign investment." 

.Says Amit Mitra, economist and secretary- 
general, H( 11; "China has used a different 
kind of a .system under which they push an 
export obligation into every foieign invest¬ 
ment or joint venture. These' extra-market, 
extra-regulatory and extracting mithods 
have got China a lot of exjKirts. lodav .S7 
{>er cent of then ini is export-related. In 
India, it is just 3 [x-r cent and that tcxi by 
default." The other key factor, Mitra feels, is 
the level of government savings. They 
amount to almost 9 per cent of the CrOP 
while domestic saving is negligible. In 
India government sas'ing is negative. 

(.China's statistics arc s|)cctacular: seventh 
in the world in terms of odp growth, which 
has been the fastest in the world from 
199.'1 to 1997 at an average of 11 per cent— 
i jier cent higher than the world average 

per cent of China’s office space is vacant; 20 to 
per cent of all bank loans may be bad debts 
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growth rate; 10th amon¬ 
gst the world’s trading 
nations with a trade turn¬ 
over of over $325 billion; 
foreign investment is the 
second highest after 
Japan. The country is 
ranked second in total for¬ 
eign exchange reserves at 
$140 billion, after Japan. 

However, many experts 
do not accept these figures 
and say that most of the 
data available on China is 
false. Says Mitra; "There is 
no standard system of 
data maintenance in 
China and the figures ava¬ 
ilable are at best guessti¬ 
mates." Mitra, who is con¬ 
ducting an extensive 
study on the Chinese 
economy, feels the state 
and the party still have 
considerable control over 
the country's affairs and 
the system followed is 
arbitrary. Local Communist Party officials Deng’S mai 
continue to direct money from the state have bean 
banks to their favoured projects. President i 

with help fi And the line is now blurring between 
corrupt officials and the Triads, starting an 
China's secretive crime gangs, whose window cl 

membership may now number one billion, eign invest 
According to China expert Frederick Dan- recall to B« 
nen, the People's Liberation Army is in Deng, Zhu 
partnership with the Triads in business: in inflation di 
Shanghai, both the pl\ and the Public Sec- cent to virt 
urity Bureau—China's secret police—own years time. 

Deng’S market reforms 
have been carried on by 
President Jiang Zemin, 
with help from Bill Clinton 

starting an effective single 
window clearance for for¬ 
eign investors. Following his 
recall to Beijing in 1991 by 
Deng, Zhu brought China’s 
inflation down bom 25 per 
cent to virtually zem in two 

nightclubs and even brothels with various 
Triad groups. It's believed the pla is 
involved in a number of smuggling enter¬ 
prises with Triad groups, including bootleg 
cigarettes, illegal aliens and possibly even 
arms and heroin smuggling to the US. 
Indeed, as long hack as the early 'BOs, says 
Dannen, Deng, on three different occa¬ 
sions, publicly referred to the Triads as 

Zhu wants to overhaul 
China's financial system, 
state enterprises and bureaucracy within 
tills three-year deadline, a goal that has 
frustrated reformers for decades. He also 
alms to restructure the nearly insolvent 
banking system and wipe out hundreds of 
billions of dollars in bad loans. By the end 
of this year, Zhu wants to end China’s sys¬ 

In Shanghai, the Chinese army and secret police 
partner the criminal Triads in nightclubs and brothels 
“good" and patriotic". 

The man to watch now is the new pre¬ 
mier Zhu Rongji. Starting with a television 
address in China, Zhu has begun portray¬ 
ing himself as a global-minded leader ans¬ 
werable to his people. He has set a stiff 
three-year deadline to tiring the economy 
back on rails and declared that "dilatory 
style of work will not be tolerated". Zhu's 
f.'cord Ls stunning. As mayor of Shanghai— 
t I’.iTia's financial and business hub—he 
earned the lickname "One chop Zhu" for 

tem of subsidisL>d housing—most Chinese 
pay $ 5 per month on employer-owned 
flats—to promote buying. 

The government has already scrapped 
the forced credit quotas and ordered banks 
to lend only on commercial merit. The 
central government's workforce will be 
pruned by 50 per cent to four million peo¬ 
ple and this will trickle down to the 
provincial and local governments too. Zhu 
has also weeded out the old guard; of the 
seven party leaders, five have degrees from 

prestigious Chinese universities. President 
Jiang Zemin, Zhu and vice-president Hu 
Jintao are engineers. Three of China’s r'our 
vice-premiers have extensive economic 
experience and many lower officials have 
been trained in the US. 

Under Zhu's crash plan, 11 of China's 40 
ministries may either be abol¬ 
ished or turned into corpora¬ 
tions or even privatised. Zhu 

« and his team are promoting 
iSiS the slogan: "Break state mono¬ 

poly in all spheres and actively 
promote the non-state sector." But Zhu 
still has a very long way to go; corruption 
and mismanagement are deeply rooted in 
every aspect of Chinese life. As the coastal 
provinces get wealthier, and the hinter¬ 
lands driven deeper into penury; as the 
Chinese government begins to lay off .30 
million employees, most of them without 
any compensation, from the sofs; as 300 
million farmers turn destitute, China 
could be hurtling into a socio-economic 
catastrophe of titanic proportions. ■ 
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RUPEE 

Can Afford to Sink a Bit 
Post-sanction panic drives the rupee down, helping the overvalued currency find Its own level 

By PAROMITA SHASTRI Those who thought the rupee's 
travails ended with the 1997 win¬ 
ter of discontent have been forced 
to eat their words. The rupee has 
been bearing the brunt of the 

sanction heatwaves. And this time, it has 
wilted alone, unaided by its loyal patron 
and saviour, the Reserve Bank of India. 

Last week, as nuclear test-related events 
broke, the rupee tested new levels of 
gloom. On May 22, Standard & Poor's 
downgraded India's sovereign debt rating 
from stable to negative, while retaining 
country rating at BB+, a notch below 
investment grade. The provocation was 
enough for the rupee to go into a spin. 
S&P's clearly said; "Reduced access to Inter¬ 
national loans, at nearly 43 per cent of 
external debt, will increase dependence on 
higher cost private funding. Sanctions and 
heightened tensions could also reduce the 
flow of FDi and equity investment." Added 
to this was the worry about the Budget and 
possible downgrading by the other credit 
rater Moody's. Then, on May 27, the day 
after the World Bank put off a vote on | 
some hefty loans for India following US 
opposition, the rupee crashed to a record 
low of 41.SI per dollar (interbank spot 
rate). And before it managed to recover, 
Pakistan went ballistic. Next day. May 29, 
the rupee tested a new record of 41.7.S. 

When the news of Pakistan's N-tests 
broke, trading had officially ended. But in 
kerb deals, the rupee touched 41.90, lead¬ 
ing marketmen to brace for another day of 
volatility. As the nipee touched 41.75, the 
sBi, which hadn't intervened till Wedn¬ 
esday, May 27, started dollar sales and the 
RHt issued a statement promising stability in 
the forex market, partly arresting the fall. 

A.id that was the only rbi sup- 

fall in the rupee value was a market- 
induced devaluation. Says K.N. Dey senior 
vice president, Mecklai Financial & Comm¬ 
ercial Services: "It is clear that the rhi wants 
these levels. Earlier, the rbi had interfered 
in a much more aggressive manner. But 
this time there has been a conspicuous 
absence of even verbal intervention." 

Says J. Moses Harding, head, forex trea¬ 
sury, Indusind Bank; "The rupee should 
settle at around Rs 42. it is because impor¬ 
ters have not been hedging their exposures 
that the rbi had to do a rescue job. I would 
attribute this to poor risk management by 
corporates." Agrees B. Bhattacharya, 
dean—research, Indian Institute of Foreign 
Trade: "The current panic is the proiiuct of 
an anticipated shortfall in the supply of 
dollars in the wake of sanctions. This may 
go on for some time, but logically, the rbi 

should Intervene at Rs 42-43." 
Now why should the rbi, led by a jicr- 

Tti^ rupue felt liy only 4.48 
per cent in 1997-98'^^ 
inciitdes the effect ef the 
S£ Asien crisie^^erees 
in MercIhMay '98, i! has 

already slid 4.23 per cent. 

ceived conservative like Dr Bimal Jalan, 
who has warnerl that an easy money policy 
should not he confused with a weak rupee 
policy, let the rupee drift? There are three 
clear reasons. One, against the backdrop ot 
the South East Asian currency debacle, the 
rupee is still quite overvalued. At a time 
wlien ctieap goods from the depressed 
region are flooding overseas markets. 

port to the rupee last week, i Indian gtMids need to be price- 
prompting market watch¬ 

ers to comment that the 
almost-fivc-per-cent 

com|x.'titive. Says Rajesh 

^(P^^^40.67 
^ *ll«y22 

StanUard A Poor's 
domgrade India's soveroiBR debt 

front stable to negative 

Chaddha, senior consultant, ncaer: "Com¬ 
pared with a global inflation rate of 2-3 per 
cent, India has an official inflation rate of 
6-7 per cent." And, according to economist 
S.S. Kanoria, on an index of 100 in 1992 
for both the US, our largest export destina¬ 
tion, and India, the 1997 index for infla¬ 
tion stood at 107.1 for the US and 1S4.6 
for India, thus signalling a much higher 
real inflation rate. 

In fact, the Economic Survey for 1997-98 
released on May 28 clearly says the rupee 
has appreciated in real terms against the 
currencies of its trading partners. And that, 
it adds, is the reason for the abysmal exp¬ 
ort growth of 2.6 per cent last fiscal year.. 
This is also clear from the prevailing high 
levels of Real Effective Exchange Rate 
(RhF.R). According to former rbi deputy gov¬ 
ernor S.S. Tarapore, the reer levels warrant 
a minimum depreciation of 6-7 per cent 
against the dollar. Finance Minister Yash- 
want Sinha went so far as to admit that the 
nipee depreciated by only 4.48 per cent in 
1997-98—this includes the shockwaves of 
the SF. Asian crisis—whereas in March-May 
1998, it has already slid 4.23 per cent. 

The second reason is less obvious. With 
the. sanctions putting a cloud over capital 
inflows, the rbi may not like to waste pre¬ 
cious foreign currency in fire-fighting oper¬ 
ations to stabilise the rupee at an artificial 
level. Thirdly, an rbi intervention would 
send an alarming message to foreign 
investors as well as speculators. By not 
intervening, rhi has sent a message to Fiis 
that their investment would be protected 
and there's no basis for a capital flight. 
According to one estimate, in the second 
and third weeks of May, only $150 million 
was withdrawn by fiis. 

Despite tlie clear wisdom of the rbi move, 
a question mark still hangs over the rupee's 

Rs 39 78 umniyraw iiiuia • sw 
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future? Left indetennlnate- 
ly to the market forces, how 
would the rupee behave? 
There is a deep division 
among rupee-watchers 
here. Many expect the 
rupee to stabilise around 
Rs 42-43 on the eve of the 
budget, but many more 
want the government to 
devalue the rupee down to 
Rs 46-48, a level which they 
feel it would probably 
touch anyway by year-end without rbi inte¬ 
rvention. But wouldn't that be a tall order 
for a swadeshi government for which ensu¬ 
ring the stability of the rupee has been a 
poll manifesto promise? Says economist 
Surjit S. Bhalla; “Post nuclear tests, the gov¬ 
ernment should be more inclined towards 
reforms than it was before. The rbi actions 
in the forex market don't fcxil anybody. 
Why not go the whole hog and announce 
a devaluation to Rs 48/dollar as part of the 
budget?" A study by Delhi University's Ins¬ 
titute of Economic Growth says that gdp 
growth can rise txiyond 6 per cent a year 
only if the dollar trades at at least Rs 45. ON the basis of his target exchange rate 

model, Bhalla argues that a fair, 
competitive exchange rate which 

would give the necessary fillip to exports 
and the stockmarkets, thereby buoying 
growth, would be Rs 48/dollar. Agrees 
Chaddha, who wouldn't go so far as to 
advocate a devaluation: "If you try to keep 
your currency at Rs 40, when its correct 
value is Rs 46-48, then you are encourag¬ 
ing hawala traders and speculators. Let the 
rupee find its own level, it only makes 
the case for reducing import duties that 
much stronger." 

The market-induced depreciation coul¬ 
dn't have come at a more convenient time 
for the government, days before its first 
budget. For one, by making imports cost¬ 
lier, a cheaper rupee shores up the volume 
of revenue inflow into the central exche¬ 
quer, thereby reducing both revenue 

deficit and fiscal deficit. For 
another, it automatically 
gives a measure of protec¬ 
tion to domestic industry 
cribbing against dumping 
and other modes of unfair 
competition from foreign 
goods. Economists argue 
that it is far fairer and wiser 
to devalue and benefit both 
domestic industry and 

—..ill' exporters than to slap 
across-the-board import 

tariffs, as industry has demanded, and dis¬ 
criminate against the users of inter¬ 
mediate goods who get doubly hit. 
Plus, there's the classical argument 
that devaluation makes exports 
cheaper, pushes up demand for capi¬ 
tal and boosts growth while making 
the country an attractive destination 
for foreign capital by eliminating 
currency risks. 

The garment export industry, which 
has been going through a bad phase 
mainly due to the recession in the 
European and US markets, is under 
greater pressure than before. The low 
per unit realisation from garment 
exports can only increase if rupee is 
devalued. Says Apparel Export Prom¬ 
otion Council chairman A. Sakhtivel: 
"During calendar 1997, gannent 
exports recorded zero growth in dollar 
terms and 5 per cent in rupee terms." 

But can devaluation be the only 
answer to exports growth? ITie 20 per 
cent devaluation in 1991 had only a 
small impact, says economist T.C.A. 
Ramanujam. "India exports goods 
mainly from the agricultural sector 
and their prices are inelastic. A depre¬ 
ciation of one mpee will add Rs 600 
crore to the debt service burden, 
apart from adding to subsidies." 
Argues Bhattacharya: "Our exports 
arc just not competitive enough in 
terms of supply. We just don't have 
the products, we don't have the Ir^is- 

tics." Perhaps that is why even exporters do 
not expect the currency to exceed Rs 44 to 
a dollar within the next six months. 

The crucial factor here i» the Budget. Says 
economist S.P. Gupta: "I hope the Budget 
will be very investor-friendly, allowing the 
rupee to settle at Rs 42. Not much should 
be made of the harsh S&P rating, which 
doesn't reflect the strong basics of the 
economy." But foreign investors beg to dif¬ 
fer. Until it reaches Rs 48-.50, despite the 
best, and often erroneous, intentions of 
the RBI and the finance ministry. ■ 

With Shekhar Ghosh in Mumbai 
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MEDIA 

ETHICAL CLEANSING OR Cl 
Sushma takes on the order in 
the avatar the guardian 

By SAIBAL CHATTERJEE Sushma Swaraj is determined to leave a lasting 
imprint on India's entertainment scene. Barely 
two months into her second stint as information 
and broadcasting minister—the first one lasted 
merely 13 days—the lady has declared war on 

many crucial fronts. On Prasar Bharati ceo S.S. Gill’s 'arbi- 
trary' ways. On the 'foreign' news channels (Star News, 
Zee India) that have stolen a march over their swadeshi 
competitors. On 'obscene' ads aited by 'irresponsible' 
satellite channels. On vulgarity in films. And, last but not 
least, on the dubious sources of film financing that have 
had the industry in a vice-like grip for years. 

No l&R minister has been as active as Sushma Swaraj. 
Certainly not since Vidya Charan .Shukla of the dark days 
of the Emergency. To be fair, we are not exactly hurtling 
headlong towards another Emergency-type clampdown 
on the media. But Sushma Swaraj clearly has a hardline 
agenda to push. It centres on the need to uphold 'Indian 
culture', that intangible yet surefire formula every self- 
styled moral guardian hits upon with unfailing accuracy. 

PRASAR BHARATI: WHERE THERE'S A GILL... 
So you thought Gill was her prime target? No way, insists 
the firebrand minister. "The hasar Bharati Act was imple- 
mented in an amended form, rendering the board com- 
pletely unaccountable to Parliament," she .says. Hence 
the n^ to revive the original Act, which provides for a 
22-meniber parliamentary committee to keep a vigil on 
the board's activities, brides a Broadcast Council to 
rcsjiond to complaints against DD and air from viewers 
and other parties that may have reason to be aggrieved. 

But v.'on't that dilute the board's autonomy? Not at all, |||||| 
as.scrts Swaraj, Prasar Bharati will be accountable to 
Parliament, not to the government. Not everybody is convinced, 
though. l.east of all S. Jaipal Reddy, former I&B minister. .Says the 
man responsible for retrieving the Prasar Bharati Act from cold 
storage on July 22, 1'597: "The government is clearly reluctant to 
let go of Prasar Bharati. My greatest worry is that an rvs man may 
l)e installed as cfo." Instead of augmenting media autonomy, the 
Bjr-leil government is out to tighten its grip on Prasar Bharati, 
Reddy alleges. 

Though .Swaraj is confident her Bill to revive the old Prasar Bharati 
Ad will Ih- passed with little opposition, observers warn that the bii' 
does not have the requisite numbers in the Rajya Sabha. That is per¬ 
haps what Gill is banking on. "1 will go only if Parliament wants me 
to. Not otherwise." says the 71-year-old ex-bureaucrat who has been 
a cat among tlie Mandi I louse pigeons from the day he slipped into 
the hot seat in late November. The air of uncertainty created by the 
government vs Gill face off has taken its toll on Prasar Bharati. "It's 
a continuing state of lame duckism. No meaningful work can be 
done in such an atmosphere," says a senior DD official. 

UPLINKING: BE INOIAN, BY INDIANS 
Sushma Swaraj has made no fonnal public pronouncement on the 
matter yet, but she is no admirer of Star News and Zee India, both 

owned by Rupert Murdoch, one fully, the other partly. Therefore, 
making the most of the fact that she is also the Union minister for 
communications, she has 'in prindple’ decided to grant optional 
uplinking facilities to all Indian private broadcasters who are in the 
business of live news, although the Broadcast Bill is still several 
months away from fruition. In keeping with her swadeshi line of 
thinking, she wants to give the Indian players a headstart. Says an 
l&B ministry official: "The idea is to strengthen indigenous news 
channels before foreign ones are allowed to uplink." Channels like 
BITV, Sun, Asianct, F^nadu and Udaya will benefit from the move. 

"For some time now, it's been no holds barred for 'delayed' 
uplinking by some channels," says Sasi Kumar of Asianet. "So, 
uplink rights for the other broadcasters had to happen." The 
thinking in the ministry is that uplink permission can be granted 
through a government order without having to wait for a legisla¬ 
tion. .So, Indian broadcasters are expected to begin live telecast on 
a regular basis by the end of June. A few months later, provided 
the first phase is a success, even the foreign-owned news channels 
might be granted similar permission. But the government's deci¬ 
sion to discriminate against Zee India isn't fair at all, says P.C. 
Lahiri, vice president. Zee Telefilms. "The offer of optional uplink¬ 
ing should have beep extended to us as well," he says. "We could 
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But some worries still persist among the Indian 
broadcasters, as well as legal ex{)erts. Says Asianet’s 
Sasi Kumar: "The cost of uplinking through vsni. 

shouldn't be more than what it is in Singa{x>te. vsni. 

is quoting a very high price, this has to be sorted out 
before we can opt for uplinking from India." The 
other worry pertains to the role of the I&B ministry 
which, in the absence of a regulatory authority, may 
be tempted to flex its muscles. Says Sasi Kumar: "I 
hope there won't be any interference." 

ADVERTiSING CODE: LIQUOR ISN’T ALWAYS QUICKER 
If Sushma Swaraj is to be helicvcKi, the Great Indian 
Cultural Ethos has no room for television advertis¬ 
ing for alcohol brands, contraceptives, sanitary nap¬ 
kins and underwear. Welcome to a world seen 
through blinkered Hindutva glasses. Indian families 
are a hopelessly vulnerable lot and tliey need the 
protection of a matronly IfvB minister. Hence she is 
firm on cracking down on what she [wreeives to be 
obscene advertising on satellite channels. Her line: 
"TV is a medium for the family. It should allow 
nothing that could corrupt impressionable minds." 
"We are perfectly aware of our responsibility," says a 

senior executive of a .satellite channel. "At our meet¬ 
ing with inini.stry ofheiais last month, we did point 
out that we all have a self-regulaioiy mechanism." In 
any case, as the minister herself admits, there isn't 
much the government can do at present because the 
satellite channels uplink from foreign soil and are, 
therefore, not governed 6y the Indian law. 

Be that as it may, the satellite broadcasters insist 
that they do exercise a great deal of restraint. Says 
Zee's Lahiri: "The volume of our liquor ads is neg¬ 
ligible. The ones that we do air arc always sched¬ 
uled well after prime time." Hence Ite is a trifle baf¬ 
fled that the government is trying to equate tlie 
foreign satellite channels with Hoordarshan. 
"When it suits them, the government treats us at 
par with DD and wants to ban liquor ads. When it 
doesn’t, they discriminate against us and don't ■ offer us the uplink optiem." 

TINSEL TOWN: FREEDOM AT LAST? 
The question mark is deliberate. Despite Sushma 

Swaraj's dramatic announcement on May 10 at a 'national con¬ 
ference on cinema' in Mumbai that filiiiinaking will liencefurth lie 
recognised as a full-tledged industry, filmdom's res|K)nse has been 
somewhat mixt*d: a gie.il deal ol elation tempered with a degree 
of scepticisnt. The spirit liehind the move is right: tlie industr>' 
can now tap conventional sources ot finance. Says .Sushma .Swaraj: 
"Clean films need clean money." If tlie industry can make the 
most ot Its new status, its dalliance with dubious sou.rees of 
finance could soon lie a thing «f the past. 

Says filmmaker Shyam Benegal: " I'he decision to accord indus¬ 
try status will lead to tlie creation c»f quality films." But there arc- 
many its on the road to freedom. Will the banks play trail? t'ari a 
chaotic industry get its act together to capitalise on the opportu¬ 
nity? "Changes are bound to occur in the months ahead," .says 
G.S. Mayawald, general secretary of the Film Distributors’ (duncil. 

have given an affidavit promising to pack up and leave if any 
future law debars us from operating in India." 

Although Lahiri asserts that Zee India is doing well enough to be 
able to withstand the pressure the latest government move on 
uplinking will create he accepts that "the Indian channels will 
certainly benefit". As will the government itself. Uplinking from 
Indian soil will save the country foreign exchange. 

"But discipline must return to tlie production seclor." 
The implementation of the decision, the minister has promised, 

will take just thre-e months. But K.D. Shorey, general secretary. Film 
Federation of India (iFif, feels "it will happen earlier". Tfie Indian 
Banks AsscKlation has already set up a committc-e under the chair¬ 
manship of K. Kannan, chairman. Bank of Baruda, to study the 
question of film financing. The government has constituted a spec- 
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‘Overaged Gill has to go’ 
IStB miniiter Suduna Swaial spells out her media vision: 

b die BUI to revive die Frasar rauuwtl Act ready? 
It's not a 'new' legislation. It's only a one-line EUl reinstating the 
Ptasat Bhaiati Act of 1990. The Act was in^lemented in an 
amended form by the United Front 
government, which made the board 
unaccountable to Parliament. We want 
to change that. 
Are you sore the BUI wUI sail 
through ParUament? 
I anticipate absolutely no problem. 
You said the Prasar Mimd hoard 
should take no iiia)(re decision in 
the interregnum—doesn't that 
nndemUne id autonomy? 
Not at all. It's not a written diktat, 
only a piece of advice. In any case, it is 
not meant for the board as a whole, 
but only for the chief executive who has been taking all the 
decisions on his own. 
b dint why yon want S.S. GUI out? 
I have nothing personal a^inst him. He is overage and he has 
to go once the old Act comes back. 
What kind of person are yon looking for in hb ^ace? 
The selection committee headed by the Vice President will 
decide. We only want a person with administrative acumen, 
media vision and 100 per cent integrity. When the old Act is 
revived, two other crucial positions in the board—member 

(finance) and member (personnel)—will also be filled up. Only 
then will the board be ^en full shape. 
What about the otlm members of the board? 
They won't be touched. Itue, the board was constituted in dirty 
haste barely a week before the I.K. Gujral govenunent fell in 
December last year, but there is no hw foat disqu^es the 
members. They are all people of eminence. 
Clitics accuse you trybig to secure a gr^ «m dw piddle 

broadcaster. Whath your defence? 
The allegation is baseless. Piasra Miar- 
ati will be accountable to Parliament, 
not to the government. We are more 
committed to autonomy than anyone 
else. It was during LK. Advani's tenure 
as I&B minister in 1977-79 that the 
entire exercise began. 
Why has die granting of industry 
status for filmmaking been gree¬ 
ted with scepticism? 
Filmmaldng is a hi^-risk business, so 
people will be a bit wary to begin with. 
What weVe done is to remove the. 

restriction on banks that want to fund films if they find it feasible. 
It is now for the Industry to make the most of the opportunity. 
The film Indnstry has long been demanding that emt- 
sorship be abolished. What Is your stand? 
I'm not in favour of doing away with censorship. But I've pro¬ 
posed a new mechanism which will allow a filmmaker to opt for 
the 'green diannel' if he 1$ certain that his film doesn't need to 
go b^ore the censors. But if we detect any violation of the guide¬ 
lines—these will be cleady spelt out—after the film's release, the 
punitive action will be swift and stringent. 

JITENDER 6UPTA 

tal task force—the n(.i:i additional general sccrctar>' K. Topa, joint 
seoetary (films) Raghu Menon and Shorey arc its members—to fin¬ 
alise the modalities for the aeation of a Film Development Council. 

CENSORSHIP: CHANNEL TO NOWHERE 
The film industry has often 
demanded the complete aboli¬ 
tion of censorship. But Sushma 
Swaraj, not surprisingly, will 
have none of it. "tntertainment 
is an impf)rtant need of the peo¬ 
ple, and some form of external 
regulation is a must," she says. 
She has proposed, instead, a 
new mechanism that will give a 
filmmaker the right to opt for 
the "green channel" if lie is sure 
that his film docs not need to 
go before the Central Board of 
Film Certification. Die specific 
parameters will be laid down by 
the government. 

"The green channel-red chan¬ 
nel system is perfect for the cus¬ 
toms, but films can’t he equated 
with contraband," argues K.D. 
Shore)'. In the case of a film, he 
points out, subjective percepti¬ 
ons come into play. "I, as a film¬ 
maker, may feel that my film is 
fit for the green channel. A cen¬ 
sor board member may not.” 

Therefore, at its meAing on May 26, the m discussed the min¬ 
ister's proposal and formulated its response. The industry has 
demanded the formation of a special panel—at least 80 per cent 
of it to be manned by lilmdom's representatives—to decide 
whether a film merits green channel treatment or whetner it 

should be censored in the nor¬ 
mal course. "This committee 
could serve as a filter between 
the filmmakers and the censor¬ 
ship machinery," explains Sho- 
rey. The rri, which is the indus¬ 
try's apex body, has sought a 
meeting with Sushma Swaraj to 
discuss the issue. 

The minister, on her part, has 
decided that the next chairman 
of the cun should be a woman. 
The incumbent, veteran film 
producer-director .Shakti Sama- 
nta, is on the way out, and the 
l&B ministry has already 
drawn up a list of film person¬ 
alities—Asha Parekh, Hcma 
Malini, among others-who 
could take over and rid popular 
Indian cinema of its crudity. 
"The men have failed," she has 
been quoted as saying. That 
begs the question: will the 
Prasar Bharati ceo, too, be a 
woman? Stay tuned in to 
Sushma Swaraj. ■ 

TAX BURDEN ON FILM INDUSTRY 
■ Since 1995, the Industry has been deprived of the 

100 per cent tax exemption on export earnings that it 
should have been entitled to under Section 80HHC of 
the Income Tax Act The IT departmenrs rather / 
specious argument is that export of film software 
doesnl amount to export of goods merchandise. 

■ Countervailing duty on the import of raw stock 
even though it is not manufactured in India. 

■ For a shoot abroad, a producer has to earn foreign exchange equivalent of 
200 per cent of the amount spent on filming plus the entire airfare and 
baggage charges paid In rupees to any airline. Foreign exchange is 
sanctioned only aftei he deposits the stipulated amount in a bank or 
furnishes a bank guarantee. The money remains biocked until the film is In 
the cans and the stipu¬ 
lated forex earning is 
brought back to India. 

■ Entertainment tax im¬ 
posed by state govern¬ 
ments. It varies from 
SO per cent In Mahara¬ 
shtra to 167 per cent in 

BEHIND THE BIG SCREEN 
Annual turnover: Rs S.OOO crere 

Direct emplayment: 9 lakh people 

Number ot movie halls: 13,000 

Dally attendance: 14 million 

Revenue generated from 
ticket sales for stales: Rs 150 crore p.a. 
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Small Industries - 

individually small but collectively 

d big force to reckon 

Small industries make big 

contributions to the country's industrial 

production, exports ond employment. 

About 30 lakh SSI units, employing nearly 

167 lakh persons, account for 40% of 

aggregate industrial monufactuse and 

35% in the total exports. 

Do you know who is at the back of 

this gigantic sector ? Small Industries 

Development Bonk of Indio • SIDW, the 

principal financial instituiion for promotion 

and development of small industries. 

SIDBI offers big support to small 

industries for setting up new units, 

or to ensure growth, diversification, 

expansion, modernisotion, technology 

upgradation, etc. 

SIDBI finance encompasses assistance 

for equity, term loan, working capital, 

foreign currency ossistance, venture capital 

for activities ranging from manufacturing 

to marketing. There is a tailor-made scheme 

in SIDBI to meet every need of small 

industries. 

SIDBI's direct assistance is dispensed 

through its own network of 39 offices and 

indirect assistance channelised through a 

vast network of 892 primary lending 

institutions, including commercial bonks 

and state level insritutions which have 

65,000 branches. SIDBI also works in v ^ 
co-operation with NGOs, technical, 

management and research institutions to 

reach its promotional and developmental 

assistance to small industries. 

Over the lost 8 years, since inception, 

SIDBI's cumulative assistance to small 

industries has been over Rs.36,000 crore. ▼ 1 
Small Industries thinking of taking a 

giant step can bank on support from SIDBI. The Apex Bank for Small Industries 

'cmII induairS*! DevelOBmeiit leek of Indio, Heed Office r lO/tO, Modon Mokon Molviyo Morg, Lucknow - 226 001, T»l; 209517-21 

Itogtand Ofihes rColtulio, W; 2479809. Chennai, W: 4330286. GuwohaM, W: 563922. Mginboi, W' 2872508. New Delhi, W; 3364067 ond Branch Ottices in 33 other cenim. 





WHYABAFBER 
USUAIXY GIVES YOU 

A BETTER SHAVE. 
The barber's tried and tested method to a 

better shave sounds more like the instructions of a 

drill sergeant: Lather up. Shave. Lather up. Shave. 

Words that sum up the simple principle 

that two shaves are better than one. 

It's like giving marching orders to your beard. 

But, you must be saying to yourself, 

who has the time to go to a barber's shop 

every morning? That's precisely the reason 

why we hit upon the ingenious idea of 

giving you the effect of two shaves from one. 

The Laser Control Twin Blade Shaving 

System has two blades. So it's like having 

two blades shave you in succc.ssion. The 

first one presses down the skin, exposing the 

part of the hair shaft that is just below the 

surface. Then the second blade is able to cut the 

beard really close to the root. So your stubble will 

take much longer to make its presence felt. Now 

that's one trick even your barber couldn't pull. 

Bach of the twin blades in Laser Control are 

made with Laser technology. Together, the two sharp, 

tough reinforced stainlc.ss steel blades 

have the ability to outdo any barlier. 

To make things even smoother, yt>u 

should soften up your beard first. Which 

simply means allowing it to absorb water. 

A barber achieves this by wrapping 

steaming hot towels around your face ft)r a 

couple of minutes. But that's mu necessary 

when you're using La.ser (Jomrol. All you 

really need ti> iK) is, before lathering up, 

wash your face with warm soapy water. 

And you're ready to start shavin.g. 

Of course, we are forced ti) admit, 

there still is one thing your barber's shave comes 

with, that we can't provide: m (b 

the neighbourhtMid gossip. 

T H E FINE ART O F SHAVING 
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Art in the time of nuclear fever: bouquets and 
bans, theatre’s good boy Feroz Khan gets it ail 

By SAIRA MENEZES 

T 39, Feroz Khan carries a weight 
on his shoulders. Controversy, like 
success, is a lamb, following him 
wherever he goes—the latest snafu 

i occurring in edgy, post-Pokhran 
Pakistan. Performances of Twnhari Amrita, 
slotted for May 22-May 29, were cancelled 
at the last minute in Karachi and other 
cities, despite the fact that the tickets were 
sold out. Says a disappointed Shabana 
'Amrita' Azmi: "The theatres have been 
receiving threatening calls, forbidding them 
from associating with Indian artistes." 

On a long-distance call from Lahore, Khan was left wondering, 
"If cricket which evokes stronger passions and trade between the 
two countries can go on, why not art? Is it because art is a soft tar¬ 
get and does not have the financial stakes that cricket does?" At 
the same time, he accepts responsibility for putting Tumhari 
Amrita on a weak wicket there. "The permissions and the visas 
were given after the nuclear tests. Rut it was jointly decided by the 
Citizen's Foundation and me that this wasn't the right moment in 
time to put up a performance. Especially with people being pre¬ 
occupied by what is happening acro.ss their border." The disap¬ 
pointment is unmistakable: Feroz Khan had dropped out of the 
US tour ot his Mahatma vs Gandhi for his first-ever trip to Pakistan. 

And once more, his self-coined curse—"Nothing fails like suc¬ 
cess"—has visited him. Every milestone on the director’s "vitae 
stats" has been a millstone. Now, Tumhari Amrita. Then, Mahatma 
vs Gandhi, a particularly painful one as Feroz moved from acclaim 
to controversy. Churned over the dramatisation of a highly volatile 
relationship between Bapuji and his first-born, the grand-daughters 
of Harllal Gandhi publicly declared their displeasure. "Feroz Khan 
promised to show us the script but finally didn't," announced Urrai 
Desai. "Besides, what is the point in talking about the personal lives 
of two people who are no more around to defend themselves. Who 
is to know the truth?" By Khan's own admission, the tmth—and 
not experimenting with it—was core to his preoccupation with the 
play. Khan put his script through the grind, even incorporating the 
information furnished by 1 larilal's grand-daughters. 

Denying charges of being a Giant-killer, the Peter Brooke fan 
.says, "Mahatma vs Gandhi was a test because it was a play in which 
we had material which could have become sensational, i didn't 
have an agenda and 1 was in a dilemma about how to adhere to 
the truth. Based on extensive research, detailed discussiorus with 
fiandhian '"holars, fundamental changes liave been made. But 1 
believe that artistic endeavours should not be .stifled besause it 
falls short of jH-rsonal yardsticks. Because that would become fun¬ 
damentalism of a sort that Gandhi himself was opposed to. The 
demythificjtion of Gandhi show's his humaneness and both, the 
Mahatma and his son, are shown to have integrity." 

Stumped over sponsorship, Khan determinedly subsldistnl a lew 
shows to make it accessible to a wider audience. "Feroz's approach 
to drama is a far more 'educated' one compared to other directors, 
lie has a tremendous sense of what will be financially viable as 
well as an innate sense of perceiving what will appeal to the audi¬ 
ence. He goes beyond the mere entertainment value that a play 
provides for two hours," observes Farooque Shaikh, who played 
Zulfikar Haider in Khan's Tumhari Amrita. 

The young director has dodged labels. He has leapt across lan¬ 
guages—the Gujarati tragic romance Evu Mumbai Ma Chaal /aiye 
(IWl) to the Anupam-Kiron Kher Hindi play Saalgirah (1994) to 
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the Naseeruddin Shah-starrer Mahatma vs Gandhi (1997). Spanning 
the rich vastness of the Inca civilLsation in first success The Royal 
Hunt of the Sun (1990) to the physically threadbare Thmhari Amiita 
(1992), he has disregarded set patterrw of casting, choice of subject. 
Of late, however, he has been accused of repeatedly opting for all- 
star casts. A quicksilver defence follows: "Eva Mumbai Ma Chaal 
Jaiye had virtual newcomers. The audience might walk in with the 
star in mind. But if they leave with the star, then the play is a flop. 
The guarantee of success is the play—not the star. Again, my plays 
have always been more important that my indisddual .standing. I 
leave no stamp and 1 don't like to repeat myself." 

On the personal front too, Feroz Khan has shrugged off slots. 
The “regular Bambaiya guy with no intellectual pretences" defied 
residence: from boyhood in Dongrl to creme-de-la-creme 
Churchgate. Education in six different schools with a Commerce 
degree tom Narsee Munjee College was part of the game. "Our 
cricket teams were named Charsee Munjee and Narsee Munjee," 
he laughs. Then an attempt at Chartered Accountancy articleship 
while contemplating the great existence question: "Can money be 
made out of theatre?" The answer was a resounding no. Several sea.sons in Prithvi 

laid the board bare: The Jennifer Kendal inspirational catch¬ 
line “making money is not as important as liking what you 

do" was brilliantly balanced with the realisation that "if you don't 
meet costs then theatre won't survive." The knowledge was to suv 
tain the Prithvi Theatre Festivals which commenced in 198.S, a 
year after Jennifer's death and subsequently Feroz’s own journey 
as honorary director with the theatre outfit. Marriage with the 
beautifiil Sonya Patwa—a theatre buff who now helps out in pro¬ 
duction—^was foBowed by a two-year stint in a managerial posi¬ 
tion with Garden Silks. Both threw up 3 few jronderables. "1 could¬ 
n't understand how Sonya's parents accepted me. I had no bank 
balance, no job, no clue about the future. You don't get married 
to a man because he acted well in a play," he ribs. 

Rejection had caught up with the young actor earlier, however. 
Riding high on the success of the Shafi Inamdar-directed Ekshuff 
(1980), Rajshri Productions summoned the iiudding star. "I was 
made to wait for seven hours. That day I realised that I might be a 
great actor on stage but off it I'm a nobody. It was also a day 1 aban¬ 
doned all ideas of becoming a Hindi film actor," he confevses. 

Today the self-made producer-director calls the sliots. Far away 
from the bylanes of bankruptcy—including a role as executive 
producer of the Shashi Kapoo'-Jirected, Amitablr Haclichan-star- 
rer Ajoaba (]988-'90)—the success of Fero/’s sliows have poured 
into the UN coffers. "I don’t think I’m fully satisfied with the work 
1 have done. But my happiest moment was when we raised money 
for the earthquake victims of l.jitur. It meant tliat my work has a 
purpose beyond performing for audiences," he says. In fact, pro¬ 
ceeds of the performances in Pakistan had been earmarked for the 
Citizen's Foundation work for underprivileged children. 

Inside the ncpa library, the Feroz file has filled up to capacity. 
Outside, productions ot the Feroz Khan’s 'Platform Tlieatre 
Company' fill up the halls. Kiron Kher, wlto played the fiery Sonali 
in SaalgiTah, labels his art as "mastering the right mix of the popu¬ 
lar and the aesthetic." Siudginih has touched the century mark: All 
The Best has tuckesi 210 shows; Mahatma vs Gandhi is going great 
guns at ilO. Tiunhari Amrila which originally set out as a four-show 
tribute to Jennifer Kendal has clocked more than 2t)0 shows. 

“Nothing can be said about the Tumhari Amrita Pakistan tour 
right now," says Feroz, “but we arc quite determined lo foster the 
cultural links between the two countries. And the play speaks a 
language that both countries understand." 

"One hopes that this is not the final curtain for Tumhari Amrita in 
Pakistan," says .Shabana of the director she calls “intense and unre¬ 
lenting." Maybe, just maybe, Pakistan will retaliate to the fury of 
the Pokhian blasts with the sound of applause to Tumhari Amrita. ■ 
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Their Dai1( Celebrations 
A woman is gangraped. And raped again. But Rajasthan’s leaders would rather protect cows. 

By SUNIL MEHRA in Jaipur_ ASHOK Sharma, Jaipur-based pro¬ 
gressive poet-columnist, and his 
academically inclined wife Sudha 
led fairly humdrum middle class 
lives: two daughters, a son, a hou¬ 

sing board home. Not that there weren't 
shadows. Vyas's second child Richa, 27, was 
'moody', 'slow*, an eighth grade drop-out. 
Withdrawn, she'd mumble about ^ling 
'dislntMested'. He worried. Wondered why? 

On 5th September 1997 he rudely found 
out why. Police called to tell him Richa had 
been brutally gangraped by nine men, at 
2.30 am in a room at the JC Bose boys hos¬ 
tel at the local university. She arrived with a 
male acquaintance, was shoved into a room 
and despite h^r protests, subjected to serial 
rape. Men in clusters of 10 and IS had 
stfxxl outside, jeering as the nine rapists 

emerged from the room like conquering 
heroes, drove away in a Tata Sumo waving 
at the send-off party. Ironically, the rape 
was the grand finale to the booze 'n' blue- 
film party held to celebrate the selection of 
one Om Beniwal to the Rajasthan police. 

Richa's silences fell into place. She was 
being se.vually Intimidated over the last 
seven years by 15 people whom she named 
in the Hi.. Trysts with an alleged paramour 
Ramji, at the Jat Hostel opposite the house 
where the family lived unA two years ago, 
ied to—some say voluntary, othen say for¬ 
ced-acquaintance, with an ever-widening 
circuit of hostel boys. "One mistake led to 
another," says woman activist Chitra 
Singh, till Richa found herself Inexorably 
trapped in a sordid sexual merry-go-round 
where she was being passed around to var¬ 
ious men. At one stage Ikra Choudhari, 
University Sports Board Inchatge (subse¬ 

quently arrested, now balled out) played 
social secretary/appointment maker. It cul¬ 
minated in the ^rl's abject violation and 
savage sexual insult at the bc^ hostel. 
Which stung her into avenging her humili¬ 
ation. Personal apprehension, paimtal sha¬ 
ming, fear of public disclosure took a back¬ 
seat to her fierce desire to bring her tormen¬ 
tors to book. All that mattered, as she told 
Outiook, was that “what happened to me 
should never happen to anyone again*. 

Nothing in the state administration's sub¬ 
sequent handling of the sordid event was 
geared to pre-empt the recurrence of similar 
savagery. Police waited nine houn before 
conducting a medical examinatibn of the 
girl who had walked two kms to register her 
HR. The medical board that conducted the 
examination was only constituted when 
local women activists pressurised Chief 
Minister Bhairon Sln^ Shekhawat. By then 
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The victim with NCWs Padma Seth and the CM; one of the accused, Oy SP Krishnaiya 

she'd washed her undcriinen, unwittingly 
destroyed forensic evidence. Nine months 
on, the pf.lice had failed to arrest three of 
the nine rapists named in the chargcsheet 
vi7. Bhola Yadav, Ramniwas, Brijenra I'unia. 
Nor had they arrested nine of the 15 people 
Richa nam^ in tlie sexual exploitation 
use. Signihcantiy, these included Dy SP 
I’rahlad Singh Krishnaiya, son-in-law of 
local Bjp MU Richpal Mirdha; Dharraendra 
I’unia, son of local Dy .SP Jilain Singh Punia; 
as also the politically well-connected Manoj 
Sharan Chauthala. they were ‘absconding’, 
pleaded officials, even as Krishnaiya, a sex¬ 
ual exploitation case accused, brazenly 
strutted around in Jaipur. The administra¬ 
tion contented themselves providing police 
security (which they withdrew during the 
elections pleading staff shortage) and a Rs 2 
-lakh 'compensation' to Richa. 

More shockingly, to date, the critical dna 

and serological reports on the nine cond¬ 
oms found at the scene of the crime have 
not been received from the Hyderabad For¬ 
ensic Lab. "Administrative laxity? Or comp¬ 
licity?" asked Kavita Stivastava, chairperson 
of the local Mahila Atyachar Virodhi Jan 

Aandolan, even as debate in the local asse¬ 
mbly remained partisan, divided sharply 
along caste lines. "People of a community 
arc being targeted," thundered Richpal 
Mirdha even as former Union minister and 
fellow Jat jagdeep Dhankat 
publicly raised doubts on Ric- 
ha's character. The bjp chief 
minister, who had decorously 

I expressed 'regret', did little to 
I expedite the trial or book the 
i guilty, who belong mainly to 
I the Jat community, undoubt¬ 

edly hoping to reap electoral 
support and gain from the 
community, traditionally a 
Congress vote-bank, in the 
impending assembly polls. 

On 22nd May, the crimin¬ 
als, cocky in the assurance of 
their tartt political protect¬ 
ion, struck again. Abducted and raped 
Richa. Again. At 4.30 in the afternoon as 
she stood waiting foi her autorickshaw out¬ 
side the \^han ngo. where she'd begun 
working barely sbe weeks earlier, two mas¬ 
ked men accosted her on the pretext of ask¬ 

ing for an address, muffled her mouth, 
alle^y chlorofonned her, whisked her 
Into their tinted glass Marutl van. They and 
two masked accomplices took turns raping 
the gagged and tied girl for three hours In 
the moving van. All the while telling her to 
withdraw charges against Prahlad and 
Dharmendra if she didn't want to be killed 
along with her family. Three hours later she 
was dropped at the same spot. A badly 
bruised Richa made her way to a friend's 
house, called her family and colleagues who 
had already alerted the police within an 
hour of discovering she was missing. By 27th May, Shekhawat was back at 

his 'expressing regrets' game. A loc¬ 
ked Srivastava led a torch procession 

to deputy CM Harishankar Bhabra's house. 
National Commission for Women chair¬ 
person Mohini Girl flew down to ‘press 
conference', express solidarity, receive yet 
another assurance of action from Shekha¬ 
wat who significantly refused to retract 
from his decision to hand the case to the 
CM. "It’s a move to obfuscate, bury, defuse 
rather than resolve the issue, punish the 
guilty," said Srivastava. Pre-empting activi¬ 
sts' protests. Opposition Congress party 
orchestrated rabble-rousing, sob-sister 
rhetoric in an impending election scenario. 

Meanwhile, a petrified Richa awaits a jus¬ 
tice delayed that may vwli be denied in a 
state ridden with feudal prejudice and anti¬ 
quated views on women, their sexuality, 
their place In society. Her abducton have 
yet to be apprehended. The issue, women 
activists feel, is not Richa's ‘c.haractcr’, her 
'voluntary or 'forced' compliance in sordid 
sexual shenanigans but much, much larger. 
"The issue," says Syeeda Hamced of Natio¬ 
nal Commission for Women, "is about a 
woman's right to her own body, her right to 
say no". And in view of the brutal reprisal 
and rape inflicted on the girl, about "the 

system's ruthless attitude 
towards women who dare 
protest violations committed 
on them". One that Rajast¬ 
han (sn- box) is fast gaining a 
dubious and prominent repu¬ 
tation for. The issue is also 
about the emerging and glar¬ 
ing nexus apparent between 
the fiist-rising (at least eco¬ 
nomically) and politicaily 
protected, tacitly nurtured 
student mafia and commun¬ 
ity vote-banks like the Jats 
expioitirtg and in turn being 
exploited by the ruling party. 

Richa awaits justice from a polity that iro¬ 
nically has a commission to protect cows 
but not women. Surely an indicator of their 
sexist and cynical political proclivities? ■ 

NOTE: Names of the victim, her family have 
been changed to protect their privacy. 
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^affron Goes Ballistic 

A rash of fury engulfs Ahmedabad as activists engage in a series of attacks in the name of swadeshi 

By SAIRA MENEZES in Ahmedabad The temperature in Ahmedabad 
has touched new highs. It's erup¬ 
ted in the form of a saffron-sup¬ 
ported 'swadeshi movement' and 
has amassed a wreck-record of 

these proportions: On May 20, delivery 
trucks—one of Coke and the other of 
Pepsi—were looted and set alight, allegedly 
by VHP volunteers. Then on May 22, a 
dampened Pepsi had to pull out of the 
Rain Dance, an event co-sponsored by 
Four Square in Ahmedabad. A day later, 
the fizz fl'^kercd out of the star-shows of 
Alisha China! and Usha 
Uthup, as the two rival 
cola sponsors beat a 
hasty retreat. On May 
24, another Pepsi truck 
was burnt in the city, 
while in the wee hours 
of hifay 27, it was the 
ti dci oi a Ba.skin Kobb- 
in.. Ice-cream parlour to 
feel the heat. 

It finally acquired reli¬ 
gious hues. On May 28, 
a Christian-managed 
educational establish¬ 
ment was taught a stem 

lesson; miscreants, allegedly from the vhp, 

ran amuck breaking windows and a por¬ 
trait of Mother Mary. "Sometime in April, 
mass was disrupted by the vhp in the near¬ 
by St Anthony's Church and Bibles were 
burnt,'' claims Matthew Kutty, secretary, 
St Mary's Charitable Trust. The ransacking, 
he said, was once again the handiwork of 
the :affron brigade. 

The build-up had begun even before 
nuclear bl3.sts and the retaliatory internatio¬ 
nal sanctions reared their heads. Hindutva's 
henchmen—who had gone berserk two 
years ago, and again recently, over M.F. 
Husain's depiition of Hindu goddesses— 

also surfaced late last year with a warning to 
eminent artist Bhupen Kliakar. "Do not 
mention Husain's name," they waggled at 
the opening of Khakar's exhibition. 

Unfortunately, this time the raging anti- 
US fever and its accompanying "indige¬ 
nous infection” has spread to the rest of 
the state too. Like wild fire, literally. Rajkot 
and Surat witnessed a bonfire of Calvin 
Klein and Levi products and perfumes. 
VHP's city unit presidents of Baroda and 
Surat joined the cola war by announcing 
m no uncertain terms that they would 
"teach the mnos a lesson on account of US 
trade sanctions on India". Meanwhile, the 

VHP, Bajrang Dal and 
Durgavahini units of 
Saura.shtra went ballistic 
and passed a diktat pro¬ 
hibiting the Mr and 
Miss Saurashtra beauty- 
contest. 

The ugly side ot 
swadeshi was showing. 
And putting up appear¬ 
ances for it, was none 
other than the state's Bji- 
government. Says a def¬ 
ensive Haren Pandya, 
state home minister; 
"This is not the clarion 
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Ahmedabad's swadtsid 
nwvmetd has fluted 
support fim wprteedtat)- 
ed fuortm. .CM^ 
KesfniMMt Fatci Jibti- 
self. But in spde (f faidr^ 
fUk from a hand^ of. 
miniam for his stoma, 
the haddner casdmas td 
hold Ms ground^ Excei^ 

Do yea ao^nort tidt 
new-fowid Ion for 
yonr stole} 
YOt bhatmka. sawal hai (It jii^an'esiotlb* 
lul iHue)..X^ be compaied to ttie 
anti-Biltisli feeUngs the htcllan' 
independence inovetnent the inilues 
bdiind the attandcs ^ rl^t bitt tiie 
method of expiesslng It tibrougb vio> 
lence is wrong. 
Docs thot meno dud: tiM Di^ond 
govemoMitt ls.aiitl>MHCl 
I am not against fcnelgn cdUabotation In 
technology and science—ateas where we 
have yet to develop die know-how. But 
why should fbieigneni be dlowed in the 
consumer sector? 
But the nin govemotent at the 
Centre has jjast approved a slew of 

Pepsi ho pa'cdbf he, ^0 
product can be nude ttt 
buUa, swadeshi shotdd 
be promoted. There is 
no question about diatc 
It 1$ my personal vleu^' 
point and may not lu 
the same as that of the 
Centre. 
What ahont the 
attack allegedly csir- 

ried oat by saffron activists on the 
Chrtstlan-ran St Mary's school? ' 
There was no communal dement to the 
St Mary's school episode. It was a case of 
p«ents protestiiig against admiulon 
procedures. 
Are yon also going ahead Witt tte 
plan to chanj^ the dtyh name to 
Kamavatl? 
We had already forwarded the proposal 
toihe. Vidhan Sabha as far back as 199S. 
But until the government at the Centre 
gives Hs approval of the Intended name 
change, Ahmedabad shall remain 
Ahmedabad. 
Save the rechnt Incidents 
Ahmedabad an intrderant dty? 
Ihere is no intolerance here. 

call of one particular organisation but the 
in-built feeUngs that one should try and 
understand. In a democracy, one can exp¬ 
ress one's own feelings, even aggressively, 
provided the forum is right. But there's no 
support for this kind of violence." 

Mere words, as the actions of the miscre- 
' ants scream through the charred remaim of 
the Baskin Rdibins outlet. "I have suffered 
a loss of Rs 26 lakh," fumes proprietor 
Bakiev Desai, "I am a Bjr supporter. If this 
can happen to me, it can happen to anyone 
else." It has. The city's elite, vibrant C.G. 
Road now wears a sullen look. Shops that 
flaunted foreign brands earlier now seem 
hunted. Says a spokesperson from the Nike 
showroom, a stone's throw away from the 
creamed parlour: "We have not received 
any threats so far but there is a fear psy¬ 
chosis. Glow signs have been dimmed, 
hoardings have been painted over." With 
only the colour of saflron jteeking through. Already incensed over the govern¬ 

ment's bid to rename the city 
Karnavati, the posturing over 

swadeshi is now brewing discontent 
samong Amdavadis. While tlie Congress 
^and the rjp have been making political 
hay as the swadeshi sun shines, the citi¬ 
zens of Ahmedabad are in turbulence. 
Says renowned danscuse Mrinalini 
Sarabhai; "During the fight for freedom, 
burning British goods symbolised the 
beginning of a movement. But ttiis is a 
display of anger." Equally stirred by the 
saffron brigade's swadeshi stance, sewa 

(self-employed women's a.ssoriation) 
founder Ila Bhatt agrees: "Intolerance 
under any name is unacceptable. Thi.s 
kind of nationalism is destructive. One 
respects the idea of swadeshi, but it 
should start from one's lifestyle. That is 
the purest form of non-violence." 

In a curious turn of events, the vhi>, while 
still going strong on the swadeshi spiel, is 
going easy on the support. Condemning 
"any kind of violence in a cultured, civilised 
society" Dr Pravin Togadia, vhc chief, pffers 

a placatory line: "Right now we have no 
programme to tackle mncs. When it is done, 
it will be done in a democratic method— 
that is, through public education." 

Meanwhile, the Pepsi Dance Cksnnettlon 
has been temporarily short-circuited. 
Despatches from Whirlpool dealers have 
apparently ground to a halt. A spokesper¬ 
son from the cola industry ventured that 
the police were Indulging in blind-men's 
bluff. "When the CM is condoning the 
action, what can they do?" Stocks of the 
"real thing" and the "voice of a new gen¬ 

eration" are down to whimpers as even 
rave eat-outs like Mirch Masala have 
stripped obvious displays of the quenchers. 
"The total foreign investment in the 
state—from proposal level to implementa¬ 
tion—is Rs l,.'i3,(X)0 crore. Swadeshi means 
putting the interests of the nation first. It 
does not mean shutting the others out." 

For the moment, two words have become 
synonymous with Ahmedabad. Saffron 
and .Swadeshi. As for the Nike-sporting 
chief minister Keshubhai, he is increasin¬ 
gly Ireing referred to as the S-ministcr! ■ 
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INDIAN AIRLINES 

June 1998 

Dear Passenger, 

If you fly Indian Airlines or plan to, in the future, I would like to tell you about a 
new programme which, through continuous feedback from our passengers, will help us 
improve the services we offer you. Do let me explain. 

While we have been making efforts to monitor our services and have recently 
introduced several benefits and facilities, we lack the advantage of knowing how you, 
as an individual, rate our services each time you fly with us. 

May I therefore request you to share your views whenever you fly with us? You can do 
this very easily in our new Access forms which are available on the aircraft and at our 
Facilitation Counters at the airports. 

I will be personally handling this programme with the support of the Chairman and 
Managing Director, and we will make every effort to act on your suggestions 
to the best of our ability. 

Receiving your views through Access will enable us to improve upon and introduce 
more services that are relevant to your special needs. Some changes should happen 
immediately while others may require more time. 

I shall be grateful for your support in our endeavour, and for the time you will 
spare to share your views with us by filling in the Access form. 

With regards. 

Yours sincerely. 

Captain IR D Rao 
Deputy Managing Director 

Accms Centrt. Post B«o 41, Hsuz Khat. Naw Oalhi 110016 



ps about your flight today 

ifid change the way you fly tomorrow! 

I; INTRODUCING 
---- 

INDIAN AIRLINES 

to know your opinion about every Aighr you cake rig^t &om the time you book your ticket. You may 

«a enjoyable experience. Or there may be room for improvement. Whatever your views may be, we’d like you to 

ifhite them with us. They will go a long way in helping improve and even change different aspects of our service. 

The next time you fly with us, it will take just a few minutes of your time to share your opinion and tfews. All you 

will have to do is fill in the Access form which will be avaibble on the aircraft and at our Facilitation Counters at the 

airports. The form is easy to fill - in almost all cases you simply have to tick the relevant boxes. Once you're done, 

you just mail it directly to us in the attached reply-paid envelope. 
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Mumbai, Till June 10 

AS part of their 
golden jubilee celebrations, present 
and past art teachers of the Faculty 
of Music and Fine Arts of Benares 
Hindu University are presenting 

their works 
in mixed 
media. The 
artworks on 
display inc¬ 
lude sculpt¬ 
ure, pottery, 
paintings, 
printmaking, 
drawing and 
graphic des¬ 
ign. A collec¬ 

tive effort by 38 artists, those taking 
part include potters like the well- 
known K.V. Jena and A.C. Bha- 
ttacharya, drawing and graphic 
designers Hiralal Prafapati, Vijay Singh, 
Vidhubhushan Singh and R.K. Mukherji, 
scnlptois ii.S. Katt, late Ram Chhatpar and 
M.V. Krishnan and printmakers I’ranam 
Singh, Mriduia Sinha, Shivnath Kam and 
others. A veritable feast of art and more 
art for the aesthetically inclined. 

Summer Show ’98 
■ Vb-i-Vls 
B-107, Kintki, Panensht'et VIbar, N'«w Delhi 
Mav.iO to June 30 

O.N May 30, Vis-a-Vis completes a year of 
activity aimed at presenting art and 
design with a difference. The year saw 
successful shows like 'Confluence' spo¬ 
nsored by /mWe OutsUk, an exhibition of 
photos by Pradeep Dasgupta and the 
launch of an art and design centre with 
six exhibitions. The organisation steps 
into its second ycai with a summer show¬ 
ing of a collection of paintings, sculpt¬ 
ures, photographs, ceramics, furniture 
and accessories. .A blend of various styles 
and media. Tlie show features 22 artists. 
Given Vis-a-Vis' past record, the exhibi¬ 
tion sounds promising. 

Indian Holiday: Exotic 
Journeys 
■ Sony Entertainment TvlevlMnn 
Sunday, lOam 

_ COMING close on the 
heels of the immensely 

popular Namaste India (telecast by 
Zee TV), is Indian Holiday, the new aim iv- 

produced travel show, which has man¬ 
aged to build up a committed following 
over 26 widely-watched episodes dedicat¬ 
ed to some of the best tourist destinations 

I that this country has to offer. Beginning 
May 31, the show heads off in a new 
direction—to relatively less visited spots 
on the map, and hopes to serve as an 
eye-opener for the intrepid Indian trav¬ 
eller. Indian Holida/i: Exotic lourneys will 
guide viewers on trips to north Kerala, 
Kumaon, Madhya Pradesh, Arunachal 
Pradesh, Lahaul Spiti, and many more 
such exotic locales, as the show continues 
its voyage through the varied experience 
that is India. 

from Quoboe 
■ India Interiutlanal 
Cenlic. N«w Ddht 
JuneZio II, Il.S0pm 

THIS selection of 
six films from the 

Canada's Quebec province spans 20 
years and provides illuminating 
glimpses of the thematic-stjdistic 
diversity of 
Ihe region's 
cinema. The 
festival 
opens with 
7?ie Old Cou¬ 
ntry Where 
Rimbaud 
Died (1977), 
a poetic 
film by Jean 
Pierre lajfc- 
'os’re about a Quebecuis who trayels 
to France in search of his roots and 
concludes with Cosmos (1997), pro¬ 
duced by the formidable Roger 
Frappier (The Decline of the Ameri-. 

can Empire, Jesus of Montreal) as an omni- f 
bus showcase for six emerging young 
Quebec filmmakers. Also organised by 
Indo-Canadian Films International, is one 
of the best films to emerge from the prov¬ 
ince in the '80s—Horses in Winter—and 
the critically acclaimed The Escort, direc¬ 
ted by Denis Langiois. 

Sifar 
■ Lucky All; Sony Mu>lc 
^I>^ Rs i6l); (!d>svttCS Ra 

LUCKY All's debut album 
Siinoh not only sold 
4,00,(XX) copies, it also 
won him prestigious 

awards including Best Pop Male Vocalist at 
the '90 Screen Awards; the Channel V 
Viewers' Choice Award '97 and stayed on 
the Miv Asia charts for 
60 weeks. All’s fan fol¬ 
lowing includes Pak¬ 
istani band Junoon. 
The launch of Sifar saw 
him (lerforming live to 
a 400-strong audience 
at Mumbai's Taj Mahal 
hotel. Sifar means zero, 
derived from the Ara¬ 
bic word sifr. Says Ali: 
"Sifar stands for the beginning of a journey 
of self-discovery, which is where I see 
myself." He takes the listener through a 
gamut of moods, the 10 tracks ranging from 
happy-go-lucky to soul searching to 
poi^ant. Composed by the singer himself, 
the video of the lead track Dekha Hai Aisc 
Bhi has been directed by Mahesh Mathai. 
Good listening. 
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DELHI 

Blistering Barsatis 
Spontaneous rioting breaks out as the power crisis worsens 

This is a story about the powerless capi¬ 
tal of nuclear-pov/ered India. About 
Hindustan's first city succumbing to 

long, enervating pwer blackouts and a 
severe water crisis bang in the middle of a 
killing heatwave. About its furious citizenry 
staging angry protests, mobbing complaint 
rooms and lashing out in desperation at the 
civic collapse. And as headlines in a local 
paper announced the "failure of airconditi- 
oners to cooi tempers in the Parliament 
over the nuclear debate", they also flashed 
the death toll due to the heatwave: 14 (oat 
of a national toll of about 500 deaths). 
More infuriating than ironic really. 

After hours of sweating in the darlc, hara¬ 
ssed residents of Delhi's congested Khichri- 
pur area marched up to their IcKal police 
chowki, assaulted the additional siio and 
torched three vehicles. In Uttam Nagar, 
the local Bjr office was ransacked by angry 
residents>dcprived of electricity for over 10 
hours at a trot. Dharnas, shouting duels, 
frayed tempers make for a depressing read 
in local dailies each hot morning. On May 
29 alone, the city police was busy coping 
with 12 dharnas all over the city. 

Scared Delhi Vidyut Board (DtTi) employ¬ 
ees are locking up sub-stations and com¬ 
plaint centres to flee for cover. Residents of 
Vikaspuri, who decided after a long break¬ 
down well past midnight that enough was 
enough, found the local dvb officials had 

shifted to the area police chowki. "We 
need protection. People are ready to thrash 
us up," the scared personnel told the com¬ 
plainants. "But we can't be blamed." Who 
then is to blame, fulminate Delhiites. With 
the mercury soaring to heights unprece¬ 
dented in so years, no power, no water and 
complaints going abegging, it's a capital 
mess. That the city is short of 400 MW at 
]x>ak hours makes for annoying arithmetic. 
Generators, twrewells and booster pumps 
have come to spell dubious survival. 

Even that's not enough. Says Mr Bhan- 
dari, a resident of South Delhi's posh Gul- 
mohar Park who recently burnt himself 
seriously while refuelling his generator: 
"We called the fire service for 12 minutes 

Delhi’s CM 
Sahib Singh 
says tha crisis 
will end once 
Dials power 

Naraia, ^wgatl, Bawana 
iacliiilaiHf a an sbiani. 
Bat that’s tara fMis away. 

before they picked up the phone. They 
never arrived. In the capital. It's shameful." 

Delhi's chief minister Sahib Singh Verma 
pleads otherwise: "Mumbai and other met¬ 
ros might be better but Delhi's the best 
among state-run power boards. We've alw- 

jiTENDEH GUPTA ays had shortage. Thi¬ 
ngs will improve with 
our (bid guvernment at 
the Centre. We'H get 
mote power and water." 
Two years and the pen¬ 
ding power projects at 
Bawana, Fragati, Narela 
and 10 smaller projects 
will be through, he 
says, and that should 
normalise things. 
For now, dvb chainnan 

Navin Chawla is firefig¬ 
hting. Employment of 
ISO graduates for six 
months to man the 
complaint cells, num¬ 
bering pages in comj)- 
laint books so that they 
can't ire torn, 15 arrests 
made for power thefts 
in three days, mandat¬ 
ory registration of ACs, 
evening ban on ACs 
in commercial outfits. 
"Nobody rations consu¬ 
mption. We need co¬ 

operation too," he says. Presently, the in b 
has been sanctioned a special Dellii police 
force: to monitor thefts (2,009 cases Irooked 
this year alone, only nine arrests). Cliawla 
defends dvb: "Five lakh pc'ople enter Delhi 
annually—supply outweighs demand. Also, 
it's small consolation but (he rest of the 
northern states are doing much worse. " 

Says Union jxiwer minister P.R. Kumara- 
mangalam: "Both transmission and distriiv 
ution systems m-ed improvement, Iretter 
load management, better personnel manag¬ 
ement, dealing with thefts on a war tooling. 
Frankly, 1 can do little right now other than 
some disciplining," the minister told Out- 
lixA, not forgetting to reiterate the gevr-rn- 
meiit’s commitment to resolving tlie crisis. 

As have past governments. But .50 years of 
governance later, it lakes one scorching 
summer lo have Delhi's civic system coila- 
p.se. "There have been governments in 
Delhi, there has never bc'cn any administra¬ 
tion, ' says Jag Parvesh Chandra, leader of 
o[>ix>sition in the Delhi Assembly, " ( he big 
offenders in power thefts are never prose¬ 
cuted, no capacity additions arc made... 
now the CM dix.'s little else but abu.se the 
demotivated dvb staff. It's soon going to 
deteriorate from a power crisis to a lasv-and- 
order situation.” In fxiwerless Dcllti, the 
city where our powerftil Parliament debates 
matters of international security. ■ 

Soma Wadliwa 
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How long before nature 
hits back ? 
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT 

r- r 

Environment becomes a prioritij as more and more companies realise the hazards they have injlicted on 

their green surroundings. Hence an effort to give, even if in a small measure, what they have for so long 

taken for granted. So sail adopts a responsible environmental policy; Delhi’s Maurya Sheraton intensifies 

Welcomgroup’s environment protection effort. Archana Jahagirdar meets the Corporate Greenies: 

walcr. noise that they pass on (o society. 

Take Slivl Authority of India (sAii.l. tor 

instance. 'Ilie pnK'e.ss of prixhicing steel cuus 

esenvirontnentui probleni.sal every stage, yet 

this sleel giant decided in the '9()s that the 

lime hud come for it to help conserve the envi- 

ronineni and minimise damage in w'halever 

way was |x>s.sible. The companv formally 

adopted an environmental policy in • 99<) 

where its mission statement retid: "Contribut¬ 

ing towards a clean and sustainable envimn- 
incnt is one of our prime resporisibdities. We 

also believe that n-source optimisation of envi¬ 

ronmental protection is fundamental for sus¬ 

taining all our business activities." 

SAIL is not the only company whicli is thinking 

along these lines. Welcoingroup. which runs 

the live-star property Hotel Maurya Sheraton in 

Delhi. t(X)k up the cause in the early ’9()s. The 

aim of their pn)|ecl Wclcunienvirun "was to be 

a responsible t Ireen Corporate CitlKcn”. Ciivcn 
the wastage tliat accrues in a live-star proixTlv, 

the starling point fur Wcicomenviron became 

the 4Rs: reuse, recycle, reduce and rethink. 

That became the basis of their programme 

which included t he .sett ing up of two eniuent 

treatment plants for laundry and kitchen 

waste water: using the recycled water for hor¬ 

ticulture and water hixlies; recycling cooking 

uil, ozonLsers in guest nxims and oflices and 
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iK-frce Hlr-conditioners. 

However, these aren't the 

only ways that ccirapaiiies have 

evolved towards a belter envi¬ 

ronment. Pharmaceutical 

giant Ranbaxy has shown its 

commitment by .setting up a 

.separate dcparlincnt on safety, 

health and environment in 

1993. The department was set 

up at a corporate level since the 

company considered these 

areas to be line functions. Kan- 

baxy also undertook a volun¬ 

tary Environment Impact study 

and assessed ail their plants. 

Ukewtse Welcomgroup commissioned l^ta 

Energy Research Institute to study the dry and 

wet waste pattern of the hotel. The audit 

revealed that the hotel consumes eight tonnes 

of paper per month. That translates into 17 

trees felled for every ton of paper u.sed. To olT- 

set this loss liie hotel has dccidi'd to plant as 

many as 1.6 32 trees per year. So fur 60t) 

saplings have already been planted. 

Trees have also become the focus for health¬ 

care company Smithkiinc Iteechain ('onsumer 

I Icalthcare at their faetorv in Nabhu. The 

Nubha factory which u.ses milk and wheat as 

its main raw materials relea.ses water as its 

main waste. With high volumes of water in 

their liands. the company decided to inve.sl in a 

state-of-the-art effluent treatment plant. But 

while it had litres and litres of clean water on 

its hands, the company didn't know what to 

dt) with It. The(lovermnent of Punjiib reftesed 

to allow the company to relea.se the water in 

the irrigation canals or in the reserve forests in 

and around Nabha. Undeterred, the company 

leased 27 acres of agricultural laud with the 

help of the Pan|ab Pollution Board and the 

Puniab Agricultural College, and set up an 

agm-forestry project. Eucalyptus trees have 

been planted which helps the company dispose 

of Its primary waste. 

For many of these corporates this awareness 

about savhig the environment has meant a 

Amjad All Khan participates In Maurya's 
anti-pollution drive 

change in the technology currently in use. For 

inslancc .saii. invested as much as Rs 1.100 

cnire in the '90s alone, integrating advanced 

eeo-friendly technologies. All .saii. plants have 

Invested Rs 480 crore in pollution control 

packages and those production units which 

were unable to lomply with tlic accepted .stan¬ 

dards haw either stopped production or have 

been phased out. Newer companies with 

access to the latest technologies like the Uab- 

hul Power Company u.se gas which is the 

cleanest fuel to use. adding no air pollution. 

('•reen Coiiscionsness hasn't come cheap. 

1'hc Weleorogroup has already spent as much 

as Ks 7 5 lakh on various projivts since 1992 

and there is a pro¬ 

posed projection of 

another Rs 75 lakh to 

be spent till 2001. For 

Ranbaxy, the 

approach has been 

ditferenl. Says V.M. 

Dus. director (.safety, 

health and envimn- 

mentt: “It'sdiflieuitto 

assess environment 

related costs. We do 

not take these to be 

separate. It's integral 

to our optTutions." 

This eominitment 

hits meant a nm'ani 

for the company in 

the form of the i.so 

14001. a quality 

as.suraiuv for environment protection. Say 

Das with considerable pride: “.Not loo many 

companies liave been eerlilied. as it i.s very 

lough. We want all our plants to gel this ccr- 

tilicate.” saii. hx) is wni king (owanls getting 

this certilieHlion for all its operations. Starting 

with the plate mill at the Bhilai Steel I’luiit. the 

Salem Stetd Plant and the Dalli iron ore mine 

of the Bhilai .Steel Plant have bivn selected for 

the inlnxluction of iso 14001. 

With companies bivoming more and more 

environmentally aware. It may just be a matter 

of lime before t'orporales become Creators 

rather than Destroyers. ■ 

Save money on 

electricity bills. 

I 
Use OSRAM DULUX EL 
Compact Fluorescent 

Lamps (CFL). 

• Consumes 80'.' less electricity 

than ordinary' bulbs 

• Generates 80'c- less heal tlian 

ordinary bulbs, 

• 12 yeai lifespan 

• Adds elociance to your horde and 

work p'llace 

• Environment friendly 

• Choice of light colors to suit voui 

decor, application and t.aste 

Formate details, txmlaci OSRAM India Pvt Lid, 
■IRDOMAO HOUSE’. 81/1. Adchini, 
Sii Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi ■ 110017, 
Tel. (011) 6528175. Fas. (Oil) 6526184. 

fiarimn Tachnology Brought to Light 

uve mmr • un kowv 4 mvc rm cnwrowkht 

A solar panel-energised Welcomenviron translide outside Maurya 
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ENRON S concern FOR PEOPLE JS 

^ A REFLECTfONOE|TS CONCERN FOR 

THE ENVIRONMENT. THIS CONCERN 

-HA'S GUIDED THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

ENRON'S DABHOL POWER PROJECT 

IN MAHARASHTRA.WHFLE SETTING 

UP INDIA'S LARGEST PRIVATE 

POWER PLANT, ENRON IS ACCORD 

itiiG TOP Priority to the people 

OF (JllHAGyAR, THE LAND THEY LIVE 

ON; THE WATER THEY DRINK, THE 

AIR.THEY BREATHE. 



Natural gas. Electricity. 
Endless possibilities."* 

GREEN REVOLUTION: The area around the plant is dry 

and arid, contrary to perceptions about Ratnagiri district. 

Enron's Dabhol Power experimented with layering the 

hard rock with three inches of fertile red earth, developing 

low cost lerHlizer and planting over .375 acres with various 

species of saplings. 

Today, lady finger, pumpkin, brinjal, cucumber, carrot, 

cap.sicum, baby corn, mango, cashew and jackfruit are just 

some of the vegetables and fruif growing in the area. Farm¬ 

ers from the area are keen on adopting similar techniques. 

Konkan Krishi Vidyapeeth (KKV), the local agricultural 

institute now has students sponsored by Etiron. KKV and 

Enron ate collaborating on several environmental initiatives. 

Fulfilling the Mini.stry of Environment and Forests' require¬ 

ments was top priority. 100,000 trees are already planted 

resulting in a green belt on an essentially barren tract. Species 

like Ca.suarina, Acacia, Khus and local creepers increase nitro¬ 

gen fixation. While Cane and Bambew minimise soil erosion. 

A nursery (the first in Konkan) of cane saplings was 

developed on site. Cane has the added advantage of being 

a cash crop and the company plans to introduce it to the 

community in a major way. 

The iocal cornmunhv i*’'”' v***’ 

spending close to R*..-,!,- i,.’i t 

s.jphivg are being tfaine:! 

!' the .sit of grafting bv 

fstycling to create mar,go 

at a mere 15 paise 

A school for primary and 
secondary education. 
An industrial training institute. 
A 50-bed hospital. 
Mobile health clinics. 
Health camps. 
Provision of drinking water. 
Bus shelters. Roads. Bore wells. 

THE HUMAN FACE OF ENRON: In its profoundest 

sense, the environment encompasses people. 

Which is why people, the land they 

live on, the air they breathe and 

the quality of lives they lead 

is as important to Enron as 

generating power. 
-v ' 
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DEAD END AT THE D 
The Indian team, tactical fossils In a fast-changing game, touch an all-time low in the Netherlands 

By ^mUDOHA BAHAL in Utre^t The never dying Indian hockey 
dream is currently digesting its 
losses with pancreatic enzyme 
pills. And, though the totality of 
the tlameout at the ninth edition 

of the Wot id C:up in Utrecht is perhaps dis¬ 
proportionate to the brand of hockey pla¬ 
yed hy the Indian team in patches, there'r 
a s|)ecies of penicillin growing on the 
hwkey slicks of tlie players that some¬ 
times irradiates a cas'eman feel to it. Says 
German national team coach Paul Lissek: 
"Holding on to immaturity is hard work, 
but the Indians seem adept at it." 

While casting the Indian players as mon- 
.sters of exceptional quality may be another 
example of media entertainment and angle, 
there's no denying, in the words of Ric Cha- 
rlesworth, fonner Australian Olympian and 
now doctor and coach of the Australian 
women's team, that "Indian hockey might 
be at the dead-end branch of evolution". 

It's not the match results we are talking 
about here. 1'hough as a small hit of brick 
in the whole argument it's impressive 
enough. A 4-1 loss against Germany in the 
opening match, three goals conceded 
liefore the 19th minute. A S-0 washout 
against Holland that sealed the team's fate, 
a 4-3 defeat against South Korea, a gasping 
1-0 win over New Zealand—where we had 
eight shots at the goal but converted just 
one and were jpared a fourth successive 
defeat b; a splendid penalty stroke save by 
Jude Meneres. A save that nearly dislocat¬ 
ed his tight shoulder. And in its last league 
match, India lost to Canada 4-1. Says 

I Indian captain Dhanraj Plllay: "It was one 
of our worst defeats. I don't know why I 
wasn't playing in the last two matches. 
After the tournament I am going to ask 
K.P.S. Gill (Indian Hockey Federation pres¬ 
ident) and Jyoti Kumar (iiif secretary) why 
1 was sitting out. Unless we improve our 
penalty corner and man-to-man marking 
we can do nothing." 

Tili the fourth match the Indians earnc'd 
20 penalty corners but scored just one, a 
direct shot at the goal against Korea. Says 
former Holland penalty corner specialist 
Taco Van der llonert; "'Hiey're doing noth¬ 
ing right in the corner." Adds Floris Bovcl- 
ander, another Dutch jienalty c.irner star; 
"You need to be low at the time you take 
your hits. Also, hit a little bit away from 
the body, to the right. You also have to 
wind up before the push comes your way. 
When I wounded up for a hit I only saw 
the ball on my way down. Tlie Indians 
don't do that." 

Lissek agrees: "They seem to have noth¬ 
ing but direct hits in the corners. They are 
so predictable. Direct hits are becoming 
history, but the Indians seem always to be 
a step behind. Why can't you train Dilip 
Tirkcy and Lazarus Baria in flicks? Make 
them do 30,0(X) flicks a year, 600 a week." 

But let's move away from results for a 
while, to team tactics. In the Indla-Holland 
match, where India dominated the match 
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‘No ono told us what to do’ 
There hasn't been a worse ouSng for India 
0mmament World Qip. CaptainDlum- 
rt$ PUay on Ou Ome amseaiOve defeats 
Out ham fed question marks on Ok future of 
buSanho^ as wdi as his career: 

There he* hem a qoestioa mark on 
yoar fltaess. 
Doctors cleared me at home. True, I am 
not the Dhaniaj of 1994 or 1996. But this 
same Dhanraj hit a goal with a hactured 
foot against Pakistan. In one of the match¬ 
es, I tan for 23 minutes before touching 
the ball 1 did a lot of off-the-ball running 
to draw away defenders. That created space 
for Muke^. People in India aren't us^ to 
this kind of hockey, so they say I'm not fit. 
Also, the through tolls aren’t coming like 
before. The few that came I missed. I've 
never had this kind of slump before. 
Why the team's poor p^oraunce? 
Against Holland we dominated in the first 
20 minutes. But we missed many sitten. 
Our defence was also a weak link. Against 
Germany we gifted away goals. Against 
Korea we were at the receiving end of bad 
umpiring horn a Pakistani. He awarded a 
penalty comer after the final hooter. When 
we couldn't sustain the pace against Holl¬ 

and there was no one to tell us what to do. 
We haven't been ^le to use our skills thro¬ 
ugh good tactical play. Three or four Ger¬ 
man players know Iltde more dian how to 
receive and pass. Yet drey produce results. 
How has 1997 dunged hockey? 
For the whole of 1997, we played no hoc¬ 
key. 1 can't begin to tell you how far 
b^nd we are. Then they 
brou^t in things like tlw 
left sweep. Ideally dtey sho¬ 
uld ban it as there's no way 
of knowing which way it's 
going to go. Nobody is scor¬ 
ing goals through direct 
hits. Everyone is into sco¬ 
ops and deflections. Beca¬ 
use of the ofhlde rule there 
are two players always arou¬ 
nd the D. Then, we don't 
have international umpir¬ 
ing in India. Our domestic 
umpiring is very different. 
The skill is goli^ out of the game. Teams 
have even bi^n blocking with their foot. 
Some rules convert hockey into football. 
Also, we are not professional in watching 
video clippings. (German coach) Paul lis- 
sek calls his defenders individuaily and 

explains dieopponents' dodging styles. 
We've been awwc of our pdiolty 
comer weakness ftor two ilecades. 
Unless all the Indian fullbacks gather for 
two months and practise nothing but 
this, thoe will be no improt^mofit. 
Inch's was the only World Cap 
team without sponsors. 
If sponsors come, they should Invest but 
foi^ about results for two years. This 
competition has put us bade a lot. The 
biggKt tragedy of my life is that 1 have no 

gold medal, notiiing. Taras 
gaye medal he Hye (we are 
starved for medals). 
Is hockey not seen as 
Incratlve enough by 
yonngstm? 
It was never lucrative. 
From an allowance of $10a 
day when I started playing, 
now we get $20. You can’t 
play today's hockey on $20 
a day. 1 am the only player 
ever to get any endorse¬ 
ment. The only thing 
going for me is my job 

with the Mahindras. But without good res¬ 
ults little will change. We've even come to 
the '98 World Cup with 1997 flags. When 
I exchanged flags with the Germans, the 
captain said: "This is 1998 Dhanraj, why 
are you going around with 1997 flags?" 

for the first 20 minutes, and Dhanraj 
IMIlay, Mukesh Kumar and Sabu Varkey 
had five clear-cut chances at the goal, the 
team just went info total disarray once the 
Dutch took the lead. Explains manager Ajit 
Pal Singh: "The pace is much faster than 
what we are used to." Adds Netherlands 
coach Roclant Oltmans: "We knew the 
Indians wouldn't be able to keep up the 
pace. We also knew if they didn't score in 
the initial quarter they would panic." 
Panic they did. Horst Wein, an admirer of 
subcontiriental hockey and formor Ger¬ 
man coach, was furious at the Indian 
performance in the Indo-Dutch 
match. Says Wein; "In the second half, 
the Indians were running around like 
cocker spaniels. Hockey is 90 per cent 
thinking, 10 per cent stickwork. With 
the indiatis it's the other way remnd." 

Wein is no new India hand--he was 
in Hyderabad for 10 days to train coac¬ 
hes last December. "Your players know 
they are not going to win under coach 
V. Bhaskaran. He's at a loss on how to 
exploit the new offeide rule or coach 
the players on things like the sweep 

The German captain trlas for tha ball 
(left); Varkey scores In the India-South 
Korea match: a need to match pace 

stroke. India should have persisted with 
Cedric D'Souza. At lea.st he could read the 
game," he says. Adds Sandeep Mishra, edi¬ 
tor of Inside Hockey: "Cedric was defence 
oriented, but we never lost by these huge 
margins when he was around." 

To add to India's problems in the three 
opening games was Pillay's injury, visible 
even though he had been declared 'fit' by 
the team doctor. Against the Dutch he got 
|)asses that he didn't even attempt to latch 
on to. Says PUlay; "I was drawing away 
defenders. Creating .space for Mukesh.” 

Of course, there was the problem of |X)or 
finishing by the forwards. Varkey, Pillay 
and Mukesh had three sitters each overall, 
with just the goalkeeper to l«-at. Says IToris 
Bovelander: "In a tournament like the 
World ('up you can't afford to miss 
chances. The Indians should have been two 
goals up against the Dutch in the start. 
I'hat would have changed the whole play." 

So disturbed was jyoli Kumar after the 
result again.st Holland that he analysed a 
video of the match with Lissek. Says l.issek: 
"Ihcy were playing like school kids. 

Mukesh got one through pass from 
Ria? with about two seconds to t>eal 
the goalkeeiwi. Rut instead of trapping 
the ball first and then shooting, he 
tried a deflection and that went out." 

Then them are the rolling suhstitu- 
tions. Says Tom Van Hek, coach of the 
Netherlands' women team: "1 think of 
all the teams, the Indians must has'e 
used the rolling substitution the least. 
A1.W), they are leaving too many open 
places in defence because of the way 
they attack. The Australians can do that 
because they arc fit but not the Indians. 
Tltey don't fall back like the Australi¬ 
ans, the forwards have a lendemy to 
park themselves up." Indian [tenalty 
comer s])ecialist Anil Aldrin agrees; 
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‘Hockey is in our Mood’ 
Players of Indian origin make their mark in foreign teams IF one went by numbers, the 'Indians’ edlty, jagdays father earlier coached the 

in the ninth hockey World Cup at Utr- CaiuKla nationai team and now coaches 
echt could have fidded an extra team, the US hockey team. Twenty-two«yearold 

Counting Malaysia, Canada and New liar's father Prithi Pal also played for 
Zealand there were IS players of Indian Canada. D'Abreo, of Goan origin, was tes- 
origin playing at Utrecht. Umesh Parag ponslble for the Canadian equdlser agai- 
and Ha Sevan with the Kiwis, Hati Kant, nd Germany—a match in which Canada 
Ken Pereira, Bind! Kuliat, 

tied 4-4 with the European hockey giants 
aftertialilngthrlceinOiemateh.SaysSan- 
deep Chopra, editor of an bitemet hodtey 
magazine: "Players Uke Kullu and Perelia 
are the future ot Canadian hotkey." 

hi New Zealand alone, from an avdlable 
base of 30,000 players, five players 
Indian origin made It to file national acad> 
emy. Says Parag, originally fiom ^)arat: 
"The game's very popular with hidians. 
Spedally in Auckland and Wellington." 

While not all have active ties with rela¬ 
tives back in India, most play- 

Robin D'Abreo and Ronnie 
Jagday with the Canadians 
and eight In the Malaysian 
team, counting vice^aptain 
Ramu Shankar who's been 
capped 171 times. 
Says Manlnderjit Singh, 2S, 

fuinxick for sbc years with 
Malaysia: "Hockeys in out 
blood. We can't play any¬ 
thing else." There's also some¬ 
thing about tradition and her- 

"Our substitutes can play only 
in a particular place. One quali- 
t)' substitute we didn’t bring 
was Gavin Feneira. He could ANinUDDHABAHM. 

ers follow India's perfor¬ 
mance closely. In the match 
against South Korea, for insta- 
iKe, where India fac^ a lot of 
dubious decisions, many pla¬ 
yers were fiirious with the 
Pakistani uirmhe. However, 
says Shiaz 1^^^, fire Itulian 
coach of the Canadian natio¬ 
nal team, "We ate Canadians, 
first. Though our skin might 
suggest something else." 

not a better team, but they 
have better tactics. Skill is good 
but you should know where to 
use it. The kind of players 

play in any position." Counters Charleswo- 
rth: "Perhaps they had the substitutes but 
the coach didn’t have the confidence to use 
them." .Says Pillay: "I think senior players 
should come in now. in the last two matc¬ 
hes, I didn't even know who'd be playing." 

i'he new offside rule too is contosing. 
Says Aldrin; "It's becoming very difficult to 
defend. Our forwards move in one line. It's 
a (ucdictable attack. The ball can either go 
loft ot right. But the attacks ot the Europ¬ 
ean teams are confusing. They interchange 
positions attd use open spaces. We're pur¬ 
suing a style of hockey that's extinct." 

To complicate matters further, in the lea¬ 
gue matcir against South Korea, Pakistani 
umpire Zaidi Irfan made a hash of things. 
Says Ajit Pal Singh, "At least four penalty 
corners awirded again.st us were dubious. 
The riH should see that if two Asian teams 
play, the umpires shouldn't be from Asia." The last penalty corner, which cost 

India the match, was called after the 
final hooter went off. Irfan’s umpiring 

led tournament director Heinz Woltje to 
comment that he may have been 'under 
pressure'. Says Munir Dar, former hockey 
raplain and Olyntpian: "1 was watching 
the match from the stands and was emb¬ 
arrassed to death. That umpire couldn't 
have been given a match to officiate in 
Pakistan's domestic hockey." 

it's time also for a foreign coach. Says 
Pakistani forward Shahbaz Ahmad Sr: "The 

subcontinent has a big ego problem in get¬ 
ting foreign coaches. But ask the Indian 
seniors after 1975, those players who gen¬ 
erally keep boasting about how good they 
were, did they win anything? If they did¬ 
n’t, were they really good?" Adds Farooq 
Mazhar, chairman of the Asian Hockey 
Federation: "Pakistan brought in Dutch 
coach Hans Jonnilsma in 1994 in spite of a 
lot of opposition. We won the Champions 
Trophy and the World Cup after that. 
Wliat Jonnilsma did basically was to con¬ 
vince us that if you play with four forwards 
and four mid-fielders, then the forwards 
have more space to move in. He also taped 
opposition goalkeepers for weaknesses. He 
moved training camps from stadiums to 
hotels. We had a back view of penalty cor¬ 
ner situations through computer simula¬ 
tion. The most important thing he taught 
us was that subcontinent players took too 
long to recover horn injury." 

Durinr the '94 World (^up at Sydney, for 
instance, when Shahbaz pulled a ham¬ 
string, Jonnilsma worked on him for 48 
succcs.sive hours. Within seven hours of 
that Shahbaz was playing in the finals. 

Says Charlesworth; "You desperately 
need some new thinking. You can't 
depend on one style of playing against all 
teams. You need a coach who can translate 
your individual skills onto a tactical dime¬ 
nsion. 1 still believe you have the players to 
win the big one. You need a gorxl mind." 
Adds Lissek: "Look at Pakistan. They are 

India has, they could be deadly in the D. 
But the mid-field is an area of long passes. 
Look at the way Spain shut up Pakistan 
with just good tactics." 

"“ •The new rules and the way they would 
affect hockey inspired much comment. 
Says Bovciander: "1 think with no offside 
ruling, the last 10 minutes of any match 
would be crucial. Players are going to get 
tired and there will be more open spaces to 
exploit." Adds Charlesworth: "The new 
rules don’t have a purpose. With new off¬ 
side rules, teams are now defending with 
all their 11 players. It's a pity that penalty 
comers still dominate the game. TTie rules 
should award skill more. I personally think 
that for crowds to come back to htKkey, 
India and Pakistan will have to do well." 

And even as the Indian effort at Utrecht 
ends in a grand avalanche of despair, the 
thing to keep in mind, perhaps, is that 
while players cannot inherit the experi¬ 
ences of former great Indian players, they 
do inherit their possibilities. In the late 
'90s sarcasm, at least, is in full play. And 
for the hundreds of fans who had thro¬ 
nged Utrecht from all over Europe and 
even North America, it was coming easily 
on the tongue. For it not to spread like an 
uncontrollable rash, Indian hockey desper¬ 
ately needs some new plasma. Or we might 
have reactions like that of Joginder Singh, 
who had flown In to watch the hockey 
from Toronto: “What if they don't do well. 
We still have Tendulkar." ■ 
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Naipaul^ Historical Baggage 
An evocative account of travels in Islamic Iran, Pakistan and Indonesia marred by a deep-seated bias 

By SHAHID AMIN _ IN the last week of 1899, a young inden¬ 
tured labourer, perhaps from the prer ar- 
ious tract of Gorakhpur south of the 
river Rapti—a coolie on the cane fields of 

TYinidad—look off his clothes and jumped 
into the sea, hoping illogically to swim tlie 
black waters all the way to Calcutta. He 
would have dreamt of hitching a train-ride 
up the Gangetic corridor to his village in 
Bansgaon tehsil, straddiing the recently- 
unearthed remains ot Buddhist sites, all 
now forgotten except in colonial archaetv 
logical reports and the meticulous notings 
of that great 7th century Chinese pilgrim, 
Ilieun Tsang. The unnamed coolie was 
fished out by the Trinidad police and jailed 
for two weeks on charges of indecent expo¬ 
sure! llis contemporary, one laxman, twice 
gave the slip to the authorities in Guyana, 
returned to India under a.ssumed names. 

and ogres of distant lands, recounting 
other people's lives to return continually 
to the point of his own scattered origins. 

Fairly early on in his latest excursions 
among the peoples converted to Islam, 
Naipaul visits a .sacred spot in West 
Sumatra: "a big dip in the volcanic land 
with a hot spring...where the Minan- 
gkabau people were .said to have come out 
of the earth." This visit induces the 
thought that the island that he grew up in 
the (Caribbean had no such places that 
Naipaul could identify with: "the aborigi¬ 
nal people who knew about the sacred 
places had lieen destroyed on our island, 
and instead of them there were—in the 
plantation colony -people like us, whose 
sacred places were in other continents." 

And it is this absence and search for 
sacredness, "rather than history and the 
past" that Naipaul now maintains that "we 
of the New World travel to the Old to 
rediscover", llie central message of Beyond 
Belief, an intricate weave of stories told to 
Naipaul by Muslims living in Indonesia, 
Iran and Pakistan, is that for these people 
of the.se Muslim countries, as indeed for all 
Muslims all over the world, there is no 
colour, no life, no past, no memory, no joy, 
no suffering, no regrets—beyond belief in 
a monochromatic submission to Islam. 
The cruelty of Islamic fundamentalism, as 

of Islam more generally (Naipaul uses the 
two interchangeably), is "that it allows 
only to one jieople—the Arabs, the original 
people ot the prophet—a past and sacred 
places, pilgrimages and earth reverences". 

It would be tedious to contest this as well 
as the other opinions of Naipaul about 
"the devastation caused by Islam in India 
prot>er" with facts and figures, as they used 
to say in the old days. The long litany of 
pits (Muslim saints) invoked by Shankar 
Shambhu, one of India's greatest qawwals, 
in his qaul preparatory to the actual rendi¬ 
tion, is full of Islamic hoiy men whose 
shrines are all 1(011x1 in the subcontinent. 
Were we to go by Naipaul's opinions, it 
would pay put to all the future interna¬ 
tional conferences on the local or regional 
face of Islam in South and South-east Asia! 
That might or might not be a bad thing. 
But for those of us with roots in this land 
(and there are millions of 'us'), turning 
west to the Kaaba, even two times a year or 
indeed five times a day, is not to turn away 
from pasts, practices and histories truly 
east of Suez. On the contrary, living in the 
aftermath of the bomb, and with the 
aggressive sectarian vandalism that preced¬ 
ed the current phase of nuclear jingoism, 
the creed of intolerance of diversity seems 
to be characteristic of the Indian variety of 
majoritarian nationalism. 

and finding himself in an alien 
homeland, was desperate each time 
to come back to the sugar islands of 
the New World. 

All this was much before the days 
of satellite communication and long 
distance affinity, for now bouquets 
and bricks can be couriered to 
Ayodhya, Surinamese Ramlilas mou¬ 
nted on the outskirts of Amsterdam, 
and sitar-vadan and sari-tying tech¬ 
niques imparted to the third-genera¬ 
tion progeny of migrants from such 
villages as B«)rah Dih and I’andepar, 
Paikauli and Malaon in the Nepal 
terai districts of north India. 

Culture is, ol course, tied as much 
to mores as it is lived over known 
and accessible places: a crude shrine 
beyond the village boundary, the 
parikrama of holy sites on the 
saaed paiidhi of Kashi, or the urs of 
gharib-nawaz Muinuddin Chishti at 
Ajmer for that matter. Like some 
wandering hero of a medieval 
Arabian romance. Naipaul, our 
extraordinarily gifted traveller from 
the New World, braves the humans 
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Ik^vnd Belief is a collection of stories that 
Naipaul gathered in his five months of trav¬ 
els through large parts of Iran, Pakistan and 
Indonesia in early 199S. Naipaul tells us 
how he tracks down old informants from 
an earlier trip, follows new leads, visits vil¬ 
lage-based preachers and air-conditioned 
executives, homes of lawyers and poets, 
takes down copious notes and reworks 
these stories into a connected narrative, 
often ringing up someone for further clari¬ 
fication, requesting anoth¬ 
er to fax an answer to a 
question left unasked in a 
previous encounter. The 
hard work, the seriousness 
of the enterprise, is clearly 
on view in the main body 
of the book, but so are 
Naipaul's opinions. 

Most of the stories are 
about the mismatch bet¬ 
ween faith and technolo¬ 
gy, faith and nationalism, 
faith and history, faith 
and justice, faith and rea¬ 
sonable behaviour, faith 
and hygiene, even faith 
and go^ food! 

Perhaps anticipating the charge that this 
is yet another opinionated tract. Naipaul 
assures the reader at the outset: "Tliis is a 
book about people. It is not a book of opin¬ 
ions. it is a book of stories." And further 
on: "It is lc.ss a travel book; the writer is les» 
present, loss of an inquirer. He is in the 
background, trusting to his instinct, a dis¬ 
coverer of people, a finder of stories...a 
manager of narratives." The self-descrip¬ 
tions keep mounting, which is a pitv, for 
no book, even by as accomplished a cTafts- 
man as Naipaul, requires such prolonged 
self-characterisations and prefatory state¬ 
ments of intent. As it turns out, Naipaul's 
prologue is as mucli about his opinions on 
Islam as it is about his own literary journey 
os’er the past four decades. WONnP.RFULLY told, as most of 

these stories are. one is continually 
brought up short by a literary 

device or an otherwise felicitous turn of 
phrase which only Naipaul, with his old 
and acquired baggage about Islam could 
have written and whose meaning skims 
the aesthetic to lodge itself like some 
primeval prejudice in the murky regions of 
the personally vi.steral. 

In the first chapter, providentially called 
r/ie Man of the Moment, Naipaul etches the 
complex imaduddin, the right hand man 
of B.J. Habibie who the other day took over 
the reigns of power from (lencral Suharto 
in Jakarta. Imaduddin, an old acquain¬ 
tance of Naipaul's from 1979, gave up elec¬ 
trical for civil engineering, because it 
involves management of people and not 

Naipaiil Is such a 
QDNtalon^llar 
M tor hhn to 

that he is 
absent in his 
stories is to 
undercut the 
ground ftom 

where he writes. 

simply the upkeep of coiled motors. He is 
now one of the foremost modem Islamic 
motivators of Indonesian intellectuals, 
both at home and abroad. He has a regular 
television show, and imparts 'mental train¬ 
ing', i.e. Islamic precepts, to Indonesian 
students sent out to western universities by 
Habibie to acquire technology for the 
mother country. Naipaul visits Imad 
uddin's house, meets his petite wife, 
observe,s the two nervous maids, encoun 

ters Imaduddin's masseur, 
even witnesses Imadu 
ddin's conversion to Islam 
of an Oklahoman besotted 
by a local beauty. 

All this is wonderfully 
evocative. Sitting in Imad¬ 
uddin's office, listening to 
his individual and reli¬ 
gious journey of the past 
16 years, Naipaul hears 
"no doubt from the car¬ 
peted and rumpled open 
space at the end of the 
corridor, hesitant scraping 
sounds develop into a shy 
chant"—an office-mue- 

zzin's call for the evening prayers—and his 
prose as much as his host in conversation 
with the distinguished visitor begins to 
feel the strain. "The chanting from the 
corridor became more confident. It could 
not be denied now. I could see that 
Imaduddin wanted to he out there, with 
the chanters and prayers... The chanting 
now filled the corridor. It was authorita¬ 
tive. It recalled Imaduddin from his narra¬ 
tive of times pa.st... When he came back he 
had lost his restlessness. The prayers, the 
assuaging of habit had set him up for the 
happiest part of his story." 

1 don't speak from {lersonal experience, 
but the fad that an otherwise reasonable 
hunian being could take time off for ju,st 
five minutes, return to whatever he was up 
to without an irrational hiatus and be the 
man he previously was, is something that 
Naipaul and a lot of us can not handle 
without a degree of incomprehension. 

Back at Imaduddin's house Naipaul visits 
the bathr<K)ni: "Ritual ablutions from a lit¬ 
tle conacte piM)l had left the place a mess, 
except for iK-ople who would lake off their 
shoes o ,d roll up their trousers." We are 
back here to the fastidious, culture-shocked 
Naipaul of An j\rea of Darkness, of non-air- 
conditioned taxis, the dust and grime and 
self-denials of the non-western world. And 
this is truly a pity, fur Naipaul is such a 
good storyteller that for him to claim that 
he is absent in his stories is to undercut the 
ground from where he writes. Surely, he 
would not like to be remembered as that 
pre-Shakuntalam Kalidas who narrowly 
e.sca{x:d sawing himself off from his pre- 
fem^ perch on an ancient Indian tree! ■ 

R*ytt liifini 

Srinlwta Ramanuian, 
AMattiafliatlcai 
Oanlua: k. ariniww ww 

Much has been written 
about the Intuitive gen¬ 
ius of Ramanujan, hailed 
as the greatest Indian 
mathematician. This vol¬ 
ume seeks to give a bio¬ 

graphical account (rf the man as well as 
a mathematical introduction to his work 
on highly composite numbers, elliptic 
functions, continued fractions, etc. 

EntWaitBooki 
Rsirs 

Tha Classical Law of 
ilMlIa; Holiert Lingat 

Written in French by a 
Sorbonne professor and 
first published in 1967, 
this book is considered 
the most authoritative 
analysis of the dharma- ‘ 
sastras. The footnotes in 
this hew edition, translated by J.D.M. 
Derrett, have been updated with refer¬ 
ences to pertinent publications over 
the iast three decades. Bound to be of 
immense interest to students of Indian 
legal history. 

Sepaiate Jouraajf: edi¬ 
ted by Geett Dbermarelan 

The blurb claims: "It is 
sheer serendipity that 
the stories all happen to. 
be by women." Well. All 
the same, this offering ot 
translations of writings 
by Indian women from 

various parts of the country is a repre¬ 
sentative, and appetising, smorgasbord. 

Among the writers; Anita Desai, 
Mahasweta Devi, Qurratulain Hyder 
and Rajee Seth. 

s 

Under the Pyramid: 
PriyaRai 

Management cartoons 
endorsed by Edward de 
Bono and dedicated to 
"all managers whose 
existence is threatened 
due to various types of 
corporate abuse". And 
the self-promotion never stops; from 
the last page: "Give copies of Under the 
Pyramid to your business associates as a 
corporate gift packaged with humour. 
I'm sure they'd love to receive It!" 

IBH 
RtSOO 
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An Eye for the Lens 
SHF.NAZ ’Ireasurywalla, model-tur- 
ned-VJ on mtv has two main inter¬ 
ests in life: travelling and photog- 
rajjhy. But unlike other models 
and VJs, it's not Hindi films that 
she intends to head straight for. 
Photography is what the lady's 
looking at as the other option. 
Which makes for perfect synergy 
with travelling. A bag and a cam¬ 
era is all she wants to have a real¬ 
ly good time. Modelling may be 
all fun and glamour, but the iady 
sensibly feels that it won't last foi 
ever, wlieroas pictures most cer¬ 
tainly will. Smart choice, many 
would agree. 

Dripping With Fame 
TALISMAN was one of the names 
suggested, but they didn't need 
that to get lucky. "We settled for 
‘Silk Route' as it conjures up visi¬ 
ons of travel, trade...," says lead 
singer Mohit Chauhan. Their route 
has indeed been silky smooth with 
title track Duoba Dooba creating 
ripples on the charts. "We haven't 
thought about the next album 
yet," says Mohit, "but a lot of new 
music Is In the offing." Till then, 
the threesome will float on air. 

It’s Alt So Fine 

THE mentor and his maiden have 
finally made up. Apparently, the patch- 
up was effected by ]^iiticai pals who, 
Itte Mahima, were reduced to tears. 
Not by her pli^t as much as the reams 
of new^nint devoted to the couple. As 
the story goes: Mahima had returned 
from a US-Canada tour and was 
whisked off to the suburban hotel 
'Sun-n-Sand'. Much clarifications and 
cajoiii^ later, die showman and his 

^thotege displayed a resuscitated togedi- 
emess with Ghai admitting: "Now all Is 
fine between us." And Mahima, who 
lost Tool to Aishwarya Ral, just might 
have reason to say ^t the star dila¬ 
tor is not such a bad 'Ghai' after ail. 
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Nuclear Machismo 

JAYACHAWDRAW 

I was in Kasauli, sitting on an unhacked hillside 
bristling with pines, washed in the fluorescent glow 
of a Buddha Pumima moon, when I heard the 

White House had collapsed. I confess even in that 
first moment of information, I felt no sense of tri¬ 
umph or achievement, just an intense disquiet. My 
friends, famous artists in their separate fields, soaking 
in the whisky and moonlight, however, hooped with 
delight. We’d done it! We'd show the worid now! 

It was my first intimation that I was going to be in 
a woeful minority. 1 did not rush back to Delhi, as most journal¬ 

ists would have been inclined to: 
Delhi's strategic concerns somehow 
tend to lose their import as you travel 
away from the city's manufactured 
neuroses. But of course when I 
returned, it was all that Delhi could 
talk about; and yes, very many people 
seemed to feel empowered and happy. 
Now we had Sachin Tendulkar, and 
the bomb. Perhaps what we need to do 
now, after Agni and Prithvi, is to chris¬ 
ten our next missile Tendua; that 
would marry our two reigning pas¬ 
sions, and strike fear in the cricketing 

and military heart of the Pakis. (But what is the rjp’s position on 
cricket? I’m not too sure. It is after all a game of foreign origin.) 

In a flawed world, bombs are perhaps unavoidable, but there 
can be no relativism about nuclear weapons. Nothing, no deter¬ 
rence, no dictatorships, no totalitarian governments, justifies 
the use of nukes, and consequently their existence. Nothing jus¬ 
tifies weaponry that can annihilate the species. 

But there has been .so much testosterone pumping around in 
the old men who are running the country that you'd think you 
were in a school backyard watching an inter-house football 
match. Pakistan always had a machismo problem: now our lead¬ 
ership has fallen prey to the oldest schoolboy fantasy. We have 
a big one, we're being told. 

What’s amazing is the sheer speed with which it's ail been 
done. In a swift two months the entire region has been desta¬ 
bilised. in no time at all. the statesman-like finesse that charac¬ 
terised Indian leaders, the Nehru-Oandhi discourse that empha¬ 
sised a benign nationalism, all of that has been lost. And no one 
should buy the realpolitik pap. It's the smokescreen the political 
establishment uses to conceal illogic. Good politics brings in 
power, water and prosjrerity, all of which have now cunningly 
been sent flying off the agenda. We suddenly sound like a brash, 
frisky people, not an ancient civilisation, we suddenly sound 
very tinpotty, like those third world countries which are full of 
loud posturings, very malevolent, very unwise. 

TARUN J. TEJPAL 

Uncivil Lines 
The canker seems to be in the ait. The level of social discourse 

in the city is plummeting. Especially in media circles. Elegant 
parties which once resounded with the bussing of cheeks and a 
happy e.xchange of news and gossip, are now routinely witness¬ 
ing the ugly wreckage of ideological and commercial ambush. At 
a recent party in a five-star hotel in Delhi a platoon of senior 
journalists spent time stalking ostensibly anti-Bjp mediamen 
with personal barbs. With the delusionary .swagger of those close 

to power, they were also heard warning their rivals 
of dire consequences. 
At another party, the bosses of a television group 
accosted a critic, demanding a discussion on her 
opinions about a certain anchor. And then recently, 
a well-known filmmaker launched a letter war 
against a film critic, with detailed accounts of move¬ 
ments and blandishments received. Copies of the let¬ 
ter were sent to all kinds of people. Civilised conduct 
demands that grouses and differences of opinion be 
taken up with a certain amount of decorum. But it's 
typical of the unsubtle, simplistic mindset taking 

hold in the country that people would make vulgar attacks on 
each other, and wreck perfectly good drinking evenings. 

Husain’s Folly 
Defending artistic freedom is easy, but defending Husain can 

be tricky. Recently 1 was on a television panel discussion on 
the Limits to Artistic Freedom, and most of the show revolved 
around Husain's painting of Sita and Hanuman, and the ensuing 
attack on him by the Bajrang Dal. 

As a die-hard liberal, I was expected to defend Husain, and I 
did, but with dampened enthasiasm, and that too merely the 
principle of it, and not as it is practised by Husain. For, a few 
minutes before the show began I had a chance to see a copy of 
the painting. 1 must admit it's an incredibly erotic one—unlike 
the nude Saraswati which can be seen as ethereal—and Husain 
must really love trouble to have let it out into the public 
domain. Whatever their artistic worth, such ])aintings have 
simply too much inflammatory potential to be sent out into 
the world. I'd be curious to know what Husain was thinking 
when he fired it offr 

A Reminder, Shatrughan 
My adversary on the show, attacking Husain’s painting and 

arguing for a censoring committee to school public morals, 
was Shatrughan Sinha. Affable, friendly, far more likeable in real 
life than on screen, the Bihari bjp actor-politician played to the 
gallery with fiimi dialogues and speeches. When questioned by 
Anjoiie Ela Mcnon and the audience about the immoralities of 
Indian cinema, in particular the endless rape scenes, Shatrughan 
declared proudly that he had never committed a screen-rape in 
his entire career. 

Rummaging through my memory files, I recalled a film from 
my schooldays, called Shaitaan, in which he committed not one 
rape, but about half a dozen, including that of Sharmila Tagore. 
Over to you, Shatrughan. 

Beher Than The Big 0 
HERE’S a poetic take on the bomb: 

Family planning is an alien concept, 
We impregnate everything that moves. 
Commoners fruit their partner's bellies, 
Virile heroes seed the earth's womb. 

Make no mistake; size matters and sound matters. 
Only the under-endowed would demur. 
The big O's good, but 
The big bang's better, so wonderfully nuclear. 
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When we shifted into our own house, I wanted to make it 

into a home and do it up tny way. I also wanted to buy a new fridge. 

But when I got to the market, I didn't have a clue about which one to buy. 

Every fridge sounded okay. Then the LG Refrigerator caught my eye and 

when I found out that it was the only one with a Preserve Nutrition' 

System, I simply bought it. This refrigerator keeps the food fresh and 

healthy by preserving its nutritive value. So now when I’m 
late from work, I know our fridge 
will make sure my husband eats 
healthier snacks. ” 

LG Refrigerators 
Praterve nutrition. Day after day after dayk.. 

<<><><•MK S7tt ttid SMfc^lKltlw. 
U Mulir (Olfwl Cod) RMowatan mMM. In 17fc ZIQrwd 2aa«awaettl... fiMtWM Hvy Ann iMdW to flHdM 
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nuke poMct he should coocon* 
ttate notfln 'aoiveidstent' aet- 
and enemies, btd on 4ie uidl- 
ftment of the masses uid on 
feedmg out starved populace^- 
ones who ha«Qi*t even heard 
of midear weapons w the crar. 

VUUthitViKiamHfM$L 

Outioah'i N-spedai i| WOdh 
pitaetvliig for posted^ fot its 
Sllltiaiuke stance and fSdt^Rtt* 
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lt% khmWr PMmcbR 

* iM-mSSm rOaswdw* ga(d> 
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geneiatkmi to a Uto of hatted 
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viRHig Pakhtanb oc Chinese 
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we wreak havoc on hapless 
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explode, gtvot the triggers of 
unetnployinent poverty and 
iOlMr^. As a student, 1 feel 
sad that as we nest tto 2l8t 
oemum 3S-dO dOfe peo[rie of 
this country aie totolng' and 
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Living on Borrowed Symbois 
In the aftermath of Pokhran 
n, though it has been done 
all too often, yet every leader 
or leaderlet, whenever he or 
she is In a mood to exult 
Of express hope 
or defiance, 
does it. Raise a 
hand, palm fac¬ 
ing outwards, 
just two fingers 
splayed apart, the 
rest do^, and 
form the letter V of 
the English language. 
V for victory; a geituie 
made famous by 
Winston Chuichfl] as 
Britain prepared fo 
defaid It^ln tl^ sijc- 
ond world wat ^ 

pedpievfod hi^ won 
fteecfom the ddoitial 
pmweisnot foveitt dwn. 

symbol of hope or defiance 
Instead of using a sign bor¬ 
rowed from an arch-imperial¬ 
ist, based virtually on a letter 
in their aiphabet. 

We must develop out 
own gesture to express 
macho sentiments. If the 

indigenous scripts don't 
lend themsdves to easy 

picturisation as the 
Roman does, one 

can simply tom 
the hand with 
the V around 
and give it 
one upward 
jeii. l^at 
would .be as. 
good a Signal' 

of defiance as any, in any la^; 
guage,itoatwn. ^ 

Line of Control 
Our government needs to be 
lauded for its plainspeaking on 
Kashmir (Advani Dram a Hard 
Line, June 1). At last there's 
someone with enough courage 
to speak out, disregarding world 

opinion. Ail patties should back 
this endeavour. After all, past 
regimes brought on the present 
.state. Had they put their foot 
down in the first war itself, Kas¬ 
hmir would've l)ecn saved from 
decades of death and despair. 

Harshad Kale, 
Received by e-mall 

Virtues of Restraint 
The truncated way in which 
my views have been quoted in 
The MobtKrat's Whip (May 18) 
has led to a misunderstanding 
of the viewpoint itself. 

Of course, I uphold the idea 
of 'freedom of thought and 
expression', in every sphere. 
India has always been a plural 
society. The fabric tears only 
when situations are politicised, 
allowing communalism and 
fundamentalism to creep in, as 
in the case ot the unjustifiable 
Husain incidents. Hooliganism 
is reprehensible at all timeS 
and can't be permitted in a 

civilised society. 
I have not seen the paintings 

in question. But knowing the 
artist's work, I'm sure the 
painter has no intention of 
provoking or showing disre¬ 
spect to the religious senti¬ 
ments of another community. 

My own concern and reflec¬ 
tion is focused on a larger 
issue—artistic freedom and 
social responsibility. A com¬ 
plex problem. Should an artist 
exert his right of freedom 
when passions arc aroused and 
violence ensues, or should he 
restrain himself? 

In my personal opinion, it 
should be the latter. It is for the 
artist to exercise freedom with 
wisdom and maturity. Moral 
and social responsibility lies on 
both sides—the respect of the 
state towards the artist and 
vice-versa. 

But this does not apply in 
Husain's case, and I gather, 
that the paintings are 20 years 
old anyway. 

Jehangir Sabavala, 
Mumbai 

m 
I think the outrage felt by 
Shyam Benegal, Dilip Kumar 
and others would be more justi¬ 
fied and genuine if they did the 
following; extend support to 
Salman Rushdie and work tow¬ 
ards the publication of his book 
Satanic Verses; muster support to 
effect a reversal in the govern¬ 
ment's deci.sion on the Shah 
Rano case; drum up enough 
support in favour of the tazia 
procession in Lucknow with the 
government providing full pol¬ 
ice protection to the believers. 

V.C. Kriskmm, 
Chennai 

George is Always Right 
I think George Fernandes made 
statements which conform to 
facts (George in the China Shop, 
May 18). Indeed, cadres of nscn 

undergo part of their training 
in China, which involves six 
months study of Maoist and 

Communist 'theory'. All mili¬ 
tant outfits of the Northeast 
use Chinese weapons and have 
camps not only in Bangladesh, 
but also in Burma which, inci¬ 
dentally. is an ally of China. 

M. Faisal Siddiqul, 
Mumbai 

Amchi Kabul 
Apropos Sushmita Banerjee's 
The Taliban Tattoo (May 18), 
I was struck by the thought 
that if people like Pramod 
Naval kar and Anil Deshmukh 
arc allowed to have their way, 
Mumbai too will, in a few 
years, become what Afgha¬ 
nistan is today. 

Dev Kumar Vaswdevan, 
Mhow, MP 

(iRANDa»/Neni'17<> 
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When it comes to sporting spectacles, there’s nothing that comes close to the World Cup Soccer. And when it comes 
to Big Entettainment there’s nothing to match BPL Big Screen Televisions. 

Consider the Penta Surrouiid Stereo in BPL NQR 29-PS. A superlative technology that uses 5 three-way speakers 
to enhance the acoustic ambience and delivers rich, deep and amazingly real sound that creates more than just an impression. 
Or Nicam Digital Stereo in NQR 29-PS and BQR 25-G, which allows the reception of digitally perfect sound. And the sleek 
captivating styling of their GAM cabinets. 

Walk into your nearest BPL dealer outlet and choose from a range of BPL Big Screen TVs. And ensure that of the many 
venues for the World Cup Soccer matches, your home is one too. 

Cwilral MarhMIng Orggnlsallan: BPL UniHad, BPL Towam, 13, Kastuiba Road. Bangalore 560 001. For rnera dataila camad your naaraet BPL dealer. 





FOCUS 

The Killer Wave 
A cruel 1998 summer claims about 2,500 lives in the country 

The sun has never been crueller In rec¬ 
ent Wslory—nor claimed so many 
lives. About 2,500 people have succu¬ 

mbed to the unprecedented heat wave 
that's gripped the country over the past 
month. While the toll remained among the 
highest in the eastern region—over 1,000 
died and hundreds were hospitalised in 
Orissa, Bihar and Bengal—943 
died in AP, 104 in UP, 35 in MP, 
30 in northern Maharashtra. 
"This is an abnormal situa¬ 
tion," says R.N. Goldar, director 
of the Calcutta-based India 
Meteorological Office about the 
heat wave sweeping the eastern 
region. "The heat has been per¬ 
sisting for too long." 

It sure Is. For the past 10 days, 
temperatures in Orissa have 
hovered well above 40*C, peak¬ 
ing at 49.5* in western Orissa 
last week. In the parched state 
capital Bhubaneshwar, tempe¬ 
ratures rose to a record 45.9°, 
the hottest in the past 25 years. 
The oppressive heat sent people 
scurrying Indoors, clogg^ hos¬ 
pitals with some 2,000 heat¬ 
stroke patients receiving sallne- 
and-ice-pack treatment and 
postponed university examina¬ 
tions. Making things worse was 
the non-avaiiability of ade¬ 
quate ice supplies at state hos¬ 
pitals and health centres. 

In Bhubaneshwar, where at 
least lOU people poured into a single gov¬ 
ernment hospital, shops remain clos^ at 
11 in the morning, tourist arrivals plu¬ 
nged, streets emptied out and office atten¬ 
dance thinned. The heat victims included 
four iocal journalists and a deputy superin¬ 
tendent of police. Adding to the residents' 
wcH’ > were power cuts every alternate hour 
following major transmission snags. "Such 
a situatitin was waiting to happen given 
the unchecked deforestation and urbanisa¬ 
tion in i)ri.ssa," says Bhubaneshwar-based 
environmental consultant Abhas Panda. 

For a once-clensely forested state, the wave 
indeed seems linked with environmental 
degradation. After all, satellite imaging sur¬ 
veys put Orissa's forest cover at a mere 19 
per cent of the original today, though envi¬ 
ronmentalists say it's not more than a poor¬ 
er 12 per cent on ground. But meteorolo¬ 
gists insist it's difficult to link deforestation 
in Orissa directly to the heat wave in eastern 
India. They attribute it to the “strangely" 

diminishing western disturbances which 
form over the Mediterranean sea every year. 
This disturbance moves in an easterly direc¬ 
tion towards China through A^hanistan, 
Pakistan and Jammu and Kashmir, causing 
rainfall over north India and inducing 
southerly winds to bring further moistiue 
and rain over coastal area.s. "This year," says 

Goldar, "the southerly wind is less, there are 
no clouds, no cover for the sun, resulting in 
this unrelenting heat". 

In Bihar too, this has been a tortuous 
summer—the temperature rose to 46.5°, 
the highest this year, in Gaya last week. 
Some 218 people have already died of sun 
stroke. In Patna, temperatures climbed to 
45° even as locals blocked roads and politi¬ 
cians staged dhamas to protest against the 
raging p. iwer cuts, exacerbated by the heat 
wave. When people switched on ACs and 

coolers, the transmission system, unable to 
bear the load, collapsed. Result; the state 
capital itself went s^thout power for 4-6 
hours a day; and in Dhanbad, the Bharat 
Coking Coal suffered from a Rs 40 crore- 
odd loss in production due to power cuts. 

The heat wave also brought bad tidings ^ 
for Bihar's politicians: in the three bypolls “ 
last week, even Laloo Prasad's meetings fai¬ 
led to draw crowds. "The heat wave resulted 
In an extranely low turnout," says leader of 
Opposition and bjp mu Sushil Modi. 

In West Bengal four people succumbed to 
the heat, including a bridegroom, as tem¬ 
peratures hovered around 40° in the dis- 

A cyclist succumbs on a Delhi street ? 

tricts. The heat also claimed three candi¬ 
dates who were to contest the recently- 
concluded panchayat elections, in other 
parts of India too, the heat was unsparing; 
in Delhi, where temperatures soared to 
46.7°, the exasperated citizenry battled 
debilitating power cuts and water short¬ 
ages. The Delhi administration rashed 800 
water tankers to affected areas, but that 
was hardly enough to placate angry resi¬ 
dents. In north Maharashtra, 30-year-old 
Arjun Lande died in the scorching heat 
while distributing his wedding cards. 

At the end of the week, there was a hint 
of irony the way natural elements wreaked 
havoc across the country. When the rest of 
the country was reeling under the heat 
wave, another 23 people were killed and 
10 Injured—in torrential rains followed by 
landslides in Assam and Sikkim. ■ 

Soutik Biswas 4 
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BndtjGs'ione Radial Tyres are now available at all Bridgestone First Family Centres. 
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AUDMK 

Moving into Second Gear 
To fulfil her one-point agenda and oust the DMK, Jayalaiitha asks her MPs to step up the pressure 

ByA.S.PANNEERSELVMi 

"Then Is no pamlM to our revr^utlonary leader 
Pumtchi ThalaM In cmtmporaxy politics" 

—A poster at the aiadmk head office IN AUDMK circles, the real test of J. 
Jayalalltha's strength, however, lies in 
her ability to pressure the Centre to 
dismiss the dmk government. To that 
end, she is ur^ng party MPs to 

put in a concerted effort to oust chief nun- 
ister M. Karunanldhi—AUDMK MPs obliged 
on June 5 when they staged a walkout in 
both Houses of Parliament for the cause. 
The AUDMK chief, according to those close 
to her, fears that her cr^blllty will be 
Jeopardised if she fails to fulfil her electoral 
promise of pulling down the dmk govern¬ 
ment. She is also believed to have told 
senior leaders that the party must step up 
efforts to get the yp to act. 

Says senior aiadmk leader and former 
minister E. Madhusudanan: *1116 bjp must 
realise that they are in power because of 
our 27 MPs. All that we are demanding is 
the dismissal of the dmk government. 
Why should we support a government 
that is not willing to conc^e such a 
small demand, which is also the 
demand of the people of Tamil 
Nadu? Our election promise to the 
people is to get rid of the inept 
Karunanldhi government. Now 
the BJP cannot go back on its 
promise to the people.* 

If the BJP leadership thought 
that unhappy coalition part¬ 
ners would te silenced after 
Pokhran, it was wrong. If 
anything, Jayalaiitha has 
raised her voice louder. 
The Centre, however, has 
been holding out on her 
topple-DMK demand. 

Though the dismissal of ' 
the dmk was on the aiadmk 

agenda from day one, the 
immediate provocation is 
that the cases filed by the 
state govertunent against Jaya¬ 
laiitha have already reached a 
cntlcal stage at the special 
court. On June 4, the special 
court order^ the attachment of 
moveable properties worth Rs 
II S9croTebelonglngtoJayalall- 
tha and four others, aide Sadkaia ^jj 

12 

Natarajan, former foster-son V.N. Sudhaka- 
ran, Sasikala's relative J. Oavarsi and Ila- 
varsi'ssonj. Vlvek. 

The moveable properties include frozen 
bank accounts, gold and diamond jewellery 
seized and m custody of the Reserve Bank of 
India, 24 motor vehicles and a luxury bus. 
But Jayalaiitha managed to obtain 
an interim stay from the 
high court on the orders of 
vacation judge E. Padma- 
rubhan, who has posted 
the case for further 
hearing on June 12. 

Within hours of the 
special court order, 
Jayalaiitha asked her 
party MPs, led by 
Union law minister 

TNARAYAN 

K. Thambidurai and Union minister of state 
for finance Kadambur Janardhanam, to 
meet the prime minister and press for 
instant action against the dmk government. 

Contrary to popular belief that Jaya¬ 
laiitha has soffened her stand on the 
dismissal, she has never wavered on her 
one-point agenda. Once she gave a letter of 

support to the bjp government, albeit 
after a lot of drama, and her 

demand for the immediate ouster 
of ministers Ramakrishna 
Hegde and Ram Jethmalani 
was staved off, it seemed that 
Jayalaiitha had been effectively 
checked. But the unstoppable 
Jayalaiitha managed to extract 
the resignation of Union min¬ 
ister for banking, revenue and 
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insurance R.K. Kumar, )ust a few days 
before the Union budget, dialling Yash- 
want Sinha's plan of working out a coordi¬ 
nated effort between various ministries 
with reference to fimd allocation as well as 
to rationalise cost escalations. 

Knowing fully well ffiat petroleum would 
be one of the obvious tar^ of a price rise, 
Jayalalltha asked her confidant and Union 
minister for petroleum Vazhapadi K. 
Ramamuithy not to be in India dt^ng the 
budget. Ihe ever loyal Ramamurthy M for 
Moscow, ostensibly to attend a low-profile 
labour conference. In fact, Jayatalitha is 
responsible for the drama that erupted 
after Yashwant announced the Re 1 petrol 
hike—of course the government clarified 
prices a day later—as there was no one in 
the petroleum ministry to tackle the crisis. The other issue on 

which she has been 
keeping the bjf govern¬ 

ment on tenterhooks is the 
new power regulatory auth¬ 
ority bill. On May 25, while 
the Bjp leaders were proudly 
declaring to the whole 
world that no international 
sanctions would affect the 
Indian economy, Jayalalltha 
Issued a sanction that hurt 
them the most. In a hur¬ 
riedly-convened AMDMK exe¬ 
cutive, jayalalltha passed a 
resolution opposing the 
Introduction of the bUl. She 
declared: “The Union Power 
Ministry has not discussed 
the ordinance with the sip's 

coalition partners before it 
was promulgated.” This 
when on May 9 after the 
coordination committee 
meeting of the bjp and its 
allies in Delhi, Jayalalltha 
had declared that she was 
satisfied with the explana¬ 
tions given by power minis-* 
ter Rangarajan Kumara- 
mangalam. And that she had also sugges¬ 
ted some amendments to the draft bill 
which the Union minister had accepted. 

When it was pointed out that Kumara- 
mangalam had already declared that if the 
AiADMK leader spells out the exact nature of 
her objections, the relevant portion of the 
bill would be amended to satisfy her, 
Jayalalltha retorted: “This 1$ not something 
that can be discussed through mere corre¬ 
spondence. We feel that an exhaustive and 
comprehensive discussion is necessary. We 
do not imderstand the urgency for pro¬ 
mulgating an ordinance like this and we 
denund that the ordinance itself be with¬ 
held.” .But in another four days, she 
changed her mind once again and said 

that she would support ffie bill as it didn't 
have any “objectionable parts". 

There have been many deadlines set for 
the dismissal of the dmk government. The 
fint was before the notification of the 
Rajya Sabha electioru. The aiadmk and its 
allies have only sevot seats (aiadmk three, 
PMK three and the in* one) in the state 
assembly, and it does not even have the 
requisite 10 mlas to propose a candidate 
for the Rajya Sabha. Since her arch rival 
DMK would have comfortably won five 
seats, the aiadmk attempted to destabilise 
the government. However, the Election 
Commission has already notified the elec¬ 
tions and candidates have filed their 
nomination papers. The second deadline 
was Karunanidhi's 7Sth birthday. It came 
and went on June 3 with Karunanidhi 

■ ■. ■ ' ... *5''; ^ 

firmly in the saddle. 
But what are the options before 

Jayalalltha if the bjp does not accept her 
demand for the dismissal ot the state gov¬ 
ernment? "That question does not arise. 
We know that the bjp wants to cling to 
power at any cost and if we withdraw, the 
government will fall. It is a simple ques¬ 
tion of either Karunanidhi or Vajpayee. 
Only one person can be in power," 
declares a senior aiadmk leader. The aiadmk 

has already started collecting documentary 
evidence against the bjp. The reports about 
the temple getting prefabricated for the 
Ayodhya site have been photocopied. 

A team of retiied bureaucrats and former 
mlnisten are going through the Union 

budget with a toothcomb, and finding feult 
with almost every provision in it. Now the 
aiadmk has set a new deadline—June 17— 
the day before the electiom to the Rajya 
Sabha to take on Kamnanidhi. But con^ 
mtional experts say that the govenunent 
cannot be dismis^ while the electond 
process is on. Further, they claim ffiat the 
DMK government cannot sadced for Its 
act of omission on February 14—the day of 
the Coimbatore blasts—as it is Imposslbte 
to penalise with retrospective effect. 

The other factor in its favour is that, like 
former governor Surjit Singh Bamala, the 
present incumbent, ex-Supreme Court 
judge Fatima Beevl, has given a clean chit 
to the state administration. And after the 
Coimbatore incident, there has been no 
law and order problem in the state eithet 

RAW SHANKARAN The State unit of the Bit feels 
that yielding to pressures 
from Jayalalltha and her 
party would seriously 
undermine the popularity 
the party has gained follow¬ 
ing the nuclear tests. 
"Where will she go if we 
fall? She cannot go to the 
Congress after all that she 
has said about Sonia 
Gandhi. We are like Siamese 
twins and destined to suffer 
each other's company till 
the end of the 12th Par¬ 
liament. If she tries to pull 
us down, she will have to 
pay a huge price,” says a 
senior bjp leader. "If we 

m-.:: invoke Article 356 and dis¬ 
miss the government, the 
courts are likely to reinstate 
Karunanidhi. Will we then 
be out of the saddle in 
Delhi?” he asked. 

In recent tima, whenever 
Jayalalltha has been upset 
over political affairs, ffre is 
known to have shifted red- 
dence from Poes Garden in 
the city to the pidatlal bun¬ 

galow at coastal Payyanur on the way to the 
teach resort of Mamallapuram. On June 4, 
she duly moved to Payyanur. Last time, 
prime minister Vajpayee's emissary, Jaswant 
Singh, had to go to Payyanur and use all his 
persuasive skill to appease the aiadmk 

leader—and resist her threat to get rid of 
Hegde and Jethmalani from the Union cab¬ 
inet. As one DMK leader put it: “The bjp, 

which has all along been accusing other 
parties of appeasing minorities, is doing the 
same thing With its minor partner.” 

While no one is sure as to when 
Jayalalltha will publicly announce her ulti¬ 
matum to the BJP, aiadmk leaders are hope¬ 
ful that Amma will deliver her punch in 
the monsoon session. ■ 
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OPPOSITION 

Tile Plot Stops 
at 10, Janpath 
The Congress president refuses to lend a hand to oust the BJP 

Bj^HAVDEEPKANG_ IT is not often that the single largest 
Opposition party fights shy of pulling 
down a ruling government, even 
when opportunity strikes. The Con¬ 
gress, headed by Sonia Gandhi, seems 

to be plagued by fear of toppling the bjp 

government though the other Opposition 
formations, like the Left parties, the 
Samajwadi Party and the Janata Dal, are 
only too keen to ambush Vajpayee and Co. 
Eve^ one of their moves have stopped at 
10, Janpath. For, the Congress president, 
for reasons which even senior party leaders 
fail to articulate, has given the go-ahead to 
“expose" the bjp but has stopped short, at 
least for now, of lending the Congress 
hand to destabilise the government. 

No wonder then that the predominant 
view among the UF constituents is, as 
Janata Dal MP Ram Vilas Paswan puts it, 
“the government will last as long as Sonia 
Gandhi wants it to." Samajwadi Party 
MP Amar Singh also feels that the onus 
for the formation and continuance of the 
government now rests sol¬ 
ely on the Congress: “If 
Sonia Gandhi makes up her 
mind, 1 give the govern¬ 
ment five minutes." Even 
the Opposition unity on 
the nuclear tests and 
the criticism of the Union 
budget does not seem to 
have changed the percep¬ 
tion ot the Congress high 
command. 

True, budgetary sole¬ 
cisms, India's diplomatic 
isolation, serious differen¬ 
ces between the bjp and its 
allies (particularly the aiaomk which is 
once again pressing for the dismissal of 
the Karunanidhi government) and the 
bogey of Ayodhya, resuscitated by the 
pre-fabrication of the Ram temple, have 
all provided enough grist for the Opp¬ 
osition mill. But, as a Congress MP from 
the South put it, “we are not able to take 
any Issue to its logical conclusion because 
ttie party leadership has no clear-cut view 
on forming the government." 

The Congress president, it is learnt, is 
clearly reluctant to disturb the present 
arrangement. If the government is to be 
toppled, the impetus would have to come 
from extraneous factors, like disaffection 
among the bjp allies or a serious gaffe on 
the part of the ruling party, compounded 
by the growing frustration among the 
Congress MPs. 

A section of Congress MPs, alarmed at 
the post-Pokhran II direction taken by 
prime minister Atal Beharl Vajpayee and 
home minister I,.K. Advani, fears that the 
nation may find itself on the brink of war. 
Supported by the Left Front and the 
Samajwadi Party, they would like to see the 
BJP applecart upset during the ongoing 
budget session itself. At the same time, 
they acknowledge the need for caution, 
since nobody wants fresh elections. 

Another section of Congress leaders 
feels the move would be premature—they 
want to wait until the assembly elections 
in Madhya Pradesh, Delhi and Rajasthan. 
Speculation is rife on the possibility of 
polls in Bihar, with governor Sundar 

Singh Bhandari's report 
seen as laying the ground¬ 
work for Rabri Devi's dis¬ 
missal. "The euphoria over 
the nuclear explosions has 
yet to dissipate and the 
impact of the economic- 
sanctions will be felt only 
after a few months. Also, 
we should let the disen- 
chantment among the 
allies grow. Or let the bjp 

expose itself by using arti¬ 
cle BS6 in West Bengal, 
Bihar or Tamil Nadu," a 
senior Congress leader said. 

This, despite the fact that the numbers 
.still appear to favour the bjp. “We did make 
a genuine attempt to topple Vajpayee dur¬ 
ing the vote of confidence and failed,” 
points out JD leader S. Jaipal Reddy. While 
AiADMK leader J. Jayalalitha is upset with the 
BJP on several counts—her MPs staged a 
walkout in both Houses of Parliament last 
week—especially Vajpayee's reluctance to 
dismiss the nm government, she has to 
think twice before withdrawing support 

beause an alternative arrangement would 
include the tmc-dmk combine. /Uthough 
7MC chief G.K. Moopanar has made no 
secret of his willingness to abide by Sonia 
Gandhi's diktat, the dmk, an integral part of 
the UF, could hardly come to terms with the 
AIADMK. Likewise, a cocktail government 
comprising both the Left Front and Mamata 
Banerjee's Trinamul Congress is unlikely. 
However, UF leaders feel that the Biju Janata 
Dal and the Samata Party are soft targets 
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a CPI leader, "whatever the senior partner 
(cpi-M) may say, no one will endorse 
Sonia's candidature." For one thing, Sonia 
Gandhi has not made any attempt to 
establish communication with other 
Opposition leaders. "She has not both¬ 
ered to call on even senior leaders,” they 
often complain. SHARAD Pawar, who has established 

good equations with both Naidu and 
jayalalltha, is popular with UF lead¬ 

ers, but what goes against him is the fact 
that he has too many detractors within his 
own party. "The coterie around madam is 
dead-set against him," says a Pawar loyal¬ 
ist. Sources close to Pawar debunk the pop¬ 
ular perception that there is little commu¬ 
nication between the two. "Madam is in 
close touch with him. His recommenda¬ 
tions on some appointmwits have been 

If nothing comes of It—and the investi¬ 
gation docs not appear to have made 
much progress in the last two months— 
Sonia will stand vindicated, as even a non- 
Cxmgress government could not substanti¬ 
ate the allegatioru against her temily. 

While Sonia may be reluctant to make a 
move against the Vajpayee goventment, • 
frustration is building up among Confess 
MPs. Her inaccessibility, coupled with the 
dominance of the new coterie surrounding 
her, has led to disenchantment among the 
party rank and file, who are lost in the wel¬ 
ter of subcommittees (two dozen) and the 
new culture of task forces, training pro¬ 
grammes and super-specialisation. 

With the setting up of two panels, the 
legislative affairs and the parliamentary 
committees, to oversee day-to-day affairs 
in the House, the cpp executive has been 
bypassed altogether. "This is against the 

T.NARAYAN 

Mulayam, Gowda, Surieat: The UF-LF says it's ready to ambush Vajpayee and Co 

ignored but at the moment, he does not 
want to create a confrontation on small 
issues like standing committee chairper¬ 
sons or Aiu: office-bearers," they say. 

Sonia's reluctance to take a stand is 
ascribed to three principal reasons: first, 
she has yet to identify a trusted lieu'.eiiant 
who could head a new government. She 
does not trust the Maharashtra stalwart. 

; c pp constitution. As MPs we are direction- 
i less and do not even know until the last 
I minute what our stand on major issues, 
I like for example the Prasar Bharatl, 
i should be," complains one MP. 

However, the party appears less uncertain 
I about its role as the main Opposition than 
i it did a fortnight ago, when it waffled on 

and could, if the need arose, be split to tml- 
ster the UF's tally in tlie Lok Sabha. 
Channels of communication with the now- | 
here, now-therc rop chief Chandrababu 
Naidu have also been kept open. 

Officially, Left Front and UF leaders dis¬ 
miss the issue of the Congress choice of 
prime minister as "an internal matter ot 
the party", but off the record, they are 
quite clear that the Congre-ss president is 
not an acceptable candidate. According tc 

Pawar, and cannot propose a loyalist like 
Arjun Singh—"over everybody's dead 
body" as a Pawar loyalist put it—as prime 

I minister. And Indeed, Arjun Singh was 
denied a Rajya Sabha nomination, siecond, 
she may want to wait until she is sure there 
are sufficient numbers to form a new gov¬ 
ernment without the risk of fating fresh 
elections. If the bjp finds itself in a fiscal 
quagmire by then, so much the better. 
Third. Congress MPs speculate, is the all 
important question of Bofors. 

has come out with a series of trenchant 
words against the budget. 

The parly has taken a strong line on the 
issue of farmers' suicides, the urea price 
hike and the (inadvertent) petroleum price 
increase. Attempts are being made to 
improve floor coordination iHitwccn the 
United Front and the Congress with 
refloated meetings on the Women's Res¬ 
ervation and Prasar Bharati bills. As for 
making a bid for power, it's strictly "wait 
and watch," says spokesman Ajit Jogi. ■ 



By ZAFARMEIUU in Srinagar IT Is not every day that well-maintai¬ 

ned, 28-acre palaces are disposed of for 

a mere Rs 10 lakh. Many eyebrows 

were raised in Srinagar when the pict¬ 

uresque palace of the former maharaja 

of Jammu and Kashmir, Hari Singh, on the 

upmarket Boulevard along the Dal Lake 

was sold for a throwaway price which 

would not have fetched even a three-bed¬ 

room house anywhere in Srinagar. 

The sale deed was executed by the heire of 

Hari Sit^, including former Sadar-l-Riyasat 

and Rajya Sabha member Dr Karan Singh 

and his family. The palace has been sold to 

Narinder Kumar Batra, younger son of influ¬ 

ential Kashmir business magnate Dharam 

Veer Batra. However, it is alleged that the 

'sale' was carried out to provide a legal cover 

to the real owna, Lalit Suri of Bharat Hotels, 

who being a non-Kashmiri cannot by law 

purchase Immovable property in J&K. 

The documents in the possession of Out¬ 

look contradict the claim made by Suri to a 

Srinagar newspaper that his company had 

purchased the building and land, includ¬ 

ing all the fixtures, for ”Rs 35 crore and 

stamp duty worth Rs 1.10 aore has been 

paid”. The sale deed executed on January 

lb, 1998, clearly states the sale price was Rs 

10 lakh and Rs 1.08 had been paid as 

stamp duty at the rate of 10.8 per cent. 

Despite repeated attempts, Karan Singh, 

however, was not available for conunent 

That the transaction between Vikramadi- 

tya Singh, son of Karan Singh, and Narinder 

Kumar Batra was one of convenience is 

proved by the fact that iirunediately after 

registering the sale deed formally in a Sri¬ 

nagar court, Batra transferred all his rights 

on the property in favour of Suri's Bharat 

Hotels through a general power of attorney, 

signed and executKl on that very day. 

The hotel, now named by Suri as Grand 

Palace, was eatUer called Oberoi Palac; 

Hotel. For nearly two decades, from 1957 to 

1975, the hotel was run and managed by 

the Oberoi chain of hotels. In 1975, Karan 

Singh had floated a private limited comp¬ 

any comprising his family memben under 

the banner Jyoti Private Limited which 

took over the management of the entire 

property and entered into a contract with 

Obaoi exclusively for running the hotel. 
Vikramadltya, who became the owner of 

the building and the land by virtue erf a 

memorandum of partition dated March 16, 

1965, leased it out on February 21,1978, for 

40 yean to M/s jyoti Private Limited, of 
which his father was the managing director. 

But 20 yean later, on Novemter 22,1997, 

Mkramadltya executed a perpetual lease 

deed with M/s Jyoti Private Limited for a 

period of 99 years. The perpetual lease deed 
states the lessor (Vlkrar^ltya) "shall have 

no rl^t/tltle or interest left in the sched¬ 

uled property nor shall he be entitled to 

revok^detmnine fills Indenture Popetual 
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Lease until the expiry to the lease period". 
What makes the deal questionable is the 

manner in which Vikramaditya sold the 
property to Suri through Batra, even tho¬ 
ugh he had transferred all his rights to M/s 
Jyoti Private Limited. An important ques¬ 
tion arises here on the status of Jyoti Private 
Limited in the deal. Has Suri also purchased 
the said company and, if so, the deal is in 
gross violation of state subject laws, which 
bars outsiders horn owning immovable 
property in J&K? And if this was not the 
case, whatever happened to the perpetual 
lease deed for a period of 99 years? 

Vikramaditya through the sale deed trans¬ 
ferred and assigned to Batra the entire prop¬ 
erty—"in consideration of a sum of Rs 
10,00,000" paid via Pay Order No 004448 
dated 13.1.98, drawn on Oriental Bank of 
Commerce, Subzi Mandi, Delhi. The same 
day, Batra transferred all his rights in favour 
of Suri’s Bharat Hotels Limited through a 
general power of attorney. In the document, 

Batra nominates the chairman of Bharat 
Hotels limited (Suii) as his "lawful attor¬ 
ney" of the ptop^ «dth all the tights of a 
genuine owner indudlng the right to "sell, 
convey, transfer, exchange, assign or other¬ 
wise part with the possession of the said 
ptop<^ and for that purpose to apply for 
permission to sell from the compdent 
authorities and to receive the same from the 
officers of the concerned audiorlties". That the deal was not a routine one 

and Batra was just a feont man of Suri 
is established by clause 12 of the docu¬ 

ment in whidi Batra states: "And I do here¬ 
by confirm that the present Power of Attor¬ 
ney is Irrevocable and I shall not revoke this 
Power of Attorney under any circumstances 
whatsoever... And I do hereby further agree 
and undertake not to alter, amend, dimin¬ 
ish or derogate from these powers or to can¬ 
cel or revoke this Power of Attorney." 

Interestingly, after taking over the prope¬ 
rty, Suit's Bharat Hotels Limited has virtua¬ 
lly declared the premises out of bounds for 
Kashmiris. The shopping complex within 
the premises, wtdeh dates back to 1957, has 
been demolished. Similarly, none of the ear¬ 
lier hotel staff have been re-employed by 
the new owners. Currently renovation is 
going on in full swing and the new man¬ 
agement is learnt to be making some major 
changes in the existing structure. However, 
details of this could not be ascertained as 
reporters are not allowed inside the hotd. 
Bharat Hotels is also said to have applied for 
a loan from the j&K Bank to the tune of Rs 
30 crore for repairs and renovation. But this 
has not been cleared in view of the case filed 
against the new management by the associ¬ 
ation (rf Oberoi Hotel shopkeepen. 

Businessmen as well as local citizens in 
Srinagar are aghast oyer the silence of the 
state government and other agencies con¬ 
cerned on the sale of a historical site. In fact, 
chief minister Farooq Abdullah was present 
at the bhoomi puja held by Suri at the hotel 
complex early last month. Interestingly, the 
state government had already put in place 
some norms on the sale of property to put a 
check on the practice of undervaluing it for 
evading taxes and stamp duty. The buyer 
has to approach the deputy commissioner 
concerned who directs the engineering dep¬ 
artment for valuation of the property and in 
case the value is higher than what is stated 
in the papers, the sale deed is not registered. 
But, in this case, this provision was ignored. 

The sale is the envy of other hoteliers in 
Srinagar. Says Bashir Ahmed, who is also in 
the hotel business; "I am prepared to pay 
Rs 20 crore for the same property. Let Suri 
or his front man Narinder Batra come for¬ 
ward. They are good businessmen looking 
for profits and this should be an attractive 
proposition—Rs 20 crore for what they 
purchased for Rs 10 lakh." Weil? • 
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OPINION 

Freedom from Humbug 
PRESIDENT Truman proclaimed hb celebrated 

Four Freedoms in 1948. To those, Bob Hope 
added a fifth: freedom from humbug. The adage 

comes to mind in the context of the current debate 
on India's nuclear test explosions. 

Die Indian bomb is no more abhorrent than the 
American, Chinese, Russian, French or British. Nor is 
the nth state argument particularly Impressive when 
the N-five are licensed to retain and refine their arse¬ 
nals through sub<riticai tests or by computer simula¬ 
tion and, like other adherents, have the right to 
rescind their accession to the (.lar if faced with the 
exigency of sovereign defence. Indeed, this was an 
argument proffered by the United States and Britain before the 
International Court of Justice which had been asked for an advi¬ 
sory opinion by the UN General Assembly in 1996 on the legal¬ 
ity of the use of nuclear weapons. 

India has consistently advocated complete and universal 
nuclear disarmament as the best and only means of getting rid of 
this weapon of mass destruction, with arms limitation and con¬ 
trol being intermediate stages along the way. It repeated this after 
its first test in 1974—and waited. In the event, the npt and now 
,the CTBT have legitimised nuclear weapons and only sought to 
freeze a highly unequal and discriminatory status quo. 

However, even the status quo seems a charade. Many among 
those who have decried the Indian tests either possess nuclear arms 
or enjoy the protection of a nuclear umbrel¬ 
la. NAio's nuclear umbrella has extended 
eastward to Poland, the Czech Rqiublic and 
Hungary despite the end of the cold war. 
Why? And this gec^aphical proliferation 
could be but Stage I in a new ostpolitlk. 

The United States turned a blind eye to 
proliferation of nuclear capability, and the 
export of narcotics, Islamic fundamental¬ 
ism and a new generation of automatic 
small arms to and through a frontline ally 
during all the years of the Afghanistan war, 
as the "evil empire" had to be defeated. The 
consequences of that blindness have been 
profoundly painful and disturbing for a 
country like India. 

Nuclear weapons suffer degradation over 
time. Hence the United States has entered 
into a highly sophisticated Stockpile .Stew¬ 
ardship and Management Programme to maintain the battlefield 
integrity of its nuclear weapons despite ageing. And consider the 
extraordinary incongruity and arrogance ot power explicit in the 
cfBT whiih, it is decreed, cannot enter into force unless India, its 
staunchest opponent, ratifies it. So in not signing the treaty in 
September 1996 India was angrily dubbed a “spoiler”! 

The strange entry-into-force formula is a multilateral s'ersion of 
the extra-territoriality the US has assumed for domestic laws by 
proclaiming that third countries trading with states like Cuba, Iran 
and Libya, with which it has banned commerce, are liable to face 
sanctions. European nations are protesting this illegal imposition. 

It is moot whether India is truly a “spoiler". Rather, the nuclear- 
missile regime that those-that-have along with their umbrellaed- 
allles have imposed seeks to prevent “proliferation" of so-called 
dual-use technology. Many technologies are directly or indirectly 
dual-use, much depending on the end-configuration. Most firon- 
tier technologies will probably l>e dual-use in this sense. India has 

already experienced embargoes on high-speed com¬ 
puters, cryogenic engines, a fertiliser/chemical tech¬ 
nology that was suspect, etc. Much that is new and 
exciting in the chemical, bio-technologlcal, metals 
and materials, electronics, space, information tech¬ 
nology and other areas could be dual-use. By what 
and whose definition? 

Dual-use, like beauty, lies in the beholder's eye. And 
the eye might well behold threats to national jobs, 
competitiveness, trade, whatever. And he who defies 
or demurs, faces sanctions. And the ultimate power 
behind the trade sanctions is military-nuclear sanc¬ 
tions. Indian trading vessels carrying “embargoed” 

cargo have been intercepted and the suspect merchandise quar¬ 
antined. Where lies redress when the other party appeals to 
national interest, let alone national security? In a statement 
issued by the White House on August 11,1995, Bill Clinton said: 
"I consider the maintenance of a safe and reliable nuclear stodt- 
pile to be a supreme national interest of the United States." 

The dual-use regime could retard the technological growth and 
economic development of independent nations such as India. Dlls 
is strangely a less articulated but most important reason to oppose 
technological colonialism. Other unequal social, economic and 
environmental conditionalities have sprouted and are proliferat¬ 
ing. Yet, the message one hears is “if you are with me, it’s all right". 

Having tested before the crar closed in, India has been rig^t to 
declare no first use and a moratorium on 
tests. It should logically modestly weapo- 
nise—though not deploy—but be willing to 
negotiate amendments or additional proto- 

jicpls to the a»r, nit, iwcrr, mtck, et al. The 
two-fold objectives should be to secure mea¬ 
sured commitments towards the goal of uni¬ 
versal and complete disarmament, howso¬ 
ever long the road, and to correct the distor¬ 
tions that have aept into the world system 
on account of dual use, extra-territori^ ard 
similar discriminatory and arbitrary regimes. 

Given reasonable movement in ftat direc¬ 
tion, India too must march in step. The cost 
of weaponisation, to build a limited deter¬ 
rent and no more, will not be very huge as 
both India's nuclear and space programmes 
have essentially been for ^aceful purposes 
and the bulk of the investments are sunk 

costs. There must be no nuclear arms race. 
Pakistan, like India, was a covert nuclear power. Growing recog¬ 

nition of this had introduced an element of deterrence and 
movement towards dialogue, with two steps forward and one 
back. Pakistan's test (albeit with Chinese assistance) does not 
materially alter the situation. India should keep its cool. Neither 
is a rogue state and their three wars were among the more 
"civilised" ones since 1946. Once euphoria and current rhetoric 
subside, both rides should and probably will move to the table. 
With war ruled out, ground realities In j&K will shape the agen¬ 
da and sensible and acceptable solutions can be found: 

Sanctions could hurt but must be accepted and used to stiffen 
national resolve and stimulate Internal rdorm. There must mean¬ 
while be no foolish sabre-rattling, bravado, demonlsation of any¬ 
body, or jingoism—of which there has alas been some evidence. 
The Indian tests could in retrospect be a turning point towards 
building a better and safer world order. ■ 

B.G. VERGHESE 

bafore the atoasii 
in, liHtia baalilaai} rliM; 
to dealafO no M tfoe.v 
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VHP. 

A Prefab Home for the Lord 
The Centre swears by status quo, but the Vishwa Hindu Parishad’s temple plans proceed apace 

By RAJESH JOSHI 

"The day it (cutting and carving of stone) will 
h' eompk'le, the Hindus will not wail indefi¬ 
nitely lo Sturt re-construction of the temple." 

Ashok Sint;lial in the nsb mouthpiece, 
Organiser T intention is unambiguous. Tlie 

Vishwa Hindu Parishad (viir) has 
given enough indication that it 
wants the ^‘ginning of tlie 21si 
century to herald the construction 

of the Ram leniple at Ayodhya irrespective 
of a court verdict. But the clear-cut warn¬ 
ing seems to have esca|)ed the attention of 
the Opposition. 

Union home minister I..K. Advani 
assured Parliament last fortnight that the 
October 24, 1994, Supreme Court order to 
maintain the status quo at the disputed 
site was being implemented strictly and 
tliat the carving of stone did not break any 
taw. But no (Opposition leader drew his 
attention to the vhp supremo's eagerness to 

throw the aiwx court's order to the wind. 
As sculptors and local artisans chip away 

earnestly at the .sandstone—aptly referred 
to as the sanghi patthar in the area--to 
carve portions of the temple at viip work¬ 
shops in .Ayiulhya and Rajasthan, the vhi>'s 

stridency rings ominous. With the eupho¬ 
ria of the nuclear liomii .subsiding fast and 
the road ahead bumpy for the fragile rul¬ 
ing coalition, the viii’ is not very hopeful 
about the future of the it|i‘-led government. 

While the supreme aim of the Sangh pari- 
var at ’he moment remains safeguarding 
the interests of tlie government, the top 
leadership of the viip feels it is difficult to 
prc'dic't the state of the government two 
years from now. "We are not going to do 
anything about the temple for two years. 
After that who knows whether the govern¬ 
ment will stay or not," says a top viip leader. 

But the VHP is rapidly preparing itself for 
any eventuality. According to an estimate 
drawn by its leaders, the cutting and carv¬ 
ing of stone for the mandir will almost be 
over in two to three years. By that lime tjie 

hip's ever-sulking coalition partners like 
Jayalalitha might create some cr'sis for the 
governmenl. In that case, as Astiok Singhal 
declared in liardwar, "I lindus will not wait 
indeiiniiely to start re-construction of the 
temple”. Translated, it niejiis the \iip will 
not wait for the court verdict. 

Tfie trans|X)rtation ol carved pillars from 
three workshops in the Siroh' district of 
Rajasthan will not t>e a problem for the 
organisation. The viip leaders hope that by 
then the high court will also have decided 
on the title suits. But if that doesn't hap- 
fien, the organisation will anyway go 
ahead with its agenda (.ur interview). 

For now, viip insiders say the prefabri¬ 
cated temple—44 of the total 212 pillars 
and the floor are ready—can anytime be 
transported to Ayodhya and reassembled 
at the site within a few days. No cement or 
iron will lie u.sed in the construction. With 
a favourable government in the state of UP, 
the VHP doesn’t have anything to fear. 
However, the organisation on its own will 
not create any trouble for the government 
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ICI can stop 
Wtiktiucarviiigafstoriefw^Rmtm- 
pbgoesMsw^aAyomya, Oie vmonce 
agiSn it d^Qiat^m power at earth, 
butuding titt judiciary, im stop rtiecmtruc- 
dot of a Ram tempit''. The claim amt be 
dismissed as rhetoric, du Babti Idasjid was 
demolished despite the Sangh parivar's assur¬ 
ances to Ok Supreme Court vhp secretary- 
general Adesuyei GMn^ KIshore spei^ 
to Outlook about their plans. Excerpts: 

How can yoa start woiic on the 
teni|rie when the matter b stlU to 
be decided by the court? 
Dunia kl koi siuJeti Ram mandir banane se 
rdk nahin sakti (no power on earth can 
stop the construction of the Ram temple). 
Not even the courts? 
Koi bhi shakti (any power). This is the det¬ 
ermination of the Hindu and he'll accom¬ 
plish It. The pufa (at the disputed site) 
can't be stopped. Nobody can move the 
makeshift lempie. What is our work now? 
Only to make the temple bhavya (grand). 
What, In your (pinion, Is Ae role ^ 
the courts on this issue? 
(Sarcastically) The courts these days are 
concentrating more on finding out who 

drandished It. Itli not con- 
CHitrating on arrytMog dse. 
The tMte suMs are aM«, 
The title ibue wfll coine 
lata. Title hoi to tom 
kar let^ maal, par (nuu>&) 
banega niskchlt (if therd'^ 
the title, we'll ptepale our¬ 
selves, Init the tonple 
defiriltely be constructed). 
Unless the land is handed over to 
yon... 
That will definitely be given to us. 
HUlyonnsetiiepro-Hindntvagiove- 
mment at Hie Centre for the canse? 
I object to calling it a pro-Hindutva gov¬ 
ernment. The government has adopted a 
national agenda for governance and It's 
working with consensus. Thoefote, it's nd 
worth calling It a pro-Hindutva gavem- 
ment. As br as Ram Jaiunabhopml is emt- 
cerned, the carving of-the stone 1$ on; we 
hope in the coining two yran itll be over. 
What do yon expect from the 
govemownt? 
We expect it to remove all Impediments 
in the way of constructing the temple. We 
don't want any help from them..,remove 

... 
How yo*! 
going’' 
where? too clRi htermfy, 
the enemy tot 
.foietdi wnere ] 

so-ci^ed setmliidiKi ‘ 
(qijposed to tto totoldC 

create 
have no danger fiton. tto ' 
ktiown. enemy. ■ Jhe.:; 

unknown enemy is more dangerous. ' " 
George Fernandes sphire agallikf ' 
neighbours; India tested mndtor 
bomb»-do yon think .yon'ce one. 
step closer to yonr dreiin of al^' 
andMmrat? 
I don't think we can achieve an akltoid' 
Bharat only hy issuing statements^ 
yes, it has proved one thin^hat vm 
have a spinal cord. India is not i^indi^ 
Are yon linking India's atomic fdkr .. 
levemeiit wtto Hindnism by pnqMi^ 
Ing a shtftti pceUi at Poklunn? 
in India there's only one dharma-itut’% 
Hindu. Othere are mazhdbs. So What'^^ 
tf they're not for the shakti peeth—we're 
for It. we Invite them also. We will not. 
instel id^ there. 

and will adhere to the decision taken by 
the K.SS at the Bangalore session to protect 
the government. 

But what is actually worrying tlte viii' is 
the 199.1 Acqui-sition of Certain Areas at 
Ayodiiya Act througli which the Rao gov¬ 
ernment acquired the disputed site at 
Ayodhya on January 7, 199.3. One clause of 
the Act stipulates that the disputed land 
will lie handed over to a trust or group of 
IK-opie formed only after tiie promulgation 
of the Act. t:hamj)at Rai, national joint sec¬ 
retary ot the VHP, says this l)ars all parties 
claiming their right over tlie disputed piece 
of land. "Tile government wiM have to exc*- 
aite the court order, and for that I’arlia- 
ment will have to change this Act," he says. 

Nevertheless, the vhp is likely to issue 
fiery statements more often titan lieforc in 
the coming years lest the temple slips from 
the memory of the "awakened Hindu 
saritaj”. .Says Rai: "We'll keep reminding 
the samaj about the temple. It is our right 
to awaken the [X.'ople. Temple construc¬ 
tion is a long process and we are not going 
to betray the people." 

This is to resolve the dilemma the vhp 

leadership faces every time it nt'cds to tell 
its cadre the cinnimstances why the Ram 
temple issue was put on the backburner by 
the BiP. To show that it has not reneged on 
its promise the vhp wants to reinforce the 
message that no government and no court 

can stop the construction of the Ram tem¬ 
ple. Meanwhile, to engage the cadre 
in TOmc sort of activity, the organisation 
has decided to focus its attention on "lar¬ 
ger Hindu issues" like those of cow slaugh¬ 
ter and conversion. Ten thousand "Hindu 
hitihintaks (wellwishers)" will be engaged 
full time to work on tlie.se issues. 

The temple pillars being carved at Sirohi 

HARSH SHAH/ INRIAN EXPRESS 

However, bip general-secretary K.N. 
Govindacharva refuses to accept that the 
VHP is planning Its .strategy ka'ping the 
position of tile BiP-led government in 
mind. He says it's wrong to say the viip 
makes its plans to iieln the bjp. The Sangh 
parivar, lie insists, doesn't work like that. 
"True, tlic mam aim is to protect the gov¬ 
ernment, hut the VHP has its own agenda. 
■\i times tlu'ii actions, like the decision to 
estahlisti a siiakti peeth in Pokiiran, do irri- 

I tale tin- iilP," says Ciobiiidachatya. 
k>r the moment, the viiP is not in favour 

; ol the iilea to give a DeEcmber 1992 kind 
; ut cal! to kar sevaks to assemble at 
■ Ayodhya. "You can rapture soiiielhing by 
' lolletfing peo|»ie but you can't do the con- 
; siruction," asserts Rai. But the similarity in 
I the two situations cannot be overlooked. 
■ Advani took out tlie rallt yatra in 1992 to 
' counter the Mandal card and the Sangh 
, [larivar assured the Supreme Court that the 
i Babti structure would lx* protected. Yet the 
I Babri Masjid was demolished. 
i Six years down the line, amidst tlie heat 
I and dust of nukc-nationalisin, Advani as 
1 home minister once again assures Parlia¬ 

ment that they're respecting the apex 
court's order to maintain the status quo at 
Ayixlliya. Given the sup's aggressive "build 
thi' temple programme", bip's assurance 
may ring as hollow as it did on the eve of 
December 6. ■ 
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WEST BENGAL 

Holding its Own 
Mamata sulks as LF romps home in panchayat polls 

By SOUTIK BISWAS _ HOW do you wrest power from the 

world's longest-ruling democrati¬ 

cally elected (Communist govern¬ 

ment? How do you lap into a rap¬ 

idly developing groundswell of 

popular discontent against a well-organ¬ 

ised, but fraying-at-the-edges party and 

translate it into votes? In West toigaJ, 
home to the two-decade-long rPi(M)-!ed 

10-party I«ft Front regime, the answers, 
clearly, are still not available. 

This home truth dawned on Mamata 

Banerjee and her Opposition ilk last fort¬ 
night after the results of West Bengal's fifth 

panchayat elections jwured in: the Left 

Front had clung on to its rural bastion 
tenaciously. One pointer: the Front's clean 

sweep of the 16 zilia parishads—the influ¬ 

ential top-rung of the three-tier panchayat 

system. On the other hand, a buoyant 

Opposition, riding high on Mamata's five- 

month breakaway group Trinamul Congr¬ 

ess and a revitalised hjp, performed shorldi- 

ly despite gains in the lower tiers. After all, 

didn't the Trinamul-Bji* combine mop up 

eight seats in the Lok Sabha elections just 

three months ago and give a much-newled 
shock to static Bengal politics? Now the 

Marxists are having the la.st laugh. " The 

euphoria (of the Opposition)," says iiower- 
ful cpi(M) central committee member 

Biman ^)sc, “has evaporated." 

To lie sure, the ('pi(m)'s fabled organisa¬ 
tion made the party's task of mobilising 

men and machinery to participate In what 

must be arguably the svorld's largc-sl local 

election—40 million voters in rural Bengal 

chose candidates for 71,(XK) seals at 40,(KX) 
bootlis with three ballots .simultancHsusly 

tor three tiers—infinitely easier. The ruling 

com! line was also helped abundantly by 

the sniping over scat-sharing between 

Trinannil and ally, the iijp. The upshot: the 

anti lel'i vote split between Trinamul, the 

B|P and a ilown-but-not-out Congress. 

lor one, Uu* wobbly Trinamul-niP alliance 
bolstered the i himi's fortunes in the lower 

tiers—panchayat sainiti and gram (rancliay- 
at. The t haiges are Hying thick: both parties 

accuse eatii other of dishonouring seat- 

sharing accordv Irinaiiml leader and Ml’ 
\iit I’anja says the ii|p went aliead and field- 

'xi Its candidates in some 2(t,(XK) of the 

49,199 gram panchayat seats, lesulting in a 

'1ve-way contest—I eft, i riiiamul, b)p, 

ongress and Independents—in nearly 
'‘>,(XX) seats. "Wo have lost lO.tXX) seats in 

the gram panchayat," he 

claims, "by a margin of five 

to ten votes fiecause the bjp 

put up candidates." 
But West Bengal bjp vice- 

president Paras DuHa tells a 

different story: "'I'rinamul 
took us for a lide. They filed 

nominations for numerous 

seats, told us they'd with¬ 
draw because we had a can¬ 

didate there already, but did¬ 

n’t." The truth lies some¬ 

where in between. What’s 

clear is that the once-promis¬ 

ing Trinamul-BiP courtship is 

looking jinxed {sec box). 
'Ilie results are also seen as 

a setback for Mamata, whose 

homegrown brand of high- 

dccibel, emotive politics has 

touched a chord in Bengal's 

towns and tlie countryside. 

But lier on-off relationship 
with the BJP and broadsides 

against political foes per- 

plextxl voters, liackfiring on her party. This 

time, she strode into Muslim-dominated 
central Bengal districts and challenged 

Congress strongman and former Union 
minister A.B.A. (Jhani Khan Chowdhury 

on his liometurf, Malda. The miffed elec- 

torale, already wary of Mamata's alliance 

with the nil’, voted heavily for the Congres,s 
in at least thrc'e districts. 

Mamata also possibly needs to learn that 

the Irinamul is still not .synonymous with 
the Opposition in Bengal: the depleted and 

much-castigated Congress picked up 11 
per cent of gram panchayat and over 9 per 

cent of the jiaiichayat sainiti seats. “Mam- 

ata neids to grow up," .says [wllticdl com¬ 

mentator Taruii (languly. "Otherwise, she 

will remain an urban and seini-urban phe¬ 

nomenon promising miracles to the frus¬ 

trated lower-middle-dasses." 

That would really lx* a tragic denouement 

to Trinamui’s political fortunes, with or 

wittiout the BiP. For, signs of growing disill¬ 
usionment with the (pi(M)-l^ Left Front 

continue to be unmistakable: the Front won 
.S5.85 jx;r cent of the total gram panchayat 

seats—the lowest grassroot tier—down from 
64..T1 [x-r cent in the 1993 elections. (Here, 

Trinamul picked up 20 pet cent of the seats, 

while a hesitant bjp picked up 7.67 per cent, 

up from 3.89 per cent in 1993) 

So there seems to be a near 10 per cent 

erosion of support at the grassroots for the 

Barbs Only 
Trinamul Congress and ally, the 
BJP, pull in different directions LISITN to Ajit Panja.i'ninainul leader, 

talking about the Bjp's treatment of 
Mamata Banerjee and their party and 

you wonder how the alliance got off the 
ground in the fint place. A shortlist of 
pet grouses: $)r ministers visit Calcutta, 
but don't inform or meet Trinamul lead¬ 
ers; there isn't a “single* reply from the 
Union home ministry to faxes detailing 
'atrocitte' on 'Mnamui workers by the 
cpi(m); and local party MP from Dum 
Dum IXpan Sikdar is "full of attitude 
because he thinks he's bigger than 
Mamata." When TTinamul sent an sos to 
the Centre to rush 70 companies of para¬ 
military forces to maintain order during 
the panchayat elections, they got only 
20. "Why are they playing with our sen¬ 
timents?" asks an angiy Panja. 

Hie upshot: Mamata boycotted Parlia¬ 
ment, as the PM made hantic phone calls 
to placate her. Same old stbry. 

Now listen to Paras Dutta, state vlo- 
president, talldng about ^ ‘IMnamuL- If 
the .'Itinamul thinks all Bit> leaders have to 
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Ptratographs by SWAPAN NAYAK 

Matnata: fighting petty battias? 

inform them of their visit to Calcutta they 
are "asking for too much"; Mamata’s “ego 
is bigger than the political interest"; her 
"blackmailing the Centre can't go on." 

So where goes the alliance from here? 
“We'll try our best to make it work," says 
Dutta. "But if she dcMsn't compromise 
and pushes us too hard, then anything 
can happen.” The two parties are trying 
to thrash out a seat-sharing arrangement 
for the elections to 12 municipalities and 
three byelections next month. "Is this a 
coalition?" asks Panja. A lot of people are 
asking the same question. 

Left; gram panchayats with 
their 600-strong average ele¬ 
ctorates are instruments for 
state-assigned developmen¬ 
tal works; and any partisan¬ 
ship here is conspicuous as is 
a candidate's non-performa¬ 
nce. Wrong, says central 
committee member and Gnu- 
Mhakli editor Anil Biswas. "I 
don't call it an enision," he 
insists. “After 20 years in 
power, there's an inevitable 
anti-incumbency factor." ] 

But that does not quite 
explain how an "anti- 
incun(benc7" factor workctl 
against the Front at the gram 
panchayat, sliaving off a 
good chunk of its seats over 
1993, hut had nt) liearing on 
the powerful /.ilia parishad 
lier, where the Left alliance 
walked away with a whoj)- 
ping 89.85 frer cent seats, 
tlie highest in five elections. 
Party officials attribute gram 
panchayat setbacks to mal¬ 
contents—or the 10,0(X) or 
so ciMlM) workers purged in 
the past 10 years—cam|)aig- 
ning against the I.eft. in 
comparison, they say, voting 
for /ilia parishad with 

50,000-90,000 strong con.stituencies, is 
"political, and less landidate-oricnied.'' 

Tliere is liltle douirt ttiat the Front's rural 
strength was Imilt on land reforms. Nearl y 
1.5 million sharer ropiKrs or tenants of the 
land—below the target of 2 million 
though—now have the inheritable right to 
cultivate .some 1.1 million acres. I his 
strength was consolidated with the three- 
tier panchayat system to devolve jiower to 
tlie rural |)(K)r. This has serwd some pur¬ 
pose, but critics say the panchayats tend to 
be monopoliscHl by the rural middle and 
upper class and reck ot corruption. Add to 
this the fact that this year's panchayat el'-c 
tions lias been tlie bloodiest in Bengal in 
years; .some 12 workers have treen killed in 
clashes lietwwn ( i-Km) and Trinamul; aiul 
last week I’ront partner Rsi* threatened !•> 
quit the alliance after alleged c i’itsi) su()- 
noriers murdered four of its suppoiteis in a 
spiral of |)ost-poll violence. 

(.hief minister Jyoti Basil says he's 
"happy" witlt the results. t)tl>ers, like 
political .scientist Partha Chalterjee of the 
Calcutta-based Centre lV»r Studies In Social 
Sciences, feel that the i.i'Ksn's triumphal¬ 
ism could turn out to be illusory. "There is 
still no alternative Opposition group in 
Bengal," says f.hatterjec, "wliich has credi¬ 
bility with the voters to gel into power." 
Till that happens, tlie Front will reign 
supreme in the rural heartland. ■ 
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SPOTLIGHT 

Dawood^ Man in Nepal 
Dilshad Beg, with a finger in sundry crimes, is the key to an ISI network. But he’s safe in Nepal. 

A serious effort or just another gim¬ 
mick? Even as the government for 
the first time initiates a move to get 

Mitza Dilshad Beg, Nepal's former minister 
and a close associate of Dawood Ibrahim, 
extradited from his adopted country, there 
are apprehensions that the exercise might 
turn out to be yet another damp squib. 

Given the money power and heavy clout 
that Beg enjoys in the political circles of 
Nepal, India's request to extradite him is 
likely to fall on deaf ears. Even officials 
involved in the extradition process are not 
too sure about the outcome. Says one top 
official: "Mirza Dilshad Beg holds the key 
to government formation in Nepal. He can 
buy any number of MPs. But at least the 
govemmetJt has decided to go on record 
that the man is wanted here." 

Interestingly, the government's effort to 
get Mirza extradited coincides with the \ iii> 
workers' recent meeting with I..K. Advani. 
The VHi* reportedly briefed the home min¬ 
ister about a "sudden increase in the 
number of madrassas" on the Indo-Nepal 
border and requested him to take steps 
to check the activities of the Inter-Servicc 
Intelligence 'agents' in the area. The vnp is 
planning to take out yatras on both sides 
of the border to highlight the issue. 

However, these apprehensions 

gence sources reveal that when Beg and his 
family went for Haj pilgrimage recently, 
the entire expenditure was borne by the 
Pakistani intelligence agency. According to 
the report Beg "is known to be in touch 
with cTiminals and some politicians of UP 
with criminal backgrounds". 

An Indian by birth. Beg originally hails 
from village Bhelani of Deoria district in 
eastern UP. He startc-d his career as a petty 
criminal but later shifted to Nepal as a big- 
time gangster. After being thrown out of 
the Nepai Sadbhavna Party, Beg joined the 
Rjshtriya Prajatantrik Party and twice 
became a minister. An MP from Krishna 
Nagar area on the Indo-Nepal border. Beg 
is reported "to provide safe passage to 
criminals, especially of the Dawood gang, 

Indian raquests for an 
axiraditlon may be .a bit 

optimistic. The ax-roinistor 
is a virtual kinBmaker In 

Nopal. But ho*s also llnkad 
to a crima cbalii in UP. 

into India through Krishna Nagar". This 
involvement with D-company came to 
light when many of the Bombay blast 
accused fled India via Kathmandu. They 
were provided all necessary help and a safe 
passage to Dubai. 

Government agencies are aware that 
major illegal arms trafficking—75 per cent 
of the illegal arms flow into India—is done 
through Krishna Nagar, Mirza's home¬ 
town. fihakka bhai, an active member of 
the D-company and a known gun-runner, 
allegedly works under Mirza's patronage. 
His patronage to notorious criminals 
became obvious a few years ago when he 
opposed the attempt made by the Delhi 
Police to arrest Babioo Srivastava saying 
the latter was a Nepalese subject. Babioo 
and his gang members were provided 
logistical support in Kathmandu by Mirza. 
Babloo's gang member Virendra Pant told t 
Outlmk that the acx'used in the 1,.D. ,\rora 
murder case were also given shelter t)y 
Mirza in Kathmandu. 

in addition, the UP police has a long list 
of crimes committed by Mirza in the slate. 
Irfan alias Gama, a notorious criminal ot 
eastern UP and an associate of Mirza, wa"' 
involved in the Menaka talkies blast on 

i January 26, 199.1, Gama later told the 
8IKASRAUNIAR police that the bomb was provided 

notwithstanding, the government 
has asked the departments con¬ 
cerned to prepare a case to initiate 
the extradition proceedings. The 
Central Bureau of Investigation, in 
consultation with the Uttar Pradesh 
prtlice, is busy preparing a dossier on 
Dilshad Bog, detailing his criminal 
activities in India. Since all cases 
against Beg are registered in UP, the 
request to initiate extradition pro¬ 
ceedings will have to come from 
that state government. It will then 
be processed by the ministry' of 
rxiernal affairs and finally i>e put 

by Mirza. Auto-lifting is another 
major ‘business' run by ,Mirza. 
According to a rough estimate, 
around 60 to 65 per cent of auto lift¬ 
ing in northern India is done by the 
Mirza syndicate. Maruti cars and 
vans lifted from Delhi and UP can be 
seen lined up in front of Mirza's 
house in Krishna Nagar. 

Officials say in .sucli cases extradi¬ 
tion requests ultimately become a 
routine affair. For the last so many 
years the government has Ircen reli¬ 
giously sending requests to Dubai foi 
Dawood Ibrahim's extradition, l)ut 

t.H*fore the .Nepal government. As a despite an Interpol warrant, there 
first stf]), Neeraj Kumar, the uii iiiu. has been no concrete result. 
recently had a detailed discussion 
with ui’ police officials. 

Details ol intelligence reports on 
Dilshad Beg available with OitUmik 
show that apart from his role In 
patronising international criminals 
and providing them logistical sup¬ 
port, the don is also associated with 
isi activities in a big way. The reports 
say that Beg is "suspected to be 
involved in virtually every sphere of 
!Si-sponsored activity". Top intelli- 

Iha Bit’, meanwhile, is hoping for 
definite political mileage out of the 
exercise. I'he political fallout of the 
move will be more than favourable 
for the party as it has always raised 
the issue—at times to counter politi¬ 
cal rivals like Mulayam Singh 
Yadav—of a vast isi network across 
the country. C2ould Mirza Dilsliad 
Beg just provide the key to that 
shadowy network? ■ 

Rajesh Josh! 
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INTERVIEW_ __ _ _ 

“All Indians are in N-firing iine” 
Lt-general (retd) VR. Roffluivan, former 
director general (militaiy operations) and curr¬ 
ently a director in the Delhi Policy Group, is 
convinced that nuclear tests were not warrant¬ 
ed at this juncture. Having said that, he clari¬ 
fies that now that the tests have been conduc¬ 
ted, India should use the claimed nuclear 
weapons capability for maintaining peace in 
the region and not as a deterrent. Excerpts 
from an inteniew with Aflth PUtai; 

Do you think that the security envi¬ 
ronment justified the Pokhran tests? 
In the SOth year of Independence, there are 
people who still ask whether Partition was 
a g(X)d thing. Fifty years hence people will 
be asking whether we were right in exercis¬ 
ing the nuclear option at this 
time. Our decision is an extraor¬ 
dinary shift from all out rea¬ 
soned and consensas-based posi¬ 
tions on defence. The fundamen¬ 
tals of our thinking, Miefs and 
d(Klrine have been put on a new 

der dispute honorably with China will be ■ bargaining position with considerable 
debated for long. As for Pakistan, nuclear inilucnce and served India's cause well, 
weapons in themselves will not help solve Have we lost by going nuclear? What 
the Kashmir problem. Militancy and proxy must be done to .save the situation? 
war will get acute under the overt nuclear I am not worried about sanctions and enib- 
status of the two nations. A sub-conven- argoes. We can live through them. But thr- 
tional war of the kind India is having to 1 ough decades of restraint and our principled 
fight in J&K flourLshes when nuclear wea- i ixjsitions on the .sn, ittbt, fmct, we had for- 
pons make conventional wars unlikely. ' ced the nuclear five to acknowledge our 
In the past have the services chiefs i security needs. We had created for India a 
voiced a need to go nuclear? I nuclear space in which to manoeuvre to 
They have asked for deterrence which was seiure our interests. That space is now con- 
a professional military opinion. The strate- siderably reduced after declaring ourselves a 
gic and political judgement of the govern- nuclear weapons state. We can still recreate 
ments was to meet the need by a nuclear that s|>ace by not isolating ourselves and by 
weafmns capability short of weaponising. using the nuclear capability constructively. 
That strategic perspective gave a strong It would require a shift in our outlook on 

TRiBHUVAN TiwARi nuclcar weapons as the means to 
negotiate and secure our intere¬ 
sts, and not as an instrument of 
deterrenc e. This can lx? done not 
by vwaponising, but with a uni¬ 
lateral cleclaiation ot no first use, 
and by rcinfon ing the arms cont- 

course. One must ask if it was a 
critical national need. Previous 
prime ministers have said in 
Parliament that our security sce¬ 
nario had not changed to war¬ 
rant the tests. There seemed to 
have been no compulsions. Mili¬ 
tarily nothing had changed. Pre¬ 
vious governments did not go in 
for the tests despite having the 
capability and the demands from 
.some quarters for tests. Their str¬ 
ategic pers|K‘ctive on national 
.security did not indicate that 
India would gain by such action. 
How successful were we in 
handling our disputes with 
China and Pakistan and 
how have things changed 
with India going nncTcar/ 
Ihese were two main security 
challenges faced by India since 

rol and disarmament movement. 
India will have demonstrate its 

’ dependability and maturity in 
using nuclear weapons for peace. 
Nuclearisation has placed every 
Indian citizen in the nuclcar fir¬ 
ing line. The people deserve that 
the new policy brings peace 
instead of enhanced insetnrity. 
How do you assess nuclear 
weapons as instruments of 
deterrence? 
Nuclear deterrence is at the Ixist 
ot limes an unstable phenome¬ 
non. It leads to an unrelenting 
pressure on otliers to acquire the 
means to deter. Deterrence works 
if the adversary rcs|X)nds in pre¬ 
dictable and rational wavs. One 
can never lx- sure of it. Deterre¬ 
nce can Ix' viewed by the adver¬ 
sary in crisis as a live threat. It 

Independence. Efforts have been 
continuing since Rajiv Gandhi's 
time to constnictively interact 
with China through negotiatiem. 
Successive PMs continucHj the 

will then lead to deterrent actiem 
by the opjmncnt with catastrop¬ 
hic consequences. Deterrence 
needs to be managed with great 
skill and patieme. It requirc‘s 

gcHxl work. We even had a Sino-lndian acc¬ 
ord which was a significant achievement in 
ruling out a war with China. The issue was 
handled with skill and maturity. India's 
management of the Irorder dispute was a 
model of handling disputes with a .stronger 
neighbour. We were moving slowly but per¬ 
ceptibly towards the possibility of a solu¬ 
tion to the bcirder dispute. All that has 
received a setback. Whether a nuclear bomb 
was more important than settling the bor- 1 

“Nvclear deterrence is an 
unstable phenomenon. It 

works If the adversary 
responds in a predictable, 

rational way. One can 
never be sure of it.” 

I constant communication with the oppo- 
i neiit and a dialogue-encouraging ambi 
I ence, even in crisis situations. It clemands 
I avoidance of provexation and building of 
i confidence. Nuclear detc*rrencc was a <.old 
' War construct and worked—with many 

close calls—when there were two oppo¬ 
nents. Our detenent, for what it is worth, 
will operate in a threexornered contest. It 
will make nucle-ar detenence a very com¬ 
plex and dangerous ball game indeed. ■ 
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OPINION 

Amateur IKggemieii 
INDIAN scientists have opened for the country the 

gates that lead to either nuclear holocaust or 
decades of peace. In the land of dragons that lies 

beyond, nuclear strategy is the compass that will get 
us through. Many have navigated here before, and 
the wrecks of Spaatz, Osgood, Nitze, Dulles and 
Kissinger mark for us the courses to avoid. 

In 1946, nuclear strategy was fixated upon the 
weapon being a war-winning instrument that would 
end long and bloody conventional wars. The Joint 
Chiefs' assessment of 1945 had warned Truman that 
the invasion of Honshu Gapan) would cause 286,000 
US casualties. Two atom bombs were chosen instead. 
For 22 years Pentagon strategists have convinced US presidents 
that large nuclear arsenals were meant to either terminate war 
or to respond to a massive conventional superiority. Osgood 
and Kissinger proposed that limited nuclear wars could be won 
with tactical nuclear weapons. War gaming and computer sim¬ 
ulation changed all that, as.sisted by nuclear impotence at the 
Berlin airlift, at Dlen Bien Phu, in Korea and Vietnam. 
Nevertheless, the obvious nuclear impotence in Kashmir con¬ 
fuses and disappoints many. 

War gaming in the late '60s showed that if control of the 
nuclear trigger was decentralised to subordinate commanders to 
fire nuclear weapons in the central nato-ussr front, 21,000 tacti¬ 
cal weapons would be fired in 48 hours, catapulting limited war 
through the strategic stage to a nuclear 
holocaust. Kashmir will be no different. The 
rationale behind nuclear strategy today is a 
mystery to lay Indians, which is under¬ 
standable, but it is an area of darkness to 
most members of the strategic hierarchy on 
both sides of the border. There are probably 
only two libraries in India that can muster 
more than 50 relevant books on the subject 
and certainly none of the declassified offi¬ 
cial studies done in Washington and 
London. The signals from Pakistan, post 
Chagai, show wide variations in strategic 
comprehension. Nawaz ShariPs reference to 
a hitherto ''existential" deterrence indicates 
that someone there understands strategy, 
fiohar Ayub clearly has both feet in 1946 
and brings back the oft-repeated Hollywood 
thriller line, "It's not the professional killer, 
but the amateur that frightens me...." 

Most oi the arbitrariness, guesswork and emotion was 
removed from nuclear strategy by McNamara's team of opera¬ 
tions analysts, who defined the limiting parameters of assured 
destruction—and hence mutual deterrence. Any link between 
conventional war and nuclear weapons was forever severed. The 
number of weapons required would be justified on the basis ol 
a simulated e.schange. This number would vary depending on 
whether the weapons were counter-value or counter-force. (The 
former are inaccurate, and have large kilotonnage since they 
can only destroy population centres. The latter are accurate, 
smaller and target hostile nuclear weapon sites). 

It follows that a counter-force arsenal is ideal for a first strike 
and contemplating a first strike makes much sense if the enemy 
had only counter-value weapons which could be destroyed in a 
first strike. Indeed, political responsibility demands that the pri¬ 
mary objective of nuclear strategy is to protect one's own peo¬ 

ple-killing enemy civilians is unjustified, unethical 
and bad strategy. Avoiding bad strategy and protect¬ 
ing one's own people now locks both Delhi and 
Islamabad to a common goal, the desire for which 
will transcend current animosities. The problem is 
that nuclear escalation is inevitable until technol¬ 
ogy, as known today, stabilises anenals at mutually 
accepted levels. That level is the nuclear submarine- 
launched ballistic missile. Pakistan's bravado cannot 
conceal its inability to explode sub-critical weapons, 
a necessary step to achieve non-explosive testing, so 
that nuclear arsenals can be upgraded, after signing 
CTBT—as the US is doing. Pakistan can be placed in 

inferior nuclear asymmetry should India choose to do so—and 
this could bring them to the negotiating table. 

In establishing a deterrent, there are some "iron laws"—accep¬ 
ted by all nations who blundered through the early years of 
calamitous nuclear instability. A nuclear exchange and a 
nuclear holocaust is most easily caused by misperception.. To 
avoid triggering the wrong response, deterrence communica¬ 
tion must be established, and it must be between the people 
who carry the trigger (the coding devices to arm the warheads). 

Prior to Pokhran, India and Pakistan flouted every iron law 
that exists. They built and.possessed bombs in secret, they had 
ambiguous chains of command, the triggermen were clearly 
unidentifiable, there were no deterrent communications and 

the delivery systems were fragile. Not 
surprisingly, the world saw South Asia as a 
cauldron of nuclear instability. To fan the 
flames came US scholars like Perkovich 
who concluded that the Indians hau 

--invented a new strategy called 'nuclear 
ambiguity'. Indian Babudom was over¬ 
joyed, to find a name for sitting on their 
hands. In contrast is the "posture state¬ 
ment", publicly promulgated to Mo.scow 
by McNamara after capping the American 
nuclear programme. Delhi may have to 
carry Islamabad into stabilising deter¬ 
rence, hut this is not impossible since 
much of the logic of deterrence is incon¬ 
testable mathematics. 

The road to deterrence is hard and 
unpleasant, but sanity lies on the other 
side of the hill. It is easy to ca|) two com¬ 

peting nuclear arsenals when deterrence is established. From 
deterrence It is a short journey, mostly downhill, to arms limi¬ 
tation, and from there, rmwards to arras reduction If the race 
for deterrence in South Asia is not to run berserk as it did in 
Washington and Moscow, the Indian nuclear posture statement 
should be published in a white paper. It must be followed swif¬ 
tly by arms limitation talks with Pakistan and China. 

Nuclear weapons are not secret weapons, meant to surprise 
the enemy on the battlefield. To deter, they must be made pub¬ 
lic. For this to happen, those in the hierarchy who have so far 
converted national power and national strategy into a byzan- 
line struggle for individual or departmental success in Delhi's 
bureaucratic turf battles, must be made to desist. Nuclear stra¬ 
tegy can be written and executed only with the highest levels of 
humility to withstand the corruption of the worst kind of 
power there is. ■ 
(A retired rear admiral, the writer specialises in defence, strategic affairs) 

The rationale beMiHl 
nuclear 

mystery to lay iniHans, 
Mflilcli Is undarsianMlo, 

but It Is an area of 
darkness to most 

marobars of ttia stratoQlc 
hiarareby on both sidos 
of tba border as wall. 
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Feel the expenence.While you shop. 

Everyone need.s :i chanpe of scene 

tmcc in u while. As for me, when 1 

feel that way, 1 ko to Shoppers’ Stop. 

They have everytliiiif; here I need lo 

completely unwind. Wide o|ien spaces. 

Fre.sh air. ,Aiid lots to do. Like choosing 

from the enormous range of clothes. 

Rela.xing in the cafe. (V walking 

aroiin,! doing noiliing, just browsing. 

Just like you would in a real holulay. 



PO^sCaPE 

■ IF a country can be judged 
by the company it keeps, is the 
West entitled to reach its own 
little conclusions vide the letter 
Atal Behari Vajpayee sent 
Libyan leader Muammar 
Gadaffi, post-Pokhran. "The 
brother leader ot the revolution 
has received a letter from the 
Indian prime minister in which 
he expressed great appreciation 
for relations Ix'tween the Great 
Jainahitiyah and India... (and) 
explained the reasons for 
India’s recent nuclear tests," 
tom-tommed Libyan TV. 
Admittedly, ABV’s letter was 
intended to control the fall¬ 
out of the May 11 and 13 
explosions, but Tripoli went 
to town: "On another 
plane, the PM reiterated his 
country's welcome for the 
verdict of the International 
(ourt of Justice that it was 
its prerogative to examine 
the lawsuit tabled by the 
(neat Jamahiriyah against 
America and England." A 
Iriend in nec'd.... 
ANOOl' KAMATH 

■ YOU may have 
caught him making 
"V" signs with the PM 
at "shakti" sthal, but 
when he isn't adding 
to the war hysteria, 
Farooq Abdullah is a 
pretty cool guy. His 
credo in life—Pokhran 
or no Pokhran—is to 
relax and have a good 
time. And let others 
also do so. Amid L.K. 
Advani's build-up 
towards a conflagration 

with Pakistan, the Jammu and 
Kashmir chief minister found 
time to set aside Rs 2 crore 
from the state's coffers to 
upgrade and renovate his air¬ 
craft. And to show that life’s 
back to normal in his troubled 
state, he even allocated Rs 5 
crore for the aeation of an 
international golf course. The 
guns are no longer booming in 
Kashmir, but AMuIlah himself 
takes no chances. He tees off 
when the opportunity presents 
itself, with those omnipresent 
SPG men in tow. 

FACT FILE 

BACK 
BENCHERS 

Corruption 
percoption 

Index of 
Asian 

countries 

Transparency 
Rank Country Index 

Singapore 8.66 9 

Hong Kong 7.28 18 

Japan 8.57 21 

Taiwan 6.02 31 

Malaysia 5.01 32 

South Korea 4.29 34 

Thailand 3.08 39 

Philippines 3.06 40 

China 2.88 41 

Vietnam 2.79 43 

India 2.75 45 

Indonesia i.n 48 

Pakistan 2.53 48 
Soat»:Bltiifsgniiv 

■ AFTER defusing the bomb, 
the BiP is sparing no effort to 
keep Jayalalitha happy. Tamil 
Nadu governor Fatima Beevi 
called on Advani and as she 
emerged, was ambushed by 
reporters on the "situation" in 
Karunanidhi country. "I'm 
very happy," she said, the very 
opposite of her Bihar counter¬ 
part Sunder Singh Bhanciari’s 
feelings in Rabri Devi’s state. 
Sensing news, reporters rushed 
to get the home ministry's 
point of view. "It'll be unfair 
to report that statement," they 
were told. Result; Fatima 
Beevi's comment was ignored; 
Bhandad hogged the news. 

■ THE Congress is out and 
the Bjp is in, but ironies never 
cease in India. Vajpayee, who 
addressed the UN in Hindi in 
his avatar as foreign minister, 
now addresses the Lok Sahha 
in shudh attgrezi. Add to those 
dramatic pauses, an ali-new 
gravelly tone, macho head- 
gear and naked swords—and 
more imagined lines b*?tweon 
soft and hard lines get 
blurred. A poet-king? Well... 

■ "Thai frog reminds me of 
Sitaram Kesri."—Bal Tliackeray 
at Adhik Shirodkar's photo¬ 
graphic exhibition in Bombay. 

Heard in Delhi: 
“After the nuclear 
tests, CP (short for 
Connaught Place) 
has taken on an 

entirely new 
meaning for MEA 
officials: Chagai 

Hills and Pokhran." 
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One Name. 
Two Accounts. 

lany DlmenLSions. 

PRESENTING 

\YSF££Xi 
A unique account which can help you gain high returns on your Savings Bank Account. 

At the same time withdraw money as and when you want. 

How does it woric? 

Quite simply, by transferring the surplus fund from a Savings Bank acomnt to a high 
yielding Term Deposit of your choice. So that, while you withdraw money (in units of 
Rs 1,000/-) from the Savings Bank Account, the remaining amount in the Term Dcpo.sit 
continues to cam high interest. 

V^sFlexi multiple advantages that can adapt to your convenience: 

• When you open a VysFlexi account you get high intere.st of a Term Deposit and ircstant 
liquidity of a Savings Bank A /c. 

• Surplus funds get transferred from Savings Barrk A/c, to a higher yielding Term Deposit 
of your choice, t>n standing instruction basis. 

• The Savings Bank A/c and Term Deposit are inter operational. Term Depo.sit gets 
automatically retransferred in units of Rs 1,000/- to Savings Bank A/c during withdrawals, 
when needed. 

• No need to maintain Term Deposit Accounts separately. A single acamnt statement showing 
details of both Savings Bank and Term Deposit will be issued. 

• All this and many more facilities, without visiting the branch. No hassles of any 
diKumchtation, either. 

THE VYSYA BANK LTD 
Corporate OHlce ; 72 Si. Mark's Road Bangalore-SMI (Kll 

Visit U.S ai hltp.7/www.vyshaiik.com 

Chairman : K R Raniamimnhy 

Experience RELATIONSHIP BANKING with ue 
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UFE RAREiy GIVES "OJ 
A SECOND CHANCE 

THIS IS ONE OF THEM 
Picture this; A blade glides over your cheek washing your face with soap and warm water for 

decimating thousands of head of hair in a single just a couple of minutes before lathering up. 

stroke. But what's this? Two brave little whiskers 2) Look sharp: Make sure your shaving implement 

still standing? Oops! Spoke loo soon. is absolutely sharp. Of course, if you 

use Laser Control, you won't really 
4 

have to worry too much about this. 

3) Get cheeky: Shave your checks 

first, then move to the sides oi your 

face and neck. This gives tough 

areas, such as your chin and the area 

The Laser Cim(ru( Tuim Blade 
misses, the second one catches. SWinj; .Sjrsrfm. h's like (wim/uw in iitw. around your lips, more time tti soften. 

Thereby assuring you a really smooth shave. 4) Come clean: You .should rinse the blade 

Now, if you're in show business, where a three frequently, flushing away beard and cream buildup 

day growth is still permis-wble, you're probably not on the cutting edge as well as in the cartridge, 

concerned about the closeness of your shave. But, 5) Rinse off: When you're done, rinse your face 

A second blade, following dose on 

the heels of the first, does them in. 

That, gentlemen, was a beard's 

eye view of the new Laser Camtrol 

Twin Blade Shaving System. It has 

two blades. So what the first one 

for the rest of you good working people, may we and neck with cool water and gently pal dry. 

present the five-fold path to the perfect shave. TTViere you have it. The five-fold pttth to grooming 

1) Softly does it; Soften your beard by letting it nirvana- a little bit of enlight- 

absorb water. This you achieve simply by enment from Laser Qmtrol. eOMTHOt. 
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SPOTLIGHT 

ISLAMIC BOMBAST 
After Chagai, are Israeli apprehensions about the prospects of an Islamic bomb misfounded? 

By JANAKI BAHADUR KREMMER_ _ IN his 'stinking' death cell, Zulhkar Ali Bhutto framed the orig¬ 
inal concept of an Islamic bomb. lie boasted that had he 
remained in power, Pakistan would liave had the weapon. 
“The Christian, Jewish and Hindu civilisations have this capa- 
bility...only the Islamic civilisation was without it, but that 

position was about to change," he wrote in his prison testament 
that was smuggled out, banned in Pakistan and later published in 
India. In the book's introduction is Bhutto's now famous one- 
lincr: that Pakistan will "eat grass to produce the bomb". 

Although dismissed as mischievous by contemporarie.s, today 
Bhutto's rhetorical flourish is being discussed seriously by many 
countries in the world. Resentment (by neighbouring Arab states) 
of Israel's nuclear and conventional defence power, which gives it 
disproportionate negotiating clout in the region, adds an urgent 
logic to the need for an “Islamic" weapon. 

There are apprehensions that Pakistan's decision to retaliate 
against India's nuclear tests with six tests of its own has given it a 
political t«X)l to tempt Islamic states like Iran and Iraq with 
nuclear technology, and to ust* it as a diplomatic lever in dealing 
with other countries like the US and India. Tlje notion of an 
Islamic bomb can also be used to enhance Pakistan's clout in the 
Gulf states, say analysts. What adds to the.se fears is that with 
sanctions being Imposed on Islamabad, it may be forced to trade 
the nuclear knowhow for funds Irom Arab countries. 

The Israeli public is (rerhaps the most worried. The media is 
drawing a direct linkage between the Pakistani bomb and the 
Palestinian "Jihad", describing the developments as no less than 
the threat of a new Holocaust on the Jewish people. 

The fact that the Pakistani 
tests were welcomed by Muslims 
has reinforced the linkage bet- 
wexm the bomb and Islam. The 
first to arrive in Islamabad imm¬ 
ediately after the tests was 
Iranian foreign minister Kamal 
Kharraxi. He didn't help matters by hailing 
the Pakistani tests, saying that the Muslims 
in West Asia had long worried about Israel's 
nuclear capability. “Now they icvl confi¬ 
dent, because a fellow Islamic nation pos¬ 
sesses the knowhow to build nuclear 
weapons." he stated. 

The Israeli press highlighted these declara¬ 
tions and the fact that the Pakistani arsenal 
had restored the strategic balance Iretween 
the Muslim world and Israel. Nobody was 
willing to believe Kharraxi's claim that Iran 
was in iavcmr of a "clean Middle Past witliout 
nuclear weapons". An alarmed Israeli public was 
inclined to link Kharrazi's comments to the statement of the 
Hamas chief, Sheikh Ahmad Yassin, that "Pakistan's nuclear capa 

bility is an asset to the Arab and Muslim nations". 
Indian analysts arc also rather perturbed by Kharrazi's utter¬ 

ances. Says defence expert Shebonti Ray Dadwal: "When India 
detonated its devices, Iran said it was disappointed and called for 
India to sign the c. ibi, but the reaction to the Pakistani blasts was 
rather different." 

Israel is concerned that the Shihab series of long-range missile 
being developed in Iran (which Tel Aviv says could only be used 
to launch weapons of mass destruction against Israel) might well 
Ire fitted with Pakistani warheads. Iran, however, has denied that 
it has a nuclear weapons programme. It is an Nrr and cibi signa¬ 
tory and has said its nuclear facilities arc open to international 
inspectors. But Israel says it has proof that Iran is two to five years 
away from a nuclear weapon and Pakistan might help this process. 
Even some Indian analysts privately express fears of Iran getting 
hold of Chinese nuclear technology through Pakistan. 

Prof G.P. Deshpande, dean of the School of International Studies 
at Jawaharlal Nehru University, is sceptical of such a marriage. 
"Iran has its own ambitions in the area which are not necessarily 
in keeping with the Pakistani view of the region. There is also the 
Shia-Sunni divide which is as serious as any other ethnic conflict 
in the world," he says. Contradictions within the Islamic world, 
like the Kuwait-lraq conflid, make the notion of a unified Islamic 
bomb virtually im()os.sible. And if Iran and Iraq were to go nuclear 
with the help of Pakistan, the fallout would lx; enormous. “You 
would then not only have sanctions, but also direct US interven¬ 
tion in those areas," believes Deshpande. 

Analysts say Israel-is bound to monitor the Chinese long-range 
missiles (cvs-2) in Saudi Arabia closely. "It does not make any 
sense to have such exjrensive missiles unless they are fittcHl with 

"Muslims in the Middle East feel confident now 
that an Islamic nation has the bomb.”-KuuLKHuiiuzi 

JAYACHANUKAN 

n 

"Iran has its own ambitions which aren’t in keeping 
with the Pakistani view of things ”- i.P. DESHPANDE 
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“Saudi scientists are probably in Pakistan and Saudi 
money may be used to offset curbs.”—former us diplomat 
nuclear warhead$...and since they don't have nuclear warheads 
and warheads are available in Pakistan, it becomes a made fur 
each other situation," says defence expert K. Subrahmanyam. 

Agrees an American diplomat who has seiA'ed in the subconti- 
neni: "Saudi engineers and scientists arc probably already in Pak¬ 
istan and Saudi money may be used to offset the bite of the sanc¬ 
tions." He feels that it would not be long before the Israelis "fol¬ 
low with their own blast and that the US increases pressure on 
India and Pakistan to justify a possible hiture Israeli detonation". 
However, he notes that even more than an Islamic bomb, the 
Americans arc afraid of a drug cartel bomb that “could be quickly 
miniaturised and could get into tlie hands ot the ('olombian and 
Mexican drug cartels who have plenty of money, a real hatred for 
the US and no compunctions about using it". All this apprehension about Pakistan selling bomb 

technology to keep itself afloat may be unwarranted. H.U. 
Verghese of the Centre for Policy Research Irclieves that 

because the Pakistani bomb and delivery system is largely 
Chinese. Beijing is "going to keep a tight control over where it 
goes, to ensure that it (kws not 
go into what it regards as un.safe ^^Dpiiinn IQ finilir 
hands”. If these are very elemen- WOlJIliy Iw JJUIIIJj 
tary weapons, as has been report j. 
ed, Pakistan might .still need Ul6 DOITID 006811 
(Jhinesc help for upgradatiun. 

In any case, Pakistan itself may 
lx; reluctant to sc-ll bomb technology in order to seize the 
leadership over the rest of the Islamic world. 
"Pakistan is keeping this a national secret, it is a 
source of national pride...their national inter 
csts are at stake. If they tried to export this 
technology, it would trigger new sanctions 
and bring the situation to a whole new 
dangerous level,” observes Joseph 
Cirincione of the Carnegie 
Endowment in the US. Concurs (jary 
Milhollin, dirc-ctor of the Wisconsin 

icton QnrI QoilHi rrojcct on Nuclear Arms Cxmtrol: 
.lolali CUIU OCtUUI "There is no evidence that 

Pakistan is ready to share this 
-FORMER US DIPLOMAT tettmolo^ with anyone else. We 

have to hope that Pakistan is not 
pushed by the sanctions to ped¬ 

dle this tc'chnology elsewhere." While stressing that Pakistan is not 
likely to share its nuclear kncTwhow with Middle East extremists, a 
former Mossad officer wonders whether Islamabad may be tempted 
to sell some of the nuclear technology to Iran in its effort to con¬ 
tinue with its programme or to tide over the sanctions. 

While Israeli public opinion is alarmed by the Chagai tests, 
more sober voices in the country are saying there is nothing to 
worry about. A leading Israeli physicist Yuval Ne'eman, one of 
the fathers of the country's nuclear programme, notes; "The tests 
were no surprise. Everybody knew of Pakistan's nuclear capabil¬ 
ities. Pakistan developed its bombs with the assistance of 
(Ellina." Me avers that Pakistan has no interest in the Middle East 
conflict, and Israel has nothing to fear. Official sources in 
Jerusalem also feel that Pakistan is not going to be over-eager to 
help Iran in its nuclear programme. 

Subrahmanyam agrees that it's not going to be easy to sell to the 
Islamic world. With the diminishing oil reserves and low oil 
prices, many Uulf countries are less inclined to bail out Pakistan 
“unlike in the 1970s when they gave Bhutto aid to build a bomb, 
and also in the 1980s". Deshpande r ads the situation somewhat 

“Beijing is going to keep a tight control to ensure 
the bomb doesn’t go into unsafe hands.”-i.a.vBWHESE 

I 

differently: Pakistan would need assistance 
even in maintaining its present levels of 

nuclear preparedness. "So it is not a ques¬ 
tion of Pakistan selling something, it Is 

more a (|ueslion of countries like 
Saudi Arabia and CTiina bailing out 

the Pakistanis," he says. 
Jerusalem has another worry. 
"The I IS failed to track the Ind¬ 

ian preparations for the tests; 
Europe and Russia may well 

deleat the sanctions on 
Imiia and Pakistan. What 
are the lessons Saddam 
Hussein and the ayatol¬ 
lahs of Iran to learn 
from this?" ask iiiany in 
Israel, in that case, is 
Israel going to change 

its police' ol "ambiguity" 
of its nuclear potential? 

Immediately after the Uha- 
gai tests, David Bar Han, the 

prime minister's media advi¬ 
sor, said that Israel would not 
be the first to intrtxJuce nucl¬ 
ear weapons in the Middle 
East. So as the sand,s of Pokh- 

ran shift for some time to 
come, so will the bomb pol¬ 

itics of the Middle East. ■ 
With Plnhas Inbari in 

Jerusalem and Ludwina 
A. Joseph in Washington 
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When you’re born in the land of Armani, 

dressing well is not an option. 

Introducing 

The upper cr-esl. 





DIPLOMACY 

Who Called the Third U 
4m 

Kashmir has got linked to the N-tests—and internationalised—and India can only blame itself 

By SUNIL NARUU Three weeks after Pokhran-II, the 
government finally deemed it nec¬ 
essary to despatch Brajesh Mishra, 
principal seerctary to the prime 
minister, as special envoy to Paris 

to brief the French on India's nuclear stand. 
But Mishra's hush-hush damage-control 
visit came loo late. By then the P-5 (the five 
permanent members of the Security CIou- 
ncii) meet in Ueneva, and the June 12 meet 
of G-8 foreign ministers, had already been 

scheduled, with nuclear tensions in south and India's consternation? There are various 
Asia—and Kashmir—heading the agenda. reasons. In a self-congratulatory mwxl after 

Taken by surprise over India's Pokhran Pokhran, the bji> government simply igno- 
experiment, the US is talking tough. Using red the need to mobilise international opin- 
the nuclear tensions linked to Kashmir, it is ion in favour of India. For three weeks, A.B. 
trying to browbeat India into signing the Vajpayee failed to send any envoy to any 
NPT and ci'BT. Kashmir is India’s weak country to explain India's stand, 
point—despite New Delhi's declarations Then, exactly a week after the first Indian 
that it is an integral part of India, the world tests, home minister 1..K. Advani warned 
realises that India is defensive on Kashmir. Pakistan that it should "realise the change 

But how has Kashmir got linked to the in the geo-strategic situation in the region 
nukes? How did it reach the top of the inter- and the world, roll back its anti-India pol- 
national agenda, much to Pakistan's glee icy, especially with regard to Kashmir...any, 
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other course will be futile and costly for 
Pakistan." Ihis gratuitous statement was 
enough to set off alarm bells of a pos.sible N- 
flashpoint in South Asia—over Kashmir. 

The Vajpayee government's handling of 
the nuclear tests aftermath has been a 
colossal diplomatic blunder. In the event, 
India played straight into the hands of 
Pakistan. While reacting positively to 
Vajpayee's offer of talks, Islamabad added a 
rider—third party mediation, something 
India immediately rejected. 

The Mishra niis.sion was the first diplo- 
matii initiative—and even he went curiou¬ 
sly missing after his Paris visit, giving rise to 
speculation. The government was not will- 

Albright with Primakov and Tang at 
Geneva; a Pakistani soldier on LOG vigil 

ing to explain his whereabouts. Says a for¬ 
mer foreign secretary: "It's a bit late to send 
Mishra. It will serve no purpose as far as the 
meetings of the P-5 or G-8 are concerned. It 
should have been done long ago." 

Agrees another senior diplomat: "Foreign 
policy management after the N-te.sts has 
been totally inept. The letter to Clinton, 
the brief sent to Indian missions abroad 
which was totally routine, when it should 
have had a broad political sweep, have 
told on our efforts abroad. .Added to this is 
the fact that senior political leaders have 
been speaking in different voices." Accor¬ 
ding to him, the government should have 
despatched senior politicians and diplo¬ 
mats abroad immediately after the tests. 
"There should have been high-level diplo¬ 
macy at a [lersonal level. Ixrok how wdl 
Pakistan has done." 

The same lack of understanding showed 
when deputy chairman of the Planning 
Commission jaswant Singh was despatchi'd 
to New York to attend a UN conference on 
drug and narcotics trafficking, and not to 

I Washington to put forward India's view. 
The diplomatic mess is also being attrib¬ 

uted to the fact that the ministry of external 
affairs stands totally marginalised—or that 
it is not being taken into confidence 
enough. The i-mo is managing foreign poli¬ 
cy, and according to a senior diplomat, it 
does not have Ae expertise. "As foreign 
minister, Vajpayee must have a direct link 
with the foreign seaetary." The first hint of 
a total lack of communication came when 
the American embassy in Delhi asked the 
MFA for a copy of Vajpayee's letter to 
Clinton. "What letter?" quipped the me.v. 

MtA officials, however, do not agree that 

they are being isolated. In tact, they point 
to the non-aligned foreign ministers' meet 
in Carthagena, in which the foreign office 
was deeply involved. Then, secretary (east) 
Nareshwar Dayal was sent to three Gulf 
countries where he allayed fears about an 
arms racefn the region. 

The US, however, is fc*eling the most 
'betrayed' at being 'conned' by the »ii’ lead¬ 
ership over the nuclear tests. American sou¬ 
rces say they were given to understand by 
the top B|P leadership that India will con¬ 
duct no tests till the end of this year or 
Januars’ 1999. Their understanding essent¬ 
ially was that India would wait till President 
Bill Clinton's visit to the subcontinent. 

State Department spokesman James Rubin 
harped on the fact that the five permanent 
memlK-rs of the .Security Council would 
search for ways to avert a nuclear arms race 
between India and Pakistan and seek a solu¬ 
tion to the Kashmir problem. Secretary of 
state Madeleine Albright followed it >ip by 
saying that rising tensions over Kashmir 
and mutual fears create a unique’)- serious 
and dangerous situation, suggesting that 
resolving the Kashmir problem was im|K‘ra- 
tive to reducing tensions in south Asia. 

A belligerent Chinese President Jiang 
/emin chipfied in as well. In a rare inter¬ 
view to an international agenc)', he charged 
India with targeting its nuclear weaixms at 
China and Pakistan. Tiiis was in line with 
the consistent Chinese stand of blaming 
India for the nuclear tensions and seeing 
Kashmir as a flashpoint, while adopting a 
more conciliatory tone towards P.ikistan. 

Tlu* Chinese and the Americans have 
ssviftly changed tack on Kashmir. Barring 
former US official Robin Raphel, the Amer¬ 
icans had taken cognisance of the Indian 
objection to internationalising the 
Kashmir issue. Two years ago, Kashmir tvas 



DIPLOMACY 

Magic Words Fail India 
In the US, as Indian envoys fumbie, Pakistan comes up trumps in diplomatic damage control The Pokhran tests have been a public 

relations and dtplomatlc disaster for 
India. Nuclear experts, observers, 

analysts in the US Administration—every¬ 
one agrees that Pakistan, having learnt 
from India's mistakes, has done a much 
better Job at diplomatic damage control. 

"The sjp has not distinguished itself in its 
public demeanours. People are looking at 
the facts and India has not done a good 
job of convincing anyone that there was 
any pressing reason to conduct these 
tests,* says Gary Milhollin, director of the 
Washlngton-ba^ Wisconsin Pro|ect on 
Nuclear Arms Control. Dismissing Indian 
references to a Chinese threat as "silly*, he 
warns that "India is likely to lose a lot. 
This will set back India's technological 
development without providing corre¬ 
sponding strat^c benefits. It has clearly 
bm a mistake.* 

Among the few who disagree are Joseph 
Clrindone, a nuclear expert at the Carne¬ 
gie Endowment for International Peace. 
Cirincione says he recently appeared with 
the Indian High Commissioner for Aus¬ 
tralia on an Australian TV programme, 
Lateline, in which the Indian diplomat 
was "very good". "He cited Harold 
Macmillan and how proud the British 
were at the time of their nuclear tests in 
the 1950s. I have heard a number of 
Indian commentators making this point 
and recalling words from several decades 
ago. If it was a good thing then, why isn't 
it a good thing now? American policy¬ 
makers have no answer to that.” 

But Cirincione admits that there was a 

almost dropped from the UN's annual age¬ 
nda. In December 1996, President Jiang 
advtsiii Pakistani .Senators to put Kaslimir 
aside ac.d improve ties with India. 

What siiould also bother the Indian gov¬ 
ernment IS that even Russia, which is still 
fairly sym|Mlhetic towards India, has sug¬ 
gested that tsiainabad and New Delhi must 
sign the r ibi and the nft, hold bilateral 
talks and tliat tiie l’-5 must take immediate 
steps to curb the regional nuclear arms race. 

INDIA has to be llianktui to the Russians 
on one count though. .'\t the Geneva 
tneet, Russian foreign minister Yevgeny 

I rhnakov stopped British foreign secretary 
oh.n Cook from stirring up the Kashmiri 
at But the never-say-die Cook has 

"certain projection of anogance,” even 
horn the Indian Ambassador In Washing¬ 
ton. "In some ways he (Naresh Chandra) 
and other Indians are echoing the arro¬ 
gance of the nuclrar weapon states. So you 
have the Indian defenders of tiie blast 
uting the same rhetoric and posture as 
those they condemn. It 
strikes the average person as 
a bit ficl^tenlng, hypocriti¬ 
cal and suspicious, but 
maybe it is impossible for 
Inidia to have made the case 
in the first place.* 

A diplomatic observer who 
has previously served in 
New Delhi, referring to 
Chandra's long-winded sta¬ 
tements on CNN, insists 
"India deserves a better 
ambassador in Washington. 
This is not the calibre of per¬ 
son we are used to. He was 
totally out of it He was obvi¬ 
ously out of the loop. Urey 
should get someone with 
better media skills." An 
Administration official, how¬ 
ever, dismisses the notion 
that the State Department is 
paying particular attention 
to what Indian and Pakistani 
diplomats are saying. "There 
aren't any magic words to justify what hap¬ 
pened. Ihis is not a spin issue,” he says. 
"India tested first and without justification. 
This rebounds to Pakistan's credit. The 
Pakistanis used India's testing as their own 

PRASHANT PANJIAR 

Brajesli Mithra: a mission too lato? 

justification, even though we think It does¬ 
n't excuse them." 

Angry China specialists in the Admi¬ 
nistration describe the alp's Initial use of 
the "Chinese threat* factor as a justifica¬ 
tion for testing, and then—when Beijing 
reacted strongly-^ drop all reference to 

China and to talk instead of 
Pakistan, as a "major diplo¬ 
matic blunder”. Says one 
analyst: “They Invented a 
reason and did not even 
have enough arguments, 
specious or otherwise, to, 
sustain it. 1 suppose they 
realised too late that using 
China as a reason could 
backfire. India has not han¬ 
dled itself well." 

Pakistan's PR exocise, on 
the other hand, has success 
written all over it. All the 
while keeping an eye on 
India's diplomatic goof-ups, 
last week, Akram Zaki, ch^- 
man of the Pakistan Senate 
foreign relations committee, 
flew into Washington on a 
damage-control mission acc¬ 
ompanied by former defence 
minister Shahid Cheema. 
Addressing a joint press con¬ 
ference at the Washington 

National Press Club with ambassador Riaz 
Khokhar, 2^ki articulately portrayed Pakis¬ 
tan as the aggrieved party, which was reluc¬ 
tantly forced to oiter the nuclear and bal¬ 
listic arms races started by India. 

already set up another opportunity to have 
his say at the coming G-8 meeting of for¬ 
eign ministers in London. Cook, of course, 
won't have it that easy. The draft commu¬ 
nique for the Geneva meeting, proposed 
with the US and Britain, link«l Kashmir 
with the nuclear issue. But Primakov voted 
those bits out, to the annoyance of both 
British and American delegates, diplomatic 
sources in Geneva told Outlook. 

There are many in Britain egging Cook 
along. Former Labour MP Roy Hattefsiey in 
his column in The Guardian titled "Kashmiri 
Cookery" wrote: "The foreign secretary 
would be entitled to argue that the future of 
Kashmir has been our proper concern ever 
since India and Pakistan gained their inde¬ 
pendence mote than SO years ago. It is, in a 

< . f 

“India should 
get someone 
with better 

media skills in 
Washington. 

Naresh Chandra 
was totally 

out of the loop.” 
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Articulate defence: Pakistan's Riai Khokliar at the Washington National Press Club 

"We were forced to redress the imbal¬ 
ance" i aused by India's testing, which had 
led to a military and psychological threat 
to the entire region, he said. Sidestepping 
questions on Pakistan's nuclear links with 
China, Khokhat stressed that "India can¬ 
not be trusted, we cannot rely on their 

word." He ridiculed New Delhi's "no first 
use" proposal as an "Indian ruse." 

Indian and Pakistani diplomats have also 
gone head to head on many TV talk shows, 
in which Pakistanis have triumphed nearly 
every time. "Their speakers are more perso¬ 
nable and more articulate. They speak in 

sound bites. That^ what you need for an 
American audience. Not some Indian 
bunaucrat going on and on in a ponder¬ 
ous and boring fashion," says an analyst, 
who does not want to be named. 

"India by virtue of being die larger power 
and going first appears to be die bully. 
Pakistan comes out of all this looking mar¬ 
ginally better. They look like they're 
responding, not taking the inldatlve. There 
is much more blame for India for starting 
this and the solution is for India to back 
down," feels Grindone. One diplomatic 
observer agrees with this assessment: "The 
Pakistanis have always been better at this 
game. Look at thdr record from the begin¬ 
ning of the Kashmir conflict. They won the 
PR war—in Geneva, at the UN, in London, 
oi.ln Washington. More people were talk¬ 
ing about human rights violations by 
India. Very few mentioned the fiict that die 
Pakistanis were actively involved in train- * 
ing and artidng militants in Kashmir.” 

tehoes another diplomatic source: "The 
Pakistenis have better contacts In the 
Administration, in Congress, and in the 
press. They know how to use the system. 
They are also showing themselves to be 
the victims and India as the perpetrator. 
They had tvfo weeks between the tests to 
team. It was obvious that Indian diplom¬ 
acy was caught on the wrong foot and was 
ill-prepared. On the other hand, the 
Pakistanis prepared the US Administration 
for what they were going to do." 

Could Pakistan be taken off the hook by 
the US? "We want to change their behav¬ 
iour," responds an Administration offidal. 
He agrees, however, that the US wants to 
"minimise unintended consequences" for 
Islamabad. "We are mindful of a possible 
economic collapse. We don't want to start 
a war or cause a coup or something. It 
would not be in US interests to cause any 
kind of instability in Pakistan." 

Lttdwlna A. Joseph in Washington, DC 

very real senw, the unfinished business of 
the empire." Kashmiri Muslims in India 
want to join their "ctKeligionists" in Pak¬ 
istan, Hattersley wrote. This sort of stuff 
from the Pakistan lobbv often goes unchai- 
lengcd: Only former lalHiur i'arty leader 
Miiliael loot says he is ivriting a Inwik 
wliich "I hope 1 will finish in time to sto|) 
Roy writing further nonsense on this topic". 

CiMik's second attempt to raise Ka.shinir, 
after he had a go during the Queen's visit to 
India and Pakistan last year, suaceded up 
to a point. The communique from Geneva 
gives half an opening. The ministers, it said, 
"pledged that they will actively encourage 
India and Pakistan to find mutually accept¬ 
able solutions, through direct dialogue, that 
address the root causes of the teasion. 

I including Kashmir, and to try to Imild con- 
I fidence rather than seek confrontation. The 

ministers urgeil Irotli parties to avoid threat- 
I citing military movements, crnss-bordci 
: violations, or other provocative acts." 
j Tills, diplomats sav, was some of Itie most 
: contentious language in the communique. 
! Tlic bilateral emphasis over Kashmir, the 
i relerence to cross-border violations and to 
I provocative acts, came with the firm inter¬ 

vention of Primakov. T he Russian minister 
sought to counterbalance the poitited stuff 
from Chinese counterpart Tang Jianxuan 
who said India went aliead with its nuclear 

I test "in defiance of world opinion" and 
that Pakistan sought to test only "after the 
ficace and stability was undeimined". 

I Reacting to the P-5 communique, India 

I on Friday pointed out that it had not "vio- 
! lated any treaty it has undertaken," remind- 
I ing the P-S tliat one ot the most serious thr- 
j cats to (India's) security has been the non- 
i observance of their obligations under the 
' Ni'i. "The clandestine transfer over the years 
I of nuclear weapons technology and fissile 
I material to our ncigiibourhood is well- 
! known. Nevertheless, the P-5 has dc>clinc‘d 
j to take any action to address a serious viola¬ 

tion of a treaty provision." The reference 
was dearly to China's help to Pakistan 

As for Kashmir, Indian analysts are not 
surprised it has reached where it has. But 
says former foreign secretary A.P. Venkast- 
eswaran, this ".should not matter. The 
im|iortant thing is not to bend". ■ 

With Sanfay Suri in London 
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OPINION 

Delusions of Grandeur 
The deed is done. The chest-thumping is over. 

The crowds have melted away. Many questions 
arise, the answers to some of which are available. 

But much depends on Nawaz Sharif's ability to rise 
and shine. After India's nuciear tests, Sharif told the 
world that Pakistan would not adopt a "tit-for-tat" 
policy. But two weeks later, he proudly declared that 
he had "settled the score" with India. Then, Abdul 
Qadeer Khan, who likes to be called the "father of the 
Pakistani bomb", told c.nn that "Pakistan needed 17 
days in which to test". This implied that the decision 
to test was taken immediately after the Indian tests 
rather than after "due consideration and proper res¬ 
traint" as announced by Sharif earlier. 

Foreign minister Gohar Ayub also got into the act. Ayub told 
CNN on May 30 that Pakistan had detonated "two more devices". 
No, blurted the foreign secretary Shamshad Ahmad, rather point¬ 
edly: "We have tested only one device Uxlay." Ahmad was clearly 
undertaking a damage-control exercise after Gohar signified an 
upping of the ante by Pakistan. No wonder the world doesn't 
know who or what to believe. 

Meanwhile, Khan's attempt to hog the show has detonated rifts 
in Pakistan's nuciear establishment. Samar Mobarak Mand and 
his colleagues in the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (p,\ec;) 

claim aedit for researching the bomb and pressing the trigger. 
Khan cannot stomach this, so he has petulantly denounced his 
imagined former and current "detractors" 
in the But Mobarak has also forgotten 
that discretion might have been the better 
part of valour. His plea "to immediately set 
up a command, control, communication 
and intelligence system" for prompt deci¬ 
sion-making suggests tliat Pakistan lacks 
one at the moment. This should provide 
plenty of grist to the mills of Pakistan's 
detractors who have always maintained 
that the Pakistani nuclear establishment is 
"irresponsible and unpredictable". 

Ibe imposition of an Emergency by Sharif 
is also very worrying, it smacks of danger¬ 
ous political opportunism, if the people of 
Pakistan arc with Sharit on this issue, as he 
claims, why is he so fearful of them that he must disallow them 
iheii fuiidamental rights.' Our tear is that Sliarif may see tins as a 
"window of opportunity" to fulfil his dream of beconung an all- 
mnvortul. civilian dictator. 

Shard’s derision to bUxk all forex accounts ($12 billion) is 
also lugtilv questionable. Although PaKistanis knew that 
Islamabad would test the bomb, there was no public rush to 
withdraw deposits before the test. The freezing of torex 
accounts means that .Sharif has closed all formal incoming 
routes for forey deposits while remaining unable to block all 
informal exits for forex transfers 

The unprecedented plunge of the Karachi Stock Exchange has 
overnight wiped out aixiut $2 billion from market capitalisation. 
.\dditionally, sanctions will mean a minimum loss of at least $2 
iiiilion in financial assistance this year. 'This is no laughing mat¬ 
ter. I'akistan has forex reserves of only $1.3 billion (six weeks 
import bill) and a current account gap of about $6 billion. 

Now Sharif is exhorting Pakistanis to make "sacrifices" by 
• TMiing generously to a national "self-reliance" fund. By way of 
H'lsona! example", he has made a couple of gestures—like aban¬ 

doning the plush new prime minister's seaetariat and 
relinquishing his spanking grand Mercedes—which 
mock our intelligence. He is also threatening to 
unveil a stiff budget which will sorely test the limits 
of our "patriotism". The real question, however, rem¬ 
ains unanswered: will the Sharif family return the bil¬ 
lions of rupees in defaulted loans and taxes which 
they owe the exchequer before their scion asks Pak¬ 
istanis to empty their pockets for a national cause? 

AH this doesn't bode well for the political and eco¬ 
nomic climate in Pakistan. Islamabad desperately 
requires an appropriate political, c»conomic and dip¬ 
lomatic follow-up to the nuclear tests. An arms race 

with India, which Pakistan can ill-afford, is built into the post¬ 
test scenario—India, for example, has upped defence spending 
by 14 per cent, fhe "hawks" who push^ us into the tests will 
demand it as a natural exten.sion of their concept of "national 
security". The foreign minister and nuclear scientists who want 
us to manufacture nuclear warheads and put them on serial 
missiles will revel in it. The prime minister who loves to play 
"tit-for-tat" will seek further glorification in it. Everyone will 
insist that we sliould not sign the c.tbt until India does because 
this is what we have always said and because this is the 
unthinking, "obvious" route to take. But this could now 
become a route to xenophobic nationali.sm, international isola¬ 
tion, political instability and economic anarchy. 

There is a better way out. Pakistan should 
unlock its reactive mindset by becoming 
po.sitivc and proactive. This we should do 
by telling tire world that, having "safegua¬ 
rded our nuclear deterrent", we are imme¬ 
diately ready to stop nuclear testing and 
sign the ( ibi regardless of what India 
intends to do. The bottomline, "do-at)lc" 
condition which we should effectively 
append to this offer is: removal of all eco¬ 
nomic and military sanctions imposed on 
Pakistan since 1990, including the recent 
ones, and renewed financial and technical 
assistance with a view to propping up our 
economy, modernising our conventional 
defence forces and enabling us to test our 

nuclear devices in the laboratory. 
Along with this condition, we sliould tell the world firmly that 

while we are prepared to sign the ( TBT we will not ratify it until 
we are satisfied that it meets with all our security concerns. 
Finally, we should tell the world that we will withdraw from the 
i iBi' (allowed under the treaty if a country's "supreme national 
interest" so demands) if the condition of financial and military 
assistance is not applied in full or if India is allowed to sign the 
ciai at a later stage on s|)ecial terms not available to Pakistan at 
the moment. Will Nawaz .Sharif adopt this agenda? 

We doubt it. Sharif is desperately short on Integrity and vision. 
Therefore, New Delhi will most probably continue to call the 
"strategic" shots in Pakistan. Worse, Sharif will try to become a 
didator and pitch the country into political instability again. He 
will give succour to the arms race and bankrupt the exchequer. In 
times to come, the multitudes who spilled out into the streets to 
cheer him recently will spill out into the streets again and bay for 
his blood. Whatever India's fate, Pakistan's nuclear tests are going 
to exact a heavy toll. ■ 

iTIw writer is editor, 'The Friday Times', Lahore) 

The imposition of 
Emergency by Sharif 
smacks of dangerous 
poiiticai opportunism. 

Sharif may soe this as a 
window of opportunity to 

fuifii his dream of being a 
civiiian dictator. 
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CIGARETTES 

Smuggled Smokes 
Contraband brands sell better than desi versions: discovers ITC 

So you thought youi frien¬ 
dly neighbourhood pan¬ 
shop would finally stop 

stocking your firang Benson & 
Hedges because Indian Tobacco 
Company (rrc) launched its desi 
version here? But four months 
after rrc did so, 60 per cent of 
the sticks sold in India are still 
being smuggled into panshops. 
Freshet stocks and better prices 
be damned, the grey market is 
doing roaring business. 

So discovered Kurush Grant, 
ire's executive vice president 
(marketing), the day he launc¬ 
hed B&ii in Mumbai. His groun¬ 
dwork revealed the grey market 
price for a 200-stick b&h car¬ 
ton-—10 klngsize packs of 20 
cigarettes each—to be Rs 460. 
So when the tint legit stocks hit 
the market at B am, distributors 
rolled up their sleeves and sold 
stock to retailers at Rs 440. Four 
hours later, they were telling 
Grant how the grey market sla¬ 
shed its price for a b&h carton 
to retailers to Rs 400. "We asked 
distributors to sell at Rs 420 a 
carton,” he recounts. " I'he grey 
market dip))cd to Rs .180." 

Some 50 per cent of foreign 
brands in this grey market is 
stick market, or loose sales. Retailers buy 
legal stocks and contraband stocks at chea¬ 
per rates. To stick consumers, the>' sell smu¬ 
ggled stock; peddle legit stock to pack con¬ 
sumers who cl'.eck up on manufacturing 
dates for freshness, rrc is rolling out bFoi 
from its state-of-the-art Baugaloxe factory— 
among the five facilities in the world man¬ 
ufacturing this prestigious brand, licensed 
to irc b>' its parent owners British .American 
Ibbacco (BAi). So, rrc claims its cigarettes are 
fresh: never morc than three months old at 
retail. In comparison, the smuggled stock 
coulcFbe anything between eight 
months and a year old—and 
damp. Yet smugglers easily unde¬ 
rcut legit-stock prices and retail¬ 
ers hoard stcKks gleefully. "It’s 
hurting us badly," admits Grant. 

It's hurting others too. The 
smuggled cigarette marketsharc 
among kingsizes in India has 
jump^ from less than 8 per cent 
in '93-94 to some 20 per cent 
today, as per a study conducted 
among retailers by imrb and rrc 

sales. Of an estimated 6.12 billion kingsize 
sticks sold this fiscal, 1.44 billion were 
smuggled, in '97-98, the study estimates, 
1.20 billion smuggled sticks—mostly hJsii, 
State Exprc*ss 555, Marlboro—were sold. 

Clearly, such large-scale smuggling leads 
to losses in excise duty, foreign exchange 
and kxral tax revenue. The iMRB-n^ study, 
taking an average volume of 100 million 
smuggled puffs entering India every 
month, works out a "conservative" net loss 
of nearly Rs 400 crore, a bulk from losses i)i 
[Kitential foreign exchange accruals. 

"The rampant 
smupgitiig 

adversely ntteetp 
the Made-iii-liiiHa 
label credtbittty/ 

Kaiml Griiit , 
nt fnoKiniv jnwiteual 

Foreign brands atme into India directly 
across international borders, through clan¬ 
destine sales of duty free stocks, stocks bro¬ 
ught by passengers in customs-cleared acc- 
ompani^ baggage. In Chennai, the kumvi 
smuggling community has a stranglehold 

on contraband cigarettes—one 
estimate suggests 1.5 million 
sticks a day smuggled by couri¬ 
ers on the Colombo-Chennal 
air route. There's also consider¬ 
able smuggling through the 
Indo-Nepal border after Kath¬ 
mandu reduced customs duty 
on imported cigarettes. 

Indian cigarette prices remain 
high—3-4 times than almrad— 
and growing. Fjicise duties on 
kingsize cigarette's have risr*n 
from Rs 400 to Rs 1,100 for 
1,000 sticks. State taxes add up 
to another Rs 91 for 100 sticks. 
In short, excise and local taxes 
make up nearly half the price 
of, say, Classic, which retails at 
Rs S2. (.onirast this with bloo¬ 
ming duty-free cigarette sales in 
Asian air|X)rts and skimpy cus¬ 
toms .surveillance of pas.sengers 
coming in with excess stocks. 

Then there's relatively lenient 
penalty for smugglers caught 
with contraband cigarettes. A 
.smuggled Rs 390 ($9.5) carton 
ol 200 king-si/e .sticks invites a 
cumulative fine of Rs 215, inc¬ 
luding a rc'demption fine and 
personal iK'iialty of Rs 60! 
C.ompanies also resent the pol¬ 
icy of allowing imports thro¬ 
ugh tlie duty-free channel— 
nas'v, merctiant marine and 

duty-fri-e sho|)s. "In the end," says Grant, 
“such lampant smuggling udversc'Iv allects 
the credil'ilily o! the 'Made in India' label." 

*Vhat the industry' is now desperately 
hoping for is the rationalisation of excise 
rates on premium king-size cigarettes to 
reduce the gap between the domestic and 
loreign market. .Sweden is a case in point: 
when it.s Catsloms Board discctvered the 
smugglixl cigarette market had grown from 
6 million sticks in '95 to esver 39 million last 
year—a 265 per cent jump annualised—the 

government offerc-d a 27 pe r cent 
slashing on excise duties to curb 
the incentive to smuggle. 

With lie now planning to lau¬ 
nch .State F.xfiress 555, which 
commands a lion's shaie of the 
smuggled market in India, mure 
sleepless nights await Grant and 
company. "We don’t want to 
give up," he says. "Ultimately, 
it's the consumer who'll have to 
decide whicii pack to pick up." ■ 

Soutik Biswas 

ARHIJIT BHATLEKAR 

! merchant 
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With its heavy reliance on indirect taxes, high prices and 
unaimed funds infusion, this budget is effectively a throwback to 
the seventies, when the government was the big daddy helping its 
poor children, read vested interests. 

Not surprisingly, industry is confused. The Initial euphoria has 
given way to guarded optimism. Rahul Bajaj, self-declared champ¬ 
ion of the .Swadeshi lobby—also called the Bombay Club—started 
out with a nine-out-of-ten score and sheepishly revised it to about 
seven three days later. If, according to Sinha, growth is a function 
of confidence, that's still absent. Says former finance minister 
Manmohan Singh: "This budget doesn't do enough to strengthen 
the confidence of the consumer, industry or investor." The rupee 
has fallen further and the stockmar- 
ket has been plummeting, with for¬ 
eign institutional investors steadily 
selling their holdings. 

The mood is even more downbeat 
abroad, gdrs are selling at a disco¬ 
unt. Consultants Ernst & Young 
have predicted a possible balance of Extract from Budget 98 
payments crisis following 9.5 per 
cent inflation—domestic experts 
even fear double-digit—with 6.5 per cent average growth rate for 
the next decade. Moody's, already dissatisfied with "contradictory 
statements on liberalisation" and "unstable coalition", has hinted 
at a downgrade; Standard & Poor's doesn't rule out a rating 
"downgrade if sanctions pinch". Undentandably so. The budget 
doesn't have a single measure to borrst forex inflows (other than 
NRi schemes which will finally end up very expensive for the coun¬ 
try); exports are royally ignored and there's nothing new or con¬ 
crete to attract foreign direct investment. To cap it, despite sanc¬ 
tions and World Bank loan deferrals, the budget assumes net for¬ 
eign aid will double to Rs 2,.3B7 crore! 

Rahul Ba]aj and Ratan Tata: does the Bombay club benefit? 

This budget is a new government's first major policy initiative 
and a mirror to the world. Judged from that yardstick, it's quite a 
struggle to find a constituency that significantly benefits from this 
budget. Even the bjp's votebanks like business and trade and the 
urban middle class have a lot to cavil about. As for the new lob¬ 
bies—the poor, the farmer, the small-scale entrepreneur, the 
exporter—what have they gained, finally? 

&ro. 
Forfarmors and rural poor, short-lived euphoria: Even the worst scep¬ 
tics have welcomed the thrust given to agriculture, which received 
a 40 per cent hike in central plan outlay in this budget. Says econo¬ 
mist S.P. Gupta: "It corrects a long-unaddressed bias against agricul¬ 

ture in the reforms process." The budgetary allocation is up as mugh 
as 54 per cent, irrigation allocation 45 per cent. But despite Sinha's 
rhetoric, this sum is woefully puny to address the water problems in 
the 6.1 per cent of the agricultural land which is rainfed. 

Sinha has also launched several innovative schemes like .self-help 
credit schemes for micro enterprises, repayment default waiver for 
deserving farmers so that they don't have to commit suicide or go 
to prison, kisan cTedit cards for input and other purchases. More, 
more, more of the same. By announcing more credit schemes, 
Sinha has virtually thrown unlimited and free government credit 
open to farmers—most of whom, in reality, will undeserving bor¬ 
rowers—when it's clear that even half-a-century after Indepen¬ 
dence, public sector banks have failed to help farmers? If you were 

have reealM fe my$elf the lorce of 
the poorest and weakest man and made 
sare this budget is of use to him." 
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the manager of a rural bank, what hope do you have anymore that 
you can get any of your money back, when the Finance Minister 
himself has, on TV, said that no one will go to jail for bank loan 
defaults? Also, how will Sinha ensure that the poor—deserving- 
farmer who's just lost a crop is still eligible for a credit card? Not 
only will Sinha not be of help to poorer farmers, he may just end 
up presiding over the total ruination of the rural credit sj-stera. 

The promise to lift curbs on exports of most agrcvproducts barring 
foodgrains will streamline their movement and marketing. But 
most of the so-called reforms are wasted by the rollback of urea 
price hike, which would have corrected a long-standing imbalance 
in plant nutrient use. This and the dilution of the power reforms 
put the ball squarely back with big farmers whom the bjp is clearly 
trying to woo, and neglects the long-term interests of the sector. 
Should tho small entrepraneur ha happy? True to the rip manifosto, 
the budget has grand plans to tXK)st small enterprise, ostensibly to 
generate employment and promote the swadeshi entrepreneurial 
spirit. Rs 300 crore of excise concessions, doubling of working capi¬ 
tal threshold (much like the standard deduction limit for individual 
tax-|)aycrs), cheaper and more ciedit, making siobi autonomous and 
powerful. The question of dereservation as per the Abid Hussain 
committee report is not addressed. As also the need to review the 
critical question of delayed payments to these units, which often 
forces their premature death. Sinha quaintly seems to believe that 
large amounts of aedit can miraculously solve all problems. 

That's the same philosophy guiding the .3.S per cent hike in plan 
expenditure for infrastructure. In fact, former finance minister P. 
Chidambaram is voicing the average worry when he questions 
whether the higher plan outlays can Ire s|)cnl at all. Said he: 
".Sinha doesn't seem to have taken into account the absorptive 
capacity of these sectors." Wide-ranging tax concessions, as 
announced for housing, would have proved more effective. 
The people pay the price: In fact, such large doses ot credit and the 

Every Indian buiinan will Ion In some way or the other 
from tho up's budget proponis. Except for a niect few: 
• Ohirubhal Ambani's Input costs are down (lower customs 
duty on crude oil), foreign rivals' are costlier (higher Import 
duty), his upcoming roflnory will have a tax holiday till 2003. 
• The steap hike In import duty on paper and paperhoard 
will bonslit the L.M. Thapar group which had boon lacing 
stiff competition from Imports. 
• Profits ot Grasim and HIndalco, Kumarmangalam BIrla’s 
flagships, will rise due to higher Import duty. 
• Steel companies ilka sail and TIsco will benefit from 
higher import duty on steel. 

It's easy to see that, for obvious reasons of reining in the fiscal 
deficit, this government has gone the whole hog to earn revenues. 

But thanks to steep hike in‘excise, several consumer non- 
durables will be costlier by about S to 10 per cent. An added curi¬ 
ous feature of the excise hike is Ihe targeting of branded and pack¬ 

assumption of an implicit inflation rate of 7-8 per cent (wpi is alre¬ 
ady at 6..S), coming on top of the liquidity overhang, will fuel a 

t NARAYAN Substantial price rise. And these factors will 
be heavily aided by Sinha's e.xtreme!y retro¬ 
grade inciirect tax measures this year—in a 
single fmdget, he's raised Rs 3,.100 crore 
through customs and a whopping Rs 5,0(K) 
crore-odd through excise. Says a very per¬ 
turbed Raja ('helliah, father of direct tax 
reforms: "The clock has been put back as far 
as tax reforms are concerned." 

Poor .Sinha. In its wish to senire the salaried 
middle cla.ss vole, the Bji' government could¬ 
n't really touch the direct taxes which had 
been simplified to the core by Chidam¬ 

Sinha has raised Rs 8,300 crore 
in retrograde indirect taxes, 
which might result in double 

digit inflation by end-1098. 

baram. Instead, it has launched three more 
schemes on this front—.Saral, to simplify tax 
forms; Samman, to lure and reward the hon¬ 
est taxpayer; and an amnesty scheme for 
corporate indirect tax evaders, Samadhan, 
which revenue secretary N.K. Singh feels is 
an important reason why corporate tax col¬ 
lections will go up by 34 per cent this year. 

aged goods, which ensure qualit)’ and are therefore price-inelastic. 
The finance minister's desire to discourage the so-called we.stern 
concept of brand-building smacks seriously of the Swade.shi 
lagaran Maiich’s pre-indu.strial-age philosophy. 

However, the single-most retrograde step in the budget is the 
imposition of an 8 per cent countervailing duly (< \ n) on imports, 
which effectively works out to i 1-12 per cent on average (as it's 
compounded on the c ii value and existing basic, special and addi¬ 
tional duties!). It will not only affect the better-off consumer, but 
also the [xrorer class by .estrictiiig com|)etition and protecting 
inefficiency in several g'MKls. In fact, most lonsuiner durables, 
already attracting peak rales of duty, will now probably tw even 
more costly. Is this lire way to start an industrial revival? Says 
trade economist Bilrek Debroy: "The scissors-and-pasle job is back 
on the castoms Iront." .Says N.K. Singh, delending the move: 

"We've only tried to correct 

• 0,wlrW CbQI^ doiiKvslK industry was torred 
_ m tom|)arcd to the foreign 
UCy YQXCS, companies, '(hat's permissible 
• under wio." It would have 
IH aaUai© been tar simpler instead to 

■ ■ A|wa ittt’ve towards a central v vi 
aa-lararO# regime and simplify excise 

rates rather than hiking iioth 
local taxes and import taritt. 

The (aithful businessman is aiso not spared: Ironically, by not mak¬ 
ing any allowance for manufactured goods whicli de|M>nd heavily 
on component import, Sinha has hit many oi those whom he 
wantcxl to protect and reward. Said cii deputy director Matiashi 
Roy: "After going through the implications of the proposals, we 
find that industry is not so well-off and will actually have to bear 
the brunt of many adverse measures." Even fully indigenous imsi- 
nesses will be hurt because the (.vn doesn't apply to finished goods 
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Slipping Up on the Sixth Test 
Put off by the ambiguity on foreign players, American investors declare the Budget dead on arrival 

The Budget has failed to spark any enthusiasm in Wall Street 
and financial analysts, academics and India experts are pro¬ 
nouncing it dead on arrival. "After Finance Minister 

Yashwant Sinha's visit here soon after the new administration's 
inauguration, and then the series of nuclear tests, we had high 
c.xpeciations from the new Budget," a Wall Street investment 
banker remarked, speaking privately to Outlook. "But the Budget 
is a big disappointment. The government blew it." 

"It’s a colossal waste of time to look at the Indian market right 
now," says Hari Hariharan, who manages about $2 billion at Sant¬ 
ander New World Investments in New York. “1 don't think there is 
any constituency in India that is oriented towards 
the new, o|)en-market economic policies sweeping 
across the rest of the world.” Hariharan says he is ■ Hv I 
slashing his holdings in India from 7 per cent of 
a.sscts tour months ago to less than 1 pet cent. man^ 

The mood at the three top aedlt rating agencies _■ • 
too is sour. Standard Poor's India expen Joydeep ¥1101^ 
Mukherjee is heart-broken: "The government had a 
great chance to make fat more dramatic changes 
but they simply didn’t use that opportunity." He says the Budget 
allows the continuation of "ambiguity on how the government 
views external investntents" and does not contain "too many spe¬ 
cific policies to free up the economy". He questions the imposition 
of tariffs on importe—ostensibly to level the playing field for 
domestic industry—and says: "tome of India's infant industries 
have became .senile industries after four decades of protection. Eit¬ 

her they should be exposed to foreign competition or allowed a 
natural death; or be retom through mergers and acquisitions." 

Says Shelly Chaddha, primary analyst for India at the Duff & 
Phelps Credit Rating Company: "The Indian government appar¬ 
ently has not taken any major steps to reduce the high fiscal 
deficit. They didn’t use the large poUttcal capital they had to ini¬ 
tiate any told steps. And we haven't seen any major expenditure 
cuts.” Her agency is "reviewing" the Indian scene and may 
change its rating of India. Meanwhile, in a blunt statement, 
Moody's Investors Service has warned that it may cut India's key 
currency and bank ratings: "From the start, indications regarding 

The mood has turned sour and 
many fund managers are cutting 
their exposure in India. 

the Bjp-led government's position on such critical issues as trade 
and investment liberalisation were often contradictory. In addi¬ 
tion, the mix of political parties and personalities that made up 
the new government seemed inherently unstable, raising the 
potential for yet another government transition." 

Says Arjun Divecha, who handles emerging markets investments 
at Grantham Mayo Van Otterloo in San Francisco: “There’s noth- 
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ing wrong with the Budget. But it is simply more of the same. A 
year ago I would have said, yes this is a good Budget, it is just that 
given the new government and given the kind of stance they have 
taken, the expectations were that they would do something more 
radical, that they would have taken bigger chances, especlaily 
given the political goodwill they had earned within the country." 

Says Marshall M. Bouton, 
executive vice-president of the 
prestigious Asia Society: "I 
think that there are lots of pos¬ 
itive things in the Budget. The 
big thrust on the expenditure 
and investment sides toward 
infrastnicture, agriculture, hea¬ 
lth and education are much to 
be welcomed. But against that 
are a number of weighty con¬ 
cerns." Bouton, who speaks 
Tamil with an accent, says the 
proposed expenditures are very 
large and "it's not clear that 
the revenue projection will 
come up to the mark so as to 
meet the fiscal deficit. And I do 
not see foreign direct investm¬ 
ent being doubled as a result of 
anything done in this Budget. You have to do something lot more 
dramatic than simply improving the procedural environment." 

Wharton .School of Management profasor Jitendra V, Singh 
shara some of Bouton's views. Says he: "My honest thought is 
that moves like raising the import dutia actually make things 
difficult. If this notion of .swadeshi, correctly or incorrectly, starts 
getting interpreted by players outside India as a move towards 
protectionism, howsoever weak the .signals be, it is not in India's 

interat in the long term. In the long term, we must Integrate 
with the world economy; we must end up with a set of firms that 
are competitively capable of playing with the top players of the 
world and hold their own. Pnrtection is not going to get us there. 
This Budget doa not send that signal." 

Stanford University professor Rafiq Dossani warns that the 
numlreis in the Budget don't 
add up: "My feeling Is the gov¬ 
ernment will ire borrowing 
much more than It has targe¬ 
ted. This will result in the sev¬ 
ere aowding out of the pri¬ 
vate sector and the interat 
rata will go to a real high 
level. The other thing I find 
very discomforting is the gov¬ 
ernment's tendency to ^ck 
down from what it promi.H'd 
to do. it said it was going to 
raise petrol prices and then 
next day Slnha said he was 
rolling it back. That doesn't 
give you a comfortable feeling 
about the finance ministry. 
The same thing has happen^ 
with urea." 

In summing up his opinion about the Sinha Budget, Bouton 
reflects the opinion of many analysts in the U.S. "I'm kind of real¬ 
ly puzzled,” he says. “I don't quite get it. It all looks like sort of a 
jumble and one wonders who was r^Ily managing the making of 
the Budget." And a financial analyst, who ask^ not to be identi¬ 
fied by name, quipped: "After five spectacular nuclear tests, the 
sixth test—the Budget—fizzled. And that's a tragedy, i think." 

Naraysn 0. Kesbavan in New York 

NARAYANO.XESHAVAN 

US Investors had bean hopsful aftsr Sinba^ Washington visK 

imported for trading. Why then shouki a fomign company 
set up a munulacturing base in India when he can |ust float 
a trading company ami take the profits home? Said Suhodh 
Bhargliava of tlic T.icher group: "Some more thought was 
lequircd before taking tliis strong step." .Agrees R. .Sesha- 
sayee, MO, Ashok Leyland: “I wish the minister w'as more 
selective than raising customs duty across the board." 
Critics liave already complained that tliis virtually amounts 
to inciting foreign companies through the backdcxir, but 
without ensuring that they [lart with crucial technology and 
fulfil employment and exptrrt commitments. Sliouldn't Ind¬ 

ian manufacturers too ultimately follow the same route? If 
.swadeshi means turning manufarturers into banias, then it's 
certainly not good economics. Mow did Sinha then hope to 
reward his faithful lobbyists? The logic is incomprehensible. 
Insurance just a promise? The major bold initiative in the 
budget on opening up insurance to the private sector is but 
a single .sentence of intent. Sinha himself has indicated the 
Dill may not come before the winter session of Parliament. 
Before that, if the Left parties are to be Irelieved, nationwide 

strikes will ensure the pT(>|X>sal is still-born. Says i I’Kmi poliiliuro 
nieniix-r Prakash Karat: "A lot of struggle lies aliead it llie govern¬ 
ment ctoes not change its stand on insuiance. Tlu* workers and 
trade unions will not take it lying down. We'll make this a major 
plank tor opiiosing privatisation." ,\ikI so will the mother orgain- 
satiem of the Kie, the kss. Says K.K. Malkaiii, nil' Ml* and loriner edi¬ 
tor of the KSS magazine Or/iuiihcr: "We should split the i.i< into 
two—private and governineiu. And the-, let the people dcvicle 
which part they waul to reiiiain with." Tlie mind Iroggles. 

Worse, Siiiha's Imclget is a st**ep tight-iope walk; one lalse step 
and the economy may |ust get bankrupt. The problem with the 

iiie's growth theory is Ih-it it's 
<1 [lerfect cycle—one iiiisdiig 
component and tlie growth 
fizzles out. It's a supply side 
budget, wliere the liuge sums 
to lie invested in housing, 
energy, roads, teli-com. irri¬ 
gation, the niral network will 
raise jobs a;, well as clemancl. 
On the other hand, most of 

this money is ex|>ected to come from borrowing and massive ta.v- 
ation, mostly indiri*tt taxes like excise whose volume is c1c(x*n- 
dent on sales, not production. Stagnating demand and lower 
imjiorts may well unsettle the revenue jirojections and leave little 
for investments. .As a re.sull, dcfic its will widen. 

And inflation is built into the system: the nominal (.oi' growth 
rate of KS per cent is equivalent to 7 per cent teal (.np growth and 
8 |XT cent inflation, if expedexi growth clix-s not lake place, say it 
remains at 5 per cent, then we are automatically looking at dou- 

long jpurney lies ahead baf we have 
now begun to build a new India. This 
will be a strong and prosperous India." 
Extract from Budget 98 
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ble-digit inflation. Along with huge, unsustainabie bonowing lev¬ 
els, that'll create pressure on the rupee, hike real interest rates, and 
dry up liquidity. A net market borrowing level of Rs 55,900 crore 
is already too high, and may just shoot up. Adding to the ted sig¬ 
nal on deficits. Both revenue and fiscal deficits, at 3 per cent and 
5.7 |K‘t cent, respectively, arc perched on a precipice. From there 
to a balance of payments problem is just one short step. 
What about exports and fdi? In both these worst-case scenarios, 
there would still be the cushions—forex earnings through lui and 
exports, and public sector disinvestment. Sadly, in the first, there 
are no new measures. In fact, as Debroy points out, at the end of 
the year, the two per cent so badly needed for growth could have 
just come easily from exports. Especially since the nwod instal¬ 
ment of the trade reforms was so eagerly awaited alter commerce 
minister R.K. llegdc's assurance that this would Iw taken cate of in 
the budget. By ignoring the external sectoi altogether, the gov¬ 
ernment has proved to be fatally inward-looking. This, despite a 
consensus among economists and policymakers that the best way 
out of stagnation would be to encourage ex|Hirt-ariented labour- 
intensive manufactured industry-led growth. 

Adds Marshall Bouton, president of New York's prestigious Asia 
Society: "I don't sec the voi being doubk-d for anything done in this 
budget. Simply imjHoving the procedural environment won't 
bring about that kind of a .shift." Says K.N. Memani, chainnan of 
Fjnst & Young India: "Sinha has clearly ruled out Fi)i in the insur¬ 
ance seilor, and even while anno- 

posals. But what on earth will the monitoring officers (who are 
supposed to chaperone each project through every necessary clear¬ 
ance) do? Is this a proposal to create more jobs or doorposts? 

Sinha, apparently, believes that nius will compensate for the 
entire lacuna in forex receipts. For them have been reserved the 
biggest incentives in the budget—green card, visa-free status, two 
new schemes. Surely, Sinha has not forgotten nris turning back on 
India in 1990-91 when the country needed their money the most, 
and when he was finance minister? The truth of the matter is: the 
NRi's patriotism rarely extends beyond his vocal chords (si* box). 
Public sector off the pedestal: As for public sector disinvestment, 
that's one area where, true to his party's basic economic philosophy, 
Sinha fulfils even the most optimistic expectations by finally rem¬ 
oving the fig leaf of patronage, even though it may take years for 
the government to reach that threshold. As is evident from the dia- 
trilw of t:pi general secretary A.B. Bardhan: "If you decide to disin- 
vest up to 26 jK'r cent in non-strategic psus, which arc 2(X) out of 
2411’sus, you arc actually proposing a blanket privatisation." Which 
is damn good. But, as G.V. Ramakirishna, long-ncgiected chairman 
of Disinvestment Commission, adds: "That's a statement of policy 
that lacks specifics. There's still no clarification of the commission's 
role." lie's also not happy with the new lucTative viis for unviable 
PSUS. It’s far better, Ramal^shna suggests, to set up a disinvestment 
fund to restructure psus and get more out of their share sale, than to 
use the disinvestment process for filling up revenue gaps. 

uncing several .sops for housing, he 
didn't mention any idi initiative." 
Still, let’s assume that cutting red 
tape* may just giant the $5 billion or 
so expected by .Sinha, considering 
the sheer volume of [tending pro- 

How will Sinha ensure that the poor 
farmer who has fust lost a crop is still 
eligihle for a kisan credit card? 

PRASHAN1 PANJIAR 
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No Such Thing as Middle Path 
The middle class feels the pinch as branded foodstuff and electronic items become more expensive Retired schoolteacher Kanta Malhotia gulps down her 

fourth cup of tea as If trying to wash down the bad taste 
left by Budget *98 in her mouth. “This is the only vice I 

have,” she says, pointing to the empty cup. “Now the finance 
minister wants me to have black dust that sells in the name of 
loose tea. In the last couple of months, the price of a SOO-gram 
tea pack has shot up from Rs 65 to Rs 82. With addition^ excise 
of 8 per cent, it will further 
shoot op. Who is Yashwant 
Sinha to decide that branded 
tea is a luxury?* she asks, 
before breaking Into a diatribe 
against each successive gov¬ 
ernment for bypassing the 
Interest of the middle class. 
“Since the early sixties, 1 have 
seen my real income erode 
every year by 10 to 20 per 
cent. The poor get sops 
because they are the vote 
banks; the rich get away 
because they bribe politicians 
or beat the system. Only the 
educated, middle class, 
salaried people are getting 
squeezed." 

Malhotra's sentiments are 
being echoed throughout the 
country, as the spectre of inflation looms. “Last year the gov¬ 
ernment kept telling us that the inflation rate is under control 
at 6 per cent but my budget went up by IS per cent. Now that 
the media and people-in-the-know are talking of 8-10 per cent 
inflation, 1 suspect my budget may go up by 20 per cent," says 
4$-year-old housewife Punita Garg. “I voted bjp thinidng it 
would think of the swadeshis, who live in this country and are 
the intellectual capital of this country. But all Budget ‘98 seems 
to be doing is to woo the vidcshi Indians with special privileges. 
'Appease nhis, squeeze the Ris (resident Indians),' is the new 
mantra. The reason is obviously political, nris have long been 
Bji> supporters," says Sunita Palita, a social worker. 

The sense of resignation and 4ngcr is palpa¬ 
ble. A bit surprising, considering the earlier 
sense of resignation that the Budget would he 
tough. After all, Sinha has resisted the temp¬ 
tation to raise income tax rates, the most 
important issue to the middle class. In fact, 
he has raised the exemption limit, standard 
deduction and medical reimbursement. 

But. "Mr Sinha seems to be living in a bygone era. The 
exemption limit should be higher, if for nothing than to factor 
inflation,” says M.K. Sharma, a chartered accountant. "The 
finance minister has been misguided by bureaucrats. Why 
should an average citizen be asl^ to furnish his pan number 
or disclose identity to buy a car or phone? Is this a police state? 
Every citizen has a right to anonymity. These are just cover-up 
tactics for the inefficiency of tax collectors. Three times in the 
last year the income tax department has collected photographs 
frotn thousands Of people for giving numbers but they are 
lying in the funkyard of the department while numbers are yet 

to be Issued. The income tax department must first put its 
own house in order before policing tax payers,” says Income 
tax expert K. Sampath. "This budget has introduce a 5 per 
coit tax on interior decorators, aii±itects, chartered accoun¬ 
tants, credit rating agencies, management consultants etc. 
But why have the lawyers and doctors been left out?" ques¬ 
tions B.R. Kishore, a chartered accountant. 

T NARAYMi Even more than direct taxes, 
it is the indirect tax measu¬ 
res that are raising the hack¬ 
les of middle class consumers. 
The Budget has imposed an 8 
per cent excise on all pack¬ 
aged or branded food. Prot¬ 
ests G.P. Bhatia, a business¬ 
man: "I go for branded food 
products not to make a 
lifestyle statement but bec¬ 
ause I do not mind paying a 
little more for hygicnlcally 
packed quality products. The 
finance minister is in effect 
taxing quality. As a consumer 
I have a right to choice, but I 
am being pushed into a cor¬ 
ner. I have already reduced 
my consumption of ketchup 
from four bottles to one; but 

now it seems I will have to give it up altogether." 
The 8 per cent countervailing duty on imports has also ang¬ 

ered the middle class. "The ultimate burden will be borne by us 
consumers. It's back to the era of the government deciding that 
BPi. or Videocon is better than a Sony or Panasonic," says Rahul 
Sethi. Price hikes have already been announced for various for¬ 
eign television brands, while bpi. is gearing up to announce a 
cut in prices through the 'Vande Mataram' advertising cam¬ 
paign. Car and two-whecler prices arc on the up. Omni and 
Gypsy are already costlier by Rs 6,600 and Rs 9,500. Cielo is 
talking of a rise of Rs 20,000. "It was alright if our cities had a 
good public transport system. 1 he trouble is not many do," 

says Bipin Gupta, a student. 
So now the middle class is latching on to small mercies even 

as they gear up to 'grin-n-bear' the swadeshi Budget. Petrol 
prices have been roll^ back to Re 1 from Rs 4, taxes have not 
been hiked, the IT form is only one page in length, pension 
funds will pay a wee bit more. "Chfdam1»ram's budget was alt 
helium, a gas-filled creation for the middle classes. At least, 
this budget makes no promises to the average Indian and so 
cannot break any,” says Dr L. C. Jain, an advocate for small 
investors. Small mercies. 

NtariaPawhaJatlay 

Slialling out mora for packagad taa and botllad katchup 

The price ef almost everything 
the urban middle class uses will 
increase by 10-15 per cent. 
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VideshI Patriotism, at a Price 
NRis follow Investment sops with great Interest—4o get their pound of flesh in sterling Anything that Mi Olnton can do, Ml Patel can undo. This 

vras the philosophy of the Budget, and tt got across to the 
Patels and other Guiaratis In the National Council of 

Guiaratl Organisations that met in London to discuss the budget 
and talk money. It was a meeting that mattered: the umbrella 
group draws in about 80 Gujarati organisations Mdiose members 
have some billions of pounds invested aaoss Britain. 

The arithmetic was simple. The best interest rates at the moment 
are from bullcUng societies which offer 6.75 per cent m pounds 
sterilng. The interest in dollar Investments stands lower, at^t 4.5 
per cent. The Gujarati businessmen, who control huge chunks of 
money in Britain, are waiting to see 
what the State Bank of India offers 
through its Resurgent India bonds. 
Good returns can bring biUions of 
dollan into India very quickly—at a 
price to India, of course. 

Most small to medium businesses 
are in shops, hotels, property, phar¬ 
macies and small-level manufactur¬ 
ing that generate much of their inf¬ 
lows in cash. In what anthropologi¬ 
sts call the Asian style of doing busi¬ 
ness, much of this is cash that busi¬ 
nessmen like to Invest in banks and 
interest-paying societies, not in 
business growth. That all these nris 
who invest in growth also put aside 
substantial cash, is a business by itself, managed by several com¬ 
panies in London and in the Midlwds. "One of my clients 
recently put aside $500,000 in a bank m Mumbai at a very 
attractive rate of interest,” Praveen Raichura, an investment 
advisor, told Outiook. "Once you have a fully repatriable sbi bond 
at a good interest rate and with tax benefits, many will look for 
such an investment. I have had several inquines already.” 

A rescue of Mother India from sanctions is no part of all this. 
That comes from the Sangh pailvar in Britain, which has more 
sentiment than money. "I.et’s face it, nobody is going to invest 
money |ust for love of India,” said Shantoo Ruparell, who mana¬ 
ges huge NRi investment in India. And given the promise of 
attractive returns, "the reaction has been very positive," he said. 
Oi,e businessman who transferred Rs 1 aore into an account in 

Ahmedabad said he expects to see it double svithin five years. The 
Resurgent India bonds could multiply that kind of money in a 
few years, and keep it intact in pounds sterling for the investing 
NRi. The bonds could become more than a competition for banks 
like Citibank that have be n attracting substantial nri funds. 

The Hlndujas said after the Budget that if the nris are preferred 
to foreign Investors, "it is Indians' wealth coming back to India". 
Once sanctions bite, "nris can come in to sustain the momentum 
of investments, particularly in the infiastructure area." But not¬ 
withstanding notions of nationalism, nri money will cost India a 
great deal more titan money from the imf or the World Bank. The 

QP governments plan to rope in nri 
money for infiastructure develop¬ 
ment is, in fact, quite an opportunity 
for the nris. The Hmdujas have asked 
for introduction of some attractive 
scheme "which has an element of 
assured return coupled with an 
upside for profit sharing in identified 
projects." Anything above a guaran¬ 
teed minimum profit, that is. 

Managers of nri funds in India are 
askii^ the government for payment 
of small commissions to hdp chan¬ 
nel money into Indian schemes. 
"Eveiy Swiss bank does it for every 
amount we bring in for them," one 
manager told Outlook. "It's time 

Indian banks consider sudr moves that arc in line with present 
market practices." Indeed, the nri always wants more. In San 
Francisco, Sanjay Bagai, who owns Zeitgeist Capital, an invest¬ 
ment and finanang firm, welcomes the NRi-directed overtures in 
the Budget. He, however, notes: "Over 50 per cent of the foreign 
currency balance is held by nris. I think it's imperative that the 
Government of India give nris much more benefits than it is cur¬ 
rently giving us. For example, if they can give us foreign curre¬ 
ncy cover, I myself promise to bring in $2 billion into India." 

Indian bankers across the world are now preparing to handle a 
substantial administrative load once the Resurgent India scheme 
and the Millennium Scheme are launched. Mr Patel is willing, he's 
wanting, he's waiting. But he wants his pound or two of profit. 

Sanjay Suri in London 

Tha Hlndajat are leaking an attraetiva achama 

The Left and the RSS may just ensure 
thot the promise to open up the 
insurance sector remains just that. 

logistics .ipait, tluTf arc two womes Political consensus, tor 
one S.IVS Pebrov ' Fsen it the government goes ahead with the 
diviMmcnt of lour companies already lined up—loi, <,Aii, vsnl, 

' o\i OR—It might get more than Rs 5,200 crore But given the cur- 
'<•111 |X)litKal instability, can it'" The post-budget dressing-down 
" r*ili.'inent doesn't augur too well on this front eithei 

"t other woirv is the capital market Will sentiments revive’ 
\ >scK ham prc'sidcnt L Lakshman "This budget doesn't give 

' ''ill < ions ab< mt reviving the i apital market, except for deriv¬ 

atives ” With Fiis moving out and 
the psi disinvestment process stuck 
at the same level tor the past couple 
oi years, the markets need somc'- 
thing radical to stir up sentiments 
And to move ahead with his promis¬ 
es on the public sector is the most 

important task binha faces right now to make his budget work 
To end on a more cheerful note, it's quite possible that the rams 

will be bountiful, investments in agnoilture and infrastructure will 
start rolling, a boosted rural economy will create demand and abs¬ 
orb the inflationary impaa PerhajK we're |ust too cynical to ass¬ 
ume that miracles don't happen anymore. We're ready to eat out 
words when they do. But, Mr Sinha, wouldn't it have been better if 
you'd dealt Gcxl an honest hand? Who liave you helped finally? ■ 

With Arliidam MuMiBrjsB and RBjBsh Josh! 
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Here s 
the first 
At the close of the millennium, Voltas presents a whole new generation of air conditioners 

built for the next one. Like the Vectra, the whisper-silent room air conditioner with 

microprocessor and rotary compressor options. The Vertis, the sleek and elegant vertical 

split with a built-in microprocessor. The Verdant high wall mounted split that looks down 

on today's air conditioners. The Verdant cassette type that can cool every corner of a 

room with Its 4-way directional air flow. The Veidant universal type that can cool from 

anywhere - wall, floor or celling. And Virtue, the silent, out-of-sight ductable split. The 

all new range of air conditioners from Voltas. 44 examples of the future INDIA'S LAMEST 
AIN CONDinONINO COMPANY 



OPINION 

India as a Side Dish 
Can you imagine how rniKh resentmait (had been banked 
in me) at the worid's rejections? It was that iifetime of firry 
drat began to explode from my fisL Dhaam! Dhooom! Go sit 
in a movie theatre and take note that the ^getting the big¬ 
gest cheers is no longer the loverboy or hero—it's the guy in 
the black hat, stabbing shooting kickboxing and generally 
pulverising his way through the film. Violence today is hot. 

—Salman Rushdie ("The Moor's last Sigh’) IT'S hard not to be reminded of a tawdry Bollywood 
melodrama while trying to make sense of the infla¬ 
med rhetoric being spouted in New Delhi and Islam¬ 

abad ever since Pokhran-li. After L.K. Advani's reckless 
provocations and A.B. Vajpayee’s pledge that the whole country 
was ready to bear the cost of economic sanctions, Nawaz Sharif 
could not resist rising to the bait. Commenting on the inevitable 
fallout of sanctions on Paki.stan's already teetering economy, Sharif 
lapsed into a decidedly filmi dialogue: "If the nation will only take 
one meal a day, then my children will take only one meal a day." 

South Asia must be the only place in the world where politicians 
faithfully promise to redistribute poverty. In other countries, even 
populists pledge a larger share of the national wealth. The rising 
jingoism encouraged first by the bjp and now joined in full fury by 
Pakistan reveals yet again how badly out of step the subcontinent 
is from the rest of A.sia. Just about everywhere else, leaders are foc¬ 
used on their economies, obsessed with the task of putting the fin¬ 
ancial crisis beiiind them. In India, meanwhile, the government 
thumbs its nose at the grave implications of 
sanctions on our slowing economy. 

We were promised a big bang budget, but 
this one amounts to a blast from our prote¬ 
ctionist past. The hike in Import duties, 
when our tariffs are already the highest in 
Asia, pushes up our manufacturing costs and 
is bound to dissuade foreign and domestic 
businessmen alike from using India as an 
export base. After US sanctions were annou¬ 
nced, Pramod Mahajan gloated that Euro¬ 
pean businessmen would readily take the 
place of American corporations—^never mind 
that the US accounted for the largest share of 
our rather puny $.3 billion in foreign direct 
in eslment la.st year. (China, by comparison, pulled in more than 
S4(i billion in 1997). The b)p may be more brazenly transparent 
alioat it, but .hey are only the latest in a long tradition of Indian 
|)olitn i.ins tor whom economic development is a sideshow. Politics 
IS the main event. For decades, our brand of pseudo-socialism has 
ticen pursiu d without much conviction; unlike genuinely scKialist 
states in iiasiern Europe or even Cuba and Vietnam, we cannot 
boast ot high literacy or low infant mortality rates. 

When It comes to development, we arc dilettantes. A bit of this, 
a bit of tiiai and when it doesn’t work, there are always the more 
engaging diversions—and divisions—of politics to fall back on. In 
the ’6()s, giivernments across Asia began to abandon the import- 
substilutitHi regimes and profitablv put their faith in free trade 
instead. India was the conspicuous exception A Japanese PM ral- 
lic'd Iris country around the challenge of doubling the per capita 
income in 10 years—Japan did it in eight. Korea, I'aiwan, Hong 
Kong and Singapore saw their share of developing economy 
'•sports quadmple between 196.S and 1990. "Of all the isms," one 
.\sian techncxrat .said of .Asia's economic success, "we had prag¬ 
matism." That is the one "i.sm" we lack By contrast, Mrs Gandhi 

brought the '60s to a close by tightening the regulato¬ 
ry noose on the economy, nationalising banks In a bid 
to clip Morar ji Desai's wings. Mrs Gandhi was a genius 
of realpolltlk; real economics was another matter. 

Decades of loud talk and very little action has left us 
only an occasional cameo role on the world stage, a 
predicament we resent. Economist Jagdish Bhagwati 
aptly characterised this unhappy national condition: 
"The worst psychological state to be in is to have a 
superiority complex and an inferior status." It's eco¬ 
nomic clout that counts today as China demonstra¬ 
tes, much to our annoyance. The Chinese have repo¬ 
rtedly had the gall to insist that President Clinton 

stop nowhere else on his way to Beijing this summer; the craven 
administration has complied, even at the risk of offending Japan. 

No party understands India's manifest insecurities belter than the 
BJP. Their economic agenda is full of talk about self-reliance, but the 
subtext is that Indian industry can't compete. As Sandipan Deb 
argued eloquently in this magazine a few months ago, it is incon¬ 
sistent to be both proud and protectionist. The bjp’s rallying cry to 
Hindus overflows with the same bombastic self-assertiveness, but 
the undertone is that they are somehow losing out to Muslims and 
other minorities. The nuclear blasts are a variation on this theme, 
another virtuoso display of the bip's gift for playing to India's sup¬ 
eriority/inferiority complex. As Anand Patwardhan argued in Fat¬ 
her Son and Holy War, his documentary on the rhetoric of religious 
fundamentalism, the rabble are aroased with language aimed at 

their wrongheaded notions of virility. Almost 
on cue, Bal Thackeray proclaimed that our N- 
tests have proved we "arc not eunuchs", it is 
nof^ust our rightful place in the world that 
we ate reclaiming, but our inasailinity. Our 
leaders appear lo suffer from a bizarre existe¬ 
ntial dilemma. The infinitely more cosmo¬ 
politan Advani crowed to Asiaweek: "Before 
no one noticed us. We just didn’t exist. Now 
even the critici.sm is laced with a new-found 
respect." And he says he’s receiving elated 
calls from ixis Angeles to say India has never 
stood taller and prouder in media coverage 
abroad. Really? To use a less than scientific 
sample: India’s Big Bang didn’t even make 

the cover of Time in the US; the death of crooner Frank Sinatra did. 
I wisti 1 could confirm that our star turn on cnn and bbc. has res¬ 

tored a much-needed lustre to our international reputation, but 
evidence points the other way. Our a.spirations to a permanent seat 
on the Security Council arc history. In economic terms, we are as 
much of a nonentity as ever if my experience at two recent confe¬ 
rences in Hong Kong is any indication—India was scarcely menti¬ 
oned at the discussions on the prospects for Asia's economies. 

It’s painful to recall that at the outset of the Asian financial aisis, 
ms rrferred to India as "a haven of stability". Then the Congre.ss 
selfishly brought down the UF. Now the bjp has upped the ante aga¬ 
inst Pakistan. So much for the safe haven. Put it down as just ano¬ 
ther economic opportunity missed, yet another wrong turn by our 
leaders. 1 was wrong to say India was ignored at these conferences. 
An economist from China criticised the interoperate rhetoric from 
the Indian government, adding, "Ittdla seems to have childish lea¬ 
ders." I should have delivered a sharp rejoinder, but found myself 
unable to. When we tally the huge costs of the sanctions and of the 
arms race this bravado has set oft, leave alone risks of a calamitous 
confrontation, he will have won the argument anyway. ■ 

RAHUL JACOB 

No party exemplifies 
India’s manifest 

insecurities better tban 
the BJP. Their economic 

agenda is full of talk 
about self-reliance, but 

the subtext is that Indian 
industry can’t compete. 
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Pure Scandinavian 

the best internationai 

frequent-flyer program. 

Who cares? 

Scandina\ians are not generally known for bormtine. about 

their exploits, but in this case we'd like to make an c«,B|ition, 

In a ballol of 19.C«0 frequent-flyers. worMwide arrangetl 

by liiSKfer Flyer magazine. SAS turonomis was named as 

Best International Aidino Program tor the second consecutive 

year. We also received awards as the International Program 

vwlfi tlm nest Customer txasico. the Br-st FMe level Program 

(turoBoiH's Gold), the Best Nwwclcttor and tta; Best Web Site 

You can also earn pomls witfi our Star Alliance anliw iwrlnei',. 

with Radissop SAS hotels woildwidK, and wilti Avis and Hertz. In 

all modesty, the fiequenl flyers who gave ns awards are perfectly 

nght • SAS EuroBonus makes flying mote worthwhile. 

w. I» vau Ih. »w to BmiM, aad taelu Fir inora hiliOTiirfiifl, vliM »t attiiiwt.«.aa «r ca« Banglu* 

Hon. Kon. ZB«-»370, «n.to»r. J38-M11. Sy*-, 92W 9WO. Tokyo 3B03-S>0i. 
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TRAVEL 

Doing India Proud 
UTTE a Ug petcentage of Indians travelling Abroad on gm- 
ups are first-timers. This, claim tour (^letattHS, creates 
complications, like dealing with entire gtOiq» who (q>en 
achar bottles and rip mathri packets in aircralts or waiting 

rooms, spreading crumbs on the floor. It could also mean hav¬ 
ing to d^ with thefts. Says Samir Parmar, a senior sales execu¬ 
tive and tour manager with tq: "Though they could be wealthy, 
they come from badcgrounds where tl^ haveiT ever stayed in 
five-star hotels or even travelled by air." Agrees a senior sita exec¬ 
utive: "In the past, some people in our groups pldwd telephone 
instruments hom hotel rooms. As a result, some hotels in the Far 
East refuse to host Indians. There are also complaints about peo¬ 
ple drying clothes on bed spreads and stealing toilet seats." 

New Park, a five-star hotel in Singapore, for instance, does 
not keep TV remotes. They furnish them on demand and the 
individuals have to sign a $50 credit, refundable on checkout. 

There is also tiie logistics of vegetarian food. Says Pannan 
"There were tight Jains In one of my groups who had to have no 
onion, no potato (it's grown underground and Jainism prohibits 
such diet) and no garlic, (hi sudi {^ups, we have to fly cooks." 

Indian names add to the confution. On a recent incentive tour 
of iSrr cement dealers, there were more than 15 Patels. Says Par- 
mat; "Sometimes, people land up with tickets which are not the¬ 
irs. The only way to distinguish them is by initials. Some have 
the same Initials too." Of course, the tale wouldn't be complete 
if it didn't include the Indian love for bargaining. Fmty clients 
taken by a prestigious travel company wanted to visit a massage 
parlour in Pattaya. Says the tour manager: "The parlour's rate 
was 1,700 bahts per person. Ortaln people started .bargaining 
that since they were 40, they were entitled to better rates!" 

PRASHANT raNJUW 

A reliable gauge of the Indian tourists' new spending power is 
the new aggressiveness with which foreign tourist boards are tar¬ 
geting them. At the second init travel exhibition in Delhi in April, 
a high-ranked tourism official from Ihrkey accosted Uinak Apang, 
Indian minister of state for tourism. With an apologetic posture, 
he stuttered: "Me from Turkey. Come from very far for tourism." 
Apang nodded but kept silent. Tne exhibition basted 12 stalls by 
foreign tourist bodies—Austrian, Turkish, the Baltic Sea Tourist 
Commission, Dubai, Indonesia, Greece, Italy, Mauritius, Spain, 
Singapore, Switzerland, and Tirol—all wooing Indian outbound 
operators. Says Mukesh Sharma, MD, nt. India, which organises 
iNii: "We had 214 exhibitors, and representatives from .3.1 toun- 
tric's. Over 70 per cent of our stalls were occupied by foreign .sell¬ 
ers." Tliis year, Sharma sold .S,(XKD sq m of space at Pragati Maidan 
at the rate of Rs 8,000 |x.t .sq ni. And he's almost through with 
bookings for next year too. SL!(.;il enthusiasm isn't misplaced, 

going l)y the spiralling outlxiund 
nuniinrs. Australia saw 26,000 Ind¬ 

ian visitors in '‘>7. up from 18,0(X) in '96. 
Says Nldhi Sharma, manager at the Austr¬ 
alian Tourist Commission: "Forty per 
cent of them were holidayers. Indians 
perceive Australia as the upper end of the 
market. Overall 'eomfort' levels here are 
judged to be higher than those in the 
West. 13vo other distinct advantages over 
Europe: no borders to be crossed once 
vou're in, and the language—English." In 
*»6, Qantas Airlines resumed services to 

The Srinivasans strolling f tong Phuket's golden sandy beaches 

India after six years. They're into a Irig promotion spree. One tick¬ 
et free on the purchase of two, and special hotel [lackagcs on (Jan- 
tas holidays. With the devaluation of the Korean Won, Australia 
has seen a sudden drying up of Korean travellers. .Says Ian Phillips, 
director (sales), Marriott hotels: "With the south Asia crash, we're 
looking at new markets. India and Russia fit the bill." 

Thailand saw 1.02 lakh Indian tourists in '^4—that climbed to 
1..35 lakh in '97. Says Vasudha Sondhi, deputy general manager at 
TRAC, former representatives of the Thai tourist board: "Our focus 
was to popularise lesser-known destinations like Chiang Mai and 
Krabl to attract family traffic." Traffic of the Captain Ajay Achutan 
kind. A Mumbai-based marine hro consultant, he travelled to the 
Southeast to familiari.se his daughter, Divya, with different cul¬ 
tures. Says he: “At Pattaya we saw CMdmi of One Gotl, a show [wr- 

OiaphicsbyANOOPKAMAiH formed by transvestites. It was a mind- 
blowing experience. In Singapore, all the 
races live together. It's my idea of a 
Ijcnevolent dictatorship." 

Hong Kong hxi, in spite of the transi¬ 
tion, has seen a remarkable growth in 
tourism from the subcontinent. From 
78,911 Indian travellers in '93 to 105,838 
in '96. And Indonesia, for all its forest 
fires, had .39,421 in '96, compared to 
15,359 in '9.3. Even Malaysia, which saw 
a big drop In Indian visitors in '93, main¬ 
ly due to visa curbs, has picked up 
tremendously. Says Rafidah Idris, assis¬ 
tant director at the Malaysian Tourism 
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Promotion Board; "We had 31,000 Indians visiting us last year, up 
from 14,401 In '93. They are mostly from Chennai, Mumbai and 
Delhi—staying 11 nights on an average. The important thing is 55 
per cent come on vacation and we have .1.1 per cent re|K-ats." 

In the UK alone, 200,000 Indians came visiting in 1997, up 10 |)er 
cent from 1996. Says Prem Subramanium. a British ’Iburist 
Authority (m) repre.sentative: "While 35 (ler cent came for holi- 
daying, a big chunk, 38 per cent, were on i)usiness tras'el. There's a 
lot of leisure travel camouflaging itself as business travel for ta.x pur¬ 
poses. Right now, we are focusing on the .10 jx:r cent repeat trav¬ 
ellers. We can't get the first-timers to do things like Scotland. Thev 
would rather do Paris.... There's no point in competing with Dubai 
on prices. We have to concentrate on value." 

,\ustria and Switzerland are the othc>r hits. .S,iys Barbara Diethart- 
Forcher, marketing manager, Asia, ol the Vienna Tourist Board; 
"1997 saw 30,000 Indians in Austria, a big growth. This year in 
January alone we had 1,000 Indians in Vienna—llirice that of last 
year, and that's in low season." Lxotic destinations like Seychelles 
saw 1,900 Indian visitors—thrice that of last year, u[) from .5(X) in 
'95. But the archipelago, which liad a total of 1.3 lakh visitors in 
'97, is not interested in anything 
over 5,000 from India. Its usp is 
that it s a destination for the 'dis¬ 
cerning' frequent traveller. 

But Singapore takes the cake. 
From a figure of 188,524 in '95 
the graph shot up to 226,612 in 
'97. The island state earned a 
whopping S$ 277.2 million from 
Indians with average per capita 
spend lieing S$894—the highest 
for any nationality in Singapore. 
Says Vimal liarnal, director, 
Singapore Tourist Prornotion 
Board; "For Indians, it's still a 
great shopping destination." 

Mohammed Mustafa, a d(;part- 
ment store in Little India, Sin¬ 
gapore, is perhaps the single 
biggest liuying s[)ot tor Indians. 
Symboliseci best perhaps by peo¬ 
ple like V. Seivadurai, partner in a 
Madras-based trucking firm 
which owns 140 iih, carriers. .Says 
he: "1 travel abroad once in two 
years with :ny family. This time I 
travelled with five fantily mem¬ 
bers. Each of us took $2,000 for 

shopping. We spent roughly $500 on clothes in Thailand. The 
rest we spent in .Singapore on electronic items." 

South \sia apart, Europe's been a big attraction. Come sum¬ 
mer, escaping from the heat, it seems, adds immensely to the 
incentive. Also, says Neeraj Ghei, president of the Travel Agents 
Association of India (i \m): "Indians are aware of the Southeast as 
a destination. But Kuro()c adds to the snob appeal. It adds value 
to your trawl stories." 

And value comes in various ways. For Ainak Dhru, an 
Ahmedabad-based chartered accountant, who travelled abroad 
with his family for the first time this year, it means expanding the 
horizons of his children. Says Dhru; "We Gujaratis regard travel as 
an investment lor the future. If our children go to study abroad 
later, it wouldn't Ik- a totally alien culture." 

For Ashank Desai, ('mi> Mastek Ltd, a Murnbai-based software 
firm, the value was determined by the time available for a holiday. 
Says Desai: "1 went to the US three years ago. I chose Southeast 

Mrs Gupta and her husband rented a caravan and drove through 
Europe. In a French village bordering Switzerland. 

Ihqihy Anyone? aNCE it was the privilege of the roya¬ 
lty, who contributed to the summer 
scene with their extravagance. Up to 

the '80s staying with a distant relative in 
the UK, watching colour TV, doing the 
mandatory roun& of Marks & .Spencer 
and having photos taken against popular 
tourist sights was big deal. No longer. 

Fuelled Increas^ travel allowances, 
and new business opportunities due to 
liberallsafion, coupled with aggressive 
promotion by British educational establ- 
Isljumiits, the new Indian traveller is far 

more experienced and comfortable, lie 
prefers to stay at liotcis and apartments 
rather than with relatives who arc often a 
source of embarrassment, not having 
shed their traditions and, more impor¬ 
tantly, their lilac and manwn salwm. 
The Indian traveller's shopping list has 
designer labels, perfumes, cosnsetics and 
accessories rather than the InUisaimi- 
nate shopping of earlier years. The focm 
b more on experiences rather than 'tro¬ 
phy' hunting of popular sights. There is 
also no more of 'if it's Tuesday, then it 
must be Belgium'. Now it's breakfast at 
Simpsons on the Strand, Brunch at the 
V&A, afternoon tea at Fortnum & Mason, 

clubbing at the Ministry of Sound in 
London, with visits to the Rock Circus, 
Pepsi Trocadero, Design Museum, the 
Natural History Museum and the rbc. vis¬ 
itor centre. Out of London experiences 
include the Cotswolds, the Uke dist¬ 
rict—which is often described as an end¬ 
less honeymoon—and Scotland, the land 
of whisky, golf and Bravehcart. 

Bhangra tap and Balti cuisine are in, ball¬ 
room danclrig and bland food out. But the 
biggest influence still to conic could be 
Tendulkar doing another Sliarjah at the '99 
World Cup in UK. Else, it would be the mil¬ 
lennium and a century of another kind. ■ 
Pram Subramanium, Representative. BTA 
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TRAVEL 

Asm this time as Kurespe needs a mini¬ 
mum ot 15-20 days. You don't want to go 
tti.it far just tor 10 days. Besides, Lurope 
isn't tlie plai e for children. Tlicre’s only 
sightseeing, ihe Southeast is more fun." 

Veteran travellers, such as K.ti.t.. 
.Nayar, 72, tormerly in the UN, try some¬ 
thing new each lime. This year, he decid¬ 
ed on a cruise with his wite: "This is the 
first time I have travelled in a group. I 
have always holidayed independently 
before." First timers like Cynis Dalai, 20, 
a BC.om student from Bhasanipore 
t'ollegc, Calcutta, was sent by his father 
with an son group to experience 
Thailand and Singapore first hand. The 
cost to his father: Rs 50,(KX). 

Then there are the .idventurous entrepreneurs like Siindeep 
Ciupta from Bangalore, who deals in industrial hardware, lie 
caught the bug from the Internet. "I hired a caravan home tor 
51,.5tX), and travelled through Irance, Switzerland Italy, Austria, 
Holland, and Belgium for five weeks. 1 drove with my wite and 
friend. Next year, we plan to take the children too " 

THF. spirit ot travel is liest epitomised by people like J.M. 
Barucha. An KO-year-old widow, this Mumbai-based Parsi 
lady loves to travel. Last month, »he hxik her first cruise and 

has been travelling with soT< since 1981. .Says she: " I his year, I 
had a problem. For two months, I wasn't getting a partner to avail 
the discount. But scm. finally found one." 

The major lactor fuelling outiiound flow is low air fares. A 
Pelhi-Bangkok return ticket is priced at Rs l.l,(K)0. From January 
to March. Lufthansa halved its fares to Franktiirt down to 
Rs 24,(i(K). A New York return on all airlines was going for 
Rs 28,000, on occasion even for Rs 2.^,0(K). Both Singaitorc 
Airlines and ,\ir India continue to iieddle Muinbai-Manchester 
for Rs 20,000. For about six wc'eks, fares to London varied 
licTween Rs l(i,000 and Rs 2(j,fM)t). Travel was iiossible on those 
fares till April 15. Says Ranjit Malkani, c mi> son Kuoni, tongue- 

Indian tourists in Trafalgar Square, London 

in-cheek: "Now, it’s better to travel free 
in summer rather than cheap in winter." 
Adds Rupen Vikamsey, corporate mar¬ 
keting manager at Orbit, an outbound 
travel company: "Because fares to 
Europe started dropping, travel picked 
up in a big way, a little at the cost of the 
Southeast." On April 15, just when west¬ 
bound traffic concessions dried up, 
those to the east began. Singapore 
Airlines reduced its Dcihi-Singapore fare 
to Rs 14,000 from Rs 22,000, making it 
nearly as cheap as going to Bangkok. 
Says lAAi president tihei; "l^rices were cha¬ 
nging every two hours, it was like, which 
airline could sustain the maximum losses. 
We have betm asking airline’s to announce 

reductions in advance. To make them more transparent. But the air¬ 
lines say thal it would take the sting out of the bite." 

Since the air fare component is the main obstacle, as long as 
lares are liigh there isn’t going to be any growth. Says Viktor 
Pompe, regional director, Lufthansa: "We have 15 flights a week 
out of India. We want to increase that to 21 by end-millennium. 
A high load factor works more in iavour of high prices. Here, 
the otlier way round." But that's only a half-truth. Says Gautam 
("haddha of Di.scover the World Marketing: "Apart from brief 
(leriods, all foreign airlines are milking the Indian market. It you 
buy a Delhi-New York ticket now in India, it would be 40 per 
cent more tlian it you bougiit tlie same in tin* US. Tliere's veTy 
little rationality." 

Tlie fact that deiiiand Mill exists, despite illogical tares, is anot¬ 
her indication ot Inirgeoning growtii. And for outhouiui opera¬ 
tors. this year looks more promising. Says Inder Raj .-Vliluwalia, 
veteran travel writer: “By the end of '98 they might break Ihe 
double digit barrier." The reasons tor tlie boom are manifold. .Says 
Malkani of son -Kuoni, jjfhich was the first to take the bull by its 
luirns early tliis year hy starting aggressive media campaigns: 
"We're the biggest in oulbounci package lours. Over ilie last tliree 
years, we liave carried over ltX),00() [wsseiigers and enjoy a 
growth ol alioiit 15 [x-r cent eacli year. Despite Hie single limita¬ 
tion that packaged tours have, because ol structured sightseeing, 

Ihe cjncepl is still delivering value 
for money liecause tlie tour operator 
is doing the homework in advance 
and getting good hotel and airline 
rates tor hulk." 

As a rule, tour operators get dis¬ 
counts on fares clependirg ujxin the 
numlier ol passengers, starting from 
1.5 per cent per 1,(KK) clients and 10 
[X‘r cent le.ss for every additional 
l.fXH) seats on the same route, tays 
Ghaddha: ".son leads the outbound 
rush. The rest—k i, C ox F; Kings, 
MIX—do everything, incentixes, 
inbound business, the works. But 
son. is IcKu.sed on outbound and it's 
paid off." 

The year also happens to lx.* son s 
golden juliilee year and it offered to 
fly wives at 50 per cent air fare or 
children free on tours. The offer was, 
however, limited to a maximum of 
two children under 21 on tours of 
Eoro|)e and the US and one child on 
tours of the Far East and Mauritius 
and smaller European tours. What 

TOURIST HOTSPOTS 
DeOinatnn Hooflauritts 

Aiiq^aRa 1996:18,000 igSf:2SJ900 

Tfudjand 1994:1.02 laUi i997:T;;^lakli 

(ioag Kong 1993:78,911 wiggs: 1,001^ 

indSnesta 1993:15,359 19g7:39,421' 

Makystat. 1993 14.401 .ig9?:31.0«l 

SejjfchBlles 1995.500 WtliiOO 

Mawltitis 1986 2.000 1997:15,000 

Sirgjapore 1995’ 1.88 lakh 1997:2.26 tokii 

UK. 1996:1.8 lakli 1997:2.0 taHi 
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On a trip to Alaska with their parents, Varan and Aditi Chaddha 
pose against the Mendenhall glacier 

helped M)ii tremendously was their rerent tie-up with Swiss giant 
Kuoni whirli gave them access to its tremendous buying power. 
Says Zuben Karkaria, senior vice president, son.. "Previously, you 
could say that we were a little expensive. But this year, I would say, 
we are chea|)er by 30 per cent." 

Though the nature of clientele differs Ironi operator to oirerator, 
the bulk of diems are essentialiy small to medium-rung business¬ 
men. Says Karkaria: ".Seventy ^icr cent ot our clientele come with an 
income of Rs 12 lakh per annum,and range in the age group of 35- 
45 years. They want a completely planned and hassle-frc*e holiday, 
desire Indian meals, and though they are willing to experiment 
with food, the wives seldom are. For the majority it's the wife atid 
children wlio influence them in terms of destinations." .So impor¬ 
tant is food to m(<st Indians that vm has 'pure vegetarian tours', 
where cooks are trained by famou'- cookery e.x[H-rt Tarla Oalal. The reasons for the steady growth in outbound traffic are 

many. Says (Jhei: "Foremost is the rai.se in the Business Travel 
Quota (BKj) since liberalisation. This February, it touched 

S3,tX)0 irer person per year. Plus, because of the reduction in fares, 
leisure has picked up. Business travel is insensitive to price 
changes." Then, there were the currency devaluations in 
Southeast Asia. Says Mchcr Bhandara of the Travel Corporation of 
India (rci): "'fhe devaluation of currencies has resulted in a reduc¬ 
tion of prices of tourism by more than 30 i)er cent." Adds 
Vikamsey: “With the reduction of prices, it's cheaper for me to go 
to Bangkok from Mumbai and spend a week there in a five-star 
hotel, than to do the same in Delhi." 

BARGAINS UP FOR GRABS 
THIS year sorc-Kuoni went on a promotional spree m fort^ 
tours. Leaders In outbound, here are sniffs of some ctf ffreirtaiiis. 
• SOTO'S HlGHUGmS OF USA (IS DAYS) 
This trip to the US includes, an &day luxuriops caiitivd'ch^ 
to Alaska. Hie itinerary includes’New Yorit, Niagara, Washings 
ton DC, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Las Vegas. 
seeing is included with cxdflng optionals. 
Rates: Take your wife at 50 per cent air fare ot two chlldien 
under 21 FREE. When travelling without children, you pay 
Rs 39,990 plus $1,699. Your wife pays Rs 19,995 plus $1,699. , 
If travellirig with children, adults pay Rs 39,990 {dus $1,690. 
Children (12-21) travel free at just $1,699. Chlldien under 12 
pay $1,299. No air fare charged for childten. 
• SOTO'S CLASSIC EUKOPEAN TOUR (13 D^) 
With five days In Switzerland, you get to see Emm bi a deluxe 
AC coadi, visiting the UK Holland, Gennany, Itiify and Prance. 
Plus tworivn cruises and the cruise across t)» En](^ chaitnei: 
Rates: 'Hike your wife at 50 per cent air fere or two dilldren 
undo 21 fi«. ViOien tiavelltng without children you pi^ 
Rs 29,990 plus $1,299. Your wife pays Rs 14,995 plus $1,^.* 
Chikten between 12-21 go free, ^ying $1,299 in fbieigti 
exchange. Children under 12 pay $699. 
• SOTC^ ORIENT TOUR (9 DAYS) 
To Bangkok, Pattaya, ^ngapore. Can add on a six-day Sun 
Cruise to Malaysia, K^acca and Phuket at $199 per person. 
Rates: Take your wtfe.at 50 per cent air fere or one child under 
21 FREE. When travelling without children, you pay Rs 19,990 
plus $499. One child ;between 1€-21 goes fne, but pays $499. 
A child under 12 goes free but pays $299. 
Phones: Bombay: 6225568/70,8350102, B393532; Naw Delhi; 3738458/3730- 
023/3715314/ 3715315; Chandigarh: 703951/713302; Jaipur 372«)8/36S24B. 

Holidays have indeed become cheap in Thailand. A two-star 
beach profX'rty in Koh Samui goes for roughly $210 for six nights 
|K‘r person, meals inclusive. A five-star room in India starts at $200 
for a single night. Another sampler: u five-night crui.w on the the 
550 cabin Sun-Vistas, to the Malacca .Straits toucliing Malaysia, 
Indonesia and I’hukct in Thailand, witli all meals inclusive, five- 
star facilities, and deluxe ' abins goes for as little as $399. .Says 
Ricky Ong, director, marketing, Sun (.bruises: "Cruises are no more 
for (he old and wealthy. We want lo make it big for Asians. In the 
Caribbean, you're hopping islands with beaches. In the Malacca 
■Straits, there are four countries to exixrience, at a price the 
Caribbean can ncs'cr matili." 

Holiday cruist's are the in tiling. Says Cliaddha, who maikets tlie 
Royal Cariblwan cruise. "We sent 4,0()0 |X-ople last year. We're grow¬ 
ing at to [XT cent atmually.” Ciiaddha estimates the Indi.'in cniise 
market at anywliere between 7,(X)0 and 8,(XX). Says he- “Indians are 
finally coming aroiuul. Tm getting passengers from Pune, Indore, 
Lucknow. I.asl year, without an office in Hyderabad, I had ItX) pas¬ 
sengers frtim tfiere on trips to the Caribfiean and Alaska." 

Another tactor fuelling growth is increased competitiveness 
among airiiix's and tour operators, especially aftei airlines 
launched packaged holidays. Forty per cent of business travellers 
III British Airways (BA), tor instance, bought into holiday o[>tioris 
by BA. So did 25 [xt cent of the leisure travellers. I he catch with 
airline-sponsored holiday options is that you have to travel with 
them even if there are cheaper options. 1 utthansa, wliich startc'd 
its version of tours in '95, initially in Mumbai and (ru|arat, did an 
all-India launch in '96. But it found the sclieme uneconomical 
and shut down last year. 

The price of domestic holidays compared to those abroad is 
another reason for the rise in outbound. A seven-day holiday to 
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Mauritius from Mumbai, including air tan- and stay in a three-star 
hotel with meals and free airport transfers, comes to roughly 
Rs 32,500 per person. A similar 7-day tnp to Darjc'eting, (iangtok 
and Kaliinpong, with stay in three-star hotels, meals and airport 
transfers, costs Rs .39,357. Says Kama! Hingorani, manager, Kuwait 
Airways: "We're coining to a situation where domestic destinations 
may not be able to compete with global ones due to air fares." 

The other reasons contributing to the surge have ber-n increasing 
disposable income, media hype and snob apjieal. Says Vikas Khan- 
duri, manager outliound, at r.o.\ S Kings: " This year, tiiere lias 
iK-en a lot of media attention coupled willi aggressive marketing. 
Newspapers, magazines, FM radio. F.ven Rcmlers Difi st did a story." 
Adds l.ynon Alves, trawl consultant: “You see, just as nuclear 
weapons arc a sign of virility, so is outbound travel for the Indian." Bi'l tile Iriggest change is tlie emergence of branded holidays. 

Savs Munisha t.uoto; "From erstwhile shopping jaunts lo 
Singapore and Hong Kong, liolidays ate now an opportunity 

to colleit unii|ue and unforgettable exfK'ticntes. I he stamp-col¬ 
lecting tiolidays (Visa stamps) that cover destinations over a slioit 
period liave ceased to account for an absolute majority." 

'I'here is pressure on companies like son to keep ahead. Some 
son: executives complain that the moment they make a product 
itinerary, it's invariablv copied. The market lias lo constantly kwik 
for new products. Such as the one launched by Hongkong Bank 
and Thomas Cook - a global credit card made available lo Indians 

'travelling overseas. Farlier, the card was restricted as per kbi regu¬ 
lations to business-related travel. Says Ashwini Kakkar, c.eo of 
lliomas Cook (India): “ Flic cardholder will enjoy a free phone 
calling card, accident insurance cover and otlier servTces." 

In a similar effort to augment its markc-t share, r< i has become 
tin; (.s.\ of a tiumber of productv-Lurail. Amtrak, japan and Brit 

Small town jeweller P. Arunachalam (with folded hands) and his 
wife (In blue sari) on their first-ever visit abroad in Singapore 

Rail, Cireyhound (oach passes in tlie US and a tie-up with Minotel 
I lotel group. Says B. Dinshaw, outbound manager at k.i: "Out pro¬ 
ducts ate payable in Indian rupees. For the Minotel Hotel, for 
instance, we issue vouchers for night stays." Adds Abraham John, 
general manager of ^n’s Leisure Division: "Another popular prod 
uct is our Cosmos liudget tours in Europe." 

Companies feel that tlie pressure to be tlie first in new markets 
is increasing. Says C. Naqshband, deputy chairman at sii.v: "We 
are very keen on opening up China this year. For the first year, we 
are targeting at least 200 tourists." Adds siic’s Subhash Goel: "We 
were (lioneets in Nepal. Now we |)lan to be (lioneers in Myanmar." 

,\nd even as the travel agents work on the ultimate itinerary— 
Seychelles for its lieaches, Singapore for shopping, Switzerland for 
the Alps, Alaska for nature and Varanasi for the exotic—a note of 
caution from Gliei: "Though so far it looks good, there is a bit of 
hesitancy as business isn't cloing well. Also, we might end up with 
a cash crunch lieiause pc-nple have come clean with vnis." .Adds 
Nacjshband: "Many arc reluctant as they fear harassment from tax 
authorities. This year, we have had officials come to sira offices 
asking lor detail* of people who travelled with us." 

I here is also Ih? question of wlicther the Indian travel industry 
can gear up to this transition. Says Chaddha: "Change will happen 
and the Indian will get what he wants. But is it going to be Indian 
companies who cash in or somebody else?" Of course, the C-Borgs 
are around the corner and some say their introductory brochure has 
a promotional section for high-powerc-d yuppie scum. It's a five- 
yeir tour to Pluto on extreme vitamins on a Galileo probe 5 that 
plays Mozart and (lo Johnny Go as you tear through the ether. ■ 

With Shameem Akhtar In Mumbai and B.R. SrIkaiith in Bangalore 
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COMMENT 

Strange Gravefellows 
By RUCHIR JOSHI I came from a city renowned for its processions, but I had seen 

nothing like it. On the morning of June 18, 1982, on a swel¬ 
tering summer day, I saw New York City come to a complete 
standstill. In the days preceding the 18th, various figures had 
been bandied about, huge, fanta.stical, for a rally in the US— 

100,000, 150,000, a man even went so far as to predict that up to 
2.50,000 people would turn up and everyone told him tliis was 
America and to get off the hallucinogenic drugs. 

But by to am on the day, the 2.S lakh walla was looking conser¬ 
vative. People had begun trickling in over the previous week. 
Many had come the previous night, parking their cars in New 
Jersey and taking the bus or the train. Few had come en masse like 
they did for the rallies I had seen in Calcutta, and tlius no one, not 
even the organising umbrella group, had any real idea of how 
many people were actually going to be there. 

The plan was to march down Fifth .Avenue to Central Park, 
which was the final destination. The police had agreed to keep 
Fifth Avenue free and kept Broadway as a standby, ready to he 
cleared if needed. By mid-morning all the major avenues leading 
from south Manhattan to Central Park were unavailable for traf¬ 
fic. The numliered streets which run at right angles between the 
avenues were also jampacked. The speeches and concert were sup¬ 
posed to begin at three. 

By half past twelve Central Park—a huge stretch of green big¬ 
ger than Delhi's Boat Club, Calcutta's Maidan and all of .South 
Bombay's open grounds put together—was 
completely full. Organisers were telling 
people to stop where they were because 
there was no more space to proceed. They 
were trying to set up loudspeakers as far 
away as 42nd Street so that people could 
hear what would be said on the stage more 
than a mile away. 

By the time the tally broke up, around 6 
pm, radio stations were quoting police sou¬ 
rces as having conceded that 750,(XK) |)euple 
li.id attended the ■•ally. Next morning the 
newspapers came up with a sliglitly more rea¬ 
listic figure; the general consensus was that 
lietwiv!! a million and 1.2 million [leople had 
pailicipated in the anti-nuclear maah. 

I got out of the rally and met up with a 
friend Imin out of town at a pre-arranged point. We'd bolli scrii 
inanv [losters, slogans, banners tliat day, many witty, mans beau- 
titully painted, many hard-hitting. But as we walked away we saw 
one that would remain with us. Die man was middie-aged, a 
trucker from all we could tell try his clothes, perhajis a Vietnam 
veteran. The placard he carried was inelegant, it said: "The only 
good nuke is a dead nuke." And under it, the second sentence. 
" I he onlv good nuke-lover is a dead one." 

The last tew weeks since the I’okhran e,\plosions have Ireen 
bizarre. For me, tlie feeling is one of a deja vu ot a tintc that I know 
I have not lived through, something akin to the '.50s in America 
and. simultaneously, ot a time that is coining, a time that one has 
seen already, yet one that must be lived through again, with a pos¬ 
sibly very different and horrible conclusion. When I left the States 
in the early '80s, the nuclear loirby was on the retreat. The gener¬ 
al consensus was that the huge stockpiles in the 1/.S and the tissR 

needed to be reduced before being done away with completely. A 
month short of 16 yean after the New York march, 1 woke up in 
New Delhi to find that the nuke-lovers have come crawling out of 
their coffins. 

On the Saturday after the blasts, the memory of Manhattan kick¬ 
ing in my head, I found myself walking from another potential 
ground zero—one amongst a trickle of people protesting against 
Pokhran. Passengers in buses going in the opposite direction 
stared at us as if watching some new, weird species in a /.oo. There 
seemed to be no understanding of wha* was going on and there 
certainly was no visible anger or resentment. No one yelled "desh- 
drohi" or "gaddar" and neither did anyone jump out of the bus 
and join the manh. 

In a piece that would be delicious, hilarious, were it not more 
pukc-making than nukc-making, Swapan Dasgiipta chortles that 
foreign camera crews looked for protests for 72 hours after the 
blasts and returned disappointed. Damn riglit, they may have. If 
there had been foreign camera crews in America for 72 hours after 
Hiroshima or Nagasaki, and had they been looking for anti¬ 
nuclear protests, they too would've returned di.sappointed. There 
were no marches in the States after Fat Man and Little Boy There 
were none when they exploded the hydrogen bomb a few years 
later, with more or less the equivalent of the technology that some 
of us are so proud that "Indian" scientists have "achieved" today. 

The marches came a few years later, as did the analysis, debate 
and awareness. Then they built up. Slowly 
reached critical mass, if you like. The New 
York rally, the biggest ever to take place in 
America till that time—right in the face of 
the country's honeymoon with one megalo¬ 
maniac make-up addict called Ronald 
Reagan—came a full S7 years after a B-29 
bomber named after its pilot's mother, F,nola 
(Jay, proudly announced the arrival of the 
ultimate instrument of global harakiri. 

The )une '82 rally, and the huge wave of 
informed public opinion it reprea-rued, obl¬ 
iged tlic Ueagaiiite hawks to rethink their mil¬ 
itary expansion plans. Hie route to that mil¬ 
lion-strong rally was not easy. 1110 first peace 
mareliers in the US, Britain and (iermaiiy got 
called all sorts of names, starting with "trai¬ 

tors", “pinko k(X)ks", "cowards" and moving on to inucli worse. 
■Around the time the anti-Vietnam and anti-nuclear movements 

first began to gain momentum, some time in 1968, a new film 
quickly reached cult status in the US. t:heaply but su[K*rlily made, 
it was called The Nixht of Ihe Livinx Dead. In it, horrifying huma¬ 
noid monsters rose out of graveyards and began to kill "ordinary" 
human Ix'ings. The killing didn't mean death, it meant that the 
victims became transformed into the Living Dead tiiein.selves and 
tlien carried out the far/, of the Living Dead parivar—which was to 
grai) and mutate those untouchi'd by Living Death. 

the living dead of the US military-industrial complex may liave 
had to shrink hack into their philosophical graveyard across the 
years, but they ain't giving up without a fight, if they can't have 
a full party at home, they are going to make damn sure they, or 
those they have infected, carry on the orgy abroad. Every time I 
heard or read the argument that “India ne America ko dikha diya", 

Figures from Galileo to 
Einstein to Opponheimor 

have always insisted 
that the scientist is 

morally responsible for 
the uses he allows his 
work to be put to. Their 
Indian counterparts are 
surely not above this. 
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laughter wells up inside me, laughter that is quelled only by a far 
more powerful nausea. 

Pokhran signifies nothing like a clarion call of a "free nation'' 
coming Into its own. Nothing's swadeshi alrout it, except, jrer- 
haps, the sight of Atal Kchari doing shashtaiiji pramtum to the ulti¬ 
mate Americanism. 

Because Pokhran is the gross and final capitulation of anything 
wc can imagine called "our culture" to tlie insatie and obscene 
philosophy of a small powerful clique that used to sit in fortified 
castles and laboratories in liermatty, castles with innocuous 
names like Bcrchtcsgaden, lalroratories with innocent names like 
Peenemundc. From Bcrchtesgaden and Peenemunde, the Living 
Dead moved to well-protected houses in Washington, Virginia 
and Maryland, from where they multiplied to spread into well- 
protected dachas outside Moscow, Kiev and Sebastopol, Irom 
where they managwl to transmute themselves, to come alive in 
the gracious bungalows surrounded by well-kept lawns behind the 
circles of barbed wire in Lutyens' IX liii. 

The sjiecial thing about the I.ivin;.' Dead in the movie was that 
they grabbed who they could, caste and creed no bar. One 
moment you thought you were talking to your brother and when 
he turneci around, oh no, he was an LD and you were done tor. 

(IKHRAN-ll has made for strange gravefellows. In what has 
passed for a “debate” 
around India's belated 

loss of nuclear virginity, the 
lines have more or less Ihvii 
childishly clear. On one 
side there were likes of Mr 
Dasgiipta and (,haiidan 
Mitra (he of the every- 
liidian-walks-taller-today 
tame, never mind that 
every Indian now walks 
more naked to the ladiatiori 
of poverty, the moral 
ground scorched frenn 
under his tc’et by tins series 
of obsolete liretialls) and on 
the other you have the 
pushers of the "bomb is 
vital Init the blasts were 
badly tinied/bad because it 
was the iiii‘ that did the tim¬ 
ing" line. A precious few 
pc'ople seem wilting to actu¬ 
ally question the notions 
behind words and phrases 
such as deterrent, retaliatoiy c,ipability, weajionisation, stability 
through strength, no first strike policy, etc. 

But why Ih‘ iiarcl on the armchatr Rottweilers of the right—they 
are just cJoing their job after all—when you gc*t nuggets like "to 
drive India towards eithc'r hysteria or ivilali(in...w>)ulcl he a dis- 
service.to the nation and an insult to the very tiihU that has given 
India the comfort of sccurit}’" (italics minei Irom the likes of MJ. 
Akbar. What comfort, Mr Akhar.’ What seiuiity? What talenf' 
Don't you know by now no nucleai war is "vsiiinable"'/ Dcm'l you 
know that the pressence of nuclear weapons creates irs own inse¬ 
curity, its own obscenely costly paranoia'/ .Some pecqile have just 
copi^ successfully an instrument wliich, even if a single Agni or 
(ihauri is never launclied, will rape the future ol your children 
and mine. Would ycni call rape a talent'/ 

Another collector's item is Rajiic-ep Sardesai's column in Sunday. 
"(Clearly in the field of atomic energy we are second to none. (Oh 
no? Ever heard c't delivery systems, Rajdeep’ Know what it costs 
to .sustain an effective 'deterrent' on top of semr conventional 

army?) Dr A.P.L Alxlul Kalam is tire Sachin lendulkar of tire 
defence rc'searc h establishment (this one is more paintiil tlian a 
clumsy slash outside c)ff-stiimp-—notlung Tendulkar about it. 
except tliat the thinking cIch". iwlong to a 24-year-old of substan¬ 
tially less intelligence than Sachin) bis white mane iH^iueathiiig 
him with a halo of wisdom..,." 

Wisdom. Another y\iiierii-an movie lias preyed on my mind 
since June 11. Relc-ased in it was made by Stanley Kubrick 
and it was called Dr Shanxclow or I tow I Learnt to Slop Worrying and 
Low the Homb. The plot is simple: a cominander of a US nuclear 
airlorce ba.se goes mad and orders a pre-emptive nuclear .strike 
against the cssr. As tlie B-52 Iromtx'rs liegin llieir final pre-launch 
manoeuvres, llie commander's inudiiess i.s discovered liy the US 
military command and tlie Prc'sident (played by I’eter Sellers) is 
rushed to the nuclear coniinaiicl centre. VVilh him is Dr 
Strangelove ta wondcTfiil caricature of Iciwarcl Idler, tlie "father" 
of the' H-bomb, also played by I’eter .Sellers in tlie second of his 
three roles in the film* who sits in a wheelc hair and watches his 
systems go into tiieir un.sto|)pable madnc‘ss witli barely disguised 
glee. Strangelove's right haiul lias a volition of its ow’n—every 
time he wants ter sav yes to a question, the liand goes up in a Na/.i 
salute and be has to slap it down with iiis csther hand. 

Sellers also plays another lamous role in a film called The Party— 
that of the wannatie American "IlincIcH)" Dr Vrundi V. Baksfii. 'I lie 

T NARAYAN caricalure, with its ersatz 
south likiian accent was, to 
say the least, offensive at the 
timc‘, but now i tniss old 
I’etei Sc'llers. How wonder¬ 
fully he would have hisio- 
ned Dr Bakshi with Dr Stra¬ 
ngelove, (lie wiiiiialK- Yank 
willi the ex-Na/i scientist. 

Figures from (lalileo to 
Finstc'in to Dppeniteimer 
iiave always insisted that 
the scientist is morally 
responsible lor the uses he 
allows lus w'ork lo be pul to. 
c)ur Indian Slrangdoves are 
siiic’lv iio( above this. Tlic'ir 
consciences paralysed, it is 
irrelevant whelliei the 
moral wheelchairs tliev sit 
in .ir<‘ designed liv the it)i‘, 
till' l.oiigress nr the left 
coalitions. As long as tl.ose 
light h.iiuls keeji whipping 
up to |)()litu,il con .Hands, 

they are culpable Ihc-v will ullimalelv share lesponsibililv lu't 
only with the people who happen to he in powvi at the tune, imt 
also with (lieu equ.illy "wise", "tali'iilecr' and hard-working 
I’akislani ii.untc qv Is. 

Kubricks SlKiiistlow ends wiOi a haunting scxiiieiice. All alle 
nipts at stopping the last B-S2 have laileci. I he .American hornlH'r 
manages to reach its targe! deep in Ihe Soviet Union. Hie houih 
hits, i'he Russians liave WMineil the .Americans that thev have ,:ii 
ec)uail\ cra/y, equally unstoppable system, one which is designed 
to rel.iliatc autoiiiatically and massively il a single .Ai'urit.m 
nude,11 bomb explodes on their soil and lliev are iioi lying As one 
mushroom doucl goes up aftc'r annllu’r, the only sound v-ni hear 
is A woman's voice singing U'l 'll meet axain wimdav. It is tme ot 
the most frightening monuMits in cinema. Iransler die song to llie 
subcontinent and wiiat song could you put on the soundtrack/ 
My candidate would be an old classic - '/iw mne sapne ah rk rann 
hai. H:i jahan miley ehahev, ham ^an.ii hat...' Perhajis iinke-lnvers 
everywhere should start tlieit singing practice. ■ 

Protest was muted after Hiroshima and Nagasaki too, just wait 
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ECOMMENDATIONS 

Indian Ocean 
■ InUU (A'nlro 
I^nI) K(Md, New Delhi 
]une 12, 7 pm 

SUSHMIT 
Rahul Ram. 

Sen, 
Amit 

fMnitiiy 
ftaHttantliilMi 

WMBl bu 
Sugiin, 2I)S .Suxn UU| 
>MHPe|hlTi|ij!nKU 

Kilam and Asheeni Chakravarty are 
well-known names in Delhi's music 
circles. Their band 'Indian Ocean' is 
among the top groups in the country 

today. Their 
music expres¬ 
ses the conte¬ 
mporary Ind¬ 
ian spirit of a 
heritage both 
ancient and 
modern—cla¬ 
ssical, folk, 
jazz, rock and 
reggae—mer¬ 
ging seamles¬ 

sly to produce an entirely new musi¬ 
cal fonn. At the concert at the iik, 
organised by Teamwork Films and 
Pepsi, Indian Ocean will l)e playing 
their yet-to-be recorded tracks. Songs, str¬ 
aight from tlie heart, woven around strong 
melodic lines with the syncopated energy 
of two pea'us.sioni.sts and strong vocals, the 
hallmark of the talented foursome. 

Sa Re Ga Ma 
■ Ihe liitlMn Mu\k Art IKntlort 
iht' fVrIorniinx aiKl (rejtive 
.\m1niM 
R Ra|hlMV,iii ( oo|i .yH'ltiv. Ni'dr 
KvKfiKV HiMol, N S Phiuikc 
AnilhaUb. 
l*rKe R\ Smi 

REU&ENAi^ is. an art¬ 
ist ftoml|ew Yodc, curr- 
emty heri oit a Fulbrlifht 
Feliowlhllb to research 

National 
Convention ’98 

■ MAC [.Bhopal 
OrsaniwUbySne-MAcAY 
Jun0 2<t*2) 

TMF. first of its kind in India, this directory 
is a compreliensive compilation of jreople, 
institutions and other entities even rem¬ 
otely connected with the music business. 
Tile .t(X)-page tome has 15,(X)0 listings and 
ItX) categories with naiues, addresses, 

phone luiiniKTs and « A/tfis -rufla 
additional details. It 
lists creative proles- 
sioiials, studios and 
services, marketing 
services, media and 
publicity services, 
hardware, events, 
professional and bus¬ 
iness services, recri^ 
alicm and hos()italily 

and international information, if you want 
to be listed, one cntiy is Iree, i'Ut multiple 
entries are otlered at an extra cost of R.s 500. 
A special pre-publication offer gives you the 
ditrttory at a 55 jxr cent discount. lX*li- 
very charges are er- tra at Rs 40 for Mumbai, 
and Rs 100 for outsfation. For further 
information contact: (022)82111217; 
e-mail: pcnK‘'Miavihi's loin. 

Its infiuenfepn clasdefl hKtten atb.AAifexp- 
»t'ih Qil|»inttng tecluhques tdd sdiooi ofEur- 
bpesn Misters, Slnha has also, received training in the 
lipatieeart of biuA paintln^-5umf-e. This styleiocu- 
jes on the power, control and tdmplkity ctf a -lin^ 
bru^ stroke to convey the spirit of a subject or idea. 
His philosophical studies in India have M to a new 
awaienett of how be perceives himself and his world. 
This has'^facilltated a deeper level of introspection, 
which hcj^explotes through portraits. He uses the colo¬ 
urs of the landscape to symbolise the psyche, derived 
from the'aymboiism in Hindu iconography His shows, 
the first hi Bangalore and now in Ddld, are the prod¬ 
uct of a gear's work under the Fcdlowsfaip in todia. 

Bombay Blue 
■ SuRV IV 
Sundavv. H pm 

~ A refreshingly different 
_ si.Y-part police drama 

series produced and 
telecast last year on UK's Channel Four, 
Bombay Bltw is produced by Bobby Bed! of 
Bandit Queen fame. Imaginatively shot all 
over Mumbai, it deals with the adven¬ 
tures of two police olficers from Scotland 
Yard, who arrive in the city to solve a 
particularly knotty drug trafficking case. 
Starring Shekiiar Suman, Mohan Agashe, 
Shan Khan, Donald Sumpter, Shiuli 
Sahava, Dalip Tahil and Deejiak Tijori. 
T'lie t liicf SiijKTintendent of the i.ondon 
Squad and constalrle lanin l)e\’, who 
is ill tad visiting India for the first time, 
get invi'lved in six other domestic cases 
while trying to track down heroin smu¬ 
gglers. A higli action drama series along 
with an e.xtremelv well-shot jiortrail 
of tile citv. 

SPIC-MACAY, the 
ScKiety for Promotion of Indian 
Classical Music and Culture 
Amongst Youth, has so far expan¬ 
ded its activi¬ 
ties successf¬ 
ully in over 
1.50 cities in 
India and SO 
cities abroad. 
The Society's 
National 
Convention is being held in Bhopal 
this year. The highlights: perfor¬ 
mances by Shiv Kumar Sharma, 
Kathak maestro Birju Maharaj, 
Hindustani classical vocalists 
Ganguliai Hangal, Mukul Shivputra 
and Ustad Fariduddin Dagar, 
Carnalic violinist Prof. I'.N. Ktish- 
nan and Kudiyattam exponent 

Ammanur Madhava (Ttakyar. Habib Tanvi- 
will he staging Miuiararakxluis and the con¬ 
vention will lie marked liy folk (X'rfor- 
mances, craft workshops and talks try emi¬ 
nent personalities like Hindi litterateur 
Nirtnal Verina. For furttier intorniation 
contact Tel: (011)2910845 

as 
o 

eg 
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Colourful Images in 
Black and White 

sr ■ liv Si<|dta |h-ii- 
An (lallm Mtiiiihai 

Itmf (ID 

__ SUIATA Dere's works arc- 
in a rare art form—stip¬ 

pling. Derived from the Dutcli word stipirc- 
len', stipple means to engrave, paini, draw 
in dots or separate louclies. I’lie artist starts 
off with a rough sketch on |>a|H.-r and tlien 
with a Rotor- 
ing pen, bri¬ 
ngs tlie image 
to lile with 
cotiesive poi¬ 
nts and in 
some cases 
combines the 
effect of light 
and shade 
with paste!. .Says Sujata: ''Tiie dot, the basic 
clement of design, the minutest detail, is 
turned into a fusion of image-s that capture 
wliat you wani to." In her case, it's sheer 
Indianness. Culled from the multitudinous 
impressions stored in the mind's eye—of 
maidens in Homeward Bound and Tread 
Softly, where dancing feet vibrate to an 
unknown melody, creating rhythms of their 
own. An exhibition with a difference. 
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RESERVATION 

One-EigMh Will Do 
Now, a demand for quotas for Muslim women in Parliament 

THERE'S yet another addition to the 
arithmetic of reservations. One-eighth 
of the one-third Parliament seats, if 

and when they arc reserved for women, 
should be reserved for Muslim women, 
demands the recently formed Committee 
for Empowerment of Muslim Women. A 
demand that defies easy dismissal, coming 
as it does from some of the community's 
most articulate voices who dub themselves 
"representatives of a cross-section of the 
Muslim intelligentsia*. Conventions, con¬ 
ferences, meetings countrywide and apjio- 
intments with leaders of various political 
parties are already under way. 

Hammering in the fact that the 
present Lok Sabha has only one 
Maslim woman, the committee 
has made this demand in a political 
scenario where there's "no Muslim 
woman office-bearer of any nation¬ 
al party at the national level". Its 
printed resolution declares: "Mus¬ 
lim women are conspicuous by 
their absence in national institu¬ 
tions. Apart from the question of 
the SC and ST women, the gen¬ 
eral quota is likely to be uti¬ 
lised by the high castes and 
ptditical class for (putting) 
their women into the IcgLsIa- 
ture...the committee therefore, 
while supporting the demand 
for a separate quota for women 
belonging to the Other Back¬ 
ward t.lasses, seeks a separate 
quota for Muslim women." 

Too many conflicting inter¬ 
ests at work here: divided opin¬ 
ions on reservations in general, 
resistance to the issue of a 
women’s quota in Parliament, 
the issue of reservations for ow 
women within it and now a 
quota for women of a religious 
minority. .Seems like we re headed 
for Reservation Raj with too many 
groups-and sub-groups hankering lorT 
share. Women’s organisations who have 
been lobbying for the one-third reservation 
for years, in fact, feel that sucli “divisive" 
demands might stall the Bill yet again. 

"Not at all," contends former MP Syed 
Shahabuddin, that irrepressible if controve¬ 
rsial voice from the Muslim community. 
"Today, other than the Congress with its 
history, even parties that pose as secuiar- 
ism’s protectors neglect Muslim women. 
This gross under-representation must be 
corrected." The Constitution permits posi- 

IRUN HUSSAIN 

tive discrimination, adds 
Navald Hamid, one among 
the demand’s initiators. 

Sadly, however, this "pos¬ 
itive discrimination’’ isn’t 
practised even in parties 

like the Muslim League, All- 
India Ma|lis-e-Muslimeen and 

UP'S Muslim Majlis. None fiel- 
dcHl a woman candidate in the last 

election. Little wonder then that a 
.section of the community’s Intelli¬ 

gentsia feels "democratisation of women 
mm within the community mu.st happen 
before demands are made for dem¬ 
ocratisation throngii reservations." The 
orthodoxy, on the other hand, is ihought to 

ANOOPKAMATH 

Total ^ 

be annoyed at the "rebelliousness" among 
women that is being preached through the 
committee's “empowennent” agenda. 

"The conservatives must remember that 
the Prophet's own wife was a great scholar 
and led a battle. Society svill be more 
accepting only if there is mote of some¬ 
thing happening. Tili then we must press 
harder for our demands," argues Shah¬ 
abuddin. However, leaders like Saifuddin 
Soz of the National Conference seem to 
have less orthodox objections to the 
demand. "The Muslim woman nc>eds edu¬ 
cation. Reserved representation In Par¬ 
liament should follow our commitment 
to solve these problems," Soz said at a 
seminar last week. An opinion seconded 
by Prof. Imtiaz Ahmed of Jawaharlal 
Nehru University who says dialogues with 
diversified patrlaichies in the community 
are more necessary for women’s uplift- 
moit within society before the leap into 
reservations. "Proportionateness outside* 
becomes a non-issue when compared with 
the changes required within the internal 
power structures," he observes. 
Majda Asad, retired Head of the Hindi 
Department from Jamia MilUa Islaroia, 
agrees but with a qualification; "Reser¬ 
vation speaks of an unequal society and 
in that it Is undesirable. But in today’s 
India some groups are .severely disadvan¬ 
taged and therefore justified in making 
demands for reservation." 
Husna SubhanI, president of kjd's mahila 

wing, is more evocative. "Even a mother 
doesn't feed her child till it cries, We, the 
neglected gender of a minority commun¬ 
ity, must scream to he heard, it’s majority- 
led, male-dominated politics in a man’s 
world." .She cites her own frustrations: a 
decade's active politics and never a ticket 
to ct'ntest elections. "Four general elec¬ 
tions and a Delhi state election—each time 
I have suffered last-minute denials. It’s 
tough being a woman politician, let alone 
a Muslim one!" says a disgusted Husna. 

At 26, Delhi cor[)orator Azhar Shagufa is 
as disheartened. She makes no Ixme.. about 
the fact that she’s in electoral politics bec¬ 
ause Jama Masjid was a "woman seat" and 
lier 13 opponents were Muslim. "I’m hon¬ 
est but I’m there only because the local mi.v 

is my brother's friend. People in my com¬ 
munity remain narrow-minded and often 
say that I’m too inexperienced to be in pol¬ 
itics. I might not even contest next time. 
In fact, had it not been a reserved seat I 
doubt that a woman, let alone 14 of us. 
would have contested. No woman would 
ever have contested from here,’’ she- says. 

So there it is. Some more pessimism, 
some more realism] another demand and, 
peT.haps, another controversy. To be deba¬ 
ted upon in Parliament. One that has 40- 
odd women and 500-odd men. ■ 

Soma Wadhwa 
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■ TOYS 

Sony, Not Safe IT'S a baby's rattle that has rattled the 
66>year-old toy manufacturer from 
Denmark, Lego, which operates in 

over 30 countries, following 
two isolated cases in 
Europe, where the 
rattle stuck 

the mouths 
the 

group—with 
turnover over 

8 billion 
R$ 

5,000 crore)—has 
decided to withdraw 
the entire lot from the 
market. Says Karin Pedersen, 
regional manager. South Asia, Lego ^ 
group: "We never launch a product ' 
without stringent testing. In the histo¬ 
ry of Lego, this is the first time we have 
recalled a product." 

In India, the Lego group has been retail¬ 
ing its pr^ucts through eac Trading for a 

couple of years. This rattle. Lego Primo 
2093, was introduced in the Indian mar¬ 
ket earlier this year. "Once the news about 
the two babies reached our office in 
Denmark last month, we decided to with¬ 
draw all the rattles distributed the world 
over," says Pedersen. 

The problem, however, was with the 
Indian market. While the retail market 
III the west is quite well organised, mak¬ 
ing It easy fur the recall of its products, 
the Indian retail market tor toys has 
practically no database, iac Trading has 
already withdrawn all the unsold pieces 
from the retailers in the eight cities— 

tNew Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, 
Bangalore, laipur, Calcutta, 
Chennai and Hyderabad—but 
it has not been able to account 
for the 200 pieces that appear 

to have been sold. 
For these 200 pieces, worth Rs 40,000 in 

the retail market. Lego India is releasing 
ads in ail major Indim publications. 
"Unfortunately, India doesn't seem to 
have any regulatory authonty that can 
deal with the safety aspects of toys. It's 
quite possible that these rattles were 
bought by consumers who belong to cities 
other than our distribution centres. We are 

spending over Rs 6.5 lakh to be able to >wam them and buy back the 200 rat¬ 
tles alteady sold here," says Pedersen. 
Die European Union is dictated to 
by the European Committee 
f(xr Standar^ation, which is respon¬ 
sible for the safety standards in toys, 

while the Consumer Product Safety 
Committee has set up toy safety stan¬ 

dards in the US. The International 8id the Intcr- 
foy Industries 
ganisations 
^rds. 
not just a 
with us, it is 
concern for 
rhildren that 
? have under¬ 
taken 

this exer¬ 
cise." But 
by with¬ 
drawing its 
products 
from 

Indian mar- 
sts, the I.ego 

giwup might well 
rattle up the Indian 

amsumers and consumer groups to start 
demanding better safety standards in 
most consumer products. ■ 

Shekhar Ghosh 

CALCUTTA 

Just CaU Me Cal 

SWARANNAYAK 

, Manisb Chakraborti: walk of lito CALCUTTA has set out on the heritage 
walk it long deserved. Of Gothic Imi- 
Idings, Corinthian colonnades and 

I pillars, Georgian pediments and porticos. 
Taking people around on a tour of these 

I buildings is .31-year-old architect Manish 
j Chakraborti, who went on to do his mas- 
i ters in conservation from York, UK. Chris¬ 

tened 'footsteps', this walking tour takes 
; people on a 2-km-trip around some 15 
I buildings in the area, including the imp- 
j osing Writers' Buildings, the newly-reno- 
I vated Town Hall, and the histone Metc- 
i alfe Hall. He also offers the 'Other Walk', 
I through the dank meandering north 
i Calcutta lanes steeped in the history of 
jaitbe 300-year-old aty. 

Joe Roberts, travel writer with The Turn, 
; London, and who's working on a bcxik on 
i Calcutta, discovered the old city after the 
i walk. Nicholas Thompson, prinitipl con- 
; sultant for the restoration of London's 
j Windsoi Castle, found the walk the "most 
j fascinating expenence of discovenng". 
i Now the upcoming edition of the Tumly 
: Rough (juide will recommend Rs 200-a-per- 
i son early morning walks fur tourists, 
i (Clearly, 'Footsteps' is turning out to be 
I the teal thing to knowing C akiitta. ■ 

Soutlk Biswas 

Great news. Deepa Meh" 
ta’s controversial film 

on a lesbian theme, Fire, 
has been cleared without a 
single cut by the Indian 
censor b(»td. Breath of 
fresh air, that decision. 
Meanwhile, even as actors 
are dubbing in Hindi to pre¬ 

pare this made-ln-'Eng^ 
filffl for its Indian siuiM« 
felease, Mehta's Hfodl film 
1947 (titled EtttHi ritroad) Is 
being readied for an August 

___- ^ ^ , 
mer. Hat ttlck fbr 
Mehta! 

♦ News from the Ut- 
erai^ foont. Music 

Cdtle andkmg-Ume 
nt^Ragha^'Menon 
has fast finished 

work OBi a biography of the 
legwidaiy vocalist wtth-one- 
ison-lun^ the late Kumar 
Gandharva. *1 heattd him, 
was fasdnafod-by his mude. 

.pa^lOMte ii 
ment should be worth read¬ 
ing. The biography, to be 
published by HarperColIins, 
should be out latet this 

A letdval of EvltS Is ht the 
ftofflng thanks tq A^rque 
Padamsee. Also, {dans aw 
on to stage An Odd Coi^ 
with Sba^ Psabhricar. 

♦ 



I CHILD LABOUR 

?br 250 MiDion 
liittle Hands 
IT was a moving moment for Kadash Sat- 

yarthi, convenor of the Global March 
against child labour, when he addressed 

lie intemabonai labour conference last 
^ The march, launched this January in 
lanlla, wound its way across 80,000 km 
lirou^ 107 countnes and became the sm 
le la^t soaal imbabve for children ever 
follecting thumb pnnts, footpnnts and 
ignatuies m support of the campaign 
torn over 7 mtihon children and adults 
he march generated a momentum that 
Quid see the lui adopbng core labour sta- 
idards that would mean at least legislative 
upport for the more than 250 million 

SatyiithI with fraed child labourers 

hild labourers in the world today 
Says Satyarthi "In many countries of 

^tin Amenca, child labour is not even 
ecognised as a problem This could the 

be^ning" Of foe no's estimate of 250 
million working duldien, 120 milhoii am 
between five and 14 and wofk hiU-time. In 
India alone, though government e^tiin^ 
are close to 2 croie, Satyarthi insists foe > 
real figure is close to 6 crore, with or« 
aore in UP alone An estimated 70 per 
cent are in the agncultural sector, foe rem¬ 
aining m sectors hke construction, stone 
quarry, m foe carpet industry and as dom¬ 
estics Says Satyarthi “What's encouraging 
IS that the new government has included 
the problem in its manifesto It's foe first 
time a pobtical party has done so " 

The march itself was the culmination of 
more than 18 months of work and organi¬ 
sation and a rare international uiltiative 
led hy an Indian lor Satyarthi himself, 
there were moments of great inspiration 
Recounting one such inadent m his inau¬ 
gural speech, Satyarthi said "On the Asian 
march Pao, a young teenage girl from 
Cambodia, was with us She had beoi sold 

to a brofod at the age 
of 12 by her relatives 
when her fiithet died 
Despite everyone being 
sympathetic to her, I 
found hn frighten^ 
timid and even mdiffer- 
ent One day in a Pill- 
pmo vill^, finding UM 
a'one, Pao came to m|i 
Looking stra4dit mto 
my eyes, she asked, 'Am 
I still a chdd'^ Pladhg 
my hand on her hea^ I 
replied—'Yes, my dad- ' 
ghter, you're very itiudi 
a child' She hugged me 
strongly and wqit. The 
next day we saw hef 
chanting—'No more 

child exploitation' No music or noise in 
any night club could be louder than her 
chanting And no walls of any brofoei in 
the world could be stronger foan Pao's 
determination and dignity" ■ 

Aniruddha Bihal m Geneva 
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iUU 
BANBALORE 

Some Cowgirls 
Get No Blues From a distance, the billow of dust 

moving along the fringes of an unke¬ 
mpt ranch indicates a swelling sand 

storm. As the cloud draws near, it reveals a 
pack of horses driven by a frail woman. 

She’s Silva Storai, 32, an Italian jockey 
who heads the Jitendia Viiwani-owned 
Embassy International Riding .School at 
Torhunse, a village 30 km from Bangalore. 
Virwanl, who owns the Embassy Group— 
that is into construction business—bought 
C.R. VENKATESH 

Says victor Mike Brown, 32, a British^ 
who heads the engineering company, Ren- 
ishaw Pvt Ltd, in Bangalore: “It's a good 
place to wash out during the weekend, 
away horn Bangalore's dirt and noise. The 
social scene is relaxed. I knew nobody 
when I came to Bangalore four months 
ago. Now I have many friends," he says. 

The school's popularity is only growing. 
It featurcHi on bbc's Life Style programme a 
few weeks ago. Training here costs between 
Rs 250 to Rs 350 an hour, depending on 
whether one wants to be trained in a batch 
of five, two or as an individual. Every indi¬ 
vidual needs at lea.st 10 hours of training 
to pick up basics of walk, trot and canter. 

The school also helps polo players like 
Jairaj to fine-tune their skills. Jaiiaj, an offi¬ 
cer v^th Opel Astra, Chennai, came to the 
schod last week along with Mends to 
improve his riding skills. Ail praise for the 
instmetors who deal with be^nners with 
extreme patience, Jairaj says; "Horse riding 

is my passion, and 
I hope to land my 
life partner thr¬ 
ough this sport." 

Outside the rid¬ 
ing school, Silva 
practices at the 
Bangalore Turf 
Club, the venue 
where she has 
saddled many a 
winner. Recently, 
she won the Mys¬ 
ore Cup astride 
M.A.M. Ramas- 
wam/s Snow 
.Storm. She mig¬ 
rated to India in 
'79, after her mar- 

Rlders at Embassy: horsing aroumi 

a stud farm from the Rutas some years 
ago. The range and stables were part of the 
farm, but were converted into a riding 
scliool when Silva met Virwani to stable 
hfi horses -.Ashwin and I'nxiigal Son. 

The ruling school has become a 'must 
visii' oi) the wrH;kend itinerary of British, 
Belgian aiKi t ierman expatriates working 
in M' • finiis in Bangalore. Besides, says 
Silva, t'le idea ot putting children through 
tlie basil s ui t-questTian training is growing 
among B<ing.iii)r< 'v middle class. "Riding is 
no longci a r'cli man's adventure." 

Instniuors at liic siIkh)!, Frazer Jack and 
Tamsin i,cwis, bntlt inmed at the British 
Horse Society, say lire riding school is turn¬ 
ing ii'to a weekend recourse* for foreigners. 
“The men come over after a gruelling week 
at work, and thf' wives train here because 
they’re Iwed at home," says Tamsin. An 
adcfitional attraction is the Italian food 
.served at a restaurant built on the farm. 

riage with reno- 
j wired painter Edwin Joseph and lived in 
I Kodaikanal for a decade before moving to 
i Bangalore in '93. It was a chance meeting 
I with Virwani that led to her appointment 
j as chief manager at the riding school, and 
i it's the best thing, she thinks, that's hap- 
i pened to her. "Jeetu (Virwani) is a keen 
I horse-rider. He has given me tree reign in 
I running this school. We are trying to 
i draw more kids into this school because 
I horse-riding has always remained an exclu- 
i slTO sport of those serving in the array or 
i of their diildren. Our kids have won 
i awards in horse shows held recently in 
i Bangalore and Ooty," she says. 

Soon, says Silva, the riding school will 
j become part of a 240-acre bousing pro- 
i ject, complete with sprawling villas, ten- 
; nls and squash courts, a swimming pool, 
I and a horse trail that runs through the 
i residential area. That, after all, is what 
I horse sense is about. And Virwani seems 
; to have plenty of that. ■ 

B.R. Srikanth 

■ ART AttCTIOR 

This is the End 

j Akbar Padamsaa’s 'Matascapas' IT was appropriate, perhaps, that a paint¬ 
ing of a nuclear holocaust should have 
b^ among the contemporary Indian 

i paintings that went on sale at Christie's in 
i London on June 2. Also, that the painting 
1 by K.K. Hebbar remained unsold. Other 
i visions of India caught the buyer’s eye. 
! Over a 1(X) paintings sold for close to 
I three-quarters of a million dollars in the ^ 
j sale. Among the 176 paintings offered for 
i, sale were 76 that formed the private col- 
1 lection of Masanori Fukuoka. From the 
I first painting bought in 1990, Fukuoka 
j collected rapidly to establish a museum in 
I Himeji, Japan. Of the lot, 98 sold for a 
1 total of $711,980, the rest were unsold as 
Hnhe offers weren't good enough. 

Tire highest prices were fetched by Akbar 
i Padamsee's Metaxcapes, selling for $25,414. 
j Two Young Women by Abdul Rehman Chu- 
j gtai and TIk Big Haul by Narayan Sridhar 
j Bendre, both sold for $24,473 each. All ' 
j three were bought by anonymous bidders. 

Among other favourites were Anjolie Eia 
i Menon’s Family which sold for $20,708, | 
I Ganesh Pyne's The Fall sold for $18,825 
j and two by M.F. Husain—one from his 
i horse series ($17,884) and another titled 
I Distant Sail sold for $17,319. Hebbar's Pro- 
I sperity fetched $16,566 and Manjit Bawa's 
i A/irf went for $1.5,436. 
I Amrita Jhaveri, who handled tlie sale 
i claimed the bidding was "strong, yet 
i selective". The sale, she said, drew an 
j "increased response from non-Indians 
i with many selling to English and 
i American clients". Surprisingly, several 
I Husains didn't come up to expected 
j prices. Among them were FI.H. Mahamni 
i Booted, Cmndhi and a self-portrait. 

Other than works from the Progressive 
i Artists Group, paintings horn Beiigal were 
i represented through works of Biran De, 
.; Ramkinkar Baij, Bikash Bhattachaijee, Sakti 
I Burman, and the brothers—Gaganendran- 
j ath and Abanindranath Tagore, Jc^n Cho- 
i wdhury,ArupDasandJatinDas.H . 

SanJay Surt ■ 
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PUKJAB. 

Beyond Bhangra Rap 
A group of researchers rediscover the state’s musical tradition 

Says Morinda-based Garibu, belonging to 
the traditional Nath jogi family of been 
saperas: "Tlierc’s no respect left tor us any 
more. My grandson has finally opted out 
and taken to rag-picking." .Sufi Dhadl 
Sharief Idu who once mesmerised audi- IS Punjabi music only 

about bhangra and bhan¬ 
gra rap? About Daler 

Mebndi a^ Sukhblr? Iliat’s 
the overriding impression 
each time you switch on the 
TV or attend a cultural soi¬ 
ree. That tasteless joke about 
Punjab being 'a land of agri¬ 
culture and no culture' has 
worn thin but continues to 
be bandied around. 

"It's sad," says Cliandi- 
garh-based art historian 
Alka Pande, "that today's 
generation is almost totally 
unaware of the fact that 
Punjab was once the store¬ 
house of a very rich tradi- 
Jion which, if not revived, 
mil probably disappear in 
’the next 20 years. We will 
only hear Boh Tara Rara." 

ences with his powerful 
renditions is a depres.sed 
man today, barely able to 
keep body and soul togeth¬ 
er. His wife works as a mid¬ 
wife to support the family. 
Navratta Ram from Pabri 
does not even earn enough 
to ktK'p his sarangi in work¬ 
ing order. I'ritatn .Singh 
from Boparai Kalan is the 
only folk sarangi-maker in 
the entire state and earns a 
living through carpentry. 

"There are still some 
artistes left, but they are 
skating on thin ice. 1 have 
held lec-dems with some of 
the artistes at the India 
Habitat ( entie and Punjab 
University and the response 
has been tremendous. 
What is required is a cham¬ 

pion for this cause," says Pande. 
But thanks to committed people 

like Pande, a serious effort has finally 
been made to document the musical 
heritage of Punjab dating back to the 
Rig Vedic period and give it a fresh 
lease of life. Four years ago, the state 
government finally woke up to this 
cultural erosion and commissioned 
coordinator Paramjit Singh; historian 
Alka Pande, Reader at the University 
of Punjab and chairperson of the 
Chandigarh Lalit Kala Akademi; and 
photographer Diwan Manna to com¬ 
pile a comprehensive directory of the 
musical traditions of these robust 

UnfortUKatcly, the past decade has 
seen a massive shift in the represen¬ 
tation of music rooted in folk tradi¬ 
tions. A trend where the Punjabi 
rhythm is interspersed with rap, 
with a smattering of folk lyrics and 
energetic choreography. So strong 
and infectious are tlte rhytlims of 
Punjabi drums tliat it has found 
a ready international audience. Tlie 
lasting effect of alsoeos being played 
by soldiers atop a battle tank in the 
Hindi tealure film Punier b a telling 
statement (h tlie i>v>wer the ethnic 
music of l*unjat still wields. But it 

people. To this end the culture h.is been at a steep ptue, the indige- 
department set up a fund of Rs 2 lakh, i Players of the bean baja (top) and the nous performer Irc ing sacrificed at the 
though the figure has gone up since then. saranfli: the fading sound of music altar of pop culture. 

As the trio, accompanied by a researcher, ' Some Punjabi [Ksp inus<ci:ins, howev r, 
traversed the state's four cultural zones, i qawaali and kirtan styles. Among the are trying to do their bit. Says Hansraj 
from the Puad region to the Doaba, from ■ Instnanental repertoire alone, the team has Hans: "Nowadays, ea< li time I record a cas- 
the Majha region to Malwa, the canvas ' clcKumented more than 7,S folk instruments sette, I do two-three traditional tracks so 
came alive with classical, folk, bhakti, tril> ' h'pkal to the region, ranging from the best- that people are at least forced ic; listen 
al and modem expositions. TTie classical , known dhol to the now dying bfvn Ixt/u and which might lead to renetved interest ." 
tradition .boasts the Sham Chourasi \ the liinma, reflecting a cultural contiguity Mapiii has shown interest in publishing 
Gharana whose chief proponents shifted to I all the way from Central Asia to China. the directory. So has hmv and plans are 
Pakistan after the Partition and the Patiala i The instrument-maker is as endangered a afoot to try and find the funds to put the 
gharana of which the best known is the , bieed as the performer. The vast repository documentation on cd-rom. 

unparalleled Ustad Bade Ghuiam All Khan of icrik songs, accompanied by rhythmic The study has gone beyond just music lo 
•and more recently Parveen Sultana. The movements, springing from the Kissa 5gh- Incorporate profiles of different communi- 
study also throws light on the pardhai, an itya tradition—revolving around myths, ties associated with the musical traditions 
amalgamation of the Dhrupad and Khayal legends and love poems, marriage songs, of Punjab, collated melodies and drawn up 
stylw typical of only Gurmatt Sangeet, fertility songs, loris, martial music, Uiose a calendar of music festivals and fairs in 
imlque to aU music toms In the world. sung at funerals, festivals and mazhars. the state. A monumenUl work no doubt. 

The directory documents in detail the and Bujhartaan oi puzzle songs-ls being but as Pande says, let's hope there are still 
vast repertoire of Gurmatt Sangeet which drowned out ^ the cacerphony of the some ukers left. ■ 
started with Guru Nanak, sufiyana kalara, 'Ludhiana mandi style of singing. Prima San in Chanaigarn 
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WORLD CUR ’SO. 

LOONIES GET THEIR 
♦« 

Bengali babus toast on Romarfd’o.Roast and in Malappuram, they prefer Ruud Gullit wigs... 

By SOUTIK BISWAS in Calcutt9«Kl 
VEMU MEMON in Thiruvananthapuwm PRANAB Kumai Mukhei)^ 

beheve he's on a hat^tilck.'Banteir 
foitnl^t ago, the S9-yBar>eU " 
cutta uc agent h«l up hope^* 
ci going to Fiance to watdti 

Cup'98 He sunpiy couldn't af(pid IhHtta- 
His hf^s savings, his PF, gratuity juid ina|^ 
tves had ail hnn wiped out fufK];v% Pluvi¬ 
ous Worid Cup forays into Itaty aiULm pi 

But a kind old angel bailc djtjbedMuud^ 
football fon out of his distiet$)j^ vwdb A 
New York-based businessman, a fhend of 
Mukheqee, decided to undervnfo hi}|hitd 
World Cup visit NaturaUy^Mukhajee'son 
a roll "I can't beheve this Is happndngtq 
me again " he exclaims "I'm on a hat- 
tnck Can you believe It^ Is this a record?" 

So the small and loquacious fo^foaO Ian- 
atic will leave for London on June 16 en 
route to Pans carrying some 70 kg of bag¬ 
gage stacked with 110 earthen lamps, cha- 
mdums and sandesh, llchls, mangoes, Bor- 
oline antiseptic cream, pickles and intense 
sticks to give away as gifts 

Yhis tune, too, Mukherjee will be togged 
oitt in his trademark dhob-kurta—four sets 

di—and Gandhi topi at the stadia root- 
bag for his favourite team Only, his cus¬ 
tom-made kurta will now be emblazoned 
ynth the slogan "Hat-tnck in World Cup 
Football" m front and back, studded with 
tndia and Calcutta badges, the orange-and- 
Itdiite t(^is will carry a Netap picture 

"Watching a game with Ftanab babu is 
an experience of a hfetime,* says S Slnha 
Boy the Calcutta-based Travel Planners Ticy, who accompanied Mukherjee in 

"He's not ]ust fo^ball crazy, he's a cul¬ 
tural ambassador who instantly becomes 
tlie (ynosure of all eyes He travels from «iuSi to stadium, cnes himself hoarse 

ng games, and survives on bread, milk 
and ^ts”—toe man being a vegetanan 

Prand) babu is also one of over 50 tans 
Aropi India's football capital who'll watch 
Soccer's Greatest Show m peison Itavel Pla¬ 
nners has already booked some 15 fans on 

Its Rs 130 lakh IS-day Cup^ackage which 
mdudes tickets for four games, induding 
toe semis and the finals, and some sightsee¬ 
ing "Over 80 per cent of bookings from 
Indu are from Calcutta," says Stnha Roy, "of 
people who've saved up over four years )ust 
for this " For 38-year-old Deepak Nandy, 
France '98 is his fourth Cup m a row Sa^ 
he "Enjoymg football is my only vice " 

Indeed, as Cup fever reaches pandemic 
proportions over the next month-result¬ 
ing m a dangerous spurt of global male bon¬ 
ding-all other vices, it seems, will be put 
on toe backbumer as they eat, live, drink, 
absorb, assimilate, debate, dissect, and dis- 
semmate the kicks and combinabons of 11 I 
partlapants—and the 12nd one that'll 
flaunt toe aown for the next four years 

“There's a lot of manta! discord dunng ! 
Cup time in the pam (neighbourhood),"^ 
says Sandip Ghosh of the Subhas Sanglia 
Club in Bhowanipore, whose memters 
bang drums and blow whistles while watch- 
11% TV to applaud a nifty move "Last time 
round, one couple fought regularly after 
the games because the wife supported 
Brazil, the husband Argentina " 

Cutoons by IRMN HUSSAIN 



lEE SKML... 
SIR! 

It Admittedly, soccer is still leagues behind 
cricket In whipping up a frenzy. Bombay’s 
locals ate still not reverberating with 
chatter on the World Cup. News¬ 
papers ate still carrying agency 
copy. Par for the course, you'd 
think, whoi India ranks a 
lowly 131st (or is it 135th?) in 
the world rankings in spite of 
the game's explosion on satel¬ 
lite TV, exposing millions to the 
Dutch and Brazilian leagues. 

But In the game's aadles— 
Bengal, Kerala and Goa— 
there's a buzz already. Maiap- 

puram, India's first designated Mus¬ 
lim district, is virtually in mourning 
over the exit of Brazilian superstar Romatio, 
even as a prosperous few are gearing to 

^make the pilgrimage to France like Ifranab 
Hbabu. “1 can feel the tension in the air," says 

Bengali writer Tarpada Roy. 
Look at what’s happening; 

• Stores across Kerala are reporting a SO pet 
cent increase in sales of TV sets over the 
past fortnight; 
• Doordarshan's Bengali channel, DD-7, 
has re-telecast most of the 1994 matches 
already; 
• Cable connections in Guwahati have 
shot up in anticipation of espn's telecast 
although Doordarshan will supply it free; 
• Even non-sports channels like Discovery 
and Sony have jumped onto the soccer 
bandwagon with their own build-ups; 
• In Calcutta, LG and Philips are promising 

I 24-hour sers'ice to Cup watchers complete 
with mobile repair vans and the works; 
• Footballers, police officials, journalists 
theatre artistes, film stars, even cricketers 
are participating in special addas qp their 
Cup favourites for local periodicals; 
• And—surprise, surprise—even the 
dowdy cpi(m) mouthpiece Gamshakti is 
putting out colour football pages. 

And then, there's the su'est sign of the 
fever spreading: corporates jumping into 
the fray with contests galore. 

Philips is offering cordless headphones to 
the winner of its contest In youth mag iam 

, "so that Amma and Appa won't be bothered 
past the midnight hour", anz Grindlays is 
sending winning credit card applicants to 
Paris. As Is BR. Nokia wants to provide cal 
lers with round-the-clock info on results. 

It's total football as TV promos would 
say. Bosses around the country will have 
to get used to craziest alibis from emplo- 

L yees turning up late, or not at ail. "Eye- 
^ drops sales will soar as viewing goes 

into the wee of the night, night after night," 
predicts Sanjiv Saran Mchra, football secre¬ 
tary of the tombay Gymkhana. 

But it's pubs, bars, hotels and restaurants 
that are eyeing the Cup, hoping it will brim- 
meth over into the account hmlcs; 
• Blooms, Park Royal's 24-hour coffee shop 
in Delhi, has lined up 'Ronaldo's Roasted 
leg' on its menu, and will change its snacks 

CUF\ menu every night after 
• midnight depending on the 

teams in the fray; 
• Oberoi's Lancer's Bar in 
Bombay is dangling a trip 
to Bangalore as the prize 

for its World Cup contest, and is 
planning a soccer-associated ice¬ 

cream promotion for children; 
• Bangalore's Black Cadillac 
pub says it'll charge custo¬ 
mers for only two of every 
three pitchers of beer cons¬ 

umed if they correctly pred¬ 
ict the winning team in 

every match; 
• And Pub World, like other 

pubs in the city, is hoping to 
secure special permission from 

police to serve liquor through the 
night and keep nice and cool. 

But as in everything with this game, 
it's Calcutta—where some 154 teams 

participate in the local league, some a),000 
footballers are registered with the Indian 
Football As.sociatiori, and where tea and 
cola companies support para tournaments 
played on pot-holed roads and unkempt 
parks—that leads the way. 

The Park's hip Atrium Cafe will kick off a 
"Cup and Socedr" event during which you 
can watch matches live on a giant video¬ 
screen while sipping Romario's Roast (roas¬ 
ted Brazilian coffee), Eusebiuo's Ecstasy 
Oamaican Blue Mountain) and Expresso 
Donadoni (espresso topped with iTcam and 
chocolate flakes). The appetisers, soups and 
burgers, sandwiches, snacks and des.serts— 
all have new names associated with the 
game. Sometimes with disastrous results. 

How's for example. Devastating Del Piero, 
a fried lobster-prawn-squid-and-beefcti 
combo with mayonnaise and mustard 
sauce? Possibly better than Klinsinann Kalia 
cooked up by an enterprising caterer during 
the last edition of the Cup. 

In Calcutta, Pepsi is spending Rs 10 lakh 
in prize money, free colas, banners, and jer¬ 
seys for para tourneys to cash in on the 
World Cup craze. 
• In Kerala's northern distiiils—the hrt>ed- 
ing ground of the state's hxitballers—the 
,erseys haven't yet started pouring in from 
the Gulf. But that hasn't quelled the ]»ssion 
of football freaks like Muhammad Yunus, a 
hotel owner in Malappuram. Yunus has alr¬ 
eady pulled out the jewel in his wardrolre: a 
Ruud Gullit wig. Yunus struts around town 
in the Dutch star's frizzy hairdo and jersey, 
and nary an eyebrow is raised. 
• In Delhi's Paschim Vihar, enterprising 

football freaks are joining hands to 
stave off power cuts, pesky parents 

and nagging spouses in that 
other. "In '94, our colony, the 

New Delhi Bengali Coopera¬ 
tive Group Housing Sod- 
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ety, leased out a flat to us foi the 
entire duration of the touma 
mcnt. We converted it into an 
open house for anybody to walk 
in and watch in peace, tomebody 
gave us a TV, we hired a vcr and 
supplied endless rounds of tea 
and cigarettes," says Rahul Sen, a 
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Germany. Bets are being placed 
not just on who will win the Cup 
but even on such details as who 
will score the first goal or make 
the first penalty strike. 
Betting in Thimvananthapuram is 

iow-key but it's serious business in 
Malapputam and Kozhikode where some 

Rs 30 lakh was pumped into the fray last 
the same this year." 
• And in C.alcutta's southern outskirts, the 
New Tollygunge Kaiyan Samiti will possibly 
again sell some .SO 'scats’—chalk-marked 3 
Ml It spaa-s—in a pam field for Rs 2 a 'seaV 
to !• M al ghetto residents to watch the games 
live on television. "We usually have to hold 
a lottery tor the 'seats' before the match," 
says a club official, "for the demand is too 
higli, especially for the frimt ones." 

Sensing this craze for community football 
watching, tlie if.\ has begun seeking spon¬ 
sors to put up giant videoseteens in at least 
five paras along with anchors to explain the 
game, and tea-stalls for ttiirsty audiences 
upto 4,000 people. Writers and poets are 
getting ready for a month-long gape-fest. 
Poet Arun Mltra, who has penned stirring 
verse on foofirall, exults: "1 find the touch of 
art in good football amazing!" 

The Marxist state government is sending 
12 footballers, Including three women and 
the sports secretary, on a Rs IS lakh junket 
to watch four games—a controversial ritual 
since the 1986 World Cup. "This is how we 
honour our veteran footballers," says sports 
minister Subhas Chakraborty, a self-con¬ 
fessed football junkie. In Guwahati, the 
Dynamo Sports (Tub and Maharana Sports 
Club is arranging TVs for players who can't 
afford to watch the game. 

When fans are discussing what experts 
said last ni^t, they'll be busy discussing the 
betting possibilities for toni^t. 

In less-soccer crazy Bomb^, the big book¬ 
ies have still not fir^ the odds, waiting for 
foe big event to draw near. But in Kerala, 
foe cunoicy notes have started to fly In 
seedy betting deris, Eveiyone is rooting as 
usual for Brazil, followed by Argentina and 

time round. The off-fteid players in this 
high-stakes World Cup action are small- 
scale businessmen. Gulf returnees, and 
traders. There is Haneefa who sjrent six 
months with half his head clean-shaven last 
time because he lost a bet. And then there is 
Ashraf who lost a cool Rs 1 lakh when 
Roberto Baggio kicked the ball over the post 
in the penalty shootout. 

In the end, of course, Pranab Mukherjee, 
the voluble fan on a hat-trick, offers his pre¬ 
diction: "This year Nigeria should pick up 
the Cup. And I fear Brazil will be a damp 
squib." He's eminently qualified ail rig^t. "I 
eat football, live football, and want to die 
watching a World Cup match some day," he 
says. On foe eve of foe soccer feast, he's 
surely not alone In his fads and wishes. ■ 

With B.R. Srikanth, Salra Manazaa 
and Nttin A. Gokhala | 
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to Sustainable Develoisnent 
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Shell 

HE last 50 years have seen extraordinary growth 
in world prosperity. Even though population has 
more than doubled, global per capita Income has 
almost tripled. Most of 

us live longer and are better edu¬ 
cated than our parents or grand¬ 
parents. In addition the rate of 
population growth Is slowing. 

Economic success has carried 
with it a heavy burden on the oivi- 
ronment and the quality of life—a 
burden that is increasing as many 
formerly underdeveloped parts of 
the world choose to follow the 
route of the more prosperous and 
demand their shure of the earth’s 
resources. Global warming, reduc¬ 
tion m the ozone layer, resource 
depletion (especial^ fresh water. 
Hsheries. and top-soil), loss of rain 
forests and accompanying reduc¬ 
tion in oiu-diversity. and the rapid 
growth in mirastructurc sys¬ 
tems—all these are increasing the 
stress on the biosphere, leading 
many people to conclude that we 
wlU reach the liimts of the earth's 
capacity to carry these burdens in 
the next 50 years. 

The Shall Report 

With the launch in April 1998, of 
"The Shell Report", a comprehensive Independently verified 
report, on all the businesses conducted by the Group around 
the world. Shell has demonstrated its commitment to Its 

Business Principles and towards sustainable development. 
Shell sees sustainable development as a }ourney of continu¬ 
al but steady change. It rests on three essential pillars— 

economic development, social 
responsibility and environment 
protection. Shell Companies con¬ 
tribute to all three. 
The first and most important con¬ 
tribution is to help meet people's 
energy needs. In the developed 
world, it is easy to take for grant¬ 
ed the abundant supplies of eco¬ 
nomic energy on which our lives 
depend. Millions of people in the 
developing countries are not so 
fortunate. Without access to com¬ 
mercial energy, they spend lung 
hours collecting fuels, and suffer 
from lung and eye diseases using 
these in their homes. As these 
economies develop, the question 
IS. will they be able to supply the 
growing demand of energy needs 
without damaging the natural 
systems on which we all depend? 
Energy markets have evolved to 
meet new needs and conditions. 
Shell companies are working to 
ensure they continue evolving- 
delivering the energy people need 
in more sustainable ways. One 
way is by extending the use of gas, 
of which Shell companies are 

leading suppliers. Gas is much cleaner and more efficient 
than coal. The use of gas as a commercial fuel for power and 
industrial projects to countries like India and China, will be 

"WiB have a vision of the role of Shell 

companies everywhere contributing 

to wealth creation and human devel¬ 

opment while protecting the environ¬ 

ment." 
—Mark MoodySttart, Chahman-CIM. 
noyMIMeh/SheKeroiMafCompKdaa 



vital for curbing carbon-dioxide emis¬ 
sions, Another way is by helping to 
develop commercial supplies of renew¬ 
able energy-which we believe could be 
supplying as much as half the world’s 
energy by 2050. Over the next five years 
Shell companies plan to invest half a bil¬ 
lion dollars in solar and biomass pon-cr. 

The effects on environment 

History informs us that dillusion of tech¬ 
nology is a time-consuming process, and 
that we may take up to a half cen¬ 
tury to incorporate major techno , , 
logical changes into basic systems '■ jf 
.sm’h as agriculture, energy and , . 
transport. Our capacity to absorb 
new technology may depend less "ffS 
on its availability than on our abil- '. 
ity to appreciate its importance 
and the wiUingnc.ss of society to v • 
entertain a change of mind. Our 
ignorance makes interpretation difiicuit 
and can be the cause of inaction, (liven the 
relative ignorance of the potential enormi¬ 
ty of the problems we face, and the very 
conditions for our survival on earth, many 
are templed to do “business as usual", and 
hope for the best. But we cannot wait until 
we know absolutely, w'e must act now' or 
face serious consequences. 
We are dealing with complex human 
and ecological systems over long tiine- 
fraines. While w'c know a great deal 
about many aspects of our environ¬ 
ment. W'C still don't know enough about 
the limits of eaith's carrying capacity. 
For instance, we do not know how 
much solid and other w'asies tlu'natur- 
al system can absorb, we don't know 
how much bio diversity is required to 
maintain robustness, nor how all tiles'.' 
eco-systeins will interact with one 
another. Most importantly, we don't 
know how human beings will resixiud to 
the challenges that face them. 

Acting responsibly 

Shell has also lung recognized its respon¬ 
sibility to society. 'J’he Royal Dutch/Shell 
Group of Companies, as the world's 

improving EOUALITy J 

largest investor, is Investing In the future 
in more than 130 countries. A quarter of 
the Group’s capital spending—$3.5 bil¬ 
lion in 1997. is in developing countries. 
Shell companies have always sought to 
protect the environment. Like most peo¬ 
ple, we now understand the challenge 
much better. Our approach has devel¬ 
oped a great deal. A fundamental 
change has been our determination to 
be much more transparent. We recog- 

I nize that pursuing sustainable devel- 
' opment demands fundamental change 
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in the way we operate and in the way 
society meets Its energy needs. But we 
know this must be in the context nf a 
long-term vision, one which is more 
responsive to the needs and concerns 
of those that are affected by our activi¬ 
ties. This is not a simple issue. There are 
conflicting demands and contradictory 
expectations. There are limits to what 
companies can do. Wc neither have the 
capability nor the right to usurp the role 
of government. 
Technoii^y and economic success can 
change the nature of ri-ik for individuals 
and sucieucs. But sustainable develop¬ 
ment is concerned with more than the 
management of man-made environmen¬ 
tal vulnerabilities. We must not only bal¬ 
ance present and future prosperity, but 
wc must also ensure a mca.sure of social 
equity for all. Our Inability to do so may 
lead to the misery of war and social con¬ 
flict. It i.s here we look to enlightened 
governance, to ensure that human inge¬ 
nuity can be focused on creation rather 
than dcslructiun. The key to rising to 
this challenge will be the cfliciency with 
which governments and business 
develop a dialogue and a successful and 
trusting partnership. 

Issued in public interest by Shell India Private Limited, S-3 International Trade Tower, Nehru Place, New Delhi-19 
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Sinister 
Gaze 
A love story with a creepy twist 
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By MiNI KAPOOR WAITING for her lover Jean-Marc in 
a small town off the Nonnandy 
coast, advertising executive Cha- 
ntal overhears two waitresses dis¬ 

cuss a TV show that seeks, with meagre suc¬ 
cess, to track down individuals who have 
vanished without a trace. Thus begins a sin¬ 
ister descent into a maelstrom of nothin¬ 
gness. What if Jean-Marc were to disappear, 
Chantai wonden. Hours later, a dream full 
of images of the past adds to her discomfit¬ 
ure. For, her sense of self is explicitly predic¬ 
ated on the present; haunting memories of 
the past saw off chunks of the pre¬ 
sent, her life with Jean-Marc, 
and disfigure her identity. 

The next morning Jean- 
Marc, alienated by the 
illogicalities of human 
existence and comfort¬ 
able living only on the 
periphery, is consumed 
by an inexplicable yearn¬ 
ing to be with Chantai 
and goes looking for 
ner. fie sjxrts a familiar, 
known silhouette, with 
its characteristic chignon, 
nonchalantly taking in the seaside vista, 
oblivious of the sand-yachts /.ouming men¬ 
acingly around her. Is she alive to the dan¬ 
ger of being rrushc-d? Horrifying images 
rapidly whir by: Chantai sprawled, dead. 
He calls out, cautions her, screams his tor¬ 
ment as a seemingly inevitable bereave¬ 
ment grips his being. But all's well, Chantai 
continues to stroll along. And when he 
runs to her in relief, arms outstretched, 
why, it's not her! The chignon was in fact a 
bandana and the woman is ugly, old. 

What happens when we fail to recognise 
a loved one, who ostensibly is our sole link 
to the world? Does he cease to exist? If so, 
can SVC miss a person sitting across the 

table? What of us? Suddenly, albeit mom¬ 
entarily, bereft of a significant other, does 
out selfhood take a battering? Milan 
Kundera's spartan new novel investigates 
and philosophises on the role of the 
human gaze in the definition of one's iden¬ 
tity? Who gazes? How does it transform 
us? Is our gaze a relevant coefficient? Can 
a battery of observers obliterate our 
individuality? Does the absence of a com¬ 
panion inflict the same result? 

After an uneasy reunion, Chantai finds 
herself blurting out: "Men don't turn to 
look at me any more.” An odd complaint 
from a woman perpetually seeking fre^om 
from the ubiquitous spying eyes; indeed, 
she has escaped a jolly family which does 
not believe in privacy, she interprets the 
death of a child as a gift, for it liberates her 
from the need to make jteace with an 
imperfect world, and she justifies the exi¬ 
gencies of a materialistic career by saying 
she has two faces (that is, two gazes). 

Chantal's lament, at any rate, is attended 
to, when letters from a secret admirer, who 
declares, "1 usually follow you", begin app¬ 
earing in the mailbox. Her self-esteem 
perks up, but not for long as she becomes 
hypersensitive and intrigued about the 
writer's identity. Could it be the stranger at 
the cafe or the beggar on the doorstep? Of 
course, it Is actually Jean-Marc. But far from 
bestowing upon him the .self-satisfaction of 
an altmi.stic gesture, his fraud results in 
doubt about the relationship. If Chantai 
can take an admirer in her stride, does it 

imply that she is promiscuous? It is 
but a logical step from there 

that Chantai no longer 
seems the Chantai he 
knew. Chantai, mean¬ 
while, guesses the identity 
of her correspondent and 
is devastated by the deceit, 
which she takes to be a 
suneptitious test of loyal¬ 
ty. So the gaze of a com¬ 
panion Irccomes alien. 

JAYACHANBRAN And as Ihis postmodern 
novel of questions races towards a 
denouement resounding with evil and a 
haunting sense of deja vu, the line 
between dream and reality progressively 
blurs. Chantai is gradually stripped of her 
identity after a series of observers seize a 
detennining power, till in an eerie climax, 
.she is divested of the last vestige of her 
selfhood,-her name. 

Quantum physics has long established 
the supremacy of the observer, a literary 
feat Kundera almost accomplishes here. 
More importantly, he crafts a chiller to be 
read and reread, to be mulled over, to be 
painstakingly distanced from one's own 
existence. For atherwi.se, it will have served 
its purpose by leaving a nagging sense of 
loss, of emptiness. ■ 

Gender 
Injustice 
Analysing a systemic bias 

By AMIR ULLAHKHAN This has been the decade of economic 
reforms and structural adjustments, 
in India and in most of the develop¬ 
ing world. There has been enou^ . 

debate on how the reform process has ^ 
neglected agriculture. Unfortunately, there 
is little material on how the development 
process has been affected. More specifically, 
the gender issue has been considerably 
ignored. Thankfully, this volume addresses 
most of the serious issues that have hall¬ 
marked development .strategy in India. 
«ln the first section on population, the 
good old problem finds a brilliant exposit¬ 
ion. Ttic bulk of the material is, obviously, 
on gender biase.s, grouped together in the 
second section, addressing fertility decline, 
wife abuse, dowry, schooling and child 
health. By fat the most relevant ixrrtion of 
the book, however, is the third section on 
women in the changing economic parad¬ 
igm. The final section takes an academic- 
look at the health programmes, reproduct¬ 
ive health and the needs of elderly women. 

The introductory chapter puts all these 
issues together—the gender perspective in 
population policy, gender quality and 
development strategies, and the ticklish 
issue of resource alkKation. The volume, 
modestly and truly so, confesses that it is a 
partial analysis. It admits that there are only 
some policy thrusts that emerge. And these 
policy measures suggested are very sketchy 
inde^. The introduction underlines the 
need for deeper research and an ethical 
commitment by the intelligentsia on gen¬ 
der issues. Maithreyi Krlshnaraj in her paper 
on economic theories of population points 
out the error in most theories, Malthusian 
and Marxist, in the sense that ail these the¬ 
ories limit themselves to treating labour as a 
single category and therefore not analysing 
the uneven effects on women and their rep¬ 
roductive burden. Women invest their time 
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and energy into making a unit of labour— 
the child. And this they do without hope of 
immediate returns. Hien why does repro¬ 
ductive labour of women not have a value? 

Vijayendra Rao makes an econometric 
analysis of wife abuse and concludes it 
occurs because women have little choice in 
marriage, come with inadequate dowry and 
have to tolerate alcoholic husbands. Sterili¬ 
sation leads to more abuse. And lack of con¬ 
traceptive alternatives leaves them with the 
sterilisation option alone. Hence the need 
for economic independence, contraceptive 
practices, women's shelters, rationing of 
alcohol and a trained police force. 

Female survival will be relatively low 
whenever women's participation in the 
labour force is low. The relatively lower gen¬ 
der differences in mortality in the south, 
where rice is the major crop, is an outcome 
of the female labour-intensive nature of rice 
cultivation. And the higher female mortal¬ 
ity in the north a function of the exclusion 
of women in the plough-based or mecha¬ 
nised production of wheat. Daughters bom 

T. NARAYAN 

V 

Women at a raltif: the last priority 

into families that already have one daugh¬ 
ter are found to be at a much higher risk of 
mortality than those bom into families 
with a male less than three years older. 

The unequal access to life for women in 
India is widespread and has cultural and 
economic roots, resulting in gender differe¬ 
ntials. It speaks of practices follfiwed tow¬ 
ards them at the time of birth or even bcfore 
in this age of sex discrimination tests, dur¬ 
ing early childhood and after that. A girl 
child is also systematically deprived of ade¬ 
quate access to health care, nutrition and 
education. Studies have shown that of the 
children brought to hospitals, tire number 
of boys being brought for curative treat¬ 
ment far exceeds the number of girls. 

Given the special vulnerability of 
women, their well-being reflects, to a large 
extent, the character of civil society itself. 
This attempt in putting together a set of 
eminently readable papers is an attempt in 
the right direction. With a bit more of pol¬ 
ity thmst and a little less of ideology, the 
volume would have been much more of a 
successful venture. ■ 

Chsmnel 
Hopping 
Making sense of Mandi House 

BylRAPANOE Lest we forget the era preceding Prasar 
Bharati when Doordarshan d^icated 
itself to a faithful and uncritical repre¬ 
sentation of the politician and the 

bureaunat, comes Anil Dharkeris book doc¬ 
umenting those years in a collection of arti¬ 
cles he once wrote for the Sunday Observer. 

There are two reasons why such a book Is 
of any interest now; it recalls a time when 
our skies had not been assaulted by Star 
Wars and it provides interesting data for 
those who follow trends in popular culture. 
The innocence of serials atulloke 

the more they remain the same. 
It is easy to see why Dharker's column 

was so popular. His light, breezy style and 
his sharp eye are a pleasant change from 
those media critics who display their softn¬ 
ess for certain channels and personalities 
and repeat themselves every week with 
lofty platitudes. In 'To fi or not to |1', he 
draws attention to the pseudo patriotism 
so dear to DO reflected in a programme on 
Punjab, then in the throes of the worst' 
phase of unrest. "Neither the sings nor the 
songhs are going to make any lota of dif¬ 
ference to the burning Punjab." Similarly, 
his candid views on the handling of the 
mourning after Mrs G's assassination are 
worthy of being framed and placed over 
the portals of Mandi House. After saying 
commentators must take an oath of silence 
when reporting a state funeral, Dharker 
speaks for all of us when he says: "We need 
to be nudged, not overwhelmed, by the 
commentator’s words." 

"What," he asks elsewhere, "is Are ym 
being served? doing on our television? It’s 
time all patriotic Indians stood up, and 
with hand on heart, head held high, gave 
a sterling call for swaraj. If we must have 
mediocrity on our box, we prefer our own 
kind." Are you listening. Star TV? 

Although, Dharker is most enjoyable 
when he is being maliciously witty, there 
are occasions when he speaks as a serious 

Dbarfctr: acerbic critique 

like Ados Pados, Hum Lqg 
and Bimiyaad as well as 
the phenomenal popular¬ 
ity of Ramayana and 
Mahabharata are history 
today, with Baywakh and 
The Bold and the Beautiftd 
replacing the terms of 
endearment. The shy but 
strong Ujoji and tlic saga 
of the feisty Buniyaad 
family are light years 
away from the shenani¬ 
gans going on in Swabh- 
itruum and Saam: one rep¬ 
resented the middle class 
before liberalisation the 
other celebrates its post-lib avatar. 

Another interesting discovery is that nea¬ 
rly all the faces we see today—Prannoy Roy, 
Simi Garewal, Priya Tendulkar, to name just 
a few—were there even when DD was situa¬ 
ted in Jurassic Park. Prannoy was doing The 
World this Week, Slmi was whispering sweet 
nothings to guests in a set that could have 
been designed by Barbara Cartland and 
Priya was doing that thing called Raiani. A 
little reflection and you discover why; S.S. 
Gill was then Secretary l&B and Bhaskar 
Chose and Rathikant Basu manned Mandi 
House. In India, the more things change, 

critic ought to and he is most instruaive. 
But his best comment for the hagiograp- 
hit spaa- permanently reserved for the 
Gandhi family on DD is: "PMdarshan, 
Episode 168": the entire piece spilling over 
two pages reads "Rajiv Gandhi, Rajiv 
Gandhi...” ad nauseam. 

Relentlessly, he drew attention to the 
hypocrisy and ineptitude of a DD trying to 
be "worthy" in his columns. But as is evi¬ 
dent from the tone and quality of present 
programming, hardly anyone cares to lis¬ 
ten. One wonden, therefore, whether this 
book will find any buyers. ■ 
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Bhupen in Berlin 
BOMBAY art consultant mothet- 
and-daughter duo Usha and Ranjana 
Mulchandani, who tun the Fine Ait 
Resource Gallery from their home, 
have dlvenified. And the direct ben¬ 
eficiary is Baroda-based painter Bhu¬ 
pen Khakar. Ran|ana, married to a 
Deutsche Bank ofildal, moved lock, 
stock, barrel to Berlin and opened 
another Fine Art Resource Gallery in 
her sprawling residence there. And 
who better to inaugurate it with 
than India's own David Hockney, Mr 
Khakar. She’s exhibiting his latest 
oils and watercolours. Bhupen flew 
to Berlin to answer questions after a 
slide show and talk on his work by 
biographer and fellow-painter Umo- 
thy Hyman. By all accounts, the 
talk, khakar and his work have all 
been a hit with the Germans. 

V£RV£ takes an international swerve as its 
feisty editor-publisher Anuradha Mahindia 
takes a bow. At Chor Bizarre, London's 
newest hotspot, over champagne, kebabs 
and much camaraderie, the glossy made its 
UK debut. Adding glamour to the occa¬ 
sion: Sigourney Weaver, Dimple Kapadia, 
Meera and Muzaffar All. 
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Ilw ra iMrfi tiM riM iiHii fte lal 
I don't itfbidfiM lip flik ilcfu MCMM we 

kf Mnnh, btt out teaaw i* ooiBinM^ 
tfc M ^Bwi> we )Kkr on^ to IlK N-Uaik. Wh«t «e we didng to ttcagdtoa Id* 
OK* in idn^ wd oolli|M am dtoitt bcolth aiid 

4 1 ' " J 

Capers of Nude Jude 
AFTER the whopping success of the block¬ 
buster Tttamc, Kate Winslet is hating to 

A deal with an even larger publicity bhtz 
|| There are rumours and rumours Her 
^ recent visit to Rishikesh spawned a sea of 

stories, the latest being that she had 
come to audition for Kamalahaasan's 
blockbuster Mardanayakam And it will 
take some time for the Winslet fever to 
subside, now that uncensored nude pic¬ 
tures from her 1996 film lude are available 
all over Delhi's boommg cd-rom market 
as also on the Net 

i don't tmdeMand Oat ItecniM Mkttn know dxnt oin nuctear copdtfity, 
IwSo kddw obotn Pidd«nn%. Vfe <Hd nuMdilng 1 think k wtoog, and PiUi^ 
<giDOthh)|«di>dh 1 i|na lUidt k wMng, dwy don't vindicate each od^ 
ik ynn nttk VS niBlleM fOMdd talMl nnr adtn j^vo^ockaT 
B te tancilein nnfrant Sk flow of sitaHifk arid tedinical Infbaiiatlon an^ 
toidentBkli<Matioo,ttimycwiteaolnlbfmattwgmthatiiiaybe<Bttadttotai4|a, 
Wqrdnyan twill Via Pnioaiiaskitaniant'inaincwwiaittnaBocntlaai 
flai Wnnlc MMBT ta tkk lataatlMdiat? 
t atBoaniy lui|w It^ flnctn) foana^ pradmiii of ekctridqr. 

ldaalfonn.biittdpein^hal^toiiio«idebaMp(mei;Ndbtareiieigyalioiddoonad- 
tnte a ndManttve |Mtt of flmaW enagy for jaodttctlon of tiacb^ 
AMit adaartlBii aalM Ofpam nHAMr MMla ha • adMaiiir? 
lhay'tt a ntooiitf at piei^ hid been woelataig matt from i»ofeison lit an aitd 
otihm Iliqr'Wt nfieiMd idwin NHfhVoniMtloo In tW au^ 
DiayeaigdnkaHiiliaaiw'vateyiWdnttMta.natdaciarad waapanliatlant 
Ftaady, wa dumldnt haae gone thiw^ with the Uaati. And if we did, me dedan* 
don cB weqxmlaation and dw that fbBowed weire uncalled fot 

It'i not onfy hHW% but die nd)Contliient'!i N-piogranune we'K opposed to. 
fl«fla 

King-Size Role 
JAGGU dada as Emp¬ 
eror Akbar? Jackie 
Shroff lands the piv¬ 
otal role m never-say- 

die Sanjay Khan's 
AnarkaU, a revisionist 
take on the ageless love 

story Scheduled to go 
on the floors early next 
year, the mega-budget 
venture witi reportedly 
have Rekha playing 
Jodhabai But what about 
Salun and Anarkali^ Khan 
is looking for newcomers 
Sources say an ABCL-stjde 
nationwide talent hunt is 
on the way 

MUKESHPSHSH 

fliokinlNcs 

Mfli IB W'4pBB HOWL ranouo bib 
jjfinMMHlftiif liu 
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Mixed Mail Reading the celebratory thoughts of Mr Aroon 
Purie, the distinguished editor of India 7?jday, on 
the magazine's 23rd birthday, I realised how 

much ground Outlook needs to cover to catch up with 
India's laigest-selling newsmagazine. Unlike our aug¬ 
ust rivals, we are yet to topple a government, we don't 
possess a Gujarati edition, nor can we boast of pub¬ 
lishing the cwntr/s "boldest" woman's magazine. 
Happily, we have just crossed two-and-a-half years of 
existence, so we do have a little time on our side. 

Mr Purle's anniversary editorial notes that among the many 
wonderful things which happened to 
his magazine since it became a week¬ 
ly was the quadrupling of readers' let¬ 
ters. This is one area where Outlook 
can claim some degree of parity with 
IT; however, for us al lea,st it has been 
something of a mixed blessing. The 
increase in our case is largely made up 
of two species of letters. One, pure 
abuse. IVvo, pure sycophancy. The 
pure abuse is initially more interest¬ 
ing to read but quickly becomes 
tedious. Take, for instance, Mr M.S. 

Kllpady from Mumbai in our last number. He lielieves my nat¬ 
ural home should be the "Agra mental hospital" rather than 
Nizamuddin East. The humour and .sarcasm in being charac¬ 
terised a ru or an isi agent suffers from constant repetition and 
is victim to the law of diminishing returns. 

The pure sycophancy mail is equally unenlightening. Some let¬ 
ter-writers are convinced that if they madly cheer not the edi¬ 
tor's editorship but his personal writings, their contributions arc 
bound to get printed. Whenever 1 read a letter beginning with 
"Hats off to Mr Mehta" or "Kudos to Vinod Mehta”, my first and 
last instinct is to dump it. Frequently, the praisers are so busy 
praising the editor that they invariably miss the point rrf the 
article they arc energetically eulogising. 

What one is looking for is the 200-word "Dear Sir" postcard 
challenging the magazine's assumptions in prose which is 
provocative, well-argued and witty. Naturally, such gems are few 
and far between, but 1 should not complain overly. .At Outlook we 
get more of this rare variety than we po.ssibly deserve. 

The Advani Enigma 
SOME months before he became home minister, Mr L.K. Advani 

invited a tew editors home for tea and sumosas. During the 
cour.se of a meandering conversation, he wondered how and why 
he had acquired the image of a "super hawk”. I detected a tinge t)f 
rc*gret In his voice at what he clearly considered unfair labelling. I 
have known Mr Advani casually for nearly two decades. In private 
he is the most urbane and civilised of human beings. Soft-spoken, 
unfailingly courteous, extraordinarily well-read, always willing to 
patiently hear the arguments of his critics. In short, he is tlie quin¬ 
tessential liberal. Indeed, I have even seen him frequenting that 
bastion of Gujral-type woolly thiiikers, the India International 
Centre. But if you put him in a garish Toyota rath or seat him next 
to a ranting Fatooq Abdullah, and expose him to an audience, an 
entirely new Advani emerges: raucous, bellicose, insensitive, eager 
to pulverise India's myriad enemies, both foreign and domestic. 
This other face of Advani sits uneasily on the genial school-ma.s- 

ter persona he naturally projects. 
Is Mr Advani a closet liberal, or is he a genuine Gold- 

water-style "extreirrism in the defence of virtue is no 
vice" hawk who sometimes masquerades as a liberal? 
I do not know the answer to that riddle. However, if 
you make his acquaintance even in passing, it is 
impossible not to like him. He is a nice man to know 
even if you disagree with his politics vehemently. 

Seeking Nuke Shelters 
Have you noticed the slightly frightened and wor¬ 

ried look on the face of Oelhiwallas? It could be 
the petrol hike, or the remorseless heat, or the escalating price of 
generators. Or it could be the bomb! The privileged and smug 
citizens of India's capital are fast realising that if Pakistan decides 
to Ghauri this country, Delhi will be the first choice. (I under¬ 
stand a similar fear grips the residents of Islamabad.) It is a sit¬ 
ting duck of a target. Even worse, if the "dangerous neighbour" 
decides to nuke the city, the prernse spot he will pick to throw' 
the dreaded object is in and around Lutyens' Delhi because most 
of the country's movers and shakers, live in Its precincts. 
Property prices have not yet started falling in Golf Links, nor has 
MC imposed a surcharge for insuring people living in Defence 
Colony, but I know of many anxious mothers in Calcutta, 
Bangalore and Mumbai who are urging their self-exiled progeny 
to return home or move to safer climes. 

So, where is safe? At some newspaper offices these days, hectic 
enquiries are being made about the availability of PG accommo¬ 
dation in the Andamans and Cherrapunji, Rameshwaram and 
Kalahandi. Meanwhile, to soothe the nerves of agitated friends, I 
am trying to get a video print of Stanley Kubrick's clas.sic movie 
Dr. Strangelave or How I Learnt to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb. 

Culture Shock 
Mr B.P. Singh, the home secretary, is keeping a low profile 

these days. Nevertheless, he had his moment of glory when 
he published a book which claimed to take a "holistic" view of 
Indian culture. India's Culture: The State, the Arts and Beyond 
received hugely respectful notices and Mr Singh himself got big 
publicity. No such luck for Chris Smith, the secretary of state for 
culture in Britain. His book Creative Britain has been mercilessly 
panned. George Walden in The Sunday Telegraph produced what 
must be the most destructive piece of criticism I have ever read: 
"This is an appalling book, a small tragedy of a book. A secretary 
of state for culture has put his name to some of the most sancti¬ 
monious bilge written about the arts in recent times. No words 
can convey the depths of his fatuity, except his own...The trite¬ 
ness of his thoughts is matched only by the clum.sinc.ss of their 
expression. The saddest thing about this truly mortifying book 
is that (Smith) cannot write English. The style is not just awk¬ 
ward, it is semi-literate...." 

Viagra Headache 
VIAGRA tales ate sometimes piquant, sometimes sad, but the 

last word on the magic pill must go to Ms Joan Collins whose 
expertise in matters concerning the male and female sexual 
appetite needs no elaboration. Ms Collins recently wrote in 
Spedator magazine: "Several of my female friends confessed that 
their husbands' long-dormant libidos bursting once again into 
full bloom has caused them to reach for the headache pills.” 

VINOD MEHTA 
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